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INDEX
To the Sixth Volume of the JVcw England Parmer.

Acacia, or locust tree, remarks on, 20

Accounts, farmers', how kept, 182

A. B. his remarks on the cultivation of the grape, 148

Acorns, on planting, 89

Acre of land, great produce of an, 157

Address of the Rev. Charles A. Goodrich, to the Hart-

ford County Agricultural Society, extracts from. 68

of the Hon. J. Lowell to the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Society 105

of Pliny Merri'k, Esq. before the Worcester Agri-

cultural Society, 130

of Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden Agricul-

tural Society, 146, 156

of Mr. Le Hay de Chaumont, to the JefiPerson

County .\gricultural Society, 164

of R 'land Howard, to the Proprietors of an Agri-

cultural Library 194

to th( New York Horticultural Society, by N. H.

Carter, Esq. 196

to the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden Agri-

cultural Society, hy Professor Hitchcock 266

Adlum, John, on making wine from wild grapes 140

Admirer of horticultural pursuits on the vine 137

A fri nd to improvement, his remarks 307

Agricola on geological surreys 322 ,

Agricultural Society at Sunbury, notice of their pro-

ceedings and premiums 27
of Hillsborough, N.H. their cattle show 78—

officers of 95
of Essex, their arrangements 83—notice of

their cattle show 93—their premium for polalos 98-^

tb t-ports, 201
oi Middlesex, their arrangements 84— their

cadi- show 101

of .vlassachusetls, rules and regulations, 86

—

their cattle fhow 102—toasts drank at 110—their

premiums 233—their reports No. i, 107— No. ii, 1 10

—

Nns. iiiand iv, 113 -No. v, vi, a-d vii, 1 14— No. viii,

129—on agricul. xperimenls 202—premiums ofl'ered

by, for 1828, 236—choice of officers 406.

. of Rhode Island 93—premiums offered by &c.

for 1828, 330
of Hartford, Con. their cittle show 90—view-

ing committee of, their reports 90—do. on ploughiu

104—on domestic animals 104

of VVorcevter, their cittle show 98
of Ontario, their cattle show 117

of Merrimac County 117, 147, 364
• of Stockhridge 125

of New Brunswick 125, 133, 235
of Bristol, Mass. ]33
of Cheshire, N. H. 150

of Windsor, Conn. 162

of Jefferson County, N. Y. 164
of Philadelphia 217
operations in England, great extent of 153
in France, notice of 82

——^— in Indiana, sketches of, by S. Hornbrook 97

in Corsica 100—in the British colonies 116—remarks

on, from the N. Y. Statesman 178—in Georgia 198

—

in Flanders 234
and geological surveys, proposed by Mr. Hol-

brook 387
Societies, benefits arising therefrom 346

Ague, cure for 52
Air-bed, notice of 291

Air-plant, notice of 320
Allen, Rev. M. expenses and income of his farm 161

Alligators, notices ol 304
Almanac, British, notice of S98
Althea, frutex 347
American aloe, notice of 854
Ants, remedies against II, 67
Apples, Siberian bitter sweet, notice of 76—large ones

95—preserved in flax seed chaff 127—part sweet
and part sour 160—how marked with impressions of

a leaf 203—preserved in grain 293—worms in 346
Apple-syrup, how made 81
Apple trees, a disease in, Mr. Lowell's remarks on 17

—

how cultivated as dwarf standards 260—a remaT^ka-
ble one, -which blossomed and bore fruit three times

in one season 294—pear trees, extracts from Knight's
treatise on 369, 381, 385, 404—Mr. Preston's remarks
on 377—on placing pomace round for manure, 386

Arracacha, growing in England 203
Arrow-root, potatos not a good sabstitute for, 159
Ashes, wood, as a manure 231
Atherstone, J. on the cultivation and uses of woad 54
Australian Agricultural Society 180
Bacon, hams and tongues, on preserving OQ
Bag-worms, how destroyed 275
Barley, hulled by Mr. Stevens 231
Barometer, infallible 40
Balm-tea, promotes health .Hnd longevity 372
B. C. his remarks on blight in pear trees 1

Beans, directions for harvesting 53—lima, notices of

325—how cultivated 326
Beck's essay 293—by Mr Lawrence, Jaffrey, N. H. 293
Beer, hop, receipt for making 349, 362—spruce 372
Bee hives in forests, notice of 81—new construction of

333—snccessfully buried in the ground 337—placed
in winter where the sun never appears 391—should

be placed some distance from the ground 11—obser-

vations on, by "Medicus" 153, 177— sagacity of 1S2

watching the time of their swarming 170—practical

hints on management of 198, 254, 26'2, 289, 290, 361,
how to protect from the bee-motli 321

Beet, green, a substitute for spinage 75—sugar, its cul-

tivation 254, 268, 285—on making sngar from 318
Beets, on the cultivation of, by \Vm. Curr 302
Beetles, (insects) notices of 373— bow destroyed 39!)

Bells, hung near the ground can be heard further 1

1

Benton, W. H. his notice of the spontaneous gro%vth of

silk in .Mississippi 338
Birds of the .Mississippi valley 250—that destroy iii-

sects, notice of 289
Birds' nests, edible, remarks on 168
Black currant wine, how managed 130

Blackstone canal, notice of 149
Bleaching by steam, remarks on 291
Bleeding at the nose, remedy for 334
Blight in pear trees, remarks on by B. C. 1

Blood, successful transfusion of 199
Blood-hound for detection of sheep stealers, &c. 339
Bone, on the strength of 101 — use of as a manure 254
Boneset, honey of, remarks on 1C5
Bnok farming, remarks on 364
Bor.ige, notice of 329
Boring for water 149
Bots, killed by a decoction of white oak bark 140— re-

marks on, by Rev. L. Capen 257
Brakes, on gathering for manure, kc. 53
Bread, brown, recommended in dyspepsia 43—remarks
on making C—from turnips, receipt for 372—how
made from potatos 373

Breeds of domestic animals, remarks on 174
Bremen geese, by Col. Jaques, notice of 174
Brewery, London, notice of 37
Brewster, G. his mechanical ingenuity rewarded 91

Broccoli, directions for cultivating 249
Brussels sprouts, their culture and uses 329
Budding fruit trees, how performed 21

Buel, J. Esq, on Ijeghorn hats 108—on lucerne 108

—

on disease in pear trees 108—on improving the kinds
of pear 115—on lucerne 179—on horn [liths for ma-
nure 241—on improvement of pastures 308—notice

of his nursery grounds 387
Buelta abaxo, a new kind of tobacco 315
Buffum, .Arnold, recommends mulberry hedges 30
Bugs on vines, how destroyed 355
Buildings, flimsy erecting of, censured 26, 45, 209—ol

stone recommended 269
Bull Bolivar, notice of 358—his pedigree 363
Burns and scalds, remedy for 165
Buttons American, manufactory of, at Attleborough 161

Butter, how made in cold weather 157—method of salt-

ing 302, 358—to keep from growing rancid 302—on
the manufacture of, by S. De Witt 316, 324, 332—
remaiks on making 333, 354—premiums for best spe-

cimens of, offered by N. Y. City Agri. Society 339

—

Mr. Peters' remarks on making 370—on making, by
a lover of good butter 370— a premium of f 100 offer-

ed for best, by citizens in Boston 387—large quanti*
ty made from one cow in a week 389

Cabbages, modes of preserving 70, 203— a large one 155
Cabbage, turnip, its cultivation recommended 269
Calf, large, notice of 103,' 163, 293, 354
Calves, on raising 354
Camellias, how raised in the open ground, 337
Canada thistle, how destroyed 20, 31)2

Canadian, or tree onion 11

Canals in New Y^rk and in China 2
Candleberry myrtle, remarks on 274
Canker, to preserve apple trees from 75 — in fruit trees,

how remedied 251
Canker-worms, remarks on, and remedies against 137,

., 153, 169, 310.

Canning, Mr. notices of his death 62
Canvass, American, notice of 47

C'apen, L. his reiparks on bolts in horses 257

Carrots, beets and parsnips, on their cultivation 302—
advantage of, in fattening oxen, Sic. 065

Cardoon, varieties of, and manner of cultivating 180

Carter, N. H. F.sq. extracts from bis address to the N.

Y. Horticultural Society 196

Casks, tainted, hov/ rendered sweet 372

Cast-iron, cbill(»d, its use for punches, &c. 185

Castor bean, cultivation of, recommended 294

Catalpa tree, description ol^35

Catterpillars, how destroyed 320, 337

Cattle and sheep in pastures, seen to once a day 14

—

Col. Jaques' Ibod for 14— remarks on, by Mr. Mar-

shall 35—remedies for, when hoven or swollen 61,

334—improving the bned ol 109—notices of large,

owned by Capt. Benj. Howard 161—remarks on feed-

ing and raai.aging 166—not salted in winter 166^

—

notice of a print of 182—feeding and fattening 206.

214—choked willi roots, &c. how relieved 213, 227

horn distemper in 243—weight of in Loudon in 1700,

short horned breed, pedigiee of 321

Cauliflowers, on obtaining an early crop of 268— on

their culture 329

Celery, on its cultivation 251, 337

Cement, Roaian, remarks on 154—water, lime-stone

for, found in couthington, Con. 22S—likewise in

West Springfield 229- for boilers, how made 273

Chambers' medicine, analysed, &c. 1S7

Chandler, David, his mode of protecting bees from the

be-moth 322.

Charcoal, dang 'r from burning 323

Chaumont, Le Ray, Mr. his remarks on the vine 164

Chemistry, applied to agriculture 186

f.'hes-nuts, Frrnch, large size of 152

Cheese, on making 355—not colored, premium offered

for 357
Ches-nut tree, wood and baik of, employed in dyeing

and tanning 1 19

Chimney sv allows, notice of 373, 240

Children, on the diess of 123—management of 170

China tree, notice of 130

Chloride, its use in taking spots from dresses 249

Cholera Morbus, how pro<luced 27—burnt cork recom-

mended for 29
Chrysanlh-. mum, much cultivated in England 337

Cider, directions for making 84, 100—how purified

when musty 350—on the process of fining or purify-

ing 385—how made by the Shakers 404
Climate, remarks on its changes 285
Cloth, cause of the fulling of 07

Clover, second crop of, profitably mixed with straw 51

Coal, Worcester, notice af 162—as a manure, experi*

ments on 275— found near Hartford, Con. 389— in

Pennsylvania 405
Cobbett, Mr. his remarks on flowers and ornamental,

gardening 234, 245, 253, 261, 269—his nursery 269
Cochineal, its cultivation in the Southern States re-

commended 296
Cockroaches, how destroyed 5

Codfish, how cooked 1

1

Codfishery, New-foundland, notice of 57
Coffee tree, notice of 227, 24

1

Coffee, how preserved ready made 40—Siberian, 348—
remarks on 379—Araisian, mclhou of preparing 395
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Coffin, Gen. his presents to the Mass. \gn. Society, for

whicti he received the thanks ol' said Soc. 103, 151—
notice of his present of horses 323, 364

Composts, remarks on, how marie, &c. 365
ConsuTDptirn, cured by riding 197

Copperas works at Strafford, notice of 92
Cornish mines, notice of 29
Cottage, an English, remarks on 405
Cow, an xtraordinary one 7— another, do. 10—large

ones 216, '279—choked,how relieved 213—profitable

owned by Col. Povvel 363
Cows, fed on fish 146—on the management of 166, 358

retuedy for swollpn liags in 249— wi(h a large calf

354—profitable owned liy Rev. Mr. Phenix 363
Cow tree, description of 35
Cradles for infants, condemned 256
Cranberry, high, m y be cultivated in gardens 267
Cranston, Mr. hi; remarks on disease in pear trees 98
Crops in Nova Scotia, notice of 5, 83, 129— in Berk-

shire county 10- large, of wheat and rye 53—of In-

dian corn, ic. 149—importance of thinning 330
Cruelty to animals 207
Cuculla, a remarkable kind of fire-fly 93
Cucumbers, how preserved for pickles 81, 351—one
weighing nearly 5 lbs. 95—how raised in winter 180
on raising early 246—planted in a turnip 247—how
raided in Ru.ssia 265—girkin, how raised 325—how
rendered more wholesome 350

Cultivator, his translation of a French treatise on the

cultivation of the vine 73, 109

CuiT, UiiliaiD, on the cultivation of carrots, beets, and
parsnips 302

Currant jelly, how made 6

Currauis, on their culture 228
Ciifti'1^3, h'^ w to propagate from 250
Dahlias, nonierous varieties of, exhibited in London
337—cultivation of, recommended 372

IJairies in Devonshire, England, their management 307
Dai y, directions concerning 130, 358—profitable, of

Mr Dyer 181—of Mi- \Voodruff212—of Mr Ueuny 239
Diiiry secret 1

1

Da.np destroy tr 357
Damp walls, how dried 155
Oandelion, on its cultivation, by Gen. Dearborn 337

—

by the Editor 342
Davis, C. Esq. his replies to queries on orchards 122
D. C on destroying worms in peach trees 345
Dearborn's platform balances, notice of 133

Derby, E. 11. Esq. his mode of making butter 157—his

account of the pedigree of the improved Durham
short horned stock 321.

De VVili, Jacob, on destroying insects 386
Dock, how destroyed 78—uses of 251
Dogs used as beasts of burden 167— for sawing timber

for sashes, i-n. 293
Domestic life 56
Dooliltlc , Hon. .Mark, extracts from his address 156
Draiuin;;, remarks on, by 11. W. D. 361
1-ress of childrfn, remarks on 52
Dressing soils, remarks on Ml
Drilling crops, remarks on 78
Dropsy, cure for 312
Drought in Georgia 20— in Tennessee 27
Drown, Or. S. on planting trees 301
Drunkard's mirror 162
Druak. nness, its causes and preventives 398
Dunghills, insalubrity of 180
Dyseiitary, cure for 21

Dyspepsia, remarks on, and remedies for 325, 376
Eaton, Ames, his remarks on the effects of light on

trees, &ic. 228
Egg-plant, remarks on 315, 319
Eggs, on preserving 0, 1!;2

Eld<;rbcrry wine, how made 29
Ely, .'. M. on lucerne 179
Elm, Boston, notices of a painting of 217, 374
Elwyn.John L.his remarks on horses 193,2.57,273,281,
301,354.

Endive, notices of 329
Epilepsy, cure for 77
E. S. F his remarks on a singular disease in sheep 154
Ewes and lambs, on the management of 247
Exotic plants, how naturalized 1.30— utility of intro-

ducing 130

Expansion of solids by heal 160

Farm, a profitable 171—perfectly cultivated great pro-

ductive power of 230— in Chili, large extent of 233

Farms, small, advantages of 371
Farmer, a, on the uses of apple pomace 132, 154—on

wood ashes, &c. as manure 231—the employment of

writing evenings 241— his remedy for poisoned sheep
265—on a wash for fruit trees 266—on the manage-
ment of bees 290—notices of the state of the season

331—a poor, signs of 355
Farmers, in New England, notices of by an English-

man 288
Farming, Brillfh, causes of its superiority 86— in Ala-

bama, 124— remarks on, from the Western Monthly
Review 125—remarks on, in Berkshire 125—maybe
made a profitable business 161

Female education 360
Females in France, employed in fields, &c. 207
F. II. F. remarks on fish ponds, animal manures 186
Fences, posts for, top part placed in the ground 962
Fennel, on its culture 339
Fish, on the propagation of 10 131—on the transporta-

tion of, from salt to fresh water 34, 369— tainted,

I'ow restored 70
Fish ponds, remarks on 40, 1£G
Fiske, Hon. O. his remarks on suckers in fruit trees 50

on a disease in fruit trees 266
Flannel of .American manufacture, notices of 131
Flax, water rotting of 259—machine for breaking, pre-

mium offered for, by Pennsylvania legislator- 274
Flint's Western Review, tytracts from, 92, 254
Florida, middle, notice oi' 100
Flowers, decayed, rendered fresh by hot water 29

—

method of preserving 171—extracts from Dr. Green's
treatise on 318

Floy Michael, his notices of Vew Zealand spinage 116
on a new kind of peach 213

Food of the French £03
Foreign plants and seeds, on introducing them into the

United Plates 148
Forest trees, remarks on, Mass. Agricul. Society's pre-
mium for 115—a farmer's attention to 242

Fowls, how fattened on curdled milk 11

Franklin, his notice of Adm. Coffin's intended present
of horses 322

French. M. on worms in apples 346
Frost, to protect garden vegetables from 358
Fruiterers, tricks of 181

Fruit, fallen, slionld be gathered to destroy the worms
it contains 21—stones of, should not be swallowed
66—on pilfering 84—a substitute for ardent spirits

124—selection of the best kinds of 131—on its no-
menclature, by Mr. Prince 178—on synonyms in 178
acclimation of 178—green, injurious to children 4(14

Fruit trees, question concerning suckers in 1"—answer
to the question, by O. Fiske 50—by J. Wcllss 70

—

raised by the way-side, in France 205—on a wash for

266—Mr. Fiske's remarks on a disease in 266— pro-

per time for transplanting 315- Mr. Benj. Wheeler's
wash for 342—new, received by Mr. Prince 354

Fuel, economy in 155
Garden Cress, description and use of 329
Gardening, love of natural to man 38, 163—modern

style of 65, 334—remarks on 318, 361
Gardens in ships 83—neglect of, reprehended 126, 220
Garlic, a description of, and its medical properties 89
Gas light for factories 163
Geese, Bremen, by Col. Jaques 174—mode of feedincr

183—rearing and managing 22?
Geological lectures, by Mr. Holhrook. notice of 375
Geological survey of Worcester county proposed 69
Geological surveys recommended by .4gricola 322
Ginseng, notices of 280, 301
Glass bottles, to guard against lightning 152
(Jiue, water proof, how made 343
Goats, notices of 341
Gold mines of North Carolina, not profitable 67
Goodrich, Rev. Charles A. extracts from his address

08, 76
Gooseberry bushes, direction! for the management of

290, 331, 40.3—uotices and use of 346
Gourds, remarks on 290
Gourgas, .1. M. his observations on the culture of silk

306, 313
Grafting, dove tail recommended 75—remarks on 262,
404—new kind of mentioned by Mr Hcrrick 285

Grain, best lime of culling 51—preserved from mice
by wild mint 67

Grape, the Isabella, remarks on 74, 87, 121—on its

cvUivalion by A. B. 148—mode of planting 301

Grapes, how to hasten the maturity of 35—large quan-
tity of from a single Tine 100—wild, on making wine
from 140

Grape vines, remarks on a disease in by Mr Osborne
and Mr Farmentier 17—remarks on by Wm. Ptince

70, 204—translation from a French treatise on 74 ;

see further vines, on grafting 195 ; on their culture

by William Wilson 403, see also Vine
Grass, laying down land to 30
Grass grounds, top dr. ssing c f 397, 406
Grasses, observations on 35, 212, 221 ; fall sowing of

£38 ;
quantity and kinds of on an acre 316

Grazing hoven cattle 334

Green house, on constructing 329

Green Ur R. his remarks on inset ts, which prey on
cut worms 41 , on the .'^carabseus roseus, or lose

bug 41, 49; on seeds 269; on insectivorous birds

289 ; on bees 289 ; on salsafy, &c. 289

Groats, or hulled oats manufactured and recommend-
ed 225

Guinea grass, notices of 4

Gymnastics in Bavaria 123

H. his remarks on canker worms 137 ; on beef cattle

161 ; on burying bees m the ground 337 ; on a new
variety of potatos 337 ; on destroying caterpillars 337

H. A. on foot rot in sheep 142

Hail-rods, or paragreles for protecting against hail

storms 11

Hainault scythe 203
Hams, how cured with pyroligenons acid 213; how

preserved 359

Hardy, N. on placing pomace round apple trees for

manure 386
Hare, Professor Robert, on the saccharum of the sweet

potato 20
Harris, I 'r T. W. his essay on the natural history of

the rose hug 18 ^ insects on peach trees 393

Harrison Charles, on obtaining a second cjop of mel-

ons 65
Harrowing Grain in spring 330
Harvesting, remarks on 19

Hawthorn berries, how made to vegetate 160

Hay. in hay stacks, how to ascertain the heal of 6 ; :<.

great crop of 80 ; how loaded in Chili 408

Hay-making, directions concerning 389

Hay press ol a new construction 123

H. C. his notices of the cultivation of millet 41

H>.'allh, favorable influence of civilization on 72— re-

ceipts to ensure 357, 360
Hemlock, wild, death caused by 3—notices of 381

Hemp and 1 lax, American may be made equal to

Russian 241

Hens, how to make them lay eggs plentifully 97
Hessians, notices of 3

Hemp, on the culture of 396
Hints to American Husbandmen, notices of and ex-

tracts from 54, 57— to Mew England iarmers 226

—

relative to bed clothes, mattresses, &c. 359
Hitchcock, Professor, his address to the Hampshire.

Franklin and Hampden Agricultural Society 266.

276. 284. 292
Holbrook, Mr .losiah, proposes Agricultural and Geo-

logical surveys 337
Honey and wax, how separated from the comb 81
Horn piths recommended lor manure 341

Hornbrook. S. his sketches ol agi rculturc in Indiana 97
Horse Arabian, Godolphin, bow intioduced into Eng-

land 17

Horses, beans and peas cheaper provender for Ihan
oats 92—on their pulse, signs of a good one, &:c. 140,
on their eye-lids, and the manner of placing shies
on, &c. 140, 141—hiile bound, how managed 141—
of ^outh America, not valuable 145— this opinion
controverted 164— remarks on difterent breeds of
193. 257, 273, 281— on the little attention pnid to
raising 261—disease in bj purging, quere concern-
ing 282—answer to said ii.quiry i y K. Vanderburgh
300—how managed in 1 ennsylvania 317

Horse chesnut, uses of 5, 157—tree haw propagated
157—starch how extracted from 187—die made of
267—powder of useful to mnke paste 268

Horse flesh eaten in Paris 348
Horse, founder in, remedies for 10

Horse radish, how cultivated in Denmark 3S7
Horae riding, uses and manner of 356
Horticultural toricty. New York, proceedings of 52,

101, 119, 160, 220, 341—at Philadelphia 364



INDEX.

Hot beds, how made 277
Tioward, Roland, his address to the proprietors of a

bocial Library in ) aslon 194

Humble bees, how confined and bred 130

H, W. D. his remarks on draining^ !'6I

Huriburt, Samuel Jr. on washings sheep 378
Hybrid, a remarkablw I9u

Hydrophobia, cure tor 234
Ice iu canals how n moved 162—in ice houses, how
prepared so as to keep for two or three years 204

—

remarks on its exportatioo 373
Indiana, notices of the state of agriculture in 97
Indian corn on harvestins; of 54—snwn broad cast for

fodd. r, remarks on by John Hare Powel, Esq.—seed
of should be selected in the field, &c. 61—valuable
for fodder 71—great crop of by John Andrew 153

—

large ta- of 163—on its discovery and u.se by the pil-

grims lti7—liow raised in a sparden 3"23—hnw secur-
ed from I'lrds :iad insects 335—improved method of
preparing for planting 344—soaking in copperas wa-
ter JiiJ

Indian ink, hnw made 5

Indigenous productions, which might be cultivated 371
Indigo, on choo.-ing 92

j

Infectious miasmata, means of destroying 401 I

Ink, writing, recipe (or mak
made lti'2

Insect takf.i from the throat of a cow 374

nee 205—planting of, recom-

8—how made doubly na-
new variety in Nova Stotii.

1
by "A farmer" 177—sowed carlv

in the spring 178-hulled, manufactured by Henr-
htevens 225— their cultivation recommended 225 '

arly growth of 331
'

' "
|

":,""-; S'"- ^'"C--"' ', i"i—meinod o( raising earl-

L. W. B. h. remark, on tarring trees to preserve from Opi'TitrcUurr&T'fs'iT
'"^""' "'

tr„':;.:ar;:3m-""
"--^ '-'-'-'' "- '="'"-

"'t^i '-
""t'--'

'^- '^^-^^^^ ^- ^«o
Orchards on the sea shore, how protected, 178—howMachine lor raising water, notice of 10— for sowin^

turnips 25—for mortising carriage hubs, &:c. 37—hy°
Hraulir, by Mr. N. Saflord 43— lor pressing hay 123—
lor dressing hemp and Hax, bounty offered lor by the
Pennsylvania legisature 270—for making window-
sashes 340— for kueading bread 379— for making-
barrel staves 381

°

.Maggots, breeding of, in France 348
Magnetic needle, to preserve from rust 344

11—hideliblc how {
Mahogany, value of 363
Mangel VVurtzel, large roots ol 102, 127—on the cul-

ture of 226—remarks on 238, 387

managed in Devonshire, Eng. 316
Orcharding, remarks on, by "A farmer" 265—by the

Editor 349 ^

Orchard-grass, remarks on its culture and uses by J
H. Powel, Esq. 74—by Lloyd Jones, Esq. 74 '

Orchards, questions relating to. and replies 1)6 122
129— VIr. Lowell's remarks on 106

'

jrape vines 17

Insects which pr.y on thi cot-worm, notices of. by Dr j
Magnolia macrophylla, remarks on 395

K. tji-reen 41 — remarkanle one in Livoni.i 141—in (
Marl, diif<rent sorts of, Aic. 19

plum trees remedy agai.ist 274—destroyed by birds ^'ahoganj', how cut and transported 24
289—on destroy in;j in season 323—to preserve In-
diau corn from 335—how to secure water melons,
&c. trom 367—destroyed by toads ."72—which at-
tack pear-lr.es, notice oj 382—destroyed by fires in

thir nignt 386, 39l>—in tropical c.Iioiatt:s 403
Intemperance cure for 58
Irishinaii. au, on the presurvatioo o( potatos 370
Iron "(-.. great quantities i/i the state of New York 3
Itch ciiitd by olive "il 379
Jackson, »\ . his machine for sowing turnips 25
Jaques, .^oi. .~aaiuei his food tor rattl^ 14
Jerusa.cui .\iiii hokc, on ili cuiiivation SI8 i

ing

J. iVI. .1. his remarks on peaches, Ot

of leaves for manure 1J2—on economy in build

209—on distemper iu peach trees 390
Jones, 1 loyd. I^sqi his remarks on the culture and uses

of orchard urass 74
Kneading machine, notice of 3'i9

Knife-board, a useiul one 89
Kiight, i'. A. 'lis letter to John !j0well, Esq. together

with neX7 varieties of fruit 323—extracts Iroiu his

treatise ou the culture of the apple and pear 369,

381,385, 4114

LaburnuQi. iri ad leaved, notice of 27
Lactation, sucklin"' children, remarks on 227
Lake f^uperior, remarks on 399
Lambs, weaning of, kc. 406
Lamp or lantern for the street, notice of 10—simple

contrivance lor 192

Lamp boilers, &c. 335
Landscape and picturesque gardening, remarks on 187

Alain, J. on winter pruning the vine 65
^janufacturing establishments, importance of 72
Manure, on the use of leaves for, by J. M. G. 102 li-

quid, its importance in horticulture 115—peat-ashes
recommended for 143—animal, remarks on 186— li-

quid, remarks on 190—horn piths recommended lor
241—sea-coal valuable for 275—on its exposure to
the atmosphere, decomposition, &.C. 342—cheap and
efficacious, how made 342

Aleat, how preserved in snow 165—preserved in mo-
lasses 323

Medicine, small doses of, administered in Germany 136
the use Melons, a second crop of, bow obtained 65 • varieti

of Persian, notice <4' 75—how cultivated in Kussia
265 how to raise early 278—large, notice of 280
how to preserve against bugs and flies 386—on their
culture 405

Metallic cloths, notice of 89
.Meyican tiger flower, notice of 130
Microscope, a remarkable one 79
Milk, observations on 50, C2
Miller, Rev. Dr. on the cultivation of strawhcrries 233 I

Millet, notices of its cultivat.ou by H. C. 41
Minerals, State collection of, recommended 393
Mines and coal, remarks on 350 I

Miser's prayer 376 I

Molasses made from sweet apples 61—how prepared
for preserving fruit 61

Moon, remarks on its influence on the weather, &c 58
158, 168

'

Lavender, on its culture and uses 339
Lead mine, at Eaton, N. H. 372
Leather bands, their application to machinery 235
Leaves, 00 the use of for manure 102
Leeches, artificial 163

Leghorn hats. Judge Buel's communication respectin"-

108
Lemons, raised by Rev. A. Bigelow 175
Lightning and thunder, places of safety in 340—treat-

ment of persons 'truck by 340—singular efl"ects of
397—bow to e cafie the effects of 3S9

Lightning rods, remarks on by Professor Hare, 227

—

recommended for barns 389
Light, velocity of 359
Lime, its good effects in agriculture 28—on its uses

and modes of applying it 126—how burnt most eco-
nomically 155

Lime piant, remarks on 289
Liverwort, said to cure coisumption 1 19, 235, 355

—

condemned by Dr Physic 373—by a writer in the K.
Y. Farmer. 405

Locust tree, manure for raising 145, 372
Longevity, instaiices of 400
Lowell, John, Esq. remarks ou the culture of lucerne
86—his translation of a French treatise on the cul

Morton Andrew, his mode of foicing strawberries 65
Moss, on cultivating plants in 65
Mowing match, notice of 7
Moles in meadows, how destroyed Ml
Mortality, decrease of, in England 205
Mother, a, on the extravagance of the times 256
Mowing, remarks on 402
Mulberry hedges recommended 30
Mulberry trees, planting of, recommended 21—cult

vated by sowing broad-cast 37—how managed in
France 82—in Connecticut 82— useful for timber 82
quickest and most certain mode of raising 203 no-
tice of an attempt to cultivate in 1772

Mustard, an antidote against poison 181—on its culti-
vation 197

Mustard seed, white, its use as medicine, &c. 180
Nasturium, notice of 329
Naturalist, on edible bird's nests 158
.\ettle, remarks on, and use of 341
New England Farmers, hints to 226
New England Farmers' and Mechanics' Journal, notice
of 167

New Holland, rapid progress of 342
N. L. on raising water from wells by a syniion 178
Nursery, soils prcper for 178

Nuttall's botany extracts from .2(>

Osborn, Mr. John, on a diseas

I
Oxen, on the management of 191
Oyster shells, pounded, make good manure 17,5
P. his remarks on preventing bugs in peas 307
Paints, earthy most durable 126
Palma christi. or castor oil plant, notice of 372
Parent, advice to a son 141
Paring and burning the soil, remarks on 6—injurinu

in some cases 315
Parmentier, Andrew, hi? remarks on grape vines lO—
on a disease in grape vines 17—nofice of his iutro-
duction of landscape and picturesque gardenin" 18*
early asparagus raised by 189— his garden 384,'397

Parsley, cultivation and uses of 1S2
Pastures, close feeding of, recommended 97—on weed

ing 340—on the management of in England 344
Patent trial, notice of 396
Peaches. &c. remarks on by J. M. G. 42—price of, in

Philadelphia 53—large ones 81, 95—fine ones raised
by B.Vanghar, 1 17—singular one, part nectarine 40

L

Peach-bouse, cii script ion ol 42
Peach l^e-s, on dtstroying the worm in, by hot water

129, 346. 354—French mode of training 204 their
culture 33f, C43

I Pears, large, no'i.e ol SI, 102
Pear trees, bligh: in, <ause of attributed to overbearin<>-
1—dist( mptr il, 382, 390—insects on 393—thai opin'-

I

ion contr i.v. rf d 37—Mr. Priuce'e remarks on blight

j

in 50 -gaften .<u :nf!dlar stocks 75—Mr. Cransto°n'=
I re.mark^ nn di- a« in 98—Judge Butl's remarks cr,

iniprovin-.' 1 li-- Jifferent sorts of mentioned by Mr.
Prince 2ij3—c .. au insecl,, which attacks it 382

Pear, Bartlel, notice ol 357
Pearl barley, a substitute for rice 65
Peas, remarks on harvesting 1 1—time necessary foi

raising 262—direct ions for cultivating 270, 302—how
to prevent bugs in 307—early in Boston market 37-^,

in Providence market 374
Peat ashes, for manure, remarks ou 143
Pedlars, remarks on 176
Pepper, kinds of 203
Perkins, Jacob, remarks on his steam artillery 1
Perkins. Capt. James, notice of his cultivation 407
Phinney, Elias, Esq. his reply to queries respectinf

orchards 122
Pickering, Hon. Timothy, his report on raising potato:

from seed. S8
Pierce, Mr Joshua, on the cultivation of silk 10
Pike, or pickerel oil, uses of 317
Piles, cure for 61
Pin, swallowed, how withdrawn 131
Pine applf cheese by Mi Collins 15
Planting fruit trees, proper time for 315
Plants, method of reviving 100—their distribution ove?

the globe 112—may be altered by going to seed near
others of a similar idnd 143—number of on !>n acrr-
344

Plaster of Paris, notice of by " A Farmer 77— by Geo
W. Jeffrey's 345—seeds rolled in 345

Plough, notices of 37— self governing, reniarl»s on 20:',

Ploughing in the fall recommended lor stiff soils J26—
frequent, and ploughing in ridges, remarks on 229

Plums, mammoth, notice of .'i2—new kind of bv M-
Prince 90
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red anl 67—for salting and smoking meat 67— to make
champagne from grapes 67—for epilepsy 77— for pre-

serving cream 78—for preserving dead game 79— to

make apple syrup 81—to prepare fruit for children 81

—to preserve cucumhers for pickles 81 for getting

-lass stoppers nut of bottles 83— for a composition for

m:,rking sheep 89— for chapped or sore lips 89— for ob-

stinate'nlcers 89—to stop bleeding at the nose 92— to

make supffrior bnnus 9-2- to presfrve grapes on the

vines till winter 92— for poison by ivy 97— for poison

by dog wood 97— to preserve against moths and ants

97_to make hens lay egjs 97— for murrain in hogs 97

I

—do. in cattle 97—to cure a cold 99— for buck wheat

bread or cake 103—for making peach pie 104— for

consumption 1 19— to restore tainted boef 126— to pre-

vent birds from taking seeds out of the ground 127—

to cure asthma 127— "to preserve apples 127— for mak-

ing black currant wine ,130—tor inflamed sore eyes 131

—to take ink spots from cloth 131-to cure oxen

strained bv over-drawing 131— lore covering for roofs

131— to make tomato catsuc 133— to make durable

candles 133—fov the whooping cough 133—to make

win." of wild grapes 140— to cure bots in horses 140-

for destroving moles in meadows 141— for pr^'serving

trees against mire, &:c. 150—to preserve grain from in-

,'ort of Hon. [sects and rats, &c. 150—to make durable candles 152

n raisins from seed 9H-nVw varieties —for destroying rats 155— for the bite of a rattlesnake

ndelible ink 162—to make teeth

Plum trees, bugs in how destroyed 274
Fompions and gourds leaves of eaten instead of sum-

mer cabbage. &c. 33
Poison by eating wild hemlock, death ca^isi-d by 3

—

suction a remedy for 157—mustard an antidote

against 181— of lead, i-c. effects of how prevented

215— Flottentots' remedy for £69
?omace, see pumice
Pomeroy, S. W . his remarks on Pope's threshing ma-

chine 210—on the protecting system i97—answer
to his remarks on the protecting system 308

Ponds, artificial how made 43
Pope's hand threshing machine, remarks on by Mr

I'omeroy 210
Poppy, on making sweet oil from 181

Porteau, Mods. A. translation from his work on the

vine 73
Foiter l-onnnn, remarks on its composition 402
Potato flour, notice o( .302

Foiato, tl e Mercer, origin of 293—how planted in Ire-

land 317
Potato, blossoms of often fall ofi' spontaneously 29
Potato onions, on their cull.vaiion 166, 205
Potato pudding, how made S'l9 ,.

Polatos, on gathering and preserving 53, large crop of

by I'hayer, hestseiecled iorseed90
'I. Pickerin

of 103—great produ- ts of 127.130. 1 63 -to pre-

serve from frost 147— food for horses 15''—fine crops

of in New liruuswick 156—on the culture of with

respect to earliness, &r. 170— kidney, remarks on

185— to preserve, when frozen lg9—long reds recom-

mended 238-how to raise early 270—on their cul-

tivation, by the Editor 2fi6 293—require a strong

heavy loam 293—rule for seed 294—raised early for

feeding swiue 302—how raised in Devonshire, Eng
311— uses of 317. 386 - mw kind of 337—an Irish-

man on the preservation of 370
Poultry management ol. and description and drawing

of a bousi: for 69—how profitably fed, 143, 270
I'owiler mills, an explosion in 83
Powel, John Hare, F.sq. on Subs itutes for hay, Indian

corn sowed broad cast, millel, &c. 57, 378—on

g:a?ses and thi'ir comparaiivr value, «tc. 74—on the

culture ol rape 277— on ditferent breed?: of swine 378
Preston, .'^amiiei on destroying bu

gardening .361—on apple trees 377 I

Prince, William, hi? remarks on bligh' '.n pear trees

f)'l—on grape vines 70, 244, 252—on a uew kind of

plum 90—on th< (Treville Rose 145— 'Slracts from

his work on horticulture I'S, 228, 283—on the cof-

fee tree 241—on synonyms in fruit 285—new fruit

(fee? imported by ,354

Protecting system, effects of on agriculture 297
Pumice, apple, uses of 132, 154, 1S9. 174

Pumping the human stomach, good effects ef 69
Pumpkin, m!iinmoth, notice of 195

Pumps, how preserved from freezing 199

Quince, on its cultivation 356
Jlabbits, remarks ob rearing. &c. 150,202
Radishes, large 104, 127

Kake, revolving, notice of .399

Kail lload from Boston to Providence 26—from Boston

(o Hudson river, document concerning 66—advan-
tage of 234— from .New York »o lake Erie 278

Rape, on its cultivation and uses 366, 371
Raspberries, on their culture 228
Rals, how destroyed 168. 373—how prevented from

burrowing in houses 199
l'attle?nake,bite of remedy for 157, 182—venom of 203

ii.ecipes—(or making Indian ink G—for rhciiinati«m

6— forth" ring worm 6— for making currant jelly 6

—

for the tooth ache 7— for intemperance 7— for fever

and ague 7— for sore throat 1 1—for writing ink 11

for wen 11 — do. in cattle 11— for making ginger wi
11 — for making whorile berry pudding 14—for dysen-

<ery 21— for bed hugr. 21—for poison 23—for hums 21?

Roller, remarks on the uses of 147

Roofs of houses of sheet iron 261 ; composition fot pro-

tecting 318

Root sleatner, description and plate of 23

Roots of plants, remarks on 229

Rose bugj, an essay on the natural history of by Dr T.
W. Harris 9, IS ; remarks on ly Ur R. Green 41, 49

Roses, remarks on by V\ illiam Prince 145; Greville,

China 145 1611 ; .lapan, remarks on 205.

Rotation of crops in garden ground, impoitance of 380
Rural taste 397

Push Richard. St cretary of State, his directions for in-

troducing plants and seeds 172

Russia, slate of agriculture in 1

1

Puta baga, recommended 238

Fye, ixtraordinari yield of 26 ; winter, when sowed.

&• . 46 ;
great crops of 53, 85

Ryegrass, uses of 269

Palad herbs, bow grown at sea 326

Palsafy or vegetable oyster, remarks on 289

Salt for cattle, uses of 51, 166 ; as a manure condemn-

ed 54 ; on its application to soils 230 ; recommend-

ed as a manure for some plants 337.

Salting and smoking m t, plan tor 67

Pour krout, how made, &c. 291

Pcott's legacy, notice of, and list ol premiums under

teh broom, notice of 347
.J^— for makin„ _ .

white 163— to cleanse the teeth and improve the ,

Scratches or selenders in horses 242. 249

breath 183— for broken shins 163— to preserve green

house plants 163—to give a bloom to pearhes, plums,

&c. 165—to render glass less brittle 165— lor the dry

rot in timber 165—for burns and scalds 165— to kill

ear wigs or other insects lodged in the ear 169— for re-

storing vegetable life 170—of a porter plaster for hruis-

e, ]-;0_fr,r chillblains 170— for mouldiness in the tim-

ber of a house 180— to make swtetoil from poppies

180—to preserve oranges, lemons, Sec. 181— for a cold

131— for poison 181— I o preserve eggs 6. 182—to pre-

vent shoes from taking in water 183—tor a varni h for

woods 183—for making cider cake 183—of a prepara-

tion for covering houses 185— fer impreving musty

Sea kale, remarks on the cultivation of 281

Sea sand, valuable as a lo] -dressing tor grass-land 31,5

Season, remarks on 1, 207.228,253, 255, 277,351,
379, 390 ; for sowing grain 1

Sen weed for stuffing cushiors, notice of 144

Seeds fall sowing of 63; vegetative principl* of des-

Irnypd by stagnant air 100 ; Inglish how raised in

.America to perfection 123; how preserved in a state

fit for vegetation 171 ; directions for introducing-

into this country 17'^, long retnition ol the vital

principle of 203, n marks on from i lane's N. F.. 1 ar-

mer 2-43 ; remarks on the mixture ol breeds in, by
Veritas 289 ; further remarks on 355 ; vital princi-

ple of long continued 371

frozen lR9—to cure beef 191—to make a Yorkshire Shallots on ibeir cultivalion, &c. 83

pudding 203-to make a boiled plum pudding 205—: ?hfep in Fur pe, remarks on 1
1 ; on foldin

on vmes 355—on for thenar ache 206— to couiiterart poison by arsenii

o]]- for making preparations of spruce for beer 24 i—

242, 249— for swolfor scratches or selenders in hors'

len bags in cows 249— for curing sheep poisoned with

laurel, &c. 265—for the whooping cough 267— to clean

monMing of carrla-'es 267— for making a horse chesnut

dye 267— for poison 269—to cure deafness 270—for

destroying bug? in plum trees 274—for a cement for

boilers 275 ; for making tooth powder 278 ; for sprains

or bruises 279 ; for the ear ache 279 ; to make a mar-

row pudding 280 ; for salting butter 302; to keep but-

ter from growing rancid 302 ; to make a potato pud-

ding 309 ; for dropsy 312: for measles in swine 323 ;

for bleeding at the nose 334; for cattle which are hov-

cn or swollen 334; to secure seed corn from insects

335 ; for the stings of wasps and bees 340 ; for currant

wine 341 : for water proof glue 343 ; (or preparing In-

dian corn for planting 344 ; for celery sauce 347 ; to

dress calf 's head soup 347 ; for pea soup 3^17 ; for Mrs

G's burns 347 ; for black cake 347 for Roston pud-

ding 317 ; for making hop beer 349 ; for preserving

strawberries 349 : for purifying musty cider 350; for

making yeast 357 ; for making vinegar 357 ; for des-

troying slugs 3,57 ; for preserving hams 359 ; for

scratches in horses 361! ; for destroying bed bugs 371 ;

for a cheap soap from potatos 372 ; for a new and

cheap paint 374 ; for pain in the eyes 399 ; for goose-

berry pudding 401 ; black currant jelly 401 ; fruit

pies 401 ; red currant jelly 401 ; for pickling walnuts

403; to make molasses beer 408 ; for indelible ink 408.

Red spider and damp, remedies against 203

Reed can», recommended 92, 132

for making hard soap 24— for making rien jelly 24— "Rheumatism, receipt for 6

for cleansing the teeth, kc. 24— for making 'vinegar of, Rhode Island, remarks on its enterprise, energies, &c.

rose? 24— for making elderberry wine 29—for making i
^^

mead 3]—for making soap 3.3—for the foot rot in sheep Rhode Islander, on South American horses 154, on cul-

33_fnr worms in children 51—for corns 51— for ague! tivating teasels 307

52— for ticks nnd other vermin in sheep, &c. 53— fori Rhubarb stalks, various uses of 260, 290

making soap 53—for making starch .53— to take spots 1

R'f^f
i
"'"'1. ""I'Cf' of 92

from clolU of any colour .53.-to take iron mould from '
R'"? "'<''''"' ''''^'P''

'"'^''

"

linen .53—for the piles Gl—for pre.'crving bacon, .<kc. :
R"cks. iinpiovement in blasting 70, 332, irmoved by

.f,6--ror prr—rving grain against raire 67- against the hcMing and pouring ^vuter on 2f,

1 4 : oi>

worms in the head of 33. 52; remedy for loot rot in

33 82, 143, 315 ; destroyed by feeding in a rye field,

after harvest 39, reined) for ticks in 53. 358; num-
bers of in England and Wales 78 ; on their habits
80 ; how managed in France 82; sjmploms and pro-

gress of rot in 82 ; chiefly Irng w oleri in England
84 ; how marked without injury to tb< wool 89; in
Dutchess county, fJ. V. remarks on 89 ; remarks on
pasturing 97 ; great profit or raising 101 ; called De-
vonshire N'ots, presented to Mass. Agri. Soe. by Gen.
Coffin 103, 151 ; how managed in Spain 133 ; remarks
on the improvement of, &c. 142 ; on a singular dis-

ease in 154; number of in Maine 155; remarks »n
merinos, ic. 225; and wool, different varieties of
226; farmers killing them ofi" 245 : diff'erent breeds
of in Great Britain 259 ; cure for. when poisoned by
laurel, &c. 265; cure for scour in 316; on washing-
346 378 ; cause of rot in 365 ; large ones 387

Shfep-stealers, how detected 183

Sickness directions to prevent 155

Silk, on its cultivation, by Mr. Pierce 10 ; specimens of
in Penn. 145 ; cultivation of in N, TI. 171 ; weaving
o(, in Windham, (on. 171 ; quantity of, raised in

Mansfield, Con. 175, 197; treatise on, presented to
Congress, by Count Von Haggi 245 ; produced in St.

Helena 292 ; observations on, by J. M. Gourgas 305.
313,353; grown spontaneously in Mississippi 338;
notice of specimens of, left at the .M. E. Farmer office

3S8 ; further notices of 364, 381, 391

Silkworms, expenses and profits of raising 53 ; remarks
on 333

Slugs, how destroyed 357
Snales, fascination of, supposed to be a fallacy 228
Snails destroyed by salt, and by lime-water 372
Soap, saving of -102

Soap stone, pounded fine, and mixfd with oil, diinin>

isbes friction 326
Soda, use of in washing 402
Soiling laboring cattle and horses, recommcded 6 : ilf

effects of, in general 54 ; remarks on 335
Soils, color of, important 407
Soot, its importance aj a manure 115
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Sounil, on its propagalion upwan^^ 93

Soups snd saiicis of the French, < xcellence of 407

Spiders, enormous 407

Spinage, New Zealand, notircs ot' 116, 314

Spinning, great day's work 7'2

Spinning factories, patent for lubes for 130

Spirits put in boots or shots injurious 19R

Squashes, large, notice of 127

Stammering, a cure for 405

Starch, on its manufacture 388

Steam, bleaching by '291

Steam engine in Cornwall 207

Steaming food for swine '22

Steel, how made from iron 373

Steel jard, new invented, in Trance 363

Steel wire, articles made of, how hardened 197

Stevens, P. on the proper tiine for felling timber 394

Stevens H. on the manufacture of oats into groats,&c.

225 ; on hulled barley 231

Stones, clearing land from 55

Stoves for burning anthracite coal 109 ; method of pol-

ishing 158

strawberries cultivated on ridges, with flat tiles be-

tween 1 ; forced by placing pots in troughs of wa-

ter 65 ; Prince's remarks on their culture 228 ; Rev.

Dr. -Mil er s observations on their culture 233; Mr.

Curr's remarks on 242 ; receipt for preserving 342 ;

make a good dentifrice 357

Strain in horses, &c. description of, remedies for 339

Straw paper, notice of .341

Stubble, after harvest, how managed 11

Subscriber, a, his receipt for buck wheat cake 103; on

destroying the worm in peath trees 334 ; his quere

relative to raising water 377
Subterranean forest, notice of 69

Sngar, made in Florida, notice of 81, 185; from the

sugar beet 342
Suicides, not so many in England as in other paits of

Europe 375
Sumner, C. P. his toast on the 4th of July 2

Sun-flowers, gigantic 60, 70, 91 ; annual, on its cnlti-

vation 81 ; uses of in Portugal 275
Swallows, their utility

Swamp muck as a manure 231, 238, 285
Swedish turnip, great crop of 85
Sweet potato, the saccharum of by Prof. Have, 20 ; its

cultivation, by J. Lowell, Esq. 308
•Swine, on fattening of 33 , remedy for murrain in 97 ;

fattening on coal 99 ; substitute for ringing of 131 ;

different breeds 142; on management with regard to

cleanliness 171 ; a large one 192, 359 ; anecdotes of

one in Scotland 290 ; remedy for measles in 323 ;

large ones 343 ; observations on by John H. Powel,
378 ; coal useful for fattening 406

Syphon, on raising water by, from wells 178

Tall meadow oat grass, remarks on 333
Tares, cultivation of, recommemded 40
Tarragon, (an herb) remarks on 339
Tea, its uses in certain cases 134 ; in Brazils 272
Teasels, raised in Somerswnrth, N. H. 293 : quere re-

specting their culture 301 ; answer thereto 307 ; on

the cultivation of, by J. N. Hinsdill 322
Teeth, anecdote of 352
Temperance, advantages of 336 ; in Thetford Vt. 373
Thirst, how guarded against 85
1 histles, how destroyed 78, 340
I horndike, Charles, Esq his present of seed wheat for

Leghorn hats 150

Threshing machine. Pope's, remarks on by S.W. Pom-
royilO

T. W. on remedies for the canker-worm 169

I'hinning crops, leaves of fruit trees, &c. 380
'Thoroughwort, its virtues, &c. 229
Thorburn i: Son, their present of a painting of the great

elm on Boston common 217
Timber trees, cultivation and management of 26(i, 350,

366, 394
Till boxes recommended for preserving muffs, tippets,

kc. from moths 45
Tobac o, slippery elm bark, recommended as a sub-

stitute for 92
-J

Tomatum, its culture and use3^39
Toohcy, R. recipe for destroying bugs in plum trees 274
Tooth-ache, remedy fcr 345
Tooth-powder, recipe for making 278
1 opdress ng grass grounds, ic. 397
Traps for hay-stealers 181.

Trees, remarks on sheltering 1 ; for shade, or planting,

advantages of 121, 140; symbolical description of

144; now preserved against mice 150 ; in parks how
guarded 21 1 ; timber, on the cultivation and uses of

260, 350, 366, 394 ; transplanting 380
Trees, efi'ects of light on 228; planting of by Dr.

Drown 301
Tunnel under the Thames 159
Turkies, how raised 253
Turnips not to be earthed up in hoeiu»53; a large

one, notice of 153 183; resembling a white radish,

notice of 231 ; how raised in Scotland 317
Turtle, how taken, kc. 27
T. W. his remarks on fruit trees 370
Vanderburgh, on a disease in horses 300
Varnish for wood, receipt for 183
Vaux's address, extracts from 364
Vegetables on board of ships, how raised 203, on ap-

plying water to 388
Vegetation, how accelerated 344 ; vitiates the atmos-

phere 364

Veritas on seeds Aic 289
Vine, winter pruning of 65 ; its cultivation in France
73 82 185 204 ; remarks on by a Brookline Cultiva-

tor 108; reply to 118 121 ; observations on, by aft

Admirer o( Horticultural Pursuits 137: Mr Chan
niont's observations on 164, on grafting 195, observ-

ations on by Prince 244 2;')'2, by M. Bernard 258, by
Lockhart 270, by Wilson 403

Vinegar made of whey 357

Volcanos in Mexico 3, theory concerning 17
Walnuts, on pickling 403
Ware, P. on new varieties of the potato 100
Washing machine 5

Washington Gen. his punctuality 158, last hours ofSO'^

Waste lands, on subduing 190

Wasps nnd bees, remedies for their stings 340
Water, underground, its courses 149, on raising -377 :

its uti ity for vegetables 388, in cultivation 395
Water wheel, patent 171

W. D. on suckers from fruit trees 17
Websier J. W. on destroying infectious miasmata 401

Weeding should be enforced by law 78, importance ol

150 340
Weevil among corn, how destroyed 255
Welles, J. on suckers of fruit trees for grafting 70
Wells, how to expel the noxious vapour from 126, on

raising water from by a siphon 178
W. E. R. his reply to IVlr Pomeroy on manufactures 306
Wheat raised in Massachusetts 25, cultivation of 46 5P

prices of in different countries 77, new kind of in New
Brunswick 82 173 235, Malaga 173, new kind 357

Wheels, broad rimmed, preference given to 309
White weed, remedies -gainst 243
Wilson on the grape vine 403
Wine, ginger, how made 11 : muscadine, made in Al-

abama 91; in Pennsylvania 95; how made from
wild grapes 140 ; French mode of making 205

Winter evenings, how employed by " a farmer" 241
Wire worm, notices of, and difficulty of destroying 37i:

Witt, S De, on the manufacture of butter and Ghees'^

316, 324, 332
Woad, on its - ultivation and uses 54
Woman, a fine notice of 200
Wood peckers, utility of 131, 174
Wool, effect of change of soil and herbage on 37; ini

portance of its manufacture in New England 182:
remarks en its importation by Mr Mallary 292: long,

premium given for 342
Worms in apples or knot of red cedar, remedy for 5?

Wounds, cotton improper for 66
Wren, usefulness of in destroying insects 190
Yams, on their cultivation 150
Yeast, a cheap receipt for making 3.57
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HOKTICULTUKE.
BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES.

J);J^We publish the IbUovving with pleasure ;

and entertain a hope, accompanied with scarcely

:i. shadow of (ioubt, that our respected iiorrespond-

'int has ascertained the cause and pointed out a

remedy for one of the most serious evils which the

irchardist has to encounter.

Mr Fessemien,—The cause of the blight ou

pear trees has frequently been a subject of inquiry
;

but as yet ! believe nothing has been satisfactori-

ly determined. This disease is quite common in

the neighbourhood of Boston, as I learn from gen-

tlemen residinrr in the vicinity, as well as from the

speculations which have appeared in the New
En-rland Farmer, by some of our most scientific

horticulturist?. This disease is well known to af-

fect the pc;ir orchards in the vicinity of New Yorl;,

Philadelphi.i. and also in the neighborhood of the

great cities in England.

It most commonly attacks trees standing in well

cultivated and ricli soils. In this, I apprehend, lies

the first cause of the disease. I have found from

the observations I have made during the last four

years, that every tree which bore large quantities

of fruit was more or less blighted ; while ether

trees of the same kind of fruit, of the same age,

and standing in the same ground, but moderate

bearers, were not affected by this disease. Last

year I observed that a tree of the pound pear kind

had one of its largest branches so completely filica

with fruit, that three props were placed under it to

prevent its breaking down. A few days since I

examined this tree, and found that identical branch

blighted. The leaves appeared to have been burnt,

and the bark was decayed and dried up, presenting

the Usual appearance of blighted trees. I exam-

ined another tree in the same orchard, having a

single branch blighted, which last year was over-

loaded with fruit. The other branches were in a

vigorous state.

I was led to conjecture the cause of this disease,

from observing the effects of overbearing on a sin-

gle branch of a Baldwin apple tree. This branch

was so completely filled with fruit, that the apples

touched each other from the insertion of the branch

to its extremity. T tied it up to the other branches

of the tree, and it ripened all its fruit. The next

spring it put forth its leaves, and flourished till the

middle of July, when it was suddenly blighted,

—

the branch presenting the appearance of having

been burnt. This year it is dead.

The reason, I conceive, why pear trees are more
subject to blight in a well cultivated and rich soi'

is, that they are forced to a higher state of v'lso:

than trees standing on a poor soil or in srrass land.

After a year or two of rich culture, they become
exceedingly vigorous, make a sreat proportion of

wood, and form numerous fruit spurs ; and then,

a favourable year occurring, they are overloaded

with fruit. The maturity of this great quantity of

fruit checks the growth of the tree, exhausts it,

and destroys the vegetative principle. It is well

known that an apple tree decorticated in the win-

ter will put forth its leaves and blossoms in the

succeeding spring, and even bring its fruit to ma-

turity ; but by this time it is exhausted, and at

this stage of the process, the whole dies. The
overbearing of a pear tree seems to exhau.st the

vegetative principle in ripening its great burthen,

yet it may throw out its loaves in the succeeding
spring, and continue to llourish till the time the

sap ceases to flow in summer, and then die. If

overbearing be the cause of the fire blight, the ob-

vious preventive is, to thin ofl" the fruit wherever it

shall appear to bo too much for the tree to bear
;

and this will depend upon the vigor of the free, the

richness of the soil, and upon other circumstances,

of whicli the horticulturist must judge. The over-

bearing of the peach tree and grape vine is equal-

ly fatal to them, as to apple trees.

Upon stating my conjecture to Mr M'Guire, the
head gardener of Elias H. Derby, Esq. of Salem,
I was happy to find it corroborated by his own ob-
servations in a great number of instances, and he
declared to vr.c his perfect conviction that tliis was
the cause of the disease. Thr.t Nature, when " let

alone," will " regulate herself," is true ; but she
will not regulate herself according to the purposes
of man. It is necessary in horticultural as in po-

litical economy, to apply the restrictive system, in

order to produce the best results. B. C.

Saltvi, July 24, 1827.

may not be excited into early vegei.itioii. In such
a spot the Mountain Po3ony, Scarlet Nipal Rho-
dodendron, and similar plants, survived the last

winter ; while in most places, differently situated,

they have been wholly destroyed.

STRAWBERRIES.
It is stated in the Gardener's Magazine, that

Tohn Williams of Pitmaston, near Worcester, cul-

tivates strawberries on small ridges of earth run-
iiing north and south, about nine inches above the
level of the ground, planting the strawberries on
tlie top, and laying plain tiles on each side of the
ridge. He finds the produce earlier, more abund-
ant, ard better flavored, than on plants grown on
the fla; ground. The flat tiles retain the moisture,

promoie the ripening of the fruit, and keep it free

from c'irt after heavy showers of rain.

WHITE MULBERRY.
It ,3 suggested in the American Farmer that it

wou'd be well if Editors of papers throughout the

couitry weuld suggest the expediency of gather-

ing white mulberries, wherever they are to be had,

anc drying them for the sake of their seed. He
v;\q thus lays a foundation for a nursery of young
milberry trees will not fail to find an adequate
dtmand for them.

SHELTERING TREES.
Nothing is more common than to select for the

receptinn of a delicate tree in the open air, a warm
south border, fully exposed to the daily influence

of the sun ; it being believed that the chief diSi-

culty in preserving what are called half hardy

trees, arises from a deficiency of solar heat. This
is a mistake. Solar heat is more frequently inju-

rious than advantageous to such plants ; it dries

the circumambient atmosphere to a desrree which
cannot fnil to prove highly prejudicial to most ar-

borescent plants. The best station which can be

pointed out for a tree which is to be acclimatired,

is in a cheltered garden, where it is well protect-

ed from the north and easterly winds. It shouH
face the north- ivest, and be so much shaded from

the sun, that during the warm days of spring, it

THE SEASON.
We do not remember to have ever seen somanj

favourable notices of the products and the pros-

pects of the season, as at the present time. The
papers from Maine to Georgia are teeming with

t\ie fruiifnl theme, and grass and grain, pumpkins
and potatoes, corn, cotton and cabbages, are de-

clared from all quarters, as with one voice, to have
been " never more prosperous." In our own
neighborhood, the Lynn paper declares that the

season, thus far, has been most propitious. Hay-
ing-time is nearly over, with farmers in this neigh-

borhood ; and the abundance which has crowned
their labors, is such as demands our liveliest grati-

tude to the Author of all Blessings. So great

crops of hay have not been known for many years.

Some of the farmers have cut from two to throe

tons per acre. We have been visited with copi-

ous showers and sunshine, and the early and lat-

ter rain have come in their season. Fruit is not

expected to be very plenty ; but the luxuriant

fields of corn look beautiful, and promise a rich

harvest. [Salem Gaz.]

AMERICAN INGENUITY.
Mr Jacob Perkins has been engaged by the

French Government to build steam artillery. A
piece of .t('.-^.''nco is to throw sixty balls of four

pounds each in a minute, with the correctness of

a rifle musket. A musket is to be attached tr

the steam generator, for discharging a stream o

lead from the lason of a fort. It is to throw

from one hundred to a thousand bullets in a min-

ute, as occasioE may require. A series of satis-

factory experiments has taken place at Green-

wich, attended by the French Engineers appoint-

ed for the purpose by the Duke d'Angouleme,

with one of his aids, and Prince Polignac. Lord

Wellington remtrked, that a country defended by

this kind of artillery, would never be invaded.

Lord Exmouth, after witnessing a few showers of

lead, said he believed the time would comp wtmn

a steam gun boat, with two large guns in her bow,

wou'd conquer any line of battle ship ; and Sir G
Cockburn said, the mischief of it was, it would be

to nations what the sword and pistol was to duel-

lists— it would bring strong and weak on a lev-

el [London p.TPfr.l

SOWINu i.RAi.x.

An English farmer, impressed with the idea

that a better rule might be obtained for sowing

the various species of grain, than what could be

regulated by the calendar, determined to make
minutes of his own pp rii ds of sonin? as they

were in coincidence with the blossoms of well

known trees ; or on the return of various bi. ^^ ot

passage, with the earliest voice or sonij of these,

or such as were stationa y in the country. The
following is the result of his observations for a

series of years :

—

Peas mnd spring vetches.—As early as the lark

arises to sing, and partridges are paired.
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Oats.—When rooks begin to build, and the

male blossoms (catkins) of tlie hazel expand and

shed their farina.

Barley.—At the earliest discovery of the cuckoo,

and the white-swoln buds of the blackthorn.

Cabbage and Tumip-reoted Cabbage.—At the

appearance of the hyacinth (blue-bell) and when

'he ring-dove (wood pigeon) begins to coo.

Potatoes.—When the wilding or crab apple is in

bloom ; and perhaps the true period of taking them

up is at the dropping of its fruit.

Turnips.—When the elder flowers, and cherries

ripen.

Ulieat At the fall of the aspen leaf, or when

the grey or Royston crows return ; hat these be-

ing only local visitants, most of the inhabitants in

several counties not being acquainted with them,

their return is in correspondence with the latest

fall of the acorn and the variegated appearance of

the woods.

This theory ofsowing has been suggested by two

distinguished naturalists, viz. Dr. Stillingfleet, in

his " Calendar of Flora," and Dr. Goldsmith, in

his " History of Animated Nature."

From the American Farmer.

At the close of a collation in the Hall of Iho

State-house, at Boston, on the 4th iust. a number

of toasts were drunk by the Governor and other

distinguished men of the slate ; and, amongst oth-

ers, tho following

—

By the Sheriff of Suffolk. Our Territory—Co-
existing with our agriculture and civilization :

Far be from us the undelightful pride

Of nerveless empire, cultureless and wiJe.

Young men, forbear o'er distant wilds lo roam
In search of comfort, better found neariiome.

Rouse to fertility, by skilful toil.

Each dormant acre of your nalire soil

;

And, more than riches, covet the applause
Of faithful subjects to benignant laws.

?o shall your sires, withdrawing from life's race,

.Toy to behold you well supply tfieir place
;

So shall your country, happier for your birth,

With strength unshaken, hold ler rank on earth.
For centuries stand ; and brighening honor gain,
More from her children than htrvast domain.

On the above, a friend who sent it to us remarks,
fhat,— =' this toast by tho sheriff of Suffolk,

'.'harles Pinckney Sumner Esq. deserves a place in

the American Farmer, and ought to bo conspicu-
ously suspended in every mansicn and leg cabin
in the United States and territories attached to
them"—and we heartily unite in the sentiment.

Instead, however of bringing up their sons to
pursue this judicious course, on which the salva-
tion of the state depends, it has been the universal
practice of parents to encourage them to Jlock to

the towns—there to get into the stores, and law-
yers' and doctors' shops ; or to send them to West
Point, or in the nnvy : in short, any thing rather
than teach them to take the plough by the handles.
and submit with a good grace to the will of their
Creator—that man shall live by the su-iat of his
hrou:

When regarded with just discrimination, can
there be any station in life more truly honourable
than that of him who practices the utmost econo-
my and cleanliness in clothing and diet ; and who
is not deterred by laziness or false pride, from
wielding the axe or guiding the plough,—his mind
having been first enlightened by a good srlid ed-
•jcation, and in that manner qualified to understand

the moral duties that belong to his social condition,

and to appreciate the political blessings of his

country ?

In that portion of the United States which is

most highly cultivated, where few hold large land-

growth of regions and modes of culture, mortal in

their effects upon the health of adult white set-

tlers.

To arrest at least, in a great degree, the course

of deterioration under which the middle and south-

ed possessions, but where all are independent ; j
ern states are sinking in respect to population and

where every comfort abounds, and gaming and social comforts, a few things appear to be neces-

drunkenness are alike unknown—every man takes : sary, and these are happily within the reach of

his share of labour. Judges and governors, and [the rising generation ofyonng men. The first is,

members of Congress are not ashamed to be seen ', to shake off, as inglorious and disreputable, the

in their working frock and trowsers ; and better i habits of idle consumers, drones in the hive ; and
would it be for us, were the example ef the Roman

j

fall to work as industrious /))'crfi(Cc;-5—active bees :

general revered more in the field, and less in our

cups.

Be assured, young men, to this honorable desti

ny you must come at last, willing or not willing.

It is the irresistible tendency of our institutions to

each gathering more honey, bo it ever so little

more, than he eats. Let every one firmly resolve

to lop off every superfluous expense in diet, drink,

clothing, equipage, servants, and furniture, and
make it a point of honour to set an example, in hi:

crumble np all Iar?e estates into small ones, and ' oicn pecson, of regular industry. Your idle com-
to brinff the whole population to that condition in

' panions, who murder time in whiskey stores, and
which fortunes must all be very moderate, and village card and billiard tables, may sneer for a

nearly equal, and in which each member of sooie-
' time at your early rising, your liomespun coat,

ty will have to perform his portion of the manual your frugal meal, your rough hand, your sun-burnt
labour necessary for the support of all. The polit-

, choek, your contempt of the bottle, and your ab-

ical creed in which we have been reared inculcates horrencc of the dice; but you will soon realize

equality, and inspires all with the will to divide the unspeakable delight ofgolting, and of keeping
equally; and where the few casual holders of out of debt ; you will see, that by the skilful cid-

larsre landed estates that yet remain in the country ; ture of your native soil, with your own hands, it

die intestate, the law steps in to enforce that di- makes you ample returns ; tliat all essential corn-

vision. \ large estate may be even yet, it is true, ' forts arc accumulating about you ; that, in every
sometimes, but rarely, accumulated by a series of reasonable sense of the word, you have enoucli
commercial good luck, or by speculation's acutely

]

and to spare ; and that there is no long-er any oc-

conducted ; but of those who push their fortunes {casion to fly in cowardly fear of honest labour,

by trade, a great majority arc taken by misfor-
1 either to the more enervating or less manly pur-

tune, or overwhelmed by their own extravagance
;

' suits of the town, or to half savage, half civilized

and after years of anxious adventures, find thern-
j frontiers. So far from regarding as discreditable-

selves at last reduced to tho greatest distress— j

your change of habit from that of loungers, too
deserted by their sunshine friends, and without proid to lead and too lazy to drive; noh' consumece
energy or means to undertake new enterprises.— \frugcs ; the man of sense who sees you rise with
111 comparison with this, the lot of so many who the lark, and call out, cvmc boys .'—vvill look upon
embark upon the uncertain sea of commerce, or the metamorphosis, as more beautiful and worthy
seek a precarious livelihood in the barbarous arena of admiration, than tiiat which ensues the chrysa-
of modern politics—how enviable is the situation lis state of the insect, that enters as a loathsome
of the laboring agriculturist.

" His habit pure, with plain and temperate neals,
Robust with labour, and by custom steel'd

To every casualty of raried life."

In regard to the medical profession, thcie are I

already almost as many students as there are vari-
[

ous drugs to be compounded ; and doctors so nu-
j

merous, that were every man in the nation oi his
\

back, ho might be " helped to his grave' as

worm, and emerges on wings of independence
that bear it to the skies, reflecting as it rises, hues
more various and splendid than all the colours of
the rainbow.

From Flint's Western Quarterly Revietu.

NEW-YORK CANALS.
When the New-York Canal was undertaken,

speedily as in the days of Sangrado hi"nself—as "";''' ^^"^ "°'- wanting persons to scoff at the idea

lancets are equally sharp and calomel is quitt as
"f its beinff a practical project. Nothing would

potent as hot water. Lawyers are swarming Ike ^^oivince these gainsayers, but the palpable de-

locusts o'er the land, and " dream of fees" mere '"""^tration of seeinsr and feelinsr. Boats of all

than they ever get ; measurers of tape and cali-o '"""''•ens. we believe, as hi?h as an hundred tons,

are as thick as bees in a pot of honey. The mii. '""^'s up the country to lake Champlain, and bring

shipuien are all over every ship, and for applica "i''"">'?es from the Nereids of the blue wave to

tions fnr the military academy, the only avenue to
''^'^ Naiads of the pellucid fountains, that dash a-

the army, there are ten thousand !!
mid-t the dark forests of the Green Mountains

But, say our young friends, can we not escape ^'^''*^ move over the rapid Mohawk, as he foams

the odious drudgery of manual labour, by migrat- i'''""^ in his d'^ep and slaty channel below the

ing'with a few slaves to some new countrv, whose I

'^'"^ """^ sleeping waters of an artificial river in

virgin soil, teeming with fertility, asks only to have
the seed sprinkled on its bosom, to make returns
beyond measure ? No ; wo say again

—

"Rouse to fertility, by skillful toil.

Each dormant acre of your«a(tre soil."

The products of those states in which von are

the air. Along the whole course of this canal,

Urjre and respectable towns, with their bustle,

and their massive buildings, and their citv show,
and numerous villages, that, twenty years ago
wjnld have been called towns, sprinrr up, like the

prophet's gourd, and seem to have been trans-

„,],,„„,,.„ , .,, , •
,,

ported there by t(ie power of enchantment. Aallowed to carry slaves, will scarce v Pav a e.v- 1; i i . i < » i r r .u
„„„„„„ „f I.- .• 1 .

^ / (".y «-^ sincr.e and isolated fact, and one far from the or-ponses ot cultivation and transportation to market- j„ i r j . .- .t-

„„.„„. . , ! ,.'" "''"^"'^'- dinary samples of demonstration, is suflicient toexcept, perhaps, sugar and rice, which are theLi .u •• r .i •
i a , ,' ' ^' *= v-<., yyiiiv,!! urt "le show the operation of this canal. As wc looker
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on the bustle on a wliarf, in tha harbor of New-

York, we saw large, knotty, and unsightly logs,

apparently of a weight to sink in the water, load-

ing nn board a large ship, bound for London.

—

We were told those logs were cut near tlic

shores of Ontario. 'J'hey were of the class called

bird's eye maple, and wore intended to make

cabinet furniture for the citizens of that lu.xurious

metropolis, who wanted a wood less common and

i'ulgar than mahoaan;j. Before the canal exis-

ted, one of lliem could net have been transported

from Ontario to New-York for twenty times its

value. It is only since the New-York canal, that

the name ' Genesee flour ' was known east of New-
York, Tt is now the principal kind used.

CANALS m CHINA.
To abridge the labor, expense and difficulty of

'ransport was a project, naturally connected with

observing the vast improvements of labor-saving

machinery. That sagacious and tranquil people,

tlie Chinese, on both the subjects have been accu-

mulating the fruits of an hundred generations.—
j

Canals with them are almost as ancient as their I

history. It is believed, that the length of ay the i

navigable canals in that vast empire, cast into one

sum, would make a total of some thousands of]

miles. More than a million of people constantly

reside upon them. Transports and passage are

performed with astonishing ease and cheapness.

From these and other causes, " every rood main-

tains its man. " A very striking representation

of Chinese management, in these respects, was

presented in a Chinese engraving. It showed a

woman, guiding rapidly along a canal, a boat of

ten tons burthen. She carried a babe, appended

to her back, after the fashion of our Indians. She
rowed the boat with her feet, having an oar after

the fashion of the country, fastened to each foot.

.She managed the sail with a cord attached to it«

triangular point with one hand. With the other

she held the rudder ; and thus occupied, trans-

ported a load, which, to have been carried on the

land, would have required ten teams, and as many
drivers to do it.

From the Hampshire Gazette.

HESSIANS.
An American gentleman travelling in Eu-

rope lately visited the duchy of Hesse Cassel,

that country from which thousands of soldiers

were hired by the British government in 1776, to

fight the liberties of America. He found the popu-
lation so burdened and oppressed that it seemed
" as if the last ounce only was wanting to make
them sink. " Hesse is an open country, destitute

of enclosures, and negligently cultivated.

Mr. Russell, in his " Tour in Germany, " says

the Hessian peasantry are chiefly hereditary ten-

ants, who have one way to do a thing, and never
tliink of looking about for another. They wear
low crowned hats with an immense brim, and al-

low their shaggy locks to grow unshorn, and to

seek their tangled way down the back. Their
dwellings are dark, smoky, dirty hovels. Crowds
of begging children surround the traveller at ev-

ery stage. The late elector left behind him 40
illegitimate children, and 40 millions of rix dol-

lars. The foundation of his wealth was laid by his

father, in hiring out his troops to England, for the

American war

—

Hamp. Gazette.

The Pottsville (Pa.) Journal notices the discov-
ery lately of thirtij-four new beds of coal, of from
three to six feet in thickness.

VOLCANO.
In the month of May last, three gentlemen re-

siding in Mexico ascended to th.e summit of the

celebrated volcano of I'opocutapctl, near the rity

of Mexico. Of the many attempts tliat Iiave been
made to reach the top of this stupendous moun-
tain, this is the only one that has succeeded.

—

The party left the city May 1.5tii, and on the li'th

reached the height of l'J,541 feet above the level

of the sea, where they passed the night. On the

20th they mounted their mules, and soon passed

the bounds of all vegetation, and entered upon a

region so stony and precipitous that they were o-

bliged to abandon their mules and proceed on foot.

Tiie dilliculties of tlie ascent increased as they

advanced— there was no bush or shrub by which
they might support themselves, and the stones up-

on which they stepped frequently rolled from un-

der them, and went thundering down the sides of

the mountain, endangering the lives of those who
might happen to be below. Their Indian servants

became so terrified that nothing could induce

them to continue farther ; they returned to the

place where they had passed the preceding night.

The restoftiie party clanibeied from rock to rock,

encountering many difficulties and dangers, until

they suddenly discovered the object of their la-

bors and sufferings. They had passed the day in

profound solitude without seeing a plant, bird or

insect in the midst of broken rocks, and horrible

precipices ; experiencing severe pains in the head
and knees, a difficulty of breathing, and a disposi-

tion to vomit. They found the crater to be near-

ly circular and about a mile in circumference
;

the shape like that of a tunnel, and the depth im-

mense. The spectacle was awful and appalling.

—

The eruptions were almost uninterrupted, casting

up showers of stones, which fell hack within the

crater, excepting a small number which fell out-

side of the opening, and send forth clouds of ash-

es snd smoke. The noise of the eruptions was
like thunder, and rose and subsided like the roar-

ing of the sea. Having completed their observa-

tions, they retraced their steps, and about night

came to the limits of vegetation. The highest

point to which they attained was 17,885 feet, (al-

most 3 1-2 miles) above the level of the sea. On
account of clouds, they could see nothing from the

top but the summits of Orizaba and Sierra. At
the height of 16,893 feet they beheld the city of

Mexico, which appeared to them only as a speck.

Singular Battle.—A few days since, a farmer in

the town of Jefferson, observed his dung-hill cock
engaged in mortal combat with a striped snake of

about 18 or 20 inches in length, the cock to all

appearance, having the decided advantage over
his more wily though less nervous adversary,

dealing his blows in quick succession, employing
alternately his bill and spurs. But the cunning
serpent, well aware that victory must declare a-

gainst him by fair combat, brought into requisi-

tion a portion of the innate cunning for which that

reptile has been celebrated from the beginning of

the world to the present time ; and seizing his an-

tagonist by the thigh, in the rear, he completely
secured himself from any further danger from him.
Thus situated the cock very naturally thought his

only" safety was in flight " he accordingly cleav-

ed the air majestically with his wing, the snake
keeping fast his hold, and dangling like a tag-lock,

underneath, until the cock, overcome with fatigue,
alighted on a neighboring apple-tree. The snake
immediately coiled his tail round a branch of the
tree—the cock again attempted flight, but he
could scarcely clear the limb, from which he hung
with his head downwards, making every effort to

escape, but all in vain, until the farmer came to

his assistance—killed the snake, and set him a'

liberty.

—

Schoharie Republican.

DEATH BY POISON.
Died, in Sudbury, on Sunday last, Henry Moott.

son of Mr. Lewis Moore, aged C years, His deatli

was caused by eating the seed of a poisonous

weed known by the name of loild hemlock, which
he mistook for caraway seed. He ate this seed

on his way to school on Thursday and was seized

in a few hours with a severe pain in his bowels,

and died on the third day afterward.

Jf'ild Hemlock.—This noxious weed grows in

all parts of New England, and is remarkably a-

bundant in our vicinity. It is found chiefly in

runs and wet grounds, but is sometimes seen by

the road side, or by ditches and fences in dry

places. The stalk is purple, except when it grows
in a shade, then it is green ; the plant is from two
to five feet high. The blossoms are straw-color-

ed or nearly white, are set in tufts or clusters a'

the end of the branches, like the blossoms of cara-

way, carrot, and parsnip. The seeds are a viru-

lent poison ; they very much resemble caraway
seeds, and it requires close inspection to distin-

guish one from the other. It is a very common
and beautiful weed ; it may be seen in all our

meadows and other wet mowing lands growing in

luxuriant abundance, over-topping the uncut grass

by nearly two fnet, branching forth in quite u

tree. Its blossoms begin to appear in June and

are found through July and August.-^Concor;/

Gazette.

It is stated by Col. Murray, in a speech before

the convention at Albany, that the iron ore of this

state may challenge a competition with the world,

that the counties of Clinton and Essex manufac-
ture about 2000 tons of bar iron annually, and fur

nish about 5 or 6000 tons of pig iron, that the fur

naces for making the latter have almost suspend

ed their operations.

Mind and Matter.—The ten thousand houses of

ancient Athens contained a population of 180,008

inhabitants, of whom 20,000 only were citizens.

—

The population of the rest of Attica amounted to

about 300,000 : the slaves were in proportion of 4

to 1. But twenty millions of souls were subject

to or depended on this little state :—Tt possessed

a colossal external power, begotten by genius,

valor, and patriotism.

At the last York Assize, England, sentence of

death was recorded against seventy-one prisoners.

We copy with pleasure, the following testitnonr

to the character of the Ink referred to.

Post office. New York March, 19, 1827.

Messrs. Maynard & Noyes.—In answer to your

request respecting the Ink that has been used in

this office, I state with pleasure that your writing

Ink is much approved of, and I recommend it as a

first rate article to any one who is desirous of

using good black writing Ink.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your most ob't servant,

THEODORUS BAILEY.
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FELLENBERG SCHOOL AT HOFWYL.
Extract of a letter from John Murray, Esq

—

Sir,—You have in a late number of the Gardener's

Magazine, (p. 77.) amongr your notices of foreign

publications, adverted to tlie ' Annales Agricoles

de Roville,' as containing an account of the very

interesting establishment of M. Fellenberg at

Hofvvyl. As I visited these magnificent arrange-

ments on the 2lith August, 1825, porhaps a suc-

cinct notice may not be uninteresting. I am un-

willing, however, to trespass on your valuable

pages further than to give a very summary ac-

count of what 1 personally witnessed ; especially

as there are numerous pnblicalions filled witli de-

tails of these peaceful and interesting scenes.

"The agricultural implements, which are en-

tirely made on the spot, are numerous, varied, and

complete, including all the ingenuity of the most

recent invention. There is a fine dairy, though

none but ordinary cheese is made. The milk is

preserved in shallow trays of wood, in subterra-

nean cellars, and the floors frequently sprinkled

with water, to keep them cool. There are fifty

milch cows, which are regularly curried down and

dressed like horses, fourteen horses, and fourteen

o.ven for labour, which are particularly large, of

the Ftibourg breed. Liquid manure is duly ap-

preciated, and holds its proper place in the econo-

my of agriculture, which is not merely theoretic,

but practical, and that, too, on a magnificent scale.

" On our visit we found that the greater part of

the pupils had sol out on their annual pedestrian

excursion, via Neufchatel, under the care of one

of the classic tutors. We were informed that

there were then ninety-nine scholars. Of these

fifteen were English, ten Scotch, including two
ionsofthc eccentric Mr Owen, who had twice

visited Hofwyl, two Russians, one Grtek, seve-

ral Danes, Swedes, and Germans ; the rest French
and Swiss. There were, of course, no Spaniards.

Twenty-one masters teach the languages, belles

lettres, arithmetic, natural philosophy, chemi^^try,

Tjotauy, agriculture, &c. There are five profes-

sors for the various accomplis.iments, as music,

drawing, &c. In the saloon for music we noticed

two kettle-drums, a grand piano-forte, &c. ; and
on a large black board were ch-lked lines and
notes, for tho use of beginners. They have a

concert every month. The various compartments
for instruction are arranged with judgment and
method ; in fact, nothing car be well conceived

more complete than the louie tnsemble of this very
extraordinary establishment. There is a chapel
that serves at once for Protestant and Catholic

worship : for the former the altar and imagery of
Catholicism are most judiciously concealed from
Yiew, being shut up in a convenient case.

" The beds where the pupils repose are ele-

gantly neat, and all subordinated to health and
comfort : each insulated compartment has its tor-

responding clonot. In the salle a manner, or din-
ing room, is a closet which descends, by means of
machinery, into the kitchen beneath, and is wound
up again loaded with its covers. Even in the
kitchen for the working people we noticed a Pap-
in's digpster. Proper houses and rooms are ap-
propriated for tailors, shoemakers, &c. ; und we
fou id the carpenters and mechanics at their re-
spective labours. The children of the poor have
gratuitous instruction. A large building is ap-
propriated to horsemanship and various gymnas-
tic exercises, and for the latter there are also
erections of wood, (Sec. without. There is a plot

of ground allowed to each pupil for a garden, in

which he may e.xercise his own taste. There were

new edifices being erected for various purposes'

and M Fellenberj,' superintended them in person.

A French Count was very polite to us ; even to

excess.

" This is a truly peaceful scene. IIow different

that which follows the footsteps of the warrior

compared to this ? ' Ubi, solitudinem faciunt, hie

pacem appellant.^

" Every thing at Hofwyl is calculated to infuse

into the toils of the student the sweets of recrea-

tive enjoyment ;
' lahor ipse voluptas.^ I found

M. Fellenberg mild and courteous, intelligent and

polite. To say more of such an estimable charac-

ter would be waste of praise. We left this beau-

tiful domain with regret, to visit Count d'Erlach

at Hindlebank, to whom I had an introduction,

often contemplating the mairnificent appearance

of the establishment of Hofv/yl in the distant pros-

pect.— GarJener^s Magazine.

GUINEA GRASS.
This grass, which grows in great abundance in

the West Indies, id there of such great utility,

that the preservation of the stock in many of the

islands, frequently depends on it. A few years

airo, a considerable quantity of the seed was
brought to New- York ; but owing to the want of

correct information as to its cultivation, several

attempts made to raise it, were unsuccessful,

which led to its being abandoned. Among the

Bath and West of England Agricultural Society

papers, we observe an article on this subject, from
the pen of a gentleman in Jamorica, who speaks
from his own knowledge as to the manner in

which this valuable plant is roared in that colony.

He says that it is capable of thriving in any situa-

tion, in respect to climate and soil, and can bear

the efi'oets of dry or wot w-eatlier in a most re-

markable manner. It wet weather in grows so

fast, that it may be cut once in a fortnight, and
sometimes oftener, when the land which yields it

is new or fe/tile.—In dry, it is a long time before

it withers, and, when reduced thereby to such a

state us to seem totally destroyed, will revive

with a slight shower in a very few hours ; and
when rain falls, though in so sparing a degree
as to be of little or no service to common pas-

tures, it will occasion this to vegetate, and to

be fit for use in a few weeks : nay, in some situa-

tions, not too much exposed to the heat of the sun,

it is known to flourish, and derive ample support,
from occasional dews only. It has, farther, so
peculiar a quality of stocking, that, with very lit-

tle care in its infancy, it will overcome all other
grasses and weeds ; and in ground full of stones
and rocks, though planted at very great distances,

at random, as the appearance of soil admits, will

spread itself about them, in a few months, and at

last cover them entirely. This srra'ss, when ready
to seed, is from six to eijht feet high ; but it is

(renerally fed upon, or cut, when only three or four.

It agrees with all kinds of stock; and horses, mules,
and cattle, when turned out to feed upon it, will

fatten so fast, tfant the two former will be in good
condition in two months, or less ; and the latter

will become fit for the butcher in the course of
three months.

The cultivation of this grass is very easy, and
attended with little care, expense, or trouble. It

is net immediately produced from the seed, but
is previously planted. The land intended for it

is generally made perfectly bare by hoeing, and
holes are then dog, from three to five feet distant,

varying in this respect according to the quality of

the soil ; that is, if it be rich, the holes are to be

made at a greater, and if poor, at a less distance.

These holes should be large, and deep enough to

admit, and bury a good depth, a few roots of the

grass. The roots to bo planted are dug up from

a neighbouring field, or nursery ; and the grass

arising from them being topped, within three or

four inches, they are put into each hole, and well

covered with earth, pressed down by the foot.

—

Care is taken to keep the plants free from weeds
by repeated hocings. The months most approv-

ed offer planting, are April and May, as the grass

will then seed in September .and October, at which
periods it is found to seed by far the most abun-

dantly. It is necessary to be careful that the

ground is quite clean when the seed is ready to

drop; and if the spaces between the roots are

thei. stirred up with the hoe, it will be found very

beneficial.

When the seed is all fallen, stock is turned in

to tread it into the ground, and feed upon the

grass. In very rich and new land, the grass at

first will grow so rank as to produce very thick

stalks, which, by running up the noses of the

stock, will prevent them from eating it so close as

they otiierwise would. When, however, it is

eaten as near the ground as possible, the remain-
ing grass, with the roots which were planted, are
dug up with the hoe and burnt off. The grass

after this, if favourable rains attend, will grow
from the seed, and by covering the ground in the

month of May following, will be perfectly estab-

lished for several years, according to the quality

of the land, so as to be cut for use, or become a
pasture.

Whenever the grass grows thin, holes may be
opened in such places as may occasionally ap-
pear so, and roots again planted to supply it ; and
by this attention bestowed upon it, a field will

scarcely ever be so totally worn out as to require

the labour of being at any one time replanted.

The blades of this grass, when flourishing, appear
not unlike those of wheat, only rather broader
and longer ; and the stalks, during the first

growth, also much like those of it, but they get
weaker and less, the oftener the grass is fed up-

on or cut, till at last it becomes a fine, rich, and
entire swarth.

During the first 10 years of the present century,
the average quantity of wool imported into Great
Britain was 7,200,600 lbs.

The season in England is remarkably fine—and
the wheat promises an abundant harvest.

N. York is infested with mad dogs, several per-
sons have recently been bitten by them in that
city. It is supposed the hot weather has an influ-

ence in causing canine madness.

The fourth of July was marked in Ohio by let-

ting in the water, and navigating the first boats on
the Portage Summit of the Oliio Canal.

The following toast was drank at a late cele-

bration in Upton, Mass.

—

The present Militia System of the United States.

—Of mammoth size, and puny weight—the poor

man's tax—the rich man's scorn—a source of

safety to none, and of complaint to all.
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TO DESTROY COCKROACHES.
Mr Skinner—I iiavc senn one or two articles

.11 the Farmer, describing ways to destroy cock-

roaolies—they may all be good ; but as there will

be no harm in multiplying facts, and shewing va-

rious ways for obtaining the same results, I will

trouble you with my method, which I know by ex-

perience to be eft'cctiial.

Several years ago, I entered upon the posses-

sion of a large old house that had been for some

months unoccupied, and I found it swarming with

cockroaches. They devoured such clothing as

i'ell in their way, and were in other respects very

troublesome and disagreeable. A neighbor kindly

suggested a plan for destroying them, which I

udopted as follows

:

I set two crocks, or earthen pots, each ten or

twelve inches high, and about the same in diame-

ter, in the t>vo most infested parts of the house,

into which I put a few gills of molasses—against

these I leaned shingles, making a bridge from

the floOr to the rim, that the vermin might easily

reach the luscious bait below, whose fragrance

tilled the chambers ; and the better to allure them,

I trailed some molasses along the road I intended

they should travel to their prisons, and which they

did travel in such numbers the first night, that I

found the crocks half filled : the second niglit

completed their capture and destruction.

Am. Farmer.

CROPS IN NOVA SCOTIA.
Tlie Editor of this paper having returned from a

journey through a large part of the Province of

New Brunswick, Prince Edward's Island and the

eastern part of this Province has had an opportu-

nity of collecting information as to the state of

the crops. It was represented to him, wherever
j

he went, that the season has been in the highest

degree favorable to the hopes of the farmer.

—

Genial showers have been succeeded by dry sul-

try weather ; and the soil has thus been kept in

that state of moisture which is best adapted for

the full development of its vegetative powers. It

is generally thought that there has been no pros-

pect, equal to the present, for these ten years

iiack. The crops of hay are unusually heavy

—

'.he grain is strong and verdant—Indian corn vig-

orous—and the potatoe every where setting up a

thick and bushy stem. Tlie general appearance
of tlie country is rich and beautiful.

Halifax JVovascotiaii.

Samuel W. Johnson, John Q. Wilson, James Mc-
j

proportion of 7 to ii ; and they are brought nearer

Clellan, John A. Taintor, Lemuel llurlbut, Shel-
|

to a state analogous to that of sands ; the parti-

don ('. Leavitt, John R. Watkinson, Wcdworth < cles are less adhesive, and the niasa less retentive

Wadsworth, Francis McLean, John Hall, bo, and ' of moisture, 'i'lius the process of burning, proper,

they are hereby appointed Delegates to said Con- 1
ly applied, may convert a matter that was stifl".

vention, and requested to co-operate with the damp, and in consequence cold, into one powdery,

other members thereof, in all law ul and proper dry and warm; altogether more fitly constituted

means for the protection and encouragement of as a bed for vegetable life. The great objection.

Domestic Industry and National Independence.
i

made by speculative chemists to paring and burn-
— —

! ing, is, that the animal and vegetable matter in
Horse Ckesmtls.—A permanent bufi", or nan-

j

i],o guil is diminished :—But where the texture
keen die, for muslin, linen, cotton, silk, or woollen of jhg earthy ingredients is permanently improv-
cloths, may be obtained from the hor.se chesnuts. yj^ if,ere jg more than a compensation. To meet
For the iit/" colour, take the whole fruit, husk and

,
the objection still more directly, whe e an excess

ail, when quite young ; cut it small, and put it in- [of inert vegetable matter is present, the destruc-
to cold soft water, with as much soap as will just i tion of a part of it must be beneficial ; and the
cloud or discolour the water. VVIien deep enougli,

j

carbonaceous matter in the ushes may be more
pour off the clear part, and dip whatever is to be

: useful to the crop, than the unreduced vegetable
died, till it is the colour required. For the nan-

; fj^re, of which it is the remains, could have been.
/cecn colour, take the husks of the fruit only ; cut

[

.. Tijg most speedy way of bringing under til-

or break them small; steep them in soft water, j-igg a meadow overrun with rushes, is ; first to

with soap as above, and dio in the same manner.
, drain it, and then to pare off athick turf and burn

The husks may be used for the buflf dye, after the
it_

kernels are formed ; but it is only when they are ' u The cases in which burning must incontesta-
most imperceptible that the whole fruit is used,

\^]y be prejudicial, are those of sandy, dry, flinty,

and the brightness of the buff colour diminishes as goilg, containing little animal or vegetable mat-
the husk ripens, till when quite ripe, the die is ter ; here it can only be destructive ; for it de-
most like nankeen. I composes that constituent which is already below

Indian I^-hoU a plate overThe flame of a
'^e minimum proportion, and in the presence of

lamp or candle, to obtain the fine soot, which mix which in a limited degree, the productiveness of

with clean size. The Indian ink of the shops is
,

" ^'' aepends.
„ , .

usually scented with musk. !

^he late Mr Nicnolson of New \ ork, m a prize

;
essay, appended to Ihe larmers Jissistant, tiiMa

To killJUes.—To a table-spoonful of milk, add describes the operation of paring and bi;rriing.

—

one tea-spoonful of black pepper,and one tea-spoon- ' When the ground is in a good sward of grass lei

ful of brown sugar. Put them in a small plate or it bo carefully turned over with the plough ; the

saucer, and place it where the flies are most nu- irons of which should be well sharpened. Let the

merous.
j

plough run about three inches deep. Then cross

plough with a sliarp coulter, and the sward will

NEW ENGLAND FARMEit. l

a" ^e cut into squares of ten or twelve inches.—
Set these square chunks up edgeways, by leaning

BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 27, 1827. two together, and they will soon dry. When well

dried, build a part of them up in the form of little
PARING AND BURNING THE SOIL. I . .1 j . c t .. i ^ r < 1ovens, at the distance ot about eighteen teet eacli

Paring and burning is the process of paring off
j

way. These are to have a little opening or door,
the surface of lands, and preparing the soil, by at a common windward side, for the air to enter
means of fire for arable crops. It is more partic-

1 and another opening above, for the smoke to pass
ularly adapted to the improvement of soils which off. On some dry day, when the wind is fair for
are overrun by the roots of vegetiibles that can-

1 blowing into the holes below, place some straw
not be destrojel by the modes of cultivation, gen-

1 or other dry rubbish into the holes, and sot fire tc
erally made use of; and to stiff clays, which by

, it. As soon as the files have got fully going in
being burnt are converted into a kind of manure i each of the heaps, let the holes in the tops be
very useful in many soils. There has been a di- stopped up, for the purpose of retaining the smoke
versity of opinion among agriculturists respecting and keep gradually building up the heaps as the
the propriety of making use of this process to sub- fire penetrates them, until all the chunks of earth
due a refractory soil. Burning soils no doubt are piled round them ; and when the heaps have

IVasliing Machint.—The New Brunswick Times
calls the attention of the publick to a Washing
Machine exhibiting in that city, by Philip P.Crain.

If it deserves the recommendation there given,
, , -- ,,_

it is a valuable invention. The editor says it is
|

™''y destroy much vegetable matter, which under fully burned and sufficiently cooled they are to be
simple in its construction, is worked with little

'"'^^"''^''''^ '^"<^"'°s'^'"=es might have been convert- evenly spread over the ground, and ploughed."

labour, and does the washing in the best manner, |

'^'^' '"^° ''"o*^ ^°^ plants. But it often happens that The following is Mr Cobbett's method of burn-
and with less injury to the finest garments than I

"'^'''^ ^-^''^'^ '" » ^'^^^^ ^^ excess of vegetable mat- ing earth : ' Make a circle or an oblong square,
the ordinary mode. It is calculated that a woman ter, which is scarcely possibH to decompose with- cut sods and build a wall all round three feet

out great expense and dela 7, in such a manner thick and four feet high, then light a fire in the
that it can furnish nutriment to plants, e;:cept by middle with straw, dry sticks, &c. extending it all
the agency of fire. Burning, like.vise, renders over the bottom of the pit ; keep adding lio-ht fuel

Connc-<icu<.—A State Convention was held atjclaysless coherent, and in this way greatly im-
j at first, then rubbish wood, till there is a good bed

Middletown, Conn, on the 12th inst. at which it proves their texture, and causes them to be more of coals. Then put on ihe driest of the clods tak-

will do more washing in two hours than can be

performed in a day by the common process

was voted, that this meeting highly approve of
;

permeable to water, and of course they are less

the contemplated Convention at Harrisburgh, on
;

apt to retain it in a state of stagnation. A cause
the 30th day of July inst. and of the objects in- ;

of the unproductiveness of cold clayey adhesive
tended to be proaaoted thereby, and that Timothy ; soils, is, that the seed is coated with matter im-
Pitkin, Henry Watson, Henry L. Ellsworth, Gide- penetrable to air. When clayey or tenacious soils

on Wells, Jonathan Rose, Sheldon Clark, James are burnt, their power and tendency to absorb
M. L. Scovill, CalvinGoddard, Thomas S.Perkins, 'water from the atmosphere is diminished in the

ing care to keep the smoke in. Continue thus for

a day or two, when you may dig out the earth any
where about the kiln and fling on. Put your fin-

ger into the top of the heap here and there ; if

you find the fire very near, throw on more earth
;

not too much at a time for it deadens the fire

The ashes (or torrefied earth) will be cool enough:,
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It is not easy to perceive (says the Palladium,
why a " Lace Scheol," to employ profitably " 500
young ladies" might not flourish in Boston as

well as Newport. The former has about (J0,000

inhabitants, and Newport about 10,000. Hand

to remove in a week, peat or bog earth may be You must be careful that they have always water

burnt in the same way or dnj, as in the paring at hand, and plenty of litter to absorb the liquid

and burning method. Some only kindle a fire and i
manure, unless you have reservoirs, &.c. to ans-

and lay on dry soils as at first, and when the wcr the purpose of preventing its waste. Mr
whole "is under good way, tlirow on tlie earth, |

Young said that " Lucerne is the best plant for

(subsoil, &c.) torrefied, till the heap is sufficiently 1
soiling, and an acre of it v.iU go much further ' Leoms might also be employed in Boston as well

large. This manure applied to cabbages, ruta '
than anything else. But clover or any other I Philadelphia. It is said there are 4000 at work

baga, Indian corn and buck wheat produces great !
grass, green or dry, oats or Indian corn, cut up in the latter city in muslin weaving,

effect."
I

"6ar the roots, cabbages, &c. &c. may often be _^

It will be observed that Mr Cobbett's directions [economically disposed of in feeding cattle and i

A London paper of June 8, states that the Brit-

are intended not only for burning the surface of; horses, whose services are requisite for the prose- ' ish Ambassador at Constantinople had sent a des-

the soil, but for burnin"- earth, including subsoil, ' cution of the daily and hourly labours of the hus-
j

patch, announcing the entire defeat of the Turk.s

to any convenient depth for manure, if the sub- ,
bandman. I

before Athens, on the 20th of April
;
loss said to

soil is wholly, or in' part, clay, or, perhaps, any rheumatism. I

I'e 10,000 men. Ratisbon letters of the 26th of

other species of earth, in which there is but little We are assured by a person who has experienc- ^^^J'' confirm the above, and state that the Turks

silicious sand, it may, in many cases, be expedient ed its effects, that the following is e.xcellent for
were successively driven from all their entrench-

to dry it and burn it for manure. rheumatic complaints: spirits of hartshorn i oz.
ments, and forced to abandon all their artillery

It is observed by the Rev. Mr Cartwricht, an
| sweet oil ^ oz. laudanum \ of an oz. honey \ of ^"<^ •'ag-^^ge. The Lords High Commissioners oi

English writer on agriculture, that in performing ' an oz. Mi.\-, and apply with friction to the part "^''^ Ionian Islands, on the 5lh of May, despatched

the operations of burning. .^ „ care shonld be taken ' affected. Bind on flannel to keep the part warm, '

=^ courier from Corfu to London with another con-

do it with a smothering heat ; for if the fires
: and make use of the ointment m.orning and even- 1

^''™^''°" °^ "'® above,

are too intense, the ashes will be of an inferior i mg. The above ointment, says our informant, is

quality. The advantages of this practice are nu- likev.ise useful in sprains, and other cases in

merous ; for it in a great measure annihilates seed
\ which opodeldoc is recommended,

weeds : it is destructive to many kinds of insects
, , . .

'
. .^ -^ 1 1 CURE FOR THE RIKG WORM.

and other vermin, noxious to agriculture ; it de-

composes whatever comes within the sphere of its
' A friend in Charlestown has given us the fol-

activity; and the ashes it produces neutralize the 'o^'n? '•ec'Pe. "''"ch he says he has known to

soil, and assist in the further decomposition of the effect a cure of the ring worm in very obstinate

.,(] cases :— Take a half pint tumbler, and fill it nearly

i
A letter has been received in Richmond Va.

giving the unwelcome intelligence that Mr Madi-
son was taken extremely ill with the cliolera mor-

bus in the night of the 1 1th, but that on the morn-
ing of the 12th he was better..

Eggs.—Mr Loudon says that if eggs are left

unmoved for some time the yolks subside, and
vegetable and animal matters contained in it ; and cases :- laKe a Halt pint tumuier, ana nil ii nearly

,

• ' "

these substances It converts into suitable food for
;

f"" of strong vinegar-then put in a new
^-^^\'°Z' ^'henfllL^^^^^

future crops. Its operation on the soil is some- egg, (the newer the_better)_let the egg remain a f'jl-°^f^^7";- -^
thin. l.ke°[;:e Z^::^^^^^^:^^^- \

^^^ "m^'^(;::^'c^^ l^Z^^
\

I--- P^^^ °f England, they hang up eggs ir.

thing like the operation ol malting on gr.m
[ ^^_^^^^^ ^^^^^^ -^^ ^^^ ^pp,^ ^,^^ ^.J_

, nets and turn them every day, to prevent the yolk's

S egar, thus prepared, to the part affected, once a
"^^"'"^ '° ''''"'"'"

'
'" ""'ers, they anoint them

day, fw a week or ten days, which will effect a
"""^ "'.^'^^'^ '"""°" ^"S'' """^ ^^t them on end in

cure. During the application, it is necessary to
,

'^^^"' ^'""^ containing box being closely covered.

keep the bowels open, by salts or some gentle
j

Hamp. Gazette.

medicine.

ing it to part freely with its most nutritious prin

ciple, the saccharine matter ; se v.-iil parinsf and

burning dispose the soil profusely to part with its

nutrition to the plants which are committed to it;

and this it will do, not for a single year only, but

for several years, according to the original degree

of fertility, in succession ; and if the crops are ex-

hausting ones, till it is soon worn out. Hence on

pared r.nd burnt land, more so perhaps than on

•any other, no two exhausting crops should follow

JVool ill England.—On the 7th of June, in the

house of lords, the earl of Winchelsea presented

First voyage of Colv.mhus.—The public will be a petition signed by upwards of 400 flock-masters,

pleased to learn that a translation of the valuable complaining of the importation of foreign wool.

and interesting documents relative to the first The petition was supported by the earl of Malms
ach other. By exiiausting crops are understood,

[

voyage of Columbus, is in progress, in Boston, and bury, who stated that during the last three years.'-

wheat, rye, barley, oats, and buckwheat; by fcr- the printing of the work commenced. The origin- the quantity of foreign wool imported was e2,308,-

tilizing ones, crops of evt»ry kind which are con- , als of these documents were discovered in 1789, 000 pounds, of which dl,412,000 pounds were froni

sumed upon the land or mown, or carried off be- i among the archives of the Duke del Infantado.— Germany. The consequence was that British

fore they perfect their seed, and which are bro't
j

They were not published nntil a year or two wool had fallen from 22d (40 cents) to 9d (17

back again in the state of manure." _ since, when tliey were given to the public by or- cents.) Lord Godcrich said in reply that to en

\

der of the present king of Spain. The manuscript courage the British wool-growers by a heavy duty
""*^'

I

is said to be in the hand writing of Las Casas, and on foreign wool, would not produce the, desired

It is stated in Young's Farmer's Calendar lliat
^

^^ |jg j^j, jjj,gjjjjgt of jj,e original jp^^^j^^ „f Colum- effect, but quite the reverse. "If we impose a
Mr Ducket, a celebrated farmer in England made

j^^g^ j^,^^;, ^^ ,1^1^ juji^or while compiling his his- duty on foreign wool, we shall lose a great share
use of the following method of trying the heat of

^^.^^ ^^ ji^g Indies. It is the form of a diary at of the trade in woollens with foreign countries.

his hay' stacks. "He thrust a scaffold ''O'ti ^ >
gea, and is probably more interesting from not and thereby reduce the price of our own wool."

—

being elaborated. Its authenticity is said to be He said the best remedy was to establish markets

unquestionable. for woollen goods on an extensive scale.

—

Ihid.

Currant Jelly.—There is a demand for this ar-

ticle in this place, and those who have an abun-

dance of currants, will do well, perhaps, to pav

some attention to it. It is made by mixing cur-

Sther stout and long iron bolt into a stack, to give

easy admission to a gun rod, with a strong worm

at the end of it, with which he scrov/s out a sam-

ple, and discovers not only the heat, but the col- The following gentlemen have been chosen dol-

our of the hay ; if the stack wants air, he makes .egates to represent Maine in the General Conven-

many of these holes, which give vent to the heat, tion of Farmers and Manufacturers to be held at

and answers the purpose of a chimney." Hnrrisburgh, Penn. on the 30th inst. The Hon.
^ ^ _

. .. ...,. „„n.-= '^°^^ Holmes, of York, Wm. Ladd, Esq. of Cum-
, rant juice and sugar, and boiling them acntlv for

SOILI.NG LABOURI.NG OXEN AND HORSES. l,prHnrl Gen Inslim Wino-ntp nf ICpnnpbec Rricp . i! j.i<r.i ,ucrianu, iJcn.josMua vvingaie 01 ivenneuec, once
t^^.Q hours or more, and taking off the scum that

Instead of turning your o.xen and horses, which M. Lellan, Esq. of Somerset, and Gen. Jedediah Lriscs. Some use one pound of brown su^ar, tn
you have occasion to use frequently, into a large Kcnrick, of Penobscot. a quart of juice ; others two pounds ; and" siftnc

pasture where it is almost as difficult to hnd thnm
_ ^j;?—^T^ 77u m v ,! two pounds of loaf susrar. The price depends on

as it is to find out the longitude, and to take and ^.ncr,ca« Po^e|-._The Editor oftheN. York
; j^^ ,j^,,„^^^ ^„j nicene.ss of the jelly. It will

harness them ns it would be for any body but a Enquirer complains that American Pr-ntmg Pa-
l^^^j,,

.

^i f^„^, 50 to 7.-, cents per qu.art, if

poet to tackle the steeds of Apollo, you had bet- per has depreciatpd in quality, at the same prices ^^^„ .^^j^^ „„j j^^ ,tity offered does not ex-
ter soil them. By soilimr is meant keeping them -He invites good specimens to bo sent to his

, ^^^^ j,,^ dp^^„d There may be other modes of
in stables, stalls, yards, £ic. and mowing and giv- office, with the prices, and promises to procure cus-

.nanufacturing it, which are 'better than the one
ing them grass and other green and ilry food— |tomcrs for as much of the best sample as the vg have mentioned. flbid i

Biills can turn out. '

'

'

'
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Bricks.—In tho vicinity of LonJon upwards of

•}0()0 acres have been dug to llie depth of from 4

to 10 teet for brick earth. The bricks from an a-

K-re of brick-eartli produce about 18,01)0 dollars;

and the sum paid to the owners of the soil is

8'^200 per acre. An acre at 4 feet deep yields ^

millons of bricks. In tlic manufacture of bricks,

the earth is mixed with coal-a»hes and sand.

—

lb.

The election of a representative in Congress in

this city on the 23d inst. terminated in favor of

Hon. BENj.iMiN Goiiii.\.!i!. The votes were, Gor-

Jiam 1G59, Blake 608, Henshaw 459, Scattering

122.

Onions.—Mr. William Simonds has raised in

lii.s garden in this city, an astonishing crop of on-

ions, considering the number planted, and the

trround occupied. In t'.vo beds, each of 10 1-3

feet long, and 3 feet wide, he planted, in the

sptinw, 532 of the Egyptian O'lions, which propa-

gate from thn root, and hear no seed at the top.

—

From these, ho pulled a few days since, 2,<)'40 on-

ions many of them of a very large size, each onion

planted having a number of others from 3 to 15

clustered around the root, and almost all of them

l:\r<rc enough for the purpose of cooking. Home-

times as many as 18 have been produced from a

single plant. The onions are of superior flavor,

to almost nny other of that class of esculents.

—

Trenton True American.

Remediesfor the Tooth Ache.—.Make a solution

of Camphor and pulverised Cayenne pepper : dip

•herein a small quantity of raw cotton and apply

it to the aft'ected tooth, and it will give instant re-

lief. To prevent the composition's getting to the

throat, lay a bit of rag over the tooth for a few

moments. [Wilmington Herald.] •

2 drachms of alum reduced to an inpalpable

powder, and 7 drachms of nitrous spirits of eitlier,

mixed and applied to the tooth, will prove effectu-

nl in 05 out of 100 cases. [Ibid.]

Fever and Ague.—Take 2 ounces of Peruvian

bark, 2 of powdered cloves, and 1 of cream of tar-

tar ,• mix them together ; divide tho composition

into 12 equal doses ; and take one dose every

morning, noon, and night till tlie complaint is

checked ; then one every morning till the whole

is taken. Each dose may be taken in a glass of

any kind of spirituous liquor mixed willi water.

—

Emporium.

Stiriips and Bedsteads A Mr Powles of Pliila-

delphia has invented a safety stirup to avoid tho

danger of having the foot cauglit wlien a person

is thrown from his horse. He has also brought to

perfection a bedstead, so arranged, that the suck-

ing may be kept continually stretched and the

joints so close as to afford no accommodation for

the " red coats," those backbiting gentry that

" murder sleep."

Uxtraordinary Cow.—A Cow belonging to a

gentleman in this town, yielded yesterday at a

single milking, eighteen Quarts of milk. This

milking was at two o'clock P. M. after an ab-

sence in the pasture of about 18 hours. She was
milked again beteen G and 7 in the evening, and

gave seven quarts more, making in all, upwards

of six gallons of milk draivn from the same cow

toithin the short space offive hours. [Hal. Adv.]

Remedy for Intemperance.—Messrs Reed &
Howard, druggists, 44 Hanover-street, have pre-

pared a medicine for the cure of Drunkenness,

which has been fully tested by several respecta-

ble physicians of this city, and is found to possess

all the qualities of Dr Chambers' composition.

Apricots, some of which measured seven inches

round, have been taken from a tree in the rear of

a gentleman's dwelling in Philadelphia.
"

Upwards of 30,000 hhds. of sugar, and 10,000

hhds. of.molasses, were made in Louisana last sea-

son.

It is reported that the Spanish minister has rep-

resented to our government, the irregular conduct
of Com. Porter, in taking a station in a port in

the United States, to annoy the commerce of his

country.

Palm-leaf hats are now made, on an extensive
scale, by Mr. Jabez Boyden, of Dedham, near
Boston, Mass.

.Mowing.—At a mowing match on the 4th of Ju-

ly at Canandaigua, N. V. 14 candidates entered

for the (3 premiums to be awarded to the man who
should cut the most grass in the best manner, in

one minute. The first (a fine scythe with snatli)

was awarded to Calvin Simmons, who cut 586^
square feet; swatli 9 feet 2 inches wide. The
second (an axe) to John Kent, who cut 511 square

feet ; swath 9 feet inches wide. The third (a hoe)

to John Woby, a coloured man, who cut 540 square

feet ; swath 9 feet wide. Tho f fth (a spade) to

Ellas Russell, who cut 557 square feet ; swath 9
feet wide. Tho sixth (a shovel) to K. Murray, who
cut 496 square feet; swath 8 feet wide. All the

work was extremely well done. The premium ar-

ticles were all of elegant workmanship.

Saxony Sheep.

On Kiid.-iy the 2 Ith August ue.\t, at 3 o'clock P. M.
at lirigliton near lidstou, will be sold by public auc
lion, a choice stock of about 100 Saxony Kams, just

imported in Ihc brig Comet, Capt. Meei, from Ham-
burg.

These sheep were selected from the purest blood in

the kingdom, and will be found at least, equal in point

of fin.'ness of ileece and symmetry of form to any here-

tofore imported. The sale will be perfectly free and

nnlimiled.

Samples of the wool from different parts of each an-

imal may be seen at No. 46 Central street, or at the

office of the auctioneers, at any time preTious to the.

sal(,. COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD.

ROMAN. 'I'his elegant, lull blooded horse, a bright

bay. with black legs, mane and tail, of high spirit and

good temper, will stami at the farm of Mr Stephen

Williams in Northborough (Ms.) at $20 'he season, to

be paid before the mares are taken away.—See New,

England Farmer, May 25.

Subscribers to the JVew England Farmer are in-

forn ed that they can have their volumes neatly half

bound and ktttred at 75 cents, lohich is as cheap an

they can be done in this city—by sending them to

this office. Subscribers who began after the last

volume commenced can be supplied with the de-

ficient numbers.

Ilail Roads—The Mass. JnuniM of the l9th inst.

contains copies of a correspondiDce cetween Governor
Lincoln and the Hon. James Da: !iour, Secretary of War,
reladre to the contempkited rail road from Boston to

the Hudson. The object of Goieriior Lincoln was, to

ascertain how far it was in the power or disposition of

that Department, to aid in the necessary examination
of the country of the proposed lonte, during the present
season. Mr Barbour replied that all the officers under
the control of his department foi' similar purposes,
were already engaged lor the whole se son, and that

no co-oneration could be expected from him. He con-
siders the object of the contemplated undertaking of

very great importance, and declares his readiness to

co-operate in its execution whenever means will justi-

fy it. [Portland Advertiser.]

Marchioness of Widltshy.—We learn by the ship
New-York, Ibat this lady, (late MissCaton of Balti-

more,) left Dublin the latter end of .April for London,
where she still remains ; and report says, for six months
previous to her departure, she and the Marquis had
not exchanged a word with each other, nor eat at the
same table ; this is an excellent episode to the loving
letter he wrote to our Aldermen, a few months ago, ac-

knowledging the receipt of the canal Medal, and the
volume of its history. [Morning Chronicle.]

Indians.—It is almost as great a curiosity to see an
Indihn now a days in this quarter of our country, as it

would be at Philadelphia. Not long since, four of

these sons of the forest made their appearance, about
twenty miles north-west of this place, and were ob-

served to leiler about one particular farm for the most
of a day, when they borrswed a sp.de; went into a

corner of one of the farmer's fields, and dug up three

or f»ur small sized brass kettlet, which must have been
buried there long before the iiniirovements were made.
This done, they talked together for some time, pointed

with their fingers in different directions, then hung the

kettles on their backs, and walked quietly off towards
the setting mn in Indian file.— F.rit (fa.) paper.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

FROM
APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pearl do. - - - .

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTEP, insjject. No. 1. new
CHEESE, ne.w milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX - -

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, . - -

Rvt, best, - - .

GRAIN, Rye - - - - -

Corn - - - .

Barley - - . -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

Ll.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Done Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed
ilo 3-4

, washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native . . - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOK MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - . -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, . . -

VEAL,
MHTTON,
POULTRY. ......
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye. retail, ....

Indian, do. - . . .

POTATOES, (new) - .

CIDER, (according to quality)

bbl
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From the JForcesttr JEgis.

THE WONDERS OF THE DEEP.
The bounty of nature has spread flowers nnd

herbs over hill and valley with boundless profu-

sion. The insect hosts flutter in the sunshine or

hum among the trees. Field and forest are

swarming with life in its various forms. The
varieties of animated being, forming a chain of

existence extending to objects so minute as to

elude the sight, and rising so high as to exceed
|

the power of human observation, have been dili-

1

gently examined, and catalogues and descriptions
j

tell us the names and inform us of the man-'

ners and habits of many of the tribes of earth

and air. The waters equally populous, have of'

course been less successfully explored. Of the
;

monsters who feed among the caves, or gambol

:

in the deep, we yet know but little. Occasionally >

some odd fish presents himself to ths observation;

of the sailor, and the account given of its appear-

ance is so strange that we rank it with " fish
i

stories." Although the Sea Serpent has figured
|

so much in the waters along our shores, and in

the depositions of those gentlemen who saw the

terrible glitter of his eyes through telescopes, we
are still left in doubt whether it be a creature of!

real existence or of imagination. The diving

bell has occasionally been employed in the ox-

amination of shallow places to direct the labors

of industry, but the boldness of adventure never

has descended to those depths where we should

expect to find the haunts of monsters, and one of

the most remarkable inventions of modern ira-

nrovement has been ineSectual in reclaiming the

treasures of human wealth gathered during suc-

cessive centuries to the deep, or in discovering

the gems and metals, the spars and corals that

adorn its cells. Scientific enquiry has been busy

in examining those animated beings so infinitely

varied in form and structure and so multiplied as

to exceed the power of figures to number, floating

on the surface. The following extract from

Scoresby, copied into the last American Quarter-

ly Review, shows the known myriads of the popu-

lation of the sea, and may give some idea of the

probable extent.

" The number of medusa," says Scoresby, " in

the olive green sea, was found to be immense.

—

They are about one fourth of an inch asunder.

—

f n this proportion, a cubic inch of water must con-

tain 64 ; a cubic foot n0,.'i92 ; a cubic fathom,

23,887.872 ; and a cubic mile, about 23,888,000,-

000,000,000 ! From soundings made in the situa-

tion where these animals were found, it is proba-

ble the sea is upwards of a mile in depth ; but

whether these substances occupy the whole depth,

is uncertain. Provided however the depth to

which they entered be but 2.')0 fathoms, the above

immense number of one species may occur in a

space of two miles square. It may give a bet-

ter conception of the amount of raedusE in this

extent, if we calculate the length of time that

would be requsite with a certain number of pcr-

Bons for counting this number. Allowing that

one person could count a million ia seven days,

which is barely possible, it would have required

that .30,000 persons should have started at the

creation of the world, to complete the enumeration

at the present time."

What a stupendous idea this fact gives of the

immensity of creation, and of the bounty of Divine

Providence, in furnishing sucli a profusion of life

in a region so remote from the hauitations of men !

But if the number of animals in the space of two

miles square be so great, what must be the amount

requisite for the discoloration of the sea through

an extent of perhaps twenty or thirty thousand

square miles." [Arctic Voyages, p. 180.]

RULES FOR GOOD iMANNERS.

1. If y'ou are at work near the road, be sure to

stop, and look at every one who passes by, from

the time he first makes his appearance, until he is

out of sight. No one, who has not had the ex-

perience of it, can tell how much pleasure there

is in seeing half a dozen men abandon their em-
ployment and gaze at him, as though they had

never before seen a mortal, or wore desirous to

sec every button on his garments.

2. When yon are passing by neighbors at work
never f;iil to stop and talk with them, especially

if they arc engaged in doing something of con-

siderable importrnce. Every one must perceive

how agreeable it is to a man to be obliged by the

rules of good manners to suspend his labor an

hour, especially if he has several hired men in

company with him, to a trifling story, or to hear

the history of his neighbor's afl^iirs.

3. When a person passes by your house, never

fatl to deck the windows with as many faces as

the house can supply ; and if the windows will

;
not accommodate :ill, let one or two stand in the

I

door.

I
4. If you are passing by a houso be careful to

look into the windows ; by this you may general

ly know whether its occupants are industrious.

—

I

You will likewise occasionally get a glance at a

' young lady as she sits in the parlor, reading nov-

els, braiding straw, or working lace ; which to

say the least is worth a shilling.

;
5. On the sabbath take your stand before the

meeting houso at least fifteen or twenty minutes

before the season of worship cominoncos, and lot

no one escape your notice, wlio may come to the

house of worship. The pleasure which the young
lady experiences, passing twenty or thirty young
gentlemen gazing intently at her, may bo easily

imagined; and if perchance she drop her glove

or handkerchief, let the blush on her face tell how
delightful the task to pick it up.—JV. H. Sentiiiel.

A poor ragged urchin was tried (at the last

Westmoreland Sessions) for stealing an old jack-

et from a lime-kiln; proof "was strong as holy

writ," the Chairman summed up with clearness

and the wisdom of the county jury was now to be

condensed. After a long deliberation on this

knotty point, they turned round—" Gentlemen,
have you agreed upon your verdict ?" when the

Foreman peeped cunningly from beneath a shag-

gy front, with about as much intelligence in it as

that contained in the face of an ourang-outang,

and said, " not guilty ; but he ought to be sevcrciv

reprimanded for stealing it."

A gentlemen made a very good reply to one

who asserted that he did not believe there was a

truly honest man in the whole world. " Sir," said

he, " it is quite impossible that any one man should

know all the world ; but it is quite possible that

some one man may know himset/."

Praise.—Praise -is like arabergrise. A little

whiflT of it, and by snatches, is very agreeable
;

but when a man holds a whole lump of it to your

nose, it is a nuisance, and strikes you down.

FrioncU bought with money, fail when money flies

;

Those won by merit, not till meiit dies '.

Original Jlnecdote.—A schoolmaster in one of

the neighbouring towns, while upon his morning's
walk, passed by the door of a neighbor who was
excavating a log for a pigs-trough. " Why,"s:iid
the schoolmaster, " M. , have you not fur-

niture enough yet ?" ' Yes,' said the man, 'enough
for my own family, but I expect to board tlie

master this winter, and am making preparations.'

I lay it down as a sacred maxim, that every man
is wretched in proportion to his vices ; and af-

firm the noblest ornament of a young, generous
mind, and the surest source of pleasure, profit, and
reputation in life, to be an unreserved acceptance

of virtue. [Letters concerning Mythology.]

Great Tunnel through the. Silver Mine of Kings
hurg, in JVorway.—A wonderful gallery has been

pierced through the side of the mountain, at the

depth of six hundred feet, through which the ore

is now transported, instead of being hoisted to the

top.—Its length is six thousand feet, and it occu-

pied twenty-three years in its completion. It had

been commenced in 1792, but during seven years

of one time it was discontinued : it had just been

opened. The process was most tedious, being en-

tirely by calcination and hammering, which bro't

the rock off" in flakes. Only two men could work
at a time ; they both commenced externally ; and

to their credit be it recorded, that upon meeting
they were only two or three feet difierencc in

the level, and none in the direction : it is from

six to seven feet wide, and from ten to fifleeii

high.

—

Jones' Travels.

./I Green Old .ige.—Mr. Moore, of Ellsworth,

Me. now in his 78th year, is stated in the Ells-

worth Courier to have made with his own hands,

during the last nine months, 56,(100 good shingles

which hiive been sold for $168, besides attending

to the work ot a farm. He can hoe, mow or rake

as much in a day as any common man wishes to

do.

By a letter from a gentleman now in Dresden,
Saxony, it appears that the government of that

country is giving particular attention to the exten-

sion of its trade and commerce— that it is desirous

of increasing its commercial intercourse with the

United States, and for this purpose has lately ap-

pointed Consuls to reside in our principal Sea
Ports.

Yellow Locust Seed, ifc.

For sale at the New England Farmer office, a few
lbs. Yellow Locust ?eed, superior scarlet short top Rad-
ish, White Mulberry, 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkin
or pickling Cncumher, ice. with a new assortment of
ornamtntal flower seeds.

\ youn? genlleman who has had adventages of Ibe

best academical, universily and professional education,
and of acquiring the French and Italian languages a-

broad, wishes to obtain a situation which would be
permanent, as professor or tutor in a college, or instruc-

tor in an academy or school. \ny propositions, present
or prosppctiv. addresstfi to A. B. care of Rev. Dr.
Jenks, Rostoj. ''Ta^s. will rfeeire immediate attention.

The Farmkr is (nil.lished eTtiy Friday, at $3,00
per ,»nnum, or $2,50 If paid in advance.
Gentlemen who procure./ice re&ponsibls subscribers,

are entitled to 9. sixth volume gratis.
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NATURAL HISTORY. convex above, not cmbracinn; the siilos of the Tliey do not confine tliemselvcs to grass, but ea'

_ !
body, and ieiiving the posterior extremity exposed: also the roots of vvho;;t and other grains

ftheToilowiii" essiiy upon the natural history of the I
legs of moderate length ; the middle part or (tiice

|

In their perfect state these, with several other

Rose Bu- was prt pared by Dr T. W. Harris of Mil

tun, with a view to the premium offered by the Mas-

«.K;hus('tls Society for promoting Agricullure, for the

'"st essay on this subject ; but the professional avo-

(itiuns of the amiable and learned writer having pn-

venled the completion of it within the period fixed by

;he Trusti e?, lu- had rrsolved to suppress it. The

progress which he had made bavin? come to the

of the anterior ones armed with two or three? lat- species, act as conspicuous a part in injuring th

eral teeth ; and each foot, or tarsus, consisting of trees as thtir grubs do in destroying the herbage

five small joints, and terminated by two strong Besides the leaves of fruit trees they devour those

claws or nails. of the sycamore, the lime, the beech, and the elm

The general habits and metamorphoses of these Mouffet relates that, in the year 1574, such anum

insects are invariable ; a description of those of ber of them fell into the river Severn, as to stop

l!ie common cock-chaffer of Europe, (Melolon-
I

"'O wheels of the water-mills ; and, in the Philo

TiiA vulgarisF.) will serve to elucidate those of

,,_.,. , the whole genus. Piiese are detailed by Latreille
•rowled<'e of the E'resiieut of that Society, he urged ... , r i n- . • m . n.iioviieuj,e ui ii.c I .t-i u J. o

, ^ tenth volume of his Ilistono Nat'irallc,
Dr Harris to lay it before the Trustees in its present

,tatr, and thtv were pleased to award the Society's

premium to the author. We think the readers of this

jour'-al will feel obliged to us for inserting it.]— £rf.

Miiss..Jg. Rtyos. —
.Minutes towards a history of some Auierican speeies

o/Mei,olontii.e particularly injurious to Vege-

tation.

Ncmpe jl/f/u/oH/Ztadicitur, quia pomorum est pernicies.

The Linna^an genus Scarab-eus is very abund-

ombodicd in Sonnini's Buffon,) and by Olivier, in

liie first volume of his Entomology.

This insect devours the leaves of trees and

slirubs. Its duration in the perfect state is very

nliort, each individual living only about a v.'eelc,

uiid thespeoios entirely disappearing in tl:o course

of a month. After the se.xual union has taken

place the males perish, and the females enter the

earth, to the depth of six inches, or more, making

their way by moans of the strong teeth which arm

their anterior tibias : here they deposit their eggs,
anf in soecies. and exceedingly numerous in indi-

i ,. , , i i j- u ram HI speLico, uiiu o.^v,^,!, o J amounting to nearly one hundred in number, from
viduals of some species. These insects are c.isily „__ f„,°^i„ „,,,;„•;. _„ ^ „f,„, „„o.^.„„,i

recogniied by their moveable horns, or a7i<eii»ic;,

projecting above the mouth, and terminated by sev-

eral lamellatcd, or leaf like joints, whence they

liave recei'.ed the name of Lamellicorn beetles.

—

This genus contains insects differing much in ex-

ternal appearance, and in their modes of life, .T.id

has therefore been subdivided into several smaller

renera by the Entomologists who have succeeded

Linne. Dc Geer distinguished three families, ac-

cording to their habits, which ho called Scarabts

de terre (Earth-beetles,) Scarabes des arbres (Tree

beetles,) Scarabee des fleurs, (Flower- beetles).—

Those of the second family are most interesting

to the agriculturalis*, because of their extensive

ravao-es. They are included by Fabricius in his
j

"cnus Melolomha, a word used by the Greeks

to distinguish these same insects, and which sig-

nified, according to Eustathius, that they were

produced from or with the flowers of apple trees.*

The MELOLOJiTHi; are called in England dorrs or

zhaffers.

The genus Melolontija may be characterised

as having the body oblong, oval, and convex; the

mouth covered above by a thin plate, called ctype-

us, beneath which are situated the antenna, con-

sisting generally of ten joints, the terminal ones

united by one end to a common centre, and ex-

panding like the leaves of a book : the thorax

'situated behind the head) convex, more or less

quadrate or trapezodical ; immediately behind

this, and between the wing-cases, a small triangu-

lar piece called scnltllum ; wing-oases or elytra

every female, which are soon after abandoned,

and the females ascend to the surface, and, after

languishing a few days, perish also.

From the eggs are hatched, by the warmth of

t!ic earth, little whitish grubs, called, in France,

V •)•« blancs, each provided with six legs, situated

near the head, and the mouth furnished with two

strong jaws. 'I'liey live on the roots of plants and

other vegetable substances found in the ground ;

gradually increase in size, and change their skins

once a year, about the commencement of spring,

sophical Transactions it is stated that, in the year

JG38, they filled the hedges and trees of Galway
in such infinite numbers, as to cling to each other

like bees when they swarm ; and when on the

winij darkened the air, annoyed travellers, and

produced a sound like distant drums. In a short

time the leaves of all the trees for some miles

round were so totally consumed by them, that at

midsummer, the country wore the aspect of the

depth of winter.

Another chaffer (Meloloktha vitis F.) is

sometimes exceedingly injurious to the vine. It

prevails in certain provinces of France, where it

strips the vines of their leaves, and also devours

those of the willow, poplar, and fruit trees.

The animals and birds, appointed to check the

ravages of these insects, are, according to Latre-

ille, the common dung hill fowls, different species

of owl, the European goat-sucker or niglit hawk,

(Capeimulgus Enropavs,) bats, rats, the weasel,

(Mustela vulgaris.) the martin,fMusTELA/otna^
and the badger, ^Ursus meles.) To this list may
be added ti: 3 common crow, which devours not

only the perfect insect but their larvse, for which

purpose it is often observed to follow the plough.

Our own country abounds in insectivorous beasts

and birds, and, without doubt, the more than
after which they approach nearer the surface in , , . m f. ,. r .u •

, £ i- 1 1- 3 »• • . I >
abundant Melolonth-E forma portion of thei

search of lond ; tor during the winter they do not ... ^
° ' nourishment.

We have several allied species of Melolontha
eat, but, having penetrated below the reach of

frost, remain torpid until the succeeding spring.

At the close of their third summer they cease eat-

ing, and penetrate about two feet deep into the

earth : there by its motions from side to side the

grub forms an oval cavity, which is lined by its

excrements, and some glutinous fibres, in which it

is changed to a pupa by casting its last larva skin.

.

...,,. ,. . j
T ., • . . .1 1 . J I'ous, punctate ; the breast pubescent ; and
In this state the legs, antennae, and wing-cases , . -.i ., , . , , , .lt? ' ' o oMrtrnn with fhroo olai-ot/iH linAc. • lonrrth

* The French name is hanneton, probably a cor-

ruption of ahton from ali and iono ; to make a

loud noise with the wings. By several critics the

Jelek of the Hebrews, translated canker-worm, was

considered as some insect of this genus. The

words of Nahum, III. 17, appear particularly char-

acteristic of the manners of the nocturnal species;

" which camp in the hedges in the cold day, but

when the sun ariseth they flee away, and their

place is not known where they are."

are visible through the transparent skin which

envelopes them, but appear of a yellowish white

colour ; and thus it remains until the approach of

the ensuing spring, when the thin film which en-

closes its body and limbs is rent, and the perfect

insect digs its way to the surface of the ground,

where the superabundant moisture with which it

is imbued, is exhaled, and it expands its wings
and takes flight.

According to Kirby and Spence the grub of the

cock-chafier sometimes destroys whole acres of

grass, by feeding on its roots. It undermines the

richest meadows, and so loosens the earth that it

will roll up as if cut by a turfing spade. About
seventy years ago, a farmer near Norwich in Eng-
land, suffered much by them, and, uitb his men,
gathered eiglity bushels of the beetle. In the

year 1785 many provinces in France were so rav-

aged by them, that a premium was offered by gov-

crniaent for the best mode of destroying them.

—

whose injuries in the perfect and grub state ap
proach to those of the European cock-chaffer.

—

The most common one is the M. quercina of

Knoch
; (in Melsheimer's catalogue ;) it is not

described by any author to which I have had ac-

cess. It is of a dark chestnut-brown colour, glab

eacli

elytron with three elevated lines ; length eight

tenths, breadth nine twentieths of an inch. This

insect agrees very well with the figure and des-

criptions of M. Fervida of Olivier ; but, on the

authority of Mr Say, it is considered as the spe-

cies described by Knock (in his Neuv. Beitrage

^ur Insectenkunde) by the name of quercina. In

its perfect state it feeds on the leaves of trees,

particularly of the cherry-tree. It flies with !i

humming noise in the night, from the middle of

May till the end of June, and frequently enters

houses, attracted by the light. The grubs de

vour the roots of grass and other vegetables ; in

many places the turf may be turned up like a

carpet, in consequence of the destruction of the

roots. The grub is a white worm, with a brown-

ish head, and when fully grown nearly as thick

as the little finger.* It is eaten with avidity by

* There is a grub, somewhat resembling this,

which is frequently found beneath manure-heaps,
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crows and fowls. The perfect inst'ct is devoured

hy some insectivorous anima!, which frequents our
i

gardens for that purpose, and v.-hosc beneficial

foraging is detected by its abundant excrement,

filled with the wing-cases of the JMelolo.mha. I

M. batia, (Say,) a smaller species than the quer-

cina, may, according to Mr Molsheimcr, " be found

in its proper season in vast numbers under the

deciduous leaves of forests: during the night the

millions of wings tiiat fan the air produce a loud

humming sound, not unlike that emitted by the

enraged occupants of a huniblo-becs' nest." This
species, with another, M. },{isuta, (Knocli,) are

found in Massachusetts, but not in such quautities

as the quercina. The halia is of a light chestnut

brown ; head and thora-t blackish brown ; the for-

mer and the breast beneath hairy. It is rather

more than thirteen twentieths of an inch long.

—

M. hirsuta is dark chestnut, and hairy ; the thora.x

wjth dilated punctures, and the wing-cases with

five or six longitudinal series of hairs on each.

—

Length seven tentiis of an inch.

Several other species are common here, but

their specific names are at present unknown to

ir.e. Of the smaller ones, are some which attack

the wild rose and wortlo-berry bushes. These

are M. vespertina and M. sericea of Knoch, and

M. iiicolur of Say. About the last of June and

first of July the two first of these species may he

found in the evening on the Rosa j'ubigbtosa, in

great abundance, and generally paired. Mr Mel-

sheimer says that M. tricolor " abounds in hilly

and mountainous situations, where, in the month

of May, the time of the sexual union of the spe-

cies, it may be seen flying amongst the wliortle-

berry bushes in profusion."

These species are nocturnal insects, never ap-

pearing, except by accident in the day, during

which they remain under the shelter of forests, or

concealed beneath the leaves of shrubs and grass.

Others are truly day-Jliers, eomathting their rava-

ges by the light of the sun, and always present

to our observation.

One of them appears about the middle of May.

It eats the leaves of the pear-tree, and feeds al-

so on those of the poplar and oak. It is a large

insect, and was described by Linne as the Scara-

Bxvs lanigerits. The body is of a broad oval

shape, and compressed or flattened ; the head and

thorax yellow, bronzed ; the wing-cases pale yel-

low, punctate ; the legs brownish yellow with

shades of green ; the body beneath green bron-

zed, ar.d clothed with long yellow down. Length

nearly one inch ; breadth rather over half an

inch. It is not constant in its appearance; in

some seasons being found in great profusion,

when, by shaking the young pear-trees, any uum-
bcr of them may be obtained.

Another large species attacks the grape-vine.

It is the SoARAB^cs punctatus of Linne. The
wing-cases are testaceous or brownish-yellow,

with three distant black spots on each : the tho-

rax darker, slightly bronzed, with a black spot

ench side ; the head green-bronzed round the

eyes ; the body beneath and the legs deep green,

bronzed. Length one inch, breadth over half an

inch.

and is commonly called muck-tcorm ; it differs,

however, in some respects, from that of the Me-
Loi.ONTiiA,and produces an insect genencally dis-

tinct, which is described as the Scaraba-us reliclus,

by Mr Say.

A ^rnall species also attacks the vine ; it is

closely iillied to the M. vitis of France ; but, for-

tunately its ravages are not so extensive as those

of the latter. It is the M. varians of Fabricus:

is of a broad-oval shape, and the elytra testace-

ous ; the central part of the thorax, the head

around the eyes, the body beneath, iind the legs

blackish green, and bronzed, in the male ; in the

female those parts are of a pale brown colour.

—

Length of the male seven twentieths, breadth one

fifth of an inch. Length of female two fifths,

breadth five twentieths of an inch. It feeds on

the cultivated and wild grape vine, and also on

the sumach.

—

(To be concluded next weel;.)

BLIGHTED OATS.
Through the whole season till within a few

days, the fields have promised a rich harvest of

oats. But the last week lias changed tlio face of

things in this particular. Nearly all the Oats in

this town and vicinity are said to be so Ll-ighted

that they are scarcely worth harvesting. How
extensive this failure of the crops may be is un-

certain, but persons from several dift'erent towns

have all concurred in the same tale, that their

own fields of oats would be mowed and the stalks

given unlhreshed to the cattle. Our own observa-

tion has discovered acres of this grain, where ten

days ago the stalk had attained nearly four feot in

heigiit and indicated a groat burden, but in which
now the stalks have lost their erect position, have

crinkled down as it is called, in all directions as if

unable to sustain their own weight. This shrivel-

ling is a sure indication of blight. What can
have been the state of the atmosphere to destroy

the crop of oats, while all other grains arc good,

v/e know not, but the fact is beyond dispute. Had
this blight been perceived while the stalk was yet

green, it might have been mowed and converted

into the best of fodder ; so that the loss v.'ouki

have been much less. But as it was, the grain had

begun to ripen, and the stalk turned yellow, be-

fore the appearances of blight were much noticed.

Concord Gazelle of July 28.

From the J\'ational Intelligencer.

CULTIVATION OF SILK.
The culture of silk seems likely to bo seriously

entered into in this country : practical men in dif-

ferent parts of the Union having taken the experi-

ment in hand. Amongst these is Mr Joshua

Peirce, whoi-e nursery and farm on the banks of

the Rock creek are at the distance of a short but

lomantic ride from this city and Georgetown.^

—

From him we have received the following letter,

which shows that he is liberally disposed, not only

to acquire information, but to impart it for the

benefit of others.

Linntean Hill, near Washington, }

June 7th, 1827.
\

Messrs Gales If Scaton—Having engaged in the

raising of Silk Worms with a view of making an

experiment as to the practicability of making it a

lucrative business, and of introducing them into

this section of our country, I have now on hand

about eight or ten thousand which have just com-

menced spinning, and, as a number of my acquain-

tances have exjiressed a wish to see them, you

will much oblige me by giving notice in your pa-

per, that they will be exiiibitod gratis for the

present and Bext week, Sunday excepted. All

persons desirous of seeing them are invited to call

at my residence at Linna^an Hill. As it is a sub
ject tliat has of late excited much attention, some
account of the silk worm, its history, managoment-
&c. and tho cultivation of the mulberry tr^ee, will
no doubt bo rend with much interest by many of
your subscribers. I send you McMahon's garden-
ing, which contains quite an interesting article on
the subject, and beg leave fo suggest to you the
propriety of inserting it in your paper.

Yours, with much respect,

JOSHUA PEIRCE.
We have pleasure in availing ourselves of Mi

Pcirce's suggestion, by copying the following from
McMahon's Gardener's Calendar :

About the year of Christ 551, two Persian
monks, employed as missionaries in some of the
christian churches established in India, penetrat-
ed into the country of Seres or China. There
they observed tho labours of the silk worm, ami
become acquainted with tho art of working up its

productions into a variety of elegant fabrics.

—

They explained to the Greek Emperor at Con-
stantinople these mysteries, hitherto unknown, or
very imperfectly understood in Europe ; and un-
dertook to bring to the capital a sufficient number
of those wonderful insects. This they accomplish-
ed, by conveying the eggs of the silk worm in a

hollow cane. They were hatched, and afterwards
fed with tho loaves of a wild mulberry tree, and
multiplied and worked in the same manner as m
those climates where they first became the objects
of human attention and care. Vast numbers oi'

these insects were soon reared in diClcrent parts
of Greece, particulariy ia the Peloponnesus. Sici-

ly afterwards undertook to breed silk worms, with
equal success, and was imitated, from time to time,
in several towns of Italy. In all these places, ex-
tensive manufactures were established, v,ith-silk

of domestic production.

" From the reign of Justini.m, it was mostly in

Greece, and some of the adjacent islands, that silk
worms were reared. Soon after the conquest of
Constantinople by the Venetians, in 1204, they
attempted the establishment of the silk manufac-
ture in their dominions ; and in a short time the
silk fabrics of Venice vied with those of Greece
and Sicily.

"About tho beginning of the fourteenth centu-
ry, the Florentine manufactures of silk became
very considerable. It was introduced much later

into France
; tho manufacture of silk though con-

siderably encouraged by Henry IV. not having
been fully established there, till under Louis XIV
by Colbert.

" It is an established and well known fact, that
both tbe-white and tlie black mulberry trees grovt-

as well in almost every part of the United States,
.is in any country on earth : and also that silk has
been raised and manufactured into a most excel-
lent fabric, under the direction of that great and
venerable patriot, and friend of mnnkin.'l. Dr Ben-
jamin Franklin. That so ueefa! a piirsuit should
be sufl'ered to die away, in a country as well
adapted for it as any in the universe, is as extra-

ordinary as it is unfortunate and injurious to the

real interest of the nation."

" Old Soaker." Professor Francis, in giving his

testimony before the Court iii New York dur-

ing a recent trial there fir murder, stated, that on
opening tho skull of the deceased, an effluvia came
out resembling that which proceeds from old

soaked rum casks.
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RUSSIA.

The stale of agriculture in Russia is very low.

Gr;iin is raised in siifticiont quantities to supply

the country with bread and whiskey, and to leave

a large excess for e.Nportalion ;
yet by a compari-

son of the crop with the seed for several years, it

;ippears that the produce is only 3 for 1. There

are a few estates which yield 10 to 12 for 1, but

!here arc so many that give only 2 for 1, that the

iverajo crop cannot be more than 3 for 1 of seed.

The peasants have no lands of their own : they

cultivate those of the ciown or of their lords, and

iiavG no inducement to adopt any new modes of

onUurc. They have but few wants, and are ex-

tremely ignorant and indolent. In Denmark rye

produces 8, barley 10 to 14. and oats 10 for 1.

EEKS.

In Livonia, the inhabitants make hollow places

in the trees of the forest, to receive and cultivate

bees. Sonio^of them had hundreds, and even

thousands of these bee-hives. Mr Butner, a Li-

vonian clergyman says the air, at some distance

from the ground, is better for the bees than that

of the- bee-houses which receive the exhalations

of the earth. Where forests are not conveniently

situated, he says it is advantageous to place the

hives upon trees standing alone, at 12 or 15 feet

above the ground.

HAIL.

Storms of hail are frequent and destructive in

ihe southern parts of Europe, and the subject of

jirotecting tlie crops from their ravages by para-

<Treles, or hail-rods, has e.tcited much attention

and discussion in France, Italy, Switzerland, &c.

The Bulletin for March, 1 827, notices 23 publica-

tions, (some of more than -300 pages) upon the

efficacy of those rods. Many fields furnished with

paragrelcs have been preserved from the hail,

while those in the vicinity, which were not so

firmed, have been ravaged. In some places, how-

ever, the hail-polos have not afforded effectual

protection, and these failures have furnished ar-

guments for those who oppose the system.

Paragreles are poles set in the fields, around

which are wouad ropes of straw, iron-wire, or

other conductors of electricity. It is believed in

France that electricity is an important agent in

the formation of hail, and that this formation may
be prevented by drawing the electric fluid from

the clouds, by the aid of elevated metalic points.

SHEEP.

The English have had more regard to the form

than to the fleeces of their sheep, and most of the

44 millions in that country are of the long-wooled

large breeds. Fine wool for the manufacturers is

imported from Saxony and Spain. The Saxons

Iiave given their attention to the fleeces, vvhich

they have brought to so great perfection that

Spain possesses no flock that can be compared

with some of those in Saxony. Sheep of the Sax-

on race are pretty numerous in the neighbouring

countries of Silesia, Moravia, &o. In France there

are but few flocks of pure merino blood. The
French import great quantities of fine wool from

Spain and Sixony. and they are now malsing ef-

forts to introduce the Saxon race of sheep into

France. Some of the French farmers have pur-

chased sheep of the English long-wooled races,

and are attempting to acclimate them in France.

This long wool is in demand for the manufacture

of smooth stuffs, as bombazets, &c. It is admitted

that the English sheep eat twiue as much as the

merinos.

M. L. do Chateauvieux says the merino sheep

are so multiplied in Europe that there must ne

cessarily be a reduction in the price of their wool,

lie thinks the price of the superfine wool from

the Saxon merinos will continue to maintain a

liigh price, because there arc but few persons who
will bestow that care and attention on their flocks,

which these small and delicate sheep require.

—

He expresses an opinion that the Saxony sheep

come from the race of Segovia in Spain, and that

most of the other merinos in Europe proceed from

the race of Leon, which is larger and more vigor-

ous, but less fine.

Bomfsttc IScoJtems.

struck in tlic street, rcaciicd nearly double the
distance it did when raised in the steeple.

Ink.— Nutgall:^, in powder 4 ounces, Logwood
2 ounces. These are to be boiled for an hour in

six pounds, (three quarts) of water, or until one
half is cvajioratod. It is then percolated through
a hair sieve, and to the liquid are added, copper-

as 2 ounces, gum Arabic half an ounce. Blue Vit-

riol half an ounce. Sugar Candy half an ounce.

—

It should be sufticiently warmed to dissolve these

ingredients. It is then-to be well stirred, and
suffered to stand 24 hours. It is then poured from
the sediment, and should bo preserved in well

stopped glass or stone jars.

It is fit for immediate use. This composition

was the formation of Mr Ribancourt. It is un-

questionably the best writing ink in use. Dr. Cox of

Philadelphia says he has tried a great variety of

recipes for the formation of ink, and has found

none equal to this.

[BY THE EDITOR.] Sore Throat.—het the throat be steamed with

Remedy for a Sore Throat Wo are informed hot water, in which hops are infused, and apply

by a person, v;ho has experienced its good eflects,
j

the hops after having been scalded for some time

that the essence of tar is a remedy for that affec- externally to the diseased part of the throat.

tion of the throat, which often times teririinates in
|

ulcers, and sometimes proves fatal. The essence /r«n.—Anointing the afflicted part with rat-

of tar may be had of apothecaries, and the mode j

t'esnake's oil is said to be of great service,

of administering is to drop a little on a lump of

sugar, which is permitted to dissolve in the mouth
and the solution swallowed. It should be taken,

he says, as soon as any symptoms of the complaint

are felt, in small portions at a time, and repeated

till the pain is mitigated, and the patient convales-

cent. The essence of tar we should suppose

would produce effects on the human. system simil-

ar to those produced by spirits of turpentine ; and
should recommend caution in its use, without ad-

vice from a regular physician.

Dairy Secret.— Have ready two pans in boiling

water ; and on the new milk's coming to the dairy

take the hot pans out of the water, put the milk

into one of them, and cover it with the other.

—

This will occasion great augmentation in the

thickness and quality of the cream.

JVen in Cattle—Rub the part affected with ai.

Indigo bag, which has been some time in use in a

dye-pot.

MAGNOLIA.
Near Fish creek, in Virginia, ten or twelve

miles from Ohio, there is a grove of the lofty ma"',

nolia, and in the season of flowering, they fill the

wilderness with delicious fragrance for several

miles round. The leaves are more than three feet

Cod-fish.—Dun, or dried cod-fish ought not to

be boiled to have it tender ; it operates as on an

egg, an oyster, or a clam,—the more you boil it,

the harder it grovvs. Let it simmer on or near the

fire, in a kettle, two or three hours, according as

the fish is hard, and then change the water ; and,

before dishing, put this up to near boiling heat, I

in length and of a proportionate width. There
but not higher. This management does not draw |

are no other trees of the kind within WD miles,

out, but revives the glutinous, and enlivens the i
It has been stated, that the magnolias in Florida^

nutritious substance in them, and leaves the fish ! have been smelt the distance of 60 miles.

tender and nutritious. |

A new three story brick building fell down in

Jlnts.—When you find ants in quantities near ; Robinson-street, Now York, on the 27th inst.

home, pour hot water on them. The farmer when while the workmen were slating the roof. One
he manures his land, if he uses ashes, lime or salt person was killed, and five others hurt, three very

sand, will not be troubled with those insects. Dr badly, one of whom has since died. The wall next

Rees' Cyclopedia recommends boiling raiu water to a wooden building was eight inches thick ; and

with black soap and sulphur, and saturating the that adjoining another brick building, was/our {n-

ground with it, which is infested with those insects.
:

ches thick. The bricks appeared perfectly clean,

I

and the mortar crumbled between the fingers like

Bells—The nearer bells are hung to the ground, < ashes.
other things being equal, the further they can be

i

heard. Dr Franklin has stated that some years ' Foote being at table next to a gentleman who

ago the inhabitants of Philadelphia had a new bell
' helped himself to a very large slice of bread, after

imported from England, and in order to judge of jhe had eaten a mouthful or two, Foote took up his

the sound the bell was raised on a triangle in the i

bread, and cut a piece off.—" Sir," said the gen-

great street of that city, and struck, as it happen-

ed on a market day ; when the people coming to

market were surprised on hearing the sound of a

bell at a greater distance from the city than they

had ever heard any bell before. This circum-

stance excited the attention of the curious ; and

it was discovered that the sound of the bell when

tleman, " that is my bread."— I beg a thousand

pardons, sir," said Foote, " I protest I took it to

be the loaf."

The Quebec Gazette states that much sickness

prevails amongst the emigrants from Great Britain)

which proves fatal to many.
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From the N. Y. Evening Tost.

GRAPE VINES.
Hurliculliiral Garden, }

Brooldyu, Jw'jy 21, 1827. ^

Sin—I take this opportunity to inform iny friends

and the public, to whom [ announced with what

perfect safety tlie vines producing table grapes,

imported by me from tlie north of France, had sus-

iained, without any covering, tiie intense cold of

the last winter, that they are the kinJs which I

now offer for sale by snbscriplion. The different

kinds of vines for vineyards from tlie north of

France bore the winter equally vi^ell.

I deem it necessary also to inform the public that

the experiment I tried at the same time upon vines

from the south of France, has resulted in a total

disappointment. They have all perished, and I

f.annot show a single plant of those that were left

without covering. I attribute this ill success to

their vegetating later in the autumn, and to their

coming from a country favored by nature with an

9.Ktraordinary mildness of climate. The vessels

containing the sap in those vines are more dilated,

whereas the sap vessels in the plants from tlio

north are more compressed. It is the opinion of

Dr Pascalis, who is a nrtive of the soutli of Franco,

tliat this observation applies more particularly to

exotic grape vines, aad that the plants should be

chosen from a climate and temperature as simi

lar as possible- to those of the country to which

they are to bo transplanted. Besides, Iho vinos

from the south being more early in vegetation, are

more liable to be affected by sudden changes from

cold to heat, and from heat to cold, so prevalent

in this climate in spring.

I warrant my vines to grow, not only by as-

sertion but by proof, and that they are of the genu-

ine kinds, having an establisliraent of which I

must maintain the reputation. I undertake also to

designate the different kinds most congenial to

each soil and situation. The established price

for vineyard vines is 25 cents by the quantity.

Those persons who have followed my instruc-

tions are perfectly satisfied with the success of

ihe planting and growth of their vineyards.

Mr B. has formed a vineyard at his country seat

on Long Island. The plants were not furnished

by me. He has told ine himself that he had lost

1000 of the 8000 plants that he had set in the

ground this spring, which is an enormous loss

considering the price of labour, the delay, the dis-

couragement and the expense to whicli it subjects

the proprietor in replacing them. This disappoint-

ment has happened to him although the spring

has been uncommonly favourable by a succession

of warm rains and genial heats, which are the

most powerful promoters of vegetation. It is

therefore astonishing he has lost so many ; for

such favourable springs cannot be often expected

tn this climate.

Respectfully yours,

ANDREW PARMENTIER.

CROPS.
Tn this neighhorhoo'J, the crops were never

more bountiful than the present season. The rye

harvest is begun, and so stout is the grain, that a

clip or two will fill the hand of the reaper. The
shocks stand thicker than we have sometimes

seen sheaves in other yeats, and it is, the farmers

say, narrow dodging to drive between them with

the cart. Tlie grass is so heavy, that it requires a

strong arm to carry the scythe througli the swaith,

which, when turned out, looks like a whole win-

row of itself. In many fields, unable to support

its own Wright, it has long since lain down ; and

when cut there is hardly room on tlie ground to

dry it. The corn, which was rather puny t]je

fore part of the season, has of late become stout

and strong ; and if you had the patience to watch

it, you might sec it grow. Every thing looks smil-

ing—except that you now and then see a cloud

on the brow of the farmer, caused by dull hay

weather, or the scarcity of help to secure his

crops—and there is reason for every body to smile,

the manulacturer, the mechanic, the merciiant,

and the professional man, as well at; the cultivator

of the soil; for the former, although they are

growers neither of corn nor beef, are neverthe-

less people of taste, and love good eating as well

ar> the agriculturalist. fBerkshire American.]

A Bobinet factory has been discontinued at Ips-

ivich. The British having improved so much in

the machinery, as to be able to manufacture with

greater rapidity, and to undersell the Americans
in our market, though tlie domestic article is tlie

best. The factory discontinued, employed 300

young ladies in Lace Work. A new net factory is

however, to be established at Ipswish. The New-
port School purchases its bobinet,

FISH.
Dr. Franklin having observed in New England,

that the herrings ascended from the sea into one

river of that country, while a single individual

was never seen in another river, separated from

the former by a narrow tongue of land, and which

communicated also with the sea, this philosopher

took the leaves of some plants on which the her-

rings had deposited their eggs,already fecundated,

and conveyed them to the river which was de-

prived of the annual visit of these fish. The suc-

cess of this experiment surpassed his expectation;

the eggs were completely productive, and the fol-

lowing year the river was filled with a numerous

shoal of herrings, which, since that time, have

continued to frequent it. Dr. Mitchill of New
York, informs us that he transported two doz(;n

and ten yellow perch from Rochonkoma pond, in

Suffolk county, Long-Island, to Success pond in

the town of Norlh-Hanipstead, a distance of 40

miles. In two years these few fisfaps multiplied

so fast, that they might be caught with a liook in

any part of the water, which is about a mile ,in

circumference !
" Planting" oysters, as it is term-

ed, is a common practice.

When fish are kept in large pools or ponds

boiled malt, or fresh grains, are proper food ; thus,

carp may be reared and fed like capons, and tench

will also prosper. If reared in a stew, any sort

of corn, or leguminous fruit boiled, especially peas

and malt coarsely ground, arc equally fettening.

[Domestic Encyclopedia.]

Bridgetown, JV. J. " Steam Boat." A cow, so

called, (whose power we should call a 100 horse,)

in the possession of Dr. Wm. Elmer, of that place,

produced last week, a male and a female Calf, at

one birth, averaging 80 pounds each—this is the

second time in succession she has brought forth

twins, and each pair averaging ICO pounds at a

birth. She is now the mother of five living calves,

the oldest but twenty-five months old, and if kill-

ed and dressed now, they would weigh ."iOO lbs.

fllass. Journal.

F.OUNDERED,
A disease in the feet, to which horses arc sub-

ject. It i3 occasioned by hard riding, severe la

bour, great heats, sudden colds, &c. that inflamt

the blood, and, as the farriers express, it, melt titr

grease, which descends into the feet ; v.here it

settles and causes such a numbness and pricking

in the lioof, as in some instances to render thi:

animal affected unable to stand.

The general methods of removing this disor

der are, first, bleeding, which operation, if op-

portunely performed, is calculated to afford ira

mediate relief. The rapid and irregular circula-

tion of the blood is then to be diminished, by giv-

ing the horse cooling salts internally, clysters, an

opening diet, and plenty of diluting liquor four or

five times every day, together with emollient poul-

tices ; which ought to be applied warm round the

hoofs, in order to soften them, and to promote a

free and equal perspiration.

But the sole or frog of the foot aft'ectod, should

on no pretence be pared to that excess, which it

too frequently done by ignorant farriers. It will

be sufficient to clear away the hardened surface

of the sole, that the poultice may properly open

the pores. All greasy and oily applications should

likewise be avoided, being ill calculated to ac-

celerate the cure.

[This disease is a kind of gout, produced by

permitting the animal to eat or drink heartily

while liot ; or by violent exercise on a full stom

acli. The cure is bleeding, purging and rest.

Take off the shoes.—T. C]
* [Domestic Encyclopedia.!

IMPROVEMENT IN THE ARTS.
We observe, in the Auction Hall of the Ex-

change, a large street lamp, or lantern, manufac-
tured at the Jersey Glass Works, in a manner
dif^rent from that of .Tny article of the kind -here

tofore produced in this country. Its pesuliar

merit consists in being made of stained and mar-
bled glass, by an artist from England ; who wc
should imagine could not fail to find encourage-
ment in his line in the United States. The col-

ouring and ornamenting of the material {common
window-glass) is beautifully done, and may be a-

dapted to the greatest variety of fasliionable and
useful purposes. The dyeing or staining has been
witnessed before, in some specimens from the

same hand, but nothing in its present state of fin-

isli, though frequent in Europe, has been seen be-

fore in America. From what we perceive of thi.s

improvement in the art, we may rationally expect

the attention of buildcrsand directors of churches,

and other public edifices, to be attracted towards I

it—so peculiarly adapted to the solemn and mag-
nificent in architectu.al beauty and grandeur, as

well as calculated for the more humble hut gen-
eral and practical accommodation of the fanciful

and curious in the minor branches of commerce
and trade.

MACHINE FOR RAISING WATER.
G. Bradley of Newton, Con. has sent us a par-

tial account of a self acting machine, invented by

them for raising water. There is a brook a little

distance from their dwelling house, the bed of

which is 18 feet lower than the sill of their house.

The water of their well would not answer to wash

with, and they were compelled to resort to the

brook, until their necessities became the mother

of invention to them. They have invented a sim
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pie bill durable machine, at a cost not excecdinff

ten dollars, wliicli raises watci- to tlio amount of

1440 gallons per day. There is no wheel or pump

attached to the machine. They are fully satisfied

from this e.^periment, that water may bo raised on

the same principle to the height of 50 fcot'or

more, in large quantities, for the purpose of carry-

ing water wheels of every power—supplying dis-

tilleries, tan-yards, and farms on whicli there is

no living stream, &c. They have not given a very

satisfactory description of the machinery, but say

•• a fall of 3 feet is necessary in raising the water

10 feet, and in that proportion for a greater or less

ilistance. Suppose a t crson has a spring near his

house, he has only to set up a penstock, throw the

water into the top of it. and tlicn put in a lend

pipe at the bottom of the penstock, and take it to

your house." They will give further information

to those who will write them, (post paid.)

jV. H, RtnsUr.
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CANADIAN, OR TREE ONION.
This is remarkable for producing a bulb or on-

ion at the top of the stalk.

The stem of this plant is naked an'l round ;
and

ihe leaves ar^ flat and narro'v.

These onions are well deserving of attention,

both as objects of curiosity, from producing an on-

ion upon the stalk, and also for their use. "When
pickled they are generally thought superior in

flavour to the common onion.

They were originally imported from Canada
;

are perennial, and are propagated by planting, tlie

bulbs in the spring or autumn. Either tl'.c bulbs

iif the root or those on the stalk will grow.

TO FATTEN FOWL.
At tills season of the year, the most ecoiioiniccl

method of fattening chickens is to give them curd-

led milk. The practice, as far as \vc have obser-

ved, is to shut them up in some cool place, and

confine them to sour coagulated milk, with a lit-

tle meal or corn two or three times a week. On
'his food they soon become fat. [N. York pap.]

. GINGER WINE.
The following recipe for making a pleasant

dinger wine, is recommended from experience.

To 20 gallons of water, add 80 lbs. honey, or

70 lbs. sugar, the former in preference ; boil and

'skim as the feculent matter rises ; put the mi.v-

ture into an open head, and add lialf an ounce of

ginger coarsely ground or bruised, to every gal-

ion of the mixture ; and when cooled, ferment and

proceed as in elder wine, adding to every 10 gal-

lons, when bunging close, one fourth of brandy ;

and if the flavour of the orange is required, pro-

ceed as in currant wine.

BURNING-GLASSES.
These instruments are undoubtedly of very an

cient origin ; the most celebrated were those of

Archimedes and Proclus ; by the former of which
the fleet of Marcelhis was destroyed at the distance

of a bow-shot. In modern times, there have been
several inventions of this kind, remarkable for their

large diameter and powerful effects ; the principal

of which are those of Magine, of Sepatala, Sctta-

la, and Buffon ; the latter of whom made one that

consisted of 400 mirrors, which reflected all their

rays to one point, and with this he could molt lead
and tin at the distance of 140 feet.

Sir Isaac Ne.vton presented a burning-glass to

'he Royal Society, which consisted of seven con-

ute.

cave glasses, so placed that all their fori join in to the fore end of the plougii beam, in the place
one physical point. This instrumeni vitrifies brick of a foot, or even a toot iueff, will greatly help to
or tile in one second, and mcdts gold iu half a min- 1 clear the way for the coulter. But the most ef-

' fectual mode for pieventing a plough from clog-

ging is to u.se what is called a plough cleaner, in-

vented by Mr.Ioseph Kersey of Pennsylvania, of

which we gave a drawing and description in the

New England Farmer, vol. i. page 107. It con-

sists of a piece of timber, pinned to the plough

beam just before the coulter, with a staff or han-

dle attached to its upper end, so placed as to come
within reach of the ploughman, who by pulling

the handle, turns the piece of timber on the pin,

and causes tlie lower end to scrape the ground

just before the covilter, and thus remove stubble,

weeds, and other obstacles to smooth ploughing.

2. The celebrated Arthur Young advises the

cutting wheat and rye stubbles, and raking into

heaps for carting home to the farm yard for litter;

and says " This is a business strangely neglected

in most parts of the kingdom: but is nevertheles

/Vfit' ff'etl.—Mr. Di.sbrow has been employed for

some time in boring a well for the Corporation in

.Tacob-strect ; and has lately stopped on strikinT an
abundant spring, at the depth of 135 feet. The
water is thought to have peculiar properties, and
has been submitted to a hasty analysis,which gives
a large quantity of muriate of Soda, and a little of
the sulphates of magnesia and soda, muriate of
magnesia, and carbonates of magnesia, lime and
iron. K shows little evidence of uncombined r.as •

and the only decided taste it has is something like

that of tar, the caus? of which we believe has not
been ascertained. Many thousands persons have
alretftrbeen to the spot to taste the water

—

JV.Y.
piipcr^

Cure of Intemperance A few doses of Dr
Chambers' Medicine for intemperance have been ! of" great importance : the stubble left on the land

administered in this village tc individuals who .-ire j
's "<" °^ much advantage as a manure ; it pre-

in the almost constant practice of indulging in the "s^nts the plough from turning in the land with

vile habit of drunkenness. The effect is that a neatness, and a crop does not succeed soon enough

complete reformation has taken place in their to feed on it ; but carted into the farm yard it be-

tastes, so that instead of hankering after the hour- comes an e.scollent manure. Any sort of litter

ly dram, the very smell of spirituous liquor has there is valuable, and serves for the cattle tread-

become offensive. We hope it will prove lastinn-. < ing into the dung. In those parts of the king-

Herkimcr Americcn. i dom where this use of stubble is common, the———
! price for cutting and raking into heaps is from 2s.

There is a very largo manufactory of mill sawsiGd. to 3s. Gd. per acre (1798); a very small ex-

in Philadelphia, at which it is said they are made ' pense compared with the great advantages that

one third cheaper than they can be imported, and I undoubtedly result from it."

.50 much better that persons, who know the value
|

3. The mode of burning stubble on the ground
of an^American saw would give one third mo)-e

[
lias been herotoforo detailed in the New England

'°'' ''•
*

Farmer, vol. i. page 413, and vol. iv. page G. It is

highly recommended, and in many cases is, doubt-

less the most eligible [iiactice.

4. Letting stubble remain to waste and decom-
pose on the field can only be advisable when there

is a good bite of grass growing among the stubble

which you intend shall servo as fall feed for your

cattle. See further on this subject, N. E. Farmer,

vol. iv. pages 5, C.

HARVESTING PEASE.
Garden pease are harvested by picki.'g tliom off

The price of poultry in London at present is

enormously high. Young fov/ls were selling at

$2,00 each, and ducks were equally dear. Con-
trast this witli the price of poultry in this countrv.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 1827.

STUBBLE.
There are four modes of managing stubble land,

viz. 1. To plough in the stubble as soon as possi- ; ='s they ripen ; but field pease nni5t of course be

ble after harvest. 2. To cut it up close with a harvested all at once. They should be n.own be-

scytbe and cart it into the barn yard for manure. '^"''° ^'^^-^ '"^S'n 1° shell out. Those among them

3. Burn it on the land without cutting. 4. Let which are unripe, will ripen, or at least become

it remain till it wastes away, and is decomposed !
'^'7. after they are cut or pulled up; and such

by the course which nature adopts in restoring pease, when well dried are not unfit for the t^ble,

vegetable and animal substances to their primitive ''io"g'> "'cir colour renders them less valuable in

elements. Wo will speak of each in its turn. market. Mr Young says " The stalks and leaves

1. When your land is light and sandy, the stub- °^ pease being very succulent, they should be

ble of wheat and rye may be ploughed into the taken good care of in wet weather
;
the tufts, call-

soil to enrich it. This, toa-ether with the weeds '^'^ ^^'^''^' °'' heaps, should be turned or they will

will be equal to a moderate portion of manure.— receive damage. The straw, if well hiTvested, is

With ploughs of the common kind, however, the ^^ry good fodder for all sorts of cattle and for

ploughing in of stubble is diflicult and disagreea- ^heep ;
but if it receive.s much wet, or if the heaps

ble. The plough is apt to choke up, so that it is !

^''^ "°^ turned, it can be used only to litter the

more than a man can well do to keep it clear jftrm yard with."

Ploughs for this work should be much deeper built !

Loudon observes that " in the early crops, the

than the common ones. And this work might be ,

haulm is hooked up into loose open heaps, which,

greatly facilitated, if a heavy roller wore "passed |

^'^ soon as they are perfectly dry, are removed

over the stubble, to lay it flat to the ground before
j

•""'" "'e ground and put into stacks for the pur-

ploughing. When this is doing gre.at care should i
P°^6 of being converted to the food of animals, on

be taken to pass the roller the same way that the j^'iich they are said to thrive nearly as well as on

plough is to go. By means of this, the coulter
j

hay. When intended for food for horses, the beet

will but seldom be clogged with the stubble. If imcthod would seem to be that of having them cut

this rolling be neglected, a small roller annexed '*'''" chaff and mixed with other food."
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CATTLE AND SHEEP IN PASTURES.

Careful graziers make it a rule, however exten-

sive tlieir farms may be, to ride round and see

every beast in every enclosure at least once a

day. Plagued with flies, suffering from thirst or

want of food they are very apt to break through

fences, and commit trespasses, which at this seas-

on are more than commonly injurious on account

of the state of the crops.

FOLDING SHEEP.
Mr Arthur Young says, " in respect to folding

sheep, a very great change has taken placa on in-

closed farms in the practice of the best farmers,

especially in Norfolk. They are now fully con-

vinced, that it is an unprofitable practice, except

where the openness of downs and common fields

renders it necessary for the purpose of confine-

ment. The number of sheep that may be kept on

a farm, without folding, is much greater than can

be supported with it. This is a very essential

point. There is a deduction from the farmer's

profit, in the injury done by folding, to both ewe
and lamb, vhich has been estimated, by experi-

enced judges, at from 2s. Cd. to Js. per ewo ; so

that a farmer should consider well before lie

adopts a practice which, from a multitude of ob-

servations is pronounced unprofitable. Mr Bake-
well used to call it robbing Peter to pay Paul.

"lam perfectly persuaded, that it would have

been impossible for mo to have kept on the same
land, nearly such a stock as I iiave done, if in one

parcel with folding. I do not conceive that the

fields would have carried three-fourths, so manag-
ed. When sheep are kept in numerous parcels it

is not only driving to and from fold that affects

them, but they are, in fact, driving about in a sort

of march all day long, when the strongest have

too great an advantage, and t!ic flock divides into

the head and tail of it, by which means one part

of them must trample the food to be eaten by an-

other. All these points are the very reverse of

ibeir remaining perfectly quiet in small parcels.

" I attended, tlirough the course of a summer,

many gentlemen over my fields, with i. view to

examine whether the sheep had seemed to have

rested only on spots, to the too great manuring of

such ; or on the contrary, to have distributed

themselves more equally ; and it was a pleasure

to find, that they seemed generally to have spread

in every part, if not equally, at least nearly so.

—

The improved countenance of several old lays fed

in the same manner convinced me as well as my
liailiff", that the ground had unquestionably been
improved considerably.

Folding in littered yards is described by Dick-

son (Complete Farmer, art. Sheep,) as combining

all the advantages of folding on arable lands with-

out any of its disadvantages. By this practice the

sheep arc confined in a yard well and regularly

littered with straw, stubble or fern ; by which
means the flock is said to be kept warm and
healthy in a bad season, and at the time a surpris-

ing quantity of manure accumulated. A great

improvement on this method, it is said, would be,

giving the sheep all their food (e.^cept their pas-

ture) in sucli yard.

But even this method of folding sheep, though
warmly recommended by some celebrated English

agriculturists, is condemned by others. The wri-

ter of the uri. .lariculture in the Supplement tothe

British Encyclopedia says " that such a method
may be advantageous in particular cases, it would

be rash to deny ; but generally it is not advisable

either on account of tlie sheep, or any alleged ad-

vantage from the manure they make."

We believe that folding, or crowding them to-

gether in close pens may be very injurious to their

health ; and doubt whether, in general, any bene-

fit derived from their manure can compensate for

forcing them in large flocks into comparatively

small yards, pens, or enclosures, especially in warm
weather. Still, in our climate, they sometimes re-

quire, or at least are the better, for occasional

shelter. Sheep are so well clothed by nature that

they rarely if ever sulFer from cold, provided they

are kept dry. But foul air and moisture are very

injurious to this animal. Tlie opinion of Mr Law-
rence appears to us to be correct, who says, " To
every farm yard ought to be attached a sheep-

yard or home fold, completely fenced in, and either

totally or in sufficient part surrounded with sheds

composed of any cheap material. The sheds to

be closed up, having windows for the admission of

air, to as great an c.\-tent as may be judged neces-

sary, the remaining space to be left open. The
whole to be divided into pens for the needful sep-

aration of tlie flock. The bottom to be littered,

and I think it is better for the health of the sheep,

that their manure should be frequently cleared

away, rather than suffered to remain a whole sea-

son as is usually practised. On extensive sheep

farms, there should be as many of these covered

folds, in the most convenient situations, as are ne-

cessary in order to completely secure the whole

flock. The most convenient part of these folds or

enclosures, must ever be reserved for the first

ewes expected to lamb ; and thither they must,

after selection, be driven and confined in good

time ; and so on in succession, by wliich a numer-
ous train of risks and mischiefs may be avoided.

In feeding, the sheep should be divided into lots,

sufliciently small, and properly assorted, as to

strength and condition. In grazing abroad, upon

enclosures, the practice of division into small

flocks of strong and weak, is excellent, and pro-

ductive of numerous advantages unattainable in

the old system.

A very strong argument in favour of usually

permitting sheep to feed at large in pastures, as

well as increasing the numbers of this very useful

animal, may be found in the benefit, which the

soil receives from their being pastured upon it.

—

Rlr Young observes (Aniials of .Agriculture, vol.

xxvii.) that it is the opinion of many eminent far-

mers that nothing recruits poor soils so much as

heartily feeding them with sheep for some years,

provided the sheep are not folded away from the

land, and he himself has practiced upon this prin-

ciple with success. The effects of keeping a very

full stock of sheep upon the land is that tliey pre-

vent ani' seed stems from rising to exhaust the

soil, and thereby give to the grass plants, which
they constantly keep pared down and bare by their

close bites, a habit of malting, and spreading their

roots, so as to form a firm turf, and a close growth
of delicate grasses. This, like every other valua-

ble practice may, no doubt, be over-done, particu-

larly during a long, hot, and dry summer ; be-

cause, such a season, if the land is much over

stocked with sheep, they are under thp necessity

of biting so close, that they are apt to destroy the

roots of llic grass. In other respects, however,

there is no doubt, that botti by tlie mode of eating,

and by their dung, grass lands are greatly melio-

rated by being fully stocked with tiicse animals.

As there are very few plants which they do no*

cat when yonng, they have a tendency to clear

pasture land of almost all noxious weeds, and en-

courage the exclusive production of grass."

;
Folding sheep on land for the purpose of prc-

I

[faring a particular spot for turnips is a practice

I

not without its advantages ; and formerly a turnip

I

yard, in which sheep or neat cattle had been en-

closed for a certain number of nights, was an ap-

pendage to almost every farm. But it may well

' be doubted whether sheep are not more injured by

,
being crowded together in yards, in a season of

;
the year, when, if left to themselves, they would

{feed principally in the night, than the land or ils

owner is benefited by the practice of folding.

—

Turnips may, we think, be raised with more econ-"

or.iy, as a second crop, by ploughing and preparing

I

stubble or grass land, than by the old method.

—

{But though sheep should rarely if ever be folded,

! we think they should as rarely be destitute of sheds

as other buildings, in which they may obtain shel-

ter or remain in the open air at their option.

—

Sheep, as well as animals in general, are the best

judges of their own wants, and seldom make a

wrong choice when allowed the liberty of choos-

ing.

FOOD FOR CATTLE.
We know of no person in New England, who

has been so successful in that branch of rural

economy which consists in the breeding and rear-

ing of neat cattle as Col. Samiel Jaques, jr. of

Charlestown, Ms. and we think tliat he has merit-

ed the thanks of the agricultural community for his

liberality and public spirit, in communicating the

mode by which he has fed his fine stock, with

probably less than half the expense which would
have been incurred in the common methods of
treating the animals. Tae gentleman who fur

nished us with the receipt has also laid us under
great obligations, and will please to accept our

acknowledgements for the favor.

The following has been used by Col. Jaque?
with the best success for feeding cattle.

Take Ruta baga, cut fine, 2 bushels

Wheat bran . . T bushel

Powdered oil cake . J bushel

English hay, barley straw, ) ^ , , ,

f u I i e u / 7 bushels,
and salt hay, cut, of each, }

Water "... 10 gallons.

Let them be perfectly mixed. Give a bushel of
the mixture to a cow of the common size every
night and morning, and proportionably to greater

or smaller animals.

JThorthhtrry Pudding.—We are assured by a

friend to improvement in domestic economy, that

the whortleberry will make a very excellent pud-

ding, when properly mixed with flour and water,

and a little salt for seasoning, without the addi-

tion of milk, butter, eggs, &-c. according to usual

mode of making puddings. The whortleberry

adds a richness to the other ingredients which su-

persedes the necessity of other and more expen-

sive materials.

I

Hoio to subdue the Flag, or CaCs Tail Weed
'There are few weeds which infest our mowing
grounds which are more pestiferous, or are geu-

j

erally consid.'jred more difficult to subdue than the

I

flag, by some called cat's tail, so common in

' swamps and low meadows. A gentleman assures

I us hoivever, that by cutting the plants as close to

i the ground as possible in June, in warm and dry
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weather they may be subdued. The grass among

wliich they grow, and which may be cut with

Ihem will soon start again, but tlio flags will be

quite destroyed root as well as top.

Pine .ipple Cheeses— 'i\\e Litchfield Post says

MrTimolhy Collins of Goshen, (Con.) makes 12

pine apple cheeses daily, weigl'.ing 7 pounds each,

which will sell for from 12 to 20 cents per pound.

These cheeses are called pine apple cheeses, from

the great resemblance they bear to that fruit.

—

The processes of pressing and drying are novo!

and interesting. Cheeses of the same kind are

made at other dairies in Goshen. They possess

no advantage over the common kind, e.xcept that

Mf keeping longer in warm climates.

—

Hump. Gaz.

For II years past, the average proportion of

deaths in Boston has been one in 41 ;
New-York

one in 38 ; Baltimore one in 35 : Philadelphia one

in 32. In New-York one in 5 of the deatlis sre

by consumption ; in Boston one in 5^.

—

Ihid.

Defeat and Butcheri) of the Greeks.—The last

Paris papers contain melancholy tidings concern-

inn- the poor Greeks—two thousand five liundred

of whom had been put to the sword ! The Com-

tnercial Advertiser says

—

"The Greeks, it seems, had assembled 10,000

men for the relief of Athens. Four thousand had

marched in the direction of Asomato, at the nortli

of the Pyreus, for the purpose of attacking the

Turks in the rear, who occupied a fortified posi-

tion among the olive groves, while the other troops

were to attack thern in front. On the 4th, Karias-

kaki commenced the attack on the Turks and was

killed, with 300 of his men. On the 6th an en-

^at^ement took place between the Turks and those

Greeks who had effected a landilig from the fleet.

Two thousand men, sent by Redschid Pacha, at-

tacked them, and the defeat and slaughter of the

Greeks was horrid. Out of 22 Philhellenists, 18

were killed. The total loss of the Greeks in kill-

ed was 2,500 men. Lord Cochrane with difiiculty

succeeded in taking on board the fleet the rem-

nant of the Army, and General Church in rallying

liis troops, narrowly escaped being made prisoner.

The expedition is said to have been well planned,

and the defeat is attributed to the superiority of

the Turkish cavalry. The Greek.s, however, tho'

defeated with great loss, still continued their ef-

forts for the preser.'ation of Athens. At the re-

ceipt of the last intelligence, GeneralChurch still

kept possession of the heights of Phalermo vv'ith

3000 men, and on the 16th of May, that is ten

days after the defeat, the Acropolis held out. On
the 13th, Lord Cochrane was scouring the Archi-

pelago in search of reinforcements.

The garrison of St. Spiridion, manned by a few

hundred Turks, had been taken by the Greeks,

who massacred their infidel foes. This movement

EO incensed Redschid Pacha, that he caused all

the Greeks in his power to be beheaded. On the

25th of April, it is stated, upwards of 2000 Greek

women and childten were massacred !

At Ballston tho celebration of the 4tli was pe-

culiarly interesting and appropriate. Tlie revolu-

tionary veterans of the vicinity were assembled,

and proceeded to the battle ground of Gates and

Burgoync. The different spots and positions dis-

tinguished by the most remarkable events and
scenes of that memorable campaign, were visited

and brought to tho recollection of tho spectators

by the recitals of these living witnesses and actors

of the day.

A fine corvette, of J8 guns, briilt at Marseilles

fortlie Pacha of Egypt, was said to have been

captured by a Greek brig.

Nearly all the national vessels at Toulon, France

were preparing for sea with the greatest expedi-

tion. Various rumours were afloat on the sub-

•ocf

A new Catholic Church was opened at Opelou-

sas, Louisiana, on the 10th ult. .'Vbout 1000 per-

sons were present. The church is calculated to

contain between 1 and 2000. Tiiis is a further

proof of the grov.th of the country—which will be

great and happy, if people will restrain their

passions, and not auffer themselves to be e.xcited

to violence for imaginary or small evils.

The late Mr. Windham was at a country ses-

sions, at which applications were made by six per-

sons for licenses to preach. Out of the six, four

differed in their mode of spelling " Minister of

the Gospel," and not one of them was correct.

—

Of the other" two, one could road, but not write
;

but the other " preacher of the word " could nei-

ther road nor write. On admitting this fact, one

of the magistrates asked, in amazement how he

could " preach the word," without the facility of

some little reading ? " Very well," was the reply
;

" Mother can read, and I can 'spound."—Duhlin

Monihig Register.

The Haverhill Gazette states that two enterpris-

ing individuals of that town have purchased a

new steam engine, and are now preparing a boat

to run as a regular packet on the Merrimack, be-

tween Haverhill and Newburyport. The boat will

probably be in readiness for passengers in all

next month.

The Newburyport HeraUi states that tho boats

which have returned to tliat port from mackerel

fishing have not landed fish enough to pay their

outfits. The fish are said to be very scarce in the

Bay this season.

Patterson, a manufacturing town in New Jer-

sey, contains 6236 inhabitants. 1453 persons are

employed in the factories, whose annual wages
are 221,000 dollars.

A jury in England has returned a verdict of
manslaughter against the Engineer of a steamboat
for the bursting of the boiler, by which a person

got scalded to death.

A Leap.—AVe hear that some rude, unfeeling boys,

a few days since, took a Dog and threw him into the
rapids of the Niagara river, just abore the Falls, and
that the poor animal, in despite ofhis exertions, was
precipitated over (he sdipendoua precipice : when,
stranjfe to record, the Dog was discovered in the tumb-
ling flood, by the ferryman, pulling for the shore ; up-
on reaching which be was found to have sustained only

a slight injury on one ofhis legs. [Black Rock Gaz.|

A letter from an American gentleman in Paris, says

that Mr Warden, former consul of the U. S. has met
with a book, 100 years old, which contains a theory of

the earth similar to that of captain Pymmes.

It is reported that the venerable Charles Carroll, the
only surviver of the Signers of the Declaration of In-

dependence, has given $70,000 towards the Maryland
and Ohio Rail Road. The Rail Road Scrip is at 100
per cent advance.

Wool.
On Thursday, t|,e 23d of August, at the lower divis-

ion of the hall over the new Jlarket House, under the
direction of the A'ev- Knf^land }iociely, will be sold a
large assortmtnt of American fleece WOOL. Woo'
growers and others, wlio wish to benefit by this favour-
able opportunity for disposing of their Wool, are inform-
ed, that we are prepared to receiTC it, any time previ-
ous to the 17th of August, at which time the catalogue
will be closed. COOLIUGE, TOORi I]EAD,^«cVf.

Boston. JulyTl, 18S7.

For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North
Market street, two of Pope's improved hand or horse
power Threshing Machines. Satisfactory proof of the
utility and operation of this Machine may be had on
application as above.

Yellow Locust Seed,—Turnip Seed, ifc.

For sale at the New England Farmer office, a few
lbs. Yellow Locust Seed, superior scarlet short top Rad-
ish, White Mulberry, 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkin
or pickling Cucumber, tc. with a new assortment o!

ornamental flower seeds.

Subscribers to the jYetv England Farmer are in-

formed that they can have their volumes neatly half
bound and lettered at 75 cents, w'lich is as cheap as
they can be done in this city—by sending them to

this office. Subscribers who began after the last

volume commenced can be supplied with the de-

ficient numbers.

A communication from Smithfeld, R. I. will ap-
pear next week.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PHODUCj
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JiJtsccUanies.

The following beautiful Epitaph ou the death of Mrs

Hawksworth, was writlcn liy her husband Dr.

Hawksworth, and is, -no think, a raocU-l of this spe-

cies of composition.

ON THE DEATH OP MRS HAWKSWORTH.
BV HER HUSBAND.

Whoe'er, like me, with boding anguish brin<js

His heart's whole treasure to fair Bristol's springs

;

Whoe'er, like me, to sooth disease and pain,

Shall pour these salutary streams in vain ;

Condemn'd like me to hear the faint reply,

To mark the flushing check, the sinking eye,

From the chill brow to wipe the damps of death,

And watch with dumb despair each shortening breath.

If chance direct him to this artless line.

Let the sad mourner know, his pangs were mine.

Ordained to lose the partner of my breast.

Whose beauty warm'd me, and whose virtue blest ;

Form'd every tie that bids the soul to prove

Her duty friendship, and that friendship, love
;

But yet, remembering that the parting sigh

Ordained the just to slumber—not to die
;

The falling tear I check'd and kiss'd the rod,

And not to earth resign'd her— but to God.

SPANISH PROVERBS.
Every body must live by liis own labor.

It is better to be alone than in bad company.

A widow's child is generally spoiled by the love

of his mother.

Guardians & administrators generally live well,

but are frequently deficient in their accounts.

We must take pains, if wc expect to get any

thing.

a place now importing the chief part even of thi

kitchen vegetables, quantities of pork were ship
ped for Boston. In 1690 the first whale was taken
from the bcarh and a new direction given to the
pursuits of the inhabitants. The right whale wat
a visitant of the coast in the spring. He could no!

but attract the attention of adventurers and darinff

men. On the Capo they had already commenced
pursuing tliis game, and t!;o people here became

MONEY DIGGERK.
t)igging for money hid in the earth is a very

common thing, and in tliis state it is even consid-

ered an honourable and profitable employment.

—

We could name, if w-e pleased, at least five hun-

dred respectable men, who do, in the simplicity

and sincerity of their hearts, verily believe that

immense treasures lie concealed in the Green
Mountains, many of whom have been industriously

and perseveringly engaged in digging it up.

—

Some of them have succeeded even beyond their

e.xpectations. One gentleman in Parkslown, on

the summit of the mountain, after digging with

unyielding confidence and unabaling diligence for

ten or twelve years, found a sufficient quantity ol

money to build him a commodious house for his

own convenience, and to fill it with comforts for

the weary traveller. On stopping lately to re-

fresh, wc were delighted by tlio view of an an-

chor, on the sign, emblematical of his hope of sue

I He who has a wolf for his companion, must car- eager to share in the toil, the danger, and the

I ry a dog under liis cloak. profits of the pursuit. At the time above stated,

The devil lies in a covetous man's chest. one Paddack came to this place, and the basines?

I
It is sound policy to suffer all extremities, rath-

;
commenced from the south side of the island, on

er than do a base action. the broad Atlantic. On the beach, where the

Many drops make a shower ; light grains make
;

waves have rolled unnoticed by the whaleman for

a heavy purse. almost a century, was all the activity and bustle

Do not sign any writing which you have not consequent upon landing, in a single day, some-

read, nor drink any water which you have not times no less than eight fish. It is curious to see

seen. liow these fish departed farther and farther froui

He that sells and lies, shall find the lie left in
|

the coast, uwi how the fishing, in consequence,

his purse.
|

has expanded from the shores of this little spot to

Old reckonings make new quarrels. the North Atlantic ocean, in spite of obstructions

Short reckonings make long friends. which it seems strange were ever overcome.-

What we learn in our infancy remains forever. J\'untucket Journal.

A regular diet cures more people than physic.

Patience, application, and courage, overcome

all difficulties.

Water drinkers are never drunk or never run

in debt. ^
The first wife sweeps, the second is a lady.

There is no better looking-glass than an old

friend.

Manure the eartli well and work it, and you

will obtain a cfood harvest

".Vo Trvst."—This should be the motto in

every bar-ruom. If well observed, it would be for
the advantage both of the landlord and the cus-
tomer. The landlord, would sell less, but get
more money ; the customer would drink less,

work more, advance his own comfort and reputa-
tion, and the happiness of his family. A bar-book
is the ruin of thousands. It affords so great fa-

cility for a man to get rum when his pockets arc

The happiness of a wife, and the cultivation of ! '='"P'^>'' ^h^' ho will take but little pains to fill

a vino depend on the care of a man.
|

them by industrious habits. Besides, the man
People who take out, and do not put in, soon

'•'•'^''° 'ikes his frequent drams, his slings, his gall
bursters, his phlegm-cutters, his anti-fogmatics.
his eleven-o'clocks and his four-o'clocks, is not
aware what an enormous bill he is running up ;

find the bottom,

The best catch at dice is not to play.

Giving alms never empties the purse.

Children tell in the streets what they hear at! and if he were required to launch the ready" four

home. pence for every glass, would often look twice at

Not to see a vi'orkman is the loss of one's money. '''^ monj;y, before he allowed it to escape hi.-

Ile that has no bread to spare must not keep a "igers. [Berkshire American.]

Jog.
!

,:

—

Plough deep, and you will reap abundance of J"'^^ortaltty—Bautru, in presenting a poet ti.

corn. " "emery, addressed him, Sir, I present to you

A secret between two is God's secret ; a secret ^ P^""^"." ^^''° ^''" S'^"^ y°^ immortality
; but you

-cess, while we left him industriously digging for
|

between three is every body's.
™"^' S'^e him something to live upon in the mean

Love is shown by kind actions, and not by fair ''"°'

speeches.

more. Another gentleman on lake Champlain, we
were credibly informed, has actually dug up the

enormous sum of fifty thousand dollars ! The in-

credulous mnd unbelieving may stare at this as-

sertion, but it is nevertheless true : and we do not

hesitate to declare our belief that digging for

money is the most certain way for obtaining it.

—

Much, however, depends on the skilful use of the
genuine mineral rod. DojiU dig too deep, is an
appropriate maxim with .-ill those wlio arc versed
in the art. Wood's Iron Plough, skilfully guided,

is sure to break the enchantment, and turn up the
glittering dust in every furrow. Countless treas-

ures yet remain in the earth. Speed the plough
ply tlie r.oc

—
"twill all come to light.

—

Montpdier,
Vt. Watchman.

At the Jersey Glass works near N. York, stain-
It IS better to go round the stream than drown ed and marble glass is manufactured. Coloring

in crossing. and ornamenting tlie common window wlass, is
I he best work a mother can do, is to take care beautifully done,

of her children. .
—»——-

Saxony Sheep.
On Friday the 24th .August next, at 3 o'clock P. M

at Brighton near Boston, will be sold by public auc-
tion, a choice stock of about 100 Saxony Ram« ju«t
imported in the brig Comet, Capt. Mtef, from Ham-
burr.

.fl little world—A few twigs, full of sap, were
placed in a small quantity of water for several
diiys, until a part of the sap became incorporated
with the water. A drop of this water was put on
the head of a large pin, and by the solar micro-
Scope it was found to contain more than 30,000
living creatures !

—

Matthews on Sovad.

Nothing great can be effected wihout trouble

and labour.

J^antucket.—Perhaps there is not a community
in the world which has grown up to the magni-
tude of the town of Nantucket under such singu-

lar ,Tnd untoward circumstances. This island was
settled in 1030. The first civilized inhabitant was
Thomas Macy, who fled from the spirit of persecu-
tion, which would have inflicted its barbarous pun-
i.^hment upon him for protecting against the man-
dates of the puritans, a defenceless Quaker. It

was then inhabited by Indians. The whites clear-

ed the land and devoted themselves to ajricul-
ture, and it can hardly now be received with full

credit, that such was the fertility of the soil, the
first .5ottler.=! were not only able to produce food

enough for their own consumption, but that fro.m

r?ic?e slif ep were selected firui the purest blood in
the kingdom, and will be fouud st least, equal in point
of fineness of fleece and symmetrvof form to any here-
tofore imported. The salt will be perfectly free and
unlimited.

Samples of the wor.l from difi"erent parts of each an-
imal may be seen .it .\o. AG Central street, or at lie
office of the auctioneers, at any time previous to (Iik

sale. COOl-lLKiF:, POOR A IlKAD.

The Farmku is published every Friday, at $3.00
per .innum, or $'^,.00 if paid inaihance.
Gentlemen who procure^w responsible subscriber'.

arc entitled to ^si.rlh volume gratis.
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HOUTICULTURE.
DISEASE IN GRAPE VINES.

Mr Fessenden.—The enclosed letter, being a

reply to one from me making inquiries respecting^

the cause of a disease which has this season at-

tacked my grape vine, I send for publication, (be-

ing authorized by the writer,) presuming the in-

formation contained in it may be useful to those

who are cultivating the vine in New England.

—

In order to give a better understanding of the let-

ter, and with the view of eliciting further inform

ation on the subject from some of thy correspond-

ents, I will briefly state the manner of attack, and

the progress of the disease alluded to.

I received from Flushing, Long Island, in the

spring of 1823, a grape vino of the celebrated sort

called Isabella Grape, which grew finely, and pro-

duced in 1S2G about tliroc bushels of grapes.

—

About the time of its blossoming this year, I ob-

served a number of leaves on the lower part of the

vine, to have spots on them resembling iron rust,

1 which in a short time e.\tcnded over the leaf, and

finally killed it. The spots would also appear on

the leaf stem, and on the young shoots of the vine,

not, however, affecting the fruit until it attiined

to the size of a large pea, when it attacked that

also. A small reddish spot, resembling a ratten

speck in an apple, would appear on one side cf the

grape, and spread so rapidly as in one or two^ays

completely to surround, and entirely to kill i',.

—

The disease, thus far, has been confined to alout

half the vine, on which part the fruit is mostly ijl-

!ed. Respectfully, thv friend,

JOHN OSBORNE.
Smiilifield, (R. I.) 8th Kwnih 1, 1827.

[TRANSLATION.]

To Mb John Osborne—I have received your

favour of the 13th current, concerning the malady

of the grape vine, which you planted in 1823. I

answer you in French, because although I under-

stand the English language, I am not habituated

to writing it. The disease is a very dangerous

one, for which the remedies hitherto applied are

not wholly effectual. It proceeds, oftentimes, from

two opposite causes—a soil too highly manured,

or too poor—the application of too powerful and

active dung may occasion it—or if the vine has

not a sufficiently free circulation of air. Rains and

humidity may often produce the disease. It is not

an insect, which causes it ; it is a plant of the fun-

gus tribe, which propagates itself in an extraor-

dinary manner. Some plants of this sort are white,

and are called generally the miller—others are

led or black. They are all dangerous on account

of the e.xtent and rapidity of the injury which they

do to trees. This complaint is not common in open

and exposed situa.ions. The curative or remed-

ial means are, to collect all the leaves which fall,

and to burn them, which should be repeated till

the plant loses its last in autumn,—washing the

leaves with a composition of flour of sulphur, black

Boap, and tobacco leaves, a receipt for which I

sent to my respectable friend Hon. John Lowell,
President of the Agricultural Society of Massa-
chusetts, who caused it to be inserted in the New

England Farmer, last year,"' which you probably
take, or can procure from one of your friends.

This composition, which can never produce any
ill-effects, will in a great measure check the prog-
ress of this fungus or parasitic plant, the cause of
the disease on your vines.

1 am sorry that yoti did not write to mc earlier,

for if you continue to abandon your vine to itself,

I woulii not answer for its life. Be pleased to

write me, if you should receive any benefit from
the application of my remedy, for it is a point of

great interest with me, to see the vine successful-

ly cultivated in this country. As this disease af-

fects the plant greatly, and weakens it, I would
advise you to sacrifice the fruit which is now on
it, for they will come to little or nothing. This
may give more force to the vine, which at best will

suffer by being obliged to push forth new leaves,

f would also strip off a quarter of the leaves which
are most injured, but not more.

You are authorized to publish this letter in the

Now England Farmer, for the Editor of which I

have the highest esteem ; and I shall be happy if

I can aid the numerous readers of that paper in

the culture of a fruit so delicious as the grape.

I am, with esteem, your

Very humble servant,

ANDREW PARMENTIER.
Horticultural Garden, Brooklyn, JV. Y. July 17.

DISEASE IN APPLE TREES.
MrFESSENDEN—I am grieved to state, thgit a

disease has this year appeared on many of my ap-

ple trees, (from 20 to 30 years old) which resem-

bles in its effects the disease of the Pear trees

It attacks the extremities, which die suddenly with

the fruit upon them, which instantly becomes dry,

and as hard as dry wood. The trees attacked are

in all sorts of soils, some in bearing, and some
which never bore. I have been always afraid that

the insect would go to the apple, as iis wood is so

much allied, or so similar, to that of the pear, be-

ing, in fact, of the same family.

RespeotfuUy yours, J. LOWELL.
Roxburij, Aug. 1, 1827.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—The following question is ad-

dressed to experienced cultivators of fruit, and an

answer requested by W. D.

Will suckers proceeding from the roots of fruit

trees, if grafted, make as good and fruitful trees,

as seedlings ?

ARABIAN HORSE.
The Arabian horse Godolphin, the best ever im-

ported into England, was introduced in the follow-

ing manner. Col. Cook, a man of wealth, educa-

tion, and polished manners, but a highway robber,

committed two acts ot felony about the year 1720 ;

and thinking it impossible to elude the hand of jus-

tice if he remained in England, he embarked for

the Mediterranean, and travelled through Syria

into Arabia Petrea, where he made constant inqui-

ries of the Arabs concerning the best horses in the

country. Having received information that a cer-

* See New England Farmer, vol. v. page 49.

tain Sheik had the best horse in all Arabia, he
went to him, and offered him any sum of money
he pleased to demand for said horse. The Arab
scornfully rejecting his offer, he skulked about in
the vicinity, and when a favorable opportunity of-
fered, stole the horse, and travelled throuirh the
deserts until he arrived at Damietta, near the
mouth of the Nile, where he embarked with Iiis

horse, on board of a British ship. He arrived in
England, and knowing his crimes were so great
that he must perish, unless the prime minister in-
terposed in his behalf, he went to lord Godolphin,
under a fictitious name, and after many entreatie?;

persuaded his lordship to accept of this fine Ara
bian horse as a present. Soon after this, he was
discovered, arrested, and committed to prison for

his former crimes. He wrote to lord Godolphin.
disclosing his real name, and requesting his inter-

cession with the king. The king ordered a writ
of nolle prosequi to be issued, declared that Cook
could not be the man who committed the felonious

acts, and restored him to his former rank and falli-

bility.—The foregoing is an abstract of an accounv
published in a Virginia paper.

Dr Sturm, professor of agriculture in the Uni
versity of Bonn, in his breeds of horses, calls the

Arabian horse the primitive race, or the horse of
the dry plains. The breeds the nearest to the

Arabian, and which have been produced by cros.

sing, are the Egyptian and Persian, which differ

but little from the Arabian ; the Turkish, derived

from a mixture of the Arabian and Persian ; the

Barbary and Tartar ; the breeds of Hungary and
Poland ; and the English saddle horse, which is a
product of a'—(Translated from the " Bi'.lletin

des Sciences.")

—

Hamp. Gaz.

VOLCANOES.
Dr. Daubeny, who has examined and describee

most of the volcanoes in Europe, ascribes their ac-

tion to the heat produced in the metallic bases o!

the earths and alkalies in the interior of the earth,

by the access of water. As the lavas and other
products of volcanos are composed of materials

intimately allied with the constituent parts of

granitic and other primary rocks, feldspar and
mica, variously modified, forming more than nine-

tenths of the whole ; Dr D. concludes that tht

volcanic force is situated among the older rock
formations, at a depth at least as great as that to

which granite extends. The enormous quantity

of matter that has been ejected from volcanoes,

affords conclusive proof that the volcanic agency
is situated at a great depth. The matter throwu
out by Vesuvius at different times far exceeds the
bulk of the mountain, and yet the latter has un
dergone no diminution. With regard to water
finding access to the inflammable, metallic bases,

Dr D. states that nearly all the volcanoes on the

globe are situated within a short distance cf the

sea, or occur in ranges of mountains the extremi-

ties of which are close to the sea ; and he sup-

poses that the water at the bottom of the ocean is

forced through the pores and crevices of the sub-

jacent rock, by the powerful influence of pressure

derived from the vast column of superincumbent
fluid. Earthquakes are believed to derive their

origin from the same cause. The shocks are mos'
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severe in countries wliere there are no volcanoes

to give vent to the elastic force. Tlie eruptions of

Vesuvius and Etna are almost always preceded

by earthquakes, which cease as soon as an open-

ing has been made in the mountain.

Dr. D. describes the vast extent of the volcanic

matter which Etna has poured forth. Some of

the beds of lava are 4 or 5 miles in breadth, 15

miles in length, and from 50 to 100 in thickness.

DR HARRIS' ESSAY ON THE MELOLON-
THA.

—

Concluded from page 10.

The rose-chaffer, or rose-bug, as it is commonly

called, is also a diurnal Melolontua. It is, ex-

clusively, an American insect, and presents such

peculiarities in form as would warrant its separa-

tion from the genus Meloluntha,* although it

agrees with others of tlie genus Jn habits and

(economy.

This species is described by Fabricius as Mel-
j

OLONTHA subspinosa, because the tlior.-i.x is arm-

ed, on each side, with a blnnt spine, or tubercle
;

j

it is called M. polyphaga by Melsheimer, probably
j

because of its voracity ; elovgata, by Herbst, from

its elongated form ; and angustaia, by Beauvois,

-from the narrowness of its thora.x. A description

of this well known insect would be superfluous, i

As to its habits—among the most remarkable

are its voracity and salaciousness. It attacks,
|

without much discrimination, almost every tree,

'

shrub, and plant, such as the oak, elm, cherry, and

apple trees, the rose, sumach, and elder shrubs,

:

and even herbaceous plants, particularly the com-
mon white-weed,CHBTSANTHEMUM leucanthemum.

Generally, during the day-time, we find these

insects paired, tlie male holding the female close-

1

ly embraced, even when not in coUu. The male is

readily distinguished by the greater length of the

legs, and the elongated, pointed extremity of the :

body.
\

The rose-cbaffcr makes iU appearance at the

lime of blossoming of the damask rose, wliicli

usually happens about the middle of June- It is'

remarkable that it does not attack the cinnamon

rose, which blooms earlier, and is often found on

the elm and oak before it appears on the garden

and wild rose. It coutinues about four weeks,

and then suddenly disappears, and in three or

four days scarcely an individual is to be seen.

—

The first rose-chaffer that I observed the present

year (1830,) was discovered on a small elm shrub,

on the sixth of June ; none had as yet appeared

on the rose. The general disappearance of these

insects took place on the eighth of July, although

a few individuals still leraained on the flowers of

the elder, as late as the fifteenth of July. A vul-

*STENOTHonAX would be an appropriate name
for the subgenus having the subspinosa for its

type.
I

SCABAE.EUS }aitigcniii, LinntEUs Melolontua '

lanigera, Fabr. has been referred to the genus

Rctela ; but Schonherr says it is not a Rutela,
and arranges it between M.fasluosa, and M. av-

ruta, v., belonging to the genus Anojiala ? it

may therefore be considered as the type of a

;

new subgenus. See Schonherr's Synonymia In-

sectorum, HI. p. 501. Scarae.i^us punr.tatus,

Lin., MELoLONXnA punctata, Fabr. or Rutela
punctata, Latreille, belongs to Mr MacLeay's

j

genus Pelid.nota.

Melolontua varians, Fabr. is congeneric with
'

tiie Ako.mala vitis of Megerlc and Koppe.

gar notion prevails that the rose-bug turns into a

ig:een horse-fly, because the common Taeanus
makes its appearance about the time that the for-

mer disappears. This opinion is incorrect, though

not more inconceivable than the known metamor-

phoses of insects.

\iicv the sexual union is accomplished, the

males perish : you may then see thousands of

them dead on the ground beneath your rose-bush-

es, and you will seldom find a female among them.

The latter at this time enter into the earth to de-

posit their eggs. I have found the female more

than a foot below the surface, -where she was

probably preparing to oviposit. Towards the

termination of their ravages the females are fre-

quently found solitary, seem considerably defaced,

the downy coat which covers their thorax and

elytra being rubbed off. From this circumstance

we may conjecture that these individuals have al-

ready entered the earth and deposited their eggs,

and have returned to the surface to linger a few

days without further sexual union.

I have iK^t ascertained the period when the lar-

va is hatohed, nor the length of time that expires

before it attains its growth. Nor am I positive as

to the identity of the larva ; although I have

strong reasons for believing that wh\l I have

taken to be such is really so ; further observation

is however necessary. The supposed larva is a

small white grub ; the head covered with a cor-

neous shell of a yellowish colour; the mouth ar-

med with strong mandibles or teeth ; and the an-

terior extremity furnished with six short feet ; a

dark line runs down the back, occasioned by the

dorsal vessel, containing a blueish fluid, which is

conspicuous from the transparency of the skin

The larva moves with considerable celerity when
first taken out of the earth: it is about half an

inch long, and one line in diameter. That it

is the grub of a Melolontua is certain from its

close resemblance to that of others of this genus ;

that it is, most probably, the larva of the rose-bug

is to be inferred from its being found in the same

location as the pupa, and in considerable quanti-

ties.

The pupa;, from which I obtained rose-bugs,

were found, early in June, (182(5,) three or four
i

inches beneath the surface of the ground. They I

are of a yellowish white colour, which gradually!

becomes darker as they approach the perfect

state. In the p:ipa the rudiments of the wings, I

the antennae and the legs are discoverable, folded
j

under the body, and enclosed beneath a thin mem-
I

brane. v/hich v,?raps each separately ; the eyes
j

appear as two blue spots ; the dorsal segments of 1

the body are prominent in ridges ; the tail is acu-

minated, and retains upon it, the exuviae or cast-

1

skin of the pupa, until a few days before it throws
j

off its last coverin". and emerges from the earth
j

a perfect insert. This last and important change i

is not efTectprl but bv the ffreatest efforts, durinEr
1

which the pupa appears to writhe in ajrony, until,!

by its continued exprtinns. it bursts its merobran-
[

ous shroud, and cravls to the surface, where its

u'intrs are evpanded and dried, and it becomes,

from a Tovellinnr worm of the earth, an animated

tenant of the air. This interestin;?' metamorphosis

I had the pleasure of witnessing throujrh the side

of a class vesspl oontnininn- earth in which I had
placed severnl of the pupie.

An insect in its Inrva or '/rub state mav be ssid

to be j'n emhri/o; as its orfans ore more .and more
developed, the different membranes, or skins, arc

successively ruptured and cast off, and when it.

has finally extricated itself from its last covering,

and emerged from its mother earth, it bursts into

life a perfect adult, and finds itself endowed with

new powers, and teels the influence of new de

sires. In this state, only, is it capable of continu

ing its species, and furnished with wings to car-

ry it through the air in search of companions and
food.

Rose-bugs are eaten greedily by fowls ; bu?

young chickens sometimes suffer severely from

swallowing them alive. A simple remedy con-

sists in pouring sweet-oil down their throats.

—

When the powers of the rose-bug are exhausted
it falls to the ground, and furnishes food for vari-

ous insectivorous aoimals, particularly auts. In

France, a large insect, called vinaigrier, (Cara-
Eus uuratus, Lin.) devours the female Melolon-
THA vulgaris at the moment wiien she is about to

deposit her eggs. I have taken one specimen of

this fine Cakakus in this state, and we have sev-

eral other species which are equally predaceous,

and which probably contribute to check the in-

crease of our native species of JIelqlontha.
French writers mention several methods which

have been proposed for the extermination of these

insects. Most of them are ineflectual.* Buchoz.
in his Histoirc des Insects nnisabks, I., 132, says,

that Chnstain Kieeman, in a memoir sanctioned
by the Electoral Palatine Academy, gives the

history of that species called by the French Han
neton Mjlgaire. His observations were made in

17G1 tnd 17(J2, when these insects were very nu-
merous and destructive. He recommends making
a general pursuit of them ; declaring that he had
killed more than one thousand iu one day. This

I su^Rct will prove to be the best method. It has

been found 'iseful to strexv upon the grape-vine

oirs.'acked lime, which cause- the rose-bugs to

abandon it. Fires by night do not attract them.
I have held a bright light, without in the least

exciting them ; and although this light was ex-
hibited in the open air, in tlieir immediate vicini-

ty, for a long time, not one rose-bug approached
it. The Abbe Rosier, in h\s Cours d^ Jigricul-

ture, (article Hanneton,) advises to collect and de-
stroy the perfect insect for several years in suc-
cession. This should be made a general pursuit

in order to be eflectual ; and females and children
might be employed in it.

The causes that contribute to the growth and
increase of the larvaj are not sufliciently under-
stood. The severity of winter, and the coldness
and moisture of a succeeding spring, do not al-

ways appear to check the numbers of the perfect
insect, which are often, according to Olivier,! de-
veloped in greater abundance after such seasons.
Neither can we predict a great increase from an
abundant oviposition ; for the eggs may not be
hatched, the larvs may perish, or the pupte re-
main too weak to undergo their last metamorpho-
sis. On the contrary, a small number of eggs,
deposited under circumstances favorable to their
being hatched, and the larvE perfected without
accident, will cause an increased quantity of the
perfect insects.

Certain localities are thought to be favorable to

the increase of the rose-bug ; what these are 1

have not ascertained ; but should imagine that a

*See Nouv. Dictionaire d'Histoire Naturelle;
article Hanneton.

t Olivier's remarks refer to the M. vulgaris
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warm fertilp, an.l riithcr dry soil, which is not (lis

tiirbed by the plough or spade, would turnish an

iippropritite ?ii</u.5 for the ogg.

ON JIARL.

Marl, like lime, ni;iy be viewed as a stiinulant,

forcing the soil to produce crops of corn and

Trass.'which otherwise would not have been ob-

Taincd. Marl has been long known to the hus-

bandman of Great Britain ; and, if we give credit

10 riiny, this article was used prior to the Roman

invasion. Several kinds are enumerated by the

ancient Latin writers, and all of them declare that

that the soil was greatly enriched by the applica-

tion of marl.

In many parts of this island the value of land

has been much augmented by the application of

marl. Treatins; of this article in a practical way,

U may be divided into shell-marl and earth-marl

Shell-marl is composed of animal-shells dissolved ;

carth-murl is a fossil. Tlie color of the latter is

various ; white, black, blue, red, and its hardness

is as various as its color ; being sometimes soft

and ductile like clay, sometimes hard and solid,

like stone, and sometimes e.xtended into thin beds,

like slate. Shell-marl is easily distinguished by

the shells which always appear in it ;
but the

similarity betwi.xt earth-marl and many other fos-

sil substances renders it difficult to distinguish

Ihem.

Shell-marl is very different in its nature from

clayey and stone-marl^, and, from its effects upon

the soil, is commonly classed among the animal

manures. The Rev. Jlr. Dickson states, "That

it does not dissolve with water as the other marls

Jo. It sucks it np, and swells like a sponge. It is

a much stronger attracter of acids than they."

Dr. Home says, that it takes si.'; times more of

acids to saturate it than any of the other marls

which he had met with. But the greatest differ-

ence betwixt the shell-marl and the other marls

consists in this, the shell mar! contains oils. It is

uncertain if the other marls contain any oils; but

this kind it is said, contains them in great plenty.

This marl, it would seem, from the qualities

which it possesses, promotes vegetation in all the

different ways. It increases the food of plants ; it

communicates to the soil a power of attracting this

food from the air ; it enlarges the pasture of

plants ; and it prepares the vegetable food for en-

tering their roots.

The shelly sand, often found deposited in beds

in the crevices'and level parts of the sea-coasts, is

another substance capable of being employed both

as a manure and stimulant ; not only on account

of its containing calcareous matter in greater or

less proportions, but also from the mixture of ani-

mal and vegetable substances that are found in it.

The portion of calcareous matter which it contains

must vary according to circumstances ; but, when

the quantity is any way large, and in a reduced or

attenuated state, the quality is so much the more

valuable. On that account, the quantity which

ought to be applied to the soil must be regulated

entirely by the extent of calcareous matter sup-

posed, or found, upon trial, to be contained in the

article, which, as already said, is very van ible.

The clayey and stone marls are distinguished by

their colors ; viz. white, black, bine, and red. The
white, being of a soft crumbly nature, is consider-

ed to be the best for pasture land ; and the blue,

which is more compact and firm, for corn land.

Id the districts where tnarl is much used, these

•listiuctions of management are attended to,

though either of the kinds may be employed with

advantage if the following rules are adhered to.

If marl is of the blue kind, or of any kind that is

compact and firm, lay it upon the land early in the

season, so as the weather may mellow it down be-

fore the last plough ; and, if on pasture land, lot

it also be early laid on, and spread very thin,

bicaking any lumps afterwards which are not
j

completely separated by the first spreading. If

marl is of the white, or any of the loose or crumb-

ling sorts, it need not bo laid on so early, because

these varieties break and dissolve almost as soon

as exposed to the weather.

There are many kinds of impure and mixed

marls, such as sandy, clayey, loamy, and stony

marls, according as these varieties of soil are in-

corporated or mixed with the principal substance.

These sorts, of course, are inferior to the pure

marls ; but the stoney kind is considered to bo the

best, because its efficacy is more lasting, though

the fat and crumbling kinds enrich or operate

more speedily. The hard marls, however, in every

case, operate for the greatest length of time, and

are often followed with bad consequences to the

soil unless good management, with regard to crop-

ping, is exercised during the period of their oper-

ation. After being long excessively fruitful and

productive, the soil will gradually become so ster-

ile and barren as scarcely to be worth cultivating
;

in which case, the greatest exertion can hardly

procure a return of fertility. In this respect, the

effect of over-cropping land that has been marled,

is precisely the same as takes place with lime.

An uncommon exertion is made, occasioning a

proportionate debility ; though, were good hus-

bandry studiously practised, the exertion would

neither be bo excessive, in the first instance, nor

the after-consequences so mischievous. In num-
erous instances, land has been reduced so much as

to be thought little better than useless, by the ef-

fects of lime and marl. Both, however, are excel-

lent agents in forwarding agriculture, though of-

ten their agency has been misapplied, and used for

mischievous purposes. Under a correct rotation

of cropping, and with a suitable supply of dung,

neither the lime nor marl is injurious. Reverse

these circumstances, and the contrary effect must

necessarily be produced.

—

Brown's Trtatise on

.IgricuUure and Rural J}ffairs.

HARVKSTING.
When crops are suffered to stand on the ground

until they have fully ripened, they exhaust the soil

considerably more, than if taken off in a green

state. The same is the case in regard to weeds
of every description. Perhaps the remark is not

so fully applicable to crops of roots.

It may therefore be said that lands are nega-

tively improved, in a saving of their usual exhaust-

ion, by taking such crops off the ground as soon

as they have attained a sufficient degree of ma-
turity. This is a matter that is worthy of consid-

eration, especially when it is remembered that

several kinds of crops may be severed from the

ground, without injury, in some cases with a sav-

ing, before they have fully ripened.

'Ihus, Indian corn may be cut up while the

stal.ks are still greenish, and set up in shocks for

the ears to harden ; and in this way much good
fodder will be saved; the ground is less exhausted,

and the grain is said to be as good. By harvest-

ing oats while the stalks are somewhat green

they will be the better for fodder, and the grain

will receive no injury thereby. The same may be
observed, to a certain extent, in regard to crops

of wheat and rye.

Flax pulled when just out of blossom is consid-

cd by some the best. 'I'he pea-pod is injured by

standing too long ; as in that case the hull be-

comes of little value. In short, no crops of grain

derive any benefit from standing until the stalks

are completely dead, except when the grain is to

be used for seed.

The period at which wheat, and in short, all the

other sorts of white crops should be cut, is when
the straw begins to shrink, and becomes white a-

bout half an inch below the ear ; the circulation

is then cut otT and all fujther benefit from its

standing is at an end ; the grain has, in fact, tak-

en every thing that is requisite to perfect it from

the ground.

By cutting early it will yield more and whiter

flour ; will waste less by slielling ; the harvesting

will be expedited, so as to prevent the waste of

shelling, by having the last cuttings become too

ripe ; and as far as the value of the straw, wheth-

er for fodder or other purposes, is concerned, an

advantage is gained by cutting it while the circu-

lation is going on, and by that means preserving

a part of the natural juices ; the value of straw,

like tliat of hay, depending upon the proportion of

natural juices it contains, and the pains which

have been taken to preserve them.

Some farmers determine when grain is fit to cut,

by the following signs : when the straw is all

turned, excepting at the joints ; when the kernel

becomes so hard that it cannot be mashed between

the thumb and finger ; or when the straw below

the ear becomes so dry, that no juice can be forc-

ed out by twisting it. If the weather is fine, it

lean be bound, and put into the shock immediately

after cutting ; but if the stalk is stout, and the

ear full and heavy, it should .lay till the after part

of the day ; it can then be bound, shocked, stack-

ed, or carted with safety, provided it is housed

where it can have free air, or the mows do not he-

come loo large. Sheaves should generally not be

larger than can be bound with a single length of

the straw. Grain should be caited when the air

I

has a small degree of dampness, to prevent scat-

;
tering.

I

When a severe blight or rust has struck rye or

' wheat, it should be cut immediately, eve.n if the

grain be in the milky state : and it should lie on

the ground, but not so close as to injure the heads,

until such time as the stalks have become dry

and the grain somewhat hardened.

It is mostly advised that such grain as is much
infested with weeds, should be cut three or four

days earlier than is usual, that the weeds may
wither before the grain become too ripe. A sin-

gle shower, or even a day's gent'e rain, while it

lies in swath will not injure it. It is a most essen-

tial object, to cut the crop very low, to prevent

both the waste of grain, and the los.s of straw, the

unavoidable consequences of hijjh putting.

When grain is stacked, a light floor of boards

should be mounted on four blocks, set in the

ground, and so high as to prevent the entering qf

,
vermin. In building a stack, care should be taken

to keep the seed ends of the sheaves in the middle,

and a little higher than the outer ends Far.Gui.

Hon. William Jarvis, of Weathersfield, is nomi^
n5t-= ' 0-- a candidate for Governor of Vermont.
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From the American Farmer.

ON THE SACCHARUM OF THE SWEET
POTATO,

AND ITS FITNESS TO MAKE BEER,

3i/ Robert Hare, M. D. Professor of Chemislry in

the University of Pennsylvania.

fo John Hare Powel, Esq.

Corres. Sec'y of the Pen:. Jig. Soc''y.

Dr Tidyman, of South CaroliiK,, lately supplied . „ »

mo wit!i some sweet potatoes, of a kind in which [tageously applied as a generic appellation to mo-

sweet matter is peculiarly abundant, and request- !
lasses, and the uncrystalizable sugar of grapes, o

take the place of the malt necessary in a certain

proportion, to render distillers' wash fermentable.

The yest yielded by the potato beer, appeared in

odour and flavor, to resemble that from malt beer

surprisingly, and the quantity, in proportion, was

as great. In Raising bread it was found equally

efficacious.

I propose the word suavin, from the Latin sua-

vis, sweet, to distinguish the syrup of the sweet

potato. The same word might, perhaps, be advan

^d that I would ascertain if there were any sugar

•n them. Haviug pared, and by means of the in-

strument used for slicing cabbages or cucumbers,

reduced them to very thin slices ; about a pound

was boiled in alcohol of the specific gravity of

345, which appeared to extract all the sweetness,

yet on cooling, yielded no crystals of sugar. The
solution being subjected to distillation, till the al-

cohol was removed, an uncrystalizable syrup re-
i

honey, and of rialt

Crystaliizab:': sugar might be termpd saccha-

rine, since the l;;rminating syllable of saccharum is

appropriated in chemistry to metals.

PICTURE OP A DROUGHT.
The lafit Macon Telegrapli, after stating the

Ivery flattering prospects of the planter a few

I weeks since, says, the scene is now clianged

—

.,,,., ' ,•' r From almost evcrv part ot the state we hear the
mamed. In like manner, when aqueous iniusions

. , • , . c.i i . j
. ^, . ^

' . 'i u u r „ most melancholy accounts of the long continued
of the potatoes were concentrated, by boiling or i

. ., ,. , ,• c.u u e^
. ^, ., ,

" ,1° I drought, and the tt«c;' orostraiton ot the hopes ot
3vaporation, the residual syrup was uncrystaliza-

.

= ' .. ^ . u- i .i
•

,, ^ J, ., r .u . .1 i t.
_

' tlie farmer—the structure on which the prosperi-
ble. It appears, therefore, that the sweet matter i /.,,_., . • u j
„ ,. . . I , , , .1 tv of the whole community is based,

of this vegetabo 13 analogous to molasses, or the •' „,.,, ,. . ,. i
* l.•

, ° „ ,^
^ ' With a tew exceptions, the drought is very

saccharum or malt. i , . . . . i r n r
, , , . .1 T ir. 1 ui general. In some uistricts no rain has tallen tor
Its resemblance to the latter was so remarkable. :

^

that I vias led to boil a wort, made from the pota-
{ many weeks ; the earth has become fairly baked,

„ »
1 ini-n -.u and vegetation entirely suspended. Whole corn

'oes, of proper spissitudc, says. r. lOoU, with a . ,, ° .. , , . , .l ii i

.-. /! u 1 . u I fields are entirely destroyed ; the cornblades, con
iiue quantity ol hops, about two hours.

, ,

^
, , ,, ,, ... ,

,^ ^ ^r r J . 1 .. , r J „ torted and scorched, fall to tlie ground
It was then cooled to about si.\ty-tive degrees,

, , ,, , ^ , , -.i i ..

, . .1 1 A r T II j„„ the shrivelled stocks smoke with heat.

and

, . .1 1 A r T II j„„ ! the shrivelled stocks smoke with heat,
and yest was auded. As far as I could judge,

i ^ r •.
. .t j

,, : c ., I- . . 1.1 ,rit The cotton plant, from its slower growth and
the phenomena of the fermentation, and the result-

. /i- , ^t i, ^ -^ i

,. • 1 .1, i- 1, 1 „j deeper roots, suiters later than corn ; but it also
ing liquor, were precisely the same as 11 malt had I

"
. ^ \ ^, „. . ^.i j i^ m,

,

''
, m, . I i •

1 „ i begins to feel the effects of tlie drought. The
oeen used. Ihe wort was kept in a warm place ° "

^., ^, , . o- in 1 .1 r 11 ci,„ : leaves burn up and howers wither and tall, leav-
until the temperature was 8a b. and the fall ot the , .

, ,, , i

, ,
,' , „ .. . , a- • . * 1 ing no boll m their place,

jiead showed the attenuation to bo sutncient.^— i %., . , ,, ^, . i.i i
• j

,. , , ., , .
, 1 u The animal as well as the vegetable kingdom

lost subsequently rose which was removed^ by a' ,•.,., i. . i j i. t„ r . < .1 .-.(•. pants with the excessive heat and drouglu. In-
spoon. By refrigeration a furtlier quantity 01 yest ' ..,.„, , . , , ,* .,

•^ Jo 1 J
_

J
. },ji,itant3 of ponds and streams are boiled m their. .

, f.
" ,.,,,- L-j i. i

naouaiiis Ol poiius aiiu sireains are uuiiuu iii tiieii
arecipitated, from which the liquor being decant-

'

/ , i
. ,• r. ni

• ,

'^
'

, ,, c r I 1 • a own element, or perish by its evaporation. Cattle
nl, became tolerably line for new beer, and in fta- ^, ,

, , i i i .'

1 11 1 1 f u '^''OP 'h" juiceless herbage, and look to man inrop the J

vain for succor ; their emaciated carcases and
rour, e.xactly like ale made from malt

I have computed that five bushels of potatoe.,,
, u .i i » *

, ' , , ., I , 1 I- sunken eyeballs, as they watch the reluctant
would produce as much wort as three bushels ot

i .i i c.i. a-
, '. r , .L 1 11 clouds, speak the keenness of their suffering.

—

malt : but I suppose that the residue would, as ' ' . ^ ,

• t ]• ,., I , 1 ii- u .u Laro'e streams have sunk to narrow rills, and
food for cattle, be worth halt as much as the po- =

i , j < i i' fountains are drying up. Instead of dew, impal-
tatoes employed.

, , f pable dust, lifted into the air by its dryness and
I believe it possible to make as good liquor from f ' .i »i • . u u t j j
,^ . ., .

^ ^ . „ 1 , 1 . ,1 f „ buoyancy, falls on the thirsty herbage. Indeed
malt in this country, as in England, but that m .-',"

, . » . ii
,. ^ ,

•'
. ., ^ . ... the atmosphere, in many parts, travellers assure

our climate much more vigilance is required to . T,, , •.,_ , .. ., . • »• •

. . .
, , , ,1 u 4U us, IS so filled with dust, that respiration is ex-

have It invariably good, principally because the ' ro u i
, ,, ' ,^ c . ^ „ ,„„j„. ; tremely difficult. [Savannah paper.]

great and sudden changes of temperature, render
|

' l

malting much more precarious. Should the sac-
j

CANADA THISTLES.
charum of the sweet potato prove to bo a compe-

: j)^. gjj^j, Holbrook, of Venice, N. Y. some years
tent substitute for that of germinated grain, the

| ^j^^g purchased a farm, where he now resides,

quality will probably be less variable, since its de-
, ^„j j-q^^j ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ quarter of an acre of the

velopment requires but little skill and vigilance.
, Uanada Thistle in one of his fields, which from

Besides, as it exists naturally in the p'ant, it
g^pp^^^^^^^^g 1^^^^ ^^jj^^^gj j[jg ^ppt for some years,

may be had where it would he almost impossible
|
jjg ^^gjjgj i^^jH jl^g blossom appeared, then set

to make, or procure malt. Hops, the other mate-
1

[^jg [j^yg ^^ jj^^^^gij ^^. jj^^igg j|,era thoroughly to

rial for beer, require only picking and drying to
j|,g ground ; a very few stalks sprouted up again

perfect them for use.
| that season, which he bruised and sprinkled with

They are indigenous, to the United States, »nd
]

^^-^^^ ,j-|,g ^^^^ season but one solitary stalk made
may, no doubt, be raised in any part of our tern-

jf^ appearance in the field, which he destroyed m
'""yi i the same vvav : and declares, he has never seen

I have dried in my evaporating oveu, some of ^^g ^^ j^g premises since. [Auburn Free Press.]

the sweet potatoes in slices. It seems to me that
j

.

in this state they will keep a long while, and may
| a London Alderman is said to have lately made

be useful in making leaven for bread. They may
j

£.50,000 by his dealings in hops, and that he would
—7~, '

I m ,„t„ »i,„r„ „!,„,, 1,1 Ko ., !n==|have made £100,000, if it had not been for tlio
In passing to tins state, there should be a loss

.

' '

.~a gravity of about 4 per cent,
perverse intermeddling of the press.

ACACIA.
The Robinia, Pseudo acacia, or false acacia, i.';

a native of the United States. It is commonly
termed locust tree.

It grows best in warm, sandy land, and bcecn}«s^

fit for timber in about twenty-five years. The
greatest use made of the trees, is for ship trennels,

fence posts, mill cogs, and fire wood ; or, if work
ed into posts to be set into the ground for garden
fences, and other inclosures, they are superior in

point of durability to almost any known wood.

—

The acacia is ornamented as a flowering tree.

—

The blossoms unfold in June, and perfume the air

to a considerable distance with their sweet and
fragrant odour. It is easily cultivated, and is ol'

quick growth. As commerce and manufactures
improve, the demand for this valuable timber will

increase.

The multiplication of this tree has seldom been
attempted by seeds, but almost constantly by
yonng trees sprouting up from the wounded roots

of the old one. The readiness of the roots of the

parent tree, to vegetate, soon after tlie incumbent
sward is broken up by the plough, surpasses that

of any other tree ; for in soils favourable to^their

growth, the farmers are obliged to grub with

great labour to prevent them from overrunning the

land, and whenever suffered to indulge their na-

tive luxuriance, they will soon convert a piece of

cleared land to forest. It makes good hedges.

Acacia may be propagated by settino- the seeds;

and, when it is once introduced, numerous plants

may be obtained, by cutting its roots near the sur-

face of the ground. As the roots extend rapidl)

along the surface of the earth, and shoot up nu-

merous suckers, the Acacia may be advantageous-

ly planted on the banks of rivers, for consolidating

|anJ securing the soil from the encroachments of
the current ; farther, its wood is eminently adapt-

ed to ship building, and, though inferior in point

of durability to the oak, it is perhaps preferable

to any ether timber for barges, and similar ves-

sels of a small size.

The leguminous seeds of this tree, after being
divested of their acrid taste, by infusing them in

different waters, and afterwards ground into meal,
are by the Tongusian Tartars converted into a

wholesome bread : these seeds are also eagerly

eaten by poultry, which may thus be speedily fat-

tened.

It has been asserted, that the leaves of this tree,

when prepared in the same manner as indigo, may
with great advantage be substituted for that ex-

pensive dyeing drug. The folhige of the smaller

variety of the False Acacia, however, is reputed
to be better adapted for such purpose : its cul-

ture corresponds with that above stated ; and it

certainly merits to bo more generally cullirated

in ornamental slirubbcries, wliere it thrives rapid-

ly, and produces elegant odoriferous yellovv flow-

ers, which abundantly supply bees with honey.

—

The seeds of both varieties also afford a large

proportion of expressed oil. It deserves to be no-

ticed, that the yellowish wood of these trees, tho'

hard and tough, is very brittle while the plants

are young, and they ought, therefore, in exposed

situations, to be supported by stakes.

The leaves of acacia are said to afford an agree-

able nourishment to horses and horned cattle.

—

They may be given either green or dry, alone or

mixed, with hay or chopped straw.

The flowers of the acacia are said to be used by

the Chinese in making that beautiful yellow with
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wliicli Ihey stain their silks and stuffs, and colour

their paper, in the following manner ; take half a

pound of these flowers before they are fully blown,

and roast them over a clear and gentle fire in a

very clean copper pan, continually stirring them

with a brisk motion ; when they begin to turn

yellow, pour on a little water, and let it boil till it

become thick, and acquire a deeper colour ; then

strain the whole through a piece of coarse silk.

—

To the liquor thus expressed, add half an ounce

of alum, and oue ounce of calcined and finely-

powdered oyster shells ; when the whole is well

mixed, it will be fit for use.

Domestic Encyclopedia.

EFFECTS OF LIBERTY.
In the dark ages which followed the downfal of

the Roman Empire, several republics were found-

ed in the northern parts of Italy ; and while igno-

rance and barbarism prevailed in other European

countries, these states under the influence of free

institutions, became rich and powerful, and en-

joyed the comforts and ornaments of life. "Their

ships covered every sea ; their factories rose on

every shore ; their money changers set their ta-

bles in every city ; and manufactures flourished.

We doubt whether any country of Europe, our

own perhaps excepted, have at the present time

reached so high a point of wealth and civilization

as some parts of Italy had attained 400 years

ago." The revenue of the republic of Florence

was greater 500 years ago, than that which tlie

Grand Duke of Tuscany (in whose dominions

Florence is situated) now derives from a territory

of much greater extent. The manufacture of

wool alone employed 200 factories and 30,000

workmen in that republic ; and tlic rloth annually

produced sold for a sum equal to $11,000,000 of

our money. Eighty banking houses conducted the

commercial operations, not of Florence only, but.

of all Europe. Two banking houses advanced to

Edward the Third of England, a sum in silver

equivalent to $3,300,000, when the value of sil-

ver was quadruple vjhat it now is. The city and

environs contained 170,000 inhabitants ; 10,000

children were taught to read iu the

MULBERRY LEAVES.
Within a year past, the demand for Mulberry

leaves has so rapidly increased, that it would be
well for those who gather the fruit, to be careful
in the preservation of the seed. By tlius laying a
foundation for a nursery of young trees, a benefit
will be confered on all who feel interested in the
increase of the silkworm. In the course of a lew
years, it is anticipated that the manufacture of
silk will form an important article in our domes-
tic concerns, and although there will necessarily

some time elapse previous to its being carried to

any groat extent, yet every Mulberry tree that is

planted now will contribute something towards its

advancement. [Phil. Album.]

CURE FOR DYSENTERY.
A friend has communicated the following, as a

cure for that terrible complaint, the Dysentery,
wliich is so apt to prevail at this season of the

year. He says he has repeatedly tried it, with
tlio fullest success ;

—" Take the yolk of three

eggs, two ounces loaf sugar, one gill brandy, and
one nutmeg, grated, the whole to be incorporated

together—For a grown person, a teaspoonful

every two or three hours—a proportionably less

quantity for children.
, [Prov. Pat.]

A lady who has found the following remedy for

tlie prevention of bed bugs, wishes to make it pub-
After cleansing the bedstead thoroughly, rnb

early or late hour is chosen, on the principle, that

the leaves being at these periods in a less active
state of perspiration, suffer least from being sep-
arated from their parent plant. They are preserv

ed fresh, and may be sent a great distance by in-

serting their ends in water or moist moss ; though,

in general, they should be used as soon after

gathering as possible ; indeed, as in grafting and
inarching the whole operation ought to be per-

formed with the greatest celerity.

There arc a great many kinds of budding, bul

we shall describe only the four following, which
are copied, in substance, from Loudon's Encyclo-

pedia of Gardening.

Shield budding, or T budding is thus perform-

ed :—Fix on a smooth part on the side of the

stock, rather from tiian towards the sun, and of a

height depending, as in grafting, on whethei

dwarf, half or whole standard-trees are desired
;

then with the budding knife make a horizontal cut

across the rind, quite through to the firm wood
;

from the middle of this transverse cut, make aslil

downward perpendicularly, an inch or more long,

going also quite through to the wood. This done,

proceed with all expedition to take off a bud :

holding the cutting or scion in one liand, with the

thickest end outward, and with the knife in the

other hand, enter it about half an inch or more

below a bud, cutting near half way into the wood
of the shoot, continuing it with one clear, slanting

cut, about half an inch or more above the bud, so-
il over with hog's lard. The lard should be rub-

, , , „. --.l i i •..•.
ed on with a woollen cloth. Bugs will not infest ''.^^P f l"

'''?"' °^ P"'^ °^ '!"' ^^^ '''""S^^'^h .t

sucli u bedstead for a whole season. [Ohio pa.]

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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the whole about an inch and a half long ; then di-

rectly with the thumb and finger, or point of thf

knife, slip off the woody part remaining to the bud:

which done, observe whether the eye or gem of

the bud remains perfect ; if not, and a little hole

appears in that part, it is improper, or as garden-

FALLEN FRUIT. '"'^ express it, the bud has lost its root and anoth-

Be very careful to gather all punctured or dc- ^^ """^^ ^^ prepared. This done, placing the back

caying fruits, whether on your trees or on the P""'^ ">«= ''"'^ or shield between your lips, e.xpe-

gronnd, and give them to your hoo-s. If you do '''''°"s!y with the flat haft of the knife separate

not, the worms which they contahi, and which "'^ ^'^''^ "'"""' ^'°='' °" ^'"^^ ^"^'^ °^ ^''^ perpen-

schools; 1200 studied arithmetic; and (iOO re

ceived a learned education. The progress of

literature and the arts was proportioned to tliat

of the'public prosperity.

All the seven vials of the Apocalypse have since

been poured out on those pleasant countries.

—

Their political institutions have been swept away;
their wealth has departed ; literature and tlie

arts have declined ; the people are trampled on
by foreign tyrants, and their minds are enslaved

by superstition ; eloquence is gagged and reason

hoodwinked. [Edinburgh Review.]

WOOL.
A procession of waggons arrived yesterday

from Pittsford, (Vt.) with about 19,000 lbs. of

Wool.
What is to be done with American Wool, if it is

not to be manufactured in America. Sent to Eu-
rope .' Send " Coal to Newcastle." If the Wool
is not to be manufactured here, it cannot be grown
here to any profit. The growers want a home
market on some terms. Boston Palladium.

have been the cause of their premature decay, will

various
I

make their escape into the ground, and you will

THAMES TUNNEL.
The aperture which had broken in the Tunnel

under the Thames has been closed, after much
^abonj rvnd difficulty.

find the evils, which await their visitations will

increase upon you another Season.

GRAFTED TREES.
Look over your fruit-trees, which were grafted

last spring, or budded last summer, and suffer no
shoots from the stocks to remain, for these will

rob the grafts of their nourishment.

BUDDING FRUIT TREES.
The operation of common budding is performed

any time from the beginning of July to the middle
of August; the criterion being the formation of
the buds in the axillae of the leaf of the present
year. The buds are known to be ready by the
shield or partition of bark to which they are at-

tached, easily parting with the wood. The buds
preferred are generally those on the middle of a
young shoot, as being neither so apt to run to

wood as those at the extremity, nor so apt to lie

dormant as those at the lower end. Stocks for

budding may in general, be much smaller than for

grafting, as the operation may be performed on
the same year's shoot. Btii it may also be per-
formed on shoots or stems of several years' growth,
and in such, by inserting a number of buds, a com-
plete tree may be formed at once. For gathering
the shoots containing the buds, a cloudy day or an

dicular cut, clear to the wood, for the admission of

the bud, which directly slip down, close between

the wood and the bark to the bottom of the slit.

The next operation is to cut off the top part of

the shield even with the horizontal first made cut,

in order to let it completely into its place, and to

join exactly the upper edge of the shield with the

transverse cut, that the descending sap may im-

mediately enter the bark of the shield, and pro-

trude granulated matter between it and the wood,

so as to effect a living union. The parts are now
to be immediately bound round with a ligament of

fresh bass, previously soaked in water, to render

it pliable and tough, beginning a little below the

bottom of the perpendicular slit, proceeding up-

ward closely round every part, except just over

the eye of the bud, and continue it a little above

the horizontal cut, nrft toe tight, but just sufficient

to keep the whole close, and exclude the air, bud,

and wet.

Shield-budding reversed, or reversed j. budding,

differs from the former in having the transversed

cut made at the bottom oF the perpendicular slit,

instead of at its top, and of course the shield is

reversed in its position. This mode is represented

as preferable to the oth^r by such as contend

that the sap rises in the bark equally with the

wood ; but as this opinion is nov; generally con-

sidered as exploded, the first or T mode, may jusjf

ly be conisidered as the most scientific mode oF"
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budding.

Scalope budding consists in paring a thin tongue-

shaped section of bark from the side of the stock;

and in taking a similar section from the slioot of

buds, in neither case removing tlie wood. The
section or shield containing the bud is then laid

on the corresponding scollop in the stock ; its up-

per edge exactly fitted, as in shield budding, and

at least one of its edges as in whip-grafting. Af-

ter tliis it is tied in tlie usual way. The advanta-

ges of this mode arc, that it can bo performed

when the wood and b;'rk do not separate freely ;

on trees having very stiff suberose [cork like,]

barks, and at any season of tlie year. Its disad-

vantages are, that it requires longer time to per-

form the operation, and is less certain of success.

The French gardeners often bud their roses in

this manner in spring ; and if they fail, they have

a second chance in July by using the common
mode.

Budding with double ligatures is a mode invent-

ed by Knight, and described by him (Hort. Trans
vol. i. 149) as "a new and expeditious mode of

budding." The operations are performed in the

manner first above described ; but instead of one

ligature, two are applied, one above the bud in-

serted on the transverse section through the bark;

the other, which had no fartlier oflice thaa that of

securit^g the bud, was applied below in the usual

way. As soon as the buds had attached them-
selves, the lower ligatures were taken off; but

the others were suffered to remain. " The pas-

sage of the sap upwards was in consequence much
obstructed, and the inserted buds began to vege-

tate strongly in July (being inserted in June) ; and
when these had aftbrded shoots about four inches

long, the remaining ligatures were taken off to

permit the excess of sap to pass on ; and the young
shoots were nailed to the wall. Being tliore prop-

erly exposed to light, their wood ripened well,

and afforded blossoms in the succceiling spring
;

and these would, he adds, " no doubt have afford-

ed fruit ; but that, leaving my residence, I remov-
ed my trees," &c.
Future Treatment. In a fortnight at farthest

after budding such as have adhered may be known
by their fresh appearance at the eye ; and in three

weeks all those which have succeeded will be
firmly united with the stock, and tlie parts being
somewhat swelled in most species, the bandage

particularly the potato, become much more valu- bottom, consisting of several sheets of copper per

able by undergoing this sort of preparation. And
it is equally well known that when thus prepared

they have been employed alone as a substitute for

hay, and with cut chaff both for hay and corn, in

the feeding of horses as well as other animals.

—

To a farmer who keep? many horses, or cattle, or

even swine or poultry, the practice of boiling their

food in steam is so great a saving and advantage

that it deserves the most particular attention.

—

Though potatoes have often been given raw both

to horses and cattle, they are found to be infinite-

ly preferable when cooked by steam, as they are

thereby rendered much drier, and more nutritive,

and better than when boiled in water ; this has

been long since shown by the experiments of

forated with holes. Into this chamber, four inch-
es high, formed by the two bottoms, the steam is

conveyed, and passing through the holes of the

false bottom, diffuses itself throughout the whole
contents of the box, and thus effectually cooks thi^

great mass of food therein contained. When suf-

ficiently boiled, the steam, by means of a common
stop cock, is turned into the other box. At one
end of each bo.v and near the bottom, is a spitrgot

and faucet, by means of wliich are drawn off the
condensed steam and liquid matter, which had
oozed out of and been extracted from the cooked
materials. This decoction is of a deep chocolate
colour and highly flavored. It may be given to

calves 01 it may be returned to and mixed with
Wakefield of Liverpool who in order to ascertain

j
tlie steamed food. It, however, may not be amiss

it, fed some of his horses or. steamed and some on

raw potatoes, and soon found the horses on the

steamed potatoes had greatly the advantage

to remark, that when a liquid food is proposed,
the false bottom is not used.

" In the corner of the steam house next to the

every respect. Those on the steamed potatoes
I
pump there is a hogshead of water in which i

looked perfectly smooth and sleek, while the oth

ers were quite rough. Eccleston also found them

useful instead of corn ; and the extensive and ac-

curate trials of Curwen have placed the utility

and advantage of them in this way beyond all dis-

pute.

The reader may see in the 5th vol. of the New
England Farmer, page o06, some notice of the

mode of steaming food for cattle, made use of by

Robert Smith, Esq. President of the Maryland Ag-
ricultural Society. This was more particularly

described in an Address delivered to the Mary-

land Agricultural Society, by Mr Smith. The fol-

lowing is an extract:

" Economy in the feeding of stock is an object

of the highest importance, interesting alike to the

public and to the individual. The great waste of

hay, straw, corn fodder, chaff and other offal ap

parent on every estate under the prevailing prac

tice of the country, has suggested to me the ex

pediency of having at my dairy farm a steaming

serted a leaden tube, the other end of which is

immersed in the water of the boiler and nearly to

the bottom of it. The admission of the regular
supply of water from this reservoir into the boiler

is regulated by a stop cock. And the cold water
being specifically heavier than the warm will ne-
cessarily take its place at the bottom, whilst the

hot water will remain at the top. This simple plan

is preferred to the self supplying valve, which is

apt to get out of order. At the top of the boiler

there is a safety valve for the escape of all the re-

dundant steam, th" electric force of which would
otherwise endanger the whole establishment."

Mr Smith observed that his boiler of 100 gallon."

had enabled his people for some time to cook
every day for more than one hundred head of
stock, nourishing food, consisting of cut hay or

straw, or corn tops and blades, or corn husks mix-
ed with meal produced from the corn and cob
ground together, or with other meal and a due
proportion of water. But a boiler of the lowest
price, containing 30 gallons would be sufficient loapparatus. This I have recently established on a

plan so simple and so cheap, that any person in ! cook food for the stock of most farms in our conn-

any part of our country may have a similar one, I try. A simple apparatus for the purpose of steam-
greater or smaller, according to the extent of his ing potatoes and other roots for swine, &c. has

farm, and the proposed number of his stock. It long been used in many parts of New England.

—

consists of an iron boiler and two wooden boxes. 'The following is a brief description of it. A ket-

The boiler contains 100 gallons. One of the box- ' tic, holding twelve gallons or more, is set in a for-

es is eight feet, the other five feet long; both I nacc of brick or stone, and over this a hogshead
must be loosened, and a week or two afterwards

j
three feet wide and three feet deep. The boiler i with one head taken out, and the other bored full

finally removed. The shield and bud now swell is globular, and was made by screwing together : of holes. This is set so close that the steam of
in common with the other parts of the stock ; and the brims of two salt pans. There is also attach- the kettle, when boiling, can only rise through the

nothing more requires to be done fill spring, when ed to it a hogshead for any extra cooking. holes, and thence ascend among the articles to be
just before the rising of the sap, they are to be "The boiler is fixed in brick work, calculated to

j
boiled in the hogshead, and pass off at the top.

—

afford the greatest degree of heat with the small-
j

In this way a hogshead of potatoes will bs nearly

est waste of fuel. Without pretending to give di- as soon boiled as a small part of them would be if

rections as to the particular construction of such ' placed in the kettle underneath.

a furnace, I would merely remark, what the
j

As the kettle is so closed as to prevent any
physiologists have told us, namely, tliatlieat being steam from passing off but through the bottom of

produced by the combined operation of the fuel ' the hogshead, a pipe or tube is set in .such a man-
and of the air feeding the fiie, that portion only of ner that with the aid of a funnel water may be

the air, which passes in contact with the burning poured into the kettle as often as is necessary.

—

fuel, contributes to the production of heat, and
:
After being poured in, the tube is stopped with a

that therefore if the fire place should be longer pin? for that purpose.

than the heap of burning fuel, a certain portion of| Grain of all kinds may be steam-boiled by this

."jr will insinuate itself without going through the i apparatus, to great advantage, for feeding or fat-

fire, and of course, rot being decomposed willjtening cattle; but in that case, it is requisite to

contribute nothing to the heat. jhove the bottom of the hogshead covered with a

" To the water in the boiler is given all the heat
I

cloth, to prevent the grain from running down

necessary to generate the required steam. The
i

through the holes.

steam is conveyed into the boxes by copper pipes
j

The annexed rut will give an idea of n steaio-

attached to the bottom of each box, and a false
i
ing machine described in the Farmer's Magazine

headed down close to the bud, by an oblique cut,

terminating about an eighth or a quarter of an

inch above the shield. In some cases, however,

as in grafting, a few inches of the stalk is left for

the first .'season, and the young shoot tied to it for

protection from the winds.

STEAMING FOOD FOR SWINE, &c.

Some sort of apparatus for steaming food for

swine neat cattle, &c. should be considered as ne-

cessary for every f.:ruier, as a pot or other proper

vessel to cook his own food in. This is a truth

which is now pretty generally acknovvletiged
;

many farmers have conveniences for steaming po-

tatoes and other roots for swine, on a small scale.

and some few, machinery on a large scale, for

steaming hay, &c. for cattle. Loudon says " It

has been long known that many sorts of roots, and
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ff'tstern Rail Road—The Commissioiiors ap- Agricullural Books.
pointed to survey a route for a rail roud from Bos- Just receiTed for sale at the New England Farmer
ton to the Hudson river at or near Albany, con- 1 ""•^•^i ^°- ^^ North Market Street, the following

sibtin^ of Judge Alitchell, Col. Samuel M. McKay, |«g"cultural books in addition to those advertised July

and Col. James F. Baldwin, are to commence

(a work printed in Scotland) vol. xviii. page 74.—

It consists of a boiler and wooden chest or bo.x

nlaced over or near it. The box may be ot nny

size and so placed as to be supplied and emptied

by wheel and hand barrows in the easiest manner

either by the end or top, or both being made to

open » If the box is made 8 feet by 5, and 3

deep, it will hold as many potatoes as will feed 50

- .,'ft^r 'U iioiirs and these may be steamed in . ,
,

. ^ ,cows 10.^^

~\yl^^ 'the chest or box is placed by |

"'end to the inhabitants of Boston to avail them- 1

American Gardener, &c

i*! "ide of the boiler, care must be taken so to ^

selves of Dr Lieber's instructions to acquire the! Fresh Mulberry Seed.

I tc the fire or arrange the apparatus that
I

art of swimming : and have appropriated $100 to i For sale at the Farmer office. No. 52 North Market

'\.-l from tlie boiler may not boil over into I

Pay for such instruction. I Street, genuine White Mulberry Seed, raised in Mans-

llieir tour of observation this week.

Swmming School—The Trustees of the Hu
mane Society of this city have voted to recom- ' P'^tes from natu

I'arkinson on Livestock— Lawrence's new Farmer's
Calendar— llayward on Horticulture— Sinclair's Code
of Agriculture

—
'I'orrey's liolany—onecopy of Maddock

on the culture of Flowers, with beautifully coloured
Nicol's Villa Garden Directory.

Ihe box This may be done by carrying the steam

nine up the out side of the box, and letting it en

ter n'-ar the top and then lead down and termili

Counterfeit or.e hundred dollar bills of the bank
of the United States of the plate for the Branches

,to beneath the false bottom. The boiling water
|

'^'^ ^^id to be i n circulation

i.v nowing up a pipe of some length, exposed to

the air will be so far cooled as to prevent its run-

ning into tlic box.

Root Steamer.

H'ool.

On Thursday, the 23d of August, at the lower divis-

ion of the hall over the new Market House, under the

direction of the JVtw-Engtand Hoacli/, will be sold, a

Tlie U. S. ship of the line. North Carolina, com- '^''"<= assortment of American Deece WOOL. Wool

modore Rodgers, arrived in Norfolk, from the
g[<;w"^ and others, who w.sh to benefU by this favour-

^r ,.
"

, no 1 , „, .

""_""= able opportunity for disposing ol their Wool, are mform-
Meoiterranean, on the 28th. ult. She has been ed, that we are prepared to receire it, any time previ-
absent 28 months, and her officers and crew are ous to the nth of August, at which time the catalogue
n good health.

The navy of the United States, when all the

vessels authorised to be built are afloat, as nearly
every one of them may speedily be if required

—

will consist of 12 ships of the lino, 20 frigates, 16
sloops of war, and seven other vessels, exclusive
of those on the lakes. To man these will require

more than 20,000 men, one half of whom must be
seamen.

will be closed. COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, ^uc'rs.

Boston, July 27, itiBl.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

A Cotton Manufactory is about to be put in op-
eration at Petersburg, Virg. by a company of gen-

Rcined:! fur Poison.—A respectable cultivator
, , ,

...
assures us that a decoction of Thoroughwort ^E« tlemen incorporaled at the last session of the Le

patariurn perfoliatum) externally and internally ap-

plied, is an excellent remedy for poison, either by

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, ist sort, -

pearl do. - -

BEANS, white, - - -

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new
cargo, No 1, new,
" No 2, new,

doo-wood. This plant and its uses are well

de'scribed Iiy Dr Bigelow in his American Medical

Botamj, vol. i. page .^3. It has been long used in

New England for various medical purposes, but

we have never before heard of its application as

an antidote to poison.

Remedy for Burns —The greiise of the skunk,

or American pole cat, we are informed, by the

person, who communicated the above, is an effica-

cious application to burns.

Harrisburg Convention.—Delegates to this con-

vention from 13 states assembled at Harrisburg

on the 30th ult. Hon. Joseph Ritmer, of Penn.

as chosen President, Jesse Biiel, Esq. of New

gislature of that state. The necessary funds have ! ^V.T,™.^'
inspect No. 1. new,

been subscribed, and the site of the Factory pur-
i 'skimT.^d milk

'
-' -

chased on the Appomatox river. This is the_/!rit flxX '. ..
establishment of the kind in Virginia, and we have

I

FLAX SEED
no doubt it will be rapidly followed by others. FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Manufactories are to be desired so long as they
I

Genesee, - - -

enable the public at large to buy cheao. They („„,,,, ^y<-'i '"^-''

. . , , ,
"

. ,
^ GRAIN, R}'e - - . . -

become a national evil as soon as they raise Ihe i Coru - - - .

price to consigners. In these two sentences, is
|

Barley - . - .

contained the great principle which should regu- Oats - - . - -

late the establishing and maintaining Manufacto- i
HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

figg i HOPS, No J, Inspection - -

I
LIME,

The skeleton of a mammoth has been found 0'l-i 1-inseed. Phil, and Northern

near Scheoley's mountain in'New .Tersev, by the
P^-AISTER PARIS retads at

workmen who were excavating the Morris Canal.
PORK, Bone Middlings, niw

navy, mess, do.
It was about three feet below the surface, and in ! Car"-o No 1 do. -

a remarkable state of preservation. One of the SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

York and Frisby Tilghman, Esq. of Maryland,
|

tusks weighs 140 pounds, and the grinders look i
Clover

Vice 'presidents; and Redwood Fisher, Esq. of
i

remarkably fresh, though they have probably been VVOOL, Merino, full blood,wash

rw . . IT t:, |. Vllll-ici/l Q flimif.an.1 ttnnrr.
[

OO OO UnWa.UeU
do 3-4 washedPhiladelphia, and William Halstead Jr. Esq. of

^

buried a thousand years.

New Jersey, Secretaries. On the 31st and the

two following days Committees were appointed

and resolutions formed, which had a tendency to

promote the greit objeots of the meeting.

Stuart's full length portrait of Washington has
been sold to a Russian gentleman for $1000.

M. Andre Parmcntier, p'opriptor of the Horti-

cultural Botanic Garden of Brooklyn, N. Y. has

been presented with a diploma of corresponding

merab(>r of the Linnean Society of Paris and mem-
ber of the Linnaean Branch of New York, tbrouirh

the hands of Dr Felix Pascalis, President of the

Linna:an Branch of France in America.

Catalogues of Prince's Linnaean Botanic Gar-

den, with large additions are now published —
They will be forwarded to any person, by drop-

ping a line to Wm. Prince, Flushing, N. Y. post

paid.

The trial of Strang for the murder of Mr. Whip-
ple is concluded, and the prisoner found guilty.

The trial of Mrs. Whipple as an accessary com-
menced on Monday of last week, "nd determined

on Friday in a verdict of acquittal. Mrs. Whipple
was defended by Messrs. Tabor, Williams & Van
Vechten.

Yellow Locust Seed,—Turnip Seed, fyc.

For sale at the New England Farmer office, a few
lbs. Yellow Locust Seed, suptrior scarlet short top Rad-
ish, White Mulberry, 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkio
ir pickling Cucumber, Sic. with a new assortment of

crnami-ntal flower seeds.

do 1-2 & 4 do

Native - - - do

Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEl'', best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

'' whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MI'TTON,
POULTRY, -..-.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - -

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (according to quality)

hll
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jMtscpUanfcs.

Sir Jonah Barrington remarks in his sketches,

•' in truth, the only three kinds of death the Irish

peasantry think natural, are dying quietly in their

own cabins ; being hanged about assize time ;
or

when the potato crop is deficient."

Some caution is requisite in passing our opinions

MAHOGANY.
The Honduras Almanac for 1827 gives a long

account of the manner in which mahogany is cut

and transported in Honduras, a British province

on the Mosquito shore, Guatimala. The mahoga
ny tree is of enormous size and height, and the

branches spread to a great distance. A tree is

not fit for cutting until it is 200 years old. This
- .. ,

" 1- u «•„..,„(• heautiful wood was discovered in 15.59, and was
inon stransrers : a caution, however, winch tew 01

• ^ . n i j i . »i. i-nnipoii s.Lraiit,ui» ,,.,,' . ., „t „(• Of (first earned to England about the year 1/00
js adopt. At a publick levee at the court ot bt. •= •'

The Albany Argus speaks in favorable terms of
" Pope's improved hand threshing machine." It

combines simplicity and strength in its construc-
tion, and with two men at the wheel, and one to
feed the machine will thresh five bushels per liour,
throwing out the grain thoroughly. The cost o!

it is not one tliird the average cost of the Scotch
and English machines. It has been highly ap-
proved of by the Massachusetts Agricultural So-

Tames, a srentleman said to Lord Luestertieicl,
, ., . , , , ,,.., , i

pm- my lord, who is that tall, awkward woman, ^"'^ «>«
^f f °»'- -^ beautiful polish were so

!ndv ?" " Tint lady, sir," replied Lord Chester- Pl«'i^>"& that hureaU.- ?nd other articles were soon

ciety, in all instances whore an opportunity has

The first article ma'de from it was a candle box, 1

been afforded to test its practical utility.

yon

field,

with confusion, and stammered out, " no, no, my
is my sisler.^' The gentleman reddened manufactured from the same in-iterial. The ma-

hogany cutters go into the forests in August, in

lord, I begHur pardon; I mean 'that very '"gly p"gs of from 20 to 50 each, and the " huntsman,"

woman, who ^nds next to the Queen." That ''='^'"ff ''''"bed a tall tree, surveys the surrounding

lady, sir, is vv/ wife."

A shopkeeper at Doncaster, had. by his conduct

obtained the name of ' the little rfescal. ' Being

asked why this appellation had been given him,

he replied, " To distinguish me from the rest of

my trade here, who are all great rascals.
'

The being Prime Minister of England has often

been attended with a dreadful fate—Of .31, since

the reformation [it may be inferred it was worse

"oefore]—13 have been executed—2 murdered—

8

g climbeU a tall tree, surveys tlie surrounuing

country, ascertains whore the mahogany abounds.

TBomtBtit 3Sconoms.

Rice Jelly. This is one of the most nourishing
preparations of rice, particularly for valetudinari
ans or convalescents. It is thus made : Boil a

J , ; ,, ... , Tj" " < ii„j „
quarter of a pound of rice flour, with half a pound

and leads the gang to the place. Having felled a r i-.f „„„^/ • „ . ^ ' ,.,, ., *
,

1. r» .1 . 1.1, . .^„
I

ot loal sugar, in a quart of water, till the whole
great number of trees, they cut a road througn the I^ °

.„ ' , .
".

f, . , „ , , ^,
'^

. , -J
Becomes one uniform gelatinous mass : then strain

thick forest to the nearest river, make bridges, 1^.,„ ,, „ i i . •. . . , ,
'

. ,. , ,

I, -ij u . <• .k ^ 1 .1 tti x,r. AK„., °"*"^J'^"y and let It stand to cool. A itt e of
build huts for themselves and cattle, &c.—About ,, ^„,,,,; r j . ^ •• -n , ^ ,

., ^ . ^,, . .. 1, . 1

this salubrious food eaten at a time, will be found
the first of December they begin to saw each ma- , « ; i . .i, r ii , • ^
, , 1 ... 1 J . u • . I

very beneficial to those of a weakly and infirm
hogany tree, both trunk and branches, into logs.

| ^^^-l^^jj^^,;^^
'

These logs vary in length and size—the largest
|

ever cut in Honduras was 17 feet long, 5 feet 4 1

inches deep, and weighing 15 tons. After the I

1
constitution.

To cleanse the Teeth and to improve the breath.

To four ounces of fresh prepared lime water add
sawing is completed, the logs are reduced by the

j

a drachm of Peruvian bark, and wash the teeth
axe, from the round to the square form, to lessen I with this water in tlie mornin"' before breakfast

died in prison or exile—some committed suicide— their weight, and prevent their rolling on the
|

and after supper. It will effe'ctually destroy the
and 4 are said to have saved themselves by sacn- t.^ck. When the dry season commences, about tartar, and remove the offensive smell from those
ficinpr their Masters. i

. - - . . .

Reminiscence.—It is stated in the first of Caleb

Atwater's notes on Ohio, that the first vessel ever

launched by Europeans on the Upper Lakes, was

built in 1680, by La Salle, a Frenchman—one

hundred and forty-seven years ago ! She was
called the Griffin.

Increase of Population.—The Annual Report of

the American Education Society states that the

population of the United States is advancing at

the rate of 1000 every day—365,000 a year.

Sheep.—About the time of the adoption of the

Federal Constitution, it was looked upon as extrav

agant that the number of sheep in the United

States should be estimated at one million.

There is a prospect of an abundant harvest

throughout the England. A gentleman who had

just returned to England from a journey through

Russia, Poland, Sweden, and Denmark, states

that the crops of grain are, if possible, more prom-

ising than in England.

Letters from Frankfort on the Main announce
that the continual rains which have prevailed for

some time, have given occasiiSfi lo extensive busi-

ness in corn. In Hungary the crop of fruit is

completely destroyed. On several other points of

Germany the winter wheats present a wretched
appearance. The fine alone is in a thriving state.

the first of April, they begin to draw the logs to which have most decayed,
the river. The distance is generally from 6 to 10

miles ; each truck requires 7 pairs of oxen, 2 dri-
|

vers, 2 or 3 to cut food for the cattle, and several

'

loaders. The heat of the sun is so great that eve-

ry thing must be done by night. The teams start

from the river at 6 o'clock in the evening, and re-

turn with their loads the next morning; the dri

vera after throwing the logs into the river, retire

to rest. Thus goes on the routine of trucking du-

ring the months of April and May. This process

of drawing down mahogany to the river, presents

an extraordinary spectacle. Six trucks and 40

yokes of oxen occupying the road for a quarter of

a mile—the drivers half naked, and each bearing

a torch light—the wildness of the forest scenery

—the rattling of the chains —the sound of the

whip echoing through the woods— all this activity

and exertion so ill corresponding with the silent

hour of midnight

Mr. Vaughan, the British Minister, paid to Mr.
Clay, at the Department of State, on Monday, the

second and last instalment, amounting to upwards
of .%000,000, payable by the Government of Great
Britain, under the Convention of November last.

Silk Heel.—Any person having a model for a

French Reel for reelinfr Silk from the Cocoon,
will confer a favour on a cultivator, of silk by sen-

ding their address to the office of the Baltimore
Patriot.

Vinegar of Roses. This fine vinegar is made
by putting a quantity of fresh rose leaves loosely
into a jar or bottle, pouring upon them the beat
white wine vinegar so as to fill it up to the height
first occupied by the leaves, if, for example, the
jar be thus apparently filled, there will be still

room enough for the proper quantity of vinegar;
let it remain for three weeks in the sun or some
other warm situation, when it may be strained oft"

and passed through a cotton or flannel bag. If it is

not sufficiently fine, after having been strained, to
put up into bottles, it is to be cleared in the usual
way, either by means of isinglass or a little alum-
water. It is commonly kept in large bottles ;

which should be well corked and kept is a dry
place. A lump of refined sugar should be put in-

to each bottle. In this way are also to be made
make it wear the appearance i

vinegar of gilliflowers, elder flowers, &c. &.c.

Saxony Sheep.
On Friday the 24th August next, at 3 o'clock P. M.

en, the logs are floated down a distance of ^"''''Sbton near Boston, will be sold by public auc
iiiles, until they are stopped by a boom, where '

'^Z\^^.f°'^',^!'°^^ r ^'''""l,"'^
Saxony Rams just

/ .
^'^ '. „,' , ,

imported in the brjj: Comet, Capt. .Meef, from Ham-

of some theatrical exhibition. About the end of

May the rains commence, the roads are impassa

ble, and all trucking ceases. After the rivers are

swollen

200 m:

each gang seperates its own cutting. The logs bu
are then brought to the wharves, taken out of the I These sheep wpre selected from (lie purest blood in

water, and the surface made smooth by an axe, the kingdom, and will be found »t least, equal in point

when they are ready for shipping.— Hamp. Gaz. I of fin..'nessof fleece and symmetry of form to any here-
tofore imported. The sale will be perfectly free and

Hard Soap.—To make hard soap Soda should |""s"„jp'iVs of the wool from different parts of each an-
he dissolved and leached through quick lime.— ! imal may be seen at No. 46 Central street, or at the
Six times as much olive oil or tallow are to be ad- 'olEce of the auctioneers, at any time previous to the

ded as the quantity of Soda used. The lie is then I

s-'*''-- COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD.
to be gently boiled, and the ingredients will unite

into a hard white Soap, if the carbonic acid be
properly taken from the Soda. If a quantity of
rosin be added it Ibriiis the common yellow bar
Soap. To make the soap marbled, soap makers
add cojjperas, cinnabar, &c. to it before it is made
into cakes.

J. S,- .4. Falcs' Patent Hoes,

Constantly for sale by French & Weld. 31 & 32 South
Market street, sole asents for vending the same.

The Farmer is piililished every Friday, at $3.00
per .(nnum, or $2,50 if paid inartvance.

Gentlemen who procure^ie responsible subscribrrsi

are entitled to ^ sixth volume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE.
MACHINE FOR SOWING TURNIP^"

to drop the seed, calculating the distance at wliicli

they would bn dropped, would be i.letormined by

the diameter of the wheels—but experience shows
that the seeds do not (\rop preciseltj when the Iiolc

is down, but are dropped in coniinuity as the cyl-

inder proceeds, and equally while the holes are

dcsccnding^or ascending as thoy pass over the

aperture.

Satisfied of your zeal to promote the interest

which yon patronize, and of your judgement of
the means you advocate, I place this at your dis-

posal without hesitation.

And am, sir,

with high estimation,

vour humble servant,

W. JACKSON.
PhjmoiUh, August 8, 1827. '

a a Wheels attached to the a.\lc wliich turns

vith the wheels.

h Band passing over two drums g g.

c c c Rakes which cover the seed.

d d d Cylinders which contain the seed.

e e e Ploughs which furrow for the seed.

/The draught.

The centre of the mnchine may be used as the

intire machine for one row, or the outside cylin-

ders may be added where much work is to be per-

formed.

Thos. G. Fessenden, Esq.—Inclosed is a

draught of the Drill for sowing the various des-

cription of Turnip Seed, which are alluded to in

the New England Farmer, vol. i. page 67, and vol.

ti. page 285.

I have foreborn any communication concerning

t until I had sufficient opportunity to test its util-

ity by actual experience.

The quantity of ground 1 usually sow with tur-

nips is about quarter of an acre, which after the

ground is raked I can sow in forty minutes.—The
<]rill I use is calculated to sow but one row at a

time, which is farrowed, sowed, and covered, at

one 'operation, as fast as a man can walk back-

ward. For a farmer who has a large stock, or for

him who is in the practice of sowing for the mar-

ket, it must be a great saving of labour, and that

at the time whf n labour is most in demand.
I am persuad 'd that with the drill which sows

but one row at a time, a man will in one hour, sow
as much ground as two men could sow in a day
without any drill ; or as is commonly practised, by

dropping the seed with the fingers. He will not

•ise more than half the qxwntity of seed ; and it will

be sowed so muth more even as will save half the

labour also in thinning them.

In constructing the machine the wheels were
calculated at eight inches diameter, and being
firmly fixed on the axle, at every evolution of the

wheels, the cylinders containing the seed are mov-
ed by the revolving band to perform also one rev-

olution. On tJie thirds of each cylinder are holes

WHEAT IN MASSACHUSETTS.
For about thirty years immediately preceding

the year 1813, few attempts were made to raise

wheat in parts adjacent to the sea coast in Massa-
chusetts ; and a belief generally prevailed, thst it

could not bo made to thrive there, owing to pecu-

liarity of climate or some other ine.vplicable cause.

Since that time, however, it has been considerably

cultivated.

Mr. Dudley Ilardy sowed, on three quarters

and an half quarter of an acre of l.niid, in Brighton,

near Boston, twenty-eight quarts of spring wheat
originally from Londonderry. The land the pre-

trtWing yc'.r had been planted v.ith Indian corn

It was ploughed in the fall ; and in the month of

March, before the frost was all out of the ground,

was plouglied over again two or three times, and

then harrowed with an iron tooth Imrrow. The
groin was prepared by steeping it in ley made ^f

ashes twenty-four hours, and on the 7th. of April

sowed, and harrowed in with the harrow. "After

this," says Mr Hardy, " I bruiseii the ground

smooth with a brush harrow." The twenty-eight

quarts produced eighteen bushels, weighing sixty

pounds a bushel. One bushel, ground and boulted

gave forty-six pounds and an half of flour. Mr.

Hardy thinUs, that spring wheat should be sowed

in the month of March, if the frost will permit.

Mass. Agricultural Repository, vol. iii. p. 31.

Mr J. Lowell gives the following account of a

trh-il of the same kind of wheat.

" I had but one small piece of ground in a prop-

er state to receive wheat. It measured one third

of an acre. The soil was very thin over a bed of

gravel, extremely subject to drought, and incapa-

ble, as I thought, of bearing a large crop of any

sort. Potatoes had been cultivated on it for two

years preceding. It had been twice ploughed the

fall before, after the potatoes were dug. In the

spring, four horse cart loads of horse dung vveiv

spread u- on it and ploughed in. On the seventh

day of April, I sowed upon it three quarters of a

bushel of Mr Hardy's wheat. This wheat was of

small size, and rather shrivelled. It is said to be

the same known and cultivated as Londonderry

wheat.

"The crop looked extremely well ; none of it

was blighted ; and on the second of August it was
reaped. It weighed from fifty-six to fifty-eight

pounds the bushel."

—

Massachusetts Agricultitral

Bepository, vol iii. p. 216.

The same publication, pages 917, 218, contains
the cxpcrimejits of Hon. J. Quincy, and Hon. P
C. Brooks, which, though somewhat less success-
ful tiian the pteceding, (Mr Quiiicy having raised
fii'teen, and AJr Brooks fourteen bushels to the
acre) yet as the grain was of good quality, and
free from blast or smut, estal)lish the fact that the
climate of Massachusetts is not unfavourable to

the cultivatiou of wheat.

Bezaleel Taft, Jr. Esq. of Uxbridge, likewise

states in substance, that his father, about fifteen

ycais since, procured a bushel of spring wheat
from Barry, on the Onion river, in the state ol

Vermont. The produce of this was fifteen bush-

els. He continued to procure his seed from that

quarter for several years, but at length sowed the

seed of his own growth prepared by washing it

clean, stirring it well in two or three changes ol

water. After washing it was soaked about twelve

hours in a weak ley ; and after turning offthe ley.

about two quarts of slaked lime was stirred into a

bushel of whoiit.

The ground selected for the cultivation of wheat

was such as would be most sure to produce a good
crop of Indian corn, and the wheat was sown a.s

early in the spring as the soil could be stirred and

remain light.

Five pecks of seed wore sowed to an acre, and

the crops have been from 12 to 22 bushels ; and

about sixtecri upon an average to an acre.

This communication was dated the 19th Novem-
ber: 1814, iLMi' the writer says, " For the last threr

years, I believe this town has produced annually

about a thousand bushels, and the last season we
had at least four times as many bushels of wheal
as of rye from the same numbers of acres, in tht-

same state."

The writer considers wheat as more favourable

to a future crop of grass than rye or oats, as i'.

shades the grass less ; and when the crop is re

moved, it is not so apt to be scorched, having been
more accustomed to the rays of the sun. In thai

quarter of the country, wheat is invariably washed
before it is sent to the mill, not to free it from

smut or mildew, but from dust which adheres to i'

in consequence of the sandy nature of the soil.

—

He says, that " an active man will wash ten bush

els in two or three hours. Care ought to be taken

not to have it remain longer than necessary in the

water. We usually dry it on blankets or sheets

in the sun. Care should likewise be taken not to

have it get too dry, as the flour in that case is not

Fo nice. One day's sun is sufficient to dry it in

the summer, and two in the fall. If suSered to

become too dry, the hull or bran is brittle, and

cuts to pieces in grinding, so as to mix with the

flour. When only dried sufficient to prevent its

clogging in the mill, the flour separates much bet

ter from the bran, and is far preferable for use."-

Mass. Ag. Repository, vol. iii. pp. 218, 219, 220.

Mr John 'enks gives a statement of his experi-

ment relating to the same subject. His ground

was two acres, and seed four bushels. A part of

this seed was soaked in weak ley, and part in sea

water, and the parcels kept separate. Both were

Boaked eight hours, the water drained off, the

wheat spread on a tight floor, lime sprinkled on it

and raked over, until it was all covered with th"^
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lime anJ dry, and appeared all over as white as

rice. There was no discernible ditTeronce in the

growth of the grain soaked in sea water, and tiial

soaked in ley. One peck of this seed was soak-

ed in weak ley only an hour, and then limed and

sowed by itself upon a quarter of an acre adjoin-

ing the land already sown, part of the two acres.

Tills was much blighted, and produced little in

comparison with, the other part of the two acres.

The produce of an acre and tliree quarters, which

- was sowed with the wheat longest soaked was

forty-four bushels, weighing sixty-two pounds the

bushel when first sowed. The Ir-nd on which this

grew was a good dark rich mould, and lierd's-

grass and clover was sowed with the wheat. The
<rrass was well grown, and covered the ground

when the wheat was reaped, and the writer sup-

poses that if no grass had been sown, the crop of

wheat might have been better.

—

Agricultural Re-

pository, vol. iii. p. 221.

In the spring of 1814, Gorham Parsons, Esq.

sowed four acres and thirty-two rods with four

bushels ;
ploughed in eight loads of manure to the

acre, and laid it down with herds'-grass, red-top,

and red clover. It produced eighty-four bushels

and an half of wheat, besides a good crop of grass,

which was mowed in September. Mr Parsons

thinks that his crop would have been better had

double the quantity of wheat been sown, or two

bushels to the acre.

—

Agricultural Reposilory,

Vol. III. p, 2/1.

In 181(5 J. Lowell, Esq. observes, that "I selec-

ted a piece of land, measuring nearly three quar-

ters of an acre ; its quality is but indifferent, a

light thin soil on a gravelly base. It had been

leased to different tenants for six years, and was
very much exhausted, having been constantly in

tillage, and never surcharged with manure.
" I sowed only one bushel of wheat, at least one

half less than I should have sown ; it was steep

ed in brine for tliree days, limed, and sown with

one bushel of plaster of Paris. The crop was
sixteen bushels of very fair, full and heavy wheat;

that is, about twenty-two bushels to the acre."

—

Agricultural lieposilor;/, Vol. IV. p. 272.

Mr Justin Ely writes to the President of the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society as follows :—
" The largest crop of winter wheat was raised

in Springfield last summer (1816) that is known
ever to have been raised in this vicinity, and per-

haps larger than was ever before raised in New-
England.

"Four acres of land, one of the house-lots in

Springfield-Street, belonging to the distillery

company, three years ago last spring were Eng-
lish mowing. It was manured and ploughed up

and planted with Indian corn, and dung put in the

hills. The crop was abundant. The next spring

it was covered with very rich manure from the

distillery, and hemp seed sowed thereon. The
crop was large and heavy. The land was then
ploughed twice and sowed with the bald wheat,
one bushel and three quarts to the acre. The
produce was two hundred bushels of good, clean,

heavy wheat, from the four acres.

" About half an acre of the hemp was not pul-

led with the other hemp, but was suffered to stand
till the hemp seed was ripe, whereby the sowing
of the wheat, on that part, was delayed too late

in the season, which diminished the crop of the
wheat on that part, si.x or eight bushels, ae sup-
posed-

" It ia the opinion of many people, that, the '.in-

precedented cold and drought of the last sum-

mer checked :ind retarded vegetation so far as to

prevent the destruction of tlie crop by blast and

other caases, and that if the last summer had been

as v.'nrm and wet as usual, the whole crop would

have been blasted and lodged, so as to have been

wholly ruined."

For further cxiieriraents relating to tlie culture

of wheat, see Massachusetts Agricultural Reposi-

tory, Vol. IV. p. 195. 267. 278. 345. Vol. V. p. 65.

192. 265. Vol. VI. p. 239.

Mr Payson Williams, of Fitchburgh, Massachu-

setts, gives the following account of his method of

raising a crop of spring v.'heat, bciflg twenty-

eight bushels and thirty quarts on one acre and

an eight part of an acre, for which he receiv-

ed the Massachusetts Agricultural Society's pre-

mium of forty dollars, October 1819.

The land on which the wheat was sown, was

in 1818 planted with potatoes, (for one acre of

which I obtained your premiim) which, after har-

vesting, was ploughed a short time before the

setting in of winter. In the spring of 1819, as

soon as practicable, (after spreading on six loads

of fermented manure) it was again cross-ploughed

—26th April sowed on the furrows two bushels of

what is known by the name of the Gilman wheat,

(which I procured of the Hon. P. C. Brooks of|

Boston) on one acre and twenty square rods, and

cross-harrowed the same, following the harrow
at the same time with the clover seed, which in

turn was cross-harrowed in. The wheat before

sowing was washed in water until perfectly clean,

then immersed in a liquor, or ley, made in the

proportion of four pints of water to every pound
of wood ashes, then add one pound of unslacked

lime to every bushel of seed, as recommended by
M. Du Hamel. When the wheat plant was out
of ground two inches, I sowed on a part of the

field plaster of Paris at the rate often bushels to

the acre, which I never have been able to dis-

cover, has had the least effect, (I had the like ill

success in the use of a ton, on various parts of

tlie farm.) The amount of the wheat by actual

measure, was twenty-eight bushels and thirty

quirts. It may not be improper here to state,

that on the most close examination, I could not
discover one kernel of smutty grain in the whole
crop ; and had it not been for the ravages of the

grasshopper in this field (in many parts of which
they cut off one fourth part of the heads, which
v/ere of course lost,) there would probably have
been thirty four bushels. I esteem this kind of

wheat a valuable acquisition to this part of the

country. The grain weighing sixty-two pounds
to the busliel, and yielding at the mills in this

quarter, forty-five pounds of flour, in quality equal,

I think, to the best Baltimore."

—

Massaclnisetts

Agricultural Repositorr/, Vol. VI. p. 32. 3.

From the A''orfolk Republican.

r.L'ssrs. Fisk, Hayward, and Phillips, Commis
siomrs appointed by the State to examine the dif-

fereit routes for a Rail Road to Providence,starteu

fron the Norfolk House on Wednesday last, and
comnencod viewing. There are 2 or 3 different

rout;s which will be shewn them, taking about

halfa mile westward of Mr Davenport's house,

neai the Blue Hills, as a point to approach, which
I unlcrstand is on an air line from Boston to Prov
idente. I was with the commissioners viewing

one »f the routes to this given point, and was as-

tonidied to find, by starting from Mr John Heath'r

farmin Roxbury, and continuing a course^with

Ston; Brook, passing near the estates of John
Lowell and John Amory, Esqrs. thence through

to, aid crossing Dedham turnpike over a part of

Dedham and Dorchester, and near the Dedham
old factory to the point above alluded to, near Mr
Davenport's, which is about nine miles from Bos-

ton, that this distance could be obtained vvithou!

the smallest difficulty. In coining to this point, 1

hnvc supposed the commissioners had in view

that on the proper course from this point the ex

tensive level meadows by wliich a level route may
be obtained some 8 or 9 miles farther, which
would make a distance of at least 18 or 20 miles

from Boston, or half the distance to Providence

without meeting a ten foot immediate rise the

whole way. Beyond IS or 20 miles on this or any
other route, I know nothing of the situation of the

country. RAIL ROAD.
Roxhury, Aug. 11 1627.

Very flattering accounts of tlic progress of ar-

rangements for the establishment of Rail Roads.
Canals, and Highways, reach us from varioui-

Statee. Tney exhibit the union of Public Spiri'

and Individual Munificence.

De Roos's Travels.—We are requested to state,

that the Honourable Mr De Roos's Personal Nar-
rative of Travels in the United States, with Ob
servations on the dockyards and the Maritime Re
sources of America, Emigration, «Sic. &c., and cv
taining ninncrous illustrative plates, will be rcadv
for delivery on Saturday, the ]6th. inst.

Loudon paper, June 1'.'.

Extraordinary Yield.—On the 24th inst.in a field

of rye growing upon the farm of Gen. A. Forbes,

in Windsor, Vt. were found 73 stalks of rye, grow-
ing from one root, the produce of one kernel, each

stalk having a fair head. The heads were shel-

led and found to contain 3000 kernels !

A coat of mail has been found by a farmer in

Vermont, while ploughing his field. The body is

composed of Iron rings linked into each other,

about one eighth of an inch in diameter. The col-

lar is made of brass rings, so closely interwoven

as to be perfectly stiff.

Another Brick Building in rains. On Wednes
day afternoon during the gust, a two story brick
building creeled in the north v.cst corner of

Greenwich and Loroy streets, fell down and is in

complete ruins. We understand that tlie work had
been suspended for some time in consequence of
the death of the owner.

—

Evening Post.

On the subject of the flimsy manner in which
some of the buildings of New-York are erected^
the Times observes " We have seen erected with-
in the last 6 months a number of buildings with
brick walls of/our tnches thickness, and have seen
these very walls propped up by limbers from tht

outside, until the mortar should become sufiiciently

hardened to hold the rookeries together.

Sir Jonah Barrington says in his Sketches, that

he once saw a Bishop play the fiddle at one of

the public concerts of the first Lady Westmore-
land, in Dublin Castle. The editor of the Nation-
al Gazette has seen several of the Judges of the

High Court of Sessions of Scotland, dancing high-

land reels at the Duchess of Gordon's balls, in

Dumbreck's hotel, Edinburgh
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tUNBURY AGRICULTUKAI. .l.ND EMIGR.VKT SOCIETY-

.i< a general mectini^ of ihe Sunbury .Igriculfiiral

and Emigraiit Society, hdd at the Court- Hov^e

in Burton, on Monday, 18th June, 1827.

Resolved that tlio Annual Cattle SIiow b« on
the 3(i October, at the Court-Housc in Burton j and
•liot the following; Premiums shall be given •.-i-

For the Encouragement of the Breed of Hor^s,
Cattle, Sheep, Sfc.

For the best 2 j'ears old Stallion raised iji the

County, to be kept for the three ne.Nt year^ as a

covering horse £5
For the 2d best raised in the County do. £3 : 10.

For tlic best Dull, not less than two years ol^, and
raised in the County, £3.

i'^r the second best do. do. £1 : 10.

For the finest Blilch Cow, now owned by any per-

son in the County, £3.

For the second do. do. £1 : 10.

For tlie best two or throe years old Heifer raised

in the County, £1 : 10.

For tb'O best Bull Calf, from five to twelve months
old, raised in the County, £1 : 10.

For the finest Raw, bred by any person in ilio

County, £1.

For the second de. do. £0 : 15.

For ihe encouragement of raising Field Crops.

For the greatest quantity of the best quality of

Wheat raised or. one undivided acre .G3.

Por do. Indian Corn do. £3.

For do. Barley do. £3.

For do. Early Blue Potatoes do. .CI : iO.

For the greatest quantity of llie best quality of

Red Clover Seed, not less than 50 lbs. raised by

one person £1 : 10.

For the second do. do. do. £1.

For do. Timothy seed,not less than 5 bush, do £3.

For second do. do. do. £2.

For the encouragement of Dairy Produce.

"For the greatest quantity of Butter of the best

quality produced from 4 Cows, from the 1st of

September to the 13th October, £4.

For the second do. £2.

For the third do. £1.

For the encouragement of Domestic Manufacture.

For the best Woollen Cloth, fulled and dressed,

not less than 20 yards £3.

For the second do. do. £1.

For the best Plaid Homespun, not less than 20

yards, £1 : 10.

For the second do. do. do. £1.

For the best sample of Men's Half Hose, not less

than 12 pairs, £1.

For the second do. do. £0 : 10.

For the best sample of Men's Mits, not less than

12 pairs, £1.

For the second do. do. £0 : 10.

^ Ploughing Match will 5? held on ihe ISth Octo-

btr, and thefollowing Premiums given.

To the best Ploughman, £3.

To the second best do. £2.

To the third best do. £1.

RULES

Of Competition for Prizes given by the Sunbury
Agricultural and Emigrant Society.

1. The decision of the Judges appointed to

award the Prizes to be final.

2. The Owner of any Animal for which a pre-

mium is claimed, must give information in writing

to the Secretary, what breed the Animal is of,

and where bred.

3. The quantity of Butter and Field Produce,

for which Premiums may be claimed, to bo proved

by affidavit of the Claimant.

4. No Premium to be awarded to any person

who is not a Member of the Society, and no osvn-

er of an Animal for v.-hich any Premium may have

heretofore been awarded, will be entitled to any

Premium for the same Animal.

5. To entitle tie Claimant to a Premium for a

Field Crop, he must give notice to the Secretary

at least ton days previous to reaping the same,

and afterwards give a description of the nature of

of the Land, the time and method of sowing &c.
G. All claims for Domestic Manufactures and

Dairy produce, must be made to the Secretary on

or before the 13tli of October.

7. Lots containing J of an Acre, each, will be

laid out for the Ploughing Match, and the Teams
arranged according to the date of their entry,

which must be four days previous to the day of

Cdrapetition. The furrow must bo 6 inches deep

and the Furrow slice not more than JO inches

wide. The excellency of the work and economy
of labour, and not the rapidity, shall be the crite-

rion in awarding the Premiums.

8. Whenever merely from want of Competition,

any claimant may bo considered entitled to a pre-

mium, under a liberal construction, and yet in the

opinion of the Judges, the animal for which the

premium is claimed, is not superior to many others

in the County, not exhibited ; Ihe Judges shall

then have a right to reject such claim.

COD FISHERY.
The fishery of the great bank near the island of

Newfoundland is by far the most important of any
that has hitherto been discovered in the world,

and the resort of fish to this spot is beyond all im-

agination numerous. In the year 1791, there

were caught more than 750,000,000 pounds weight.

This immense bank is a vast mountain in the

sea, more than 400 miles long, 150 miles broad,

and in depth of water from twenty to si.vty fath-

oms. It was first discovered in the reign of Hen-
ry VII. and in 1548 an act of parliament was pass-

ed by which all Englishmen were permitted to

traffic and fish on the coasts of Newfoundland and

the adjacent banks, without payment of any duty.

In 1583 Sir Humphrey Gilbert took possession of

the Island of Newfoundland in the name of Queen
Elizabeth ; and the first English company that as-

sociated to settle a colony there was incorporated

by a patent of King James T. in 1609.

TURTLE.
The common, or Giant Turtle, is a native of

the West-Indies and South America. This am-
phibious animal attains a prodigious size ; being

sometimes three yards long, and six feet broad
;

weighing from 5 to 800 lbs. The female digs

numerous holes in the sand, where she annually

belly, which is of a delicate white colour, resemb-
ling veal

; and the green fat possesses a peculiar
odour. The whole is very nutritious, and ofjt

soft gelatinous nature ; but, containing a large
portion of strong fat (which is exceedingly un-
wholesome when rancid or tainted,) it should nev-
er be eaten without salt, pepper, or other spice,

and ought to be carefully avoided in everyform,
by convalescents, and those whose digestive pow-
ers are reduced. As the turtle, however, subsists

chiefly on vegetables, its flesh is uncommonly
palatable and wholesome, especially in a sailed

state : thus, it forms a considerable article of trade

in the West-India islands, where the natives con-

vert the upper shell of this animal into canoes,

troughs, bucklers, &c. [Dome.stic Encyclopedia.]

LABURNUM, broad leaved.

This valuable exotic, introduced from the Alps,

into the Highlands of Scotland, and America, is

very hardy, and will thrive on poor shallow lands,

and in exposed situations : it is propagated by

seeds, which should be deposited in March, in a

a light and rather moist soil, where the tree is in-

tended to remain; and, in the succeeding month,

young shoots will appear. But, if sown in autumn,

the seeds do not germinate till the following

spring.

The broad-leaved laburnum forms an agreeable

ornament for parks and gardens ; as it grows

rapidly, with a straight stem, and, in the course

of four years, is generally twelve feet high. Its

wood is frequently employed on the Continent

of Europe, and in the Highlands, for making

chairs, tables, and other articles of household fur-

niture, which are said to resemble tlje finest ma-

hoo-any. Suckow remarks, that a decoction of

the fresh branches and leaves of this tree, impart-

ed an excellent dark-brown colour to cloth prepa-

red in a-Eolution of green vitriol.

CHOLERA. MORBUS.
The season has now arrived, in which this dis-

order can be produced in its greatest perfection.

Its provocatives can now be had in great abun-

dance, and very cheap. If any one wishes for in-

formation ao to the most sure way to produce this

disorder we would inform them, that eating green

apples, hard peaches, and hard pears, together

with an abundance of green corn, particularly if

it is but little boiled, will produce it to your heart's

content. [Providence paper.]

Drought.—The Norristown, Pen. Herald, ot

Wednesday, says,—Our corn, potatoes, grass and

vegetation is completely parched up— cattle are

said to be sufi'ering for want of grass and water

—

corn, from present appearances, will not yield

more than from one to five bushels per acre, and

potatoes not so much. Many farmers are com-

pelled to haul their grain 15 or 20 miles to get it

manufactured into flouri

Our countryman Mr. William C. Woodbridge,

author of a series of Geographical Works ex-

..„^„^, ..„..,„ ^ „ , .. ..^..^ „.,,. „......„.., tensively used in this country, has recently been

deposits more than 1000 eggs, on which she !
elected a corresponding Member of the Geogra-

broods during the night. The young, however, ' phipal Society of Paris, on the nomination of the

are chiefly hatched by the sun, and frequently ;

distinguished Geographer Baron Humboldt. We
become a pray to ravenous birds. understand the respected Baron highly approves

Turtles are taken, either by turning them on the plan adopted by Mr. Woodbridge in his School

their backs, when on land ; or, by hunting them books, and that an edition of the School Geogra-

in boats, and killing them by a kind of spear, phy has already been published in England, and is

similar to that employed for taking whales.— likely to obtain an extensive circulation in tha.'

Their flesh is highly esteemed, particularly the kingdom.

—

Connecticut Courant.
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From Memoirs of the Mass. Ag. Soc.for June 1817.

ON THE CULTURE OF LUCERNE.
There is no branch of agriculture which has

been more neglected in the State of Massachu-

setts than that of the cultivated frrasses. Till

within a few years our farmers rarely sowed any

grass seeds, but those of clover and herd's grass

seeds,or timothy,as it is called in the middle States.

If the farmer should say, that they are good e-

lough for all their purposes, our reply would

promptly be, how can you know that until you try

others ? That there are better grasses than either

of them for certain purposes, and on certain soils,

we know.

The objections to red or Dutch clover are nu-

aierous. Ft is apt to bo winter killed, much more

so than the plant we shall recommend in its place
;

in strong soils, it is too luxuriant ; its stalks are

coarse, and are rejected by all but very hungry

cattle ; its leaves are very apt to fall in drying,

and every time the hay is removed ; lastly it lives

but two years ; if it did not sow itself, when left

to stand till herd's grass is ripe, there would not

be a trace of it the third year. These are seri-

ous objections. There are some objections to

herd's grass, though smaller in degree. It is not

well adapted to dry soils ; it is a late grass, gives

no early feed, and no after math or after feed to

any valuable extent. We shall speak of its par-

tial substitute hereafter,—we mean the Orchard

grass. This grass has been the subject of dis-

cussion these thirty years, but it is only within

ten or fifteen years, that its merits have been ad-

mitted, and that it lias been cultivated for some

purposes in preference to Herd's grass. The
Connecticut farmers, we believe, were the first

who cultivated it in New England, and .Tohn

Prince, Esq. was the person who first introduced

it into this vicinity. It may be now considered as

having fairly overcome prejudices, and when its

seeds can be easily procured and at a cheap rate

we shall see as many fields of it as of herd's grass;

the latter, however, will always be preferred in

low lands. It is not to us extraordinary that it

did aot make its way earlier. Our farmers liavo

a contempt for every thing new, especially if it is

proS'ered by " book fanners." It was more than

forty years after " Spinach" was introduced into

the gardens of the opulent before you could buy

it at Boston market, though it had been a regular

and important article at Covent Garden, and in

the Paris markets, for more than one hundred

years. • The disgrace of being so slow to receive

valuable novelties is not confined to our farmers

and gardeners. The medical faculty of Paris pro-

scribed as poisonous the potato one hundred years

after that plant had raised millions of vigorous,

and athletic troop.s, who, under Marlborough, iiad

beaten the finest armies of France ! Let us delay

our translation one moment more, by saying that

cvrn now the Salsafij can hardcly be said to be a

regular marketable article ; that the Rhubarb was
twenty years in coming into favor, and that the

&(! fra/e, the favorite vegetable of Great Britain,

cannot find one intelligent cultivator, who will

tempt the Boston gentlemen with this luxury.

Ai Orchard grass is now admitted to be worth

cultivating, we may hope tliat Lucerne, or as the

French call it, Luzerne, will have a fair trial as a

substitute for clover. Will Lucerne bear our cli-

mate ? It will ; it is hardier than clover. The
late Mr John Qorc had a field of it at Dorchester

nearly twenty years ago ; its early, vigorous

grov.'th attracted notice ; and it endured many

years. The writer of this article received a pint

of the seed of Lucerne from Florence, under the

name of Lupinella, by which it is known in Italy.

He sowed it five years ago ; not a plant has ever

died. His experience enables him to state, that

it starts earlier than clover, grows more rapidly. 1

On this day, April -30, 1827, it is nine inches high,

and several inches higher tnan clover by tlic side

of it. It has been cut every year four times ; its

stalks are not so coarse or woody as those of clo-

ver ; its leaves are more numerous ; it is eaten

greedily by cows and horses, both green and dry.

Such is the experience derived from the culture

of two rods square only. An hiilf acre has now

been sown with it the present year. We shall

now proceed with the translation of the Abbe

Rozier's article, under the head of Luzerne.

—

France has cultivated this grass for a century at

least, and no man could bo a better judge of it

than this learned agriculturist.

Translated and abridgedfrom the course of agri-

culture of the Ahbe Rozier.

" OF THE SOIL ADAPTED TO LUZERNE."

" Many authors assert that it succeeds in all

sorts of soil. This assertion as a general one is

true, but it is very false as a particular one. I

have often said in the course of this work, that

you may lay it down as a safe rule in agriculture,

that the roots of plants will show what sort of

soil they require. The root of the Luzerne is

(what we call) tap rooted : has few fibres (or

small roots) and runs directly down as soon as it

finds a soil adapted to it. It is not uncommon to

find plants of Luzerne whose roots are six, and

sometimes even ten feet long. It is clenr from

tliis fact, which I certify to be true, that this

plant would not succeed, or would grow poorly

in a soil purely stony or sandy ; in a strong, clayey,

compact soil, or even in a vegetable soil whjse

thickness does not exceed from six to twelve inch-

es, and which rests upon a basis of gravel or clay.

The roots in that case cease to run down, and

at the least drought the plants suffers, languishes,

and afterwards perishes. The great point is to

seek a deep soil. The be^t soil for it, doubtless,

is one that is botli light and substantial. Inter-

vale lands have the requisite qualities, rich sandy

loams, and generally all lands which are situated

at the foot of hills or mountains, because they are

constantly enriched by the earth brought down by

rains. On the quality of the soil depends the

duration and beauty of the Luzerne. In suitable

soils, when none of the accidents to which we

shall advert happen to it, it « ill last in southern

provinces (of France) from ten to twenty years.

Its duration diminishes in proportion as the soil is

less adapted to it, and sometimes it will not last

morn than four or five years or even less ; in this

case it is hardly worth while to sow it, except as

an alternate crop, or to restore a field exhausted

by over cropping with wheat."

[Note.—Though the Abbe Rozier would seem

to restrict the culture to the best soils only, yet

he admits that other writers contend that it is fit-

tod for any soils ; and the land on which we have

seen it flourish he^e is not remarkable for its

goodness ; any good loam easily penetrated by its

roots would suit it ; but no doubt, a plant so lux-

urious in its growth, and with such a quantity of

leavis, could not sustain drought on a gravelly

or cliyey soil.]

W the choice of seed and the lime of mowing.

The seed is usually gatliered only from old

field; of Lucerne, which are about to be destroy-

ed, a^d in that case, you leave it to dry on the

stalk till the first frost. As the seed vessel or

pod tf this plant is in a spiral form, and opens
with difficulty, the farmer is not pressed as to the

time 5f thrashing out, or liarvesting the seed. In

the lorlhern parts of France the grass should

not bi cut in the year in which it is intended to

gatho- the seed ; but in tlie south of France you
may make a crop of early hay, and the second

crop will ripen its seeds. [Experience has shown,
that we may in America take a first crop of hay.

and that the second growth will ripen its soedt

in great abundance.] It is very important, that

the secd.•^ should be thoroughly ripe, otherwise

they will not vegetate. Tiie seeds should acquire

a brovvn colour, or else they will come sp thinly,

and not cover the ground. When you judge that

the seed is ripe enough, you cut it in a dry day,

and leave it exposed to the heat of the sun seve-

ral days running, after which, it is carried under

cover, ir. order to be thrashed on some dry day

in the following winter. I have remarked thai

the pods open with great dilKculty, and that the

seeds come out very hardly. You must not then

bo weary in thrashing it thoroughly, in winnow
ing it often, aJid in thrashing that which has been
winnowed—in short, it requires patience to sepa-

rate tliis seed ; of course, tiie winter, as a season

I

of leisure, is chosen for this purpose. You must

i
take care not to throw the chaff" on the dung heap.

I

for many seeds will still remain, and if carried

! out with the dung will grow and be difficult to

eradicate, or destroy. Many authors maintain,

! that the seeds of this plant are not good for sow-
I ing after the first year, but the Abbe do Rozier's

1
experience vv-as to the contrary, though he thinks

lit safest to sow new seed, but by no means to

' throw away old seeds.

Of the proper time of soiling Lucerne.

i
To point out a precise moment would lead ti

error. It depends on the climate and the season.

In the south of France there are two seasons, one
in the course of September, and the other at the

end of February, and so on into March, and even
later, even till the middle of April. The sowings
in September gain one year ; the next season
following the sowing, you cut the Lucerne like all

other grasses ; in that case (of fall sowing) the

plant flowers later the first year, and you cut but

one crop. [In the northern parts of the United

States we cannot sow in autumn ; the plants

would be winter killed.] Mr ilozier says, that in

the northern parts of France, the sowing must be

governed by the season and may be done as soon

as the frosts have ceased, and should not be regu-

lated by Saint's days. We should not be in haste

to take a crop, and it is prudent to take but one
the first year, in order not to exhaust the plant,

and especially to permit it to grow so thick, as to

stifle all pernicious weeds. When the Lucerne

has once taken hold in a field, it demands very

i little care. Some recommend thin sowing in or-

i
der that the root may have room to send up many

I

stalks. Mr Rozier on the other hand advises to

sow it thick because a!! the seeds will not grow.
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:mtl the strong plants will Jestroy the weaker ones,

l)ut he admits that too tliicl; sowing is injurious.

•'
I think (says Monsieur Rozier), that it will suc-

oeed, il' sowed with wheat, but I have never tried

it." [We know that it will.]

—

Editors. " We
•annot estimate ci-acWi/ the quantity of grain es-

timated by weiglit wliich should be sown on a

given space of ground ; so much depends on the

nature of the soil, and the time of sowing. If

sown in September, it should be sown tliicker, for

it has to encounter ants, birds, and overflowing

rains of winter. In spring it has fewer risks to

•mcounter. [In our country, at least, in New
England, fall sowing will never answer.]—E01-

roRs. You may, however, say, that upon a sur-

face of four liundred square toises [one tliird of

an acre] you ought to sow something more than

one sixteenth of a hundred weight, (say seven

iiounds.) This would bo at the rate of twenty one

pounds to the acre. If you can procure good

seeds from a distant province, the plant will gain

by the e.vchange. Tlie planters in tlio north of

France wore for a long time persuaded, that it

was absolutely necessary to procure their seed

from the soutli, and they were right, because the

j)lant had not then become acclimated, but at

present, these distant transportations do not take

place. I am inclined to think, says Rozier, that

nt this moment it is better to sow northern seed in

the south. I repeat it, change of seed is useful

in the case of Lucerne, but not as much so as for

wheat crops."

[We add, that in Massacliusetts, the Lucerne

ripens its seeds as freely as clover.]

—

Editors.

(To be concluded next week.)

CIIOLIC—CHOLERA iMORBUS.
It sliould not be forgotten that a burnt cork, pul-

verised nud mi.\cd v.'itli molasses and brandy or

other spirits, will give almost imjnediate relief

trom the diseases so common to this season of the

year. In the absence of cork, a crust of broad is

a tolerable substitute. The business is best per-

formed by covering the cork entirely in the hot

embers, and it will be charred there in about ten

minutes.

—

Mid. Caz.

I

apples with the flowers ; else experiments maj
prove deceptive—as no other benefits can be ex-

pected from plucking, than follow froui this spon-

taneous failure of the apples.

—

American Advocate.

SINGULAR ORGANIC RELIC.
Capt. Bell, of the schooner Three Sisters, cf

Polly Landing, Accomac county, Virginia, has

brought from that neighborhood a very curious

skull, with tusks and teeth resembling ivory. It

is in a complete state of petrification, and weighs
fourteen pounds. Il was found by Mr Cropper on
the sea shore, and it is a matter of uncertainty

whether it washed up by the surf, or disinterred

by the waves. The latter is probably the fact.

—

The specimen has been referred to the order of

cetaceous animals which are herbivorous, or feed

upon vegetables, such as the Mnnnti, the Dugong,
and the Ri/tina of Zoologists. But Dr JMicthill,

wlio received the specimen from the finder, thro'

Mr II. P. Havens, is inclined to consider it as hav-

ing belonged to some ontodeluvian cieature, who
no longer exists in a living state, but has, like

many others, become e.\tinct in the course of age.

By him Mr Cropper has been exhorted to make
search for other parts of the skeleton.

.V. 3'. Ee. Post.

LIME.
The facts wo have lately witnessed oftlic benc-

licial effects of lime in agriculture, fmpress us

with the belief that a greater revolution will *e

nroduced by the general introduction of lime as a

inanure, than by gypsum or any other fertilizer of

land that has ever been used or known. It has

for some years been used in the lower coun-

ties, and we have seen and heard of its great ben-

efits, but they have not been suitably noticed or

made known. The good eflects of lime on land in

this coun'.ry is more remarkable than in the pla-

ces we have mentioned. A neighbour of ours

spread lime over a strip of his corn field, and the

difference in the appearance of the corn which

was limed in comparison with that which was not

is indeed truly astonishing. Every hill of corn

which was limed may be most distinctly seen by

its rank lu.'iuriant growth. The r.talks are nearly

twice the height of the other corn, and in other

respects proportionably strong and vigorous.

Last year we limed part of a garden, the effect

was striking and palpable. Tliis year wo did the

same with another, and vegetation in it is almost

too rank to be controled and kept in order.

Philadelphia Miner''s Journal.

Effect of hot icfiter in raising Jloivers.—In Tiiom-

sons Annals of Philosophy, it is said that, if flow-

ers which have been 24 hours out of water, and

are decayed, that if plunged into hot water, as the

water gradually cools they become again quite

fresh. This fact, while many discredit it, has

long been familiar to those who live in the vicinity

of hot springs ; and who have remarked, that de-

cayed flowers, plunged into the waters of the

springs, became again frosli and beautiful.

POTATO.
Not long since a paragraph was copied from the

" New England Farmer" into the Advocate, re-

commending it to farmers to pluck the blossoms

from potatoes for the sake of improving the root.

Th« practice is recommended there by the result

of the author's e.xperiments ; and the general

principle on which it rests is well established, and
extensively acted upon in some kinds of cultiva-

tion ; particularly in dressing the vine. There
the luxuriance of tlie growth is checked, by tak-

ing off the shoots, and thus the sap and juices, in-

stead of being expended in producing a useless

extension of the branches, is turned to the useful

purposes of enlarging, maturing, and enriching

the fruit. Plucking the fruit would doubtle.'^s

leave more nourishment to bo supplied to the

branches.

In the potato it is the bulbous root we value

and use—and this, it is very reasonable to sup-

pose, will receive a larger share of the nutritive

matter gathered from the earth and atmosphere
by the plant, if the balls, or apples, do not take it

up. But the object of this paragraph is principal-

ly to direct the attention of your readers to a fact

that often renders it unnecessary to be at the

trouble of plucking the blossoms.—They often fall

off themselves, a little below the germ, so that no
apples or balls are found. I believe most of the

varieties of the potato now cultivated, usually do

'

so. In looking over mine. I find only a few hills

on which apples are forming. I think it was oth-

erwise with most kinds of potatoes cultivated when
I was a bo)'. I am sure my potato yard will not

supply the means of such obstinate peltings as

bovs used then to give one another with potato

bails.

It is necessary also to be aware of the fact that

potatoes often spontaneously shed the gerija of the

ELDER WINE
The wine, made from the elder, is in general

use in England, and is said to be excellent, and
to constitute the basis of a most healthy and de-

lightful beverage. In this country, it is unknown.
Will not some geutlcman from that country fui-

I
nish a recipe for making this Wine ; and also for

I

compounding the after mi.xturc. The berries a-

J

bound in this country and arc suffered to drop to

j

the ground unmolested A*. 1'. Daily .Idv.

j

RECIPE.

!
To make Elder Berry limine.—One bushel, when

picked^from the stalks, produces three gallons, or

upwards, of berries—put these to seven gallons

soft water ; after standing forty-eight hours, put

i

them into the copper, let them boil one hour, then

j

press the juice through a coarse cloth, then put

j

the liquor into your copper again, with twenty

pounds of raw sugar, half a pound of Jamaica gin-

ger, bruised, one ounce of cloves, and one ounce

of allspice. Boil the whole together one hour

—

then put it into a tub, and when cold enough, add

some good barm, or yeast, spread on a toast, and

in two days, put it all into a cask, and lay the

bung lightly on for two months ; then add one

quart of brandy ; this wine will keep, if required,

several years.

CORNISH MINES.
At a time like the present, when the public at

tcntion is fixed upon such stupendous undertak-

ings as tunnels under tlie Thames and Mersey,

(the following extract cannot fail to be interesting

—It is transcribed from the Selector, or Cornish

I

Magazine :

j

" Ti.v MI^E.—On the shore, about half a mile

towards the old tishing village of Newlyn, is th»
spot where a tin mine was worked under the bed
of the sea ; its name was the Wherry Mine, and
as its history exhibits the ingenuity and adventur-

ous spirit of the Cornishmen, it will please the

reader. This mine was first attempted to be

worked about 1700, when, "t low water, there

being some appearance of metal, a shaft was sunk

some way into the rock; but the difficulty of e.\-

cluding the water caused its abandonment How-
ever, about 1778, a, common miner of Breage
boldly began again, and with a very small pittance,

a good head and hard work pursued his plan.

—

His difficulties were indeed great— the distance

of the rock from the dry heach at high-water

above 100 fathoms. At first, work could only be

done at low water ; and at high spring tides, nine-

teen feet of water was above the rock. In winter,

the heavy waves prevf-nted all operations. After

3 years, a pump was fixed in an upright, square

wooden tunnel or shaft, twenty feet high, cement-

ed to the rock, and reaching above the tide ; then

machinery came into action. Thus, with great

perseverance, the ore was raised, and proved sc

rich that profit crowned the endeavour, and added

courage to those v/ho had assisted with money the

genius of the old miner.

In 1791, Wheal Wherry Wi:s worked about five

fathoms deep, with eighteen feet breadth of work-

ing. Such success and great indications of metal,

made the work proceed briskly, as much as the

tides and lost time of winter would allow ; and in
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meadow. The merits of this last mentioned gras?

are not generally known, and I suspect it to be

the best, for low alluvial soils, to be found in our

conntry. It appears to me to be a variety of the

the summer of 1792, it was said that £3,000 ^vonh I
great consequence. Wet weather ought likewise

of tin was obtained from this extraordinary mine, to be avoided, as the least degree of poaching is

There was a steam-engine erected on the shore injurious."

with a wooden stage or causeway, above high
j

S. D \Vitt, Esq. of Albany, in a va uable pa-

vater to the rock on which the working rods
!

per published in the third volume ot Memoirs of red top, ./?gTos(!« rulgatis, and preferable to it,

were conducted to the mine pump, and this bridge! the New-York Board of Agriculture observes,
1
being more delicate in its structure, and having

served to convey the sacks of ore. !

" that in order to have good pastures or meadows,
;

leaves more slender, longer, and in greater abun-

ImaTine (says Dr. Maton) the descent into a
|
no pains or expense must be spared to enrich the I

dance. I have boon told by an acquaintance from

mine through the sea '— the miners working
j

soil where that is needed,to destroy as fast as pos-
;

Orange county, that it is chiefly used on the re-

seventeen fathoms below the waves, the rod of! sible by a suitable course of husbandry, every I
claimed drowned lands there, and preferred to all

the sleam-eno-ine on shore 120 fathoms in length 1 weed and 'plant that previously occupied the field,
,
other grasses, and that it yields most abundant

the water aUvnys draininc-'through in every part, to have the ground perfectly pulverised by plough-
;

crops. I know from my own observation for a

and the roarino- of the "sea continually heard !

j

ing and harrowing, and then to sow on it a plen- number of years, that without any artificial pre

-

Those scientific" trcntlemen, J. Hawkins, Esq. and tiful quantity of grass seeds, suited to the soil, i paration it has gradually supplanted the coarse

D Gilbert, Esq. vliluable m'embers -of the Geolo- and of those kinds which hath been proved to he' aquatic grasses on the lower parts of the low-

cri'cal Society, have ably written on this mine ; the the best for those purposes. The fault I mean to
!

lands at Ithaca. There can be no better liay than

former concludes thus :— •' In this manner the find with our practice contrasted with that of the
;

that which is made of it. On a rich moist soil it

mine was conducted, and ore to the amount of English, is this, for pasture or meadow we sow in will grow uncommonly dense, and I should think

£70,000 was raised from it. The treasures were I the spring of the year, on a field of winter grain.a
,

would yield as much from an acre as any other of

not Mhausted at its close, which occured in the i small quantity of grass seed, from which we ex- the best cultivated grasses,

year 1798 ; and the conclusion was as romantic as pect our future pastures and meadows, and trust

its commencement. An American vessel in Gowas 1
to their branching out in two or three years so as

Lake broke from its anchorage, and striking
|

as to make tolerable pastures or meadows. In the

against the stage, demolished the machinery, and ' mean while other grasses and weeds spring up

thus put an end to the adventure, which both in ;
so as to occupy most of the ground; and this is

its ingenuity rind success was probably never 1
most notoriously the case in our new country,

equalled in any country.
'

I where tlie seeds of thousands of varieties of plants

The adventurers were awed by the expense of
:
lie in the ground ready to spring up and overcome

repair, with the perpetual danger and risk ; so all
|
the growth of artificial grasses. In order to do

was removed, and no trace at this time is visible."
;

this the English practice before described is the

I
» more necessary here. The aboriginal \vecds must

be first destroyed by preceding crops, especially

I by such as require tiie use of the hoe, and then

such a quantity of clean well selected grass seeds

must be sown as will cleverly fill the ground, and

in their growth smother every other vegetable.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 17, 1827.

LAYING DOWN LAND TO GRASS.
Young's Farmer's Calendar, under the date

\ p^j n^jg purpose too much seed cannot be put in

August says "This is the best season of the I ti^^ gj-ound at once. The practice of putting a

1 OR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMETt.

whole year for laying down land to grass ; and no

other is admissible for it on strong, wet or heavy
mall quantity of grass seed on ground laid down

for pastures or meadows, is one of the greatest er

soils. Spring sowings with corn [grain,] may sue- jojs i„ Hjg husbandly of our country. On this

ceed,.anddo often, but that they are hazardous Lybject I wish that our farmers would consult a

I know from forty years' experience."

The mould of the ground, which is laid down

MULBERRY HEDGES.
Mn Fessende-n—During a short tour in Eng-

land, last summer, I was much pleased with the

appearance of the beautiful green living partitions,

which separate the fields and plantations one from

another, and aflord a protection and security to

every enclosure against the intrusion of domestic

animals and fowls, which our walls and fences can

never give. Most farmers are but too well ac-

quainted with the vexation that often attends upon

a fence being broken down, and cattle, hogs and
sheep admitted to a field where rest, perhaps, the

hopes of tlie owner for the coming year. By sub-

stituting strong and well pruned live hedges, these

vexations and disappoint uieiits would be in a great

measure avoided ; for though rains sometimes un-

dermine your walls, and winds lay your fencet

prostrate, the fast-rooted hedge stands secure,

—

sheep may climb your walls, your oxen throw your
fences, your pigs and geese creep through vour
barn door, fowls fly, the well set living hedsfe op

poses to all a barrier, which none will dare at-

a book published in London, called llie Complete

Grazicy. It gives recipes for the kinds and quan-

to grass, should be made very fine, as the seeds
j

tuies of seed per acre proper to be sown on all

being very small, may otherwise be covered too yJ^rieties of soils, such as cZa^, loam, sand, chulk,\^^"lP^''
and even from unruly boys your gardens-

deep, by falling below, or be scorchcdi hy ]ying
\ p^^fg^ j^^.i^nds, mid-lands, lotolands.

above large clods. Like other seeds they require
j

_^g ^ sample I will copy the lecipe for an acre

a due degree of moisture to cause them to vege-
j

j-^^. jg^^ lauds.

tate, and therefore should not be left exposed to

the sun's rays without being covered ; for unless

rainy weather follows immediately after sowing,

many of the seeds will not vegetate. On this ac-

count it is well to harrow tlic ground immediately

after sowing, with a light close-toothed harrow,

and it should then be rolled with a wooden roller,

which will make the surface even for the scythe,

and prevent the seed from blowing into patchc

and orchards will be more secure.

One improvement on the English plan of iiedg'-

ing seems to be important ; and to- suggest such

Meadow Fox-tail - - 2 pecks. i

hnprovement is the object of the present article.

—

Meadow Fescue - - 2 do. It is probable that the thousandth part of the land

Rough stalked poa, .
- 2 do. '" England is occupied by hedges which serve no

Ray grass, - - - 1 do. ' other purpose than that of giving beauty and se-

^'ernal crass, - - - 1 quart. ^
curity to the enclosures. Upon this reficction I

White clover, - - - 2 do.-
I

'^is led to inquire whether these hedges iniglit not

Marl Tass - - - - 2 do. i

^^ made a source of profit by adopting some shrub

Rib grass - - - 2 do.
i

'hat would yield a valuable produce ; and having

In the recipes for the various soils the quantity
i

had some experience in growing H'hite Mulhcinj

No one circumstance so effectually ensures the '

^^--gggj jg o.gj]pj.^]]y j^ljout, ^^ ljyj]jg] p„f jj(,f(,_ j^g. j/rees, I believe that secure and permanent hedge.s

vegetating of these small seeds, as sowing them '

^j^j^ [j^ compared witli our practice. ' '""y he made with them in a shorter time than witli

as soon as possible after the ground is ploughed,
\ jjg^g it is proper to be observed, that in layin" ''"Y °^ ^he shrubs now used for that purpose ; and

while the soil remains moist. It is always good
| (]Qy^,n ^rounds for pasture lands, the English se- ! 'he trimming necessary to keep the hedge close

economy to lay down rich and not poor ground
j^^.^ j|°g gggjg of such grasses as 'will come to ma-

10 grass. turity in succession ; but I think they carrv this

Sir John Sinclair says, " it is a bad system to
|

g,hgn,e (q excess, and that there is no necessity
mi.x seeds of difterent sorts of grass before sowing ij-gr „ mi.xture of such a variety of seeds to be
them, in order to have the fewer casts. It is bet- ^ggj f^r these purposes. In our country the most
ter to sow each sort separately, as the expense of

I

ggjgg,j,g,i gfa^ggs are—white and red clover,
going several times over the ground is nothing jii,nothy or herds grass, the red top and foul mca
compared to the benefit of each sort equally dis- N^^^. -with these some other indigenous grasses
tributed. The seeds of grasses being so light, i„termix, the merits of which deserve to be inves-
ought never to be sown in a windy day, except by

(jgated. Our best grasses for meadows are un-
machinery, an eqnal delivery being a point of

!^yggtion„i,]y (he timothy, the red top, and foul

strong and within proper limits, woald furnish and

abundant supply of food for silk worms, by which

means alone the United States might produce silk

enough to clothe the whole world.

The above suggestion is tlirown out with the

liope that some practical agriculturist will make
the experiment next spring by setting a hedge of

young mulberry trees. 'I'hey should be placed a-

bout one foot apart, and should be protected until

they have acquired sufficient strength. When the

hedge has attained five feet in height, the clipping?-
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iiiuy be commenced by cutting witli eliears from

the top and sides, to Ijeep it down to that height,

and about eighteen inches in thickness ; this being

done onlv in the season of feeding the silk worms,

the double object of pruning the hedge and pro-

curing food for the worms, is obtained by the same

process. ARNOLD BUFFUM.
Fall River, 8th mo. 14, 3827.

Licences in JVeio Hampshire.—By a law passed

at the last session of tlie New Hampsliirc Legis-

lature, some good provisions have been made a-

gainst intemperance. " No person can now sell

spirituous liquors, to be drunk on their premises,

without being duly licensed by the selectmen of

the several towns in which they reside, and the

selectmen are authorized to license only such as

in their opinion are of good moral character and

v^ho will not abuse the privileges thus granted to

them." The fee for a yearly license is 20 Dol-

lars.

The quantity of Boots and Shoes manufacturcl

m Massachusetts is believed to amount to many
!

millions of pairs annually for exportation, beside

those for home consumption. Jlassachusetts may

be said to supply (independent of tliose sent to N.

York) most of the Southern and Western States,

South America, the West Indies, &c. It is as-

tonishing how little the extent of this business is

known. The sale of leather is co-extensivc, and

the article is drawn from all quarters to this city.

Why are there no wholesale shoe manufactories

in Boston, as in New York City, Baltimore and

Philadelphia ? !f Boston should get a manufac-

turing turn, its population would treble in a few

years. [Palladium.]

MEAD.
This is an agreeable liquor prepared of honey

and water, witii the addition of spices.

Various methods are practised in the brewing
of mead ; which, however, do not essentially differ

from eacli other: the following is one of the most
approved :—Let the whites of six eggs be well

incorporated with twelve gallons of water, to

which twenty pounds of honey are to be added.

The ingredients should boil for the space of one

hour ; when a little ginger, cloves, cinnamon, and

mace, together with a small sprig of rosemary, are

to be put into the liquor. As soon as it is cool, a

and West Indies, Africa, the Mediterranean,
South America and the southern United States,ani

she has lines of packets with Baltimore, Philadel-

phia, Troy, Albany, iStc.

It is said the Boston merchants who import Eu-
ropean Goods through the N. Y. Packets, have a

deduction of the Atlantic freight equal to the

freight, &c. from N. Y. to Boston, and- thus have

those goods in store as cheap as the N. York mer-
chant.— [Palladium.]

Yellow Locust Seed,—Turnip Seed, Hfc.

For s^le at the New England Farmer office, a few

r , r . u. » u 11 J J .1 , 1
Ihs. Yellow Locust Seed, superior scarlet shoit Lop Rad-

spoonful of yeast ought to be added, and the mead
j^,,^ ^^^^^ Mulberry, 13 varieties of Turnip, Girkio

poured into a vessel which should be filled up,
! or pickling Cucumber, &c. with a new assortment ol

while it works. When the fermentation ceases,
]

ornamental flowe r seeds.

the cask ought to be closed, and deposited for the
[

Fresh Mulberry Seed.

space of six or eight months in a vault or cellar,
j

For sale at the Farmer ofiice, Ko. 52 North Market
of an equal temperature, and in which the liquor i

Street, genuine^White Mulberry Seed, ra

is not liable to bo affected by the changes of the |

f"='d, Con. 18-(.

weather. At the end of that period, it may be

bottled, and is then fit for use.

A more simple, and, to some palates, more agrec-

ised in Mans

A number of emigrant paupers have died at St.

Andrew's, N. B. and 30 were in the poor house

there at the last date. A tax on Emigrants is

proposed in N. Brunswick.

Several young men have returned to Connecticut

and New York who were enlisted in the Colom-

bian service some years since at New York. They

represent their treatment and that of more than

400 of their countrymen as very cruel.—They

wore.recently discharged from the navy, starving

and almost naked. The American Consul at Car-

thagena refused to assist them, as they say.

Peace between Brazil and Buenos Jiyres. Capt.

Hedge from Pernambiico, confirms the neivs of

the conclusion and promulgation of Beace between

Brazil and Buenos Ayres ; that there was great

rejoicing on the event, and that business as well

as the people w'ore a new aspect.

The Commissioners and Engineer on the West-

ern Rail Road, are actively engaged in the duties

of their appointment. They have explored two

routes between the Charles and Concord river-;,

and we understand are still engaged on that part

of the route.

The leak in the Thames Tunnel has been so

far stopped that the work was to be resumed in a

few days.

The accounts from the manufacturing and agri-

cultural districts in England were very favourable.

Mr Madison has entirely recovered from his late

jilaess.

For sale at the New England Farmer Office,

No. 52 North Market Street.

Lucerne or French Clover seed—Red or Dutch
able method is, to mix the honey in the proportion] Clover—White Honysucklo Clover, and other.
of one pound to a quart of water, wliich is to be '

Grasses,
boiled, scummed, and fermented in the usual man-
ner, without the addition of any aromatic substan-

ces. It ought to be preserved in a similar man-
ner, and bottled at the expiration of the same pe-

riod of time.

The following recipe is recommended by the

same corres],ondent who furnished that for the

currant wine.

To 30 gallons of water, add 90 pounds of pure

honey, boil and skim, put the liquor into a large

open tub, and add two ounces of bruised ginger

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort,

jjtarl do
BEANS, whit
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new

car°;o. No 1, new, -

No 2, new
BUTTER, inspect. No. I. new,

root, half an ounce of cinnamon, the same quantity
i CtiEESE, new milk,

of pimento ; let the whole stand until of a proper I
skimraed milk,

temncraturo, then add yeast as in currant ivine, ELAX
„ •

1 1 1 -. f I
FLAX SEED

flavour and barrel 1 up for use.
| FLOUR, Baltimore, How.rd Kt

Mead was formerly the favourite liquor of tlie , Genesee - - .

ancient Britons, aud Anglo-Saxons.—It still re- I Rye, best, ...
tains its place at country feasts in the western ' GRAIN, Rye . - ...
parts of Britain ; where considerable quantities !

Corn -
- - .

are brewed annually. Being an wholesome and
| o t^^^

' '. '.

pleasant beverage, it is far preferable to brandy,
, jjOGS' LARD 1st sort new -

gin, or other pernicious spirits ; though it does not
, HOPS, No ], Inspection - -

always agree with the bilious, asthnmtic, or tliose LLME,
whose breast and lung's are in the least affected. OIL, Unseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

e Middlings, r.*w,

J , mess, do.
and strength equal to the best Madeira or even Car^-o No 1 do. - -

Tokay wines : in this state, mead is a true medi-
j
SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

cine to the aged and infirm, when used with mo-

1

Clover ....
deration.—Z>o»rec«(ic Encyclopedia. I

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wa5h
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native . - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spiunins:, 1st sort

But if it be kept for a number of years in proper pj^nl^ p j
vessels, and dry cellars, it acquires a flavour and ,

'

^^^^y

It is said that the kings of England and France

have written in person, to Ferdinand, urging him

to adopt a mode of government better calculated

than the present, for the wants and character of

the people of Spain. Mr. Canning has urged the

same project upon the Spanish foreign minister.

What reception Ferdinand gave to the proposi-

tions is not stated.

A writer in the Portsmouth Journal makes some
remarks on the trade of New-York and Boston.

Theory is often deceptive. Experience will decide.

Boston makes most of her importations from the

first sources.

She imports direct from Europe to a consider-

able extent, and when circuitously, it is on her

account, and, we believe, does not affect the pri-

ces—She imports direct from Ga.ntQH, the East JQj'Qgf/^'^'^j'coriiig'Ki quality)

PROVISION- MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, . - -

VEAL,
MliTTON,
POULTRY, ......
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, . - , .

Indian, do. - . - .

POTATOES, (new)

FROM

80 00'

92 00
1 50
9 50
ii 12

7 50
1

biisl,

bbl.

lb.

cask

gal

ton

bbl

bush
lb

bbU

13 001 14 00
12 00| 12 SO
11 .50 12 00
1 75;

8

33
20
28
251

20
33'

OO
lOl

45
2a
3t
SO-

25-

37
30.

32
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Jttfeccllanics.

Pope.—The following compliment to the genius

and beauty ofthis immortal poet, is extracted from

the notes to his Dunciad. They are supposed to

have been written by Lewis, an usher in West-

minster School : though their authorship is dis-

puted :

" While malice, Pop<., denies thy page

Its own celestial iire ;

While critics, and wild bards in rage,

Admiring, won't admire :

While wayward pens thy worth assail,

And envious tongues decry ;

These times, though many a friend bewail.

These times bewail not I.

But when the world's loud praise is tliinc.

And spleen no more shall blame
;

When with thy Homer thou shall shine

In one unclouded lame !

When none shall rail, and every Isy

Devote a wreath to thee ;

That day (for come it will) that day

Shall I lament to see."

" I looked up to the orator in a reverie of wonder
;

and during that space I i'elt myself the most cul-

pable man on earth." Had the sentiment conclud-

ed here, our readers would not believe it w^as in

the manner or language of Mr. Hastings. " But,"

continued he, " I recurred to my own bosom, and

there found a consciousness which consoled me
under all I heard and all I suffered."

Punning.—A young lady reprimanded her shoe-

inaker for not following her directions respecting

a pair of shoes whicli she had ordered ; and among

other charges, insisted that they were nai fellows.

Honest Crispin acquiesced in the propriety of this

remark, and stated that he purposely made them

so in order to oblige her, well knowing the purity

and chastity of her disposition, and that she was

not fond offellows.

Complaisance.—The great Henry the Fourth,

of France, being asked by one of his haughty fa-

vourites, why his majesty gave himself the trouble

to return the salute of so many beggars, who made

their obeisances to him in the streets, replied,

•' Because I would not have my beggars in the

streets exceed me in complaisance."

A Gold Mine has been discovered in Union dis

trict. South Carolina, in the waters of Tiger River
The ore is said to be of such extent, as to afford

employment to 500 hands at good wages. A
specimen of the gold has been pronounced by Dr.

Cooper, equal in purity to any he ever saw. A
company is e.xpcctod to be foi-med to work thf

dust. It is asserted tliat the members of the Com-
pany formed to work the mines of No.th Carolina,

have divided each ISSOOO.

—

Charleston Patriot.

Mr. Burke—When the trial' of Mr. Hastings

oorainenced in Westminster Hall, the two first

days were wholly taken up in reading the articles

of impeachment against him ; and four more were
occupied by Burke in opening that celebrated

case, and stating the grounds of accusation. Never
were the powers of that great man displayed to

such advantage as ontuis occasion. The contrast

which he drew between the ancient and modern
state of Hindostan, was sketched with the hand
of a master, and wrought up in a manner that

could not fail to fi.x the attention, and to command
the admiration ; when at length, ho came to speak

of Mr. Hastings, no terms can describe the more
than mortal vehemence with which ho handled his

tnanifold accusations against him. He seemed for

the moment as if armed to destroy, with all the

lightnings of the passions. The whole annals of i ^ wag passing a livery stable one day, in front
judicial nations contain nothing finer than his Lf ^.-hj^h several horses were tied, stopped sud

Bustle in Business.—The Duke of Newcastle

was a person of great bustle and appearance of

business—always in a hurry, and indiscreet, tho'

quick in conversation. It was this manner that

induced the Dowager, Lady Townsend, to say of

him that " he always put her in mind of a man
that lost two hours in the motning, and was look-

ing for them the rest of the day."

On Thursday night last, a JVight blooming Ce-

reua, belonging to Mr. Jacob Beck, of this borough,

ccpanded its beautiful flower, and was visited by

crowds. That was, we believe, the third time it

has bloomed. It may be remarked as one of the

" singular coincidences" which have of late be-

Chinese Anecdote.—A man who was actustoci

ed to deal in marvels, told a country cousin oi

his that he had three gicat curiosities in his pos-

session : an ox that could travel 300 miles a day.

a cock that told the hour of the night, and a dog
that could read in a superior manner. Says the

cousin, " these are extraordinary things indeed :

I must call upon you, and beg a sight of them.'

The liar returns home and tells his wife what ha(.

happened, saying he had got into a scrape, t'.nU

did not know how to extricate himself ' Oh nev-

er mind, says she, I can manage it.' The next

day the countryman called, and inquiring after

his cousin, is told that he is gone off to Pekin.

—

And what time is he expected back ? ' In seven

or eight days.' ' How can he return so soon ':'

' He's gone off upon our ox.' ' Apropos of that,'

continues the guest, ' I'am told that you have a

cock that marlcs the liour.' A cock happened just

then to crow. ' Yes, that's he ; he only tells the

hour of night but reports when a stranger comes.'
' Then, your dog, that reads books ! might I beg
to borrow a sight of him.' ' Why, to speak the

truth, as our circumstances are but narrow, \vc

have sent the dog out to keep a school !'

An infallible remedy for the Tooth-Ache. A
lady of this town has favoured us with the follow-

ing receipt, which, she says, has never failed to

produce the desired effects although tried in innn-
msrable instances. JIake a solution of Camphor

come so common, that a plant of the same species ' and Cayenne Pepper ; dip therein a small quantity
belonging to the Rev. Mr. Duffield, of Carlisle,

|

of raw cotton and apply it to the affected tootli.

bloomed in t!ie same night.— York Paper.

conclusion.

" I impeach Warren Hastings," said he, " in

the name of the Commons of Great Britain in

Parliament assembled, whose Parliamentary trust

he has abused.

' I impeach bim in the name of the Commons of

denly and gazed at them for some lime witli a phi

indicating the utmost astonishment, and then ad-

dressed the owner, who was standing near, and
asked him " if ho made horses"—"make liorses ?"

said tho knight of the broom and currycomb, "no!
why do you ask such a question ?" " Only," re-

Great Britain, whose national character he has piigj jj^^ u because I observed you have several

frames set up !

"dishonoured

" I impeach him in the name of the people of
India, whose laws, rights, and liberties he has I

Common place events.—The last Darion Ga
subverted; whose properties he has destroyed ;

Uette announces the return of its editor. In the

whose countries he has laid waste and desolate, .course of eight or ten days he had sustained two
"I impeach him in the name of human nature "'^^"^''^ of fever, one attack of gravel, one attack

itself; which he lias so cruelly outraged, and op- °^ violent abuse, and one robbery. Mere trifles

pressed. And I impeach him in the n^me, and by '"°'" '""* editor

virtue of these eternal laws of justice, which
ought equally to pervade in both sexes, every age,
condition, rank, and situation in the world."
The agitation produced by this speech was sucli,

the whole audience appeared to have one convul
sive emotion

; and when it was over, it was some
time before Mr. Fox could obtain a hearing.
Amidst tho assemblage of concurring praises

which this speech excited, none was more re-
markable than the tribute of Mr. Hastings him-
self "For half an hour," said tliat gentleman

and it will give instant relief To prevent the
composition's getting to tho throat, lay a bit ol

rag over the tooth for a few moments.^ [Wilmington Herald.]

A lad on delivering his milk a few mornings
ago, at Portsmouth, was asked why the milk was
so warm. " I don't know," he replied, with much
simplicity, " unless they put in warm water in-

stead of culd !"

Cathedral in Montreal.—The Roman Catholics

are now building, at Montreal, a cathedral .'Jl!o bv

•iW feet, capable of holding 10,000, and having
four pulpits. It is intended to be the most mag-
nificent of anv in America.

Saxony Sheep.
On Friday the 2-tth August UfXt, at 3 o'clock P. JF.

at Brighton near Boston, will be sold by public auc-
tion, a choice stock of about 101) Saxony Rams, just
imported in the brig Cornel, Capt. Meef, from Ham-
burg.

These sheep -Were selected from the purest blood in

the kingdom, and will be found at least, equal in poinf
..f fineness of fleece and symmetry of form to any here-
tofore imported. The sale will be perfectly free and
unlimited.

Samples of the wool from different parts of each.an-
imal may be seen at No. 40 Central street, or at the
office of the auctioneers, at any time previous to tht

sale^ COOLIDGE, POOR & HE.\D.
On Thursday, the 23d of August, aT the lower divis-

ion of the hall over the new .Mtirkct House, under the
direction of the .Xac-England Socjely, will be sold, a

large assortment of American fleece WOOL. Woo',
£;rowers and others, who wish to benefit by this favour-
able opportunity fordisposing of their Wool, are infarm-
ed, that we are prepared to receive it, any time previ-

ous to the 17th of August, at which lime the catalogue
will be closed. COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, Auc'rs.

Boston, July ^7, 18S7,

I he Karmer is uuldishtd ivrry I- riday, at JJ3.00
per .tnnum, or $2,50 if paid inadvaore.
Gentlemen who pvocure^re responsible subECribcrs,

are entifleJ to A.n.rlh volume gratis.
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WORMS I.V THE HEAD OF SHEKP.

! do jjood to the asparagus roots liy jirotc'ciing tliom

! from the sun, vvliilo tlio tall steins of the aspar-

i
<f us afford a shelter to the leaves of the gourds.

j

Last summer's (182.1) drought, hud burned up, on

I
liis' gravelly soil, the cabbages, pons, turnips &c.

A sort of tly which naturalists call Oestrus Ovis,
^^ ^^^^ begining of August, and had he not been

about \.h\s time in the year, attacks sheep, and de-
p,.o^,i,|gJ ^'^.it|, "gourds as a substitute, the family

posits its eggs in the nostrils of those animals
^^^^^ 1^^^^^ li^^^j recourse to market. The servants

producing worms, which froquomly destroy thorn.
| jjgi||.j,j them at first, but soon came to like them

A fricnd°has assured us that the following is an
j

1^^^^^,^. jj^^^jj gyjj_jjipr cabbage. He therefore re-

infallible preventive of any bad effects ffom
j
^^^^^^^^^^^3^ g5p(,(,ja]ly „ljeje the soil is liable to

that insect. Smear the nostrils of the sheep with
, ^^ burnt up in summer, planting the vegetable

over them • and ho considers that the large leaves knees, spring up to day and run about with thr

flock.

tar ; iipp'y it before the fly makes Us appearance

and continue the application till its departure.

The tar should be applied two or three times a

week, or often enough to keep the nose continu-

ally blackened with that substance. Perhaps if

the tar were placed under cover, so that the sheep

could have access to it, and mixed with a little fine

salt, the sheep v.'ould make the requisite applica-

tion. The tar will prove useful not only as an an-
j ^[^jj^^ ^j^g j.^„ ^e got."

tidote against the troublesome and dangerous in-

1

marrow and other Cucurbitaceffi [plants of the

melon and gourd species] as a reserve crop.

iVIr Loudon adds in a note that '• the tender tops

of all the edible species of cucurbitacoae, boiled

as greens or spinage, are a more delicate vegeta-

ble than the fruit. It must be worth something to

("ardeners and cooks to know that either or both

may be used for this purpose, when scarcely any-

member of the Religious Society denominated

Shakers, of Canterbury, N.Hampshire. It was

published in the 2d vol. of the N. E. Farmer, but

is now repeated for the benefit of recent subscri-

bers.

AN EASY JIETHOD TO MAKE GOOD SOAP.

The vats or vessels containing it are to be si-

sect above referred to, but is an excellent remedy The following Receipt was communicated to

awainst cough, rot, and consumption of the lungs. ,|o„ J, Prince, Esq. by Francis VVinkley, a

U^'promotes and confirms the health of the animal,

'

and would be useful to sheep, in a high degree if

the Oestrus Ovis were not in existence.

early onions.

Jilr. James Smith, an English Gardener, in the

Transactions of the London Horticultural Society,

(rives the following " directions for forcing on-

Tons to produce bulbs in clusters at an early sea-
1 tuated in the rays of the sun ; and at the same

son." He sows the seed in April, thickly in a', time sheltered from the rain.

bed, and does not afterwards thin the plants which To one barrel of good lye sufficiently strong to

corne up; this causes them to remain small; a bear ap an egg about six gallons of clean melted

cart of them are used for pickling, and the re- grease, and thus in proportion for any other quan-

mainder being about the size of walnuts are pl.int-tity.* Stir the mixture well together, and re-

ed in January or Febni'^ry [as soon as the frost peat tie operation twice daily, till it becomes so

will permit in this country] pressing each onion thick aid stiff as to render stirring impracticable,

nto the earth so deep as to just cover it. As soon Let it stand in this situation through the summer;

the seed stalks appear he breaks them off, and or till ieeded for use, adding a little weak lye oc-

It is necessary, however, to examine the con-

valescent daily, and repeat the liquid application,

and if any excessive heat is discovered in a foot,

it proves that the first operation has not succeeded

and a second cutting must take place v.ithout do-

lay.

" Tlie caustic remedies which I h.'ivc found most

effectual, are diluted oil of vitro! and aqua coeru-

lea. The latter in the state in v/hich il is found

at the apothecaries without any addition. The
oil of vitriol I mix with three times its quantity of

water or for cases of not long standing v;ith some
thing more.

Mr R. H. Parkinson's receipt for the cure of Foot

Rot.

A speedy and easy remedy for both prevention

and cure. To prevent it, take lime from the kiln,

spread it on the floor of a barn two or three in-

ches thick, or in some convenient house, large

enough to hold the flock likely to be affected,

first cleansing the feet by paring the superfluous

hoof,and with a sponge or old rag dipped in cham-
ber lye, wash the foot clean, then let the sheep

stand on the lime six or seven hours, if twelve the

better. The cure, the same as above, but the

parts affected, after paring and being waslied with

chamber lye, should have lime applied to the

quick or wounded parts, rubbing it on, and leaving

as much,on the hollow or fore part as it will con-

tain then let the sheep stand on the lime as direc-

ted above.

casion;lly as the soap dries away.

With due respect, your friend,

FRANCIS WINKLEY.

and instead of making any effort to form new

ones, the onions begin to form young bulbs round

the old ones. By this process onions may be ob-

tained two or three inches in circumference, fit

for the kitchen early in Spring, at a time when

spring sown onions are not larger than quills.

—

Onions thus thrown into clusters will be full

grown by the end of June, and fit to take up then,

but they do not keep well."

A process similar to the above is familiar to A-

nierican gardeners ; and is thus alluded to in

Deane's New En.rlaud Farmer. " If onions fail to

have go6d bottoms the first year, and chance to

escape rottins till spring ; they may perhaps get

themby being transplanted. Even an onion that

is partly rotten will produce two, three, or four

good ones, if the seed stems be taken off as soon

as they appear They ripen earlier than young

ones, have the name of rare-ripes, and will sell at

a higher price.

GOURDS AND P0MPI0N9.

A writer for Loudon's Magazine says that a Mr'arate clean stable

Grey plants Gourds and Pompions in the paths u it is surprising to see animals thus treated

between asparagus beds, and lets the vines runi^ho were yesterday hobbling about on theit

* O' add as much grease as the lye will absorb,

or eat up.

FOOT ROT IN SHEEP.

A friend informs us that this disease is very

pre'alent among flocks of sheep in many parts of

the country. In the New England Farmer vol.

V. lage 233 we gave some remarks on this disease,

trmslated from a letter received by Mr Thomas
Siarle, of Boston from a correspondent at Leip

7tr. The following is an extract: "Cut away

\rith a sharp Surgeon's knife not only superfluous

loof, but also all the diseased flesh under it.

—

''his may be distinguished from the healthy flesh

ly its greyish colour Being well satisfied that

nothing unsound remains in the foot, I then ap-

ply with a brush to the fresh wound some caustic

liquor and immediately place the patient in a sep-

lATTENING SWJNE, &C.

We are informed by Judge Peters of Pennsylva^

nia, formerly President of the Philadelphia Agri

cultural Society, in a communication which ap-

peared in the Philadelphia American Daily Adver
tiser, that " sour food is the most grateful and ali-

mentary to swine. One gallon of sour wash goes

farther than two of sweet. I mean the wash acid-

ulated to the degree required for distillation, not

acetous.

Dry rotten wood" [kept constantly in styes for

fatting hogs to eat at pleasure] is a good thing;

but I will take the liberty to mention what I thin^

a better, we have th ee blacksmiths in this town
;

and my hogs eat up all the ashes or cinders they

make ; we haul it into the pens by cart loads, and

the hogs will devour this at times with more avid-

ity than their ordinary food.

Charcoal it has been said will answer a similar

if not more valuable purpose than either cindere

or rotten wood." If swine are supplied with «

small quantity of coals, (according to a statement

by an Ohio farmer,) say two pieces a day to each,

about the size of an hen's egg, they will discon-

tinue rooting, remain more quiet and fatten faster

than they will otherwise. Charcoal will operate

on the human frame as a cathartic, and, probably

may have the same effect on the animal we are

treating of. If so it may supersede the necessity

of using brimstone, antimony and other drugs with

which hogs are often dosed. At any rate it will

cost but little to give them a constant acceaa ^
coals, which may bo sifted or raked from yourfirf

place, and they will be induced by instinct to C9]^°
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aume such quantities as will promote tlieir healtli

and expedite tlioir fatteninfj.

When you first conimenco fattening yo.ir .sVii:io

saro should be used not to give them more than

they will eat with an appetite. If ihey become
gorged or cloyed their thriving is retarde :'., and

there is danger from staggers, and other diseases

conaequent upon repletion or the higli living, to

which these four footed epicures are addicted.

The practice in Scotland is to rear swine chiefly

on raw potatoes, and to fatten them on those roots

boiled or prepared by steam, with a mi.'cture of

oats, barley or bean and pease meal. Their

troughs should bo often replenished with a small

quantity of food at a time and kept always clean

and seasoned occasio;;;'vlly with salt. Mr Mar-

shall,an eminent English agriculturist s'tys " yoiing

pigs require imrm meat [food] to make them grow.

Corn (grain) and coid water will make them

healthy ; but warm beverage is considered as re-

quisite to a quick growth." The same writer men-

tions another mode of managing swine, which may

be worth attention. Some English farmers, he

says, " keep two or three little store pigs in the

fatting stye. While the fatting hogs are taking

their repast, the little ones wait behind them ; and

as soon as their betters are served, lick out the

troughs.
" Besides the advantage of having by this ex-

pedient no waste, nor foul troughs, there is anoth-

er. The large pigs rise alertly to their food, lest

the small ones should forestall them ; and fill

themselves the fuller, knowing that they Lave it

not again to go to.

" The disadvantage of this practice is, I under-

stand, the large ones are apt to lord it too much
over the little ones ; especially in a confined stye.

If however they had a separate apartment assign-

ed them with an entrance too small or the fatting

swine to follow them, this disadvantage would be

in a great measure remedied.

An English farmer fattened S pigs in the follow-

iing manner, which may be recommended in cases

where a constant and regular attention cannot be

given to feeding the animals. He placed two
troughs in the stye : one he filled with raw pota-

toes, the other with peas, and gave no water.

—

When the pigs were thirsty they ate the potatoes.

In this way, it is probable, that the animals could

not only do without water, but likewise needed no

brimstone, antimony, nor other medical substances,

for raw potatoes are cooling and drastic ; and
might serve at once for food and physic. Instead

of peas probably dry Indian corn, or what would
be still better dry Indian meal might be substitut-

ed.

Rubbing and currying the hides of fatting hogs
IS not only grateful to Jhem, but conducive to their

health and thriftiness. In every stye a strong

post should be placed for them to rub against.—
They should have plenty of litter, which will be

the means not only of contributing to tlieir com-

fort, but increasing the most valuable manure.
The Complete Parmer says " when hogs are

fattened entirihi on acorns, chesnuts, and other

productions of tiie forest, the flesh will eat much
better and sweeter than if fatted in a stye. Some
indeed say their fat will not be so solid nor so

profitable, and therefore they commonly shut them
up a week or ten days and feed them with dry

peas ; but this is a mistake ; experience having
»hown that hogs, fatted with acorns only, 1wve thtir

^t aa solid as those fatted with peas."

The acorns liere recommended are probably

those of the Englisli oak. In the United States,

the acorns of the white oak, anil of the shrub oak
would, perluips, prove most valuable as food for

sv.ine. It might be well to try tliem, not only raw
but steamed or boiled, and likewise ground into

meal, and given witli as well as without other mi.K-

tures.

Soaking corn for swine is no doubt a useful

practice
;

grinding it still better. If a wash or

mixture for swine be permitted to ferment till it

becomes sweet with a little acid it will bo the bet-

ter ; but it should not be sui.'^red to become quite

sour. Malting corn or suffering it to sprout in-

creases its sweetness, and ol course its nutritive

power.

ON THE TRANSPORTATION OP FISH
FROM SALT TO FRESH WATER.

An interesting article on this subject, by J,

M'CuUoch, M. D. F. R. S. &c. was published in

the Journal of the Royal Institution, London, and
republished in " Tlie Boston Journal of Philosophy

and the Arts, vol. iii. page 31. The following

abridged view of the contents of this important

paper, will, we believe give most of the material

facts relating to its objects.

The writer alludes to a former communication

on the transportation of fish from salt to fresh

water, and says a " Mr. Arnold, who has carried

on these experiments, at my wish, with great zeal,

has succeeded in adding many more to the list
;

and, bolh in respect to the physical fact, and to

the question of economy, the success has been

far greater than any one was willing to believe.

" It is certain that the flavour of every fish

which has yet been tried has been improved, and

I can vouch for the superiority of the basse, the

mullet, the loache, the alewive and the sole, from

the pond, to those from the sea. This might be

e.\pected, for it is what happens notedly with re-

spect to oysters.

" The sole becomes twice as thick as a fis i of

the same size from the sea, and its skin also he-

comes extremely dark or nearly black.

"The plaise also increases materially in tlick-

ness, and loses its spots. In some cases, i. ap-

peared throe times as thick as iu the sea. The
basse also turns much thicker and improvis in

delicacy.

" The mullet almost ceases to grow in leigth,

but enlarges in breadth, and presents a nuch
deeper layer of fat.

" Crabs and prawns have found their own way
into the pond, as have leaches, and some (Jher

small fish ; and while formerly, there were rone

of the former two, the water is now absolutely

swarming with them. Thus also, apparently, he
eels have multiplied ; as it is now easy to take a

cart load at once, where formerly a dozen or two

was a large capture.

Oxygen is much more easily disengaged fron

in ponds and enclosures ; and with regard to

many, it also appears that it is indifferent whether
the water is salt or fresh, or brackish, or alter-

nately fresh and salt.

" It is also found that they may be fed in such
inclosures, if necessary, as our domestic animals

are; but that if sufficient numbers and kinds are

placed together, they feed each other without re-

quiring further care.

" It is further observed that every, or almost

every species, improve in flavour and quality, as

oysters are known to do, under transportation.

" It is well known that, of all the fish broughl

to market, a very small proportion is in good con-

dition, the rest being apparently ill fed ; and
hence the number of bad fish so well known to

fish-mongcis.

" It is m; Ji better known that, from bad weather,

or other causes, the supply of the market is very

irregular. Thus the public suflier when the supply

is short, and the merchant when there is a glut.

" The proposed plan, if executed, would bring

the fish within our own power to be taken alive

when wanted, and from being better fed, in great

er perfection, and more uniformly good. It would
be like taking stalled oxen instead of wild Scotch
cattle.

'i The plan is, to enclose, in any convenient

part of the Thames (since the quality of the water
is proved to bo indifferent.j a space suflicient for

the purpose. A dock, or an excavation in the

nature of one would be unnecessary, as the water
itself, iu many places not navigable might be en-

closed by a palisade. In this the fish would be

received from the fishermen, by means of well

boats alive. Those wliich chanced to die would
become the food of others. Many would breed,

as they have been found to do, and thus also pro-

dace food. But they might also be fed by means
of butcher's otfal, or other matters easily procured
in a great city, as was the practice with the an-
cient Romans. Prom the enclosure, the fish would
be taken by nets, the kinds in demand and the
quantity selected, and the bad returned for im-
provement.

" With respect to fresh waters, wo have evi-

dence of the power of keeping and improving fish

in them from the practice of the ancient Romans.
Prom the testimony of Columella, and the other
writers, " de Re Ruslica," [on Rural Economy] it

was the practice of the Roman farmers, in the
earliest days of the Republic, to go down to the
sea and bring up the spawn of sea fish to the
fresh waters of Rome, where they multiplied and
improved. It was a brancii of farming. It be-
came the amusement and luxury of the rich and
great in the times of Imperial Rome.

" Lastly, this plan has been recently put to the
test under the direction of the writer of this note
in Guernsey, by Mr. Arnold. In a pond of about
four acres only, many sea fish are now thriving,

and all those which have had sufficient time have
propagated ; all have improved in quality andfresh than from salt water. Consequently, the

act of respiration ought to be easier in the former' many"very remarkably. This pond was at first
than in the latter

;
and therefore it is not to be worthless, containing only a few eels ; at present

presumed, as it has been, that sea-fish cannot re- it produces a large rent, and can supply the mark-
spire in fresh water.

The writer adds the " Prospectus of a plan for

preserving and rearing fish for the London mark-

et," from which the following are extracts :

t, when the weather prevents the boats from
Xoing out. It is remarkable also, that since the
ntroduction of the sea fi^h, the eels have multi-

[lied a thousand fold, so as themselves to form
"Prom various observations and experiments, cmsiderable revenue. This proves that fish may

of which evidence is subjoined, it has been found bt fed merely by bringing diflferent kinds togp»>—
that sea-fish will live and thrive, and also breed (a; is the case in nature
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A Bcienlitic I'riPinl ot ours, who haa recently re-

turiieil fVoni a journey from Boston to the interior

parts (iT New-llanipsliire, informs us tlial tlic

< 'iisU, fi sea water fish, li.-is been introduceil into

Wiiinipissiogco L:il;e ; and is now quite fre<;ncutly
|

• •aught by ancfling.— EniroR N. E. Farmkk.
j

RIPENING^ GRAPES.
|

U is stated in the Transactions of the London
j

Uorticuitiiral Society, that Mr. Thomas Fleet-

I

wood, of Dnnnin<;ton near Alcntor, hastens the

maturity of srnpcs on open walls by the following i

method. l!efure the vines are out of flower, he
,

brings each brancli into a perpendicular position i

by a thread attached to its e.xtremity, and fasteucd
[

to a nail in the wall, carefully confining the young
j

>)rancli with the buncli thereon as close to the

wall as possible. Fi.\ed in this way, they ripen a
:

month earlier than when left to hang in the usual

;

way.
I

THE COW TREE.
This tree, which has been named Galactodon-

dron, and appears to belong to the family of Sa-
j

iiotete, grows on rocliy declivities on the northern

Andes. Its loaves arc large, oblong, thin, dry,

and coriaceous. •' Its thick ligneous roots scarce-
J

ly enter the rock ; for several months in the year
)

rain scarcely waters its fan-shaped leaves. The
j

branches appear dry and dead. But when an in-

cision ia made in the trunk, a sweet and nutritious :

milk runs from it. It is at sun-rise that the vege-

table liquid runs most abundantly. Then the na-

tivcs and negroes are seen to come from all parts

provided with vessels to receive the milk, which

becomes yellow, and thickens at the surface.

This vegetable milk possesses all the physical pro-

perties of the milk of animals, only it is a little
'

thicker, and mi.xes easily with water. When
boiled it does not coagulate, but a thick yellow

pellicle is formed on the surface. Acids do not
]

form with this milk any coaarulum as with that of

the cow."

—

Humboldt, Voyage aux Regions Equi-

iioxiales dn JVouveau Coniinent, lib. v. chap. 16.

D. 2(i3 and 264.

sential lood without whicii they could not exist

in any considerable number for any length of

time, much less be brought to furnish us with tlie

most important articles of clothing, and some of

the most important parts of food ; meat, milk, but-

ter, and cheese. Wool and leather, with all the

concomitant advantages, such as labour, manure
&c. which result to the cultivator of the soil from

the use of cattle would be lost without the culti-

vation of thi! perennial grasses.

The nutritive powers of the diiTerent species of

grasses are found to be in direct proportion to

the quantity of saccharine, mucilaginous, alumi-

nous, bitter, extractive and saline matters which
each affords.

There are but few species which attain their

height of produce at the same period of the season,

consequently scarcely a month occurs whicli is

not the season of some particular species attain-

ing its perfection of growth ; and here it may be

observed, that a grass-garden, where a number of

grasses are arranged side by side, illustrate this

important part in the economy of grasses in a

clear and interesting manner. It is from this

property of the natural grasses, connected with a

combination of a considerable number of different

species, which are always found in the most ricli

and fattening pastures, that the great superiority

of these over artificial pastures of such as are

formed of one or two species only, chiefly arises
;

and hence it is that the former, whether formed

by nature in the course of many years, or by art

in one (by sowing the seed of all the essential

species, or by stocking the soil at once with a

sufficiency ofthese plants, precluding thereby the

introduction of species of grasses or weeds) are

productive of a perpetual verdure and supply of

fresh herbage unknown in artificial pastures, con

consisting of one or two species of plants only.

THE GRASSES. By Mr George Sviclair. '

It has been justly observed by James Edward

Smith, in his English Flora, that the grasses af-

ford more sustenance to man and to the larger

animals than all the rest of the vegetable kingdom

put togclher,their herbage BO perpetually springing,

and so tenacious of life, accommodated in one in-

stance or other to almost every climate, soil and

situation, affords to nature her most welcome

clothing, and to the cultivator of the soil his

chief riches. Nothing poisonous or injurious is

found among them. They constitute one of the

most perfect natural orders of plants.and although

humble, and until lately, overlooked by the gen-

eral observer, consist of upwards of a thousand

perfectly distinct species, distinguished from each

other by their specific botanical characters, by

the difference which exists in the proportions of

the constituents of the nutritive matter afi'orded

by each, by the different periods at which their

produce attain to perfection, and by the peculiar

soils and situations to which the different species

are adapted.

Tiie farinaceous seeds of the annual grasses

supply man with the gtaff of life, and the herbage

of the perennial species afford to the more valua-

ble domestic animals that constant supply of es-

REMARKS ON NEAT CATTLE.

BV MR MARSHALI..

1. The head small and clean, to lessen the

quantity of offal. 2. The neck thin and clean, to

lighten the fore-end, as well as to lessen the col-

lar; and make it fit close and easy to the animal

in work. 0. The carcass large, the chest deep,

and the bosom broad, with the ribs standing out

full from the spine ; to give strength of frame

and constitution, and to allow sufficient room for

the intestines within the ribs. 4. The shoulders

should be light of bone, and round o8"at the lower

point, that the collar may be easy, but broad, to

give strength ; and well covered with flesh, for

the greater ease of draught, as well as to furnish

a desired point in fattening cattle. 5. The back

ought to be wide and level throughout ; the quar-

ters long ; the thighs thin, and standing narrow

at the round bone ; the udder large when full,

but thin and loose when empty, to hold the great-

er quantity of milk ; with large dug-veins to fill

it, and long elastic teats for drawing it off with

greater ease. (5. The legs (below the knee and

hock) straight, and of a middle length; their bones,

in general, light and clean from fleshiness, but

with joints and sinews of a moderate size, for the

purposes of strength and activity. 7. The flesh

ought to be mellow in the state of fleshiness, and

firm in the state of fatness. 8. The hide mellow,

and of a middle thickness, though, in our author's

opinion, this is a point not yet well determined

Cattle, as well as horses, have been observed to

thrive better in salt-marshes than in fresh-vvatei
meadows, or upland pastures ; and it has been
conjectured, that the liorbs produced by the lands
near the sea, are more healthy for herbaceous
animals, than such as grow on higher lands. But
it is said, that the saline particles with which the

earth, as well as its produce near the sea, is

strongly impregnated, occasions this beneficial

change in the condition of cattle : as these salts

purge away the foul humours which the beasts

have contracted, either by idleness, or by being
over-heated in labour. As cattle are naturally

fond of salt, and if left at their liberty, will take
no more of it than what is conducive to their

liealth,-it is recommended to lay common sea-salt

in the fields, for them to lick as often as Ihev

please.

BIGNONIA CATALPA.
This is a native deciduous tree of the United

States, covered with a smooth brown bark ; the

flowers are produced in large branching pinna-

cles, towards the ends of the branches ; they are

of dark white, with a few purple spots, and faint

stripes of yellow on their inside. The flowers

are succeeded by long taper pods, containing seeds

The branches dye wool a kind of cinnamon color.

Thunberg mentions that the Japanese lay the

leaves on parts of the body affected with pains :

and that a decoction of the pods is esteemed ser-

viceable in the asthma. Poultry are very fond of

the seeds, and thrive on them. The timber of

the catalpa tree, makes very durable fence posts.

SALES OF MANUFACTURES.
The third semi-annual Sales of Manufactures ol

the United States, under the patronage of the

New-England Society, commenced Tuesday last,

in the spacious Halls over the City Market. The
E.xhibitions were very numerous and splendid, and

purchasers apparently filled up all the places not

occupied by lots of Goods. Of the company were
many Gentlemen from New-York and other pla-

ces. The sales of yesterday were principally of

Cabinet Furniture, looking glasses, elegant time

pieces, hats and other articles. The sales of cot-

ton, woollen and other dry goods took place on

Wednesday last. The samples, although not so

heavy as on former occasions, are, we are told, ol'

finer fabrick, and greater variety.

—

Centinel.

RAIL ROAD.
The Commissioners of the proposed Western

Rail Road have progressed as far as Westboro',

[30 miles] with the survey, and find only a rise of

27 feet to a mile, which is little impediment to the

facility of travel on a Rail way—besides which

the descent is regular from W. to Boston, and the

downward transportation may be two to one of the

upward. The citizens on the route assist the Com-
missioners all in their power, and have the most

liberal views, and the Commissioners devote eve-

ry moment to the discharge of their duties.

One of the Committees on the proposed Hoo-

sack Canal has reported that four towns on the

river transport .3098 tons annually.

—

Palladium.

History of Louisiana.—The New Orleans Mer-

cantile Advertiser contains a favourable notice of

Martin's History of Louisiana, the first volume of

which is lately published. This volume brings

the history of that territory down to the period

when it was taken possession of by Spain, in 176^^
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LUCERNE.
(Continued from page 3?.)

Of the preparation of the landfor Lurcint.

At whatever season you sow, the land ought to

be rendered very fine by ploughing and harrow-

ing, because all seeds buried under clods will

never sprout. If you harrow after each plougli-

ing, the labour will be less. It is not possible to

prescribe the number of ploughiiigs, because

much depends on the nature of the soil. The na-

ture of the Lucerne root points out the necessity

of deep ploughing. The duration and the good-

ness of a field of Lucerne depend in a groat mea-

sure, upon the success of the first year ; if the

seeds do not come up well, if they are sown too

thin, weeds will obtain the !aad over the grass,

ff you sow Lucerne in the Spring, two fall plough-

iQgs will much facilitate your dce|) ploughing in

fhe Spring ; besides, the earth is admirably divid-

ed by the winter frosts. fVintcr is an excellent

labourer. After the last ploughing, if the fur-

rows are deep, you must harrov; before sowing.

Then sow, and harrow ; first v.'ith the teeth of tlie

harrow down, then with the flat side of the har-

row, and so alternately till the seeds arc well

covered, and it would be well to attach a bush

harrow to the harrow with teeth. [In general,

these directions do not difler from our usual course

in sowing clover and other grass seeds, and tlio

same treatment which is adapted to clover will be

proper for Lucerne, except that the ploughing

should be as deep as possible.]

—

Editors.

Of the care required for Lucernefelds.

When the soil is adapted to the plant, and it has

come up well, it requires no care. This remark

does not agree wth the assertions of authors, who
prescribe weeding as necessary to success ; a pre-

caution useless, an expense superfluous, if the

Lucerne lias not boon sown too thin. I had

scarcely, says the Abbe Rozier, chosen Languedoc

as the place of my retreat, than I began to sow

Lucerne, and full of the ideas I had before ac-

quired, I caused my fields of Lucerne to be re-

gularly weeded. The peasants smiled at my
care and solicitude. I asked them the reason of

their ridicule,—the Lucerne, said they, will do

more for itself, than you can do for it ; let it alone,

k( will kill the weeds without your help. For this

^nie they were right; the part of the field which

was not weeded, was the next year as good as

.iljat* which had been. After that, I was not so

ready to throw away my money for nothing. The
Abbe occupies some pages with the destructive

eft'ects of an insect, a ScarabtBus, something like

our rose bug, upon fields of Lucerne, but as we
may never he visited with that scourge, we shall

omit his remarks on this subject for the present.

Of the different crops- of Lucerne [in the same
season.]

If you give credit to the assertion of an Eng-
lish writer. I\Ir. Hall, in other respects a writer ol'

great merit, the southern parts of Prance have the

advantage of making even seven crops h year.

Unhappily for them it is not true, be the seasons

ever so favorable, even when you have W'ater at

command and can water your fields at pleasure.

If you cut the plant before it is in full flower, you

obtain only a watery plant of little substance, and
which loses three fourths of its weight in drying.,

U would,; besides, afford but little nourishment.

1. That a quantity of calcined plaster, equal in

measure,' to the quantity of oats wiiich would be

required to sow any piece of land, is sufficient to

manure it.

2. That gypsum succeeds better on Lucerne
fields which are rich, than on those which are

Supposing that the crop should be cut from the

beginning to the middle of April, is it possible

that tlie Lucerne .should have time to flower seven

limes in the same season ? It is rare, that we can

have more than five ci-ops. The ordinary number

in the provinces, of which Mr. Hall speaks, is four

crops. If t!;o season shall have been favourable it ' poor and sandy.

is a fine and rich product. No field yields nuineri- ;i. That it produces a greater eli'ect the first

cally so much as a good Lucerne field. It is a; than the second year.

clear and net revenue for ten years, which demands
j

4. That it is less active in a moist soil than in

no culture, no advance except that of preparing la dry one.

the land for the crop at first; the cost of seed, .5. If you sow the plaster as soon as it is possi

and the wages of the mowers. One thiid of an
i
bio in Spring, the first crop will feel the cflecl.-

acrc, or 401) square toises of Lucerne field, are
i of it.

usually let for one hundred and fifty livres, or JMr. the Abbe Rozier adds " I acknowledge ac

tliirty dollars a year ! Happy the proprietor, who cording to my own e.xperience, that plaster is very

has much laud fitted for Lucerne. [beneficial for Lucerne fields which begin to de-

IWauy persons aflirm that Lucerne will succeed . cline ; that it facilitates in a great degree the

in any soil ; if this assertion was as true, as it; growth of the large clover ; that it is very useful

certainly is false, a great part of Provence and
,
in meadows covered with moss."

Languedoc would be covered with Lucerne, be-
j

Tiie Abbe proceeds to recommend air-slacked

cause natural meadows are very scarce in these ; lime, v/hicli he prefers to plaster. He notices.

provinces for want o*" water, but experience has and approves a sSggestion of the celebrated Du-
hamel, that when a Lucerne field becomes par-

tially disfurnishod by the death of some plants, to

supply their place by laying the branches of the

adjoining ones, which will take root; but it seems
to us that a simpler course, which we have long

since adopted with clover is preferable, which is.

every spring to run over the field with a harrow,
and throw in fresli seeds in the bare spots.

Of the value of Lucerne as Food.

Lucerne loses some of its value in proportion

to its distance from its native soil ; that is to say.

it is not so nourishing, because its juices are moro
watery when grown in northern countries. Not-
withstanding this no fodder can be compared to.

it in point of quality ; none keeps animals in so
liigh a state of flesh ; none augments or increases

the quantity of milk so much as Lucerne. These
praises in all respects merited, require however
some qualifications. Lucerne is heating to ani-

mals, and if you do not moderate the quantity

in the hot season of the year, and especially in

Southern provinces, horned cattle will become
diseased. If you trust your labourers, thev arc
so proud of seeing their cattle fat, that they stuff"

them with this food, and are unwilling to believe

that it can bo the cause of disease. I know but

proved, most decisively, that Lucerne requires a

deep soil,not clayey,neither too stiff" nor too sandy.

In the central provinces of France, Lucerne is

cut three times in ordinary years, and four times

in favorable ones ; and from two or three times in

the northern provinces. It is a general rule that

Lucerne should not be cut except when in flower
;

before that state, it is generally too watery, and

its juices crude ; after tliat period, it becomes

too dry and too woody. Cattle should not be suf-

fered to feed on Lucerne fields after the last cut-

ting, nor during winter, when the ground is soft.

The heads of tiie plants yield to the hoofs of the

cattle, and injure the grass essentially. It is use-

ful to pass a harrow over a field of Lucerne in

the spring, and the crop will amply repay the ex-

pense of it. Lucerne should be cut in a cool dry

time, and tended as rapidly as possible. Rains,

—

frequent rains .while making are very injurious to

this grass. Let it be cut under circumstances

ever so favorable, and be perfectly dry, it must

not be carried in with the dew upon it, nor moved

in the very heat of the day, because, in that case

it is very apt to lose its leaves, which are the best

part. For this reason it should be stirred as little

as possible in the middle of the day. Great care

should be taken that the hay should be well cired.
., . ^, 1 1 J . , c one mode of preventing the waste of Lucerne bv

otherwise it is apt to heat, and even take fire.
. j i i i ,, . • .'

rr^, r ,.... I-

t

.1 you'' servants, and labourers, snd tliat is to rai.x itThe first cutting of Lucerne in nny season is the ,
' ., » I ,

not so rich, and of course are less nutritive,
or horses.

is apt to purge them : for which reason it is a
Of the means of renewing the vigor and growth o/"|rulo never to give it till it has been cut 24 hours.

Care also is taken to give it in small quantities at
Lucerne Fields.

Lucerne fields will wear out in time, but you

may retard its period of decline by dift"erent

treatment and manures. The first, which is the

most prompt, convenient and cheap, is to feed

your sheep upon it after the last cutting, and even

daring winter.

Mr. Meyer proposed in 1768, to employ Gypsum
or plaster of Paris to revive and recruit old Lu-

cerne fields, and communicated to the (Economical

society of Berne, the several experiments he had

made. These experiments were repeated by Mr.
Kirchburger with care, and the following were
the results :

a time, lest they should be hoven. This is not pe-

culiar to Lucerne. The same effects arc produced
by green wheat, oats, &c. All pasturage which
is too succulent is dangerous. In case this acci-

dent of being hoven should occur, an expedient

which I have tried has never failed, (says the Abbe
Rosier) which is to make them swallow an ounce

of nitre (salt petre) in a glass of brandy, to empty
tlie bowels of the animal, and to make him run.

(To he concluded next week.)

Every thing respecting the Thames Tunnel isi.

proceeding favourably-
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andWOOL. :
times,—The Chinese ploughs ;irc simple,

The following is from a person long; resident in
|

sonic of them arc drawn by women.

Sussex, (Eng.) :— f-'o great an effect has the most
i

The ancient Greek plougli, do.scrilicd by llasi-

trifiing cliange of soil or lierbage on the growth ,
od, consisted of three parts—a long block shurpen-

of wool, that, on two farms adjoining each otiier cd at the point ; a draught pole attachod obliqiic-

oii the South Down 5 of Sussex, there is annually 'y to the upper part of the block, and extending

a difference in the value of their respective to the yoke ; and a plough tail to .direct the im-

growths of from 3s. to 4s. per tod, oven though plement, fastened in like manner, and extended

the ewes from which it was shorn should have
;

tack. A plough of a similar construction is now

been originally equally good as to breed and staple. ' used in Sicily. The plough of the modern Greeks

The experiment has, lie intimates, been tried for !
lias a crooked share, .shaped like the claw nf an

several succeeding years, by the occupants of the 'anchor; it is only a continuation of the sloping

farms alluded to having exchanged, each year,
|

'landlo, which is large and strong. The ma

.
hem for the purchase, remarked in his character-
stic manner

:
" Gentlemen, it is not merely these

boilers and these vats that I am selling you, but
the poteniinlUy of accjuiring wealth beyond the

[English paper.]dreams of avarice."

CULTURE OP SILK.
In a part of New England where the silk worm

has been an object of attention for a longer time;
than in most parts of the country, the little Ger-'
man settlement on Ebenezer creek, in Georgia ex-
cepted, some now modes of cultivating the roul-t

1

berry are introduced. I am informed that severali

fifty ewes of the same "age and "quality, and the I
ancient plough used by the Romans, was of the

j

°^ ^^^ " seed farmers" sow their seeds broad-cast!

effect ascertained by the wool of one of the par- simplest form. In the days of Virgil this implo-M'^^e turnips, in the spring, and in the following|

eels of ewes invariably degenerating. Nov is this. I
ment had become more complicated and efficient,

j

season cut the plants with a scythe as soon as the

he signifies, the only instance of the kind he has j 'i'hcy had ploughs with and without mould-boards; '

™'

witnessed. Thin chalky land, covered with a fine- i with and without coulters; with and without

textured turf, interspersed with wild thyme, small ;
wheels ; with bioad and narrow pointed shares,

wild clover and eyebright, is that, ho subjoins, The beam was fastened to the yoke, like our cart-

which produces the finest wool. It is, indeed, a poie- Tlie Romans did not plough their lands in

well known fact, that wool always becomes coarse, '^eds or ridges, as we do ; but the cattle always

though increased in weight, from sheep being fed return in the same furrow. The plough cominon-

on strong land. Hence it is that a Southdown 'y "sed had no mould-board, and this may bo re-

owe produces a fleece full a third heavier, though
j

marked of the ploughs of most ancient, and some

much coarser, the year she is fattened, than any modern nations

—

Hump. Gaz.

one that preceded it.

A LONDON BREWERY.
An idea of the immense extent to which the

brewing of porter is carried on in London, may
THE PLOUGH.

This instrument has held the first place among
the implements of agriculture in all ages. Noah be formed from the following description of l?ar

cultivated the vine and made wine immediately
j

clay's brewery. If any private concern in Eiig-

after the flood, but it ii supposed that grain was ; land, or in the world, is entitled to the epithet of

first cultivated on the banks of the Nile, in Egypt.
. vaslness, this is one. It covers about eight acres

The invention of the plougii must have been near- j of ground, and manufactured last year 351,474

ly coeval with the rising of grain. "The first
i

barrels, of 3S gallons each. The buildings which

jilough," says Jahn, in his Biblical Archseology,
' was nothing more than the stout limb of a tree,

from which projected another shortened and poin-

ted limb. The further end of the long branch

was fastened to the yoke, and a handle was ad-

ded by which the plough might be guided." Mr

contain the vats themselves, are enormous. The
largest of the latter contains cacii 4,000 barrels.

The average number of vats is nearly 100. A
steam-engine of 23 horse power is employed in

driving the machinery, and about two hundred

men arc engaged in the varions works of the es-

Loudon says the plough originally used was of ]
tablishment : it is supposed that the number of

worms begin to eat out of the cocoons. This mow- '

ing is regularly prosecuted every morning in the.

quantities wanted, and unless the season is one of'

severe drought, the fields will bo cut twice or-'

thrice before the worms begin to wind up.

The advantages stated of this mode are these:

1. The leaves arc gathered with less labour and
{

expense, being cut and taken together like hay or*]

grain. -;

3. The loaves arc larger and more tender than
]

on the grown tree, and the worms cat with more ;

appetite and produce more silk.

3. The time of gathering the supply is so shorii

that the leaves arc got with the morning dew up-

on them, which is deemed by practical men, to bo
|

an essential advantage.
|

4. More worms can be supported from a given I

space of ground, and the mulberries are ready af-

tor one season, instead of waiting several years i

for the formation of an orchard. i

My informant who took pains to make minute
\

inquiries on the spot, stated in one instance where ;

the worms tended by one young woman, supplied !

with leaves in the mode described, produced silk .

to the value of $400 in one season.

—

JV Y. Times

When an animal has eat too much green herb-
age, it ferments in the stomach and produces car-

the pick kind and he gives a ii.mo ot one on an persons dependent upon it without doors, m tht
j
^onic acid gas, which occasions bloating. To de-

ancient medal dug up at Syracuse, which resem- sale and transportation of the beer, is three or four
) g.^oy this gas, make tlie animr.l swallow a spoon-

bles a pick-a.xe. The letter A (alpha) is suppos-
.
thousand. The three coppers in which the beer

) f,,) ^f ammoniac mixed with a crbss of water-
ed to have its shape from the plough ; in the most I

is boiled, hold each 150 barrels.

mcicnt form of the Greek A, one branch (the Twenty-five gentlemen once dined in one of

beam) is twice as long as the other (the share.)— j those coppers, after which, fifty of the workmen
Another ancient plough figured by Mr Loudon is

ui the form of a sharp toed-boot the holder (a fe-

male) has one hand on the top of the boot and a

got in and regaled themselves. One hundred and

ninety pounds of beef-stakes, wore thus consumed
in one day, in this novel kind of dining room.

beam is inserted a little above the instep. The
j

The tuns in which the beer ferments, hold ],400
instrument, now used for ploughing by the na- barrels each. The carbonic acid in one of them
lions of the east, is similar to those of the ancients, stood about three and a half feet above the liquor,

Mr Loudon remarks, that the state of agriculture and poured over the side in a continued stream,
and other arts, and of machinery, in the eastern A candle is instantly extinguished on being placed

Perhr.ps a dose of lye would do as well.

Simon Loroy, of Mexico, Oswego county has in-

vented a machine for mortising carriage hubs,

bedstead posts, table legs, chair pillars, &c. &c.

It is small, costs $20 and with it a boy of 14 years

can do as much work in a day as six men without

it.

THE CROPS.
The crops to the distance of twenty miles around

'ountries' was'tiot m^aterialTy'different irthe"7ime
j

near"*throuterodge ''of ufis"receptlclo',''°and'^on
j ^'f '!!,!L"..T°!\^.!!L^L'"°nri!^;^,ll"^^^

of Moses, 3400 years ago, from what it is in the holding one's face near it, a sharp pungent sen-
same countries at the present day. In Persia the sation is felt in the mouth and face, not unlike!

lower part of the plough is a long wedge-shaped that produced by ardent spirits. An immersion!
thing, and the beam and handle are inserted in of a few moments would be fatal.

I

an overflowing harvest. Providence in its benefi-

cence gives every assurance of an ample compen-

I

sation being made for the dearth of the last year.

Halifax JVova Scoliati.

the top of this block ; in some districts the driver

btands on the wedge or share. In Hindostan the

ploughs are of the thick shape and are but little

better than pointed sticks. The figures of some
of thorn resemble the brush scythe of the Ameri-
can farmer, the blade being used for a share, and
the handle for a beam—they are guided by a
piece of wood attached to the beam near the share.

The Hindoo ploughs merely scratch the earth,

and to accomplish the work of pulverization, the

One hundred and sixty horses are kept on the

premises, for the purpose chiefly of transportin<
Pear Trees.—During the two last years the

pear trees wore affected with a disease, which
the materials to and from different parts of the « ithercd their foliage, suspended the circulation
city. A finer collection of animals employed in through the branches, and left the marks of death
one concern, perhaps is no where to be seen. and decay to attest its destructive power. Manj
This is, upon the whole, I believe, the largest attempts at explanation were made. One distin-

brewery in London. It formerly belonged to guished agriculturist attributed the blight to the
Thrale, the friend of Dr. Johnson, who, as execn-

|
operation of an insect preying on the heart. Oth-

torto the estate, sold the establishment to iJOjers considered it as the result of a suspension of
present owners. One of the latter informed a circulation occasioned by the extraordinary dry-

plough repeats the operation from five to fifteen I
friend of mine, that the Doctor, in treating with I ness of the season. It has recently been attribu't-
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ed to the exhausted condition of the tree, follow- OATb.

ing rapid growth or abundant production of fruit. Great complaint, we learn, has been made m the

That the "latter cannot be the correct account of eastern part of the state of the failure of the crop

the source of that evil, so destructive to the or- of oats by bUgJit. We are happy to say, that the

chard, is evident from the fact, that trees which fanners in this neighbourhood appear to be more

have never produced fruit are sorely aiilicted, and highly favoured. We are informed by some of

those whose gro.Mh has been slow, are miserably them, that their oats are as high as their shoulders

withered, while others, whoso branches have been and as thick as they can well stand together

—

bent with the weight of the delicious harvest

uccessive seasons, flourish in health and vigorous

leshness. To whatever cause the origin of the

.'vil is to be attributed, there seems no doubt ex-

isting of the measures to be adopted to check its

progress, if not work its cure. AH writers agree,

that the pruning knife must he used on the aflcct-

ed parts, with unsparing hand, and, the dis-

eased branches cut ofTas soon as possible. The

operation, where the blight has fastened itself

Irmly, is one of melancholy effect on the bi;auty

nd symmetry of the tree, and rendered more dan-

erous from the season when the wounds it oo-

asions are exposed to the burning sun of sum-

ler : but the preservation of the life of the tree

;nay well be procured by the sacrifice of fair pro-

portions and goodly shape.— JVorctster JEgis.

JVovtl Jipplication of EUctncUij, or JVew way to

pay Old Debts.—A certain physician who possess-

ed a powerful Electrical Machine, discovered a

sheriff making rapid strides towards his house ;

and suspecting from circumstances that he had

some designs on his personal liberties, the worthy

M. D. made prei-arations accordingly to wnrd off

the anticipated attack. Attaching a conductor

ffrom his electrical apparatus) to the knocker on

the front of the door, he then charged the machine
to a very high degree, and waited the result.

—

The steps which ascended to the front door had

an elevation of fourteen feet. Clothed in all the

importance of the law, the sheriff ascended, and

with a firm grasp siezed the fatal knocker. In-

stantly he found himself at the bottom of the

steps. After having recovered in some measure

from a blow given by an invisible power, and hav-

ing collected his scattering writs and executions.

Nor is this goodly prospect likely to end in mere

straw. On the contrary, as far as our inquiries

and observations have extended, we have reason

to believe that this species of grain, hereabouts,

will turn out remarkably plump and heavy.

A failure in the crop of oats in a given section

of the country is, perhaps, more severely felt than

that of any other grain, because each section is

accustomed to depend on itself for supplies, and

not on importations, as of other kinds of grain.

—

Vast quantities of oats are consumed annually at

the livery stables, at taverns, and by stage propri-

etors ; and it is thought that no other grain could

be substituted for them, which would be equally

convenient in its use, and equally healthy and

pleasant for horses. It is estimated that the seve-

ral lines of stages, which run from Boston to Al-

bany alone, consume 100,000 bushels of oats in a

year. The farmer never wants a market for this

kind of grain, ami there is no other crop which he

is so certain of turning into cash

—

Berk. Jlmer.

Origin of Diseases " I tell you honestly wha'
I think is the cause of the complicated maladie?
of the human race ; it is their gormandizing and
stuffing and stimulating those organs (the diges
tive) to an excess, thereby producing nervous dis-

orders and irritation. The state of their minds i-

another grand cause ; the fidgetting and discon-

tenting yourself about that which can't be helped:

passions of all kinds—malignant passions, and
worldly cares, pressing upon the mind, disturb

the brain, and do a great deal of harm."

Terrapin.—There is now in the possession of

Mr Seth Swift a large terrapin, taken from an

island in the Pacific Ocean, and brought to this

place by the ship Ale.xander. It is so powerful,

that, bearing a man weighing 250 pounds, it mov-

es without the least apparent difficulty. The
terrapin is a curious animal. None are more fa-

miliar with its habits and history, or have derived

greater advantages from it as food, than the

whalemen. It has often been known to live a

year without aliment, and even then to bo luxu-

rious food.— Several islands of the Pacific abound

with it, and the fishermen, after having been con-

fined to their homely and monotonous food, havi

" Lord Erskine," says Dr. E. Clarke, " told me
that Burke's manner was sometimes bad ;

' it teas

like that of an Irish chairman.^ ' Once,' said he.
' I was so tired of hearing him in debate upon the

India bill, that, not liking ho should sec me leave

the House of Commons while he was speakin"-,

I crept along under the benches, and got out, and
went to the Isle of Wight. Afterwards that very
speech of his was published, and I found it to be
so extremely beautiful, that I actually wore it in-

to pieces by reading it.'
"
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enjoyed in a high degree the meat of the terrapin

together with his senses, he made a second at-
j

Hundreds have often been taken on board a sin

tempt, wondering at this strange manner of pay

ing debts. Meanwhile the doctor had charged and daily been served up to the crew—a luxury

the faithful conductor. No sooner had the sheriff
j

which epicures would " delight to honor." Lux-
again dared to touch the fatal knocker, than h

GARDEKI.NG.

The love of gardening is so natural to man, as

to bo common to children, and the enjoymeuts of
a garden so congenial to our ideas of happiness
as to be desired by men of all ranks and profes-

sions, who toil hard in cities, hoping, with Cowley,
one day to retire to a " small house and largo gar-
den." The cares of a garden are a source of
agreeable domestic recreation, and especially to

the female sex ; to the valetudinarian they are a
source of health, and to age a source of interest :

for it has been remarked of a taste for gardenin"-,
that, unlike other tastes, it remains with us to the
latest period, and increases rather than diminish-

A statement appears in the last National Intel-

ligencer of the health of Washington, the Capi-

.
tolofthe United States, compared with Balti-

glc ship, (in some instances weighing a ton each,) n,ore, Philadelphia, New-York, and Boston; bv

found himself twelve feet nearer the centre of the

earth a second ti.Tie. Remembering the old adage,

"beware of the third time," ho immediately quit-

ted the premises, leaving the doctor in full pos-

session of the " castle" he had so well defended.

Fall River Monitor.

which it appears that Washington is a very healttiv

city. The deaths there are said to he one in fifty
uiiespall upon the taste, but the terrapin is an

! „,,,iie in Boston they are one in forty-one—in'

exception. Never can the terrapin, although ser

vcd up day after day for months, be rejected.

[Nantucket paper.]

The Harvest.—Onr farmers this season have

been blest uilh plentiful crops of every kind of

grain and grass, and all we believe have been suc-

cessful in housing and stacking it without injury

in the least. So bountiful a display of the good-

ness of Him wlio rnleth over all, calls for united

thanksgivings; and whilst other nations are pining

in misery and want, plenty sheds her stores abro-id

over our land, and abundance is every where the

reward of industry.

—

Pcnn. Gaz.

Bunier-Hill Monument.—As much progress is

now making with this great National work as a

due regard to its firm and proper construction will

admit. The base is completed, and the laying of

the first course now occupies the attention of the

architect, Mr. James S. Savage. The base we
believe is forty feet square, and is from fifteen to

twenty feet within the earth. .\t the surface it

is about 24 feet square. In the centre a circular Effects of Ardent Spinl.—Two persons

aperture i^ left from the first course of the base
I

E-cd Rivor, in Louisiana, lately made a bet which

which is to extend to (he top. Between the wall
j

s'lo^''*! t'""'^ ^'i*' greatest quantity of ardent

around the aperture and the outer wall, the stairs
I

spirit- A gallon of whiskey was procured, and

are to ascend in a circular form. !

^hey both commenced, drinking by turns the con-

I
Bunker-Hill Aurora.! touts of a tumbler. The gallon in a few minutes

I was gone ; and the person who proposed the bet

A new light House ia about to be built at Biiffa-| went for more ; but on his return found the other

lo—a light house on Lake Erie ! lifeless.

\

New-York, one in thirty-seven—in Philadelphiii.
i one in thirty-two ; and and in Baltimore, one in

I thirty-eight.

I

_
1

From the 1st of .Tan. to the 1st of Aug. 1827
10194 passengers arrived at New- York by water
13,000 arrived at Quebec—and probably 5000
at other northern ports—making over 30,000 cmi-
irrants to America in six months.

7^hames Ttmnel. A meeting of the share-hold-

ers of this institution was held, at the London
Tavern, on the It'th of June, when a report was
read from Mr Brunei lo the Directors, on t.'^e sub-

ject of the late accident. This contained a state-

ment in detail of the difficulties, which had at-

tended the undertaking, but expressed strong con-

fidence in eventual success.

A company of merchants at Natches, Miss, has

olTcred premiums of $50 for the best sample piece

of Cotton Bagging ; $23 for the best pair of blan-

kets, and .$25 for the best of Denim for ne^ro
clothing.
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Sutton Chasm.—In the town of Sutton, in Wor-

cester county, is an immense cliasin in the rock.s,

vrallod "Purgatory." It is half a mile in longth,

from 75 to 100 foot in width, and the distance

f oin top to bottom is 114 fccU. A groat number

o:' apertures opLMi in the bottom, by which one

may descend to a si, 11 greater depth.

The vast walls on either side of the chasm are

composed of solid granite, and on one of the liigh-

ost points is a sinule rocl; which is estimated to

weigh .':U0 tons. Tliis rock corresponds with one

• )n the opposite sii)e, the two faces showing tl)at

Ihey were once united, as do tlie faces of the per-

pendicular walls generally. There is granite

enough liere to build a city as large as Boston
;

and the distance to the Biackstonc canal is only

four miles. Ice is usually found in the chasm in

all seasons of the year. The Worcester .^gis

gives a particular description of this natural curi-

osity.

—

Hainpshii-e Gaz.

Sunderland Cave.—A remarkable cave in Mount

Toby, about three miles northeast of Sunderland

village, has been described by President Dwight,

and Prcfes.sor I'itehcock. It extends quite through

the mountain, and is 65 feet in depth, 12 rods in

iengtl), and from two to twenty feat in breadth.

—

It is formed by two vast rocks of pudding stone,

which seem to have been originally united. At

the top is an aperture called the window. Near

the cave is a fissure 10 feet wide, 43 deep, and

130 long.— /ttrf.

Good Begiiuiing.—By an act passed the last

session of the Assembly it is provided that tlie

niiUtia of Connecticut shall not be required to

perform regimental or battalion duty oftener than

ouoc in two years.— Hartford paper.

In the list of letters remaining in the post office

at Cincinnati, (Ohio) wo find the i'ollowing ;
" Ber-

nard il'Nelly, care of Robert Davis, 25 miles from

(Cincinnati, Jersey settlement

—

or elsewhere.

" Knowledge is wealth.— In a neighboring coun-

ty, 1 few days since, a man sold his hoAe to a

stranger and received S45 in Jersey city bill?.

Had he been a subscriber for either of the news-

papers printed under his nose he would have

learnt from it, in season, that this bank had broke.

lie has since subscribed, and paid in advance like

a man."

A black man, who attempted to get into Mr
Alexander Muirhead's Store at Cheraw, So. Ca.

down the chimney, stuck so fast in the flue that

they were obliged to pull the chimney down to

extricate him.

We understand that Mr James Colburn of Dra-

cut, has invented a composition v/hicli renders

Shingles incombustible and much more durable.

Many buildings in his neighborhood have already

been covered with them. The price of the com-

position and putting on is only nine cents a yard,

and the shingles have a fine slate colour.

Caution to Farmers.—Mr David Merwin of Or-

ange, last week lost seven fine sheep, by their

getting into a field from which a crop of rye had

been removed. These sheep died in consequence,

as it is supposed, of feeding upon the grain which

had shelled upon the field in harvesting.

St. Giles's Church in London, has now an illu-

minated dial ; the clock, by its own revolution,

lights itself as soon as the sun sets, and e.-stin-

5uishfis the same when the sun rises

Church and College cndoivmenls.— It gives us

great pleasure to learn, that n series of articles

from the pen of Dr Chalmers of the University of

St. Andrew's, on the use and abuse of Churcli and

College Endowments, is appearing in Mr C.

Chalmers' Journal of Uselul Knowledge, and that

the tirLit article was published in the number
for June.

Autl'orship of Junius.—A correspondent of the

Morning Clironicle writes, " A nublc duke, in

whose archives at Stowe this difficult problem has

been at length solved, will greatly gratify the

public by an early and authentic communication

of the documents wiiich now place it beyond doubt;

and the communication will further instruct many
modern writers on the theory of presumptive proof

and the weakness of slight circumstantial evi-

dence.

A trading expedition, comprising 105 men ;;nd

53 wagons left Missouri in April last for New
Mexico. The line of their march extended for at

least 1 mile. This is stated to be the largest ex-

pedition that ever traversed this route.

Subscribers to the JVcif Kngland Farmer are in-

\forined that they can have their volumes neatly half

bound and lettered at 75 cents, rv ich is as cheap as

they can be done in tins city—by sendini; them to

this office. Subscribers who began after the last

volume commenced can be supjilied with the de-

ficient numbers.

Horse Rake.
For sale at the Agricultural Warehouse,

One of I'irc 's patent revolving Horse Rakes
Oni: of Willis's patent Side Hiil Ploughs, an excellent

implt-ment.

Yellow Lucust Seed,—Turnip Seed, Hfc.

For sAle at the New England Farmer office, a few

lbs. Yellow Locust Seed, superior scarlet short top Rad-
ish, White Mulberry, \3 varieties of Turnip, Girkin

or pickiiiig Cucumber, Szc. with a new assortment of

ornamental (lower seeiis.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW ENGLAND FAR.MKR.

Siu—I would tliank you to put>Iish in your paper liie follow-

ing notice. In June 1S25 Joel Faruhain took out a patent for a
Cylinder Gralcr Cider Mill. I am now credibly informed that a
man l>ylli> name of Constance H Wicks.who lived in the neigh-
borhood, had frequenily seen tiic above mill in operation,
and has lately taken out a patent for one on the same princi-

ple, and ims now employed agents to dispose of rights in the
different New England States. The iiudersigned thinks it prop-
er to give litis public notice, as he is interested with the paten-
tee, so ns to prevent innocent people from purchasing ilie right

of said Wicks, or his agents, thereby siibjectinsf themselves to

alr.wsuil. Joel FAllNHAM,Jr.
Editors will please give this an Insertion and ser\e the cause

of the public.

New York, August 14, 1827.

'. ii.iil on this plan of
^ 16 inches diameter
il) points of iron or

<',iiiit; 3-lt»ths of an inch,
i,eh iiomeaeli otlier, there
cylinder, and 43 teeth in a
The cylinder is put in nio-

•ADVEr.TISEMI
Jasi Fcn'7lhajn's Lnproved Cider It.

full size is 4 feel by 2 1-2. The cyl

and 9 inches long. Ihe periphery ii^

steel, placed in a spiral form, prnj,

placed :2-ods ofone eighth of im u

being 17 rows around said block or

row ; the teeth may be 4d bradi

lion by a whirl and band.
This mill without the power cost from 10 to 12 dolts. ; and by

giving it 500 revolutions per minute it will grind or grate with
one horsepower si.xty bushels of apples per hour; with \\\\y

horses dotible the quajilily. Tlie apples are grated very line

without breaking the seeds.

There wns rising of two thousand bairels of cider made in

one of these mills last year, without expemling one cent tor re-

pairs. Agenls will shortly be out in the stale of Massachusetts

to sell out the rights of towns, counties. &c.
Applications,' post paid, directed lu JOSEPH F. WIIITF.,

No. 213 Water St. New York, or to JOSEPH K. NEWELL,
Boston, will be attended lo.

The Ibllowing are some of the Cerlilicalcs respecting the

Grater Cider iVlitl.

Berkshire, Mnij id. 1327.

I hereby cerlily that I have one of Joel Farnliam's Grater
Cider Mills in operation, and when grinding with water power.
i have ground two bushels of apples in a minule, bm when
grinding with horse power, about half that qiianlity. The
quantity of apples is about seven bustiels for a barrel of cider.

As to the quality of the cider 1 have not discovered any materi-

al difference from Ihat made in the nut mill, but lliere is much
less sediment, 1 think not more than a quart or at most three

pints to a barrel. A. LEONARD.
Owego, Tiosa Coimly, June 12, 1827.

We the subscribers hereby certify that we have made cider

at Joel Farnham's cider mill, at his dwelling place, in Tioga
town, and with his Grater Cider Mill, and it will do the work
complete as the above given by IMr Leonard.

G. L TALCOTT,
J. M. QUIGG,
R BROWN.
E TALCOTT, Jr.

This certifies that I have one of Joel Farnham's patent cider

mills, and it will grind from one and a half to two bushels of
apples in a minute : it will ^rind a bushel and a half without
any urging, but if urged it will grind two bushels, and the cider

is perfectly clear and pleasant when well worked', and I think

it will make more cider Ihaaany of the old fashioned mills.

Spencer, Mciii 24, 1627. 1. WOODFORD.

For sale at t!ie New England Fanner Office,

No. 52 North Market Street.

Lucerne or I^'ronch Clover seed—Red or Dutch
Clover—White Ilonysuckle Clover, and other

Grasses.—While Onion Seed.

With every variety of GARDEN SEEDS.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

APPLES, best,

.iSHES, pot, Ist sort, - - -

pearl do. - - - -

BEAKS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo. No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, hispcct. No. I. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skiniinud mill,', - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FI-OUR, Etiltinioro, Hov/ara St

Genesee, ...
Rre, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - - - .

Barlcv - - - -

Oats '- - . - -

HOGS' LARU, Ist sort, new, '

HOPS, No 1, Inrpection - -

LIME,
OIL, l^inseed, Phil, and Norfbcru

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone .Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Heid's Gi'ass, - - bush

Cl.iver - - - . lb.

WOOL, Meriuo, fulIbIood,waEh

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d 501

1

do Spinning, 1st sort

profisiojV market.
BEEI'', best pieces - - - - lb.

PORK, fresh, best pieces, -

" whole hogs, - -

VEAL,
tVIl'TTON,
POULTRY. . . - - .

BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - .

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - . bus!

Indian, do. - . -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (aectuding; to qualitv) [bbl.

13 00
12 OOJ
11 .50
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SACRED LYRIC.

BY JAMES EDMESTO.N, LONDON.

Where can 1 go from 7'Aee.'

All presein Deily

!

Nature, and Time, and Thought, thine impress bear

Tlirough earth, or sea. or sky,

Though farafar!— Ifly,

I turn, and lind Thee present with me there.

The perfume of the rose,

And everv flower that blows,

All mark thv love," in clusters of the vale ,

The corn that crowns the fields,

The fruits that garden yields.

Proclaim the bouuties that cau never fit!.

The vapour and the cloud.

The thunder bursting loud,

Speak of Thy majesty iii words of flame .

The ocean as it roars.

Lashing the rocks and shores.

Declares from what a mighty hand it came.

The vasly globes that roll.

Each on its own firm pole,

Through all the boundless fields of space alone.

Prove that indeed Thou art,

The life-wheel an<i the heart,

Of systems to our little world unknown.

From Thee I'caimot fly
;

Thine all observing eye,

Marks the minutest atom of thy reign
:

How far so'cr I go,

Thou all my path wouldsl know,

.\iid bring the wanderer to this eaith again.

But why should I depart ?

'Tis safely where Thou art

;

And could one spot thy being hold,

I, poor, and vain, and weak,

'I'hat sacred spot would seek,

\iid dwell within Die shelter ol thy fold !

NEW ENGLAND FARMER. A„^ust 24, issr.

ling singular method of furnishing a fishpond with
I

^to the farmers of the u.nited states.

a variety of fish. About the hitter end of April, Centlemcn.—You have rai.sed abundance, and f

I or the begii.ning of May, take the root of a wil-
1 yj^pjgfy gf forage for cattle, but there is one species

I low that stands near the water side, and is lull of
| ^^ ijgrbage of which the horse, the cow and sheep

'.fibres; wash off the earth which adheres ^o ^'^^i.^jq ps.nicu\ai-\y fond, and which is wonderfully

I then fasten it to a spike, and drive it into a river
| pfoj;_i(.tive ; that to which I have reference is cal-

I or pond well stored with fish ; they will srecdily
| j^j Xares. It grows early in the spring, and

I bo induced to deposit their spawn or roe in the
]
g,,ouij t^g grass crops fail, it is found to be an e:;-

fibres of the root. After a few days, (in coo'
, cellent substitute ; cattle will soon grow fat by

i weather, perhaps wcefts) remove the spike, ^V^th
j fgg^j^^ g„ jf^ I presume the seed could be im-

;
the willow root, from the pond, and convey it to i

pg^tpj" f^^^ England, it will grow on almost any
'

that which you design to store, driving it to l-he
_^j[—in the county of Sussex, I have seen hun

depth of four or six inches under the surface oi|3reds of acres on the South Downs, where Ih-

the water; and, in about a fortnight, a gi'^^^ mould has not been more than six inches deep.

! number of young fish will appear.^ The root, how- rpj^^ f^j^g^g gow it and sell it to those that own

,
ever should not be left too long in the first pond

jj^-ggg ^^^ cows, oy the acre, half acre, or quarter ;

i or river, lest the heat of the sun animate the spawn, Lj^g purgij^ser mows it down and carries it homo
'; and disengage it from the root.

—

DortusUc Ency-
^^^ j^j^ ^^^,^ expense.

clopedia. A short time past, I was conversing with an

_, ,, , 7 „,i ™„„ „.i,r, Vind n short Enslish farmer, that liad known well the value of
! Forgetfulness. A gentleman who nau a snort "-< o

, , , ,, .1. ^ u i u •

f .i,„
;

*' -*
. • I- „„-,.ot v,r,r.v • u Mem tn ' Tares, and he told me that he should nnport the

; memory, wrote in his pocUet booK . " Mem.—to -"^
i. ,

, , •,,
, »•. (

1 ^ tn, 1 1) A „„„r,fti,nt tiiia nTP. seed ; a few bushels will sow a large quantity ot
'marry next Thursday." As a proot that tuts pre- === '

j , ,,. i r .1
I ,.•' , ,, ..,.„„ „„„i„oo Mr T? land, and the seed should be preserved from the
caution was not altogether useless, lur a ,

>

.1, . i ,, j j f r t i.«,.ti,.
, , ,

. ,• ,,„ ,, ;„„ ,„nni- tr> Vipd at 'crop. The farmer that I alluded to died shortu
who had married m the morning, went to oea at,^ i' «,.

t^ n •, aj Mr i-
,x- I- 111 „„ A,irl it la rplntpd of 'afterwards.— ..V. Y. Daily Mv. \ v . t.

fuo-ht in his usual lodgings. Ana it 1= leiateu 01, '^^
^

Mr Harvest whose d-racter is dj-vn by Bicker-

1

^^ ^^^^^,^_^ ^^^^^ ^^ . ^ ^.^^^

stafle in the comedy of the Absent Man that hav-
J^ ^.^^^ .^ ^^^^^^-

_

ing appointed a day to be married, he entirely
., .^ , - „ . t, f .,. i- v

: forgot it, and went a fishing. (Abridged from Count Rumford 3 Essays.)

.. The bottles having been made very clean, must

^ Wife.—In the new piece of Love and Rca- ^^ ^^^^ j^jq clean cold water in a large boiler, and

'son, old General Dorian is persuading Adjutant Lj^g
^^^^fg^ ^^^g^ ijg jjg^fgj gf^jy^jiy^ and made to

Vincent to marry, " She is an angel !" says the

FISHPONDS.
i General: " I don't want an angel—I shouldn't

These are considered to be no small im-
1 ^.^^^^. ^^^ij^t, to do with an angel," was the reply

provement of watery and boggy lands, many of
i gf^i^g gingig hearted Adjutant. " She is all sweet-

which can be appropriated to no other purpose.—
| nggs," rejoines the General : " So is a beehive,"

In making a pond, its head should be at the low-
' ppgwers 'Vincent, " but it does not follow that I

est part o°f the ground, that tho trench of the flood-
j gijoyij Jikg to thrust my head into it." .

rrate, or sluice, having a good fall, may, when ne-
j

— —
cessary speedily discharge the water. The best

|
Swalloxmng a ,§tc(»-rf.—The Colonel ot a rcgi-

raethod of securing the work, is to drive in two ment was informed lately that one of his men had

boil, in order that the bottles mny be heated boil

ing hot.

The coffee, fresh prepared, and still boiling hot.

must be put into these heated bottles, which must

be immediately well closed with good sound corks.

The bottles must then be moved into a cool cel-

lar, where they must be kept well covered up in

dry sand, in order to preserve them from the light.

By this means ready-made coftee may be pre-

raethod of securing tlie worK, is to drive in two ment was iniormeu ^aie y uw. -..- ^-
served good for a long time, but great care must

or three rows of stakes, at least six feet long, tit run his sword through his body, un enquiiy
1^

^ ^^^ ^_^j_^^ ^^^ ^^ 1^^, .^ ^^ exposed to the light,

a distance of about four feet, extending to the found that he had sold his sword to buy spirituous
,

^^^^^^^.^^ .^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^^

whole length of the pond-head, the first- row of Uquors

a layer of lime, and another of earth dug out of
'frifles, says Voltaire, produce often great ef-

j mre in a glass tube, ten inches long, and eight

the pond, among the piles and stakes ; and, when
j-^^^g .

,^ glove, dropped by Q,ueen Anne, and
|
ii„es in diameter, the upper extremity of whicii

these are well covered, drive in others as occasion
-^.j-gj up by Mrs Masham, drove the Whigs,

j .„ust be covered wMtli a piece of skin or bladder,

may require, and ram in the earth as before, till
j^gj^jg^] by the Duke of Marlborough, out of office. ' pjgrced with small holes. If the weather is to be

he pond-head be of the height designed

The dam should be m,ide sloping on each side

and a waste left to carry off the superabundant Lf the Fr. Chamber of Deputies. The General is

water in case of floods or rains ; the depth of the Laid to have had 281 votes—his antagonist, Mr

pond need not exceed six feet, rising gradually k-rouchon, 109.

in shoals towards the sides, in order to allow the ____ -—^^^

fish to sun themselves and deposit their spawn. A paper entitled tiie "FooPs Ga-.^tie, is said to

Gravelly and sandy bottoms, especially the latter, have been commenced in Prussia—in which prob-

ate well calculated to promote the breeding of Ubly are published all accounts of duel- -

fine, the solid matter remains at the bottom of

Gen. Lafayette has been elecj,ed a^ Member
^j^^ juj,e, and the alcohol is as transparent as usu-

al. If rain is to fall in a short time, some of the

solid particles rise and fall in the alcohol, which

becomes somewhat thick and troubled. When a

; storm, a tempest, or even a squall is about to come

\ on, all the solid matters rise from the bottom of

;
the tube, and form a crust on the surface of the

alcohol, which appears in a state of fermentation.

these animals : and a fat soil, with a white rich by gaming and speculation—deaths for love ac-
,

rp[.jggg appearances take place 24 hours before tho

water, such as the washings of hills, commons, cidcnts from intemperance, &.c. &c.
jtempest ensues; and the point of the hori/.ou

streets, sinks, &c. is said to be the most proper -— „ , ^ „ „„ncp= nf Ppnivian from which it is to blow is indicated by the parti-

for fattening all sorts of fish. I

Fn-cr and ^g:«e.-Take 2 ounces of Peiiivian
1

^^^ gathering most on the side of the tube oppo-

For storing a pond, carp is to be preferred, on bark, 2 of powdered coves, and 1 ot cream or,
that part whence the wind is to come.

accountofitsdelicacy, quick growth! and prolific [tartar ; mix them together; divide the ^""'P"^- T' ,,^____-,-^_-__--,
nature, as it breeds five or six limes a year. Thisjtion into 12 equal doses, and take one^dose^every j—^;j,;71FX^^,,^;— ..blilh.d every Iriday, at $3.00

fish delights in ponds thtit have marl or clay bot- morning noon and nig '
'"

toms, with plenty of weeds and grass, on which ed ;
then one every

it chiefly subsists during the hot months. taken. Each dose may -- -y -,. =
l,,.„ »„t;(ied to -iiu7/t volumeTatis

In a late publication, we meet with the follow- ! any kind of spirituous liquor mixed with water.
,

are entitled to volume .rat

and niuht till the complaint is check- .

mornincr till the whole is per antium, or $2,50 .1 paid -.advance

be taken in a glass of 1
Gentlemen who procure/te responsible subscribers,
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AGRICULTURE.
mIllet.

Mr Fessenden—In Agriculture, as in all prac-

tical sciences, facts are much more important than

theories ; anO it is the duiy of every farmer to

communicate the result of his experiments. A

plain and exact history of hi. cultivation wil be

useful to himself and tooth :; and it would bo

-,vell for him to remember thv it may be as usetul

to record his failures as his successes.—I give you

'he history of a small Millet field.

The land is a moist good soil ; and measures

seventy-two square rods. It was planted last

year with potatoes, very slightly manured with

rock weed in the drills, and yielded a poor crop.

It was manured this year with slaughter yard and

barn manure mixed, at the rate of 2| cords and

three fourths to an acre ; that is 33t5 cubic feet of

manure were put on the piece and ploughed in.

It was sowed with seed obtained at«he New Eng-

land Farmer office, and rolled on the 14th June,

:it the rate of 5 pecks of seed to the acre. The

field was mowed on the 19th inst. and carried in

yesterday weighing 309'0 lbs. at the rate of C900

lbs. to the acre. It was cut as soon as some of

the seeds would shake out when rolled in the

hand ; and from experience heretofore, I deem

it quite equal to my best English Hay for any

kind of stock. Yours respectfullyj

Salem, August 25, 1837. H. C

INSECTS.

Mft. Fessenden.—With a view to confirm the

iicts, respecting the insect, which preys on the

out-worm, (partially described in the N. E. Far-

mer, page 313, vol. StflJ) the following remarks

are made.

This season my plants were visited as usual,

by the cut- worm; hut not in such crowds, as in

the last year. They however, succeeded in de-

stroying many plants, until about the 10th of June,

at which time, their great enemy, the cut-worm

destroyer appeared, and in sufficient numbers to

nut a stop to further depredations. T had frequent

opportunities of witnessing the prowess of this

insect in the destruction of the larvse, which

prove so troublesome to the gardener.

These new insects are of different sizes, from

half, to more than an inch in length. They are

provided with C small legs, placed near the head.

They arc quick in mrition, and their whole com-

plexion is black. They lie just beneath the sur-

face of the earth. When this insect seizes a cut-

worm, that lies near the top of the earth, the ex-

•jrtions of the latter to disengage the assailant are

such, as to bring both into view on the surface.

On the I2th of June, P. M. one of these insects

of more than ordinary size was put into a glass

vessel, and three cut-worms were placed with

him. He not only killed, but nearly devoured

them in the course of the afternoon. The next

mornino-, the glass vessel was half filled w^th

earth and 14 cut-worms (none very small, some

large) were put into it. They soon crawled into

the earth. In the evening the earth was examm-

ed- and it was found, that Vac avenger had c!e-

stlroyed 10 of the number, some of whicli he liad

considerably eaten. The next day he disposed of

the remainder in the same manner. lie was then

kept fasting, and after thirtysix liours had elapsed,

a very largo larva of the earth-beetle (called,

dorr-hug) was put with him. At first, he made
some faint attempts to fasten on the worm, but

did not, until forced by famine—he slew Uio vic-

tim, and feasted on the carcass.

.Mansfield, ./liigust 3, 1837. R. GREEN.

Mr Pessenden,—Had not your correspondent

suffered severely by the ravages of the insects,

called rose-bugs, he never should have attempted

an investigation of their habits and mode of econo-

my. And now he regrets, that after much research,

lie is not able to present you with something, that

oiiglit prove an effectual antidote.

Mansfield, May 28, 1827. R. GREEN.

REMARKS ON THE SCARAB.iEUS ROSE-
US, OR ROSE-BUG.

The writer will not trouble himself, nor the

reader with vague opinions, as to the origin and
final exit of the insects in question; but bring in-

to view such facts as have come under his obser-

vation: neither has he a wish to trespass upon the

province of the entomologist; but from several

considerations, having seen no specific name by

which they are called, he is disposed to depart

from the path generally pursued, and call the in-

sect, Scarabaius Rosens, a name sufficiently sig-

nificant for his purpose. If others prefer a differ-

ent name, they are at liberty to select, and to

make use of what they please. The insect, how-
ever, belongs to the Scaraba:us family, in the or-

der, Coleoptera, according to Liniiceus. More mo-
dern entomologists have subdivided this family

or genus, and given different names to the subdi-

visions, hut facts are the same.

An individual rose-bug is unimportant, other-

wise than it regards science, but collectively they

are a potent enemy, and unavoidably arrest our

attention, especially, when they assail us on all

points, our interest, our comforts, our pleasures,

and intrude on our persons.

These insects appeared in this vicinity some
time during the revolutionary war with G. Britain.

They were first observed on rose bushes, and

from this circumstance they were, almost univer-

sally, called rose-bugs. At first, their increase

wa£ slow, and the injury done was small; but

they have of late years greatly increased, and

their depredations have been great, extensive and
alarming. In many places their ravages were
such the two last seasons, as to warrant the con-

clusion, that, if they should increase for two or

three years to come, in the same ratio, as they

have increased for the two years past, scarcely a

green thing, on which they prey, would be left

unmutilated. They are voracious, especially when
they first appear, and not very delicate as to their

food. They prey upon many kinds of plants,

shrubs and trees, but especially on rose bushes,

the nice varieties of the cherry tree, grape vines,

plum trees, apple trees and almost all kinds of

young fruit as apples, peaches, apricots, nectarins,

&c. Indian corn, beans, clover, many forest trees

and shrubs, not excepting the shvuh-oak, suffer

from their ravages. They are fond of flowers,

especially the flowers of the rose and grape, both

of which they soon destroy ; and by them the ver

dure an<l beauty of a garden sre laid in ruins.

As to the time of their annual appearance, there

i.s some variation, depending on the warmth of the

season. In 1835, they appeared on the 8th day

of June, and by the 12th, they were very numer-

ous and so continued for several days. By the

38th, the number was comparatively few and de-

preciated daily, until the 8th of July, after whicli

none was observed. In 1836, a fov/ appeared on

tlie 3d of June, (weather warm, and dry,) and on

the 4lh, they were numerous. On the 8th, they

were more numerous than ever knov/n before.

The weather was very warm, the thermometer at

4 P. M. stood at 93^ in the shade. In the garden

of the writer, the atmosphere was literally alive

with the insects, which from their great numbers

made a general hum, similar to that of the swarm-

ing of bees. The wind was from the v.-est, but

the insects came from the cast, against the wind,

and none is recollected to come from any other

direction. The fragrance of the garden, (there

being at that time, many plants in flower) was

carried by the wind to some distance, and un-

doubtedly invited thum there. They were very

numerous for several days, but by the 24th, they

were less so, and decreased from day to day. By
the 9th of July very few were seen, and after that

time only an individual was now and then observ-

ed, and none after the 21st appeared. The coo!

weather and rains in the latter part of June, and
the beginning of July, undoubtedly, protracted
their continuance. It is probable, that in other
places, at some distance, there may be some dif-

ference of tinie as to their appearance and con-
tinuance, depending on local circumstances.
They are greatly influenced by the state of the

v.'cather. Their progress is accelerated by heat,
and retarded by cold. In a warm day they are
active, but in a cool one, especially if it be wet,
they are languid and move but little. About 9
o'clock, A. M, in fair warm weather, they begin to

move from place to place in quest of food and
company, of which they seem excessively fond,

and by 10 A, M. or before, they are found in pairs,

and frequently collected in great numbers, from
2 to perhaps 20 or more on a single leaf. Eighty-

six of these spoilers were known to infest a single

rose bud, and were crushed with one grasp of the

hand. As the evening approaches, if it be cool,

they become still, but if the night be very warm,
they feed and occasionally travel a small distance,

but do not make use of their wings. If after a
rain the sun break out warm, they are very active.

When shaken from a tree in the cool of the even-

ing, or at any time when they are wet with dew,

they fall on the ground and crawl to the tree, or

anything else standing near, and ascend, as they

cannot under these circumstances make use of

their wings. In a scorching sun they seek a
shady place, and frequently collect where there is

a cluster of leaves. When they settle on a plant,

shrub, or tree, they seem generally, disposed to

stay on the same, until they have destroyed the

foliage, and then resort to others. They may no?
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all have an equal relish for the same kini! of food.

Some may prefer one kind of vegctuble proili-.c-

tion, and others a different kind. However, be

this as it may, they are, when they first appear,

omnivorous, having taken no food during the chry-

salis state.'*' They do not prefer the foliajje nf the

peacli tree, nor that of the pear tree, but will oc-

casionally feed on both. In 1825 tliey destroyed

the foliage of a tlirifty mountain ash, iind essen-

tially injured it; but in 182^!, tlicy scarcely notic-

ed it. In a few days alter their first general ap-

pearance, especially if the weather bo cool, they

seem to be less numerous, but this is, perhaps, not

the fact any farther than they may be destroyed.

At this time they become more stationary, proba-

bly devour loss, leave some plants or trees and

assail others, yet the work of destruction goes on.

The leaf is an important organ, and when a tree

is stripped of its foliage in the mouth of June, un-

less it be otherwise healthy and vigorous, it dies,

or at least declines. In my garden stood a num-

ber of young, promising cherry trees, which had

been inoculated. They were assailed by the rav-

agers androbbcd of Iheirfoliage—debility and do-

cay ensued— a few, however, survived this sliock,

and put forth leaves the ensuing spring—but a

new crop of intruders came, and it was fatal.

Those insects, like many others, pass three dif-

I'erent stages, the egg, tlic larva and the chrysa-

lis, before they arrive to the mature or perfect

state. A general description may be necessary,

and will be now attempted.

These insects in their perfect form are nearly

all of a size, about 4 lines in length and 1[ through

the middle of the body, which is covered with a

crustaceous substance, overspread with minute

pointed bristles of a light brownish yellow, only

conspicuous under a magnifier. There is but lit-

tle difference in the general appearance between

the male and the female, excepting the latter is a

little larger than the former. The posterior seg-

ment of the body, or apex of the males is lonjer

and larger than that of the female, and the dark

line dividing the apex from the other part of the

body is most conspicuous in the farmer.

The head Is flattish and the eyes are black,

prominent and immovable. The anlcnn(E are

beautiful organs, (viewed thruugh a microscope,)

jointed, moveable, small at the articulation, near

the eyes, and at the extremity, an oblong cluh,

which is divided longitudinally into three portions.

These portions the insect opens and shuts hori-

zontally, at pleasure, when moving from place to

place.—The thorax is broad, hexagonal and con-

vex. The eli/tra (wing-cases) are divided by a

straight longitudinal suture, covering the back,

leaving the posterior part naked. These are ar-

ticulated to the anterior part of the back, and arc

raised up, as on a hinge, to admit the expansion of

the wings. The scutellum lies between the su-

perior parts of the elytra, and is in form triangu-

lar.—The wings are two, and lie directly under

the elytra, folded up by the nicest articulations,

membranous, transparent, and show some li?ht

shades of red and green in the sun. When un-

folded, they extend beyond the length of the body.

The abdomen is formed of annular segments, and
contains the viscera. The legs are six, long and
well jointed, formed of a crustaceous substance of

* It is admUted, that llipy, on taking llie " VEti.,"lhechr\'s,i-
lis state, carry with tliRm all that is necessary for that state of
sQclusion ; but eventually, tlieir stores are exhausted by the as-
tonishing process of metamorphosis, which is carried on. and'
rtey emerge from the earth with strong; appetites

a reddish yellow, or light chesnut colour, blacki>h

joints. Each titiiii is armed with dark thorns, and

c.Tch tarsus has 5 joints, furnished with thorns,

and at the extremity, two curved claws. The two
anterior legs are articulated to the under part of

the thorax, the two middle ones, to the anterior

and under part of the abdomen; and the two pos-

terior which are longer and larger than the others,

to the under and central part of the same; and

with the two last named, they have, when disturb-

ed, a contemptuous motion of throwing them over

their backs.

They, like most other insects, arc oviparous,

and deposit their eggs below the surface in moist,

light earth, and in grass land. The depth of de-

posit is from near tlie surface to 3 or4 inches, ac-

cording to the state of llie soil. The eggs are

about one thirtieth of an inch in diameter, white,

contained in a transparent membrane, of sufficient

strength. When they have performed their last

work, which is the preparation for a new crop, still

more numerous, they, both male and female, in a

short time, perish by exhaustion, some in tlic earth

and some above it.* With respect to the lime

when an individual deposits her eggs, there is

some variation. Some perform this office sooner

than others; but from a variety of experiments

made by placing the insects, male and female, in

pots of earth, kept moist, covered with iiiillinet,

fed and exposed to light and proper heat, and the

frequent inspections of the bodies of the females,

carefully made, it is thought, they generally per-

form that office in about 20 days from the time

they emerge from the earth, but in ditferent places

and at different times, occupying the space of 2

or 3 Jays, more or less. It is an unhappy circum-

stance, that they occupy so much time before they

can complete their object. Time, however, is ne-

cessary for the eggs to become matured. If the

body of a female be inspected soon after her em-

erging from the earth, the eggs will be found, by

the aid of a magnifier, to be in a confused mass.

After a few days they will be more distinctly seen,

some more perfected than others, and as the period

of oviparition approaches, the eggs approach to

maturity. In about 20 days the eggs are matured,

distinct, and a little oblong, but after they are de-

posited, become round, or nearly so. The number
of eggs found in an individual have never exceed-

ed 30, generally below twenty.
To be concluded ne.\t week.

rOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAKMER.

ON PEACHES, ^c.

Mr Fessekde.x—Among the luxuries whichare

the produce of our climate, the peach is one of the

most valuable, but, in years of great abundance,

as the present is likely to be, large quantities of

this delicious fruit are suffered to go to waste on

the ground, or even prostituted as food for swine.

I wish to invite my brother farmers to lay by, in

reserve for another year, the superabundance of

the present season, which may be done by drying

in the sun all the fruit which they will not be able

to dispose of to advantage.

In plentiful yeais, none but the finest will pay

for marketting ; and many fall and get bruised

This refuse fruit 1 invite them to dry, which may
be done by splitting, taking out the stones, and

exposure to the sun. The day after they are put

* At the I'inc. when ' taking leave of absence.'' they W(.re

(liund, ;nale and female. 2 or 3 inclies below the surface of the

earth, and in one instance, sub rcrpvla.

out, and have got wilted, the wo;k of dessicatioi.

maybe considerably advanced by pressing the out

side of the pieces with the finger, so as to push
out the inside, and thus exposing it better to the

effect of the sun. They rnay be laid out on milk
pans or pieces of boards, but if the quantity of fruit

to be dried be considerable, I ha\e used with much
convenience dryers constructed as follows. I have
taken pine slats about one inch square, and nailed

on them shingles, so that my dryers are the width
of the shingles, and about four feet long; refuse

shingles answer the purpose very well, and they

may be nailed on with cut tacks : these dryers
have the advantage of lightness aud cheapness,
and they are quickly made. They may be 'aid on
the roof of a shed, and should be housed at night,

before the dew falls.

If the weather comes on wet, the fruit will be

liable to moulder ; in that case, it must be finished

in au oven heated moderately. Peaches well dried

in this manner, will keep in paper bags in a dry

room, and be good the third year.

They are a luxury as a dried fruit, and will alsu

make excellent pies. For this purpose it is a great

improvement to soak them in a little water, or yet.

better in currant wine, 6 hours before they arc

wanted for baking.

TEACH WINE.

The refuse fruit may also be used to good ad-

vantage for the making of wine, which I have done
in the following manner. After taking the stones

out, the fruit should be well mashed with the

hands, thrown into a boiler with a sufficient quan-

tity of water, well boiled and kept mashed so as to

get it to yield its juice. When boiled enough, it

should be worked through a sieve to get the liquor

as clear as possible; and for that purpose the sieve

should be often washed in cold water. Add thetj

good Havana sugar enough to have it pleasant,

and let it rest twelve hours for the sediment to

settle at the bottom ; and to the clear liquor add
of good brandy 2 or 3 jjuarts for a barrel—then

barrel it, and bung it down. Tiiis is of the nature

of the French boiled wines, Vins cuHs, J'ins dt

/j^Mfiic, and if well managed is a most excellent

wine, both for its great substance and its superior

flavour.

LiqUOR FROM THE STOKES.

The stones may be used for the making of s.

liquor which will be found equal to the best i.Ti-

ported A''oijcau. They should be broken immedi-
ately after being taken out, and whatever of the

fruit adheres to them should be left on. The al-

monds which they contain should also be bruL^ied,

and both shells and almonds then put into a demi-
john, or other vessel, until it is two thirds filled

then filled up with good brandy. After six months
the liquor may be decanted clear and sweetened
with white or loaf sugar. It will improve by ace.

There can be no doubt but the dried fruit, the

wine, and the liquor would he made welcome to a
ready and profitable mark'H in the City, and that

the dried fruit would he particularly well adapted
for cabin use in long voyages.

With much esteem.

Your friend and serv,t, J. M.G.
Weston, .August 27, 1827.

Rejurks.—To the above judicious artich: we add the fol-

lowing from tlie New Enc;land Farmer's Almanack, (advertised

in this day's paper). The article is written liy a gentleman ia

New Jersey, and describes his peach house :

He has a small house with a stove in it, and draffl'ers in the
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^:Aoi of llie hoiisi-, lalhcH at tlic boltoiiis. Kacli drawer will liolil

iitarly h-ilt'a Imsliel of jn^aclics, wliidi slioiiU be ripe, and not

peeled, but cut in two and laid on the lalhs wilh llieir skins

dDwnwords so as to save Ihe juice. On shoving the drawer in,

tlie^' are soon dried by tlie hoi air of the stove and laid up.

—

Peaches dricil llius cat like raisins. Wlh a paring machine,

which may be had for a dollar or two, apples or pears may bo

pared, and sufficient quantity dried to keep a family in pies, and

Apple bread and milk, till apples come again. With a paring

iiUKhiue, one person can pare for five or si.t cutler?.

ARTIFICIAL PONDS.
Pastures that are destitute of water, slioultl

have artificial [jonds made in them, for watering

piaces.

" Observe wliero nishcs, reeds, flags, and other

.iqiiatic plants grow spontaneously ; or where

frogs are observed to lie squatted down close to

the ground in order to receive its moisture. Or

observe where a vapour is frequently seen to rise

from the same spot. Some say, whenever little

swarms of flies are seen constantly flying in the

same place, and near the ground, in the morning

after sun-rise, there is wattir underneath."

—

"If a well is made in a sloping ground, and the

declivity is sufficient to give it a horizontal vent,

it will be worth the husbandman's while to dig

such a passage, and by means of pipes, or any

other conveyance, to carry the water across the

light soil, through which it might otherwise sink.

The greatest quantity of v/ater will be obtained

in this manner, because there will be a continual

stream." There is no difficulty in making a

durable pond in a clayey soil Let a large hol-

low basin be made in such earth, and it will pre-

serve the water that falls in rain. But it is apt

to be thick and dirty, if some pains be not taken to

prevent it. The declivity, by which the cattle en-

ter, should bo paved, and gravel should be spread

on the bottom. Or it might be better if the

whole were paved.

There are many large natural ponds, which

have outlets in one part, and are supplied by

brooks or rivers in other parts ; but a greater

number of smaller ponds which are perfectly stag-

nant, unless when they arc agitated by winds.

—

Such ponds as the latter, in hot sensons, are apt

to become putrid, and contaminate the air about

them. For this reason they should, if possible, be

drained. And when the water is not deep, and an

outlet can be made v;ithout too much cost, they

should be drained for the sake of reclaiming the

soil. Tliis will be of great value, as it commonly

is found to be extremely rich, being made up of

the finest particles of soil, wafted into them by

winds, and of decayed vegetable substances, be-

sides the fins mould washed into them by rains.

Many farms contain little sunken spots, which

are most of the year covered with water, and pro-

duce some aquatic bushes and weeds. These

are notorious harbours for frogs ; and are also

called frcg ponds. They should be drained if it

be practicable. It is commonly the case, hoviev-

•er, that draining them in the common way, by

making an outlet, would cost more than they

would be worth when drained, because of the

height of the land on every side. But in this case

if the banks be not clay, they may be drained in

the following manner.

Take notice on which side land that is lower

than the pond is nearest. On that side, in the

bank near the pond, dig a kind of cellar, two or

three feet deeper than the surface of the pond ;

do it in a drv season. If a hard stratum appear,

dig through it ; and leave digging where tlio bot-

to'.. is loose gravel or sand. Then make an open

or a covered drain from tlie pond to the cellar.

—

The water will be discharged Irom the pond, and

soak into tiic earth through the bottom of tlie ol-

lar, till a scurf is formed on the bottom thai; ill

stop tlio water from soaking into the earth. This

scurf should bo broken from time to time, and tak-

en away with a long handled hoe. Or, the cellar

may be filled up witli refuse slonos, which I think

is preferable to the otiier method.

If the pond should not then become sufficiently

dry, a small ditch should be drawn round it, and

discharge itself into the cellar. The land tliat is

thus gained will be rich muck, much of which may
be carted awtiy for manure ; and common earth,

or sand, may replace it, without detriment to tlie

soil.

—

Dcane's jVew Evo-laiid Fanner.

BREAD.
The disease called dyspepsia has become so

general and obistinate in this city, as to consti-

tute one of the most toriblo plagues with which

we are afflicted. There is scarcely one in five

among persons of sedentary habits, who are not

more or less afiecled by it. We have no doubt

the principal cause of its prevalence is the un-

wholesome nature of the bread in common use.

—

This, like many other articles of food, has been

refined till its nutritious qualities are almost de-

stroyed. For the sake of fineness and whiteness,

the coarser, but more nourishing particles, are

excluded from its composition; and it is wrought
into a tough, dry, and indigestible substance, high-

ly pernicious to the stomach. Fortunately for

the health of our citizens, an opposition line of

some extent in the baking business, has of late

years been set on foot, for the making of what is

called family bread. This, as it is not refined to

death, may be eaten with safety. Another kind,

of which large quantities are now baked, called

bran bread, and made of unbolted flour, is the

only one proper for confirmed cases of the dys-

pepsia, many of which have been cured by the

use of it. Though brown and coarse in its ap-

pearance, it is quite palitable.—A'. Y. Mirror.

Boston and Providence Hail lioad VVe under
stand that the Commissioners of the Board of In-
ternal Improvement finislied viewing the different
proposed routes of the Boston and Providence
Rail Road on Saturday last, and intend soon to
commence tlie survey. For a greater part of the
distance throe and in some instances four, diflbr-

ent routes have been proposed by the inhabitant.',

of the djlferent towns, and examined by the Com
missioners,—the most westerly passing near the
Wrentliani meeting-house, and the most easter-
ly, near the Mansfield mccting-hoiise. It seems
the route is not yet fixed upon, and will not ^e, as

wo understand, until some sjrveys are made for

the purpose of making a more accurate compari
son. It is however pretty satisfactorily ascertain-

ed, that a Rail Way may bo constructed between
the two capitals, without a variation of more than
'23 or 27 feet in the mile from a level, excepting

a distance of three or four miles about the middle

of the route, whore in the transportation from
Boston to Providence, two horses will be required

for the load that may be transported over the rest

of it by one. From the summit of the route to

Providence, the descent is gradual and pretty uni-

form, and it seems probable that no extra power
will be required in this part of the route, in either

direction. The route on the whole, is much more
favourable than was anticipated.

The inhabitants on the diftbrent routes have
given the Commissioners every possible facility

and assistance in exploring the grounds, and
though those of each town and neighbourhood arc

inclined to think favourably of their own route

yet they all agree, in the most liberal and public

spirited manner, that the best route should be se-

lected, whether it prove to be their own or some
other. The people of Providence and Pawtucket
express their readiness to co-operate cordially

and liberally in the undertaking, and no local jeal-

ousies or rivalships seem likely to throw any ob-

stacles in the way of the enterprise, the only com-
petition as yet exhibited, being a generous emula-

in its favour.

—

Centincl.

Steam Boats.—In the summer of the year 1607,

Fulton for the first time ascended the Hudson

river from New York to Albany, in a boat pro-

pelled by steam. This was the first successful

experiment of the kind ever made. In a letter

that le addressed to his .friend, Joel Barlow, un-

der date of August 22, 1807, Mr Fulton observes:

" My steam boat voyage to Albany and back

has turned out rather more favourable than I had

calculated. I ran it up in 32 hours, and down in

30. The latter is just five miles an hour. I had

a light breeze against me the whole way, going

and coming, so that no use was made of my sails."

His boat was comparatively a rude structure, and

his engine of small power. After a lapse of

twenty years, we now witness numerous steam

boats, capacious to an extreme, elegaut in form

and finish, and which, without much exaggeration,

might be called floating palaces But in swiftness,

as well as in elegance, the progress of improve-

ment has been great. Instead of five miles an

hour, they now run at the rate of ten or eleven,

and, in some instances, twelve.

—

Alb. Arg.

The Hop Duty (by which the product of the

year is estimated) was stated to produce 95,000/.

NEW INVENTION.
Mr Noah Safford of Springfield, Vt. has lately

invented a Hydraulic Machine which bids fair to

equal, if not exceed any thing of the kind. Its

operation as a common pump is very easy and ef-

fectual, and leaves no doubt but it will be a pow-
erful instrument for throwing water. Their sim-

plicity and ease of construction is such, that they

cat. be afforded very low. One of the largest di-

mensions and up to all necessary power probably

will not cost much over $100, the smaller at a

much lower price.

SURGICAL.
A distressing case occurred last week, in the

family of Mr Michael Metcalf, Jr. of this town
One of the children, two years old, was playing

with some kidney beans, one of which, half an

inch in length, slipped into the treachea, or wind-

pipe. This took place about 9 o'clock. The dis-

tress of the child increasing, it became apparent

in the afternoon, that suffocation would soon end
the sufferings of the little innocent. The parents

then consented that the operation of bronchotoiny,

cutting into the windpipe, should be performed.

This operation, by Dr. Twichell, seven hours al

ter the accident, was completely successful and,

the child is now in perfect health.

—

Kccne paper.
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LUCERNE.
(Continued from paje 36.)

After having comploteii the extracts from the

Abbe Rozier on Lucerne, we met with an Eng-

lish work, whicli is still more full on the same

subject; and as it would bo well to put our read-

ers in possession of so many facts, and of such a

variety of authoiity, as wholly to satisfy their

minds of the great value of this grass, uc shall

insert copious extracts from this Englisli work,

" the Complete Farmer," printed 1793.

Columella, an ancient writer, calls Lucer.ic the

choicest of all fodder, because it will last ton

years, and will bear being cut down four, ad

sometimes si.x times a year ; it enriches the land

in which it grows, fattens the cattle fed with it,

and is a remedy for sick cattle. Yet notwith-

standing it was so much esteemed by the ancients,

and hath been cultivated to great advantage in

France and Switzerland, for many years, it has

not yet found so good a reception in England as

it justly deserves ;
[this was written 34 years ago]

nor is it cultivated here in any considerable quan-

tity, though it will succeed as well in this country,

as in either of the last mentioned, being extremely

hardy, and resisting the severest cold of our cli-

mate. [This is as true in Massachusetts : it is

hardier than Clover.] Mr. Roquo lays i~ down as

a ma.'tim from his omn practice, that Lucerne will

grow on any soil, provided it be not too wet, to

rot the roots. The strongest land is hovvever to

be preferred, and the deeper the soil, the better

will be the crop. The land should be prepared

in the same manner as for barley, and brought to

a fine tilth. The Lucerne should be sown broad-

cast, in fine weather, at the rate of fourteen

pounds to the acre. If grain is sown with it, it

should only be for half a crop, otherwise it will

be apt to destroy the Lucerne, especially if the

grain should prove ra'ik ; but if no graiu is sown

with it, the Lucerne v/ill be better. Lucerne may
be sown from the beginning of March,to the end of

of May. If you sow grain with it ever so thin,

and it should prove luxuriant, it had better be cut

green, lost it should hurt the Lucerne. The grain

thus cut may be given to cattle green, or if pro-

perly dried will make excellent hay. -Lucerne

will not grow on newly broken-up land ; it must

be tilled a year or two
;
potatoes make the best

preparation for Lucerne. In Languedoc they sow
no grain with it; but they cut over the Lucerne

when it is six inches high, so as to keep down
weeds and other plants. In Normandy, whose

climate resembles that of England, they sow grain

with it. When the plants are a year old it will

be proper to go over the ground with a large

harrow, to root up annual weeds and grass. The
harpoNV will not hurt the roots of Lucerne, they

being very tough ; this should be done in dry

weather, before the Lucerne begins to sprout, and
if there are any patches, whore the seed miscar-

ried, you can throw in a little seed upon them.

The second year, you may run over your Lucerne
with a smooth plough, without a coulter, to pre-

vent the roots being too much hurt, and leave it

rough a few days, then harrow it smooth. One
not used to Lucerne would be apt to think that

ploughing would ruin it, but experience shows the

contrary. In making into hay, it should be cut as

80on as the bloom appears ; it must not be spread
like other gross, but lie in the swarth, like Clover,

and turned in the same manner, or the leaves.

which are most nutritive, will fall off. If suffered
;

to stand too long before mowing, the stalks be-

1

come too hard for cattle, and it loses much of its
(

goodness. The hay is good for all sorts of cattle,
j

and when horses are fed with it, they should not

have their full allowance of corn ; the Lucerne '

answers, in a great measure, the purpose of both )

hay and grain. It is also the most profitable fodder

to feed horses with in summer by mowing, and

giving it to them green. If the land is good, the ,

produce is incredible. Mr. Roque says he has

!

seen it mowed five times in a season, yielding, at

the five mowings, eight loads of hay per acre.

As the duration of Lucerne has been a question

of dispute, this author quotes the au.tiiority of an

able cultivator. " As to its duration, it will last

as long- as the ground is kept clean. I saw some
at Mr. Middleman's at Grantham, in his garden,]

which was forty years old, and it was very fine."
j

The Practical Cultivator says " It ought not to be

cut except when it is in blossom, and tliat is but

three times a year, but after mowing the third

crop, instead of cutting a fourth, you may feed it,
,

but v/hen the frosts come you must take your cat-
j

tie off, because they would bruise the young stalks.
'

If it is rank in September, it is dangerous for
j

cows, it being too feeding [hearty] ; but turn hor-

1

ses and sheep upon it. As there is no gr.ass,

'

wliich has come to our knowledge, which gives

t!ie cows so much milk, you may let them graze

in the afternoon when the dew is off, about one

hour ; wlien made hay it is likewise the best for
j

milk ; wherever it is much cultivated they prefer
i

it to all other kinds of hay. When I was in Mo-

1

nosque, a city in Provence, the carriers fed their

!

horses upon it, preferably to any other, without i

corn ; and they were fat and in fine order. It is
!

acknowledged to be the most feeding [hearty ?]
'

pasture, cither green or in hay. I trust not barely

to report, but have found it so myself. Many arc

apt to condemn it, but it is for want of knowledge.
It has been introduced for a long number of year.s,

'

but so little noticed that 21 years ago, [that is in

1772,] there were not 200 weight of Lucerne
seeds to be sold among all the Seedsmen in Lon-

;

don, and I had much ado to re-introduce it ; but

:

now, [in 1793,] there is a prodigious consumption

of it." 1

[Note. The fate of this grass has been the

same in the United States. More than twenty
years ago, some seeds were imported and sue-

1

ceeded admirably, yet it is only within a few sea-

'

sons that wo have had any for sale
;
probably the

want of regular Seedsmeu, and the trouble of im-

porting from France, were among the causes of

its slow progress in the United States.]

" Mr. Rcadle, a farmer in Kent, has fourteen

acres of it, for which he had a premium. When
I called upon hirn in May last, he had mowed his

Lucerne, and sold it on the spot for three guineas

a load. Those that bought this hay must be well

acquainted with its goodness to fetch it from the

spot, though they lived ten or twelve miles dis-

tant. Horses will work with it green, as well as

with hay and corn ; they do not sweat with it as

they do with other green fodder. It is objected,

that it is difficult to make ; it is no more so than

Clover. All hay is difficult to make in wet

weather, but if the weather is bad, put it up in

ricks when dry, and between every layer strow a

*Tliis difficulty will in future be obviated. Fresh
Lucerne seed can always be purchased at the of-

fice of the New England Farmer.

little salt, and that will recover all the damage
the rain may have done."

Another writer says, "Lucerne should be cur
when the stalks are about fifteen or sixteen inch
es high, on an average ; he cut it in three years.

sixteen times, or more than five times a year; by
the 9th of April, one year, some of tlic stslks were
seventeen inches high, when no field in the neigh
borhood had grass more than four inches high.

The same Lucerne was cut twice before any hay
making began in its neighborhood."
M. Miller, who appears to have cultivated Lu-

cerne with great success, says, that you may cul

it in the month of August, the first year, or year
of sowing, and feed it afterwards with sheep. If.

will bear three cuttings and two feedings in a

season. Of its capability of resisting cold he
gives the following proof:—In the vcri/ cold win-

ter of 1738-9, he had some roots of Lucerne dug
up and laid upon the surface from October to

March, when he planted tliein, and they shot oul

vigorously soon after ; wet however will destroy

the roots. Mr. Miller says, that the most profit-

able mode of consuming Lucerne, is to cut and
give it as green fodder. This is the celebrated

Philip Miller, author of the Gardener's Diet.: the
most respectable authority that could be quoted.

Mr. Chateauvieux of Switzerland, by planting

Lucerne in rows obtained at the rate of seven
tons and two-tliirds of hay from an acre, in five

crops in one season. Switzerland is a cold coun-
try. Mr. Chateauvieu.x found, that when the

thermometer fell to zero the Lucerne did not suf-

fer. Mr. John Wynn Baker, of 'Ireland, appear.s

to have been very successful in the culture of Lu-

cerne. Ho says, that in order to ascertain how
far Lucerne may bo worth the farmer's attention,

he made an experiment with a horse, to see how-

much Lucerne he would eat, so as to loarn how
many horses an acre of Lucerne would support
The horse he chose was a large one, and had
been ploughing all day without food, and ho eat

forty-nine pounds of Lucerne in the course of the

night. Lucerne he says at four cuttings will yield

35840 pounds to an acre, [weighed green, n('

doubt] This is a low calculation ; an acre there
fore will maintain at the rate of 49 pounds pei

day to each, 5 horses for 20 weeks. No natural

pasture can do anything like this; add to this, the

profit of making dung all summer.
Mr. Duhamel, the famous naturalist, gives his

testimony also in favor of Lucerne ; he had forty

tons of Lucerne (green) upon an English acre,

which he computes at ten ions of hay. By this

remark it would seem that he cut it while in blos-

som, for Lucerne if cut before it flowers, loses 80
per cent, and therefore his 40 tons would only

have produced eight of cured hay. We could
much extend these e.xtracts, but we have said

enough to induce those, who are convinced as we
are by experiment, that it is suited to our climate,

to try it extensively.

Hemp—The superiority of Russian over

American liemp, is attributed to the process of
rotting; the former being rotted by water, and the

latter by dew. A lot of hemp, rotted in running
water, in Ohio, has been considered by the rope

makers in New York, equal in all respects to the

Russian. Flax ia uniformly, we believe, rotted in

this country by water, and we see no reason why
hemp could not be with the same facility.

[Prov. Aid.]
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AMERICAN BAY TREE.
Amon<r the plants which deck the summer of

New-England, the tall bolls of the Lily are moat

oonspicuons above tlio countless blossoms of the

vallies : The laurel spreuils along the hill sides,

at one season presenting a wide landscape ol gor-

geous flowers, and at another exhibiting a rich

bed of evergreen foliugo. Tlic Rhododendron or

American Buy Tree, more magnificent than either,

seeks the shelter of the forest and flourishes in

the beauty of maturity in some tangled thicket

where its buds seemed destined to expand unseen.

This splendid shrub clothes the summits of moun-

tains, the shores of lakes ortlic mar-hy and damp

spots where are the sources of rivers. The banks

of the Charles River, and the borders of Sabago

Pond in Maine, are the only localities of its

growth mentioned by Dr. Bigelow. It is found

flourishing in a wood within the town of Leicester.

The leaves are broad, long, and of a deep green

color. The flowers e.vpand in large bunches on

the ends of the stalks, and arc shaded with a tint

of pink. The plant assumes the character of a

large struggling bush, irregular in shape and hav-

ing rough bark? The great elegance of its flow-

nr°and the magnificenceTof its foliage, recommend

it for cultivation as an ornamental shrub, instead

of those pampered exotics whose nurture and edu-

cation consume so much time and care better de-

voted to develope the beauties and properties of

our own native productions. It is said to be diffi-

cult to tame, and disposed to dwindle under the

hand of cultivation; but probably the experiment

of transplanting has not been made under favor-

,^ble circumstances. Natives of the burning sandn

of the line and of e.xtreme north, arc made to

twine their branches sociably together in the par-

lors of the wealthy. The addition of a splendid

ornament to the garden would recompense the

oare necessary to bring the Rhododendron from

his forest bower.

—

J^ational JEgis.

BUILDING.

BY DR. MEASE OF PUILAHELI IIIA.

A very capital error in building in the United

States is, the thinness of the walls. A house with

thin walls, is both cold in winter, and hot in sum-

mer ; a house with thick walls just the reverse.

To the N. W. and N. E. in particular, the walls

ought to be three times the common thickness.

The opportunity here offered, cannot be omitted

of bearin" a testimony against the common but

uneconomical, unhealthy and dangerous practice

of erecting v/ooden buildings, particularly in cities-

The evil, however, will correct itself. The fre-

quent fires in Boston ; the almost entire destruc-

tion of Savannah a few years since, and the dread-

cent conflagration of Portsmouth, N. H. speak

more forcibly than words, as to the propriety of

abolishing the custom of building with wood. It

is to be regretted, that in the United States advo-

cates for wooden structures are found. To such

the following observations are oflfered.

By building of wood, much immediate as well

as remote inconvenience, is to be expected ; and

certainly, however suddenly felt may be the com-

fort arising from an increase of despatch, the

numerous considerations of perishablene.ss, want

•f safety, and call for repairs, added to the re-

flection, that the public taste is, for the time, de-

prived of one great field of e.xertion, will very

much weigh with an enlightened people, when

once they become awakened to their advantages,

and proud of the singular novelty of their physical

and moral opportunities of situation.

Wood, considered as a material of arcliitocturc,

is not only porisluible, but it is fearfully acccssi-
j

bic to all the dangers of wind and fire, and is not

so strong as brick or stone. To these objections
I

may be added, the consideration, which will weigh
j

with the man of taste, that wood is unsusceptible
i

of chaste ornament. If it be adorned, it is in a,

finical, puerile taste, in which there is as great a,

distance from the simplicity of the Grecian, as

variance from the whimsical, yet often pleasantly
^

fanciful assemlilage of the Gothic style.
|

Bachelors only ought to build of wood : men
|

wlio have but a life estate in this worlu, and who'

care little for those who come after them. Those

who have cither children or a wife to leave be-

hind tiiem. will build of brick, if they wish to

leave monuments of kindness, rather than a rent-

charge, behind them. A well-finished brick house,

however small, is not only more elegant, and im-

mediately useful and safe, but it is cheaper in the

end than a wooden one. It neoils fewer repairs
;

its prime cost is little more : it is a property which

yields more, inasmuch as, if rented out, it carries

from the pet cent, of rent, fewer of the eating re-

pairs, which render the profits of wooden rent-

rolls, so equivocal ^nd precarious. With respect

to insurance, which in all populous places sooner

or later takes place, it boars an analogy to poli-

cies on annuities, where one subject linges un-

der a precarious existence, and the other is blest

sed with youth and a sound constitution. In point

of ease, taste, .^nd duration, there can be no hesi-

tation between them. The whole doubt in the

mind of a builder rests in the competition between

immediate convenience and the remote advantage

of an unknown duration ; for a j:ood brick house

will be habitable for centuries.

Considered politically, and in tiiis government
every citizen is on the walcli of public happiness

and politicnl warfare, there is this good attending

brick buildings ; from durable habitations, in

which more money has been ^jpent, and more of

the refined tastes gratified, an afi'ectioii for the

soil is increased. A habit of thought arises, fa-

vourable to population : a greater proportion of

money is thus realised. The great national fund

of course is augmented, fixed to the soil and

pledged to society.

The last and highest consideration is, that

migration would be less easy, and not so common,
were a finer spirit of building to prevail. Were
the Tartars to build houses instead of wagons and

tents, as Baron Tot says they still do, and as they

did when the Huns imnelled the Goths against the

feeble Roman empire, they would not rove, and

their country might become a land of tillage.

—

The facility with which we may move, is a strong

incentive to that love of thange wTiich it particu-

larly interests us to repress in our citizens.

Prolific.—An Irish lady now resident in Penn-

sylvania, was a short time since delivered of five

children at a birth, but who unfortunately did not

long survive.—The same lady before she left

Ireland had five children at another birth, and

twins while she resided in New-York ; making
twelve children in eighteen months. Had she re-

sided in France under JVapohon, he would have

pronounced her the ' first woman of the age,' and

if we have many such emigrants the next Census

of the United States must be wonderfully in-

creased

RAILWAY FROM BOSTON.
The commissioners ajipoiritcd to make a recon-

noisance and survey of the country between Bos-

ton and the Hudson River, with a view of deter-

mining upon the practicability and expediency of

a Railway, and upon the most eligible route to be

adopted tor such a work, passed through this

town, on Thursday, on their v/ay Westward
They have thus far made a very careful and
thorough examination of the country. They were
accompanied, for a few miles to the West, by

Governor Li.ncdl.v.

The Survey of the Commissioners i.^ to Be ex-

tended into the territory of the State of New- York;

and we understand that the Gover.nor, in com-
pliance with the direction of the Legislature, has,

within a few days, addressed a communication to

Governor Clinton, enclosing a copy of the Re-
solve of the Legislature relating to the Survey^

announcing to him the appointmout of Commis-
sioners, and requesting from him that countenance

and favour which may warrant the Commissioners

n making, with the State of Nev^-York, the in-

quiries, surveys, and admeasurements necessary

to the execution of their commission. We are in-

formed that Governor Clinton has, in answer,

with great cordiality signified his nssent to the

proposed Survey, so far as the E:;.:cutive of that

State is concerned ; and that the ..uccess of this

important undertaking, from its commencement to

its consummation, will bo viewed by him with

great interest and high gratification

—

Jf'or. Yeom.

Nearly two thirds of the distilleries and brewers

in and about Glasgow have given up business for
*

the present, in consequence of the scarcity and

dearth of malt, hops, &c. JIalt has now become
,

so scarce, that it is with the greatest trouble and
|

inconvenience tunning about for it that it can be

got, and it is as high as 32s. a bolt. Hops that at

Martinmas could have been bought for £5 a pock-

et, now cost .£1 1.

JVhat a contrast ?—In the spring of the year \

1815 the editor of the Black Rock Gazette paid at
;

the rate of $5 a cwt. for transporting a printing ,

press, and types from Seneca Falls to Buffalo ir» i

wagons, a distance of 110 miles.—Good?, by any \

considerable quantities, can now be transported.
\

from tiie city of New York to that of Pittsburg-, a
|

distance of about 575 miles, for a few cei.ts over

$2 a cvvt. including all expenses !

American System.—A meeting of the planters,

has been called in Natches for the purpose of form-

ing an association for the encouragement of do-

mestic manufactures.

It may be useful to our fair readers to Itnow

that muffs, tippets and other articles of fur, which

when put into any kind of wood or paper box or

drawer, are so generally liable to injury from

moths, if put into tin boxes, v/ill remain for years

uninjured.

A meeting of the ofBcers of the Revolutionary

Army has lately been held in Baltimore, for the-

purpose of again memorializing Congress on the

subject of the half pay which was promised to

them in 1780. The Hon. Philip Reed, of Mary-
land, presided.

A company has been formed in N. York for the-

purpose of settling sugar plantations in Florida^
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grains from such ear or ears, to sow tliem in suit-

;
able soil in an open airy part of a garden. When
tlie pioduce is ripe, select the best cars, and from

choice till a bushel or two of seed is procured.

—

This operation has been successfully performed
by T. A. Knight, and though it may be reckoned

SOW WINTER RYE.
I

those the best grains, and sow these, and so on too delicate for farmers in general, it will be

ed on by the philosophical agriculturist as not iin

probably leading to important results, as has at

tended the practice in the case of garden fruits

i

till a bushel or more is obtained, which may then

You cannot sow your winter rye too early in
,

be sown in a field apart from any other wheat. In

September. If it be sowed early, its roots will get this way, many of the varieties of the common

such firm hold of the soil before winter, that it will
;

winter wheat have been obtained. Other varieties and flowers.

be the lesa apt to be laid bare by the heaving ol
^

have assumed their distinctive marks from having I The manures best calculated for ulicat are al-

the ground by frost. In the Memoirs of the New
|
been long cultivated on the same soil and climate, lowed by all agricultural chemists, to be animal

York Board of Agriculture, vol. i. page 82, it is ' and take local names, as the Hertfordshire red,
I matters and lime. The former has a direct influ

observed, that rye should be sowed the last week
j

Essex white, &c. ence in supplying that essential constituent to

'in August or the first v;ee'i in Scptember,at the i Marshall (Yorkshire) mentions a case in which whcaten flower, gluten ; and the latter azote and

rate of about OG quarts per acre, some sny 43 qts. a man of accurate observation, having, in a piece lime, both actually found in the straw of wheat.

—

But if not sowed at tlint time, it ought to be do- of wheat perceived a plant of uncommon strength At all events, it is certain wheat will not thrive on

iayed until late in November, so that it may not and luxuriance, diffusing its branches on every any soil that does not contain lime. In this Sir H.

come up till Spring. Mr A. Worthington had a side, and sotting its closely surrounding neighbors Ddvy, Chaptal, Professor Thaer, and Grisenth-

good crop, which he sowed in a January snow- at defiance, marked it ; and at harvest removed it waite fully agree.

storm. Rye raised on upland makes much bettor
i
separately. The produce was 15 ears, yielding R. H. Gardiner, Esq. in some observations on

fiour than that which is raised on low or damp ' G04 grains of a strong bodied, liver coloured the culture of wheat (originally published in the

land."
j

v/lieat, differing in general appearance from every Hallowell Gazette, and republished in the N. E.

Rye may bo sown to great advantage for green
j

other variety he had seen. The chaff was smooth Fnrmer, vol. ii. page 35,) says " all that I have

fodder for cattle and sheep, particularly the latter, ' without awns, [beards Oi' bristles] and of the col-
, sown on light soil, has looked well in the spring

;

in the spring. V't'hen it is meant for this purpose,'' our of tlie grain ; the straws stout and reedy.— ; but what was sown late, that is, after the middle

it should not only be sowed early in autumn, but
; These CO 1 grains were planted singly, nine inches of September, has been invariably struck with

should be sowed thicker than when it is intended
j

asunder, filling about 40 square yards of ground,
1 rust before it was ripe; while what was sown

to stand for a crop of seed. Some say that it may 1 on a clover stubble, the remainder nf the ground ' early has as invariably given a good crop. Most

well be mowed for hay two or three times in the
; being sown with wheat in the ordinary way ; by

I of my experiments have''been made on green

course of tiie summer, and this piece of husbandry
]
which means extraordinary trouble and deslruc-

j
swarJ. After haying I have selected a piece of

is recommended for farmers, whose lands are most-
' ;ion by birds were avoided. The produce was ground which required ploughing, and generally

ly dry and unsuitable for grass.
I

two gallons and a half, weighing 20J lbs. of prime i of a light loam. I have ploughed it once and har-

The quantity of seed to be sown on an acre
j

grain for seed, besides some pounds for seconds.
I rowed it twice or thrice, putting on between the

should vary according to tlis soil, and the time of One grain produced 35 ears, yielding 1935 grains;
|
harrowing, from 15 to 20 loads of manure to the

sowing, and the purpose for which it is intended

If it be sowed in the latter part of August, or be-

ginning of September, and is intended to stand for

a seed-crop, the quantity should vary from 32 to

48 quarts, according to the goodness of the soi'

so that the second year's produce was sufficient to
i acre, and sowing the seed before tho last harrow-

plant an acre of ground. What deters farmers ing. I have always fed it in th^autumn, beliov-

from improvements of this nature is probaWy tho ing it would be less likely during the uinter to

mischicvousness of birds ; from which at harvest
,
mould or die, if eaten close, than if left long on

t is scarcely possible to preserve a small patch of the ground. I have found that the lighter the soil

Later sowinrr requires ; -ore seed, and in some
i grain, especially in a garden or other ground sit-

; the less liable was the wheat to be destroyed by

cases two bushels to the acre will not be too great} uated near a Iiabitation ; but by carrying on the i the winter.

improvement in a field of grain of the same na-
j "The cultivation of winter wheat- is prorcrable

ture, that inconvenience is got rid of. In this sit-; to that of summer wheat on a great variety of ac-

uation, however, the botanist will be apprehensive counts. It is sown and tho ground prepared at a

haulm or stalks form the primary object, a much
1 of danger from the floral farina of thesi;rrounding season of much greater leisure. One of the great

larirer proportion of seed is requisite than when! crop. But from what observations Marshall has disadvantages of our northern climate is the cx-

a qaantity. Bannister's Husbandry says "when
this grain is sown for sheop-feed. it is proper to

allow 3 bushels to the acre, for where the blade

the crop is meant for harvesting made lie is of opinion his fears will be groundless, trenie shortness of our spring, so that it is diffi-

No evil of this kind occurred, though the cuUiva- cult for our farmers to complete the work, which

tion of the new variety was cirricd on among is absolutely necessary to be done, after the frost

uhhc wheat. is out of the ground, and before the season of

But the most systematic mode of procuring new planting is over. If therefore any work, as the

ON THE CULTURE OF WHEAT AND
OTHER CULMIFEROUS PLANTS.

Culmiferous plants have two sorts of roots.-

The first originate with the germination of the
j

varieties is by crossing two sorts, as in breeding : sowing of wheat can be postponed till the autumn

nrain and are always under the soil, and are call- that is by impregnating the female organs of the it is of great importance. The winter wheat is

ed the seminal roots : the second spring from the blossoms of one ear with the fecundatinj; matter less liable to injury fiom insects than the summer

;

first ioirt which is formed above tiie surface of the ' or pollen of the male organs of the blossom of an- mine has never sulforrd from them. It afford:-

soil, and from that joint strike down into the soil

;

these are" called the coronal roots. The coronal

roots appear chiefly intended for drawing nourish-

ment from the soil, the richest part of soils being

on or near the surface. From these facts some

important hints may be derived as to ih.c culture

of wheat, rye, &c. The use of stirring the sur-

face in spring 'to facilitate the entrance of the

coronal roots is obvious ; the immediate effect of

a top dressing is also apparent, and abo that ma-

nures may be ploughed in too deep to give the

full amount of their beneficial eflects to grain

crops or grasses.

To procure new varieties of wheats, (says Mr

Loudon,) the ordinary mode is to select from a

other variety of a different quality. Thus, suppos- ' good fall food, and the larger quantity of roots and

ng a farmer wished to render a very good variety

which he was in the habit of cultivating somewhat

earlier. Let him procure in the blossoming seas-

on, from a very early soil, ?omc spikes of nn early

sort just coming into blossom, and let him put the

ends of those in water and set them in the shade

so as to retard their fully blossoming till the plants

he has destined to become the females have come

into flower. Then let him cut out all the male

organs of the latter before they have advanced so

far as to impregnate the stigmas ; and having

done this, let him dust the stigma with the blos-

soming cars of the early or male parent. Tlie

imrregnated stalks must then be kept apart from

field a s-pike or spikes from the same stalk, wliich other wheats so as the progeny may be true.—

has thequalities sought for; such as larger grains, VVhen the grains ripen, sow the best, and from

thinner chaff; stiffer straw, a tendency to earli- the produce when ripe, select the earliest and

iiessor lateness, &c. : and picking out the best
j

finest spikes for seed. Sow them and repeat tlie

tubble to be ploughed in make the land in a bet-

ter state for the next crop. The grain is heavier,

and the same number of pounds will yield a larger

quantity of flour, and of a' much superior quality.

For these reasons, it cannot be too strongly urged

upon the attention of our fanners. From my ex-

perience 1 should recommend that winter wheal

should not be sowed later than the middle of Sep-

tember, and the soil on which it is sowed should

be a light loam, and that about five pecks of seed

be sown to the acre. I have also found the use of

l)laster on wheat advantageous, as also rolling the

wlieat after it is well up. Winter wheat might

probably do better after peas and beans than on

green sward."

An able article " on the cultivation of wheat in

New England," written by Judge Buel. of Albany,

was published in the New England Farmer, vol.
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V. page 217. Mr Bucl is of opinion '• llial tlio soils

of Now England, being of primitive formation, are

not naturally udapteJ to the culture of wheat, be-

cause lliey do not contain all t!ie elements of that

valuable grain. And that this natural defect can

be remedied only by tlio application of animal ma-

nures, or manures containing the elements of ani-

mal matter. Animal matter must furnish the

gluten which is the principal and most nourishing

constituent of wheat. The elements of gluten

rence, ami J. M. Ives, Salem—Ebcnezer Stcdiiian, Newljury-

porl—Ililliai'il &, Broivn, Cambridge—E. & G. Mcniam, West
nrookJioItl—Claronilon Harris, Worcester—George Dana,
rrovidcnce—G. Thorburn & Son, No 07 Liberty Street, New
York

—

im(\ by booksellers and traders generally.

THE THAMES TUNNEL.
Yesterday (July 17) Mr Brunei niadi; another

report to the Directors on the steps taken for the

cleansing of the Tunnel. It appears by it, that

exist in bones, urine, horn, hair, night soil, in the
j

'''e entire upper row of apartments in the shield

refuse of the tanner, morocco dresser, tallow I
'i^ve been cleared of the mud, and tlie leakage

i-liandlrr, soap-boiler, the oiTal of the butcher, the

duno- of fowls, soot, woollen rags, fish, &c. And

the proper application of these substances, in suf-

ficient quantities will ensure a crop of wheat."

—

See New England Fanner, vol. i. pages 103, 132,

178, 37t>, vol. ii. pages 28, 33, 41, 53, vol. iii. 353,

vol. iv. 309, vol. V. 67, 217.

through them is at present so inconsiderable, that

a few men at the hand pump arc able to keep it

clear. The water in the extremity of the sliaft

ne.\'t the shield has been reduced to four feet, and
persons could walk into the Tunnel this day, to

the length of 70 feet without wetting their shoes.

It is expected that the work will be resumed by
the end of ne.\t week. The instalments on the

stock are paid with an alacrity that demonstrates

the utmost confidence of the Stockholders of the

ultimate success of the undertaking.

—

Land. pctp.

American Canvass.—The Pheni.x Mill Compa-
ny have reduced their prices so as to furnish their

canvass at the cost of Russian duck. Tlie excel-

Alihough, in general, we dislike prefaces, especially to short j

'ence of this canvass, which has been e.xtensively

and ephemeral productions, yet, in the present case, some apol- 1
used by the government, the Packet Lines of New

ogy may be deemed necessary lor adding another almanack to
j

York, and the New Bedford whale ships, is well

the great number which annually issue Ironi New England
! established. Capt. Austin, late of the ship Pan-

presses. We were induced to this proceeding by circumstances Ijiiey^ of Boston, states that in a situtition where
to which we shall briefly advert. As Editor and Proprietor

j

the American and Russian canvass had been G.\-

jVcw England Farmer''s Almanack
, fur 1828.

Ill press, at the New England Farmer Office, and will be

published to-morrow, the New England Fanner's Almanack, for

I8'28. By Thomas G. Fesscndcn, Editor of the New England

Farmer.

TO THE PUBLIC

Cambridge fl'it—A gentleman of Cambridge
College having a clubbed foot, which occasioned
him to wear a shoo upon it of a particular make,
and with a high heel, one of the college wits cal-
led him liildad the shuliite.

For sale at the New England Farmer Office, '

No. 52 North Market Street.
'

.1

Lucerne or French Clover seed—Red or Dutch I

Clover—White Honysuckle Clover, and other
'

Grasses.—White Onion Seed.
|

With every variety of GARDEN SEEDS. !

of the New England Farmer, a paper devoted to .Agriculture

;ind Rural Economy, which has an extensive and increasing

circulation, we have sources of intelligence, relative to improve-

ments in agriculture and the usefid arts, as well as means of dis-

tributing it, which the public good, as well as a regard to our

own interest would seem to require Ihul we should avail our-

.selves.

Knowledge of that kind, \\hicli ministers to the necessities,

comforts, ncd conveniences of life, may, in the ibnn of a small,

cheap, annual publication, visit the fire sides and domiciles of

Diany individuals, who cannot aflnrd the mbney nor the lime ne-

cessary to purchase and peruse the papers and volumes, com-

posing the channels by which opulent intellect derives its men-

tal treasures.

Should this year's New England Farmer's Almanack
meet with the encouragement which our hopes lead us to antic-

ipate, and present appearances promise, we shall issue it annu-

ally, as long as life, health, and circumstances favourable to its

posed to mildew, the former wore one quarter

longer than the latter, and he has no doubt of its

superiority in every respect. This article is for

sale in any quantity,- by Mr Joseph Howard, of

this town.

—

Essex Register.

Bile of a Snake.—A Mr Sciiuyler of this city

had a number of men employed at mowing in his

meadow, who mot with a largo black snake and
killed it. When the workmen came home from
the meadow they told Mr Schuyler that they had
killed a snake of a very unusual size. Mr Schuy-
ler enquired where they had left it, and proposed

going to find it and bring it home. When he
found the place which his informers had pointed

out, he saw a snake and picking up a handful of

, ,. . ,,._,, r,

,

, hay stooped down to take hold of it near its head.
publication are granted bv indulgent rrovidence. 1 „,'

i • .. ., • , ., n /- »,

THOMVS G FESSENDEN I

snake instantly seized the finger of Mr
JOHN B. RUSSELL.

|

Schuyler, coiled itself around his arm, throwing

This Almanack, in addition to the usual miscellaneous matter
I

its e.xtremity into his face and around his neck,

contained in similar works, will coniainaCalendarof theCourts
j

biting very severely. Mr S. made several un-
for each stale in New England; the Sun's declination; and 10 'successful attempts to shake the serpent from his
pages of agricultural matter on ihe following subjects

:

jjoij ; at length he put his hand upon the ground
Ou Soaking Seed Com in copperas water-on Small Farms ^^j bruised the head of the snake with the heel—on Charcoal—on Fish used as a Manure—on Gapes or Pip in ' ru-i-t t^i- ir*i, j-t • i^

' of his boot. In this etiort he made the animal re-

Horsc Rake.
For sale p.t the Agricultural Warehouse,
10 of Hire's patent revolving Horse Rakes

One of Willis's patent Side Hill Ploughs, an excellent
implement.

Medical Lectures—Boston, time changed.
Medical Lectures of Harvard College will begin the Thirl

Wkdnksuay in OCT013ER, at the Medical College, Mason
street, Boston. The lime having been changed from the Third
Wednesday in November, when they formerly beiran

WALTER CHANNING,
'

Aug. 31, 1327. 8t Dean of the Medical Faculty.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODuTJe!
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Toidlry—AgricuUural A.vioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Staggers ,• \ \- c j j j i -n- ,.
.^ ,? ' ^ ui 1 1. I 1, u , u .- linquish his langs, and succeeded in killing it.

—

m swine—How to raise Cabbages, which shall not be club-loot- ,, „ , rr. , , , , , /-

edbyDr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.-How to Fallen Fowls- ,

^r S. was much afiected by the wound, and for

A cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privies
i

several days its effect was doubtful, if not dan-

—Root Steamer, u-ith a drawing—on Qrafted Trees—on Paint- gerous. Nearly a fortnight has elapsed since the

ing walls lo Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good accident, and Mr S. has not yet wholly recovered
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on the value of Time—Machines 'from it. It appeared that the snake which attack-

for gathering Clover Heads, with two iUiisirallve engravings—
Sir Astley Coopers Chilblain Ointment—on the cultivation of

Turnips on a large scale, with a dravAng of a machine for the

purpose, &c.—Miscellanies.

This Almanack may be purchased, wholesale and retail at

Ihe following places. Of Bowles & Dearborn Booksellers and

Slalioners, No. 72 Washington Street Boston—O. D. Cooke &
Son, Hartford, Con.—Holbrook & Fessenden, Brattleborough,

Vt.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Prentiss, Keene, N. H
—J. W. Foster and Childs rSc Sparhawk, Portsmouth, N. H-

ed Mr S. with such ferocity was not the one which

the workmen had seen, but was probably its mate.

It was of the common speoies of black-snake, and

nearly five feet in length.— Troy Budget.

100 Saxony Rams were sold at Brighton on

Friday last, and brought nearly $.3000—average

price $27. One sold for $64.

The aggregate number of stamps sold in 1826
Pearson, Little & Robiasoa, Portland, Ble.—Whipple & Laiv- (in London Was 26,9e4j552.

APPLE.S, best,

aSIIES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

ptarl do. - - - -

BEANS, %vhite, -----
BF.EF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo. No 1, new, - -

" No 2, Dew, - -

CUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - .

skimraed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUIl, Baltimore, Howard St

. Genesee, - - -

Rye, best. - - -

GRAIN, )iye - - - - .

Corn - - - .

Barlev - - - .

Oafs - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone MiddltngE, ntv/,

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL. Merino, full blood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native ' - - - do
Fulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROflSIOA- MARKET.
BEE?', best pieces ....
PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY,
BUTTER, ke^&tub,

lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - .

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CfDER-, (according to quality)

bush
bbl

lb.

cask
al.

ton.

bbl.

bush

lb.

FROIVI
1
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i*lfscfU.intrs.

A WISH.

Mine be a cot beside the hill,

A bee hive's hum sliall soothe my car;

A willowy brook that turns a mill,

Witli many a fall shall linger near.

The swallow oft beneath my thatch

Shall twitter from her clay-built nest;

Olt shall the pilgrim lift the latch,

And share my meal, a welcome guest.

Around my ivied porch shall spring.

Each fragrant flower that drinks the dew :

And Mary a' her wheel shall sing,

!n russet gown and apron blue.

The village church among the trees.

Where first our marriage vows were given ;

With merry peals shall swell the breeze.

And point with taper spire to heaven.

I5PITAPH IN A COUNTRY CHURCH YARD.
Reader, pass on, nor waste your time

On bad biography and bitter rhyme
;

For what I am this cumbrous clay insui'cs.

And what I was is no aftair of yours.

Forgive my raving, gentlemen, for " ! fear I am
^^^= not in my perfect mind." Whilst I am penning

! this incoherent epistle to you, I doubt not but ! am
'

still playing the losing game : Having lost my
money, I am now staking my time, which must iii-

!
fallibly be lost, if you refuse a place in your very

I

excellent miscellany for these eccentric reveries.

But though time is so tremendously and liighly

I

spoken of by divines, poets, &c. it is treated with

, less reverence by the generality of mankind : the

i sporting gentleman bets upon it, and enjoys it : the

I musician keeps it and heats it ; the sauntcrer kills

\
it ; and the bookseller makes money by disposing

of an annual map of a small portion of it. Many

I ladies lose time ; and they would be extremely

i happv if they could also lose the effects of it, for

Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, a uiucl

greater quantity of ilour than we export to all ike

West India islands. Those states import, from
their sister states, more than 625,000 barrels a
year, besides large quantities of corn—the whole

foreign export of flour was only 813,000 barrels

in 1825, aiid 858,000 in 1826. New England is

enabled to receive and co-isume this great quan-

tity because of her manufactures—more than

281,000 barrels were received at the single port

of Boston, of which 72,000 were e.xported, leav-

ing 209,000 for eonsumption, chiefly from Mary-
land and Virginia, in the last year : and the lat-

ter, of itself, is almost equal to the whole export

of the United States to the British West Indie?

and Cuba—which, in 1825 was no more than 223,-

THE GAME OF LOSING TIME.

it behaves unmercifully rude to youth and beauty,
j

000 barrels.

SpoHing Magazine. How small, then, is the foreign demand, compa-
red with the home market, for the growers of grain.

Pomp is so much the seducing notion of a Nea- If we allow to the people of the United States a

politan, that if he cannot hire a boy to walk after quantity of bread stuffs equal only to a peck of corn

his wife to church, he will put on his sword and per week, for each individual, the whole consump-

follow her himself, to give her an air of grandeur, tion will be about 150,000,000 bushels a year, equal

An Englishman would rob on tlie high way, or to 30,000,000 barrels of flour, while the export is

sell himself for a slave, with as much good will as less than 1,000,000 barrels. The horses and hogs

follow his wife to church in that manner.

—

Jlnge-\io the United States annually consume more than

louVs Letters. \
five times as much grain-as would bo equivalent to

the quantity of flour exported ! The foreign de-

mand, however, even for so small a proportion of

our bread stuffs produced, is exceedingly impor-

tant, because of its effect to establish a selling val-

ue for all the rest.

It is very probable that the starch used in ou,-

manufacturing establishments consumes a greater

value of the products of agriculture than the amount
of all such articles expoi'ted, (cotton and tobacco

excepted,) to Great Britain and Ireland, Rttssia,

Prussia, Holland, &c. We are not joking. We
see it stated that five factories near Springfield.

Mass. annually use 40,000 pounds of starch. It

is ascertained that at one factory in Massachu-
setts, employing 2G0 hands, 300 barrels of ,/7oj(c

were consumed last year.

Do young gentlemen study Geography 9—A day

In skimming over Mrs Piozzi's anecdotes of Dr or two since, while a canal boat was passing by

.lohnson, the following article struck me forcibly
;

' this village, on the deck of which several gentle-

She informs us, that before she had exchanged men were speaking about the beautiful situation

her well known British name of Thrale for that of Waterloo, on the Canada shore, opposite this

imported from Italy, which she now enjoys, she, ' place, a spruce young gentleman, who wore a

with two other ladies, and Dr Johnson, formed a cane, and sported a white beaver, begged to be

party at whist, and amused themselves in play for informed " where the battle of Waterloo was

a considerable portion of the evening. At the con- fought." All stared at such consummate igno-

clusion, Mrs Piozzi asked the Doctor if he had ,
ranee. " Gentlemen, where's the spot," he again

lost any thing?—"Only my time, madam," replied inquired—none rns.vered. Confused, he cast his

the uncouth moralist. eye abaft, and discovered the ebony hue of the

Rude and indecent as this answermay bo thought cook's bright countenance ; the cook naturally

ospecially when addressed to fashionable v;omen, thought that the question should be solved, so as

who had shewn great condescension in admitting soon as he caught the eye of the spark-,ho exclaim-

Caliban among them, it conveys a most excellent ed emphatically " Urop, massa,^' covering his

lesson, if properly attended to. On this principle, ivory with a skimmer, ashe ran below. The deck

every man who games must be a loser, and, what roared with laughter. The " mortified man"
HOP MARKET.

The reports from the plantations are as bad a

more to be lamented, his loss must be irrepara- rushed into the cabin, and betook him to (o Ais i ever, though there are some few that notice a

>,]e. books.—Black Roek Gazette.

I fear I should be an unwelcome correspondent

f, on the subject of gaming, I should speak too '^ S"'"^ '='""""' >" «««o«—In the ISew-Yorkauthors

muchin'the style of a° philosopher. It would be a P^pers, a young man advertises that, having his

difficult task to persuade your readers that time is
evenings to himself, he ' would write up a gentle-

infinitely more valuable than gold : I have fre- '"""'s ^0°^^ for a small compensation.'

quentlv heard ijlayers complain of the loss of the .. ,. ~; ";; ', '.
7, . ^,.

7 , . , M .u r rni 1- Mu kingdnm for (X horse.—A gentleman m Ohio
latter, but hardly ever the former. They have, .

' °. ,,, , -n , . . ,'

.1 114- , . Tx \7 • dives notice that he will exchange a terrestrial
not always in their recollection, what Dr Young i

^ ,,.•,, u /• u
., 4,. • . , ,. »

= and celestial globe for a horse,
has said upon this important subject. ^

'f'ime destroyed

Is suicide, where more than Mood is spilt.

Dr Young's observations are very pretty, and

ai my present state of mind, very proper to be at-

tended to. Be it known to ye, gentlemen, that I

lost a thousand guineas in the course of yesterday

evening; which has almost turned my brain, in-

duced me to commence moralizcr, and to congrat-

ulate myself on having done it in a fexv hours;

since time is so highly estimated by the learned of

ail ages.

But, with all proper deference to their superior

judgment, I had rather say, with Dr Johnson, that

I have " only lost my time," than acknowledge to

trifling improvement. In this state of things little

is doing. On Saturday there was an advance of

2s to 3s. The Maidstone report says, the rains

having washed off part of the vermin and filth, the

hop vines have rather a fresher appearance ; but
as the lice have been increasing generally, the
blight is more confirmed. If the present wet
weather continues, little doubt can be entertained

of the ultimate fall of the crops. The Canterbury
report also says, that tile vermin are on the in-

An expensive Person. It was said of a person
i

'^•^''"^
'

^"''' ""'''"^ favourable -weather should

whenever dined at home, and who was always h^^'*^^
P'^*"' t'^"*"-''"""' be any thmg like half a

speaking ill of the people, that he never opened i

"°P-—^''"''''" P"?"' ^"'V ~-peaking ill ot tlie people, that he never opi

his mouth but at the expense of liis neighbour.

The Maryland papers mention that the venera-

ble Charles Carroll was suffering under a disease

of the eye, which it is feared would pro\e fatal to

the sight.

Extraet from JViles' Weekly Register.

Much fear is expressed of a loss of the Brit'-h

West India trade —and a shutting of the port;- ot^

Cuba would throw us into i;reat alarm ; boca :se

lioliing Cloths and

you, (as the fact is 1 that / have only lo.it a ihoui-
"*" °- festricted demand for our flour—and yet t'le

and guineas. A"«ir England states received from New York,
Constantly for sale by B. F. VVlilii:, No. II Kilby

street, Boston.
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AGRICULTURE.
REMARKS ON THE SCARAB./EUS ROSE-

US. OR ROSE BUG.
(fiMiduded from page 42.)

In about 20 days from Iho time of deposit, gen-

orally, the infant Iaiva5 burst from tlieir confine-

ment and are about one tenth of an inch in length.

At this time, they are found lying with the body

doubleil, nearly in contact. The head is largo in

nroportion to the body, and is covered with a

smooth, corneous substance, which soon acquires

a faint yellow colour; fnpiished with mandibles

of a light red, especially on the out side. The
antenna: are visible. The body is small, white,

nearly transparent, composed of 14 segments, and

has here and there a few minute light coloured

hairs, especially on the posterior part. The legs

are six in numbei% placed near the head, short,

clumsy, transparent, and thinly covered with short

hair of a faint yellow colour. At this time, they

appear to subsist on the -nutritious parts of the

earth.

About the last of October, the larvs arrive to

their full growth, or nearly so ; nearly 6 lines in

length and abont IJ through the body. They are

found, at this time, lying in a curved form, at va-

rious depths in the earth. The head is now a

faint reddish yellow, and the end of the mandibles

are black. The body is white, smallest in the

middle, and in the posterior part a dark subs%nce

IS seen through the skin. There is a striking re-

semblance between the full grown larvte of the

rose-bug and that of the May-bug, when about one

fourth grovv'n—the former has been taken for the

youth of the latter.

As the cold weather advances, they descend

into the earth, perhaps below the frost, which, if

severe, it is probable thpy could not endure. In

this situation they lie torpid through the winter.

As warm weather, approaches, in the spring, they

ascend. On March 21, (weather cold) they were

found about 18 inches below the surface of the

earth ; and on the 6th of April following, (weather

warm) they were found near the surface.

About the first of May, they descend to a cer-

tain depth in the earth, (not deep however,) and

form cells, large enough for them to turn about

conveniently. In these cells, they lie in a torpid

state, preparing to take the chrysalis form. There
may be some little dificrence as to the time of

forming the cells— cold may retard the progress

of the larvffi. In this torpid stale they continue

several days, or until the time of change. This

change is preceded by various motions of the in-

sect, now on the confines of the chrysalis state.

—

The skin of the larv.i separates from the incipient

chrysalis, at the head, and by repeated e.xertions

of the insect is thrown off. ond left at the apex of

the body. The insect now appears as different

from what it was hpfore the thunge, as if it were

a distinct production of nature, or belonged to an-

other order of insects—bpi"g an intermedinte form

between the larvse and the perfect insect.

The chrysalis is fibout half an inch in length,

the head is bent forwards ; the eyes the elytra,

and the segments of the body are visible through

the skin that encloses them : the le^s are enclos-

ed iu serarato membranes without the body of the

chry.sulis ; and the whole appearance i-3 of a light

yellow colour. In this state they lie dormant un-

til all the parts, as wings, legs, &c. arc complete-
ly formed and matured. And it is probable, that

they are generally prepared by the first of June,
to emerge from the earth and become denizens of

air ; and only wait for a sufficient degree of heat;

aud then, by some exertion, burst the membrane-
ous substance which surrounds them, rush from
their cells, dig their passage to, the surface, com-
nic'.ice a new kind of life, pursue new proponsi-

tii\s, and bagin their ravages on vegetation.

—

Those that lie near the surface, probably appear
first, as the necessary degree of heat arrives to

them sooner, than to those that lie deeper in the
earth.

We have now traced our common depredator
through his various gradations, which are all com-
pleted, in succession, in the space of one year.

For the general destruction of our enemy, we
must look to some powerful operation of nature.

Several species of insects have nearly become ex-
tinct, in certain districts, in one season, by the

power of frost, or some other cause. Here is our
hope ; but in the mean time, let us be vigilant and
persevering in devising and prosecuting such plans
of partial destruction, as circumstances may re-

quire. They are so numerous, scattered over our
farms and our forests, and possessing the means
of spreading themselves in every direction, that
our means of defence are extremely limited.

Many supposed antidotes have been tried, but
with little cfl'cct. Fumes of sulphur will disturb,
t • : not destroy them, neither prevent them from
feeding on the leaves, about whicli the fumes
have ascended. Lime water was found ineffectu-

al. A solution of green vitriol was. tried, but the
effect was such that it gave me no confidence in

it. Strong tobacco-water applied to the foliage

as a was!) had only a very limited effect in defend-
ing plants. Strong pepper water (pepper seed
pulverised, 2 oz. strong tobacco 1 oz. gum arabic

1 oz. boiling water 2 quarts,) applied with a brush,
either to young fruit, or to the foliage of plants,

had the greatest effect of any thing thaf was
tried

; but they ail come short of the end desired,

so far as the writer has proved them.
Millinet spread over plants and well secured is

an efl^ectual defence. All my grapes were des-

troyed the two last years, except those defended
in this way. Suppose for instance, that the vines
be trained horirontally on a frame, standing east

and west, make a tight board fence on the north
side of the frame, and from the top suspend the

millinet over the frame and on the south side.

—

The millinet should be bordered with coarse cloth

or 8 inches wide, for the better securing it.

—

The covering may be removed during the night
and in rainy weather. This plan has been pursu
ed with a few foreign grape vines for the two
years past, nnd the proprietor has been amply re-

munerated by the fruit thus preserved from des-

truction. Small plants are easily defended in this

way, by a frame covered with millinet.

The only mode of partial destruction of the in-

sects, which the writer has found advantageous,

is the following—Take a large new tin pail, with

one or two quarts of water therein, and with one
hand, hold it under the branches of young trees,

shrubs, or plants, and with the other h;»nd bond
the branch or plant towards the Aater, and give a
sudden shako, or gently grasping the branch and
leaves, and with a virmicular motion of the hand
and fingers, rub them off— in either case the bugs
fall into the water, and the moment they arc wet,
or strike the water, they cannot fiy, neither can
they escape by crawling up the tin. When in this

manner 2 or 3 quarts are collected, pour on them
boiling water, and they have done.* By this pro-

cess, their numbers may be greatly lessened, and
a garden saved from their ravages. In my gar-

dens, which are small, about .3 pecks (after scald

cd) were destroyed in 182.5, one perk of which, by

measure, was taken on the 10th Uth and 12th of

June. In 1826, about 5 pecks were destroyed iu

the same way. Two pecks, by measure, were
caught in a garden of only 16 square rods, four

quarts of which were taken on the 8th of June, by

one person.

Almost all species of insects are made subser-

vient to another class of animals; but no creature

is known to the writer to prey on this species of

scarabseus ; unless it be a species of the dragon

fly, so called, which insect appear." equal to the.

task, and may destroy several in a day, grasping

the culprit with his legs, and bearing off tlie vic-

tim beneath his body, like a well balanced log un-

der a draught. Should these friends of man great-

ly increase, they maj' in time, relieve us, in some
small degree, of a " destruction that wasfeth al

noon day."

roSTSCRIPT.
It was the iiutr.ion of the writer to have made

the foregoing communication at an earlier dale,

but circumstances, which he could not control,

prevented. It may be proper, in this place, to no

lice the progress of the insects the present season.

\ few appeared on the 8th day of June, and grad

ually increased from day to day, until the 24th,

soon after which, there was a gradual decrease,

in my gardens, until the 18th of July, after which
none was observed. From the best information,

there were not more than one half as many in this

vicinity, as in the last year. In my gardens they

were about one-fifth as many as in 1826. The
cause of the general decrease was, probablv, the

severity of the last winter. One great cause of

decrease in' my gardens was the largo numbers

destroyed the last season. Although my gardens

were this season visited with few rose bugs in

comparison with the last
;
yet, they succeeded in

destroying nearly all my grapes, that were not

covered, almost all my nectarines, most of my
poaches, and mutilated my young plum trees, rose

bushes, &c. The same vigilance was pursued

this year, as in the last, and only about one peck

of the insects was caught.

From several circumstances, which have occur-

red, it appears that the larvse in their early infan-

cy are not very hardy; that a certain degree of

moisture is favourable to their growth, and that a

* If the insects be immersed in cold water 12 hours, and lie

come apparently dead, and then be exposed to the sun in a dry

place, many, il'hot all, will resuscitate, and resume their depre»

dations.
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superabundant moisture from long continued rains

or severe drou^'ht, at this caily period, miglit des-

troy many; tlie former inundating them, and the

'atter Ijy depriving them of necessary moisture.

Axigusl 9, 1827.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—In the 3d No. of the current

volume of the New England Farmer, your corres-

Dondent VV. D. has proposed a question important

to the "cultivators of fruit trees," but which few

of them, I apprehend, can experimentally answer,

lohether succors procctding from the roots offruit

trees, if grafted, make as good and fruitful trees as

seedlings ?

In the year 1791 I commenced the cultivation of

the little farm I now occupy. The orchard, from

negligence and bad management, had become un-

jio-htly and unproductive. Most of the trees were

converted into fuel. The roots furnished a luxu-

rious supply of succors, from which, as there was

no nursery at hand, I bordered my enclosures.

—

They took root well; grew vigorously ; are now

healthy and flourishing trees ; bearing, bountifully,

fair and good sized fruit. Whether seedlings would

have done better, I cannot determine from com-

parison, as I have not one of my own rearing, in a

bearing state, except stone fruit : my pear trees

having been procured in the same manner.

A few weeks .since, a celebrated cuUivator of

fruit, while e.xamining my nursery, inquired wheth-

er the trees were seedlings or suckers. On being

informed that the pear trees were suckers, he de-

clared that he would not give a cent for the whole

of them. After examining my bearing trees, he

expressed his conviction that they were, at least,

as good as seedlings, as he had rarely seen a bet-

ter collection. The general objection seems to be,

that a sucker will throw oft" suckers much more

.abundantly than seedlings. This, I am confident,

is not the fact, when care has been taken to sever

it from tlie parent stock, taking only its independ-

ent lateral roots. When thus done, it is as per-

fect in all its qualities as a seedling. Nature ren-

ovates the forest, both from seed and suckers,

squally well : but in the latter mode much more

expeditiously. Respectfully,

Your friend and serv't,

Worcester, Sept. 5, J 827. O. FISKE.

PEAR TREES.
( Liun»an Botanic Garden, near

I
New York, Sept. 1, 1827.

Mr Fessenden—Having recently seen nunier-

ins publications on the subject of what is termed

a "disease of the pear tree," I beg leave to refer

vou for a notice on that subject, to the treatise,

page 12.3, attached to the 23d edition of my Cata-

ioguc, published in 1825, where you will find the

following remarks :

••This tree [Pear] is however subject to one mal-

ady peculiar to itself, commonly called the Fire

Blight or Brulere which attacks trees in the most

flourishing state, generally commencing at the top

or extremitiy of the branches and extending down-

wards. This is caused by a single stroke of the

sun, which extracts the sap from the uppermost

branches of the tree, or from such as are most ex-

posed to its influence, with more rapidity than it

can be replaced, or from powerful rays of the sun,

heating the bark to such a degree, as to arrest or

nullify the progress of the sap "

This opinion, then expressed, I do not give as

being altogether original with myself, for several

gentlemen with whom I have long been in inter-

course, seemed to coincide in this opinion. I have

now further to state that I have remarked that it

is generally those varieties which are most thrifty

in their growth that are most frequently attacked,

and even that those branches, which have made

the most visorous shoots on any particular tree

are first subject to its effects. These circumstan-

ces would seem to add greater strength to the be-

fore mentioned theory as to its cause,—as it is the

most vigorous shoots vvhich contain the greatest

abundance of sap, and which thus present a greater

portion of liquid to be operated on by the solar

rays.

It has also been noticed that these attacks are

by far the most frequent during seasons of exces-

sive rains, which by saturating the earth, cause a

superabundance of sap to arise in the tree, and

thereby produce an exuberance of growth in the

branches. It seems singular, however, that while

the trees in so many parts of the country are la-

boring under these attacks of blight, that in tliis

vicinity we should have so few affected by it, for

in five years, numerous as is my collection, I have

not had above two trees attacked by it. I must

mention one other circumstance, which may aid

others in their observations, which is, that the pear

called here. Early Green Chisel, and in France the

Citron and Carmes or Madeleine, is here more

subject to its attacks than any other, which I can

o.ily account for from the reasons before deduced,

viz. its extremely vigorous growth and superfluous

quantity of sap.

In my Treatise of 1825 before referred to, are

these further remarks—"It is therefore recom-

mended to plant trees in Pear Orchards riiuoh

closer than in those of the Apple.—The only rem-

edy against these attacks is to immediately saw

off" the branches one or two feet below where the

blight extends, in which case they generally re-

vive."—I will only add that one of the finest pear

trees I have, is one that was many years attacked

in this way, and with regard to which I pursued

the above mentioned course.

Yours most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

VINES.
The Marrow Squash vines, from the seed I

bought at the N. E. Farmer ofiice, have been al-

most destroyed, after having a number of squashes

on them, by what is called the borer, a white

worm about one inch long with a black head, 16

of which Iiave been taken from the joints of one

vine. The egg must have been deposited at the

joints, as no hole is perceptible, but a small quan-

tity of borings are seen at every joint, and on cut-

ting the vine lengthwise the insect is found.

Mifhuryport, Sept. 5. A SUBSCRIBER.

ON MILK.
A work has lately been published in London,

entitled "Jl Treatise on Milk, as an article of the

first necessity to the Health and Comfort of the

Community." The subject is of great interest,

and is ably discussed. The following extracts

will prove useful.

"The peculiar fitness of milk for children is

universally acknowledged, but its admirable quali-

fications for the nourishment of a more advanced

period of life, seems practically at least, to be

doubted, from the disuse into which it has gradu-

ally fallen. From the nature of milk, it is clear

that every part of it contains much nourishment.

and if united with farinaceous vegetables, there is

no doubt it will form an aliment sufficiently invig-

orating, at least, till the age of puberty. Previous

to this period, it is hardly necessary to accustom
children to any other; and such as are so fed, will

be found to enjoy more perfect health and strength

than where a proportion of solid animal food is su-

per-added, for the early use of animal food will bt;

found to give an irritability and inflammatory dis-

position to the system, anil goading it on, as it

were, to maturity before its time. After the age
of puberty, and when anacti\e life has begun, a

proportion of animal food, in a cold climate, be

comes necessary. This proportion should be con-

tinued till the po*ersof life begin to decIine,from

which time an eminent writer on diet, Dr Nisbet.

has advised, that a return to the aliment of the

early days should be again resorted to, in order to

correct the alkalescent state of the fluids which
the progress of life naturally brings on. Thus
milk may be indulged in at all times of life, unless

when certain circumstances or peculiarities in the

stomach prevent it.

"It seems to be the opinion of those best ac-

quainted with the nature of the human frame, that

the most desirable state in which milk can be

adopted as an aliment is, as soon as possible after

it is taken from the cow, and before a long expos

ure to the air has tainted it, or advanced the pro

gress of the spontaneous separation of its compo-

nent parts. All milk consists more or less of bu-

tyracoous or creamy, of caseous, [cheese-making]

and of saccharine matter; and the more equally

these are blended when milk is taken, the more
favourabli' does it affect the organsof the stomach.

When milk cannot conveniently he so taken, (as

in towns) it is recommended to heat it to a little

b.-;low a boiling point, in order as far as possible

to reunite the various particles composing it, and

which were in course of separation by the forming

of cream. It is also advisable in nil cases to di-

lute pure milk, (a beverage known in general only

by reputation to the inhabitants of a city,) with a

certain portion of water, about one half in bulk

for the use of children, and one third for that of

adults.

Skim-milk produced from a cow fed with a suf

ficient quantity of wholesome green food, is an

aliment sufficiently nutritious, and perhaps more
so (if creamed only ten or twelve hours after set-

tinsr) than the generality of that liquid, which is

sown in large towns as genuine milk. Diluted or

skimmed milk, with a little bread, makes admira-

ble breakfasts for growing children and sedentary

adults. Skim-milk, with potatoes, and a little

bread, will afford a very nourishing diet at all

times for those who are not engaged in very la-

borious exercise.

" In Scotland and the north of Ireland, milk, ac-

companied with oatmeal, supplies an excellent

dish without any bread. It constitutes the break-

fast of the young people of all classes, and they

are generally much attached to it through life.

—

The potato is the best substitute we have for bread.

It is a lioht alimentary substance, neither too vis-

cid, nor too flatulent, and having no tendency to

acidity.

" The simple accompaniment of skim milk is not

supposed, however, to render the potato sufficient-

ly nutritious for robust youth, and still less so for

the laborious adult ; though it is true that in many

parts of Ireland, particularly the south, no better

nourishment than potatoes and milk is in general
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';sc ; bread is .scarcely known to them, and to

meat tlicy are altoeother strangers ;
yet these

people are commonly distinguisheJ by their per-

.sonal appearance. It would be absurd, however,

to suppose that they do, or can do as hard work

as the labourers of Knoland.

"That well known simple preparation, from

iT.ilk, called whey, is a beverage e.Nlrcmely whole-

some and agreeable. Though it is the serous or

watery part of tho milk, yet, when separated by

runnof, and not by its own spontaneous action, it

holds a proportion of cream and curd suspended

in it, besides a quantity of sugar. It is therefore

nutritious, though not so much so as the milk en-

tire and slightly diluted.* It is particularly distin-

guished by its proportion of sugar, or what has

been termed its essential salt. The nourishing

quality of sugar is well known and established.

"The adulteration of milk by its venders in all

our towns, [in Great Britain] has long been a sub-

ject of very just compiaint; nor until the public

shall be awakened to the necessity of putting a

stop to this evil, is it probable that it will be in

any degree diminished ; the combination among

the dealers rendering it nugr.tory on the part of

the consumer to attempt to relieve himself by re-

moving his custom from one milkman to another.}

" The degree in which it is adulterated varies

with the conscience of the seller. It would be

much less objectionable to satisfy tho cupidity of

these dealers by a direct augmentation of the

price for an unadulterated commodity. The pur-

chaser would thus know what he had, and could

increase the bulk by dilution, so as to suit his pal-

ate, his purse or his object; this, however, would

not answer the purpose of the sellers, who are as

anxious to conceal from one another as from tho

public, the precise sources and amount of their

profit.

" In London, the proportion of water sold with

the milk, used to be one pint of water to two of

milk; but is now generally four pints of water to

ten or eleven of milk, and that mi.xed with aliquid

which may be said to ha\ e been previously diluted

in the udder of the cow ; for where cows are fed

with distiller's wash, grains, raw potatoes, and

many other similar substances, which is often the

practice through the whole year in London, and

in the winter in other large towns, the quantity of

milk secreted by tlie animal is greatly increased

at the e.\pense of the quality. This species of

feeding is sometimes carried to such an e.xtent

that no benefit is derived to the consumer by hav-

ing the cow brought and milked at his door. Sir

Thomas Bernard the late indefatigable and hu-

mane treasurer of the Foundling Hospital, and

well known to the agricultural world for carrying

the Salt Bill successfully through Parliament, pro-

nounced the purest London drawn milk to be on

a par only in point of nutrition, with the skim
milk of a country dairy."

Carrots require a rich and soft soil; deep plough-

ing ought to be given to the ground before the

seeds are «ou-n ; and they ought to be drilled and
carefully hoed.

* The lati- lamented ami liiglily talented Dr Beddoes, author
of" Hvgeia," and several other interesting works, had so fully

satisfied himself respeclinE the saluhrious qualities of whey, that

he even went to the len^i of pronouncing it a more invigorat-
ing and restorative beverage for the harvest labourer than the
best malt liquor.

t It is well known that in London many of the milkmen have
d fferent qualities of milk in their two cans, from which they
supply their complainin<; and uncowplcining customers.

WORMS IN CHILDREN.
A correspondent has desired us to mention that

the apple or knot of the red cedar has proved in

many instances, to his knowledge, a thorough

remedy for worms in children. We state this

with pleasure, as some have expressed doubts of

its efficacy.

(Selected for (he American Farmer.)

CABBAGES.

Cabbages have always been a rare article wilii

the farmer, and we hope they may be so. Scarce-
ly any plant requires more manure: none will

scourge the ground more effectually. Not wish-

ing to encourage the cultivation of cabbages, ex-

cept in gardens, we dismiss the subject.

Encyc. art. Agric.

GRAIN.

All sorts of grain ought to be cut, whenever the

straw immediately below the ear is eo dry that

on twisting it, no juice can be expressed ; for

then the grain cannot improve as the circulation

of the juices to the ear is stopped. It matters not

that the stalk below is green. Every hour that

the grain stands uncut, af1;er passing this stage, is

attended with loss. Sinclair.

USES OF SALT TO CATTLE, WHEN GIVEN SO THAT
THEY MAT EAT AS THEY PLEASE.

1. By allowing sheep to lick it, the rot may be

elTectually prevented.

2. Cattle to whom lumps were given to lick,

were thereby preserved from infectious disorders;

cows are rendered more healthy, and by being
induced to drink more, they give more milk.

3. A small quantity pounded, was found very
beneficial to horses, when new oats wore given
them, if the oats were at all moist ; and is useful,

with all kinds of moist food.

4. It is said, that the mixing a little common
salt with the seed of oats, when sown, is an effec-

tual preventive against the attacks of the grub,

so injurious to the crops of oats in some parts of

Britain. Mossdman.
STACKING CORN.

The practice of stacking corn on the ground, in

the yard, even though bottomed with loose straw,

is exceptionable, part of the grain being apt to

imbibe moisture, and the whole being liable to the

depredations of vermin. Corn may be stacked in

the open air, on corn stands built with brick or

stone, or upon pillars made of cast iron or brick,

without receiving the least damage. Where cast

iron is accessible, that material is to be preferred,

as no vermin can get up so slippery a surface.

—

Seven or nine pillars of cast iron are sufficient for

a common sized stack, with a frame of coarse
wood, on which the corn is to be laid. Tho whole
amount is often paid by the saving of a year.

—

The pillars need be but about three feet high.

Sinclair.

THE SECOND CROP OF CLOVER.

It is a good practice to mix a portion of straw,

particularly the straw of oats, with the second

crop of clover. The straw absorbs the gases
and moisture as they exhale from the hay, by
which the straw acquires juices, and a flavor

which is agreeable to cattle; the hay, which
in other circumstances, would be spoiled, is in this

manner cured, and the mixture is excellent food

for cattle ; while the harvesting of the grass or

clover crop is accelerated. Sinclair.

HARTFORD CATTLE SHOW.
The season for the annual Cattle Show and Fair

of our Agricultural Society ia at hand, and we
doubt not the farmers of oui- county are making
suitable preparations for doing justice to the oc-

casion. With others, wo have derived raucli grat-

ification from witnessing the zeal and onterprize
which have hitherto so well sustained tho interest

of those exhibitions ; and we have regarded the

continuance of such a spirit, after the novelty of
the occasion had ceased, as furnishing an honour-
able comment on the utility of the society, and af-

fording the most cheering evidence that tho ob

ject contemplated in its institution had to some ex-

tent been realized, the attention of agriculturists is

aroused to the importance of improvements in their

department of industry ; and a spirit of inquiry,

enterprize and laudable competition excited, cal-

culated to elevate the character of the profession,

as well as augment the wealth and resources of

the county. Such, as we fully believe, have been
some of the benefits which have resulted from this

association ; but they have not been produced with-

out exertions on tlie part of individual members.
Further excrtioas are requisite to insure a contin-

uance of these benefits, and keep alive the spirit

already excited. The interests of these exhibi-

tions must be sustained—they must be made ex-

tensive and worthy of the county, or the associa-

tion itself will bo of little advantage. We hope
therefore the zeal which has been manifested on
former anniversaries, will again animate our farm

ersat the approaching Fair,and that all will cheer

fully subject themselves to the little trouble which
must necessarily be incurred in tho contributing

something to tho exhibition. Probably there is

scarcely ua industrious, enterprizing farmer in the

county, who has not something on his farm worthy
to be brought forward on such an occasion ;

—

some animal remarkable forits form,strength,beau-

ty or usefulness—some improved implement of

husbandry—some rare production of his fields, or

honourable specimen of the industry of his family

—let it not be withheld ; it will gratify a rational

curiosity ; it may diffuse important information
;

not unlikely be attended with personal advantage
to the owner, and at any'rate will aid in promot-

ing the great object for which the society was es-

tablished.

It is much to be desired that the exhibition on
the third of October next should correspond with

the resources of the county—this it cannot be de-

nied has not been the case with former exhibitions

though they have been highly creditable. Let
every one resohe to contribute something and the

thing will be accomplished.

—

Hartford Courant.

Cure for Corns—.A gentleman who may be re-

lied on, informs us he has found the juice obtain-

ed by bruising green bean leaves, a certain anfl

effectual cure for corns. I' should be applied to

the corn at night, for four or five nights in succes-

sion. It is equally efiicacious when applied to

warts.

—

Ibid.

At Cambridge, last week, a graduate of 175G
was present, Henry Hill, Esq., of Boston, in the

91 year of his age ; he has been present at almost

every Commencement during the last eighty years.

We learn that over 75 young gentlemen were
admitted as Freshmen at the examination of Har-
vard University on Monday last.
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N Y. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The New-York Horticultiival Society hekl then-

anniversary on Tuesday at the National Hotel.

—

After going into tlie election of oiiicers, and trans-

icting other business, the members, to the num-

bbr of about 150, sat down to an elegant dinner,

served up in a handsome style. The tables were

loaded with the choicest viands, and the most de-

licious fruits of every kind, furnished from the gar-

t'gns of members of the Society. The President

(Dr Hosack) being absent from the city, John R.

iVlurray, Esq. presided, assisted by Jacob Lorillard

and Wm. Neilson, Esqs. Vice Presidents. An ad-

dress was read, in the course of the evening, by

the President, written by N. H. C;:i ter,Esq. v>/iuch

took a very extensive and pleasing view of the ad-

vantages, progress, and improvements in this

country in agriculture and horticulture. We un-

derstand it will be laid before the public in a few

days with tlio awards of the premiums and other

documnnts appertaining to the Society, in a pam-
phlet form. The following are the gentlemen e-

lected as officers of the Society for the ensuing

year :

—

For President, David Hosack, M. D.; Vice Pre-

isdents, John R. Murray, Jacob Lorillard, William

Neilson ; Treasurer, John Groshon ; Correspon-

ding Secretary, N. H. Carter ; Recording Secre-

tary, William Burtsell ; Council, Martin Hoffman,

Alexander Smith, Ciiarles Oakley, Thos. Pringle,

Francis Cooper, Jas. Meinell, Israel Dean, An-
drew Parmentier, Andrew Clark, John M'Nab,
Peter Aymar, W. Arnold, Samuel L. Mitchill,

Tliomas Hogg, Edward Probyn, Tliomas Kinors-

ley, William Cnrr, Wm. Wilson, James M'Brair,

Nicholas Saltus, William Neale, William Phelan,

Michael Floy, John M'lntyre, Peter Hattrick,

George Nixon.

GRUB IN SHEEP.
The first expedient which I adopt for a pre-

ventive, is to keep n)y slieep on dry and elevated

pasture land in summer, and by all means let

them range where they can have access to dust,

like that of a dry road. Every farmer has ob-

served that sheep, when flies are about them, will

keep a continual stamping with the feet, with

their heads near the ground, especially where
it is dusty. This dust is inhaled at the nostrils

and produces a sneezing, by which the fly or eggs
are thrown out. It is a common remark, and ex-
perience has demonstrated to every farmer, that
low moist land does not answer the purpose for

rearing sheep, and the reason is obvious. As a

cure for this disease, let every farmer in the fall,

before the winter sets in, look to his flock, and
he will discover that those sheep which are likely

o be affected by the grub, are discharging a
water-like substance at the nose ; let him take a
goose qnill, or any other similar tube, or a com-
mon hand bellows, and blow dry Scotch snuffer
pulverised salt, up the nostrils of the sheep, and,
It will destroy the grub or eggs and render the
sheep sound and healthy.

—

Albany Dai. Adv.

SHEEP.
On Thursday last 930 sheep in one flock passed

through this town, on their way to Brighton.
They were driven from the state of Ne°w York,
about 100 miles west of Albany, where, we are
told, they were purchased at less than one dollar
a head. They were in good plight, and many of
'hem had fine wool.

—

.Northampton pa.

MAMMOTH PLUMS.
We had the pleasure of receiving this mornin ',

a present from the ripe and fruitful garden of a

good friend, who, wo hope, will pardon us for put-

lishing his familiar note.

Mwark, Aug. 27, 1827.

Gentlemen—I send you herewith, by my
friend Mr -Carter, a branch from my superior

green gage tree, with the fruit (24 in number,) at-

tached. Believing it to be somewhat rare to see

so great a weight of fruit of the plum kind, grow-

ing in so small a compass, it is presented with a

view to gratify you and your friends with a sight

of that which will make the mouth water.

Yours with great r^'spect, &c.

LEONARD RICHARDS.
Messrs Cahteh & Prentiss.

In the transportation, one of the plums was

broken from its stem, and we had the curiosity to

measure its circumference in the smallest part,

which was found to be 5g inches. The tree from

which it was taken, bore plums the present year

which measured 6S inches and weighed i^ ounces.

'['he branch which we received, was exhibited

this forenoon in the Exchange Reading Room, and

will be presented. for examination at the Horticul-

tural dinner, this day.

—

JV. Y. Statfsman.

DRESS OF CHILDREN.
Is there any reason, aside from fashion, why

the dress of children should be so contrived as to

leave naked the arms, shoulders and upper part of

the chest ? If there is none in favor of this cus-

tom, there are reasons, and serious ones too,

against it.

That leaving these parts uncovered is uncom-

fortable to the individual, any one may be con-

vinced by making the experiment upon himself.

—

Let him leave his arms, and the upper half of his

chest exposed to the variations of tcmperalure

during the waking hours of almost any one day;

and if on trial, his feelings compel him to restore

to those parts their usual covering, let him ha-, e

compassion enougli on the children under his care,

to furnish them with a similar protection against

the vicissitudes of the weather.

But the objection on the score of comfort, is not

the greatest one. This mode of dressing is also

detrimental to health. The state of the lungs and

other internal organs, greatly depends upon the

state of the skin ; and is in no way more ofte:i

disordered, than by any cause which interrupts

the due process of insensible perspiration in the

[latter. In tropical countries, this fashion might

j

be tolerated with impunity ; but in ours, and es-

pecially in the New England states, where the

I
temperature of the atmospheio sometimes varies

j

fifteen or twenty degrees in the course tf a few

i
hours, it is entirely out of place. If such as have

arrived at years of discretion, will hazard their

lives by conforming to the absurdities of fashion,

the worst is their own ; but to impose this kind

of penance upon young children, merely to gratify

the pride of their parents, is cruel,—is inexcusa-

ble.

—

Con. Journal.

From die London Meclianics' .Magazine.

ONE MORE CURE FOR THE AGUE.
Mr Editor,—I herewith send you an ague re-

ceipt, which I have given with great success.

Best bark half an ounce; salt of wormwood, two
drachms; anniseed water, four ounces.

Mix the whole together, and divide it into three
doses, which are to be taken the morninc after
the fit, at six, seven, and eight o'clock, fastino-.

This for an adult. Children according to age and
strength.

I have given the sulphur with success, as men-
tioned in No. 190 of your entertaining work, with
this diflerence; I give it in white wine, and order
the patient, when in bed,to drink warm tea as of-

ten as agreeable.

The best receipt, certainly, I have ever given
is the quinine pills, which I purchase at thechem-
ists, giving a dose of salts first, and a pill every
three hours, when the fit is oft". But this medicine
is much too high in price for a poor mam.

I am, &c. J. N.

Wool.—The Poughkeepsie Journal of yesterday

(29th) says, " We are pleased to learn that the

wool market has considerably improved within the

last few weeks. We understand that most of the

wool in this (Dutchess) county has changed hands,

and that the best lots of merino have brought
about ."JO cents."

—

J\r. Y. frtatcsman ..

From the Novascotian.

M.; EniTon,—Being partial to the beauties of
vegetation, I cultivate a few shrubs near my dwel-
ling; and they would unquestionably show their

vernal beauties to the eye, but for an enemy,
whose aggressions are so destructive, and una-
voidable, that I am induced to bring them under
the notice of the public. This depredator is an
insect resembling tl wasp, or bee, but ratlier smal-
ler than cither. It fastens on the edge of a leaf,

and cuts out, as with a pair of scissors, circular

pieces, from the size of a threepence halfpenny

to that of a shilling. The process is the work of
a moment, and is repeated ; until nothing remains
of the leaves of thesiirubor plant, buta few danir-

ling filaments or shreds. The insects fly away
with the pieces thus clipped out in their claws
Nothing can be imagined more rapidly ruinous tc

the appearance of the plants, than the continual
attacks of these insects; nor more mortifying to

the Amateur of the vegetable creation, than to

see his choicest foliage thus borne awav by piece-

meal through the air. I should be glad if anv of
your Correspondents could direct me to some
entomological work describing the insect, its

haunts and habits, and s'.ill more so, if they could
mention any way of evading its attacks.

July 17, 1827. A FLORIST.

200 SHEEP BURNT.
We have seen a letter from a very respectable

mercantile house in Hamburgh, dated June 15,
which mentions that two hundred sheep, whicii
were to have been sent to this port in the ship
Mentor, while on their way to Hamburgli from the
interior, were all burnt up, the barn in which they
"overnighted" being struck with lightninc;. What
appears more singular is, that the sum of 23,000
marks banco was insured on these sheep, against
the risk of fire, while on their way to Hambur<rh.
These sheep were expected here for sale the pres-

ent month.

—

Boston Daily Adv.

The wool fair at Berlin, Russia, h.is not turned

out so well this year as was expected. Trade was
pretty brisk at Leipsic on the 3d July, and was
improving. Great hopes were entertained that

the heavy tolls which render German frontiers al-

most impassable would bo abolished.
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b(JUiS..ShLLER'S JVIARKS.

An acquaintance with tiie booitsellci's marks

ur signs expressed oil tiio title piijics of their boolis,

IS ot'soine use; becu'isc many books, especially in

the century before the last, have no other desij/f-

nation, either of printer, bookseller, or even city.

The anchor is t'he nnrk of Ruphelcngfius at Ley-
den; and the same with a dolphin twisted round

itj of the JMunutii at Vonice and Rome ; the Arion

denotes a book printed by Oporinns at Basil; the

caduceus, or pegasus, by theWeche iusesat Paris

and F^ancfort ; the cranes, by Cramoisy : the com-

pass, by Plantin at Antwerp ; the fountain, by

Vascosan at Paris; the sphere in a balance, by

.larson or Blaew, at Amsterdam ; the lily, by the

Juntas at Venice, Florence, Lyons, and Rome;
the mulberry-tree, by Mnrcl at Paris; the olive

-

!roe, by the' Stephenses at Paris and Geneva, and

the Elzevirs at Amsterdam and Leyden ; the bird

between twoserpents, bytlie Frobcniuses at Basil;

the truth, by the Coniraelins at lloidulberg and

Paris; the Saturn, by Colinsus; the printing-

press, by Badius Ascensius, &c.
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Great Increase.— In a piece of clover, belong-
ing to Silas Hale, of Longmeadow, tlicre sprann-
this season, from three kernels of rye accidentally
scattoroil tlicre, from one kernel, !)1 stalks; from
another, !»(); from another 76. After being some-
what pillaged by birds, the one of 7(5 stalks was

the culture of hoed crops, says " earth up potatocE
but by no means turnips, as that operation only
prevents them from attaining a full size."

TO MAKi: STARCH.

To make starch from wheat, the grain is steep

carefully "shelled and counted, and amounted to
;

°'!,;".^,°!'^7"'"_'j'^'^''''^°™«^, ^°''' ""^ yields a

1931 kernels; making an aggregate of (J510.

t ^

Pcaihes.-

milky juice by pressure ; it is then put in sacks of
linen, and pressed in a vat filled with water ; as

as any milky juice e.xudes, the pressure is

clear, and
111 our market good peaches are .so

ling at 18 cents the half peck ; wliile a Philadel- continued ;
the fluid gradually becomi

pliia paper of yesterday says, that fruit of this i

^^ ^^h''« powder subsides which is stare

kind, of a " large size and e.vquisite flavour,'

brought, on Saturday only 35 cents a bushel.

JVeiw York paper.

CROPS.
William Porter, of lladley lately harvested 4^

acres of winter wheat, whicii has • yielded at the

rate of 20^^ bushels per acre,or 120 bustiels in all.

The stalks were about ti feet high on an average.

Linus and Doius Graves, of Hadley, had 40

acres of rye in one field, which was so stout and

thick that the reaping of one fourth of an acre

was considered a day's work. It is estimated that

the average produce will be about 35 bushels to

the acre.

The broom corn in Hadley, Hatfield, &.c. is not

so promising as in past seasons

—

Hnmp. Gaz.

IIAnVESTING BEANS.

Beans arc often sufiered to remain too long in

the field for the purpose of ripening. They be-

come bleached and their palatable and nutritiousMeasures are about to be adopted by the cit.

zona of Pittsburgh to establish a company fgr the !

T'-i'it'es e.Uracted by tlie sun, air, dews and rains

purpose of lighting the city with gas. The cheap- |

'^ "°' gathered as soon as the greater part of the

ness and excellence of the coal at that place ren- j

P"''^ ^'^'•''^ obtained their full size, and the seeds

der the success ofthe undertaking certain 7\'mf«.
'"'"^ fully formed. They should be pulled while

I the vines are still green, and placed in such a sit-

Gradual reform.—When Lord Muskerry sailed nation on fences, the borders of the field on which

to Newfoundland, George Rooke went 'with him 'hey grew, or in a field adjoining, that they may
a volunteer ; George was greatly addicted to ly- dry without becoming heated or mouldy. If on

ing ; and my lord being very sensible of it, and tlneshing beans some should be found not fully

very familiar with Geoi-ge, said to him otie day, dried, they should bo spread on a clean floor till

" I v;ondpr you will not leave off this abominable fit for the bin.

custom of lying. George." " I can't help it," said

the other. " Pugh !" says my lord, " it may bo

done by decrees ; suppose you were to begin with

utterin? one truth a day/"

NEW ENGLAND FARMERr"

Rashness.—A few days since, we are informed,

two young men of Troy, entered a meadow in the

vicinity of that place, took acouple of scythes from

where persons had just been at work and com-

menced mowing in competition with each other.

The young man in the rear, gaining upon his com-

petitor, told him to hasten or he would be in dan-

ger of his scythe ; and still advancing, incautious-

ly inflicted a dangerous wound upon his compan-
ion a short distance above the anckle joint. He
fell and lay inanimate for some time. Medical

aid was immediately procured, and the wound was
dressed ; but owing to the deepness of the cut,

and mortification having subsequently taken place

it became necessary to amputate the log above the

knee. Hopes are now entertained of his recovery.

The name of the sufferer our informant believes

to be Decker, about seventeen years of age,

apprentice to Mr Nathan Howard, tin manufactur-

er of Troy.

—

Alban-ij Jlrgus.

J^'ew Mexico Road.^The Missouri Intelligen-

cer of July 20, says, Mr Sibley, one of the United
States commissioners for making out the road
from this state to New Me.xico, arrived at Fort
Osage on the 8th inst. having completed the road
without any interruption or accident, e.xcept the

occurrence of a stroke of lightning, which fell on
his camp on the 6th inst. on his return, and dam-
aged his compass so as to oblige liim to leave un-
finished an unimportant part of a survey he was
then making.

A late English price current notices the arrival

of a vessel from Palermo which brought, among
other articles, two bales of /lumare hair.

BOSTON, FRIDAY, SEPT. 7, 1827.

RLMEDY FOR TICKS AND OTHER \ EF.MIN WHICH
INFEST SHEEP, NEAT CATTLE A>D OTHER

A.MMAIS.

GATHER FERN OR BR'.KES.

i Brakes v.'ill afford much food for swine, if thrown

into their pens, and what the animals do not con-

sume will be very useful for manure. Mr Law
rence, an English writer, says," All the fern upon

j

the farm should be annually cut and stacked for

' use, and if an addition can be made from the

vvastes within a reasonable distance, it is an ob-

ject not to be neglected, since farmers do not usu-

i

ally complain of having too large a bulk of manure

to bestow on their land. I cart from tliree miles,

The following is prescribed in an English pub- and for cutting pay five shillings a wagon load."

lication for the above mentioned purposes. Apply
an ointment made of an equal quantity of brim-

stone, gun-powder and common grease.
j

Fern, cut while the sap is in it, and left to

rot on the ground, is a very great improver of

land; for if burnt, when so cut, its ashes will yield

double the quantity of salts that any other vegeta-

bles can do. In several places in the north parts

of Europe, the inhabitants mow it green, and burn-

ing it to ashes, make those aslies up into ball?,

with a little water, which they dry in the sun, and

make use of them to wash their linen with; look-

ing upon it to be nearly as good as soap for that
soap, take twenty-eight pounds of clean grease,

purpose." Diet, of Arts.
and three pounds of rnsiii ; melt them together

with two pails full of the ley/r.s/ drawn from the to take off spots from cloth of any colour

leach. W^hen it has boiled half an hour pour it Take half a pound of crude honey, the yolk of

into the barrel and fill it up with lie as fast as it a new laid egg, and the bulk of a nut of sal am-

can be drawn, stirring well as the ley is ndded. If moniac, mix them together, and put some on the

a sufficient number of leach tubs are uscl. four spots- Having left it there a while, wash the

barrels can be made with ease in half a day—and place with clean water, and the spot will disap-

if the ashes are good, with entire success. pear.

RECEIPT for making SOAP. '

After having well covered the bottom of the

leach vv'ith sticks and straw, put first a bushel of

ashes, then two quarts of lime, upon which pour

boiling water to slack the lime ; continue to fill

the leach in this manner. For each barrel of

ANOTHER. TO TAKE IRON MOULDS FROM LINEN.

To 12 gallons of ley, strength just sufficient to
j

Put boiling water into a bowl, and spread the

bear an egg, add 16 pounds of melted grease, ' stained parts of your linen over it, so as to be

which by being placed in the hot sun, and occa- well penetrated with the steam of the water.

—

sionally stirred, will in a few days produce a soap Then rub the places with sorrel juice and salt till

they are perfectly soaked. Such linen washed af-

terwards in the lye of wood ashes, will be found

to return entirely free from the iron mould spots

of the first quality.

HOEING TURNIPS.

A second hoeing should be given to tu^'PS
' ^"i,'ad"b"efore!

when the leaves are grown to the height of eight

or nine inches, in order to destroy weeds, loosen

the earth, and finally to regulate the plan-ts; a

third, if found necessary may be given at any sub-
1 of the Society of Arts in London,

sequent period. Loudon in giving directions for
|

The usual mode at present practised for endea

GATHERING AND PRESERVING POTATOES.

The following is extracted from the Transactions
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1
77' ,^ io...,„ thorn .ftprllmve been intimatelv acniiainled with our great they slial! have suffered from heating, which a

vorino" to nrp«;prvp notatoes is to leave tnem aiicr navt; ukkh lULiiijaLcij av."-i""iiii.v- t^ ^ , u mr l j » .voring to preseive pouuoes
-

improvers of cattle, sheep and horses. , very few hours would cause. The bruised mattei

"Many of our writers on agricultural subjects, must be rolled by the hand into balls of two oi

such as Sir John Sinclair, Mr Curwen, and many three inches diameter, according to the heat ol

others, have strongly recommended salt us a vain- the weather. Care must be taken to expose it to

digging, exposed to the sun and air until they are

dry. This exposure generally causes them to

have a bitter taste ; and it may be remarked, that

potatoes are never so sweet to the palate, as when

cooked immediately after digging. I tind that ' able manure. I have tried the experiment myself,

when potatoes are left in large henps or pits in ! and have seen it tried by others on various soils

the crround, that a fermentation takes place which
|
and in various quantities ;

but I could never per-

destroys the sweet flavour of the potatoes. In or- 1 ceive the least benefit. As a condiment ior cattle

derto prevent that fermentation, and to preserve
,
and sheep, it is very beneficial by promoting di-

them from losing the original fine and pleasant i gestion when used in moderate quantities,

flavour, my plan is (and which e.xperience proves " I do not observe in the '• Memoirs any men-

to me to have the desired effect) to have them tion of cabbages as a winter food for neat cattle

packed in casks as they are digging from the and sheep.—Perhaps your climate is not favoura-

ground, and to have the casks, when the potatoes I ble to their growth. Here the Icirire Scotch or

are piled in them, filled up with sand or earth, ' drum-hcadcd cabbage is a most valuable winter

taking care that it is done as speedily as possible, ! food, as it produces a greater weight per acre

and that all vacant spaces in the cask of potatoes
;
than turnips. It is peculiarly valuable in some

are filled up by the earth or sand; the cask thus
i
districts, for it will flourish on strong soils which

packed, holds as many potatoes as it would were
j

are not proper for turnips. You are so perfectly

no earth or sand used, and as the air is totally ex-
j

weil informed of tlie state of British agriculture

eluded it cannot act on the potatoes, and conse- : that I do not know whether I can give you any

quently no fermentation can take place." |
new information, unless it be as to the recent use

In order to preserve potatoes in sand or soil it' of bones as a manure for turnips, and the use m
is not necessary to pack them in casks or other 1 the north of England of the improved plough,mnde

vessels. They may be mixed with a due quantity wholly of u-oji, without any wood svhatever. The

of the earth of the field in which they have grown,
1
bones are first ground to powder in a mill con

anti put into bins in cellars, or buried in holes dug

in the ground.

"Hintsfor Jlmerican Husbandmen, wilh commu-

nicalions to the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society.

By order of the Directors."

By the goodness of a highly esteemed fiiend we
have received a work with the above title, which

is filled with articles of much interest and value.

We shall attempt a brief sketch of some of its

contents in our present number ; and propose

hereafter to give such extracts, abridgements and

notices as our limits may permit, and a wish to fill

our columns with that kind of information which

will prove most usefjl may suggest.

The work commences with a communication

from Bart. W. Rudd, (of England) addressed to

-loHN Hare Powel, Estj. "on the ill effects of

soiling cattle—the total failure of salt, and the

successful application of Bone Dust as manure

—

the excellence of Mangel Wurtzol and Cabbages,

as winter food for live stock— the degeneracy

produced by breeding in and in— the advanta-

structed for that purpose, and iu a powdered state

nre sown by the drill along with the turnip seed.

Very luxuriant crops of turnips are thus grown

without any other manure. Bones have become

an article of commerce, and large quantities are

imported from various parts of Europe.

WOAD.

.T. Atherstonc, in a letter to John Hare Powcl,

says, " T cultivated some acres of woad in the

thefree operation of air, whilst protected from

moisture. When dry, it may be stored in heaps.

The subsequent crops may be twisted off. with-

out the use of the knife, as the roots at the latter

stages of their growth are sufficiently strong to

resist tlie necessary force to remove the leaves.

—

It may be sown broadcast, but from the extreme

lightness of the seeds, great diSiculty is found in

distributing them equally. In this mode, of con-

sequence, bare patches disfigure the field, and

materially affect the amount of its product. The
qnestion whether the broadcast or drill system

should be employed, must be determined by the

relative value of labour and land.

I shall be very glad to communicate with any

gentleman on its cultivation, as its importance to

manufacturers makes it an object of great inter-

est at this time in America.

One bushel of seeds, if sown in drills, is suffi-

cient for five acres—if sown broadcast, for one

acre. It is to be observed, that the woad must

undergo the process of couching, before it is fitted

for the manufacturer. J. ATHERSTONB.

INDIAN HARVEST.
Top the stalks upon your Indian-corn close to

the ears, as soon as the ear becomes too hard to

boil ; when the weather is fine, bind in small bun-

dles and stack in small stacks, the same day, to

secure against rains ;
your corn will ripen the

faster and receive no injury, and your stalks will

be more valuable. " If your hay is short, or you

wish to sow winter grain afler your Indian-corn,

or secure your corn against the effects of earlystate of Ohio, which I cut six times during the
^_ ^^^^_ _ _

season, it produced about 30 cwt. to the '^"o, hr
ly^^''^^^"'^^^^:^^^'^^^^^ ^^'^^'^

which 1 received, when brought to market l-ij„,o„nd_ ;„ f^i^ weather, with a sharp knife-

cents per pound, equal to $420 per acre. \^. ^j^j^jg^ ^^^ j^y ^^^.^ ^^^^^ j^^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^j,
I have been accustomed to its cultivation in

t,y„jigg^ ^^ .^^en you top and secure your stalks
;

England, where I used it for thirty years, as a
^.^^ ^^^^ bundles above the ears, and stack the

manufacturer. The soil of America is quite as
^^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^^„ ^^^^^.^^ gjj,^^^. ^^^^ ^^^ j^^^^^^^

well adapted, and the climate of the middle, south- If ur field, or upon an adjoinin<r field; you
cm and western states, is better suited to Us

| ^^^ ^^^^ pj^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^p^^ j.^,,^^^ ^^^^j^.
growth, than that of Great Britain. 1 he colour-

1 ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^,.^ ^^ doubling down the tops, and
ing matter was much stronger—the plant was L j^^^^^" ^j^^ ,^^^jg ^^.^j,, ^ p,jj^i,,g ^(^„^ .

^,^;^ ^,j„

ore vigorous and rapid in its growth, and Us pro-
1 ^^.^.j^Jq j,,;. j^^„^^ ^hich otherwise would damage

duct was larger than that to which I have been

eous results of Judicious Crossing evinced in the
1
accustomed in Great Britain.

|

Turf horse and other breeds." The writer ob-
1 It prefers a deep, rich, and light alluvial soil—

I

serves " You read much in our English publica- 'Its tap-root extends a considerable distance be-

tions of llie expediency of soiling cattle in the ' low the surface. Fine tilth is necessary, but it

house during the whole year. I do not approve of ; may, like Indian corn, bfe grown upon a sward

this practice, for it is surely an unnatural one, as ! reversed. I have found it a better practice to

air and exercise, and the selection of their own
j
sow the seeds in beds, late in the Autumn, or ear-

food must benefit cattle, as other animals are ben- ly in the Spring, if the climate be severe in w'in-

efitted by them. I can say from actual c.r;)f;7'encc / ter. When the plants have tap roots about four

of the two systems that cattle thrive much better in
\
inches long, they should be set out, at the distance

the fields during the period from the middle ofiof 8 to 10 inches in rows—sufficiently wide apart

May to the middle of November, than they do i to admit either a horse and cultivator, or a ton

when confined to a house. Soiling cattle is very inch hoe, as the husbandman shall determine, to

little practised in England. We read in some keep them free from weeds. When the leaves

books, that mangel wurt/el is an unwholesome I are about 9 inches long, but always before their

food for cattle, but I agree entirely with you that

it is a most valuable and nutritive food." " Our
best breeds of horses for the carriage, the road.

the chase, &.C., our cattle, sheep, pigs, and dogs
have all derived their improvement froai judicious

crossing. All the cases of failure have been ow-
ing alone to injudicious crossing. You know that

I have had long experience on these subjects, and

your corn. This corn will be ripe at the usual

time, without the least diminution in its colour,

weight, or value : but in the opinion of some of

the best farmers, (who arc in the steady prac-

tice of this mode from choice,) with an increased

value to the grain. The increased quantity and

value of your stalks, will richly pay the expense :

you may in this way, bring forward the sowing of

your winter grain, 2, 3 or 4 weeks, which will

again at harvestrepaytheexpenseof clearing your

corn-fields. If you house your corn-stacks before

you husk your corn, the pitching will be heavy,

and your bundles often break, and your places for

housing, bo difficult and inconvenient, and often

exposed to your cattle ; therefore, husk your corn

.on the field, and emptvyour baskets intoyourcart
colour begins to change in any part, they must

| _^g y^^ ^,,5,^^ always' remcmberin<r to leave the
be cut as spinach with a knife— placed in bas-

husk upon the stalk, by breaking off the cob -.these

kots, and carried into a barn, where they must be

chopped forthwith, by means of a chaff cutter, or

similar instrument, into pieces of about a quarter

of an inch.

will again repay your expense in feeding. The
difference in the mode of husking, will at first be

considerable ; but a little practice will soon re-

move this, and render them equal. It is of high
So soon as they have been thus prepared, tlioy

in,portanco for every farmer to know every mode
must he brni-cd ').- .n roller or bark mill, betore

; ^f (,yjtu,g^ jhat will afford him successful advan-
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tage in managing his farm, and in this point of

view, this does not rank as one of the least."

STONES.
Whore arable lanils particularly abound with

these, no good culture can be carried on. The
tirst step then is to clear sucli lands of the stones,

and let this be done ificctually ; carrying oft' the

small ones and digy:iug out the large ones, so that

there be no obstructions to the plough.

Some lands may indeed betoostony to be clear-

ed of them to any present advantage. Let such

bo left to the prowess of future generations ; they

will undoubtedly find their account in clearing

such, and find use for the stones. If they be not

all wanted for fences, bjildings, &c. they may be

found useful in makin"; hollow drains, &c.
If stones be very b-! y shapcn, so that they will

not lie in a wall, perliaps the better way may be

to throw them aside, and make hedge-fences;

but if they be chiefly well sliapcd, let them be

made into walls; for thcfe, if properly made, will

last an age, with some trilling repairs. The best

method of making these is to dig a trench, where
the wall is to bo made, to the depth ofabout eigliteen

inches; into this throw all the small and bad-

i>haped stones, until the trench is filled ; then on
the top of these build the wall, in a mason-like

manner, to the height ofabout five feet, and throw
the earth dug out of the trench up against the

wall on each si^le ; and in this Vv'ay it will stand

for a length of time beyond the memory of Man.

—

If a trench be not dug in this manner, the next

best method is to plough deep trenches close on
each side of the wall, after it is built, and throw
the earth, thus ploughed up, against the wall.

Where stones are very large, and cannot be

one thing needful. What other country upon I

—Root Steamer, nUli « (Irawing—mi Graflrd Ticcs—on Paint-

earth possesses at once the necessary material, i?^::^^!!^" ^I!;'^:;; /,™^;;;;™^
the favorable climate, the industrious habits, tiio I

for gaiherin^ Clover Heads, irirt two Wustrath^engmiwgs—
scientific and mechanical skill, in so eminent n §," A*"<=y ^"."r'"'* <'liiliiia!u Oimmcni—on the cultivation oi

detrree ^—Palladium "'P' T " m^ " ',1'"'' "'''' " ''''""'"^ "^ " """'"'" f"'' ""
^'^o' *-*-

—

1 aiiaatuin. {purpose, &i,c.—Miscellanies.

This Almanack may he purchased, wholesale and retail ai

RAIL ROAD. the following places. Of Bowles cfc Dearborn Booksellers andWill,.,- , • . .Stationers, No. T2 Wnshinetou Slreei Boston—O. D. t'ooke &e are enabled to stale, in answn to inquiries ' Son.Harlfo.d, Con.-IIolbfnok & l-essenden, Braulcboro4l,.
which have been made in relation to the proposed V't.—Isaac Hill, Conconl. N. II.—.Icihn Prentiss, Kecne, N. li

Rail Road to the Susquehanna, that the surveys p
"• '^^^

^''-TTj/i''''''''" ''H>''^i'i"''r'iV '\',f."?°""''.'^;"-' ' -u...^jo I'e.nison, Little & ilobmson, Portland, 31c.—Whipple & Law-
urveys

have been completed, and that a R.cport is now
preparing with all duo diligence. This docu
mont will furnish a full view of tliis interesting

subject, with regard not only to the results of the

recent surveys and examinations, but also to the

value of the modes of communication proposed to ^ ,f ,i,e rapid sale of a work may be considered a test ol
be adopted, and the importance of the trade winch its popularity and character, it may not be improper to mention
will thereby bo thrown open to the entorprize of that 10,000 copies of this Almanack have been sold during the

our city.

—

Baltimore Paper. ! lirst week of its publication.

renre. and J. M. I\es, Salem—Ebenezer Stedmai'i' Newhury-
port—Milliard & IJrowii, CambridRe—E. & G. Merriam, West
liiookfield—Clarendon Harris, Worcester—George Dana
I'rovidenee—G. Tliorburn & Son. No C7 Liberty Street, New
Voik—and bv booksellers an.-l traders generally.

Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable
terms.

In digging for the foundation of the new Lon- I •J^f'':"^
Lectures—Boslon time changed.

, „ . ,
° .... , a cf ,' Medical Lectures of Harvard College Will begin the Thiri.

don Bridge, many antient coins, chiefly Saxon and Wednesday in Octobek, at_ the lUedical College, Mason
Roman, have been found. They are silver, gold ftroei, Boston. 'I'he time having been changed from the Thiuti

and brass. Some antient implements have also

been dug up, warlike and domestic.
I

Webnesd.vv in November, when they tbrmerly beg
WALTER CHANNING,

.31,1827. ol Dean of the Medical Faculty.

Correction. In the article on Millet in our last paper, a mis-

take occurs with respect to the quantityof manure used. Instead

of2 5-8 cords to the acre, it should read 5 3-4 cords to an acre.

everal farmers in this vicinity have given us verbal accounts

lost astonishing crops of Millet this season.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening

APPLES, best,

.^SIIES, pot, 1st sort,

ptarl do. -

BEANS, white,

bbl
lon.

Horse Leopold, the property of J. G. Lambton. Esq. j the Hor
Copenhagen, owned by the Duke of Wellington ; the Horse
Monitor, owned by George IV. the celebrated racer IVIoses,

d by the late Duke of York; the Princess Royal, owned
.

... ,jir Thomas Martyn ; a lithographic engiaving of Wye
removed without breaking- them, the best way 1 Comet, latelj owned by John Hare Powcl, Esq.—Likewise

flgricultural Engravings.
.hist received at the Farmer office, for sale, a series of En^.^. ,

by French artists, comprising a drawing of the celebrated
j

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

is to split them to pieces. For this purpose, drill

two holes in opposite pidos, according to the grain

of the stone; then fill each hole with two half

cylindrical pieces of iron, and between these drive

a long steel wedge. In this way large stones or

rocks may bo split out into proper shapes for good

building-stones, or for other purposes. Building

ernl fancy pieces representing htiads of bulls, cows, sheep, dogs,

&c. The drawings are alllargc. and engraved in a superior

manner ; and are worthy a place in any gentleman's study or

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - .

Rye, best, - - -

nRAliV, Rye
Corn - ...
r>arley - ...
Oats - - . - -

bush
bbl.

busli

bbl.

FROill I TO
none

f!7 50 90 00
92 00 97 00

1 50 1 67

JVeio England Farraer's Almanack, for 18&8.
Just published, at the New England Farmer Oftice, and

for sale at the Book Stores generally the Nea England Farm-ir's

Almanuck.fcirKta. By Thomas G. Fessendcn, Editor of the

fires on largo stones will also render them liable i^ew Englnad Farmer.
I IIOGo' LARD, 1st sort, new, - lb.

to be broken to pieces, while they are thus heated. I ^q rr^yi'E, PUBI IC
' ilOPS, No ], luspeclion - -

By experiments accurately made, it is found that! Ahhough, in general, we dislike prefaW especially to .short J^!J'I^-'.
- " I.,: "

. , „ ^asl

small stones on the surface of the ground arc ' and ephemeral productions, yet, in the present case, some apol- OIL, Linseed, Phil. ancKNorJierDgal.

beneficial, in a small degree in increasino- its pro-
' °p '"^y ^e deemed necessary for adding another almanack to PLAISTLR I'ARIS retails at ton.

, . , . ,

"^

,, =. ' , the great number which annually issue from New England PORK, Bone Middlings, new, bbl.
ducts; but they are too troublesome, in good

1 presses. We were induced to this proceeding by circumstances navy, mess, do.
cultivation, to be desirable on account of all the to which we shall briefly advert. As Editor and Proprietor

bush

9 50
8 50
7 50

12

benefit to be derived from them.

Where ground is full of small stones, they may
be drove down so as to be out of the way of the

sitlio, by having a roller passed oyer the grounil

in the Spring, when it is very soft, as the stones

are then easily pressed into it.

—

Farm. Manual.

of the New England Farmer, a paper devoted to Agricuhur Cargo, No ], do. - -

and Rural Economy, which has'an e.xtensive and increasing
,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - bush

circulation, we have sources of intelligence, relative to improve-

i

Clover . ... lb.

ments in agriculture and the useful arts, as well as means of dis-
1 WOOI>, Merino, full blood,wash

Iributing it, which the public good, as well as a regard to our

own interest would seem to require that we should avail our-

selves.

Knowledge of that kind, which ministers to the necessities,

comforts, acd conveniences of life, may, in the form of a small,

cheap, annual publication, visit the fife sides and domiciles of

many individuals, who cannot afford the mbney nor the time ne-

cessary to purchase and peruse the papers and volumes, com-

posing the channels by which opulent intellect derives its men-

tal treasures.

Should this vear's New England Farmer's Alm.inack

do
do
do

Native

do unwashed
3-4 washed
1-2 & i do

- - - do

10 00
8 75
8 00

It was economy and industry that placed the

poor printer's boy, Franklin, at the table of

kings ; and rendered his name illustrious through-

out the earth as the Friend and Patron of Man-
kind! He who possesses either of them can nev-

er be poor; he who possesses them both must in-

evitably be rich and honored.

Let your economy be abstract and rational ; not

comparative, when opposed by others' prodigality. This Almanack, in additi

n 1 c u 1.L/- 11- . • I, Uk J K contained in similar works,
I'ossesscd of an healthful climate, inhabited by

for each state in New England ; the Suns declination; and 10

a moral and industrious people, abounding in wa- pages of agricultural matter on the following subjects

ter privileges and the Staple of Woollens, &.c.

Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
- - „ . , „ . . iR)
pate, and present appearances promise, we shall issue it annu- p„„^ , , !,„.*„;„-,„,
illy, as long as life,^iealth, and circumstances favourable to Us |

' "^'^^ lresh,Dest pieces,

publication are granted by indulgent Providence.

meet with the encouragement which our hopes lead us to antic- Rf;]?}' |-,gst pieces
ipate, and present appearances promise, we shall issue it am"'-

1

- ' -

ally, as long as life, health, and circumstances favourable to ...,

.

,. , u• • . . • .
I Providence. whole hog.,

THOMAS G. FESSENDEN. VEAL,
JOHN B. RUSSELL. MI'TTON, - - -

to the usual miscellaneous matter
I POULTRY, - - -

contain a Calendar of the Courts
j onTTFR ke" & tub

lump, best,

'&n°Soafi'ng"see<i Corn in copperas water—on Small Farms
[

EGGS, " " " 7

Charcoal—on Fish used as a Manure—on Gapes or Pip in
|
MEA L, Rye, retail, -

lb.

90
5 25
4 50

63
60

33
9

12

1 00
77

2 75
13 00
12 CO
II 50f 12 00
2 00; 2 25

s; 10

4f.

25
34
30
25
37
30
32

1 00
5 50
4 07
none

65

62
80
35
10
15

1 10

7G
3 00
14 0(1

12 2.'i

New England, by aflording an home employment Poultry—Agricultural A.\ioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Staggers
|

Indian, do.

-

for her children, miaht become an universal work- h. swiije-rfow to raise Cabbages, which shall not be club-foot-
, poTATOES, (new)

L T-. Ct c . T.,. .1 ed by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—How to fatten * owls— „,,-,„ jj r,rrnrd;n<» fo nna^tv^ hh\ Ishop. Encourage i^Ianufactures. They are the a cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privies I*- 'Lib «, (.accoraui^ to quai.t^ 1 ori. 1

8

6

5

15
J2
16

12

6.-

45
.2 00

12

11

10

$

20
16

20
15

80
75
50

4 .TL
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JHtsccUanCcs.

From " Absurdities, in Prose and Verse."

THE LOVES OF THE CABBAGE AND THE
CAULIFLOWER.

A Cabbage lov'd a Cauliflower !

<How far beyond my Muse's power
To tell how much they loved !)

*'Gh ! list unto a lover true,

To one, whose heart was formed for you !''

He said—she seem'd unmoved.

* Ah ! tliink not 'cause my wounds are grcrn.

I speak thus warmly, fairest queen,
Nor think me insmcere

;

For oh ! my love is firmly rooted ;

Nor is there one so aptly suited.

To be my wife—my clear.''

Said she, " I heard the gard'ner sa^ .

Your heart was hard, the other day,
Then can you love but me ?"

Said Cab, " You do not comprehend
;

The ffard'ner, love, you may depend.
Did merely wish to ad me !"'

" Oh then," the Cauliflower sigh'd
j

" Do you deem me worthy ofyour bride
One of such small renown ?"

" Of small renown? What is't you .say
'

The gard'ner said the other day.
Your head was ^\'orlh a croion '"

•' Then take me for thy wife, my love I

With rapture ! can I ever rove ?

No—no—I .swear by Venus !"

'' But why so distant V' Cabbage cried.
' So distant ?" said the lovely bride,

" We'A-e but 07te bed between us '."

How little thought the luckless pair

The cruel gard'ner was so near j

{He came at set ofsun j)

His knife from leathern case he drew,
And cut njf'boih these lovers true,

For fear that they should ru7t

!

AHABIAN MAXIMS.

All secrets which pass heyond two, make them-
selves known.

Where the heart is inclined, there also will the

feet turn.

The little which'Buffices is better than the much
which disturbs us.

The best of man's possessions is a sincere friend.

The best of riches is contentment ; worst of

poverty, low spirits.

Labor for this life as if thou wert to live forever:

and for the other, as ifthou wert to die to-morrow.

Desire not either tlie wise man or the fool for

thine enemy; but guard thyself equally from the

cunning of the wise man, . and the ignorance of

the fool.

Who is a New Englander!-' He is well known in

every country and in every climate : he makes the

ocean add to tile riches of his country ; he gath-

ers wealth aniil the snows and ice of the Polar

regions ; for him Arabia yields her spires ; his

ships navigate every sea, and return richly freight-

ed with the produce of India and of the Isles of

the ocean ; his entefprize is proverbial from the

Arctic to the Antarctic circle.

Who is a New Englander ? Ask at home, who
has introduced the arts and sciences amongst
you ? Who has raised and decorated the lofty

temples that adorn your city ? Who has enriclied

it, by tilling its stores with the produce and man-
ufactures of every country .' You may find him in

your tichools, Acadeiuies and Colleges, he adorns

your Pulpit, and gives dignity to your Bar and
Bench.

Who is a New Englander ? Ask those who
have attempted to invade the soil, or abridge his

liberty. You may read his name in capitaLs upon

the monuments of Le.xington and Bunker's Hill,

where be voluntarily shed his blood in the defence

of his own and country's rights ; where the life of

his enemy paid the price of his presumption. Ask
Burgoyne, wlio faced him at Saratoga, and those

who engaged him on the Lakes of the North, ask

the bravest of the sons of the " fast aiichored Isle

of the Ocean," who had the honour to meet him
in " mortal combat, upon the bosom of the vasty

deep" They, without ilerogating from their own
honour, will point you to their scars, e.xtol his bra-

very and applaud his humanity.

Tlie very name is associated witli every thing

great and venerable, in industry and enterprize, in

Arts and Sciences, in Civil and Religious Liberty.

It is a birthright, of which every man who posses-

ses it, may justly be prouJ, and in any other coun-
try but this, "One of Mr McDuffie's Constituents,"

instead of considering it a term of reproach, would
give no small part of his inheritance to possess it.

(Augusta, ( Ga.) pap.) A FR EEMAN.

" I would suppose him to be a New Englander."

{One ofMr McDuffie's rmistituents.)

Who is a New Englander .' I will answer the

question. He is a descendai.t of the Pilgrims,

who preferred death to bondage : who for civil

and religious liberty, left the splendid abodes

of slavery, braved the dangers of tlie ocean, and
fixed their residence among the savages in the wil-

derness. These same Pilgrims, under the auspices

of Liberty, patiently endured every privation, and
triumphed over every danger. Tlioy wrested the

tomahawk from the hand of its cruel possessor.and-

turned the wilderness into fruitlul fields.

Who is a New Englander ? One who has been
taught from his infancy the strictest rules of mor-
ality and religion ; vigilantly to guard his own, e-

qually to respect the rights of others ; through his

own cnterpiize and industry he seeks Independ-

ence ; he cultivates his farm with his own liands,

and lives by the sweat of hi.s face ; he is free and
happy—doubly happy, in the freedom and happi-

ness of all around him.

In the history of English literature there are

some glaring instances of plagiarism and impu-

dence, the more surprising because it seerns im-

possible tliat they could have been practised long

with success, or without detection. When Aken-
side's " Pleasures of tlie Imagination" first came
out in London, without the name of the Author,

Roll, a singular character of that day, went over

to Dublin, published an edition of it, and put Ins

own name to it. Boswell states that upon the

fame of this deception he lived for several months,

being entertained at the best tables as the " in-

genious Mr Rolt." His conversation, it is added,

did not discover much of the fire of the poet ; but

it was recollected that both Addison and Tiiom-

son were equally dull till excited by wine. A'i-

enside having been informed of the imposition,

vindicated his right by publishing the poem with

its real author's name. Mackensie's " Man of

Feeling" was assumed by Mr Eccle's, a young
Irish clergyman—He h.Td been at the pains to

transcribe the whole book, with bK.tUiigs and
interlineations and corrections, that it might be

shown to sevenl people as an original. The be-

lief of this with regard to Mr Eccles became so

general, that the publishers of the ivork deemed
it necessary to contradict the report through the

newspapers, and to declare that they purchased

the copy right of Mr Mackenzie. The Rev. Dr.

Campbell, of St. Andrews, wrote " An Inquiry in-

to the Original of Moral Virtue." the manuscript
of which he sent to Mr James, a clergyman in
England, who was his countryman and acquain-
tance. James published it with his own name;—
and before the imposition was discovered, obtain-
ed considerable promotion as a rewardof his merit.
The celebrated Dr. Hugh Blair, and his cousin
Mr George Bannatino, when students at divinity,
wrote " The Rossurrection," a poem, copies of
which were hansjed about in manuscript. They
were at length much surprised to see a pompous
edition of it in folio, dedicated to the princess
dowager of Wales, by a doctor Douglas, as his
own. These facts are stated by Boswell.

There is some aptitude in I)r Clarke's observa-
tion—'I have lived to know, that the great secret
of human happiness is this: never sufi'er your en-
ergies to stagnate. The old adage of too many
iron/j in the fire, conveys an abominable lie. Y'ou
cannot have too many

;
poker, tongs, and all

keep them all going." ^

Arnott, in his recent " Tour to the South of
France," says

—

" It is almost worth while to go to Perpignan to
see their national dances. I shall never forget
when, as if by the touch of a magician, all the fe-
males were at a particular part of the tune 'seated
on the slioulders of the men, and then put down
again on terra frma, the evolutions in the dance
being uninterrupted."

Domestic Life—No man ever prospered in the
world without the consent and co-operation of his
wife. If she unites in mutual endeavours or re-
wards his labor with an endearing smile, with
what spirit and perseverance does he apply to hi=
vocation

; with what confidence does lie resort
either to his merchandise or far.m; fly over land,
sail upon the seas; meet difficulty and encounter
danger, if he knows he is not spending his strength
in vain, but that Iiis labor will be rewarded by thf
sweets of home ! How delightful is it to have :i

friend to cheer, and a companion to sooth the
solitary hours ofgriofand pain; solitude arid dis-
appointment enter into the history of every man's
life and he is but half provided for his voyage
who finds but an associate for happy hours, whrie
for his months of darkness and distress, no sympa-
thizing partner is prepared.

Saxony Slicep.
On THURSDAY Oct. 18 at 10 o'clock,
The day succeeding the Agricultural Fair

'

At Brighton, (near Boston) the en!ire"'flock of Electoral &,<»/•.
.S/i.-cp, imported in the ship Jlentor, Capt. Mann,

from Hamburg, consisting of

101 ElfES a»d 31 RAMS.
ThescSheep were cArefullv splected by experienced .Tven'i

for account of a highly rrsperiable House" in Leipsic and'will
be found to excel any flock hitherto imported in regard in si;-.
and, weight of fleece, will ihev arc not inferior in anv other
particular. The large pn^portion of Kuto, of the finest qualitv
were not procured without much di/iicullv ; and. in "cneral'
such measures were taken as to warrant tlie expectation thit
this flock will not sufler by the most rigid scnuiny of pei-«ons
disposed to improve their stock by the introduction ofpiire Sar-
ouif Blood.
The Sheep may be examined at Brighton, at any lime before

the sale.

Catalogues will be ready for delivery at our oflScc 20 dai s
previous—when Samples of the Wool «"ill be exhibited
The Agent pledges himsf If thai none of the Slock will l>e

disposed of until the day of Auction, when ihev will all be sold
without rcser\ e. COOLIDGE. POOR & HE.\b

| he Farmer ispublislud every Friday, at $3.(J0
per .^anyin, or $2,M if paid in advaiici .

Gentlemen who procure_^t'e responsible subscriber.--,
are entitled to a. sixth volume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE^
llixlracts from Hiii'.s foi- American Ilusbaudmcu. publislic.l li^'

the I'unns^'lviinia Agricultural Soci<nv.]

On subsUtutcs for Hay—Indiin corn sown broad-

cast on Falloie—its Jartnaaous product, and
value as long fodder.

DY JOHN HARE I'OWEL, ESQ.

rowctlon, Feb. I, IS^IT.

The ilrouglit of the last Sprinjj so much dimin-

ished tlio crops of hay, that various substitutes

were suggested for long fodder. A field was
))loughed early iu June—part was manured with

ashes—part with rotten horse dung—part with

bones bioken and strewed, at the rate of 9.M)

bushels per acre—tlie ashes at the rate of 200

—

the horse dung in quantities equal to 350 bushels

iicr aero.

Upon one acre of the field, three bushels of In-

dian corn, and a busliel of millet seeds, were sown
together—the land was heavily harrowed and roll-

ed. As tiie niillet seeds were bal, and the Indian

corn had been a Ion? tiii.o thrashed, twice the

quantity was sown, which it was supposed would
vegetate. The millet seeds principally failed

—

Not more than a third of the corn appeared above
the ground.

Upon adjoining portions of the field, ruta baga,

yellow Scotch, and flat red top turnip seeds were
sown with Bennett's trough, at the rate of five

jiounds per acre.

The turnip seeds were lightly harrowed and

rolled—the portion.s of the field so occupied, were
in a stutc of high cultivation as a garden. When
the leaves were obout an inch and an half long,

all the turnips were harrowed with a light seed

harrow. For some time they tippeared feeble, but

ihey revived in forty-eight hours, and grew more
luxuriantly than I had hoped.

I caused a line to be stretclied along the field,

by which a man was enabled to scuffle rapidly, a

space equal to twelve inches, as he advanced in a

straight direction. The line was removed until

rows 6 inches wide were made in succession,

throughout the field, leaving the plants as if they

had been rcguhirly drilled, tlius diminishing the

expense of hoeing, whicli by American labourers,

is little understood.

It will be obviously remarked, they might have

been drilled by a regular machine. I had so often

been disappointed in growing turnips in drills,

from the failure of the plants, that I was deter-

mined to secure the crop if practicable at the ex-

pense of the larger quantity of seed. The plants

were subsequently thinned.

The ruta baga yielded at the rate of about 400

bushels per acre—neither the yellow Scotch tur-

nips nor white turnips were worth gathering.

—

The Indian corn, although intended to be taken

whilst green for long fodder, was allowed to be-

come mature, as it promised to produce much
grain. It was cut close to the ground, and bound
in the usual mode in small stacks. It yielded

thirty bushels of corn—a very large quantity of

long fodder, which was estimated at the time, and

has since, by the number of cattle which it ha.s

half tons of hay. No labour was applied to the

Indian corn after it was rolled, until it was gntli-

crod.

TliEsc experiments with luilian corn, Swedish

turnips, yellow Scotch and white turnips, have

confirmed the opinions I have held, that turnips

are not profitable in an Indian corn country, ex-

cept with particular objects—more especially, as

in this climate mangel wurtzel supply, at much
loss cost, the purposes which they are intended to

meet. I have the honor to bo, &c.
.ToHN Hari; PoivtL.

To the President of the Pcjiii.Agric. Socktij.

On substitutes for Hay—Indian corn soicii broad-

cast on Rye stubble and sward—its product and
value.

BY JOHN HARE POWEL, ESQ.

Powelton, Feb. 1, 1827.

After a rye crop had been taken, the richest

part of the field was ploughed—yellow Scotch and

v.hite turnip seeds wore sown with Bennett's

trough, and were managed as before.

One acre of the same field was at the same
time ploughed—four bushels of Indian corn were
sown and ploughed under, with a very shallow

furrow—an adjoining acre, which had not been

previously ploughed, was sown with the same
quantity of the same corn, which was in the same
manner ploughed under with the stubble—it was
all harrowed and rolled. The land had been lim-

ed five years since, and was in fine tilth. The
turnips failed entirely—the corn vegetated rcgu-

lariy-^covered the ground thickly, and put out

tassels when five feet high. It was mown when
in full blossom—treated exactly as hay ; but from

the succulence of the stalks, it required much
more time and attention, before it could be housed.

I found my cattle to-day contending for it ea-

gerly, when portions of it were thrown before

them in the midst of the most fragrant clover liay.

The quantity was estimated at two tons per acre.

Upon another field, wliich, after having been fif-

teen years in common, was manured with oyster

shell lime at the rate of an hundred bushels per

acre, I caused six bushels of corn to be sown
immediately after the sward and lime had been

reversed. The land was harrowed closely, and

heavily rolled—the crop was mown and managed
as that of the last field—its product was estimat-

ed at two tons and an half per acre.

In another part of the same field, manure taken

fresh from the stable, was spread upon sward

which had been limed as in the first instance

About three bushels of Indian corn were sown on

the dung, and were ploughed under with the

sward, which was after harrowed and rolled. Few-

er seeds were used, as it was supposed the manure

would cause most of them to vegetate vigorously.

This piece of land, although much shaded by a

close row of trees on its southern boundary, pro-

duced more abundantly than the last. It was cut

and managed as before. I am inclined to believe

from the results of all these experiments, that four

bushels of corn in that state of soundness, in

which it is usually found afte: having been thrash-

upported, been considered equal to two and anted some months, is the proper quantity, or that

tliree busheld frgni selected ears, would be suffi-

cient. U must be observed, that tlie latter part n!

the sea.son was unusually favorable to the growth
of Indian corn.

I have the Iionor to be, &,c.

John Hare Pnwi;i.
To lite President of the Peiin. Agric. Soc.

On Substitutes for Hay—Mllet, Us value as Ion}:-

fodder—its injurious ejfats when cut late.

BY JOHN HAKE POWEL, ESQ.

PowclCon, Feb. I, 1327.

Notwithstanding the success in the experimenti-
with Indian corn, I should prefer millet as a sub
stitutc for hay, and I should have last year em
ployed it, if I could have procured seeds of goot
quality. 1 have obtained, in various seasons,tIirefc

tons of millet per acre—and in one, much more
than that quantity, so far as it'could be estimnlod

by weighing one load, and keeping an accurate
account of the restof equal size.

I cultivated thirty acres of millet in 182.3, and I

should cultivate an equal quantity again, to supply

the deficiencies occasioned by the failure of the

young grass, of the preceding year.

I am not disposed to consider it a substitute foi

Indian corn as a farinaceous crop, for obvious

reasons, wliich 1 have explained at length. Mr
Dupont, of Delaware, has cultivated it extensively,

and continues to entertain the highest opinion of

its value. I am not aware of any evil attending

its use a!3 fodder, except when it has been allow

od to become ripe ; some danger is then to be ap-

prehended to jieat cittle, from swallowing the

grain unbroken, which,' adhering closely to the

stomach, cannot be ejected for the purpose of ru-

mination— in one instance I have known it to

cause death. Similar effects are sometimes pro-

duced by feeding cattle upon Indian meal, with-

out mixture with cut hay or straw. The animal

having been tied in a stall, and tempted to con-

sume as much as possible—the system is made
sluggish by the want of exercise—the stomach
loaded with fat, becomes unable to perform its of-

fice—the indigestible meal coheres, causes some
times apoplexy, and always injury to the beast.

Graziers, feeders, and dairy farmers, have vari-

ous appellations for the diseases, with which theit

animals are assailed ; and if the nostrums nnd

hard names which cattle doctors have given in

English books were to be regarded, the maladie."'

of neat cattle might be considered almo.it as nu-

merous as those of our own race—whereas in fact

they are very few, exhibiting in different stages

various symptoms, in most cases to be ascribei!

to sudden changes of temperature—to bad man
ayement—to external injuries and excess, or de

ficiency in the supply of food. Free circulatiou

of air— due proportions of succulent and dry food

—regular exercise, with protection merely from
tcet, are the best preventives—copious, bleeding

—

large and repeated doses of Glauber salts in mo
lasses and warm water, followed by castor oil anil

sulphur, are generally the best remedies for dis-

ease. I have the honor to be, &.c.

Ji.uN Hare Powel.
To tlie President of the Perm. Agric. Soc.
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From the Ncwburyport Herald.

SILK WORMS.
The following st.iteiiiGnl taken from anoldiuim-

berofthe Massachusdts .Magazine, was politely

handed to us by a gentleman for publication, and

we insert it with the greatest pleasure.

—

We hope it will call the attention of the farmers

of this section to a subject which is beorinning to

excite, in the middle states, a great deal of inter-

est and inquiry. The statement itself appears to

be fair and satisfactory, and should induce to a

trial of the success with which the raising of silk

may be prosecuted.

Expenses and profis of raisin/^ Silk Worms.—
One hundred trees of two or three years' sjrovvth,

will feed an amazing number nf silk worms, rate

them at 0/. Gs. M:
the land they are put in is a mere trifle ; tlioy can

be planted in hedge rows, and improve the ground

in which they grow. Any vegatable or grass will

thrive well under them; indeed by keeping the

ground loose about their roots they will thrive

best, say the room that they take up is worth an-

other dollar,
,

0/. 65. Oil.

The worms thrive best in mere sheds almost. A
tight room is not the thing, a hut any thing of

rough and slight shelter is the best. An unfinish-

ed garret ; the corner of a barn enclosed for tlie

purpose, will answer ; but suppose it wore neces-

sary to run up a rmrdl building for the purpose,

you may raise many thousands in one that every
farmer may build for himself, and it will not cost

him more than '21. 8i\ Oil.

31. Qs. Od.

Ten dollars is then the capital required to set

up this business. Now letus see what it will take

to carry it on; suppose our farmer has a wife and
two children ; well, about the 10th of June he
thinks of hatching his eggs, (they will cost him
nothing) and by the middle of August the work is

done. In tliat time his wife, children, and him-

self, not employed all the day long about the silk

worms, may raise at least 160,000 of them. Then
t e only thing is to reel off this silk; to be sure,

it will require time, patience and industry, to reel

oT" 1,900,000 yards of silk which these IfiO.OOO

w >rm3 have made ; but no money is required to

Jo it. The wife and children do it at their leis-

ure, and when it is done they have .'i4 -lb. of raw
silk to dispose of at three dollars per lb.; this is

iSl. 12s. all by the labor of his own family's hands
and that only during part of the year; his trees

re'nain, his shed stands, and his land is still his,

and not impoverished.

And why will not our farmers plant these mul-
berry trees and busy themselves in the culture of
this silk ? it is for the want of thought ; but their

eyes will soon be opened to their interest. 431.

for a small family to make in one year, from a cap-
ital of 3^ only, with industry and attention, is cer-

tainly worth thinking about—where is the farmer
that can do better with his land, time or money.

CURE FOR INTEMPERANCE.
Rxiract from •• i\!i' Tiickcnnaii's third Quarterly Report ; ad-

dressed to the iVmerican Unitarian Association."

« The intemperate love of ardent spirits is in-

deed an affection of the mind. It therefore may
be, and in a few cases has been, overcome by a

strong and persevering action of the mind. The
resolution to deny the appetite has been maintain-
sdjtill a healthful state of the stomach has been
ptaducod ; and thus all desire for the unnatural

stimulus has been extinguished. Few, however,

have the mental vigor wliich is demanded, for

success in this course of healing. With nine

hundred and ninety nine out of a thousand, the

work of theirrestoration demands theaid of medi-

cine, as well as of moral means. And surely the

encouragement to impart this aid is very great, if

one out of six, or even ten, may bo thus recovered.

But if, as 1 have no doubt is the t.uth, three out

of four may, by persevering effort, be thoroughly

cured, let the politician, let tlie philanthropist, let

the christain patronize the work of staying that

plague, which is spreading sin, and misery, and

death through the l.nd.

" A word or two of the modus operandi in these

cases. This is very differentin different individu-

als. Some are far otherwise affected by the same
medicine, than arc others. Nor is the mere

strength of the action displayed by the medicine,

the best assurance of its success. That the in-

temperate may bo cured, a more healthful state of

number of Chambers' powders. But a prepara-

tion has been made by Reed and Howard of this

city, a principal ingredient of which, I suspect to

be of a character which is more universally dis-

gusting, than are any of the iugredients in Cham-
bers' powders; or, at least, th.Tt this is a more
prevaling ingredient in Reed and Howard's than

in the Nc.v York prcparaUon. Their " cure for

Intemperance," I therefore decidedly prefer to

that of Chambers."

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON.
The following abstract of a paper of Dr. Olbers

the distinguished Astronomer at Bremen, in Ger-
many, who discovered the planet Pullas in 1802,
and the planet Vesta in 1807, translated from the:

"-^nnales de Cbimie et do Physique," is worthy
the aUention of all, and especially those who wish
to be deluded by the absurd predictions of the
weather in Almanacs.

The moon enlivens our nights, draws the earti

tTie'st'omrcl'ri7to"be"p7oducecV;"and'at the s^r"c
|

^.||^'^|°/''°';'\|^'_^ ^^'P'^'f
°"'^^^^ os

time, a thorough disgust of the liquors with '.vhich "' "
'"" '" " ""'

"
"" "

they have into.xicatcd themselves. Nor is this

all. The disgust which is given, must for a time

be kept up by the same means by which it was

produced. Several have been strongly affected

by a single glass of medicated spirits, and have

fancied themselves, and have been thought by

others, to have been cured ; but have soon re-

turned to their old courses ; and others, who
haven taken half, or two thirds of the portion

prescribed, and who for a fortnight or thi'ee

weeks revolted from the thought of drinking rum,

have.atrain drank it. This has done much to bring

the work of curing the intemperate into disrepute.

The medicine which is given to each ono siiould

be of a kind, which is suited to produce in him a

disgust of ardent spirits; and this disgust should

bo kept up for 8, or 10, and sometimes perhaps

for 12 days.''' I have administereil a considerable

" There are two objects to be had in view in

curing the intemperate of their love of into.xica-

ting spirits. The first is, to restore the organs

which have been diseased by these spirits to a

healthful state. The second is, to pro luce a dis-

gust of these spirits, as strong, and as permanent
as can be produced. A temporary disgust of

intoxicating spirits is easily produced ; and, that

better state of the digestive organs, which will

give to the patient a new enjoyment of his food,

a new vigor and activity, a new enjoyment of rest

after fatigue, and a new happiness in all his em-
ployments, and in all his relations. But the pa-

tient is not to be considered as a recovered man,
merely because he is brought to feel this happi-

cillation in the earth's axis, produces the tides of
the sea, and a similar but less motion in the atmo-
sphere. Besides these demonstrable effects, many
have believed from time immemorial, that the
m.oon exorcises a considerable infinence upon
the health of mankind, upon animals, upon vege-
tation, and upon chemical products. Experience
only can throw light upon this subject : and long
and well conducted experiments have been made.
As to the inlltionce of the moon upon the weather
the result deduced from one series of nieteorolon-

ical observations, isalways contradicted by anoth-
er series. Wo cite, for example, Howard, who,
after careful observation, believed he had discov-
ered, that the barometer was usually lowest (that

is, the air was .Tioro dense) at the time of neir

moon. Cotte, on the contrary, to whom meteorol-

havo begged with all the importunity with which,
a starving man wonld beg for food, to be per-
mitted " to stop, and to take no more" And it is

where this permission has ton soon been granted,
that almost every case of failure has occurred
The few cases in which medicine has yet been
administered for this object are to be considered
as experiments; and these have demonstrated,
that the work of recovering the intemperate bv
medicine is practicable. Nor are even failure;;

to be considered as exceptions. Tiiey prove on-
ly, that the work may be more difficult in one,
than iu another ; that a longer term of keeping
up disgust is necessary in mnny cases, than was
at first tliought to be requsite; and that physicians
should have the charge of this great means of
doing good, that patients may be kept in subjec-
on, and in endurance, till they may be safely rc-ness. Thereare cases iu which these resulls, have

been obtained by takino- medicated spirits only i

'"'^''''- If" shall be committed to judicious men,

for two, or three days. But the good effects, in |

"'''''^ "° '^°"''' whether this work will prosper,

these cases, have been of short duration. I have I

^"' ''"'' ^^ ''"''' '" ""^ "nskilled, and to empirics,

indeed good reason to suppose, in all the cases in I''
'^''" ^""^ '^^'" '"'° ''iscredit, andcometo nought,

which those who have taken medicated spirits
Tl'ore are stages, also, in taking a course of medi-

have not been thoroughly disgusted with them,
'='*'<''' *P'"*^' '" '^''"'' "'^ P"""" ^'°^""^ ''°wn sys-

either that the medicinal agent employed was not'"'"'
°'^"'° «^°"''rmed drunkard requires rest, and

so well suited to produce a strong disgust in the ^

°"'" "edjcal applications than are given for the

patient, as might have been produced by some
cure of his intemperate appetite, which 110 other

other medicine ; or, which is by far the morol"'"" » Phys'cmn is competent to prescribe. 1

common cause of failure, the disgust has not been i

^^°"^^ ""' «-illingly have done what I have in this

kept up long enough to secure its permanence ,

business, had I not been assisted with the advice.

Hero then, the jtidgment, and I will add, the „„., "'d the occasional visits, of a medical friend, tc

Ihonty of the physician is wanted. Some of tho.se i

'''''°'". ' an^ni^'ch indebted for his services on these,

whom I have attended, after two or three days ,

°'^''''^"'"^'
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>gy IS su niiicli indebted; iind wtio commenced in

irder to conlirni the reni;irl;s of Howard, found,

by twenty ycnrs' observution, that tlio barometer

was lowest at the time (iffuUmoon. Lalande and

LamerUe alao, have drawn the most opposite rc-

•snlts fronitlicir observations respeclinjr the influ-

ence of the moon in her passage by the plane of

the equator. But what is decisive on tliis subject

is, that in the equatorial regions, whore tlie influ-

ence of till) moon ought to be tlie greatest, not a

trace of it is to be found: but the boat, rain, winds

&c. all depend on the distance of the sun from the

zenith of the place. Foul weather and fair often

prevail in iliflcrent places at the same time, and

consequently under the same phase (appearance)

of the moon. M. Rode, for example, collected tlic

remarks made during the time of an eclipse of

the sun, 2'lov. 18, 181ti, from which it appears that

a great diversity of weather, without any regard

to order, prevailed on that day, through a great

part of Europe. Professor Drandcs compared,

with great labor, the variation of the weather over

a great part of the earth's surface in the year

J7t.3, and found no relation between it and the

phases of the moon. Suppose that the full moon,

when rising, dissipates the clouiis; but clouds

usually disappear in a tranquil evening.—Some
who live near the sea coast, believe that the

changes of the weather, and the force and direc-

tion of the wind and clouds, depend on the tides.

We may here observe, that the tides of the ocean

and that of the atmosphere do not happen at the

same time. The air being easily moved, and hin-

dered by no obstacle, instantly obeys the attrac-

tive force of the moon; but high water, in the

open sea, does not take place till three hours af-

terwards ; and on coasts and in bays, it happens

still later. The astronomer Horseley, at Oxford,

Eng. could perceive no relationbctweenthe weath-

er and the tides, or moon. And Toaldc, from ob-

servations made during fifty years at Poleni, in

Italy, where the climate is very mild, while he

'iiought that he could distinguish the influence of

iie moon upon the weather, was convinced that it

•as e.Mremely small. A series of experiments,

I'or many years, has convinced me, that, in our

climate, where the weather is subject to more

considerable and numerous variations, the rules of

Toaldo ate entirely wrong. For example, on the

7th of Dec. 181.3, the full moon coincided with the

perigee, and two days after the moon had its

greatest northern declination; so that, from the

principles of Toaldo, the influence of the moon

ought to have been the greatest possible ; and not-

withstanding all this, t.here was not any sensible

change in the weather. I believe, then, that I

have demovstraied that the influence of the moon
'ipon the weather is so small, that it is totally lost

imid the great variety of other forces and causes

vhich change the state of our atmosphere.

And the influence of the moon is so insensible

on the ivcather, we are entitled very much to sus-

pect its pretended influence, either upon men, an-

'm(ds or plants. In fact, it is a.V q/"t< due to illu-

sion and prejudice. Observation shows, that the

notion tiiat men weigh one or two pounds more at

the beginning of the month; and that lobsters,

oysters, &c. are fatter when the moon is on the

increase, is entirely without foundation. We may
place great confidence in the very careful e.xper-

iments made by the celebrated agriculturalists,

Ladquinterie, Nardmann, Reichard, and Harten-

.fels; and by the naturalists, Buffon, and Reaumur;

who proved distinctly, thai iho iiicr case or decrease

of the moon had no iiijhtcjicc either upon the f^ermi-

nation of seeds, or upon the rapidity oftheirgroivU;
or upon their quality.

I can positively assert, that I have carefully in-

quired into the influence of the moon upon the sick

(luring tiie long time that I have practical mcd-
iciuo, and that I never perceived any relation be-

tween the moon and my patients : and all modern
physicians have come to a similar result. It is in

respect to the influence of the moon, as in many
cases of reverie, we sec it only when we believe it.

A gentleman who came passenger in the Doris,

from Liberia, gives of it a satisfactory account.

The colonists are in good health, and going on
prosperously. He describes their mode of living

as comfortable, even to luxury, the tables of many
who had arrived there pennylo£s, being covered
with the greatest abundance, including wine and
other luxuries. It will be observed that the Col-

onization Society proposes to fit out an expedition

soon as practicable, and v/e hope that the number
of those who are willing to visit the "land of

promise," may be such as to meet their wishes
.'V. Y. Inquirer.

In 1829, 88,000 tons of American shipping were
employed in the Haytien trade. The imports from
the U. S. amounted to 0,000,000 dolls. In J 826,
the tons of shipping in this trade were reduced to

13,000 and amount of imports to about one million.

It is stated in the Portsmouth Journal that a few
husheh of peaches, from Newton, Mass. were read-

ily sold in that market on Friday, at three dollars

a bushel.

^ Ducking.—A young man, whose credit had
been rather better than his conduct proves it

should have been, left the town of Mayfield, in

this county, on Saturday last, and made for the

canal with a view of being drawn out of the reach

of his creditors. Unluckily for him there was one
among them sharp set enough to discover his

track, and who pursued and overtook him at Voor-
hees' lock. At the first glimpse the runaway re-

cognised his pursuer, and dove into the canal.

—

He bent his eyes wishfully to the shores but alas

!

on both, he perceived those whom he was well

satisfied were watching an opportunity to nab
him. After remaining in the w-ter about half an
hour, and being nearly exhausted ho landed and

gave himself up, in rather a watery condition, and
trembling like an aspen leaf. His creditor, who
was a merciful man. made him turn down a good
horn of w hiskey to keep the cold from striking to

his stomach, and he in return paid the debt and
took up his line of march for the Ohio.

Johtstoicn Herald.

Explosion.—Last evening, a lad employed in a

grocery store in this village, while engaged in

drawing some rum for a customer, snuffed his

candle, throwing the snuff down into some rum

that had leaked out. It immediately took fire,

communicated with the stream running into the

measure, and burst the barrel, making a lieavy

report, and scattering the burning liquid to the

four quarters of the room. The building was
threatened with immediate destruction, but was
saved by timely exertion. Query-Happose the

case a little different—in place of the barrel put

the body of an " incorrigible toper" and imagine

his throat, the fasset ; and then suppose that while
" quaffing the deep libation," in that moment of
drunkard's ectacy, a candle should be brought in

contact with his beloved beverage—.what possi

blc diflTerence could there be in its'l^fects ?

Lockporl paper.

hACE.
A school, for the purpose of instructing young

ladies in the working, of lace, has been establisheii

at Newburyport.

Philadelphia .Arcade—The stores in the At
cade, says the Aurora, were rented at auction
yesterday morning. All on the eastern side ol

the eastern avenue, and those on the western side
of the western avenue, on the basement story,

were rented at from 200 to $400 each. Three
in the centre, on the same story, .$400. That un-
der the stairs, fronting on Chesnut-street, $180
and one up stairs at $160. The remainder of the
stores will be disposed of at private sale. Imme-
diately after the sale, 15 shares of the stock were
sold at $112 a share at auction.

We are pleased to learn that nine Farms have
already been entered for the premiums to be a-

warded at the next Cattle Show and fair of the
Hartford Agricultural Society. This we under-
stand is a greater number than has been viewer-

in any former year.

Speed. Yesterday the steam packet Indepen-
dence arrived in this city from New York, one
minute before 5 P. M. having made the passage
in 1) hours, snd stopped at the different landings.

This, we believe, is the quickest passage evei

made between the two cities. [Albany Argus
Sept. 6.]

A mortal sickness prevails in some parts of thc-

county of Oswego, N. Y. particularly among the
labourers on the Oswego canal.—Many persons
die, and in one instance five died in one building,

on the same day.

CUTTING ICE.
At a recent meeting of the London Society of

Arts, Lieut. Hood, of the British Navy, received
the large silver medal, for an ice saw for clearing

a channel for ships navigating through the ice.

This saw should be known in the United States.

The signs of the times are excellent at St. Lou-
is- Health is perfect, business active, labour is

demanded and pay ready. About 130 steamboat
ariivals, which have taken place during the seas
on, attest the extent of our commerce. Buildinrr

goes on rapidly, but not to keep pace with the de-
mand for houses. Every tenement is in requisi-

tion. On the other hand crops are good, provis-

ions are cheap, excellent and abundant. In a
word, signs were inper to good it St. Louis, be-
fore. [So writes the Missouri Observer, and we
reprint the article with pleasure. These are the
true "signs of the times." Signs which gratify

the patriot's pride, and fill with gladness, the heart
of the philanthropist.]

—

JV. Y. Enquirer.

Northern Lights\\z.veheen visible several even-
ings of the past and present month. On Satur-
day evening they were peculiary brilliant, the
corruscations e.xtending many degrees to the S.

of the "solitary star."
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PUMPING THE HUMAN STOMACH.
Messrs. Euia-ORS.—The instrmiient for pump-

ing poisonous substances from the stornacli was

used last week, wc understand, by the physicians

of this town with tlie most complete success.

It was employed on a gentleman who had swal-

lowed a prodigious dose of nuniato of mercury or

corrosive sublimate aud laudanum, and tha^oo,

fonr hours after the poison had been swallowed,

and after he had been in a state of convulsions

and total insensibility, for at least two hdurs. He

was in a deep state of insensibility when the tube

was introduced into the stomach. A pint and a

half of lime water, the antidote to the poison was

Srst injected, and it was pleasiuff to witness the

immediate good effects.—It was suffered to ro-

GRAPES.
j

sidered that the sugar has turned into wine, or

The North Carolina purple oval grape, known
',
rather spirit, and the spirit has evaporated durinf,

here as the Isabella grape, is in very luxuriant I the process of baking. This sort of bread may

bearing in many of the gardens of this village.— i be easily distingaished without tasting, by its

A friend has handed us five l:irgc bnrxhes on a
|

loose, open appearance, the pores or cells being

stalk of one foot in length, and not bigger than a very large—whereas the genuine good br<;ad i.^

pipe stem. {marked by finer pores, and a sort of delicate net-

Wc are sorry to say that tho foreign grape
, work of an uniform appearance. The reason why

vines of Dr Vanderveer of Flatbush, which have
; broad turns out sour, when allowed to attain ilU'

in former seasons yielded abundance of the finest acetous or vinegar fermentation, is obvious to

fruit, are blasted for tho present season. The every one. This may bo called the hypocritical

green fruit burst open and withered, and the bread, not only because it is sonr, but because it

leaves (and in some instances the small branches is apt to assume the appearance of all the other

also) changed to a brown colour and dropped oft', kinds,—and a reference to tho senses, either ot

Whether this may have been owing to \.\is> wet taste oi smell, is necessary to inform you as to its

season, or to any peculiarity of the climate, is al real character. [Berkshire American.]

question of some interest, and we hope the friends
|

of the vine in different and distant parts of the i

THE THAMES TUNNEL,

main a few minutes; and even before it was with- [country will intercliano-e their information and e.K- 1 % strong precautionary measures the water

drawn from the stomach the convulsion had ceas- L^ricnco on the subject—Lonfl- hland Star. |has almost been completely drawn out, and tho

.-d, and the patient articulated several words as 1 [workmen were gomg on with their work. The
AFRICAN COLONY. I earth in front of tho face of the present opening,

distinctly as the apparatus in the mouth would

oerrnit, and rationally.

The lime water injected was as limpid and as

pure as lime water always is ; but when it was

pumped out it had assumed the orange colour, test-

mg the presence of muriate of mercury. This

test, however, was unnecessary, as a quantity of

the poison that had not been swallowed, proved

the nature of it. We are happy to state that the

patient has recovered from the effects of this dose.

We the more readily publish this case because

we are rather inclined to believe that this may

have been the first instauce in which the instru-

ment has been employed in this state. And as we

understand that the operation is so easy both to

the operator and thepatient.we cannot but think it

very important that tlie employment of it should be

widely e.xtendcd. Melancholy instances of pois-

oning are but too frequent. The actions of pois-

ons are often so speedy, and tho discovery of hav-

ing swallowed them is frequently so late, as total-

ly to e.xclude all relief by swallowing remedies, in

consequence of the insensibility of the patient

Tho Doris with 0.5 coloured emigrants arrived |has been bored into the distance of 10 or 11 feet,

at Liberia from Virginia, on tho llth of April,
' as it appeared somewhat loose, additional tarpau-

and remained there until tho 2ist of .lune. The tins had been sunk in the bed of the river ove*-

colony was in a thriving condition, and tho cmi- the stratum of soil. Beyond this, a strong stratum

"•rants much pleased with their new residence— nf blue clay was met with, through which quality

They had gone through tho fever with the loss of of soil the workmen had previously been very for-

only two young children, and most of them were tunato in their exertions.

workinp' on their farms

—

Hamp. Gaz.

BREAD.

Visiters descend tho shaft by means of a spi-

ral staircase, and meet tho mouth of the tunnel.

—

Tho passage from shore to shore consists of two
Bread has been very aptly called the staff of life. ; continuous archeil roads, separated by a line of

But in order that it may prove a staff substantial
|

b^jck work. Tho western arch forming a commu-
and pleasant, and not a"broken reed," it isneces-

j j,jcai|r,n from south to north, and the eastern from

snry that it should be good—that is, light and
|
„(,j,], {q sontj^ 'j'ljp archwavs are each 13 feet

I G inches wide, and 1!) feet 3 inches high; thf'

bricks are hard burnt, and laid in Roman cement
and sand, which sets very fast.

The method of building tho brick work is ex-

In order to make good bread, barm or yeast of a

good quality, should be combined in due proportion

with good fiour. This being premised, the grand

secret and mystery of having the bread come out
, f,.g„,piy curious. By means of what i.^ termed

of the oven delicious, inviting,nutritive, is theexact i^overhanging," several bricklayers are enabled tc

point of time of putting it in. While in the dough ^^.q^j. aijove each other at the same time. An in-

V.UUSCHUC.,, c u. ..,^ ...^cM^.u..-., ... ...- K— ''^ "''•'' naturally run into several sorts of fermen- ^g^tgj g,.ch, 9 feet 3 inches thick, is turned under

This operation is the only resource left ; and it is Uation, the first of which is the saccharine or that ^^^^^ archway, and supports the external wall and

a consolation to know that it is so very practica- which produces sugar
;
the next is the vinous, the

,,^if t^g middle wall on the other sido.-The ex-

Me and efficacious. A CITIZEN. !
third, the acf/otis, &c. If the dough be lormod in- tornal walls are battered or slanted inwards, in

'-—
I

to loaves, and thrown into the oven before the order more offbctually to resist the pressure of
FISH OIL. first fermentation, the bread will turn out heavy, t^g ^rch. Openings G feet wide, arched at the

A new process for the purification of fish oils
j
^^d whoever eats it may lay his account with hav- top, are let into the middle wall at a distance of

has been invented in France, which we have not
{ i^g the night-mare, and twenty other " ills that lo feet from each other, thus forming a commu-

' " ° fit be kept from the oven tillseen particularly described, but which, the French

papers assure us, has the following advantages

over the methods commonly in use.

It makes the oil perfectly colourless, by acliemi-

cal separation of the colouring matter, without

in any way affetting the quality. This renders

the oil more proper for burning, as it leaves no

residuum on the wick; and fits it for use in manu-

facture of wool.ns, the fabrication of soap, the

the mixing of paints, and the oiling of machinery.

Fish oils are now used in Eaflland for painting-

houses, and floor cloths.

The process of purification requires but little

time, and may bo finished in a day and night, and

the substances employed cost only 50 centimes,

[or about ten cents,] for 100 pounds of oil. About

two per cent of extraneous matter are removed

from the oil.—.V.F. Mv.

J. B. Ladd's Steam Mill, at Alexandria, has been

nearly destroyed by fire, with its contents of flour

and grain. Loss said to be $20 or 30,000.—No
iDsutance..

flesh is heir to ;" if it be kept trom the oven tin njcation between the two arches, for the accommo
the second fermentation, it will prove to be light dation of the passing pedestrian. In eacli of

enough, but tasteless, and no better than the same these openings a brilliant gas light is placed, the

quantity of chips ; if it be delayed until the acet- g^s for which is manufactured on the premises,

ous fermentation, it comes out sour, and altogeth-
, 'fi,e road way descends3feet in 100 tothedepth

uneatable. It is, then, during the first, or sug-c"'
j of 400 feet from the mouth of the shaft, and it then

fermentation, that it should bo "cast into the i proceeds on a level until it reaches the same dis-

oven ;" it will then, after well baking, come forth
|

tunce from the north shore. It is to beMackadam-
Sitjcfi, and fit for the tooth and the stomach of a i jsgd and the sidewalks paved with Yorkshire flag,

monarch—aye, and even of the " sovereign peo-
1 ^^d a part of this has been laid. It is at present

pie."
I

open to public inspection, and aVi immense con-

The reason why bread will be heavy, if put
j

course assembled on the 27th of July at the works.

into the oven too soon, h, that it wants the en- __

—

.

lightening eff'ect of the- fixed air which is genera-

ted during fermentation. If taken at "the very

nick of lime," or during the saccharine fermen-

tation, it will have all the requisite lightness,

while the sweetness is confined in the loaves and

ever ready to greet the taste of the thrice fortun-

ate and happy eater. That it should be without

sweetness, when allowed to run into the vinous

fermentation, is not at all strange, v;hen it is con-

Gigantic Sunjloicer—The editor of the West-

chester (Pa.) Village Record, gives the following

description of a Sunflower :
— •• Directly opposite

our office, in the garden of Mr. Titus Dennett,.

there stands a gigantic Sunflower, the anak of

annual plants. The length of the stem is 12 feet

and one inch. A leaf measures 21 inches across.

The main flower is four feet in circumference—'

its disk like the rising moon-
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powdered cliarcoal.— Boil them lojioilicr Cor 20
j

of half an lioiir : Talic tliroc quarters of a pint of
olive oil, one ijint of molted liiitter, or ling's lard ;

give this mixtiiro hy means of a horn or bottle,

and jf it docs not produce a favornhlo chanije in ;r.

quarter of an hour, repeat tlie same quantity and
walk the animal jrently about. For sheep attack-

cd with this malady the du.^e is from a wine glasf

and an half to two glasses.

Besides these remedies, a flexible hollow tubt

made by winding iron wire round a rod, with-

drawing the rod and covcrinir tliewiro v;ith leath-

er, was invented hy the celebrated I)r Munro,
Professor of Anatomy at Eilinbnrgh. " It con-
sists of iron wire about one sixteenth of an inch

in diameter, twisted round a rod lliree-eigblbs of
an incli in diameter, and made of polished iron

in order to pivc it a cylindrical form ; the wire

after being taken off the rod should be covered
with sniooth leather. To tlie end of tho tube,

which is intended to pass into the stomach, a

brass pipe, two inches long, of the same size, or

minutes, then strain the mixture throufrh fine Piin

BOSTON^ FRIDAY^SEPT. 14, 1827.
| nel, double— put it again in the kettle with tho

-^^'-^^^^ white of an egg, boil il gently, till it forms a syr-
SELECT SEED CORN.

^p of proper consistence, then strain it again.

Mr .T.Mercer, a writer for the Ariierkan Farm-!
_^^^^^^^^^ ro. cattle wntcr. akk coKEn nv

or, n. a communication republish_ed in the Nen
^^^,^,^ ^^^ ^^,^_^^^ scBSTA^•cKs.

England Farmer, vol. v. page 18/, states that he _ .run n ,t ,

had much improved " tlie genuine Tuscnrora corn
|

Mr .Tosepli Wingato of "a! owcll Me. in a let-

by never planting a grain that was not felected in '. '" published in the New England I' armer, vol. iii.

the fields (for four or live years past) from those directs when " a creature is choked with anjjjiard

stalks which produce two or more ears. .Toseph substance, such as turnip, potato, or an ^JHof

Cooper Esq of New Jersey, in a letter to a gen- corn, to take an old, hard tirrcd rope, feet long.

tlemin'in Philadelphia, states that " A friend sent I'" it be sa-veil, [strongly wound round with

nic a few o-rains of a smaller kind of Indian corn t«''nc] and, when finished, be one inch in diame-

the <rrains°of which were not larger than go.oso ''^r. When put down the throat, it should be

3hot,'°which he informed me by a note in \vhich pushed gently down four feet and a half into a

they v.'ore inclosed, were originally from Guinea, "^o^^ °^ "" °^

and produced from eight to ten ears on a stalk.— •"'>• '" warm

Those grains I planted, and found the production ^-'ter before it is used.

to answer the description, but the ears small, and M'' K. Williams, of Westford, N. Y. in a letter

few of them ripe before frost. I saved some of P"blislied in the New England Farmer, vol. iii. p

In cold weather it is stiff enough,
but in warm weather it should be wet with cold

. t. in;

iMisuino- season, and was not a little gratified to '"^'lef.

find its'production preferable both in quantity and \

Mr L. W. B. of Bristol, R. I,

quality to that of any corn I had ever planted.

e stom-

_ _ _ _ _ _ according to a
^'^"' '^^ ^' ^unro h-as ascertained that the dis-

communication publishVd''in" t'he' New England ' ^^"<=« f''*'™ *'"= ^°''° *'"'^'.' ^° "»•' ^°''°'" "'"'''e first

stomach of a large ox is about six feet, the tube

ifenerally, gather a sufficient quantity for planting

the corn gathered 4s last described, plant your not to be preferred for operations of that kind."—
_

main crop, and if any hills should be missing, to- Were I to choose a fit instrument to perform a ;

'
'

"^

idaiitfrom that first gathered, which will cause ^'-e operation, I should prefer a limber ">:-whip
; -^

gr'^ater pa

,l,o ,.vt" v.xr h«vln,r nnrtirnNr rave to take =t
one- This he did with a steady motion until ho >

'^"' "*' spcedily discharged through the tube
;
and

Im !t„V- t\;t aTlirn at bot o,n of a rejuh f^'t the obstruction, and pushed it forward into !

^''""''^ -'^ -dent spirits, or other liquor calculat-
irom sta.k-, that are large at bot om, ot a regular

stomach Unon withdriwino. the
^ <='' '° <='^^<^'^ '^e fermentation be deemed necessa-

aner not over tall, the ears set low, and contain- "^^ pauncn oi siomacn. upon wiinuiawing ine
, r i • . i .i u .l- •

n^ l,» !r„tP-7nnmhpr of ,rood si/eable ears of '^^ndle, the cow was at once entirely relieved."— ' ^7 't may be safely injected through this pipe. lu
ing the greatest number of good sueable ears ot -

however savs that an axe hindl- is
' ^•'"'t, the flexible tube hero described has been

the best quality; let n dry speedily; and from
t.[''.:i"'±l:il^r/:A^^^^^^

and especially of rdioep, when subject to sim-
disorders, or ory other swelling peculiar to

handle with a smooth butt end. or a very stiff tar'-
j

^^^^"^ creatures."— Domestic Ennjclopedia.

which is a ereat benefit. The above mentioned I
red rope, or a smooth common walking cane, or

|

An instrument for relieving hoven
,
cattle and

have practised many years, and am satisfied it has even a hoe handle. With either of the above in-
(

sheep.was invented by Mr Richard Eager, an Eng-

increased the quantity, and improved the quality struments, ordinary obstructions in the throats of '«l""an- It. is nothing more than

ofmy crops beyond what any person would imag- cattle may be removed more easily, and with less -"" ^ .,.-,...,

pain to the animal, than by jamming or crushing

them with a mallet on a block, as is the common
practice."

REMEDIES FOR CATTLE WHICH ARE IIOVEN,

BLOWN OR SWOLLEN.

Cattle are apt to be hoven, or sioollen,, or hloion,

as it is sometimes called in consequence of having

eaten too much green succulent food, such as tur-

nips, clover, lucerne, &c. The common remedy
for this disorder has been to stab the infected ani-

mal with a pen knife or other sharp instrument

under the short ribs, and to put into the orifice a

tube of ivory, elder, a quill, or something of the

kind, to give vent to the confined air. The wound
is ijien dressed with some sort of adhesive plaster,

and thus, in general, the cure is effected. This,

however, is a rough and dangerous remedy, and
we therefore, give place to others more safe and
gentle.

The 33d volume of the Annuls of Agriculture

gives the following recipe, and announces it as a

„ ,, „ „ . , ,t , i specific for hoven cattle, ever: in the most despe-
Sugar House; 8 lbs. pure water, 1 lb. coarsely , . ^r .• -.i.- .i i. ." ) " '^ f >

V ) J |,jjg cases; effectinga cubc within the short epace

jdan

the crop to ripen more regularly than is common,

ine, who has not tried the experiments

MOLASSES FROM SWEET APPLES.

The Rev. Jared Elliot, in his " Essays on Field

Hushahdry" observed that " A barrel of cider of

sweet apples when made into molasses, will be

worth three pounds, abating five shillings for the

making, when cider made of common apples, will

be worth but twenty shillings, exclusive of the

barrel."

SAFE AND EASr CURE FOR THE PILES.

To three gills or a pint of new milk when boil-

ing, add a table spoon full of cream of tartar. Af-

ter separating and rejecting the curd, drink the

whey at night when going to bed. This medicine

taken a few evenings in succession seldom fails

of affording relief.

—

Communicated for the Mtiv

England Farmer.

HOW TO PREPARE MOLASSES FOR PRESEKVINC
FRUITS, &C.

Take 8 lbs. molasses, bright New Orlean;

cane with »
knob of wood at the end. The length of the
cane for oxen .should be at least six feet—that
Tor sheep ought to be about three feet. When,
any beast is blown or hoven, Mr Eager directs s
person to lay hold of it by the nostril and one'
horn, while an assistant steadily liolds its tongue
with one hand, and pushes the cane down its

throat with the otiicr. Care, however, should be
taken, not to let the animal get the knob of the-

cane between his grinders, and also to thrust it

down far enough
; because its jyhole length will

do no injury. As there will be found an obstacle
at the entrance of the paunch, the cane must be
pushed with additional force; and as soon as a.

smell is observed to proceed from that place, and
the animal's body sinks, the cure is performed.

The society for the Encouragement of Arts &c
in London, voted to Mr Eager a re^vard of fifty

guineas forcommunicating to the public the above
simple yet effectual method o.i^ relieving cattle thus

dangerously affected. Tbe same implements used
in the manner here described will answer the pur-

pose of relieving cattle and sheep when chokedi

with roots.
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Another remedy still more simple, and which we
i
proportion of watery substance in them, than if

|

stone per quarter, and supposing five quarters for

are assured is elTectual in common cases, if seas- 1
lliey had received the benefit of the strippings

}
the carcase and fat, the wiiole weight would be

onably applied, is as follows. Make about a pint! Much of the London milk istlierefore first diluted (but 1,200 lbs. and would be to milk, only in the

of ley either with hot embers thrown into a suffi- < in the udder by watery food ; then creamed there proportion of one to four, although produced at an

cient quantity of water, or by dissolvinn; therein
i
by leaving the strippings ; and, finally, more or

,

e.\penso of three to one.f

about an ounce of pot-ash, or pearl-ash .and turn it
[

loss diluted by the milkman. " IMr Curwen further supposes the produce of

down the throat of the ox or cow affected. A "In Mr Curwon's report to the Board of Agri- ' each acre of wheat to be 24 Winchester bushels

proportionably less quantity will aiisv.cr for a culture, of the measures he pursued for supplying at GO lbs. per busliol. The actual nourishment

sheep. This is said to give immediate relief by the poor of Workington with milk in 1805 and ' derived from one bushel will be 37 lbs. of first

neutralizing the fixed air [carbonic acid gas] in i subsequent ycais, he states that compared with Hour, 14 of two inferior sorts,
'^.J

lbs. of bran, al-

'the stomach of the animal, and thus causing the
J
ol^jlf. species of food, milk is not only the most lowing half a pound for waste, making in the whole

swelling and other dangerous symptoms of the nuxritiou

complaint to subside.

s, but the cheapest article of subsistence 1224 lbs. of flour per acre; so that it would re-

that can bo produced for the support of man. He .quire four acres to give the weight of grain equal

compares its price with tliat of bread, and with
I

to the wciglit of milk afforded by a single cow in

the average cost of butcher's moat. At the time
i

nine months : which cow may bo supported on

he wrote (1807) bread was selling at tlirce pence ' considerably less than one acre. The result will

per pound ; milk tliereforo at two pence [4-1 cts.] be tliat more land is required for one pound of

ON MILK.
(Conlinueil from page Si.)

" The consumption of miU; in London is suppos

ed to be in theratioof 60 quarts per annumtoeach ' per quart, wine measure, (the price he sold at,) or flour, than for six pounds of milk ; while the sus

inhabitant, or about 70 millions of quarts in the one penny per pound, was exactly one tliird of the tenancc to be derived from one poundof flour can-

vear. This gives one sixth of a quart, on an ave- ! price of br»nd. Compared with butcher's meat it ' not be considered as equal to two or three pounds

age, to each individual per day. It is provided, i was one sixth ; and as a beverage and substitute of milk."

n the first instance, by the London Cow Farmer, 1 for malt liquor, he conceived it to be one fourth ; r. ,, /T. ^ '

T^, ', Tt i

, ,, , ,, n .1 1 r ^ 1 1 -1 • , , . 1 T ., , L I Dcalh of Mr Canmnsr—The last London paper?
.vho sells to the milk-man the produce of as manv

I

while It was certainly better adapted to the labor-

I

''., „. .. ~ . ,,. ,. ., , ,, ..

.,, ^ r 1- » ,n, , ..
'

' .1 ., , ^ • , • r , announce the anlictive intelligence ot the death ot
cows as will suthce tor his custom. The latter ' er than any other liquor, from its being of a slow-

, , n- , . tt ,-. ,< ^ r. • m- -^
J . , » 11 ji . .1 • . 11 • .1 i T „» ,-> .. 1

the Right Hon. George Canning, Prime Minister
undertakes to niilU llie cows at their stalls in the ; er digestion. Mr Curwen continued his supply to

" r, ^

city, and pays for the daily quantity contracted for ! Workington until he had succeeded in his object

at the present rateof one shilling [about 22 cents] of convincing the neighboring farmers, (his ten-

ths common gallon of overflowing ale measure.— antry) that their individual interests went hand in

The feeder thus receives just three pence [5icts]
j

hand with that of the public : that in delivering

a quart for the pure milk, (if such it may indeed I raw milk in the town at two pence a quart, their

be called) and the milkman, after diluting it with profits were ample ; and that whilst those who
a. large portion of warm water, sells it to his cus- 1 embarked in the trade should have the good sense

tomers at four pence [7J- cents] a quart, inferior I to be satisfied with a price which gave milk a. .,,. •,, , i. -i »•
r. 1

•
I
. r. 1, ^1 . .- .,, ' r ,1 • , . ,- i-c excited by his illness in every place where the ti

measure; trom which it follows that the milk-man preference over all the other necessaries of life,! ,. , ,
• j . u j -u j

, 1 r .1 1 , n ' .1 1 1 1, • . <. dings have been received, cannot be described.

—

receives nearly as much tor the delivery of the the demand would continue and increase; but if ,„,
"

r i
•

i n • * j . t)
.,T i- I < I .1 /- 1 ' r . 1 r 1 , , ,,. , Ihe news of his death was conimiinicatea to rar

milk from house to house, as the cow farmer does unfortunately for themselves and the public, the

for supplying it. Thus, an individual, with nooth-
j

dealers should combine, and succeed in advancing
or capital than £100, which he gives for a ^'Milk .

the price of milk, the infallible consequence would
IVatIi" who muy easily deliver 70 quarts in a day, be, that the demand would as rapidly decrease as

has the means of getting 15 or 16 shillings a day, it had advanced, and milk would again become an

for the occupation of seven or eight !iours;in going article of luxury.

twice to the dairy stalls in the suburbs of thecity, "Mr Curwen ascertained that at the time he

milking six or seven cows, and deliveiing their wrote, in 1807, tlic town of Kendal, in Westniore-

produce to his customers. Where pure milk is re- Irnd, was the most abundantly supplied with milk

quired, those small feeders, who both produce and of any town in the kingdom. It appeared that the

sell, will supply the article for five pence [3 cents] daily sale to a population of 7,500 was equal to a

the quart, at their own residence, without the la- pint for each person (three times the proportion of

bor of delivery. the London consumption.) The happy efiects of
" We have stated the milk to bo delivered pure milk are strongly exemplified in the remarka-

by the C0w farmer to the milkman ; and we be- hie instances of longevity to bo met with in Ken-
lieve it is no way adulterated or diluted by mixture dal, and not less so in the great disproportion of

of any other matter. But the high price obtained deaths of children under seven years of age, con-

fer cream in London by the cow farmer, from con- trastod with other towns of equal population,

fectioncrs and opulent I'amilies, is known to cause "The last consideration under thishead is the

a great reduction in th« richness of a portion of necessary result of the principle established by

of England— a loss deeply deplored not only by

the British nation, but by the civilised world. He
died on the 8lh of August, in the 57th year of his

age. His disorder was lumbago, which became
inflammatory, and termijiafed in mortification. A
London paper says " MrCanniiig's health has been

on the decline since the severe cold he took at the

funeral of the Duke of York. The intense interest

is in ten hours after it took place." No foreign

event has occurred for many years, which appear.'^

to have excited greater sensation in the United

States. Those who might not approve of all his

measures as a politician, cannet but do homage tn

the splendor of his talents ; and the uprightness of

his intentions was generally allowed by those who
thought themselves in duty bound to place them-

selves in the ranks of his opponents—Lord Godc-

rich was appointed by his Majesty's command to

form a new Cabinet, and assurances were given

that the government would be conducted on the

same principles as_ heretofore.

The N. Y. Statesman has the following remarks :

"We have to announce the unexpected and much
lamented death of Mr Canning, the First Minisier

of England, and, as we believe, the First Man in

Europe, and, if not the Jtrst, one of the greatest

statesmen in the world. The mournful aspect of

can be drawn from the udder. The richest part

nfthc contents of this natural milk vessel having

risen to the top, must always be drawn out the

last.

" It is a common practice with tiio cow farmers

who was a republican in heart, would not be as-

sumed for the loss of his Royal Master, or that of

all the kings who sit on earthly thrones.

We consider the death of Mr Canning, a loss to

the world. Gradually and steadily he was infus-

ing into the monarchical governments of Europe,

the liberal sentiments and free principles for which

.-.,,,,.
1 r. • /r » 1 », i- 11 I,, /^ , , -,7 "„•,„ , , ; our columns, feeble as the tribute may appear to

the milk delivered. It is effected in the following
, Mr Curwen, that " mt/^ affords ihe larscst supphi ,, ,., n ,, , .„„ „,, „i.a..-„„ „»„,„„„„„

. . ,, , .1 , f.i -11 1 I ,. . . , ,. ., , . .. ^^ ^ , {/ the memory of the d.^ceased plebewn statesman,
manner. It is well known that of the milkdrawn o/OTC<ua« /;-oni </ie /cas< consumphon o//oo£/;" in ...u_ ,,i: ;„ i,„„'f „.„,,u .,„t i,„ -,=._

from any cow at one lime, that part which comes
j

other words, that the same quantity of agricultu-

ofl' first is always thinner than what is afterwards ral produce converted into milk, will afford a lar-

obtained ; and the richness continues gradually to I ger proportion of human sustenance than in any
increase progressively to the very last drop that other shape.

" The experience of Mr Curwen induced him to

believe that the food necessary for a cow in full

milk did not exceed in price one third of what is

necessary in feeding for the butcher ; but allow- being ihe lespcclive numliprs of cubic inches in each mcasui-c

ing the difference in the quantity of food to be Milk is most commonly sold by wine measure. The wine pini

to retain a sufiicientquantity of these ^-tast drops"
j

less than here supposed, a milch cow giving daily of milk weighs exactly a pound avoiidupois. The ale pint aboui

(which are called " stripjiin^s," perhaps a quart in during the space of nine months th.at she is now
|

I Ih. 3oz.

the udder of as many cows as will enable them to ' usually in milk, the quantity of 10 wine quarts,! t The stone weight of butchers' meat is only 8 Ib.s.; that of all

meet the demand for cream, and they thus obtain ' would produce 7,200 quarts,or 5,400 pounds weight
|

c'her dry snhsiances is 1 1 lbs. avoirdupois. Thus, 12 poundsor

as much cream, at Hs. a quart, from cows fed in
;
of milk.* Were the same animal fattened to 30 k"l"»"s of milk are produced at the same expense as J pound ol

the manner which has been mentioned. The oth-
j I

beef, and afford consideralJc more sustenance, and that of a

or parts of the milk have obviously a much larger ' ^be wine measure is to ale measure as 231 to 2S::. 'I'hcse more beneficial quality.
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jur revolutionary fathers fought, and triumphantly

established. MrCanning was a bright and brilliant

star, to whom all eyes were turned, both in the

old and new world, upon botli of which the light

of his mind, the upriglitness of his genius, and the

glory of his life, shed their benignant rays."

We can only say, in the language of a French

paper, " There are some sympathies so powerful

that the spirit of rivalry itself, cannot weaken

them. We live in times wlien the loss of a Minis-

ter friendly to liberal institutions, is a cause of

sorrow to all generous hearts."

FALL SOWING OF SEEDS.
It is necessary to observe, that some, and even

many, things, which are usually sown in the

Spring, would he better sown in Ihefnll ; and, es-

pecially when we consider how little time there is

(or doing all things i.a the spring. Parsnips, car-

rots, beets, onions, and many other things, may be

safely sown in the fall. The seed will not perish,

if covered by the earth.

Seed of all plants will lie safe in this way all the

winter, though the frost penetrate to the distance

of three feet beneath them, except the seeds of

such plants as a slight frost will cut down. The
seed of kidney beans, for instance, will rot, if the

ground be not warm enough to bring it tip. So
will the seed of cucumbers, melons, and Indian

corn, unless buried beyond the reach of the influ-

ence of the atmosphere. Even early peas would
be best sown in the fall, could you have an insu-

rance against mice. We all know, what a bustle

there is to get in early peas. If they were sown
in the fall, they would start up the moment the

frost was out ot the ground, and would be ten

days earlier in bearing, in spite of every effort

made by the spring-sowers to make their peas
overtake them. Upon a spot, where I saved peas
for seed, last year, some that was left, in a lock of
haulm, at the harvesting, and that lay upmi the

dry ground, till the land Vv-as ploughed late in No-
vember, came up, in the spring, the moment the

frost was oat of the ground, and they were in

bloom full fifteen days earlier than those, sown in

the same field as early as possible in the spring.

Doubtless, they would have borne peas fifteen

days sooner ; but there were but a very few of

them, and those standing stragling about; and I

was obliged to plough up the ground where they

were growing. In some cases it would be a good
way, to cover the sown ground with Utter, or w ith

leaves of trees, as soon as the frost has fairly set

in ; but, not before ; for, if you do it before, the

seed may vegetate, and then may be killed by the

frost. One object of this fall-sowing, is, to get
the work done ready for spring; for, at that seas-

on, you have so many things to do at once! Be-
sides you cannot sow the instant the frost breaks
up ; for the ground is wet and clammy, unfit to be

dug or touched or trodden upon. So that here are

ten days lost. But, the seed, which has lain in

the ground all the winter, is ready to start the

moment the earth is clear of the winter frost, and

is sometimes mild till February, and then severe.

Sometimes it begins with severity and ends with
mildness. So that, nine times out of ton, their

seed would come up and the plants would be des-

troyed before spring. Besides they have s/wi^s I ^ri

that come out in mild weather, and eat small

plants up in the winter. Other insects and rep
tiles do the like. From these obstacles the Amer-
ican gardener is free. His winter seisin; and
the earth is safely closed up against vegetation

till the spring. 1 am speaking ot the north of Vir-

ginia, to be sure ; but the gardener to the south

will adapt the observations to his climate, as far

as they relate to it.

—

Cobbetl's Jim. Gardener.

A Russian fleet has proceeded to tlio Archipel-

ago for the purpose of compelling a cessation of

hostilities between the Greeks and Turks

ore some of the Ceriificaies rcspctling ihc

1 Ua\

Fresh Garden Seeds.
For sale at the oiBce of tlio Now England Farmer, No. 52 North
Market Street, Boston, a complete assortment of Garden and
Fidd Seeds, many of which are suitable for fall sowing :* a part
of [he seeds are oi the p^rowtliof 1827 ; amon^ which arc

Superior WHITK PORTUGAL ONION -

BLACK SPANI.SH. or WINTER RADISH
FALL PRICKLY SPINACH, for greens
DUTCH COLE, for greens—WHITE MULBERRY
Various sorts ofCABBAGES, PARSNIPS, CARRXJTS,

LETTUCE, BEETS, &c. &c.

Grass Seeds.

ORCHARD GRASS, LUCERNE, HERD'S GRASS, RED
TOP, RED and WHITE HONEYSUCKLE CLOVER. &,e

The followins

Gralcr Cider Alil

Berkshire, M;iy 20, 1827.
Ihcrehy reriily that f h.ivc one of Joel Farnhain's Grater

Cider Mills in operation, and when grinding with water power,
' ave. grounil two husliols of apples in a minute, but when
idiiii; Willi horse power, about half that iiuantily. The
iilily of apples is about 7 bushels lor a barrel of cider. As

lo the (jualily ol llic cider, 1 have not <liscovercd any material
din'ereiiccdoni dial made in the nut mill, but there is much less
sediment, I think not more than a quart, or at most 3 pints to a
barrel. A. LEONARD.

Oa'rgo, Tioga co. June 12, 1S27.

We the suhseribers hereby certify that we have made cidci
at .loel Farnh.ini's eider mill, at his dwelling place, in Tioga
town, and with his Giaier Cider Will, and it will do the work
complete as the above given by Mr Leonard.

G. I.. TALCOTT,
J. M. QUIGG,
R. BROWN,
E. TALCOTT, Jr.

This certifies that I have one of Joel Farnham's patent cidev
mills, and it will grind liom one and a half to two bushels of ap-
ples in a minute ; it will grind a bushel and a half wiihoui any
urging, but if urged it will grind two bushels, and the cider is

perfectly clear and pleasant when well worked, and I think i!

w'ill make more cider than any of the old fashioned mills.

Spencer, May 21, 1827. I. WOODFORD.

Yellow Locust Seed,—Turnip Seed, ifc.

For sale at the New England l-'armer office, a few
lbs. Yellow Locust Seed.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Jsi'ew England Farmer^s Almanack, for 1828.
Just published, at the New England Farmer Office, and

for sale by Bowles & Dearborn, 72 Washington Street, and

at the Bookstores generally, the New England Farmer's Alma-

nack, for 182S. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New-

England Farmer.

This Almanack, in addition to the usual miscellaneous mailer
contained in similar works, contains a Calendar of the Courts '

pj^ \x
for each state in New England ; the Sun's declination ; and 10

'

pages of agricultural matter on the following subjects

:

(Jn .Soaking Seed Corn in copperas water—on Spiall Farms
—on Charcoal—on Fish used as a Manure—on Gapes or Pip in

Poultry—.\gricultural Axioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Staggers
in swine—How lo raise Cabbages, which shall not be club-tool-

ed, by Dr. Green of ulansfield, Ms.—How to Fatten Fowls

—

A clieap method of preventing the disaCTccable smell of Privies

—Root Steamer, wiV/t « drawing—on Grafted Trees—on Paint-

ing walls lo Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on the value of Time—Machines
for gathering Clover Heads, with tiro lUustrative engrarijigs—
Sir Astley Cooper's Chilblain Ointment—Recipes forlhe Ladies,

containing directions for making several kinds of Cake.—i\Iis-

cellanies, &c.
This .Almanack may be purchased, wholesale and retail at

the Ibllowing places. Of Bowies & Dearborn Booksellers and
Stationers, No. 72 Washington Street Boston—O. D. Cooke &
Son, HarUbrd, Con.—Holbrook & Fessenden, Braltleborough,

Vt.—Isaac Hill, Concord. N. H.—John Prentiss, Keene. N. H
—J. W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk, Portsmouth, N. H—

-

Pearson, Little & Robinson, Portland, Me.—Whipple & Law-
rence, and J. M. Ives, Salem—Ebenezer Stedman, Newbury-
port Hilliard & Brown, Cambridge—E. & G. iMerriam, West
Brookfield—C:larendon Harris. Worcester—George Dana,
Providence—G. Thorburn &• Son. No 67 Liberty Street, New

,

York—and by booksellers and traders gcnerany.

5^ Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable

terms.

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, -

pearl do. - -

BEANS, while, - - -

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
carg;o, No 1, new,
" No ?, new,

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1.

CHEESE, new milk, - -

skimmed milk.

Farnham's Improved Cider Mill.

A mill on this plan of full size is i feet by 2 1-2. The cylin-

der is 16 inches diameter and 'J inches long, the periphery fi.\-

ed with points of iron or steel, placed in a spiral Ibrm, project-

ing 3-16ths of an inch, placed 2-3ds of one eighth of an inch

from each other, there being 17 rows around said block or cylin-

der, and 43 teeth in a row ; the teeth may be Id brads. The
cylinder is put in motion by a whirl and band.

This mill without the power cost from 10 to 12 dolls; and by

it is up by the time you can get other seed into 1?''''°?" 500 revolutions per raimiiek^^^
^

J .

'
5, . „ , lone horsepower sixty bushels ot apples per hour; with two

the ground in a good state. rail sowing of seeds horses double the quantity. The apples are grated very finequantity

to come up in the sprins is not nractised in Eno-- 1
without breaking the seeds

land, though they are always desirous to get

their things early. The reason is, the uncertain-

ty of their winter, which passes, sometimes, with

hardly any frost at all ; and which, at other times,

is severe enough to freeze the Thames over. It

There was risTng of two thousand barrels of cider made in

one of these mills last year, without expemling one cent for re-

pairs. Agents will shortly be out in the state of Massachusetts

to sell out the rights of towns, counties, &.c.

Applications, post paid, directed to JOSEPH F. WHITE,
No. 213 Water St. New York, or to JOSEPH R. NEWELL,
Boston, will be auended i».

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Ballimore, Howard

Genesee, - -

live, best, - -

GRAIN, Rye - -

Corn - - -

Farley - - -

Oats - - . -

HOGS' LARU, Itt sort, new,
HOPS, No ], Inspection

LIME,'
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PAP. IS retails at

PORK, Bnne Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEED.S, Herd's Grass, -

Clover . - . .

WOOL, Merino, fullblood.wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do

Pulled, Lamb's, Isl sort

2d sort

do Spinning, Ist sorf

:t.

bbl
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I'ilC.sccUaHte.s. 4th of July crackers, popping oSsermlim, your I
PATENT LAMP AND BOILER.-Tl.e Editor «f .1.,

J^ > K 1 1 a ' New Lnshind Farr.ier li.is invented and obtained LctUT'
sleain-bath has parboiled your whole body, yo"

pa,pnt fof .< ^ Lamp App.iraius for healing- waier, cooking, an.

mo listless vacant snd weiiricd from liaving had other economical purposes." One modification of this inven
'

'

^ __._..
tion has been Tcund very useful to Druggists, as will appear In

following recommendations

:

stance, says he.

As with my hat upon my head

T walked along the Strand^

i there did meet another man

With his hat in his hand.

Poetry.—When Dr Percy first pnblihsed hi

collection of: Ancient English ballads, lie was too
) nothing to do—you groan out " Perdidi diem" and

lavish in commendation of the beautiful simplici-
j

go to bed. Thus endsyour first da:j ofplcasurt.—
ty, .ind poetic merit of some of thetn. This cir- I jV i- Courier.

cumstance provoked Johnson to observe one evcD^ ,

rati^^sh^d<:csn^,^uire ?--Ans-
,ng at Miss Reynolds' tea table, that

^^'^^---^f\,,,,_^ 4,,,Jf ,,Uvcly employed till you
rhyme as well m common conversatio.,-.ot m-

1 ^^^^ ftugued, and then sleep until you feel re

i freshed, whether it require 4, G or 8 hours, or any

! nainable time. For if you retire before nature re-

[

qUttes repose, you will dream yourself fatigued !

I It must be evident, that the lime requisite for

sleep, is the time required by nature without ref-

Or, to render such poetry subservient to my own
I erence to its length or shortness, or any arbitrary

rules.— Charleston paper.

I

Question by an Englishman, to an American

i
arriving at Liverpool from th« United States :

I What arc your new-spaper writers about?

1 Ansiver.—Tearing in pieces the characters of

Ithe President, the Secretary of State, and the old

1
General who conquered the Savages of tlie South

West, and rescued New-Orleans from your fatal

grasp.

I

J^fjVnrfer.— Success to their endeavors ! .
We

!
shall not bo sorry, to say on your nuthority, that

_ j

all your public men are scoundrels and liars.

immediate use,

I therefore pr.iy thee, Rcniii/ dear,

That thou wilt give 'o me,

With cream and sugar softened well.

Another dish of tea;

Nor fear that I, my gentle maid,

Shall long detain the cup,

When once unto tiie bottrm I

Have drank the liquor up ;

Yet hear, alas ! this mournful truth,

Nor hear it with a frown,

Thou canst not make the tea so fast

As I can gulp ildown!

And he proceeded through several more stanzas

until the Rev'd critic cried out for quarters.

Travelling fur Pleasure We have read some-

1

v.here of an oriental emperor who abandoned his
j

Every man has a right to choose a name for his

children, but we doubt whether a father is justi-

fied in giving his son so ineffably absutd an ap-

, pellalion as James Richard jVa/Jo/tou Bonaparte
throne and went roaming over the world in P"!"-

1 p,j,^ Winslow—lho son of a shoemaker in Maine,
suit of happiness. After much vain seeking, he

| ^^^ recollect a father proposing to name his son,

iliscovered that the throne which he liad left, for
i

y^p,„^^^ Jfffn-son Madison Robinson Rowlandson

Richardson, to which a friend recommended the

ddition of Hose-pen, Board-fence and JVood-pile.

which he had been educated, and where he felt

at home, had more pleasure for him than aught

else which he had tried. V/e opine that the pres-

ent stylo of fashionable travelling forces many a

citizen to a similar conclusion— that there il mors

happiness in attending to business than in a fash-

ionable tour. Let us analyze a pleasure jaunt

—

its principal ingredients are head-ache, stcam-en-

nui, dust and perspiration. You leave the city in

the morning, ai"ter snatching a "short repast" and

in a high fever from attending to a thousand things

incidental to a start. You shave in a hurry, and

cutting off half your chin and upper lip— no time

tolook forcourt-plaister. Stearn-boat crowded, no
j

As Indian corn, or m-ize, was not particularly
^_^^_,^^^

room on deck for walking, and the cabin hot as mentioned in any of the British statutes, prohibit-
| f^ account of a highl

Soda «'rt/fr.—The lovers of this deliglitful bev-

erage will not thank Dr. Paris for the following

account of its effects. He says, "the moderate

custrm of drinking it, during or immediately after

dinner, has been a pregnant source of dyspepsia."

SIr. Fessende.v—Sir, 1 have, for the last six months, made
use oi your quart I^amp Boiler. It is the most convenient,

cleanly, e.xpcdilious and economical method I have ever made
use of for preparing Infusions. Syrups, or Ointments. I have
made several e.xperiments and found that in ten minutes it w-ili

boil one quart ol water. The quantity of alcohol consumed is

but 1 oz., the expense, 1 cent, i consider your apparatus, nov.

I have liecome accustomed to it, as almost indispensable. It

may be, I think, also very ustiful in a nursery, a sick chamber.
or for culinary purposes. Your gallon boiler I have also used,
and find it to answer equally well, where larger quantities ate

to be hcateil.

"Your obedient servant,
" JOSEPH KIDDER, Druggist.

'•• Boston, Feb, 26, 1C27."

"Mr. Fr,ssF.Ni5EN—We the subscribers fully accord will,

Mr Kidder, in his opinion of the utility, cheapness and despatch

attending the use ot your Lamp Boiler, for tlie purposes he ha^
mentioned. Signed, Reed & Howard; Ebenezer Wight

;

Ephiaim L. Eliot; W. B. & H. W. White ; John J. Brown ;

John Thaver, John P. Whitwell; Maynard and Noyes

;

r.Low'e; Daniel Henchman ; William Blasland; Samuel
Brewer and Brothers ; Gregg and Hollis, Edward Thorn-

dike; James Fowle; and a numof.-r of others, including nearly

all the Druggists in Boston.

The undersigned has had in use for several weeks, Blr
Thomas G. Fessenden's " Lamp Boiler." It is so constructed

Ihat little if any of the heat of the lamp crni possibly escape, un-

less it be through the fluid in the boiler ; atid if alcohol be used

in the lamp, the contents of the boiler w-ill rise to the boiling

point quicker than in any other apjiaralus which has as yet

come to the observation of the undersigned. The apparatus

is neatly constructed, and combines economy and utility. It is

ofinfuiite advantage in the formation of syrups, decoctions and
infusions ; and the princi)»le can be so applied as to be of grent
service in ihe laboratory, as well as in the apothecarv's shop.

Boston, Sept. 1, 1827. THEODORE DE'XTER.

. It was observed by Count Kumford, in one of his Economical
Ess.iys, that, " It is a curious fact, but is nevertheless most cer-

tain,"that, in some cases, spirits of wine is cheaper, -when cm-
ployed as fuel, even than wood." This assertion will apply
with more force, when alchohol is burnt in this apparatus, than
in am" method of consuming it described by Count Humford, or

known at the time hu wrote. The boiler is constructed so as to con-

fine n current of hot ail and tlame toils bottom aiid sides, agaius [

which it is forcibly driven, forming an air furnace in miniature.

Lamp Boilers of the above description may be obtained at

the office of the New-England Farmer, No. 52;', North Market
street : Joseph Kidder, corner of Hanover and Court street;

Ebeuezor Wight, Milk street opposite Federal street ; Richard
A. Newell, Summer street. Druggists; and of William Howe
No. 7, Marshall street, and Benj. Haynes, Charlestown, Tin
Manufacturer.*, who only have a right under the patent to man-
nfactiire said implements. Sep. \'^,

The Liverpool Chronicle notices the arrival in

the ship America, (of Boston) Capt Glover, of two

American deer.

Saxony Sheep.

On THURSD.\Y Oct. 18 ...at 10 o'clock.

The day succeeding the Agricultural Fair.

At Brighton, (near Boston) the entire flock of Electoral Saxoni,
Shffp, imported in the ship Mentor, Capt. Maiin.

from Hamburg, consisting of

161 Elf'ES aud 21 RAMS.
These Sheep were carefully selected by experienced agents

Leipsic. androom on deck tor walk'.ng, and the cabin liot as mentioned in any oi me cniisii Biauuies, piuiuuu.-
i for account ol a highly respectable House in Leipsic. and will

Tartarus. Up the river you go, there is the same ing the importation of foreign grain, the article be found to excel any tloc-k hitherto imported in regard to size
' .-'»'.

, ,
- 1 r .I,- f t T? I and weiffht of fleece, whil" thcv are not inferior many other

eternal scenery which yoo have viewed a thous- has been late y carried trom this country to Jl>ng-
particular. The large i-roporiion o( Ewes, of the finest qualiiv.

.ir,,; ilmca nrt vnriptv nn cbfinir-o tlif P.nliondp Innd Tt wrs renorted. a fcw WCcks aso, that 1111 i were not procured without much (liflncultv; and. in p-enenil

etc

and times—no variety—no change—the Palisade ! land. It was reported, a few weeks ago, that iin

rocks as perpendicular and Butter hill as high as
\

order had issued to suspend the admission of it

not procured without much difliculty ; and. in ffeneral!
ch measures were taken as to warrant tiie expectation that

-
] - ivT -tr 1 1 '

•'" ^''^ " '" ""' *""'" ^y '''^ '"°*' ""'g'd scrutiny of persons
over—the selfsame snakes that you saw last year But it is now stated, in n I\ew-York paper, that [disposed to improve their stock by the introduction ofpure Sn,i--

jtaring at you from Polypus Island, are there a-
j the report was incorrect, and that Indian corn is lOww,!^'"^^^

wain. There is that deathless old eagle ascend- admitted,

ing from his solitary eyrie on Beacon-hill— will

nobody shoot that old bird ? He has been show-

ing himself off for the last fifteen summers to all

steaiii-lioat travellers. Up jumps the same stur-

geon that > on saw hist year, and to give you a nod

c.n pi:ssaiit. Every thing is the snnie, you alone

are chanired

—

"(liirker lip and darker brow, and

more peni>ive mien," have become yours, since you

last looked on yon mountain-ash,and yon pine-crest-

ed heiulit. But at this rate we shall never reach

Albany, though uiovinff 12 miles an hour. Well,

at lit you are in Albany. The sun has gone
down on your lir.st day of pleasure—how do you

feel ? The jarring of the boat has shattered your

nerves, your head snaps as if it were filled with

The Sheep may be examined at Brighton, at any time before
the sale.— —

. . 1 Catalogues will be ready for delivery at our office 20 davs
Ansu-er to a challenge.—An officer of distmc- previous—when Samples of the Wool will be exhibited,

lion and of tried vidour, refused to accept a chal- The Agent pledges himself that none of the Stock will be

Iciige sent him by a young adventurer ; but re-

turned the following answer . " I fear not your

sword, but the anger of my God. I dare vei ture

my life in a good cause, but cannot hazar. my

soul in a bad one. I will char ye up to the can-

non's mouth for the good of my country, but I

want courage to storm hell."

disrioscd of until the day of Auction, when Ihev will all be sold
withoct reserve. COOI.IDGE POOR & HEAD

.Medical T.ecttirr.i— Boston, timf cn.4NGEa.
Medical Lectures of Harvard College will begin the Third

WEnNF.snvv in October, at the Meilical >'"ollece. Mason
street, Boston. The lime having been chang i\ from the Third
AVednesdat in Novf.mpkr, when ihev loimerlv began.

WALTER CH.'^NMNG,
Aug. 31 , 1827. 8t Dean of the Medical Faculty.

HENS.

Hens will, it is said, be sure to furnish an extra

quantity of eg

joals per day.

The FARBtF.B is published every Friday, at $3.00
per .inntim, ,or $2,50 if paid in advance.
Gentlemen who procure^ce responsible subscribers,

if you deal to each about a gill of are entitled to a W.r/A voUimesrat
j

New subscribers can be furnished

in» numbers of tlic current volrrre
the preced-
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AGRICULTURE.
Ti om Loiuloii's Gardener's Magazine.

Histori/ of the First Introduction of the Modern

Style of laying out Giounds in Russia.

TzARSco Cei,o vns oiiginally brought into no-

tice by the Empress Catharine I., who built a

small palace there, and gave it that name, which

is derived tVoin Tzar, imperial, and Celo, a spot;

Imperial Spot or Hamlet. At 12 miles distance is

another place, where the same Catharine built a

small palace, called Crasnoi Celo, or Beautiful

Spot. On the Empress Elizabeth coming to the

throne she built the present palace, with every

degree of e.\travagance of finery All the orni

-

raents, statues, and vases are guilt in leaf gold on

oil. The value in gold amounted to above a mil-

lion of ducats. The front of the building is .ibout

1200 feet long. Tlie garden at the same time was

laid out in Dutch taste, with straight walks, the

trees all clipped in difierent forms, and the lateral

walks lined with hedges of lime trees; the latter

still e.\ist, only that the trees are not clipped. Af-

ter the death of Elizabeth, Catharine the Second,

ascended the throne. About the year 1768 Count

Munchausen published a book in German, called

the Hausvater (Father of a Family,) the reading of

which seemed to give Catharine a taste for mod-

ern gardening. She immediately ordered that no

trees should be clipped in any of the imperial gar-

dens, but they sliouUl be left to nature. After

this she told her architect, and gardener, that in

making gardens they should endeavor to follow

nature; but this they could neither feel nor com-

prehend ; they attempted to vary the straight

line, by planting single trees on each side of the

serpentine walks. This did notplease; forthough

the Empress could not exactly direct then what

they ought to do, yet she felt convinced in her

own mind, that what they had done was not right.

At a small distance from the garden there was a

brook, of which the water meandered in a very

pleasing style ; before she left the country resi-

dence, which was about the first of September,

she ordered a walk to be made on the side of the

brook. This was completed, and in the spring of

;he year she wont to see what had been done, and

round they had made a walk on the side of the

jrook, but had kept it parallel with the brook, and

had planted single trees at equal distances on each

side of the walk. On her coming up to itshe said

"No; this will not do; this is not what I vi/anted."

On finding she could have nothing done to her

mind, she determined to have a person from Eng-

land to lay out her garden. John Busch, of Hack-

ney, was the person who was engaged to come

out to Russia for this purpose ; he was preferred

on account of his speaking the German language.

In the year 1771 he gave up his concern at Hack-

ney, with the nursery and foreign correspondence,

to Messrs. Loddiges. In the year 1749 he com-

menced hiri first work, though not at Tzarsco Celo

but on a hill about five miles nearer town, called

Pulkova. In 1774 the Empress paid her first visit

to this place. On entering the garden, and seeing

a shady gravel walk, which was planted on each

side, and winding, she appeared struck with sur-

prise, and said, "'i'his is what I wanted." This i In ten days from the lime of inserting thocuttings
"^•alk led to ii fine lawn, with gravel walks round

j

they will be ready to plant out, which is done in
it, which seemed to strike her more forcibly,

she again said, "This is what I have long v/ishcd

to have."

ON WINTER PRUNING THE VINE.
In the culture of the vine it is sometimes ne-

cessary to lay in shoots of great length, as is the

general practice in pine stoves, orto fill the trellis

in common vineries. In such cases much care is

required that a regular and sufficient number of

the fruit buds shojld break from top to bottom,

and prevent the lower part of such shoots from

being quite naked and barren. To avoid this let

the pruner, after cutting the shoots to the requir-

ed length, and finding from the firm te.xture of the

wood, that it is sufficiently ripened, proceed to thin

the buds as follows; viz. leave the uppermost bud,

which may be called 1, cut out 2 and 3 leave 4,

and cut out 5 and 6, leaving 7, and displacing 8

and 9, and so on to the bottom of the shoot.

This thinning of the eyes will cause all those

which are left to break regularly and so alternat-

ing with eacJi other, that the disposition, whether
for the sake of superior fruit or facilitating the

future management of the tree, will be found ex-

octly what the manager would wish; betaking
care to stop all the young shoots in their pro-

gress, immediately beyond the fruit, except the

lowest, which must be trained to its full length

for similar management the following year.

Ibid. 3. MAIN.

ON FORCING STRAWBERRIES.
I place my pots for forcing in troughs two inch-

es in depth, and seven in width. The nearer

tley are placed to the glass the better. The
troughs ought to be well painted to make them
witer proof, and should at all times be kept full

of water. Thus treated the plants will be found

to thrive and swell their fruit much better than

by any other method ; while the pots being sur-

rounded with water, creeping insects are preven-

ted from getting to them, and injuring or eating

the fruit. Kidney-beans treated in this way an-

swer exceedingly well, grow much quicker, and
are less subject to the red spider.

Ibid. ANDREW MORTON.

PLAN FOR OBTAINING A SECOND CROP
OF MELONS.

When the first crop of fruit is nearly gathered,

cuttings are taken from the extremities of the

shoots which show the most fruit ; these are cut

off close under the second advanced joint, or about

the fifth leaf from the top ; the two largest leaves

at the bottom of the cutting are taken off, and

thus prepared, are inserted in pots (24 hours) two
in each pot, in light, rich soil, gently shaken down.

After being watered, the pots are placed in a one

light frame, on a hot bed previously prepared, and

plunged therein in moderately dry soil, with which

it is covered. The frame is kept close and shaded

for a few days, and iu a week the cuttings will

have struck root. The old melon plants, with the

soil in which they grow, are now all cleared out

of the frames, fresh soil to the depth of 12 inches

put in, and the beds well lined with fresh dung.

in the usual way. When the plants have pushed
about fourteen inches, the end of each shoot is

pinched off, to cause them to produce fresh run
ners ; and the fruit wiiich showed on the cut-
tings will swell rapidly, and in three weeks after
replantiiifj the beds, abundance of fine fruit may
he expected. This way of getting a second crop
is far more certain than either pruning back the
old plants, or planting seedlings ; because cut-

tings grow less lu.-ciiriantly, are less liable to

casualties, and are much more prolific.

Ibid. CHARLES HARRISON.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF PLANTS IN
MOSS.

From Mr Street's success in growing plants in

mosSr(that is, the softer kinds collected from
thick and moist woods.) it appears, that in oui
artificial treatment of them, we may often deviate
widely from the laws of nature, and yet succeei'

in keeping plants not only in health, hut also in

considerable perfection. With \'no, greatest ease
we can grov.- small salad herbs on Uannol satura-

ted with Wiiter ; bulbs and others in water only ;

epiphytes on dead trees; parasites on living ones
;

and some plants suspended in the air. Mr. Street

recommends his practice as uniting the advanta-

ges of lightness, and safety in removal, whethei'

from pot to pot, or from one place to another.

The mosses collected for this purpose are the

several species of Hypnum, vi/. the purum, squar-
rosum, dnd Schreberi, with any other decayed
vegetable substances which happen to be gather-
ed up amongst them

; sometimes a little sand or
loam is added. Thp, material is pressed closely

into the pots, and the plants are put into them as

if in mould. Cuttings of some kinds of free root-

ing plants strike well in laoss. Thesubject is new
and amusing, and the way to discover whether,
and to what ends, it may be permanently useful, it

to push it as far as it will go while it is in hand
We hope Mr Street will do this, and favour the

world with the results of his experience Ibid.

PEARL BARLEY, A SUPSTITUTE FOR
RICE.

As it is equally advantageous to the public to

learn the use of a known substance as the discov-

ery of a new one, I am sure the application of bar-

ley to another branch of i!oinestic cookery will

not be disregarded by some of your readers. I

can assure them, that they will find it an excel-

lent substitute for rice. It has been long used in

this country in broth ; and, when boiled with milk,

sometimes called Scotch rice ; but by far the best

way of using it is by pounding it in a mortar. In

this form it fairly rivals mannacroop, tapioca, or

ground rice, and can be easily procured at one
twelfth of the price of the first, and one third of

the price of the last substance. It was resorted to

as a change of food for my children's breakfast
;

and the great similarity to mnnnacroop induced us

to try it in a pudding for them, and, I can assure

you, I think it one of the best of the kind—same
management as viith either of the others, icilk,

eggs, &c. &c. What we call pearl barley is the
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kind used ; but, I dare su.V, auyof the kinds would
|

answer.

—

Ibid.

A grocer in London (Robertson) has obtained a

patent for prenaring barley in the manner of

ground rice, and we believe it is very generally

used in hospitals, and as food for children.—Ed.

INTERNAL, IMPROVEMENT.
Tlie I'olloH ing document has been sent to all the towns in tins

stale, Ijing on and near the expected route fur a rail-read from

Boston to the Hudson river.

The e.ijpediency of constructing a Rail Road

from Boston westvard to the Hudson river, must

depend in a great measure upon the amount of

travel, and the number of tons of various articles

to be transported. The Commissioners now en-

gaged in the survey, are anxious to obtitiii from

the several towns, on and near the proposed routes,

as full and accurate information as possible upon

this and other topics connected with the subject.

But the time requisite for this purpo.se is more

than can be spared by them from their present

employment. To e.xped'te the accomplisliment of

their arduous labours, the Commissioners have, by

their letter, specially requested the Railway Com-
mittee in Boston to afford their assistance in Bos-

ton, by a delegation from tlieir body. According-

ly, the undersigned have been appointed, 'to open

a correspondence with the selectmen of the sev-

eral towns, and other distinguished individuals,

with the view to obtain a minute and correctstatc-

ment of FACTS, so liighly important anc neces-

sary to the success of the enterprise.''

In performing the duties assigned us, and with

the hope to develope some of the internal resour-

ces of the Commonwealth, we respectful!}- solicit

n behalf of the commissioners, your immediate at-

rention to the following inquiries :

1st. What number of tons of commodities are

annually brought in and consumed, or used, by

the inhabitants of the town in which you reside.

Prom whence are they brought, and of what ar-
[

tides do they consist.'
j

9d. What number of tons m your town are an-

;

nually raised, or wholly produced from natural

resources, within its limit.s, for the market ? Of
what articles do they ccnsist, and to what market

are they sent ?

3d. What is the number, and kind of manufac-

tories in your town—and what number of tons, of

raw materials, and mantilactured fabrics, does

each annually tra isport, to and from market ?

4th. What number of water povvers, if any, are

now occupied in your town to advantage. How
many unoccupied can be procured within the

lame. For what purposes could they be best em-

ployed. And, if .so, what additional number of

tons would they probably furnish each way, for

transportation .•'

5th. What piice per ton is usually paid in your

'own for transportation to and from market—and

what proportion is now done by hired carricis?

Cth. What number of stages weekly pass to

and from your town. To what lines do they be-

long. And what is the average number ofpas-

.songers?

7th. Can good buildiiig-stonc for constructing!

a rail-road be obtained witiiin the limits of your

town. And, if so, at what pirioo per foot, running

measure, rough-split and deliveret] at the quar-

ries ?

These questions we hope it will be in your

power to ans,wcv wiih a considerable degree of

accuracy, by the assistance of such intelligent

persons as will be ready to co-operate with you

in the inquiry. The information thus obtained

must form the principal data, on which to calcu-

late the amount of business which would be facili-

tated by the proposed rail-road. The increase of

business to be e.xpected from a great diminution

in the cost of transportation, must be in a great

measure a matter of conjecture, or on which all

computation must be in some degree uncertain.

—

As, however, the opinion of intelligent gentlemen

in different parts of the commonwealth, of the

probable increase of business, and of the value of

property, in their respective towns, consequent

to the proposed improvement, will be entitled to

great weight, we venture to propose the following

additional questions, to which we solicit an an-

swer, provided your inquiries shall enable you to

form an opinion. Any reasons which you may
think it important to give, in support of those

opinions, will add to the v<ilue of your answer.

8th. What number of acres does your town

contain ? What is the average price per acre ?

—

And how much would a rail-road, with an increase

of settlements like those now generally on the

Erie canal, enhance the value ?

9lh. If the price of transportation was reduced

to one seventh part its present cost, so that plaster

of Paris, and other manures, could be cheaply

furnished, what additional quantity of agricultural

produce would your town probably furnish annual-

ly for the market .'

10th. If the price of transportation was reduced

as above, what other articles in your town, such

as wood for fuel, lumber, granite, marble, lime,

slalc, and other building materials, iron ore, peat

coal, clay, &ic. would be increased in value ? And
what quantity, if any, would probably be annually

furnished for transportation ?

Should a rail road be located through your town,

and owned by the state, would the land necessary

for the same, and the fences, be given ?

Tlie importance and public nature of the subject

will excuse an earnest desire for a reply as soor.

as possibly consistent with your convenience. For

that, and any further information you may have

the goodness to communicate, connected with the

great object in view, you will please to accept a

grateful and lasting acknowledgement.

With the highest respect, we have the honor to

be, Gentlemen, your most obedient servants,

AB.NER PHEI.PS.
N.ATHAN H.\LE.
HENRY S.4RGENT.
WlLI.r.^M FO.«TEl{.
ANDREW J. AI.LEN,

Boston, Sept. 12, 1827. J. P. BIGELOW.
(CTPIease to direct to Dr Abner Phelps, Boston, by mail or

ill properties of substances, when improperly ap

plied, in thei? examination.

CAUTION TO FRUIT EATERS.
The mischiefs arising from the custom with

many people of swallowing the stones of fruit arr-

very great. In the Philosophical Transactions,

No. 282, there is an account of a woman who suf-

fered violent pains in her bowels for thirty years,

returning once in a month, or le. r, owing to a

plum stone which had lodged. TI ^re is also an
account of a man, who, dyinj of an incurable

cholic, which had tormented him many years, and

baffled the effects of medicine, was opened after his

death, and in his bowels was found the cause of his

distemper, which was a ball composed of hard and

tougli matter, resembling a stone, being six inches

in circumference when measured, and weighing

an ounce and a half: in the centre of this there

was found the stone of a common plum. These
instances sufficiently prove the folly of that com
mon saying, that the stones of fruits are not un

wholesome. Cherry-stones, swallowed in great

qaantities, have occasioned the death of many
people; and there have been instances even of

the seeds of strawberries, and the kernels of nuts,

collected in a lump in the bowels, and causing

violent disorders, which could never be cured till

they were carried off.

COTTON IMPROPER FOR WOUNDS.
The real cause of the ill effects of cotton when

applied in the dressing of wounds is to be seen in

its formation. On viewinif the fibres of cotton in

the microsrope, an ' under considerable magnify-

ing pov.ers, it v.ill be found that each fibre is flat,

like a ribbon with sharp edges, which no doubt

act in lacerating instead of healing wounds.—The
fibres of fla.v or linen, on tlie contrary, when view-

ed in the luicroscope under similar circ imstances,

and especially when the flax has been dressed in

the best manner, present the appearance of polish-

ed cylinders beautifully transparent. Hence tlic

superiority of linen will be self-evident. And it

shows that the microscope u'ill frequently afibr !

an imorring test of the real causes of the good or

BACON, HAMS, TONGUES, &c.
The usual composition of nitre, and culinary

salt has been foond to preserve meat much bet-

ter when a small quantity of a mixture of the ni-

tric and muriatic acids, in equal proportions, is add-

ed. A teaspoonful of this mixture is sufficient for

a pound of culinary salt, with the usual propor-

tion of nitre. We are informed that beef, mutton,

pork and tongues, salted in this manner during

the hottest days of summer, though slightly taint-

ed, iiave kept as long as pig's meat that was salt-

ed in the common way during cold weather, anil

that the flavor of the meat is superior to that of

the best hams. The composition is very similai;

to the superchlorate of soda, which is as powerful

a corrector of tainted meat, as the chloruret ol

sodium, or potass. If it be desirable to impart a.

fine smoky flavour to the meat, a dessert spoonful

of the impure pyroligeous acid may also be added

to each pound of salt. [Gaz. of Health.]

CIDER.
It is a matter of wonder, why, with the excep

tion of New-Jersey, and Dutchess and Orange
counties in New-York, no part of the northera

and middle states should have the reputation of

making good cidor. By good cider we mean that

which will not become so sour as to be unfit tc

drink in two or three months after it is made.

New-Hngland throughout, possesses a soil which

produces every variety of apples in the greatest

abundance, and yet we suspect that it will be

found that very little cider, comparatively, finds

its way from thence, either to the city of New-
York, or other places still farther south. At any

rate, we hear of none from that quarter which is

held in repute, like that from New-Jersey. The
public tables in New- York are not supplied with

good cider except at a charge of 25 to 50 cents a,

bottle.

As cider forms a very considerable article of

export from our country, we take this opportunity

to suggest, that establishments in the interior

might; wo doubt not, be made T.-nfit^'
' by sending
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older to the city, either boUled, or fit to be bot-

tled, as an article of merchandize.— [N. Y. States.]

GOI.D MINES.
We freqiienlly see in papers from abroad, the

most extravagant statements in relation to tlio

Gold Mines of this state. We have observed the

following nrliclc published in many of the North-

ern papers :

" It is stated that the members of the company

formed to work the gold mines of North-Carolina,

!iave divided each $3000."

From whence, or from whom, this statement was

derived, we arc not able to ascertain; but its wide

variance fr^ni the fiict, wonld induce lis to suspect

it first i.ict the public eye in prints remote from

the operations of the "company" alluded to.

—

Three thousand dollars may have been "divided"

by "each" niembcr of the company, for aught we

know, for «e (fortunately for once) did not era-

bark iu the speculation ; but we arc well assured,

that if that much money has been " divided" by

the company, it has been in instalments rather

'ban in profits.— Carolina pa.

Three live ostriches have recently been brought

to Boston from Cape de Verds. The Traveller

says the largest, only eight months old, in a nat-

ural posture, is nine feet high—the others are

younger and smaller but seem growing rapidly.

They swallow bones, broken stones, rind iron

nails, with avidity, and the gastric fluid of the

stomach, possesses the peculiar property of dis-

solving them in a little time. The plumage is at

present, rather disordered, as tliey have plucked

each other's feathers on tlie passage. The bird

has but two toes on the feet— the leg, large anil

u'hitc as a man's arm, is a great curiosity of it-

self. Its eye is large and vacant, and what is re-

markable, the ostrich appears entirely destitute

of attachments to its own species, or those who

have them in charge. The natives oftentimes

ride them—and though their wings are too small

lor flying, their speed over the deserts of their

own native country is far greater than the fleet-

est Arabian horse.

Preservation of Grain, Sfcfrovi Mice—Mr Don-

ald, of Scalpa, in the Hebrides, having some years

ago suffered considerably by mice, put at the bot-

tom near the center, and the top of each stack or

mow, as it was raised, three or four stalks of ivild

mint with the leaves on, and never afterwards had

any of his grain consumed. He then tried the

same experiment with his cheese, and other arti-

cles kept in' the store and often injured by mice,

nnd with equal eft'ect, by laying a few leaves,

green or dry, on the article to be preserved

—

From these results, it must be inferred, mice have

an antipathy to the smell of mint ; if so, it may be

ivorth experiment to scatter a few drops of oil of

peppermint in pantries and places where tliey fre-

quent, as the effect will probably be the same.

Miner''s Journal.

Red .Int In answer to the enquiry in the-

American Daily Advertisei of yesterday as to the

jneans of destroying or driving away the small

Red Ant, a gentleman called at this oflnce to men-

uon that if a small piece of camphor be laid in any

place infested by them, they will, in a short time,

entirely disappear.

—

Philadelphia pa.

Jin efficacious plan for Salting and Smoking
Meal.—The following method, which requires

on\y fortij-eight hours, may be adopted for salting

and smoking meat. A quantity of sa/i-pe(cc equal

to the common salt that would be required for the

meat in the usual way, must be dissolved in wa-

ter. Into this, the meat to be smoked, nmst be

put, and kept over a slow fire, till all the water is

evaporated. It must then be hung up in a thick

smoke for tioentyfour hours, when it will be found

equ.al in flavor to the best Hamburgii smoked
j

meat that has been kept several weeks in salt, as

red throughout, and equatli/ firm. This method
]

has been resorted to in Ge many and other parts,

and has been found by far preferable to any other

plan.

Monlgoljier.—Montgolfier, besides being the in-

ventor of aerostatic balloons, was the first who
manufactured vellum paper in France. The ac-

cident which led him to the formation of balloons

was curious enough ; one day, in his paper manu-
factory, he was boiling some wafers in a coffee-

pot, which happened to be covered with a piece of

paper in the form of a sphere, and this paper be-

coming full of steam, swelled and detached itself

from the pot. Montgolfier was surprised, and re-

peating the experiment, the paper again ascended;

this led him to calculate the effect of a rarified

nir which should be lighter than the atmospheric

air.—and hence the invention of aerostation.

about six months it will be fit to drink, when it

should be bottled and tied down, or wired, if it is

intended to be kept more than one year.

Toprevtnt Dogsfrom Sucking Eggs Take of
emetic tartar from four to eight grains, according
to the age and strength of your dcig, break the
end of an egg, put in the tartar and mix it— ii

your dog is disposed to suck eggs, he will readily

eat it. Confine him from cold water—the next
day repeat the dose, which continue to do on eacli

succeeding day until he refuses it, whicli will proba-
bly be the third or fourth day. After this, I have
never known them guilty of the like offence—in-

stead of being tiie destroyer of our good wives'

poultry, the same dog becomes their faithful pro-

tector.

Skill of the Athenian Masons.—If there be one

thing more capable than another of giving us a

correct idea of the rare skill acquired by the Ath-

enian workmen wlio were employed in construct-

ing those buildings, which still constitute the

glory bf that industrious city, it is the perfection

with which the drums, forming the parts of the

l.irgest columns, were fluted on the conical sur-

faces, and with which these different truncated

ctnes were so adapted to each other, that the

grooves of fluting, when put together, were in

complete unbroken continuity, from the capital to

the base of the column.

Fruits of the American System.—Mr Ezra
Childs, an enterprising farmer of Bath, N. H.

sheared from his flock of 182 merinos, 481 lbs.

wcol ; from which he manufactured 16 pieces, 435

yards of fine cloth. He is now on his way to mar-

ket with these fruits of his industry. The cloth

was dressed by Messrs. Wetherell & Hunt of

Bath, and is of excellent quality. Instances of

this kind are not rare, and they afford the best

practical commentary upon the wisdom of meas-

ures, which shall serve to protect this branch of

national economy.—.V. H. Journal.

The number of bricks made and used in Spring-

field, the last year, was 47,000,000; and during

the last four or five years, the average import of

lime has been 300 tons, a great proportion of

which is from Berkshire county, and would, of

cour>!e, be conveyed on a railway.

129,000 bushels of salt were inspected at Salina,

during the month of July.

To make Champagne from, Grapes.—Gather the

grapes when they are just turning, or about half

ripe ; pound them in a tub, and to every quart of

bernes so pounded, put two quarts of water—let

it stand in a wash-tub for fourteen days, when it

is to be drawn off—and to every gallon of liquor

put three pounds of lump sugar : when dissolved,

cask it, and after working, bung it down. In

A dreadful earthquake had occurred at Toha.
hecan. South America, on the 12lh of July. In

describing it a writer says, " the whole orb as it

were confounded, seemed ready to sink in chaos.''

Most of the private buildings were rent open and

the covent and parish church suffered greatly.

The Vine.—A very neatly written and useful

little vvork, by Mr Loubat, called "The Vine Dres-

ser's Guide,'' has been published in the English and

French languages, in order to point out the soils

and explain the culture of this important and val-

uable plant.

The experience of Mr Loubat in this branch of

horticulture, if we may so call it, amply qualifies

him for the task of an instructor, and he performs

that task in a very sensible and amiable manner,

in the little work before iis.

—

JV Y. Enquirer.

(1^ A valuable and handsome octavo volume,

entitled " Hints for American Husbandmen,"
has just been issued by order of the Directors of

the Peii:)sylvania Agricultural Society. It con-

sists chiefly of communications, of a practical na-

ture, to that society ; and its worth is enhanced
by some very neat and appropriate engravino-s.

We scarcely need to mention, that a considerable

and estimable portion of its contents is from the

pen of John IIaue Powel, Esq. of our city ; who,

wo presume, has edited the work, and to whom
American agriculture, in the most comprehensive
sense, is so largely indebted. His intelligence,

zeal and success in the various departments ol

husbandry, must secure for him the regard and
gratitude, not only of actual farmers, but of all

patriotic citizens who understand the public use

fulness of agricultural pursuits. The main topics

treated of in his volume are. Neat Cattle; Sheep;
Crops and Manures ; Substitutes for Hay ; Grass

Lands; Art of Breediug; and Root Crops. We
have marked a few of the papers, for the purpose

of copying them hereafter into our first page, ii

we should find the opportunity of so doing ; they

would be interesting to all general readers. The
whole will, no doubt, be ere long in the hands of

most of the American country gentlemen. Some
of the original communications are from England j

others from different States of our Union.

jYat. Gar.

Mr Thomas B. Robertson, late Governor of

Louisiana, has been invited to be again a candi-

date for that office. He declined the invitation,

saying " my ambition in that respect is satisfied,

and experience has sufficiently taught me, that I

can render in that situation no service at all com-

mensurate with the important duties it imposes."
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The following was selected some nioiUhs since for inserliou in

our paper, but was then omitled in consequence of a press of

matter, applicable to the current season, and which if deferred

would be in some measure like a last year's almanack. It was

therefore laid by for the present ; and at length concluded to

defer it till near the time of year in whicli it was delivered

;

when similar festivals will render its remarks as well timed as

they are judicious and well expressed.

Extracts from an Address delivered before tlie Hartford County

Agricultural Society, October 12, 182G.

BY REV. CHARLES A. GOODRICH.

Scarcely half a century has elapsed, siucc the

;omraencemenl of the present system oftriving an

impulse to Asriculture and mechanical efforts, by

Shows and honorary rewards. This short period

however, has elicited the opinion of many in their

favor, and jriven to airricultural societies and their

exhibitions, no small influence in the civilized

world. Fifty millions of aien, in Ktirope and

America, are now their advoc-ites. In England,

societies are numerous and efficient. Three es-

tablishments only, in the United Kin;jdom, annu

ally e.vpend, in tiie promotion of Agricultural ob-

jects, the sum of $70,000. France has nearly one

hundred annual shows, besides a national exhibi-

tion at Paris, once in three years, whose li.sts of

premiums alone, would fill, it is said, an octavo

volume of 350 pages. In the United States, in the

.short space of about twenty years, agricultural

societies have increased from a sincrle one to be-

tween fifty and sixty. Among the patrons of these

societies, too, both hero and abroad, are to be

found men of the most cultivated and enlightened

minds, of deep philo.sophicai research and practi-

cal skill, and of the highest official rank. Surely,

such men as Madison, Q,uincy, Pickering, Powcl,

Lincoln, and Peters, not to mention many distin-

guished names in Europe, would not lightiy favor

a system, designed only to amuse a rabble, or des-

tined to be ephemeral in its existence and iuliu

ence. If public opinion, then, be any test— if the

sanction of the wise and great carries anv weight,

it must be admitted, that too much iniporlance has

not been given to .-gricuitural societies. The ex-

hibitions of such 'O' ieties are always connected

with much that is interesting and instructive. Is

the farmer an admirer of the animal creation? He
iiere sees dom'-stic animals, both native and im-
ported, of the finest forms and choicest qtialities.

Is he an admirer of the vegetable productions of

the earth.' Here are ex'hibited specimens, which

.shew, that if in the sweat of his brow, man must

toil, a munificent Providence does not let him toil

in vain. Is he pleased with the exhibitions of me-

chanical skill.' Here are implements, the result of

genius, of patient, persevering industry, which will

which, in the mathematical and mechanic sciences

have so highly distinguished the names of Newton,

Godfrey, Watt, Arkwright, and Perkins? Who,
but twenty years since, dreamed of the results of

the present times ? Is it too much to say, that we
live in the dawn of a day, wliosc beams by their

radiance, will by and by shew, how insignificant

the light is, which we now think so great?

But from fancy, if this be fancy, let us descend

to the facts. I ask you to notice foi '. moment,

some xmprovemtnls, v.'hich have been n -de in this

country in agriculture and its branches, within

the last twenty years, the merit of which must be

accorded to Agricultural Societies.

At the commencement of this period, the high-

est crops of potatoes were staled at 200 bushels to

the acre—now, crops of this vegetable are notun-

frequently made of from 400 to 700 bushels. Then
the highest quantity of corn gathered from an

acre v.'as from 40 to 50 bushels—now, we read of

numerous crops of from GO to 120 bushels, and, in a

single instance, of one which reached 172 bush-

els.* In the mean time, many valuable roots and

plants, such as the mangel wurtzel, the Swedish

turnip, the carrot, the common beet, the cabbage,

some of which were before scarcely known, have

been introduced as general crops, and yield hun-

dreds of bushels to the acre. Many new imple-

ments of husbandry have been introduced, and

former ones iraproved, adding greatly to the con-

venience and profit of the fanner. Our farms are

better ploughed, better manured, botterseeded, bet-

ter drained, and better fenced. Numerous flocks of

Spanish and Saxony sheep have been introduced,

which furnish to our manufacturers the material

for fabrics, which already rival those of Europe.

Through the instrumentality of some gentlemen,

much zeal has been e.xcited throughout the coun-

try, to improve other descriptions of domestic an-

imals: and with what success, every year furuish-

Gs proof, which must come with a welcome tothnse

who have pioneered the way, at the expense of

much time and wealth.

Permit me to suggest, in the first place, the

importance of our farmers, as a body, becoming

men of more reading and injormaiion tj! their pro-

fession. Tlie experience of an individual must

of necessity be limited. He has not time, nor ot't-

en neither the requisite wealth nor capacity to

institute experiments of importance. How, then,

shall his deficiences be supplied ? Obviously by

the satne means b"; which the deficiency of the

lawyer, the divine, and the physician are supplied

—bj/ reading. Let the farmer, then, purchase, as

he is able, a few well selected boolts on the sub-

ject of agriculture—to these let him add a paper.

abridge his labors; and here, too. are proofs, not i

o>" tv;o, devoted to the same subject, of which,

the fewest, nor the meanest, that the daughters of' happily, wo have now several of high character

—

our land can put their " hands to the spindle," and !

"nd to these let him devote a portion of the dark

are not ashan.ed of the " dJ^tnA"." In short, the !

fi".vs of autumn, and the long evenings of winter,

farmer has ocuhir damnnstration, that if the ia.st 'Prom these, every farmer may derive many valu-

age of improvoment hts arrived, it has not yet

made its exit from the worlu. The human mind
is still ascendant. God has not prescribed a limit

10 the genius of uin ; or if he have, that limit is

not yet seen. True, we may never he able " to

plough by ste;-m, nor sow by steam, nor by the

novel combina ions of the mechanic powers;" yet,

vho has fully tested the energies ofnature, or can
vet foresee u-hat philosophical investigation, com-
bined with practical skill, may not accomplish?
Who will alnrra that discoveries and improvements
«r. agriculture do not await ua similar ttx those,

hie hints. He will find, perhaps, an account of

some new and useful implement of husbandry
;

some new grass or grain ; some improvement in

the management of a crop of corn ; some remedy
for a disease afflicting his family horse ; or some
valuable suggestion about wintering his sheep.

Besides relieving the tediousness of many an hour

ordinarily dozed away in his corner, Itc will thus

* Messrs. .1. & M. Pratt, of Easion, Madison county. New-
Yci k, in 1822, raised 172 bushels and two pecks of corn, on an
acre. )S« Nfw-Englan'l Farmer, p. 331, also, Fannrr's Guide,

p. 92.

be adding to his stock of useful knowledge ; and
be preparing in the ensuing spring and summer,
to bring to some profitable account the knowledge
which he has gained. The vast improvement in

Agriculture in Great Britain, within half a centu-

ry, is attributable, in no small degree, to the cir-

culation of facts and experiments, by means ol

treatises, pamphlets and papers. It is to be hoped
the time is not distant, when the farmers of this

county, and elsewhere, will give to this suhjectits

merited attention. Might I venture to name a

single publication, which more than any other

seems adapted to general use among our farmers,

it would be that of the New England Farmer, a

weekly paper publisi.-^d at Boston. Its Editor is

is as enlightened as ne is industrious, and makes
his paper a vehicle of information on Agriculture,

and its kindred subjects, of the most interesting

and profitable kind.

Another point to which I beg your indulgent

attention, is the importance of that management o!

a farm, wliich regards it as a whole. By a bold

and vigorous effort, a farmer may, in a given in-

stance, and on a favored spot, raise a crop of un-

common magnitude ; and yet this crop, by demand-

ing that labor which is due to other parts of the

farm, may, upon the whole, operate as a loss. Nc
farmer should possess more land than he can

watch over v\ith proper care ; and his industry

should have one uniform direction, and one ulti-

mate tendency

—

Ihe melioration of the whole farm.
Like a wise father, if he have favorites, he should •

still discharge his duty to the whole circle of

children. Each acre should receive that atten-

tion which it deserves, viewed as a member of the

whole, and that cultivation, which will best bring

its powers into action. Indeed, on the portions

least favored by nattire, he should, perhaps, be-

stow the most cultivation, on the principle whicii.

it is said, parents should act in sending unlikely

sons to college—to make them equal to the rest.

It is attributable to this partial and unenlightened

management, that so many of farms present a

chequered and unsightly appearance. A few par-

ticular lots are selected, which are cultivated with

great assiduity ; while other lots are neglected

I and despised. No regard is had to the farm as a

whole ; no system of general operations is pe-

rused. Tho farmer gathers what he is able from

these fevif well cultivated portions, and rests con-

tented. By some of our farmers, the beauty of a

farm is judged to lie much in contrast ; and hence

some portions of their land are neglected through

fear that the bramble, tho thorn, tho thistle would
otherwise find no dwelling place on earth.

These observations apply to no part of our

farms with more force, than to our /^as/urcgrounrf*.

Upon these a thought is scarcely ever bestowed.

Bushes and briars and thorns and thistles are suf-

fered to usurp dominion in the very heart of a

farm, and to show a pointed and painful authority

over the stock—besides operating to a total loss

of many per centum of the value of these grounds.

The consequence is, that where a couple of acres,

or even less, would keep a cow, several become

indispensable. And after all, the pastures are fed

close ; the dairy suffers ; and a stock of meagfre,

half famished cattle come in in the fall, and con-

tinue lank through the winter. A few days spent

upon these " neglected spots" each year would

enable the farmer, especially if they were thrown

into small enclosures, to admit of alternate chang--

es of the stock, to keep more, and keep them is.
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oiler condition. In short, were the farmer's at-

tention direc-ted more generally to his farm, as a

whole, his sl.Tilo plains would in process of time

become fenio fields; his dairy would be more

profitable ; cis stocU improved: his farm be more

valuable, and his reputation be rescued from mer-

ited reproach. (To he concluded next iDCck )

GEOLOGICAL Guryev" or Worcester
COUNTY.

The citizens of Worcester County, alive to their

interests, intend to institute a gooloafical survey

of every town, for tiic purpose of aiding Agricul-

(ure and Manufactures. A gentleman, by the

name of Holbrook, has recently addressed a se-

ries of questions, onihe subjeci, to each town, and

lias offered to eich a set of specimens of the most

valuable productions of the mineral kiugfdom —
Such a mode, of developing the natural advanta-

ges of old Es.sex, should be adopted. We are per-

suaded, that it would be advantageous to us. A
few years ago a Society for this purpose was pro-

tected among some of our young citizens. Have

(hey not enough of public spirit, to renew the pro-

iect. and carry it into execution?

—

Salem Observer.

SUBTERRANEAN FOREST.
The second volume of the Transactions of the

Geological Society of London," contains a very

interesting account of the subterranean forest,

which was laid open in Norfolk, Eng. last autumn,

by the sliding off into the sea of a large avalanche

of rocks and clay.—The forest occupied a bed of

nbout four feet in thickness. The trunks vi^erc

found to stand, as thickly as usual in woods.

—

Tiio stumps appeared to be firmiy rooted in the

original soil, "but they are invariably broken off

about a foot and a half from the base." The
stems and branches lie scattered horrizontally, and

among them are thin layers and cakes of decom.-

posed leaves. The species of the timber is princi-

pally that of the pine, but there are some speci-

men's of elm and oak. This forest extends twen-

!y miles, and is from ten feet to two hunted feet

below the surface of the earth. —Sa/f7)i (Ms.

KEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, SEPT. 21, 1827.

POULTRY HOUSES, &c.

Beatson, an English writer [Com. to the Boardof
.1g. vol.1.) is of opinion that poultry always ought

to be confined, but not in a close, dark, diminutive

hovel, as is often the case ; they should have a

spacious airy place, properly constructed forthem.

Some people are of opinion that each sort of poul-

try should be kept by itself. This however, he

says is not absolutely necessary, for all sorts may
be kept promiscuously together, provided they

have a place sufficiently large to accommodate
them conveniently, and proper divisions or nests

for each kind to retire to separately, which they

will naturally do themselves.

Mr. Wakefield of Liverpool,says the compiler of
" The Complete Grazier," keeps a large stock of

poultry in the same enclosure with singular suc-

cess. He has nearly an acre enclosed with a close

slab fence about seven feet high. The top of the

fence is every where sharp pointed like pickets,

though perhaps this may not be necessary. Within
this enclosure are put up slight small sheds well

secured from rain however, for the different kinds

^ poultry, and it is supplied with a small stream

! of water. The poultry is regularly fed tlircc times

a day witii potatoes boiled in steam, wliich is their

only food except vvliat grass may grow in their

enclosure. Tiie quantity of dung whicii is made
in lliis poultry place is also an object worthy of

attention; and when it is cleaned out, a thin par

ing of the surface is at the same time taken off

winch makes a valuable compost for the purpose
of manure. But for keeping poultry on a small

scale, it is only necessary to liave a small shed or

slight building, formed in souie warm, siiellercd,

sunny satuation, if near tlie kitchen or other place

where a fire is constantly kept, so much the belter,

with proper drvisions, boxes, baskets or other con-

trivances for the different sorts of birds, and for

their laying and incubation.

Where a few poultry that take tlieir chance at

the barn door, are kept by a farmer for the con-

venience of eggs, and not to go to market when a

fowl is wanted, no particular attention is requi-

site ; but as in some situatiops tliey may pay well

for more food and closer attention, other circum-

stances may bo noticed. " The poultry house

should," Young says, "contain an apartment for

the general stock to roost in, another for setting,

a third for fattening, and a fourth for food. If

the scale is large there should be a fifth for pluck-

ing and keeping feathers. If a woman is kept

purposely to attend them, she should have her

cottage contiguous, that the smoke ofher chimney
may play into the roosting and setting rooms

;

poultry neverthrive so well as in warmth and smoke,

an observation as old an Columella, and strongly

confirmed by the quantity bred in the smoky cabins

of Ireland. For setting both turkeys and hens,

nests should be made in lockers, that have lids

witli hinges to confine them if necessary, or two
or three will, he says, crowd into the same nest.

All must have access to a gravelled yard, and to

grass range, and the building should be near the

farm yardj and have clear water near. Great at-

tention should be paid to cleanliness and white
washing, not for appearance, but to destroy ver-

min.

Loudon says "The interior arrangement of a

poultry house for a farm yard is generally very

simple and consists of a little more than a number
of spars reaching across the bottom of the build-

ing at different heights, or the same height, with

a gang way or ladder attached, for the fowls to

ascend; but where comfort and cleanliness are

studied, a preferable mode is to form a sloping

stage of spars (see a b in the annexed figure) for

the poultry to sit on ; beneath the stage may be

two ranges of boxes for nests (c c) the Tooffd)

should be a ceiling to keep the whole warm in

winter, and tlie door (e) should be nearly as high

as the ceiling for ventilation and should have a

small opening with a shutter at bottom, which

where there is no danger from dogs or foxes, may
be left open at all times to admit of the poultry

going in and out at pleasure, and especially fo,r

their early egress during summer. The spars on
which the clawed birds aro to roost, should not be

round and smooth, hut roundish and roughish, like

the branches of a tree. The floor must be dry

and kept clean for the web footed kind.

A writer in the European Magazine, in speak.

ing of this mode of managing and feeding fowls

says, "I gave them corn fgrain] in the morning,

and in the r:fteriioon boiled potatoes mixed with

Irish bran, but I never allowed tliein to take a full

meal of corn. They liad a small orchard to range

in, where in the course of tlic day, they occasion-

ally j)ickcd up worms and other insects, and J

have observed that poultry of all kinds eagerly

seek for animal food, even after they have satiated

themselves with corn: indeed I can perceive a

portion of animal food essentially requisite to pre

serve them in a healthy state.

Mr. Lawrence, (JVew Fnnncrs^ Calendar, page

551,) says "Poultry are an article of luxury, for

which the little farmer never obtains an adequate

price. He had better allow his wife a certain

annual sum for pin money than suffer her to keep

these dcvourers. Four hens to a cock or five at

most. Hens set twenty one days. Leave plenty

of nest eggs where you desire them to set. Take
away the strongest chickens aa fast as they arc

hatched, secure them in wool until the whole art

hatched, a-id strong enough to be cooped. Hens

not to be cooped near,as they may kill each other's

chickens. Young poultry fed by themselves, or

under coops, as the large arc apt to tread the

smaller to death."

It is said a little molasses or any other sacchar-

rine substance is very useful to mix with the food

of poultry, which it is intended tofatten. Perhaps

it might be well to boil a proportion of beets, ripe

and sweet pumpkins or squashes with potatoes for

the food of poultry. When corn is given to fowls

it should be broken or soaked in water. Hens, it

is said, should have access in winter, to slacked

lime, lime mortar, or oyster shells, otherwise they

will be less likely to afford eggs, as something of

a calcareous nature is necessary to form the shell.

Wheat, however, if given to fowls for food, will

furnish the substance [phosphate of lime] which

is the principal constituent part of egg-shells.

We have noticed the following among new

works just published in London :

The Florist's Guide ; a treatise on Tulips, Hya-

cinths, Carnations, Pinks, Auricula, Roses, &.C. by

R. Sweet, F. L. S.

Flora Australacia ; description of Flowers in

New Holland, &,c.

Designs for Agricultural buildings, Cottages,

Farm House, &c. ; by C. Waistell, Esq. Chairman

of the Committee on Agriculture of the Society of

Arts.

English Flora, by Sir Jas. E. Smith.

Essay on the different modes of cultivating the

Pine Apple ; by a member of the Horticultural

Society.

The Gardener's Remembrancer.

Treatise on Shrubbery; by Thos. Philips, F.H.S.

It ia stated in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine,

which has been published in London but one year,

that it has already over 3000 subscriberfi.
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oa which mainly depends ultimate success. Of how
j

of restoring health to the trees has, with me, uni

much more importance then must proper discrira- \ formly failed.

nation be to a country new in this species ofcul-l The other mode, by tilling up and removing the

ture ? Impresed with these ideas I have in my suckers of the apple tree to a favourable situation.

" ShortTreatise on Horticulture" now in the press
j

even though sometimes attended with a degree ot

arranged the most celebrated European grapes
:
success, yet, in every instance where any just com-

under the three following heads, viz: i parisoii could be made, the seedling stock in its

1st. Grapes of Germany, Switzerland, and the : progression and maturity has had greatly the ad-

north of France.
I

vantage.

9d. Grapes of middle France. The pear tree sends forth many, very many.
3d. Grapes of the south of France. more suckers tlian the apple tree. Most of our

I have also given particular descriptions, in do-
, stocks, it is believed, are brought from New Hamp-

tail, of 68 varieties of grapes. With tliis aidinjahirc; all are not competent to judge whether they

making suitable selections, I think our judicious are suckers or seedlings.

Horticultnralists will not be at a loss to discrimi- But the pear being a longer lived tree, may for

nate and select sucli as may be calculated to sue- that reason present in suckers a better stock for

ceed in the respective localities to be allotted i grafting tlian the apple. But here too the force

them—you are no doubt aware as well as myself
|

of experience is in favor of the seedling,

of the great importance of another point, viz: For many years I haveimproved the New Hamp-
Accuracy as to the kind of grape named, for it shire stocks for grafting, and though to advantage

must have become well known that many inaccu-iln some instances, yet I am bound to say less so

racies frequently occur, and that without this pre- in these cases, generally, than in those of known
four inches of air in the bottom of the hole, when

j
caution is well attended to, all otiier exertions seedling stocks,

iieatod by the explosion of the gunpowder, and its may prove futile. It has been my wish in this
j

As to the smaller fruits, such as plums, cherries,

BLASTING ROCKS.
;

A writer in the Glasgow Mechanics' Blagazine

gives a statement of an "improved method of blast-

ing rocks with gunpowder, by which notonly 4-9ths

of the gun-powder is saved, but which far e.xceeds

any method I liave ever seen in its execution and

effects. It has been practised for near a century

in the extensive mines in Sweden ; and only re-

quires to be generally known in this country to be

properly estimated.
" Suppose a hole intlic usual method of blasting

requires 9 inches of gunpowder; instead of tilling

it completely, leave 4 inches next the bottomemp-
ty, and above this space put 5 inches of gunpow-
der, which is supported by a piece of paste-board

cut to the size of tlio hole, with a stick under-

neath, and attached to it in the middle. To prevent

the stick head or pasteboard from being air-tight,

four notches may be made of such a size as to al-

low the air, but not the gunpowder, to pass thro'.

Then stem it and fire it, in the usual way. The
principle on which it acts, is the rarefaction of the

consequent expaiuive poteer or force.

"I cannot, perhaps, give a clearer demonstration

of this force, than by supposing a fowling-piece to

be loaded, and the charge not rammed home as it

is called; that is, if the least air remain in the

bottom of the barrel, the consequence, as every
one knows, would bo the bursting of the barrel.

—

The intention, of course, in this case is to burst

the barrel."

PRESERVATION OF CABBAGES.
The London Montlily Magazine gives the follow-

ing method by which the Portuguese preserve

cabbages on board their ships. The cabbage is

cut so as to leave about two inches or more of the

stem attached to it ; after wliich thn pith is scoop-

ed out to about the depth of an inch, care being

taken not to wound or bruise the rind by this ope-

ration. The cabbages then are suspended by means
of a cord, tied round that portion of the stem next

the cabbage, and fastened at regular intervals to

a rope across the deck. That portion of the stem
from which the pith is taken, being uppermost, is

regularly filled with water during very long voya-

ges.

The same method might be advantageously a-

dopted in private houses.

little publication, to throw as much light upon all
J

&c. the little experience I have had has been to

the points referred to as its limits would permit. '• the same conviction as to the comparative inferi-

In addition to the subject of Grapes, this publi- ority of the sucker,

cation contains directions for the culture ofalmost
! There is besides a general objection made to

every species of fruit found in our Gardens, and ; transplanting the sucker—that it is apt to throw

descriptions of a number of varieties of each spa- forth suckers to the injury of the soil,

cies. In fact, sir, deeming such a compendium, It must be considered as going to the establish

7nostly gatheredfrom personal observation, as much^tneni of this position, that the seedling forest

wanted, I have put tliis small work to press hop- trees are by far to be preferred. Having raised

ing that it might prove acceptable to the public,
,
from the seed for ornamental use, a number of the

as a prelude to my general publication on •' Amee- ' elm, American and English ash, &c. I have found

icAN Horticulture,"—and the e.xpense will be i them in ten years to acquire double the growth of

so trifling as to be no object to any one.

Yours most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden—Your correspondent "W. D.'

in a late New England Farmer, asks— ioi'H suckers '

^atjon'of the parent stock, and is subject to t"h

suckers. The Eno-lish elm (so called) have been
hitherto with us, it is believed, wholly propagated

from the sucker, and it is often so with other for-

est trees.

In what has preceded I have referred to the

principle that the graft is but the transfer or elon-

ose
procecdingfrom the roots of trees, if grafted, make

-^^^^^ ^^ich govern j7i growth, maturity and de-
as good and fruitful trees as seedlings ? No^gy_ ^^ ^^ j^is, there is a difference of opinion,
answer having been given by the more competent

^^ tf,ere may be on other suggestions herein
to this inquiry, I am induced to say that as far as

| „,^jg_ b,,^ I chcerfullv offer what has occurred
my experience has extended, seedlings are much

f^ ^^^ ^nd ^.^y,,, (nj-g yo,,^ correspondent) being
to be preferred to suckers.

[ ;„ gga^ch of truth, be right glad of better iiistruc"-

For this, some obvious reasons may be given.— ^^^^ j g^,, gj^ yQ^^g

TAINTED FISH.
It is stated in the Glasgow Mechanics Magazine

that fish which is slightly tainted may be restored

to its proper flavour by mixing a quantity of vine-

gar and salt in the water in which fish is to be
toiled.

Dorchester, Sept. 1827. J. WELLES.

VINES.
( Linnxan Botanic Garden, near
? New York, Sept. 17, 1827.

Mr Fessendkn-—Well versed as you are, sir,

on subjects of Horticulture, I feel sure that you
•will agree with me, that in the establishment of
vineyards, no one point is of so mucli importance
as a proper selection of those varieties best suited
by their nature and qualities to their destined lo-

calities. We must not of course take the grapes
of the south of France for the northern states,

nor should we take those of the north, for the

southern states, if others offer more advantageous.
The fact is, in forming new vineyards, even in

The seedling is taken when known to be young

and vigorous— its roots healthy and diverging e-

qually from the stock, may be preserved with little

injury by removal. It is not so with the sucker

—

The roots are in general very unequally and im-

perfectly procured—the sucker proceeding from hnniculiurisis in iliis vicinity fully coincide with Mr Welles.

the root, when removed carries with it an useless llr Eiske's success may lie an exception to the general rule,

portion thereof, with the dispositions and diseases The great care and good cultivation he bestows on his lice*

to which the parent stock is liable ; and, further,

Remarks.—We deem it proper to mention that at the time of

writing the above, Mr Welles had not seen the remarks of tlie

Hon. O. FisKE in our paper of the 7th inst. Several of our best

mijrht overcome almost anv obstacles.

—

Ed.

if the life and vigor of the tree depends upon the
|

age and condition of the stock, whether grafted or i

SUNFLOWER.
Mr. Fessende^— An account in the N. E. Far

not, which is generally admitted, and which expe-
1 ^^^ ^^f j^e 14th inst. of a gigantic Sunflower grow

rience seems to confirm, your labour wi 1 be to lit-
,„^ -^ ^y^^, Chester, Pa. the height of which wa

tie or no effect. In most cases you will be at an
gfatec to be 12 feet and 1 inch, induced me to

uncertainty, and at best will lose a portion of the
\ ,^^^^,,^g o^g in my garden, which came up from

duration of the tree you propose to cultivate.
! ^ ^gg,, accidentally dropped, and has attained with-

you propos

In the apple I have made majiy successive ex

periments in two modes. First, from cutting away
out any cultivation, the stature of 12 feet and 6

inches. The stalk measures (i inches in circum-
an old stock, and then grafting the vigorous shoots I

fg,.g^^g ^ ^^ 4 feet from the ground, and supports
or suckers from the root.

4,, (^^.^e^s, though none of them are so lar-^e as
In these cases an extraordinary growth was had.

[
„,^j „(• ^hg Pennsylvanian Anak, which was 4 feet

But this was for a short time only. The ends of
1

j„ circumference, and was compared to the risin-

France, this is a nice point to be considered, and !

"'^ '™'^^ ^°°" ^^S^" '° P"'^''' """^ '^''^'^ ""^^"^
I moon.
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INDIAN CORN.

And since I have taken up tlic pen, allow me to

say, that Indian corn sown broadcast for fodder

;s a very valuable and certain crop; of this, the

experience of two dissimilar seasons has convin-

ced me. In the e.\trenie drought of the last year

and the abundant moisture of the present, the

orop has prospered and generously compensated

for the labour and expense bestowed on it. Three

quarters of an acre of ordinary land, with a light

dressing of manure, from one and a half bushel of

seed, produced me two tons (by estimation) of ex-

cellent fodder. With skillful management, I have

to doubt the product might be doubled.

Jl Subscriber in Essex County.

FARMER'S FESTIVAL.
The Cattle Show, Ploughing Match, and E.xhi-

bition of Manufactures, of the Massachusetts Ag-
ricultural Society will take place at Brigiiton, on

Wednesday, the J7th of October.

That of the Essex Agricultural Society, at

West Newbury, on the 10th of October.—We un-

derstand the Committee of Arrangements have

]>assed a vote that no ardent spirits or wine be

used at the dinner table.

The annual Cattle Show, Ploughing Match, and

1 jxhibilion of Manufactures, of tlio Society of Mid-

JlGsex Husbandmen and Manufacturers, will take

|ilacc in Concord, Mass. on the lOth of Oct. next.

The Oration on this occasion will be delivered by

lion. Edward Everett. We mention this fact

now, for the second time, (says the Concord Ga-

icttc,) because the inquiry has frequently been

made, whether his health is sufficiently recover-

ed, since his late sickness, to enable him to fulfil

his engagement in this respect.

We are desired to mention, that the time for

trying the strength of working cattle will be after

ilie services in the Meeting-house.

Liberal premiums have been offered for the

largest crops of Indian Corn, Wheat, Carrots, Bar-

ley, Turnips, Onions and Hops, to the acre ; and

for the best plantations of White Oak, White Ash,

Elm, and fruit trees.

The Cattle Show, die. of the Worcester Agri-

rultural Society will take place at Worcester, on

the lOlh of October.

Those persons intending to become competitors

HI the Ploughing Match at Worcester, on the 10th

of October, are reminded, that Tuesday, the 25th

iust. is the last day on which entries can be re-

ceived by the Secretary for that interesting part

"f the exhibition.

The Society offer a premium of fifteen dollars

for the best team of working oxen from any town

in the County, of not less than sixty yoke, with

one dollar for every mile's travel from the centre

of the town. As early notice as may be conve-

nient is requested from any towns which embrace
this liberal offer. By order of the Com. of .Arrange.

The Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden Agri-

cultural Society hold their Annual Show at North-

ampton; on the 24th of October.

A large and respectable Agricultural Society

has been formed in Cumberland county. Pa. whose
Show will take place on the 1st and 2d Novem-
ber, at Carlisle. We perceive they have offered

liberal premiums for the best managed farms—for

the best crops—horses—neat cattle—sheep—
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swine—implements of liusbandry—domestic man-
ufactures, &c.

In Ohio, the Hamilton County Agricultural So-

ciety have offered a silver cup, of the value of fifty

dollars, o ilfty dollars in cash, at the option of the

successful claimant, for the best crop o( barley on
ten acres of ground ; and also a silver cup of half

the value, for the best crop on five acres, all to be

raised in Hamilton, and the four adjoining coun-

ties.

On Wednesday and Thursday.thc 19th and 20th

inst. the Cattle Show and Fair for Hillsborough

County, took place at Milford, (N. II.) and it was
expected to be equal any former exhibition in the

county. Suitable preparations were made, and a

commendable zeal manifested among the yeoman-
ry of that excellent county.

—e®e«"
0[/^Wc are informed by Mr Havward, clc:k

oflheFanueil Hall Market, that 2700 bushels of

peaches, have been brougiit in during the last 9

days.
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FIIESH IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
On SA'l'URDAY next, al 11 o'clock,

Ai Ciinnmgliam's Aiwtion Room, coni'2r ofMilkand Federal-
streets,

Two invoices ofBulbous Roots, Just received per briff Janus,
from Rotterdam, beincdirect consignments from the celebrated
florists, I. D. Nieman Jr. and F. VanVelssen, consisting in part
of double and single hyacinths, tulips, crocus, anemones, ranun-
culus, narcissus, ionquillcs, irisjTilies, snow drops, crown im-
perials, &c.; with several rarer roots, such as ornitliogalum

arudalum, do. perudalum, colsicum, albo, do. pleno, ferraria ti-

grida, gladiolus commune, &c. &c.
,
These roots are in perfect

order, and may be depended on, being put up by florists who
have sent the best roots to this market for several years past.

Sale po.sitive. J. L. CUNNINGHAM, Auct'r.

Fowl Meadow Grass.
Received tliis day, at the office of tlie New England Farmer,

one cask of Fowl IVleadow Grass Seed—(Vesii and genuine.

Fresh Garden Seeds.

For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North
Market Street, Boston , a complete assortment of Garden and
Field Seeds, many of which are suitable for fall sowing ; a part
of the seeds are of the growth of 1827 ; among which are

Superior WHITE PORTUGAL ONION
BLACK SPANISH, or WINTER RADISH
FALL PRICKLY SPINACH, for greens
DUTCH COLE, for greens—WHITE MULBERRY
Various sorts ofCABBAGES, PARSNIPS, CARROTS,

LETTUCE, BEETS, &c. &c.

Grass Seeds.

ORCHARD GRASS, LUCERNE, HERDS GRASS, RED
TOP, RED and WHITE HONEYSUCKLE CLOVER, &c.

Also, 2 bushels fresli Canary Seed
;
genuine EnglisliRape

Seed ; Hemp Seed. &-c. for birds.

NOTICE.—Taken up and impounded in the town pound of
NewioH, a roan-coloured horse-^the owner unknown. The own-
er is requested to call, pay charges, and take him away.

Newtou.Sepl. 14. 1827. JOSEPH WHITE, Field Drirer.

Saxony Sheep.

On THl'RSDAY Oct. IS at 10 o'clock,

The day succeeding the Agricultural Fair.

At Brighton, (near Boston) the entire flock of Electoral Siixonij

Slteep, imported in Ilk ship Mentor, Capt. l\Ianu,

from Hamburg, consisting of

161 EWES and 21 R^MS.
These Sheep were careftilly selected by experienced agents

for account of a highly respectable House in Leipsic, and will

be found to excel any flock hitherto imported in regard to size

and weight of fleece, while they are not inferior in any other

particular. The large uroportion of Fives, of the finest quality,

were not procured witnout much difficulty ; and, in general,

such measures were taken as to warrant the expectation that

this flock will not sutler by the most rigid scrutmy of persons

disposed to improve their stock by the ititroduction ofpure Sax-

ony Blood.

The Sheep may be examined at Brigiiton, at any time before

the sale.

Catalogues will be ready for deli\ery at our office 20 days

previous—when Samples of the Wool « ill be exhibited.

Tlie Agent pledges himself that none of the Stock will be

disposed of until the day of Auction, when thcv will all be sold

without reserve. COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD
WANTED—As an apprentice to the Pi mUng Business, aii

active lad, of about 14 years of age.of^ooi education and habits,

and well recommended'; to such an cne cncoriragenient \\\\\ be

given. No others need apply.

JVciu England Farmer's Almanack, for 1828-
Just published, al the New England Farmer Office, and

for sale by Bowles &, DLAnBORN, 72 Washington .Street, and
at the Bookstores generally, the New Kutrjand f'arnwr's Alma-
nark, {ariS'28. By Tliomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
England Farmer.

'I'liis Almanack, in addiiion to the usual miscellaneous matter
contained in similar works, contains a Calendar of the Courts
for each stale in New Englan<l; the Sun's declination; and 10
pages of agricultural matter on the lollowing subjects

:

On Soaking Seed Corn in copperas water—on Small Farms—on Charcoal—i>n Fish used as a IManure—on Gapes or Pip in

Poultry—Agricultural Axioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Slagger.s
in swine-How to raise Cabbages, which shall not be club-loot-
ed, by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—How to Fatten Fowls
A cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privies
^-Root Steamer, uith a drawing—on Grafted 'Trees—on Paint-
ing walls to Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on the value of 'Time—Machines
for gathering Clover Hertds, leith tu-j iHustrative engravings—
Sir Astley Cooper's Chilblain Ointment—Recipes for'lhe Ladies,
containing directions for making sex'jra! kinds of Cake.—Mis-
cellanies, &c.

This Almanack may be purcha'cd, wholesale and retail ol

O. D. Cooke & Son, Hartford, Con.—Holbrook &- Fesscnden.
Brattleborough, Vt.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Pren-
tiss, Keenc, N. IL—John W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk.
Portsmouth, N. H.—Pearson, Little & Roliinson, Portland, Me
—Whipple & Lawrence, and John M. Ives, Salem—Ebenezer
Stedman,Newburyport—Hilliard & Brown, Cambridge—Ezra
Collier, Plymouth—E. &. G. Merriam, West Brookfield—Clar-
endon Harris, Worcester—A. S. Beckwith, Providence—G.
Thorburn & Son, No. 67 Liberty Street, New York—and by
booksellers and traders generally.

[Cr Counli-y Dealers aud others supplied on the most favorabit
terms.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

APPLES, best, ibbl

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - - ton.

pearl do. - - -

BEANri, white, bush
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, - bbl.

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

akiinmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED busb
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St bbl

Genesee, ...
Rye, best. - - .

GRAIN, Rye - - - - -

Corn - - - .

Barley - - r "

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, Isl sort, new, - lb.

HOPS, No ], Inspection

LIME, cask

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern gal.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at ton

PORK, Bone Middlings, new, Jbbl.

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - |bush

Clover . - - . lb.

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do

PuUtd, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinrring, 1st sort

PROVISION- MARKET.
BEEi', best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, -.--..
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - - busli

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - - - ^
C.IDTRB, (afcopjjng to[quality) ^bbl

FROM
1 25

87 50
92 00

1 50
9 50
(I 50
7 50

12

90
5 25
4 75

63
63
62

40i
9

12

70
77

2 75
13 00
12 00
11 60
2 25

8

35
20
28
25
20
33

6

40
1 00

1 50
90 00
97 00
1 67

10 00
8 75
8 00

15

1 00
5 50
5 00
none

66
67
67
43
10

15

1 00
7C

3 00.

14 00
12 25
12 00
2 50

10
48
25
34
30
25
37
30
32

12

11

6i
10

9
15

18

20
15

80
75
50

4 OO
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JHisccUanics.

My thouglus are in my native land,

"My heart is in my iiEitive place

;

AVhere willows bend to breezes bland,

And kiss the river's rippling face.

Where sunny shrubs disperse their scent,

And raise their blossom high to heaven ;

As if in calm acknowledgment
For brilliant hues and virtues given.

My thoughts are with my youthful days.

When sin and grief were but a name .;

When every field had golden ways,

And pleasure with the day-light came.

I bent the rushes to my feet.

And sought the water's silent flow,

I moved along the thin ice fleet,

Nor thought upon the death below.

I culled the voilet in the dell,

Where wild-roses gave a chequered shade :

And listened to each village bell,

So sweet by answering echo made.

In God's own house, on God's own day.

In neat attire I bent the knee ;

Pure sense of duty bade me pray

—

Joy made me join the melody.

Thus memory from her treasured urn.

Slakes o'er the mind her spring like rain;

Thus scenes turn up and palely burn.

Like night-lights in the ocean's train.

Vnd still my soul shall these command.
While sorrow writes upon my face,

My thoughts are on my native land.

My heart is on my native place. A'. ¥. Aineri

an intercourse with them, which has hitherto been

prevented by the jealousy of the const tribes.

I [Salem Observer]

[ Influence of Civilization on Hi-alth.—The first

i
number of the Foreign Quarterly Review, pub-

' lished in England contains a review of a discourse

'of M Berard on the influence of civilization on who would undertake to travel twelve mUes and

steps, which on calculation are found to make
about twelve and a half miles. Here then we have
no small degree of industry in the feet, as well as

the fingers—especially when it is considered that

in spinning, a stop is to be made at every third

step, and that half the steps are to be taken back-

wards. Where, we ask, is the young man.

health, in which the author proves, that civiliza

tion "not only lengthens the average duration of

liuman life, but adds to the strength of man."

—

" Longevity amid Savage Nations is not only rare,

: but Savages in general are more feeble than civil-

I
i;:ed Nations. Lc Pere Fanque, who lived much
[among them, says, he scarcely saw an old man;

i
Raynal ;isserts the same of the Savages of Cana-

! da; ( cok and La Peyrouse of those of the North

a half in a day, one half the distance backwards,
and stop on the way 14,400 times .'

The young women, of course, had to travel a

greater distance; ut they are doubtless some
40 years younger tlinn IMrs. , and find it a
mere pastime,

" To trip it as they go,
On the light fantastic toe.

At all events, we cannot do less than recom-
' west Coast of America ; Mungo Park of the Ne- mend them to the particular attention of those
' groes; and Bruce of the Abysiiiians." He refers

|
who are in pursuit of wives, as better calculated

to some e.xperimcnts of Mr Peron, with the Dyan- ! to make a man happy, than if they had spun a

! omcter, by wliich was ascertained the relative thousand miles of .s/reei J/a?'ij. [Berk. Am.]

1
strength of twelve natives of Van Dicman's land,

i seventeen of New Holland. fifty-si.\- of tlie Island The Duke of St. Jllbans.—Of all the jokes play.

I

of Timor, seventeen Frenchmen, and fourteen ed off in the English papers upon the i/ourtg- Duke
': Englishmen of Now South Wales. The weakest of St. Albans for his folly in marrying the old Mrs

were natives of V"an Dieiiian's land. The mean

strengthof their arms was 50 6. Thatofthe Eng-

lish which were the strongest, was 71 4.

—

Ihid.

Importance ofManufacturing Establishments.—
j
The Nashua Gazette states, as an illustration of

JIdivitt/ Bo always employed. Thou wilt the dependence of Agriculture upon the encour-

iiever be better pleased, than when thou hast i agement of the manufactures, that the Great Falls

something to do; for business by its motion, brings
j

Company, at Somersworth, in New Hampshire,

heat and life to the spirits, but" idleness corrupts
|

commenced their manufacturing establishment in

them like standintr water. j
1833, and at the present time there are between

^— 1,500, and 1,600 per.sons engaged in the business

Exlravagance,—By extravagance, the jiigher
! of the Company, or wlio obtain their subsi.slenco

sort are reduced to poverty, and forced to borrow
; from the establishment. The persons consumed

af those whom they formerly despised, but who,
j
in the year which ended on the last month, one

through industry and frugality have maintained ^^jpusanrf nine hundred and thirhj-onc barrels of

their standing. A ploughman on his legs is high- !^our, and six thousand and ffty nine bushels of

'ix than a gentleman on his kneea. I corn, received from the states south ofthc Hudson.

Coutts, we have seen uo keener one than this from

The Age.
" His Grace, in a worldly point of view, is nn.

derstood to be what is commonly called a dost

shaver. If that be the case, (without at all allud-

ing to the pecuniary opportunities which may be

afl'orded him) we can only say her Grace's coun-

tenance will keep him in constant employment, if

he has nothing else to do."

Prudence and Economy.—Prudence will direct Schiller, the German poet, had a patent of no-

us to be cautious what debts we contract; but
i
bility conferred on him by the Emperor of Ger-

when they bctome duo, justice requires that they many, which he never used. Turning over a heap

be punctually discharged, otherwise we keep pos- of papers one day, in the presence of a friend, he , ,. .. -
, •

,
j- .

i . ,r>^r-Do t. ,.„„.,.r.•^
•' ... ., ,. 1^ ji_- 1 11.1 ApphcaUons, post paid, directed to JOSEPH F. WHITE

session while another has the right.
|
came to his patent, and shovying it carelessly to

,

^j^, 213 water St. New York, or to JOSEPH R. NEWELL
his friend with this observation, " I suppose you I Boston, will be attended to.

Farnham's Improved Cider Mill.

A mill on this plan of full size is 4 feel by 2 1-2. The cylin-

der is 16 inches diameter and 9 inches long, tlie periphery fix-

ed with points of iron or steel, placed in a spiral forrii, project-

ing 3-16ths of an inch, placed 2-3ds of one eighth of an inch
from each other, there being 17 rows around said block or cylin-
der, and 13 teeth in a row ; the teeth may be 4d brads. The
cylinder is put in motion by a whirl and band.

This mill without the power cost from 10 to 12 dolls; and by
giviuo; it 500 revolutions per minute it will grind or grate vvitli

one horse power sixty bushels of apples per hour ; with two
horses double the quantity. The apples are grated very fine
without breaking the seeds.

There was rising of two thousand barrels of cider made in

one of these mills last year, without expending one cent for re-

pairs. Agents will shortly be out in the state of Massacliusctts
ID sell out the rights of towns, counties,

Prudence.—Begin your course in life with the did not know that I was a noble;" and then buried

least show and e.xpense possible. You may, at it again in the mass of miscellaneous papers in

pleasure, increase both, but cannot easily diminish , which it had long laid undisturbed.

them.
1

—
Unlucky Shot.—An industrious farmer in the

town of Conquest, N. Y. after having finished his

haying and harvest, had stacked his wheat and

part of his hay near his house. He soon after saw
a squirrel upon his wheat, took his gun and shot

him. But the wadding of his gun set his wheat
in a blaze, and that and the haystack was in a

short time consumed. There was nearly three

thousand bushels of wheat, and a ton and a half

of hay.

Evils of Debt.—Do not consider debt only as an

inconvenience, you will find it a calamity. Pov-

erty takes away so many means of doing good,

and produces so much inability to resist evil, both

natural and moral, that it is by all means to be

avoided.

Discovery in Africa—Mr Ashmun, Agent of

the American Colonization Society, in a recent

letter, communicates the interesting information,

thai in the interior of Africa, there is a people so

civilised as to have an improved agriculture, a

manufactory of all articles necessary for their

comfort, have regular and abundant markets and
fairs, and use the written Arabic language in their

trade, and possess " a degree of intelligence, and
partial relinemeiit, little compatible with the per-

sonal qualities," usually attached to the people of

Guinea. Arrangements have been made to open

'LONG YARNS."
Mrs.—™, upwards of (50 years old, and two

young women in the same family, not twofurlonss
from our office, on the 10th inst. spun 28 skeins of

woolen yarn, each skein containing 15 knots. Of
this respectable day's work, Mrs did 8 skeins,

and the young women 10 skeins a piece.

In performing her task, (as a man of arithmetic

assures us) the aged matron had to walk 4.3,200

The following are some of the Certificates respecting the
Grater Cider Mill.

Berkshire, May 20. 1827.

I hereby ceitily that I have one of Joel Famham's Gratci
f'ider Mills in operation, and when grinding w ith water power.
I have ground two bushels of apples in a minute, but when
grinding v\ith horse power, about half that quantily. 'The
quantity of apples is about 7 bushels for a barrel of cider. As
to the quality of the cider, I have not discovered an}" materia!
difierence from that made in the nut mill, but there is much less

sediment, I think not more than a quart, or at most 3 pints to a
barrel. A. LEONARD.

Owego, Tioga Co. June 12, 1827.

We the subscribers hereby cenif^' that we have made cidei

at Joel Famham's cider mill, at his dwelling place, in Tioga
town, and with his Grater Cider Mill, and it will do the work
complete as the above given bv Mr Leonard.

G. L. TALCOTT.
J. M. QUIGG,
R. BROWN,
E. TALCOTT, Jr.

This certifies that I have one of Joel Famham's patent cidei

mills, and it will grind from one anil a half to two bushels of ap-
ples in a minute ; it will grind a bushel and a half without any
urging, but if urged it will grind two bushels, and the cider is

perfectlv clear and pleasant when well worked, and I think it

will make more cider than anv of the old fashioned mills.

Spericer, Mon 24., 1827. " I. WOODFORD.

The Farmer is published every >riday, at $3.00
per .tnnum, or $2,50 if paid in advance.
Gentlemen who procure^t'c responsible subscriicr-,

are entitled to a sixth volume gratis.
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HORTICULTURE
THE VINE.

Mr. rKs.sicMM-.N— As there seems to be a very

general attention paid of late to the ciillurc of

(irapes, I tliought it might not be unacceptable to

the public to sec an account of the management

of grapes in France. I tlierefore send you a

translation from a book kindly lent to mo by a

friend, of the p'esent most approved method of

training and pruning grapes in France. The

work from whicli the extracts are taken is highly

respectable. It is called the " Bon Jardinier," (a

Good Gardener,) a new and much improved edi-

tion, compiled and written by Mons. A. Porteau,

ancient chief gardener of the Royal nurseries of

Versailles—King's botanist and director of the

culture in the Royal country seats of Guyanne

—

member of thi; Agricultural Societies of the Seine

1

qualities, and keep them constantly separ.ilc and

j
pure from inferior sorts.

The walls against which they train their grapes

or trellisses are about eight feet high, and are cov-

ered with .•> top which projects about nine inches.

This protects tiic vino against frosts, against the

violence of rain, and also prevents the upper shoot

from pushing too vigorously. These walls are

furnished with trellisses, the upright standards of

vvliich are two feet apart, and the slats or iiori

z.oiitul pieces or rails, are nine inches apart; the

lower one six inches only from the ground.

The grape border along this wall is dug and
manured to the width of five feet, at least, and to

the depth of 15 or 18 inches. If the soil is wet,

they slope the border so as to throw off the water

from the wall. When the border is prepared, they

open a trench at four feet distance from the wall

and parallel to it, two feet wide and nine inches

deep. They have ready prepared a quantity ofand Oise, and of the Linntean Society of Paris

author of the Natural History of Orange trees
;

|

layers or cuttings, sutiicient for the wall. After

and also by Mons. Vilmain, (well known hero by
j

trimming tliem of tendrils and every thing useless

the trees sent outforsale,) seedsman to the King—
j

or hurtful, they lay them across the trench at the
j
second cuttin

;nember of the Royal Society of Agriculture, an

of the Horticultural Society of London, &c. &.C.

This work was published in 1826, and may be

considered the most authoritative work on French

Horticulture, extant. A CULTIVATOR.
lioxhuri', August 27, 1827.

VLNE.
The remarks wc are about to uiake, apply to

those species or vaaeties whose fruit is sought

for the table, and not to those which are cultiva-

ted for v/inc.

A light and deep soil is the best adapted to

produce excellent grapes. In poorer soils the vine

ian^uishos— in soils more consistent (more stiff,) its

productions will be too gross, too watery, and its

fruit will have fev;er good qualities. In the cli-

mate of Paris (whose summers, though longer,

agree very well with those of New-England,) the

vine requires a hot or warm exposure, in order to

ripen the grapes perfectly, and it \s seldom, excepl

under the protection of a wall with a soutli or east-

ern aspect, that it finds the heat necessary to its

perfection.

Of all the mo'les adopted of training, or of prun-

ing the vine, we shall only speak of one, that

practised at Thomery, a village near Fontainbleau,

because it appears to us preferable to all others,

both for its simplicity and its results.

As to its results, all the world knows them. It

is well known that llie most beautiful and llie best

grapes eaten in Paris come from Thomery, (about

28 miles distant,) under the name of the Chasselas

of Fontainbleau. It has been supposed, that the

excellence of these grapes is owing to the nature

jf the soil and the favorable exposure of Thomery.

By no means. Thomery has not a happy expo-

sure, and its soil is clayey, cold, and almost in-

credibly hard to cultivate. We must admit then,

'hat it is to their treatment of their grapes alone

that thoir e.Ncellence and superiority is owin.

Before we say any thing of their method, we would

remark that they are very cautious in selectin

their varieties—they take only those of the best

feet from the ground cannot be formed as soon as

the first—the third will be still more late, and so

on. Whatever be the height to which you pro-

pose to carry your stalk or stem, you ought not to

advance it more than 12 or 15 inches each year,
and preserve its lateral buds to increase its growth
and furnish fruit. But as soon as the stem hag
reached the requisite lieight it is absolutely neces-
sary to siippre.ss and cut off all lateral buds on the

main stem throughout. Lot us now suppose all the

stems arrived at the required or proposed height,and

that their two last or upper branches are extend-
ed to the right and left to form the two arms of

the bearing brandies (cordons,) we will now shew
liow these two arms or branches are to be cut till

they have gained the length of four feet each
The first year you will cut so as to have three

good eyes or buds from 4 to G inches apart. Two
of these eyes will be cut so as to form bearing

wood, and the third will he employed to lengtheL
the brunch. Caro must be taken to train vertical-

ly the shoots destined to bear the fruit. At the

the bearing shoots thus trained

upper end which was towards the wall nearly to a

perpendicular---then fill the trench two thirdsfuU,

and spread the residue of the earth over the bor-

der. They then put into the trench three inches

of manure, which keeps the plants fresh and moist,

i-nd prevents the ground from getting dry and
hard.

In March, they cut in the plants to two eyes

above ground ; they weed, dress and water the

border during the first season, if it be needful,

for the young planted grape requires a gentle de-

gree of moisture. They tie the young shoots of

the year to some supporters, and do every thing

to favor its growth. The second year, if any of

the plants have more than one branch, they pre-

serve but one. They bury the new wood as the

first year, and so on till they reach the wall. At
every time they lay the shoot they cut in till they

reach strong ripe? wood well furnished witli good

eyes (or buds)— -it will generally take three years

before it reaches the wall, but, in the mean time,

they gather some fine bunches while the grape is

reaching the wall.

We now come to the formation of the bearing

branches [cordons.] If the wall is eight feet hish

you would make five such branches [on each side,]

the first six inches from the ground, and the four

other, eighteen inches apart upon the horizontal

rails of the trellis or espalier, arranged previously

.=0 as to effect this object. The stalk destined to

the lowest bearing branch will be cut off just at

the height of the branch, if it has at that place a

double eye or two eyes. If it has not, you must

cut it above the eye which is next above the low-

est rail of the trellis. These two eyes are des-

tined to furnish the two lowest branches (to right

and left) on the lowest rail. The one that is too

high must be bent down gently, and that which is

too low, trained up and fastened to the trellis so

that both shall be in the same horizontal line.

The second [cordon] bearing branch being at 2

bottom with the top towards the v/atl, and at the
i
vertically must be cut leaving two eyes or bude-

dijtance of twenty inches, one from the other, and
j
and the terminal branch in like manner must be

cover them with four or five inches of soil, and
j

so trimmed as that there will be three eyes, two
tread them down; at tlie same time raising the

: of which will be reserved for bearers, "and the

third to prolong the siioot as in the former year,

and so proceed till each lateral branch shall have
reached the length of four feet. Each branch
ought then to liave eight bearing eyes or shoots,

all if possible on the upper side. When all the

five plants shnll have reached their height and
length, you ivill liave oif a surface of eight I'eet

square, (or 04 square feet,) eighty bearing branch-
es (coursons) of two eyes each, which will each
produce two branches, bearing two bunches each,

or 320 bunches on eight feet square of surface.

The eyes at the bottom of the shoots of the

grape are very close together and extremely small,

There are no less than six in the space of two
lino.>, or the fifth of one inch. When you cut the

bearing branch long, say one or two inches, these

little eyes become extinct and do not push—but

if you cut close to them they grow and give

very beautiful bunches. Able gardeners are well

aware of this, they cut within one line (or one

tenth of an inch) or even less. It is for this rea-

son that these branches never become long undev

their management.

Those who are ignorant of the nature of the

vino cannot conceive how a bearing branch shall

have given fruit for twenty years, and not be at

the end of the time one inch long. If there be

more than two buds start from the same brancli

(or courson) it is absolutely necessaryto suppress

or pinch the surplus off even if they have fiye

bunches.

The writers further caution cultivators to treat

the young shoots very tenderly in training them,

because they easily break off when they are

young. You ought not to force them into a verti-

cal position till the berry of the grape is large

—

till then, all you need do is to take off all shoots

which have no grapes, to break off tendrils, and

to pinch off the extremities of the bearing shoots.

When the grape has nearly attained its size it ie

beneficial to water the fruit from a water |(0t in
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Uie form of rain. This makes the skin tf^ndcr and
j

increases the size of the berries. You frvadually
j

uncover the berries and expose them to the sun
5

to heighten the colour and improve the flavor.
j

If you wish to leave them out, till after frost,
j

you may cover them with paper b{fg.«, which are

of use also in protecting them from insects and

birds.

In making this translation as literal as possible,

one could not avoid some gallicisms.

Such are the remarks of Mr. Vilmnii!. To me,

some are wholly new and surprisinj^. I had no

idea that the small and almost invisible buds at

the root of the branch were there, which produced

the exquisite grapes sold in Paris under the name

of Chasselas de Fontainbleau. It is true, th;\t last

year I thought I had discovered an anomaly in the

grape. I found a fine shoot filled with fruit grow-

ing apparently out of the side of an old branch as

big as a man's wrist. I deemed it so strange that

I was upon the point of asking some friends to

come and see it, but upon e.xamining it more

closely I found that there had been a shoot there

the year before, and which the gardener intended

to extirpate but did not rub off the buds at its

base. It is these buds, scarcely visible, which fur-

nish the fruit at Thomery.

THE ISABELLA GRAPE.

This is now perfectly ripe in my garden, its

matnrity having been accelerated by girdling. It

is larger, its skin and pulp more tender, and its

Inice more abundant and sweeter than that of our

wild fox jrrape—but it has the very peculiar fla-

vor of that grape so strongly, that I am persuaded

it is only a variety of it. Its skin, if retained too

!ona', 01 pressed too hard in the mouth, loaves the

same unpleasant flavor as the fox grape does. To

those who cannot (from want of skill) raise the

European grapes, it may be valuable ; and if a se-

rious effort shall be made to make wine in New-

England, I think the Isabella offers the fairest

prospect of success. It is a^very vigorous plant

md a great bearer.

For the table, however, even the little cluster

urape, called the Miller grape, the least valuable

of all the imported grape.s, is, in my judgment,

preferable to it.

We continue our selections from the invaluable Hiuls to Ameri-

can Husbandmen, published by the Pennsylvania Agricul-

tural Society.

On Orchard Grass—Manner of cidtivr.lion—se-

curing the seeds— (Quantity soii<n—Season and
mode— Causes of failure—Product and value

for pasturage and hay— iti nutritive qualities,

and superiority over timothy, both when green and
dry.

BY LOYD JONES, ESQ.

Monlgomerv Countv. (Pennsylvania,) )

February. "3, 18i7 '

\

Dear Sir,— I have cultivated orchard grass for

five and twenty years. My crops failed from the

bad quality of the seeds, until they were secured

by myself. When they are in the state at which

they can be shaken from the heads, the stems are

cut by a skilful cradler just above the lops of the

under grass. -Vfter some practice, he is enabled

to catch with his left hand the portions taken by

the cradle, and to place them regularly as he ad-

vances. They a'e immediately bound in sheaves

large as a man's leg. Double swarths are after-

wards mown with a naked scythe to remove the
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under grass, and leave at proper distances through- statements, with implicit reliance upon their va-

oul the field, openings upon which the sheaves ' lidity and force. He is the most successful cul

arc shocked. They remain in this state from tivator of orchard grass, with whose practice 1

eight to ten days, until sufficiently dry to be car-
j
have become acquainted in any part of the United

ried to the barn, where they are forthwith thrash-
1 States.

ed to £jnard against heating', tlic great source of; As he has detailed his mode of securing the

injury to the seeds of this valuable crop. The i seeds. I may be a lowed to state, that I have for

usual manner of securing them, by putting the several years induced him to send large quanti

sheaves into the mow, is, I am satisfied, the most ties of them to my agricultural friends, whose e.x

effectual mode to destroy the principle of vegeta-
1 perience, in confirmation of my iir.pressions, thai

tion, as they can rarely be so treated, without bo- ; when properly treated they seldom fail, establish-

ing mow-burned. es the correctness of his management in collect-

After having been thrashed, they should be

strewed upon the barn floor—occasionally stirred

ing them.

I have before brought to vour notice the extra-

f the quantity be large, during eight or ten days,
\
ordinary product of cocksfoot or orcnard grass as

until they arc perfectly dry—without this prccau-
1

pasturage upon strong soils; its early appearance

lion thoy would inevitably be heated. ' in the Spring; its vigorous and rapid growth

The under grass should all be mown for hay,
' tjiroughout the Summer and Autumn, affording

as soon as possible, after the seeds have been har- even in December, tiie most succulent and nutri-

vesled. If it bo allowed to stand but for a few
; live herbage I have in this climate seen.

days.it loses its nutritive properties—in fact dies,
j

Of timothy as pasturage, I have had during

after having lost the heads. The hay thus made,
; twenty years, opinions similar to those conveyed

and properly secured, although necessarily harsh
|

by Mr Jones.

from having been allowed ;o pass the stage of its
j On highly manured, or deep alluvial soils, if

growth when most succulent and nutritious, I produces greater crops of hay, tlian any grass I

have found good fodder, for both horses and neat have grown, except red clover. Mr Welles, of

cattle. |Bosion, afew years since obtained four tons ot

The product of seeds varies from ten to twenty timothy hay per aero, from a large field. His well

bushels per acre. I have had in a very favorable known precision, independent of the ample proofs

season, twenty bushels upon land which would not he adduced, sufficiently establishes the fact.

—

have aft'ordcd, I think, ten of wheat. The pro-
, When allowed to become mature, I think it cans

duct of this, as of all crops, depends much, of'es as much cxiuiustion as a crop of Spring barley

course, upon the season, and the preparation of
|
or oats. And so far from land becoming bettor,

the land. The crop to which I advert, was pur-
j

whilst exposed to the effects of the scythe, and

poselv grov/n upon a poor soil, to show the excel-
1 ihe rays of the sun in a regular course, wherein

lence of the plant, and the fallacy of the assertion
;
timothy is introduced as the meliorating crop, I

that it required very rich land. am led to believe tliat it is made worse. If limo-

I sow from eight to ten quarts of clover seeds, i (fjy be depastured after the first crop has been

and a bushel of orchard grass seeds per acre in
| taken, I apprehend that, as its after growth is ex

February, upon wheal or rye land. I should pro- tremoly feeble, in this climate, the sun must have

fer their being sown with oats or barley, as the great effect upon the soil, throughout the hottes*-

seeds could be covered more regularly with the gg^gon of the year.

harrow, and their vegetation would be secured.—
[

Red-top or herds-grass has recently been bro'l

I do not apprehend injury from frost in early sow- ^ore into notice, .-ind it will, I have no doubt, be

ing, but I dread the ofiects of drought from late, extensively cultivated, wiien it shall have been
I have never sjfi"ered from early, but have goner- better known. We see it generally upon the ill

I ally had cause to regret the evils of late sowing, reclaimed marsh lands of an adjacent state, where

I

I consider orchard grass the best herbage for perhaps its extraordinary hardiness and large pro

{pasturing upon upland—for hay it certainly can-
J juct, even under the mo.st slovenly management

i
not be excelled.

1 may have retarded to a ceitain e.xtent, the im-

I I cultivated timothy for many years. As pastur-
j

proveraent of the district in which it is principalh

{age it is utterly worthless after the first of J«ly,
' grown. It will flourish where no other grass.

upon upland. Timothy hay is valuable for turf which toe cultivate, can live. Its apparent qnali-

horses, and those used in quick draught ;
but fur ties, and the quantity of nutritive mailer, are no

the purposes of farmers I think it should not be doubt very much influenced by the state of the

raised. I have long since discontinued its growth.
| land upon which it is produced ; hence when of-

II is a great exhauster, and should never he ciil-
; fered in the market in competition with the pro-

tivated, unless it can be carted to market, and be Jnce of the most highly cultivated upland— it is

I

replaced by large supplies of manure.
i
condemned. The seeds of tins grass, as those of

I am, very obediently, &c.
! cocksfoot, are rarely brought to the shops in a

1
L0\ D JON.jS.

, sound state—they, as the former, are surrounded
' by chaff, which, if closely examined, will be found

I

frequently to envelope shrivelled kernels, and to

be infested with some of the most noxious weeds
with which a farmer can contend.

Upon a small piece of land which had been oc-

cupied by Swedish turnips, and had been care-

fully tilled for many seasons in succession, two
bushels of herds-grass seed per acre, in addition

to the usual quantity of clover and timothy seeds,

John Hare Powel, Esq.
Powelton.

On Grasses ; Orchard or Cocksfoot : Timothy add

Red Top, or Herds-grass ; their comparative

values for Pasturage and Hay.

BY JOHN HARE POWEL, ESQ.

Powekon, February 10. IS27.

In presenting Mr Jones' communication, it is

not necessary tliat I should advert to his accura- } were sown with Persian barley in the Spring of

cy and reputation as a farmer, with which you are 1820. A much larger piece was sown at tiie same

sufficiently acquainted, to receive his opinions ai^d'time with timothy alone. The timothy soon (lis-
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ippeiired from both—the clover of course long

iiiice went out— the lierds-grass has formed a

iOiish mid valua'ulo sward.

Upon arable firms it is someti.nies troublesome,

as it is tenacious of life as blue grass. Its product

la not 5[oncral!y heavy upon such lands, and I

..^lio'.ild not therefore cultivate it with a regular

.ourse of white crops, althoueh upon a graziujj

farm, or upon some large southern domains, where

It would be well that the Ian<lhoIders should for-

get half their possessions, it miffht bo expedient

10 cultivate it largely and ohvidte the necessity

uf indulging the fatting buUocUs with a reguhir

ramble for the solace of llieir stomachs, through-

out some hundred acres of gro-.ving Indian corn.

The herds. grass has the great merit of being able

to take care ..f itself.

1 have the honor to be, &c.

JOHN HARE POVVEL.
To the President of the Pam. Agric. t::odety.

ITEMS
, „ . , .? T „„j„„ jr„H;m,iii,r->i I

frequently inserted ffrafts into stocks, upon which
Selected from the Tiansaclioiis of the London Horlicullural

]

i .r h
, . ,' ,

, ,

Society.
I

those insects anounded, and upon which they had

To pn'Sei-ve the Golden Pippin and other Jlpples
\ continued to abound ; but I never saw more than

free from Canker.—John Wi'.liain.-'.Esq. of Pitmas- one instance in which they were found upon the

wV"i</» lire kept till nuts come again, by .\. B.

Lambert, Esq. in brown earthenware pans, buried

deep in u dry part of the garden.

Pears, grafted on Medlar .S/ocA,)-, are found by

Capt. Peter Rninier, R. N. to become wore juicy,

and not inferior in flavour. They grow vigorously,

fruit the second year, and boar abundantly. Some
are much altered in appearance ; the Jargonelle

remains nearly green when ripe, and is a much
shorter 'ruit than when produced from a Pear or

Quince stock.

JVoticc of the Siberian Bille'sweet, a neii> and

valiuible Cider nipple. By Thomas Andrew
Knirrht, Esq. F R. H. P. H. S. &c.

Raised " from a seed of the Golden Harvey Ap-

ple, and pollen of the yellow Siberian Crab," and

we have no doubt it is v;hat it is said to be " new
and valuable " The following merits, however,

are surely too threat for practical credence: "The
American bucr whollv avoids the trees. I have

ton, believes, and to a certain extent has proved

that this may be done, by every year pruni.ng

away as much of each shoot of young wood as is

not perfectly ripened. He has practised this for

six years, and has now a fn;e young dwarf golden

pippin tree, us perfectly free from canker as any

new variety. The best stock for the golden pip-

pin he finds to be the Siberian crab, because, as

• the shoots of this crab cease to elongate after

the month of .A.ugusl, the roots become less active

in [.ropelling the upward sap ; hence the wood

and buds of the graft are more ])rrfectly ripened

lu the autumn." We are very happy to learn the

result of this eiporimont, believing as we do, that

the canker in the golden pippin, or any other fruit

tree, has nothing at all to do with the age of the

variety, and believing also that the golden pippin

or any other variety, however old or diseased,

may, by proper, or say the best, treatment, be re-

invigorated and perpetuated in as good a state as

It ever was, for an unlimited period. We have

seen too many cankered trees of recently origin-

ated sorts, and a sufficient number of healthy

.Tolden pippins, to be able to be of a different opin-

ion.

For leashing the Branches of Fruit Trees for

the purpose of destroying the Inseets which harbour

on them—John Braddick, Esq. mixes one pound

of flour of brimstone in three gallons of gas liquor.

graft, and then it was ju^t above its junction with

the stock, and three days afterwards they had en-

tirely disappeared." We ha^c not a doubt that

thi^ statement is perfectly correct in regard to

the individual plant? in question, but to infer from

it that the Siberian bittersweet is much, or at all
;

less obnoxious to the attacks of the American hug !

tnan any other variety of apple, we think jncon-
\

sistent with experience in regard to this insect,

and we are sure that to leave such an inference

open to be drawn, is calculated to deceive the
\

amateur, and might injure the practical gardener, i

We could produce cases of both from papers of

Mr Knight's, (e. g. the pine-apple,) but we know '

that a hint to our excellent and much esteemed

president will be sufficient. The truth is, that I

without that ardour and imagination which leads

a man to push any favorite idea as far as it will

go, Mr Knight could never have accomplislied for

horticulture so much as he has done. It is impos-

sible to be often original and right, without being

sometimes extravagant and wrong.

^in Jlccount of Ten Varieties of Persian Melons.

By Mr John Lindley, F. L. S. Assistant Secretary

for the Garden. Read September 19, 1820.

Persian melons are distinguished by a thin and

delicate skin, and tender, rich, and sweet juicy

flesh ; but their cultivation is more difficult than

that of the melons of Europe. They are grown in

the varieties now about to be mentioned ore of

that description." It would not bo of much use,

therefore, to repeat the names of fruits of whicli

wo do not even know the season of their ripening.

'I'he HorticuUur:il Society and the public arc
much indebted to Mr Willock, the British envoy
at the court of Persia, for his unceasing exertion

in attempting to transfer several of the rare pro-

ductions of that country to England.

A correspondent in the neighborhood of Don
caster informs us, that he sows the common green
boot three times a year, exactly in the same way
as ho does spinach, and has a perpetual supply of
an c."icellpnt substitute for th-t vegetable. By
cutting the leaves when quite young, they are as

tender, even during the hottest period of summer,
as those of the common spinach are in spring and
autumn. A. percainial spinach, however, whether

from the Beta niaritima, or Chenopodium Bonus
Henricus, is very desirable in every garden, as a

resource in case of neglect or accident, and be-

cause the plants, being in perpetual maturity, and

abundantly furnished with proper sap, are, as it

were, even on the alert to take advantage of any

circum.itanccs favourable to vegetation.

—

Loudon.

adding soft soap to make the liquid adhesive.—
p^j.^;^ j^, pp^^ j^^j^g^ ^^ beds richly manured with

The mixture is made over a fire in March, and

the trees completely washed about the same time.

Dovetail grafting, by which is meant a mode of

preparing tlie scion as carpenters prepare a^ ten-

on, and cutting the bark and soft wood of the

stock in the manner of a dovetail groove for the

reception of this tenon, is recommended for graft-

ing the large branches of old trees, by Mr E. Ma-

loue, gardener to George Foljambe, Esq. of Os-

berton House, in Nottinghamshire.

Orange and Lemon Trees in Ilahf, according to

pigeon's dung, and irrigated by intervening chan-

nels supplied artificially. The most successful at-

tempt at imitating this state of things " seems to

be, to supply the plants abundantly with water at

the roots, but to give them as little as possible

over head, to combine copious ventilation and high

temperature, by means of frequently renewed lin-

ing's of hot dung ; and to elevate each fruit a few

inches above the 'soil, by means of a slate laid

upon two bricks pl-.cpd side by side."

Of the sorts described, a few are of doubtful

merit; and "it has been lately understood from
Mr Shea, gardener to Lord Burghersh, at I lor-

|
^^^ ^yi,,^^!^^ j^^t ,o„e of the kinds now describ

euce, are manured with kilndricd lupvnes, sroat s
^^ ^.g ,^i„ter melons, which require keopin? for

dung, aud stable manure; thev are nnich watered
^^^^ ^^^^j^^ ^^j.^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^,^ . - ^.^

m summer, shifted every fourth or fifth year, and
^^^^^.^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^j^^ ^^,^ ^^^^ not made ac-

preserved during winter in sheds, the apertures of
j^j^j insufficient time to ascertain which of

which are only closed during frosty weather.

UPPER CANADA.
The liying- of th'e corner stones of the Semina-

ry and some of the public edifices at Guelph, in

Upper Canada, was celebrated with much festivi-

ty. Upwards of 300 persons dined together on

the occasion. In the evening there was another

and a smaller dinner, at which Mr Gait (the nov-

elist and poet) presided. This new settlement is

making a very rapid progress. They have al-

ready formed an "Agricultural Society." Of the

town itself a Canada paper says :

"The town itself is very pleasantly and advan-

tageously situated. The streets radiate from the

centre of the public square, which is laid out near

a bend of the river. The large House, or Cara-

vansara, is situate on this square, and is a very

handsome and commodious building, containing a

large hall, a kitchen in one wing, and a bar room

in the other—an office for the company's use, and

eight or ten bed rooms, all on the ground floor,

besides the upper apartment. The two public

buildings now erecting, are in front of the house

above described, on the right and left of the prin-

cipal street. The Market House stands on the

main street at the entrance into the town, from

the Waterloo road, and is a neat building, and suf-

ficiently commodious for a town of 3 or 4000 in-

habitants. Besides these buildings, there are near

thirty dwelling houses, stores, &c. either of squar-

ed logs or frame; all completed, or nearly so; and

a great many more, including a church or two wili

shortly be erected."

Extraordinary Despatch—A gentleman in this

city received a letter from his friend travelling in

Eurcpe, by the ship Henry Fourth, dated at BeWin,

in Prussia, the 6th of August last ; that is in 37

days. We have never before heard, of such a

rapid transmission of intelligence from such a

distance in the interior ofEurope. [N. Y. Dai. Adv.

J

The dog mentioued in our last paper as suspec-

ted of madness, has since died. That he was mad,

is beyond doubt. He bit a number of dogs, hogs,

and four or five persons. We believe the latter

are all using the scull cap us a preventive of the

eflfects. [Poughkeepsie Telegraph.]
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BY REV. CHARI.KS A. GOODRICH.

A third point upon which I would insist, is the

importance of a still higher cultivntiun <if our

farms. It is nut an uncommon coniphiint among
fanners "that the times are hard." Is it wonder-

ful tliat with some they are so? Tiiey are "hard"

because their crops are small, and their crops are

small, because tliey fail to bestow the proper cul-

tivation upon them. Concentrated actio]) is effi-

cient action; and it this only which gives large

iigrioultural results. But to this an obstacle pre

^ents itself nearly insurmountable. Our farms are

in general too extensive, and the labor oj'tho far-

mer is spread over too e.xtended a surface. And
yet, instead of selling a single acre, most of our

farmers covet many more. If farmers, however,

would thrive, they must change their policy; they

must concentrate their labour; they must give to

a few acres the care, now usually bestowed on

many; and if necessary to tiiis, they must dimin-

ish their farms. Many an acre of corn, and many
of rye now yield only 10 or 12 bushels, and even

less. Many an acre is mowed, whose burden— if

it may be called a burden—amounts to scarcely

half a ton. How much wiser—how much more
grateful, to give to these acres a proper cultiva-

tion and gather bushels for pecks, and nearer tons

for hundreds! This, 1 conceive, is, at-prescnt,

the great error of our farmers generally. They
adopt a diffusive, desultory mode of operatiou,

which keeps their lands poor, and themselves poor

also. The only method by which the benefits of
a thrifty, productive husbandry can be enjoyed, is

to change the present system for one more com-
pressed and more vigorous. It should bo written

on every farm house, and in the centre of every
lot, as a memento to its occupier

—

"Till but lit-

'le, and till tliorcvghly."

To an efficient cultivation of a farm, two things

appear to be particularly important

—

a proper ro-

tation of crops, and a sufficient and proper appUca-
iion of manures.

In respect to a rotation of crops, it may be ob-

served, that every soil is better adapted to some
kinds of plants than to others

; yet it possesses, it

IS apparent, bat in a limited degree, the ingredi-

ents, which render it most suitable to those plants.

Hence, if it be pursued with these plants but for a

few years in succession, the soil becomes o.vhaust-

ed, leaving the land incapable of bearing good
crops of a similar kind. Btit the same land pos-

sesses other ingredients adapted to produce plants

of a different kind. Now, what more philosophi-

cal than to stop short of the poiiit of e.vhaustion
in respect to the first crop, and to apply a second
of a different kind, to be followed by a third, a

finirth, a fifth, and even a sixth, if necessary, un-
til the partially exhausted powers of the soil in

respect to the first crop be restored, by acquiring
the ingredients essential to its production, by. the
decomposition of vegetable matter. In this way,
the productive energies of the land may be pre-
served to a great extent, without the application
of manures; and with them, may be raised to an
indefinite extent.

Let the farmer learn the importance of greater
attention to the accumulation of inanures. Let
him learn, that when he takes a crop from his field,

he it grass, or be it grain, just so inuch virtue is

subducted from the soil, and just so much must, in

some way, be returned to it, ere its productive

powers will be as before. And, let him be as so-

licitous too to restore, as to take, if he wi.sh not to

steal from himself, and thus lay the foundation for

the permanent injury of his farm. la older coun-

tries, where the population is more dense, and

consequently a greater quantity of food is neces-

sary, more economy in the accumulation of ma-

nure is observed. "Even house sweepings, the

dust or powder of bones, farrier's and clothier's

clippings, refuse of manufactured skins, shavings

and turnings of horn, hair, woollen rag;?, and ma-

ny other like substances, arc carefully saved, and

sold to farmers." In this country, necessity does

not yet compel us to resort to such means, nor

doss economy demand it. On every side, materi-

als of better quality abound. In the accumulation

of manures, ho.vever, thefarmer should have refer-

ence to the nature of the soil, for which his ap-

plication is intended. If the soil be sandy, let his

yard, or compost heap, receive "a due proportion

of clay, loam, marl or peat; if the soil be clayey,

let i)im cart into his yard sand, lime, and such

other substances as will render the soil more light

and loose."

In respect to the application of manures, wheth-

er in a fermented or unferm^nUd, state, much dif-

ference of opinion has e.xisted. We have high

authority, now, however, for believing, that "rot-

ten manure," or that in which the fermentation is

ptist, is inferior in virtue, and less applicable, par-

ticularly to tillage crops. In the process of fer-

mentation, much of the volatile and most valuable

part escapes ; whereas, were the manure plough-

ed in, and the fermentation carried on beneath

the soil, this would be saved. Another disadvan-

tage in apjdying fermented, or rotten manure is,

the loss of heat, which, if produced in the soil,

would accelerate the germination of the seed, and
nourish the plant, in its incipient and most criti-

cal state. Sir Humphrey Davy who has treated

this subject witli much observation and science, is

of the opinion that in the process of fermentation,

inanures lose, from one half to two thirds their

weight. In this opinion, Mr. Young, who receiv-

ed the medal of the Bath Agricultural Society in

England, for his essay on manures, tind Mr. Coke,

a distinguished agriculturalist in that country,

concur. Hence, the importance to every farmer

of a storcorary, or shed, under which he may
house lii.^ manure, to prevent fermentation and
evaporation. Hence, also, manures, which are

carried into the field in autumn, should be laid in

large he'ips, and carefully covered with earth.

This will check fermentation, and prevent the es-

cape of the carbonic acid and atnmonia, two most
valuable sources of nourishment to the vegetable

world. To test the value of the volatile part of

manure. Sir H. Davy inserted the beak of a re-

tort, filled with unfermented manure, among the

roots of some grass, on the border of a garden.

In a few days, the anticipated effect was appar-

ent; this grass assumed a moiit lu.xuriant growth;
yet it will be observed that from this manure it

hi' received only the volatile part, no other being

able to pass over. If this principle be correct, the

practice of many of our farmers of getting out
thf-ir manures in the spring, a month or two be-

fore t ey plough it in, is incorrect. Here e.\-

poseii to the heat of the sun and to the wind it

lie.<. until it is scarcely susceptible of being spread.

As little time as practica'ile shnuld intervene, be-

tween carting it to the jleLd and burying it in the

soil.

I

Another subject worthy of more notice than can
be here given to it, is the importance of an in

I

creased attention to the cultivation of some of ihi

! choicer kinds offruit.

\ Fruit of various sorts, indeed, abounds; but 1

j

need not say that most of it is of a very inferior

I kind—without iJeliciousness to the taste, and

! greatly obnoxious to health. Few things add

[

more to the beauty of a farmer's residence, and

nothing, surely, of this nature more to the com-
fort and pleasure of a family circle, than an en-

closure of good fruit. Yet among farmers, and,

indeed, amongst most classes of society, this

source of honest joy has been culpably neglected.

The varieties of excellent fruit within our reach

are numerous, and at the reasonable prices at

which they are afforded at our nurseries, few arc

,
so poor, that they cannot purchase suiRcient to

' adorn and enrich their yards. To such as may
be desirous of making a small selection, I would

;
recommend as among the best—of Peaches, the

Aune, or Early Ann, the Noblesse, the Old New-
ington, the Y'ellow Rare Ripe, the Green Catha-

rine, the Red Cheek Melacaton, the Lemon Ciing-
' stone and the York Rare Ripe;

—

oi nipples, 1

would mention the Early Harvest, Early Bough.

Nonpareil, Newtown Pippin, Spitzenberg, Ro.xbu-

I

ry Russeting, Rhode-Island Greening, and the

I

Baldwin Apple;—of Pears, the Jargonelle, St.

I Germain, Chauniontelle, Skinless, Vergaloo, Bon

j

Cretien, or Good Christian, and the Seckle ;

—

[and of Clitrn'es, the Black Tartarian, Ronald's

Black Heart, Mtiy Duke, White Heart, and Ye!

low Spanish. These are but a few of the many
excellent varieties which have been found to

flourish on our soil. But, were a farmer about

to advertise his place for sale, and could he only

add that these varieties of fruit would bo found

upon it, would he not e.vpect an addition to the

price for the farm, many times exceeding the cost

of the trees, and the value of the labour of rear-

ing them ? If our farmers then would add beautv
and value to their farms, let tiiem betake them-
selves to the cultivation of a good selection ot

fruit trees.

With little more than an allusion to another
subject, I will relieve your patience— I mean the

want of attet'tion io neatness and order about ma
ny of ourfarm houses.

New-England has many points of advantage;
but in respect to neatness and order about her vil-

lages and farms, she contrasts badly with other
countries. Englishmen who visit us are disgusted
with the appearance of our villages, for in their

own land, they are accustomed to see them adorn-
ed by the hand of system and taste..

Let us look to this point then. Neatness and
order are enjoined not only by economy, but by
comfort. Every slovenly fanner resigns one of
the choicest pleasures within his reach, that of
seeing his house and home surrounded by the

marks of neatness, industry, and taste. He brings

un his family amidst confusion, and presents to

hit! children an example of negligence the most
unp3rdon?bie Can he wonder if they follow this

example ? They 'vill go further In their very
partialities, they will have a vicious preference

for what ju.tt taste, good sense and sound econo-
my condemn. Thev will ' cijard with less respect

the decencies of life, and be more likely to aban-
don the paths of virtue and morality. There is

much meaning in the old adage, and the obser-

vance of which, let me urze a? " remedy for
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very degree of the evil I advert to—"Have a
j
pingfcr, iind lii.s field sliows nolhiiig but a sorry on ; and then we niiist add from 5 to 10,000,000
crop of sorrel. po\inds, t!iat i.s e.xpooted froin the young state ol

I don't claim to have made any new discovery Ohio (by tlio way of tlio western canal,) more than

il;vco for every thin", and keep every thing in its

ihi.cc." In the language of a venerated roan, now

,'.>iic to a better world

—

Let order o'er jour time preside,

And method all your Ijusiness guide.

One thing at once, be still begun,

Contrived, resolv'd. pursued and done ;

\\-'or till to-mon-o\v'.< light delay,

What might as «ell bo done to-day.

iNeat he your barns ; vour houses neat j

Your doors be clean; your courl-yards su eel :

Neat be your barns; 'tis long confess'd,

The neal'cst farmers are (lie best.

From the Worcester Yeoman.

PLASTER OF PARIS.

Mr. EorroR,— Having finished my hay harvest,

;ii)d allowed myself some little respite from the

loll and fatigues of a long season and plentiful

in the present instance, because others, to m;

knov/lodge, liavo made the o.\pcrinient with equal

success ; but it is a fact of no small itnportance to

the agricultural interest ; and while I .urn com-

forting myself with having, by the process above

described, converted a barren cow-pasture, which

produced little else than mouse-oar, pennyroyal

and hard-hacU, into a productive mowing lot, I am
desirous that the fact should be more generallv

known. A FARMER.
'

irorccster, .Ivgust, 1827.

ever camo to our markets before. Hence it is

obvious that the ]>ci)ple of this country must par-

sue a now course of " political economy" and give

sufiicicnt encouragement to the growers and man-
ufacturers of wool to enable us to supply ourselves

with our own woollens—and not mortgage to Eng-
land our lands for this necessary and important

article wliich can be manufactured and the raw
material raised here of as good quality and as

ciieap in a short time as in any country.

The Governments of Europe exclude the im-
portation of every article of produce that they can

any way furnish within tliemselves ; and the time

has arrived when tlii.^ country must furnish with-

in itself cv(!ry necessary in her power, or the

INTERESTING TABLE.
Mr Editor.—The following is taken from a late

published a table of the deaths in each year
j

English paper, with the exception of the prices

They estimate the average number of white in- !
i" some of the American markets, which I have-

habitants to have been 5000. The number of
|

added and are believed to be correct. The state-

deaths of whites in the last ten years, as shown ment is furtlier altered by being adapted to our

CULTURE OP RICE.
A committee of the Savannah City Council, call

i the committee of Dry Culture, has made a re

crop"'l"am"induced to give" you the result of an I
port to show the beneficial effects on the healtli

j

country is rwneil.—Litdi/Kld Couniy Post.

o.-cpe'riment, made with Plaster of Paris, on a field of the city from the prohibition of the culture of'

ofclovev. 'But peradventure some previous ac- Rice, To show the improved state of the health

.umt of the "ground plat" may be necessary. !
of the city within the last ten years, they hav.

The lot contains about four acres, of deep soil,

v.hat would generally be termed a dark mould

1 loam, is situate on the northwestern portion of

i considerable hill, reaching from the summit,

where the fences cut each other at right angles,

to tlie base, and much resembles the form of an

open fan. This lot, until I'jSS, had not been

ploughed for more than thirty years— for its for-

iiicr owners had considered it too steep for culti-

vation, its medium rise being about five degrees
;

Imt this was my next lot in course, ttnd in June of

that year I made my first e.xporiment with Wood's

jiatont plough, to " break up" this side-hill pas-

ture, for a crop of rye. In September following,

the rye was sown. Itr 18-34, after reaping a toler-
p,,^^, „j 30,000 Hottentots. The British set-

able crop of rye, and drawing rocks sulhc lent from
I ., '.,,',,.

. . , .,

the field to make a wall the whole length of the

by the table, is 3,484. The number of deaths in

1817, was equal to I in 11 of the whole white

population. In 1819, 1 in 10, and in 1830, 1 in &.

For the three last years the mortality has been

much less, viz. 1 in o4, 1 in 40, and 1 in »!1.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
This important British (formerly Dutch) Colony,

in Africa is becoming populous and powerful, and

may in time form an independent state. The pop-

ulation consists of 90,000 whites, (British and

measure and currency. PIKE.
Prices of Wheat per pnshcl of GO lbs. in vari

0U3 parts of the world, in May and June, 1827:

AMERICA.
?Jorfolk, Va. May.—$1 16 cents.

New-York, June, 20, 90

Montreal, Ca. June, 90

Cincinnati, Ohio, June, 50

Pittsburgh, Penn. June, 44

NORTH OF EUROPE.
Jjondon, June, 20,—.$1, 79 cents

j

tiers raise barley, Indian corn, potatoes, and othe

, . ,, . ,,, ,1- , I vegetables, and possess large herds of cattle.

—

south line. I tnrned in the stubble, taking care to !
„° ,-,,,<. ' n , 5 r ii n, u .soul,!! iiiic:, 1 ^•""v. a

I The Dutch farmers, called Boors, follow the beat-
Tun the furrows, horizontallv, to prevent Its wash- , , <• ,i

•
. i ,u- u »ru.i iiic iuii""=i

'J .
1 en track of their ancestors, and care nothing about

I planted it with corn the next season, using

from ten to twelve cart-loads of manure, from the

barn-yard and hog-pen to the acre, put in the liill.

The 6orn yielded butindifferently, but about twen-

ty bushels to the acre. In April, ISail, the ground

was prepared and sown with oats, which were

ploughed in: after which the grass-seed, viz. one

peck of herds-grass and four lbs. clover-seed to

the acre, was sown upon the furrows, in two di-

rections of the field, crossing each other in order

to lay the seed even, and then harrowed down

witha heavy bush-harrow. About one bushel to

the acre of plaster was then cast over the field,

and left until harvest, when a most plentiful crop

of oats was gathered, and the young clover, not-

withstanding the extreme drought which prevail-

ed, appeared on most of the fields in luxurious

abundance. Last spring, while most people were

ploughing up, or pasturing the grounds they had

stocked down the year before, this clover present-

ed a beautiful prospect, and in July reali'cd to me

as large a crop as is ever desirable—having a

small intermixture of herds-grass, say about one

tenth part. That the plaster was the principal

agent in producing this crop, I am morally cer-

tain, from several reasons. There were narrow

strips, several rods in length, where the plaster

did not strike, that bore no grass at all. My
aeighbour had cultivated a field adjoining this on

the south, with the same succession of crops, and

managed in a similar manner, saving the use of

the culture of the mind. They are seated on

large tracts of land, frequently of 4, 5, or 6000
acres each, and some of them possess 10,000 sheep

and goats, and 1200 or l.'iOO head of cattle.

—

Many of them are destitute of huts, and live en-

tirely in wagons ; they are unpolished and rude,

but kind and hospitable.

—

Hampshire Ga:.

PAWTUXET FAIR.
On Wednesday and Thursday the .3d and 4th of

October, the annual Fair of the Rhode Island So-

ciety for the Encouragement of Domestic Indus-

try will be holden at Pawtu.xet. The premiums
offered for the best productions in agricultural

and manufacturing industry are numerous and
>well allotted, and we hope the competitors for

them will be on the spot betimes and will be both

numerous and zealous. It has not yet been an-

nounced who is to be the orator on this occasion.

Prov. Journal.

CHEESE AND WOOL.
It is a fact that notwithstanding the unparallel-

ed drowth of the last season there was not much
less than .500,000 lbs. too much Cheese made for

the consumption of our market. If that was the

case last season, I ask, how will it turn out this

season ? Many who kept sheep last year now
keep cows, and those engaged in making cheese

last year, have increased their dairy in conse-

quence of the high price cheese brought last seas-

Antwerp, May 30,

Hamburg, May 25,

Bremen, May 25,

Dan'zic, May 25,

Stettin, June 15,

Copenhagen, May 31,

SOUTH OF EUROPE.
Nice, June 15, $1, 31 cents.

Milan, May 31, I 27
Santander, Spain, May, I 26
Fiance, June30, I 17

Genoa, May 26, 1 05

Leghorn, May 31, 1 03
Civita Vccchia Jlay 31, 90

Naples, May, 31, 88

Trieste, June 15, ^ 83——
Odessa on the Black

Sea, May, 49 —

—

[N. Y. Nat. Adv.]

CURE FOR THE EPILEPSY.
Lately, a woman passing through the streets of

Glasgow, was suddenly attacked with a fit of epi-

lepsy. Among the persons attracted to the spot,

was a young sailor, who, on seeing the woman,
called out for some grains of coarse salt, which he
forced into her mouth. This immediately had th&
effect of restoring the woman's sensation and
speech, and her convulsion was at once put a stop

to. The young man, who had been at Madagas-
car and other foreign places, says he has seen thi*

remedy applied in epilepsy with great success.

Four hundred and fifty excellent Bass, weigh-
ing 2700 lbs. were lately caught at one draught;

at a fishery near Saco
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SAL'l' AND ALCOHOL.

'Salt and Alcohol appear to owe their piuperty

jf preserving animal and vegetable substances to

their attraction for water, by which they prevent

its decomposing action, and likewise to their c;-

tjluding air. The use of ice in preserving animal

substances is owing to its keeping their temper-

ature low." [Davij.

TO DESTROY THE THISTLE.

"It is frequently cut close above the ground, by

means of a very simple instrument called a weed-

hook; but it is done more effectually by means of

a pair of forceps or nippers with two long li;ii)dles,

by which the whole or a part of the roots are pul-

led up, and the plants destroyed or much weaken-

ed." [Sinchtir.

DOCKS.

J,

"Docks should be pulled up by hand, after lieavy

rains, when the soil is soft enough to allow their

long tap roots to be easily pulled without breaking,

and before the seeds approach ripeness." [Ibid.

" WEEDS liNDLUDE

"AH plants that grow naturally among a crop

that has been sown; or in other words, all those

which are enemies to the crop cultivated may be

regarded as weeds." [Ibid.

WEEDING ENFORCED BY LAW.

'•The importance of weeding, is such, both to the

individual and to the public, that it ought to be en-

forced by law. At any rate, a regulation of police,

for fining those who harbour weeds, the seeds of

which may be bl*wn into their neighbour's ground,

can have no injustice in principle." [Ibid.

IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTDRAL IJIPROVEMENT.

"The improvement o( agriculture is ever a mat-

ter of the greatest consequence, as well to each

particular country, as to mankind in general. It is

peculiarly important to ns, as a commercial nation;

the support of our trade depending on our manu-
factures; those manufactures on the rate of labour,

and the price of labour, in a great degree, on the

price of the necessaries of life." [Dossic.

SHEEP IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

" The number of sheep in England and Wales,
according to the evidence given on passing the last

(180(1) wool bill, exceed 40 millions; of which, in-

cluding throe millions of lambs, about fifteen mil-

lions are killed annually. The yearly clip of wool

is about 144.01)0,000 pounds, which (at the price of

lOrf per pound) sells at six millions sterling. A-
bout 600 sheep and lambs die of the rot or other-

wise carrion." [Agricultural Miigazine.

Adam's apple.

"Adam's apple is the fruit of the Citrus Dccu-
manus, Linn.— and in the opinion of the Jews, the

same fruit which was eaten liy our first parents, in

transgression of the divine command; for which
reason they consume large quantities of it during

the feast of tabernacles. [Ibid.

METHOD OF PRESERVING CREASI.

bottle and cork it carefully—keep it in a cool

place, and it W'ill continue (it forusi;.for several

weeks, and even months." [Ibid.

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL ECONOMY.

"Unless for the improvement of agriculture and

rural economy, several of the most useful and in-

teresting branches of physical science, such as

chcini;5try, botany, mineralogy, zoology, would

scarcely dcacrve to be cultivated."

[jVeAL' Farmcr^s Calendar.

WllE.N; AND WHERE WAS EEER FIRST BREWED?

" It was first brewed ,by the ancient Egyptians,

before the Grecian conquest of Egypt. It wa,s,

therefore, natural for them to contrive to R.xtract

from their grain, since they had no vines, a fer-

mentable, exhilirating and into-xioatiug liquor—

a

substitute for wine." [PhiUijis.

DRILLING.
" It gratified us much to find Tull so honorably

mentioned as the father of that practice (drilling.)

Though vvc have perused TuU's work as often as

it merits, \vc were not aware that ho laboured un-

der any pecuniary difficulties; and it is with regret

we find that we must add his name to the illustri-

ous catalogue of those who have benefitted an un-

grateful world to their ov.'n detriment. Our own
opinion of drill husbandry would have been recited

in few words. That considered simply as planting

corn in lines, it is frivolous. With tlie assistance

of hand hoeing, something better; but on the ori-

ginal Tullian plan, with the full benefit ol* horse

hoeing, the most important discovery since the time

of Ceres and Triptolemus."

[licview ofthe N'ew Farmer''s Lalend-tr.

to assist in this manufacture. Materials for mak-
ing several harnesses have also been sent out in

her. We also learn, that men conversant in cali-

co printing have also gone out in this vessel, to

assist Jonathan in this branch of business. Very
few passengers are going to Canada by the fall

vessels, in fact, the- tide of emigration seems to

be fairly set in for the United States.

[Glasgow paper.]

Patentsfor nets inventions issued in England

from the 2'ith of April to the i9lh of May.—For
improvements in machinery, for pressing cardings

from woollen or carding engines, and for drawing,

stubbing, and spinning wool aild cotton.—For

improvements in v/eaving machinery.—For im-

provement in refining sugar.—For a detached

alarm watch.—For improvements on chairs, or

machines calculated to increase ease and comfort.

—For iniprovement.s in bedsteads.—In furnaces

for smelting.—In the manufacture of brushes, and

materials applicable thereto.—For a machine for

ascertaining the attendance to duty of any watch-

man, or other persons : also applicable to other

purposes.—For improvements communicated from

abroad in the rectification of spirits.—For a com-
position or substance, which may be moulded in-

to bricks or blocks for building: and also made
applicable to ornamental architecture.—For an

improved carriage wheel.—For a new or improv-

ed machine for the dibblinsr of grain.

Social Hints.—When I see a young man, the

nature of whose business imperiously demands all

liis attention, loitering about public houses, spend-

ing his time and money, and what is of much, il

not more consequence, his respectable standing in

society, then I say to myself, if he does not "tack

sliip he will be on a lee shore, and consequently

among tlio breakers."

When I see young married persons launching

out into great extravagancies, beyond what their

pecuniary affairs will admit, then I say to myself
you had bolter "haul aft, and run closer to the

wind, or you will soon have to make a losing

stretch to get to windward again."

When I see parents indulging their children in

every tiling their little fanciet, prompt them to de-

sire after, tlien I say to myself, your children will

soon be your masters, and it is probable, should
they come to years of maturity, the will be a cause
of trouble to you in old age, and by their improp-
er conduct, "bring down your grey hairs with
sorrow to the gra~\'t." [JV. Y. Ev. Post.

.NEW EWGi^AND FARMER^"
BOSTOiN, FHlDAi, cJbPT. 28, 1897.

EMIGRATION.
A vast number of passengersoffered themselves

that could not be taken. Many of the passengers

by the CamilJus have been sent for the express

purpose of being engaged in the rising manufac

tujes of the United States. We learn that great

exertions have been made in New- York and its

vicinity, to establish what is termed the Paisley

"Take 12 ounces of white sugar, and dissolve it
""« °^ manufactures—viz : shawls and trimmings,

in water, over a moderate fire. After the sugar is
='"'' scircely a vessel has leU the Clyde for New-

dissolve.l, boil it for about two minutes in an earth- ^°'^ ''"^^c some months by-past, but either c.^r-

on vessel; after which, add immediately 13 ounces "^'' °"' P'^°!''e o"" materials for this branch of

of fresh cream, and mix the whole uniformly over weaving
;
and we understand that some ol the

the fire: then suifor it to cool
;
pour it into a quart Passengers gone out in the CamiUus are engaged

The annual meeting of the Plymouth County
Agricultural Society for the choice of Officers,

Exiiibition, Cattle Show, &c. will be held at

Bjidgewater on Wednesday the 3d day of October
next. The Ploughing Match will commence at

nine o'clock. An Address will be delivered ou
the occasion, by John Winslow Whit.tian, Esq.

A society, entitled, tlie New Jersey Society for

tiie promotion of Manufactures and the Mechanic
Arts, has been established in East Jersey, ofwhich
Governor Willianison is the President.

The Exhibition and Cattle Show of the Cheshire
Agricultural Society, is to be held at Drewsville,
N. H. on Wednesday the 3d of October Premi-
ums are offered for the best Working Oxen, Cows,
Bulls, Sheep, Swine, Stud Horses, Woollen and
Linen Manufactures, Hats, Leather, &,c.

We are happy to state that an Agricultural So-
ciety has been formed in the enterprising and
wealthy town of Hingham, Mass.

The Hillsborough Cattle Shaw was held at Mil-
ford, on Wednesday last ; but the unfavourable
weather tended to dampen the exhibition. The
assemblage wus nevertheless numerous; and as
each Member of the Society aiiviinced to the table
to contribure his quota to the objects of the Socie-
ty, he received fioiii the fair hands of Ladies ap-
pointed for the purpu.se, the honorary badge of
the Society, furnishing the Secretary at the same
time with a list of the articles he intended to
compete for preniintns, or wished to exhibit as
specimens of neat and ingenious manufacture
This pleasing arran J c.ient could not fail to pr«-
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smallest grain of a fig, wliicli wccun see, we per-

ceive a larg'c number of living- creatures.

[Dunstable, N. H. paper.]

(luce cheerfulness and punctuality. The pens

wore early filled with fat and improved kine; and

the lawn with large, tigiit-built, and strong work-

ing o.xen. The display of Domestic Manufactures

and Fancy Articles was also handsome, and did Preservation of Dead Game—A nobleman dc-

honor to the skill and taste of the fair daughters "rss us to state that grouse and other game, when

of the Granite State. We need not particularize, wrapped up in linen, well moistened
,
with equal

Although the storm continued on Thursday with ' P'^'"'" "f the pure pyroliginous acid and water, will

increased violence, the trials of strength of the
;

''^cp good for many days during the hottest peri-

working oxen, and the Ploughing Mutch, were
' "^ of autumn. His game keeper in Scotland has

not omited. The competitors on the flooded field ,

^"'^ 'he lust two years adopted this mode of send-

m the latter amounted to fourteen yokes; and |
'"g game to London, and on its arrival it is as

the spirit of numerous spectators did not deter fresh as when it was killed.— Gaze«e of Healtk.

Ihem from witnessing the exhibition, notwithstan-
]

rj,^^^
p^^j^^ ^„j Canton Factory company im-

dlng they endured a storm of ra.n and high wind '

p^^^^j^ j^^j ^^^ ,„q„^,,^ preceding the first of
during the whole time they were in the field.-

, j^^^^ j^^^^ „,^^ „„„^.^,^ j^ ^j ^,„,^;.„^ ^^^^1 . ^„
This damper to the outward man proved a stimu-

lant to the inner one,which was amply demonstrate J

at the Collation table. The Hon. Sasiukl Smith
delivered an appropriate address in the meeting

liouse ontheoccasion. The unfavourable weather.

of which is used in its ovvn factory, in the manu-
facture of what is called negro cloths.

The Cape Fear Recorder, says— By our Price

Current, it appears that there is no meal in market,

f course, prevented the Ladies from enjoying the Bacon and lard are very scarce.

out door exhibitions ; but they have too much
spirit and perseverance " to give out for one bad

bout."

A new Agricultural Society has been formed

in Windham county, Con. whose annual meeting

and Show was to have been held at Ponifret on

Ihe 26th inst.

,1 Cow of the Durham Breed has been brought

for Jolin Hare Powel, Esq. (by Capt. Scrril) in the

Tuscarora, which has just arrived at Philadelphia,

from Liverpool. This animal is supposed to be

one of the finest of its species that has over been
landed upon American soil.

A new line of Packets is to commence running

between Boston and Liverpool, on the Ist of No-
vember. New ships are building, to be fitted up

in a superior manner. It is hoped this undertak-

ing will receive a zealous and liberal encourage-

ment from all who wish the prosperity of this city

and of New England.

A singular circumstance has lately occurred

near London. On the 18th of August, an oily sub-

stance appeared in the Thames, which killed the

iish, and shoals were found floating on the surface

of the water. A vessel freighted witli oil is con-

jectured to have been lost ; various other conjec-

tures as to the cause were afloat. The most plau-

sible appears to be that whicli attributes it to the

lees of the gas works on the river, which is shown
m the oily substance which covers the water.

A work of the Duke of Saxe Weimar, who was
in this country in ]825-(), consisting of a Journal

and letters written during his stay amongst us, is

shortly to be published.

We have been gratified with examining a mi-

croscope made by Mr Ephraim Rand, of Bedford,

and which has been exhibiting in this town (prob-

ably a solar Microscope.) It magnifies objects

four hundred thousand times. We believe no in-

strument has been made in this country, which
magnifies objects more than half as many times as

this does. A common fly appears to be about fif-

teen feet in length, and the leg of a grass hopper
about twenty feet. Thousands of eyes are percep-

tible by means of this wonderful instrument in a

common fly, and we also perceive an innumerable
number^ of animated being? in liquids. In the

Agricultural Books.
For sale at the Farmer office, No. 02 Novlh Market street, a

variety of the most approved books on Agriculture, among'
^vhich arc

The Code of Agjricullure ; including Observations on Gar-
dens, Orchards, Woods, and Planlations. By the Rigli! Hon-
orable Sir John Sinclair, Bart. Founder of the Board of Agri-
culture.

Treatise on the Breeding and Management of Live Slock ;

in wliich the Principles and Proceedings of the New School of
Breeders are Fully and Experimentally Discussed. To which
are added Directions for makiii^r Butter and Cheese, Curing
TIams, Pickling Pork and Tongues, preserving Eggs, &.c. &c.
In two volumes. Elucidated by eight Copper Piatfes, and sev-

eral Engravino^s on Wood. By Riciiard Parkinson.

The New Farmer's Calendarj or. Monthly Remembrancer
for all kinds of Country Bn.siness : comprising all the Material
Improvements in the New Husbandry, with the Rtanagemenl of
Livestock. By Lawrence.
The Fruit Grower's Instructor; or, a Practical Treatise on

the Cultivation and Treatment of Fruit Trees : containing a

Description of the Best Fruits now in Cultivation. A full des-

cription of the Apple Fi}', commonly called the American Blight,

which causes the Canker in Apple Trees, with an Effectual

Remedy. By G. Bliss.

Cobbctt's Cottage Economy. Cobbett's American Gardener.
Farmer's Assistant. fll'Mahon's Ga"dener. Nutlall's Intro-

duction to Botany. Torrey's Botany. Nicol's Villa Garden-
er. Hayward on Horticulture. Good's Book of Nature.

—

Hogg on the Culture of the Carnation and other Flowers. Hu-
ber on Bees. Bonner on Bees. Bakewell on Wool. Iloldich's

lissay on Weeds. Husbandry and Gardening, tfcc. &.e.

JVtw England Farmer^s Almanack, for 1828.
Just published, at the New England Farmer Otiicc, and

for sale by Bow/.r.s & Dkarbohn, 72 Washington l<trcet, and
at the Bookstores goncr.illy, the Ne.iv England Farmer's Ahna-
iiac/c, for 182«. iiy Tlionia's G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
Dn^land Farmer,

'rhis Almanack, in addliim: to the usu.il miscellaneous matlei
' 'I' I. ;i Calendar of the Court*'

.'-an's declination; and JO
:iowing subjects:

1 ci.ij|.>;,ij water—on Small Farms
^d as a JJanure—on Gapes or Pip in

i—on Fallen Fruit—on Stagg

contained in similar

for each state in New' i

pages of agricultural m
On Soaking Seed Ci

—on Charcoal—on Fisl

Poulti'}'—Agricultural A>
ni swine—How to raise Ca'ibages, which sliall not be club-loot-

ed, by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—How to Fallen Fowls—
A cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privie.-

—Root Steamer, ivitk a drai:-nig-—on Grafted Trees—on Paint-
ing walls to ftt.iiiiri' Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good
Farmer

—

oni>i' '' I' —on the valueof Time—Machines
forgathering ( : <- ' "ilk Iwo ii/nstralif€ cngrai-ings—
Sir Aslley Ccfp''! < ii J'i.i .i * initment—Recipes for the Ladies
containing directions tor making several kinds of Cake.—Mis-
eellaiiics, &.c.

This Almanack may be purchattd, wholesale and retail oi'

O. D. Cooke &, Son, Hartford. Con.—Holbrook & Fesseiiden.

Brattleborougli. Vi.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Pren-
tiss, Keene, N. Ii.—Jolin W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk,
Portsmouth, N. H.—Pearson, LHtle & Robinson, Portland, Me
—Whipple ^c La^^lellce, and John M. Ives. Salein—Ebenezei
Stedman. Nov. bnr\ port—Hilliard fc Brown, Cambridge—Ezra
Collier, Plymouth— E. & G. Merriam, West Brookfierd—Clar
ondon Harris, Worcester

—

A. S. Bcckwith, Providence—

G

Thorburn &. Son, No. G7 Liberty Street, New York—and b\

booksellers and traders generally.

\^Zr Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable

terms.

PRICKS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Cash will be paid at this oftice for Nos. 35, 46, and the Index

iflhe Sth volume of the New England Farmer.

Great Sale of Wool.

On Tuesday the IClh of October, the day preceding the

Brighton Fair, al 10 o'clock, at the Hall over the New Market,

will be sold, al Public Auction, 218 bales of Siixoivj TVbo/, con-

sisting of 1st and 2d Electoral— 1 si and 2d Prima Secunda

—

'Tertia and Quarter.
100 bales Spanish Wool,
ItX) do. Portuguese do,

150 do. Smyrna do.

Also, 50,000 lbs. High Grade aad Full Blood Fleece Wool.
*,_* The above Sale presents a favourable opportunity to

grow'ers and holders for disposing of llieir Wool, which will be

ready at any time on or before the 10th proximo.

\* Catalogues of the whole wiH be ready for delivery, and

the Wool maybe examined the day ^irevious to the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR &, HEAD, Aucrs
Boston, Sept. 28, 1327.

Farnham's Improved Cider Mill.

A mill on this plan of full size is 4 feet by 2 1-2. The cylin-

der is 16 inches diameter and 9 inches long, the periphery Sx-

ed with points of iron or steel, placed iu a spiral form, project-

ing 3-16lhs of an inch, placed 2-3ds of one eighth of an inch

from each other, there being 17 rows around said block or cylin-

der, and 43 teeth in a row ; the teeth may be 4<l brads. The
cylinder is put in motion by a whirl and band.

'

This mill without the power cost from 10 to 12 dolls; and by

giving it 600 revolutions per minute it will grind or grate with

one horse power sixty bushels of apples per hour
;

with two

horses double the quantity. The apples are grated very fine

without breaking the seeds. ,

There was rising of two thousand barrels of cider made in

one of these mills last year, without expending oiie cent for re-

pairs. Agents will shortly be out in the state of Massachusetts

to sell out' the rights of towns, counties. &c. , „ „„^„ , v

Apply to Joseph F. While, No. 213 Water Street, New York, I POTATOES, (new) - -

or Joseph R. Newell, Boston. CIDER, (according to quality)

APPLES, best,

.\SHES, pot, 1st sort, -, - -

pearl do. - - . -

BEAN;;, while,

CEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No I, new, - -

'• No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, iiiqircf. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard £t

Genesee, - . _

Rve, best, ...
GRAIN, Rye - - - - -

Corn - ...
Barley - - - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LI.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil..and Northern

PLAISTEP^ PAPaS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed

do 3-4 washed

do 1-2 & 4 do

Native - - - do

Fulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

lb.

cask

al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb

1 26| 1 SO
95 50(100 00
102 001105 00

PROVISIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEI', best pieces . . - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - -

Indian, do. - . - -

1 50|

9 50j

(i 60|

7 £0|

12

90
5 25
4 75l

eo
63'

40!

-I
70
77'

2 75j

1 67

10 00
8 75
8 00

14

1 00
5 50
00

none
64
67
67

45

10

15

1 00
78

3 00
13 00 14 00
12 00 12 25

11 50
2 25'

C

35!

20
28'

25|

20:

33:

25
28!

2 00
2 50

10
48

34

30.

25
37
30
32
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fHtJSCfUtintrs.

THE HUSIBLE COT.
Blesl be llie spot where cl'.eerful guesls relire,

To pause from loil and Iriin their evening iiie

Blesl that abode, where want and pain rejiair

And every stranger finds a ready chair

;

Blesl be tliose feasts with simple plenty crown'il

Where all the ruddy family around

Laugh at the jests or pranks that never fail.

Or sigh with pity at some nionrnl'nl tale ;

Or press the bashful stranger to his food,

And learn the luxury of doiug good.

PROBABILiTIES OF HuMAN LiFE. TllC fol-

lowing table of the probabililios of htiiuaii lifo has

been given by M.do la Malle :

Tabic of tho probabilities of human life, calcu-

I

it into his head to jump into a corn-field ; the oth- ed." IIow many find it even so ! A man ol

: ers, sheep lilte, followed, ani they were all found blustering pretensions, without merit, modesty or

! up to their backs in mischief—On starting them worth, who will looU and talk authoritatively, i~

' from the field, they chose to jump over a wall, on
1 generally held in greater acceptance by the world,

: the other side of which was a deep well. The
j
tlian tlie person wlio keeps pace only with liis

first one leaped the v/all, and brought up at the i powers, and who disdains to adopt any meretri-

, bottom of the well ; and the remainder of the floclc
, cioiis method for the purpose of attaining distinc-

! followed of course, till eighkeii of them were snug- 1 tion.

Iv stowed away in the bottom of the well. With
mucli difficulty they were taken out; though not

till eight of them were drowned.

—

Stoniiigton pa.

lated by Domitius Ulpianus, Prime l\Iinister to L^gggm learning, and a graceful and powerful ora

Alexander Severus, and extracted from Emilius :tor withal, settled in one of our western villages

Macer

—

Mndtiess.—A commission in Lunacy was lately

held in London to enquire into the sanity of a very

wealthy old gentleman of high family, named Jod-

The best talents in the world must be knov/n\drell. One of the facts alleged in proof of his ]u-

in order to be patronized. Man is a child of op- j
nacy, was, that " he would sometimes begin to

portunity— circumstance either makes or mars
l

read a newspaper, and presently throw it down.

him—but he may sometimes make circumstances. ,

saying it was all nonsense."

Some years ago, a young lawyer of fine talents and
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RURAL ECONOMY.
APPLE srRUP.

To prepare an excellent Syrup, not inferior to

Molasses.—Grind a quantity of sweet apples,

those, for example, known by the name of sweet-

ings. Express the juice immediately upon their

bein" ground, and strain it as clear as possible be-

fore fermentation has commenced. Put it into a

larae boiler, and boil it down to a syrup which in

taste will be found to be pleasanter than common

West India molasses, and as little subject to fer-

mentation. Four gallons of rich sweet apple juice

will yield one of syrup ; by boiling longer, and re-

ducing the quantity, it may be made of any consis-

tence required.—The substance of the above we

have copied from an article in the Boston Centinel

for 1813.

'

PREPARED FRUIT.

To prepare fruit for children &c. in a more

wholesome manner than putting them into pies or

puddings you may take the following mclliod: Put

apples sliced, or plums, currants, gooseberries, &c
into a stone jar, and sprinkle as much loaf sugar

as is necessary among them. Set the jar on a hot

liearth, or in a sauce pan of water, and heat the

water, and let it remain till the fruit is thoroughly

done.

TO PRESERVE CUCUMBERS FOR PICKLES.

Put cucumbers immediately after gathering into

a tight, clean barrel, with a sufficiency of salt,

when melted, to cover them. In the same mannei

proceed till the barrel is filled, adding salt with

.jvery additional parcel, and keeping the cucum

berg immersed in the pickle; for any suffered to

float will rot immediately. When pickles arc

wanted for use, take a sutHcient quantity, put thfin

in a clean barrel or tub, in a cool but not ''n a

freezing place, and pour three times the quantity

of boiling water to them, and let them stand aven-

ty-four hours. Then pour off this water and add

as couch more boiling hot. Proceed in the same

way a third time and the cucumbers will be green,

plump and bard, and fit for the vinegar and other

seasoning. Be careful that boiling water, not

merely warm water be used.

The above is the substance of a communication

from a very respectable correspondent, published

N. E. Farmer, vol. V. page 30. The writer ob-

served that lie "had practised pickling cucumbers

as above upwards of twenty years: and has had

them ten years old, perfectly good.

It is said likewise that cucumbers may be pre-

served by putting them while fresh and green into

a mixture of one part whiskey and three of water.

See N. E. Farmer, vol. V. p. 370.

SUGAR.

A sample of sugar made last year on the planta-

tion of Col. Henry Yonge, Gadsden county, East

Florida, has been left with the editor of the Bal-

timore Pariot. It is a specimen of a crop of thir-

ty barrels. The sugar appears superior to that of

Louisiana in strength, though its color is not so

fine as that of some of the latter, owing to its hav-

ing been packed up befi.i.j the molasses was suffi-

ciently drained off. Its flavor is peculiarly deli-

cate, resembling that of candy. That part of
Florida was a wilderness when the territory was
ceded jy Spain ; but it is now rapidly settling by
intelligent and enterprising men, who are turning
their rttontion to the cultivation of sugar.
Somt persons arc of opinion that the production

of sugir now does not equal its consumption, and
that lie increased demand has been partially sup-
plied ly the old stock. If this is correct, it is to

be hojed the cultivation of sugar will be still more
promoed in Louisiana ; and introduced and ex-
tendei in Mississippi, Alabama, Florida and Geor-
gia.

A A3rmont farmer inclines to the opinion that
Broon Corn may be profitably cultivated with a

view t) the sugar that can bo obtained from it.

Ho alo recommends experiments to ascertain

whethr sugar cannot be obtained from other

northen vegetables insufficient quantities to war-
rant thir cultivation partly fur this purpose.

We.earn that the Sugar Cane is flourishing

luxuriatly in one or two gardens in this city.

We lern also that in a garden at the lower end
of the ity, a stalk of Oronoco Cotton has reached
the hejht of upwards of six feet. It is a beauti-

ful plat, and worthy the inspection of the curi-

ous.—t is said the plant will grow into a tree of
considrable size, and that it will not attain its

matury before the second year from its planting.—Auusta Const.

Fo}St Bee Hives.—It has been long a custom

in Uor.ia, to make cavities in the trees of a for-

est, for the purpose of receiving and rearing

jwanns of bees. Some proprietors have hundreds
and thousands of such trees. Those which are

-•hosen for this purpose are large oaks, firs, pines,

alders, &c. It is found that the pure air of the

higher regions agrees better with the bees than

th3 air of hives resting on the ground, in which,

owing (it is presumed) to the pernicious exhala-

tions of the earth, disease frequently makes great

nvages.

Another advantage of this plan is, that it never

bjcomes necessary to kill the bees, and that hon-

ey may be taken at pleasure, if it can be spared,

iuring the whole of the summer, by simply re-

noving, or unlocking and opening the slip of

loard which covers the longitudinal opening in

he cylinder, in the middle of a warm day, when
nost of the bees are out. This, a= we have else-

where mentioned, (Encyc. of Card. § 1738) we
have seen done every two or three days, for the

use of a family, during a residence of above three

months in a small Polish town on the Russian

frontier.

—

Loudon.

Separating Wax and Honey from the Comb.

When your honey is cleared from the comb,

put your wax into a coarse canvass bag along

with some pebbles ; tie the bag up close, and put

it into a pot, or saucepan, filled up with water.

Place the pot on the fire ; let it boil for some

hours ; then take it from the fire, and get it in a

cold place. The next day you will find a fine ev-

en cake of wax floating on the water, free from

lall impurities. The reason of putting pebbles in

the bag is to keep it at the bottom of the pot
otherwise it would rise, and attach itself to the
supernatant cake of wax. The water that remains
contains a good deal of saccharine matter ; and
by adding more honey, (as proportion requires) if

may be U5ed for making mead.
The following is a good method of separating

the honey from the comb :—When you cut out.
from an old hive, the honeycomb, put the same on
flat dishes, or shallow wooden trays, made of lime
or willow wood (as deal wood, and some others,
might give an improper flavor to the honey,) and
cairy these trays into a room with closed windows,
otherwise your bees will find them out, and give
you much trouble and annoyance. Then with a
knife and fork cut from the comb the purest, which
I shall call No. 1

;
put it into a pan, and cut it in-

to small pieces; after this, put the above into a
coarse sieve, (where the holes are about l-14th
part of an inch,) and let it filter into a pan set un-
der the sieve.

The remaining honeycomb, which I shall call
No. 2, must be treated in the same way as No. 1,
but will give an inferior honey, in consequence of
the comb containing a yellow matter, called bee-
bread, which the honey dissolves, and derives froir

it a yellow color and disagreeable taste.

I have only to remark that honey from young
bees does not require the above assortment, being
all white and pure: it is hence called virgin honey.

On the Cultivation of the Annual Sunflower.—
Sir—allow me to recommend, through the medi-,
um of your useful miscellany, the cultivation o'
the annual :sunfl<iv,Gr, as possessing the advanta
ges of furnishing an abundance of fodder for cat-
tle, in their leaves. When, also, they are in
bloom, the bees flock to them to gather sweets.
The seed is valuable for feeding sheep, pigs, &c.
It produces a striking effect on poultry, in occa
sioning them to lay more eggs than usual; the
dry stalks burn well, and the ashes afford a con
siderable quantity of alkali.—English Mag.

Timber—An English paper recommends thai

prohibitory duties be laid upon the importation of
American timber, " the crevices of which are
found to bo filled, absolutely filled, with bugs."
Some new houses have been erected in Regent's
Park, in the construction of which American tim-

ber has been employed, and "the insects from it

are already numerous and troublesome."

A Mammoth Peach.—A peach of the malaeaiton

kind was picked this season, in the garden of Si-

las Felton, Esq. of Marlboro', which weighed 9
1-2 ounces, and measured nine inches and a half

around.

—

Concord pa.

Large Pears.—In the same gentleman's garden

three pears were blown from the tree, last week,
which were yet unripe and hard; they were of the

Amory kind, which do not reach maturity till the

middle of October, These pears were of the folf

lowing weights and measurements:

—

1. Pear, 1 lb. 8 oz. measured )4 3-8 inches.

2. " 1 " 7 " do. 14 1-8 "

3. « 1 " 1 " do. 12 7-8 "

The total weight of the three, 4 pounds.

—

Ibid
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AGRICULTURAL SELECTIONS.
The French have paid particular attention to

sheep since the time of Colbert, and there are

now considerable flocks of short wooledand Span-

ish breeds in some places, besides several nation-

al flocks. Sheep are housed and kepi in folds,

and in little yards or enclosures, much more than

in England. One third of the sheep in Friince
j

are black. Birkbeck considered the practice of

housing as the cause '.vhy the foot-rot is so com-

mon a disease among the sheep of France. The
|

shepherds have thatched huts placed upon wheels

when they attend the flocks at night, and are ac-

companie ! iy dogs to defend the flocks from

wolves, whKi still abound in Picardy. Hay is the

general wintor food, and in some parts of Picar-

dy, turnips.

The beaL:Ls of labour are chiefly the ox on small

farms, and the liorse on the larger. Both are

liept under cover the greater part of the year.

The breeds of oxen arc very various ; they are

generally cream-coloured, but the best are in

Normandy, which furnishes also the best breed

of working horses, as Limousin does for the sad-

dle. In the south of France the ass and mule are

of frequent use in husbandry.

A royal stud of Arabians has been kept up in

Aurilla in Eimousin, for a century ; and another

has been formed at Nismes, from an extensive

importation.

The best dairies are in Normandy ; but in this

department France does not excel. In the south-

ern districts, olive, almond, and poppy oil supply

the place of butter; and goat's milk is that used
in cookery.

Poultry is an important article of French hus-

bandry, and well understood as far as breeding
and feeding. It is thought that the consumption
of poultry in town is equal to that of mutton.

The poorest cottager owns a few hens, and a neat
little roost in which they pass the night secure
from dogs, wolves and foxes.

The brood of swine ia in general bad; but ex-

oellent hams are sent from Bretagne, from hogs
reared on acorns, and fatted off with maize. Pig-
eon houses are not uncommon.
The management of fish ponds is well under-

stood in France, owinj to fish in all catholic coun-
tries being an article of necessity. In the inter-

nal districts, there are many large artificial ponds,
as well as natural lakes, where the eel, carp, pike
and a few other specias are reared, separated and
fed, as in the Berkshire ponds in England.
The forest culture of Fn nee is scientifically

conducted, both in the national forests and on
private estates. The chief object is fuel; char-
coal, bark ; and next, timber for building ; but in

some districts, other products arc collected, as
acorns, mast, nuts, resin, &c.
The cultivation of the vine is an important ob-

ject in France, where it is kept low, and treated
more as a plantation of raspberries or currants
would be in England. It is either planted in
large plots, in rows ttvo or three feet apart, and
then plants at two or three feet distance in the
row

;
or it is planted in double or single rows al-

ternating with ridges of arable land.
° The sorts

cultivated are almost as numerous as the vine-
yards. Fourteen hundred sorts were collected
from all parts of France by order of the Comte
Chapal, and are nov/ in the nursery of the Lux-
embourg. The pineau of Bergovne, and the au-

ViTTiat of Orleans, are esteemed varieties, and

these, with several others 'rown for wine-making,

have small berries and braixhes like the English

Burgundy grape. Small berries, and a harsh fla-

vor arc preferred for wine-naking both in France

and Italy. The oldest viu' s invariably give the

best grapes and produce the best wines, The

Baron Peyrouse planted a vineyard twenty years

ago, which, though in full bearing, he says is too

vigorous to enable him to judge of the fijeness

and quality of the wine which it may one dly af-

ford. In the Clos de Vagois vineyard, inWhioh

the most celebrated Burgundy wine is proluced,

new vine plants have not been set for ihrej hun-

dred years ; the vines are renewed by layiig the

old trunks, but the root is never separatee from

the stock. This celebrated vineyard is nevr ma-

nured. The extent is one hundred and! sixty

French arpents. It makes in a good yearl from

jone hundred and sixty to two hundred hogseads,

!
of two hundred and sixty bottles each boghead.

jThe expense of labour and cooperage in |uch a

year, has arisen to 33,000 francs,
[£1,-32J)

and
I the wine sells on the spot at five frincs a jottle.

I

The vineyard is of the pineau grape. Tip soil,

I

about three feet deep, is a limestone gravt on a

I limestone rock.
)

! The white mulberry is very extensivelyiculti-

j
vated in France for feeding the silk worm! It is

! not placed in regular plantations, but in crners,

I rows along roads, or round fields or farms|

The trees are raised from seeds in nuijeries,

I

and sold generally at five years, when thej have

j

strong stems. They are planted, stakes and

treated as pollards. Some strip the leaves from

the young shoots, others cut these off twic one

year and only once the next ; others pollaj the

tree every second year.

!
The eggs of the moth {Borabyx mori) are htch-

ed in rooms heated by means of sto'.es to sigh-

teen degrees of Reaumur. One ounce of ejgs

I requires an hundred weight of leaves, and will

produce from seven to nine pounds of raw silk.

The hatching commences about the end of April,

and, with the feeding, is over in about a month.

I

Second broods are procured in some places. The
: silk is wound off the coccoons or little balls, by

, women and children. This operation is reserved

for leisure days throughout the rest of the seasoi,

or given out to women in towns. The eggs an
small round objects ; the caterpillar attains i

considerable size ; the chrysalis is ovate ; and tht

male and female are readily distinguishable.

silk!
The statute book of Connecticut now contains

regulations for inspecting silk, as the growing
and manufacture is still carried on extensively inj

some districts. The trees planted thirty and forty]

j

years ago are yet standing, of giant growth ; many
i of them are cutting down to be used as steam-boat
\ timber. I know of one person who rents out his

trees to feed the silk-worm at a very handsome
rent : equal to that for a good farm.

]

The timber of the mulberry is said to be as last-

!
ing as the cedar or the chesnut, its growth ia rap-
id ; in Ohio it will come to maturity in a little

more than half the period required in the eastern
states; it is tlierefore an object of the first impor-
jtance if used only for timber ; no farmer should

I

delay'a single monaent the planting of his nursery.

I

The amount of silk manufactured yearly in Enn--

jland is fifty million dollars ; exports half a million.

With a little attention the United States will be f|

come the greatest silk country in the world ; a hun-

dred millions a year will be a small estimate for its

ability.— ff'est Tiller.

SYMPTOMS AND PROGRESS OF THE ROT
IN SHEEP.

In the first stage of the rot, the sheep is in the
frequent habit of rubbing the under lip against
the'fold, or its own fore legs, or any other hard
substance ; also of drinking a greater quantity of
water when at the sheepfold than those that are
sound, and showing a disposition rather to lick off

the moisture from, than to croi. the grass. In the
second stage, the lips, nostiils, and throat, be-
come swoln ; the animal is feverish, insatiably

thirsty, and almost incessantly visited by a sort of
dry cough. In the third and last stage, the eyes
become sunken; the eye-veins, small, discoloured
and nearly bloodless; the eye-balls livid and dim,
with whites exceedingly pale, the burrs of the
ears swoin, and free from wax ; the liver, lights,

and throat ulcerated ; and the passage of respira-

tion being stopped, the animal is suffocated. " 1

was led to this experience," says the writer,
" when very young in business, by an old shep-
herd who had been more than forty years upon
the farm. Pointing to a sheep rubbing its lip

against the fold, and acting otherwise in the man-
ner above described, 'That sheep, master,' said

he, 'is touched with the rot. The best thing I

can recommend you to do with him is, to take him
home before he is too far gone, give him some
ground oats, and make him tidyish meat, and kill

him.' I did so, as sheep will thrive upon oats for

some time after they are first affected ; and when
the sheep was opened, I discovered that the liver

was full of things resembling plaice, and its lights

just beginning to become ulcerated. The next
sheep I found in the first stage as above mention-
ed, I suffered, by way of experiment, to take its

chance, and it died, by suffocation, ia the third

itage, as above stated, which was the result of at
leett a dozen experiments."

—

AT. Y. Memoirs.

SEED WHEAT.
The wheat generally raised in this province, is

of two kinds, called the bearded and the bald.
The be;.rded wheat is very liable, in wet seasons,
to be affected with mildew or rust, and the bald
wheat to the attack of the Hessian fly ; and we
are sorry to siy, that the very fine prospect of a
wheat crop, which was so general in the early
part of the season, both in this province and in
Kova Scotia, from the various accounts which we
have heard, is in a great measure cut off. We
have now to call the attention of our readers to a
new species of wheat lately introduced into this

province. The history of it, we are informed, is

as follows

:

Four years ago, a Mr Camp, living at Jemapg,
bought a chest of tea in this city, and when he
opened it, he found a few grains of wheat in it—
these he carefully sowed, and the seed has been
kept and sowed from year to year since, and it is

now supposed, at a low calculation, that from 500
1000 bushels of this wheat will be raised this sea-

son. It grows larger and stouter in the stalk,

and is more prolific than any previously raised in

this province. And what renders it peculiarly

Valuable, is, that in every different situation in

which it has been sown, it has never been affect-

ed with either mildew; Wissian fly, smut, or blast
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0(1 ear.s. It has been sown this year, by George lead; and with suitable precautions even by ?cad

Hazeii, Esq. at the Vale, and by iliffercnt persons

at Grand Lake, Sheffiolil, and Mangorville.—This

is well worth the attention of Agriculturalists.

—

St. Jokn,.Y. B. Gazttlc.

SHALLOTS.
This vegetable, the Allium Asccdonicum of Lin-

nsEus, sometimes termed Eschalolte, is a native of

Palestine, whence it has been introduced into our

Idtchen gardens. It is raised from suckers, which

should be set out eitlicr in autumn or early in the

spring, in beds or furrows, at the distance of about

threcinches from each other. Towards the end of

June, the stems are tied up: and, in the course of

another month, the plants are pulled out of the

cartli' when they are exposed to the air to dry, and

afterwards preserved in some dry airy place.

The roots of the shallot are very pungent; have

3 strong but pleasing smell, and are preferred to

onions, as ingredients in highly flavoured soups

and gravies. They are also pickled, in which state

considerable quantities are consumed in the East

Indies.

This plant, when mixed with vinegar, rice and

honey, is said to be serviceable against the bite of

a mad dog; we doubt, however, the pfficacy and

propriety of such an application. It is also recom-

mended as an excellent cephalic, especially when
inhaled through the nostrils; but its most beneficial

upon wood. The experiments were successful

botli with English and French powder. 'J'he ex-

periments most clearly show, that in all the mani-
pulations of a powder manufactory, all violent

shocks aud percussions should be carefully avoid-

ed, since they may occasion the disengagement of

sufficient heat to produce the inflammation of pow-
der.

—

Bui. d^Encouragement, Juin, 182G.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Tte Committee of Arrangements, for the Annual

E.vhibition of the essex agricuitural society,
which is to be at West Newbury, (near the tavern

of Col. MOSES newEll), on Wednesday the 10th

inst. nould give notice:

—

That all claims for premiums for stock, must be
ente-ed with the Secretary, on or before 9 o'clock

A. IV. of the day of Exhibition.

That all animals olfered for premiums must be

at the place of Exhibition as early as 8 o'clock, that

thert may bo time to arrange them in their places

by 9 o'clock, after which none will be admitted.

Thit a room has been procured at the house of

J0H^ FOLLANSEEE, for the exhibition of manufac-
ture( articles; at which place all articles of this

desciption must be entered as early as 9 o'clock.

Tiat the Ploughing Match will commence at 11

o'cloik, on a piece of ground near the Meeting-

Houe. Persons intending to engage in this, are

properties are those of creating an appetite, and , remhded that this intention must be made known
expelling foul air.

—

Domestic Encyclopedia. ' to tie Secretary of the Society, or Col. Newell, of
—

. W. Vewbury, as early as the Monday previous to

A mode has been suggested of getting glass L[,g
3j,ijji,jjigp

stoppers oxt of bottles, viz. placing the bottle in a
.j.,^t jhe premiums are ofiered to all, and are

pan of cold water and the whole upon the fire, I „(,, confined to members of the Society,

provided what may happen to be in the bottle be
| p|,g Society will dine together at one o' lock

—

not liable to serious injury from the heat. The
j -Rckets for the Dinner will be furnisheu by Mr

air inside will thus become gradually e.xpanded, j^ath'l G. Tyler,
and the stopper driven out. It will be proper tJ

| A room for the accomodation of the Trustees has
attach a piece of cloth loose over the stopper 'o

the neck, to prevent its flying out so as to do iiis

chief.

—

Mechanic's Magazine.

been provided at the house ofMr Richard Heath;
at which place the Trustees and persons appointed

on Committees, are requested to meet at9o'clock.

The Meeting of the Society for the transaction

of business will be at the Meeting-House, at 3 o'-

clock P. M.
Messrs. Jesse Putnam, David Emery, Josiah

, . , „ 1 HIM, tni. 1 Newhall, Moody Bridges, Jeremiah Colman, and
lowinff on the subiect of Powder Mills. 1 bough i„ ,~ l u -^jutliluwiug ^.ji Ml j^ ..,_,.. •. „_. _.. I Samuel Tenny, have been appointed Marshals on

POWDER MILLS.
Among several interesting articles extracted

from foreign scientific publications for the Ameri-

can Journal of Science and Arts, we fi.id the fol

it is well known that the use of iron in the ma
chinery of these establishments, is attended with

danger, we believe it is generally supposed that

copper may be substituted with safety. The re-

sult of experiments, however, shows that such is

not the fact.

—

Con. Courant.

Although great care is taken to exclude from

these manufactories all articles of iron, and to sub-

stitute copper and other metals, in the metalic

parts of the machinery, which will not strike fire,

yet it is well known that explosions attended with

disastrous consequences, are very frequent. Ex-

cited by an occurrence of this nature, M. Aubert,

Col. of Artillery, was induced, in conjunction with

Capt. Tardy, to resume some experiments which

he had unsuccfssfully tried, to ascertain, whether

gunpowder v.o'jld not explof'e by the shock of

copper. The result of these renewals was that

powder v.'ould inflame by the stroke of copper

upon copper. This nave rise to further investiga-

tion, in presence of the committee of safety, and

it was ascertained that gunpowder could be ex-

ploded by the stroke of iron upon iron : iron upon

copper; copper upon copper; iron upon marhle

;

aad by using the halistic pendulum, by lead upon

this occasion, and will be respected as such.

By order of the Com. of Arrangements,

J. W. PROCTOR, Sec'y.

Danvers, October 1, 1827.

CROPS IN NOVA SCOTIA.
We regret to observe, by the following extract

of i. letter from the "Acadian," that the unfavor-

abh weather which has lately been felt in some of

the Eastern districts, has extended over the Wes-
tern portion of the country, and that the crops are

not likely to answer the promises of the summer.

There is not, however, as we can hear, any dan-

ger apprehended of a total failure, though much
damage has been done Halifax Recorder.

Annapolis, Sept. 10, 1837.

"1 am sorry to hear, from all quarters, that the

wheat crop will be very deficientthisyear.through-

out the western part of the province. With few

exceptions, the farmers in general will have but

half of what they confidently expected from the

promising appearance of a few weeks ago; but they

arc a contented, manly people, and know upon

what grounds to be reconciled to their losses.

Their Hay crops have been very abundant, but
they cannot, as yet, pronounce upon their Indian
Corn or Potatoes."

Gardens in Ships To sow in the temperate
zone, and reap between the tropics, is a eomewhat
singular thing. Yut (says the Weekly Review) it

is constantly done. For the great East India
ships, in imitation of the Dutch who first introduc-

ed the practice, have little salad gardens in flat

wooden boxes on their poops, where the seed act-

ed upon by a heat increasing daily, shoots up in a
surprisingly rapid manner. In these gardens the
number of crops in the year are more numerous
than in any spot on earth, but the gardeners, if so

minded, can command almost any temperature.

J\J'. Y. Statesman.

Chohedar.—The inhabitants of Bengal usually

sleep with their doors and windows open. A
chokedar (or watchman) is employed by every re-

spectable family. This man frequently belongs to

a gang of robbers, and is considered on that very

account as a Uiuch better protection than an hon-

est person. He walks round the house and

grounds, and callr the hour until he thinks the

family are asleep. He then fixes his spear in a

conspicuous situation, and then goes tojsleep him-

self, without any further trouble or anxiety. The
robbers recognize his weapon, and never injure

their comrade by attacking the house.— Weekly

Review.

It is in contemplation to build a splendid Hotel

on the land belonging to the estate of the late

Mr. Phillips, in Common-street, Boston—Fourteen

gentlemen have already subscribed $10,000 each,

to promote the plan, and we hear that the sub-

scription is to be increased to !S2,'iO,000.

The Colombian dollar is singularly deficient in

standard and weight, its current and actual value

being only 75 cents; while the current value of

the dollar of Mexico, Central America, Peru, Chi-

li, and La Plata, and the Brazilian piece of 960
reas, (dollars re-stamped) is 100 cents, and the

actual value of nearly all of them a fraction more
than that.

—

Savannah Georgian.

Rich Landlord.—It was lately asserted in the

British House of Lords, that one of the members
of that body who complained that the Corn Laws
would ruin him and other Landholders, owns no

less than five hundred acres of the land in the Me-
tropolis of England and most of it so valuable that

he leases it out by the inch.

Debts Dr Johnson says, that small debts are

like small shot, they are rattling on every side,

and can scarcely be escaped without a wound.

Great debts are like cannon, of loud noise and lit-

tle danger.

Husband's Authority to Correct his Wife.—The
authority which the husband has sometimes claim-

ed, under the law, to inflict corporeal chastise

ment upon his wife, seems not to have been giveu

by the Hindus. Their code contains the follow-

ing beautiful maxim. "Strike not, evtn wichd-

blossom, a wife guilty of a hundred faults."

In the botanic garden of Chelsea, England, there

are no less than 330 species of foreign wheat at

this time ripening, besides forty sorts of oats, ani5

ighteen varieties of barley.
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MIDDLESEX CATX1.E SHOW,
Exhibilion of Manvfadures and Ploughing

Match, at Concord, Oct. 10, 1827.

The Committee would give notice to the mem-

bers of the Society, aiiJ to the public, that they

have nearly completed the necessary arrange-

ments for the due regulation of the Farmers',

Manufacturers' and Mechanics' Holiday.

From the great utility of such exhibitions as

we have heretofore witnessed, and the increased

zeal and attention of our citizens to the great ob-

jects of the Society, wo have reason to anticipate

a much greater display of the works of nature and

art this year, than in any former one.

Proper pens will h : made for the exhibition of

all animals offered fur i premium, and assistance

furnished in confining' .,nd arranging them.

Such Manufacturer ; nd Fabrics, improvements

in Machinery, and all implements of husbandry

offered for premium, must be entered at the court-

house by 10 o'clock, A. M. on the day of exhibi-

tion, where directions and aid will be given.

Persons in the more immediate vicinity are re-

quested to forward their articles for exhibition, at

the Court-house, at as early an hour in the morn-
ing as possible.

The Ploughing Match will take place at nine

o'clock, A. M. precisely, and those who wish to

contend for the prizes must leave their names
with Nathan Brooks, Esq. Secretary of the So-
ciety, by eight o'clock, A. M. on the day of the

exhibition.

A procession of officers and members of the So-

ciety will be formed at half past ten o'clock, A.
M. and proceed to the meeting-house, where an

Address will be delivered by the Hon. Edward
Everett.

. After the ceremonies at the Meeting-house, the

several Committees will immediately proceed to

the discharge of their duties.

{f^The ii-ial ofstrength and discipline of Work-
ing Oxen, will take place immediately after the

service in the Meeting-house.

A dinner will be in readiness at 2 o'clock, P.M.
At 4 o'clock, Premiums will be publicly declared

at the court-room, in the Court-house.—At 5 o'-

clock, the Society will meet at the Hotel for the

choice of Officers for the ensuing year.

J. Davis, C. Hubbard, ") „
J. Stacy, C. Hosmer, '

C^niimUee

.N. Hardv, W. Whiting, ^''/-™ff-
S. Patch, F. Thttle, j

"'^""-

CIDER.
The orchards are bending under the weight of

apples, and the time of making cider is near at

hand. The general process is understood, but at-

tention to two or throe particulars, may greatly
increase the value of the liquor. Why does Bur-
lington cider bring, in market, double the price of
that made elsewhere ?

Use water freely in making every thing sweet
and clean before you begin—but very sparingly
afterwards.

Put your apples after being gathered for a few
days in a dry place, exposed to the sun.

Let your casks be perfectly sweet.

See that the straw used be clean and bright
Tlirow all the rotten, or rotting apples to your
pigs. Keep the several sorts of apples separate

;

»f ground together, the cider will not be so good.
When the liquor has undergone sufficient fer-

wientati^n to throw off the impure matter in it, and

while it is yet sweet, take a clean cask, put into

it a bucket of cider, set fire to a clean rag that

has been dipped in brimstone—let it bum inside

the cask so as to fill it with the fcimes of the brim-

stone—shake the cask well, and then li',1 and bung

it tight.

This mode is highly recommended t o preserve

the cider sweet, while it will yet be pure. The

crab apple should be more extensively cultivated

for cider. Liquor, delicious as wine, may he made

from it. We received from Mr Ehseeius Tow.ns-

end, this summer, a barrel of bottled crab cider,

which, during the warm weather was far more

grateful to the taste, and we are sure, more

wholesome.than any other drink thatcouldbc used.

On opening several of the bottles, the cider Foam-

ed and sparkled like Charapaigne wine. fl^^The

apple crop properly managed may be made very

profitable. A small orchard below West-Chester,

two years ago, produced to its owner, several aun-

dred dollars.— Village Record.

SHEEP.
The English have had more regard to the form

than to the fleeces of their sheep, and most cf the

44 millions in that country are of the long-wtoled

large breeds. Fine wool for the manufactures is

either much larger or much smaller ; and ten new
stars to have supplied the place of those that arc
lost. Some of these chrwiges may perhaps be ac-

counted for by supposing a proper motion in the
solar or siderial systems, by which the relative

positions of several of the heavenly bodies have
varied. But this explanation, though it may ap
ply to several of the cases, will by no means apply
to all of them ; in many instances, it is unques-
tionable that the stars themselves, the supposed
habitations of other kinds or orders of intelligent

beings, together with tlic different planets by
which it is probable they were surrounded, and to

which they may have given light and fructifying

seasons, as the sun gives light and fruitfulness t-o

the earth, have utterly vanished, and the spots

which they occupied in the heavens have become
blanks. What has befallen other systems will as-

suredly befall our own ; of the time and the man-
ner we know nothing, but the fact is incontrover-

tible ; it is foretold by revelation, it is inscribed

in the heavens, it is felt throughout the earth.

Such is the awful and daily text; what then ought

to be the comment ?

—

Good's Book of Nature.

Hereditary Insanity.—By great temperance in

living and avoiding mental emotion and exertion
imported from Saxony and Spain. The Saions ^g much as possible, insanity may be prevented,
have given their attention to the fleeces, xliich

they have brought to so great perfection, that

Spain possesses no flock that can be compired

with some of those in Saxony. Sheep of the Sax-

on race are pretty numerous in the countries of

Silesia, Moravia, &c. In France there arc but

few flocks of pure merino blood. The Frmch
import great quantities of fine wool from Spin
and Saxony, and tliey arc now making efforts '.o

introduce the Saxon race of sheep into France.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

even where the predisposition to it is strongly

marked, till at length the predisposition itself is

worn out. By looking at the subject in this point

of view, that dread of insanity which exists so

strongly in many minds may be greatly lessened,

as it holds out a reasonable ground for expecting

that the tendency fo the malady may be gradually

overcome, and that by simple and practicable

means.

—

Lancet.

Cultivation of the Vine.—We have received,

a.\d hastily looked over a little work entitled, "the

Anerican Vine Dressers' Guide, by Alphonse Lou-
hat. This gentleman is a practical man, who for

years in the south of Prance has been personally

engaged in the cultivation of the vine. He has

Pilfering Fruit.—At the late term of the Court

of Common Pleas in this town, John Marsh was
indicted for stealing three water melons from the

garden of Benjamin Hey wood, in Grafton, on the

26th of the last month, (Sabbath day) to which he • , ,, ^ ,•,,.,• ,

, , .,, , ^ . J : c n conceived the project which he thinks, and as it
plead guilty, and was sentenced to pay a fine or I . . ,

, , , -^ , 1 r ..
. • 11 . appears to us upon very lust ground, very practi-

ten dollars and costs of court, amounting in all to i

'^f, r- , c j , ' '
.

, . J. . . , ,, ni, . J- J ;
cable 01 introducing, as tar as depends upon him.

about forty two dollars. 1 ne court was disposed '.
, ,,. f- r- .i • , • , , •

,
'

, „ , . . 1 u »i the general cultivation of this productive plant in
to award r. heavier fine, but was prevented by the f, ?t ,, , „. . j i. , j •

. .
,. ,.,.^ r.i J r I ». 1 I

the United States : and having already imported
supposed inability of the defendant to pav a larger , , . , , ,.. n .t. j >

., , , . J 1 1
and planted skilfully many thousand vines, he

sum. Such an example was wanted, and we nope ' '^. , .• . »l e ^

J ,1.- 1 . L ^ J .1 now gives directions as to the manner ol treating
It may do good. It a regard to character and the .,.,,,, . m »t

. , .. °, . I a- • ^ t 1 . e u- them in all their various stages, lo those who
I

are engaged, even on a small scale, in raising
rights of others, is not sufficient to deter from this

most mean and odious description of pilfering, the ... ,..., , .,, .,,,. ,. ,

, ,_ ,j I ,, c 1 » .1 1
grapes, this little volume will, we think, be useful

law should be rigidly enforced against the viola- " , .. . , V »i ^ / i •,

c . r^ ^ c 11 u 11 I

and instructive: and we wish that it may lead
ters of it. Good fruit would be more genertUy . . ., , • , ,. ., •

,^..,-c^L 11 u . • J I, imanv to enter upon the cultivation of the vine,
cultivated if the owners could be protected in ",he

;

„ , ^ . . • ,. u ,. ^ ,

. ^ .. „ .u 1

J

» • One good effect which would result from the gen-
enioyment of it. One very worthy old man in tiis ,.,. i-.i.- i .. j .l .^ -^ ' ' era! introduction of this plant, and the consequent

abundance and cheapness of light wines, would
town had a valuable peach tree, which bore very

full the present season, giving promise of an abon- , ..... <• .l . i.- i

, JT ,1 . i- 1 u » u , ..L be a diminution of the intemperance which now
dance of excellent fruit, but belere they were r;pe

I ,. ,-. ,

,

i .u , . i-

., , J .1 • , .1 , ;
so discreditably marks the character of our popu-

the marauders commenced their nightly havoc up-;, ,. ^ •. • • .i j u nr t i . •

,. , • . . 1 ., ,j .. ., .1 I

lation : for it is justly said by Mr. Loubat, in con-
on it, which so irritated the old gentleman thathe , .. , . ," • ij .1 . „•.•

. , .... .L r -^ , wr' ;
eluding his preliminary address that "it is noto-

cut down the tree to save the fruit :—norc.va. . ... ,, ., .• . .,
-^ ' nous that all the nations among whom the grape

ASTRONOMY. ^'"^ '^ cultivated, are extremely sober and tem-

* ^- But worlds and systems of worlds are
^

perate."—JV. Y. American.

not only perpetually creating, they are also per- l
in;'Tliis book i.s for sale at ilie New England Farmer office, price

petually diminishing and disappearing. It is an ^'^«^'[^;

extraordinary fact that within the period of the

last century, not less than thirteen stars in difl'er-

ent constellations, none of tliem below t!ie sixth

magnitude, seem totally to have perished ; forty

to have changed t'.icii" magnitude by becoming

Facts.—A single mercantile house, on Long-

wharf, has sold, since the first of January last,

thirty-seven thousand barrels of Genesee flour; of

which less than three hundred barrels have been

disposed of coastwise; the remainder hag been
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sold to country traders, and chiefly to those in the

manufacturing villages.

Another bouse has paid, since the first of April,

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars for Ameri-

can wool, purchased of the farmers and wool-

CTrowers in the New-England States and New-

York, and sold out again to the manufacturers of

New-England.

The Boston and Canton Factory Company im-

ported, during five months preceding the first of

May last, one million pounds of Smyrna wool ; all

of which is used in its own factory, in the manu-

facture of what is called negro cloths.

Is it possible that our manufacturing establish-

ments can be detrimental to commerce and agri-

culture, when a single establishment imports wool

enouo-h in five months to freight three or four

ships, (to say nothing of other articles necessarily

used in the manufacture of the wool,) when a sin-

trie dealer in American wool pays, in the same

time, to the farmers, 150,000 dollars, and another

individual receives from another portion of farm-

ers, and sells off to the country merchants, flour

enough to make its first owners rich, if not inde-

pendent?

—

Boston Courier.

GREAT CROP OF RUTA BAGA IN VIR-
GINIA.
Baltimore, 9th Mo. 4, 1837.

Fkiend J. S. Skinner,—John Darby, a re-

spectable citizen of Richmond county, Va. has

written me on the 20th ult. informing that he, the

last season, had reared 750 bushels of the ruta

baga or Swedish turnip, upon one acre of land

—

and from the well known veracity of the said

Darby, there is no doubt of the fact, which is very

encouraging indeed—and I think that many of

the failures in the culturo nf this crop are Owinff

to neglect at some stage or other in their growth,

for most kinds of vegetables require rich soil, and

frequent cultivation, to insure a profitable return.

Thy friend, ROBT. SINCLAIR.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
Good Peaches have boon sold in New London

market this season at 12 cents the bushel. In
Boston we pay our farmers much bettor.

In felling a huge Hemlock Tree in Hope, N. Y.
it was discovered that it had been wounded, by
some sharp instrument when it was only si.\ inch-

es in diameter. On counting the marks of annu-
al growtli, it was estimated to bo 218 years since
tlie wound was inflicted.

Great Crop.—40 acres of rye, belonging to Do-
rus and Linus Green, of Hadley, yield at the rate

of forty bushels to the acre, making th

The Stockbridge Star states that for the last

two years, while the population of Berkshire has
been constantly increasing, criminal cases in the
Courts of tliat county have been constantly de-

clining, and that at tlio present September Term
of the Supreme .Judicial Court, out of a population

j

of about 40,000 persons, not one has been present-

) d by the Grand Jury for any offence whatever.

I Fishing.—On Thursday a fisherman, and two
I lads, caught 1200 large Mackerel in two hours in

Boston bay.

Spontaneous Comhustion.—A few days ^ince in

wh If-
''"""ving a quantity of dry coal from a large lot

in a second story in a building, on one of thecrop IGOO bushels, all from one field Hampshire , . , , ,

Qii-^iff.
wharves ui town, the laborers discovered a portion

'
' of it to be on fire. So large a body indeed was

C»rf.,-.-Theed.toroftheWorcesterSpystatesi
ted that it had charred scver.il planks ana

that cider is so plenty ,n that vicinity, that it is j^i^t^ ;„ t,,^ flo„. rphe singularity of this in-
dohvered, abundantly, at the distillery for sixty .t^^.g ^^^es it deserving of record.-JVeu-iu.T,-
ccnts per barrel.

|^„^^ jj^^^i^

JVot very Profitable.—In the upper part of South
}

^he New York Daily Advertiser, in speaking
Carolina, near Greenville, gold has been discover- I ^f jhe mania of steam-heat passengers, to make
cd, the land purchased, and a regular set of work-

1 t^e trip between that city and Albanv a few min-
mcn employed in procuring the ere. The metal < „<,, quicker than any others have done, thus ex-

ihhfr!!!.!"''* N*!! Tr^'%
'°""'^

f 'Tm
" ^°°'^"

I

en'Plifies the passion which some men have to hur-
mnro n„ n ^ ov o o„ „» oo^ , ..„..r,

^^^ ^^ ^^ ^j^ gentleman in New England conveything more than a dollar" a day for each man
t^uery—could not a man clear as much by dig- ed a just idea of the character of those who were
ging potatoes

!
The most profitable kind of money go fond of travelling at such a wonderous rate,

digging, after all, will be found in digging the

surface of the ground in tillage.

The London Steam Washing Company have

broken up. Their premises which cost £40,000,

have been sold for £5,950.

The St. Catherine's Dock Company, London,

are said already to have pulled down upwards of; enough to cure one drunkard.
1,000 houses, and to have paid to the owners and
occupiers of property, which they have taken pos-

session of, nearly £700,000.

when he said he believed " his son John, if he was
riding on a streak of lightning, u'ould whip up.'"

A Good Chance for Editors.—The proprietors

of Chambers' medicine for the cure of drunken-

ness, give notice to Editors who will insert their

advertisement, that they shall be furnished with

TO EXPEL VVITCHCR-VFT.
Reginal Scott in his book on Witchcraft, gives

the following charm to find the witch who has be-

witched cattle:

"Put a pair of breeches upon the cow's head,

and beat her out of the pasture with a good cudgel

upon a Fridaie, and she will run right to the

witches dore, and strike thereat with her horns."

It is a curious circumstance that there should be

annually delivered in Huntingdon, England, a lec-

ture upon the subject of Witchcraft. A fund for

this purpose was left by Sir Samuel Cromwell, in

1593, whose wife was bewitched by some persons,

who were afterwards executed, and their property

escheated to Sir Samuel, as Lord of the Manor.

He gave the amount to the mayor and aldermen

of Huntingdon, on condition that an annual lec-

ture on this subject, should be preached on Lady
day, by a Doctor or Batchelorof Divinity, of Cam-
bridge University.

—

'-Salem Observer.

Although the late equinoctial impeded naviga-

tion for a few days, we have not heard of any oth-

Tk„ i\T„,ti,««., T • k. ii,- • -1 er injury from it on the New England coast. The
Ine JNortnern Liights are something simi ar m-, u » c ^i u u j • .i .-.,„•..

., • °., ,. ,, ,. , „ a , Josses by It to the peach orchards m this vicinitj
their appearance, to the light which will reflect on

| ^^^^ y^/^^ ^^_.^ h^n^v '

the wall of a room, if a bason of water is placed in i

have been very heavy. To the owners of several

of them the loss is said to have exceeded 1000
dollars each.

Example to Servants.—A gentleman in the vi-

, ... .1 , , , , . , cinity of Canterbury had a servant who lived with
much on war, that they have dug holes in the . • o^

.1 , T. nim oo '

sunshine in the middle of the floor, and the water
is agitated.

The Winnebago Indians are said to calculate so

ground to hide their women and children. Poor
fellows! By going to war they will dig the graves
of the whole tribe!

Thirst—Labouring people should be informed,
that they might preserve their health by abstain- mu /-c i ^. j i, i i i i: • ^ •

; „ r J I 7 • tu i. . i: .1. , , -nl The Colombian dollar is singularly deficient in
ing from drink during the heat of the day: and if I , j , j !,». . j . i i*
thL ,l,inl,—;.„.!„ °f.„„f» ,u.„ ;„ ll „..„„ I

standard and weight, its current and actual valOe

being only 75 cents; while the current value of

years, at the end of which period, he re-

ceived £350 wages. He was never known to be

intoxicated, and the key of the wine and beet

cellar was left rusted in the lock for eleven years.

[English paper.]

they drink copiously of water or whey in the even-
ing, thirst will not assail them in their working ; ., , ,, r i,» /-.»,« r, ou
u mi_- , , , ,& the dollar of Mexico, Central America, Peru, Chi-
hours. 1 his remark was made and recommended ,- j t r>i » j .u o r e i^m
, en £.,L lA,.- li, and La Plata, and the Brazilian piece of 960
by an officer of high rank in Africa. , , ,, ^ ,, . ,„„ '^

. , ,," reas, (dollars re-stamped) is 100 cents, and the
The chair placed in the Speaker's desk in the actual value of nearly all of them a fraction more

Pennsylvania capitol, was brought to Philadel-
1 than Ihtit.—Savannah Georsia'^.

phia from England, by William Penn, and was oc
cupied by John Hancock, as President of the con-
tinental Congress.

The Independent Courier, published at Ells-

worth, Maine, states that a paper manufacter, n

wheelwright, a cabinet and chair maker, a tinman
and a barber, are wanted in that flourishing vil-

Among the farmers of Norway, who very much
resemble what English farmers once were, the

family plate of butter seems to be the state dish : lawe.

of the house
;

in any one of which, if the smallest
j
^^ understand the late rains have damaged the

qhantity be wanted, a mass is brought forth,
jji^.^^tone Canal, now in the course of excava-

menSd'^b'o?nrt'uvl73 !;f'l',M'''^w^^
*° '^^ '^""""^ °^ ^^ °' ^0'°°° ''°""^' ^M able and experienced officers, with every necessa

hano of cX^drakse? off vifh ZtrMl ,nd i

'""^ ^"^'^ *""" "^ ^=^'" '" ^'""^ P'^-^^^ ^°' -""^^ "-y <=°">f-^ '"^ convenience, is at this time in rea-

Sr Svte's'rhlVa'stlrei ifutmfnr^^^ P'^" '"^ embankments ^„ess. The expedition will sail next spring.-.

5troy so novel though perishable an edifice. i

"^ '"^'^"^ ^''^^-
|

*'''^'" ^'S^'^'''

Arctic Expedition.—Mr. J. N. Reynolds has pub-

lished a statement in the Baltimore papers, by
which it appears that final arrangements have at

length been made for the construction of a vessel

especially suited to the rugged service of a polar

expedition. The expenses of the voyage, Mr. R.
says, are now brought within narrow limits—the

whole amount necessary to furnish the expedition

in instruments, armament, provisions, clothing,

and pay for a well chosen crew of seamen, and
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CAlfSES OF SUPERIORITY OF BRITISH
FARMING.

The great body of cultivators in Great Britain,

whose farms are of any considerable extent, have

generally received a suitable education, by which

their minds are enlarged ; animated witli a desire

to improve their condition in the world, and ren-

dered equally quick to perceive, and ready to a-

dopt such improvements as may occasionally be

proposed. In former times it was objected, that

farmers were an obstinate and bigoted class of

men, averse to every liind of innovation upon es-

tablished practice, and persisting in ancient sys-

tems, even after tlicir deficiency and inutility had

been ascertained in the most dci^isive manner.

—

Whatever truth there might formerly be in the

objection, its force is now completely removed
;

there being no set of men whatever cioro open to

conviction, or more willing to adopt new practices

than Britisli farmers of the present day. This

change of disposition has been accomplished by a

general circulation of agricultural knowledge,

tince the National Board of Agriculture was es-

tablished ; by numerous periodical publications

upon rural economy ; and by that increase of

wealth which flowed from the e.xortions of the

farmer, and which naturally stimulated a search

after new improvements. According to the meas-

ure of attention bestowed upon the education of

farmers,it may be expected that improvement will

hereafter ai'-'ance. A man of uncultivated mind
may hold a plough, or drive a harrow in a suffi-

cient nianniT; but he will seldom introduce an im-

provement or be the means of effecting any change

in ihe established system of rural economy.

Brown's Treatise on Agriculture and Rural Affairs.

NEW EJVGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, OCT. 5, 1837.

FOB THE WEW ENGLAND FARMER.

LUCERNE.
Mr Pessenden—The growth of Lucerne is not

only more rapid than that of any other of the cul-

tivated grasses, but it is also more rapid in our

climate, than it has been represented to be by any

of the sanguine recommenders of it in Europe.

—

On the 26th of April last, 1 bought C pounds of

Lucerne seed at the office of the New England

Farmer, and the next day sowed 4 lbs. of it on a-

bout a third of an acre of well prepared ground.

I sowed with it about as much barley as I thought

would protect it against weeds.

I cut the barley on the 28th of May, and the

Lucerne was then 9 inches high—both were cut

together and given to my cows—on the 30th of

Society, brought from South America—among the

rest there was a small parcel (about one pound,)

which was marked " Chili clover seed." I instant-

ly recognized it to be Lucerne. It came late, and

I could not sow it before the 'iSth of July, liaving

no ground fit for its reception. On that day it was
sown, and on the same patch (but separated from

it,) some Dutch clover seed, presented to me by

Ebenezer RoLLirvs, Esq. The Lucerne is now
9 inches high, and the clover about 4 inches.

I think Lucerne must be valuable for soiling.

—

Although I agree with J. H. Powel, Esq. that

soiling can never be very extensively used on great

farms, yet there are many small farmers in New
England, who, like myself, can only compass 20 or

25 acres, and yet wish to enjoy the luxuries of a

dairy, to supply our own families throughout the

year, with better butter than money will procure.

To such persons, soiling is of great value, and in-

dispensable necessity.

I bow, with great respect, to the opinions of Col.

Powel's experienced correspondent, Mr Rudd,
as to the inexpediency of soiling in England ; but

as that great farmer has assigned his reasons, we
may judge of them for ourselves. He says that

cows cannot enjoy as good health when soiled, as

when indulged with air and exercise in pastures.

This may be true in England, though, even there,

there are high authorities opposed to the opinion.

My own experience of twenty-one years is of a
contrary nature. I have raised my own cows and
usually kept them, from birth to 15 years—they

have enjoyed the highest health—are admired for

their apparent good appearance—and their good
qualities are satisfactory to myself. My cows are

soiled 10 months in the year—for 2 months they
are tethered out, in which last mode they take
rather more exercise than if eufforoJ to mngo.

JOHN LOWELL.
I write "Lucerne," instead of "Lucern," because

it is a French word which we have recently bor-

rowed, and I can see no good reason for changing

the orthography.

I have said that Lucerne is more rapid in its

growth than any other of the cultivated grasses.

I have this year compared it with Orchard Grass,

sown on better land than that devoted to Lucerne.

The Lucerne, in the poorer soil, (though a good

and well prepared one) has much surpassed the

Orchard Grass.

Roxhurij, Oct. 3, 1827.

Rules and Regulations for the Cattle Show, Sfc. at

Brighton, on Wednesday, Oct. 17, 1827.

Oxen on or before Tuesday the-

time of entry for the premiums.

Manufactures & Inventions— Butter, Cheese,

July the Lucerne was a foot high, and again cut Honey, Cider and Currant Wine, before 9 o'clock,

for soiling—early in September the Lucerne was A. M. on Tuesday, the 16th, and to be deposited

about 15 inches high, and some of it in flower ; it at the Hall and ready for exhibition before 10

was the third time, and made into hay, and I
o'clock, A. M. of the same day. [The Hall will

gave a good crop for grass even of the 'second \be open on Monday, the day previous, for the de-

year. It is now up again, anil about S inches 'Posit of articles.)

high. Your associate, Mr RussrLi., the proprie-
j

2. Stock of every kind to be entered by letter,

tor of the New England Farmer, has seen it in its |(post paid) specifying the animals; or by personal

present state, wiiich is beautiful to the eye, and a
i

application, to Jonathan Wi.n.-hip, Esq at Brigh

ton. Secretary of the Show, on or before Tvts
day the lijth ; and a certificate will be given of

such entry, bearing the number oi' the pen assign-

ed.

3. Ploughs for the Ploughing Match to be en-

tered before nine o'clock, A. M. on IVednesduy,

the nth.
'

eye,

complete cover to the soil.

I have already ascertained that it will st:ind our

winters better than clover, having had a small

patch of it, which has stood four winters without

the slightest injury.

I received by the kindness of Commodore Hull
a bo.\ of seeds for the Massachusetts Agricultural

4. Working
16th.

examination for the premiums.

1. The Committee on Inventions, that on Ma7i
iifactures, and also the Committee on Butter,

Cheese, Cider, Currant Wine and Honey, will com-
mence their examination of the articles entered

in their several departments, at ten o'clock, A. M.
on Tuesday the 16th.

2. The Committee on Stock at 9 o'clock A. M.

on Wednesday the 17th.

3. The Ploughing Match will take place at half

past nine o clock A. M. on Wednesday the 17th.

4. The Trial of Working Oxen at eleven o'clock

on the same day.

5. 7'he Auction for Animals and Manufactures

at 12 o'clock M. on the same day.

rules to be observed et competitors for
THE premiums.

1. All Stock to be in the Pens before nine o'clock

A. M. on Wednesday.
2. No animal to be removed from the Pens but

by permission of a Marshal.

3. Fat Cattle are to be weighed before being put

into the Pens, at the expense of the owner.

Q^/^A'b animal not bred tvithin the State can be of-

fered for a Premium.
4. The working Oxen to be arranged on the

right hand of the Avenue from the road to the

Hall, with their heads towards the centre; and the

drivers are to remain with them there, until the

time for the trial.

5. A Certificate will be required that articles of

manufacture offered for premium were wrought

within the State—to be delivered to the secreta-

ry at the time of thp pntry who « ill furnish for

each parcel to tlje person presenting it, a label

with a number corresponding with that of the cer-

tificate of the entry; to be annexed to the parcel.

6. No Competitor for any premium to be present

during the examination unless requested by the

Committee;—the Claimants of the premiums for

Inventions excepted, who will bo required to at-

tend on the Committee to answer such questions

as may be put to them ; and also to exhibit suffi-

cient evidence that such inventions as are offered

by them are of profitable use.

7. After examination the goods will be consid-

ered in charge of the owners, but must remain

for pablic inspection until after the auction on

Wednesday the 17th, but a night watch will be

provided by the Trustees.

8. Each parcel of butter, cheese, honey, cider

and currant wine must have upon it the private

mark of the owner. The cider and wine to be

accompanied with a written statement of the

method of making and managing the same.

9. The barrel of cider which obtains the first

^»-emiu?n. v;ill be used at the society's dinner, on

the 17th, and five dollars allowed for the same in

addition to the premium.

10. Notice must be given to the Secretary, of

theanimals and manufactures to be sold at the auc-

tion, in season fora list to be prepared for the use

of the .Auctioneers. The sale to be in the order

of the entries.

11. The services of the .\uctioneers will begra-

(ciicous ; but the government duty must be paid by

the owners. The owners will attend to the deliv-

ery to purchasers, and collect the purchase money.
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PARTICULAR NOTICES. Those of our subscribers who prefer paying in

1. The Society will meet at the Hall at okc advance, will perceive that, according to the terms

o'clocic, P. M. and proceed thence, accompanied by \

of the paper, it is now duo. Payment may be

the Committees, invited persons, and other gentle- i

made, by subscribers at a distance, to either of

men, who intend to dine with the Society, to the
\

the following gentlemen, who are authorized

Meeting-house, where the Premiums awarded, wilt \
Agents.—New-York City, G. Thorburn «&. Son,

he announced by the Assistant Recording Sec-| No. G7 Liberty-street— Philadelphia, Messrs D.

RETARY. Some occasional remarks by the Hon.
j

^ C- Landregh, Seedsmen, No. 85 Chesnut-street.

.ToiiN LowELt, Prcsideitt of the Society, will close
\

—Huntsburg, Ohio, Lewis Hunt.—Hamilton, Mont

the meeting. A procession will then be formed to :
ffomery County, Illinois, John Tillson, Jr. P. M.—

Dudley^s Hotel, where a public dinner loill be pro-\ Brattleborough, Vt. Holbrook & Fessenden.

tided. -: —

-

2. The Treasurer will attend at the Hall at 5
|

The last No. of the North American Review
o'clock, to pay such premiums as may then be de-

,

contains articles on the'following subjects:—Con
manded. Persons most distant from home to be ventions for Adopting the Federal Constitution-

first payed.
I

Who wrote Gil Bli.s?—Russian Embassy to Bu-

3. Premiums not claimed within six months to kharia—M'Kenney's Tour to Lake Superior

—

he considered as generously given to aid the funds Bowring's Servian Popular Poetry—Life of Major

of the Society. i Cartwright, the Englisli Reformer—Cooper's Po
4. Mr Jacob Kuhn will attend at the Hall to de- Htical Economy—Speeches of Henry Clay—Re

liver certificates of membership to persons elected forms in Grammar—Note—Quarterly List of New
members of the Society, at the meeting on the Publicatious.—Published by Frederick T. Gray,

day of the Show, and to others who may never • No. 74 Washington street, Boston—Price $5 a

iiave received their certificates. The sum of five
,

year.

dollars to be paid on admission is in lieu of all as-

scssments, and entitles the new members during

life to a copy of any publications which the Socio-

1

ty may hereafter make.
|

.5. No persons will be admitted to the Hall ex-

Thc last niunber of the Edinburgh Review contains
articles on the following subjects.

Rise, Progress, Present State and Prospects of

the British Cotton Manufacture—Memoirs of the

cept such as have business there, on any day but ,
^"^P"^''^*''"—Constitution of Venice—Scottish

Parochial Schools— English Law—George HI.the day of the Show
6. The avenue between the ranges of Pens is

intended exclusively for the Trustees, Committees,

Members of the Society and invited persons. The
marshals will therefore be instructed to admit no

other persons.

(J^No Booth or Tent or Place for the sale of

liquors of any kind will be allowed within the

grounds belonging to the Society.—Nor will any
openings through their fences to adjoining Lots be

permitted

and the Catholic Question—Jean Paul F. Richter
— Ellis' Original Letters illustrative of English

History—West Indian Mulattoes—Society for the

Diff'iision of Useful Knowledge—The Present Ad-
ministration.

A roysl bankrupt.—Letters from St Petersburg
announce the failure there of the Princess Lobo-
nowky Rustowsky, for seven millions of roubles.

In the seven years, preceding 1825, the capital

Tickets for the Society's Dinner may be had of convictions in England and Wales amounted to

Mr Khun at the Hall, .-ind at Dudley's Hotel.
j

8244.

f^S^ Cultivators ffne fruit are requested to send
\ „ -ni -d ^ 1 f I t

samples for exhibition at the Society's dinner. ,. . „ / ., th -^ > J '

' •! ,, 1 n r • ,1. ;-i- [proceedings of «0!jo»era from the Ifhited States,
J egetables remarkable for size or other qualities, ' ,, ., °, ,^ ,,, ^

'

.,, , , .1^, y i-i-i- I on the Madawasha settlement.
will have a place assigned them for exhibition at

Me Hall.
-——I—----^—-—^-—-———----—-—--.^

Gentlemen who have fine animals that do credit For sale at the office ofT/New England Farmer, No. 52 North
io the country, are requested to send them to the Market Street, Boston , a large variety of Cnus.« Secife, compris-

ueni for exUbitinn if not for memiums ins LUCERNE, FOWL MEADOW, ORf^HARD GRASS,J,tt^Joiexhibition,iJ not jor premiums.
HERD'S GRASS, RED TOP, RED and WHITE HONEY-

The following gentlemen being appointed the SUCKLE CLOVER&c—wiiluhe largest assortmentof Gar-
inarshals, viz. Major Benjamin Wheeler, Capt. <'«Ja'«' FiWrf &erfs, to be ftmnd in New England,

Isaac Cook, Capt. William Prentice and Capt. Jo- geed^HempsS &e^o'S,^'''''
^""""* ^"'^"^'^'P'

seph Curtis Jun, They will be aided by the civil

authority agreeably to the special Law of the

Commonwealth in keeping the peace, preserving

order and enforcing a compliance with the regula-

tions.

Peter C. Brooks, \ Committee
John Prince, > of arrange-

Richard Sullivan, I ments.

Mr Francis Winship of Brighton has left at

the ofiice of the New England Farmer, a few

bunches of his grapes, for public inspection. They
are from the vine of which some notice was taken

page 413 of our last volume. The vine was pur-

chased for the Isabella sort ; but the appearance
of the fruit is somewhat different from that, and it

is thought it may be a new variety. It has had but

three years' growth, and has produced this year
upwards of 100 bunches of grapes, of large size,

fine appgarance, and superior flavour.

Vine Dresser's Guide.
A few copies of the Annerican Vine Dressers' Guide, by Al-

phonze Loubal, just puhlished; for sale at the Farmer office,

price 50 cents. Some notice of this work will be found on page
84 of tliis week's paper.

JVew England Farmer's Almanack, for 1828.
Just published, at the New England l''arnu'r Office, and

for sale by Bowlks & Df..irborn, 7- Waslringion Street, and
at tlie Bookstores generally, the A'tiu England t'arnur's Alma-
iiact, for KW. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
Eiigland Fanner.
This Almanack, in addition to the usual miscellaneous mailer

contained in similar works, contains a Calendar of the Courts
for each stale in New England ; the Sun's declination ; and 10
pages of agricultural matter on the following subjecis :

On Soaking Seed Corn iu copperas water—on Small Farms
—on Charcoal—on Fish used as a Manure—on Gapes or Pip in

Poultry—Ai',ricullurai Axioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Stagger
in swine—Llow to raise Cabbages, winch shall not be club-loot-
ed, by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—Ilnw to Fatten Fowls

—

A cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privies
—Root Steamer, with a drawing—on Grsifled Trees—on Paint-
ing walls to Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on the value of Time—Machines
for gathering Clover Heads, iTntk two illustrative engravings—
Sir Aslley Cooper's Chilblain Ointment—Recipes for the Ladies,
containing directions for making several kinds of Cake,—Mis-
cellanies, &.C.

This Almanack may be purchased, wholesale and retail of
O, D, Cooke & Son, Hartford, Con.—Holbrook & Fessenden,
Brattleborough, Vt,—Isaac Hill, Concord, N, H,—John Pren-
tiss, Keene, N, H,—John W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk,
Portsmouth, N. H,—Pearson, Little &, Robinson, Portland, Me.
—Whipple & Lawrence, and John M, Ives, Salem—Ebenezer
Stedman, Newburyport—Hilliard &. Brown, Cambridge—Ezra
Collier, Plymouth—E. & G. Merriam, West Brookfield—Clar-
endon Harris. Worcester—A. S, Beckwilh, Providence—G.
Thorburn & Son, No, 67 Liberty Street, New York—and by
booksellers and traders generally,

[nr Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable
terms.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Shallots.

For sale at the N. E. Farm«r office.

Roots—an account of this vegetable wi.

Farmer, page 83.

a few pounds of Shallot

he found in this week's

Breeders of Slock Attend.

Will be exposed for sale a; the Cattle Show and Fair, in

Brighton, on the 17lh inst. the led bull Hercut.es, raised and
owned in Franklin, l-t of the Holderness breed, one year old

the 27lh of last March, He is perfectly orderly about fences,

docile, and considerably broke to the harness. For strength,

size, and beauty, is exceeded by but few. Terms ; he must be
kept one year at least for a breeder,

Oflers will he received ai the Pens until 4 o.clock, when he
will be sold if there is any offer sufficient lo make it an induce-

ment,
I

Franklin. Oct. 3. KH.
Agricultural Books.

For sale at the Farmer office, No. 52 North Market street,

ariety of the most approved books on Agriculture,

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pearl do. - - - -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, Kg 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new
CHEESE, nfw milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - -

Rye, best, - . -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Barley - ...
Oats

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Unseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover . - - .

WOOL, Merino, fulIblood,wash
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Fulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning^, 1st sort

PROriSIOJ^ MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . - . -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, " " "

VEAL,
I

MUTTON,
POULTRY, ......
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - . .

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (accordin- to quality)

bush
bbl.

bush
bbl,

bush
lb.

1 25
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JHCsccUantcs.

An Enigma, said to have been written by Mr.

Canning, whicli for a length of time baffled the

skill of all England to solve.

" Tliero is a word of plural number,

A foe to peace and human slumber.

Now any word you chance to take.

By adding S,you plural make;
But ifyou add an S to this,

How strange the metamorphosis :

Plural, is plural then no more,

And sweet, what bitter was before."

Solution—The word is cares, to which, by add-

ing an S, you have caress.

From an Englisli Magazine of 1776.

'

ANECDOTE OF VOLTAIRE.

This gentleman forgets all his infidelity on two

occasions : viz. when he is sick and when it thun-

ders and lightens, lie is so particularly afraid of

.'tormy weather, that if he happen to be writing

ivhen the " clouds pour down their torrents, and

the air thunders, and the arrows of the Almighty
flash abroad," he'll call out in an agony of horror,

for a bottle of holy water,a.ni sprinkle himself with

it from head to foot ; and plentifully bedew the

floors and wails of his apartments into tlie bargain.

Immediately after which precaution, he orders

There is no to-morrow v.'hich cannot be con-

verted into to-day.

He will never save himself who docs not labor

for his soul before the day of its destruction.

Softness of manners does not exclude firmness

of character ; thus the flexible cable resists the

fury of the waves, and preserves from shipwreck.

Paddy's Ride on the Railway.—The Lehigh

coal mines are situated on a mountain, about nine

miles from a river, at an elevation of near 1000

feet above it. A rail road has been extended from

the mines to the river, along the side of the moun-

tain, down which the coal is conveyed in cars,

which descend by their own weight. The veloci-

ty of their descent would bo almost incredible,

were it not for a regulating power, subject to the

controul of the conductor of the cars. In addition

to the coal cars, are others for carrying off the

earth and rubbish with which the coal is covered.

They are so constructed that, when ibey have de-

scended near to the foot of the mountain, where

the railway crosses a deep ravine, a catch on the

side of the rail knocks out a pin, and lets the bot-

tom of the car, which is hung on hinges, drop and

discharge the contents into the abyss fifty or six-

ty feet below. A short time since, three Paddies,

fresh from their own " swate Ireland," visited the

place, and, while the workmen were at dinner, de,-

termined on having a ride. Thev accordingly got

Dreams.—To dream, and to remember your

dream, is a forerunner that you were not awake
nor very sound asleep, when you dreamed. To
tell your dreams, prognosticates that you might

be better employed. For a young lady to dream
very particularly of any certainyoung gentleman,

foretells that she purchased her last flat to att-act

his attention. To dream of happiness shows that

you will probably be disappointed when you
awake.

Signs.—To hear a death-watch, denotes that

there is a little insect near you. To see strange

sights is a sign that there is something to cause

them, or that your head is disordered. To see an

apparition or to be bewitched, is an incontestible

evidence that you are lacking in common sense.

Wise men say nothing in dangerous times.

The lion called the sheep to ask her if his breath

was unpleasant: She said aye; and he bit off her

head for a fool. He called the wolf and asked

him: he said no ; he tore hiiii in pieces for a flat-

terer; at last he called the fox and asked him:

"Truly," said the fox, "I have canght a cold and
cannot tell."

mass to,be said in his qhapel ; and the masses go
on briskly one after another, till the thunder and

i

'"to one of the dirt cars and let it loose from the

lightning cease. But, no sooner is the tempest fastening. Not knowing how to regulate the ve

hushed, than a clear sky and placid elements set-

tle him into a laugliing Infidel again, and resum-
ing his pen, he writes against Christianity with as

much acrimony, zeal and want of argument, as ev-

er. This behaviour reminds us of the old Spanish
proverb

:

" When tlie Devil was sick,

The Devil a Monk would be,

But, when the Devil giew well,

The devil a Monk was he."

SPANISH PROVERBS.
This world is a field sowed for another life.

The most incurable disease is ignorance.

All secrets which pass beyond two make them-
selves known.

Prefer the day of to-day to" that of to-morrow.

He who is of unknown origin is discovered by
his works.

Where the heart is inclined there also will the

feet turn.

Death is nearer to us than the eye-lid to the

eye.

The little which suffices is better than the much
which disturbs us.

The best of man's possessions is a sincere

friend.

The eulogium made on the absent, serves to in-

cline our hearts to the present.

The best of riches is contentment ; the worst of

poverty, low spirits.

Labor for this life as if thou wert to live forev-

er; and for the other, as if thou wert to die to-

morrow.
Desire not either the wise man or the fool for

thy enemy; but gtinrd thyself equally from the
cunning of the wire man, and the ignorance of
the fool.

The man who contents himself to-day with that

which he has, will content lumscif tomorrow with
that which lit: may have.

locity, away they went, Jehu like, at the rate of

half a mile a minute. This was fine sport till, on

a sudden, the bottom dropped and deposited them,

without any material injury, among the rubbish

below, from which they looked up, in unspeakable

consternation and dismay, at this unexpected ter-

mination of their ride.— Worcester Spy.

The English Lanscuase.—The difficulty of ap-

plying rules to the pronunciation of our language

may be illustrated in two lines where the combi-

nation of the letters ough is pronounced in no less

than seven different ways, viz. as o, uf, of, up, ow,

00, and ock.

Though the tough cough and hiccough plough me throu gh,

O'er life's dark lough my course I still pursue.

A traveller on the Continent, visiting the Ca-

thedral of , was shown by the Sacristan,

among other marvels, a dirty opaque glass phial.

After eyeing it some time, the traveller said, "Do
you call this a relic ? Why it is empty." Emp-
ty!" retorted the Sacristan, indignantly, " Sir, it

contains some of the darkness that Moses spread

over the land of Egypt !"

Eating Salads.—A lad, who had lately gone to

service having had salad served to dinner, every

day for a week, ran away ; and when asked why
he had left his place, he replied, "They made me
yeat grass i'th the summer, and I wur afraid

they'd mak me yeat hay i'th the winter; and
could not stand that, so I wur off"

Conundrum..—'I'lie loiiowinf^, in.m tlie Albany
Microscope, is a very clever conundrum—better

than most pii?7!es of that description :

" Why is fortune like P.' Because it malces an

ASs pass."

15000 yards of cotton cloth arc made daily at

Lowell.

Oh, my eye and Betty Martin!—Many of our

most popular vulgarisms have their origin in some
whimsical perversion of language or of fact. St.

Martin is one of the worthies in the Romish calen-

der; and a form of prayer to him begins with these

words, "OA, mihi beate Marline," which by some
desperate fellow, who was more prone to punning

than praying, has furnished the plebeian phrase so

well known in the modern circles of horse laughter.

Great Sale of Wool.

On Tuesday the I6lh of October, the day preceding the

Brighton Fair, at 10 o'clock, at the Hall over the iSlew Market,
will be sold, at Public Auction, 218 bales of Saxomj Wool, con-

sisting of 1st and 2d Electoral—1st and 2d Prima Secunda

—

Tenia and Quarter.
100 bales Spanish Wool,
100 do. Portuguese do.

150 do. Smyrna do.

ALso, 50,000 lbs. High Grade and Full Blood Fleece Wool.
\*The above Sale presents a favourable opportunity to

growers and holders for disposing of their Wool, \^hich will be
ready at any time on or before the 10th proximo.

*»*Cataloguesof the whole will be ready for delivery, and
the Wool may be e.vamined the day previous to the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD, Auc'rs.
Boston, Sept. 28, 1827.

Saxony Sheep.
On THURSDAY Oct. 18 at 10 o'clw*.
The day succeeding the Agricultural Fair.

At Brighton, (near Boston) the entire flock of Electoral SoMmii
Sheep, imported in the ship Mentor, Capt. Mann,

fi'om Hamburg, consisting of

161 EffES and 31 R^MS.
These Sheep were carefully selected by experienced agents

for account of a highly respectable House in Leipsic, and will

e found to excel any flock hitherto imported in regard to size

and weight of fleece, while they are not inferior in any other
particular. The large proportion of Etves, ol the finest quality,

were not procured without much difficulty ; aud, in general,
such measures were taken as to warrant the expectation that

this flock will not suffer by the most rigid scrutiny of persons
disposed to improve their stock by the introduction ofpure Sax-
omi Blood.

"The Sheep may be examined at Brighton, at any time before
the sale.

('atalogues will be ready for deli\erj' at our office 20 days
previous—when Samples of the Wool will be exhibited.

The Agent pledges himself that none of the Slock will be
disposed of until the day of Auction, when they will all be sold

without reserve. COOLIDGE. POOR & HEAD.
.Medical Lectures—Boston, time changed.
Medical Lectures of Harvaixl College will begin the TfifiRri

Wed.vesdav in OtTuEKR, at the Medical College, Mason
street, Boston. The time ha\ing been changed from the Thikp
Wj!;iiSESDAY i:i Novti^nsEK, wiicn liiey formeilv began.

WAi.Ti'.R ihanm:\(;.
'

Ausr. r.l, 1827. 81 Doan 111' llie .Midi. <il Facullv.

The Farmkr is published every Friduy. at $3.0(1

per .innum, or $2,5i) if p.iid in adrance.
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Planting Acorns.—Mr. Miller advises to plant

acorns as soon as they aie ripe in October, which

will come up in the following spring ; because if

they are uttcmpteikto bo kept they will sprout, al-

though spread tiiin. Others advise that the acorns

be gathered as soon as they fall in autumn and

kept in a box, or boxes of sand till the following

.ipring ; then to open them, and carefully plant

those which are sprouted. But no time should be

.illowed for the sprouts to dry. Dr. Deane pre-

ferred the method last mentioned, and says, " 1

have tried that which is recommended by Mr. Mil-

ler without success." Kee also Deana's J^'cw Eng.
Farmer, Art. Oak.

Useful knife hoard—An English writer says,

that, a common knife-board, covered with thick

hufflcalher, on which are put emery, one part,

rrocus marlis,l\ii-ce parts in very fine powder, mix-
ed into a thick paste with a little lard or sweet oil,

and spread on the leather about the thickness of
a shilling, gives a far superior edge and polish to

knives, and will not wear the knife nearly so much
us the common method of using brick-dust on
hoard.

Mode of marking Sheep without injury to the

wool. All English writer gives the following :

—

Mark on either side of the nose of the sheep, the
initials of the owner's na.aic, and on the opposite
side any number by which he way choose to de-

signate the particular sheep, by means of a small

iron letter or figure about an incli long ; which be-

ing dipped in conuuon oil colours, mixed with tur-

pentine to dry them more readily, is placed on the
part described, and will continue until the next
shearing season. The process is easy, and will

give the animal no pain ; the marks cannot be
readily obliterated, which is not the case with
tattooing or cauterizing.

an highly offensive smell, which pervade the

whole plant ; and it differs from onion only by bc-

inof more powerful in its effects. When bruised

and applied to the skin, it causes inflammation,

and ruiscj blisters.

The medical properties of garlic are various.

In dropsical complaints, asthmas, and agues, it is

said to have been successfully used. Some in-

stances have occurred in deafness, of the benefi-

cial effects of wrapping a clove of garlic in muslin

and putting it into the ear. As a medicine inter-

nally taken, it is usually administered as a bolus,

or made into pills. Its smell is considered an in-

fallible remedy against vapours, and as useful in

nearly all the nervous disorders to which females

are subject. An oil is sometimes prepared from

garlic, which is so heavy as to sink in water ; hut

the virtues of this pungent vegetable are more

perfectly and more readily extracted by spirit of

wine than in any other way. A syrup also is

made from it.

The juice of garlic is said to be the best and

strongest cement that can be adopted for broken

glass and china, leaving little or no mark, if used

with care. Snails, worms, and the grubs or lar-

va? of insects, as well as moles and other vermin,

may all be driven away by placing preparations of

"arlic in or near their haunts.

Chapped or sore lips—May be healed by the
frequent application of Jioney water, and protect-
ing them as much as possible from the influence
of cold air.

Obstinate Ulcers—May sometimes be cured
with sugar dissolved in a strong decoction of wal-
nut leaves.

GARLIC.
This vegetable, the Allium Sativtm, is a plant

with bulbous root, of irregular form, composed of
many smaller bulbs, called cloves, which are all

included within a white skin.

The stem leaves are flat and narrow ; the up-
per part of the stem bears small bulbs, and the
stamens are three pointed.

In warm climates, where Garlic is produced
with considerably less acrimony tJiau Great Brit-

ain, it is much used, both as a seasoning and as
food. The lower classes of French, Spaniards,
and Portuguese, consume great quantities of it.

The Jews also eat of it to excess. With us it is

in considerable estimation for culinary and other
domestic purposes. It has a very acrid taste, and

CANADIAN, OR TREE ONION.
This vegetable (the Allium Canadense of Bota-

nists) is remarkable for producing a bulb or onion

at tlie top of the stalk.

The sleni of this plant is naked and round; and

the leaves are flat and narrow.

These onions are well deserving of attention,

both as objects of curiosity from producing an on-

ion upon the stalk, and also for their use. When
pickled they are generally thought superior in

flavor to the common onion.

They were originally imported from Canada
;

are perennial, and are propagated by planting the

bulbs in the spring or autumn. Either the bulbs

of the root or those on the stalk will grow.

BEES.
A late British paper says, Mr. James Boag,

timber merchant, Johnstone, lately breaking up a

log of American wood, about 24 feet in length

and 28 inches square, discovered in the very cen-

tre of it a hollow, in which was a considerable

number of bees, a quantity of honey, and a few

larva;. The imprisoned insects were of a longer

and more attenuated frame than the free tribes that

roam over the hills and valleys of Great Britain.

Every care was taken to preserve some of the in-

teresting foreigners alive, but they all died in a

short time after exposure to the influence of the

atmosphere, hardly tasting the sweets of liberty

till consigned to non-existence. The log contain-

ed several of these hollows of difl>rent dimensions,

and in all of them a number of living bees.

Metallic Cloths.—At the late exhibition of the

products of national industry at the Louvre in Pa
ris, there was exhibited a waistcoat and several

other articles made of metal wire, which are said

in the report of the jury appointed to judge of their

merits, to have been "equal to cambric fineness."

From (he Poughkeepsic Journal.

SHEEP.
It seems to bo generally agreed among the in

telligcnt farmers in this country, that sheep are

the most profitable stock a farmer can keep; anc

the prevalence of this opinion among the Dutch-
ess county farmers, has induced them to increase

their flocks, until they probably exceed in numbe;
the sheep to be found in any other district of the

same extent in the United States. Mr. Everett

of Boston, during the last session of Congress, ir

his speech on the woollens bill, estimated the

whole number of sliecp in the United States at

13,000,000. At the last census the returns of sheep

in this county amounted to a fraction short of

350,000. It is estimated, by those best acquaint-

ed with the subject, that the increase since th;i

period has swelled the number to at least 450,00.).

It will thus appear that Dutchess county, embra.:

iug a territory loss than thirty by forty miles i:-

extent, owns one twenty-ninth part of all t!i'

sheep in tlje United Ststes.

Nor are the flocks of Dutchess less distinguisli

ed for the fineness of their fleeces than for the

largeness of their numbers. In no part of the

United States, wo venture to say, has more ca.-t

been taken to obtain the best sheep and insuri

the finest wool ; nor do wo believe there is :iu_

section of the union in which better wool isgrov. i..

'

Persons who have paid most attention to thi;

subject, and are therefore best qualified to judge,

correctly, are of opinion that the wool grown in

Dutchess county the past year, besides what is

manufactured in the families of the growers, is

not less than 500,000 pounds, and that the aver-

age price may he set down at 40 cents. This will

give the round sum of §800,00(1, for the flsecD;:

only, after deducting what is consumed in the va

rious household manufactures, which probably a

mounts to more than half as much more. Tf tr

this be added another $100,000 for the salej o;

store and fatted sheep and lambs, it presents a

very imposing sum as the annual proceeds of

sheep in the county. Until within {he last ten

years, the wool atinually grown in Dutclie.ss, did

not, we presume, exceed the annual cousumplios
of its inhabitants for household manufactures.
Since that time, the increase of sheep has beoL
very rapid, and if the value of this descriplion o'"

stock is fully understood and duly apprecii.iod,

they will continue to increase more rapidly than
they have hitherto done.

What has been the effect of this large increase
of sheep upon the other farming interests of the

county ? Has the quantity of grain, of butter ani
cheese, or of beef and pork annually sent toniark

et from this county, decreased in consequence oi

the largo increase of sheep ? Not so. On the

contrary, we are assured by those who have made
it a subject of inquiry, that the quantity of graii;

has increased, and we have little doubt that the
other items would be found on inquiry, to have in-

creased also.

What then is the inference ? Why, surely, tka;

the county gains annually about 300,000 dollars,

in consequence of its zealous attention to increas-

ing the number and improving the quality of its

sheep.
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In proof of the substantial correctness of Uiis i contain .ilUarge potatoea, and to weigh 15 pounds.

view of the subject, we will descend from general The largest potato weighed 2J 'b?, and four of the

estimates to particular cases, whicli liave corae to next largest in size weighed fii lbs. Tiie potatoes

our knowledge.—A farm in tiiis town of about vvere of the common white sort, and planted wilh-

three hundred acres had been managed till within out manuio in thehil), the manure being spread on

the last few years without sheep. A few years the ground, which was a dry, loamy soil. The

3ince five hundred sheep were put on it. The same seed he has continued to plant for several

same farmer has continued to manage it, and he years past, but it may not be amiss to observe (in-

now admits that he can keep the sheep and raise 1 deed, it is the principal object of this communica-

as much grain yearly as he could before the sheep tion) that Mr Thayer has almays been very careful

were pu/on. The whole product of Ihc sheep to select the best potatoes for seed, a circumstance

then, consisting of their wool and lambs, after al- that many farmers do not sufficiently attend to.

—

lowing for the interest on their cost and the troub-
1 1 will liere take the opportunity to remark, that

tlio practical observations of Mr Thayer, on many

subjects that regard agriculture, particularly with

regard to the Borer, are such as would, T think, if

communicated, very essentially contribute to the

le of taking care of theui, is clear profits. This is

but one of many instances we could mention.

Those who have not considered the subject xvill

doubtless be at a loss to understand all this. The
e.vplanation may be found in the tendency ofsheep advancement of agricultural knowledge,

to enrich the soil, by the manure which they scat-

ter over the ground, and whicii in a few years re-

stores the most worn-out and barren fields to a

high state of fertility.

tiful animal owned by Mr Samuel Thompson ol'

Ellington. Much credit is due to those gentlemen,

who witliout any reference to a premium are in

this way willing to lend their exertions to promote

the important objects of tlie society. We must not

here forget to mention the large Cart belonging to

Mr D. Grant of Windsor, containing one hundred

bushels of winter apples, together with a great va-

riety of unusually large and excellent vegetables,

drawn by a team of 12 yoke of oxen all belonging

to the same gentleman. The contents of the cart

were disposed of at auction.

At the Ploughing Match there were five compe-

titors for the premiums, and those who arc judges

in such matters, do not hesitate to say the work
generally was performed in a much better style

than usual.

The exhibition of Manufactures at the State

House was in many respects superior to that of

last year; and we hope there will hereafter be no

cause to lament any deficiency in this department

—were there no other inducement, we should

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAnMiai.

HARTFORD CATTLE SHOW AND PMR.
The tenth annual Cattle Show and Pair of the

Hartford County Agricultural Society was held in

Hartford on Wednesday and Thursday last. Se-
1 think the liberal prices obtained at the auction

rious apprehensions were entertained by many
. sales of the articles offered for premiums, would

Linnsean Botanic Garden, near ?

near New York, Oct. 9, 1!!'27.
d

NEW PLUM.
Mr Editor—I annex a description ofa vcryval-

j
friends of the society, that the unfavorable state of

! the weather, the day previous, would deprive this

i

anniversary of much of its usual interest. But we

are gratified to state, that these apprehensions

were far from being realized. Notwithstanding

lable plum, extracted from my " Short Treatise on
(^[,j, ggypre storm on Tuesday, which rendered it

Horticulture" now in press. impracticable for members residing in remote parts

Hulings' Superb.—This plum, I have little hesi-
, of t]ie county to bring forward their stock and do-

'.ation in saying, is the largest known either m Eu-
ri^ggtic fabrics for inspection, the exhibition was on

rope or America. The largest while or yellow ^^^ whole not less extensive, or less honorable to

plum in Europe, as far as my information extouds, ^^p society than in any former year; and judging

is the Yellow Egg, or White Magnum Bonum, from what was actually accomplished under the

which is an oval fruit; and the largest red or pur- unfavorable circumstances of tliR occasion, we have

pie plums, are tlio Imperial Violet, Jerusalem, and ,-,„ Joubt that had the weather been pleasant, this

some of the prunes. The Kulings' Superb I re- anniversary would have been distinguished by a

ceived from Dr William E. Hulings, of Pcniisyl- niuch more numerous collection of animals, and a

vania, a gentleman distinguished as much for his greater variety of Domestic manufactures, than

zeal iind perspicuity in the introduction of new and ^^y preceding one since the organisation of the

valuable fruits to proper notice, as for the extreme society. As it was, the members of the society had

liberality evinced in their dissemination to others, abundant cause to congratulate them^^elve? on the

To that gentleman I am indebted for the following result of their exertions the past year, and great

remarks:—"I have had a fully ripe and delicious encouragement to persevere in their efforts to ad-

yluin from my tree, weighing three ounces and vance the interest of tl.c important cause in which

seventy eight grains, and measuring round 6 inch- t|,ey have engaged.—The Reports of the different

03 and seven-tenths." I saw the fruit of this tree. Committees render it unnecessary ''or us to enter

ivhich stands immediately beside aWasliington or minutely into details in this place; our remarks on

Solnier plum, and it was decidedly tlic largest of the different parts of the exhibition will therefore

the two. The fruit is of a roundish form and green- be general.

ish colour, bearing an afllnity to the Gage, from The proceedings on both days of the Fair took

which it doubtless originated. Were 1 to venture place in the order already published.—The ar-

a supposition as to its parentage, I should suppose rangernents were judicious, and much credit is due

it to have originated from theGreenGage,impreg- to those gentlemen by whose assistance thev were i fg the Hartford County Agricultural Society, I'ou

be sufficient to insure an extensive exhibition. Mr
George Putnam, who rendered his services gratu-

itously on (lie occasion, was engaged from four o'-

clock till dark, in selling at auction the various

articles which tlie owners chose to dispose of in

this way, and we presume the prices obtained were

generally satisfactory. The premium Butter sold

al 10 and 20 cents per pound. CheesB at 12 1-2

and 1:5 cents. Flannels from 75 to 00 cents, and

other articles in proportion. Several articles dis-

covering much ingenuity in the makers, though

not regularly entitled to a premium, were exhibit-

ed, and attracted general attention. Among them
was a curious machine for gatlicring apples.

At ten o'clock on Thursday, the members of tht

society proceeded to the south church, were reli-

gious exercises were performed by the Rev. Mr
Linsley, and an address delivered by Professor

Hall, of Wasliington College. This performance

was such as was expected from the reputation of

the author; it was listened to with silent and res-

pectful attention, and constituted no small part of

the entertainment of this interesting anniversary.

After the exercises at the church were conclud-

ed, the society returned to tlie State House, where
the remainder of the forenoon was occupied in

hearing the Reports of the different committees.

In the afternoon the premiums were awarded to

the successful competitors, and the officers elected

for the ensuing year.

nated by the White Magnum Bonum. It is three carried into effect.—Wednesday was devoted to

vears since I began to cultivate it, and I have al- the inspection of stock and domestic mamifictnres,

ready sent a number to different parts of the Union, the ploughin? match and auction sales. Tiie num-

nnd several hundred are now in the Nurseries. In ber of animals exhibited on the So;!ih Green, did

a more recent letter from Dr H. he remarks, that not vary essentially from last yp.r: but in tiie opi-

this plum "is very fine flavoured and sweet, and nion of the committee who inspected them, Ihcy

thejirstin rank among plums'"— in which opinion afforded indications ofa gradual but decided im-

T fully concur; its present title was given to it by provemont in tliis important department. Besides

by me in honour of that gentleman. those inspected by the committees, there were se-

Yours most respectfully, '• veral animals not entitled to a premium by tlio

WILLIAM PRINCE. ' rules of the society, which were exhibited by the

'owners, and added not a little to the interest of

POTATOES. tbe exhibition. Among them were the valuable

Mr Enn-or.—Mr Eliphalet Thayer of Dorches- bull Wye Comet, owned by Messrs. H. Watson

tor, digging his potatoes a few days since, and
, ^„j -yy Woodbridge, which received the premium

finding tbem large and abundant, had the curiosity
,

j^^gj year; the fine grey horse Highlander, owned

fo weigh one of the largest hills, and found it to
j^y Mr John Watson; and one of his colts, a beao-

Viewing Committee respectfully Report,

That nine farms were this year entered for pre'

iniums; eight of them were viewed and one with'

drawn.

Capt David Grant's farm atWintonbury, contains

about 2.30 acres of improved land. Last year he

received the society's second premium for this

farm.

For a number of years this farm has been man-

aged in a skillful and systematic manner. It is con-

veniently divided and well fenced with the best of

fence—great attention is given to making manure,

and by his swine an abundant supply is now made

on the farm: with a thorough use of the plough and

a well directed application of manure a handsome

income is realized by the proprietor.
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The f;inn of Calvin Barber, Esq. in Sinisbury,

contains about HO acres of land improved. For

this farm ho received the society's third premium

in 1825.

Great pains have been taken by Mr Barber to

eradicate bushes and weeds, and he has, by ditch-

ing, successfully reclaimed a number of acres of

cold swamp land, that was useless before he com-

menced his operation.

The mountain farm of Mr. Preserved Marshall

m the north part of Farmington, received the so-

ciety's 2d premium in 1825, and contains about 50

acres. This farm durinff the last year, has re-

ceived additional improvements, and by the large

crops of hay he has unquestionably been fully re-

munerated for all his improvements.

The farm of Mr. Aaron Goodinan,in WestHart-

ford contains about 47 acres of cultivated land

and was viewed by your committee last year.

This farm is managed in such a manner, that

the propriotoo receives from his lands a rich re-

ward for his labor.

The farm of Ward Woodbridge, Esq. in West
Hartford, contains 92 acres. For this farm the

proprietor had awarded to him last year, the So-

ciety's 3d premium.

The views of Mr. Woodbridge appear to be

those of reason and experience, viz. to give to the

soil a liberal return for its products.

By the good management and perseverance of

the tenant, Mr. Tuller.tliis farm has received last-

ing improvements. The closest attention is paid

to economical and neat husbandry. 1

Mr. Albigence Scarborough has the last year

commenced a system of improvement on his farm 1

of about 120 acres, worthy of imitation.

The greatest part of his farm is naturally of a

good soil ; this he has benefitted by tlie use of the

plough and manure. Between the public road and
|

!iis house, were a number of barren sand knolls,

interspersed with frog ponds. From the ponds he

has opened drains, end has taken from their bot-

toms the mud and decomposed vegetable matter,

and spread it upon the knolls, and scraped sand

from the knolls into the pond holes ; and in this

manner lias converted both sand knolls and frog

ponds into good land for cultivation, and greatly

improved the whole appearance of his farm. From

the public road to his house, which stands in about

the centre of his farm, he has opened and made an
|

excellent road. This farm is judiciously divided-i

into fields, with excellent fences. 1

The farm of Mr. Harvey Marshall, in Hartford,

was viewed by your committee last year, and con-

tains 38 acres. Mr Marshall has 14 acres of

wood-land in Farmington. By the application of

large quantities of manure as a top dressing, be-

fore and after a thorough use of the harrow, large

.crops of hay have been obtained from land that

was formerly pasture.

The farm of Mr. Samuel Bartlett, in the north

f!ast part of East-Windsor, contains about 430

acres of land under cultivation. A great propor-

tion of this farm is appropriated to the raising of

grain. From GO to 75 acres are annually in rye,

and about 25 to 30 acres to corn. After a crop of

rye, his fields are pastured from four to si:: years,

and then fallowed for another crop. Under this

method of cultivation, his lands produce good feed,

excellent crops, and the soil gradually improves.

A portion of thi^ large farm is a permanent mead-

ow, that is annually overflowed ; this, with some

highly cultivated land adjoining his house and

barn, enables him to cut hay sufficient to winter

about (JO head of cattle and horses. This farm
was formerly divided into fields, by ditches and
broad, hedges. They are all removed, and in the

place they formerly occupied we found a smooth
surface and substantial fences.

Great attention has been paid by Mr. Bartlcti

to improve liis stock of Cattle,and we think he has

been very successful. We observed more fine im-

proved stock on this Farm tlian on any other.

It may by some be said that they cannot afford

to hire labourers, make good fences, or purchase

manure to make improvements on their Farms.

To those we re-pectfully reply, that xvc think that

if the labour and manure are judiciously applied,

and ther fences properly made, that the capital

invested forthose purposes would be a much more
profitable investment than it is to invest (as most
of us do,) our capital in the purchase of lands to

increase the size of our Farms. Others may say

that with capital any man can make his Farm ap-

pear well ; but they may be assured skill and at-

tention are as necessary as capital, and when
these are wanting, capital will soon be lost in

farming.

Skill, capital, industry, and economy combined,
are necessary for a Farmer to make his Farm
profitable.

*

The applicants for premiums will please ac-

cept the most grateful thanks of your Viewing
Committee, for the polite and hospitable treat-

ment they received while attending to the duties

assigned them.

By order of the Viewing Committee,

HENRY WATSON, Chairman.
Hartford, Oct. 4, 1827.

The award on Farms was as follows

:

To Ward Woodbridge, of Hartford, for the best

cultivated Farm, a silver cup, valued at $30
To Calvin Barber, ofSimsbury, for the

second best do .$20

To Albigence S'carborough, of Hartford,

for the third best do 10

Connecticut, laid hira down ten thousand dollar.%

in my presence.

REWARD OP INGENUITY.
Mr. Thornton of the Patent Office, Washington,

relates the following anecdote.

Mr. Gilbert Brewster, a very ingenious artist

from Connecticut, came to the Patent Office about

the middle of October, 1823, and requested per-

mission to examine the models. I informed him
they were deposited for public inspection, and
that he was at liberty to see and examine them as

often and as long as he pleased. Instead of spend-

ing a few hours, he visited them daily for about

six weeks ; then thanked me for the gratification

he had enjoyed, declaring them worth a thousand
dollars, or that they were of incalculable value to

the real mechanic. He said he sa%v movements
and combinations of which he had before no idea,

and that he was now enabled so to improve the

machinery for spinning wool, as to reduce the

price from eight cents to one cent per pound. He
1 went away and returned in about three months,

!
with two models, declaring on his return, that he
had perfected what he had contemplated, and that

ihe could then spin wool at a lower price than the

English, who could not effect it for less than four

cents per pound. I issued three jotents for his

machines, and a gentleman who accompanied him
from New-York, and who had engaged to buy
these machines for a manufacturing company in

SUNFLOWER.
An account was given, a short lime since, of a

gigantic sunflower in New York. The length ol

the stalk was twelve tVot, and thedisc of the larg

est flower four feet in circumference. We saw
Inst week in the garden of a gentleman in Deer
field, several flowers of this species of an uncom-
mon size. Of one, the stalk measured fourteen
feet in length ; on anotlier stalk a leaf measured
eighteen inches in its shortest diaiueter, or ho
tween the extremities of the lobes, and the diam-
eter of a flower, accurately measured, was seven
teen inches, giving a circumfei-enoe of four feel

and three inches. Thi.s valuable plant deserves
to be more extensively cultivated than it is. Its

leaves are said to furnish a good fodder for horses.

The seeds arc eaten with avidity by horses, pigs

and sheep, and for poultry no grain is so valuable.

It is said that poultry fed upon these seeds will

lay a greater number of eggs than those fed in a-

ny other manner ; besides this.a valuable oil is ob

tained from them, and the stalks, when burnt

form a considerable quantity of alkaline manure.

Hamp. Post.

Muscadine wine.— -'V gentleman of Lauderdale
county, Alabama, made the last season, a consid

erable quantity of Wine from the Muscadine, or

Muscadine Grape, which he says resembles infla

vor and in color,the,host Madeira wine, and which,

he believes, only wants age, to render it as fine as

any wine he ever drank. Muscadines grov/ indi-

genously,pretty plenteously,on and near tiic banks

of most all the rivers and creeks of Nortii Caroli

na ; 'and it might be worth the while of some of

our enterprising citizens, to make an experiment

in manafacturing a wine from them, such vast

quantities of which are imported from abroad, and
consumed among us. If we pretend to render
ourselves independent of foreign nations,let us not

stop halfway— but manufacture our rf)-i»A-,as well

as ourfood and raiment.

A delicate Soup.—There is no disputing about

tastes.—The Indians consider rattlesnakes as

choice morceaux. The Persians cat horses; the

Frenchmen, frogs; the Russians, tallow candles;

and the Americans, bears.—We have learned from

geographies, that the Chinese made soup of bird'*

nests, but we had no idea, until lately, that they

were esteemed such luxuries as to be sold for their

weight in gold. We should as soon think of mak
iug soup of birds' feathers as of birds' nests. Still

it may be very fine.

—

Salem Obs.

When the English and French v,;ere disputing

as to their respective rights to certain territories

in America, Voltaire happily remarked that they

were quite agreed upon only one point, viz : that

the real owners, (the natives) had no right at all

to the lands in question.

In 1760 the Cotton Goods manufactured in Eng-

land amounted in value to only £200,000.—In

1824, to £33,000,000.

I

A Jail to Let.—The jail of York, (Penn.) has not

a single tenant at the present time, either for

debt or crime. This fact may bo set down as one

; of the favourable " signs of the times."
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STRAFFORD COPPERAS WORKS.
Nine miles north of Norwich, Vermont, on the

side of a hill, are situated the Strafford Copperas

Works. The soil of the hill is thin, and covers

an immense quantity of of massive pj^ritcs. Im-

mediately above the pyritous rock, is found an in-

crnstatation of ferruginous earth, mixed «ith pet-

rifactions of leaves, nuts, &c. The lock is fossil

and undergoes the following process, in order to

be converted into copcras:
{

It is first broken inta smM pieces and thrown

into huge heaps, in v.-hich situation it is allowed
j

to remain for some montlis ; during v.'hich time,
1

the sulphur with which the rock is strongly im-
j

prcguated, is partially c.\pelied, and the pieces of!

rock become completely pulverised, or disintegrat-
j

ed. The smell of sulphur is very powerful, and

the surrounding objects are covered with a sul-

phurous dust. This process of expelling the sul-

'

phur and pulverising the mass of pyritous rock, is

very similar to that of slacking lime, heat being

produced in the same manner. From these heaps

the pyrites are thrown upon leaches, and the lye

drawn into leaden vats. Lead is used in the con-

struction of the vats because other metals are Ha-,

'ole to decomposition from the action of the liquid.

Jn these vats the lye becomes reduced to a proper

degree of strength, when it is conveyed into I

wooden vats and left to form crystals of copperas

upon the sides or upon boughs thrown in for the

purpose. The form of the chrystals is rhombic, ;

and the colour a bcauliful green. The works arc
,

owned by a company in Boston, and have been in
j

operation for many years, though they have been i

made more extensive lately. The quality of the

copperas is very good, and it is generally used
i

{^Trough the country, nearly ten thousand tons be-

'

ing annually sent to the market from Strafford.

From the Unili^d Slates Gazette.

IIa\ing been privy to a large sale of indigo lat-

ly,I have gained some little information about this

commodity, wliich I send you, to be used as your

editorial wisdom may direct.

INDIGO.—The chief sign of good indigo, is its

lighlnes'! and ftetiiig dry between the fingers; its

swimming on water. If thrown upon burning

coals, it emits a violet coloured smoke, leaving

but little ashes behind.

In choosing indigo, the large regular formed

cakes should be preferred, of a fine rich blue col-

our, extremely free from the white adhesive mould,

and of a clean neat shape, as it is much deprecia-

ted in consequence of an irregular shape in the

cakes, and the incrustation of white mould^--^vhen

broken, it should be of a bright purple cast, of a

loose and compact texture, free from white specks

or sand ; and whan rubbed with the nail, should

have a beautiful shining copper-like appearance.

That which is heavy, dull coloured and porous,

should be rejected—also, the small and broken

pieces, which though equally good in quality, do

not obtain an equal price.

AGRICULTURAL.
The last number of Flint's Western Review

contains some sketches of the natural history of

'he Mississippi valley. He states that the wild

'ice is found in the greatest abandance, in the

swamps on the upper courses of the Blississippi.

It is a tall, tabular, reedy, and annual water plant,

and resembles the cane grass of the swamps bor-

dering on the gulph of Mexico. Its leaves and

spikes, though much larger in other respects, re-

.semblo those of oats. The savages and Canadian

hunters obtain from it their winter supply of grain.

Mr. Flint thinks it might he cultivated with suc-

cess in any part of the Atlantic country, where

fhere are ponds and marshes. He has tasted it,

and pronounces it not inferior to Sago.

He also notices the Reed Cane, and the excel-

lent fodder it furnishes for cattle. The butter

that is made from the cane pastures, is of the fin-

est quality and fl.avour. He has no doubt Ihat it

would grow as rapidly in Massachusetts, in the

intervals between the frosts, as it does in Louisia-

na. Its seed could be annually obtained with lit-

tle trouble, by our northern farmers. These hints

are worthy of notice, and we hope there will be

found among our agriculturalists, some who will

have a curiosity to try the experiment. The ex-

pence would bo very trifling.

—

Salem Obs.

USE OF TOBACCO.
Gentlemen : Itbserved in your paper, some

davs ago, a notice that a person had discovered a

cure for the use of Tobacco. I have suffered un-

der a pulmonary complaint two years and a half:

about the first of July last I was very feeble, when

a friend advised me to use Slippery Elm Barh, as

a substitute for Tobacco, observing that I would

swallow the juice or spittle, which would be of

benefit to the lungs. I immediately commenced

using it ; and what has been very surprising to mo,

from that day to this I never had the least desire

for Tobacco, although I had used it for upwards

of twenty-five years. I cannot use it novi if I

would ; it is perfectly nauseous to me. I have

tried the experiment a few times, by putting some

in rav mouth, and have been compelled to throw it

out almost immediately. I do not know that the

Bark would have the same happy effect on others

that it has had on me ; but I would advise every

gentleman to try this experiment, who is desirous

to break a habit that is useless and expensive.

—

It is expensive because the use of Tobacco cre-

ates thirst, and generally a thirst for something

stronger Ihnn toater. Respectfully yours, J. B.

—

JSfational Intelligencer.

Much excellent iron ore is found in the counties

of South Carolina, bordering on North Carolina.

Several furnaces have been erected, and hollow

vvare of a very substantial, if not o' a very neat

quality is made,

GOOD FARMING.
There is a farmer in the town of Louisville, in

this county, who has had a harvest this year of

more than six hundred acres of produce. The
following are some of the items :—upwards of

two hundred acres of wheat; one hundred acres

of rye ; eighty acres of corn ; fifty acres of pota-

toes ; sixty acres of oats ; thirty of peas, together

with barley, &c. &c. The number of men em-

ployed during harvest was thirty ; all the grain

was very fine and well secured. This same farm-

er has one hundred horses, which he is raising

for market. There are several farmers at the

West, who keep more stock and cattle and cut

more hay, but we doubt if there are any who can

boast of a greater harvest of grain— iS^. Lair. JY.

y. Gazette.

Peaches have been selling in Stonington, Con.

!\t six pencfi^pcr ba-sket.

THAMES TUNNEL.
It is observed that it will hardly be credited

that so largo a leak as there was in this work
could have been so promptly remedied. It was at

one time ffty feet wide. There are several tri-

fling leaks in the sides, but these are not expect-

ed to cause trouble.

fTcekli/ consumption of articles upon the work
Bricks, 7U,00I). Cement, 350 casks. Candles.

300 pounds. Portable gas, 500 feet.

7.50 tons of soil were carted in to stop the leak.

Before the accident, 3 or 400 dollars a day were
taken from visitors.

It is stated that in the single city of Bueno.-:

Ayres there are already si.\ thousand Frenchmen,
and the number is said to be increasing.

Ji'helhcr Beans and Peas, or Oats are preferable

in ri sper.t to Economy, as provender for horses.—
A bushel of oats weighs, perhaps, forty pounds,

and a bushel of peas and beans perhaps sixty

pounds ; and as the skin o! peas and beans is

much less in quantity than that of oats, I suppose

there may be fifteen pounds of flour more in a

bushel of peas and beans, than in a bushel of oats.

There is also reason to believe that the flour of

beans is more nutritive than that of oats, as ap-

pears in the fattening of hogs ; whence, accord-

ing to the respective prices of these articles, peas

and beans generally supply a cheaper provender

for horses than oats, as well as for other domestic

animals. But as the flour of peas and beans is

more oily than that of oats, .it may in general be

somcvihat more difficult of digestion, hence it may
be found expedient to mix finely cut straw witli

them.

" .Mode of Slopping Epislaxes, [hhcding at the

nose.)—"A young man nineteen years of age,

bled from the nose two days so profusely that he
fainted several times. Mineral acids, ice to the

nape of the neck, &c. were tried, but without

stopping the flow of blood. Dr. Brunner was call-

ed in on the third day, and he blew up powdered
gum Arabic through a quill—the hemorrhage
ceased directly."—rPhiladelphia Journal of Ihr

Medical and Physical Sciences.

Superior Buntis.—One pound and a half of
flour, (a quarter pound left to sift in last) and a
half pound of butter cut up fine together ; then
add four eggs beat to a high froth, four tea cups
of milk, half a wine glass of brandy, wine, and
rose water each, and one wine glass of yeast :

stir it all together with a knife, and add half a

pound of sugar, then sift in the quarter of a pound
of flour, and when the lumps are all beaten fine,

set them to rise in pans they are to be baked in

This quantity will make four square pans full.

To preserve Grapes on the viiies till winter.—
About September, when the grapes are nearly

ripe, procure some bags made either of crape,

muslin or white paper.

Select some of the best branches, and with a

pair of sharp narrow-pointed scissars, cu( off all

small, unripe, rotten, mouldy, or imperfect grapes,

especially those eaten by the flies or wasps.

Inclose each bunch in a bag, and tie the bag
fast with a string, so that no insect can get into

it. In tlic middle of a fine day in October, gath-

er them, with a piece of the shoot to them, and

iiang them up in a dry warm room.

Dip the ends of the slioots in raelJcd- rosiaw.
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'sealing-wax. Examine them frequently, lest they
j

be found grazing on any farm in the state select-

siioulil get moulds or rotten.

idUND.

"So strong is the upward prrpaCJition of sound,

Iiat, in an aorostatick balloon, liie barUiug of dogs

may sometimes be heard, at V>'j heiglit of three

tliousand toises," or nineteen thousand one hun-

dred and eighty three English feet.

[Humloldi's Travels.

THK tl'Ct'LJ.A.

Tliis insect abounds on the island of Cuba. It

iS a very curious fire fly, vvhicli, as the rainy sea-

son approaches, kindles a tliousand brilliant little

fires iu the evening air. It has two strong lights,

on each side of the upper part of the head, and one

beneath the abdomen, and when fully grown, is

about three fourths of an inch in length. Two or

three of these will enable one to read in the dark-

est night.

—

Missionary Herald.

-, 98

eligible at the next annual meeting, unless satis
factory excuse is rendered.

Messrs. John Pitnani, Thomas Buffum, and J. B.
Francis, were appointed a Committee to ox,-»mine

the Charter of the Society, to ascertain if any al-

terations therein be, in their opinion, desirable, to

report at t!ie next meeting.

At one o'clock the Society repaired to Aborn's
Inn and partook ofdinn;;. The number that sat

attention to raising fine neat cattle.] There wore
( down to the table, thougii -mailer than usual, were

a number of cowr5, one an Alderncy, imported in
]
enabled, from the continr.r.nce of the rain, which

1S'>(;, a breed much esteemed for the quality of its ^protracted their sitting, to participate in a variety
milk : this cow was accompanied by her calf, II

|

of sentim(Mits moderateh/ drank on the occasion,
weeks old. There were two other cows of the

j

At half past three o'clock, the weather having
old Durham breed, in excellent order. Both these become pleasant, the ploughing match was com°

ed indiscriminately. Tiie stock consisted of se
on bulls, (two or three fine animals of the Ilolder-
ness breed,) four fat oxen, four pairs of steers,

three heifers, ten calves, nearly all of them fine

animals. [The improvement in tills part of the
stock was more perceptible tlian in any other, an
evidence of the good effect the Society have pro-
duced in inducing our fariMOis to give particnli:

menced. Fifteen fine yokes of cattle wore enter-

ed, all the ploughs except one, which was without

a driver, having a driver and one team each. The
ground was rather irregular sward, laid out inlets

cows had calves. The above comprised the best

portion of the neat stock. Of sheep there were
four merino bucks and four lambs The swine
were not numerous, though very good specimens.
A litter of eight pigs seven months old, attracted

I of one eighth of an ac°re, eight bouts being re
general observation. The high premium oflTered I quired to lie performed by each competitor. The
for the best horse had a good effect. Three no-

j
match was conducted with great spirit, and in a

Dr Clarke tells us, that he caught a Chamelion
|

ble animals were presented. One of them a two
j

very handsome manner, there being hut very few
n Egypt; kept it a considerable time; tliat it was year old colt, raised by Mr. Edmund Brownell, of instances of an improper urging of the cattle be-

of a vivid green when caught; that, afterwards, its
I
Little Compton, was as fine a horse of the age as yond their natural speed. The shortest time in

THE CHAMELION.

ordinary colour was that of a common lizard; that,

as it became unhealthy, it lost the power of chang-

ing its colour; that this change is seldom rapid;

that it seems always to be the result of sudden ap-

prehension; tluit, being defenceless, it gradually

has ever been seen in this state. He was sired
i which the work was accomplished was 1.5minutes,

by a colt of the famous Eclipse, his dam sired by though there was in that instance, unfair urging
Lince. The best judges of this most noble of all of the oxen towards the close. Three others came
domestic animals, awarded him unqualified praise. ' out, with liltle difference between them, in fifteen

There was also a very pretty, spirited two year ' minutes and a half. The longest time consumed

/iresses, and is thus provided, by nature, with the

^iieans of concealment. [Clarke''s Travels.

RHODE ISLAND

assumes Ike colour of the sub.ifance on which it
, o\A colt, belonging to General Knight of Cranston,

i was twenty minutes. The ploughing as was said
j_i ,

,
..I--

The working cattle, of which there were sixteen
, by good judges, was uncommonly well done

—

yokes, were the best ever exhibited in this state. Much interest was excited for the individual who
Their appearance indicated much attention to ' was without a driver. Ho scarcely touched his

Allhouo-h Rhode Island is such a queer little ill '

cleanliness, a duty too much neglected in general
j

oxen, and did his work, in a steady, thorough

-hapen state, it has the heart, and soul, and ener- i
"^y f""'«"'' toward these patient and useful instru-

[ manner, that showed he understood his business.

..y of a giant. Although it is neither fiftv miles
""^"'^ of agricultural labour. The products of the

, He came out the last except one, but we question

iong nor thirty broad, yet it has moie banL than I

^''"^^ presented for exhibition, were excellent, if there was a lot on the ground better ploughed

tow^ns, all sound and healthy, and about one hun- 1
"'^ '^","'='' P«^!;t'<:"l«'-ly. of which there were nine i than his. The interest the ploughmen ano drivers

dred cotton manufactories, besides establishments
i

'''''S'''
'ot"^; ^ ^ h«'-« "'as also an abundance of good

|

took in the match was very animated, though the

for other branches of Americas industry, many of
i ^''''^^f

,

^J'":

^''"'^'^ ?""^""' °\ ^"""J;?''
^'^"

V"*'''"*' ^'"S^'^'' °-"' "'"'^^'"^ on entirely heed^ss

which arc e.Ktensive. They are all in active ope-
j
'^•'"" '"^ dairy a lot of 900 weight. The shop

^

of the stake depending on his industry. I is q«e

ration, and so flourishing and profitable, that new ^

"""."'^^f^"'"';^,
^"^""^ *^=^^ in number and not re-

|

provoking on such an occasion, to see the total

ones are continually going up, and the capitalists :

"""-able, rhere were other specimens of agri-
1 want of emulation among these animals,

of Rhode Island have large interests in similar es- i

=""""' V^oiuct,, deserving notice. Among them
]

Yesterday the d.y was fine, and great num-

tablishments in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
I

^^^^/ fi",\
^^"^'"'T "f^^I'^f P^/f .

""
""I;

^t"'"'
j

''ers attended the Fair. At aoout 11 o clock, the

produced by Dr. Caleb tiske of Sciluate, by bud- premiums were announced from the Balcony ot

ding on a quince stalk in 1824. the Hall, a large and brillianl collection of ladies

At nine o'clock on Wednesday morning, the being collected in the Hall and a crowd of men in

Society met for business. The following persons front of the Balcony. About 3, P. M. the sale of

were elected officers. James Rhodes, Presi- premium articles commenced, and was conducted

dent—Samuel Slater, James D Wolf and Charles with spirit, particularly owing to the liberality of

Eldridge, Vice Presidents ; William Rhodes, Trea- the numerous ladies present. The articles of corn-

surer ; John Brown Francis, Secretary; Jesse ; fort, utility and taste, presented by females for ex-

Tourtellot, Duty Arnold, Christopher Rhodes, hibition, were very excellent and elegant, and of,

Albert C. Green, Thomas Buffum, jr. Jeremiah preat variety. The laces were most delicately

Thurston, Nathan Bowen, Charles Dyer, John v\rought. A superb lace veil by Miss Cady, was

Jenckes, Stephen T. Northam, Wilbour Kelley, rot equalled by any other specimen. The work

Stephen H. Smith, George W. Tillinghast, Asher from the Newport school showed a very great im-

Robbins, W. E. Richmond, Thomas Fry, George
,
provement in lightness and finish. A black robe,

Irish, Moses B. Ives, Palemon Wolcot, Bates Har-
^

and several black veils were superior to any En-

ris, John Foster, Stephen Waterman, James An . g)ish lace we ever saw. A specimen of a nev?

thony, Joel Aldrich, John Pitman, Jeremiah Whip- style of stamping the figure on bobbinet, prepara-

ple, William Anthony, and Thomas Holden,S«a?irf- tory to working the lace, was exhibited from.'the

ing Committee. ' Newport School.

A vote passed, by which each life member who ' The dairy articles sold extremely well. The

has paid .$5 on admission, was entitled to receive ,lest lot of butter brought SI OS per lb !

A large brick manufactory is building in Provi-

dence, to be driven by steam ; one main design of

which is the employment of the poor of that rap

idly increasing city.

—

M Y. Commercial Adv.

PAWTUXET (R. I.) CATTLE SHOW.
Wednesday and Thursday the Rhode Island So-

ciety held its annual Show and Fair. The violent

rains on Tuesday, and the unpleasant weather

which continued until Wednesday noon, interfer-

ed very much with the arrangements, and deter-

red many persons from bringing their stock and

other articles. Nevertheless the pens were pret-

ty well filled, some of them containing very fine

animals, and though the number was not as great

as last year, there was thought by good judges, to

be a decided improvement in the quality. Per-

haps diminution in the number of animals brought

to the show, is a natural sonsequence of improve-

ment in the breed and excellence of those pre-

sented. The more fine animals there are, the less

inducement is there to put inferior ones into the

pens. It is undoubtedly more to the credit of the

exhibition to furnish a smaller number of the best

specimens of the different breeds, than it would be

to cojfect a lierd of animals no better than could

one volume of the New England Farmeh. It was

voted that any officer of the Society, or member of

the standing Committee, who shall not attend one

meeting of the Committee, for the year during

which he vnay De etected, shall be considered in-

The following abstract of the several reports^

comprises nearly all the premiums awarded.

The Committee on Agricultural products awarded:

thefollowing pr&mium^.

To Win. Smith, of Johnston, 1st premiimaf
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cheese, $8. Arnold Ellis, 2(1 do. SO. Robert
|

Crandall, Exeter, 3.1 do. a vol. N. E. Farmer, &;

.91. Earl BaUer, 4th do. a vol. N. E. Farmer.

Butler. William Smith, 1st premium, f S. For

five other specimens, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer, and S-l

each to Allen Ellis, Joseph Slociim,John Stratton,

Jesses Tourtellot, and Thomas B. Bowen. Earl

Baker, on cider, (there were but four competitors)

.$4. Edward Barnes on celery, $9.

The committee speak in very high terms of the

specimens of the dairy. Premitim.s on agricultu-

.ral experiments, &c. will be awarded in December

ne.xt, by the standinn- committee. A specimen of

wine, from the native Fox grape,by Jam.ns Brown,

was highly approved. Specimens of valuable peat

from an inexhaustible source, in the vicinity of

Pawtuxot, were presented by the Dnck Pond fuel

association.

Frederick Durfee. best heifer $6
Bates Harris, Cranston, next do. a New England

Farmer and $1

Abner Sprague, Cranston, next do. a New Eng-

land Farmer.

John Jenckes, Saiitlifield, best lieifcr calf $5

George Smith, Smithfield, for second and third

best. SJ and a vol. of New England Farmer.

Reuben Jenckes, Cumberland, best fatted ox $10

Thomas Matliewson, Glocester, next best $6

Isaac Field, Scitnatc, 3d do. a vol. and $1

Elisha Olney, Smithfield, best 3 y'r old steers $6

Thoroas Brayton, Cranston, next, a vol. and $1

Robert Abell, of Johnston, for Wood Sciew^

of superior workmanship. t-

George Tillinghast of North Kingstown, for

Axes and Chissels, $! and a New Eng. Farmer.

John Pettis, for best calf skins, N. E. Parmer.

William Miller, second best -i

John Temple, Providence, for best top roller

skins, one vol. New England Farmer.

William Miller, second best

Arnold Wilkinson, best steel

New England Farmer

H. Grindshaw, for second best

i
Samuel Smith, a steel slaie

James and Samuel Wilbour, on spinning and

ilaies, one vol.

I Field, Scituate, best 2 year old steers, $5
, ,,-, t. , , v

Samuel Budlong, Cranston, next best,a V0I.& $1 roping Bobbins, one vol. New England Farmer.

No bull '«f foreign breed was entered. Sam'l Greene, on cotton lines, $0 Stanton Haz-

Several bulls and other neat stock, possessing ard. $4, Wm. Greene, ^3 Stukely Whitman,

excellent qualities, which had before receive'd [

and Richard Thornton, $3, for Furniture.

The Committee say, Mr William Hamlin, of

PLOuaH.^G MATCH.-The committee on the P/emiums were presented merely for exhibitionj 1
be

^^^^^^^^ „,anufactu'red

:,loughing, report, that there were fifteen competi- Among them the fine short horned Bull b=^'°"S'°S ^;°;;;;"7g,Pe,j magnifying powers, and presum-
'ors. There was in their opinion, a general im- to Philip IMartm.

^ perfect and valuable Telescope
T)rovemcnt in the style of the work and the man
Bgeinent of the teams, from that observed any

previous year. Tiiey award the following pre-

miums.

To Joseph Sheldon, of Cranston, first premi-

um. .* 10.00.

To Bartlett & Perry, tenants on the farm of

the late Thomas Arnold, the second premium
of .$8,00

[This was the team, without a driver, for which

a great interest was c.vcited during tiie match.

They were the least worried of any team on the

ground. Mr. Edward Perry held the plough, and
received two dollars in addition.]

To Bates Harris of Cranston, the third premi-

um, of $(),00.

To Elisha Olney of Smithfield, the fourth pre-

mium, of .§4,00

To the ploughmen and drivers to the above

learns, each $1,00

To Allen Ellis. Elisha Whitakev, Wm. John-

son, Sterry Jenckes, Slieldon Knight, Christopher

Knight, Olney AVilliams and H. Smith, one Vol.

of the N. E. Farmer. [It will be seen that Crans-

ton, as nsual has carried off the palm in plough-

ing and working cattle.]

Working Cattle.—The committee award to

Joseph Sheldon of Cranston, for best pair of

working cattle, a N. E. Farmer and ,f 1,00

To Abner Sprague of Cranston, for the second
best, a N. E. Farmer, and $1,00
To Bates Harris of Cranston, third do. do. do.

Neat Stock.— Allen Ellis of Scituate, best na-

tive Bull, the 1st premium of $15,00
Samuel G. Arnold of Providence, ne.xt best

do. $10,00
Abnor Sprague of Cranston, next best do.

$8,00
Simon Whipple, Smithfield, best bull calf (an

animal of great beauty) $5,00.
Nathaniel Mowry, Smithfield, next do. do. a N.

E. Farmer, and $1,00
Duty Arnold, Warwick, next best, do. a New

England Farmer.

Jonathan Brownell, Little Compton, best half
blood Bull, being half Ilolderness, $10
.
Simon Whipple best cow, .$10

Nathaniel Mowry, Smithfield 2d- do. $8
Nathaniel Bump, Providence, 3d do. $2
Thomas R. Greene, Pawtuxet, 4th do. New

England Farmer

cd to be the most perfect and valuable 1 elescope

ever manufactured in the United States, for which

To William Sprague of Cranston, on Calico $15 they have awarded a premium of $20.

MILL MANUFACTURES.

E. & J. Davis, N. Kingstown, on Broadcloth,

Jos. Cunliff, North Providence, Bed ticking .$3

[It is to be regretted that any premiums are of-

fered for Mill Manufactures, as the very few ar

tides exhibited may give rise abroad to an incor-

rect estimate of the importance and success of

Ibis branch of industry in R. I. The above speci-

mens, were the best of the kind, particularly the

bed ticking. Unless the manufacturers will come

forward more generally, the sum devoted to thip

department, may probably be much better applied

elsewhere.]

SHEEP AND SWINE.

To Allen Ellis for Merino Buck $10
Thomas Buffum, the second anH third premium

for Merino Bucks, .$G, and 1, and a vol. of Nev
England Farmer.

Allen Ellis, best boar, .$'0

Calvin Dean, next best i'S

John Pettis, next best, a vol. of New Englan

Farmer.

Allen Ellis, two pigs, $fi, for a litter of eight

pigs, $1 and a vol. of New England Farmer.

A fine Spanish boar, presented last year to th'

Society by Capt. Creighton, and a Tunisian ram.

belonging to Capt. C. were exhibited for inspec-

tion.

KORSES.

The Committee on horses, report, that they arc

unanimously of opinion that the horse Yoiint'

Eclipse, owned by Edmund Brownell, is entitled

to the Society's premium of $.50. There were

several fine horses exhibited, and it would have

been gratifying to the Committee to have noticed

them in a manner suited to their several merits

HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.

For Lace Veils, Handkerchiefs. &c. a premium

of one each was awarded to Eliza A. Rhodes, H.

Clark, Loisa Rhodes, Miss Cady, {a splendid Veil)

Mary H. A born, Louisa L. Olney, Sally H. Greene,

W. L Greene, Sarah Spooner, Lowry Carpenter.

Amey Greene, Eliza Holden, Hepzb.Ann Fcnner,

F. Weeden, Ann Eliza Hopkins, Elizabeth N.

Greene, J. A. Mason, Sophia Metcalf, Frances

Metcalf A premium of $1 each to ten scholars

of the Newport Lace School

To Sally Peck, for Hearth Rug, $1, Rosanna

Greene, white Flannel. $5, Fanny V, helden, wool-

len Hose, $2, Joel Aldrich, Hearth Rug, $1, Pa-

tience Jenckes, woollen Coverlet. $2, Mary Ar-

nold, linen Diaper, .$'?, Isabella Waterman, Car-

peting, $fi. Richard W.Greene, pair Blankets, $2,

piece 3-4 mixed cloth, Edwanl Anthony, $5, card

cases, Mrs. ^S^eamans, .SI. Table Linen, William

Lippitt, $1, Flannel. W;iity Gardner, $5, stair

Carpetins, the same, $2, Naomi P. Holden, Yarn,

,'fil, Eliza Bishop, Frogs and silk Buttons, $.3, JV/rs

C. Andrews, silk Indispensible and shell Racks,

,f2, woollen Hose, Polly Stafford, $2, cord Indis-

pensible, 5arah Aldrich, $1, Hearth Rug, made by

a lady 70 years of age, $4 Card Racks and Box-

es, Miss Jlifetcalf, $2, straw Bonnet, Mary White,

$5, do, do. Jemima White, $5, Carpeting, Julia

Whfbple, $4.

—

R. I. American.

FEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, OCT. 12, 1827.

The editor of the New England Farmer lias

bees unable this week, from indisposition, to at-

but as your Committee had it in their power to
j

tend either of the Shows at Concord or Worces-
award but one premium, they can do no more than I ter. We cannot tlicrefors give a particular ac-
express their regret that they could not ijive a

more decided mark of their approbation to each

competitor. C. Eldridge, for the Committee.

SHOP manofactur-es.

The Committee awarded premiums to

Calvin Dean, Providence for the best Sffle

Leather, $4
Nath'l Westcott, Providence 2d do. 3

John Pettis, 'ohnston, best Belt Leather 4

Calvin Dean, for Belt Leather, vol. New Eng-
land Farmer.

couAt of these festivals till next week.

VINE dresser's guide.

We have t^is week received from the author in

New York, 50 copies of the .imericnn line Dres-

ner's Guide, hi/ .illphonse Ijovbnt, for sale at the

office of the New England Fanner, price 50 cents.

The author has given, in a small compass, a good
deal of information on the choice of soil, treatment

and diseases of Vines ; on preserving grapes, on
wine vessels, managing of wines, brandy, vintag-

ing, making raisins, confection of grapes, &,c. He
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writes fioin experience, having been bred in a

vinery ; his father now resides in France, occupy

ing a vineyard two miles in length, and exporting

annually several thousand pipes of wine, brandy ,
&c.

The following gentlemen have been chosen offi

cers of the Hillsborough, (X. H) Agricullural So

.ie/]/, the current year : IVIatthias Spallding,

President—A&Ton F. Sawyer and Wm. Boardman,

rice Presidents—Slepben Peabody, Secretarii—

Robert M'Gav, Treasurer—Jonathan Parkhurst,

Abner Sauyei, Mark Morse, Pavid Felt, Daniel

Campbell, Jr. and Joseph Hooper, jr. Executive

Committee.

The Governor of Nova Scotia has ordered a

new census of that province to be taken. He re-

vjuires a return of the religious persuasion of each

family—the quantity of land cultivated—the num-

ber of horses, horned cattle and sheep, in the

province.

Great Apples.—Three apples have been noticed

in the Philadelphia papers, one of which measured

16 inches in circumference, and weighed 28 ounc-

es; another, 25 ^ ounces; and a third, 26 ounces.

.Mr Nathaniel Boardman, of Danvers, has raised

this season, planted the first of July, a Cucumber,

which weighed but little short of 5 poimds.

reason why the days in warn wcatlicr arc warcn-
er than those in cold .-"

K.rteiisive J\'irsfriis.

FOR sale at theKENRinc lOsialilislu

TON, one mile from Amailturat Hall i

iiiiiNr-v..

B.'ightMl,
the rreaiest quantity and variety of Fruit and For-
est 'I'rees known at any other place in New Eng-

Seleciions may be made of as large size<l trees as can be ii'.-

sirud for transplanting. Tliose of the fniii kind are all buddeil
or graded, and comprise the best sorts which have been discov- 1 I'oullry—

A

ered in the vicinity of Boston. Of English Cherries there are 12
sorts

; of Pears 30' sorts, including 6 of the new kinds sent liy Mr
Knight to the Hon. John Lowell. Of Peaches, Nectarines and
Apricots 35 sorts: of Apples 30 sorts : also Quince bushes : Red
and White Antwerp Raspberries : Gooseberries : English Grape
vines of several sorts, and the productive native Grajjc called
Isabella ; Currant bushes of 6 different kinds and all sizes on
moderate terms.

Of Forest trees, a \ ariety , but we only nienlion the following

:

Flowering Horse Chestnuts, Flowering Catalpas, IJuttennits,
Weeping Willows, Mountain Ash, Sugar Maple, Elms, Silver
Firs. Larch, While Mulberry. Ailanthus, Gum Acacia, Three
Thorned Acacia, Magnolia, &c. Also, Rose bushes of several
varieties, and Lilacs.

The prices in general we will merely say, shall be as low , or
lower than at any established Nursery kiiown in the United
Slates. Those who wish for any quantity of trees, parlicidarly
large ones, and especially an orchard of Peach or Apple trees
that will speedily come into bearing, though thev mav live at
considerable distance, will do well loliring or send" a wagon, and !

Thorbum & Sou. No. C7 Liberty Street, New York—and by

J^ew England Farmer's Almanack, for 1828.
Just pulilislied, :ii ihe New England Farmer Ollice, and

for sale by liowi.ics .v Ueahboh.v, 7'i Washington Street, and
at the Bookstores generally, the A'ew EnglunJ Farmer's Alma-
m/rf, for 182K. By 'i'limuas G. Fessendcn, Editor of the Ne«
England Farmer.
This Almanack, in add-ition to the usual miscellaneous mattei

contained in shnilar works, contains a Calendar of the Courts
for eacii state in .Ne\> Enghvnd; ilie Sun's declination; and 10
pages of agiiculiural matter on the following subjects

Oil Soaking Seed Corn in copperas water—on Small Farms
Charcoal—on Fisli used as a Mnnure—on Gapes or Pip in

.s—on Fallen Fruit

—

on Stagger
in swinc—How to rai^.• Cabbages, which shall not be club-loot-
ed, by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—How to Fatten Fowls—
A cheap method ol' pi eventing the disagreeable smell of Privies
—Root .Steamer, with a (hawing—on Grafted Trees—on Paint-
ing walls to Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good
Farmer—on Drying Peaches—on the value of Time—Machines
for gathering Clover Heads, with two illvstraiire engnn-ings—
Sir Astley Cooper's (Chilblain Ointment—Recipes for the Ladies,
containing directions for making several kinds of Cake.—Mis-
cellanies, &.C.

This Almanack may be purchased, ivliolesale and retail ot

O. D. Cooke & Son, Harifoid, Con.—Hdlbrook & Fessenden,.
Brauleborough, Vt.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Pren-
tiss, Kecne, N. H.—.Tohn W. Foster and Childs & Sparhawk.
Portsmouth, N. H.—Pearson, Little & Robinson, Portland, Me.
—Whipple & Lawrence, and John M. Ives, Salem—Ebenezer
Stedman, Newburvport—Hilliard & Brown, Cambridge—Ezri
Collier, Plymoulh—E. & G. Merriam, West Brookliefd-Clar-
endon Harris, Worcester—A. S. Beckwilh, Providence—G.

We have, lying upon our table, two peaches

weighing tico pounds and four ounccs^\.hey were

raised in the garden of Doctor Schott, 61, south

.Seventh street ; they are of the kind caled " Heath

Peach."

—

Phila. Gaz.

Several fines have lately been assessed in dif-

f'erent places on persons for taking fruit from or-

chards, gardens, &c. Properly must bo respect-

ed whatever its hind or value; whether it is a

newspaper or melon, whether it belongs to a farm-

er or printer.

A Society of Painters in Water Colours lias

'oeen established in England. It is said there is

no other in the world.

Extract of a letter from a Gentleman at Kenne

Square, Penn. July 5, 1827.

At the celebration of Independence this year

we had exhibited several specimens of wine, which

have been examined in Baltimore and Philadelphia,

and pronounced by good judges equal to the best

foreign wines. The vineyards in this neighborhood

are extremely flourishing, and the vintage of last

year affords a handsome profit to their proprietors.

The Tuffcanum vineyard, the oldest and most pro-

ductive, is now worth near a thousand dollars an

acte, and yields more than the interest of thjt mo-

ney. A gentleman ten miles below, who put out

ten acres in the white mulberry, assures me, the

field yields him annually, beyond all expenses, six

hundred dollars—or the interest of ten thousand

dollars. Sewing silk of the most beautiful thread

and colour is now made for exportation; and all the

lads and girls go a courting and get married in

silk stockings and dresses of their own manufac-

ture. [Village Record.

ake their own selections ; and in this case needful refreshmenl
ill be furnished gratis, and directions given for setting and
anaging the trees.

Written orders addressed to John or William Kenrick,
and directed to the Brighton Post Office, will be speedily
received and punctually attended to : or they may be left at the
grocery and seed store of Mr Joseph Bridge, i'n Court street,
where Catalogues may be furnished gratis.

Trees will be sent to Boston when ordered, and suitably pack-
ed in malts, for shipping or distant conveyance b.v land, if desi-
red ; but distant gentlemen should employ some agent to receive
and pay for them.

N. B. Great care will be taken to preserve the roots.

Grass Seeds, &fc.

For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North
Market Street. Boslon. a large variety of Grass Seeds, compns-
ins LUCERNE. FOWL MEADOW, ORCHARD GRASS,
HERD'S GRASS, RED TOP, RED and WHITE HONEY-
SUCKLE CLOVER &c.—with the largest assortment of Gar-
den and Field Seeds, to be found in New England.

Also. 30 bushels fresh Canary Seed; genuine EnglishRape
Seed ; Hemp Seed, &.c. for birds.

Vine Dresser's Guide.
A few copies of the American Vine Dressers| Guide, by .\l-

phoiize Loubat. just published; for sale at the Farmer office,

price 50 cents, ^ome noticeof this work will be found on page

Shallots.
For sale at the N. E. Farmer office.

Roots—an account of this vegetable wi
Farmer, page 83,

a few pounds of Shallot

be found in this week's

ksellers an.l traders generally.

[O^ Country Dealers and others supplied on die most favorable-

terms.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Breeders of Stock, Attend.
Will be exposed for sale at the Cattle Show and Fair, in

Brighton, on the I7th inst. the red bull Hercules, raised and
owned in Franklin, 1-4 of the Holderness breed, one year old
the 27th of last March. He is perfectly orderly about fences,
docile, and considerably broken to the harness. For strength,
size, and beauty, is exceeded by but few. Terms ; he must be
kept one year at least for a breeder.

Oft'ers will be received at the Pens until 4 o,clock, when he
will be sold if there is any offer sufficient to make it an induce-
ment.

Franklin, Oc(. 3, 1827.

Medical Lectures—Boston, timf. changed.
Medical Lectures of Harvard College will begin the Third

Wednesday in October, at the lledical College, Mason
street, Boston. The lime haying been changed from the Third
Wednesday in November, when they formerly began.

WALTER CHANNING,
Aug, 31,1827. nt Dean of the Medical Facuh

A Professor lecturing upon heat observed that

one of its most conspicuous properties was the

power of expanding all bodies. A humerous stu-

(lent arose from bis seat and asked " Is that the

Coti) Wanted.
A prime young Cow, having all the properties ne.

cessary to render her useful to a family in the city. Is

wanted, for which a fair price would be paid. En-
quire of the Publisher of the New England Farn-.er.

APPLES, best,

.iSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pearl do. - - - -

BEAXS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, lns)K-ct. No. I. iiev

CHEESE, new milk. - . - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
fIjAX seed ------
FLOUR, BaUiniore, Howard St

Genesee, . _ _

Uye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Kye
Corn - ...
Barley - . - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No ), Inspection - -

LI.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

I'ORK, Bone Middlings, mw,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grabs, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & \ do

Native - - - do

Pulled, Lamb's, Isl sort

2d sort

do Spraning, 1st sort

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" -whole bogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, .-.-.-
BUTTER, keg &. tub, -

tump, best, - . -,

(

bbl

Ion-

bush
bbl.

lb.

cask
gal.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb.

FR(»IH
[

lo
1 25 1 60

95 60|l00 CO-

102 00|105 00
1 50 1 67
9 50! 10 00
!i 50
7 50

12

7

3

90
5 25|
1 75

60
63
60
do!

9

12

70
77

2 75
13 00
12 00
11 50
2 25

1'

8,

35'

20,

28
2a
20;

35;

25'

28

8 75
8 00

14

1 00
5 37
5 00
none

64
67
67
42
10
15

1 00
78

3 00
14 00
12 25
12 00
2 50

10
4C
25
34
30
25

.

40
30
32

In Press, by E. Littell, Philadelphia, and will speedi.

ly be published and for sale in Boston, by R. P. & C.
Williams, No. 79 Washington-street

:

The Apocalypse of St. John, or Prophecy of the I

Rise, Progress, and Fall of the Churbh of Rome ; the EGGS,
Inquisition ; the Revolution of France ; the Universal MEAL, Rye, retail,- - - -

War , and the final triumph of Christianilv. By the Indian, do.- . - -

Rev. George Croly, A. M. H. R. S. L. " POTATOES, (new) - -

'eiDER, (accorditij to quality) 1 00

10

10

7
10

8
15

18

20
It^

80
75
&©:

3 0&
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fKisccUam'cs Iler excellent sense made her understand the would train thcir^eas for purposes of defence, nc

hint, and her excellent humour made her take it

in good part. She withdrew, changed her dress,

and returned in a plain robe.—" Ah ! 'tis she,"

this is the very

hostile foot would ever rest in that Province!

CONFESSIONS OF AN ALBUM WRITER.

I have written from first to last, in two hundred

and forty-six Album.f. In two hundred .nnd nine- 'jgyfuHy exclaimed the Dean,

!y-five of them, I have made love ovitright to the
j
woman I am come to see, and I expect to be very

charming proprietors, though two thirds of thom i

[j^ppy in lier company."

excited no feelinfrs in my naturally cold and pas- —
eionless breast. I have invoked blessings on the

|
Odddi/ no proof of ivisdom.—Some people affect

heads of thirty-three, in the most fervent and af- ; to differ from mankind in general merely for the

fectionate style, some of whom 1 have riot knnnnj purpose of obtaining notoriety, and with the hope

an hour previous to my making the invocation ;] of being talked about. But those who seek dis-

and I have complimented eighteen on their pos- 1 tinction in thia way, deserve nothing better than

session of unrivalled worth, and c.s-altcd genius, ' the obsP.urity from which they are attempting to

although to confess the truth, 1 knew as little a-
j emerge ; and men of senso always conform to

bout the matter as the man in the moon. Fifty] custom when they can do so without materid in-

times I have sworn that tlsere is nothing in the
]
convenience, or the sacrifice of any important

world equal to a light blue eye, and fifty times I' principle.

have sworn tliat nought in nature can compare! .- '
,, , j „r „,.;,lo ft>nt

., J,,, I Ti •) i,,;„i,.l The Pride of lycallh.—Ot all knids ot pride that
with a dark black eye. I Iiave praised bnnhi.! J "^ x nu j

. • ,• i i , (T„„=.i„«
~ , ,• c L, ^ a ' I of mere wealth is most ndiculouj and oltonsive.

>^eB for the sunny radiance of loy that fiooced "' ""^'^'^ wt-.uiu la muo
, • , ^

,, . ,
1 .1 r 11 1 T 1 It commenv seizes on an unimproved mind, at an

very thing on which they foil—and I have prais-" ^"'"»i|.'J'
'^l _. ,.,. ,. ^

. ., .,.„
, J. f .1 1- 11 1 1 u 1

' advancSltienod ot li e, and IS marked by :;erviUty
'dim eyes for tiie moonlight and melancholy ; ''"^'"JW J .

'
. „ . ... .. ,

Jat shone in their humid glances. I have vowed j

'°
''"P<

sometimes that tlie cheek from whose rich bloom ^ -•

A rich farmer's son who had been bred at the

University, coming home to visit his father and
mother, they being one night at supper on a

couple of fowls, ho told them that by Logic and

Arithmetic, he could prove those fowls to be three.

Well, let us hear, said the old man. Why this,

said the scholar, is one, and this, continued he, is

two, two and one you know make three. Since

you have made it out so well, answered the old

man, your mother shall liave the first fowl, I will

have the second, and the third you viay kttp it:

yourselffor your great learning.

the rose might derive a fresli charm, was a thing

that I devoutly worsliipped—and at other times, I

have sneered at the vermillion cheek, and idolized

the snowy paleness of sensibility, whose tears had

been so often sled for the troubles of life, that

they had actually w^ashed all tlie red color from

the face. I have praised high foreheads for their

calmness, and low foreheads for their passion—

F

have praised raven hair, auburn liair, chesniit hair

and red hair, and to my ineffable horror, I once
discovered that I had been eulogizing the ambro-
sial curls of a lady wiio wore a wig. I have land-

ed Grecian nest's, Roman noses and pug noses,

white noses and red noses, dimpled chins, double

chins, and piked cliins—straight eyebrows, and
arched eyebrows. The consequence of all this

has been that I have lost iny character for consis-

tency, not only in the estimation of others, but al-

so in my own.— I have had the reputation of be-

ing in love one hundred and ninety-five times,

though I conscientiously affirm, that I have not in

reality been in love with more than tixty-seven

different persons, and never with more than half

a dozen at once. All my flirts of fancy have been
construed into serious declarations of passion I

have narrowly escaped ten suits of breach of

s, rudeness to inferiors, ostentation and

^ence—extravagance in some things,

and i^arsiaiony in others. These propensities,

however, may be chocked by goodness of disposi-

tion, and a mind capable of expanding and adapt-

ino- itself to different circum.stancps and situations.

Fine Arts.— It has been observed, we think, by

Dr. Priestly, that '• great excellence in any of the

elegant arts is an unfavourable circumstance to

youth, and except they be intended to exercise

those arts as a profession, a mediocrity is much

more desirable. A first rate musician can never

be any thing else, and an incomparable dancer is

generally a frivolous and superficial character."

Language to Children.—Some parents, even

those who are wealthy and aspiring to style, in-

stead of endeavoring to inculcate in the infant

minds of their children a correct mode of speak-

ing, make use of an incoherent gabble, which a

conjurer can scarcely interpret. The consequence

is, ther children being disposed to learn the first

Fruit Trees—jYeiv Arrangement.
The Hartford Linnean Botanic Association, invite the atten-

tion of llie pubhc to the subjoined list of Peach and Apricot

trees, of which they have a specimen of each variety. This
Society was incorporated by the Legislature of Connecticut, in

1825, with a capital of,?23,000; its primary object is the im-
provement of the Horticulture and Fruit of our country, by ex-

citing the attention lo those pleasing and interesting objects,

and by cultivating and introducing the most approved kinds of

fruit, of every description, adapted to the climate of the east-

ern and middle Slates, and also seeds of the most valuable cu-

linary plants. The Society have obtained about twenty acre^

ofground in the vicinity oJ Hartford, for a Garden and Nurse-
ry, and commenced its cultivation with success, aflbrding a

pleasing promise of public usefulness. They havebeeu convin-

ced that the circumstance which perhaps more than all otlicrs,

has discouraged and retarded the more general attention to and
introdiioiion of choice frnit, (perhaps the only luxury in life not

attended with some injurious consequences) is the mortifying

disappointments which have been experienced in fruit trees,

proving to be entirely different and inferior kinds from tho8e,&r

which they were sold. To remedy this evil, and to encourage
the cultivation of choice fruit, they have adopted a new system,
which is. to take and exhibit samples of all the varieties of fruit

they cultivate, and to warrant the trees to be in conformity to

the samples. They now offer lo the public as the first fruits of

this infant Society, from 15 lo 20,000 Peach trees, including

some Apricots, which for variety and richness of the fruit, and
for thriftiness of growth, they venture to say have never been
surpassed in the United States.

There are more than twenty varieties of Peach ; several of
which are new, and nearly all of which, they have samples ol",

thai may be examined at J. B. Russell's Office, No. 52, North-
Markel-street, who is Agent of the Society for Boston and its

vicinilv.

more or less, during life. It wore well if parents

would recollect the importance of speaking to

children, and endeavouring to make them speak

in the language of correctness. This cannot be
promise, in which the only witness against me

i eftected if they use, or sufier nurses or others to

Great Sale of Wool.
On Tuesday the 16ih of October, the day preceding the

Brighton l-'air, at 10 o'clock, at the Hall over the New Market
will be sold, at Public Auction. 218 bales of Saxony Wool, con-
sislingoflst and 2d Electoral— 1st and 2d Prima Sccunda—

words they hear, acquire a silly and disgraceful
I
Tenia and Quarter,

dialect, which very often affects their speech.

and abuses the faculties of infants.

would have been Albums, and an unpoetical jury lyge that sort of baby talk which so often misleads
would have infallibly convicted me. I have been
called a purjured swain, a breaker of vows, a hy-
pocritical pretender, an unfeeling wretch, and
(horesco refercns !) a male flirt !

Dean Swift and the Farmer's tVife The cele-
brated Dean Swift had been so highly pleased
with the conversation and deportment of a farm-
er's wife, near Dublin, that he invited iiimself to

dine at her house, and sent her notice of the time.
The trial was rather too hard for her prudence.
Elated with the idea of entertaining a guestwhose
company was courtgri by the first nobility of the
realm, she dressed herself as fine as her fingers
could make her.anl in this rich attire received the
Dean with stately ceremony. lie in his turn made
his profound obeisance, and then instantly inquired
for the fanner's wife.—"I am she! pray, Sir, don't
jou know me?" You! no Madam, I wont be trick-
ed, the farmer's wife that I am come to see is a
plain woman, but you look like a Dutchess."

Extravagance.—Those who waste their income

by splendor in dross and equipage may be said to

resemble a city on_^re, which s/iines by that which

destroys it.

Thief Outwitted.—A citizen missed two pounds

of fresh butter, which was to be preserved for

himself. The maid, however, had not only stole

it, but fastened the theft upon a cat ; averring,

moreover, that she caught her in the act of finish

100 bales Spanish Wool,
100 do. Portuguese do.

150 do. Smyrna do.

Also. 50,000 lbs. High Grade and Full Blood Fleece Wool.
^^*The above Sale presents a favourable opportunity to

growers and holders for disposing ol' their \\'ool, which wfil be
ready at any time on or belbre the lOth proximo.
%* Catalogues of the whole will be readj- for delivery, and

the Wool may be e.xamined the day previous to the sale.

COOLIDGE, POOR &. HEAD, Auc'rs.
Boston, Sept. 28, 1G27. ___^

-

Saxony Sheep.
Oil THURSDAY Oct. 18 at 10 o'clock,

The day succeedin.g the .-Vgncultural Fair.

.At Brighton, (near Boston) the entire flock of Electoral Saxonu
Slieep, imported in tlie ship Mentor, Capt. Mann,

from Hanilturg, consisting of

IGl ElfES and 21 R.iMS.
These Sheep were carefully selected by experienced agents

for account of a highly respectable House in Leipsic, and will

e found to excel any llock hitherto imported in regard to size
and weight of fleece, while they are not interior in any other
particular. The large proportion of £iiv.«. of the flnest quality,

nol procured witjiout much difficulty ; and, in general^
- —-A arrant the expectauon that

d widi,

such measures were taken a

incr the last morsel. The wily cit immediately ' ""^ Hock «''''"'" sufef^y d'c most rigid scrutiny of persons
" . , ... . . ., 1 1 r 1 . . disposed to improve their slock by the introduction ofpure Sax-

weigh but a pound and a half! This city mode

of accurate reasoning being quite conclusive, the

ffirl confessed her crime.

A person who meant to see the descent of tlie

Michigan, and lodged on the Canada. side of the

river, observed that if the British Government

'I'he Sheep may be examined at Brighton, at any time before
the sale.

Catalogues will be ready for delivery at our office 20 days
previous—when Samples of the Wool will he exhibited.

The .\genl pledges himself that none of the Stock will be
disposed of until tlie day of .-Xuction, when tlicv will all be sold
without reserve. COOLIDGE, POOR & HEAD.

i'he Farmer is published every Friday, at $3.00
per Annum, or $2,50 if paid ia adrance.
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AGSUCULTURE.
Wo have received the iollowing- account of the

state of Agriculture in Indiana, from an intelli-

gent English farmer—from whom wo should be

happy to hear frequently.

AGRICULTURE IN INDIANA.
:: « :< Probably some little information from a

resident here may be accsptable. I shall therefore

by leave, give you a short sl;etch, of which yon

may make wliat use you think proper.

I am an emigrant from England, about eight

years since. On my first coming here in the year

1819 it was thinly settled, and the country very

iittle improved; the stock of horses, cattle and

iheep, in particular, very trifling, which have from

rhat time been regularly increasing in number;

ihe prices in consequence much reduced, say a

Cow and Calf in KiQ $20 to .$25, now from $6 to

§8; Sheep, two to three dollars; now $1 50. They
are generally a mi,\cd breed; but wo have now the

Merino and Barbary. The population also rapidly

increases, but they coufine themselves generally

to raising Indian Corn, which when we first came
here, was almost the only crop—but wo now raise

Wheat and Oats for sale, the Flour and the Oats

for the New-Orleans market. In 1820 there was
no Cotton, but what was brought from Alabama
or Tennessee, the price 50 cents per pound; now
we grow more than is wanted, and cannot .i."^'

obtain more 'ban 7 ta 8 cents. There are two or

three Cotton Factories established, which now re-

tail Cotton Yarn 1 1 37 cts. We have also several

Wool Carding Machines, at some of which they

spin the Yarn, which is now sold at G2i cents per

pound, and which in 1820 was sold the wool at 50

cents, and the spinning at 50 cents more.

I forgot to state respecting Wheat, that the we
vii has troub'ed us much for socie years past, but

not so much this year. Is there any means of pre-

venting the injury they do .'

I was pleased to observe in the N. E. Parmer,

some notice respecting Potatoe Onions ; I first

brought them into this neighborhood, where they

have answered well; this year I have had some
which exceed one pound each—they should be

planted in the fall of the year, whenever they be-

gin to shoot, and all before the end of the year

The frost does not injure them but rarely after be-

ing planted. They should be planted at least from

14 to 16 inches asunder, and the ground kept

clean ; they should not be hilled, but merely co-

vered.

We find the want ofAgricultural meetings which

are much wanted, in new countries especially. In

consequence of almost every man living o;i his own
or United States land, labourers are very scarce,

and the low price of produce prevents the improve-

ments that otherwise would be made; and wo have

much difficulty in obtaining any machinery in this

country which would tend to facilitate our various

works. We should be glad to have some small

sketch of Pope's Threshing Machine of which you
speak so highly. Our great distance almost pre-

vents the hope of ever seeing one in this country.

In consequence of the cxpenoe attending a tillage

farm, I am making mine into pasture, principally

with an intention of keeping a flock of sheep, of

which I have now about 300.

Our Grasses arc Timothy, Red Top, and Blue
Grass— but not any Orchard.

This country seems very favorable for most
fruits ; we have an abundance of Peaches, large

orchards ofApples, which as yet arc rather yoiuig,

Grn|.os, Mulberries, &c.

This country abounds in Stone Coals and Iron

Ore: therefore it is very probable, this will at some
future time become a great manufacturing country,

as the price of provisions is very low and the raw
materials of iron, cotton and wool may bo obtained

almost in any quantity. We have had one small

Foundery put to v/ork, and have another now
erecting within about thirty miles.

Your ob't servant,

S. HORNBROOK.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PASTURING SHEEP, &C.

Rees' Cyclopedia under the head "Close-Feed-
ing," gives the following—" It is of much conse-

quence to the grazier to have his pastures kept in

a state of close-feeding, as the animals are found
to do much better under such circumstances, and
at t!io same time to be capable of supporting a lar-

ger proportion of stock. Speaking of close-feed-

ing, Mr. Young has given the following useful re-

marks. " In the preceding trials there was not,

through the tliirty weeks, scarcely a bent to be
seen ; the pasturage was constantly shorn to the

ground, and in that state it was remarkable to sec

how constantly and even rapidly, it sprung, during
the continuance of a drought that was destructive

of all produce on the same farm, suffered to run to

bent, for hay or other views. The comparison was
the most decisive that can be imagined.

"In all plants cultivated for pasturage there

a great effort the moment the seed-stem runs, to

which the whole growth of the plant is directed

to form the seed ; till then the growth is in the

leaves : it is therefore palpable, that the way to

have the greatest abundance of leaf, is by feeding

30 close as to prevent those stems rising at all.

—

And he may further observe, that, on this system
of feeding, those grasses which yield a very great
but coarse produce, become sweet, fine, and valu-

able, by thus keeping them close fed. The avena
elaiior, or tall oat-grass, is very coarse, but in a

field of that grass,of thirteen acres and an half, it

was never suffered to rise, and consequently was
found, on e.xamination,to appear as fine and pleas-

ing to the eye as any of the more delicate grasses, i

It is with this view that he is cultivating it large-

ly, and also the dadylus glomerata, or orchard
j

grass, and both are remarkably early.

" He suggests it as "an inquiry that deserves

attention, whether the superior profit of grazing
sheep on comparison with oxen, does not depend
very much on this point of close-feeding

; for large
cattle, the herbage must be kept to a good head
to give a fullbite; and consequently innumerable
seed stems form, which tend to reduce the pro-

duct greatly." There can be no doubt of the great
benefit of close-feeding in all cases where the

grass :rlands arc covered witli a c

sward."

rUl-LING CLOTH.

The faculty of being rendered thicker l»y com-
pression is peculiar to woollen eubstaoces. Im

vain may fabrics of silk and cotton bo subjected

to the same process; tliey would not in any length

of time, be rendered thicker by it, or ir.oro com-
pact in the smallest degree. To account for thi?,

it has bccji observed, that the single hairs of wool
when vieued in a microscope, arc discovered to bo

thickly set witli rougli and jagged protuberances,

adapted to catcli and entangle witheach other

Wlience it seems probable.that during the violcn'

agitation the clolh undergoes in the mill trnugl;

the fibres being at every stroke of llie mill ham
mer, strongly iM)pelled together and driven into

the closest possible contact, at length hook into

each other, drnwing closer and closer as the pro-

cess continues, till they become thus firmly and

inextricably united; each thread both of the warp
and woof being so joined and compacted with

those that are contiguous to it, that the whole
seems formed into one substance, not being liable,

like other fabrics,when cut with shears to unravel

and become ragged at the edges.

POISON BT ivr.

Wash the part affected with a weak solution o!'

pearl ash, or v.'eak lie.

POtSON BT DOGWI.OD.
t,.

Apjfly a strapg solution of copperas to the par;:

affected.

MOTHS AND BLACK ANTP.

To prevent moths from eating your clothes,

place with them in the chest, either or any of the

following substances, viz: cedar-shavings or chips,

roots or blades of the sweet flag, tobacco leaves,

sheets of paper moistened with spirits of turpen-

tine, or bits of camphor. To prevent the little rod

and black ants from getting into honey and swec''

moat pots, it is said that sprinkling tlia .shelves

where they are placed with black ground pepper,

will prove efl'cctual.

HENS.

A gill of oats a day, given to hens wiii cause

them to lay eggs very plentifully. See N. E. Far-

mer, vol. in. p. 50. They also require lime in some
of its compounds. Old lime mortar, or plastering

of rooms, coarsely pounded, are suitable substan-

ces, which should bo placed where the hens can

have access to swallow what they choose.

jiur.RAFN IN noes.

It is stated by Y'oung that a handful of nRttIe.=^

is to be previously boiled in a gallon of small beer,

when half a pound of flour of sulphur, a quarter

of a pound of elecampane, throe ounces of liquor-

ice, and a quarter of a pound of aniseeds arc to be
added in a pulverised state. This preparation

should be administered in milk, and the quantity

here stated is sail to be sufBcient for six doses.

MUaKAIN IN CATTLE.

A letter to Dr. Mease, Vice President of the

Philadelphia Agricultural Society, from Benjamin
Harrison of Berkley, Charles-City County. Vir-
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the pear tree, by the Scolytus Pyri, or auy other

insect, is from the extent of the uounJ given by

the insect, or by a deadly poison infused into the

sap of.the tree. I think the question of sufficient

importance to the public to entitle it to an answer,

_ginia, in reply to a letter addressed to him, re- 1
At the present annual exhibition of the farming

specting a cure for the Bloody Murrain in cattle products, Mr. Daniel Putnarn of Danvcrs, and Mr.

states, in substance, that a drench of the infusion ' Daniel Burnham of Newburyport, presealed vari-

of cedar berries was effectual. A quart of tlie in- ous samples of potatoes, grown in the present

fusion, containing about half a pint of the berries year from small potatoes which were produced

was given at a lime ; and in nearly every case the Irom the seeds taken as above mentioned, from
,
so far as is practicable. I presume many persons

good effects were almost instantaneous ; a consid- ,
the green balls, in the autumn of 1825, and sown i have concluded that it is impossible that so small

erable disciiarge from the bladder and bowels fol-
[

in the spring of 1826. a wound given by an insect should prove fatal to

lowed, and in five or ten minutes' time the animal
i

'Po prevent any mi.Kture of the different sorts, it! a tree—and are not so likely on that account to

began to eat. In nineteen cases out of twenty, a i
was necessary that the product from each single

|

avail themselves of the only measure to save a
perfect cure was effected. in many cases thi^ ,

seed should be kept by itself ; and that this pro- diseased one. It is generally known that the

drench was repeated four or iive times. So rapid i

Juct of each sort, planted in the spring of the sue- 1 sting of the honey bee,given to the animal body,has

was the progress of the disease, that cattle were ' coeding year, should also be kept separate from
|
caused the death of a robust man in a few hours,

found dead in the fields without the owners being every other sort. These precautions were duly I In such cases wo ascribe tho death to the effect

under any apprehension that they were sick. As! observed by Mr. Putnam and Mr. B:;rnham, and
! of the poison, not of the wound.

a preventive, a mixture of clay and salt,(the latter
j

each of them now exhibited satisfactory proof of i May we not as safely conclude that the vegeta-

in the common proportion for stock,) tar and pow- their success. They selected the best of the va-
\

ble kingdom is as susceptible of receiving a dead-

dered brimstone were used. For fifty head, one !
rious sorts they had cultivated. The superior sort ly poison into the snp of the tree or plant which

gallon of tar, and lialf a pound of brimstone, per of Mr. Putnam's was red, and in shape and ap- may cause the destruction of the same, as that a
'veek were employed. These ingredients were pearance exactly resembled the long red or River ! variety of creatures in the animal kingdom should

put in a trough to which the cattle had free ac- ,
Plata potatoe ; but was incomparably better, be-

1 be capable of receiving poison into the blood,

cess. The disease it appears is eurfem/c in Vir- 'ng very mealy and finely flavored. One single
j
from so small an insect as the bee or spider, which

Jirinia, particularly in the districts bordering on seedling plant of 1826, produced only four small
j

causes immediate death. Although the effect on

tide water, and is highly contagious. Sco N. E. potatoes; but these four planted the last May, ! the tree is not so iinmedia^e, yet it moi/ 6e as cc;'-

Parmer, vol. iii. p. 281. i each one in a hill, in good ground, yielded half a

I

bushel, or a half peck to each hill.

ESSEX CATTLE SHOW.
|

Of Mr. Burnham's best sort (they were white)
Notwithstanding the unfavourable weather on two potatoes grown from one seed in 1826, and

Wednesday, the company at the Cattle Show in planted abont the middle of last May, yielded ten
Newbury, was larger than usual. Those who at- pounds of potatoes, some of them very large, and
tended speak in high praise of some of liie ani-

\ all of excellent quality, being very mealy and
mals which were exhibited, particularly a fine

\
finsly flavoured.

bull, belonging to Mr. Kolley of this town, and
/ The merits of these two sorts of potatoes, "tak-

vvhich gained the first premium of 1,5 dollars. The ' ing them for all in all," appeared so equal that, to

ploughing match was not so satisfactory. Seve- ! do equal justice to the two claimants, the cominit-
ral articles of home manufacture were exhibited,

;

tee decided to blend the difiercnt premiums, and
and highly praised. Some mustard fro.Tj the fac- divide the same equally between them,
tory of Mr. Webber, of Beverly, was hi^Wy re- The committee have reason to think that as the
commended.

—

Salem Obs. potatoes of the second year's growth from tho
We have received the following report by Mr. seed, appeared to be superior in te.xture and fia-

Pickering, and shall soon publish the others. vor to the small seedling potatoes of the first

^ ., _ ... . , .. ~,
, .„ ' year, so the product of tho third year may be su-

To the Editor oj the JVew England Fanner-
|
p^..^^,. ^^ ^,,^; ^j. ^,^^ ^^^^,^j_

Dear Sir—Tho enclosed Report on thi; raising ; The seeds are thus saved. In autumn, or when-
of potatoes from tho seed, contains some facts im- ever the potatoes are ripe, some of the green balls

portant to be known by our formers, before it is are collected ; and the pulp being soft, they are
too late to collect the seeds from tlieii potatoes mashed by hand, and by washing them in several
the present year. I therefore hope yoi; will find waters, the seeds are separated and made clean.
it convenient to publish it in your paper, in season These being well dried, are saved till seed time in

'or this purpose.

Respectfully your ob't sorv't.

Oanw?, Oct. l.'i. ".T. W. PROCTOR,
Sic'y Ecscx Ag. Soc.

the ensuing spring, and then sown in drills, in the

;

manner in which garden seeds are sown. Tlie

!

most vigorous plants when four or five inches

tain if not arrested.

I had a vigorous young tree, (of the Amory
pear) which had produced I'ruit, and was of great

promise : it was divided into two branches about

three feet from the ground. In the month of Au-
gust I perceived oue of the branches was diseas-

ed, and appeared to be failing ; and in twenty-four

hours afterwards, a considerable part of the leaves

were dead. I thought it best not to head it down
until tlie next spring ; but I found that the disease

had extended still farther down, although the

wood remained bright and lively some way above

the fork. In the month of May I headed the sick-'

ly branch down close to the other, and the wood
appeared sound and in good order. I dressed the

wound with the composition recommended by For-

.=:yth, and expected a new head would come out

for that branch; but it ended in the entire des-

truction of the tree. That case, together with

what I have since seen and read, has convinced

me, that if there is time given for poison to be in-

fused into the system, the tree is eventually lost.

I am, sir, respectfully yours,

J. CRANSTON.
Marlborough, Oct. 16, 1827.

CATTLE SHOW AT WORCESTER.
Notwithstanding the exceedingly uncomfortable

high, may be transplanted to another bed, at the !

weather of Wednesday, the Show of animals was

PRF-JIUH'S FOR poTATors i

distance of a foot from each other. Or the small- i" numbers nearly equal, and in excellence superi

^ , .
,,"', "

, ', ','
,, ,. er plants growing between the best, may be pull- or to that of any former year; and the concourse of

It being well known that the seeds lormed in
^,, ,^^^^.j_^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ .^^ or- people, though not so large as on some former oc-

Uie apple, or green balls grovving on the vines or '

,,^^. ^.^.^^ j,^^ r^j^^^ ^j. ^^^^,^ ^^ ^^ ,,,i„„,^ „3, ,,,,h as to indicate the very groat in-
dtems of potatoes, sown m the manner of other

^,^^,,j, j^ ^^.^ j^^^^,^^^ ^^^ expedient to sow seed, terest exhited by this annual Exhibition and Fest
smaU seeds, would produce potatoes of various

^^^^ j,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ j,^^ experimenters ,

ival. Although the rain fell in torrents, yet there
qualities ; of which, although many would be

worthless, some would be of excellent texture and

flavor, and abundant in quantity ;—the Essex Ag-
ricultural Society proposed preniiums to encour-

age the making of experiments, in the hope of ob-

taining some valuable new sorts, superior to those

generally cultivated, and more to be relied on, as

an obtain.

By the Committee,

T. PICKERING, Chairman.
October 10th, 1827.

PEAR TREES.
Mr Editor—In regard to the disease (if so it

originating in our nwn soil and climate, for per- may be called,) of the pear trees, I have never
manently retaining their good qualities. The

, seen any thing published which has reached the
expectations of the Truutees were not disappoint- 'full ,xttni of my own views on the subject. The
d. Believing, however, that further improve-

I remarks of the Hon. Mr Lowell, so far as they
ments were practicable, they renewed tho premi-

'Jius ; and in the present year, have been amply
gratified, by the result.

extend, are entitled to the particular notice of all

who cultivate the pear tree. The question which I

wish to introduce is, whether the destruction cf

was the usual gathering round the pens, where the

very fine animals which reached the ground in

spile of tho storm, v.ere exhibited: and, punctual

to the hour, the competitors at the Ploughing

Match, /our/een in number, were on the field, rea-

dy to engage in the friendly and animating con-

test for the prize of excellence.

At eleven o'clock, the Address was delivered at

the South Meeting House, by Pliny Merrick, Esq.

who urged, with much earnestness and force, the

advantage and importance of calling in to the aid

of practical agriculture, all the discoveries of sci-

ence ; deprecating tlie prevalence of the notion,

sometimes avowed, and oftener, perhaps, acted on,
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^liatthe farjucr cannot bo profited by all the aids

which science or learning Ciin afford.

The Address bein:j concluded, the customary

trial of If'urkiiig O.itn coniin(?nceil, and continued

duriniT a very heavy rain, the numerous spectators

losing, in tlio interest I'elt in this part of theE.\hibi-

tion, all thought of the inclemency of the weather.

At two o'clock the Society dined together at the

Town-Hall.
We were agreeably disappointed at findinij, af-

ter dinner, that our Shrewsbury friends had not

been deterred, by the weather, from bringing on

the fine team of woriiing oxen, which they had

promised to exhibit. Itconsisted of si.xtyfive yokes,

all of them handsome cattle. Olher teams from

a greater distance would probably have been e.\-

liibited, liad not the weather on Tuesday as well

as Wednesday prevented.

We had not opportunity to make a minute exa-

mination oi ihc .flrtides of Manufacture. We no-

ticeU, however, ten or twelve pieces of Carpeting,

made in families, all of which were good, and some

of them of extraordinary excellence. The exhibi-

tion of woollen goods, generally, and of Broarf-

dolhs eepecially, was far superior to that of former

years.

Of the quality of the Butter and Cheese exhibit-

ed, we had, of course, no other than ocular evi-

dence—These articles made a goodly show of fair

and fat things, and we doubt not would well stand

the ^ron/ of their excelienco.

On the whole, notwithstanding the disappoint-

ment occasioned to many by the weather, and the

inconvenience experienced from that cause, there

is reason not to regret it over-much. We have

proof, now, that the interest felt in this annual ex-

hibition and competiti,an by our farmers, is not

merely that excited by the amusements of a fair

^veather holiday ; that it is an interest which comes

borne to- the business and bosoms of men of all oc-

cupations, but more especially of the cultivators of

the sfiil. No object of ordinary interest would

have tempted men to bo abroad, exposed for hours,

on such a day as Wednesday.
The duties of the day were all performed, and

at the hours assigned for them; so that, at half

past four, the various Committees were ready with

their Reports, which were made at the .South

Meeting House. The first was on the Ploughing

-T/a/cA, the Committee being composed of Emory
Washburn, |'C/i«i)»»rt7iJ /Vdolphus -Spring, Ebene-

zer Estabrook. Luther .Spring and Silas Allen, jr.

The length of this, and of most of the Reports,

prevents our giving them entire this week. Yeom.

BEARS.
We intended ere this to have devoted a short

paragraph to our shaggy neighbors of the forest

w9 may almost say of the field—for notwith-

standing the uncivil treatment they frequently

meet with, they venture forth into the orchards

and corn-fields of the farmer, and cross the travel-

ler's path whenever they list.

On Sunday last, an old she bear and three cubs

were seen, about a mile from here, on one tree,

picking chesnuts, by a boy who was out on the

Game errand. The bears would stand on the large

branches, bend in, or break the small ones with

their paws, and pick the chesnuts from the burs

with their teeth. As soon as they saw the boy,

Mrs Bruin alighted from the tree, and took French

leave; while the young Bruins, nothing abashed,

continued picking nuts. The boy having neither

arms, nor ammunition, came home to obtain both,

as well as some assistance in killing the bears.

But before his return they had made their escape

— hov\ever, the old bear and two of the cubs were
killed on Monday morning.- On the same day an-

other full grown bear was killed, which, with one

that was killed on Sunday afternoon, not far from

hence, and the three already mentioned, makes
five on Sunday and Monday.

A gentloiuan was out with his dog a few days

since, when hearing a liostile bark, he came U[;

and saw a lusty bear endeavoring to climb a tree,

and Pompey attacking him in the rear and pulling

him down. Bruin would then turn upon the dog to

punish his presumption ; but Pompey being more
agile, and having no inclination fur a bearish

hug, would spring from the enemy's reach and

make good his retreat. Thus stood mntters be-

tween the four-legged combatants; when Pompey
being reinforced by powder and ball, an end was
put to the battle and Bruin together.

The bears of Hoosac have become uncommonly
numerous. We have heard of something like a

dozen, killed in this neighborhood within a month.

Every day or two we have accounts of bears being

seen by some person or other; and though we
make all proper allowances for the magnifying
fears of the spectator, it must doubtless be con-

ceded, that no bears, in the old and respectable

state of Massachusetts, can bear away the palm
from the bears of this neighborhood, for downright
fearless and familiar intercourse with their civili-

zed neighbors.—And yet, to do them justice, these

bears aie as civil and well behaved set of bears as

we ever met with—exceedingly moderate in their

wishes, asking, generally, for nothing but plenty

of corn, nuts and sweet apples, and taking them
without leave rather than trouble the owner with

any kind of importunities Berkshire American.

FATTENING PIGS ON COAL.
Cunningham, in liis "Two years in JVew South

ff'ales," relates—'•! had often heard it said among
sailors that pigs would fatten on coals, and al-

though I had observed them very fond of munch-
ing up the coals and cinders that came in their

way. still 1 conceived they might relish them more
as a condiment or medicine than as food, till I was
assured by a worthy friend of mine, long in com-
mand of a ship, that he once knew of a pig being

lost for several weeks in a vessel lie commanded,
and it was at last found to have tumbled into the

coal hole, and there lived all that period without

a single morsel of any thing to feed upon but

coals : on being dragged out, it was found as

plump and fat as if it bad been feasting on the

most nutricious food. Another friend told me of

a similar case, which came under his observation;

and although these may be solitary instances, yet

they ferve at least to show the wonderful facility

which the stomachs of certain animals possess of

adapting their digestive powers to such an extra-

ordinary species of food, and extracting wholesome
nourishment therefrom. When we consider coal,

however, to be a vegetable production, containing

the constituent principles of fat, carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, our surprise will decrease."

caught by the eastern islanders, is suspended over
a fire, kindlpd immediately after its capture, until
such time as the effect of the heat loosens the shell

to such a (logree that it can be removed with tlif

greatest case. The animal, now stript and defence
less, is Set at liberty, to re-enter its native ele

ment. If caught in the ensuing season, or at any
subsequent period, it is asserted that the unhappy
animal is subjected to a second ordeal of fire, re-

warding its capturers this time, however, with a

very thin shell. This, if true, shows more true

policy and skill than tenderness in the method thus

adopted by the islanders; it is a questionless proof
too, of tenacity of life in the animal, and must fur

thcr be accounted a very singular fact in natural

history.

The following receipt to cure a cold is said tn

be 130 efficacious, that wo republish it at the re-

quest of a correspondent who has tested its vir

tues.—.'?/H. Farmer.

Take a large tea spoon full of flaxseed, with

two penny worth of atic liquorice, and a quarter

of a pound of sun raisins. Put it into two quarts

of soft water, and lot it simmer over a slow fire,

till it is reduced to one; then add to it a quarter of

a pound of brown sugar candy, pounded, a table

spoon full of white wine vinegar, or lemon juice.

Note.—The vinegar is best to be added (mly to

that quantity you are going immediately to take;

for if it he put into the whole, it is liable in a little

time to grow flat. Drink half a pint at going to

bed, and take a little when the cough is trouble-

some. This receipt generally cures the worst of

colds in two or three d.iys, and if taken in time,

may be said to be almost an infallible remedy. It

is a sovereign balsamic co/dial for the lungs,

without the opening qualities, which engender

fresh cclds on going out. It has been known tc

cure cotds, that have almost been settled into con

sumptions, in less tlian three weeks.

TORTOISE SHELL.
The following singularly barbarous jDrocess for

obtaining the tortoise-shell, is abstracted from an

Indian Newspaper, called the Sincapore Chronicle:

—This highly-prized aquatic production, when

Virtues of Olive Oil.—An extraordinary effec

of Olive Oil is reported by Mr Baldwin, the Brit-

ish Consul at Sniyrni, who observed that, among
the numerous tribe of oil porters, none were in-

fected with the Plague. Led by this hint, he pro

posed unction of the body with oil to keep off the

Plague, and the following was the result

of the first trial. In 1792, twenty-two Venetian

sailors lived five days with three infested persons,

all of whom died; but the twenty-two sailors whu
had been repeatedly anointed with oil, remained

free from the infection. Three Armenian families,

consisting of tv^enty-seven persons, occupying the

same floor, closely attended the sick of the Plague,

but being daily rubbed with oil, were preserved

from the infection. The nurses in the hospitals

of Smyrna, who attended the sick night and day,

have, by the same methods, been happily preserv-

ed from contagion. .A.fter this, the oil was em-

ployed in the first stages of the plague at Smyrna,

and with the happiest effect. The body was rub-

bed all over with tepid Olive Oil. A pint was es-

teemed sufficient to effect a cure. The Caffres,

who constantly smear the body with lard or oil,

remain free from the Yellow Fever; and the Esqui-

maux tribes, who also regale on Seal Oil, remain

also free ; and when the Plague raged in London,

tallow melters and butchers were found e.xempt.

Instead of clogging up the pores, as might be sus-

pected by some, the pores become open, and the

oil produces a salutary perspiration.
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CIDER.
" Qaiftt Maecenas," &<;.

How Jobs it happen, tliat willi maniiold advaii-

ta^es (and Pomona never showered them more

plentifully tiiaii on our hills) for making good ci-

der, so little of it id ever to be found in tiic cel-

lars of New England? This question has been

asked before—and the answer is obvious

—

wai.'of

care and skill. But very raucii is ov.ing to ..ic

former ; too many umongus had rather swill d(. .'u

forty barrels of bad cider, than bo at tiic trouUa

of producing a single barrel of good.

Ist. The apples are often in a bad condition

—

:}d. There is a want of cleanliness in making the

cider. And 3d. There is little or no pains taken,

after it is made, to refine and preserve it.

To remedy these defects, it is requisite that the

apples should be perfectly sound, but mellov; ;

that great care sliould be taken in Imving every

thing belonging to the cider mill clean, with a

oleanly disposition in those about it ; and lastly

'.he cider, well strained, should be put into clean

•asks and conveyed to the cellar. As soon as tlie

fermentation is so far completed, that the foam

ceases to rise, and wliilo the cider yetsings to the

ear, it siiould be nicked, (to use a technical phrase)

!. e. stopped close in the cask before the fermen-

tation is entirely over. The object of nicking is

'0 prevent the escape of the fixed air, which gives

'.he sparkling appearance and lively taste that al-

ways belong to good cider. It is likewise impor-

uiut to prevent an intercourse with the atmospher-

ic air, whicli, however cheering to the spirits of

.nan, is apt to sour the disposition of cider. This

IS a point that deserves great attention. Cider,

when properly managed, is in tlie condition of

wine—in fact it is n sort of moderate wine—and

the object is to prevent its becoming vinegar.

—

Too great care, tbercforo, cannot be taken to

keep tlie fixed air in, and the atmospheric air

out.

ft is common for those who wish to 'jave fine

(•ider, to rack it off-', as the phrase is— i. e. draw it

out of the original casks and put it into others, as

soon as it has become clear, after the formenta-

tian. The object is to remove it from the lees.

Butthe advanta^fe of this measure isperhaps ques-

tionable; for in drawintr off the cider, a good deal

of the carbonic ari^l (fixed air) must necessarily

escape, and thus far the liquor is injured. The
.loint then is, whether the cider will be injured

• iiore by standing on the lees, than by the loss of

•.arbonic acid in chancri,i.T casks—and this per-

haps can onlv bo settled by experiment. But if it

be racked oft' it should be done as expeditiously

as possible, that but little time may bo allowed for

•Jie e.scape of fixed air.

Cider may bo kept srood in a vessel of any size,

as long as it romnius unbroached. But as soon as

vou begin to draw the cider, the outer air is get-

ting in, and the fixed air is getting out—and this

mischief is increasing every time you draw, until

at length the liquor, before it is half u.sod,becomes

ftat, stale, and utterly unfit to drink. To remedy

this evil entirely, the cider should bo kept in ves-

sels so small,that the contents of one of them may
hi; used attl;e timcof broachinsr. Hence it is, that

bottled cider is superior to that of the casl;. But

as bottles are considered too expensive for gerier-

al use, small casks might be substituted,and would

be found much better than large ones,because the

cider would be sooner drawn out, and therefore

NEW ENGLAND FARx^lEll.

not so long exposed to tiie air after broaching.

We would therefore recommend (particularly to

small families) the use of 10 or 15 gallon casks,in

preference to barrels or hogsheads.

JIany people have an idea that cider may be im-

proved by mixing with it some foreign substance-

such as rum, brandy, &c. Hence they will take

much pains, and pay an extra price to get a " rum
cask" to put their cider in. But this notion is er-

roneous. Cider instead of being improved is de-

cidedly injured by a mixture with rum, brandy, or

other spirituous liquors. Notwithstanding all the

praise bestowed upon it, wo have never drunk a

glass of good cider from a cask previously imbued

with rum. It has a rummy taste, which destroys

the fine flavour of genuine cider. The object

should be to get pure cider— not cider and rum.

Some persons put beets into their cider, others

a slice or two of raw beef, under the idea that the

liquor wants something to feed upon. What non-

sense ! It is not a tincture of beets, or of beef,that

we wish for ; but pure, unadulterated cider. And
all foreign substances, whether solid, liquid, or

xriform, should be carefully excluded—and then

you may put the cup to your lips, with the certain-

ty of gratifying your palate, exhilirating your

spirits and promoting your health.

—

Berks. Am.

Ost. 19, 1827.

to that species ; but it exceeds it in rapidity of
growth in a most extraordinary degree, We have
been told upon undoubted authority, that a young
individual of each species was planted in 1817 Op-
en a sandy hill in one of the coldest of our east-
ern counties. About a twelvemonth since it was
found that while the Scotch pine had reached no
higher than six or seven feet, the P. larico was a'

least 12 feet high.

—

Lon. Mng.

GRAPES.
No growtli of the vine which has fallen under

our observation, is equal to that which may be

seen at St. Mary's College in this city—an accu-

rate description of the extent of the vine, and the

quantity of fruit, not less than one thousand large

bunches, from a single root, planted seven years

since, would hardly bo credited. We only wish

that every farmer in the state eould see it, as the

first reflection that struck us, was thcextrerne,the

culpable improvidence and laziness which prc-

vsiits 909 out of a thousand freeholders from hav-

ing on their tables a single bunch of grapes, even

for the wholesome gratification of their families

and friends. Hero it is demonstrated that a single

vino will yield much more of this delicious fruit

than the largest family could consume for several

successive weeks. We recommend those who
would see what can be done in this conr.try with

the grape, to go and seek from the polite and ven-

erable proprietor, the gratification which we ex-

perienced this morning in viewing his vines, his

French chesnuts, his figs, &c. &.c.-~Am. Farmer.

AGRICULTURE OF THE ISLAND OF
CORSICA.

In a work on this subject by M. Vigarous, it is

stated tliat there are wastes of great extent, called

makis, on which the following plants grov/ to a

monstrous size : Cistus monspeiiensis. Erica mul-

tiflora, vulgaris, and other species, Pistacia lentis-

cus. Arbutus, iinedo, Lavandulo stschas, and spi-

cata, Lenii'.cra grata, and other specie.-. Genista

Anglica, Myrtus Commutis, Asphndelup, Ilellebo-

rues, Ferula, Digitalis, &c. These fine plants

form such an im[)orvious mass of vegct.-ition, that

the first step towards culture is toset fire to them.

There are many forests in which the principal

tree is the Pinue larico, in many instances 100 ft.

high, and 4 feet diameter at the base. Of this val-

uable speci. s of pine there are now plants to bo

had in several of the London nurseries, and it is

perhaps as well, or better worth culture, as that

too frequently despised tree the Finns sylvestris.

In general appearance it has a stroHg resGmbIanc3,

SEEDS.
In tlie proceedings of the Horticultural Society

of London there is an account of two air tight

hogsheads of bright looking seeds whose vegeta-
tive principle had been destroyed by the iieat of
the stagnant air in the hole of a vessel. Seed?
from the same seedsman kept in the trunks of
passengers in the same vessel, vegetated remark-
ably well

MIDDLE FLORIDA.
We liavo read with much interest a paper on

the subject of Middle Florida, written by David
B. Macomb, Esq. Member of the Florida Institute

of Agriculture, in answer to some inquiries, pro

posed by General Lafayette, in relation to the ex-

pediency of a Swiss family's removing there, for

cultivating the vine and olive. Mr Macomb ad-

vises, and recommends the establishment of Swiss
agriculturalists in Middle Florida. He says, white
labourers can, and do endure, without experienc-

ing any inconvenience, the heat of the sun. The
two grand and important staples of the territory

of Florida are sea island or long staple cotton and
sugar cane. The soil and climate are likewise ve

ry favorable to the cultivation of indigo and rice,

wheat, maize, barley, rye, oats, millet, &c.
lie thinks, there is no part of the continent oi

North America, more favorable to the cultivation

of the vine which grows wild there, in a great va

riety of species. All the different foreign grapes,

which have been transplanted there, have succeed-
ed very well.

The moan heat in Florida, is less than in South
ern Switzerland. The climate of Tallahassee, the

capital of Florida, resembles that of Naples, with-

out its siroc wind. The wet season continues from

i

the middle of July to tlio .\utumcal equinox. The
I

orange tree grows wild in several of the counties,

j

and in some of them, the China orange is cultivat-

I

ed with great success. Tlie olive is also a staple
' production of the territory. Many of the trees are

I
larger than the largest which grow in France, and

i

excel the latter, both in the quality and quantity

of fruit. Silk lias likewise been prepared with

; success. The while and purple mulberry thrive-

I very well.

—

Salem Observer.

\
METHOD OF REVIVING PLANTS.

This is called a proper method of reviving plants

&LC. wlien their leaves and buds are faded, and
their bark and roots hard, and nearly dry, by M.
de Droste, of Hulthof. The directions arc, to

dissolve camphor by saturation in alcohol, adding

tho former until it remains solid at the bottom; a
sufficient quantity of rain or river water is then

to have tho alcoholic solution added to it, in the

proportion of four drops to one ounce of water. As
tho camphor comes in contact with the water, it

will form a thin solid film, which is to be well

beaten up with the water in small flocculi, but will

ultimately combine with the fluid, and disappear.

Plants which iiad been removed from the earth.
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uiid have suffered by a journey or otherwise,

should be plunged into this camphorated water,

a-o that they may be entirely covered; in about

two, or at most three hours, tlie contracted leaves

will expand again, the young faded and dependent

shoots will erect themselves, and the dried bark

will become smooth and full. That being eftected,

the plant is to bo placed in good earth, copiously

watered with rain or river water, and protected

from the too powerful action of the sun, until the

roots have taken hold of the ground.

When large plants, as trees, are to be revived,

their roots are to be plunged into the camphorated

water for three hours; the trunk, and even the

head of the tree, being frequently welted with

the same water, so as to retain them in a properly

moistened state. But it is always best, if possible,

to immerse the plant. Shoots, sprigs, slips and

roots, are to be treated in a similar manner. If
|

plants thus treated be not restored in four hours,

their death may be considered as certain, for they ',

cannot be recalled to life by any artificial means,
j

They should, consequently, never be left more

than four hours in the camphorated bath; because

the e.xciting action of the camphor, when it is con-

tinued for a longer period, may injure the plants,

instead of doing good to them. It is not necessa-
^

ry to say, that the final prosperity of the plants,
j

thus reanimated by the camphor water, must dc-j

pend upon the particular properties of the former,
j

the state of their roots, and the pains that are ta-

ken wit!: them. The camphor produces no other

effect than to restore life to plants nearly dead;

after that all proceeds according to the ordiuary

liabits, and their ultimate state must be left to art

and nature.

—

Journal of Science.

N. YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At a meeting of the society on Tucsd^iy eve-

ning the 9th inst. Wr. Wilson presented 3 very

largo heads of cape brocoli.wcighing 13 poiindw ti

ounces. Six large blood beets by Mr (joij. Still,

weighing 30 pounds.

Air. Still also presented 12 heads of green col-

ored Endive, very handsomely blanched. Weight
of four of them 4^ pounds. Si.\ heath peaches by

Mr. Oakley, weighing 1 lb. 14 ounces.

Some beautiful Roses, by Mr. William Phclanc,

consisting of rosa oderata—muscata—sanguina

—

noset tei semper-florens— All in a fine state of

perfection.

—

AT. Y. Farmer.

The Fair under the patronage of the Montreal

Agricultural Society, held on Thursday last on the

plains of St. Ann, was numerously attended, con-

sidering the muddy state of the voads ; cattle off-

ered were generally of a good quality, which as-

sures us that the praiseworthy exertions of the

Society to improve the breed of cattle in this

country, have not been without success.

Apples In the town of Stamford, U. C. the

apple trees are loaded, (some so much so as to

break down,) with fruit. The crop of apples is

very abundant.

—

Montreal pa.

The fourth e.xhibition of American Manufac-

tures under the auspices of the Franklin Institute

of Pennsylvania, was hold at Philadelphia on the

3d inst. In consequence of the inconvenience c.t-

perienced by the great concourse of visitors at the

last exhibition, the number of whom was about

30,000, the managers intended on this occasion to

demand 12^ cents from each visiter.

SHEEP.
A friend mentioned to us as a fact within his

Knowledge, that about a year since, a person in

•he vicinity of Philadelphia, having a few acres of

ground of an inferior quality, not suited for culti-

vation, purchased forty sheep at Si 50 cents each,

making the cost of the whole $60. He last spring

disposed of his flock at the following rates—2 dol-

lars each for the fleece, and two dollars for the

rest, making $160—a clear profit of one hundred

dollars on so small an investment. The same

gentleman remarked in relation to the subject,

that in England, (and he has possessed ample

means of informing himself in these particulars,)

a farmer, who gives attention to sheep, calculates

that the fleece will pay the rent of his land, while

the flesh will be left for a profit on his labour

—

now if the wool grower was protected in this

country, or if a demand was created for the article,

by a protection on woollens, how much more pro-

Stable would the raising of sheep be in this count-

ry than in England, inasmuch as the purchasing

prii;e of land hero would scarcely exceed the

yearlv rent of the same quality in that country.

[17. S. Gazelle.

ICE HOUSE.
At St. Owen, near Paris, there is an ice house

of one hundred feet diameter, and capable of con-

taining 10,000,000 pounds of ice.

The enterprising Proprietors of the Cincinnati

Type Foundry, have received an order,from South

America, for Iwenty Printing Presses.

We are glad to see such a piece of news as the

above. Let a free press be put in operation, and

the mists of superstition and bigotry, will soon be

dissipated, and an artful priesthood will no longer

bo able to wield the weapons of ignorance over eo

many millions of the human vacc. JVewbvnjport

Herald.

To make Oats prove doiibbj nvlrilious to horsts.

—Instead of grinding the oats, break them into a

mill ; and the same quantity will prove doubly nu-

tritious. .-Vnother method is, to boil the corn, and

give the horses the liquor in whicli it has been

boiled ; the result will be, that instead ofsix bush-

els in a crude state three bushels so prepared will

be found to answer, and to keep the animals in

superior vigour and condition.

Strength of bone.—Mr. Sevan finds that bones

of horses, oxen, and sheep, have a cohesive

strength per square inch, varying from 33,000 to

42,500 pounds. One specimen of fresh mutton

bone supported a load in proportion to 40,000 lbs.

per square inch, for a considerable length of time,

without any visible injury tv Jie bone.

Onions.—A patch of uncommonly large onions

has been raised this season by Mr. James Canfield

of this town. One of them has beea left at our

office, measuring 14 1-8 inches in circumference,

and weighing 15 1-8 ounces.

—

JViivark pa.

Mr. Christie has ascertained that a magnetic

needle conies to a rest more quickly when vibra-

ted and exposed to the rays of the sun,than when
vibrated in the shade, and this entirely indepen-

dent of any mere effect of change of temperature.

When the needle was shaded, he could easily

make the fiftieth vibration ; when it was e.^cposed,

he could not distinguish beyond th^ fortieth.

C.\TTL! : HOW AT CONCORD, Mass.

On WednPi'i y the 10th lust. the Society oi

Middlesex I! ?- .andmen and .Wanufitctun^rs held

their annual Cattle Show and Exhibition of Manu-
factures, in '-his town. Notwithstanding the incle-

mency of the weather, twenty teams were enter-

ed fur the Ploughing Match before eight o'clock.

.\. M. anM ten single and eight double teams, be-

ing foun'! qualified agiecably to the rules of the

Society, commenced the work at nine o'clock, in

presen' e of an unusually largo collection of pco

pie. At ten o'clock, a procession of members and

citizeas was formed at the Middlesex Hotel, and

accompanied by a band of music to the Meeting

House, where select pieces of mUsic were perform

cd by a choir; prayers were offered by the Rev
Mr Francis, of Waterlown, and an Address by the

Hon. Edward Everett. The perforicances at the

meetlng-houso, were of the first order, and were

listened to with great interest and allonlion, bj

an audience which filled the house to an overflow-

ing. After the ccreiuonies at the meeting. Iioust

the several committees proceeded to the discharge

! of iheir respective duties. The exhibition of neat

stock, swine and sheep, was luicominonly good,

and the number and variety was unexpectedh

groat, considering the inclemency of the weather,

more than sixty pens being filled v.'ilh fine speci-

mens, in addition to the interesting exhibition of

working oxen which were not in the pens. Many
of the specimens were of the first rale, and would

have done lionor to ;'.ny state or country. With
respect to working oxen, our exhibition has al

ways held a high rank, but this year we observed

a marked and evident improvement. At the timr

of the trial of the strength and uiscipliue of work-

ing oxen, tliere was a violent sliower; the road

was much cut up, anil the trial was had under eve-

ry disadvantage, still most of the oxen performed

tiicir. task with apparent ease and dexterity. A
single yoko was attached to a waggon loaded v.'ith

over -five tons of gravel, which must have beep,

mucii iucroased in weight by the rain which fell,

and each pair drew thi^s load up a hill of consider-

able ascent; and in the manner of their backing

and checking the rsame, evinced that they had been

well trained. At three o'clock, the Society par-

took of a dinner at the Middlesex Hotel, at which
the followi.ig toasts ivore drunk:

! 1. The Presidtnl of (lie United Slates. Like the

> Diamond— the gross and malicious rubs of opposi-

I

tion, only cause him to shine vvith a more brillian-

lustre.

a. jf'.'ie Governor of the Commonw-alth. At the

people's Show he has twice had awarded to him
the first premium—may ho still continue to re-

ceive it.

3. The Fanners ofMiddle'cr. Let each one's

farm be well cultivated, for land without cultiva-

tion is like self-righteousness, the more a man has

of it, the worse he is off.

4. The days of "auld h:ng syne." When there

was more temperance and less physic, more hon-

esty and less law, more practice and less preach-

ing.

5. The lute Harrislurgh Convention of Wool
Growers. Success to its endeavors, but let there

not be a great cry and little wool, as the devil

said when he she»r'd the pig.

0. Internal Improvements. Let there be more
railing and less darning.

7. Innovation called Improvement ofTaste;which

hirs "c.'vchanged the milk-pail, the distaff and cook.
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ing utensils, forWaverly, Cooper, and the Piano."

S. The enlighlemd and devout Ctergymun, the

learned and peace makir.g Lnivijer, and the scienti-

fic and faithful Phyaician; Wc ranlc them among

our most valuable blessings.

9. The. prnsclyting Clergyman, the pettifogging

Lawyer, and the quae!; Doctor; If they must live,

may they live on each other.

10. The politicrd and rcligiutis parlizan; Always

nn the liglit side— so is an off o.-i.

11. John Bull; not content with his own, is try-

ing to break into our Maine Pasture, lot hirn keep

)iis own side of the hedge, or we'll put a ring in

his nose.

12. Old Bachelors and old Maids; witli all their

settings, may the former get taxed and the letter

get married.

i'^iiii'y iiii"^ \jrij/ii-^i^ r ./iifciTiiiiiv. Oct. 19, 1827.
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There were a considerable nui;^i'r oiiiew in- tnae ; il is as old as the world. Their yearly fall,

ventions and improved agricultural implements

oftored, some of which promise to be u.iutul. This
part of the Show was indebted, on lliis occasion,

as well as on many others, to the zeal ind activi-

and the occasional fall of timber, are the ancient

ordinance, by which, the happy soil which we till,

was pre|>Lired for cultivation; whether its primi-

j live s.veetness and virginity has been impaired by
ty of Mr. Nf.wf.i.l, the public spirited ,

ropnelor ' injuuicioiis husbandry, and are to be reclaimed, or

of the Agricultural Establishnmnt in Boj-'un, lor \v„el£ier the owner wishes to preserve it entire,

many of its attractions. He has always forw.rued the means are the same ; a steady industry to pre-

specimens of his numerous implements and nia-
1 vide manure, in sucli proportion, as always to e.x-

• BRIGHTON PAIR.
The annual Cattle Show, Pair and Ploughing

Hatch of the Massacliusetis Agricultural Society

was held ut Brighton on Wednesday last. All the

;)avls of the e.\liibitir.a, which have usually occu-

pied two days, were on this occasion accomplish-

ed in one. This arrangement was found much
mote satisfactory to those who attended, as it af-

forded an opportunity of witnessing all parts of

The exhibition in a much shorter space of time.

The number of young cattle, of swine and of

sheep was not so large as on some former occa-

sions. There were a number of pairs of fine

working oxen, particularly from Sutton and Con-

cord. The pens were filled with fair .-ipecimens

of stock, native and imported, among which were

noticed two fat o.xen, owned by Ira Yeaman of

Weslfield, one weighing 2449 lbs. the other 2;i63

—several remarkably fat, owned by J. Estabrook

of Alhol— a full blood Alderney heifer, by Gor-

ham Parsons, Ksq.—a Iloldcriiess cow owned by

'.he same gentleman—.several merino Ewes and

Bucks by J. Barrett and G. iM. Barrett of Concord

—Merino Bucks and Ewes, by J.Webber of Bed-

ford—a fine heifer owned by John Mears of Dor-

chester, 17 months old, wci-rhing 7bO lbs. sired

by Mr Welles' bull—swine by Silas Dudley of

Sutton—milch cows by J. W. Watson of Prince-

ton, and James Robbins of Watertown—some fine

sheep of the breed called Devonshire JVots, recent-

'y presented to the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society by Gen. John Collin; one of them shear-

ed Vii lbs. long combing wool ; and often weigh-

ing to lbs. per quarter—8 Bremen geese by John

Perry of Boston

chines, and has been the means of introducin

others from a distance.

The first claim to a premium, offered thirty years

ago for the best orchard, was made this year by

four gentlemen. Mr Lowell observed that no

better evidence could be yiven of the usefulness

of the Society, than the improvement made iu this

important branch of agriculture ; and that nothing

would lessen the consumption of spirituous liquors

so effectually as the introduction of good cider.

The manufnctures, particularly the household

articles, were numerous and elegant ; among which

were noticed beautiful pelerines made from that

simple and abundant article, the floss of milk loeed.

There were specimens of wrought muslins, laces,

straw work, artificial flowers, wrought shell combs
&c. Among the specimens of ingenious needle-

work was noticed a patoh-work bed quilt, formed

of 9220 pieces, all equal sized, regular hexagons,

less than an inch in diameter, of various colors and

figures, tastefully arranged, wrought by a lady of

this city.

The occasion was honored with the company of

many gentlemen in this vicinity, the Governor of

the Commonwealth, Gen. Coffin from England, a

liberal benefactor of the Society, Capt. Basil Hall
of the British Navy, who omits no opportunity of

making himselt acquainted with the institutions of

this country. The dinner tables were decorated

with flowers from the garden of John Prince Esq.

of Roxbury,, and the Botanic Garden at Cambridge.

The dessert was furnished with fruit from the gar-

dens of several horticulturists in this vicinity.

At half past 1 the members of the Society went

in procession from the Agricultural Hall to the

Church, where, after a short and appropriate Ad-

dress by the Hon. John Lowell, the Prcsidentof

ceed somewhat the mere requirements of the

criips. Of these means, the gatherii.g of leaves,

wl;,rc woodland is near, is the easiest and the

most profitable ; it is much attended to in the

best cultivated parts of Europe. The Swiss, who
have to support a thick population upon a rough

and rocky soil, gather leaves wherever they are

to be found ; in their apple and chesnut orchards;

by the road side ; and in their small cities the

privilege of taking up the leaves from the public

walks is paid for by the farmers. In Flanders

they gather great stocks of them, and their beau-

tiful cattle and horses have the benefit of most

abundant litter.s.

I am urged again, Mr Editor, to these remarks
by the benefits which I have received from the

practice ; I have endeavored every season to get

in more than before, and I hope soon, if the

weather proves favorable, to secure a greater

stock of them than ever I have yet. Well mi.xed

with cattle dung, they are the most assured means
of raising a good crop of potatoes, of superior fla-

vor and excellence.

The gathering of leaves may be greatly accel-

erated by suitable arrangements : a cart with lad-

ders fore and aft, and long slats of boards to go
from ladder to ladder to secure the sides, and
stakes, is the best adapted carriage. The leaves

should be raked in small heaps, a sheet of tow-

cloth two yards square should then be laid on the
ground, and the small heaps be raked into it;

when full a man ties tlie corners of the sheet, and
hands it to a boy, whe keejis on the cart, and re-

ceives it ; he unties the bundle and lets the con-
tents go, and keeps treading all the while ; in this

way a load is soon obtained ; and to the above
tackling, some little brush may be added to the

the Society, the premiums were announced. From sides of the load to build it up, and hold on the

the early hour, at which our paper necessarily goes

to press, we are unable to give them this week.

—

They will be published in full, with the Remarks
of Mr LowKi.i,, in our next paper.

Agricultural Extras—MrSAMUF.L Pond ofCam-
bridge has left at the New England Farmer office

this week, two roots of Mangel Wnrtzel, each

weighing 12 pounds ; and a crook necked squash

the black mule Rolln, .') years
]

weighing 25 lbs.

old, and bay nmlc Pizarro 2 years old, bred by S. I Mr Henri A. Breed of Lynn has likewise left

W. Pomeroy, Esq.—The Jack Selim owned by
j
a pear, weighing 1 pound and 12 ounces—thirty of

the same gentleman—a cow and 4 calves, owned

by John Welles, Esq. being the stock of Ctplebs

—

The Young Admiral owned by J. Prince, Esq.—

a

cow, 4 years old, owned by Nathan Adams—and

other fine cattle owned by Zcbedeo Cook, Jr.

Abijah White, Stephen Patch, &c.

The Ploughing Match was finely contested and

afforded a pleasing exhibition. There were thir-

teen ploughs entered, ten of which took the field,

and performed the task with great care and skill.

One plough was so contrived as to require no per-

son to hold it, and but little attention from the

driver, which we should consider a greatimprove-

ment.

them filling a balf bushel.

FOR THK NF.W ENGLAND FAKMER.

ON LEAVES FOR MANURE.
Mu EnrroR

—
'I'he changing foliage warna the

farmer again to make feady for gathering his sup-

ply of leaves ; the comfort of his cattle requires it,

and a clean abundant litter, to make a warm nest

for his hogs, will assist much to their fattening.

—

These advantages would pay for the trouble of

getting in leaves ; but when their value as a ma-

nure is well considered, it seems that no one

would overlook a way so easy to benefit himself.

That leaves manure the land, is not a new doc-

leaves. I have tried to use baskets to load the
leaves, but have found the above sheet to work
easier and quicker, and in order to make it more
durable, I have hnd a small rope sowed round the
edge of it, and let out about eighteen inches at

the corners, which makes it easier to tie, and se-

cures the sheet from getting torn. Such a sheet
will cost about one dollar.

in the use of leaves the hogs e.xcel, for whether
as a litter in the covered part of their stye, or

whether thrown in moderate quantities in their

yard, when miry, they soon work them and secure
them from the power of the wind ; when used for

littering cattle, it is absolutely needful to work
them with their dung. When the floor is cleared
in the morning, the dung, urine and leaves should
be well worked and chopped together with the
shovel before they are thrown out on the heap- if

it is not so done, the wind will surely take hold
and disappointment and disgust ensue; when so
mixed, they will soon dissolve in the ground, and
seldom any trace of them be seen in fall, when po-
tatoes are dug.

With much esteem, I am your friend and serv't

J. M. G.
'

Jfeston, Oct. 18, 1827.
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Recipe for buckwheat bread or caAe.—"1 quart o

milk 1 o-ill of yeast, 1 gill of molasses, a littl<>

^alt 'with buckwheat flour added, to make it a

little stiffer than pan cakes. After it .s sufhcient-

ly raised, to be baked in a baking kettle.

The simple, wholesome and pleasant bread, of

which the above are the ingredients, though in

common use in some parts of New England may

not have fallen under the notice of some readers of

the Farmer. It is equal to mauy kinds ol cake in

a rich sweetness of taste, and is free from all ob-

jectionable qualities. The ease with which it can

be made is also a-"—^^^'^
"^^ri^g^i^^-

so good as that of England or f ranee, and the best

sorts one thirl dearer. Immense numbers of meri-

no sheep use : to be fed in the vicinity of Segovia
;

')iit hardly any are now to be seen.

ry frequently

. Ejtaw, S. C

Bulbous Roots,

.lust received and for sale at the ofiii'c of tlie New England
FaiintT, ii fine collection of bulbous Flower Roots, from Hol-
land, an.' 'ioni a botanic garden in thi.s city—among vvliieli are,

Tij^ri- and Marlif^on Lilies.—These make a tine appearance
in thi; borders of gardens. They are hardy and durable, 'i'hese

plants have bulbous roots and should be planted in rich soil, -f.

inches deep measuring from the top of the bulb. The small

roots below the bulb are perennial. The flower stalk aller it

lea\'es the bulb, throws out many small roots in every direction

for the support of the plant—these roots are annual. Martag'oii

lilies grow from five to six and a half feet in height, and produce
from litleen to twenty-five flowers on a stalk. A tygerlily pur-

chased at the Botanic Garden in Cambridge about two 3'ears

since, produced this year. (18'.J7) five flower stalks, on an aver-
age, si.\ feel and four inches in height, having in the whole

" '"

flowers. Autumn is the proper season lor plaiUiiig thorn.

Early Top or Tree Onions.
These produce onions at the bottom and a bunch of small ones

on the top of the seed stalk. The small onions are proper to

plant very early in the spring, and seldom fail to produce a
good crop under proper cultivation. They should bo planted
111 rows ten or twelve feet asunder, and set two or three inches
apart, and one inch deep, taking care to place the bottom
downwards. They soon spring up, and from their size and vig-

orous growth, are not subject to be destroyed by insects.

Should they put forth seed stalks, as many of the larger ones
will, they should be broken ofl" soon after they appear, other-
wise the onions at the bottom will not be so large. Tliese on-
ions are mild, grow to a large size, and are, generally, raised
with less trouble than the common kind.—Just received for sale
at the Farmer Oflice.

General John Coffin has presented to the Mas-

sachusetts Society for promoting Agriculture, 4

Kams and 3 Ewes, of a breed of fine long wooled

sheep called " Devonshire Nets," selected by

himself in England, in June last, and which he

broucrht with him to this state. The sheep cost

about 7 guineas each. They will be seen in one

of the pens at the Show this day.

At a meeting of the Trustees of the Massachu-

setts Society for promoting Agriculture, held at

Brigton, Oct. 16th, 1827,

yoted That the thanks of the Trustees of this

Society be presented to General Coffin, for this

renewed proof of his wish to advance the agricul-

tural prosperity of his native state, and that he be

respectfully invited to attend our Show, and to do

the Trustees the honour of dining with them on

his occasion. JOHN LOWELL, President.

B.GU\hD,Sec'y.

It vi?ill be remembered that Goneral Coffin some

rears since presented to the society a stud horse,

Columbus, of the cart horse breed.

AJiue Calf.—Jonathau Eastman, Esq. of Con-

cord, N. II. has a fine bull calf, only 8 months old,

of fine proportions, measuring 5 feet in girth, and

weighing 626J pounds.

Marine shells continue to i,'

thrown up by the Mineral Springs

SALE OF WOOL.
The sale of Wool over the Boston Market, by

Ooolidge, Poor, & Head, brought the following

prices.—Foreign : 1st, 2d and 3d prima Saxony

Wool brought from 3.5 to 8.j cents the pound
;

assorted do. do. 89 cents.—First Electoral Sa.-cony -
^,^,^^^ _^^^^^

brought n^ ;
second do do 73 to 111. super

p„^^^,^ ^^j,,,^, office of d,e New England Farmer, No. 52 North

iMj^„j\.i^ti K.i^\j\ Ljix occ.—wnn me laigesi asso;

do 43* extra do. do. saxony, 49 ; full blood sax- ^. den and Field Seeds, to be found in NewEiif^land

ony, 56; full blood selected fleeces, 6Vj ; stapled '

sj(^''^;0^"|'';:^^
'-fC^^^^^^^^

genuine £.»M Rape

wool, 29 a 40; full blood Merino, 28 a 29. There >
'

Fin. Dresser's Guide.

A few copies of the .Vniericaii Vine Dres.-- •' Ouide, by Al
phonze Loubat, just published; for sale a' .lie Farmer olfice,

price 50 cents.

Cotv ff'anted.

A prime youn^ Cow, having all the properties ne-

JAMES BLOODGOOf) & Go's.

J^ursery, at Flushing, on Long-Island near J^ew
York.

IN behalf of the proprietors of the abo\o nursery,
the subscriber solicits the orders of horticulturists
who may be desirous of stocking their gardens and
fields with fruit trees of the finest sorts and most

healthy and vigoroos stocks the present autumn.
Bloodgood & Co. attend personathj to the inoculating and

engrafting ofaUtheir fruit trees, and purchasers may rely with
confidence that the trees they order will prove genuine.
The subscriber, agent of the above nursery, will receive or-

ders for any quantity of
FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,

FLOWERING SHRUBS,
AND

PLANTS.
And the trees will be delivered in this city at the risk and ex-
pense of the Piifchiiser ; the bills may be paid to him.
The reputation of this nursery is so extensivel}' known and

has been so well sustained thai I take leave to refer those in

want of trees to any of the Horticulturists in this city and its vi-

cinity', and if ocular demonstration is desired, I invite those who
wish to be thus satisfied to examine the trees in my garden at

Dorchester, procured from this nursery fiir three or four years
past, some ot' which are now' in bearing, all in a healthy" and
vigorous state.

Catalogues will be delivered gratis on amlication to

ZEB. COOK, .Ir.

Rogers' Building—Cougress-S^rcei.

were considerable sales of inferior qualities to the

above, which brought lower prices.

The population of .Spain decreases annually

;

many towns have become heaps of ruins, ami large

numbers of inhabitants can find no employment {cessaVy to render her useful to a family in tlir:cily, is

whatever. In one town alone, Segovia, a place l^^='."'<='l'
/°^p^'V'f>

'^ ''^,^7"^^ ^7^'' ^% Pi'''"- ^"
, .,. , i- c .1 r .

. 1 quire of the Publisher of the New England Karr—-
which still bears proof of the itvmer greatness of

Spain, and formerly the seat of extensive manu-

factures, the decrease of population in ten years

has been two thousand. Of the six thousand resi-

dents in it at present, one thousand are soldiers.

It is said, however, that its cloth, which was for

In Press, by E. Littell, Philadelphia, and will speedi-

ly be publislied and for sale iu Uoston, by R. P. S^ C.

Williams, No. 79 Wafhington-strect:

The Apocalypse of St John, or Prophecy of the

Rise, Progress, and Fall of the Church of Rome; the

Inquisition ; (he Revolution of Prance ; the Universal

nierly not much esteemed from the fading of its
\

War . and the final triumph of Christianity. By the

J^'ew England Farmer's Alniannck, fQr 1828.
.lust published, at the New Eiiglaud I'anner Office, and

for sale by Bowli;s &, Dkakboiin, 11 Washington Street, and
at the BooksUires geneiMlly, the AVio England Farmer's Almu-
/wc/r, for 1821!. I'.y Thomas (i. Fessendcn, Editor of the New
England Farmer.
This Almanack, in addition to tin; usual miscellaneous matter

contained in similar work?, contains a ( 'alcndar of the Courts
for each slate in New England; ihe Sun's dcclimitiun ; and 10

pajies of a^nculiurnl maUer <in the lollou ing siil jects :

On Soaking ISeerl Corn in copiu-rns w;iicr—on Small Farms
—on Charcoal—on Fish used as a Alaiuirc—on Oapes or Pip in

Poultry—Agriculluuil .\>.inis—on F.-'Ikn I'ruit—on Stagger
in swine—iJow to r;iise Cabbages, which shall not be chib-lbot-

ed, byUr. Grec:Mir-M;ii.sfi, I,:, Ms.—How to FaUen Fowls—
A cheap m.iii'i<l ci, ii: -. riii-uL; il)r .;iv,i ,. r_-;ible smell of Privies

—Root Si V- '
:
I'd Trees—on Pain^

ing walls ti ~

,

i :'
>

' !.—.^Igns of a good
Fanner—uii i i,t,:^ i' — ' ou iln; .alu.-uf Time—Blachines
lor gathering Clu\\;r lic.ds, i> idi tico il/tatrative eagrarinerg—
Sir Astley (^op^^r's Chilblain Ointment—Recij-es for tlie Ladies,

containing directions for making several kinds of Cake.—.Mis-

cellanies, &c.
This Almanack may be liiirchased, wholesale and retail oi

O. D. Cooke & Son, Ihirtfbrd, Con.—Holbrcok & Fcssenden.
Brattleborough, Vl.—Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.—John Pren-
tiss, Keene, N. H.—John W. Foster and Childs ife Sparhawk,
Portsmouth, N. II.—Pearson, Little & liobiiison, Portland, Me.
—Whipple & Lawrence, and John M. Ives. Salem—Ebenezei-

Stedman, Newburypoii—Hilliard &. Bro«n. Cambridge—Ezra
Collier, Plymouth—E. & G. Mcrriam, West Erookfield—Clar-
endon Harris, Worcester— .\. S. Beckwith, Providence—

G

Thorbuni & Son, No. 67 Liberty Street, New York-and bj

booksellers and traders generally.

(HF Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable

terms.

PRICES OP COUNTIIY PROnUCE.

ffolouTs, has lately improved in quality, though not 'Rev. George Croly, A. M. H. R,. S. I,,

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, lEt sort, - - -

pearl Jo. - - - -

BEANS, while,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo. No 1, r.cw, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHKESE, new milk, - - - -

^skiiniiK'd miil;. - -

KLAX ^
-

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Balliinore, Howard ft

Genesee, - - -

Rve, best. - - -

GRAIX, Rye
Corn - , - _

Barley - - - -

Oats '-
- . - -

HOGS' LARO, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No ', Inspection - -

LI.ME.
OIL, Linseed. I'liil. ami Northern

I'LAISTER PAI'.IS retails at

rORK, Bone Middlinsrs, ntw,
uavy, iness, do.

Cargo, No 1, (\c^. - -

SEED."-, Herd's Grass, -

Clnver . - - -

WOOL, .Merino, full blood,wash
do do unwashed
do 2-4 washed
do 1-2 & I do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISION JiMRIiET.
BEEI'', best pieces - - . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----..
BUTTER, keg & tub, •

lump, best,

ECGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - . - .

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDEI^, (adtoraing to qi/Sli»>

)

1 2.^1 1 50.

95 tOJlOO 001

1U2 00 105 00'

1 50l 1 67
9

ft 50
7 50

bbl.

bush

lb.

cask

al.

ton.

bhl.

60
63
60
dO
p

12

70
77

2 75
13 00
12 00
11 50
2 25

8

35
20

bush

bBl.

10 00
8 75
8 OO

14

9

1 CO
5 37
6 00
none

64
67
67
42
10
15

1 00
78

3 00
14 00
12 25
12 00
2 50

]»
48
25
34
30
25
40
30
32

12
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To the Harlfuni Counly AGRICULTURJiL SO state of Society in Botany Bay.—When strolling

C'lETi. through the streets of Sydney, on first landing, ve-
The Committee on Ploughing beg leave to ro- ry singular reflections will naturally intrude upon

port,—That they have attended to the duty ni-
1 tlie mind, on perceiving the safety with which you

signed them. There were three competitors for
, ,nay jostle through the crowds of individuals now

premiums—the ground ploughed, one fourth of
j

Butfeiing, or who have snfferod the punishment
an acre each— the time allowed for ploughing it,

| awarded hy the law for their offences, men punish-
one hour— to be ploughed not less than 7 inches

j nd often for the deepest crimes, with whom in

^n depth ; it was not without some difficulty the
( England you would sliudder to come in contact,

selections were made, (it was all so very vvell
j

Elbowed by some daring highwayman on your left

ploughed,) but upon close e.Kamination, they have
| IkukI, and rubbed shoulders v;ith by even a more

0U8 carriage of the body to conceal defects of the

mind."

'bought fit to awan
Mr. Daniel Hinsdale, the

" Benjamin .1. Jioardman,
" Cyrus Porter,
" Harvey Marshall,

1st. Premium.

2d do.

3d do.

4ih do.

I

desperate burglar on your right; a foot pad, per-

haps, stops your way in front, and a pickpocket

I

pushes you behind— all retired from their wonted

I

avocations, and now poacofully complying with

j

the tasks imposed upon them, or following quietly

up the even path pointed out by honest industry.

I But nothing will surprise you more than the quiet-

ness and order which prevail in the streets, and

The Committee of Inspection beg leave to re-
j

the security wherewith you may perambulate them

port.
I

at all hours of the night, indifferently watched as

That the number of domestic animals brought: tliey are, and possessing so many convenient eitu-

.~orward for inspection, has not been so great as at i ations wliorcin robbers may conceal themselves,

some former exhibiiions. This fact, in the opinion ' pounce upon you, and make their escape with

of your committee, i^ to be attributed .solely to the their booty, without even a chance for delectiou.

unfavorable state of the weather, and not to any

JOSEPH MORGAN, Chairman.

To the Hartford County Agricultural Society.

diminution of the zeal and interest lierctofore

manifested by the members of the society in pro-

moting its objects.

The animals offered for premiums on the pres-

ent occasion, and especially the younger part of ^"^ '''''''

he neat cattle and horses, were, in the judge- 1 Peach Pit
mcnt of your committee,superior to those present-

ed at any of our preceding annual Fairs. Your
committee, are happy to express their unanimous
spinion that, from the first organization of this So-

At the Regimental Review in Quincy, on

Wednesday, several ball cartridges were fired,

probably by .accident, and a young man attached

to the Roxbury Artillery, vas badly wounded in

The best fruit pic that is eaten

may be made of Peaches. The crust made in the

common way, should be put in a deep dish to save

the juice which is very abundant. Th» poaches

should be wiped and put in whole, with a sufiicien-
ciety, to the present time, a gradual and ^^(^'^<^y cy oi sugiir. 'The stones impart an agreeable fla-
imprcvement in almostall our valuable farm stock,

;

^,„^^ ^^j^;^,^ ,.^„j^^^. j,,,^ ^^j^^^ seasoning unneces-
has been clearly discernible. If this opinion be ^

correct, the utility of the society is fully demon-
J

-straled, aud ample encouragement afforded for
j

The vscs of Ridicule.— Ridicule often succeeds

persevering exertion. ' where argument fails; yet it is a dangerous wca-

Probably no section of our country can produce ' pon, when unskillfuHy wielded. For it is by no

a finer race of native cattle, than the County in means the test of truth. It may be applied tomis-

which wc live. Most of the foreign breeds, of lead and seduce instead of reforming; and the

known and established excellence.are now propa- blended colours of ridicule are sometimes moredif-

gated within the limits of this society. It is not ficult to soparatc,lhan the strong lights and shades

the business of your committee to determine the of truth and error. Besides this, it happens too fre-

comparative merits of the different breeds—every quently, that the ridicule falls where it is least de-

Farmer will decide for himse^f, and may select served. This, however, is the fault of the writer,

such as he shall think best adapted to his parlicu- and not to be imputed to the nature of bis sub-

lar purposes. jf^ct.

In awarding the premiums offered by the Soci- Misplaced Wit.—Wit mistimed and misplaced is

ety, your committee have, in a number of instan- not only very foolish, but is more ridiculous than

CCS, decided with much hesitation, and have '
actual dullness.

been obliged to allow a preference when there was i Honesty the best Policy—He who has the char-

very little superiority. Annexed is a list of names ' acter of a crafty and tricking man, is entirely de

of the successful competitors. The breed of ani-

mals is designated so far as known, and the pre-

miums awarded to each by your committee.

Per order, E. WOLCOT'l', Chairman.

Hartford, Oct. 4, 1827.

5^ The remainder of the Reports, &c. will b?

published soon.

The fourlii Exhibition of American Manufac-

tures under the auspices of the Franklin Institute

of Pennsylvania, was held on Wednesday at Phi-

ladelphia.

The fifth exhibition of the Pennsylvania Agri-

cultural Society, was to have been held near the

•• Bliio Bell" on tha 11th and 12th inet

prived of a principal instrument of business, aud

will find nothing succeed to his wish.

Praise sometimes disgraces its object.-—A con-

spicuous character is often more deeply injured by

clumsy praise than he could be by the most malig-

nant abuse ; and Phocion, when he heard tlic

plausive shouts of an 'Athenian mob, was appre-

hensive that he had spoken or acted like a fool.

Affectation of Gravity.—It is so common a re-

mark that wise men are grave, that many have

sought and some have succeeded in obtaining, by

an affectation of gravity a character for wisdom to

which they are by no means entitled.

Definition of Gravity.—Rochefoucault said

—

" Gravity of behaviour may be defined n mystcri-

Large Radish.—A radish was raised this sea-

son in the carden of Mr Moses Dow, inAtkinsori*

N. H. measuring two feet in length and its great-

est circumference was thirteen and a half inches.

Fruit Trees—JVeic Arrangement.
Thr Hartford Linnean Botafiic Association, invite the atten-

tion of the. pubHc to the subjoined list of Peach and Apricot
trees, of which they have a specimen of each variety. This
Society was incorporated bj the Legislature of Connecticut, in

1825, with a capital of g25,000 ; its primary object is the im-
provement of the Horticulture and Fruit of our country, by eX'
citin«^ the attention to those pleasing' and interesting objects,

and by cultivating and introducing the most approved kinds of
fruit, of every description, adapted to the climate of the east-

ern and middle Stales, and also seeds of the most valuable cu-

linary plants. The .Society have obtained about twenty acre
ofground in the vicinity of Hartford, for a Garden and Nurse-
ry, and commenced its cultivation with success, affording a
pleasing promise of public usefulness. They have been convin-
ced thai the circumstance which perhaps more than all others,

has discouraged and retarded the more general attention to aud
introduction of choice fruit, (perliaps the only luxury in life not
attended with some injurious consequences) is the morlif^'ing

disappointments which have been e.\perienced in fruit trees,

pro\ing to be entirely different and inferior kinds from those for

which they were sola. To remedy this evil, ajid to encourage
the cultivation of choice fruit, they have adopted a new system.

I

which is, to take and cxiiibit sajitph'^ of all the varieties of fruit

tliey cultivate, and to warrant the trees to be in conformity to

the samples. They now offer to the public as the first fruits of

liiis infant Society, from 15 to 20,0(10 Peach trees, including

some Apricots, which for variety and richness of the fruit, and
for thriftiness of growth, Ihcy venture to say have never been

I
surpassed in the United States.

There arc more than twenty \'arieties of Peach ; several of

which arc new, and nearly all of which, they have samples of,

that may be e.iamined at J. B, Russell's Office, No. 52, iVorth-

1
Market-street, who is Agent of the Society' for Boston and its

ilj'.^__

Extensive J^urseries.

FOR sale at theKENRicK Establishment in New-
ton, one mile from AgricuUuraf Hall in BriglUon,
tlie greatest quantity and variety of Fruit and For-
est Trees known at any other place in New Eng-

I
Selections may be made of as large sized trees as can be de-

I sired (or transplanting. Those of the fruit kind are a!! budded
' or grafted, and comprise the best sorts which have been discov-

j

ered in the vicinity of Boston, Of English Cherries there are Vl

! sorts ; of Pears 3(.t sorts, including 6 of the new kinds sent by IVli

J Knight to the Hon, John Lowell. Of Peaches, Nectarines and
I
Apncols 33 sorts: of Apples 30 sons : also Quince bushes : Red

I

and White Antwerp K.ispberries : Gooseberries : English Grape
j
vines of several sorts, and the proriuctive native Grape called

I Isabella : Cun-ant bushes of 6 different kinds and all sizes on

I

moderate terms,

! Of Forest trees, a variety, but we only mention the following

:

I Flowering Horse Chestniiis, Flowering Catalpas, Butternuts,

Weeping Willows, Mountain Ash, Sugar Maple, Elms, Silver

I
Firs, Larch, White I\Inlberry, Ailanthus, Gum Acacia, Three

i Thoriied Acacia, Magnolia, iScc, Also, Rose bushes of several

varieties, and Lilacs,

I

The prices in general we will merely say, shall be as low, oi

' lower than at any established Nursery known in the United

;
States. Tliose who wish for any ciuautity of trees, particularly

large ones, and especially an orchard of Peach or Apple trees

that will speedily come into bearing, though they may live at

considerable distance, will do well to bring or send a wagon, and
1 make their -own selections ; and in this case needful refreshment
will be furnished gratis, and directions given for setting and

1 managing the trees.

I
Written orders addressed to John or Willt.im Kenricx,

and directed to tlic ISkichtos Post Office, will be speedily

received and punctually attended to : or they may be left at the

grocery and seed store of Mr Joseph Bridge, in Court streei.

where Catalogues may be furnisiicd graUs.

Trees will be sent to Boston when ordered, and suitablypack-
ed in matts, for shipping or distant conveyance hy land, "if desi-

red; but distant gendemen should employ some agent toreceive

and pay fur tliem.

N. B. Great care will be taken to preserve the roots.

Medical Lectures—Boston. TtME changed.
Medical Lectures of Harvard (\^llege will begin the Thirii

Wednesday i>.' OrroBER, at the Medical College. Mason
street, Boston. Thotime having been changed from the TjiiBD
Wednesd.vv in Novemhek, when tl;ev fiirmcrlv began,

WALTER rrtANNiM?. "

Aug. 31,1827. 8t Deanof the .^ledical Faculty.

The KARMivii is publislud every Friday, -.it 4i3.00

per .innum, or $2,50 if paid in advaiire.

Gentlemen who prncnre./t're responsible ?iib,«ri;j)ers,

are entitled \.o'9.sixlh volumegratis.
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AGRICULTURE.
ADDRESS

Of the HoN.JoiiN Lowell, Prc.iidnit of Ihc Mas-

' sachusdl/t .'l^rkvllurnl Soriety, delivered at (he

puliic meetino- of the SoeiHy on the ilthinst.

previous to the dedaralion of the premiums a-

warded to the co/npclitors al the Cattle Show.

The Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultu-

ral Society this year resolved to make a very im-

portant change in their arrangements—instead of

extending their show to two successive days, they

determined to imitate the example of other socie-

ties in this state, by confining it to one. It may

naturally be asked why such a measure, so con-

venient to competitors, was not adopted before.

To this we reply that our situation was, in many

important respects, different from that of the in-

ferior societies. Our society was a general ont,

offering premiums throughout the whole state.

We had two classes of competitors—those in tlic

.idjacent counties of Middlesex and Norfolk, and i

those from the most remote parts of the state

With respect to those who came from a great'

distance, it was impossible for them to return

home, either the night of the show, or oven the I

next niglit. It was therefore of comparatively small
j

moment to them, whether they were or were not

iletained one night longer. Witli respect to com-

1

petitors in the atljoining counties, most of them,

•could return home the frst day, iind were no?.|

competitors on the second. The Norfolk and

Middlesex farmers, who entered into compi-tilion

in the ploughing matches and working lal'Ic.

rame only on the r.eeoud day. But ta the i rus

lees themselves and to the spectators, the repeti

tion was very inconvenient, expensive and tedi-

ous. The Trustees, influenced by these conside-

rations, have this year unanimously decided to try

'he experiment of confining the exhibition of cat-

tle, the plougliing matrli and of working cattle to

f)ne day. This change obliged them to give up

all preparatory meetings, and to make the day

purely one of business. The satje necessity ob-

liges us to dispense with all formal addresses, and

to limit ourselves to the simple declaration of tlie

premiums awarded, without those explanations of

the grounds upon which the decsions are found-

ed, which have been usually given on such occa-

sions' Indeed tliero is less necessity for such mi-

nuteness. In the origin of the Institution, there

were little unfounded jealousies to be overcome

—

there was not that entire confidence in the recti-

tude and fairness of the judges, to wliich expcri

ence has demonstrated tlicy were entitled. It was

improperly viewed as tlic exhibition of the more

opulent farmers, in which a plain cultivator stood

a very humble chance. All these errors and prej-

udices, (for tliey were always such)have been dis-

sipated by time. The whole course is so fair

—

the Trustees have so little agency in awarding

the premiums, they arc so entirely under tlie cou-

Iroiil of experienced graziers and farmers,

that we need no longer to make apologies or ex-

cuses for our decisions. The question, however,

will naturally occur, and it ought, in every suc-

cessive year, to be repeated, have these shows

been proiiurtivo of serious and lasting benefits to

the agricultural interests, or which is the same
thing, to the nation ? This is a question of fuel,

whicli every man will settle in his own mind ac-

cording to his experience, or his prejudices. For

myself. I liavc no doubts that the effects, remote,

and immediate, of these public exhibitions, have

been as great as their most sanguine friends anti-

cipated. I cannot better introduce a few remarks

on this topic, than by a very apposite quotation

from a recent British work, inserted in a late num-
ber of the New England Farmer. '

.

"The great body of cultivators in Great Brit-

ain, whose farms are of considerable extent, have

generally received a suitable education, by v.'hich

their minds arc enlarged ; animated \v\\.h a desire

to improve their condition in the world, and ren-

dered equally quick to perceive, and ready to a-

dopt, such improvements as may occasionally bo

proposed.— In former times, it was objected tliat

farmers were obstinate and bigoted, averse to eve-

ry kind of innovation upon established practice,

and persisting in ancient systems, even after their

deficiency and inutility had been ascertained in

the most decisive manner. Whatever truth there

might formerly be in the objection, its force is

now completeh/ removed, there being no set of

men whatever more open to conviction or more
willing to adopt new practices, than the British

farmers of the prenent day. This chansre of dis-

position has been accomplished by a srcneral cir-

culation of agricultural knowledge, since the Na-
tional Board of Agriculture was established, by

numerous periodical publications on rural erouo-

niy, and by that increase of wealth which flowed

from the exertions of the farmer, and which natu-

rally stimulated a search after new improvements.

According to the measure of attention bestowed

upon the education of farmers, it may be expect-

ed that improvement will hereafter advance. A
man of uncultivated mind may hold a ploup-h, or

drive a harrow in a sufficient manner, hut he will

seldom introduce an improvement, ht be the means
of effecting any change in the established system

of rural economy Brown's Treatise on .flgricul-

ture.

This extract from a British work is truly clieer-

ing to the friends of agricultural improvement in

our country. I know my audience too thoroughly

to rely upon their unqualified acceptance of the

truths therein alleged without due evidence. We
of New England, are a cautious and thinking peo-

ple, slow in adopting new opinions. Long may
we continue such. Well, then, are the facts stat-

ed by the writer true, as respects England ? They
are within my own personal knowledge, derived

from authentic documents, and ocular evidence,

strictly true, and in no degree exaggerated- Brit-

ish ag iculture in 1780, when the Royal Institu-

tion for its promotion, was founded by Parliament

with an ample donation of $22,000 a year, was in

a better state than ours is at the present time.

Yet the progress has been so great in Great Brit-

ain since the establishment of the National Board

of Agriculture, and of the Bath and West of Eng-
land Society, for the promotion of the same ob-

ject?, that it has been fully proved by official doc-

nment.', that the produce of British farming indus-

try, with a worse climate and soil, is to that ol

Friince, taking the number of acres and of labor-

ers into view, nearly as two to one. Let us illus-

trate this important fact by reference to one suc-

cessful cultivator. Mr. Coke, of Norfolk, whose
name ought to be familiar with every American
as well as British faruicr, inherited some thirty-

five years since, a j;rcat landed estate in Norfolk,

the whole rental of wiiich was only £2000, or

•98800 a year. Being an active and intelli;jent

man, he introduced the Tullian husbandry, which

consists in frequent rotations of crops, and in sow-

ing in drills ; in short, in a more spirited use of

the plough and other improved instruments. In

the lifetime of this one man, and he is still alive,

by the plough alone, and by adopting proper suc-

cessions of plants, he has raised his rental from

§8800 to $200,0110 a year ; in other words, in-

creased the value of liis estate 24 times. No
speculations in banks, uo mining discoveries—no.

not even Potosi, in its virgin state when silver

was found upon the surface, can shew such an

appreciation of property as has been produced by

skill, enlightened skill, applied to the surface.

Yet all this has been effected by tenants, not

owne'S of the soil, hut under leases for 21 years,

subject to the hazards of a refusal to renew the

leases, by a less enlightentd heir. These are facts

not to be disputed, and they prove that agricul-

ture. in the siiorl space of one man's life, has un-

dergone improvements of which antiquity had no

conception.

Is it-possiblo that the freemen of this country,

o!0)ifrs of the soil, are not as capable of improving

the condition of their farms ? Most assuredly,

they are so—they are doing it as rapidly as could

be expected, and they are alive to the advanta-

ges afforded to them by the attention paid to the

subject, by well informed men ; by the circula-

tion of facts and experiments in useful periodical

journals. The very fact that such journals are so

generally patronized, is of itself conclusive proof

of the progress which they are making in knowl-

edge, and of their zeal to acquire more. The
friend of improvement should be as patient as he

is firm ; changes in habits, and especially in the

habits of a retired class of men, must be slow
;

the maiuifacturers, vigilant, and combined, eager,

and quick-sighted, learn in a week, or a month,

any now improvement introduced by their rival,

however distant ; but the farmer is slow, his in-

terest is less direct ; without capital, he dreads a

new experiment ; but still his progress is percep-

tible, and unquestionable. We, who have been

called by our official duties to watch the improve-

ment in every branch of agriculture, perceive a

vast change within the last twenty-five years:

new Iriiits, new roots, and grasses, new modes of

culture, greater attention to the preservation and

making of manures, are most obvious on every

side; our meadows are better ditched, we learn

that sand and gravel are better for them, than the

finest soils and tho richest manures. Still there

are some hundred thousand acres of meadow land

which produce grass scarcely worth the labour of

cutting, which may, by skill and little labour, be

rendered the most productive parts of our farms.

Thirty years since, the general complaint waf
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that our old orcliavds w pro perishing, and no new telligence, and perseverance which he has display-

ones planted. The complaint was well ibuiuled, i ed, in his nursery and orchard. Some time after,

as all of us of three score years of age well know.
I

the Committee, consisting of the Hon. Messrs.

This society, alarmed at the fact, offered more
|

Welles, Sullivan, Guild and myself, visited the

than nine years since, a liberal premium— a pre- College farm, which was under a long lease to Mr.

mium of itself sufticiont to defray the whole ex-
j Nahum Hardy. Mr. Hardy claimed the soiiety's

pense of planting an orcliard of apple trees, and

they have continued the premium from that titne

to the present. No application has however been

made for this premium until the present year.

This year four eompotitors presented themselves

for this premium.

We need not say how grateful such applications

were to iis. They were proofs that our premi-

miums had excited the public attention ; they

gave the satisfactory assurance that tiie apple

tree, the farmer's best friend, was no longer neg-

lected; its fruit, the most prohtablo production of

premium. We there found an orchard of eight

acres, reclaimed from the wildest state, and filled

with a most beautiful display of apple trees, 500

in number. The state and condition of the trees

evinced the greatest care and skill, and we con-

gratulate the public, who are owners of the farm,

through the medium of the University, on their

havinn- a tenant so capable of increasing its value,

and who appears to have devoted his capacity, to

so good effect. Immediately after viewing Mr.

Hardy's orchard, the Committee proceeded to ex

amine a younger orchard, planted by Elias Phin

a farm ; its product in cider, the best possible pgy^ ggq of Charlestown and Lexington. Mr
substitute for spirituous liquors, and the abun- p|,i[,r,Qy ggigdej a most favorable spot, declining

dance of >vhich, if well manufactured, i- much towards the south, covered five yefrs since with

more likely to check the use of distilled spirits, i

g|,,.p[, oji-g^nj rocks, and there planted his or-

than all the associations and too little discriminate
' j.],ard, 400 in number, of the best fruits. The

representations which tbo well meant zeal of pi-
j

frees were in the most beautiful condition—every

ous and excellent friends to virtue could put forth. I euperfluous twig carefully, and judiciously extir-

At any rate, Iho abundance of a pleasant and
! pated, and their general health gave the best evi-

wholesome beverage, of less intoxicatin;: qualities, i dence of judicious management. If the premium
is the best auxiliary to tlie laudable efforts now

i ^f the society had been offered to the orchard, in

making to diminish the consumption of ardent
|
glj respects best managed, without any regard to

spirits. In all these views, so many applications Intimhrr, Mr. Phinney would probably have carried

for premiums for orchards planted since 181G, and the premium but as Mr. Hardy's trees were in

which will be in perfection in the days of our |an excellent condition, and exceeded Mr. Phin-
grandchildren, were to be regarded with great

^
ngy'g ;„ number by 100, the committee consider

interest.—There will be sojiie benefit we hope jj,.. jjardy entitled to the society's premium of 50
derived from giving a brief account of these seve-

j dollars, and they award it tn him nrror 'inMv.
ral applications.

|
The general state of Mr Phinney's farm was.

The applict.rt whose orchard we first cxnmin-
j [jowever, so perfect, considerins the means applied

ed, was Charles Davis, Esq. of Ho.vibury. To to it— there was so miiLh ffood judgement, in all

those who know the spirit and intelligence, with
! his operations—he havinor made also the first, and

which he has managed a rough and neglected
j

a very successful experirnent in making wine, from
farm, it will bo no surprise to loarn, that in a

|
the native grape, that your committee recommmd-

piece of ground entirely covered with rocks and
^

ed, and the trustees have voted, to present to Mr
bu.shes in 1819, he has an orchard of the most un-

| Phinney a cup,ofthe value of 90 dollars, with such
common growth and beauty. The whole number

j

inscriptions as a committee of the trustees may de-
of apple trees planted out by him since that peri-

j vise, indicative ef his merit, as a farmer. Well
od, islSO; such was their flourishing state thai

j

then, my fellow citizens, shall it be said, tliat no
the committee, on leaving his farm, thought that

; ^ood results from these societies? Isitofn^be-
he must be the successful competitor. For his

j

nefit that men, who merit well of their countrv,
laudable and successful c.vertions, the Trustees . have a iurc and im/jarZio; means of making their
award to him an honorary premium often dolb.rs. '

merit known? Are our farmers so debased, so in-
From his estate they proceeded to examine the different to their own best interests, and reputa
o.-chards of Mr. Baldwin of Milron ; there tion, as not to feel excited by the success of others J
could scarcely be a more interesting e.vhibition Why should wo presume it, when we see, at once,
than this farm aflTirded. Mr. Baldwin, an old four competitors, distant from each other, in Nor-
revolutionary soldier, took possession of this farm folk and Middlese.x, competing for one of our most
when he was 55 years of age

; it was in the importc.nt, and hitherto neglected premiums ? We
rouchest possible state

; he has made a consider- hope yet to see a claim for our premium for forest
able portion of it a perfect garden; his apple trees trees.' Let us be patient. Improvement in every
planted in I81.T and 1816, arc, we believe, the branch of industry is slow, but certain—in agri-
Jargest and finest in the state. He has also done cnlture, more slow than in any other—but as i't. is
great honour to himself, and benefit to the public, more slou\ so it is more permanent, aud more im-
by forming an extensive nursery of fruit trees, for portant. Let us all, then be moderate in our ex-
which we have been, and still continue to be, in a pectations, huljirm in our reliance on eventual
great measure, tributary to the cultivators of other success. Our temperate climate, our natural in-
states. When we left Mr. Baldwin, it was with a dustry, zeal and intelligence, will not deceive us
deep conviction of his rare merit, as a skilful cul-

;
New-England will be, what she always has been

tivator, aud with a hope, that we should be enabled the nursery of arts, of intelligence, of enterprise'
to award to him the society's premiu,>ii of 50 dollars

,

and the abode of virtue, oberJience to the laws, and
--.but subsequent examinations render this impos- |love of liberty. She will never desert her rulers
sihle, consistently with our duty, and consciences,

j

whether national or state, so long as she is con'We nave thcrpf.,re recommended to the Trustees,
, vinced that they consult the true interests of the

and they have agreed to award to Mr. Baldwin, an 1 republic—She will forever cherish agriculture as
honorary premium of 10 dollars, for the spirit, in- 'the acknowledged foundation of all national wealth

j

while she will recollect that her numerous harbor.s
invite her to avail herselfofthe benefits of foreign
.commerce, which has raised her to her present
comparative importance, and produced a sur-
plus capital, which can in ti.mcs of peace, on--
ly be successfully employed in manufactures
and internal improvements, to which the rare me-
chanical skill, untiring industry, economy and per-
severance of her citizens especially invite her

;

while her numerous and inexhaustible waterfalls
! aflx>rd her facilities, which no other portion of our
country can boast. Let our maxim forever be, "A
liberal union, without jealousy, of agricultural, ma-
nufacturing and commercial skill." By a strict ad-

;

herence to this liberal principle, the population of

I

New-England must increase in wealth and power
j —power, of the noblest description, most advan-
1
tageous to the nation, the power of mind ; a moral

j

and beneficent power, which ought not to be the
1
subject of jealousy or envy, but which will corn-

^

raand the respect of our sister states, while it will
: essentially promote their best interests. We must
be forever supplied with our flour and cotton, from
the South, but we shall send them, in return, their
own products in a manufactnred state, and contri-
lute to their wealth, their comforts and their luxu-
ries, at least as much as to our own. Such seems
:o bo the order of Divine Providence. Our com.

;

taralively sterile soil, and severe winters, oblin-e
us to bo the li.bourers for onr brethren. Local anU
temporary prejudices may retard, but can nevsi-
change the order—the beneficent order of Provi-
dence.

It would naturally be expeCed, that something
should be said of our present show, but a moment's
reflection will convince our auUence that this is

entirely impracticable. The new arrantrements
have lefi no trustee at leisure to make any writ-
ten remarks, and how could I, engaged in examin-
ing and aiding in the decision, of three distinct
classes of tnimals, be expected to say any thino- of
the others, or of the ploughing match, or the work-
ing cattle, of who-e respective merits I have no
knowledge. All I can say is, that in my owu
branch of dity the show was highly respectable.
Full reports v iil be made by the chairmen of the
several committees, which will assign the grounds
of their respective decisions. It would be, howev-
er, a gross neg'ect on my part, if I should omit to
notice the renewed exertions of our fellow country-
man, Gen.Coflir, to contribute towards the agricul-
ture of his native state. Gen. Coffin, it is well known
and will be long remembered, generously intro-
duced, at great i.vpense,a stallion of the cart horse
bered, of prodigious power, bone and muscle. His
brother, Admiral Sir Isaac Collin, at various times
has presented to his native state. Admiral, a bull
of the finest short horned breed, a cow of the same
race; aHerafordshire bull, Sir Isaac, of uncommoa
beauty, and whose slock to my own knowledge
have been of rare beauty of form; a stud horse of
the Yorkshire race, and ^ mare of the same breed.
For these repeated acts of public spirit this Socie-
ty could do no less th.an to present to each of these
brothers, rivals in good works, their gold medal of
fifty dollars.

Gen. Coflin, with the same untiring zeal for the
interests of his native country, has purchased three
rams and three ewes of the Devonshire Nots, a
race of long wooled sheep closely allied to the im-
proved Leicesters. One of these sheep was shear-
ed at a year old on his passage, and gave 1.3 pounds
of long and fine wool. They are as valuable for
their meat as for food, the quarters weiorhin<' from
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."10 to 40 pounds per quarter, and as it is said of an

excellent quality for the table.

The trustees will endeavour bo to place these

sheep, as that the beneficent object of the donor

shall be carried into full effect. General Coffin,

not content with purchasing them, at an age above

three score years and ton, has followed them, dur-

ing their long passage to New-Brunswick, and

thence, without delay, from Eastport to Boston, in

order, that they might grace the show of this soci-

ety on this anniversary. lie is now present at our

festival.

There is no feeling stronger, than that of an at-

tachment to the country in which we are born.

—

Time and distance have no effect, unless it be in

making the feeling more intense. I know of no

case, more touching, none in which the strength

of that natural feeling has been more strongly e.\-

emplified, than in that of these two brothers, who

separated from their country in youth, engaged in

the service of a nation, now foreign to us, look

back with a kind, affectionate and devoted attach-

ment, to the country of their birth. This family,

(it is probably well known to you all,) were among

the earliest settlers of Nantucket, an island, which

has done more than any other spot, to raise the re-

putation of our nation, for hardy enterprise, and

unblemished morals.

Shall I receive a single dissentient vote, when I

propose the thanks of this assembled body of full

blooded yankees, to General Coffin, and his broth-

er, Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin.

[The above motion being put to vote, was carri.

cd by a show of hands from every person present.]

REPORT I.

On Bulls— Bull Calves—and Fat Cattle

—

Joh.n

Lowell, Chairman

—

Abijah White find Tim-

othy Walker, Esqrs. Assistant Judges.

The Show, in this department, was less intcr-

i'.-ling than usual, e.\cept in the exhibition of fat

Cattle, in which respect, it was at least equal to

any show, held under the auspices of this Society.

In the first article of Bulls, there were not more

than three, which the Committee deemed worthy

of any premium. The best ammal of this descrip-

tion on the ground was unquestionably Mr Prince's

sired by Admiral, of whose properties he had

strong marks ; and on his mother's side, he had a

share of the blood of the bull, formerly owned by

Governor Gore, which was of the best long horn-

ed breed of Great Britain. From this bull (Mr
Gore's) sprang the famous Chapiu o.\en (Magnus

and Maxiruus) the first e.xhibited at our show.

—

Traces of this breed, I am assured by Mr White,

my Colleague, one of the most experienced, and

intelligent judges in the state, frequently appear

at our " New England Smithfield," Brighton.

—

The second premium was awarded to John Perry,

for a bull out of Coelebs, and from an imported

short horn cow, Flora, so that he was a full blood-

ed short horned animal. The third premium, was
awarded to Henry Sprague of Spencer, for a bull,

a descendant of Mr Parson's bull Holderness
;

though he had but a quarter part of the imported

blood, he showed strong marks of his origin, and

it was remarked by one of the judges, that no im-

ported animal appeared to make so natural a cross

with our native excellent stock, as Holderness had
done. For myself, I must say, that the Fill Pail

breed, imported by Col. Thorndike, has appeared
to me to have afforded as useful a cross as any

one, which I have witnessed—and in this connec
tion, I may be permitted to remark, that there was
a pair of beautiful fat o.xen exhibited, originally

raised on the farm of Col. Jarvis, of Vermont,
which were evidently of the same race with Fill

Pail. 1 shall bo much mistaken, if our native

breed shall not in the end be as much improved,

by this northern Continental race, as by any of tlio

improved races of England. I can perceive no
good reason, why they sho Id not be, if equal care
be taken to preserve the imported cross, since it

seems to be admitted, that the fine short horned
animals of Great Britain were produced, at first,

by a cross from the Flemish breed of cattle.

In the department of Bull Calves, there wag a

lamentable deficiency. The only fine bull calf on
the ground was owned by J. W. Watson, remote-

ly descended from Denton. For the second pre-

mium, we could find no animal in the pens worthy
of it.

We awarded the third premium to Nathaniel
Kelly of Salem, for a bull calf out of Denton, but

he had fewer of the properties of that bull than we
have usually seen.

Much was said in favor of a bull of the York-
shire breed, (as it is unwarrantably called.)—I say
unwarrantably because there has been no evidence
whatever, offered of the right to such an origin.

The pedigree of this animal as alleged was so ex-
traordinary, that it was impossible for the Com-
mittee to admit it. The story was, that a heifer

cow, was, somehow, carried over to the famous
Comet of Great Britain, produced a blue bull,

which was purchased by Squire Gilchrist, for 500
dollars, which bull was the sire of the bull offered

for premium. The bull offered for premium had
not a single feature of Comet, or of his progeny.
His form was precisely that of the Westminster
breed, of low stature, round body and most enor-
mous thighs. This low, small and round bodied
breed, always fleshy, has received repeated pre-
miums at our Show ; but it was asserted by com-
petent judges that they cannot be fattened, and
that they are entirely out of credit with the butch-
ers. As this is the most decisive test, the Com-
mittee rejected the animal. The fat cattle were
very fine, both those offered for premium and those
exhibited for show. The first premium was
awarded to Ira Yeamans of Spencer, for a fat ox
weighing 2449 pounds—the second to I, Esta-
brook of Athol.

The third to Ira Yeaman of Spencer, for an ox
weighing 2.3.50 pounds.

Perhaps it will be expected, that I should take
notice of other circumstances, attending the late

Show, which do not fall within the particular

province of any of my friends, and colleagues.
First then, it may be asked, why our Show v/as

loss interesting this year in some departments
than heretofore ? To this, I reply, that there are
two principal and sufficient causes for it. First,

the establishment of other societies, in every di-

rection, who anticipate us in time—and secondlv,
that the farmers adjacent to our Show, are not
generally raisers of stock. There was an excite-

ment, at first, on the introduction of foreign ani-

mals, which has subsided.— It is however surpris-

ing, that our farmers do not send down their best

milch cows, which will be sure of meeting a more
advantageous sale, than at the ordinary fair of
Brighton. But if our Show exhibited less value

in young stock, it has been every year increasing

in interest in its ploughing matches. It is the

best theatre in the state, for such an exhibition.,

and it has done more, than any other cause, to

promote the improvement of ploughs, and the art

of u.sing them with skill. After all, one of the

greatest benefits resulting from tho Brighton
Show, is the bringing together people from all

parts of the state, from tho city, and from l!i'

country, creating a friendly feeling among thn-:,i

who were strangers to each other, and like al:

strangers, a little shy and repulsive. It also give.';

facilities for tho disposal of stock, and of imported

animals, and it will rise in public importance, till

it vies with some of the great fairs of Europe. It

becomes my duty to present the thanks of the So-

ciety to His Excellency the Governor and the

Hon. Council, and to the other distinguished citi

zens of our Republic, who by their presence have

contributed to tho dignity and respectability of

our institution. To the gentlemen who have act-

ed as judges, a most laborious duty—to the Se-

lectmen and officers of Brighton, who have done

every thing in their povver to render our festival

orderly and pleasant. To Mr Jo.vatiian Win-
ship the Secretary and his friends, for tlieir assi-

duity and valuable labors. To our Horticultural

friends, who have loaded our tables with the finest

fruits. If we do not again repeat tlieir names, it

is because we have done them ampij justice at

our feast. We cannot omit, however, the fine

display of grapes presented by Col. Perkins, S
G. Perkin?, Esq. and J. Prince, Esq.

As to the premiums awarded for newly planted

orchards, we thought that our duty would be but

half fultil'ed, if we had not required the competi-

tors to state their modes of planting, pruning, ma-

nuring, and all other particulars, so interesting to

the public, from persons of experience and skill.

We have received ample replies to our queries,

which will appear in due time in the New England

Farmer. Wc now take leave of our agricultural

brethren for the present year, assuring them that

we shall bo, at ail times, happy in communicat-
ing to them grafts, buds, and seeds which ive may
possc-JS, and they may loant^ holding ourselves al-

ways the steward of the public, and bound to con

tribute our time and talents to the cause, to which
our lives have been, very agreeablv to ourselves,

devoted. JOHN LOWELL, Chairman.
N.B. If, in the hurry and confusion of the Show

we may have omitted to take notice of any persons
who contributed to its splendour, we beg them to

accept as an apology, the very arduous duties

which devolved upon us, on this occasion,—dutie.").

to be sure, requiring a very small degree of talent,

but which, small as they are, are difficult of per-

formance in such a bustle and crowd. If any gen-

tleman felt himself neglected, we hope he will at-

tribute it to its true cause, the impossibility of the

presiding officer's giving hia attention at the same
moment, in all parts of a crowded room. We would
say one word in respect to the unavoidable e.y:

pense of our dinner. No man who visits our Show
and honours us with his presence, would have the

selfishness to wish that the funds of the Society

should be diminished—fimds sacredly devoted to

objects .so laudable. Yet, fcr the two last years,

owing to the want of patronage from the city, the

Society incurred a loss of 150 dollars each year.

This loss arises from the great number of free

tickets issued. Yet, would the opulent citizens of

Boston propose that we should refrain from

inviting the highest Executive and Judicial officer"

(Concludti on page 110.J
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LEGHORN HATS.
As considerable attention has been paid in New

England to the manufacture of Straw Bonnets, I

send you an abstract, for the benefit of those con-

cerned, of a communication in the 44lh vol. of the

Transactions of the Sc^iety for the Encourage-
ment of .'Vrts, &c. writtc: by J. & A. Muir, man-
ufacturers of this article.

The Messrs. Muirs trie.'- t!ie common rye grass,

crusted dog's tail, sweet scented vernal, and vari-

ous grasses, wheat straw, &c. and came to the

concl'ision, after numerous experiments, that rye

straw v.'as most suitable of any material they

had used.

They sow their rye on light coloured sand, at

the rate of twenty bushels of seed to the acre, after

having manured well. The crop is cut when in

the blossom or niilliy state. It is tied at the root

end in small parcels two or tliree inches in diam-
eter, placed in tubs, boiling water turned over it,

which remains about half an hour, then spread on
dry sandy ground, v.'hich is considered better than
grass, being less liable to take mildew, and turned
occasionally. It bleaches in two or three days if

the weather is favorable. I believe the top joint

alone is used in making plats.

In I82C, Messrs. Muirs raised five acres of
straw, which produced 12000 scores of plat;

which, supposing them to average three scores to

the plat, would make 4000 hats, worth, including
manufacturers' profit, £3,000 sterling, (,<!22,300r)

This would give constant employment to 500 per-
sons during the whole year. The consumption of
Leghorn hats in Great Britain is estimated at

£500,000 per an. Were those all made at home.
It would require 700 acres of poor land, and the
labor of 5000 persons.— A'te also Brilish Fanner's
Mag. for May. J. BUEL.
.many, Oct. '23, 1827.

potato slips, and covered with about an inch of

loam. In from a week to ten days they had
sprouted well, and were about showing their tops.

They were then carefully transplanted into six

hills, distance from each other about two and a

half feet. The remainder of their cultivation was
as usual—the ground kept clear of v^eeds, and
but little dirt hoed about the hills. In gathering

the potato last week, I found the crop very much
to exceed what I had expected. The produce of

the different hills varied from each other in ap-

pearance, and in number from 8 to above 30. In

the hill that contained buteight, I found one which

weighed a pound. The weight of the 8 potatoes

was 2J lbs. In another hill I found one which

weighed 15 oz. The 10 largest in the hill weigh-

ed 3 pounds.

In one other hill, which I value most, I found

20 sizeable potatos which weighed collectively 3

lbs. 2 oz. or 2i oz. each In this hill besides sev-

eral small ones not weighed, there were 10 others

which weighed 2 oz. One hill which contained

]

but 6 sizeable potatos was much earlier than the

! others.

The quality of these apparently different varie-

ties vi^ill not be tested till after another crop.

Perhaps I should state that the soil in which
these potatos were cultivated was good and in

good order, though not excessively rich, and with

but little manure in the hill.

Respectfully yours,

Franklin, Oct. 23, 1837. P. WARE.

NEW VARIETIES OP THE POTATO.
Mr Pessenden—The method of propagating

new varieties of potatoes from the seeds has been

frequently recommended in your paper. Premi-

ums I believe have been offered, by many of our

Agricultural Societies for the best varieties pro-

cured in that way. I have formerly been rather

incredulous as to the utility of this inetliod ; not so

much so, however, as to deter me from trying the

experiment, which, though I do not consider as

'Ailly accomplished, promises well.

In the latter part of April 1826, I planted, or

rather sowed a few Potato seeds on a small bed

in my garden. These seeds came up ; but iu con-

sequence of the attack of a small insect, in appear-

ance much like a Flea, and the severity of the

drought, and, perhaps I should say, my own negli-

gence also,the plants had by the twentieth of June
mostly perished ; only six remained at that time,

and they had such a sickly appearance, that I con-

sidered them as deserving but little attention.

—

All the cultivation they received was to keep them
clear of weeds. About the middle of October I

gathered my crop, which consisted of about a doz-

en and a half Potatoes, varying in si/.e from that

of a potato ball down to that of a small pea ; six

of the largest only, one from each plant, I thought

proper to preserve. These, which weighed, I

presume, not more than two ounces, were, in the

latter part of last April, placed in a small hot bed,

«/hich I had prepared for sprouting some sweet

LUCERNE.
Mr. Pessendek,— I wish to add my testimony

to that of Mr. Lov. ell, and other gentlemen, in

favor of this excellent grass, particularly for farm-

ers, wlio, like myself, are stinted in pasture

grounds.

I sowed Lucerne seven years ago, v;ith summer
grain. It was sown too thin,—a drought ensued,

and the grain crop proved detrimental. It was so

unpromising, that ! ploughed it up at the end of

the second year.

In 1824, I sowed 1(5 lbs. seed on an acre well

prepared, in May, with half a bushel of winter rye.

It did well. The last of August, I moA ed it, prin-

cipally with a view of keeping down weeds and

the rye, which began to send up seed stocks. In

1825, I cut three tolerable crops, and fed to my
|

stock green. In 1836,when the grass v.-as supposed

to have obtained its maximum, I cut it 4 times for

green fodder,and gave the field a slight top-dress-

ing of rotten dung in the autumn. This year, my
stock has consisted of six cows and four oxen. All

my summer pasture would about suffice for two cat-

tle. I fed on rutn baga and hay till about the 20th

May, when I began to cut Lucerne morning and

evening, and feed, in such quantities as I found

ray stock would eat up clean. By the time I had

gone over the acre, the part first cut was fit again

for the scythe. Two cuttings, with the small pas-

ture, in which my cattle were permitted to run,

sufficed till my meadows and grain fields were fit

to turn into. I cut a third crop for hay, and I

have now standing what in New England would

be called a fine crop of rowen. I do not find that

it has deteriorated in the least. J. BUEL.
Albany ATiirsery, Oct. 21, 1827.

THE DISEASE IN PEAR AND APPLE
TREES.

I beg leave to add my observations and conjec-

tures to the multiplied discussions which have ap-

peared in the New-England Fanner on this sub-
ject.

The disease has this year appeared, for the first

time, partially among my pear, and pretty exten-
sively among my apple trees. I first noticed it

about the 28th May on a young Priestley apple
tree. I immediately cut off" the limb and found
two insects, from one fourth to three-eights of an
inch long, so firmly fixed at the lower extremity
of the new growth, as not to be disturbed by the
operation of cutting. The exterior of the limb
near this place had become black, and the leaves

were brown, though the upper extremity of the

branch was yet green and fresh. The disease ap-

peared to be spreading in the direction of the des-
cending sap. On cutting, this was more apparent,
dark streaks descending down the cambium lower
than the bark had yet become discolored, and par..

tially through the sap wood to the pith Towards
evening of the same day, I discovered other trees

affected, and on looking for what I supposed my
depredator, I found ten or a dozen, enveloped in

the dead and curled leaves. These I submitted to

the inspection of an entomologist, who pronounc-
ed them of the genus SaperJa, but who could not

determine the specific name. The disease subse-

quently appeared in my orchards and nursery,
upon trees planted last spring, and those in vigor-

ous growth; and in several cases the tops of

young trees were entirely killed, and a new
growth has in every instance pushed from beneath
the dead part. I have observed no material dif-

ference in regard to varieties, aspect, soil or vigor

of the tree. I think the poir d'Auch and winter

bon creiien, have suffered most among the pears,

both in nursery and insolated situations.

Repeated examinations have confirmed me in

my first impressions, that the disease is spread by
the descent of the proper or elaborated sap, from
the point first affected. In some cases a spur, or

small branch grcwing out of the trunk of the tree,

has been the subject of attack, when I have ob-

served a circle of the latter to become diseased
at the point of junction. That the descending
sap is first affected, is apparent from the fact, that

the upper extremities of limbs remain fresh and
vigorous for days, after the bark and leaves below
have become shrivelled, dry and black. The sap
continues to ascend, and is elaborated in the
leaves, until the alburnum becomes contracted by
disease ; but its descent at the affected portion of
the branch.

The conclusion which I have come to, from a
consideration of the preceding facts, is, that this

disease is produced by the poison of the insect

above described, or of some other, injected into

the vegetable blood, or descending sap, in the

young wood. Of remedies I can suggest none.

In 1803, and three or four subsequent years, 1

witnessed the destructive effects of this malady at

Kingston. Nineteen twentieths of the pears were
killed, and serious injury done to apple trees. Some
persons believed, that hanging chains, hoops, or

other iron upon the branches, tended to avert the

disease ; and others, that boring into the trunk,

and filling the hole with mercurial ointment, had a
like effect, with what truth I do not pretend to say.

Mbany, Oct. 14. J. BUEL.

VINES.
Mr Editor—Having noticed an article inyour

paper of the 28th ult. translated from a French
work called the Bon Jardinier, I have been led to
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examine the principles on which these vines are

said to be trained. It is, I confess, quite new, and

so far as I can see, quite impossible ; but perhaps

the respected translator can give some e.vplana-

tion that will remove the i.ifficiilties under wiiich

I labor. If I understand the article, five vines are

shoots annually to make roots umil it Tvn'.'ntlie

trellis, diftcrs entirely from the mode roi-ouunend-

ed by the En};lish fjardeners.—TheFronrii prefer

layers to cuttings for plants, and tho MMj;iish pro

fact, that lean stocU cattle, to the value of SOO,UOO

dollars, are ycatly brought from the interior of

New-York, and sold in this state, at an average

advance of one-third tnoro price, tlian cattle of a

to be planted within the space of eight feet, "JO and the French seem to think that the ^'reat qur^n-

inches apart. Tliese are to be trained to a trellis
^

tity of small roots you liave from layers, produce

eight feet square, vertically with single stems,
j

tlie most vigorous plants.—My owii e.\perience is

from each of which stems two laterals are to be i in favor of cuttings, both on account of their jiro

produced, one on each side, "until they have,"
j

ducing, as I think they do, fruit at an earlier peri

says the article, "gained 4 feet each."
|

od, and because I think they produce stronger and

Now the Jirst question, is, how are the vines
|

more vigorous plants. Mr Porteau's five vines,

which are planted on the right and left of the
J

made from layers, when the irellis is complete

centre one, to gain in length 4 feet each tvay when and full, have 16S feet of wood on them.— I have

the two outer ones are only 20 inches from the i four vines in my garden, raised from siiif^le buds,

edge of the trellis, and the 3 next only 40 inches which have made this year from 400 to 600 feet of

from the same point? i wood each, beside being loaded with fruit of the

The second question is, how are 64 fine bunches largest size, a sample of which I send you. The
of grapes to be raised in a space 1H3 inches long shoots of the year are of the finest kind—large

—

by 18 inches wide?—for this is 'he space allotted
;
and many of them now ripe, 14 feet from their

to this number of bunches, by Mr. Porteau. If insertion. They must of course have roots that

the space was chalked out on the floor, I doubt if; will nourish any quantity of fruit that can be rais-

64 fine bunches of grapes could be placed within
{
ed in the space allotted for Mr Porteau's trellis,

the lines, however close they might be stowed,
; and much to spare. I counted seventy branches

without bruising 1
or shoots of this year's growth on one of these

The lliird question is, how are vines thus train- vines, which I estimated would measure on an
od, to be laid m the winter? The body of the average ten feet in length, making the wood ©n
vine being once formed, it is to remain so, and i the vine of this year's growth 700 feet beside the

the only pruning to be practiced is on the first old wood and what had been cut off in dressing

fer cuttings to layers.—The English . ardenors similar description from the interior uf our own
say that cuttings produce fruit sooner tl an layers; state. The cattle frnni New-V'ork are of better

breed than ours.—Thoy iced easier and grow
larger: and as before stated, are considered worth

one third more.

Every body knows there is little or no difference

in the trouble and expense of raising one cow more
than another, yet one of u particular make and
breed, at a given age, will be worth ten times as

much as the other. One horse will travel with

double the speed, and perform twice the labor of

another, and with more case to himself. So with

horned cattle. One cow will give four times as

much milk as another, and not cost a cent more
to keep her. Also with pigs. Put two piga of dif

ferent breeds into the same pen, and with the same
food, at a given time, one pig will be found twice

the weight of the other.— All this shows the im-

mense importance it is to tarmers to procure the

best stock. To promote this beneficial purpose, is

the aim of the Agricultural Societies, and the de-

sign of their exhibitions and cattle shows.

[Pennsylvania Gazette.

four bags of hops, computed to weigh more thaa

tv^-o tons, the growth of his farm the present sea-

son. It riiay be well for fiirniers in this beer-drink-

ing country to turn their attention more towards

raising this article of produce.— Eastern Republ.

HOPS.
Mr David Damon of Stetson, brought into this

bearing shoots, which proceed from the vertical
j

the vines and heading down fruit bearing brancir- |town last week, and stored fur exportation, twenty

branchesidown to which they are to be cut annually,
I
es. This is no fiction—the vines are to be seen by " '

''

'

'

leaving the eye or bud in the crotch, to shoot to any gentleman who doubts the fact, or whose cu
produce a branch the next year, and bear fruit;—

|

riosity may lead him to see them before they are

thus carrying on a perpetual supply of fruit from ;
cut down in the fall pruning. I have also a young

the same spot. It appears to me, therefore, that
:
vine, novv three summers since the cutting was

the difficulty of protecting the vines against frost, i put into the ground, (one eye only) that has pro-

will place this mode of pruning, in the open duced this summer three branches, measurino- I

ground, quite out of the question.
i
think over 40 feet, viz. one vertical and two later-

It is not said why five vines are planted where, al branches at its base. This plant is therefore

one would answer the purpose: but I suppose it in a state of preparation to try the experiment of

is with the view of brintying your whole tree into Mr Porteau'.^ system, and asl believe he has crowd-
baring at once ; or rather your five trees cover- ed his bearing branches too near to each other, I

ing your whole trellis with fruit at once, and shall test the eligibility of his system bv givino-

a

sooner than it could be done from one vine. So portion of my lateral, eight vertical branches ; a

far, I think the plan a good one, as it saves time portion of them only six—and a portion only four,

and repays the labor of the cultivator one or two My belief is that those that have only six vertical

years earlier than a single tree would do. or fruit branche

Slovf.s.—It has been a desideratum with house

keepers, to find fouju plan by which they could

combine the comfort of a ten-plate stove and the

economy of anthracite coal. If we were not deceiv-

ed, two ingenious mechanics have succeeded in

supplying this want. We called in at the Foundry,

No. .594 Market-street, yesterday, and saw in full

operation a very simp^io contrivance, but one cal-

culated to effect much good. It consisted of an

There is nothing in the spur pruning that has of fruit ; and those that have but four will produce
not been known for many years. The former the finest fruit and largest bunches.

iron box, with a t^rale bottom, slid into the furnace

uVroduce"the gi^atest'iVe'iVwh'' ''°''>' "f ^^ cuimnon ten plate stove-tie outward

end completely closing the entrance, excepting

an aperture in the lower part of the bo.x to admit

gardener of the late Gov. Gore, pruned his vines When vines are planted near to each other, as T '^^'^^ ''.'^'''' '^'^'^ box was filled with anthracite

altogether by cutting close to the eye in the is recommended by Mr Porteau, they rob each -.th-
i '^°"'' ^^''"'^'^ '^"'""^'' ^''"''"'^'''j''''"'' -'"''^ "^"'"'^ ''°^'

rotch of the wood. But I doubt if the fruit pro- er of a portion of the nourishment that they would I''''""
''^ usuidly imparted by the common quantity

of > ud. As this box may be put into the stoveduced from these shoots will be as fine as from otherwise get, and of course they must grow pro-

branches pruned in the ordinary way. To those, portionally weaker than either of the same plants I

''°'' ''''**" out with as much ease as a stick of

however, who have but little rooni, and a very would be, occupying the same space alone, in j

wood, there seems no reason why it shonhl not be

sheltered situation, the plnn may he useful, wheth- ' proportion as a plant" is vigorous, while in a state {

'"^^ '" families—the cost will be about *1 50 or

er they use one or more plants for its operation, of bearing, the fruit is large and may bo made !

If they find that the vertical shoots are too near abundant; and I believe that one vine trained in

each other, as I think they must be when allowed the way proposed, may be made to produce more
to grow from 4 to fi inches only apart, as laid down and finer fruit than five vines can in the same
by Porteau, they can take out every other vertical space.

branch, or place only six on each side of the tree

in lieu of eight. This will reduce the quantity of

fruit, of course, according to the number of bran-

ches suppressed ; and six vertical branches on

each side the stem, will give 240 bunches only, in

lieu of 320 ; but I believe the weight of fruit pro

If, Mr Editor, you think these remarks pertinent,

you may give them a place in your paper as coming
from A BROOKLINE CULTIVATOR.

OcioJer 22, 1827.

$2.—Our opinion is, that it will be founil to an-

swer all tlif purposes of a family for cooking aad
heating rooms.— United States Gazette.

INCONVENIENCES OF BEING A GREAT MAN.

Cowley, in one of his essays, speaking of a suc-

cessful votary of ambition, says " He never set

his foot beyond his threshold, unless, like a fune-

ral, he have a train to follow him ; as if like the

dead corpse, he could not stir, till the bearers

were all ready. It is an unpleasant constraint toIMPROVING THE BREED OF CATTLE.
duced will be equally great in either case, and of' Our attention has been drawn to this subject, :

be under the sight and observation and censure of

course the bunches, where there are 6 branches, ,
by a gentleman to whose liberality, zeal and intel-

j

others ;
as there may be vanity in it, so methinks

much larger. ligence this state is much indebted The impor- there should be vexation too of spirit: and I won-

The French mode of planting vines four or five ,

tance of improving the breed of cattle and domes- \

der how princes can endure to have two or three

feet from t&e jvall or trellis, and laying the new j
tic animals, is made abundantly manifest from the

\

hundred men stand gazing upon them whilst tljey
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are at dinner, noticing every bit they eat. Noth- To Oliver Slicd, of Weston, for his cow, of na-

ing seems greater and more lordly than the mul- tive stock—the first premium, $30 00
titude of domestic servants; but even this too, if Prom the milk of this cow there was made, from
weighed seriously, is a piece of servitude ; unless June !lth, to Oct. lltli. inclusive, froiu eight to

you will be a servant tn them (as iniiny men are,) eleven poiinds of butter per week, \i.'.. June and
the trouble and care of yours in the government i July, over ten pounds ; August and September, to

of them all, is much more than that of every one
|
0«l. ]lth, nearly nine pounds per week. This

of them in their observance of you.

CONCL17SION OF MR LOWELL'S REPORT.

or distinguished strangers? Is not the character

of the State essrnlially involved in the hospitality

of its public festivals? and can any honorable and

high minded man justify to himself the withholding

a trifle, (much bss than he would pay to see a fa-

vorite actor) when he must be sensible that in af-

fording his aid he advances the character of the

State for hospitality, and promotes(whatis of much
higher moment) a good and kindly feeling between
the city and the country ?

It is no small moment, that, when strangers from

other states, or foreigners, or respectable citizens

from the interior, visit our Show they should see

a fair representation of the talents, and respecta-

bility of the metropolis, and its vicinity. In the

interior shows, you always meet the best and most

enlightened part of theirSocioty. Should jce alnne

fail in presenting the elite of our population ? We
have, it is true, always many such at our board,

men, endowed with every qualification, to do hon-
our to their country—but there are also many, too

niany,who are unwilling to make a trifling sacrifice

— in our judgement, too lightly regarding the val-

uable practical eftects of those celebrations.

REPORT II.

The Cominiltie on Milch Cows, Heifers, Sfc. at the

Show nf the Massachusetts Agricultural Society,

at Btighlon, Oct. 17, consisHng of Messrs John

Wklles, Thomas Williams of JVoddU's Isl-

and, and John Meaks of Dorchester, Report

That ihey could have wished more fully to have
perceived that whilst the fac'e of the country every

where presents tiio marks of improvement in our

slock, v.ailstthe zeal of our farmers is awaken-
ed and tlieir judgment displayed by a recurrence

to the imported breeds as well as tl:e most care-

was supposed to be a native cow of fair appear-

ance.

To James Robbins, of Watertovvn, tho second
premium for his cow, of native stock, $30 00
From the milk of this cow, in Muy and June,

there was made from ten to thirteen pounds of

butter, and nearly eleven pounds on an average.

Also of fair appearance.

To John Meriam, of Concord, the third premium,
for his native cow, $1,5 00

It appears that this cow had given for some
time, ten quarts at a milking ; and hold out (it was
said) well. Her milk had been made into butter

but a short time, and then gave ten and a half

pounds per week. This cow was small, but well

proportioned.

MILCII HKIFERS.

For the best milch heifer, the committee award
the first preminrn to J. W. Watson, of Prince-
ton, $i^ 00
This heifer was of the Ilolderness breed. Mr.

W. states, she came in, in May last, and her calf

weighed on the 16th of June, when killed,
2.3J

pounds a quarter. For several weeks following,

she gave 23 to 24 quarts of milk a day, and made
ten and a half pounds of butter a week. In Sept.

her milk was again kept separate, and she gave
16 quarts a day, and made 7^ pounds of butter a

week. She had no other than pasture feed.

To Aaron Pike, of Milton, the second premiunj
for a milch heifer, $10 00
This heifer came in at a disadvantage, in the

opinion of the committee, being only 18 months
old, she was probably, in part, of the imported
bteeds, of good appearance, and the animal was
thought under all circumstances, thus entitled.

HEIFERS.

For the best heifer, not having had a calf, the
Committee award the Jst premium to H. Spragae
of Spencer $12.00

.,,.,. ,
For his heifer 2.J years old. This was § Holder-

full selection of our native cattle, the pens at L^gg^ ^^j offing ^ppga^ance.
cur annual cattle show might have aflorded, as npo J. W. Watson of Princeton, the Committee
relates to the dairy, to those who honored the day ^^^^^ ^,,3 2d premium $10
and Us exhibitions, at least more multiplied in- rp^j^

^^^^ ^^ j^^ Holderness breed, and of good
stances of those improvements that have been cf- promise
fected. This is due to the liberal encouragement To John Ellis of Brighton, the Committee award
of the government to the efl^orts of the society and L[jg gj nremium <t,S

to the deep iaterost which should be taken in ^his' was a fine Heifer A Holderness 3 yea'^rs
what has such intimate relation to the staples of

[ gj^j

put to the cow and disposeu of in June: These
brouglit about $15. A third was at her side e.\-

cessivcly fat for which he had refused $25—This
is a rare instance of product, and there can be no
doubt of the value of tlie animal.

Nathan Adams of Medford entered a cow for

premium also—this was of the "Fill Pail" Breed
of good figure, promise and milch properties—But

there was a deficiency of statement in those seve-

ral particulars which could have entitled her to

premium.

Doctor Benjamin Austin also entered a cow
which had a fine calf of the Coelebs Breed at her

side— but as to this and several other animals the

committee h.nd no particular representation, those

who had them in charge being drawn away per-

haps by the ploughing match or other spectacles of

the day.

Tlio Committee thus close the detail of these ob-

ser vations, made requisite on the distribution of

the prices. Should they in any case be supposed

to have erred in judgement, they can only say that

in all instances they have been of one opinion.

It would be an ill return for the zeal and merit-

oreous exertions of those who presented fine ani-

mals for cxhibilion, only not to notice those in-

stances whiah were conspicuous and gave interest

to the show.

Mr Parsons exhibited his productive Alderncy

cow with a full blood yearling—Mr Seaverns a

strongly marked heifer of the same breed

—

Mr Z. Cook of Dorchester exhibited a cow and

beautiful calf of the Bakewell breed crossed by

Coelebs—There were several other promising

heifers from Holderness, Coelebs and Denton.

Mr Mears exhibited a heifer, a cross of Holder-

ness and Coelebs on the Bakewell Breed, 17

months old, of fine figure, which weighed 760 lbs.

Mr Welles e.xhibited 2 heifers of the Herefordshire

breed, (Sir Isaac) a cow and 4 heifers from Den-
ton, and several cows and heifers from Holderness

and Ccelebs.

The Committee repeat that the v/ant of greater

fullness in display did injustice to the condition

and capacity of the country. But this it is in the

power of our Farmers to correct. They will not

sulfer the appreheusion to prevail that they are

indiflerent to the fruits of their own exertions

—

that no useful competition can be excited, or that

any well advised efforts for the encouragement ot

agriculture can be unavailing.

All which is submitted

By order of the Committee,

JOHN WELLES, Chairman.

the country. The committee trust, that the good
sense of those, whose character is thus at stake,

may be relied on, to give at their own Jioliday,

s\ich an increasing display, as the country can
make, and is alike due to their own character, and
to the many visitors, whose opinions are often
founded on the appearance of the annual show «'

To Aaron Willard jun. of Boston the Committee
award the 4th premium $(5

This animal was but about 8 months old and

could hardly be considered more than a calf being

still with a cow. But the Committee thought few

animals have appeared at the cattle show of more
promise. Mr Willard states that the heifer was

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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the Massachusetts Agricultural Society. It will .from his imported Durhnm cow; sired by the bull
be seen however, th^it there were not wantin
many very fine and pro;!uctive milch animals, as

L'll a.s beautiful iicifers not only amongst those

01' John M'Intire of Needham which received the

ecvind premium in 1824.

Aii,'ong,st the animals entered for premium seve-
ofiercd for preuuum, but those for exhibition also, .g, ,ve.-e"thought worthy of notice

MILCH cows. •
! Richojd Richardson of Ashby had a cow which

The premiums on milch cow,=, your commiltce ' '^^''"^'^ °° "'^ '^'^ of January
;
the calf was in high

award as follows: order in Marc,I), and then marketed—another was

In our laat, we stated the whole number ot

ploughs enlereo for the ploughing match at Bright-

on, to be thirteen, of which ten started for the pre-

mium—instead of which we should liave said that

there were 2ti ploughs entered; of which 20 start-

ed for the premium ; the others could not be ac-

commodated with ground. Perhaps so great a show

was never before exhibited in Europe or America,

nor was there probably ever a piece of ground so

well broken up in so many minutes.

At the dinner at the late Show in Brighton, the

following toasts were announced from the chair :

.Igriciiltiire, Commerce and Manufactures—may
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thoir respeciive cultivfttors perceive at iflst, that

ilicy are copartners, not rivals, siml that the success

of one (Joes not involve the depression of the other.

The United States— m3.y their " Highways and

Bv-ways" be as smooth as canals, and have as lit-

ili- friction as railways, so that the most distant

citizens may become veighbours.

necessary or can be advantageous. Time is mo-
ney, sailh the sajre Prankliii, and if ihe saying be

true, we doubt whether the present subscri|'tions

will prove adequate to the election of the monu-
ment, [f they do not, years will elapse, to a pretty

round number we suspect, befoie {Treat additions I A7m'anac'k,Hitc"'

can be made to the fimds. It is true that ijrcat, —— ~
; TT^

JWew Ii.n":lana Farme

Thomas'' Almanack.
This (lay publithod hy RiohardFoii &, I.ord, al their town and

country hiioKstore, ihc Old Farnici's Almanack for \VliS, by R.
ii. Tl)nina.s, Esej. containing Ihcj usual ciuantily of new, useful,
and euteilaiiiinf; niaitei', to^edicr v."iili tliu sun's di clinalion.

Country tr.idcrs supplied by R. &; \.. al the lowest rate. In
the press, and will sonji he published, the IMiniuture or Pocket

Ma;i!,aclius€tts Register for 1828 14

care and attention are necessary in a work of so, , , ,
, j , „

- . TT •, J 03 I „ ,. »!,„ , • . ,, , , , . ,, ' Jnsl published, at the N
The President of the United tttates—may the much im' ortance, butstill some litllere;T,Trd should for sale by Lowlks &. Df.a

.?'

measures of his successors, in all future time, fur- be paid to the projrress of the work. But two ai ihe Book*

nish as little ground as his has done, for principled courses above the base are yet laid, and within the

opposition. l-i^if fortnight a portion of these have been removed

and aijain replaced. The cause of removal in stat-

ed to have been the placing of too much mortar paj

between the stones. The two courses make eiglit

steps in the inside. The work looks neat and sub-

stantial, and when finished will do honor to the

projectors Charlesiown Aurora.

hinnck,/or 3.828.
rt FaruuT Oliice, and

li Wabliin":lon Street, and
England Fanner's Abna-
scnden, Editor of the New

The JVavij of the United Slates—the cheapest

and safest defence of a free state—may it continue

to deserve, and ever receive the cordial support of

tlie wiiole nation.

The Two frreat Free ATations—may they be uni-

ted in advancing liberal and enlightened opinions,

nor sutler this great cause to be retarded by mu-

tual jealousy or rivalry.

All Societies throughout the Union devoted to Ag
ricu,

s generally, tiiH A'-c

tiact, for 1323. By Thoiiias G. Fe
Eiigland Farmer.

This Almanack, in addition to tiic usual iriisccllaneous mallei
contained in similar works, contains a Calendar of the Courts
for each state in New England; ihe Sun's doclinaiion; and 10

es of agricullural mailer on the (bllowing subjecis :

n Soaking .S-jed Corn in coi>pcras water—on f^mall Farms
—on Chfircoal—on Fish used as a Mai^ure—on Gapes or Pip in

Poultry—Agricultural Axioms—on Fallen Fruit—on Stagger
in swine—How to raise Cabbages, which shall not be club-loot-

ed, by Dr. Green of Mansfield, Ms.—How to Fatten Fowls

—

A cheap method of preventing the disagreeable smell of Privies
l>— 1 c... „ .,.:tl. .. .1 .7 — rT rt—I T„ ..„ r,..:...... -Root Steamer, wilh a draiiniig—on Grafted Tree.s—on Painl

Brock's Monument Tins is a very imposing ing walls to Mature Fruit—on Cattle stalls—Signs of a good

structure.— Its heio-ht is 1 18 feet.— It stands upon farmer—on Drying Peaches-on the value of Tim<>-Machines
, ^ ^ .« 1 _ onnn c . i- i

for galhenng Clover Heads, W7(« tii:o itli.'slrcuire enfrravings—
"Sill' •'"•-"' teet hljlier sir Astley Coopers Chilblain Ointment—Recipes for ihe Ladies,the Queenston Mountain

?(u7e''aVi7rt7'jWecA.."mV'.^Vr5—Zeal and success t^in Niagara river. The spot where the gallant containing directions for makii.g several ki^ of Cake.-Mis

to their efforts. i

^^'X^"' ''«="' ^"''^°"' *"'»"'« '^'^ """''j '^
designed to

t, -.^ 'A|,„„,,k m,ny be purchased, wholesale and retail «f

I

perpetuate) lies upon an elevated plain between O. D. Cooke £c Son, Hartford, Con.—I lolbrook & Fessendcu.

American Literature—ihe best security for the
f.^^ Mountain and the village of Queenston.—The Bratileborough.Vt.—Isaac Hin, Concord N!!.--John Pren-
... -_ _ , iT-Ai/-,i i\«!i~> ,1 liss, Keene, N.ll.—.luhn \V . Foster and Chdds &. Sparhawk,
bodies of Gen. Brock and his Aid, Col. M Donald,

|

Portsmouth, N. H.—Pearson, Liule & Robin-on, Portland, Me.

lie in a vault beneath this massive pile.
(

—^Vhipple & Lawrence, and Johii .M. Ives, .^alein—Ebeaezer

Black Rock Gazette.

preservation of liberty, and without which liberty

would be deprived of all its lustre.

Agricultural Journals—A new branch of the

Press; tlie best means of raising the farmer to his

j;ist rank, and of promoting a rapid progressof his

The late benefactors to the Agriculture, of this

State, the Mtssrs Coffi.ns— Rival brothers, who

could find no home so dear as the land of the Pil-

grims, nor any employment of their ripened years

=0 grateful as contributing to its welfare.

Stedninn. Newbtiryport—Hilliard &. Brown, ('ambridge—Ezra
Collier, Plymouth-E. & G. Merriam, West Brookfield—Clar-

,, , . • • T», J, ii» • ' endon Harris, Worcester

—

A. .S. Beckwith, Providence—G.
JVeatness.—A writer in Blackwood s Magazine I Thorbuin &. Son, No. 67 Liberty .Street, New York-and by

says he has travelled up and down Ireland 3500 booksellers and tradei-s generally.

miles, and never saw a girl so filthy, but that a

gentleman might venture to shake hands with her

by the intervention of a pair of tongs.

53^ Country Dealers and others supplied on the most favorable
lermj.

Admiral.

.\mong the premiums offered by the Agricultu-

ral .Society of Salem, New Jersey, is oi.e..of five g^^^^ with gold touch-holes and armorial bear
doUais to that labouring man who can give satis- jngg^ of the value of two hundred guineas
factory evidence thai he has been strictly honest, i

JI(,^^, t},g g^me will fall before such costly in-

faithful and sober during three years which he Ltruments ! Any body could kill birds with such
iias lived with any family or farmer ;

and another „u,igi

—

London paper.
of one dozen silver spoons or five dollars to that

Hull 3'oung
The above named superior animal, of two year.s old thissum-

_,,_,, „„.,,,. , !
mer, 3-4ihs of the " Improved D urham Short Horns." of l-4th

The Duke of St. Alban s intends to commence i il,e '• Gore breed," and obtained Umfist premium aiBrigbton.

the shooting season in good earnest. His Grace, I 's offered fur sale at the low price of one h:mdre<l dollars,—or
... -Ji 1 jrr* -* c 1 ;

would be let for two or three years, to a respeetal)ie man, on
it IS said, has ordered fifty cannisters of powder,

reasonable terms. Apply lo JOU^J PRINCE.
si.xteen bags of shot, with two double-barreled Bmburii, Oct. •2!5,'tS2T.

loinaa of the same character.

Healthy Society.—At a late term of the Su-

preme Court in the populous county of Worcester,

Mass. there was but one bill of indictment found,

and no conviction for a criminal offence. How
much have free schools contributed to produce this

admirable moral condition a.nong that people!

A hint to housewives.—A lady, who was fond of

having her house well arranged, discovered, to the

amazement of her acquaintance, the art of making

all her servants keep every thing in its place.

Even in the kitchen, from the most minute article

to the most unwieldy, every thing was invariably

to be found in its allotted station: the servants

were thought miracles of obedience ;
but, in fact,

they obeyed because it was the easiest thing they

could possibly do. Order was more convenient for

ihem than discord ; and with their utmost ingenui-

ty to save themselves trouble, they could not in.

vent places for every thing more nppropriate than

those which had been assigned by their mistress'

legislative economy.

Those who are always endeavoring to be witty,

whose every sentence, even in common conversa-
tion, is evidently a trap to catch applause, are fool-

ish and disagreeable comp.^nions. True wit is al-

ways produced without apparent effort.

Mr PRINCE can also ,cll two or three fine 2 years old heif-

rs in milk—of the half blood of the Durham Shtrl Horns," and
om first rate native cows.

Friit Trees.

^ WM. PRINCE, the proprleior of ihs ijnna'onB«-^ t>mir Garden and Niirscrin at Flushing, L. I. has
the pleasure of iuformiugthe public, that his nurse-
ry now contains 172 varieties of the Apple. 202 of

Peais, 7t) of Cherries. 13'U>f Plums, S.'jof Apricots, 84 of Peach-
es. 20 of Nectarines, 10 of A Inionds, 14 of Mulberries, 6 rfQuin-
ces, IG of Figs, IC (111 orrHiii.^, i.'i n' Raspberries, 47 of Goose-
berries, 20 of Slrawb.> .

''
:e,--. aw of Ornamental

Tree":. Above SOOol i!,. .:,... ofFruits are not to be
fuiuici in any other collect!. (, .i .', ;i,. i^ja.

The dilTerent varituics caiiiiut be oilierwise than genurne, as
the greatest atlention is paid, and nearly all the kinds are inocu-
lated from bearing trees. Tiie Cherry', Peach, and other trees

a most remarkable cure of consumption, from the >
are generally of large size. Catalogues ifi.iy be oblaiuedal the

use of the tea of liverwort, taken cold as common ,

^'^'^' '",''?'?,'?'' Farmer oSce,gvaiis, and orders left there,orsent

drink.

The National Intelligencer gives an account of
jj,|g3

by mail, will meet attention.

Early Top or Tree Onions.

Bunker Hill Monument.—The progress in the

erection of this great public work is certainly very

An eminent physician in this country says— These produce onions a; the bottom and a bunch ofsnraltone.'!
,, ,1 , r. , , , ,

. . , „ on the top of the seed stalk. The s
"that from personal knowledge nineteen out o/ piam yery enrly in the s'lring, and
twenty cases of consumption in females originate

)
food en.'p under proper cultivation

in tight lacing.'''

lail onions are proper lo
rldom fail to produce a
They should he planted

Pho I there has been enough I

" ""o*" '«" '^
''^'r'^'i *f'

"*""''''' ^nd set two or three inches

„., ... , • . ,r c J-
• J

apart, and om: inch deep, taking care to place the bottom,
said upon this suoject. None of our Jair readers [downwards. They soon spring itp, and from their size and vig-

; growth, are not subject to be destroyed by insects.

Id they put forth seed stalks, as many of 'the larger one.s

believe it. You might as well attempt to put the

tail ef a live eel into curlintr paper, as to make
them credit it.— Bellows Falls pa.

A pedlar in New-Jersey, who went by the name
of "Cheiip Johnny," has been committed to j:iil in c j "

that State, charged with having entered a store ^ , , _ /f*!- J:*'
,'^'''

., ... ^ J. , 1 c 1 L^ For sale at the office of die New England Fai
through the roof, and taken goods of considerable Market Street. Boston, a large variety of Or,

value, which he was found sellins cheap. h.g LUCERNE, FOWL MEADOW, ORCHARD GRASS,
"^ "'^' "'='^°\SS. RED TOP, RED asd WHITE HONEY-

will, they slionld be broken off ..•on after "they appear, other-
wise the oiiions at the bottom will not b,- .so large. These on-
ions are mild, grow to a large size, and are, generally, raised
wilh less trouble than the coyuroou kind.—Just received for sale
at the Farmer O.liee.

sloWj and, we should think, much more so than is [withers presentlv

There is a tree in Me.\icana, which is so tender

that a man cannot touch any of its branches but it

r^. No. 52 North
Spfds, compris*

jvv Li Lfiii./ii7\j\-v . ijivi. nARD GR/ ' "

HERD'S GRASS.
UCKLE CLOVER &c.—wilh the largest assortaientof Gar..

den and Field Seeds, to be found in New England.
Also. 20 bushels fre.sh Canary .Seed ; genuine English Rape.

Seed J Hemp Seed, &e. for birii;..
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FOR THE M TLAND FAHMEK.

THE INDEPENDENT FARMER.
That man is iiappj' if he be content,

Wiiose days in rural innocence are .spent,

Tile grouiid lie holds, if he his own can call,

lie blames not Providence bpc^iuse "ti.s small; •

l^el gay and toilsome greatness others please,

lie loves of homely littleness the ease.

Can any man in splendid rooms attend,

!Iis precious hours in heartless visits spend,

When in the fresh and beauteous fields he nia\

In pleasing occupations spend the day;
In rural toils, pre-requisiles of ease.

Where health comes dancing upon eveiy breeze.

If there be man whom good men ought to hale,

Depenilance and attendance bn his fate.

Let him be lucre's or ambition's slave

Possessing still, but still the more to crave.

Levant are naturalised both in France and Britain;
I

coffee—O I her coffee!— It would cost her her
some, as the cabbage, cherry and apple, were pro- head, if the verv scent of it reached the Grand
bably naturalised during the subjection of England

| Turk's palace—and yet the lady hasfmished her
to the Romans. The narrow-leaved elm ^^as

i education." A". Y. Enquirer.
brought fiom the Holy Land during the crusades.

1

. —
.Buckwheat and n.o^t species of cor.5 and peas'

£<"•'-<"""'«—We have frequently frowned when
• came also from the East, and along with them se- i

""" <^°"''^"n& question has been put to us by the

,veral plants found among corn only. Tiie country
newspaper-borrowing gentry :_"Will you lend

! from whence the most valuable grasses mi<.rated '

'"^ y"""" ''^'^ P'^P*^'' ' ""'y^^i"^ t° read it." Now

is not known. Bruce says he found the oat wild
'^''^' '" creation do such folks think newspapers

i

in Aby.ssinia, and uheat and millet have been
are printed for except to read—and if they want

i

found in a wild state lu hilly situations in the East "'^"' '""''^ '^""'^ ^^''^ P">' ^°' "''='"' """^ ^^"^ '^'''"-

! Indies. Rve and the p.laloe were not known to
"erate the printer ? A man might with the same

Ithe Roman's. The country ol the former Humboldt P^opfcty. S" to a baker and say, " Sir, won t you

declares to be totally unkn.uvu.
lend mo a loaf of bread-I only want to eat it."

Casting our eyes on man, and the effects of his JXmE.< BLOODGOUD &. Go's,
industry, we see h.m spread on the plains and

^^^^^^^ ^, ^,„^,,. „ Long-Jdand near Mu
I

sides oi mountains, from the troi.cn ocean to the
....ftimm V /•

j
equator, and every where he wis'ies to assemble Jj^ IN behalf of the proprietors of the above nursery,
around him whatever is useful and agreeable of aHHBBB the subscriber solicits the orders of liorticuliuristi

his own or of other co ntiics. The more difficul
DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS.

By the art of man plants may be inured to cir- 'ties to surmount, the more rapidly are developed h^,
rumstances foreign to their usual habits. Though the moral faculities; and thus the civilization of a Br
plants 111 general are limited to certain habitations people is almost always in an inverse ratio with
destinea tor thsm by nature, yet .some are, and the fertility of the soil which they inhabit. Loudon
probably tlie greater number may be, inured to

j

[;limates, soils, nnd situations of which they are !

" She has finished her education."—Do you ob-
'ndigenoiis. Tlie means used are acclimating and serve that young lady with a i ompressed shape

—

:u!turp.
i an enormous French hat—a superabundance of

Acclimating seems to be mo.st easily effected in chains, bracelets, crosses, golden hearts, &c. &c.
going from a hot to a cold clunate particularly mincing her steps through Broadway ? ''She has
with herbaceous plants. Because it often hap finished her educalion." Observe Miss Prissy with
pens tliat the frosts of winter are accompanied ' li^r hair fre y^njaiV')^, her slipshod, her calico inorn-
with snow, which shelters the plant from the in- \

i"g gown unhooked, her eyes half closed, and her
clemency of tlie atmosphere till the return of niouth in the sulks, slide to the breakfast table at

spring. Trees and shrubs, on the contrary, are iJ o'clock. "She hasfinished her education." Only
acclimated with more difRculty, because they can- j

mark the fine, bold, independent air winch Miss
not be so easily .-^helteied from the colds, on ingto ' Dasliaway puts on as she sails through the draw-
the greater leni.ith of their stems and branches.

j

ing rooms—a nod to one—a smile to another

—

The acclimating or naturalization of vegetables is Harry, how de do, when do you marry? Bless us,

to be attempted by two modes: by sowing the i
a I'Jailr'lle. Bennet, play "Go to the Devil, and

seeds of successive generations, and by the differ- 1
shake yourself." "Engaged, sir, for the next si.\

encc of temperature produced ty different aspects,
i

cotillions." ''She has likewise finished her educa-
The f.irmer is well exemplified in the case of the 'i'""-" Observe that young lady at tlie Piano,
rice plant wiiich is grown in (iermany, from seeds thrumming tlie march in the Freyshutz, and scjual-

Taised there, while if seeds from its native coun- i

''"g out of all tune and harmony, xinn voche, or
try, India, are iioed, they will not vegetate. "Love was once a little boy."

—

"She also hasfinish-
<'Some plants," Humboldt obsprves, "which con- \

frf '"'' educalion."

stitute tlie oliject of gardening nnd of n^rriculture,
i

The fact is, that young ladies at the present day
have time out of mind accompanied m«n from one finish their education before they have actually

end of the globe to the other. In Europe, the vine commenced. They mistake the mere elementary
followed the Greeks; the uheat, the PiOmans ; and 1

and introductory part of their education for the
the cotton, the Arabs.

I
commencement, when, in fact, the commencement

The fieneral effect of culture on plants is that "lay l^e dated from that period when mind and fa- 1

v^/in

who may be desirous of stocking their gardens and
fields with fruit trees of the finest sorts and mosi

diid vigorous stocks the present autumn.
DGOOD 6i Co. attend persojiaily to the irwcnlating and

f^rafting ofall theirfruit trees, and purchasers may rely with
confidence that the trees they order will prove genuine.
The subscriber, agent of the above nursery, will receive or-

ders for any quantity of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND
PLANTS.

And trie trees will be delivered in this city at the risk and c\-
pense of llie Purchaser ; ihe bills may be paid to him.
The reputation of this nursery is so extensively known and

has been so well sustained tha'i I take leave to refer those in

want of trees to any of Ihe Horticulturists in this city and its vi-

cinity, and if ocular demonstration is desired, I invite those who
wish to be thus satisfied to examine the trees in my garden at

Dorchester, procured from tiiis nursery for three or tour years
past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy and
vigorous stale.

Catalogues will be delivered gratis on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr.

Kog.-^rs' Building—Congress-Streel.

IVinler Keepingfor Horses in ihe vicinity ofBoston.
Where tlie most iaillifiil care may be relied on, may be had

on application to Major Samuel .Taques, C'liarlestown, or at the

N. E. Farmer Office. An early application is desirable.

Grass Seeds, Sfc.

For sale at the ofBce of Ihe New England Farmer, No, 5'2 North
Market Street. lioslon, a large varieiv of Grass Seed's, compris-
ing LUCERNE, FOWL MEADOW, ORCHARD GRASS,
HERD'S GRASS, RED TOP, RED and WHITE HONEY-
SUCKLE CLOVER &c.—with the largest assortment of Gar^
den avd Field Seeds, to be found in New England,

Also, 20 bushels fresh Canary Seedj genuine EnglishKape
Seed ; Hemp Seed, &c. for birds.

Vine Dresser's Guide.
A few copies of the American Vine Dressers' Guide, by Al

phonze Loubat. just published; for sale at the Farmer olfice.

price 50 cents.

rtf enlarging al' their parts ; but it oft.on also alters
tlie qualities, forms, and colors : it never, hovvover,
alters their primitive structure. "The potatoe," as
Humboldt observes, "cultivated in Chili, at nearly
twelve thousand feet above the level of the sea,
carries the same flower as in Siberia."

The influence of culture on fruits is not less re-
markable. The peach, in its wild state in Media,
is poisonous.hut cultivated it. tlie plains of Ispahan
and Egypt, it becomes one of the most delicious
of fruits. The effect of culture on the apple, pear,
cherry, plum, and other fruits, is nearly as remark-
able; for not only the fruit and leaves", but the ge-
neral habits of the tree, are altpred in these and
other species.

The vine and the fig ,iro not indigenous to
Prance, but are now naturalised there "by birds.
In like manner tlie orange is naturalised in the
south of Italy. Many herbaceous plants of Ihe

In l^ress, by t,. Lillell, Philad( Iphia, and will speedi-

ly be published and for sale in Boston, by R. P. Si C.

,
Williams, No. 79 Washiugton-stree 1:

culty develope tliemselves and embrace in a com- i The Apocalypse of St John, or Prophecy of the

prehensive manner, all the details and items of Rise, Progress, and Kali of the Church of Rome; the

early instruction, giving to each, force, stability

and finish.

It is before the flower puts forth its genial buds,

that It is taken from the parent stalk, and though

a<lmired and caressed for a time, it soon withers.

'i'he Liverpool Albion, in noticing this subject,

remarks

—

"There is a lady, of whom I h'lve some knowl-

edge, thai 'fiytiihed her education," by leaving pe-

culiarly good advantages at an early age. She is

now a wife and the mother of six children. She

plays well upon the piano—sings sweetly—dances

elegantly— is very polite, &c.— hut her husband

must, and actually does, put all the children to bed,

and takes care of them through the night; and as

to her table, the bread is e.xecrable, to one who
has visited his grandmother's pantry—and iier

Inquisition ; the Revolution of France ; the Universal

War , and the final triumph of Christianity. Bt the

Rev. George Croly. A. AL H. K. .^. L. '__ _
Bolting Cloths and

Constantly for by B. F. WHITE, No. 11 Kilby

street, Boston.

FAnMER is published every Friday, at .$:>.00

lum. or 52,50 if paid in adrancc.
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REPORTS
OF THE

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,

REPORT III.

The Commitlec on the Ploughing Match with one

yoke of Oxen, consisting of M. IIebsey Derky,

.fosiAii TiTcoMn, Esqrs. and Deacon Elijah

CoBEV

—

Report

There were sixteen entries tor ploughing', ten

unly of which conltl be accommodated with Lots,

ivbich were laitV out tiiirly rods each.

Most of the ploughs were of the improved kind

with cast iron mould boards.

The ploughing was to be iive inches deep, and

the furrows not more than ten inclies in width.

Fifty minutes were allowed for the performance

of the work.

The shortest time taken was thirty-eight min-

utes, and the longest fifty-seven. '

The Competitors were requested not to hurry 1

;beir cattle, as the goodness of the work, together

with the good management of the Ploughmen, nnd

the general appearance and tractability of the

Oxen were to be the principal criterions in award-

ing the Premiums.

The Committee state with pleasure that most of

the ploughing was of the first order. That done

by A. A. Wheeler of Concord, would have entitled

!iim to one of the first premiums, had the work

been completed within the time allowed.

They aivard as follows:

(st preuii'^m to .loseph Barrett, of Concord $15
Same as ploughman 8

Same as driver 4

$27

-'j do. to George PJ. Barrett of Concord $10
Same as ploughman 5

The driver 3

:ld do. to Samuel Hoar, of Lincoln

Same as ploughman
The driver

E. IIERSEY DERBY, Chairman.

REPORT IV.

The Committee on Agricultural Inventions, IfC. re-

port as follows, viz.

Messrs. .Tackson and Wright presented for pre-

mium, in behalf of Mr. Charles Reed, of East

Bridgewater, the inventor, a machine for hammer-

ing stone ; to be worked either by hand, horse,

or water power ; a certificate was produced, stat-

ing, that with four picks or hammers applied to

ihe machine, it hammered and finished hand-

somely in two hours and a half, a stone measur-

ing on t!ie surface five feet two inclies in length,

and one foot in width ; the depth of stone picked

before the finish, averaged three quarters of a;i

inch ; the finish was made by applying to the ma-

chine two finishers or smoothing pickers—a stone

was also produced and shown the com.mittce,

which was hammered and finished by the ma-

1

chine, and the work well executed. Tiio com-
mittee thought great credit was due to Mr. Reed
for his invention, but think the usefulness of this

machine in its present form, has not been suffi-

ciently proved by experiment, and do not recom-

mend a premium.

Mr .T. R. Newell, of the Agricultural Establish-

ment in Boston, presented for premium, in behalf

of Mr. Russell Burke, an improved Side -hill-

plough. The committee took some pains to ,. st

the improvement in this plough, and had a num-
ber of furrows turned with it ; they could not but

noiice the ease and despatch with which the

mould hoard was shifted at the end of the fur-

row, and was of opinion it would answer for many
kinds of level grounds ; with its present mould

board it is calculated to turn up and 'eave the

soil very light, and with a little variation in the

mould board, it might answer equally well for

swiird land; it is simple in construction, and not

easily put out of order. The committee consider-

ed it sueh an improvement on the southern side

hill-plough, (one of which is now in the hall of

'.he society) that they recommend a premium of

twelve dollars to be paid to Mr. Newell for Mr.

Russell Burke.

Mr. J. R. Newell olso presented for premium,

Mr. HoAard's self-governing plough, which is re-

gulated by a wheel at the end of a bar attached

to the beam of the plough, and projecting hori

zjntally, and may b« easily fitted to the beam of

any plough. A single furrow is first struck out

in which the wheel ie to run, the vvidtli of the

furrow is given by adjusting the wheel on the

bar. The committee saw a number of furrows

turned, and the plough went the length of the

furrows without being touched by the ploughman

or driver; it appeared to answer the description

given by Mr. Howard, who produced a certificate

signed by twelve persons in Hingham, in which

they state that the plough has been used in their

presence, and answers the purpose of conducting

and regulating itself in such manner as set forth

by Mr. Howard, aud renders a ploughman unne-

cessary, except to adjust the wheel, enter the

plough in the ground, and turn it when at the

end of the furrow, the same person can do all that

is required of a driver. The committee were of

opinion it would not answer for stony land, or

where the surface is very irregular ; they hovv-

5ver consider Mr Howsrd entitled to a premium

for the inventions, and recommend the sura of

twelve dollars to be paid him.

Mr. John Mears of Dorchester, presented for

premium an improvement made by him, in the

manner of ironing an ox yoke, also a shackle ap-

plicable to the draft chain. Mr. Mears handed

the committee the following specification. "The
improvement of the yoke, other than has been

presented to a former committee of the society,

consists in the band encircling the beam, with the

ring passing through an eye at the under-part of

the band, and firmly secured to it ; instead of the

staple passing through the beam, thereby weak-

ening the part on which the greatest strain is

brought, the staple operating as a pry or lever to

split the yoke, whereas the band being secured

with screws on the top of the yoke has a tendency
to prevent splitting in any direction ; it may also

be adjusted to tlie strc ngih or other circuinstance.-^

of either ox, by turning tlie nuts and slipping the

band towards eitlier end of the yoke." Of the

Shackle, Mr. Mears said it was for chain draft, to

connect the oxen t > the plough or other instru-

ment, at such dista.ice as is thought most proper :

by passing the pit: through any link of the chain.

It preserves the Links of the chain from injury by
doubling thro;' ,h the ring of the yoke, it drops

the chain fro ,i the yoke, and thereby gives a cor-

rect li'i!' of draft from the plough to all the lead

ing caiile, instead of hooking to the staple as is

the common practice ; it prevents the yoke from
being twitched forward by every irregularity of

movement in the leading cattle ; it facilitates their

travelling and makes it more easy for the plough-

man in directing the plough. The committee

thought it would be an improvement if the small

round bolt that passes through the ends of the

sliackle, was made of an oval form, it could then

pass through the links of the smallest chains used

for draft, and thestrength not be diminished,—for

the improvement in the manner of ironing the

yoke, and for the shackle, they recommend a pre-

mium to Mr. Mears, of ten dollars.

Mr. Mears also presented for premium, a Scythe

case, for the safe transportation of scythes to aad

from the salt marsh or fresh meadows lying dis

tant from home ; it was a box in which six or

eight scythes '"ith the rifles, could be easily and
readily packed, and in such manner as to rendei

thern secure from doing or suffering harui ; it wap
simple and convenient for the purpose mentioned

by Mr. Mears, but the committee do not recom-

mend a premium.

A newly invented Lamp-taper and vvick,aPrun-

ingsaw set in a small frame with a socket in

which a pole was secured, the top of the frame

was made sharp for the purpose of cutting the

twigs or suckers by an upward or downward mo
tion—and an improvement in securing the Crane
neck hoe plutos to the shanks were severally offer

ed for premium. Some ingenuity, and skill in the

workmanship was evident, but the committee did

not think them entitled to a premium.

Mr. J. R. Newell presented for exhibition u

number of articles that attracted attention, and

gave evidence of great improvement in many of

the agricultural implements. The committee felt

great satisfaction in examining his new invented

corn-sheller. Howard's double mould board plough

which was much improved by the addition of a
coulter, and an alteration in the shape of the share-

to which the coulter was secured, his self-sharp

ening plough, a hand garden plough, Darby's pat-

ent boxes for carriage wheels, Gault's and Cros

by's patent churns, and Bailey's improved hanfl

corn mill. And they hope Mr. Newell will be

fully remunerated for any trouble or expense in-

curred, by an increased application at his Agri-

cultural Store, not only for such articles as were

exhibited by him, but for any other useful agrioul

tural or horticultural implements.

Oct. 17, 1827. GORHAM PARSONS,
DANIEL TREADWEHo
DAVID MOODY.
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REPORT V.
The Committee on Manti/uclnres aiead to

.Slater & Howard of Dudley, for the btst Broad

Cloths, (blue and black) the first prenium S20
To the same for their Drab Cloth, 2d jroni. 15

.Slater &. Howard, for the best Ca.s^'iinoe,

first promium,

Bemis vVatertown Factory, for the best sat-

iiiett, the first premium,
Sylvanus I'ollirook, of NorthbriJi-e, for the

second best, tiie 2d premium.

Richard Jaques, of Newbury, f^r the best

household woollen cloth, the rmt premium,

Jedediah Wood, of AJi^rlbcro'. for the second

best do. the socond preinii ji,

Mrs. Stephen Fale^. of New h raintree, for the

best blankets, the first pr -mium,

Lucy Bancroft, of Peipere!, for the next best,

the second premium,

Frances Foster, of N«w Braintree, for the

best flannel, the first premium,
George M. Barrett, of Concord, for the ne.xt

best, the second premium,
Mrs. John Hunter, for linen sheeting, the se-

cond premium,

B. C. Perkins, of Becket, for linen diaper, the

second premium,

Richard Jaques, of Newbury, for the best car-

peting, (household) the first premium,
Lydia Foster, of Nsw Braintree, for the ne.xt

best, (household,)

GRATUITIES.

Harriet Gilbert, of Norton, for a hearth rug,

Emerline Patterson, of Boston, for a lace cap,

Maria L. Prouty, of Boston, for do.

Abigail E. Clough, of Boston, for a lace veil,

Mary Hyler, of Boston, for do.

Augusta Delano, of Kingston, for a cotton
counterpane,

Rebecca W. Brooks, of Lincoln, for fine wor-
sted hose.

To the Medway Manufacturing Company for

hearth rugs,

Hannah H. Wheeler, of Grafton, for do.

Mary Fisher, of Westboro', for straw bonnets,

Louisa Brigham, of Marlboro', for specimens
of painting on velvet,

Sarah Tappan, of Ro.xhury, for woollen hose.

Miss Heath, of Ro.xhury, for a muslin mantle
and lace veil,

Pamela H. Allen, of Bridgewater, for lace

work,

Harriet Allen, of do. for lace trimmings,
Emeline Allen, of do. for a black Ince veil.

Miss Childs, of Ro.xhury, for do.

To a young lady, of Snlem, for a bead belt.

To a child, twelve years of age, for a van-
dyke, of silk weed,

Fanny Penniman, of Boston, for a hearth rug,

Elizabeth Sherman, of East Sudbury, for a

specimen of artificial flowers, 2

Among the numerous articles of manufacture
offered for exhibition only, the committee lioticed

specimens of beautiful lace from the Ipswii-li Fac-
tory. The factory prices were affixed to them,
which were lower than the prices of imported
lace of the same qtinlity. There were i-.vo pieces
of cotton duck, from the Bemis Wati^rtown Fac-
tory, of very substantial fabric. This kind of
duck has been for some time in use, an;! is highly
approved. The carpeting from the Med'.vay Fac-
tory, an imitation of the Kidcrminstor, was of an

15

excellent quality ; the patteins were well chosen,

and the colors bright and in good taste. This

branch of manufacture has obtained a firm footing

and is rapidly extending itself in this country

—

Among the various specimens of household indus-

try, the patch work carpet, by Miss Bates, of

Weymouth ; and a bed quilt of the same fabric,

by another lady, were much commended, as works

of patient industry.

The articles of fancy work were numerous

—

such as specimens of lace work, ornamenlal paint-

ing on velvet and fabrics of the Tur'^ey Down &c.

The Committee having selected those amciig tliom

which they considered the best, to receive the

amount usually awarded in gratuities, are happy

to bear testimony to the ingenuity, skill and taste

discovered in many of them, which they did not

feel authorised to compliment by on award of mo-

ney.

MrMunroe of Concord, whose writing and draw-

ing pencils have been noticed in former years, for

their good appearance and cheapness, off'ered a

large assortment the present year, and aiin , ii.t'm

a specimen of the self pointing pencil^i. I'lieCom-

niittee had no opportunity to make such a trial of

them as to test their quality.

R. SULLIVAN,
SAMUEL
EDW. TUC
.TOIIN LEMIST.

IVAN,
APPLET ON,

I ,,

JCRKRMAN, [

'^""""'"^

REPORT VI.
The Committee on Merino Sheep, and Saine, con

sisting of JOH fi Heard, Jr. S.^mcf.i. Jaquks, Jr

Esq. of Charlestoton, and Mr. Wsi. Sto.m;, af

South Boston, Rejiort,

That the Merino sheep oficted for premium this

year, were fewer in number, and more inferior m
t
quality, than those in former years; and which

1 they attriliiito in a great degree to the encourage-

ment that has been given for the increase. TliC

,
flocks having become too numerous to be suppoit-

cd on the valuable land near the metropolis, have

been driven into the interior, and so remote thit

gentlemen cannot or do not exhibit them at tie

!
Brighton shoiA, That they have increased in

number, and in fineness of fleece almost withoit

i a parallel, since their first introduction into this

country, is certainly true ; many of our hills bear

evident marks of the fact, and if the premiums
I alone are an inadequate inducement,—patriotism,

I

public spirit, and a desire to promote the best in

I

terest of their country, should prompt gentlemet

I

to contribute tlieir share of the gratification o'

j

the visitors of the cattle show ; and induce others

to imitate their laudnble example.
[•1 deciding the premiums for Merino sheep, the

icomuiittee were governed principally by the fine-

: .U6S of the fleece ; but they did not totally disre-

p;ird the form and appearance of the animal.

—

They had more difliculty in determining, whether
they should award any premium, than to whom to

award it ; and after some consultation and con

sideration, they h.ive awarded to

Joseph Barrett, the second premium for a Meri-
no ram, $10 00
There was no ram of so superior a quality as to

bo entitled to the first premium.
The Merino ewes, presented for premium, were

examined with great care and attention, by the

committee, in hopes that they might find a requi-

site number of sufficient fineness of fleece to

award one of the premiums ; but having a regard

to their duty and responsibility, and the regula-

tions of the society, they could not dijcover any
that were entitled to either of the premiums, for

they believed, that as good, and better Merino
ewes were not ur.L-ommon.

They have nv-Mrded to Oliver Tilton, for the

best sow, the first premium of .*!12 00

To George Everett, for the next best, the se-

cond premium, S8 00

To Jacob Melvin, for t!ie next best, the third

premium, $5 00
To Silas Dudley, for the hest boarj the first

premium, $12 00

To Joseph Dudley, for the next best, the se-

cond premium, $8 Oft

The third premium was not awarded.

To Oliver Tilton, for the best pigs, not less

than two in number, nor less than four nor more
than eight months old, the first premium, $10 00
There were none offered, that the committee

considered entitled to the second premium.
The committee regret that they have not been

able to make a more satisfactory report, upon the

most ; uportant and useful stock of the farmer ;

—

and hope that the "untiring zeal" of their fellow

countryman, Gen. Coffin, to promote the best in-

terests of liis native land, and which has beeu so

justly and deservedly noticed by tl.o President of

this society, may stimulate our brethren in the

country, to more active exertions to improve their

stock, and excite in them a spirit of emulation to

excel at their annual exhibition.

The chairman of this report cannot close it,

without first statiag, that in deciding upon the

premiums that were to be awarded, he requested

the gentlemen, who were associated with him,

.nnd who are so generally and justly distinguished

for their knowledge, experience, and sound judo-,

ment, in the estimation of stock, to examine auc!

decide the premiums by themselves, if they could
agree, believing, that their decision must in that
event give universal satisfaction, and that the
gentlemen perfectly coincided in opinion, and
were united in the premiums that are above
stated. JOHN HEARD, Jr.

Oet. 17, 1627. Chairman.

REPORT VII.
The Committee on working oxen, having attended

to the ditties of their appointment, report,

That seventeen yokes of oxen were entered for

premiums, and of these, fourteen have been sub-

jected to the examination of your Committee.
Their strength and docility have been severely
testsd—The attention which seems to have been
paid by all tlie comj etitors. to the selection, match-
ing and training their oxen, bears honorable test-

imony to the interest which is taken in this impor-

tant branch of our annual exhibition. After duly

considering the claims of the respective owners, as
it regards strength, docility, form and equality of
match, your Committee have unanimously agreed
to award the Society's premiums as follows

—

To Luther Whiting of Sutton, for his 4 years old

oxen, the first premium of $25
To Charles Clark of Framinghnm, for his yoke of
5 years old oxen the second premium of 20

To Col. John Bigleow, of Sherburn, for his yoke of

4 years old oxen, the second premium of 15
To Hiram White of Sutton, for his yoke of4 years

old oxen the fourth premium of 12
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To Silas Diidloy ofSntlon, for his yoljc of oycara

old oxen the fil'th preniiiini of 8

All which is rospeotfnlly submitted.

By Older of tlie Committee,

E. PHINNEY, Chairman,

tirighlon, Oct. 17. 1^97.

rUEMIUM FOR FOREST TREES.
The Trustees of the Mnssnchnsetts Society for

l)romotinir Agriculture liMVe offered a premium for

raising white oak trees expressed in (lie following

terms : for the best plantation of White Oak Trees,

not less than one thousand trer.<i per acre, to he

ifu.verf from the acorn, and which trees shall be in

the most Uiriving stale on the 1st of September,

1827."

I apprehend, that the pnrport of this premium

has been misunderstood. Two npplications (it is

said) have been made for it this year—one from

Salem for trees, which have only had the growth

of the present year, and another from Princeton

for 3500 trees on one acre and twenty-two rods,

which are certified to be from two inches to 5 inch-

es in height.

Surely no person could reasonably conceive, that

seedlings of this size were "Trees" in the common
acceptation nf the term—They are technically cal-

led seedlings—In using the term "plantations of

trees," the Trustpes intended trees planted out

from a nursery of the size, at which trees are usu-

ally planted—say from six to ei?ht feet high—or

if sown on the ground, in which they were to stand,

that they should have attained that height. It

would be a great waste of the money given by the

State for this purpose, if the Trustees should i

award a premium of 1(10 dollars equal to the aver-

age value, through the State, of four acres of land,

for one year's growth of oik seedlings, which it

would be for the interest of the raiser to plough

in and make another applicotion the succeeding

year. This hint may explain to future applicants

the nature of the Premium, and show them that

they can have no hope of success, until their plan

tations shall have arrived tt a si-.e to entitle them

to the appellation of trees, and to secure to the

State their future growth as such.

It will be recollected, that when this premium

was first offered in 1820, (Are? years were allowed

for claiuiiug the preuiiiira, indicating the opinion

ef the trustees, that no judgment could be formed

in a less period. ^ FARMER.

On the importance of Liquid Manure in Horticul-

ture, and the peculiar advantages of Soot as an

Ingredient for that purpose.

By Mr John Robertson, F. H. S. Nurseryman,

Kilkenny.

Amongst the many advantages which horticul-

ture has derived from Mr Knight's enlightened

application of science to its practice, we may reck-

on as not the least important, his earnest and re-

psated recommendation of liquid manures. In gen-

eral liquid manures have not had that importance

attached to them by gardeners which they merit.

They may at all times be resorted to with advan-

taj,'e; but in a number of instances, and particu-

larly where immediate effect is required, no other

manure can be so well applied. To enumerate

their uses and pre[i;iration, however, would demand
more cuusideratioii tiiau I ain,able to bestow;—my
present object being solely to point out a material

for the purpose, which I have long availed myself
of with success, though it seems to be ovcilooked
by most gardeners—it is soot.

Sir II. Davy characterizes soot as "a powerful
manure, possessing ammoniacal salt, empyreuma-
lic oil, and charcoal which is capable of hein? ren-

dered soluble by the action of oxygen, ur pure vi-

tal air ;" all which compenent parts rank high as

nutricions or stimulous manures. On meadows I

have used soot with groat advantage in substance,

nnd though sown by the liand, one dressing gave
me always heavy crops of hay for two successive

seasons; hut this is a wasteful mode of applying

it. a great proportion of its ammonia, one of its

most active ingredients, beinj volatilized and dis-

sipated in the atmosphere. When dissolved in wa-
ter, there is no waste : it is all available, and for

horticultural purposes I have mostly used it in that

state, mixing it up in the proportion of about six

quarts of soot to a hogshead of water. Asparagus,
peas, and a variety of other vegetables, I have ma-
nured it with as much effect as if I had used solid

dung ; but to plants in pots, particularly pines, I

have found it admirably well adapted ; when wa-
tered with it, they assume a deep healthy green,

and grow strong and luxuriant I generally use

it and clean water alternately, and always over-

head in summer, hut except for the purpose of

cleansing, it might be used constantly with ad-

vantage; and though I cannot speak from my own
experience, never having had either scale or bug
on my pines, yet I think it highly pr»hahle, as the

ammonia it contains is known to be destructive to

these insects in a state of gas or vapour, that in

a liquid state, if it does not totally destroy them,
yet that it will in a great degree check their pro-

gress.

Other materials for liquid manures are often dif-

ficult to procure, and tedious in their preparation;

but soot, sufficient for the gardener's purposes, is

almost every where at hand, and in a few mi-

nutes prepared.

Were gardeners more generallly aware that no

manures can be taken up in a state of solidity by
plants as food, and that they can only be absorbed

by them in a gaseous or liquid state, to which all

the solid manures applied must be previously re-

duced, before any benefit can be derived from them,

they would in many cases facilitate the process by

using them in a liquid state. In houses where the

rain has not access, it appears to me superior to

any other mode of administering manure to trees.

Kilkenny, Aug. 4, 1826. [Lou. Mag.

We insert the following statement. It would

be dilBcult to contradict it perhaps in any part.

—

We submit it as an ingenious conjecture, and shall

be happy to correct any supposed errors that may
be suggested in it. It met our eye in some pub-

lication from which we extracted it.

An etymologist has lately published the follow-

ing analysis of the English language. "Its voca-

bulary," he says, "is composed of t5,G91 words of

Latin origin—4,361 of French—2,068 of Saxon

—

1,283 of Greek—660 of Dutch—229 of Italian—

117 of German—83 of Spanish— 11 of Gaelic

—

81 of Danish—and 18 of Arabic ; besides many
other ot ancient Teutonic, Hebrew, Swedish, Por-

tuguese, Flemish, Russian, Egyptian, Persian,

Cambrian, and Chinese.

Gardiner Lyceum We are gratified to learn,

that Mr. John H. Lothrop, has been appointed

Principal of the Gardiner Lyceum, and will short-
ly enter upon the duties of his office. Mr. Loth-
rop has been for several years tutor at Yule Col-
lege, a situnliun which he filled with ability and
with siitisfarlion both to the trustees of the insti-

lotion and to the scholars that were under his

charge. We are happy to sny that the Lyceum
was never in bettor order. The scholars are re-

markably correct in their deportment, and atten-

tive to their studies Gardiner Intel.

PEAKS.
Albai.j Nursery, Oct. 13lh, 1827.

Mr. Skinnkr,—The imf 'ovement of this 'X-

jcellent tabic fruit has for many years been psose-

ciited with 7eal, in Flanders. Genl'^men of for-

tun<', :imateur8, and nurserymen, have vied with

each other in producing superior varieties ; and
every year brings us acquainted with the names
of new kinds possessing uncommon merit. The
Flemish gardeners are now enabled to furnish a

succession of pears for the table, during the whole
year, surpassing in excellence most of the old

varieties.

Dr. Van Mons, professor of agriculture in the

University of Louvain, has taken the lead in this

branch of horticultural improvement. Some idea

of the extent of his labors may be formed, from

his manner of improvement, and the extent to

which it h'ls been carried. His method, is, to se-

lect seedlings of promising appearance, bearing

analogy in wood, foliage, &c. to some good known
variety, and when they fruit, to select seeds of

the best, phnt them, cull the best plants, and

when these bear fruit, to select the best for plant-

ing again ; and so continue to the fifth and sixth

generation, culling the best plants and best seeds

for propagation. In this way he has produced an

infinite number of fine varieties. It is stated, that

in these opprations, which have been continued

nearlv forty years, he has raised eighty thousand

seedling pears. When we consider that the same
have been employed by him to procure new and

valuable varieties of the apple, peach, apricot, and

other fruits, we cannot but admire the industry

and patience which have distinguished his labors,

nor avoid the expression of our gratitude for the

benefits which he has conferred on society.

Dr. Van Mons' labors have had the further ben-

eficial effect of stimulating others to imitate his

example ; and we find among the propagators ol

choice new varieties, the names of the Duke d'

Aremher?, of Brussels ; Count Caloma, Chevalier

Neilis. and M. Stoffles, of Malines, &c. The hor

ticultural periodical publications of Great Britain

and France, canvass the relative merits of these

new pears, and furnish lists of the choicest varie-

ties, drawn up by amateurs and experienced nur-

serymen. T find them all, with partial exceptions,

enumerated in the collection in the London horti-

cultural garden, from which I have received and

propagated about thirty kinds, and taken measures

to obtain the other most esteemed varieties in the

spring. J. BUEL.

**The experiments of Professor Von Mons at^brd a hint of in

aluable importance to the garfiener and farmer; that if seed i^

selected only from the best plants, a progressive improvement
may be depended on. This truth was amply demonstrated by
the late Mr Cooper, of New-Jersey . It furnishes another sinking
analofry between tlie veeetable and animal kingdoms. Bake-
well and other dlslin^ished breeders, surceedea in Iheir great
improvement of live stock, by breeding only from the best indi-
viduals. Loudon pays you a great compliment in calling youi-
Farmer the best agricultural paper published in any country
and I believe a just one ; but lou^ht not to say this^ as you have
been in Albany twice without calling on me.--Am. Farm.
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COMMUNICATIONS. were put to eac':; tree, at the distance of 4 feet,

and clioppod in i-.ilh a hoe.

For the ! it two years I have applied appleQUESTIONS
Proposed to Ike claimants of the preuiums offered\ pomace to the iiost unthrifty, which has improved
6^ the Massachusetts Soeiety for Promoting Ag- their thrift e.. tremely— I have never put any ma-
riculture,for the best orchards. nure within four feet of the trees.

1. How many apple trees have you planted out 7. I pay >io regard to keeping the centre open
on your farm since )81G—and at what peiiods.'i more than :-ny other part of the tree, being care-

Specify particularly.
I
fill thMt IV one limb crowds another, wishing al-

'i. Of what sorts of fruit is your plantation com- 1 ways to balance the top as equally as possible; I

posed.' Be as precise as you can. take u3" small limbs at any season, but large ones
3. Was your plantation made on old cultivated i shou! ' ahoui/s be taken off' late in the spring.

lields, or on land never before broken up?
I

8. Three years ago 1 scraped the bark where
4. In what manner were your trees planted— if vas rough, and put on a wash, made of lime,

deeper shallow? did you put stones beneath or
|

potash, clay and water, made as thick as white

wash.

9. My trees have suffered but very little from

above them ?

5. How have you managed your orchard, since
it was planted? Has it been kept in tillage, or ifi insects, except the Borer, and these have not been
laid down to grass have you dug round your trees, numerous, for I watched them closely. In no case
and at what season? have I found one where I applied pomace ; where

6. Have you applied tan, or manure of any sort

to them, and how often ?

7. What has been your mode of pruning? Have

I find a Borer has commenced operations, I take

my knife and cut them out.

10. I have seldom discovered any canker or
you kept the centre of your trees open? At what; mildew, when I do, I rub it off. If I injure the
season of the year have you pruned, and which
from experience have you found best, fall, spring
or summer pruning ?

8. What applications have you made to the
bark of your trees? Have you applied any wash-
is and of what sort?

9. Have you suffered from insects on your trees
and what remedies have you applied ? Has the
borer visited them, and what have you done to re-
iieve the trees, or to extirpate the insects ?

bark when at work among the trees, I take off

the bark thus injured, and rub the place thorough-

ly with dirt ; this I do likewise when I take off a

limb, which prevents the weeping, equal to com-
position. I take the whole care of the trees my-
self, and when ploughing among them I generally

plough next to the trees myself.

II. My trees are set in rows north and south

—

east and west, and exactly twenty-eight feet

asunder, both ways ; this makes it convenient in

10. Have your trees been subject to canker, and
|

planting, as every tree will occupy the place of a
have you found this to proceed from wounds eith-
sr by pruning or accident, and have you applied
any thing, and what to check the canker?

11. At what distance were your trees set one
tVom the other in every direction.

JOHN LOWELL, Chairman.

REPLIES.
TO THE HON. JOHN LOWELL,

Chairman of Committee, {Massachusells Societij for Promoting
Agriculture.) on Apple Trees.

hill of corn or potatoes.

Respectfully submitted,

N. HARDY.
[Mr. Hardy is a lessee of the College Farin.j

it is finer eating, having no disagreeable taste,

but very pleasant; indeed it is so raised in public

opinion of late, in London, that it is recommend-
ed to plant the seeds, in pots in a hot bed, and turn

out the plants in the open ground, in order to pro-

duce it earlier, and seems to bo considered a ,

standard necessary vegetable.

I remain, sir, with respect,

vour obedient serv't,

MICHAEL FLOY.
.Veu> York, Oct. 25, 1827.

NEW ZEALAND SPINAGE.
Mr Fessenden,—I wish to introduce to the 'that seeds have been ordered to a considerable ex

From the Halifax Nova Scotiau.

AGRICULTURE IN BRITISH COLONIES.
The attention which is now directed to the Ag

ricultural improvement of the neighboring Colo-

nies is a proof of an enlightened acquaintance

with the true sources of national wealth. In Ca-

nada, we observe, one of the acts, that have lately

received the sanction of His Majesty, appropriates

the sum of £1600 for the encouragement of the

Agricultural Associations established throughout

the Province. The bill assigns £505 to the Dis-

trict ofQuebec, £910 to that ofMontreal, and £186
to Three Rivers; and confers the power on the

District Societies of granting premiums to any
County Institution in proportion to the number of

the inhabitants. Ploughing matchesand fairs are in-

corporated into their system of rural economy ; and
valuable prizes are offered impartially for the cul-

tivation of green crops, the improvement in the

breeds of cattle, and the introduction of domestic

manufactures. In P. E. Island the same anit.ius

is breath'ng. A central Society has been estab-

lished in Charlotte Town ; and although its influ-

ence has been retarded during the past season,

from a Legislative grant 'i«ing withheld, on ac

count of some difference bt^wcen H. 31. Council

and the Lower branch, yet wc are aware that a

liberal and active feeling exists in its favour, and

notice of your readers an account of the New
Zealand Spinage, Tetragonia expansa, which is

described at large in the Traiisactions of the Loni

don Horticultural Society. I am decidedly of
Sir—The following are correct answers to the ' opinion that it is a very valuable addition to our

aleven questions which you proposed relative to esculent vegetables. I received but 3 seeds which
the management of apple trees, together with such I sowed in a hill in the month of May; it has
observations as opportunity would permit. spread over a piece of ground atleast 6 feet every

1. In the month of April 1820, I planted out vvay, and I could have gathered the leaves in

300 apple trees; they were from Sherburne, and ' plenty during the months of July and August. It

of small size. In 1821 I planted about 200 apple ;

>s well known that the month of August is the
trees from New York, likewise small

2. By Dea. Leland's bill, there are in the first

300 trees, 177 Baldwins,97 Russets, and 26Green-
mgs—By the New York bill, there are 32 differ-

ent kinds of fruit.

[These Ueea were selected hy me, then a fellow
of the College, from Prince's nursery J. L.]

3. The field was a new one, having never been
planted but twice.

4. My trees were planted shallow, merely cov-
ering the roots—the land being rocky, I deemed
it useless to put stones in the holes, (which were
large.) and were filled with common earth loam,
being mixed with small stones, yet in land without
rocks, I should put in abundance of them.

worst month in the year for vegetables. The
common spinage, if sown in the spring and sum-
mer, runs almost immediately to seed, and there-

fore is of but little use : the Tetragonia or New
Zealand Spinage, seems remarkably well adapted

to fill up the chasm in the vegetable market dur-

ing the summer months ; but it will also continue

to produce until very late in the fall. Since I ex-

hibited the mess which was cooked on the IGth at

an evening meeting of the Horticultural Society,

we have had a pretty smart frost, which injured

some of it, but not very materially. I can soon
gather some, (it was not protected). The New
Zealand Spinage is well calculated for small fam-

ilies, which have but small gardeas ; a bed will

5. The tv.10 first years the land was in tillage ;
afford a mess at any time, without any more

Lue third, fourth, fifth, and sixth years it was in trouble than keeping it clear of weeds during the

grass ; the Ir.st year it was broken up and planted; summer and fall ; the leaves laok much like the

ance, while in grass, the trees were dug around 'common prickly spinage, but of a thicker consis-

jathe spring—in. summcv two shovels of compost Ucncy, and I think with the inspecting committee,

tent for the ensuing spring. Chiefly do we turn

our regards to the elastic spirit which is exhibited

in Ne\v-Brunswick. Convinced at length by the

repeated suggestions of the Executive, and by sad

but impressive experience, that it was violating all

the just principles of political economy to throw

their entire dependence upon the timber trade, and
thus subject the country in its trade and industry

to such paralyzing reverses, the public mind has

been aroused, and a portion of its energy has been

employed in bringing science to dignify the la-

bours of the plough. From time to time we have

announced cursorily to our readers the various

steps of their progress—we have copied, as far as

our limits would permit, both from the addresses

of His Excellency Sir Howard Douglass, and frons

the reports of R. Sirnonds, Esq—the intelligent

Secretary of the superintending Institution at Fre-

derictown,—such extracts as wore most interest-

ing to us, and which &t the same time, exhibited

the proofs of a patriotic and animating success.

During the past season, however, we have been
delighted in witnessing the higher entefprise with

which this zeal has been inspired. We have mark-

ed the evidence of this in the importation of a great

variety of finer animals for the improvement of the

domestic stock. A few weeks ago we mentioned

the arrival of a Mr Greenslade, of the Parish of

Springfield, with a large variety of animals, and

we have again the pleasure to announce that an

other importation has reached S( John, of 6 Bulls

I
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and () Heifers of the approved Uui'ham breed, and
I
(?loquent and lenrne' address was delivered by

seven full blooded Dishley Rams. These are to! Z. Barton Stout, Esc. of Richmond, which will be

be sold in the city by public auction on the 2uth
; jirosented to the puldic in a piiinphlct form.

inst.; and as a loss on the price is invariably incur-

red, the difference is made good from the provin-
i

cial funds. Before us lies the list of prizes which
i

are to be paid at the cattle-show to be held at Prc-

dericton on the !Hh inst. embracing stock, fruits,
j

and domestic manufactures,— a sum was sot apart
[

at a lai.? "eneral meeting: for the importation of a
|

numbei of new implements—and, on the failure ofj

the wheat crop, we notice a strong recommenda-

1

tioii to the farming classes to resort to oatmeal I

'

'J'hese are all the tokens of a fresher spirit—but
j

in addition to these we would mainly instance the
i

enlistment of the Press in this great cause. We
j

receive no journals now from the sister Province '

in which a part is not appropriated to the instruc-

1

tion of the farmer. VVe regard all these signs, like

the brightness of a natal star, as revelations of fu-
j

ture benefit. It is by the pursuit of this course,
j

so happily commenced, that the advocates of these

Provinces will prove to tlie Ministry our capability

of supplying the West India possesions with bread

corn, and thus induce thein to add flour and wheat

to the list of prohibited articles. Could we only

accomplish this point, and we know tiie resources

are in the country, there would remain no barrier

to our prosperity ; and that progress which is al-

ready so evident, would receive an impetus, that,

like the power of gravity, would speed us on with

an ever accelerating motion. A coiiulry that can

raise maize and the grape, and be uncongenial to

the cereal tribes, which perfect in Lapland and

Archangel!—we laugh the man to scorn who can

make tlie assertion, and would recommend not an

answer but a strait-jacket, as the reward of such

ignorant presumption.

ONTARIO CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.
The first Cattle Show and Fair, of the Ontario

Jigricultural Society, under its second formation,

was held in Canandaigua, N. Y. on tlio 2d inst.

—

The mildness of the day, together with the lively

excitement created in the breasts of our worthy

yeomanry, by the re-organization of this favorite

institution, caused a very respectable and numer-

ous assemblage of our citizetis, from difi'erent parts

of the county.

From the very short notice of tho e.\istence of

'.he Society, it was not to be expected that this

exhibition of domestic articles, would be equal, in

point of variety, beauty and number, to those of

former years, when the society had become sys-

tematized, and when sufficient notice of the pre-

miums offered was given, to enable the enterpris-

ing farmer and manufacturer to become a success-

ful competitor. The exhibition, however, was
such as to convince the friends of the soeiety, of

its future usefulness and importance ; and as the

funds in the treasury are sufficiently ample, to

warrant a more general and valuable list of pre

miums for the next year, the farmer may most
confidently expect a full and flattering reward for

his industry and perseverance ; and the mechanic,

for the efforts of his genius, in devising means to

lessen the labor of the farm«r.

On the close of the examination by the several

committees, of the different animals and articles

offered for premiums, the members of the socieSy,

many ladies of our own and the neighbourinof

towns, together with a numerous concourse of

citizens, repaired to the' Town House, where an

The society made clioice of the following per-

E011.S-, as officers for the ensuing year :

—

John Gieig. President,

Thomas D. Burrall, First Vice-president,

Z. Barton Stout, Second do. do.

Thomas Beals, Treasurer,

Francis Granger, Secretary.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTKE.

Bloomjield—Bani Bradley,

Richmond—Joseph Garlinr;houso.

Bristol—Richmond Simmons,
A/'aples—Ephraim W. Cleveland,

Gorham—Lemuel Morse,

Farmington—John Lapham,
Manchester— Addison N. Buck.

Seneca— Robert C. Nicholas,

Phelps— David McNeil,
Hopewell—Joel S. Hart,

Canandaigua—Henry M. Mead,
Victor— Darius I. Lewis.

The society after discharging the duties of the

day adjourned, and partook of a dinner at Blos-

som's Hotel.

The following memorial was presented by Z.

Barton Stout, Esq. and adopted by a unanimous
vote of the society :

To the Honorable, the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the United States, in Congress
assembled: The Memorial of the Ontario Ag-
ricultural Society,

Respectfully represents,

That your memorialists are, many of them, en-

gaged in the growing of wool ; for whicti article,

they have, latterly, scarcely been able to obtain a
market, or remunerating price. That, after hav
ing for many years attended, Tvith great care and
expense, to the obtaining of the finest wooled
breeds of sheep, and the multiplication of their

flocks; they now find them, greatly depreciated
in value. That they attribute this depreciation to

the insufficiency of the laws, intended to protect
our woollen manufacture; and the inadequacy of
the duties on foreign wool.

Your memorialists view the interests of agricul-

ture, manufactures, and commerce, as in.separably

blended, and dependent on one another. The ex-

tensive establishment of manupir.tures, creates I

the best and most stable demand, for all the pro-

'
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necessary for the interests of those concerned,
and the welfiin; of our common country.

Canandaigua, Ont. co. JV. Y. Ort. 2d. 1327.

MERRIMACK AGUICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fourth annual Cattle Show and Exhibition

of Domestic Manufactures, for .Merrimack County,

was attended ut Boicnwcn on Thursday and Friday

last. The weather was very favoralde, consider-

ing the season of t!ie year, and the concourse ol

people unusually numerous. Every facility was
ofterod, for a pleasant e.vhibitioii.by the hoapilable

inhabitiints ofBoscawcn—and seldowi, if ever, have
our citizens been more gratified on a similar occa-

sion. The show of neat cattle and stock of various

kinds was generally good, and exceeded that of

former years. The fancy articles, and aiiicles ge-

nerally of domestic manufacture, as well as tlic

specimens of vegetable productions, have been sel-

dom pxceeded, even in older and more extended
Societio.'^. Wo have not now time to particularize,

and it is the less necessary, as the Reports of the

different awarding Committees will hereafter be

published. We can, without arrogance we believe,

give credit to our County ofMorrimac k, for as much
spirit and liberality in the support of agricultural

associations, and in the encouraging and reward
ing the spirit of improveuieiit, which is happilv

abroad in the land, as to any other county in t!io

State. More we would iiot presume to cl;iim, and
less it would be fastidio'isness in us to refuse.

At 1 o'clock the S-)cieiy formed in processior

and proceeded to the Meeting House, where aftei

prayer by the venoriible I)r Wood, (himself a pat

tern of all good works and good husbandry) an Ad-
dress was delivered by the Hon, Matthew Harvey,
President of the Society. The address was a plain,

practical, and unassuming performance, aimed at

the instruction, rather than the momentary grati-

fic.Ttion and amusement of tlie audience. The con
eluding prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr Price.

of the West Society iu Boscawcn. After the ex-

ercises in the Meeting House, the Society repair-

ed to IMr West's Inn, where a good and substan-
tia! entertainment wns provided for them. At the

close of the dinner a number of appropriate senti-

ments were given, under tiie inspiration of a choice
supply of the spirit of old orchard.

We are not able, at this time, to give a list of

the premiums awarded, nor to furnish any account
of the Ploughing Match on Friday.

The following Officers were elected for the er
uing year

ducts of the soil. Agriculture and manufactures, Boswkll Stevens, of Pembroke, President
therefore, must flourish or decline together. When

]

John Farmer, Boscawcn, Vice President,
mutually flourishing, they are inexhaustible sour- [John Whipple, Hopkinlon, Secretary,
ces of national wealth; and increase both the

]

Samuel C. Bartlett, Sa/ts6ury, Treasurer,
ability and inclination of our fellow citizens for

foreign commerce.
Your memorialists believe, that if adequate pro-

tection to oui manufactures and wool growers,
should not be granted, that many of the former
must be ruined, in their business ; and the latter

be compelled to sacrifice their fine Merino and
Saxon flocks, to the knife of the butcher. The
avil to our country, of such results, cannot be toO'

earnestly deprecated.

Your meaiorialists, therefore, respectfully pray,

that your honorable bodies will give this impor-

tant subjtst early consideration, and extend such
remedies, in the alteration and increase of duties

on foreign cloths ; and the increase of duties on

DIRECTORS.
George Kent, Concord.

Richard Greenough, Canterbury.

Ebenezer Dustin, Hopkinton.
James Patterson, Dunbarton.
Daniel George, Warner.
Josiah Babcock, Andover.—Concord Register

Peaches.—Hon. Benjamin Vaughan, of Haliow-
ell, has put into the market this year, ten bushels
of very fine peaches, raised on trees growing in.

his celebrated garden. Though we know of gen-
tlemen in this State, who have succeeded in rais-

ing a few peaches for private use, these, we be-

lieve, are the first raised in Maine that have beeri.

foreign wool, as you, in your wisdom, shall deem |sold in market.— GariiJwcr biteL
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I'OR THli NliVVENCr.AND FARMHR.

VINES.
Mr FessEiNden'— In giving to tlie pulUi- llie

best IransUtion in uiy power of Mr Porteau's and

Mr Vilmoriii'ii treatise, on tlie liile.-it iiiid most ap-

proved mode ol' treatment of the Grape in France,

1 had hoped to render an acceptable service to the

public. I had supposed that ns we were ovpr-

whelined with British works on the subject, where

they force the grape, Ihc French mode, more

adapted to osir climate, and to common usage,

would be interesting, and perhaps useful to us.

—

It was far from my thouiihls to suggest any thing

new to your experienced correspondent at Brook-

lyn, so long and so intimately conversant with

horticultural science, and more especially with

the grape. I am grieved that he disapproves of

the plan recommended by MrPorteau and Mr Vil-

morin, two of the most distinguished cultivators in

Europe. But I find some consolation in perceiving

that he did not comprehend this plan, and I hope

by explaining it, I may remove or abate his oppo-

sition to a fair trial of it.

1. His first objection to it arises from an imper-

fect attention to the te.xt. He supposes that there

was a trellis e.\act!y 8 feet square ; and he asks,

how could the outside vines be trained 4 feet each

way on such a trellis.' Neitiier Messrs Porteau

and Vilmorin, nor the Translator ever had an idea

of SHch a IrcUis, tight feet in levgth onlij. They
conceived the idea of a grape wall, at Thomery,

JOOO teet iu length, at least, and furnished with a

trellis the whole extent of the wall, before the

grapes were planted. Your intelligent correspon-

dent will at once perceive, iliat iu such a case, no

difficulty could occur in the training, but lost he

may still feel a difficulty in training grapes in this

mode, I send you a beautiful drawing by my wor-

thy friend, William Dean, of Salcin ; to whoso

goodness I was indebted for n loan of the "Bon
Jardinier."—By this, your correspondent and oth-

ers who visit you, will see, that the grape may be

trained, as described, and it is geometrically de-

inonstratsd, that every branch, and every bearing

shoot, and every bunch, will have its proper place,

without interference. Every ingenious man will

at once perceive, that the same vine might be

trained eqi(iii/»/ well in the o^po,«T7c direction, yet

occupying only sixty-four square feet. 1 have

estimated, by calrnlatinn, that a wall of many
thousand feet in extent, may be entirety covered

with bearing spurs, without a vacancy, exceeding

bix inches, and yet no branch cross each other.

—

It is a point, susceptible of m.ithematical demon-

stration, that no mode of training, but the horizon-

la! one can give so great an extent of bearing

\iood, without interference. Every departure, at

whatever angle, till you arrive at the vertical,

constantly increases the difficulty of arrangement,

and crowds the fruit mart together. I say, this

is matliematically demonstrable. The Thomery
gardeners have adopted the most economical, and

tlie most simple mode of training. I hope this

will remove ove objection of your correspondent.

The horizontal mode of training has one ot},er

good effect ; it checks the tendency to useless,

and injurious, and enormous growth ; and if the

grapes thus trained, will bear for twenty successive

years, without suffering the spur to exceed one

half inch in length, all we can desire, is attained.

So far as to your correspondent's first objection,

founded, as he admits, on misapprehension of the

plan.

2. The second objection of your correspondent

is, that it is physically impossible that 04 bunches

of grapes could grow on the space allotted to thorn

by Mr Vilmorin. To this I reply, first, by the

sagacious and sound answer of Dr Franklin, when
a similar physical objection was made to him,

" Try." Secondly, I had at the extremity of one

branch this year, ten fair bunches, fully ripened,

which, if the branch had been cut off, could have

been placed without any confusion in a box one

foot square. I see no rcison why a whole vine,

to which BIr Vilmorin allows only sixteen eyes,

could not produce and ripen AaZ/that quantity in

proportion, for that is all he states. But it seems
that your correspondent thinks the thing impossi-

ble ; to which tlie Thomery gardener replies, it

may be impossible in your untried apprehension,

but it is a fact, that I do raise and ripen this quan-

tity, every year. Here, then, we have theory in

direst opposition to experience. Which shall pre-

vail ?

But we are told that Vilm«rin has announced a

Munchausen story, which would have subjected

him to the ridicule of all Paris, before the sheets

of his " Bon Jardinier,^' could have been well

dried, fn order that this folly may rest on its au-

thor, and not :>n his unhappy Tra.islator, we gire

the original words : " Q,uand le cinquierne cep sera

a' ssi parvenu a avoir ses deux bras, long de4 pieds

chacun. on aura sur une surface de 8 pieds carres

80 coursons, qui etant toilles a deux yeaux, don-

nerent, chacun deux branches, quis produirent

chacune ' an vioins,' deux grappea d'excellent

raisin, ce qui fera320 grappes, sur une surface de

8 pieds carres."

Let Mr Vilmorin and your correspondent settle

the dispute of physical impossibility between them.

3. The third objection of your correspondent is,

that the grapes so trained cannot be laid to be

protected during our winters.

In the first place, they can be laid in our old

mode as well as before ; but one of the excellen-

ces of the French mode is, that they can be laid

with more ease. We have only to bend the vines

down exactly as they are tiained—one branch to

the right and the other to the left. I am bound be-

fore I close, to acknowledge one error in the trans-

lation. I took " crossettes" for layers, but it is

plain from the subsequent parts, not translated,

that the Thomery gardeners only use " cuttings,"

distinctly called "crossettes non enracinees," and

the layers are called "marcottes"—so that the

Thomer}' gardeners entirely agree with your in-

telligent correspondent, on this point. On one

point, he is entirely at variance with the French

gardeners. Their objection to the Thomery plan

i.s, that it is too sloip ; and they plant their vines so

! near together, because their roots having little space

Icannot send out these hixuria?it shoots which are

so much our pride, and are the dread of a French
cultivator, whose bread depends on the profit and

quality of his vines.

]

I should not have been so full in my remarks on
' the severe critique of your correspondent, if 1 had

not known the weight which his e.xperience and

authority «ould give to his remarks ; and if these

remarks had not stamped the character of folly

and absurdity on the treatise of Mr Vilmorin ; and

of course on the Translator, as incapable of per-

ceiving the absurdity and impracticability of thu

French practice. I liave little confidence, that our

frst trials of the French mode will have sncoess.

Our vines have been too much exhausted by great

and useless growthsof wood, to expect immediate
effects from the French method, such as the 'J'ho-

mery gardeners experience. Least of all should I

look to the luxuriant vines of your correspondent

for a fair trial, because it would require five orsix

years of vigorous pruning before his vines could

bo tamed to a purely fructiferous state. Nor, if

every man had his skill and experience, should I

counsel the adoption of the French mode ; but for

common practice I am inclined to believe it the

best
; and have thought it a duty to meet at once

a denunciation of an untried experiment.

The Translator of the condemned Article.

The Show and Fair of the Litchfield County So-

ciety was held at Litchfield, on the I7th inst. The
exhibitions are ai^id to have been more numerous
and interesting than have heretofore been known
for several years. An Address was delivered on

the occasion by Mr J. P. Brace.

HKMP.
In reference to the article which appeared in our

paper of Saturday last, taken from the "Spirit of
'7y," we learn that the Coinmissioners of the Na-
vy have been desirous, for years past, to employ
cordage made of American hemp on board the ves-

sels of the navy, but have been hitherto discourag-

ed, by the unsuccessful result of various experi-

ments on that subject.

The failure, it is well understood, is not attri-

butable to any defect in the quality of the article,

but to the improper mode of its preparation. Dew-
rotting, which is understood to be a more simple

prscess, has been resorted to, instead of Die old

and well tried method of water-rotting, and hence
the staple of the article has been materially injur-

ed, and the strength of tht cordage proportionably

diminished.

When the growers of American hemp shall ad-

opt the last mentioned process, there can be no
doubt, that the substitution of native for foreign

cordage, in our national vessels will be a speedy
and a certain consequence.

—

JVai. Int.

The following gentlemen were elected officers

of the Rockingham Jigricultural Society, Ht its late

meeting.

ToHN Foi.soii, President, in place of CoI.Cilley

resigned.

.Tohn Harvey, J7ct Piesident.

Samuel Cushman, Treasurer.

Ichabod Bartlclt, Cor. Secretary.

Samuel T. Gilinan, Rcc. Secretary.

Joseph Towle, Marshal.

George O. Hilton, Dep. Marshal.

The Governors of Maine, New-Hampshire, Mas
sachusetts, and Connecticut, have appointed Thurs-
day, the 29th of November next, tor a day of ge-

neral Thanksgiving and Prayer.

It ia estimated, that there are IS.OOO.OOU of

square feet of Salt Works in Barnstable county,

Massachusetts; producing not less than 430.0U0
bushels of Salt annually.

The number of sheep and goats in the State of

Massachusetts, in the year i;.''4, according to the

valuation taken in that year, was22'1.307; cows
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127,467; oxen and other neat catUi, 162,553;

—

swine 85,071.

The great Cattle Show and E.\hibilion of the

Agricultural Society of Pennsylvanii, took place

on Thur3<lay and Friday Inst. These exhibitions

have already had the effect of stimulatinjj tlie ex-

exertions and enlivening the practice of the Penn-

sylvania farmers. Jolin Mare Powel, Eiq. one of

the most active members of the SoRioty, has pro-

bably done more towards improving the breed of

cattl», than any other man in tlie country. His

beautiful farm on the Schuylkill presents those

fine Durham short horn cattle, which are ex-

hibited at the cattle shows. For som* of these

which he has imported, he has given as high as

six or ci"ht hundred dollars ; and his calves from

this breed arc so fine, that they sometimes com-

mand $200 a piece.— Paulson's Jim. Daily Adv.

gonia Cornutn. Some of it was cooked and found

to be of n very mild and agreeable taste Tlio

plant is described at large in the Loudon Horticul-

tural Transactions, by the name of TitragoHiu E.v-

pansa. It is a very useful vegetable and will, un-

doubtedly, through the instrumentality of the N.

Y. fl. Society, be speediliy introducn! into our

markets. It grows very luxuriantly, is hardy, und

capable of standing heavy droughts, and not easily

injured by frost. It should be sown early in the

spriug. Four or five pUnts will supply a small fa-

mily (luring the v»hole summer aud I'all. In this

respect in particular, it is decidedly preferable to

the common spinage, which requires to be sown
several times in the course of the summer.

A". Y. Farmer.

05^^ee also Mr Floy's commnnication, on page
110 of this day's New England Farmer.

One hundred and twenty-five copies of the De-

claration of American Independence, with fac sim-

iliea of the signers, were sold at auction, recently,

in London, for thirty five guineas.

On the employment of the wood and baric of the
j

Che.irtut tree in dyeing and tanning.—The bark of

the chesnut tree contains twice as much tanning

matter as oak bark, and nearly twice as much co-

louring matter as logwood. The colouring sub-

stance of chesnut bark is to that ofCampeachy
logwood ex.TCtly as 1,857 to 1.—Leather prepared

with this substance is more firm ami solid, and yet

more supple. This bark is the best substance for

making ink: mixed with iron it becomes a blueish

black. The liquor drawn from this bark appears

blue at the outside, like indigo ; but it gives on pa-

per the finest black. In dyeing it has a greater

affinity for wool than sumac has, and in other res-

pects it differs very little from sumac and gall nuts.

The colour obtained from this substance is un-

C laugeable by air and light.

w9 rare instance of honorable conduct,—About ten

years ago, a genileinan engaged in mercantile put-

suits in the interior of tins state, mot with rever-

ses, gave up all his properly, coiupouuded with his

creditors, and wts fully and unconditional y dis-

charged by them. A few days since he called

upon them respectively, several of whom reside in

this city, and paid every f.irthiiig of the original

debts, with interest to tuis rime, amounting to near

|2(I,0U0. We are happy to add that his creditors

hero, presented him with a service of silver plate,

as a testimony of their high regard for him perso-

nally, and as their admiration of the exalted prin-

ciples by whicii he had been governed.

[Albany Argus.

."(EW-VORK HORTICOLTCR.II. SOCIETf.

At a regular meeting of the Inspecting Cornndt-

tee, onTuesday evening the 16th lust, seven heads

of very fine and cle. r cape Brocculi, weighing

about two pounds each, were presented by JMr

Wilson—Six fine real blood beets, weighing 15

lbs. a^ ounces, by Mr Hattrick—6'everal afiples

from Monmouth county, New-Jersey, sweet on one

side, and tart on the other, presented by M; 'Jo-

she n.

Mr Floy exhibited a fine kind of Double Dahlias;

also Silver, Orange, and Scarlet Cockscombs. Mr
y. also presented a basket of New Zealand Spin-

age, the seeds of which were sent to the Society

last spring from Paris, under the name of TttroL-

Consumption.—A medical gentleman residing in

Prince William County, Va. has addressed n com-

munication to the editors of the National Intelli-

gencer, describing the powerful effects of a simple

plant called Liverwort in a case of formidable pul-

monary disease. The patient had been for five

years subject to distressing affection of the lungs,

during which periotl he frequently discharged from

half a pint to a pint of blood at a time. He was
greatly reduced, and so far gone in what his

I'riends thought consumption, that they entirely

despaired of him, and abandoned all hopes of his

ever being restored; as the ordinary remedies, and

almost every thing that could be thought of, had

been tried in vain.

In this desperate situation ho was advised to try

the Liverwort, in the form of infusion, or a strong

tea, to be used cold, as a common diink. In less

than ten days, he derived the most positive bene-

fit, and in four weeks, every violent symptom had

vanished : no cough, no expectoration or di:?chargc

of blood or matter—a fine appetite, general health

much improved, gaining flesh and strength rapidly

and such a change in his whole appearance, as

both astonished and delighted every friend he had.

He is not the only one that has ecperienced its sa-

lutary influences. There are sevi'ral others in his

neighborhood who have been laboring under breast

complaints, or pulmonary consumption, and who
have been relieved by it.

Vanilervccr, ('„]. CihNs, Messrs. Win. Page. Kulel' I(. hrlu-jick,

Richard Ardcii, .loim J-iirr. aud ail die s''"''"""'" "li" have
lioughl ihcir vines dI'Iimi,. The lid! Ls ilio hoi i;ii;c ui plain

(he vines in a sand nr hehi soil, wbicli is the hi'sl I'or the \ iiies.

Orders can be Hircelert lo Mr. P's. eslablishintiii, posl paid.

—

nir. Swan will deliver groiis, ihe Provisional Catalogue of Fiuii

aiidOriiamenlal Tiers ofiVlr. 1'. whi< li may be had of his agents

at Uoslon, .Mr. Russill, New Enfflaiid Fa. iiier ofticc—Hartford.

Mr. E. W. Bull— ll.irl.esler, .Me"ssi-s. l.uiher Tucker & Co.—
rufl'aio, Mr. Lewis F. Allen—llirlmioud, Mr. iiciiiingivay.

Hrmklyn, S.pt. i::i. HK7. ___.
Superb Bulbous Flower Hoots.

JusI received al the i/lfii-e of ihe New lOnglaud l''arnicr, direct

fiom ihe most cniim-iiL lloi-iiis in Hollaiiil, a large as.sorUnent ol

bullions flower loots, coiiijn isiiig Ihe finest vai ieiics of

Double while hvaciiiths, with purple eyi:

" pure ^vll;te hyacinths
" red diailcnip de Flora
" dark blue hvacinihs

yellow iose\L,Ii|js

" porcelain blue hyacinths
" early claremaiid tulips
' red donna Eleoiiora hyacinths
'* while and purjjle Franklin hyacintk-
*' jonquiUes and lilies

" yellow melistote
" white hyacinths, with yellow eye
" belie Agathe hyacinihs, porcelain blue

Larg;e yellow crown imperial ; large red do
j
gohl striped di»

"silver striped ilo Pci'siaiifriliUaries; Ciiinese yellow

tiger lilies ; large \'ellow crocus
;
yellow pompone lily ; cloth of

gold crocus ; princess Esterhazy hyacinth ; superb dragon flow-

er
;
polyaiitlius narcissus j purjilc crocus j mariegon lilies ;

gold-

en crown tulips, &.C. Likewise, plain and coloured bulb glasses.

Purchasers may rely on the excellence of die above, as they

were iu)t purchased at auction, but are iii.|joitpd direct from the

tirst florists in Holland, and arc remark:. i.iu lor ihcir size, beauty
or delicacy of lint.

Gooseberry Bushes.
Persons in wantof superior varieties of G.ioscl en-ics, can pro-

cure the bushes, by sending ihi^ii- orders to ihe olfice of tlie New
l^ii,.^land Farmer. They arc lioin lilasgow in E'c'-.tland ; ilie

liuit is fine flavored and lai'i;c, (some may be seen at thisofiico

iiieasuring" 3 and 4- inches in circuniterence) an.i of while, red.

and yellow colour. The pi i<e will not e.\cec(' ^l per dczon.

M'Mahun's Gardener.
Just received at die Kew England Farmer otBce, a furthcj

supply of ai'M.Viii.rs Americiin G.nidenei-. This work is the

most elaborate ol' lite Kind ever poblishcd in this country, com-
prisin.^: ample dirocli.'n;, tor the management ot' the kitclien gar-

den, Iruit garden, o, chard, vineyard, nursery, pleasure ground,
flower e;orHen, green house, hot house, and forcing Jraines, foi

e\erv month in the year.

500 Grape Vines,
For sale in Cliarlesiown, by .Samuel U. Johnson. The above

choice vines are of the Sliced irater species, all raised from cut-
tings, and are from 3 to 4 years old, most of them in a bearing
siaie. Orders tiir Ihe above may be si^pplied al J. K. Kewells
Agricultural Establishment, No. Si Norih Market street, or by
Ihe subscriber in Ciiarleslown ; price for each vine is iioni twen-
ty-five ;o fifty cents, according to its age and size ; all the abo\e
vines have been trained lo trtllises and insured to be as healihy
vines as can be presented tor sale. SAMUEL R. JOHNjiON',

.Subscription.—Select Tanlt Grapes.
MR ANDREW PARMENTIER, Piopiietor of the Horti-

cultural tjol.inie Garden at Brooklyn, two miles from th^ City
of New York, offers to the public, bv subscription, one dozen vf
the most select and choice GRAPES, for the table, many of

which are in a bearing slate, and can be seen at his establish-

ment with the fruit, aiier only fifleen months planting.

Names of the Hrelre sorts.

No. 1. White Chassolas—2. Chasselas of Fontainbleau—3.

Yellow Chasselas of Thomery— t. Golden Chasselas—5. Musk
Chasselas—6. Roval Chasselas—7. Large Maroc—R. White
Muscat—9. Violet" Muscat—10. Black Muscat—11. Grey Mus-
cat

—

VZ. Large Frankenthal.

The Subscribers will receive their Vines between the 15lh of

Oct. and I4lh of Dec. and the 1st of April and l.ilh ofMay 1828,

free of freight or postage to New Yoik, well packed in moss in

such a nianner as to go several hundred miles lariher than New
York. Mr. Charles Swan, Grocer and Ten Store, No. 357
Broadway, and Messrs. Grant Thorburn Si, Son, Liberty-St.

New York, are empowered lo receive the subscriptions. Price

six dollars the dozen, and the plants to be paid for wh«n de-

livered. The subscription receipt will be accompanied by
directions on the best mode of cultivating and planting the vine.

The same sorts of Vines may be had separately. Pnec 75 cts.

with package, except the Golden Chasselas and Royal Chas-
selas. Mr. P. will designate the diflerenl kinds of most con-

genial to each soil and situation for lo make vineyards, and
furnish the roots at 25 cents each. Mr. P. warrants his vines

to grow, and will replace ihose the spring or the fall after the

plantation, Ihat is not growing; provided, the person has follow-

ed his directions. References for the above assertion, to Dr,

Fainham's Grater Cider Mill.

We the undersigned, having seen Joel Farnham's Grater Ci-
der mill in operation at tlie farm of Mr John Parkinson in Rox-
bury. state as our opinion that the principle of said mill is well
calculated for the purpose of grinding apples for the cIHer press,

and superior to any tiling of the kind we have seen. We wit-

nessed its operation, and found its motion to be equal to about
400 revolutions per minute. At this rate it ground one bushel of
ajyples in 55 seconds, with an eigh't inch cylinder. We are alsc^

of opinion that with a cylimler v.ith longer points, \egetablei
might be very advantageously cut for the use of animals.
Roxbury, Oct. 27, 1827. JOHN PRINCE.

JOHN PARKINSON,
NATHAN SMITH.

I the undersigned certifylhat I was present al Mr Parkinson's
at the time the said mill was in operatior,. aud am fully of tlie

opinion that it will perform all iliat is above slated.

J. R, NEWELL.
For further information, apphcation may be made at the Agri-

cultural Warehouse, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

.Kcw England Farmer's Almanack, for 1828-
Just published, at the New England Farmer Office, and

for sale by Bowles & Dear born ,
7"! Washington Street, and

at the Bookstores generally, the A'ivc Ergland Farmer's Alma-
nack, for 1828. By Thoiiias G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
England Farmer^

Typo-grnphia.
An historical Sketch of Qie Origin and Progress of the ail of

Printing, with practica'r directions for conducting every depari-
inent in an office; wiih a description of Stereotype and Litho-
graphy, illustrated by Engravings, Biographical Notices, and
Portraits. Bv T, C. Hansard. Just .-cceived and for .sale by K

.

P, & C. WILLUMS.
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i-Hiscdlrinirs.

i'Vowi the Nei York tiMestiutn

CHRISTMAS CEREMONIES.
•Ei!glaii(! was tnciry England when

Old Christmas brought his spoi'ts again.

'Tvvas Christmas broach'd the mightiest ale
;

Tw.is Christmas told the merriest tale

;

A Christmas gambol oft would cheer

A poor man's heart through half the yea

I

'I'he mention of llic "Chri5tii;as log" will kindle
j

Manvfarture. of Salt.—The New Bedford Cou
~ ^ (the feelings of every New Englander, as another rier eslimatea the quantity of salt works in tht

well known feature of this joyous festival. It was counties of Barnstable and Bristol, at 1,6.36,700

in Old England the great inJi><pensable, to have feet. This is equal to a superficial surface of

"a huo-e lieapcd-up. over-heaped-iip, all attracting 16,307,000 square feet of vats, for containing the

fire;" and the larger the log, the merrier the de-]salt water. The greater part of these suit works
fiance which was given to the cold without. All

the demons of frost, and the spirits of the storm

were laid by the potent spell. A charm, this, in

these northern climes, tthich needc"! not the aid

uc.''aiilt of recent news, it may be interesting of superstition to enforce it. Then coraes the

in the count? of Barnstable.

Longevity.—Old Arthur Wall, of Wake Forest,

(North Carolina) completed the hundred and nintli

year of his ago on the 15th ult. A few days ago.

lie walked three miles, but said he was somewhat
the reader to trace the origin of customs, where f«ast, and dance, and song—and then the grave

j-j^jlg^^j^ 3„j thought he .liscovered by it, tha

Thethe primary motive has ceased to operate

prnctice of decorating churches an

-vith evergreens at Christmas, is supposed by

inany to allude to the people's strewing branches

in the way of the Saviour when he entered Jeru-

salem; by o'.hers, to the taste of the monastics in

the early period.s of the church, who hung their

altars with ivy and laurel, emblems of devotion

and triumph, to enhance the grandeur and solemn-'

ity of their rites. /

Cut the practice of ornamenting places of wor

ship with everpieens, springs from an earlier

date. The Druiils decked their houses and pla-

ces of worihip with evergreens in December, that

Ul'c Sylvan spirits might repair to them and re-

i;iain unhurt by the frosts and storms of that chil-

!iug season. On the accession of Christianity,

councils of the church forbade Christians to de-

corate their houses v-fith Bay or Holly, but after-

wards permitto'i it, in order to accommodate its

ceremonies to the old mythology in such things

as were not fundamental. An ancient writer says

•liat " trimmyn;.)- of tiic temples with hangynges of

flov./res, bonghes, and garlondcs, v/as taken of the

lieathen people, whiche decked their idoles and

liouses with ssxhc arraye."

In tie earliest ages the Mislotoe was held pre-

eminent for such uses over every other plant or

tree. The Druids venerated it, for its mystical

orio'in. Growing as it does upon the oak, without

resembling it, they deemed it a miraculous pro-

<]uction, and believed it possessed of charms and

dofeuces against evil. It was cut by them from

the tree with great ceremony. The prince of the

Druids ascending the oak, cut the Mislotoe with

reflect on the glorious occasion ; and the gay re- i^i^j ^,^^ ^^.^^ creepina" upon him.

apartments I J°''^^
with mirth and gladness, and gifts, on the ^g»jfi -ii..ul..u3»c».^

^
' solemn festival whicli commemorates I :i^*S& truit Trees.

Vi M. PRINCE, the proprietor of the Linnaxin Bo-
tanic flardm cmd Nurseries at Flushing. L. I. has
ihe pleasure of informiug the public, ihat his nurse-

^^ ry now contains 172 varieties of the Apple, 202 c!"'

Peaij, Vo ofChcrries. 1.39 of Plums, 25of Apricots, &1 of Peacli-

,...,, , . , , . ,_ •, <? I
es, 20 of Nectaruies,10of Almonds, Uof Mulberries, 6ofQuin-

ly
;

It IS the calm of the world, the smile of na.
|
ces, 16 of Figs, 16 of Currants, 15 of Raspberries, 47 of Goose-

To man a savi'

•' The day that gave

r—freedom to the slave.'

Peace The name of neace is sweet and love-

ture, the harmony of those gentle and v/ell-tuned berries, 20 ofStrawberries. 2.57 of Grapes. 600 of Ornamental
'Trees. Above 500 of the above kinds of Fruits are not to boairs, which are struck from melodious instruments.

A blessing inferior only to holiness ; and a great

glory is shed over the

and peace meet together, and kiss each other.

found in any other collection in An
The different varieties cannot be otherwise than genuine

and where righteousness
|

,"«^ S'y='"=^' a"«""<'n i^ paid.and nearly all the kinds are ii,.

"
' lalcd from bearmg trees. 1 lie Cherry, Peach, and other u<
arc generally of large size. Catalogues may be oblainedal Ihc

New England Farmer office, gratis, and orders left there,or sent
by mail, will meet attention.A writer in the Worcester Spy, condemns the

present militia system, and states that tho annua!

expense of the militia voviows in Massachusetts

alone is $917,000 per annum. What would the

people say, were this enormous sum drav.'n from

their pockets by direct taxation?

Allan Cunningham.—This excellent poet I.'as

written much, and among all the efl^usions that he

has offered to the world, nrt a word or a line can

be found tliat can offend the most fastidious. It

is said of him, that like too many of the sons of

genius and of song, he has to contend with the

hard hand of poverty, and that the strains of bia

lyre are often interrupted by the sigh of grief,

and the murmur of human suffering.

Hull Young Mmirnl.
The above named supcnor animal, oftwo years old this -

mer, 3- lilis of the '' Improved D urham Short Horns," of 1

the " Gore breed," and obtained Ihe first premium at Bright
is oflercd for sale at the low price of one hundred dollars.—

would be let for two or three years, to a respectable man.
reasonable terms. Apply to JOHiV PRINCE.

Ro.rten/,Ort. 2.5,1827.

Mr PRINCE can also sell r«'o or three 6De 2 years old 1

crs in milk—of the half blood of the " Durham Shorl Horns,'
from first rate native cows.

.Merino Sheep for Sale.

One hundred, the greater pari Ewes, at Winehendon, comity
of Worchesler, Mass. Apply to Selh Tucker Jun. of said Win -

chendon. Also about one hundreil al Windsor. County ofBerk-
shire, in said Massachusetts. Apply lo Tdwan! Withington ol

said Windsor; or application may be made lo Nathaniel Tucker
of Mihou. Counlv ofNorfolk.

K.rlevsive A'urseries.

FOR sale al the Kenkick Establishment in Ne>' -

TON, one mile from Agricultural Hall in Brighton.
the greatest quantity and varielvol Fruit andFor-
est Trees known at any other place in New Eng-

Sleep—Sleep has often been mentioned as the

image of death ; "so like it,'" says Sir Thomas
Brown, "that I dare not trust it, without my pray- laud,

ers." Their resemblance is indeed striking and Written orders atWressed to John ot Wii.liam Kenrick,
. , ? , I and directed lo the Brighton Post On ICE, will be speedily

apparent; they both, when they seize the body, revived and punctually attended u. : or ihey may be left al the

,. i 1 ^ .u f 11 .1 1 1 leave the soul at liberty, and wise is he that re- tgroccry and seed store of Mr Joseph Bridge, in Courtslrecl
a golden sickle in the presence of all the people, "^"^^ ""^

r , „ Till i^I .„.d» ==ro ,„, where Catalogues may be fomished gratis.

and then presented it to the other Druids, who !
'"embers of both, that they can be made sate and Trees will fe scm to Boston when ordered, and suitablypack-

received it with great reverence, and distributed 'happy only hj ^mae.—Adventurer

it, as a sacred talisman and blessing for the new
,. , . 1 ,1 1 1 J f I

A Vermont paper, in remarking upon the late
year, it was, however, at length banished from ,,. .

r r
^ ." ^

-', 1,1 '. Ill J 1, .1, 1 publications on perpetual motion, says "when a
the churches because it was held sacred by the :

i^
, ,, .

'^ ^ . , . ,c >. n-
, rx .1 r •

1 J 1
• » • I man shall contrive to .-aise himselt by pulling at

heathen, and might therefore mislead christam i
, . . ,,.,., , u n li i

,. , , r,„ ,„ „ t e •» ,. f„ t. the waistband of his breeches, we shall then have
worshippers lo a profane respect for it, or to be

edin malls, for shipping or distant

rod ; but distant gentlemen should

and pay for lliem.

N. B". Great care will be taken lo preserve the roots.

eyance by land, if desi-

plny •:ome agpiit to receive

lieve, as the Druidical rites had taught them,

"that it had the power of proclaiming pardon and

freedom to all wickede people, towardcs the four

qaarteres of neavene."

The mince-pie, and the Christmas-pic, tliose

"favorite peculiars" of the Christmas festival had

also their appropriate derivation. The former be-

ing a compound of the ciioico.-t productions of the

East, represents the offerings made by the wise

men, who came from afar to v.'orship, bringing

perpetual motion."

Earli/ Top or Tree Onions.
These produce onions at the bollom and a bunch of small ones

on the top of the seed stalk. The small onions are proper 10

plant very early in the s))iing, and seldom fail lo produce a
good crop under proper cultivation. They should be planted

I

in rows ten or twelve feet asunder, and set two or three inches

Rattle Snakes.—A few miles from this place, in apart, and one inch deep, taking care to place ihe bottom
,,, . . 1 u- downwards. Thcv soon spring up, and fi-om their size and \ ig-
Saratoga county, a young man took his gun one

\ „,.^„, g,„„.,h. ^^i not snibject to be .leslroyed by insecC.

day last week, and went up the side ofPalmertown
i Should ihev put forth seed stalks, as many of the larger ones

mountain. While searching for game, he discover- will, iheysWd be broken off soon alter they anpeav. other-
6 5, ,

wise the onions al the bottom will not be so large. These oil-

ed near him a rattle snake of enormous size, upon ig„s are mild, grow to a large size, and are. generally, rai<r-d

with less trouble than the common kind.—Just received for '

al the Farmer Office.
which he levelled his piece and shot it through

the head; ho had oo sooner done this, than, on ——-.—;
. .. . ,

,

—5,. ,^-t j—i—;

—

ttt"-—r'
. , , , This day published bv Richardson & Lord, at their 10"

looking around, he found that lie was surrounded
1 (-ouniry book^iore. the Old Farmer's Almanack for 1S20,

1

He
I

B. Thomas, Esq. containing the usual quanlilv of new
• wiih Ihi

,,,-,,., on every side by these venomous serpents __

spues. The coflin shape of the true old Englisn
1 j,^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ commenced killing, and be

Chnstmas-pie "is in imitation of the manger'
:
f<„.e they could make good their retreat, he had ,„.., ,... ,

wherein the infant Jesus wa.s laid. "This pastry
^.^^,^ ^,. ^j^^^^ , .^^ ^,^.,,1 ^g,.^,^ ^^-^ u,^ jg,,,. j-^,,^ Almanack, likewise ihe Mn^-:

is a learned compoMtion, being a mixture of neats
^^ ^j^^^^^ ^^^ returned home. On measuring them

-—-—---———
tongues, chicken, eggs, sugar, raisins, lemon and

,^j^ ^^.^^.^ j.^,^_^j ^^ ^^ ^^^.. f^^, ^^^ „ half feet in
orange peel, with wines and various kinds of spy-

j
jg^^^^j^^ ^^^ ^-^^^^ 5^^^^^ i„ circumference,

cenes.'
|

[Glens Falls Observer.

and entertaining mailer. logcilipr wiih Ine sun's declination

Country trailers supplied by R. iSc L. al the lowest rale. i:.

the press, and will soon be put>Iis!>ed, the .tliniature or Pocket
.,

«r
;cinl!(.gislcr for IS28 1-t

The FABJiEn is published every Friday, at $3.00

perrtnt»um, or S2,.">0 if paid in advance.

Gentlemen who procure^je responsible subscr^e/s,

arc entitled to a tixlh volume gratis.
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HORTICULTURE.
TO TnE EDIIORjOr THB NEW' EHOIAND TABnEB.

VINES.
Y«u will do mo the favor to acknowledge the

following errors of the press, in the extract from

the original French of Porteau's and Vilmorin's

Treatise on Grapes ; errors, I know to be very

natural in printing a foreign language, from a

badly written copy.

The points over all the participles were omitted

—toilles was put instead of "toilles"—yeaux for

•' yeux"—donuerent for donneront—quis for " qui"

—and produirent for " produiront." " Grappes
d'escellent raisin" is bo pot in the original, and I

suppose is a French idiomatic expression, though
it wonld be vile grammar in our language. These
are trifles, but mi?ht be imputed to me. I shall

now give you the reasons of Mr Vilmorin, which

I omitted in the translation, because I thought no
reason necessary in support of authority so high

;

and I believed that the public would not require

'.hem—and, indeed, to judge by the numerous

writers agree with each other in the proper mode
of training, or pruning. Every new writer from
Hitt to Hayward, has his own scheme. I would
not intimate, that in forcing grapes the English

gardeners are not eminently successful. Bui they

are so in twenty different ways. They are so at-

tentive, so neat, lo utterly indifferent to expense,

that success is hardly to be avoided. In France,
on the other hand, it is an affair of subsistence—
it is the great staple of their whole country, oven
to the north of Paris—yes, to a- latitude 4 degrees
north of Quebec From the history of the culture

of the vine in France which I have carefully gone
over, I find, that the plan of planting their vines

very near to each other, in all the middle, and es-

pecially the northern provinces, has been of high

antiquity. In 1763 an innovator appeared in

France. Mr Maupin in his treatise, entitled, " A
New Method of Cultivating the Vine," contended

tJiat the vines should be planted 4 feet from each
other. All France was alive to this question.

—

thanks I have received from intelligent men, 1 1 The experiment was fairly tried and failed, and
should suppose t.hat I was not mistaken. |the French returned to their old system of close

"TRANSLATION.' planting, and of short pruning. This is the true
" We admire, say Porteauand Vilmorin, as many [history, and, if ever the vine shall be successfully

"others do, those branches of the vine, which are, cultivated here for projit, not for luxury, for the

is, that in the British works, I find nothing but the experiment. Too nauch has perhaps been
chaos. As you would naturally expect from peo- said on <At» topic k, yet too much can hardly he
pie, who raise the grape as a luxury only, no two] said, if we can succeed in making the culture of

" carried to 200 feet in length,—and we admit,
" that there are parts of a wall, which can only be

"covered by branches, the roots of which are
" very distant, but we recollect, that whon a^. . .cii

" has extended beyond q certain distance, it no
" longer gives fine bunches, 6uf at its cxtremilies—
"the spurs of the centre nolongerprodnce anything
" but small bunches, [grapillons] and soon die of

"inanition. This inconvenience doubtless occur-

" red to the Thouiery gardeners, and by an admi-
" rable calculation, they fixed upon the length of,

« eight feet for each vine. It follows, from this

" arrangement, that the sap is equally distributed

" to all the spurs—and that all the bunches are

" well nourished, and more beautiful."

" We should also, here remark, that, "hough
•' the branches at Thomery are only eight feet

" long, they do not throw out extraordinary jhools,

" because, the plants being set at 20 inches dis

" tance only, apart from each other, their roots

" dispute or contend with each other for nJiirish-

" ment. The cover of the wall also, extending

" over the vine 9 or 10 inclie.^, contrihates to

" check the growth, not sinning by any excess (:\e

"penchant par aucun exces) its fruit has nil the

" qualities u-hich it is susceptible of acquir ng."

—

Such is the strong, and to my understanding, the

sound l.ingiiaie of men, living in a country, which

has cultivated ih'^ gr-'ipe ever since the invasion of

Julius CsEsar, before the birth of our Saviour, and

which raises one million of pounds of grapes, for

every pound, rai.-ipd in Eng],! ! & America united.

Knowing, that your " Brooklyn correspondent"

has set his face against this French moile o:' train

ing, and that he is, from his long experien:c, and

great success, a host in himself. I have set myself

to work, to brush up my old acquisitions on this

subject, by revising the English and French au-

thorities on the culture of the vine. The result

arket, not for the dessert of the opulent, I pre-

dict that we shall adopt that mode.

All the French writers admit, that where the

soil is .ery rich, and the situation sheltered by

hills, you may extend to mu( h greater Ifnutl, your
bearing wood, and permit more luxuriant growths,

and th.it, in such places, your bunches will be

much larger. Such is the fortunate scite of your
intelligent correspondent at Brooklyn. He enjoys

natural advantages beyond the power of art, and

he has added to them artificial ones, surpassing

his natural benefits. Sheltered from all cold blasts

by a lofty hill—his garden in rapidly descending

terraces, protected also by a noble wall, if the

grape were left to itself it could not fail to fluur

ish. Transport his vines in their present state, to

an exposed plain, and transport with it the Intel

ligent owner, and not one bunch of his grapes

would ever ripen, on espaliers, unprotected by a

wall, if he should pursue his system of permitting

one vine to make 700 feet of new wood in a season.

His experience is no better adapted to common
use, than that of a man, who had only cultivated

the vine in a grape house. Every one, who knows
his seat is sensible, that more judgement could

not possibly be shown, than he has done—but it

is a judgemen' exercised in a sort of Pmudise.—
Jily fate has been far diflferent. To me, every pos-

sible natural disadvantage has been opposed. I

think, therpfere, for my fellow sufferers, and I feel

persuaded, that for them, the cheap, simplp, mod-
erate training of the Thomery gardeners promises

success. I have a happy chance of tryinj the ex-

periment, this year, for a friend. I have planted

against a conjmon country stone wall, a set of

vines, which I shall train on the Thomery plan

and I promise to give the ptiblic an impartial ac-

count of its success. My own vines (.35 years

old) do not in my judgeoient, offer a fair field for

the European hardy grapes practicable.

I was much pleased, with a thought of the

younger Mr Kenrick, of Newton. Excited by the

account of training the grape, at Thomery, he

said, he was resolved to try a quarter of an acre,

but never to extend them above the i'.rbt rail, say

6 or 9 inches from the ground. In this way he

could protect them on the north by boards, and

have successive rows not farther distant than cur-

rants are planted. I may as well thro.v off alf

disguise of fictitious names. J. LOWELL.
Roxbury, J^ov. 6, 1827.

ISABELLA GRAPE.
This grape has been introduced into the interi-

or of this state, with great success. A Loc kpoit

paper mentions that a vine brought to that illage

from Prince's garden. Flushing, three years since,

has borne between 5 and 6 bushels of grapes, cf a

quality and flavor superior to any other kind here-

tofore introduced into that part of the country.

—

The grapes are about the size of a musket ball,

and grow in large compact clusters. The troubit

and expense of covering with earth for the win
ter, which attends almost every other species oi

grape cultivated in this country, is saved by the

cultivation of this. It is found to do well, by re-

maining upon the trellis during the severest win-

ters.

We look ''orward with much hope to the gene-
ra" cultivation of the vine in the fine valleys ci

the west, and to the manufacture of those light

' ines, which may supersede the use of rum and
whiskey—the last of which is now manufactured
so extensively and chcMply, that it can be sold for

four cents per pint. [N. Y. Statesman.]

SHADE TREE.
"When to build, is the question a man shoulii

reflect upon a great while, and perhaps not build

at all ; but when to plant he should not reflect, but

plant immediately."

Now is a good time to plant and transplant tht

generality of shade and forest trees. We are all

aware of the very great addition that ornamentai

frees are to dwellings, especially in towns and

open parts of the country ; but fev/ attend to hav-

ing them planted. The inhabitants are either ten-

ants and " going away," or defer the matter yeai

after year for lifetime. Tavern keepers are too

insensible of the great advantage that a shade in

front of their houses would be to them, or we
thould not see so many naked fronts. Any one

wlio has travelled during the heat of summer,
knows the comfort of stopping at a tavern where
his horse and himself can be refreshed under the

cool shade of trees ; and that he would rather

travel miles than be subjected, whilst resting, to

the burning rays of a meridian sun. A garden

and a few ornamental trees, add twenty-five per

cent to the value of any dwelling in the estima-

tion of a person of taste ; and both these are in

the power of every one to command ; and to pre

pare which would be a healthy recreation.

The naked and exposed appearance, and the ab
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sence of all horticultural decorations about dwel- 1 roots would admit of it, they were placed upon

ling houses generally uiroughoul the country, has
]

the surface, without digging any holes, and the dirt

frequently been remarked by travellers and stran- 1 placed upon the roots— those set out in this way

gers a national defect, and a glaring want of taste.

It is said, " that he who can make two spears of

grass grow where only one grew before, ought to

be considered as a public benefactor ;" and we
may add he that will induce our countrymen to

make gardens and plant trees, will be no less a

benefactor ; he will relievo us from a reproach,

and raise the value of the country, not only in the

have invariably flourished the best, and have kept

their erect position quite as well as those set

deeper.

No stones or rubbish were placed at the roots

of my trees when planted out. Every substance

that would be likely to ferment was carefully

avoided, as a slight degree of fermentation in any

thing placed in contact with the roots, would be

estimation of all lovers of comfort and neatness,
|
apt to destroy the small fibrous roots, or prevent

but also in price.

—

Pennsylvania GazMe..

The following remarks of Ma Phinney and Mr
Davis, aie in reply to the Queries proposed by

Mr Lowell, and inserted in the New England

Farmer, page IIG of the current volume:

To Bekj. Gdild, Esq.

The following reply to the inquiries of the

Hon. Mr. Lowell, and others of the Agricultural

Committee, relative to my orchard, is made by

your very respecii'ul and obedient servant,

ELIAS PHINNEY.

In 1833 I planted out ao.'i apple trees, in 1824,

150; and in 1825 and 1826, forty; making in all,

395, most of them in one enclosure. They con

their shooting ; and thereby check the growth of

the tree. The life of trees will be more certain,

and their growth better promoted, by putting no-

thing at the roots, when first planted out, but the

vegetable mojld of a good virgin soil. The des-

cending roots &:. those which crossed or interfered ll have applied this wash once a year,

with others were cut off. The small fibrous routs labo'it the middle of .May.

Nov. 9, 1827

to prevent a free admission of the sun and air to

every part of the top. This i consider a very es-

sential part of pruning, as every precaution should

be taken while the tree is young and in vigorous

growth, to avoid the necessity and the risk of re-

moving large limbs when it shall have become old

and feeble. This mode of pruning keeps the cen-

tre and all the parts of the top sutBcieiilly open.

I have never scraped or split the bark of my
trees. Soon after planting I noticed on a few of

them, small insects adhering close to the bark.— I

;itteinpted to destroy theui by an application of

lime mi.xed with clay and some other substances,

be' without effect. I then applied a wa.'h made
b} lissnlving a pound of potash in four quarts of

water, which has entirely destroyed the insects,

and has kept the bark perfectly clear and smooth.

enerally

wore suffered to remain. These, however, when

they have become dry, either from exposure to

the sun or air, or from liaviug been a long time

out of the ground, should be taken off, for the ob-

vious reason that others will not put out so soon

when those, which are dead, are allowed to re-

My trees have not been visited by borers, nor

any other insects, injuriously, except those above

elated ; nor with canker or black mould. The
best remedy for insects, canker and all the evils

and disorders, to which trees are subject, is, in

mv opinion, a healthy and vigorous growth, which

main. 'may always be secured by careful planting, good

The land upon which my orchard is sot, as I ; tillage, and judicious pruning,

before stated, was ploughed for the first lime, in I ELIAS PHINNEY.
the fall of 1821,—since that time, it has been in I Lexington, ISf/i Oct. 1827.

ist of Baldwins Roxbury Russets, and Rhode
j
^j^^^g . j,joyg,, ^g fjUg;] ^^,ith roots and stones

j

Middleskx, ss. Octoier 12, 1827; Then the
Island Greenings, with a lew Porters. The i'is-|j[j.^t u^g ^q^u i^g done by tillage for the two aforesaid Elias Phinney made oath to the truth of
tance each way between the trees, is about two

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ gg^^,pj ^^i^^ barley the last! the aforegoing statement.
rods. They were all grafted or buded in the nur

sery, the latter promise to be belter trees than tho

fonner. I consider budding preferable lo grafting.

The wound occasioned by the process of budding

heals sooner, and the trunk is more perfect. The
ground upon which I planted my orchard was en-

tirely new, having been ploughed, for the first time,

in the fall of 1821. It had been for many years over-

run with a large and thick growth of shrub oaks,

and whortleberry bushes, and some small pitch

pines. It was originally covered with a pretty

heavy growth of oak and walnut trees, which had

been cut off about thirty years before. From that

time, till 1821, it had been used for a pasture,

though a single cow could hardly have found sup

spring, and about the first of September the stub

ble was turned in, and the land sowed down to|

grass, except a space of about si.'C feet in diameter

round each tree; which, as heretofore, is to be

hoed and kept clear of weeds and grass. By keep-

ing tho surface of the earth about my trees loose

and clear from weeds and grass, they have never

apparently suffered the slightest check in their

growth in the driest seasons. Late in the fall of

each year, I have had put round the roots of ray

trees, a small quantity of compost, made of rotten

lime, bones, and some coarse ashes. This manure

j

after remaining about the roots for the winter, is

i

mostly removed in the spring and thrown at a

Before me, W.'u. Gordon,
Justice ufthe Peace.

Benj. Guild, Esq.—In compliance with the re-

quest of the Hon Mr Lowell, I make the follow-

ing replies to you, respecting the general man-
agement of my apple orchard in this town.

1. I planted out from the nursery in April 1819,

one hundred and twenty-five apple trees, and in

the spung of 1823, about thirty more.

2. They consist of Baldwins, Greenings, Rus-

se'inge, and Spitzenburgh, about one quarter of

each kind, excepting fifteen, which were import-

ed from France.

3. They were purchased (excepting the above
I

distance from the trees. The hoeing commences ,. ^ . __ ^ ,- , „
port in the whole lot. The soil is generally a

] ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^,gg,]3 appear, and is continued as
{ fifteer.) of Mr John Kenrick of Newton, and Mr

light, nchjoam, upon a gravelly, and, '" some
! ^j.^^^ ^^ j^ is necessary to keep them down . nd

: Enoch Baldwin, of Milton, and were budded or

the ground loose. jengrofted by them.

The subject of pruning is one next in importance
|

4. They were generally planted in land broken

parts, a ledgy bottoin. The orchard is on the de

clivity of a hill, having a south and southeast ex

p»sure. Most of my trees were taken ffom the
} ^^ ^j^^^ ^f. ^ ^^^^^ ^^Ui^^ji^j^ pf j,,g goil jn .,,hich Lp for the first time, which had been a rough,

nursery in November,^ the roots place^d in trenclH
j^^gg ^re planted. I commence pruning as soon stoney pasture, and covered with small trees and

bushes of various kinds, which had been offered

for sale at twenty-five dollars the acre.

5. They were planted a little deeper than when
grow.ng in the nurseries, and tho best soil was

es, and covered witu dirt until the following 1

^^ ^j^^ ,g^^gg p,,^ ^^^ ^f^g^ planting. By pruning
spring. This was done to avoid the necessity ot !

^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^y^,, j^t.^^ j^ ^^^gj^ ^^^ the in-

setting them out before the ground had become -^^^ gj^^^j^ ^C ^^^^ pruning are avoided. The
warm and dry. If left in th« nursery till spring

.^^^^^^^ occasioned is small and heals over very ^.„ ^ ..,., ...
they are seldom or never taken up until the sap

; ^^^^^ j j^^^^ invariably pruned my trees while put a: the bottom of the holes, and the holes du,
has begun to flow. When removed after this i^^^

^^p j^ A^^.j^^ ^„3j j-^ggly^ ^^^ the growth the kr-re. The rows were planted fortv feet, and the

trees in the rows, fifty feet distance from each

other,

6. The ground has been in grass for six years.

takesplace, the check occasioned by the removal,
'^g^t -^^ ^^ich is usually about the first of

it not tatal to the tree, often injures its future lj^_^g . .^,^^ ,„ ^^^g^j ^.^^g^ covered the wound with
growth. The best time to take "P trees, is un-

| ^ ^^^j^ture of lime, and clay, with a port.m of hair
question. My, when the sap is least active. If

| ^^g^ked in, to prevent its cracking and falling off but hjs always been kept open about the trees, by
taken up late in autumn, and the roots secured, g jhis method, the wound occasioned by taking I di<Tg:ng every year, and one year I planted pota-
from the sun and air, they may be kept with per- ^^^ j^^^^^^ ^f „„t ^g^g th^n half an inch in dia- toes around them.

meter, heals completely over the first season. I 1 7. They have been freely pruned every year io

take ofl'all branches which at the time of pruning the month of May, and generally cut from the

interfere, or seem likely, from their direction centre of the tree.

hereafter lo interfere with others ; and all such g. They have been manured every autumn, with

others as are required, in order to give the top an a compost, consisting of bullocks' feet, bones, ma-

equal balance. rine shells, tan yard and street manure ; and the

In the next place, I take off such branches, as first year 1 had the piths of cx horns driven doWB
seem likely when they shall have become large aboul them.

feet safety untill the middle of May, and planted

<)ut at this time with proper care, and as near the

surface as possible, vegetation commences almost

instantaneously ; they will not require to be sup-

ported by stakes, and will grow nearly as much
the first, as in any future year.

I planted my trees aa near the jsurface of the

ground aa possible. la soma instances, where the
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. 9. After pruning in May, the body of the trees ,
GYMNASTICS,

have been vMvslied over with soft soap, and a littie !
Tlio following; account of a ewimming ecliool at

old slacked lime intermixed lo make it adhere to
|

Amberg, in Bavnria, wo find in tlie New-York
l!ie tree. 'Statesman, taken from the papers of that country,

10. Tiiey iiave been infested by the borer, and
|
which jrivc splendid accounts of the success of

;:reat pains tnken in cutting thcni out, after whicu some of the scholars,

the wound.': have been plastered over with For The soldiers of a regiment of inf»n'.ry were en

syth's coiijposition, aiid last year I washed then.

over witli pot ash water.

11. They never have required scraping, tlij

nbled to go down 24 feet under water, and swam
about from an hour to an hour and a half. They
jumped from an elcTation of 39 feet, with their

hark having nlways been kept clean and bright by uniform on; and bore at the .lame time the weight

the washing with so.ip.

Ucspectfiilly, I am, sir,

your obedient servant,

CHARLES DAVIS.
Jioibury, Oct. 1, 182/

I

of 30 pounds. They found and took from the bot-

I

tora of the river, guns, muskets, <Sz.c. which had

I

been lost there a long time before. Another e.x-

I pptiment was mad* at Passau. The best swimmers
separated into three parties, and swam for a

equally good crops by adopting the new mode, and
have the use of the ground upon whicli they are
sown from March until August, and considering

that the labour attending the new mode is much
lees than that necessary in the old. Onions have
even been raised by the writer of this, as large as.

the common onion, by sowing white Portugal oni-

on seed early in the spring in good grou|j|^thin,

and keeping them clear of weeds. The Portugal

onions grow very large, and are remarkably mild

and of a pleasant flavour. But whether the seeds

be native or imported, they should always he sown
in drills, on account of the great ease with which
they are kept clean. Tnc same rule ouL'ht to be

observed with respect to all garpe^n veomarles.
The practice is now eommonly followed by those

P. S. Since writing the above, I have thought! time without touching the earth. The first party who make it a business to attend tha Philadelphii

proper to state that in I8'i2, the tops of many of had in their centre a musician who played on the

the trees became so heavy that they began to /^'^fionet. Before Ihem on a table was placed wine,

fjrow crooked, and I had them staked and tied, and the swimmers drank to tlie health of the Colo-

with a piece of n.;it under each cord. Two years nel who was on the bridge. The second party

after it was disrovered the borer was making composed of officers, hac before them a t;ible co-

havoc under the mats, and on e.xamination found ^cre.; with refreshments: the thi d also ranged

two or three trees had been quite destroyed, and themselves round the table. It is represented as a

acme others consi.'erably injured. The mats were curious spectacle to see men eating and drinking

iinmediatelv removi^d. C. D. ^"'^ amusing themselves in the middle of a stream

Suffolk, ss. Bo.'triii, Oct. 3, 1827—Then the f" tables the water bore up.

above named (_^h:ii Ics Davis. Esq. personally ap-

peared and made srlemn oath to the truth of the

above statement subscribed by him, B. Guild

Market with vegetables. The neatness and beauty

ofa garden is also thereby greatly promoted; a

consideration that ought not to be overlooked, for

it is one that will serve to stimulate to greater in-

dustry in attending to it.

SEEDS.
It is a very general impression among garden.

j
ers, that several species of garden seeds cannot be

DllESS OP CHILDREN. ,

raised in AnKiica in ;;fr/ff/io)i ; among these are

Is there any reason, aside from fashion, why ^f'" invaluable species of balterse^, early York,

•he dress of ohiiciren should be so contrived as to '>"'' early sngar-loaf cabbage. English seeds must,

leave naked their arms, shoulders, and upper purt therefore, be imported at an expense of 4 or 5 dol-

of the chest .> If there is none in favor of this lars the pound, to set our crops annually This
custom there ari; reasons, and serious ones, too, ** "" error. Evperience has taught me that these

agaip.-t it. seeds can be raised in as great perfection in our

That leaving these parts uncovered is uncom- country as in England. These species of cabbage
forlcbio to the iiv iviiiual, any one may.be lonviuc- are generally sown vpry early, in hot-beds, for

ed by muking the experiment upon himself Let e'lrly use, and come into perfection and full head
him leave his aims, uiid the upper part of 1. is chest early in July, and consequently the crop is ex-

exposed to the variations of tempernture during hausted before fall, and nrne left to propagate the

the waking hours of almost any one day ; and if, species. To obviate this, I have reserved a few
on trial, his feelings compel him to restore to seeds, sowed them early in June, and set the plants

those parts their usual covering, let him have '^^^ ' ''y which means I have had a good supply

eompassion enough on the children under his care of heads in the fall. This late crop is as easily

(0 furnish them with a similar protection against preserved as any other species of cabbage, and, if

the vicissitudes of the weather. so preserved, and set in the .spring, will yield a

But the objection on the score of comfort is not plentiful supply of seed. Durin? tne war, I resort-

the greatest one. This mode of dressing is also ed to this e.xpedient, and for five vears past have
detrimental to healili. The state of the lungs and had complete success. Some prcc.'ition is, howe-
other internal organs, greatly depends upon the ^er, necessary in setting these peculiar species :

state of the skin : and is in no way more often "'ey should be carefully separated, and set at a

disordered, than by any cause which interrupts distunce from other species ; otherwise they will

the due process of insensible perspiration in the degenerate and intermix with the other kinds, and

latter. In tropical countries this fashion might be produce a mongrel species. So Circful are the

tolerated with impunity. But in ours, and espec- :

English gardeners to prevent this mixture of sorts,

ially in the New England States, where the tem-

perature of the atmosphere sometimes varies fif-

teen or twenty degrees in the course of a few
hours, it is entirely out of place. If such as have

arrived lo years of di'5cretion will hazard their

Tives by conforming to the absurdities of fashion,

the wor.et is their own ; but to impose this kind of

penance upon young children, merely to gratify

the pride of their parents, is cruel,— is inexcusa-

ble.

—

Con. Journal.

A few nights ago, says a New-York paper, 2535
eels were taught at one haul at Owego, averaging
ft'om one to five pounds each—more than 3000
pounds.

that nets aro thrown over each kind when in bios
som, to prevent the bees from carrying the farina
of one kind to another, to mix and spoil the varie-

ties. The same precautions, I have no hesitation
in saying, will produce any one species of cbbafe
seed in as great peifection in this country as in

England or France.

—

Alhauy Plough boy.

ONIONS.
The practice recommended in the 2d volume of

the Memoirs of the Agricultural Society of raising

onions, by sowing the seed iu the month of Au-
gust, has been so fully tested near Philadelphia,

that every farmer ought te adopt it. To continue
th» old practise is absurd when they may obtain

ORCHARDS.
We recommend to especial notice the remarks

of the Hon. Mr Lowell on our first aud second
pages, relating to the subject, delivered before the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society at its recent

exhibition at Brighton. They demous'rate what
many farmers already know, and what more we
trnst, will know, by experiment, that fruit trees

may be cultivated so as to become more produc-

tive and profitabi* than most other products of the

farm in a few years. It is doubtless in some part

owing to the circumstance that they do not bring

to the cultivator immediate profit that we see so

few thrifty orchards. The annual income for the

labor bestowed upon theM must, it is true, be dis-

pensed with for the few first years: but lEkinir

ten years collectively, and labor can in no way
probably be so profitably employed upon land as

in the production of fruit trees. It iS also to be

taken into the account, and reckoned among the

inducements to the cultivation of fruit trees, thai

they lessen scarcely at all, the other products of

the soil. Nearly as much grain or grass will be

produced on lands covered with orchards as with-

out them.

It is a common error, too, that a peculiarity ol

soil is necessary to the production of fruit trees.

We have seen them thrive on almost every variety

of soil; and on steep acclivities as well as level

land. Nearly all that is required, we are told, by
cultivators, is that the earth about the roots be
kept loose by light manures; or, if the soil is

strong, by other light substances. As a matter of
profit as well as gratification in the production of
rich and valuable fruit, we repeat the belief, that

labor can scarcely in any way be so advantageous-

ly employed. Undoubtedly a far greater number
of orchards have been planted in this neighborhood
as well as in other parts of N. England within the

last five or six years than in any equal number of

years before. Still, more may and should be done
in this way for individual as well as the public be-

nefit.

—

Taunton Reporter.

Hay press—JI. B. Bliss of Pittstown, Maine,
has for sale a new constructed Hay Press, built on
wheels, and transportable. If it can be offered

sufficiently cheap, it must possess very great ad

vantages over a standing press.
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[From the Christian Spectator.]

FRUIT A SUBSTITUTE FOR ARDENT
SPIRITS.

In lately reading in the New Edinburgh Ency-

clopedia, Vol. X. article Horticulture, my atten-

tion was arrested by the following remark : "It is

a jusli,>obseryation of an eminent horticulturist,

(Mr. Knight) that the palate which relishes

fruit is seldom pleased with strong fermented

liquors, ana that as feeble causes, continudlly act-

ing, ultimately produce extensive effects, the sup-

plying the public with fruits at a cheap rate,

would have a tendency to operate favorably both

on the physical and moral health of the people."

Upon comparing the observation here made,

with the habits of various persons witli whom I

have been acquainted, I was led to conclude that

it was founded in truth.

Viewing the subject to bo one of some impor-

tance, f then endeavored to ascertain whether the

fact alleged received any support from the known
habits of different nations. In the northern coun-

tries of Europe the finer fruits, if raised at all, are

raised only in small quanties. Even in England,

cherries nnd peaches, and pears, uml apples, fitted

for the table, are seldom brought to perfection

without the aid of walls, and coverings, and arti-

ficial heat ; and in cold seasons, even apples of

the hardier kinds do not ripen in the open fields.

But in England, and in all the other northern

countries of Europe, the intemperate use of strong

fermented liquors prevails every where to a very

gre.^t extent. On the other hand, in France, and

Spain, and Italy, and the other countries in the

south of Europe, whore most of the fruits above

mentioned are raised with ease and in the highest

perfection ; and where in addition to tlieso they

hive an abundance of the most delicious grapes

a!.d figs ; and in many places, olives and oranges;

'ngether with many other fruits peculiar to warm
climates, drunkenness among all clusses of socie-

ty is almost wholly unknown. It is worthy of re-

;oark also, that savage and uncivilized nations,

who have seldom any fruit except such as grows
wild, are almost universally greedy after ardent

spirits.

The diversity which prevails in Europe with re-

spect to the use of ardent spirits has sometimes

been resolved into the influence of climate. In

cold regions it is thought there is naturally a much
stro iger propensity for ardent spirits, than in re-

gions where the climate is more mild and uniform.

But this opinion is wholly unsupported ; nay it is

contrary to well established facts. In Nubia, ly-

ing within the torrid zone, there is a universal pre-

valence of intoxication ; uncivilized nations pos-

sess the same propensity for intoxicating liquors

in warm, as in cold regions ; iind in our own
country as free use is made of ardent spirits at

the south, as at the north.

The cause of the temperance which prevails in

"-he south of Europe, it is believed, will be found

m the use of fruits ; which are very abundant in

r.hose countries where the vine flourishes. But

the tendency of wine to create an intemperate ap-

pelils is comparatively so small, the quantity of

weak and therefore harmless wine made and con

sumed in countries producing the vine is so great,

and so excellent- is the fruit itself, that the vine

aiay doubtless with propriety be cultivated for the

jtirpose of checking intemperance.

Ba the United States of America, though weU

fitted for the production of fruit, throughout near-

ly their whole extent, drunkenness is every where

very common. This may perhaps be considered

an anomaly. But it admits, I think, of a satisfac-

tory explanation. The original settlers of this

couutry ware principally from the British Isles ;

and brought with them a taste for fermented li-

quors which they had contracted in their native

land. For a long period, they were of necessity

wholly destitute of fruit, with the exception of a

few inferior kinds which grew wild. And even to

this day the more delicious fruits—such I mean
as are suited to the climate, are by no means ex-

tensively raised. On probably nine tenths of the

farms in the State in which I reside, which is one

of the oldest, there is little fruit of any value, with

the exception of apples, and these often not graft-

ed. Peaches were formerly common, but now
they ere very rare—though with a little pains

easily raised in any quantity. English cherries,

with the exception of a few places, are by no

means abundant, often none in a whole township.

Good pears, in any considerable variety, are sel-

dom seen. And atraA berries, raspberries, and

gooseberries, are cultivated only in a sinnll num-
ber of gardens. Here and there an individual is

attentive to the raising of fruit. Though but few

families, probably not more than one in five hun-

dred, are well supplied the year round, with the

various fruits suited to the season. Hitherto,

therefore, in the country, the use of fruit can have

had but a partial influence in promoting temper-

ance. In confirmation of the origin of intemper-

ance in this country as above explained, it may be

stated, that in Cuba, settled by the Spaniards, a

people distinguished for their temperate habits, as

was lately asserted in the New York Advertiser,

"there are no drunkards!"

The manner in which fruit is made to supply

the place of fermented liquors is easily explained,

and the statement, it is belisved, will correspond

with what most persons have experienced, or ob-

served. In tlie intervals of our regularly estab-

lished meals, we all occiisiohally, and very many
of us constantly, either feel, or fancy that we feel,

the need of some slight refreshment. At such

times, if fruit is not to be had, many persons re-

sort to fermented liquors, and thiis insensibly lay

a foundation for intemperance. But if they are

in possession of delicious fruits, these are almost

always chosen by temperate people in preference

to the choicest wines. This need of refreshment

is moro especially felt in summer, consequent

upon the exhaustion occasioned by heat and fa-

tigue. Fruit is then found to answer the double

purpose of quenching thirst, and recruiting ex-

hausted animal nature, and in the most perfect

manner. It is in the highest degree— I refer only

to the case of temperate persons—grateful to the

palate— refreshing to the system—and salutary

in its remote and grateful effects. The man, in-

deed, whose pppetite is not satisfied with delicious

Iruits alone, already possesses a dangerous fond-

ness I'or spiritous liquors. It may be thought by

some, that t!ie laboring classes of the community

would set but little value upon the substitute here

proposed for ardent spirits. Whether they would

or not, it is certain that the use which they make
of ardent spirits is detrimental. But what reason

can be assigned why they should value fruit less

than othar men? They have the same appetite
;

and fruit is equally refreshing to theta. The re-

foroaCioD of drookeQ lalboiers, by tfte enbititution

of fruit for ardent spirits, is certainly not expect-

ed ; nor indeed the reformation of any other class

of drunkards. But in those cases where the na-

tural taste has not been vitiated by the use of

ardent spirits, it is believed that fruit would be

chosen by laborers invariably, in preference to

ardent spirits, allowing at the same time, that

they were properly aware of the danger of intem-

perance. Nothing certainly can be conceived of,

more suited to the wants of a laborer, toiling in

the dust or sun, athirst and weary, than a plate of

strawberries, a melon, or a basket of cherries, or

peaches, or apples. With these and other fruits,

which might easily be raised in sufficient abun-

dance, together with such simple drinks as com-
mon beer, milk, and molasses and water ; and

cider when desired, the laboring classes of the

community would undoubtedly he able to perform

the greatest quantity of work, with the highest

health and in the best spirits.

The expense of cultivating fruit is much less

tlian is generally supposed. In the court yards

and g.irdens connected with most houses, there is

ground sufficient, and ground usually unoccupied,

for raising m abundance every variety of fruit

suited to the climate, with the single exception of

apples. The original expense of procuring the

trees is trifling; and even this may soon be whol-

ly saved by a little pains in raising them.

The importance of providing substitutes for

ardent spirits has frequently occurred to the be-

nevolent, and various substitutes have been sug-

gested. In recommending fruit for this purpose,

it is not designed to have it take the place oi

other suitable substit'.tes ; but to have it intro-

duced into their number, with that rank nnd im-

portance in the scale to which its just claims may
entitle it.

FARMING IN ALABAMA.
Extract ofaleUer from the interior of Alahamo, to the Editor o*

the Verr.iom Chronicle.

Northern Farmers might prosper here without

much aid from slave labor. The price of the go-
vernment land is a dollar and a quarter an acre,

and the best improved lands are purchased for ten

dollars. The great object of farmers here being
their cotton crops, they have hitherto paid com-
paratively little attention to the ordinary comforts

of life. The stock are without pasturage, and are

suffered to run at large in the range, as it is call-

ed, or the woods, and the cows are milked only
when they may be allured to the pens by the

calves. Of course, cheese is not made, and but

little butter. Still this is naturally a fine country
for stock ; and even as they are managed, or rather

without any niana^'eraent at all, they grow to a

larger si/e than any I have ever seen. They liter-

ally occasion no expense, a.-i it is unnecessary to lay

up in the summer their support for the winter; for

there is no month in the year nhen they do not

find grass and herbage enough for subsistence. A
New-England fnrmer, indeed, would manage dif-

ferently here ; for bv takiujr a little pains, he
might find his account in furnishing for the mar-
ket the best of beef, b'utter and cheese, and this

without intrenching upon his staple crop, if'heat

is another neglected item here. It is but two years
since cotton fell to its present low price, (about (
cents) and although the soil is said to be well a-

dapted to this grain, the farmers hare not yet fall-

en into tb« praatics of r&ifling it, while thay girr

from 6 to 8 dollars a barrel for flour. Tfa«r« is »-
doub« chat (he estvDsiTt and estrem»lj fei^ £»(-
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ton lands bere would produce the cone to any ex-

tent, while the uplands have proved well adapted

to the culture of the vhie.

This State indeed is new. The virgin forests of

Alabama, in her greater extent, still hold in silent

majesty the empire that nature has given them,

with no tenants but her own. The deer, the bear,

and the panther, roving at large, or contesting

their ancient rights witli newer claimants, have

not long learned to startle at the footsteps of man,

and to dread the power of intelligence and art. As

these wilds gradually yield to another, as Alabama

swells in population, and her future institutions,

under the care of the wise and virtuous of her

sons, shall become the fruitful dispenser of science

and pure principles, she must become, with a sin-

gle exception (Slavery) one of the most favoured

members of the confederacy.

Frmi Flint's Western MonHily Revieiv.

FARMING.
If one half the zeal, energy, and expense, that

hlots so many gaiettes with low and coarse abuse,

setting the community by the ears, for the sole

gain, and the paltry purposes of a few demagogues

and office-seekers, were bestowed upon the ad-

vancement of agriculture ; if the people were half

as ambitious to improve and beautify their fields,

as they are to settle the nation ; and half as an-

gry with thistles, thorns and pcor fences, as they

are with their political opponents, who, probably,

wish just as well to the country, as themselves

—

we should have more productive fields, less com-

f)laints of ptnerty, more ability to be charitable

and munificent, and abundantly more good feeling.

From Pittsburg to New-Orleans the son ploughs

as his father did before him, and the great mass

of farmers are as stationary in theory, as they are

in practice. Nine in ten of them believe, at this

moment, that book-farming is the mere, useless,

visionary dreaming of men that know nothing a-

bout practical agriculture.

We would tell them that England is the garden

fif Europe, simply because almost every acre of the

ground is cultivated scientifically, and on princi-

ples, which have been brought to tlic test of the

most rigid and exact experiment. We would tell

iliem, that N. England, of whose soil and climate

they are accustomed to tliink, as consigned by

Providence to sterility and inclemency, is the gar-

1

den of tbe United States, only because the Indus-

1

trious and calculating people do not throw away

their efforts in the exertion of mere brute strength

—but bring mind, and |dan, and system, and ex- l

perienco, to bear upon their naturally hard and
j

thankless soil. On every side the passing traveller

sees verdure, and grass and orchards, in the small
'

and frequent enclosures of imperisliable rock, and

remarks fertility won from the opposition of the

•lements and nature. After an absence of ten
[

years, on our return to that country, we were
j

struck with this proud and noble triumph, conspic-

uous over the whole region. i

The real benefactors of mankind, as St Pierre
!

0 beautifully said, are those, who cause two blades 1

•f wheat to mature where only one did before,
j

The fields—the fields,ought to be the morning and

the evening theme of Americans, that love their

country. To fertilize, improve and beautify his

fields, ought to be the prime temporal object of

every owner of ths substantial soil. All national i

aggrandizement, power, and wealth, nay be trac-

1

ii tf sgmiltaie, as its ultimate MBtee, C^m^

'

merce and manufactures are only subordinate re-

sults of this main spring. We consider agricul-

ture, as every way subsidiary, not only to abun-

dance, industry, comfort and health, but to good
morals, and ultimately even to religion. We chall

always say and sing "Speed the plough." We shall

always regard the American farmer, stripped to

his employment, and tilling his grounds, as belong-

ing to the first order of nobility among us. We
shall always wish him bountiful harvests, good
beer, the moderate use of cider, and, if he will

rear it himself, of the generous juice of the grape,

but none of the pernicious gladness of whiskey;
and we shall inly invoke upon his labors the bless-

ing of God, and ssy of hiui, 'peace be within thy

walls.'

STOCKBRIDGE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fourth Anniversary of this Society look

place on the 2d ult.

It gave to the Society a pleasing proof of its in-

creasing usefulness, and an extension of its bene-

ficial effects, far beyond the expectations of its

earliest friends.

The Society has now existed long enough to

show, that it hag done, and is working great good

to all interested in it. Almost everything exhibit-

ed for premium, or show, was superior to that of

last year; and we are happy to add, that it is gain

ing interest with the public in proportion, as it is

becoming more useful. Though the day was very

unpropitious, the collection was much larger than

on any preceding anniversary.

The ploughing match wag far better tiian that

of any former year, thongh it commenced just at

the termination of a violent rain. Seven fine teams

ploughed, and the difference in the quality of the

ploughing was scarcely perceptible.

After the ploughing, the people returned to the

village, and viewed the animals, entered for exhi-

bition, and the domestic manufactures. We have

never seen so fine a show of animals : we under-

stand that a yoke of working cattle exhibited, have

since been sold for $140—one year-olds for $.50.

Seventyfive dollars were offered for a last spring

calf which was refused.—These are facts sufii-

cient to induce every farmer to spare no pains to

procure the best breed of cattle.

The Domestic Manufactures were such, as justly

to gratify the pride of every friend of improve-

ment. They displayed great taste in the arrange-

ment, and choice of colors, were remarkable for

the fineness and firmness of their texture, and
much exceeded in amount, and variety, the exhi-

bitions of any preceding occasion. It is a matter

of great congratulation, that our enterprising, in-

telligent and industrious females are giving so

much of their time and attention to this branch of

industry. They are doing much, not only for them-
selves, but much to introduce a wholesome spirit

of economy in the expenses of living.

At one o'clock an excellent dinner was prepared

at Mrs Hicks', at which were about 150 guests.

Mr Mark Hopkins delivered an excellent and
very appropriate Address, which was much ap-

I cattle, or else that they might have h.iy to sell,

plauded for the valuable instruction it contained,
|

which, being nearly a hundred percent, above
its pure morality and the heartfelt interest expres-

; the ordinary price, held out a prospect of consider-
sed in tbe real respectability vni happiness ofAg- lable gain. But this in some cases was not realiz-

riculturists

—

Berkshire Star. led, because too high a price wa^asked, or else

I
there was really more hay on hand, after all the

Cheap enough.—Good beefsteak may be beughl| fears, than the markets required, and consequent-

Jn cuj market aS a eent and a half per pound. ( ly considerable was summered •ret. The preseot

[Fayett* (Missowi) fa^. [
seaseD has been exeeediagty fateiabJa to- the «i»^

CATTLE SHOW IN NEW-BRUNSWICK.
On Thursday last, pursuant to notice, the An-

nual Cattle Show for this City and County took

place at the Block House. The Animals lately im-

ported from England were exhibited for the in-

spection of the public, and the best judges upon
the ground pronounced themselves to be highly

pleased witli the appearance of the Catl'e in al!

points, and considered them to be a valuable ac-

quisition to tbe Country.

Some persons expressed their surprise that so

few creatures were brought forward for premi-

ums; this has grown out of the following circum-

stances:—By a regulation of the Board of Direct-

ors, such Cattle as had once obtained a premium,

were ever afterwards ineligible for competition-

All likewise under a certain age were inadmissi-

ble, and others were kept back by their owners,

because they could not state with perfect preci

sion, the exact quantity of food consumed by them
When, however, the state of the Country is taken

into consideration, we shall cease to be surprised

that so few were competitors. Our attempts at

improvement and exhibition are but of recent date,

and there is not yet such a sufficient number of

the improved stock, as will furnish a regular and

full supply above a certain age, from year to year.

This no doubt will soon be obviated. Several ve-

ry fine young Cattle were produced on the present

occasion, not for premiums, but to show what is it;

progress. And as the Board of Directors become
more fully acquainted witli the actual state of Cat-

tle in the Country, their regulations will no doubt

be so framed, as to open the widest possible field

fof competition, consistent with the promotioa o!

the ultimate design.

After the business of the Cattle Show was con-

cluded, and the premiums awarded, the Annual
Meeting was held at the Coffee House, and the

Report of the last year's proceedings was read
;

and was received with marked approbation.

His Excellency Sir Howard Douglas, the Patron
of the Institution, presided, and a number of res-

pectable gentlemen, besides the Directors, were
present. It was to us a ir.ost pleasing and gratify-

ing sight, to see such an assemblage of gentlemen
of the first respectability and intelligence, witli.V

His Majesty's Representative at their head, evinc-

ing the most lively interest in our Agricultural

concerns, and labouring to devise means by v.hicli

they may be most effectually promoted.

We should by no means be discouraged by smai'

appearances at the beginning; let us labour to

improve our system, and then steadiness and per

severance will bring us to a favorable result.

[St John's (JV. B.) Gazette

FARMING MATTERS.
Last year, the crop of hay in Berkshire, was

much shortened by the drought, and the farmers

disposed of their cattle at ahno«t any price, in or-

der to reduce their numbers in proportion to the

means of wintering them. Some went still .'urther,

either from an over apprehension of starving their
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of hay, and cattle being scarce, for the reasons

above mentioned, their price is now from 50 to 75

per eent. higher than it was last year, and farm-

ers, who were so anxious to dispose of them a

year ago, would now be glad to buy them back

again.

From those circumstances thefarmcr may learn

the following lesson: 1st. Not to giveaway his

cattle when hay is scarce, if there is a possibility

of wintering them. 2d. Whenever the-crop of hay

is likely to fall short, (which may be determined

in the montli of June) to secure a sufficiency of

food for his stock, by sowing Indian corn, oats or

mill"t whii'h misy bo mown and converted into the

mo*;! v^Iiirible foililor.

—

Brrl^skire American.

JVEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, NOV. 9, 1827.

the application of lime is matter neither of mystery

nor of deep philosophical research. It' the necos-

!

.isary quantity be given to land, and properly mix-

ed with the soil, it is a thing of much less moment
than we are apt to imagine, whether it be applied

in its caustic or mild state, and for this reason

that there is a natural progression from one to

the other."

Loudon reinarks that " In the application of

lime to arable land there are sonic general rules

commonly attended to by diligent farmers, which

we will give nearly in the words of a recent pub-

lication.

1. As the effects of lime greatly depend on its

intimate mixture with the surface soil, it is essen-

i tial to have it in a powdery state at the time it is

applied.

2. Lime having a tendency to sink in the soil, it

should he ploughed in with a shallow furrow.

3. Lime may either be applied to grass land, or

to land in preparation for green crops or summer
fallow, with almost equal advantage ; but in gen-

eral the latter mode of application is to be prefer-

red.

'. Lime ought not to be applied a second time

to moorish soils, unless mixed up as a compost, af-

FALL-rtOUGHING, LIME, &C.

Land which is composed in part of clay, or is

what is called a stiff soil should be ploughed in

the fall, and laid as light as possible, so as to ex-

pose it to the action of the frost, which v.ill great-

ly assist in subduing it. Fall ploughing too will

destroy grubs, and other insects, by exposing them ter which the land should be immediatelv laid

to the winter's severity. The fall of ihe year i;

likewise a proper season for the application of

quick lime to your ploughed fields. With regard

to the best mode of applying lime, its quantity, &,c.

we can give no belter directions than are contain-

ed in an article, published in the Memoirs of the

^few York Board of AgricLlture, vol. iii. page

124, communicated by Daniel Buckley, Esq. of

Salisbury, Pa. from which the following is ex-

tracted :

"The method of applying lime, which I have a-

dopled in common with my neighbors, is, in the

first place, to plough up a sod field with a strong

team, in the spring or fall,—harrow it the way it

is ploughed, and mark the field into as many
squares as you intend to put on half bushels, say

down to grass.

5. Upon fresh [or new] land, the effect of lime

is much superior to that of dung. The ground,

likewise, more especially if it is of a strong nature,

is more easily wrought ; in some instances it is

said that the saving of labour would be sufficient

to induce a farmer to lime his land, were no great-

er benefit derived from the application, than the

opportunity thceby gained of working it in a more
perfect manner."

—

General Report nf Scotland.

Advantages of lime.—Though there are excep-

tions to the rule. yet. in jrcneral, it may be confi-

dently asserted, that unless where a soil has by na-

ture enough of calcareous matter in its composi-

tion, for the purposes of vegetation, it can neither

be brought into its most fertile state, nor will

100 oil the acre, which will bring the furrows other manures be so useful as they ought, if lime,

about 20 feet apart each way, and require 50 bush- or gome other calcareous earth, be not previously
els to the acre. This quantity I have found to be applied. The utility of lime to turnips is so great,
most profitable. When the lime is burnt, and as that thouffh in the sam.e field, where no lime had
soon as it is cool enough to handle, it ought to be l.een applied, the crop died away; yet in the limed
hauled on the land already marked, and a half part the turnips flourished with unabated vigour,
bushel deposited in the centre of each square, in ' [Code of Agriculture.
as compact a heap as possible. If water is con-

i Dr Cooper, in the last PI, ilndelphia edition of
venieat, I prefer to slack the lime immediately,

i -Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia says, " Oyster
rather tlian to wait for rain, as it becomes finer I phfiUs are frequently burnt into lime, to lay upon
and can be more easily spread. As soon as it has

, land. They are a better manure when ground
slacked it is immediately spread .ind well harrow
ed. This method I prefer for Indian corn, barley

lats, rye and potatoes. On all the above crops

without burning, owing to the remains of animal

matter in them. \ good lime rompost is the fol-

lowing : spread on any platform under cover, C
I have experienced a groat benefit from lime the

j

inches of mould, then 3 inches of well burnt lime
first year after its application. With potatoes, I (slack it with water in which common salthasbeen
.add about 15 two-horse loads of barn yard manure
to t!ie acre, before planting. A second liming is

often given, and much approved of, after an inter-

valof three or more years. This amalgamates
better, and can be more intimately mixed with the

soil.

" There are good farmers who differ as to the

Quantity of lime that is most profitably applied.

—

Some sav CO bushels on the acre, some 70. and
some more. I have applied 100 on an acre of

lime stone land, at a dressing ; but have not been

able to di>rnver any benefit from using it thus

freely, nor any injury, except in the loss of lime."

It is observed in " Letters of Agricola" that

dissolved at the rate of 1 J lbs. of salt to each bush-

el of lime ; cover it with 6 inches more of mould.

Before laying it on the land turn and mix this

compost heap, and lay 300 bushels of it for each

acre."

fiABDEKS.

The neglect of gardens among the farmers of

the United States generally, is a common remark

among all observing foreigners who visit us. In

England, Scotland and France every cultivator,

w.l^ether of his own estate, or of rented land,

prides himself in the possession of a neat paled

garden, which he renders not only useful to his

family, but highly ornamental. Every member ol'

a household might take a part in the lighter cul-

tivation of such a spot, and the exercise, while it

added to their bodily vigor, would afford them
great satisfaction. The laborious parts of the

work, in the spring, being done by the male parts

of the family, the keeping the plants free l>oin

weeds should bo attended to by the females. Tlie

few gardens that are seen among our farmers are
miserably overrun with weeds, which are permit-

ted to increase, until their removal becomes so

serious a job as to appal every one : and hence it

is often difficult to fi ul a beet, parsnip, or carrot

among the weeds. Whereas, if a few minutes only

were regularly bestowed by some one of the fam-

ily every day, us the season progresses, the weeds
would be kept under, and the vegetables would
be increased in size and flavor by the operation of

the sun and air.

PAT.VTS.

Earthy paints are more durable when exposed
to the air than the metallic paints. White lead,

in particular, by a small mixture of yellow ochre,

produces a more pleasing as well as a lasting col-

our than white lead alone, which decomposes in a

year or two, in the air. The colour it assumes is

a cream colour, and has a full and rich appearance.

It has been very extensively tried with success in

Philadelphia.

NOXIOUS VAPOUR EXPELLED FROM WELLS.

Before any person is sent down into an old wcli

to repair it or get anythiBg out which may have
fallen in, let a candle be let down. If it burns

clear he may safely go down ; if it goes out it is a
sign that it contains foul ait, which will destroy
life. In this case take a hoop, rather smaller than
the well, attach to it round the rim of the hoop, a
strong bag or cloth, and tie the bottom together.
Then by three strings to equipoise the hoop, sus-
pend it to one long rope, and let it down. Raise

I
it suddenly and it will bring up the bod air, which
is much heavier than common air. Do this twice
or t: ree times, and in two or three minutes all the
bad air may be brought out. Try it with the can-
dle, and if that burns, the person may safely go
down.

This experiment, which was suggested by Rob-
ert Patterson, Esq. of Philadelphia, has been re-

peatedly tried with success.

TAI.NTED BEEP RESTORED.

A writer in the Ne*. York Evening Post, sayp
"In the last fall I procured an acquaintance ol'

mine in the country to put up a barrel of fat beef
for my family's use during the winter. The bar-

rel of beef was sent me agreeably to contract :

b't before I had used one quarter piirt of it, I oh.
served it tainted, and so much as to smell quite
offensively. The beef bein,! very fat and fine, I

was loth to throw it away, 1 made the following
experiment: I procured a half bushel of charcoal,

and after taking out the beef, and throwing away
the offensive pickle, I repacked it in the barrel,

laying the pieces of charcoal between the pieces,

and makin!,'- a new pickle, and adding a little salt

petre. I covered the hoof, and in about six days
found it as s>veet and good as it was when first

put up."

BOSTO.V POILTRV MARKET.

]
Our market has been well supplied, lately, with

I

the greatest variety of wild fowl, and fine poultry.

I so as to suit the taste of soy epicure ; cemprisinj
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oanvas back ducks, red heads, brants, black ducks'

blue bills, wliitehelly ducks, Ipel, woodcock, enipei

and various otlier kinds ot" birds ; wild goose, mon-

grel goose—and all kinds of poultry—and some

line venison.

AGRICULTDRAL EXTKA3.

Mr William STO^E, the intelliftent and able

.^uperiutendant of the city farm, connected willi

the House of Indust'V at South Boston, has left at

the office of the New Enc^land Paruicr, several

fine roots of the Mantrel VVurtzel Beet, weighing

1.8, 19 and 20 lbs. each.

SlUl larger Mr Nathan Tufts 2d of Charles-

town has left with ns, fur public inspection, seve-

ral roots of Mangel Wurtzel, tlie larfrest of which

weighs 20^ lbs.—Six of tlieso weiirh collectively

OO} pounds.—We hope th.it both Mr Stone nnd

JVIr Tufts will give us some .account of their mode

of managing their crops, and the amount raised per

acre.
|

Mr Joseph Parker of Wilton, N. H. has raised

this season, one of the old fashioned Crook Neck

Squashes weighing '.1^^ lbs. I

Potatoes.—J. Locke Esq. of Andover, raised this •

season from one seed potato one bushel and a half,

in number 29.'>, of excellent potatoes; 31) of which

weighed 30» pounds. Total weight 81^ lbs.
j

On the farm of Mr Timothy W. Dexter, in Cum-
I

borland, R. I. were raised the present season, from

cne potato five pecks, lacking one quart, weighing
.S5a lbs.

•»
I

Mr James Eustace, of South Reading, from 25

hills of potatoes obtained 4 bushels and tVpeck;

8 of tliose hills produced 2 bushels. They were of

t-(ie kind called long reds. The potatoes were
I

planted in the common way, with hills of the usu-
,

al size, and without any intention to note their

product ; and it is not known to us whether they i

were put in the ground whole, or cut, nor the
1

quantity of seed made use of.
'

A huge Radish.—A radish was raised the pre-

sent season, in the garden of Dr. Noah Wliitman,

;

of West Bridgewater, weighing nineteen pound" !
|

Its length was tv,renty-four inches and its circum-

1

ferenee, (half way from the bottom) was twenty-'

two and a half inches.

—

Colum. Rep. i

[From the New England Medical Review and Jouraal.]

•^ cure for the Asthma, by Dr. Francesso Chia-

rrenlo.—This gentleman having observed that no

means would relieve those who were affected with

asthma so promptly as a free current of wind, he

imagined that distending the lungs with air by

means of bellows would produce the same saluta-

ry effect. He, therefore, being himself afflicted

with this disease, introduced the nose of the bel-

lows into his mouth, and having compressed bis

nose, he ble\v with considerable force, and for a

considerable lime, a large quantity of atmospheric

air into his lungs. The operation was completely

successful, and that with the aid of this siinplo in-

strument he could overcome in a few minutes the

most violent attacks of the asthma. After having

performed this experment on himself a number of

times, he then performed it on others, and with

the same success. From the numerous experi-

ments which he has performed, and from the many
observations which he has made of their results.

Dr. Chiarento does not hesitate to say that he

regards the blowing of air into the lungs, as a

means, not only capable of relieving with great

promptness the attacks of asthma, but also radical-

ly curing this disease, when it is not the effect of

great organic alteration Antot. di Firenze, Sep-

tember, 1825.

furnish the roots at 25 cents each. Mr. ¥. warrants his vinc.«

to glow, and will replace those the spring or the fall after the

i
plantation, that is not growing

;
provided, the person ha.s lollow-

I
cil his directions. References lor the above assertion, to Dr.

!

Vanderveer, Col. Gibbs, Messrs. Wm. Page, Rulef R. Schenck,
Richard Anien, John liurr, and all the nenUcinen who have
bought their vines of him. The fall is the best time to plant
the vines iu a sand or ligbi soil, which is the best lor the vines.
Orders can be directed lo Mr. P's. establislitneni

,
post paid.—

Mr. Swan will deliver gratis, the Provisional Catalogue of Pruii
and Ornameulal Trees of Mr. P. which may be hadof hisagenu-
at Boston, Mr. Russell. New Eiighind Farmer office— Hartford,
Mr. E. W. Hull—Rochester, Messrs, Luther Tucker & Co.—
liuftalo, Mr. Lewis F. Allen—Richmond, Mr. Hemingway.
Brooklyn, f!rpt. 20, 18'27.

Grass Seeds, S, c.

For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North
.^larket Street, Boston, a large variety of Gras^i ,*?W.s, compris-
ing LU<'ERNE, FOWL .MEADOW, ORCHARD (iRAS.S.
HERD'S CiRASS, RED TOP, RED .-ind WHITE HONEY-
SUCKLE CLOVER &,c. with the largest a s.sorlmeut of Gar-
dtrit and Fkhl Sf:fds, lo be loiiiid in New England.

Atso, 20 bushels fresh Canary Seedj genuine £n^'/w/iRape
Seed ; Hemp .Seed, &.c. Itir birds.

Apples a year old.—We were presented last

week with a sample of apples, of the (jrowth of

1826. which had been kept to this time in a sound

state, by Mr Nathan Warner of Woodbury.—His

method of preserving them is very simple, and one

that may be easily practised. The apples are to

be laid down in dry flaxseed chaff, where they re-

main until some time in the month of June follow-

ing, when they are to be overhauled, those that are

unsound thrown aside, the chaff spread out and

dried, and the sound apples packed down again

along with the chaff as at first. Managed in this

way Mr Warner has had plenty of fresh apples

through the whole of the past season and until the

ripening of the same fruit this autumn.

[JVew Hampshire Journal

jVetv England t'urmer's Almanack, for 1828.
Just published, at the New England Farmer Office, and

for sale by Bowles & Dearbokn, 72 Washington Street, ami

at the Bookstores gencrallv, the Xfir England Farmers Alma-
wt/r*. liir 1828. By Thoiiias G. Fessenden, Editor of the New
England Farmer. ___„
This day uublished by Richai-dson & Lord, at their town and

country bookstore, the Old Farmer's Almanack for iS28, by R.

B. Thomas, Esq. containing the usual quantity of new, useful,

anrl entertaining matter, together with the sun's decliitalion.

Ountry traders supplied by R. it L. at tlie lowest rale. In

the press and will soon be published, the Miniature or Pocket

.\lmanack, likewise the Massachusetts Register for 1B28 I i-

Gooseberry Biishes.

Persons in want of superior varieties of Gooseberries, can pro-

cure the bushes, by sending their orders to the office of the New
England Farmer. They are from Glasgow in Scotland ; die

fruit is fine flavored and large, (some may be seen at this office

measuring 3 and 4 inches in circiniifcrciice) and ol while, red,

and yellow colour. The price viill nut exceed ^j per dozen.

Price of Wheat in Ohia.—In the Mansfield Gaz-

ette, printed in Richland County, (Ohio,) we ob-

serve an advertisement, offering thirty-one and a

quarter cents, in cnsh, or thirty seven and a half,

in salt or dry soods, per bushel, for wheat. If

the farmers can afford to raise wheat at that price,

Ihelr county is very appropriately named Rich-

hnd.—Bali Pat.

A certain preventive of birds taking seeds out

of the ground in gardens Sfc.
—-'Mix together one

pound of tar gas, qunrter of a pound of brown

spirits of tar, and a quarter of a pound of grease
;

into this dip some shoe-maker's thread or twine,

and draw it several tiuie? over the newly sown
beds, supported a few inche-; from the enrtb on

the top of sticks." Robert Gorton. Chemist Drug-

gest, Wolverhampton, April 11, 1827.

The Aurora Borealis, which was remarkable in

»ur hemisphere, for several nights, the last of Au-

gust, was noticed in England about the same time,

and described as uncommonly extensive and bright

,[n its appearanee.

.500 Grape Vines,

For sale in Charlestown, by Samuel R. Johnson. The above
choice vines are of the Sicee^ wvi^er species, all raised from cut-

tings, and are from 3 to 4 years old, most of them in a bearing
slate. Orders fiir the above may he supplied at J. R. Newell's
Agricultural Establishment. No. 52 Nortn Market street, or by
die subscriber in Charlestown

;
price for each vine is from twen-

ty-five to fifty cents, according to its age and size ; all the above
vines have been trained to trellises and insured to be as healthy

vines as can he presented for sale. SAMUEL R. JOHNSON.
Subscription.— Select Tai'le Grapes.

MR. ANDREW PAR'MENTIER, Proprietor of the Horti-

cultural Potanie Garden at Brooklyn, two miles from the City
of New York, ofiers to the public, by subscription, one dozen of

the most select and choice GRAPES, for the table, many of
which are in a bearing slate, and can be seen at his establish-

ment with the fi-uit, afler only fifteen months planting.

Numfs ohhf tweliv ffirls.

No, I. White Chasselas—2. Chasselas of Fonlainbleau—3.
Yellow Chasselas of Thnmery-4, Golden Chasselas—5. Musk
Chasselas—fi, Roval Chas.selas—7, Large Maroc—8, White
Muscat—9. Violet' Mnscal—10. Black Muscat—IL Grey Mus-
cat—12, Large Fraiikenthal.

The .Subscribers will receive their Vines between the 16th of
Oct. and 14thof Dee.and the Isi of April and loth ofMay 1828,

free of freight or postage to New York, well packed in moss in

such a manuer as to go several hundred miles farther than New
York. Mr, Charles Swan, Grocer and Tea Store, No. 357
Broadway, and Messrs, Grant Thorburn &. Son, Liberty-Sl,

New York, are empowered to receive the subscriptions. Price

six dollars the dozen, and the plants to be paid for when de-

livered, The subscription reteipt will be accompanied by
flirectiolis on the best mode of cultivating and planting the vine.

The same sorts of Vines maj be had separately. Price 75 cts.

with package, e.icept the Golden Chasselas and Royal Chas-
selas. Mr. P, will designate the difTerent kinds of most con-

•caial lo eacb soil aod situation for to make vineyards, and

Superb Bulbous Flower Roots.

Just received at the office of the New England Farmer, direcS

from the most eminent florists in Holland, a large assortnieiil ot

bulbous Hower roots, comprising the finest varieties of

Double while hyacinths, with purple eye
'' pure white hyacinths
" red diademe de Flora
" dark blue hyacinths
" yeffow rose tulips
• porcelain blue hyacinths
" e^^rly claremand tulips

" red donna Elconora hyacinths
" white and purple Franklin hyacinths ,

" jonquilles and lilies

'* yellow melislote
" white hyacinths, with yellow eye
" belle Agalhe hyacinths, porcelain blue

Large yellow crown imperial ; large red do
;
gold striped do

silver striped do Persian fritillaries; Chinese yellow
tiger lilies ; large yellow crocus j yellow pompone lily ; cloth ol

gold crocus
j
princess Esterhazy hyacinth j superb dragon flow-

er
;
poly-anthus narcissus

j
purple crocus ; martegon lilies 5

gold-

en crown tulips, &c. Likewise, plain and coloured bulb glasses.

Purchasers may rely on the excellence of ,lie above, as they

were not purchased at auction, but are imported direct from the

first florists in Holland, and are remarkable for their size, beauty

or delicacy of tint.

Farnham's Grater Cider Mill.

We the undersigned having seen Mr Farnhani's Grater Ci-
der mill in operation at the farm of Mr John Parkinson in Rox-
bury. state as our opinion that the principle of said mill is well
calculated for the purpose of grinding apples for the cider press,

and superior to any thing of the kind we have seen. We wit-
nessed its operation, and found its motion to be equal lo about
400 revolutions per minute. At this rate it gri-und one bushel of
apples iu 55 seconds, with an eight inch cylinder. We are also

of" opinion that with a cylinder with longer points, vegetables
might be very advantageously cut for the use of animals.

Roxbury, Oct. 27, 1827. JOH.\ PRINCE,
JOHN PARKLNSON,
NATHAN SMITH,

I the undersigned certify that i was present al Mr Parkinson's

at the lime the said mill was in operation, aud am fully of the
opinion that it will perform all that is above slated.

J. R. NEWELL.
For further info-ttialion, application may be made al the Agri-

cultural Warehouse, No, 52 Norlh Market Street, Boston,

Typo-graphia.
An historical Sketch of tiie Origin and Progress ©f the art «f

Printing, with practical directions for conducting e^ery departs

meat inanoflSce; with a description ofSiereolype and Lilitci-

grapJiy, illustrated by Engravings, Biographical Notices, and
Portraits. By T. C. Hansard. Jasi. received said ici safe Vy R
P. & C. WitUAMS,
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THE MOTHER'S DIRGE.

BY WILLIAM CAREY.

From bubbling streams, or springs that rise

In mountain grot or willowy vale,

"Brtng water, while I close the eyes.

And kiss the lips so cold and pale.

From tufted grove and shadowy glen,

Untrodden by the feet of men,

From sedgy banks and fragrant fields,

Bring every Bower that nature yields ;

And scatter every breathing sweet

On lov'd Maria's winding sheet.

Blest spirit newly freed from pain,

While o'er thy faded cheek I bend,

(Belov'd, and watch'd, and wept in v^aiu,)

A moment more thy light suspend.

Behold, while hovering on thy wing.

With water from the bubbling spring

i wash thy limbs; I spread thy bier;

.\nd lay thee down with many a tear,

Clad in thy shroud of spotless white.

To slumber through a weary night.

Thy tender smile, thy soothing voice,

Thy playful innocence no more

Thy fond, fond mother shall rejoice—

Thy little dreams of joy are o'er.

Of the mild graces of thy mind.

No token wilt thou leave behind
j

No trace of thee will soon remain,

But in this breast a mother's pain •,

A mossy grave ; an humble stone.

To tell thy years and name unknown.

NEW ENGLAND.
"Thy cottage homes, New-England,

How beautiful they stand

Amid the goodly green-wood trees

O'er all the pleasant land."

Such would, perhaps, have been the words of

that "elov.nth muse," the gifted poetess of Eng-
land, in the I e:tutiful stanzas descriptive of the ru-

ral scenery oi the clime of our ancestors, if they

had been B| plied lo the land of the Pilgrims. It

is a goodly siiht to look on the green hills in the

flowing spring time, when the insect hosts htim

over the opcnin;.' buds and the mild and balmy air

winnows fra.'.'rance from the expanded blossoms,

when the mi'jiilv power that regulates the course

of the season.^:, e.\eits its most mysterious action,

and herb atid tree are swelling with renovated

freshness. But the landscape aftords a more de-

lightful prosp' ctwhe.fi the forest has put on its robe

of many colors, and hfj who will climb the heiglits

overlooking, like wntcb-towers, the yankee land,

and stretch himself oit under the shade of the

huge walnut, in one of those sun bright days that

gladden the declining year, may contemplate a

richer picture than poet or painter ever imagined.

The sabbath stillness of the cool and invigorating

air will be broken only by the dashing of the sere

and witheied leaf in the eiUer stream that winds

along the hill side down into the valley, or the frol-

icking of the squirrel gathrrinc in his harvest of

nuts. Beneath iiijn he may see fit'lds covered with

flocks and herds, or perhaps goodly plantations of

honest pumpkiu.s sunning themselves and turning

11]) their yellow b.icks among the cornhills, to pre-

pare themselves for the festivities of the "thansgiv-

ing" that comes ns sure as time himself. He must

be blind indeed if he does not refresh his eye on

the orchards with their rosy-cheeked fruits, and

the gardens with the jolly sun-flowers lolling their

broaii good-humored faces over the walls, and the

roofs peeping out from among the trees, with the

smoke rolling np in graceful curls.

"Thy free, fair homes, New-England—

Long, long at freedom's call

May hearts of native proof be reared

To guard each hallowed wall.

And green forever be the groves,

And bright the flowery sod.

Where first the chilli's glad spirit loves

Its country and its God.''

7. Being confined chiefly to the poorer class of
our citizens, it helps to divest them of the little

cash they have in their pockets, and prevents it

from being lonesome, which a solitary dollar might
otherwise be. And herein it is a fulfilment of
scripture—"from him that hath" but a precious
little, "shall be taken away, even that which he
hath."

—

Berkshire Amtncan.

Militia.—Much has been said and written by the

malicious wits of the present day, against our mi-

litia system. But really all this availeth nothing;

they might as well blow their puny breath against

a hurricane, or attempt to climb a rainbow, feet

foremost. Who knows better what is for the good

of the country than our Legislature, three fourths

of whom are, or have been, militia officers? But

DeBfim/—Hunt has recorded in the "Periodictl
of Pisa," one ot those little tales, so common in

Wore. uHgis. 1
the East, inculcating the great oriental dogma of
fatality. Solomon was walking in his garden with
one of his attendants, when he observed a strange
and fearful figure approaching them. "Solomon,"
said the attendant, " who is that mysterious being,
his appearance fills me with dread ; send me, I

pray thee, to the remotest mountain of India."

—

The king in his quality of magician, sent him
thither. The figure approaching, said, "Solomon,
how came that man here.' My errand was to

seize him on the furtherest mountain of India!"

—

thou mli

in order to silence the tongue of malice "forever

and a day," we will endeavor to set forth a few of .Angol of Deathl" replied Solomon,
the numberless advantages of our militia system,

find him there!"
1. It is the "bulwark of our country." This be- —»"

ing a self-evident proposition, cannot be made
plainer by argument. A cart load of the finest syl- '

'*"

hull Young Mmiral.
above nnnicd superior animal, of two years old this suns

, . ... . ,1 . J - I,-,
""ef; y-4'hs of the "Improved Durham Short Horns," of I-4lii

logisms in the country would not render it a whit ,he < Gere breed," and obtained the/rrf premium atBrighton
plainer or truer. '* offered for sale at the low price of one hundred dollars.—oi

2. It makes a very interesting spectacle for lit-
j
ra^iliaMe^rms.""

"
''''"IpXto

'°
"johSTrincF

""

tie boys and great girls—which is certainly a mat-
! Ro.thuni. Oct. 25, 1827.

ter of no small importance, when it is considered' ^?''
^^}^^f^.^^^ ^'f,''*^''

'"?": three fine 2 years old heif-

. ' 1 ui » -.1 ersinmilk—of the half blood of the" Durham Short Horns," and
that many of our country towns are not blest with

, from first rate native cows.

a show of wild animals, above once in two or three
~

Merino Shetji for Sale. '

years.
|

One hundred, the greater pan Ewes, at Winchendon, count>

3. By burning a nation sight of powder, it makes '
of Worcester Mass. Apply lo Seth 'Tucker Jun. of said Win-

... '',
J , „,, Ml • 1. . 1) , '

chendon. Also about one hundred at Windsor, Countv of Berk-way With a good deal of "villainous saltpetre and shire, in said Massachusetts. Apply to Edward Withingtonoi
every thing under heaven that i.^ villainous ought ;

said Wimlsorjor application may be made to Nathaniel "Tucler

to be attacked m e« armis, and blowi. "skv high,
,

°''""'°"' ^°""!^' °' '^"^'""'- _
Again it

"*"'^'' KeepingJor Horses in the vieinity ofBoston.
' I Where the most Ihiihfiil carr may tic relied on, may be hail

i^ith the
'

I application to .Majo nuel Jaques, Chailestown or al thi

ai'plicaliou is desirable

sky high," as Johnny Randolph saith.

removes from the face of the earth, alon

villainous saltpetre, a vast deal of that "infernal N. E. Farmer Offic

drug" which is ?o offensive to all well bred noses, i
JAAlElS BLOOL»GO,Oi> &. Go's.

that it ought to meet with no quarter whatever in j.Vursen/, at Flushing, on Lo7ig-lslancl near AVtc
a polite and christian country.

|
m^^^ iork.

4. It teaches men to love their enemies— "Howit g^^^^^ IN behalf of the proprietors of the above rurser>
the subscriber solicits the. orders of horticullurist!^
who may be desiroiisof stocking their gardens and
fields with fruit trees of the finest sorts and mosi

teaches mon to love their enemies, quoth? A sys-

tem of warfare teach men to love their enemies?

Amostheterodo.. way of loving truly !" Harken ,

h-'-'0-"^^^vigo™us^s.o^^^^^^^^^

friend; there is no warfare about - - " - -one moment-
ihe inoculating ttnr

afting ofall their fruit trees, and purchasers may rely with

It; on the contrary, it is as gentle as a "sucKing confidence that the trees they order will prove genume
, ,, J „, . , . 11 .1 The subscriber, agent ot the above nursery, will rei
dove, and as peaceful as ever a toyshop in all tlie

,jj,^j fg^ ^^y q,j3„,j,y „f
•"

any quantity <

FRUIT AND FORE.S'I' TREES,
FLOWERINC; SHRUBS,

country. Nay, it teaches men to love their enemies

almost to their own ruin— in truth they become

enamoured of hlue ruin- itself. They hug the

"black Betty" thnt contains it to their bosoms,

and hang upon her lips, until at length they are

glad to find a fence to hang upon.

5. 'It wakes the soul by tender strokes of art'

—

by those soul-touching strains of music so melodi-

ou.slv beat out of windy sheepskin, or blown from
\

J 'orchester. procured from this nursery fijr three or fJur years
',

, i, I , .1 P-'is'' s"™* "' which are now m bearing, all in a healthy and
the brazen throats of braying bugles, or sweetly i

° '

PLANTS.
And the trees will be delivered m this city at the risk and ex-
pense of the Purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.
The reputation of this nursery is so extensively known and

has been so well sustained thai i take leave to refer those in
want of trees lo any of the Horlicultur.sts in this city and its vi-

cinity, andjif ocular demonstration is desired, I inviie those wh*
h lo be thus satisfied lo examine the trees in my sarden at

and ingeniously hammered out of a tintinabulary,

triangular bit of steel.

G. It makes a holiday for men—full grown

—

from five and a halftosix feet high

—

nnd between

IS and 40 years of .nge. Men absolutely require a

play-day of some kind or other; and if they were

not drawn out three or four times a year for mili-

tary duty, would unquestionably run mad with do-

mestic confinement, and breaking from their fields

and shops, would prick up their ears, and pranco

and kick, to the manifest danger of all civilized so-

cinty.

j slate.

Catalogues i 1 be delivered gratis on application to

ZEB. COOK,.Tr.
Rogers' Building, t'oiigress-Slrtet.

MWIfihon^s Gardener.
Just received at ilio New England Farmer office, a furthei

supply of Al'Malinn's American (iardener. 'J'his work is the
must elaborate of the kind ever published in this country, com-
prising ample dprcoiidiis lor ilie luauagcineiit of the kitclicii gai-
dcu, fruit garden, oicliaril, vineyard, nursery, pleasure ground.
Hurt or garil, 11, green house, hothouse, and Ibrciiig frames, for

c\ cry moiilli in liic year.

rile Hahjikr is published every Kriday7~at $376»
per annum, or $-i,50 .1 paid in adrance.
(.lentlemen who prociire./tj-s respo»i?ible fiibscti'^er _.

arc onlilled to a^r^H t >!uriegrati3.
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REPORTS
MASSACHUSETTS

OF THE
AGRIGUI-TURAL SOCIETY.

REPORT VIII.

'l\c Commiliee on ./Jgrieultural Experiments; consis-

livg- nf the Hon. Tiio.was L. Winthrop, Chair-

man, Hon. Israel Thorndike, Hon. Wil-

lAM Prescott, Ben.t. Gdild, and JoHn C.

'Jrat, Esqs to u<hom waa also i ommilted the

inspection of sundry articles of .Manufacture,

fur which premiums were offered. Report,

Tiiat si.K parcels of cheese of more llian one

venr old, and seventeen parcels of cheese of the

present year, frotn the dairies of farmers in New
Brainlrce, in the county of Worcester ; one par-

rel of (lid clieese. from the dairy of Mr. B. C. Per-

kins, of Becket, In the country of Berksire ; and

one parcel of new cheese, from the dairy of Mr.

Luther Chamberlain, of Westborongh, in the

county of Worcester, wore offered for the Socie-

ty's premiuras— of the old cliees'^, that from the

dairy of Mr. Elisha Matthews was considered 6y
your co.nindttee to iie the be?t, and they av;ard to

him tlie premium of (en dollars. Mr. Mollis Tidd
IS entitled to the premium of five dollars, for the

next best. They award lo Mr. Welcome Newell
the premium of ten dollars, for the best new
cheese ; and lo Mr. Roswell Converse, five dol-

lars for the next best. To Mr. Charles Cutter, of

Weston, they awarl the premium of fifteen dol-

lars, for the best sample of butter ; to Mr. Mi-

chael Cro:-.by, of Belford, the premium often dol-

lars, for the np\i he-it ; to Mr. Luther Chamber-
Iain, seven dollars .for tliC ne.\'. best ; and to Mr.

Adam Hemenway, ot Pr:-.mingham, the premium
of five dollars for the ne-xt best. The butter and

cheese now offered, is superior in appearance and

flavor to any heretofore exhibited ; this in part

may be attributed to the past favorable season,

snd in part doubtless to more particular attention

the manufacture. Mr. Ebcnezer Withing^ton,

lavly in the northern Slates, to be substituted for

iirdent spirits; and when carefully made is supe-

rior to the common wines of Europe.

Mr. Johr. Webber, of Beverly, exhibited liis an-

nual offering in aid of the show, of some cannis-

tcrs filled with excelleiit mustard, of his own
manufacture. All which is respectfully submitted.

THOMAS L. WINTHROP, Chairman.

The following lellor of Mr Baldwin was accidenlly omillcj

Inst week. Il is in reply lo ilie Queriesof llicMassatlmsells Ag-
riculiural Society to the several successful claimants for die pre-

miuiiis on orchards. These Replies have proved very interest-

ing nnil acceptable to those engaged in the m.'lnagRmentof orch-

ards and nurseries.

1. I have planted 305 trees.
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AGRICULTURAL ADDRESS.
The following paragraph is extracted from the address of Pli-

Tiy Merrick, Esq. before tlie Agricultural Society of Worcester

county.

"I am not unaware that there are those, who
will not yield a -.villing attention to the BUggestion.

that the opeiations of the htisbandman on his farm

are to be essentially aided by results deri^'ed from

scientific and philosopliical investigation. They
object that theory and practice are far dilTcrent

things; that the abstruse speculations of the clos-

et are too subtle and refined for the actual labors

of cultivation ; and they confidently claim tliat \'he

plain unsophisticated judgment which has been

formed by practice is clearer and better than that

which comes heavy lumbcrod with the conclusions

of a life of study. 'J'hey start bacls, as from mysti-

cal conjurations, from all book learning on matters

of husbandry, with much the same undefined hor-

ror as our ancestors did from witchcraft—and with

much the same reason too. Unwilling to be assur-

ed that science is, after all, nothing but perfected

practice, they pray, with a shivering devoutness,

that their farms may be spared from subjugation to

the waking dreams and visionary innovations of

the man of learning.—But let no hasty prejudice

or thouglitless fear, extinguish, by their mistaken

distrust, tlie glowing light of truth. Agriculture

has itself, in all ages, received benefit from intel-

lectual e.xertions—and through all the vicissitudes

of time, mind has given confidence to energy, and
direction to the active. In the most common ptir-

suits, in the boldest exeitions of enterprise, facili-

ties for practice hn\e been largely tlrawn from
those sober places in which men of learning have
been bestov/ed. When the hardy mariner goes
forth upon his favorite element of tumultuous wa-
ters, his tearle.'is intrepidity results not f'om confi-

dence in his own manly strength, but from a well

grounded assurance that learning has provided hint

with the means of steering his bark to another

shore; and he remembers tiiat science has taught

him to look for the land marks of the deep in t!ie

well ascertained orbits of the stars above him."

cause the wool to separate from it, tanning it with

oak bark, treating it with oil; cleansing it, and
istly, in currying it, and rendering it of an equal

thickness throughout. The tubes, after being

opened with instruments, or tools called ivolves'

teeth, are drawn over the bosses of the cylinders

used for spinning cotton and wool, and are stretch-

ed tight by pincers. The tubes ousiht to e.xceed

the bosses of each cylinder in length ; and the

parts of them which extend beyond the bosses are

to bo pressed down and tied, and to be fastened to

the end of the cylinders with strong glue ; the ex-

tremities are then to be rubbed with a wolf's tooth,

to make the glue enter into the leather; and the

cylinders are left in this state for five or six hours;

after which the ligatures are taken oft", and the

ends of the skin which extend beyond the bos.ses,

are cut away in a lathe. In taking them out of the

lathe, the cylinders are rubbed with a cloth some-

what hard, to bring forth the polish of the skins.

Lend. ATew Month. Mag.

OHIO POTATOE.
Mr Story of this village planted last spring in

his garden a single potatoe, obtained of his kiiis-

ir.»n Judge Gary, of Chenango county, the seed of

which was said to be from Ohio, and whicii pro-

duced the present fall one hundred and thirty-si>;.

Thirty.three of them filled a half busiiel and

>veigbed 2.5 pounds; of the rest seventy five were
of a good ordinary size for culinary purposes : the

remainder rather small, making in the whole about

a busliel. His gardner, John Dutchcr, v/hohad the

care of planting, hoing, digging, &c. deserves

great credit, and can testify to the truth of the

facts detailed. Another specimen of this e>:cellent

vegetable, raised in the satne garden, is little less

extraordinary. Twenty-five potatoes of the com-
mon kind were selected of this year's growth,

weighing fifty pounds—They are of an excellent

qttality. This will certainly yield addiliona' induce-

ments to a fresh supply of emigrants from the

Emerald Isle

—

Cherrtf Valley Gazelle.

MEXICAN TIGER FLOWER.
This flower is of such exquisito beauty as to

merit particular attention.—Hernandez, a Spanish

physician, who was sent to Mexico by Philip II.

king of Spain, informs us that it grew wild about

tkat city, and was much cultivated for its exces-

sive beauty, and for the medicinal virtues of its

roots, being, as he terms it, a " frijefacient in fe-

vers, anil a promoter of fecundity in women."
This flower has no scent, but in splendid beauty

it has scarcely any competitor. It is born to die-

play its glory but a few hours, and then literal!/

melts away; but to compensate for this sudden de-

cline, it continues to produce flowers for several

weeks. The latter end of August is generally the

Reason of its bloom.

It it properly a green-house plant, succeeds feest

in liglit mould, and is easily propagated by seed,

from which the plants will flower the second year.

The bulbs and oSsets may be taken up in October,

when the leaves are decayed, and ke"t in dry sand,

saw-dust, or rolled up in dry moss till March ; hut

they must be carefully preserved from frost. Or
they may be replanted immediately in pots of fresh

earth, and placed in the green-house
; giving

them but very little water, till they begin to vege-

tate in spring.

—

M'Mahon's Gardener.

M. Delvan'.i Patent for making Tubes without

.^eams, of the Skins of the Legs of Sheep, for Spin-
Tii'.?i>- Factories.— It consists in cutting all round,

ibnv;? the claw, the skin of the leg of a sheep, pull-

ing it off m the same manner that liurcs and rab-

bits are rased: then soaking it in lime water, to

The September number of Flint's Western Re-
view contains an article describing a variety of

beautiful trees and shrubs common to the valley of

the Missisippi. The following elegant tree is thus

described :

China Tree.—This is a tree more cultivated in

the southern regions of this valley, as an ornamen-
tal shade tree than any other. It has fine, long,

spiked leaves, eight or ten inches in length, set in

corresponding pairs on each si If of a stem two
feet long. The verdure is of the most brilliant and

deep in nature. In the flowering season, the top is

one tuft of blossoms, in color and fragrance re-

sembling the lilac, except that the tufts are larger.

It holds in flower for a long time. It is a tree of

the most rapid growth of any in our country.

These trees, planted out in a village, in a few

years completely embower it, and from the intense-

ness of their verdure, they impart a delit;htful

freshness to the landscape, in that sultry climate.

After the leaves have fallen in autumn, the tree is

still covered with a profusion of reddish berries of

the si^c of haws, that gives it the appearance, at

a little distance, of remaining in flower. Robins-

immigrate to this region iu the latter part of win-

ter, settle on these trees in great numbers, and
feed on the berries. They possess an intoxicating

or narcotic quality; and the robins, sitting on thp

trees in a state of stupefaction, may be killed with

a stick. The bark is said to be a pov,crfu! verini

fuge.

E.xtrarts from " Gleaningsm Hiisbandry and Rural Affairs."

Blany people wonder why the curious enquirer.--

into nature will give themselves so much trouble

about exotic plants ; but they do not sufficiently

consider, that many kinds of grain, many roots,

legumes, fruits, sallads, ;'.i;d trees, in common use

with us for nourishment, household utensils, cloth

ing, and ornament, are originally exotic.

Stiliingjleet's Tracts.

Humble Bees.—If a nest of the common Hum-
ble Bee (Apis Terrestris,] or of the Black Humble
Bee (A. Subterranea,) is taken late in the evening,

and confined for the night in a hive or box ; they

will not afterwards forsake it, but increase their

comb and breed.

Black Currant JVine.—The process of manu-
facture is merely that of macerating the fruit, in

an equal quantity of cold water, two or three

days ; then boiling the whole slowly, until the

fruit is dissolved ; when the liquor is strained oflT.

Rt-boil the liquor, gently, a short time ; and add

a quantity of sugar, proportioned to the given

richness of the fruit ; ferment, and lay up, agree-

[

ably to the methods practised with other fruit

liquors.

Buckwheat was first brought from Africa into

France, by the Saracens—and from France into

England.—Is called by ni:;ny French wheat.

It may be well for the husbandman to attend to

the plants of Red Clover in the course of its grow-
ing. Some considerable variety appears in the

character pf the plants : lie should note them,
and sow the seeds of a head of each variety, ob-

serving the progress of the growth, hardiness, &c.
It is the way of discovering the good sorts,—the

best. The worst the field had better be cleared

of.

A Dairy should be ropmy, airy, and shaded from
the sun, and the windows to face the north ;

wherever a stream of water can be brought
through it, the opportunity should always be era-

braced.

Wooden vessels are supposed to be the best for

holding milk, but unless kept clean, communicate
a disagreeable taste to the milk.

One of the best methods of cleaning and season-

ing wooden vessels for milk, is, after being well

rinsed in cold water, to put them into boiling wa-
ter for the sptice of about three minutes : then to

be kept dry till wanted.

Erotics.—From some late attempts that have
been made to raise plants natives of the East and
West Indies in the open ground, it appears that

several have flowered and ripened their seeds :

and it is much to be wished more eflorts were
made to increase the number of our useful olants.

The late Dr Fothergill cultivated with tlie great-

est attention, at Upton, near London, every plant

that seemed likely to be of use in physic or manu-
factures, and which he could procure at any ex-
pen.se ; and it is to be regretted, that the public

were not made acquainted with the fruits of his
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labour. The greatest difficulty is over after ttie

plants have once ripened their seeds ; as plants

raised from such seeds, grow annually hardier und

• inieker of growth.

With respect to fruit trees, it would be better

to procure such as have been introduced from the

Indies into Italy, Spain or France, than direct from

the Indies into England ; as' for example, the

Quinquina, Balm-troc, Sago, Cocoa, and other

Palm-trees, by being first transplanted from their

native soil into the Canary Islands and thence to

.Indalusia, the most southern province of Spain,

at lenirth have been, by successive transplanta-

tion, accustomed to the climate of Madrid.

Swine are ready for procreatii'n at seven months

idd ; but the male is unprofitable for tha*. use, un-

til twelve, and is in his prime at two years. The

sow goes nominiiHy four months, or one hundred

and fifteen days, with very few days variation ;

brintring three litters, of from five to twelve pigs

each litter, in about eighteen months, supposing

the pigs to be weaned ; but in two or three months

less time, the pigs being suckled for roasters.

—

The old lopped eared make the best bacon ; the

Chinese, and crosses with it, the best pork ; for

which they will fatten in four or six weeks; and

killed at eight or ten months" old, are esteemed

more delicate, than if they were kept longer in

the stye. Should be restrained to a certain quan-

tity of water, and kept clean and dry ; for cleanli-

ness is as essential to the preservation of their

health and well doing, as that of any other animal.

Two gentle;nen in Lancashire have a breed be-

tween the Wild Bo:trand the Chinese ; they have

very light and small bellies ; their sizes are but

small, weighing from ten to fifteen score, general-

ly twelve score.

There is an animal kept tame in some of the

East India Islands, called Baby-roussn, of the

same genus as the Common swine ; which, if it

would bear our climate, would be an useful ani-

mal, as it lives solely on herbs and leaves uf trees,

and never ravages gardens like swine ; the flesh

is well tasted-

The cutting away with a sharp knife, the grist-

ly or horny part of the snout, tiirough which the

r'in'r is usually pui, will, without the least injury

arising from it to the animal, effectually prevent

Its rooting.

Crows are terrible destroyers of Indian corn.

—

Blackbirds and squirrels are also great enemies to

the corn crop; but the poor wiiod-peckers, accus-

ed of eating maize in the field, do but dig for and

pick out worms ; for which they deserve a premi-

um, as these worms, in different shapes and char

acters, become enemies to vegetable productions.

For Inflamed Sure Ei/es — White vitriol, one

drachm, acid elixir of vitriol, twenty drops, and

boiling water one pint: put the white vitriol into

water, and when nearly cold, add the drops, and

after add one large table spoonful of brandy or

very old rum. If the above is found too strong,

weaken each quantity drawn off with more or less

rose water.

To take ink spots out of cloth or liiifn. Wet
immediately the place with lemon or sorrel juice,

er with white soap diluted with vinegar.

Cure for oxen strained by over-drawing.—About

half a pint of common soap, stirred up with a quart

•f milk, poured down the throat of the creature

vill, we are told, speecily efTect a cure,

From Cjie Worct:ster JEgu.

SELECTION OF FRUITS.
In turning the puges of catalogues of the e.xton-

sive varieties of fruit trees contained in the nurse-

ries, one is much perplexed to make a selection of

choice kinds for the garden and orchard. A friend

;
eminently successful in cultivation has kindly fur-

iiished us the followiug li.at of the best varieties,

whose superior excellence has been tested by his

own e.xperiments. The wish that the benefits of

his experiments may be extended, induces us to

I

present it to our readers as a sure guide iu their

I
selections.

' APPLES.

I

Summer. Harvest. Red Juneating, Early Bon.

Fall American Nimpareil, Princeall.

Jfintcr. Baldwin Pippin, Nonesuch, Rhode Isl-

and Greening, Peck's Pleasant. Spitzhergen of the

new kind, Roxbury Russet, Tift Sweeting, Tolman
Sweeting.

I PEARS.

!
Summer. Early Chaumontelle, Skinless, .Targo-

nelle, St Michael's, Seckle, Bergamot de Pasque,

Satin Green, Charles of Austria.

Winter. King's Bon-cretien, St Germain, Col-

I

mar.

CHFRRIES.

Ronald's Black Heart or Black Tartarian (best),

May Duke, White Heart.

PEACHES.

Early White Nntme? or Early Ann, Red Rare

ripe, f arly York Island, Lemon Cling=topp Ken
nady's Clingstone. Early Admirable, Royal George,

Royal Kensington, Gross Mignon.

PLUMS.

. The varieties of the Green Gage, and the Pur-

ple Gage.
GRAPES.

July Grape, Burgundy Black, White Chasselas,

White Sweet-water. White Muscat, Miller Bur-
gundy. The Auwigsburg, is an early white grape,

reported to be the best of all the natives of our

country, and said to he hardy.

"Letters from Europe, comprising the Journal of

a Tour through Ireland, England, Scotland,

France, Italy and Switzerland, in the years 182.5,

'26 and '27."

Mr Carter's book has just been published by the

Messrs Carviils, under the above title. It is in two
handsome octavo volumes, of above 500 pages

e'^ch, on fine white paper, and a beautiful type.

About one third of the work, as we have been in-

formed, is substantially new, consisting chiefly of

letters written durinff the latter part of the tour,

which were not published. It would of course be

superfluous for us to speak of the tal-nts and ac-

quirements of the author, or of the ease and fluen-

cy of his style : and the public have already been
made acquainted with the plan and execution of a

large portion of this hook, which will no doubt be
received with greater approbation and pleasure,

|

from the improved and enlarsed form iu which it

now appears.—A". Y. Daily Adv.

A few years ago all the flannels and baixea used

in the country were imported from Europe. The
severity of an American winter was moderated by
the fabric of Wales and the fleeces of Saxony.

Such an establisliment as a flannel manufactory

was unknown in the country. Tne tariffoflSlG

gave encouragomont to some branches of cotton,

but woollen goods were partly unprovided for.

The new protection extended by the law of 1824

has not been v/ithout its expected operation.

.\mong other branches of mauufariures, that of

flannels is making a rapid progress. Already there

are about six or eight establiohments of this kind

in the country, one of the largest of which is situ-

ated in Amesbury, in Massachusetts. Not long

since one was erected in Connecticut, and recent-

ly its proprietor sent a very handsome assortment

of flannels to this market, which entered into com-

petition with those of English fabrics. It is known
that the average prime cost of the article in this

city amounted to 25 cents a yard; and at auction

when they were sold, they brought 40 cents. The
liberality of this price was occasioned by the beau-

ty and texture of the goods, and its genera,! ex-

cellence in comparison with the foreign. The
growth and progress of manufactures cannot he

impeded by any sectional differences of opinion.

All the middle, eastern and western states are

nearly unanimous in favor of this policy, and at

the next session ofCongress there is every proba-

bility that a new revision of the tarifl'will be lU'ide.

[.v. Y. Commerrift ."idv.

Early indications of Ji'inter —On the night of

t p 7tli inst. a severe snow storm corsjmsnced from
' TVfrth. and continued till the evening of the

Hving il:\y, and left us about a foot of snow on

; vel. Ko jTe'>t and early a fall of snow is hardly

A i'nin ti;e recollection of our oldest and most ob-

sc! ing -iti-eus. The tinkling of sleigh bells at

thi'- 9ea:.on of the year surprised us almost as much
as 10 have heard them at midsummer. Indeed the

sound was rather melancholy than enlivening, as
' marr of onr farmers have not finished gathering

t their crops— Considerable produce from the neigh-
jbori ;.r tov.'ns was brought to market on Thursday
in sleighs. We also learn, with surprise, that the

mail coach from Litchfield to this city, was actiial-

!
ly stopped by the heavy drifts of snow that had ac-

j

cumulated during the storm.

—

Hartford paper.

In Williamstown, a few days since, a young lady
swallowed a pin which lodged about half way
down in its passage to the stomach. Dr. Emmons
took a piece of wire, fastened a piece of dry
sponge to the end, and passed it down the passage
below the pin ; here it absorbed moisture, and be-

come so much swollen, that in drawing it up, it

brought up the pin Hampshire Gaz.

In a communication in the Georgetown Colum-
bian, Mr Adlum says there a,re now (Sept. 24,)
enough of wild grapes on the vines in Maryland to

make 2000 pipes of wine !

They have in exhibition at Philadelphia, the

greatest Ox in the world, and the smallest Cow.
The Ox is the Columbus, weighing 4000 lbs. and
the C«w measures only 3 ft. 10 in height, and 4

ft. 2 in length.

Coveringfor Roofs.—A new substitute for slates

has been adopted in England, and introduced ex-

tensively into use. A quantity of lime is slacked

in tar, in which sheets of the largest and thickest

brown paper are dipped and then laid on in the

manner of slating. This is said to make a durable

covering, answering every purpose of shingles or

slates, and will effectually resist the weather for a

great number of years.
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[From Flini's Western Monllily Review.]

REED CANK.
Every one has seen llie larger reed cane, i.n the

form in which it is used for ani^linj; rods. It grows

on the lower courses of the Mississippi, Arkansas,

Red River, and their waters, from fifteun to thirty

feet in height. We have seen some in these fer-

tile bottoms, that vvonld almost vie in size with

the bamboo. Tlie leaves are abundant, of a beau-

tiful green, long, dagger shaped, and not unlike

those of Egyptian millet, but narrower. It is

marked off in equidistant joint:;, tubular, perfectly

straight, and gro.ss so thick, as to be almost a

compact mass. To us it is the richest looking

vegetation, especially in winter, through whicli it

retains a perfect verdure, that wc haveever seen.

The smallest sparrow would find it difficult to fly

among it; and to see its ten thousand stems rising

apparently contiguous to each other, and to look

at the impervious roof of verdure, which it forms

on its top, it has the aspect of being a solid layer

of verdure. A man could not make three miles in

a day, through a solid and unbroken cane brake.

It is the chosen lair of bears and panthers, v;hioh

break it down, and make their may into it, as a

shelter from thi? elements and man. Thousands
of the more delii-ate birds take refuge in these

verdant asylums from the storms of winter. Its

presence indicates a rich and dry soil, above inun-

dation. The ground is never in better prepara-

tion for maze, than immediately after this prodi

gious mass of vegetation is first cut down, and

burned. When the cane has been cut, and is so

dried, as that it will burn, it is an amusement of

high holiday for the negroes to fire a cane brake

30 prepared. The rarefied air in the hollow com-

partments of the canes burst them with a report,

not much, inferior to that of a musket, and when
the field is e.'itensively fired, a noise ensues like

tJiat of a conflicting army, in which innumerable

inu.skets are continually firing.

There are different estiiuates of the duration of

this beautiful vegetable, but it is generally sup-

posed to have a life of five years ; at the end of

which period, if it has grown undisturbed, it pro-

duces a most abundant crop of seeds in heads very

tike those of broom-corn. The seeds are fariiiac-

^u.s ; appear and taste like wheat kernels, and

c%e said to be not much inferior to thtt grain for

^read, for which purpose the Indians, ^.nd in some

cases the first settles, have substituted it. No
f'egetation so iragfo.ssively shows the e-xuberant

prodigality of nature, as a thick cane brake. No
other affords so rich and perennial a range for

/cattle, sheep, and horses. The butter that is

made from the cane pastures ot this region, is of

the finest quality and flavor. The seed easily ve-

getates in any rich soil. It rises from the ground

4tke the rankest asparagus, with a large and suc-

culent stem. It gruws six feet high, before the

body loses this succulency and tenderness, in

hardening into wood. No vegetable or grass in

the world, probably furnishes so rich and abun-

dant a fodder of so rapid a growth. The quantity

of seed, that could be obtained from an extensive

cane brake in seed, would exceed any possible

amount, that would be required in agriculture. It

could not indeed arrive at seeding maturity in the

northern latitudes. But the interchanges of all

things of use in our country are so rapid and cer-

tain at present, that the seed could be obtained,!

dteBply, and with ease, annually f:om Vhe south.

!

When we have seen the stems of this rich fodder,

rising almost in a compact mat to the height of
four feet in a few weeks, after the old cane had
been burned av/ay, when we have calculated, what
an amount of it might be raised on a single acre,

it has a thousand times occurred to us, to wish
that the cultivation might be tried, as a fodder, at

the north. In our view it were well worthy an
experiment, to sow it annually in regions of a lat-

itude too northern, for it to survive the winter.

—

Kentucky was once, as is well knov^^n, almost a

solid cane brake. There can be no doubt, that it

would grow as rapidly in Now York or Massachu-
setts, in the intervals between the frosts, as it

does in Louisiana.

From the Miildlelown, (Con.) American Sentinel.

APPLE PU!\nCE.
On taking notice of large heaps of apple pumice,

near some cider-mill.s in the vicinity of Middle.
town, 1 am induced to mention, that it is good for

cattle, sheep and swine, and ought not to be wast-
ed, for it is good for nothing for manure : I tried

it more than ^0 years ago, by carting away a large
heap of it, which had lain accumulating many
years, and was satisfied that it did not pay me for

my trouble ; I could not say it helped the crop, al-

though It was put on sandy land, and the land in-

clined afterward to bo mopy, and bore less grass.
It was according to my father's custom, and the
practice of steady habits, to keep milch cows away
from pumice, but wishing to prove all things, I

kept a cow principally upon it more than 3 months
in the year 1786, feeding her sparingly at first, for

afew day.s, and then letting her lie at a heap
which v;a3 replenishe<l with fresh pumice every
few days, and v.'here there was little else to eat,

and we thought she did as well as the other cows
which lay in good rowen feed, and it did not dry
up her milk, as (armcrs generally suppose it will.

If a cow eats her fill of apples, it checks hor milk,
and so it will if she eats her fill of grain, and over-
eating grain sometimes causes death, yet cows
might do well on apples after being accustomed to

e>it lliem, even by lying in an orchard and eating
as many as they wish ; if cows are allowed to take
their fill of pumice at first, it may check their milk,
and make them stagger ; it is the distention of the
stomach, rather than the injurious effects of the
apple or pumice, that checks the milk. I have ne-
ver wasted any pumice since my experiment, when
I have owned a cider-mill, but in the year 1794
I sold my place and bought another farm, and had
no cider-mill for many years, but the trouble of
going a mile to make cider, loss of the pumice,
and paying for the use of the mill, induced me to

build one near my house where two men could ea-
sily roll a hogshead of cider from the mill into the
cellar.

No pumice has been suffered to lie near the
mill since it was built; we place a cart close to the
press, and throw in the pumice and carry it away
and spread it for cattle to eat, throwing a little to

the hogs, (which is but very little more labor than
to carry it by hand two rods, and throw it in a

heap,) and the cattle will eat the pumice, and the

apple seeds which scatter are picked up by the
fowls.

I like this practice better than to have a heap
of stinking pumice near the mill, which is not
worth carrying away. If you hare more pumice
than your cattle will eat, you can dry it, house it,

and feed it out in winter, it will be saving hay. I

have told many farmers of my practice, svho feed
out pumice in the same way; ami if I have publish
ed something like it before, the reader will excuse

j

me for having it printed again, when wc are sen-

I

sible that many people read very superficiallv, and
1
most people are apt to think their own method is

the best, and it becomes necessary to give precept

j

upon precept; but I have no motive but public

\
utility.

I

I have also published how to make cider, but

I

people like their own mode best, although Newark
!
cider sells in New York for 4 or 5 times as much

j

as that which is made in New England; and I

think it is wrong to have the Yankees so much
outdone :^ but making cider is nearly done with

for this year. I hope that some more of our far-

I mers uill, at least, feed out a little pumice for a

j

trial, against next year. A FARMER.

Froin Loiidon^s Enajcloppdia of AgricnUure.

\ —
SHEEP IN SPAIN.

The sheep of Spain have long been celebrated.

Pliny relates, that in his time Spanish clothes were
of an excellent texture, and much used in Rome.
For many centuries the wool has been transport-

ed to Flanders, for the supply of the Flemish man-
ufactories, and afterwards to England, when the

same manufacture was introduced there. By far

the greater part of Spanish sheep are migratory,

and belong to what is called the mesta or Merino
corporation ; but there arc also stationary flocks

belonging to private individuals in Andalusia,

whose wool is of equal fineness and value. The
carcase of the sheep in Spain is held in no estima-

tion, and only used by the shepherds and poor.

The flocks which form the me^ta usually consist

of about 10,000 sheep. Each flock is under the

care of a directing officer, fifty shepherds and fif-

ty dogs. The whole flock composing the mesta.

consist of about five millions of sheep, and employ
about 45 or .50,000 persons and nearly as many
dogs. The flocks are put in motion the latter end
of April, or beginning of May, leaving the plains

of Estramadura, Andalusia, Leon, Old and New-
Castile, where they usually winter ; they repair to

[
the mountains of the two latter provinces, and

i those of Biscay, Navarre, and Arragon. The
I

sheep, while feeding on the mountains, have occa-

sionally administered to them small quantities of

salt. It is laid upon flat stones, to v;hich the

flocks are driven, and permitted to eat what quan-

tity they please.

In September the sheep are ochred, their backs
and loins being rubbed with red ochre, or ruddle

dissolved in water. This practice is founded upon
an ancient custom, the reason of which is not

clearly ascertained. Some suppose, that the ochre

uniting with the oleaginous matter of the fleece,

forms a kind of varnish, which defends the animal

from the inclemency of the weather. Others think

the ponderosity of this earth jjrevents the wool

growing too thick and long in the staple. But the

Biore eligible opinion is, that the earth absorbs the

superabundant perspiration, which would other-

wise render the wool both harsh and coarse.

Towards the end of September the flocks re-

commence their march. Descending from the

mountains, they travel towards the warmer parts

of the country, and again repair to the plains of

Leon, Estramadura, and Andalusia. The sheep

are generally conducted to the same pasturas they
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had grazed the p'ecedinor year, aud where most of

them had been yeaned : there they are kept dur-

inp' the winter.

Sheep shoarintf commences the beginning: of

May, and is performed while the sheep are on

their summer joiirnev, in liir^e buildings. Those

which are place I upon the road, are capable of

containing- forty, fi'lv, and some sixty thousand

sheep. Tlio slie^-in? is preceded by a pompous

preparation, cond -fed in due form, and the inter-

val isconsirtered ; 'une of feasting and recreation.

One hundred and rv. enty five men are usually em-

ployed for shearin;: a thousand ewes, and two

liundred for a thousand wethers. Each sheep af-

fords four kinds of uool. more or less fine, accord-

ing to the parts of the animal whence it is taken.

Tke ewes prorluce the finest fleeces, and the weth-

ers the lieavipst ; three wether fleeces ordinarily

weigh on the averag" twenty-five pounds ; but it

will take five ewe fleeces to amount to the same
weight. i

The journey which the flocks make in their per-

'

egrination is regulated by particular laws, and im-

J

memorial customs. The sheep pass unmolested

over the pastures hcloneing to the villages and

the commons which lie in their road, and have a

right to feed on them. They arc not. however,

allowed to pass over cultivated lands; but the pro-

prietors of such lands are obliged to leave for

'

them a path, about forty toises (eighty-four yards)
|

in breadth. When they traverse the commonable
pasture", they seldom travel more than two
leagues, or five and a half miles a day ; but when
they walk in close order over the cultivated fields,

often more than six varas, or near seventeen miles.

The whole of their journey is usually an extent of,'

one liundred and twenty, thirty or forty leagues, i

which thoy perform in thirty or thirty-five days.

The price paid for depnsturinT the lands, where
Uiey winter, is equally regulated by usage, and is

very low ; but it is not in the power of the landed

proprietors to make the smallest advanoe.

The public opinion in Spain has long been

against the mesta, on account of the number of

peojile it employe, the extent of land it keeps un-

cultivated, tlie injury done to the pasture and cul-

tivated lands of inoividuals, and the tyranny of the

directors and shephf^rds. These have been griev-

ances from time immemorial. Government, yield-

ing to the pres3in~ solicitations of the people, in-

6tituted a committee to inquire into them about

the middle of the eighteenth century; but it did

no good, and it was not till the reTolution of 1810,

that the powers and piivileges of the mesta were ,

greatly reduced.

fine Dray Horses, being stock from the nolo

Horse Goliah, imported by the Hon. John Cotfiii. '

Ton premiums were awarded for the bust Bulls

Cows, (J.\en, Calves, Sheep and Swine.

Tlic Show, both as regards the number and ex-

cellence of the Animals exiiibitod, fur exceeded

the expectations which the public had forinrd.

The Horses of the Draught breed exhibited by Mr
Vail of King's and Mr Hev\iett of Queen's Conn,

ty, were much admired, as v/as also the fine tvvo

years old Colt belonging to Mr. Conlitf, of Wood-
stock ; but none of the stoc'-: ap|3cared more to

attract the attention of the spectators than t!io

beautiful bull calves, belonging to Messrs. Ham-
mond of Kingsclear.

Tliese were from the imported short horned

Durliam bull, Hanover, purclmsed by the Society

from Hugh Munro, Esq. of Bathurst, and after-

wards sold to Mr. Archelaus Hammond. Colonel

Miles' calf was rather larger than either of these,

but for beauty and valuable points they cannot

probably be surpassed in these colonies.

Several superior animals were exhibited but not

entered for competition ; for these, the bull, heif-

er, ram, ewes, and lambs—boar and sow, belong-

ing to his Excellency Sif Howard Douglas, were
considered admirable specimens of their kinds, as

were also the two Ayrshire cov/s owned by the

secretary of the Central Society.

The striking improvement in some species of

the stock, and the interest which the public ap-

peared to take in the exhibition give assurance

that our future Cattle Shows will be still more in-

teresting and highly promotive of the agncultural

interests of the province.

R. SIMONDS, Secnktry.

m
Dearborn's jilalform balances, for weighing, art

said'to be the mo5t perfect ever invented The ha

lance is capable of sustaining ten tons, an I at the

same limo will weij^-h one or two pounds with pre

cisiou. wliic'.i care, aud under cover, it in ci Ic^ilat

ed the apparatus would last 20 yours, .(ir Dearborn
of Boston has rcndoreJ <;if'at service to cnechauicf

by his inventions, among whicli tliis is not the lea3t

valuable.

Ta milm Tomato Kdchup.-^Yttr half a gallou,
' take a gallon ofskinnod tomatoes, 4 lablespoonfuls

,
of salt, 4 of black pepper, half a spoonful of alspice,

I 8 pods of red pepper, 3 tablespoonfuls of mustard ;

grind them finely, and simmer them slowly in sharp

I

vinegar, in a pewter ba.sin, 3 or 4 hours, strain it

j
through a wire sieve, ami bottle it clo.^ely. Those

[
who like the article may add, ai'ter the ingredients

are somewhat cool, 2 tablespoonfulsof the juice of

garlic.

American Maimfaclurcs.— It is; stated in the

Patterson Intelligencer that a wealthy English

gentleman is now erecting in the state of Now
York, a Cotton Factory of fifteen thousTind spin-

dles and four hundred power looms. He has like

wise given orders for his m-ichiuery to be made "'

the Patterson factory.

From the SI John (N. B.) GazeUe.

PROVINCIAL CATTLE SHOW.
Pursuant to a Resolution of the New Brunswick

Agricultural and Emigrant Society, a Cattle Show
was held on the 9th ult. at the Race Course in

this Town.
Tlie day was unfavorable, yet the E.-ihibition

was numerously and respectably attended. It was

honored with the presence of His Excellency Sir

Howard Douglas, who came from St John, for

the purpose of attending on this interesting occa-

sion, and expressed himself highly gratified with

the scene.

Three premiums (amounting to $125, 00) were
awarded for the finest horses—Among the Stock

entered for Exhibition oivly weie *w» remarkably

BRISTOL CATTLE SHOW.
The annual meeting of the Bristol County Ag-

ricultural Society, and agricultural and manufac-
turers' Exhibition, took place in Taunton, the 30th

ult. The Ploughing Match was first in the order

of the Exhibition ; and at i) o'clock ten teams were
entered and engaged in an animated contest for

the premiums offered by the Society. It is praise

due to all in an unusual degree, to say, that the

work was done well. In some past years, the teams
may in some instances have executed their task

with more despatch; but it seemod, and very pro-

perly, the present year, to be in an especial man-
ner, an object to make perfect, as well as quick,

work.

The show of Cattle was probably equal to the

former Exhibitions of the Society. The pens v.'ere

wholly filled and contained some animals which
would do credit to farmers in any part of the coun-

try. Of the Manufactures, there was a variety;

some of a superior quality and of a kind not before

exhibited; but we have no room for an enumera-
tion or description of them.

The gentleman who had been designated to de-

liver the address having failed the Society, the

Rev. Otis Thompson read an address which had
been previously delivered on a like occasion. From
the meeting house the society proceeded to At-

wood's Hotel, and partook of a bountiful and well

served dinner. The premiums were declared and
officers chosen in the afternoon, of which a notice

will hereafter be made.— Taunton Rep.

"lie wlio has a trauk, has an estaio.''

rniBiii.is.

I have seen the young man born to affluent for-

tune, who was early npprcTticed to a respectable

and scientific meelinnic, lo loarn ft'hat is generally

termed a trade. Although there v.'as no apparenc
need of such a step, as the father was an indepen-

dent man ; still the old mnn conceived that it was
necessary, and often made tlie observtition, that

"he who has a trade, has an estate." The young
man duly served Wm time, and became a complete
master of his trade ; and this son had the happiness
to contribute to the ease and support of his truly

respectable parent in his old age—(vvho had lost

through misfortune his immense property,) and
while performing this pleasing, sacred dutv, hi»
talents and industry raised him to an envinlile sit-

uation in life Tioy Budget.

To make durable Candles.—To 10 ounces of
mutton tallow, add a quarter nf an oence of cam-
phor, 4 ounces of beesw.Tx, and 2 ounces of alumi
melt them all together, and make your candles..

It is said that Sir James Mackintosh has sold

his History of England (now finished) to Messrs.

Longman & Co. for si.\ thousand guineas.

For tke HTiooping Cou^-h.—The following has
been recommended :— Dissolve a scruple of the
salt of tartar iu a gill of water, add ten grains
of cochineal finely powdered, and sweeten with
brown sugar. Give to an infant the fourth part of
a table' spoonful four times a day, aud from four
upwards a spoonful may be taken.

In the London Weekly Review tlierc is a most

entertaining notice of the recently publislied His-

tory and Antiquities of London. In page 214— 15,

there is a description of asuniptnous entertainment,

which is thus ushered in by an account of the

boiling of a cook: Richard Rose, cook to the Bish-

op of Rochester, according to his sentence, was
boiled to death in Smitiifield, in 15-31, for poisoniuor

sixteen persons with porridge, which he had pre-

pared for the destruction of his master, who for-

tunately escaped the intended mischief by the

want of appetite, which prevented him eating thnt

day.''
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RE-V.UiKS OJi THE IMPROVKJIE.NT OF LIVE

We received, some lime since, a pacuphiet of

atoot firt» pages S»o. with the above title, prinlerf

St St. Jcha's, (New Bruosa-ick) and Jiare delayed

gi«ng it an earlier notice, in cons«-iiaence of ill

he.nlta, which reatJereti it necess-.ty to postpone
msay thicgs coonectcd wiiii our eJilcrial c:itie£.

I: is a sensible prosluciion. and caniio: fail to re-

•^ard liic intelir^ent ciilantor, who wiU give it a,

-.-arefal perusal with a portion of that skill, wiiich
i

;s indispensable, in order to eaable him to reihie
a fuU reward for his labors. If the head of in-

^

-iuitrr is not directed by uje hand of science, it

;

becomes in a great measure paralysed and poir^
|

erjess. i

It is not possible for os to follow this author
•hroQgh the mere tecbaica! parts of his v.ork : or
those which relate to the science of improTiasr the
jreeos of animals, without O5.venio§ a Nerv wide
;e!<i for discossiun. and t. averting grcucd. which
;is been repeated r trodden since the ccmtnence
wnt of our paper. We shall, therefore, mereif

» ,riv€ some esirscts of plain and practical atiiitT.

•> .'iica nsT be unJer!.io«d withoat tr.tc:sT the
:Qks which conneot tnem with the rest •>:" the

"rsstise. Speakiug of the Durham, or Improved
Sucrl-borns..llie writer says

-The prii:c>iHl featMr- in the character of those

r»li;e, fer rrrieb tBey ris so celebrated, is their

very early nttainaieot ct proof, as it is called, or

'ispcsiuoa to make tit al an earlier age than any
-Sber breed whatever. Tiiis, no doubt, is aJ-Jed

'^y placid and docile letupers, which also renders

'hem ster.dy and wiliing ..rau^ht catUe : balls,

even, havin^j been by kind an.i gentJe ticatmenL
uiu^bt to perfbrm ro^oUr (a^ks for miles without

a driver.- With ••i:e tiiey will feed to great

weijiii, s'ler bating p-^rforrce 1 much labor, and
\hezt Ibsir beef is sailed uoc, it is said to retain

^ juices losgsr than any o' er : in cocsequence

f which, it i:as long beea preferred to pack to

fnd:a and other coantrics, where retention of

ircoiaess of qaalilr for a grest letgth of time is

39 object. Thsy are also very good roilkers, con-

s!;!erir.g tue:.* i:^c!ji;atio2 to fatten.

'-That the intra Turti'ja and increase of a breed

S3 valuable as the Purhani hitve proved themselves

tv» be, would be a geseril beaefit here, I believe

will Bot be qaesnoaed. It shonid, therefore, be-

coaie an object of soUcitucs with the .^g^ic3«tu^al

Societies, and firtners, to procore them as soon

as possible, and no period can be c:ore favorable

'.H- '.';'! -resent ; for if ever a people v.-cre biess-

'.t aud generous gcverr.mecl, striving'

e general and indivi.'.al icterest of

. . . _ i at this raomeat, are under that be

-

:<.s«o>est and parental adailnistcation.^
[

Tiie writer then proceeds to quote the bi^b

arKes for which cattle of the SiiGrt-horned breed

!j»v5 sold ia Enr'aad : and amocg others, those

of 3 Breeder of Short.aorns in Xoitinirhanishire,

who sold at unreservei t-tbUc r.i.cti.o:i. i-ienty-five

of his "joBsr i<o<-i. ; • -—
. -f.-" 5~:r'.r-;e3s. sver-

affiag about tao 7 .
'' sterling :"

,

a:id cootinccs :
- .it plainly

apaears, that if v;c :;. . - ; r.^liy a good
breed of cattle in the country, a corresponding

price cicst be paid for it: but, however exorbi-

tant that price may appezr, it has been proved be-

yond question, that they sre the cheapest cattle a
farmer can possess, for they are the most profita-

ble ; and great as the sum certainly is for an nni-

nisl, he is only e.vchanging value for value.

"••The partiality of individuals for the cattle of

their own smtneiiiate country or district, led many
to give them the preference over the Short-horn-

ed, and such is the excellence of many of them,

that any prejudice that might e.\!st. may well be

excused. The .\lderney, Holderness, and others,

are celebrated for their milking powers. The
Devons stand deservedly bich : and the fine cat-

ile of Hereford, have carried away, probably more
prizes at Smithfield, than any other. But for »

combination of the most valuable properties, it is

now generally allowed that the Improved Short-

horns excel. Not only iu Englan J is the demand
for them great, but both Scotland and Ireland

purchase vast numbers ; where they are highly

thought of and eagerly sought after.

'•The Cheshire establishments are the best con-

ducted in England -. and there the conduct of the

dairy-men offers a fime example to the country

They hold cows to be in their prime from fo'ir to

ten years old, and keep them as long as they milk

well, indeed until they are fit for nothing else. I

mean to make the exception of capit I milking,

—

which I should be tempted to keep to even tW' nty

years of age ; but I yet tliiok, generally, cows are

not at their best until five years, and on the de-

cline at eight, when I apprehend, it must be for

the interest of the dairy-man to sell, or put them
to keep, [fatten.] I think few can snfier sach an
exhaustion es constant milking to the eighth year,

without deterioration.

" If the quantity holds, the quality becomes poor,

and the appetite of the animal increases. Three
sach will eat considernbiy more than four fatten-

ing beasts. They find here, as elsev. r.ere, that

great milking and great proof in beef are incom-

patible. Great care is taken to keep tae cattle in

good condition during the winter, for tie follow-

irrg good reason :—The Cheshire tea «iseiy con-

sider it a grest object to turn their co.»3 to grass

!3 good condition, as they say 'to si<3ri tlkeat Jiiir,'

Eileging that if otherwise, and their juices are

dried up with straw foediag and the severity of

the winter's cold, the animsls are long before they

recover their uiilfcing powers, if ever tuey do re

cover them nnder S'jch circumstjr.ces.

"Tae personal attendance, both of masters and

ser\-ants. seems to be most exemplary on ail occa-

sions. Sacks and mangers are cleared and kept

ccns'.ar.tly clean, and a trarked attention paid to

the ir.dividna! appetites of the beasts—before re-

tiring to rest the master goes round from sta!!

to stall, adding to or diminishing the quantity of

fodder.

-It is recorded of an econoKiccl farmer, some
years si".~e, who kept eighteen cows en an unen-

closed Common, where little nourishment cocld

be found by them; and no better fare being allow-

ed, he V. as ot'.ised often to purchase butter for

famiiv i.'C. Ucm the reconiraendation of a friend.

he enelo.-ei and improved the Common, and better

fed his stock ; tne consequence was. bis family

was not or'v ple^'ifnlly supplied wiili butter, but

that V ir be effected by the who!f

starve - now amply done by four.

"Ic;; -ted with our subject, the

baro-yaru forms a ktry important branch of rc-;l

economy, from which the greatest advantages ir.iy

be derived. The fodder being giten in yard racks

I

IS less liable to waste, than when given loose ii<-

jlhe field: and the cattle being regularly fed in

such a place, fatten quicker than when abroad

—

the exertion necessary to procure their food being

I

less. Some intelligent men in the country, instead

:of yRrding, prefer feeding altogether in the stall,

I
during winter, turning the beasts out only for

'water and exercise. This system may be pursued

I

with advantage ; much food being saved, by feed-

|ing ia the house, and a great quantity of manure
iiad'- if straw be had iu sufficient quantities to

jlitier 1 ell." (To bt cciicludtJ next leeek.)

; TK.A.

I

A great deal of declamation has been printed

land spoken on the subject of tea-drinking. Some
good people consider it almost as criminal to in-

• dulge in drinking tea as in making a too free use

I
of ardert spirits. Dr Rush and Dr Cooper, how-

Jever, and many other mecical writers approve of
' drinking tea, with proper precautious. Dr Cooper

says If good tea be urank in moiierate quanti-

lies, with sumcient milk and sugar, it invigorates

i the system, and produces a temporary exhiliralion,

and a clearness of ideas. But, when taken too

I

strong aui copiously, it is apt to occasion slight

|trerao.-, aui s^ mptoms similar in a oegree to those

j arising; from narcotic plants ; but as it contains

gillie acid and tannin in moderate proportion, I

I regard it, on the whole, as a most wholesome.

. grateful and ecpucmic.1l beverage, affording the

j safest aui pleasantest refreshment after great

bodily falieue or mental exertion ; at the same
(time teLciag to support and promote that perspi-

ralioa which might otherwise be impeded.*"

j
Mowbray, a late English writer on economical

subjects has the following observations on this

I beverage :

I «»The present topic of the comforts of the labor-

I ing classes naturally introduces the modern but

I now universal habit of drinking tea. The late

'Mr .\rthur Young, with perhaps a less profound

,
attention than he usually bestowed on his subjects,

took every opportuuity of expressing his unvil-

Jiagness to allow to the sons and daughters of la-

1
bor their share in this common privilege ; and Mr
Touug, I observe, has successors in this opinion.

Tea making it is objected, is a grand consumer of

time, and the beverage itself a debi'itant, render,

ing those who use it, delicate and unfit for labour.

It may be replied, that the most expeditious meals,

necessarily consume lime ; that in order to make
the loo orien bitter draught of labour go down.

and so insure a degree of cheerfulnes."! and good
will, some portion of respite and relaxation is ne-

cessary. Tea is certainly a mere diluent and de-

tergent, altogether devoid of the rutritive proper-

ties of beer : it :s at the same time a cooling, se-

dative, and refreshiug drink, extremely ajreeable

and cleansing to the stomachs of those who are

feJ with the most ordinary, the hardest, and coars.

pst provisions. As a re 'axeat. it oi\en proves

e-.ially bcneficiil as agreeable to the robust, and
to those of rijid fibre. Nor have I ever known an
able laborer, or any well-fed laborer.icjured in his

strength by the custom of drinking tea. A parti-

ality for this .AsiRtic herb has long since taken

possession of the whole poodle of this country :

md I mast confess, I see no reason for attempting

t? direst the grer,t majnrity of their share of a

ccmmon right, which really oagbt, in this com-
mercial country, to be witbin the compssj of their

means."
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China.—Mt Tucker of PhiUdelpbia, I

exhibited at the last meeting ol the trmokHO »"- nihoial Botanic Ga/dea ii Brtwii™. r*.. -. -. . .-kCiIt

.titcte.specmens of American c^^a, w^^cb ^n ;.^N^Y^^^
soandcMS of body, soioolane^a o» g'*"'»e. »"" Irtichare aabeanip «ale,aB<l caabe«a>at to esuS&fc-!

nrit, awr oalj Mcea i ~
'

beauty of lustre were pronouoced by competent Jbkbi whiifcefarit,

jQdges to be enoal to the imported, and in U.e pn-
, ^^ ^ ^^ dSSIS^i SSSrf F<«^>.-J.

rily of its whiteness to surpass either tie I rcr.cn
j
y, iin i Hitiwhr rf TlbiiiiirrT 1 Gddca Ck^^acfas—a. M«k

or English china met with in our market-" \
OsasseSas—€. Kt^a) Chases—7. Loge il«oe--,^ w t.:-x

Partner ffamltd.
Ao aam aari iKiiarai Kc Baa, ofoce^'^^rfaUr larsri-T

i« wa«e«4 IO ate a AsTt '* j:; A;-' -: ^ j: TT-^ -J. t_ .-.4

i|ir lalili— , Mfcitt »t-

zpfH by Icuer, (pan ;

CbzaseSas—6.
. M.£sc3!—9. rafct'lhntat—10. Blact Jbscal—11. Grcv
! cat—12. Large FraakeKhal.1 r .«..« ' ca'—^^- *-*"Ke f r !! Hill-

Champlam (Aast.—An extensive glass factory,
i ^h^ SohHTJbefs wiB nam: dxir rraes bet««a tie

intended for window and cat glass, has been re-
;
Oct. and llikcf'Decaad ibe Ut of AprS aad l5taiafMav ii23

cendy esUblL-hcd at B.rl.ngton. on Lake Cham-
, ^it^'j:^,^^^^:^^^^'^^^

plain ; and is owned by capitalists in Boston.
mawer a» lo go sereral tallied niks&rtlicrlhaa

> - M' Cbarles 8«an,Groeer aad Tea awe, >'o. 357
i Jleisr& Grant TtoriiarB & Soo, tJiKnr-Sc
' eaipowepni to rcceire tfae sabacripijcss. (*rioe

i! dozes, aad Ike piaats u> be paid far whea dle-

lite aobscnpliaa neeqa mSi be acconpeafed b<
'^.r^'-i£oas oo the b^ aiode ctfcoltiratiag aad piaaliag ibe Tri^e.

T:L'7Szsaeaormcf\iaesm>afbetad3efaialtlr. Pr<e~5c-i-.
h fodage, eaent the (loUea CWoseiaa aad Roral Cbsj-

Ardic EzpeiKlion.—Cipt. Parry and bis coi;

paniocs bare returned to London. It sterns afte.-

haring left the ship, they landid on foaling ice-

bergs, which transported them southwards faster

than they could travel northward. They misht ita^.-—l&.'P. wit destgaaie ite diftjuai loads of"awa cac-

as wen h.ve journied on a wheel Uke tame squir- ' |;^al_uj^e^*»a gd^^S-r^^^^,^
rels, or Icnar.Ls of a tread mill.

, :o ^ow, aad «S repiace (hose tbe sprag or the &S aiter; ibe

j p<altaliaa,ifcatisBiit growics; ptDTided,tbepe^3!ak^s&ucrr-

/ro^ Works. The Albany Argus states that ' erf bis ifirertiaK. Reftteaces tar ibe abare asenxo. -j Dr.

t. .1. J f - .»„„«.-. VaideTTCer.Col.Ga*s,)IesBn.WiB.P^e.RirJei-K-3reea±.
sBch 13 the rapid progress of iron mann&ctares,

. ^^^^^^^ AxiSem, Joba Bmr. aad aD d«e^—•—— -*" ««
-The EiO b ll« best lisie lo ^ia^-.

. wbkb is tbe best ftr ibe Tixe^

.

> Sir. F's. esiab&^iaeal. post paid.

—

bolts, &e. that a consi-^erable village has spmnz; M.- S^-aa »iH defiter gratis, the r>iAi»iui>.d Catalogoe of Fras

eepeciaily in the sreat river .Au Sable and its boazbtibeirTiaesafhiiD. T\

branches, in bar and round iron, for chain cables, ^^^^S'l^^,^^^^:

.igriemUurcJ Bookt..
Jva lecened £jr sale at ibe u£(* 'fiteZSewE^aaJFies-

«T, a faihtr veptr ofj|a»iard aer:n^aval boofcs^ aMag afc^eb
-T'.. I.rcadoari EartdDpei^ofAgrxsioae

Sisiial oa Ibe Kaosiedge aad FVanicpofGwkn^
Ghlii«g» bi IT.oia .,-. eati Ganfesag '?

Jli>«ib«>jc- --7^9xae.]EUCWi.Ge»
Rabbili, Fbes. ^jmlim e<£ixa

Karwaooc ' — xiSbcep—CoieoaFrsWiree'

H'huerKetpir.j '

. tijzits in tke vieittity ofBn^aitt,
'^S^OK tbe one Ihl ^Ja\ care say be i«fied «a. oar be bad

'

0:1 appficauoa 10 >k.j9.- i^aaael Ja<|aeE, Cii-iinagia. or a: ur
X. E-FatMerOfe^. At taitr appBr^Vn b dtsaajfe

To lefl tbj Tears aari bimt ^diaowm.

TE« daymhMapd by Eaterfaa <t Lord, al laear Ki«a aad
rooHry boakaue, ik; tHd Farser* Abeaack br ICS. b? B.
B-Tbijaiat, EK}.cn«33««g tbe amnl qaaanty «l aew, aafei.
aad <1 lUTiiag sar^er. logeiber wHb Ibe aaafs iltiHawi e.

Coaairy oadei^ a: s&H t t B. & L. ai ibe Ickck raa?. L.
-.ae pRS, aad «ill ioc'i re

fnb&Bcd, ibe MacaKre cr Fteber
Aisaaack, XAcnrstt -ja ^Izisiciisecs Beg^ser fcr 12S8 14

Fine Dresier't Gaidt.

A fisw ccptes of ice .Izie-Bcaa Vuk* Dreaer? Gaade, by A*
pbceae Loobaz. jas ^"Tt^keo: Sx -^s A ibe FaraKi iJKi i' -

price dOceas.

portast rit

etu.

=T. near Jar, which is called La Faj

The Taunton Reporter states -.'aat a woaGan is a|

neighboring town, afflicted witii the tooth ache. •

applied to it the Oil of Tansey, procured from an;

essence pedlar. AUhocgh b'jt two or three drops [

6<»ae, Mr. Roasefl. \ew Eaclaad Faraier office—Har&n).
. )lr. E. W. BcA—Eocfaester, M^is. Lolber Tneks ii. Co.—
,
Euciio. Mr. Lewis F. Allea—Ridnaond, )&. Heaniewav.

1 B<^.rii'jn. S5X. 39, 18*7.

PRICES OF cou: PRODUCE.

Fruit 7Vee».
WM. PRINCE, ibe pioprieSorartbeXsBKK^ Bo-

, tune Gar^gn amd Siufjia at Flaniag. L. L bas
tae ]^eas!re of iefcrnag tbe pobic, tbatbB laiTse^

IT BOW caeiai3s 172 varieties oflbe AppJe, ZK oj'

were taken, she survived the a'ltiiicatioa but tvroi Pe2i^.''6ofCbe>Ties.I39ofPIon>s.25efAiaJeot5,81ofPeari5-
' = • } — r.f\ ..fV..^.—: . iri-/* &I ^ * I .nL-li.._; c .^r\^T—

or three bours.

-The merchants of Ao.

20 of Nectarines. I9af .Almoads. 14 cf Ihlbenks. 6 oiQaia-
; cm. hj oiYiZS. 16 d'CoxTaaEs. 15 cf Ra^jbernes, St oTGoose-
b«Ti«5. 20 orS-jawtierTies. iai of Grsjws. 60O of Onamesial
Trses. Above 500 ofibe above fcxnds ofFirdu axe act to bePrmiumsfor Cottcrn

gusta have offered prensiDms of 7.5. 50 and 25 -ijc!- '. ij<"^ !> anvotber eoHeeiioa ia Anerica.
1 , f 1 I It , -. - 1 - TI>^ diSereat varieties caaaoe be otberwise Ibas *pgoIrap 35
lars. 10 ti.e pbaters who shall eshioit the lirst, sec- ,J^^l^^,^^^S!^mal^^^«^t^^^^
end and third best loads of cotton of his own crop, laied fiwa beaii^ trees. Tbe Ciary. Peacb. aad oiaer trees

;:re ^aerallv ofbige aK. Catabgaes stajbeobiaiaedat tbe
Xex^ E^iaadEarBeroiBce, gratis, asdocdeis left tberejors^
bvmaiJ.win aieet

in Augusta 011 the 10th day of December,

loads lo be of not less than seven bales

the'

Superi Buttoau JToierr Rooit.
Tiie first muskets made in the C. States were

|
jos receded^ tbe office oftbe \ew Ei^laad Faraer, free.

ujarulactcred by Mr Orr. Xearlv .500 staaJ ofiCw" ibenwsteMaeiaBoreisiaaiBaffld. alaigeasscitaieni of

arms made by h/m, were carr.ed away from Fort ^^-^SS^^JI^^Si:^,^
ludeoendeace Oj the British Commissarv. when AnsaWUs. MexiraB Tiso- Inkwer. Ucabfe Tcaerases, Ik^^
Ti---!oa was evacuated in 1776.

'

!^f.^°^.^^?°?v'?^ '?f^-- **^ KL."''^^-
I
aad lionUe wbite maeed) ^eapoiitan »aT ofBetbiebea (wbae

APPLES, tert.

iSHK, pot. Ut SCT . -

p€arl tic.

BEA5S. W!i;;e, .....
BEEF, Bit f?, 2tO i:..*. .v..

ca.-;.», Xo !. =;w. -

'- Xn e. '.'-T-. - .

BUTrr" "

CHEi-

fla-: --------
flax sezd ------
FLOUR, Baltiaacre, Ro^irard Ft

Genesee. - - -

Rts. tis!.

GRAIN, Rye - -

Cora - - - -

Barley - - - -
' Oats - - - - -

li«>G£' LABX), l5i sor-. c^ -

HOPS. Xo 1, InsptcticL

Lir^IE. -----
OIL. Liaset-. ' " .. l."

.-J.JX
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iKfsrrUraiifs. Mimei/.— Bacon, tjin Eniilitiii philosopher, com-
pares money to iniinure. If siathered in heaps, it

'does no good, but on the contrary becomes offen-

I sive—.spread it, thoiiiih ever so thinly over the

! surface of the earth, and it enriches the whole

]

country.

I

Thcrr^s no place like home.—Home can never
' be transferred ! never repeated, in the experience

j

of an individual. The place consecrated by pa-
rental love—by fhe innocence and sports of child-

I

hood—by the first aBquaintance with nature—by
'the linkin<r of the heart to the visible crration. is

the only houie. There is a living; and a breathing

spirit infused into nuture—every familiar object

I

has a history—the trees have tongues, and the

ail is vocal. There the vesture of decay does not

close in and control the noble functions of the

soul. It sees, and hears, and enjoys, without the

(ministry of gross mateiial substance.

BOSTOr^ BUCOLICS.

A Soni^for fhe Ploughmen.

Tlravc sons ofNdW England, high lords of tbc Si>i!

"

Willi hands ever roady to gWo or to ioil :

—

The harvest is bending o'*er valley and plnin,

Coine, come, to its festival labor a^yain.

We boast not llic olive, wc want not the vine,

("or the orange and citron ^ve do not repine

:

We look at no cllmaie wiili envious eyes,

i''or what nature ref.iscs, our labor supplies.

Hut our country we serve, when we follow the plough,

t''or 'tis seldom a ti-aitoris wiping his brow 5

And toil that wc love, is the pledge of our faith

To the land that we live in—through danger and death.

Then long be that land itie abode of the free.

Afar may its fall, in futurity be,

And long may its harvests so beautiful wave,

And long may they gladiicn the hearts of the brave.

lBosio)i Courier. „ !
,

,
, ,Some parents, even those that are wealthy and

"ivigular Dish.—To make this ininjilable dish, aspiring to style, instead of endeavoring to incul-

iiO roll a I'imperatrice,] take out the stone of an cate in the infant minds of their children a mode
.', and fill the cuvity with shredded anchovy 1 of speaking, make use of an incoherent gabble,

A young Counsel, who was r.t'lif'r given to brou-

beating, had a favorite mode of mystifying a wit-

ness by saying, "well, sir, I slial' only ask you one

question, and I do not care wbicli way you answer

it." Mr Brougham, who was on tl e same circuit,

accosted his friend one mornii;^— Well, Jones, I

have but one qucytinn to ask you. -ind I do not

care which way you answer it H: iv do you do

to-dav?"

Grns.^ .'seeds, f. •

For sale at the office of ihelVe" I'-n^ji-

Market Street, t'loslon, a large vnr.i-iy '

ing LUCERNE, FOWL MEADOW
HERDS GRASS, RED TOP, RED
SUCKLE CLOVER &c. with the lai

den and Field Seeds, to be found in New
A/so, 20 bushels fresh Canary Seed

;

Seed ; Hemp Seed, &c. for birils.

Fai mer, No. .52 Nortl^

Guiss Seeds, compv-
R! HARD GRASS

.' ., HITEHONF.V
:

;
' assortmentof Co,

ti;ig'and.

iV':«ii''ne EnglishR^p'

The olive, so stuffed, must be put into a lark, the

lark in a quail, the quail into a partridge, llie par-

-.lidge into a pheasant, the pheasant into a turkey,

lid the turkey into a sucking pig. Let a brisk

ire amalgamate weU the juices of these various

-rieats, and serve it up. But hold, rash man!

—

ouch it not with your knife; throw the whole out

of the windov.', tave the olive, in which the quint-

;ssence of the whole of the surtounding materials

is cencentratcd. Sv.-al'ow the olive ; but have
near you a bottle of ether, for it is probable you
may faint with pleasure. Some epicures reject

•'.ven the olive, eating only the shredded anchovy.— C'ode Gounnaml.

Iiisaiie persons, on an average, oat twice as

itiuch as suue persons, and they absolutely require

mora food th.iu people in tound mind ;ind body.

—

Knighl »n Lisanilj/.

which !\ conjurer can scarcely interpret. The
consequence of which is, that their children being

disposed to learn the first.words they hear, acquire

a silly and disgraceful dialect, which very often

affects their speech, more or less, during life. It

were we'l if parents would recollect the impor-

tance of spe.Tkinu to children, and endeavoring to

make them spe;ik in the language of correctness.

This cannot be effected if they use, or suffer oth-

ers to use that sort of baby talk, which so often

misleads and abuses the faculties of children.

—

fffirren Slnr.

The Ricliiiiond Enquirer, of the ninth, contains

an afvicle in favor of manufacture

Ha;/—CJ)i,ie- CSIidden, Esq. of Norfhfield this

year cut four nuts of good English hay from one
hundred and one square rods of cround. T' ree

tons were produced at the first crop, cut the sec-

ond week in ,Tiily ; and one ton at the second cut

Fainhftm^s Grair CiiiiV Jiiill.

We the undersigned having si en IVlr Faml^am's Grater Ci-

der mill in operation at the farm of Mi .1. iin P rkinson in Rox-
bury. stale as our opinion that the prmf ( !e oi .aid mill is well

calculated for the purpose of giindmg ;.i,| Ics fb the cider press,

and superior to any thing of the kind \m' a\e seen. We wit-

nessed its operation, and found its motio.t 10 b* equal to about
'100 revolutions per minute. At this r<>!c ii groi!;id one bushel of

ajiples in 5.3 seconds, with an eight inch <-ylindc:-. We are also

of opinion that with a cylinder with longer |
oints, vegetable-;

might be verv advantageously rut lor die use 01 animals.

Ko.xbury, Oct. 27, 1827. JOHN PRLM^E.
JOHN PARKINSON,
NATHAN SMITH.

i the undersigned certify that I was present at M. Parkinsoi. -

at ilie time the said mill was in operation, aud am ailly of the

opinion that it will perform all thai is above slated.

J. R. NEWELL.
For f'lillicr information, application may be maiie at the Agri-

cultural Warehouse. No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

JAMES BLOODGOOl) & Go's.

Jv'ursery, at Flushing, on Long-Island near JSCtw

York.
IN behalf of the proprif^tors of the above nurserj-,

(he subscriber solicii-s the orders of horticulturists

who may be desirous 01 Mocking their gardens and
fields with fimi trees of the finest sorts and mos1

ned a Vir- '
bealihy and vigorous stocks Ihe present autumn.

'

I

Bloodgood »fe Co. aPtiid persimalty io tlie inoculating and

\ .^^^J^^^S ofalltheirfmit iiee^. and purchasers may rely with
onfidence that the trees they order will prove genuine.
The subscriber, agent of the above nursery, will receive ev-

ders for any quantity «

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND
PLANTS.

And die trees will be delivered in this rilv at the risk and e\

irgo doses prescribed in this country, veryl^'"? ^^^ '^^' ^'"'"'^ '" August. It is believed this
;

pcnse of the Purchaser; die bills may be "paid to him.
' " " beats the great crop in Northwood, and shows', ' "'' f^pulation of ihis nursery .s so extensively known and

' has been so well sustained that I take leave to refer those in

want of trees to any of the Hortioniturists in this city and its vi-

cinity, and if ocular demonslralion is desired, I invite those who

A nev; mode of administering medicine is now
rapidly saining grouiid in Germany. In.stead of

minute quantities are given, and, as it scams, fre . , , , , . , ,

juemlv wirh good effect. So small a quantity of ''°'^, ""=''
f,

'"'/'pJ^'nd- >f highly cultivated, will

'
,;. 1 oroduce.

—

A. H. Patriot.
blue pill as fhe tifiieth part of a grain is sometime
administered : and of sulpiiate of quinine, a incdi-

j
Cruelty.—We are informed that very serious in-

(iino of which the ordinary dose here is three or
j
convenience, and indeed danger, results from the

grains, one twentieth part of a grain is ordered.
|
practice of gtoi;ii»!g- over the grounds of the far-

It is difficult to conveive how so little medicine
]
mers in this country. Fences arc thrown down-

produces a sensible effect ; but if it i.5 often found

to answer, the practice must be very beneficial to

debilitated persons, who are in this country fre-

quoiitly sent speedily to the grave by medicine.

Thames Tunnel.—On 'J'uesday Mr. Brunnel re-

ported, that on the preceding day he had com-
menced a foru'ard movement with the Shield, and
that having overcome tiio late serious I'ifllciilties, 1 i-""','"!'"" "c,

.'""
''

"'"'•-"' •"•" "y""
,,,=,,, ,

.

-""'= '"'"' foundation of future wretchedness.-^BrooAti/if pan.
aud the tied ol the river having been re-e.\aniined i

•' ' 1

domestic animals are sometimes wounded and kill-

ed— trees and crops are injured. All this for the

S/70W of killing the little singing birds which as

food are not worth the aTimunition. Every Sun-
day is a great day of sport for these trespassers;

ihcy are mostly boys or young men who are not

controlled by any superiors, and who are probably

dissipating the money of others, and laying the

by new borings, Ihe cxpectatiiuis of a successful

completion of this great undertaking are higher

than before thu irruption of the river Lon. pa.

Mr. Deao is to superintend Xhf, Vtiginia-Gotton

Factory, and white work pec^''!- are to be e.xclii-

sivlw eir-obiyed. The suo'.css of this factory

will diBfiinish Ihc induccmrnl? in Virginia to keep

slaves.

Slump moving machine.— A Mr Pratt of Jack-

son, Washington counjy. New York, has invented

a very useful machine for moving skumps and other

heavy and fixed bodieij. It will also be highly use-

ful in removing buildings, trees, rocks, and in

grubbing lands in the construction of canals and
turnpike roads in which a vast deal of labor mav
be saved. The capacity of the machine to perform
what is promised is commended in Albany.

ish to be thus satisfied to examine the trees in my garden at

Dorchester, procured from this nursery for three of four years
past, some of vvliieh are now in bearing, all in a healthy and
\ igorons stale.

Catalogues will be delivered gratis on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr
Rogers' Building, Congress-Street.

'lOO Grape Vines,

For sale in Charkslovin, by Samuel R. Johnson. The above
choice vines arc of the Swfct water species, all raised from cut-
tings, and are from 3 to 4 years oltl, most of them in a bearing
state. Orders for the above may-be supplied at J. R. Newell's
Agri-jultural Establishment, No. 62 North Market street, or by
the subscriber in Charlestown

;
price for each vine is from tuen-

ty-ii-jc to fifty cents, according to its ag« and size ; all the above
vines liave been trained to trellises and insured to be as healthy
vine.s <;s can be presented for sale. SAMUEL R. JOHNSON.

M'Mnhon's Gardener.
Just received at the New England Farmer office, a further

supply of M'Mahon's American Gardener. This work is the

most elaborate of the kind ever published in this counirv. com-
prising ample directions for the management of the kitclien gar-
<len, fruit garden, orchard, vineyard, nursery, pleasure ground,
flo.ver garden, ^leen house, hot house, and forcing fraiiies, for

evcrv month in the \car.

Ihe Farmer is published every Friday, at $3.00
K r .»nnum, or $2, .50 if paid in adrance.
(Jentleinen who procure ./ire responsible sufescribcfj.

re cutiHcd to a sirlh Tolume gratis.
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AGRICULTURE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1»EW ENGLAND FARMER.

CANKER WORMS.
Mr Fessendej-.—There are many, I believe,

who have their doubts as to the efficacy of tarricg,

in preventing the attacks of the canker worm.—

Their scepticism on thi^ subject ia, in all proba-

bility, derived from their own experience or ob

gervation. They have often applied this remedy,

«r seen it applied, to no purpose.

I have a tew facts to present for the considera-

tion of your readers relative to this practice, whick

1 offer with the more readiness, since they are

from a respectable and intelligent cultivator—

He states that some ^earsago his apple trees were

attached by the canker worm, notwithstanding a

constant and regular application of tar. lie was

satisfied that they could have effected their ascent

neither before, nor during the operation of tarring,

for he comnienced as soon as thfi ground opened

in the spring, and continued it without intermis-

sion, until they " had done running." How then

did they accomplisii their ascent ? This was a

question to whicli he could give no satisfactory

answer; ii occasioned hiui a good deal of perplex-

ity, and finally put liim upon a thorough examina

tion. ThH examination resulted in the discovery,

that the female being foile I in her attempts to as-

cend the trees, had deposited her eggs in immense

numbers, in the crevices of the bark below the

tar ; whence the young brood as soon as they had

acquired the power of locomotion, were idling

and making their w:iy into the trees, the tar hav-

ino-, by this timp, become sufficiently hard to af

ford them a safe < ; easy fassage.

Upon this disc overy 3II the difficulties which

had hitherto attended his speculations on this sub-

ject, vanished at once. He saw the evil in con-

ne^iion with its cause, and was happy in a convic-

tion that an adequate remedy could be easily ap-

plied; being sensible that the same means which

were successfully employed to baffle their at-

tempts to ascend in the first instance, would have

proved equally efficacious in the second. Those,

therefore, who would preserve their apple or-

chards from the lavages of the canker worm, in

•his way, would do well to continue the operation

of tarring long enough to prevent the ascent of

the young, or dislodge tlve old ones from their

hirking places in the crevices of the bark.

.Voom6«r 19, 1827. H.

rOK THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

VINES.
Mr Fessenden—Every lover of the vine must

witness with pleasure. the many indications which

vour columns afford of the increasing attention at

present, paid tn its cultivation. I have always

oherished the idea that with judicious culture, the

vine might be made to yield its fruit among us
;

and the little experience which I have had for a

few years past, has strengthened my belief as to

its practicability ; and any one who will try the

experiment, will soon be convinced, not only that

it is possible to raise grapes, but that the chance

of a fuU eraf -when compared with peaches or

pears, is as two to one; or in other words he will
]

realize two crops of grapes to every one of either

peaches or pears, yet no one seems to doubt of the

possibility of raising both of them.

The " numerous ills" which the peach tree is

" heir to' prevent us -i times out of 4 from realiz-

inf any return for our labor, save a full crop of

vexation. Let the time of the cultivator which is

now spent in administering quackish remedies to

valetudinary peach trees, be spent in the cultiva-

tiiiii of grapes, and he will find his labour blest

with a plentiful reward.

I would observe here, that I have found but one

effectual remedy for the worm in peach trees, and

that is oil applied near the roots ; but as I found

in the application of it in that way, the remedi/

was as bad as the disease, I soaked strips of stiff

paper in old, strong smelling oil, and wound them

round the trunk as high up as was considered ne

cessary. The paper imbibes the oil so strongly a.s

to prevent it from penetrating into the body of the

trees ; where it would be very injurious, and ulti-

mately ruinous to the tree.

I perused with much interest the translation

published in your paper, of the method of training

and pruning the vine, practised at Thomery, near

Paris ; and was disappointed on finding the plan

recommended was liable to the same objection as

those which have been described and recommend-

ed by Forsyth, Cobbett and others, i. e. the im-

practicability nf covering the vine in the winter.

—

This point is but little attended to by French and

English gardeners, as their comparatively mild

winters seldom render covering necessary ; hut it

should be the Jirst point attended to, when devis-

ing a regular system of training, adapted to the

climate of tli" New England States. The best di

rections that I have seen were published original-

ly in the Massachusetts Agricultural Repositorv,

and was copied from thence into the pages of the

New England Farmer, but not having the paper

by me, I cannot name the number.* The plan re-

commended is very similar to that generally prac-

tised by the cultivators of the vine in the north of

France and (ilermany ; and the directions if strict-

ly followed, will insure success. The idea of Mr
Kenrick, of training the vines on the plan of the

Thomery gardeners, yet limiting the height to 9
inches, appears hardly practicable, if the vines are

to be planted only 20 inches apart as will be obvi-

ous to any one reflecting that in this space 9 inch-

es wide, there must be trained the 4 lateral

shoots, procfeding from the vines planted to tiie

right and left of the centre one, and thus reduc-

ing the space from 18 inches to a fraction less

than two. But probably his intention is to plant

8 feet apart in the rows; he can then bring the

horii^ontal shoots of each vine to an equal heijht

from the ground, without one interfering with the

other; if so the plan is a good one. The advan-

tages derived from close planting can be realized

here as well as in the other way, as the rows can
be planted very near together.

If yon think the preceding remarks are worth
the room they will occupy in your paper, you may
insert them, as from an

ADMIRER OF HORTICULTURAL PURSUfTS.

.See New England Farmer, vol. v. No. 13, page 97.

AN ADDRESS,
Delivered at (he Jnniver.-rij of the Hartford

Covhty Agricultural Society, Oct. 4, 1827 ;

by Fkedkrsck Hall, Professor of Chemis-

try and Mineralogy in Washington College.

Mr. President,

and Gei'llemen of the Society,

The subject on which I am requested to offei

you some remarks, is one of vast moment, and one

which is indissolubly connected with the vital in-

terests of our Siate and of our nation. But it is a

hacknied snbjpct—one which has called into ac-

tion a thousanii abler pens—one which has been

examined and rn-exauiined, times witliolit number;

and presented to the public eye in every conceiv-

able point of view. In the compass of a few brief,

scattered houio—and that is all, that could be al-

lotted for the preparation of th^ address—what

can be said, mat is new, or will be ii.ioful?

You, gentlemen, do not need to be told, that

agriculture uad is oritrin in olden time—in a

golden age--that it was practised by the Grecians,

by the Egyptians, by the Chaldeans ; that it climbs

even to a hi,'her date, that it wa.s the first science

communicated from heaven to fallen man. He

who stood at the head of our siiocies, when remov-

ed from tlie ',rardcn of untainle-! purity, where

labor was 1 3e;e.=s, was couimissioned to be a farm-

er "to till tho ground, from whence he was

taken."

It is super iuous to remark, that practical agri

culture has, in all periods, been regarded, by the

tni'y great, as one of the' most honorable occupa

t;oJ>, thi't could engage the attention of man.

Abrahiim, whose life was devoted to his flocks,

who was as the scripture informs us, "very rich

in cattle, in silver, and in gold ;"—was held in

higli estimation by the ditTerent nations with which

he sojourned, and by tl^eir princes and sovereigns.

The kings of Persia, o.'ire 3 mcntli, laid aside

their royal vestments, an! went forth into the

fields, to converse with husbandmen, and to dine

•vitri thsm. The modern emperors of China pass

ona day each year, we are told, in personally guid-

i.ig the plough.

Will a farmer easily be inclined to believe, that

his employment is a degrading one, when he reads

tlie history of the Romans—when he learns, with

what rapturous delight, the most distinguished of

their generals, and dictators, and sovereigns pur-

sued it.'— how they panted for exemption from

the toils and butchery of war, that they might be-

take themselves to the peaceful business of culti-

vating their grounds ?

Regiilus, when commandin.'^ the Roman legions

in Africa, earnestly besought the Senate to recai

him, on the ground that if he were longer absent,

his f rm nould suffer from neijlect. What answer

did the Senate transmit to him .' That so long as

he successfully commanded their armies, his farm

should be taken care of at the nation's expense.

Do you imag'ne, gentlemen, that agriculture

was lightly estecaied, by the best friends of Rome,

at the period, v. hen Porcius Cato, a valiant war-

rior, and an implacable enemy to every thing that

did not tend, directly, to advance the welfare of

his country, wrote a treatise on it ? It could not

be.
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The emperor, Diocletian, iioiiowned for his mil-

nry virtues, anJ as the patron of letters, resign-

il, voluntarily, the sceptre of the world, for the

juininion of a little farm at Salona. When urfjed.

it must bo owintr, chiefly, to the bold, but judicious

enterprise, and sleepless industry of American ag-

riculturists.

Should war and pestilence—those cormorant de-

-ifterwards, "to re-assumc iho imperial purple," i vourers of man, not be suffered again to rage for

what was his reply ? "That ho now took more
|

two conturies ; and should the arts of husbandry

delight in cultivating his little tield, than ho for-

merly ei.joyod in a palace, when his power was

.extended over all the earth." A poet says

—

and horticulture move onward, with as quick a

step as they have done for twenty of the last years,

the event might occur.

Before a long period shall have passed, the wes-

tern forests will all be levelled:—The valleys of

the iMissisippi and Missouri will be crowded with

inhabitants;—the Rocky Mountains will be skirt-

I

ed with numberless farm-houses, and bustling vil-

lages, checkered, here and there, with magnificent

Can it be credited, that husbandry was held in domes and temples, pointing their glittering spires

low repute, when Virgil put forth his immortal
'
towards a holier world ;—Commerce, with her in

" -Methiuks I see great Dioclelian v.alk

In die Salonian garden's noble shade,

Which by his own imperial hands was made

I see him smile, metliinks, as lie docs talk

Wilh die ambassador, who came in vain

T' entice liim to a throne again.''

t'astorals and Georgicks—when ho sung

—

" What makes a plenteous harvest, when to turn

The fruitful soil, and when to sow the corn
j

The care of sheep, of oxen, and of kine j

And how to raise on elms the teeming vine .'"

These admirable poems, characterized by cle-

;;ance, and sprightliness, and keen rustic wit, and

r.art repartee, may be read, with profit, even by

armers of this enlightened age. They will find,

.n them, jiiilicious directions for ascertaining tlie

qualities of different soils ; for meliorating tliosc

which are steril ; for the raising of cattle,and sheep,

and bees ; and for the growing of grain, imd fruit

Tees, and vines; wilh innumerable other useful

nperaiions.

There are spots on the earth, where agriculture

Attained to a higher perfection, before the Christian

•ra, than it can in any country boast, at the pre-

sent hour. In illustration of this sentiment, I beg

you, Gentlemen, to cast your eye on anciealhgytt,

and to look, also, at the land of Israel, at the time

when David, tlio shepherd king, committed the

reigns of empire into the hands of tlie wisest of inen.

The Jews, always an agricultural nation, had

ijttle commerce, and few manufactures, sud yet

what a vast multittide were maintained on the pro-

ducts of their soil.' When Joab gave up the cen-

sus of the people to his royal muster, there were,

ia the realm, no less than thirtern hundred tliou-

i-and men, fit to bear arms;—more than ten times

numerable attendants, active and bustling, will be

seen blowing her silver trumpet along the shores

of the Pacific ; a New York of the west will spring

up at the mouth of the Columbia, and monopolize

the trade of that unmeasured region ;—her streets

will resound with the rattling of carriages and the

ceaseless din of business ;—her ports will be

thronged with steamboats and merchant ships and

men-of-war, assembled from all nations. Then will

the West re-act upon the East. The tide, which

has long been setting in that direction, will flow

back towards the Atlantic. Our population will

then be quadrnply dense—every hill and dale, and

nook will bo occupied—every spot of earth will

be tilled and made to teem with e.xuberant har-

vests. But I am wandering in a fairy field.

The employment of the husbandman cannot be

too highly extolled for the salutary effect it pro-

duces on the mind and on the body.

The scholar, who, with untiring zeal, has, for

months, been poring over the musty records of an-

cient lore, and has, like Aristotle, denied himself

the reIa.\ation that nature demands, at length be-

comes worn down by the burden of hard mental

labor. IJis body is debilitated—his mind has lost

its energy, and he is, apparently, posting to the

grave. With strong reiuctance he quits his books

and returns home, to engage in the business of

cultivating his father's farm. He holds the plough

at first with trembling hand—he then plies the

ihe number, that our country ever had in the field
hoe-swings the scythe, and wields the ax. And

"t once, during her struggle for independence.
^^^^^ '^""°"-^? Soon he e.vpenences a physical and

These were the warriors of Israel only. What
•'.hen, must have been the amount of tlic entire

.Tewish population? It could not liavc fallen far

Ijelow ten millions ; and yet the nation possessed

but a very limited territory ;—a territory, which,

»n Us broadest dimensions, never equalled, in size,

penences a physical and

intellectual regeneration. The shattered frame is

re-bt;;lt— his limbs gather strength— his mind vi-

gor and elasticity, ai;d soon he returns to pursue

his academic course with increased zeal :ind re-

doubled success.

The lauyer, iminured in a contracted apartment.

'.ne fourth ofNew England ; nor was it, bj) notnre!
! '" "'° "^'J'^' "^ ^^ thr«"gcd city, gives himself, night

' and dav, to the duties of his arduous profession.

The knotty points of the law perplex him ; jaded
more produclivn. The land not only yielded foo(

suflicient to fill tlie mouths of these ten millions
r . 1 1 ui .-.• r . •• '

i bv the calls of louni'crs, and en:ptvpocketod cli-
liut also considerable quantities for exportation. "•' "'^ '"^''^ "' '""' c. ;'.

k j p

Solomon, in e.xchange for "timber of cedar, and <="'='
"^"""^'^""'.'"f, T""*^'

but smoke and dust,

timber of fir, from Mount Libanus," gave to the and a mi.tturc ot all the gases that ever saluted the

King of Tyre yearly for the maintenance of his

household, "twenty thousand measures of wheat,

nnd twenty measures of pure oil."

nostrils of the chemist, he shortly sickens and is

nigh unto death. The prescriptions of the physi-

cians arc without use—medicine only hastens his

Who can tell, but New England-the asylum of i

I^'^e ^°''^''^^ '^e tomb. Perhaps, he is not pre

ho oppressed— a refuge for the perseciitcsi pil-

grims,— will, o;ie day, be as thickly populated,

snd as productive as Palestine once was? Who
can tell, but our hills and mountains will, hereaf-

ter, be terraced, like those of Jndea, and crowned

with rich gardens, and luxurious vines, and golden

corn ? To you, gentlemen, it belongs to solve this

()uestion. If that auspicious event ever be present.

pared to meet, without dread, his ghostly majenty

the king of terrors. Perhaps, liis heart is unre-

concilcd to his God, and he trembles at' the

thought of being speedily arraigned at the Judg-

ment Bar. In a word, the prospect before him is

awfully gloomy.

As a dernier resort ; as the last hope of recovery

and that hniie is fast dying away in his bosom-

he retires to the country; places himself in the fa-
mily of an agricultural friend; partakes of hi&
wholesome fare

; shares in his labors and toils,

and, ere two short months have taken their flicrht,.

his gloom is turned into joy ;— he is in the posses-
sion of vigorous, robust health.

Yes, my friends, rural labor and rural air are a
far better restorative than all the drugs of the
apothecary. They are the true panacea—long ea-
gerly sought by the alchemists—a sovereign re-
medy for half the maladies, that assail our species.
They give new life to the laid up clergyman to
the sickly merchant—to the drooping matron, and
to the lily-cheeked damsel.

Who in the city docs not sometimes covet the
enjoyment of country air, and country scenery?
At the approach of the sultry season, does not
Boston pour forth her thousands, and New York
her tens of thousands, to inhale the fragrance of
the new-mown grass, and the health-generating
breeze of the mountain and of the forest ? Is not
your profession. Gentlemen, an enviable one?
Of what importance are farmers to the commu-

nity, except as iiUers of the ground? They are the
bone and muscle and nerve of our republic. They
are our bulwark, and, under God, our defence.
Had it not been for their courage and hardihood,
what would now have been our condition? Slaves

to arbitrary power

—

vassals to a foreign despot.

Who was the American Fabius. who conducted
our arinies to victory, and gained for the nation in-

dependence, and for himself imperishable fame r

He was a farmer. And who were his illustrious

companions in arms? Who was the death-daring
Putnam? The valiant Gates? The persevering

and dauntless Lincoln? All farmers. And who
composed their armies? Who constituted that

noble phalan.x, that scorned their enemies, and
trod them under their feet? Our brave and en-
lig^itened yeomanry.
And should the Almighty ever curse the nation

by bringing upon it the neeessity of another
mighty army, for our defence, or for our protec-

tion ; from what quarter must its generals and its

soldiers be derived ? Chiefly from the cultivators

of the soil. We are not to look to the children of
the opulent, whose childhood and boyhood have
too often been spent in the cradle of luxury:

—

who have been fed upon ambrosia and quaffed nec-

tar—for brave soldiers, or skillful generals, for

those who will cheerfully breast themselves against

a hostile foe, and dare the cannon's mouth. Thev
have not the soul of a Putnam, nor his herculean

arm.—There are, it is true, exceptions, and illus-

trious ones, but they are few, and far asunder.

These doughty warriors of the parlor would, it is

likely, conform to the prudent instruction of the

poet.
" He that fights and runs aw-ay
May live to fight another day.''

And this. Gentlemen, is not all. Our pulpits are

to be filled principally from your ranks. From
your number, too, are to come most of our future

physicians, and lawyers, and philosophers, and

foreign ambassadors.

The generation of talented men—of men fit to.

occupy the highest stations in our countty— is

shortlived. Money may be accumulated—over-

grown estates may be created ; and, in monarch-

ical governments, transmitted from father to son,

through a long succession of centuries. But our

happy government allows of no entailments. We
have no monopoly of wealth, that is of more than-

ephemeral duration.
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The fact is so common that it becomes an

Ai&gB ; "thai property <[oes not continue in the same

I'amlly more than three generations:" it seldom

does more liian two. And docs talent remain in

the same family for a longer period? Nature

seems to forbid n monopoly in this orticle. No,

Sir, the race of the preat, like that of your horses

and your slieep, literally, runs out ; and in no

country sooner than in our own.

Look at the men, who now occupy the seats of

the great. Whence came they? Who is that

eastern Demosthenes, whose [irofound reasonintrs

and soi)l-thrillinjr eloquent-e control, at his v/ill,

courts and senates? He is the son of a farmer.

He was reared where corn grows and gives to

boys rosy cheeks and well compacted limbs, and

intellects worth owninfj—among the rocks and

mountains of New liampsiiire. And who is his

honored compeer of the west—a man who stands

liigh in office—and is heir apparent to the first dig-

nity in our country's gift? He is the son of a

planter.

Hunilreds more, in responsible stations, in church

and state, might be named, who commenced their

career in tending cows and ploughing the field.

And this. Sir, is the very best primary school that

can exist.

Had I a son, whom I wished to educate for the

pulpit, for the bar, or for the popular assembly, I

would commit him earlv to the cure of a moral, ju-

dicious, cnliehtencil farmer With bin) he should

pass his summers, in tilline the ground and gather-

ing in the harvest, till fifteen years had passed

over him. Tiien, with firm limbs, a consolidated

constitution, and a mind vigorous and elastjrk, he

should enter on his literary prep.iratiou for useful-

ness atii! distinction.

Jjook at our acat'emies, ;in'l lu 'her inttitntions.

Whence came ih^ir Sniist sehohir^

—

their irreatest

ornaments? Cliiefly. but not evilusively, from the

plough.

It is not from tl;e bold, bra. en fired youth of the

oity, who comes to collpgre, rlothed in sumptuous

broadcloth, iind rirhesl silks. ".Mlh a servant at h's

back, to gratit'y his every whim, that we expect

the btsl Ihincr.^ No. Sir, it is rather of the lad,

covered with hon)espun, who comes, with his bun-

dle of books under his arm, laboring up the hill,

and sweating profusely, but never seems to mind

it—of the lad, unpractised in the ways of vire. un-

accustomed to the faces of men, iirnor.niif of every

body but Virgil and two or three ot'jer nncient gen-

tlemen of Home and Greece, but intimately ac-

fjuainted with thetn, that we augur most favorably.

At the sight of such an individual, I souietimes

Bay, almost instinctively, that bashful hov will make
a scholar—a Dwight, an Edwards, a Bowditch, an

Ellsworth, a Washington. Do you iccount it no

honor. Gentlemen, to be able to supply our litera-

ry and scientific institutions with a Inrgc propor-

tion of their most promi-;ing members, and our

«ountry with its most distinguished and useful men?
In relation to the present life, all other profes-

sions, in point of importance, fall infinitely below

yours. All others might be suspended without

producing the entire ruin of society. Others are

important, and some of them immeasurably so.

—

Physicians will be needed, so long as disease shall

lack the human frame. Lawyers will be needed,

as long as contentions exist— as long as sin shall

maintain its throne iu the human heart. Clergy-

men will be needed, till the lost image of God
shall bo re-impressed on all the fallen family ; or

till the arch-angel's trump, from the battlements

of heaven, shall summon the world to its final

reckoning.

Agriculture is essential to the very e.'cistence of

community. A few scattered savages might roam

the forest, and subsist on roots and vegetables

and the gome that chance threw in their way.— '

But a moderately dense population cannot be sus
j

lainod without your aid.

Besides, agriculture, says Xenophon, but we do I

not need this testimony—"agriculture is thenurs-
[

ing mother of the arte."—"Where agriculture!

succeeds prosperously," he adds, " there the arts

thrive, but where the earth lies uncultivated, there
;

the other arts are destroyed "
j

Yes, suspend your agricultural operations, and
]

what becomes of manufactures and commerce ?—

]

Let the grower of cotton and the raiser of sheep

relinquish their occupation, and of wliat value are

carding machines, and spindles, and power looms?

Let the farmer produce food sufficient for his own
consumption only, and where would be the busy

truific, in meat and flour, and a thousand other ar-

ticles, that is now carried on in all our cities ?

—

Who would supply the markets and fill the months

of the clustered citizens. Famine, and pestilence

and ('cath would immediately ensue.

I have shown you. Gentlemen, that practical

agriculture occupied the attention of the first in-

habitants of the earth—that in some countries, it

was at an early period, carried to great perfec-

tion,—that the tilling of the ground has been ac

counted an honora le employment, in all ages;

—

that the greatest of men— generals, princes, em-

perors have pursued it, and have preferred it to

the possession of thrones :—that it is a restorative

of health. I have showa you that a large share

of the honor of achieving our national indepen

dence belongs to farmers, and that they are, and

ever will be. ine . hief snp-.ort of our republic :

—

that thf-ir finiilios are the primary schools, from

which come most of our ablest divines, our wisest

statesmen. I will only aid : Go on and give per-

fection to the noble work you have begun. Make
your fields produie douhle the crops they now do

Plough then) more; you will have your reward in

the harvest. Render your lands rich by manure,

and .then, by a due alternation of crops, they will

always continue rich, without additional manure.

The greatest barrier, 1 apprehend, to improve-

ment in husbandry is, Gentlemen, the aversion,

which most farmers have to the making of e.xpe-

riments. They follow, tenaciously, the track,

marked out by their ancestors, seventy years ago,

and cannot be persuaded, in the slightest degree,

to deviate from it.

"The slaves of custom and established mode,

Wid) pack-horse constancy they keep the road,

Crooked or straight, througli quags or thorny dells.

True to the jingling of their leaders bells."

The present, Sir, is an age of experiment.

What would chemistry now be, had it not been

for the experiments of Davy, Gay-Lussac, Then-
ard and Murray? A minute detail of the experi-

ments, which have been made in this department

within the last thirty years, would fill hundreds of

volumes. By these experiments, nature, tortured

in ten thousand different ways, has been compel-

led to disclose to man more than half her myste-

ries. By these, principles have been developed,

and the consequence is, that chemistry has been

elevated from a heterogeneous and indigested

mass of facts to the rank of an exact and illustri-

ous science.

Imitate the chemist. Introduce experiments in

agriculture. Carefully record the residt of each,,

and [lublish the record to the world. In this way,

innumerable facts will be oflTered to the publicK

eye, which will her';after be of incalculable utility

to our country.

In your cnoeovors to elevate the character of

agriculture, do not attempt to depress manufac

tures or commerce. If you do, believe me, yot:

will be at wnr with your own interests. These

three brandies arc sisters, of equal worth,

and must walk onward, linked arm in arm. They

will thrive, or fall together. Injure one, and the

efl'cct is felt by all.

Close up the manufacturing establishments.

and what encouragement will the farmer have to

1
raise more wool or cotton than would be sufficieiit

I

for his own consumption ? Place an embargo on

our shipping, and what inducement would the

inanufacturer have !o fabricate more articles than

would supply the home market? In both of these

cases, the chill of death would riin through nil

our manufactories, and all our agricultural inter-

ests. These branches of business deserve high;

and equal patronage. Cherish, then, a libera:

spirit towards them all. But let your mightiest

energies be e.-;peuded in perfecting the honorable

profession to wliich you belong. And may He,-

—

who sitteth on the circle of the heavens, and di-

recteth the seasons, (without -whose favor your

happiest labors would be fruitless,) crown, with

desired success, all your efforts.

^ppnllin^ Facts.—It has been ascertained that

in the city of New-York there are 3000 licensed

.grog shops ; that at least three-fourths of the ten-

ants of the Aims-House become such in conse

qucnce of intemperance ; and tiiat nine-tenths of

the cases wl-icli arc brought before the Justices of

the Police, arise from the same course. As the

annual expense for City Poor is about $80,000, it

follows that S'JO.OOO is the annual tax laid upon

our citizens by this vice, to say nothing of tlit-

large amount which is voluntarily paid by its vic-

tims.

Errors of the Press—When it is known that

from fifty to a hundred thousand types are picked

up siiifrli/ and put in their proper places for each

day's paper, it will not appear extraordinary thai

occasionally one or two of them will get into the

wrong places, or that in making up a body con

taming so many small parts, errors should sonic

times occur.

The London papers mention, "that within the

short period of three years, £fiOO,000 sterling

worth of machinery has been exported from Eng-
land for the use of foreign industry.

Early Snoivs.—A correspondent of the Ports-

mouth Advertiser, has given the result of obser-

vations made in Portsmouth, since 1811, respect-

ing early snows, by which it appears th.nt the ear!

iest snow fell during this time, was on the nine

teenth day of October, 182L The earliest sleigh-

ing was on the 21st of Nov. 1836 Salem Obs.

William Wilkinson, Esq. of Providence, has pre

sented fifty volumes of valuable books to the Me-
chanics' Library in Newport. Other handsoiut

donations have been made to it.
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I

or Irost grapes or others, as the chicken or pige-
I
on, which are full of seeds and have lliick clam

Sir

•grapes aro

As the common Fox grape an,! other larpe ' Z ul I ^VTf-"]:
'° "^''

*^T
°"" ""'"

am now ripe, and other jrrapes ^vill be , ""J"
" ^""^" ^"•-d a halt of water to the bnshel

ripening in sucoessiun until after frost, I wish to ! " /"P"'"' ^'t''" ^-^f^^^e or after thoy are bruised,

draw the attention of our farp.ers and others to '
' ' ^'T' ? , .\ ""'^T^

'" "'^ '='"^"^"-

this object. Ian, led to do this, as there is not i

P"'
' ! Ll° T T\'''T ,"'"" ™"=

one person in one hundred thousand that knows ^TZ'',""^
'""^

'f^'" ^f ^^'"? '^^ ^and, then put

or has any idea of the advantages ue possess at! Jm'"
'" ° Vf' "' '"'^

"^^''^f "''^T'"^'
""^

Ihe present moment. j

""^ '^° -iTections given for the manufacture of

There are thousands if not tens of thousands of' ZIL"1 ^"P'' '""' /" '"''^'"^
"'/"i

^^'"^ >'°"''
' farmers -.enerallv •

hands, it is very easy to get most of the stems ofFi
" ^eneraiiy .

north of the Old EbenezerChurch.aeveralinsoutU
Fifth, west side, between South and Shippen, m
Southwark. In the Northern Liberties, several in
St. Jolin's street, north of and near Polar Lane one
in Cable Lane, east side, near Vine street U.S.
GazdU.

HORSES.
The following remarks upon horses, are copied

from the publication of on eminent farrier in Eu-
rope, and we think them worth the perusal of the

bushels of wild grapes of various kind;-, now n-row-
, ,i,o „,. i r ' ~ , ,,

ing in the different sections of our country, each
i ^^L^

"P"'' "'' '^ ^^P"'''^'', will make a neater

bushel of which will make from two to three ga

The pulse of a horse in health, is from 36 to

40 beats in a minute, and may be easily felt by
fi.xing the fingers gently upon the temporal artery,Where you have not the means of getting the ,. , • •

, ,_

instruments for ascertaining the specific gravity of i

'"''",''
f "'"f""^

''^''"' ^" '"'^'' '"'"'^ '^ '^"'^ '""=''

the must of the grape, and you wish a wine to keep'
'""''' ^""^ "'*' ^"''^ ""'"" "^ '^° "y^"

for an indefinite length of ti

Ions of wine ; much better than the wretched stuft'

imported in wood called Claret, and other "rot
gut" imported wines of low prices.

,

.

^ ^ .

I had some Fox grapes gathered for experiment, [Z"" Ta 1^7] °' time the way is to add

from where they grow naturally; after bruising f^" '° ""^ '""^' ='°^'y' ^^'^ '^'-^^oUe it until a

them and straining them through a thin piece of ;,' 'f,?
7"""' ^ .' l^^

"^^"^ ^"^^^ '' •""''

muslin, I tried the specific graWty, and found :t ir,r''V'tr 'T '
°f

"'\'""'' °' '^' ^"P'^'
to be 1,055, which was the average of three dif- ,T'"'''

'" ' '^'".^" "'5"'^' '° '^b""' ^^'''^ P°""''^ of

ferent wines, and which is equal to'one pound four \ll7Z Tl'f" ^""""'J 'I
'!"' ^'"°"

'

"'^^^^

ounces of the sweet principle, that is [suoar] to ' l ,./,.. u
^°","" °^ ""' ''"'"'' P"""'P''

the gallon of the juice or mxtsL
L o J

,„ the gal on, it will make a wme that ought to be

;

"fi'nk within the twelvemonth following. But for
To make tnne >if wild grapes. lyour grog bruisers, whiskey, rum, and madeira

Gather the grapes when ripe, and bruise them I

«^rinkers, who drink for Ihe " inlo.ricalina; qunlibi
with a mallet, or in any other way, just to crack ,

'^'"'^ not for the flavor,'''' it will be necessary to add
the skins is sufficient, but take great care not to 'from three to four eallons of strong brandy to the
bruise the seeds—and when the grapes are bruis-

|

barrel of wine. With four gallons of brandy to the
ed, put them into an open headed cask or tub, but' barrel, that wine which has but two pounds of the
do not fill it more than two thirds full, where they sweet principle to the gallon, will suit mostvitiat-
are to remain from one, to two, or three days, ac- ^'J tastes best.

•ording to the tempernture of the weather, jr un- There is now a sufficient quantity of the wild
•il the pulp or coloring matter is dissolved. The chicken and frost grapes within half a mile of my
skins and seeds will have risen to the surface and houst^ to make a pipe of wine, and I should sup-
ihe wine is to be drawn off by a hole made within P"se th^t in Montgomery County, which joins the
ene or two inchr?s of the bottom ; the wine will D. of C. there are wild grapes sufficient if they
run off tolerably clear ; but have a hair seive to "'ere gathered to make between one and two hun-
Ict it run through to catch every thing that may ''''f^d pipes, otherwise they will be left to fall and
run off with the wine. When you have the wine '*'' on the ground or be eaten by the birds, and in

drawn off, add sugar to your taste, or it is a bet- the whole state of Maryland there is now at this
''

ter way to add sugar until a fresh egg swims just present moment, enough 6f wild grapes on the
| HORSES

so that the upper edge is even with the surface vines to niake two thousand pipes of wine, and. The two following items will be considered as
of the mvsl, and as soon cs it is dissolved, put it many of the other states would produce as much

| ..orth the subscription price of this paper, by per-
tntoa clean cask well fumigated with a sulphur which would be worth, if properly manufactured,

i ^ons who have much to do with, and a proper
oiatch and bung it up tight ; bore a small gimblet "om fifty to one hundred ceuts the gallon. '

feelino- for horses. Am Farmer
hole near the bung, into which put a peg, not so Srptemhcr. 94, 1837. JOHN ADLUM.

j

°

light but that a little air ra:iy escape to keep the P- S. I have always observed . that the wild I ,^
Lorcttn, Va Oct. 31, 1827.

cask from bursting. In about three weeks, drive giapos are infinitely more abundant in slatey, gra- '

^^''^ SiK—The following extracts from a very

the peg in tight, and it is not necessary to look velly, sandy and other poor land than on the rich I

P"?"'""^ scientific work now publishing in Eng-

at it again until the first week in Decmber, when limestone lands. i

'""<'' "i"'' '^''"''-'^ " '^he Library of Useful Knowl-

in nine cases out of ten, the wine will be perfect-
edge," wdl save, I hope, many a poor horse from

ly fine and bright ;—you need not be under any
' SHADES.

|

much sufi^enng and injury. With this view I take

apprehension about the fermentation, as it will go •
'' "'"^ ^^''h pleasure I observed, that a writer in

|

the liberty to offer them for publication in your

on its own way, and nature will perform her office °."^ °*"*"p moruinj's papers, has called the atten-
|

useful paper. Yours, with resr.trd.

in the best manner possible.
'ion of his fellow citizens to the importance of a-

I

JAiMES M. GARNETT.
On a clear cold day early in December examine *'^''i"? themselves of the present season for plant- Speaking of the eye-lids of birds, the writer re-

your wine, and in nine cases out of ten it will be '"" ^^i^^s in front of their dwellings.
|

marks ,
" A third eye-lid of the snme kind is found

completely fermented, and it will be perfectiv fine I

^ ?reat diversity of opinion is entertained as re-
i

in the horse, and called the hnw ; it is moistened

and bright. Then rack it off" into a clean cask. fT^rds the kind of tree to be preferred. For my part, with a pulpy substance (or mucilace,) to take hold

fumigated with a sulphur match, and in the month ;

' "'^"'j''' Prefer trees of a quick t'rowth. (thick fo- ' of the dust.on the eye-ball t nd wipe il clean off",

of March following, rack it airain as above and ^'^?^ ""<' widely spreading limbs,) that tlo not attain so that the eye is hardly ever seen with any thing

if it should not be perfectly fine, fine it with fif
^ "real hei^'ht, are clean and clear of caterpillars, "pon it, though greatly exposed from its size and

red wine] the whiles of egfs if white wine with hig-worms, &c. and do not injure the pavement, posture. The swift motion of the haw is given to

milk.
'^ '

iThe only kind that I know of, tliat answers this it by a gristle, so as to drive ojt the haw with

If all these operations are done with proper care, description, is the Paper Mulberry, many beantif I
:

great velocity over the eye, and let it come back

it will then be incorruptible ; and last for an age]
specimens of which, may h" seen in our vicinity as quickly. Ignorant persons when this haw is in-

or ages if necessary.
i

'^he following are a few of those which I can at i

flamed from cold and sw ells so as to appear, which

I am here speakinc of the Fox and other larger 'his time point out, vi': In several of the streetsin it never does in a healthy state, often mistake it

vfgpeg.
'^

the vicinity of, and west ofthe navy yard, in south
|

for an imperfection, and cut it ofl': so nearly does

If the smaller "rapes are used, such as the falL ^'"^°"'' "'reet,—below Catharine, and one door
|

ignorance produce the same mischief as cruelty !

'• Horses have not the faculty of puking or even
belching wind out of their stomachs, and therefore
are peculiarly subject to the wind colick.

"When ahorse has been over ridden, bloody
spots may be seen in the whites of his eyes.

" A lin^ber dock is a sure sign of a limber back,
that is, a weak one.

" A horse that is hardy and good for business,

has a short back bone, which terminates forward
of the hip bones.

" A decoction of white oak bark, will kill bots

by tanning them, and they become so shrivelled

as scarcely to be discernable when discharged.
" The principal signs of a good horse are these:

Tlie eyes set far apart in the head, and large and
bright— the quirl high in the forehead, one or two
in the neck is a good sign: the neck well set on,

and high, the shoulder blades pretty high, and
converging to a point, the breast full and large,

and so also behind—the body round, for flat bodi-

ed or slab fided horses are weak natured, the

dock stiff, going wide behind, for if the gainbrels

knock together, it shows that the horse is feeble ;

chewing the bit when provoked, is a good siffn.

" It is a Spanish proverb that a dapple gray will

sooner die tlian lire."
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They might as well cut out the pupil of the eye,

taking it I'or a black spot."

The other extract relates to the horse's lioof,

and is as follows ;
" The bones of tho foot are not

jilaced liirectly under the weight; if lliey were

in an upright position, they would make a firm |iil-

lar, and every motion would cause a shock. They

are placed slanting, or oblique, and tied together

by an elastic binding on their lower surfaces, so

as to form springs as e.vact as those which wc
make of leather or steel for carriarjes. Then the

flatness of the hoof which stre'ches out on each

aide, and the frog coming down in the middle be-

tween the quarters, adds greatly to the elasticity

of the machine. Ignorant of this, ill-informed far-

riers nail the shoe too far back, fixing the quar-

ters, and causing permanent contraction—so that

the contracted hoof loses its elasticity ; every

step is a shock ; inflammation and lameness en-

DRESSING,
The application of dung, or other manures, to

soi's, to increase their fruitfulness. Dressing dif-

fers from manuring in general, only as it is chiefly

intended for the increasing of one single crop.

—

lime is said to be, as being apt to burn, or too mucli
heat the seed. But this, I think, can he only when
it is laid on unslackcd, and in larfje quantities.

Olhor dressings answer best at tlie time of sow-
ing. Tliis is the case as to most kinds of dung that
are used, and of several other manures.
But those manures which exert nil their strength

suddenly, are allowed to be best used only as top
dressings, after the plants are up, such ns soot,

ashes, certain warm composts, and malt dust. If
they are laid on winter grain in autumn, there will

be danger of their causing too rapid a growth:
In consequence of which, the grain will be after-

wards stinted, and languish, unless another and
larger dressing be given it in the following spring,
or summer. It is probably best to apply tj^ese dres-
sings just before the time when the plants will

need the greatest supply of vegetable nourishment,
which is when their growth is most rapid, or near
the time when the ears are shoooting out.

[Deane's At. E. Fanner.

M'vidows Id out Ihe Iliitt— tn the progress of
improvement, and tho increasing disposition £or
light, modern builders have so enlarged and multi-
plied the windows of our houses, that while they
let in light enough tu spoil our eyes, llicy let out,

heat enough to fieozo our whole bodies, or other-
wise drain our purses empty to supply us with
fuel. Glass is a free conductor of heat, as any
one may be sensible by applying his hand to the
window on a cold winter's day, when he will find

the warmth rapidly departing. More heat, proba-
bly, escapes from well finished rooms, through the
glass of the windows, than by all other outlets put
together. If this be true, both our comfort and
our interest might be promoted, by the use of close
shutters, with which one half of the windows of
our houses might be closed during the daylight,
in winter, (the other half being sufficient to admit
all necessary light) and all of them in the evening.
We should be glad to have this subject examined,
both by scientific and practical men ; and at the
same time wo would recommend it to the serious
consideration of those v.'ho buy tlicir wood, and to

whom the saving of heat would be tho saving o''

money.—Berkshire American.

Hide-bound—Horses often beco.me hide-bound
\Mhen they are poorly kept, and badly used. In this
case the animal grov/s poor, his skin sticks to hi."

ribs, and small boils hreal; out on his hack. A
method of treatment opposite to that wiiich tht
horse has received will generally restore him

;.

that is, keep and feed him well, work him moder-
ately, and loosen his skin by oiling it, and usinn-
the curry-comb frequently, but not too harshly.

£ntomo!og;j—There is in Livonia a rare insect,
which is met with only in the most northern coun-

straw docs best in such a soil, and the straw soon I
'^. When out on business finish it with despatch, tries, and the very existence of which has for a

rots and becomes food for plants. Cold and stift" ^^xl ''et'"'" >n'"ie<^i''tely. long time been do<^ted. UislbefnnainfernaUii^
SLiils should he dressed with the hottest and driest

j

3. Keep vcur store in the most regular and
j

described by Linnlus in the new Memoirs of the

manures, as the dung of horses, sheep and fowls, "catest order, especially your desks, books and
j

Academy of Upsa'.. This insect is so small, that it

Wet soils should have manures that have the great- (fi'f^s of papers. is very difficult to distinguish it with the naked
est power of absorbing moisture.—Lime, where itj 4. Whatever business you may have on hand, eye. In warm weather, it falls upon persons from

is cheap and plenty, mav ho used with great advan- 1

execute it, not in a hurry, but in the best style, in-
1
the air, and its bite produces a swelling which be-

tage; ashes, coals, and saw dust are also very i

stanlly, without delay. "Procrastination is the
,
comes mortal, unless prompt rcmedies''be applied

proper.
'

I

^^'''^ "f ^''"^" During the hay-jiarvest, other insects, called meg-
Some kinds of dressing should be well mixed I

^- Whenever you deliver an article see that it |,guj-, are equally injurious to men and beasts. They
with the soil, by the plough and harrow ; especial-

j

^e charged the very first thing you do. It will re-
!
are of the size of a grain of sand. -Vt sunset they

]y such as are apt to lose their strength, by being ,

1""'e .VO"r utmost attention and consideration to : appear in greut numbers, descend in a perpendicu-
--•• lungs in gen-

1

<^""^'fi y°" *° s'fecute your duties faithfully and
I

lar line, pierce the strongest linen, and cause an

ADVICE OP A PARENT.
[The following article, copied from the Daily

Advertiser, would have done honor to the pen of

Franklin.—Every line and letter of it ought to be

Not only are dressings necessary for poor and |
carefully perused by every young man, and treas-

weak soils; but they are profitably applied to ured in his heart.]

those which are rich and strong especially when The following are instructions given by the Fa
seeds are sown which need much nourishment, or

will make good return for it.

There are four things chiefly to be regarded in

ther to his Son, on his going to serve as an ap-

prentice in a merchandise house.

I shall confine myself at prp.sent, to a few re-

dressing ; the suitableness of the dressing to the marks only, respecting the relative situation he-

soil, and to the crop ; and the manner and the tween yourself and master :

season of applying it. 1. Vou are to give your constant attendance

To light, warm, or sandy soils, the coldest ma- at thecountinff room or store (business or no busi-

nure should be applied ; such as the dung of hogs, ' neas) durinfj office hours, except you are sent out

cows, oxen, (fcc. Dung that is much mixed with
|

hy Mr S. or go by his permission.

scratched. They occasion swelling in the throats
of cattle which inhale them, and die unless speed-

exposed to the air. Of this .sort are di; ^ ^ ._
i i

• ,, „
i

•—

eral, and some other manures.—Dung is to be '

•=°".^.'="y' ^^P'^^^'^'ly *''' practice makes business itching with pustules which become dangerous it

ploughed in with a lig-ht furrow. Composts, which
|

"'""''"''•

consist of dun.r, earth and other substances, need '

^'- '^'"' ''''"^ ^"''' '"°^' important, you are inviola-

only to bo harrowed. Tf dressinrrs are laid too
' '''>' '° '^'^^P y""'" "'="^ter's secrets, relate none of ily assisted. The cure consists in a fumi-ation of

deep, as under deep furrows, thev will be in a j

'"' ''"^'"^^'' ""' ^''®" '^° y"""" '"°'' '"'•'"''*« ^"S"''-
I

A"^'- ProJ"«'n? a violent cough.— Li/o-.7,y Gar.

manner lost; the roots of most kinds of annuRl
I

A breach of this injunction would be ironson on i .

plants will scarcely reach them: and, before the I

y"""' P"'' ''"'' '*''' '''=''^°" "''" '"^ "l^^ious to you
|

Gen. Ashley has had a third return of furs from
Mr S. will cheerfully grant you every indulircnce.

|

the Rocky Mountains, more valuable th.in either
Should you want to be absent an hour, or even [that preceded it, probably worth GO or 70,000 dol-
more. he will not object ; but you must be careful jlars. The party which conducted it arrived at St
never to ask these favors, when your presence is Louis the I5th September, having safely escaped
necessary in the store. Think it not derojatory ~" ''

"
—

'

to perform any work amoncrst the rroorls in the

store ; the exercise will be useful to strengthen

yonr muscles and preserve your health Be care-

ful to improve your hand writino'. b" cnpyina' in

next plouffhinj, the strensrth of them will be sunk

still deener into the earth.

Th^re are other mnnures which -hould be used

only as top drossinc-s. Their exposure to the air

lakes awHV little or none of their virtue, heine of

an alkaline nature, such as ashes, lime, and the

like. Thsy are speedily settled into the soil by

rains and mel'inor snows, and afford a more
kindly nourishment to the roots of grass and grain,

than if they were buried in the soil. Beinc laid

lower than the surface, their strength would he

all tho perils and casualties to which their exten-
sive operations were subject.

Method of destroying Moles in Meadows or Gar-
dens.—Collect earth worms, kill them, and mijr

the best style ; and when you write a letter, you '"^i" "P with the powder of nux vomica. After
should do it, as if it was to be inspected by all ''"^ mixture has remained in a heap twenty-four

more apt to he carried lower than the roots of
your acquaintance, and ,,/ou s^towW nroer tmVe/«rf hours take the worms and place one or two here

plants commonly reach. ' suspect this pen, ink, and paper is thrown ""'' there in the holes aud routes of the moles.

Some dressings are thought to be more sncces«-h«'ay' *''"' ^ ''^''^^^ y'" S°°'^ ^^"^e would point, '^'''e desired effect is said to be the certain result

fully applied some time before sowing. Such a one y"" *° ^^^ P"*"^ "<" ^"^y ""'' rectitude in all cases.
|

Bui. Un.
Your most affectionate FATHPR. '
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REBIARKS ON THE IftlPROVEJIENT OF LIVE
STOCK.

[Concluded froin pag^ 134.]

The author of the pamphlet before us in treat-

ing of sheep, speaks very hi2;!)Iy of the Dishley,

fir improved Leicester I rcetl, and of the Sonth-

downs ; both of which liave been introduced into

this country by the patriotic exertions of Colonel

Powel, and other public pirited cultivators. He
cemarks that -'the forms of the Spanisli sheep, are

;

according to the Briti:-h i. leas of figure defective
;

but the judicious system ot breeding and selection

pursued with the aii^'lo-nieiinos, has brought them :

to a very liigh degree of excellence. In the l

improvement of fleece, the introduction of the

Southdowns, (and also Eyelands, with both ofi

which lord Somerville crossed the Spaniards, and
,

thought them equally good.) might be attended i

with favorable consequences. They are the best]

of the British short wooled sheep—their mutton
;

is also of a very fine grain and excellent flavor,

although not so large cs the Dishley ; the average

wether weights at two years old, being about IS

pounds per quarter ; but specimens have been fed

.,0 enormous weight. Mr. Coke of Holkhani, Nor-

folk, having produced at one of lord Somervilie's

shows, a two shear wether, that weighed forty

pounds per quarter.

"There are few siturilioiis in which Ihcy will

not thrive ; they are liurdy, and will bear the

greatest cold, if nnaccouipanied with moisture—

'

are quiet and healtliy—quick feeders, wiih good
|

fleece and produce good weight.

"To produce improvement in the fliece, has

called forth the talents of many upII informed
i

men. By one, whose abilities stand in the highest '<

order, the folUn-. ing judicious remarks are laid

down.
' 'The wool grower is counselled to place no de-

j

pendeuco on iicc.>!ental and external circumstan-

j

ces for the production ol' good fleeces, but to rely ,

cnlirciy, and with confidence, upon the propor-

tions with which ntiture has endowed his sheep,
j

The perpetuity of animal properties being scarce- I

ly any where more strikingly e.-.liibited, than in

!lie certainty and regularity ujtii wiiicli the parent

sheep convey to their olTspriiig llieir own distin-

guishing characteristics. Breed is oi ihe utmost

consequence. It is the basis upon wliichall im-

,

provements of the flesh are loiinued, the only

source of hope that attempts to produce fine wool,

will be followed with success.'

"The shepherd ought not unnecessarily to ex-

pose his flock to extremes of heat and told, nor

to any capricious changes. The bail effects of

walor on the pile, while i;rovving, may be O'.viug

to the readiness with which it mixes with the

yolk, and carries off a quantity of that animal

soap, which is so nece.-sary to the good quality

and c»en existence of the fleece ; fur if care be

taken to jirevent this, by the skilful application of

tar mingled with butter, which acts as repellents

to the water, the lower part of the staple, which

•rrew afl'-r the mixture was applied, contains a

sufficient quanty of rich and sufficient yolk, an. I is

of a riiuch superior suit of wool to those points of

the pile, which have been exposed without pro-

tection, to the dripping wetness of the winter!

season. 1

••Perfect whiteness is eminciifly desirable in all

kinds of wool, and all varieties of color in breed-

ing are to be avoided, and all artificial tinges with

ruddle, or ochres, or any such substance, which

is injurious to the pile for the dyer's purpose.

" Amongst the general rules for managing
sheep, it is said that they require drink when at

straw, or dry food of any kind, if it be grass dried

up by the dog-day heats. They should not be

turned into pasture in the autumn or winter, until

heavy dews or hoar frost be e.xhaled, which fre-

quently does not happen till late in the day, and

sometimes not at all. In this way sheep aie ira-

meniely injured, and great mortality ensues ; the

great quantities of chilling and unwholesome wa-

ter, which the animals take into their stomachs,

induce flatulent cholic, diarhoiea, or scouring, and

interinittents, ending in a general waste or con-

sumption. The only palliative remedy, where no

means exist of supporting sheep, but by this ex-

posure, is 10 allow them hay in the morning, or to

fill them with straw.

"The sliorter and finer the grass, the fitter for

sheep, yet there is no pasture so good or so fine,

but with continued use sheep will become weary
of it. Hard stocking with sheep, will render the

coarser grass fine—a most useful memento in

many situations. It has, however, concomitant

disadvantages, by impregnating the soil with the

rank manure and urine of the flocks, which causes

them to loathe it, and even affects the young
grass produced by the superabundant manure.

—

Before the bad effects take place, the pasture

should be changed both on account of the sheep

and the soil.

"VVet unsound fallow, and lands which have

been flooded, rot sheep ; it is said, in some
places, that the lime stone land has the same
efl'ect. We find it recommemded in the Bath

papers, to fold sheep before the dew falls, in

places subject to rot, and keep them till it ex-

hales, spring and summer.
"No ewe ever rots whilst she has a lamb by her

side : place sheep that h:iTe the rot, where they

can get at the bark and young shoots of elder." *

This author, likewise treats of the management
of swine; and says, '-the varieties of swine ne-

cessary for our purpose, are very limited, and may
be classed, in the larger breeds for the supply of

our navigation, lumbermen, and other comuiercial

purposes, and the smaller breed as porktng stores

for family use.

"For the former purpose, the breeds of Berks

and Hampshire will be found admirably calculat-

ed ; their char.-icter, throughout England, is in

great repute. There are laraer breeds to be found

than either, but none possessing better qualities ;

in their forms, they have great depth of carcase,

breadth of chest and loins, and proportionate

length, with good gammons and fine legs ; have

large pendulous ears, are quicklij ftJ and br^ivfihi

to proof. So little difference is there made be-

tween the Hants and Berkshire hogs, that dealers

at Smithfield are indiflfcrent which to choose.

"Of the smaller breeds for pork for family siip-

• The rot \n sheep is similar In a pulmonary coiisumpiioii in

man. Tlic following rereipl for that <liseas« is Croni Youjijjs

Annals, Vol. XIII. p. 209. " Give lo each sheep one .spoonlul

of Spirits of Turpentine, mixed with two of water, after fasling

(welve hours— lei ihein have three doses, slaying six days be-

iwecn each dose; this is said lo have Iwen used wiih success,

even in rases where the fleece has been nearly gone, and ilie

ihro.ii terribly swelled." The Furniers' Assisl/mt otiscrve.;,

r\vhether correclly or not, we cannot say] that, ' sheep in Gieat
Britain are subject lo the rot; but it is believed thai this disease

has never been known in this countrj."

—

Ed. N. E. Farmer.

ply, the Chinese are in the greatest estimation

—

and also their cross with the Oxford dairies, for

delicacy of meat, fineness of form, and quickness

of proof, they stand unrivalled."

We" perceive that our author has taken a side

in a question which has been much controverted,

relative to breeding animals from the same fami-

ly. He says, [page ,^,] "Breeding in and iNf

—

from the most perfect animal, however closely allied

,

will be found far more iidvantageous than chang-

ing and crossing animals remote from each other,

in the peculiar characters of breed which too fre-

quently produces stock scarcely worth raising."

This doctrine, though once generally believed

in and practised upon, is now we believe as gen-

erally exploded. Sir John Sinclair says " Though
this plan [breeding in and in] was for some time

in fashion, under the sanction of Bakewell's an-

thority, yet experience has now proved that it

cannot be successfully persevsred in. It may
prove beneficial indeed, if not carried too far, in

fixing any variety that may be thought valuable,

but on the whole it is so only in appearance. Un-
der this system the young animal comes into the

world, on, comparatively, a very small scale. By
keeping it fat from the first moment of its exist-

ence, it is made to attain a greater size than na-

ture intended ; and its weight in consequence will

be very great, in proportion to the size of its

bones. Thus a generation or two of animals of

an extraordinary form, and saleable at enormous

prices, may be obtained ; but that does not prove

that the practice is eligible, if long persisted in.

On the contrary if the system be followed up, the

stock get tender and delicate, they become bad

feeders; and though they ret.iin their shape and
beauty, they will decrease in vigor and activity,

will become lean and dwarfish, and ultimately iii-

j

capable of continuing the race. The instances of

I

this are numerous. The celebrated breeder Prin-

sep, found that decrease of size unavoidable, in

spite of all his endeavors, by keeping his young
I stock well to prevent it. Sir John Sebright tried

j

many experiments by breeding in and in with

j

dogs, fowl.^i, and pigeons, and found the breeds

!
uniformly degenerate. A gentleman who tried

the system with pigs, brought them at last into

such a state that the females gave over breeding
entirely, and when they did breed their pVoducc
was so small and delicate that they died as soon
as they were born. Nay, Mr Knight's experi-

ments with plants have fully C(m\inced him, that

in the vegetable as well as in the animal kingdom,
the offiipring of a male and female, not related

will poss.3ss more strength and vigour, than where
they are both of the same family This proves
how unprofitable such connexions are. That is

no reason, however, why a breeder may not man-
age a particular family of animals to advantage,
by shifting or changing, instead of breeding di-

rectly from parents to offspring.

" The breeding from dili'erent families of the

same race is therefore a preferable svstem,

—

When these have been for some time established

in different situations, and have had some slight

shades of difference impressed upon them by the

influence of dilTerent climates, soils and treatment,

it is found advantageous to interchange the males

t Lono- experience has proved the old notion of ilie uecessiiy
of erossnig, or changing the species of aBimals in order to pre-
vent degeneration is toially groundless. You may breed in and
in, And from the nearest "j^tity of Mood with the utmast euc-

eess, provided vou s»lecl wiili jiidgemeni tlio best shaped indivi

1 ^ush.—neneral Trealhe.
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for the purpose of strengthening the excellencies

und remedying the defects of each family. On

this principle the celebrated CuUey continued for

many years, to hire his rams from Bakewell, at

the very time that other breeders were paying

him a liberal price for his own ; and the very

same practice is followed by tho most skillful

breeders at present."

If, however, the author of the pamphlet, which

it is the object of this article to recommend, has

"ivcn an erroneous view of this controverted

point, the general merits of the work more than

compensate for the defect. We arc glad to per-

ceive by this and other evidence that the British

colonies in North America are properly attentive

to the all important interests of agriculture ; and

hope that they, with their neighbors of the United

States, may always be found in amity ; and ad

vancing hand in hand in the path of national im-

provement.

POULTRY.
Fowls of every sort may be profitably fed on

boiled potatoes and meal mixed. Hens which do

not lay in the winter should have access to slack-

ed lime, pounded bones, oyster shells, or other

matter, which contains lime in some of its com-

pounds, because something of the kind is neces-

sary to form the shells of their eggs, which are

composed of the phosphate of lime.

PEAT ASHES FOR MANURE.
A gentleman who is fond of agricultural pur-

suits, wishes for information relative to the value

of peat-ashes for manure. We have had no ex-

perience on this subject, but will quote some writ-

ten authorities, which we believe may be relied

on.

Deane's New England Farmer, under the arti-

cle Peat, slates that " It has been found by trials

that the ashes of peat is a very important manure,

of three times the value of wood ashes. Fifteen

bushels are allowed to be a sufficient top-dressing

for an acre. It is an excellent manure for cold

grass lands ; and for all such crops in any soil as

icquire much heat. They shouUl be sowed by

h:in<l, as they can thus be more evenly spread. It

may bo none in winter with the least danger of

hurting plants by its heat. If sown in summer it

should bejust before a ruin, when it would be de-

prived of its burning quality. The ashes are said

to have a better effect on winter than on summer
grain : and to be not good for leguminous plants,

as it makes their haulm too luxuriant. The good

effects of a dressing will be visible for three

years, and they do not leave land in an impover-

ished state."

Sir Humplirey Davy say.s " Peat ashes are used

as a top dressing for cultivated grasses, particu-

larly sainfoin and clover. In examining the ashes

of sainfoin, clover, and rye grass, I found that

they afforded considerable quantities of gypsum
;

and this substance probably as intimately com-
bined as a necessary part of their woodv fibre."

We ir.id that peat ashes are very commonly used

in Great Britain for manure, but have not heard

of their being applied to that purpose in the

Uni'.ed States. We should be very happy to gain

information from our agricultural friends on this

topic, which appears to us important ; as peat is

much used for fuel in some parts of New Eng-
land. We should likewise be glad to learn wheth-
er the ashes of Lehigh coal, or other mineral coal

can be usefully employed as a manure.

ILLEGITIMATE PLANTS.
In Ray's History of Plants, we iiavo the follow-

in" anecdote. One Richard Biial, u gardener at

Brentford, sold a great quantity uf cauliflower

seed, which he raised in his own garden, to sev-

eral gardeners in the suburbs of London, who
carefully sowed the seed in good ground, but they

produced notliiiig but the common long leaved

cabbage ; for which reason they complained that

they were imposed upon, and commenced a suit

against the aforesaid Baal, in Westminster-hall.

The Judge's opinion was, that Baal must return

the gardeners their money, and also make good

their loss of time and crops. This cheat we ought

not to lay to the poor gardener's charge, for it is

wholly to be ascribed to his good plants being im-

pregnated by the common cabbage. Therefore,

if any one has an excellent sort of cabbage, he

ought not to let it flower in the same bed with

any other of an inferioi sort ; lest tlie good sort

should be impregnated with the dust of the other,

and the seeds produce a degenerate race. Indeed

the same precautions are necessary in procuring

the seeds of other vegetables; as most or all of

them may be altered by plants going to seed not

far from them, which are near akin to them.

We are informed that a singular trial took place

at the late term of tho Superior Court in Burke
county.

A man who is estimated to be worth two hun-

dred thousand dollars, was indicted for the crime

of forgery, and so conclusive was the evidence,

that the Jury convicted him. What is still more
remarkable, the amount which this individual who
has thus made shipwreck of his reputation, expect-

ed to gain, was only thirty dollars!! He has ap-

pealed to the Supreme Court Raleigh paper.

JAMES BLOODGOOD & Go's.

! J^'uraery, at Flushing, on Long-Island near J^cu-

York.
IIV behalf nf the proprietors of the above iiuucr\

.

the subscriber solicits the oiilers of horlieuliarisis
who may be desirous oistockin; their ;;;iidens ami
lidds with fmit ire- s of llic llriesi sons and nioM

lienlthy ;uid vii^orous stocks the present autimm.
Hi.oodgoou & Co. attend pirsanilly to llie inocululmg am'
gra/iing ofall theirfruit tries, and [jurehasers may rely with

confidence that the trees they order will prove genuine.
The subscriber, agent of the above nursery, will receive ci-

ders for any quanliiv of
I'RUIT AND FORE.ST TREES,

FLOWERING SHRUB.S,
AND

PLAi^T.S.
And the trees will be delivered in this city at the risk and cs
pense of the Purchaser ; the bills may be paid to him.
The leputatlon of this nui'sery is so extensively kuown ant;

has been so well sustained that I take leave to refer those ii>

want of trees to any of the Horticulturists in this citv and its vi-

cijiit}', and if ocular demonstration is desired, I invi'te those wh(>
wish to be thus satisfied to examine the trees in my garden at

Dorchester, procured from this nursery for three or lour years
past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy and
vigorous state.

Catalogues v.'ill be delivered gratis on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr.

Rogers' Building, Congres«-Str«et.

^Agricultural Books.
Just received for sale at the office of the New England Farm-

er, a further supply of standard agricultural books, among which
are, Loudon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture

Marshall on the Knowledge and Practice of Gardeniog
G}ei ĵng^ in HLisbandry o -id Gardening

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Schuylkill Coal is in so great a demand, that it

appears probable it will this year exceed the sup-

ply, although an addition of 1000 tons per week
may be looked for, until the ice closes the naviga-

tion. There has been an order executed for two
hundred tons of thisCoal, shipped for the Havana:
this new source of demand, for boiling the sugar
cane, may be likely greatly to increase the con-

sumption ofSchuylkill Co.tI, and become beneficial

to the planters of the West Indies, as well as to

our Southern States, where sugar will be made to

a considerable extent Phil. Gaz.

According to a recent and minute statement,

there are in Massachusetts, one hundred and fifty

incorporated Woollen and Cotton Manufactories
;

with an aggregate capital exceeding twenty mil-

lions of dollars.

Bremen Geese.

For sale, 3 pair of this superior breed of Geese; they are de-
idedly superior to the common breed, in the great size they at-

tain, in the facility with which they may be raised, and in the
comparatively small quantity of grain required to fatten them.

—

Inquire at thisotifice.

jWMahon^s Gardener.
Just received at the New England Farmer olSre, a further
pply of M'Mahon's American Gardener. This work is the

most elaborate of lite kind ever published in this country, com-
prising ample directions for the management of the kitchen gar-
den, fi-uit garden, orchard, vineyard, nursery, pleasure ground,
flower garden, green house, hot house, and forcing fra.mes, for
every month iu the year.

This day oublished by Richardson & Lord, at their town and
imtry booRstore, the Old Farmer's Almanack for 1828, by R.

B. Thomas, Esq. containing the usual quantity of new, useful,
and entertaining matter, together with the sun's declination.
Country traders supplied by R. i. L. at the lowest rate. In

the press, and will so.5n be published, the Miniature or Pocket
.\tmanack, liSewiie she Wassachuseus Registar for 1S"8 1-i

APPLES, best,

.^SHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

ptarl do. - - . .

BEAN^, while, -----
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. cev,-, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, pew, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new.
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX - -

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, BaKimore, Ilonard St

I

GeHceee, - - -

i Kve, best, - - -

IgRAI.N, Rye

j

Corn - - - -

Barley - . . -

i

Oats - - . - -

' HOGS' LAF.D, 1st sort, new, -

i
HOPS, No ], Inspection - -

1 LIME,
OIL, Linseed, PhiL and Northern

iPLAIS'iT.R. PARIS retails at

j
I'OllIC, fioneSliddlings, ns'.v,

! navy, mess, do.

I
Cargo, No ], do. - -

i

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

I

Clover . . - -

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wa=h
do do unwashi

! do S-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVlSIOjy MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces . - - .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - . -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----..
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
.MEAL, Ryp, retail, - . - .

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

ClDE!f, (acce?aiDS to qnafity)

ibbl

(on.

bufh
bbl.

FROM
I

TO
1 25! 2 0(1

95 50| 97 60
105 00

1 26
8 87
7 75
G 75

12

bt;5li

bbl.

90
5 621

4 75)

cask
I

sal.

bush

!b.

641

63
80
40!

o!

12i

70i

107 50
1 3J?

9 Ci'

8 00
7 00

14

1 no
5 76
6 00
3 2.S

67
42
10

15

1 00
78

3 00

14 CC
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Brighton Alu' Chwrch.—The following (aays a

London paper) are tlio names of the trees planted

in St Peter's Cliurcli Yard, with their eyinbolical

descriptions :

—

Cedar of Lebanon.—It beinor the tree selected

by Solomon for building the temple of Jerusalem.

Weeping IVillow.—A native of Babylon, and the

tree on whicli the uuhoppy Israelites hung (heir

iiarps when they bemoaned the loss of Jerusalem.

Sycamore.—The tree on which Zacchnus climb-

•'d to see Christ on his way to Jerusalem.

Thorn.—To remind us of the crown of thorns.

Aspen.— It beinij tlie tree of which the cross is

said to have been formed.

Lime.—The principal papyraceous tree of the

ancients, and on the bark of which the Scriptures

were probably first written.

Ash.—Esteemed a sacred tree in ancient times,

and the one to which the Serpent is said to have a

strong antipathy.

Plane.—The favorite tree of the Greeks, and
nnder who°e shade the Athenian philosophers re-

tired to study.

Birrh.—The tree from which the Lictors made
their faeces.

Elm.—The funeral tree of the Romans, end the

coffin timber of Britons.

Cypress, 'i'he funeral tree of all Eastern nations.

Yew.—" The sacred Yew, so fear'd in war," and

;! tree consecrated and dedicated to the grave.

Abnr Vitce.—Although tiie tree of life, it shows
that immortality ia not the lot of any thing terres-

trial.

Halley.— .^s being used in the decoration of

churches at sacred festivals.

Box.—The plant formerly used in the feast of

the Purification of the Blessed Virgin.

Poplar.—A plant held sacred by the Romans,
and tiie tree used to mark the boundaries of their

lands.

Jiluple.—The tree of wliich the bowl of hospita-

lity was formed in the days of yore.

Pine.— " And the tall pine for future natives."

Da utile iigiuim

Navigiis (iiiius.

" The Cicful pine for ships."

•' To thee I consecrate the pine." In Pagan days

it was consecrated to Diana.

Bay.—The Laurns Nobilis of the ancient war-

riors ; the crown of our poet Laureates: a suppos-

ed protection from lightning, and a purifier of pes

tilential air.

Laurel.— As an honor:;ble badge for tho?e v.lio

bravely defend Iheir country and their laws.

Oak.—Once the refuge of a British Monarch,

and ever the bulwark of ojr State.

worth, at $3 50 each. $22 .TO! It .startled us: can

it be, we thought, that our paper is so very low'?

We took a volume, in boards, published in Boston,

and having made a similar comparison, found that,

making the letter press, or reading matter of that

volume, our guide, we ouffbt to charge for the

Chronicle $12 50 a year! But perhaps periodical

pamphlets come cheaper. Here then is tlie Ameri-
can Journal of Education, an excellent work, and
nobody complains of its price. Judging by that,

as above, the advance price for our paper should

be $10,00; and taking the National Preacher even

for our guide, it should be Sv),00! We will apply

one other test, the severest in our power. We have

on our desk the little Tract, "Improvement in

Farming,"—we recommend it, by the way, to our

agricultural friends; they ought all to read it

—

published by the American Tract Society, and
therefore sold, as every body knows, at a price pro-

verbially low. Yet in order to make the same
amount of letter press as dear in our paper as in

the publications of thatSociety. we oueht to charge

.19 28 in advance! and yet fault is found with us

for asking 6^2 at the end of the year.

N>v. 23, lear

moss roses growiug wild about its hedges in every
direction. They are as numerous as the black-
berries in our own hedge rows.

Superstition.— A southern paper, .nfler noticing

a dangerous wound received bv a man, in sliding

from a hay mow on a pitchfork, states, "thit medi-

cinal preparations were applied to the pitchfork

and it has been carefnllv wrapped up and deno^^it-

ed in flannel, to aid in healing of the wound ! This

method of cure was quite fashionable about two
hundred years asro. and medical writers sav it was
attended with ffreat advantages: for while the sur-

geon exhausted his skill on the instrument, dame
nature, more skillful, healed the wound."

A species of sea weed has recently been brought
into use in Germany for stuffing cushions and ma-
trasses. "It is said to be capable of resisting hu-

midity altogether, and that it will not harbour any

infections or contagious matter. No vermin will

live in it. Some of the prisons and public estab-

lishments have already adopted it. This material

is found in the north of Germanv, and has been

first applied to this use by Mr Warburg, a mer-

chant of that country. If it answers the descrip-

tion, the discovery will be a most valuable one."

Cheapness of J^ewnpapers.— It is not perliaps

generally known, says the Ncwburypoi t Uerild,

that the qutintity of printed matter ror.taincd in a

newspaper i.« much more than can be obtained in

any other way for the .same pi ice. The editor of

the Vermoiis Ciironicle in niiswei' to a complaint

of the extravagant price of his paper by a p.^rsnn

§ who was solicited to subscribe, mikes the follow-

ing cakulitions, whicli wi'l .serve to rhow to all,

who are ignorant uf tlie fiic.t, the very low price af

which newspapers are usually put.

"We went to o.ir shelves and took dawu n vol-

ume published in London, price, in boards, §2 60,

and on making an estimate, found that our paper

for a year contains us much as nine such vilumos.

!
In your discourse be cautious what you speak,

and to whom you speak—how you speak, and

when you speak—and what you speak, speak wise-

ly, speak truly.

The country south of the Tagus is, with the ex-

ception of that part of it nearest the river, chiefly

covered with oak and cork trees; and the under-

wood, for many leagues tocrether, is composed of

!
gum-cy.'itus. It is with this shrub that the bakers

at Estremous, and throughniit the Alemtrjo, heat

j

their ovens; and the smell of it whif h every where

prevails, is truly delightful; although to some

stranoer.« it is at first »ery overpowering.

I
Afp'fs I never saw of so large n si/.c. or of such

excellent Sa\or as those of Montemor or Novo in

the Alemtejo. This town i:i remarkable for the im-

i mensc quantities of apples and quinces, which

'abound in the whole of its neighborhood, and of

those fruit trees the hedges are formed; the species

I

of the former called bem postas are of deserved

celebrity.

Moss Roses A few leagues from Evora, in a

north west direction is a small village called AI-

' covas dc Roses, from the tiuantities of beautiful

Superb Bulbous Flower Roots.
Just received at the office of the New England Farmer, direci

from the most eminent llorists in Holland, it large assortment ol

liullious llimi'r roots, comprising the finest v.iiicties of Hyacinths,
Tulips, (l)iblnem. parrot, earlv and double) Double Ranunculus,
Amarvllis, Mexican Tiger Flower, Double Tuberoses, Double
Snowdrops, Peaonips, (Chinese crimson, double rose coloured,
and double white fringed) Neapoliiaii Star of Belhlehem (white
and blue) Polyanthus Narcissus, (white and yellow) Poet's Nar-
cissus. Spanish Bulbous Iris. Lilies (of varioiis sorts) Fritellaries.

various sorts ofCrocus. &c.—Also. Bulb Glasses and Crocus pots
in the sliapp of hedgehogs, beehives, tlower baskets. &c. (a new
article.)—Catalogues of the whole may be seen at the office.

Purchasers may rely on the excellence of the above, as they
were not purchased at auction, but are impelled direci from the
first florists in Holland, and are remarkable (or their size, beauty
or delicacy of tint.—They have been examined by persons ac-
quainted with the nature of bulbs, and pronounced ofa very su-

perior quality.

Also, on consignment, one cask of fine London split peas, by
the quart or bushel, for culinary purposes

; pulverized celery seed
for soii]>s.

Fruit '[rets,

WM. PRINCE, the proprietor of the Linnaeare Bo-
Imiic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing, L. I. has
the pleasure of informing the public, thai his nurse.

rv now contains 172 varieties of the Apple, 202 of
Peais, ili of Cherries, 139 of Plums, 25 of Apricots, 84 of Peach-
es, 20 of Nectarines, lOof Almonds, 1-i of Mulberries, 6of(luin-
ces, 16 of Figs, 16 of Currants, 15 of Raspberries, 47 of Goose-
berries, 20 ofStrawberries, 257 of Grapes, 600 of Ornamental
Trees. Above 600 of the above kinds of Fruits are not to be
foumi in any other collection in Ami-rira.

The diflerenl varieties cannot be otherwise than genuine, as

the greatest atiention is paid, and ne;irly all the kinds are inocu-

lated from hearing trees. The Cherry, Peach, and other trees

are generally of large size. Catalogues may be obtained al the
New England Farmer ofhce, gratis, and orders left there,or sent

by mail, will meet attention.

Trees, Uriiameiilnl •<hriibs. &)C.

MR WINSHIP offers for sale at his Nursery, in Brighton,

the larsjesl variety of Fruit and Ornamental Tr • '
, Shrubs, &c.

His collection of Pruil Trees is large and well s. led; i.ui] his

variety of Ornamental Shrubs is very extensive. " rnprismg the

Rose Acacia, Three thorned Acaci.a, Giini Acari i double tiow-

ering .\lmonds. red and white Atthea., Pdadder nm tree, Bigno-

nia Radican, Burning Busli, dwaif flowering Her.se Chestnut,

splendid flowerino; Catalpas, Dahlias, Daphne P nk Mazereon,
(finest flowering slinih) variety of Grapes, variety uf Honeysuck-
le, English walnuts. VVeeping willows. Quince's, Syringes, La-
burnum, Snowballs. Rhubarb, Raspberries. Plums, Pecan iml

trees. Mountain .4sh, Lilacs, Larksj iir grandiflorn, Japan pear,

Jajwnnica chorchorrus, &lc.—Ordevs for anv of these articles

left with Mr Rissf.li., at the New England "Farmer office, will

be executed on the same terms as at llie laiisery. and delivered

in Boston, free of exjjense.—Cataloj;iies furnished gratis. _
JVew England Farmer\i Almanack, for 1838.
Just publi-hed, at the New England Farmer Office, and

for sale by Bowles & Deareor.n, 72 Washington Street, and
at the Bo'okstiires generally, the Aen- Knglmd Farmer's Alma-

nack, (or \8'i8. By Thomas G. Fessenrien, Editor of the New
England Farmer

Gooseberry Bushes.

Persons in want of superior varieties of Goosebeiries, can pro-

cure the bushes, by sending their orders to the ofiice of the New-

England Farmer. ' They are fiom Glasgow in Scotland ; tlic

fruit is fine flavored and large, (some may be seen at this office

measuring 3 and 4 inches in cirt umlerence) and of white, red,

and yellow colour. The price wil l imi exceed gi per dozen.

.500 Crape lines.

For sale in Charleslovvn. by Samuel R. Joliuson. The above

choice vines are of the iftreel mile'- species, all raised from cul-

tirirs, and are from 3 to 4 years old, most of them in a bearin"

Slate. Orders (iir the above may be supplied at J. R. Newell's

Agricultural Establishment, No. 52 North Rlarket street, or by

the subscriber in Charlcstown
;
price for each vine is from Iwen-

tv-five to fifty cenis, according to its age and size ; all the above

vines have been trained to trellises and insured to be as liealtby

vines as can be presented for sale. SAMUEL U. JOHNSON.

Partner IVanled.

An active and business like man. of unimpeachable integrity,

is wanted to lake a share in an Agricultural and Horticultural

sneculalion. which promises the most profitable results wilboul

risk. A capital of SSa.* will I'v n- cessary For pariicutars,

i.pply bv letter, (post paid) to Mr. ISAAC W INSLOVV, Mei^

chatit; fcostoii. ^31

The Farm E!t is published every Friday, at $3.0f>

[,er .tniniin, or ?2,50 if paid in adrance.

Otntleinen who procure /ire responsible sulscrifccr-.

are entitled lo a six^'^ voluiae gratis.
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AGRICULTURE.
iO THE EDITOn 01 THE NKW ENGLAND I'AKilEB.

ROSES.
l,inii».iii r.olanic Gnrilon, I'lusliing, )

near New York, Nov. 19, 1817. J

T. G. FEcSENni:.'"". KsQ.— In perusiug the Eu-

ropean publications of recent data you have with-

FOOT ROT IN SiiEi:P.

I

Tlie followinfr leUer was dirccled ti> a jrenllo-

j
man who has frequently laid us under obliu^alions

j

for useful ariicles, to be inserted in the New Eng-
jl:ind Farmer, and by iiiin sent to us for publica-

tion :

—

Dear Sir,—As the new and rapidly exten linir

ilisease, called the Foot Rot, which was infrod

the revolution) had previously prepared a bed for

lie reception of the seeds, uiid ou the morning of

the ]9tii of June, iio drilled then) in, four or five

inches j.part—covering them lig;htly—the rows

nboiit a foot apart ; every seed, I tliiuk, ve,^inaled.

In a few days they appeared above ground, and
so rapid :i growth of tr.-es I never before saw.

—

On the 23d of August following, 1 counted 500
virrorous young trees, some of which incasnri'd in

ight twenly-six inches, and not any of them
.
ed aincng our sheep by those recently importpH

out doubt perceived that among the number of
j

from 8a.\nny, has hid defiance to the effort.s ot tiip

beautiful nev/ Roses whiih have been introduced
| fan-.er to eradicate it— I enclose an account of

j

short of t'venly inches. There was great uoifor-

Prom China and India, and the hybrids wliicii
j
the mode of treating this fatal disorder, in Great mity in thrsi;-9 of the treos. I have ur.ly to add,

have been produced trom them, the Rosa Grevillii
I Britain, which I recently noticed in the New that a small qnnntity of refuse mortar which had

or Greville Rose has he^n particularly noticed for

its remarkable proptitjes. Some cursory remarks

were made a few months since in our public pa

Monthly Magazine of 1830.

Having shown it to a gentleman, v.liose Merino
lieep had caught the complaint from a few of the

porsrclativato this Hose; but probably no better
; ;.:^xon breed, which were purchased in 1825. he

description could be given than to quote the state

ments published in London's Gardeners' Magazine,

and in the Transactions of the London Horticul-

turiil Society In tlie Ith No. of L'ludon's Maga-
zine, pa{;e 4^i7, the I'l Hotting description is given

in a letter from a gentleman to the Editor : " You
will no doubt reccllrit the shoot I showed you of

my Greville Rose, \> liirh grew eighteen feet in a

few weeks. It is now in bloom and is the most
singular curio il\ of all the Rose tribe that has

come under ni_, observation. It grows on an E.

by N. aspect, on the g:;ble end of my house, cov-

ering above 100 feet square, with more than a

hundred trusses of bloom. Some of them have
ruore than fifty bnds In a cluster and the v.'holc

will average about thirty in a truss, so that the

amount of flower buds is little short of .3000. Biit

the most astonishing curiosity is the variety of

coljurs produced on the biiHs at first opening,

white, light blush, deeper blush, light red, darker

red and purple, nil I'U the same clusters." In the

report of the Hortimltural Society of London, for

the month of Jure li*'i6, the following remarks

are made. "Rosa Grevillii in a single fasciculus

sf flowers are roses rf every shade of purple and

from white to the darkest tint ; it is one of the

handsomest of climbing roses."

After these statements any further description

from me is deemed unnecessary, and I will merely

jcmark that it is the strongest rose in its growth,

and the most rapid in the formation of long vigor-

eus shoots that I have ever seen, and will very

speedily cover a large space. I have succeeded
during the past season in rearing about 1,50 young,

vigorous plants, one htilf of which have already

"been disseminated throushont the Union. The
present collection of Roses of all the different

kinds cultivated at this establishment, exceeds six

hundred varieties, about 500 of which are enume-
rated in the catalogues, the others having been re-

ceived Fince their publication. In this number are

included about 100 varieties of Chinese and India

roses and their hybrids.

The whole are regularly labelled agreeably to

the catalogue, v.hich affords to the amateur at the

time of their flowering, an opportunity of contiast-

ing their comparative beauties, and at that perio

rr.Oit forcibly brings to mind the poetical descrip

tions of what is termed in oriental climes, " The
Feast of Roses." Voure, most respectfully,

WM. PRLNCR.

observed, that some experiments had been miiHe

npon thorn, by paring the hoof and applying hl-ie

v:tr;ol. during last summer, with favorable results.

!l was found that acrid ulcers, often containing

niaggots, were concealed r.nder the hoof, and he
therefore had confidence in the English remedy,
and should apply it to his flock. He recommend
that the hoof should be thoron.hly cut away. S'

as to entirely expose the ulcers, and when wash-
ed clean with strong soap suds, the "drying wash''

to be applied.

The feet of the sheep, which are lame, should
be ou'en examined, and the knife and liquid freely

appUi'd, and there is little doubt the disorder ci;n

th','.3 bo cured. The diseased sheep should be

separated from those that are healthy. H. A.

Foot Rot in Sheep.

"In the report of the Merino flo. k of the earl of
Lismore, by the Rev. Thomas Ri Icliff -it is re-

marked, that 'the flock is almost «hollv free from
lameness ; and that this is princip-llv owin<j to

frequcnlbj paring the hoofs.' The drying wash
used by the shepherd, when needful, is thus com-
posed :

— 'take blue vitriol, white vitriol, rock or

roche alum, and verdigris, of each three ounces :

rub them together in a mortar, and ad<I one quart

of scalding vinegar; stir it well, and cover it

down to cool—then add half a pint of spirits of

turpentine, and half a pint of spirits of wine, and
cork it up in a clean stone bottle. It is a good
wash for pinches and recent bruises, and all in

cipient inflanimations.' "-^Eng.JST.M. M.for 1820.

been prepared early in the spring for plaistering

a house, had been strewed upon the bed in which
the Locust seeds were drilled."

THE LOCUST.
A writer in the American Farmer gives the fol-

lowing account of his manner of rai:;ing this use-

ful tree :
—"I had procured a quantity of the Lo-

cust seeds, (Black Locust, so called,) with the

intention of planting them early last spring. The
backwardness of the season prevented my doin"-

so at the time intended, and my numerous avoca-

tions thereafter caused me to forget that those

seeds were in my possession, until the IHth of
June, when late as it was, I determined to experi-

ment with them. According to the directions

given in thf letter referred to, I poured boiliug

water on the seeds, and sufliered thom to remain
in the same water for twelve or fourteen hours,

throwing away the few light seeds that rose to

the surface thereof. My gardener, (a soldier of

HORSBS OF SOUTH AMERICA.
Among the moans of increasing the national

wealth of tie South American States, it \va.s al-

ways consiiii-red that the sale of cattle and horses

would produce a valuable income. The horses,

howeve , seem to ho worth nothing. An officer oi

the Navy writes to the Editor of the American
Farmer—"I am confident that there is not a

horse or inaro in Chili or Peru that would sell for

one hundred dollars. I have not seen one which
could, if in tl;e United States, bring siit}' dollars.

T have bou rht a saddle horse from Mendoza, one
of the hand-!Oi.iest that I have seen here, and gave
ten doubloons for him, which is the high.?st price

ffoinsr ; but really in Maryland he would not sell

for si.xfy -<o!}?t3 ; a.-i 1 this horse has been brought
over the Cordilleras to Valparaiso 409 miles, and
from thence here by water, from 13 to 15 davs'

sail."

SILK.
The Editor of tho Pennsylvania Village Recorfl

has seen specimens of Sewing Silk made b}' the
daughters of Jas. Woolaston, Esq. They made,
from about 800 worui..^, 100 skeins. For evennes.9
of thread, and delicacy of colourin?, it would bear
a favorable comparison with Italian or French
silk. Some h.ave supposed that, fep'Mng the silk

worm could not be profitable, until intricate ma-
chinery and rare skill in the manufacture of silk

good.s. should be introrluced here. It is not so

near : million of (Tollnrs a ye.ir of the article, ia

the simple form of sewing silk, as easily made as
shoe thread, is annually imported. As to the rest,

if the raw m.iterial be prnluced abundantly, man-
ufactories will rise up of course. The editor has
still a thousand or two of the Italian mulberry to

give away. They are not large, being of this

year's growth, and can be taken in a handkerchief.
A hundj-ed will be given to each person sending.
The roots are fine and vigorous. ApplicTtio.T

should be made within two weeks, if possible, at

his garden, at Springville, a mile below West
Chester, Pa.

—

Baltimore Patriot.

FISH FOOD FOR COWS.
The Medical Tnteliijencer states, that about fif-

ty cows live principally on fresh fish, at Province-
town, Cape Cud, Mass. The town is a body of
sand, containing no vegetable but a little beach
grass, which partially serves in some places to

form a eurface sufficiently firm to prevent its beia
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blown away or changed with every strnng wind

like n shifting sandbar at the mouth of a river.

The hoit.scs are set c-n piles, that the wind and

sand niiiy pass under them, instead of covering I

Uiem. The iuliabitants of the place live by taking

fish; many boats come in daily, when the weather)

permits, and dress their fish on the shore. The !

cows; come, after cropping what little grass th?
;

place affords, to finish their dinner on animal food,
i

They devour the heads, back-bones and olfals of

the fish, without leaving a particle behind for the

cats or crows. Notwithstanding this convenient

diet for their cows, it is said the proprietors of

Provincctown must abandon the privilege of keep-

ing them, on account of their destroying the grass,

which is so useful in giving the bipeds something

like a solid surface to live on.— Visit, tnd Tel. i

mxiracts from "An Mdre^s to the Society of the

Counties of Hampshire, Franklin, and Hamp-
!

den, for the promotion of JigrieuUure and the ,

Mechanic Arts. By Hon. Mark D.oolittle."
[

Industry is the great source of individual and
national prosperity. The best mode of ajiplying

'

it to relieve the wants and necessities of society is

the grand secret which should engage the atten

tion of men in their progress to wealth and dis-

!

tinction. It is a trilo remark, that whatever is
|

worth doing is worth well doing. This is pre-

'

t^minontly true in the business of aErricuIture.

—

The farmer v.Iin grasps at more land for inprove-

ment than he can cultivate to advantage, pursues :

a niistaken policy ; some portion of it must run to !

waste, (f a debt has accrued in the acquisition i

the chance is against him that the avails of his

labor will ore long find llieir way into the pocket

;

of a morlgngec uaJor a fore-closure. The idle '

and slovenly farmer is' at best bat a co-tenant, in
'

his crop?, with the beasts which ,are continually I

preying upon them, and with the basest vegela-

1

bles in the freehold possession. He wiio contents

himself year after year with fifteen or twenty

hundred of hay, or twenty bushels of corn upon

an acre of Iiis best !a;id, laci:s the skill or industry

of the prosperous farmer. There has been great

neglect in providing those enriching substances

which are peculiarly nutritious to the vegetable

kingdom. The labor of a single day in providing

compost, under advantageous circumstances, when
properly applied, will do more in filling your

barns and corn cribs, than four times the labor

spent upon a poor r.nd barren soil. The farmer

sliould learn the defects in the. suil which he cul-

tivates, and what can best be applied to cure Ihoso

defects and increase its fertility. If your lands

»re too mniGt, add thiit which will render them
fess moii^t—for marshy ground it is found that

l&nd is the best manure ; if your lands are too

dry, of not sufficient capacity to retain moisture,

xpply ilio glennings from your ditches and marsh-

es ; if your lands are too adhesive, apply tr.!\rl and

ashes ; if there is an c;ccess of calcareous" eartli,

savs Sir John Sinclair, " apply sand and clay ; to

soils v.iih acids or salt of iron, apply calcareous

earth." By a combination of these, a manure is

formed very advantageous to the t'rowth of vege-

tation. Some soils will receive incalculable ad-

VHntagfi from an application which would be in-

jurious to others. The best method of applying

vegetable manure is to turn it under the furrou,

.-ind the fossil to remain upon the surface ; the

reason for this is tlie opposite effects which the

oarth and the atmosphere have upon the different

substances; the vegetable tending to the surface

and to evaporation, and the fossil tending to the

earth ; by such an application they act upon each
,

other in the best possible mode to give life and
j

entrgy to vegetation. When the manuring is by
j

turning under a green crop, a slight dressing with '

gypsum or lime is highly beneficial. Upon those

lands where you do not use the plough after a
j

dressing of vegetable manure, to apply immediate-

ly a small portion of the fossil, produces a more
rapid decomposition of the vegetable and an in-

corporation with tlie soil most conducive to the
j

growth of a healthy vegetation.

In tillage land it is believed to be a common '

fault that the earth is not turned to a sufficient
i

depth. I am aware that different opinions prevail
j

on this subject ; but from well tested experiments
:

which have been made, it has been satisfactorily

proved that shallow ploighing is injurious—the

root of the plant cannot r>-ocure the requisite

nourishment. To make the r rth produdivo, it is

essential that the atmosphere act upon it, and the

more earth which comes under the influence of

heat and cold and atmospheric moisture, the more

invigorating power is given to it to sust >in a lux-

uriant growth. Again, by this method of culture,

the earth absorbs more v.-ater and retains its mois

ture a greater length of time and at the same
time is less liable to have v.'aler remain upon the

surface. Many useful and well dir<>cled experi-

ments have been made both in Europe and this

country in this branch of agriculture. In Flan-

ders deep ploughing has greatly improved their

soil— it has been uniformly adopted there for

many years—no part of Europe is more fertile.

—

The horticulturists near Loudon, plough their

lands a foot in depth—no lands are more pro-

ductive.

Good fences are essential to the good manage-
ment of a farm; to say nothing of the additional

security to crops, or the time saved in being re-

lieved from continued calls to remove from mis-

chief the trespassing herds, or the expense saved

iu lav.'-suits (which are often produced as a con-

sequence,) by providing exterior fences—there is

great actual gain in partitioning your fields into

enclosures of moderate extent. The result of cal-

culation on this subject is fliat a given territory

of forty or fifty acres, applied to pasturage, will

support twenty per cent, more sloc.'v, when ilivid-

ed into three or four separate enclosures, than

when in one general field.

j

The cultivation of the grasses is an important

I
branch in the business of a practical farmer. Lin-

!:
nffius has given us an account of not less than hi'ly

j

different genera, which are cultivated in England.

There may be as many found here; yet there are

comparatively but few cultivated as a crop upon

the lands of the New England frmer. Moreattm-
tion in selecting such seeds as are adapted to tlie

difl'cTPut soils and to each other in the period of

their becoming mature for the scythe, would find

its reward in the results produced. It is no uncom-

mon pro-pect whencastinsi tho^ eye upon the mead-

ows of even our best farmers, to witness some

portions of the crop nearly or quite fit for gather-

ing, and another portion just beginninj to come
forward. When the latter has become in;ituro the

former has become nearly worthless. This may
he the case wlicn the grasses are indigenous to

the soil ; and it frequently arises from the prac

tice of stocking lands from gleanings of the floors

and mangers of the barn "where every plant,

good and noxious, has left its seeds." It has
been found by experiment that many, and it is pro-

bably the case with most kinds of grass, that they
flourish upon soils where thpy are never found
till they are sown as a crop. The red clover, al-

though an e.xotic plant, has proved to be a most
profitable grass here as well as in England, where
it was introduced about two hundred and fifty

years since from Holland. Such suspicions were
entertained of its utility in Englanri, that it did

not gain a general use there till within fifty years.

It is more beneficial to the soil than any of the

grasses. The principal ca se of its fertilizing

properties is the broad leaf, which imbibes more

nutriment from the atmosphere than any other.

—

It is, however, not durable; hence other grascs

should he cast with it in the seeding. Some of

the best farmers in the northern States recom-

mend the oat grass and orchard grass as the most

suitable. The more usual practice in this vicini-

ty, has been, to sow the herds grass with it. The
principal objection to this practice is thit the do- *

ver is mature for the scythe fifteen days earlier

than the other grass, which affords double the

nutriment, says Judge Buel, when cut iu the seed,

to what it does when cut in the flower. Pprhaps

no grass trives a better reward for cultivation

than the herds grass ; it is indigenous ; so is the

white clover and the red top. which afibrd, by at-

tentive cultivation, rich and abundant pastures.

I am well satisfied that more attention to the

cultivation of .Millet would prove profitable to the

farmers of old Hampshire. This grain is a native

of India ; it has for a long time benn cultivated

with great success and profit in the south of Eu-

rope, and farther north than our latitude. Its pa

trons in the New Enjland and the middle States

have fnvind their reward in their attention to it.

—

To the Pennsylvania Agricultuial Society, Judge

Washington says, "I have .'btained this season,

(18931 forty tons from sixteen acres, of which only

four had been manured ; and my cattle of all sorts

prefer it to white or red clover or meadow hay."

.^gain, says Mr. Powel, of Philadelphia, "sheep

are particularly fond of millet grass, but not more

so than horses and other stock." It has been,

cultivated to a considerable extent in the eastern

counties of this Commonwealth, and has very

i generally been approved by the farmers of Essex,

j

Middlesex and Worcester. It has been less rais-

ed within our limits and Berkshire, though some

attention has been eiven to it in the western sec-

tion of the State. The soil best suited to it is a

lisrbt loam possessina- a good degree of strength.

Upon such a soil, the seed which you will obtain

will usually exceed, in value, a crop of oats upon

the same ground, though not over two thirds the

quantity ; the greatest profit in the crop will be

found, however, in the straw for fodder; and

should it never be used for farinaceous purposes

it would be found a profitable crop. Its efl'ect in

[the destruction of weeds is much the same as that

of red clover; if prohably draws more nutriment

I from the atmosphere than most other crops—it is

less pxhauslintr to the soil than oats— it should

iip sown about the tenth of June, and will be fit

for harvest the last of August.

(To be concluded in our next.)

The tax levied in Philadelphia and liberties, for

the support of the poor, the last season wa.<: about

90,000 dollars.
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MERKIMACK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The committee on Farma began their labours on

thi! seventh of August, last with viewing: the Farm

of Capt. David Morrill in Canterbury. This farm

contains 150 acres of good land, divided into 40

ncrea of field land, 30 acres of wood land, 3 acres

of ro;iplo orchard, "i acres of apple orchard, and

the remainder pasturinjr. The produce of the

Ueld land the present .<:eason,is five acresof wheat,

two acres of corn, three acres of potatoes, two

acres of oals, one fourth acre of flax, and forty

tons of hay of a good quality. Capt. Morrill has

five acres of good corn on his pasture land, ma-

nured only with plaster of Paris. His buildings

are good, convenient and sufficiently large for his

family and farm. He has built on his farm within

twenty years, more than six hundred rods of stone

wall. He has freed his field from b\ishes and

stone heaps : his field is well secured with good

stone wall and with good gates at all necessary

j-nd convenient places. He attends to gardening

as much as is profitable at his distance from the

market, raising a full supply of sauce for his fami-

ly and carrots for his cows. He makes from his

maple orchard from five to si.x hundred lbs. of su

irar yearly. Capt. Morrill's cattle are of an ex-

cellent quality, and show that they are fed by

liieir owner. lie cultivates his farm with his own

hands, aided by two minor sons, a boy of 12 years,

and half a month of a hired man in haying. His

work is done and well done in season : and from

the quantity of produce raised by him, the com-

mittee are of opinion that Capt. Morrill is a man

of uncommon industry, and that his sons are genu-

ine chips from the old block; and that they all

early learned that

" lie Ihai wKuUl bv fanning- tlirive.

iMusl either liol.l Ihe plough or drive."

The committee also vie ved the farms of the

Hon. Joshua Darling', Maj William Little, and

Dea, Jeremiah Russell.

Jndce Darling's farm contains one hundred and

si.xty acres of land, embracing a great variety of

soil, and is divided into forty-five acre.' of field

jand, ten acres of reclaimed meadow, ten acres of

wood-land, throe acres of orcharding, an ' the re-

cjainder pasturing. The pro'luce of the field land

he present season is I'i acres of corn, 2 acres of

wheat, 4 acres of rye, 3 acres of potatoes, one

third of an acre of pe;is, one half acre of whUe

beiin.s, and about 40 tons of hay. Judge Darling's

farm is well fenced and well cultivated. His gar-

•len is e.\-ce!leut, his buildings are large and con-

venient ; his stock of cattle and flock of sheep are

ef an excellent quality. The committee could

Koflparn the quantity of labour bestovxed (m Judge

Darliiig's farm, but nre of opini'^n that there must

be more in proportion to the produce than on that

cf Capt. Morrill.

Major Little's farm co'.itains ninety acres of in-

terval land, of niiddliurr quality, and is mnstly un-

der improvement. He has occupied this farm five

yea.'n, a part of the time, and at present by a ten-

ant, who worhs the farm much better than tenants

in general. Yet be is a tenant, Maj. Little has

made great improvements by cuttini bushes and

»eclaiuiing low ground, and making productive

much land that wn.s before barren. The produce

of his farm the pve.=ent season is seven acres of

torn, twelve acre.s of '>at^, one acre of potatoes,

]i acres of wheat, and forty tons of hay. In tlie

epinion of the committee, Maj. Little is entitled to

much credit for improvements on his interval, in

making it produce four limes as much hay for the

two last years as it usually did while under its

former owner.

Deacon Russell's farm contains 200 acres of

land of a middling qnality, and is divided into

eighty-five acres of field land, seventy -five acres

of wood and timber land, and the remainder pas-

luring. The produce of the field land the pres-

ent year is eight acres of hops, seven acres of

corn, two acres of potatoes, three acres of wheat
four acres of rye, three acres of oats, and about

si.xly tuns of hay. Deacon Russell works his farm

m the ordinary way, except his hop fields, which
receive his special attention, and reward him well

for it. The committee are of the opinion that one

acre of tlie hops will give as much net profit as

throe acres of mm, (taking Deacon Russel's ac-

count of it as a correct one.) Deacon Russell's

buildings are convenient and large enough for his

family and farm, and from all appearances we
were led to believe that he had carried his hops
to a good market.

The committee have unanimously agreed to award
the following premiums : Capt. Dnvid Morrill of

Canterbury, for the best cultivated farm, ten dol-

lars ; to the Hon. Joshua Darling of Kenniker, for

the next best do. eight doll.irs ; to M j. Wm. Lit-

tle of Hopkintnn, for the next best do. seven dol-

lars ; and to Deacon Jeremiah Russell of Bow, for

the ne.xt best do. six dolls. To Dr Ebenezer Learn-
ed of Hopkinton, for bis special improvement in

making compost manure and cultivating his field

of corn, five iollars. To Horace Chase, Esq. of

Hopkinton, tor hi.s excellent kitchen garden, three

dollars. To John Emerson, gardener to Hon. E.

Webster of Bofcawen, for his skill in gardening,

three dollars. To JeremiHh Emmery of Concord, for

his great perseverance in reclaiming twenty-five

acres of dead meadow, and makiuL' it good and
profitable mowing land, threw dollars.

The cniumittee re^'ret that there were no more
farms entered f( r in.spection and premiums, when
there are so many pood farms and farmers within

the Socifty ; 'nil it is hoped that mo e farms viill

be entered next season, that there may be a fair

competition. E. DUSTIN, Chairman.

ON THE USES AND VALUE OP THE ROL-
LER.

J. S. SKiisNf R, Es<i.— Your correspondent, Mr.

George H. Cheesman, of Rockingham, Va. hav

ing requested information, as to the benefit of ap-

plying the smooth roller to lands laid down to

grain or grass, and having myself been in the

practice of applying the roher for tuenty years,it

is with groTt pleasure that 1 afibrd him the results

of my long, and uninterrupted experience. I

should never think of sowing grain or grass with-

out the roller.

In answer to his questions, in the order stated

by him, I reply that my own experience has only

extended to light, loamy lands, someof Ifiem with-

out, and some with small stones on the surface.

—

I have no cl."iv"y soil, but from my knowledge and

ohst'rvation of such soils, 1 should believe that

there are none to which the operation of rolling,

would be more beneficial than to them, provided

the surface, at the time of rolling, was perfectly

dry. It would in such a state of the soil, (I shduld

suppose,) bs eminently serviceable in breaking

dbwn the aggregated masses of c.ay ; but in any

other state of tiie elayey soil, I should suppose the

rolling highly injurious. But this is vicrt t/nort/,

having no praclic;al acquaintance with such soiU-j.

In loamy, or gravelly, or sandy, or stouy soiU. the

practice of rolling is, I can surely afiirm, of great

use. In sowing grasses, or grain, I have usually

applied the roller, immediately after the bush har-

rowing. The effect of the roller, at that |.criod,

is eminently and unquestionably valuable. It

leaves a smooth and beautiful surface, resembling

the nicest garden culture. It prevents the une-

qual distribution of the grain or grass seed, ( i!'

well distributed in the first instance by the sow-

er, ) by copious showers on an unequal .surface.

—

It puts every stone, not exceeding four inches in

diameter, below the scythe, and of course the sick-

le. It facilitates in a degree above our expecta-

tion, the germination of the seeds, whether of

griiss or grain, iiy bringing the soil into close con-

tact with the seeds, many of which, without ap-

proximation, would remain for many days, or even

weeks, without germinating.

On grain, or grass lands, I apply the roller in

the spring after the sowing, but not until the sur-

face has become so liard and dry that the horse's

hoofs shall not penetrate the soil too deeply. I

precede the rolling with a light harrow unloaded,

never fearing the occasional di.-lodgement of the

plants. I then follow with the roller, though the

plants are often four or five inches high. Tlu:

ridler then set'ies the roots firmly in the ground,

which had been raised by the preceding winter's

frosts, and in one week I perceive the benefieiai

effects of the roller, tliough its first and immedi-

ate effect seems to those unaccustomed to its use.

pernicious or destructive. The roller I have used

has been of free stone, 18 inches in diameter and

3A feet in leni'lh ; its weight I should suppose,

cannot bo less than ">00 Ihs. at the least ; but as

such rollers c'Uiiot easily be procured, a smootii

log of |H inches diameter, or a plank one of two

feet, will answer equally well, having directly

over the axis a box filled with stones to such n

weight, as a common horse, can conveniently drag

over an undulating surface. This can only be

settled, by each individual, according to tht

strength of his horse and the inequality of his

giound, of which, every man on the spot, can

a'one bo the competent judge.

I have no hesitation to say, that among all tlie

improvements of modern husbandry, the rolle;-

holds an important, and I should sav, an indispen-

sable place. JOHN' LOWELL.
Roibunj, Od. 31, 1837.

N. B. It may seem to those, who judge of ihr

labour of any proceeding, by the words used in its,

description, that this is a very operose and o.xpeu-

sive process. For the information of such, I wouli!

say, that an acre may be rolled by one boy and a

horse, in one hour, at the most moderate calcula

tion—at least so we find it in New England.

Jim. Farmer.

To preserve Potatoes from the Frost.—If ym:

have not a convenient store-place for them, dig a

trench three or four feet deep, into which ther

are to be laid as they are taken up, and thee

covered with the earth taken out of the trench,

raised up in t)ie middle like the roof of a house;

and covered v.'ilh straw, to carry off the rain

—

They will thus be preserved from the frost, aiiS

can be taken up as they are wanted.
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I the New York Ai:

THE GRAPE.
MnEriiroR,—Having seen a t'avoiMbio nolici'

ill your jnipor of a treatise on the ciiltivatio!i of the

grape, I immediately sent to town for it. Tliis

book, the ^'American Vine. Dressers^ Guii!'','' con-

tains 137pa!Te3, and can he read attentively, being

half French and halt English, in about lialf an

hour.—Price 50 cents.

I am, Sir, a cultivator of the grape, not for wine,

bnt for the fruit. I am an enthusiast in its culti-

vation; but enthusiasm without knowledge is noa

sense. Knowledge I wanted from Mr Loubat, the

author of the book, but have soug-ht it in vain ; for

to me, who have the e-;pcrience of five years only,

his book is of little value. The epistle to the skade

of Franklin, in French, is well enoii^-li ; but \vc

could have spared the eloquent for the useful,

which Mr Loubat seems in vain to have aimed at.

When I first began with the vine, I soufiht infor-

mation from every quarter— aniong other tilings,!

read Cobbelt's "American Gardener," who lias in

a few pages more useful informtilion, than is con-

tained in the whole of Mr Loubat's book. What
Cobbclt A'jioio.i, ho knows perfectly, and c.oir.muni-

cates so clearly, that if a man has any brains at

all, he can be understood.—When hs speculates,

he is often like many other men, rash, wrong-
headed, and presumptuous. In addition to reading

Cobbett, I obtained accurate drawings of this

plant, in its four first years' growth, from a gentle-

man who had .successfully cultivated the vine.

Drawings may be seen in Cobbett. With this in-

formation, and what I could get from the Encyclo-
poedins, I went on blundering for the five years I

have raeatioued, being fully assur.jd a!l the while

that I should succeed, and that the most iisoful

knowledge would be gained from my own e.xperi-

ence. I have succeeded. But still five years' ex-

perience wont do: I am still ignorant. There are

doubtless nice points in the cultivation of the grape
very 7ticc— these particulars I wanted to know
from Mr Loubat. That I may bo better understood

than Mr Loubat always is, I will inform the reader

that [ live in the latitude of Albany, about thirty

miles from the iI:!d;-,on, wliLcli is neither on Lake
Champ'ain, nor at Buffalo. As to the Irlud of vines,

vvhicli is of all importance among us, tliat is,

whether la'.e of early, good or poor bearers, Mr
Loubat says not one word.

Indeed he has not mentioned a single variety of

vino by name, when all the world knows, that in

the quality of fruit, whether plum, peach, pear or

grape, as well as its character for laU or early,

ttese differences are all in all. Under the head of

'Lopping," Jlr Loubat says, that during the

first year, the vine may grow at random, unless

planted fro*;! the roots; in this case, he directs us

to pluck off as close to the stock as possible, all

the useless ^spriggs." Now what is the spring

of a grape? Not a word about tlic /«/sf icooJ. A
man ver.=;ed in the cultivation of the grape, knows
what Mr Loubat means, but not f-om what he says.

As to letting a vine gro'A' at rnndom the first sea-

son, you miy with as much propriety let your

children ilo the same thing. A clean stem from

the beginning, "no spriggs," no false wood, as re-

commended by Cobbett, is the true thing. As to

pruning, nothing can be less satisfactory than the

directions given. "Vine arbours." I .should like

to see a vine arbour, with fruit, or Ike vine, from

tb&/orpigii virit-, b<»yoiid the walls oCXow York, in
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this latitude. An arbour must be made of a vine

that will bear o:.r winter, i have heard it asserted

during the present summer, that somebody had
found out that t!i e^'oreig-i: vines, or some of them,

would in the neighborhood of New York bear the

winter. This would bo truly a discovery. I know
that the black Cluster, White Chassehis, Golden
Chasselus, and various other kinds of foreign

grapes, are laid down at Brunswick, in New Jer-

sey, and this from necessity, to keep them alive.

-'• Espaliers," the author says, beware never to

plant "too close" to the wall. "Too close," this

is the real objection to half of the books that are

written. An elementary book should take it for

granted, that the reader knows nothing of the sub-

ject treated of. If Cobbett means si.\ inches, he

says six inches, if a tout, he says a foot. Besides

I am not sure, that a v^^all is a good thing here. A
gentleman at Poughkeepsie told me that his grapes

against a wall mildewed regularly. .They want
air; he put thern in the open ground, and succeed-

ed entirely. On this head I shall try both modes
—of clipping and nnbearing. As to " clipping," I

believe that/ruif bearing branches should be clip-

ped, and that those intended for next year bearers,

should not f:e clipped. This direction is not in the

book. As to " uubearing " for provender, you can-

not have any thing more than the cat and lier skin,

and when you have thc//ui7, you have cat and
skin too; and i imagine that tho loaves for profoi-

der in these states, would be as usuful as potatoe

vines, buried for manure, which I tried ojicc, but

not a second time. Of the "incisure"—This is

what we call giVJ/ijjo- ; right or wrong, that is a

word well known. Mr Loubat should have had a

better tran.-.lation of his French. "Diseases of the

Grape." This is a fruitful topic ; I know gentle-

men in Boston, who have dug up their grape vines

in dc.'pair, in consequence of mildew and rose

bugs. But I believe that these enemies may be

triumphed over ; certainly not, however, if the

physician knows not the cause of the disease. Mr
Loubat vvrites in reference to a soil and climate

which he is ignorant of, and this is an insupera-

ble obstacle to his producing a book very valuable

to us. As to that part of the book which treats of

making wine, I know nothing about it, but recom-
mend it to the Harrisburgh Convention— to that

club o^ disinterested gentlc.iien it may prove truly

useful ; for I have no doubt tliat American industry,

with ten times the labor and ten times the expense,

and a good sound prohibition Tariff, may in twen-

ty years, ^in Now York or Pennsylvania, produce

us good wine as 3Ir Loubat's •celebrated'' Sauterne.

May the good people of this country return to

their reason, and may Heaven avert in its miircy,

the calamity which would be brought upon us by

the shocking principles contended for by this great

Sanhedrim! But to the book.—Tt is one thing to

be a successful cultivator of fruit, and another to

write 3 good book about the cultivation.

'i'be very best single paper that I have seen,

vas published in the " New England Farmer,"

2f!th October, 182(j, written by a gentleman who
has several times bei'n in various parts of Europe

selected the best fruit himself, has seen the kiu'j's

garden in England, has cultivated (I think) the

j

grape for twenty years, and had great success.

That gentleman, I think, has been good enough

1 to supply me with si.x kinds of grapes, fitted for

i the open ground in my latitude. These vines are

all young, and not in bearing. Should I succeed

I

wiiii any excellent varie'r, the gentlemen of tb.o

Nov. ;iO, isa7.

Horticultural Society of New York shall have the
results of my experience. To conclude, Mr Edit-
or, the grape is an exquisite fruit ; for hoaUh,I be-
lieve, no.ie to be like it. An eminent physician of
your city told me, that one of the most aggravated
cases of dyspepsia be had ever known, was abso-
lutely cured by the patient's eating plentifully of
grapes for six weeks. I would not. Sir, for any
consideration, unnecessarily say a word that could
possibly injure a public spirited man, as I suppose
the author to be ; but the public has higher claims.
I have no doubt that the cultivation of the grape
is better understood in France than here ; at the
same time, there must be much yet to be learned,
in this, as in every other species of husbandry, es-
pecially in reference to our own country. I v/ould
recommend, therefore, to our ingenious country-
men, the raising of the grape, which, in many cas-
es, in the neighborhood of the great markets will

prove very profitable, and in all, useful and de-
lightful. A. B. *

FOREIGN PLANTS AND SEEDS.
Vv'e notice with much pleasure a circular ad-

dressed by the Secretary of the Treasury to the
American Consuls abroad in relation to the intro-

duction of valuable foreign plants into the United
States, and confidently expect from it mojt desira-

ble acquisitions to our agriculturists. In his cir-

cular Mr Rush states it to be the President's wish
that all such trees and plants from other countries

not heretofore known in the United States as may
give promise, under proper cultivation, of flourish-

ing and becoming useful, as well as superior vari-

eties of such as are already cultivated here, should
be introduced. " Forest trees useful for timber :

grain of any description; fruit trees ; vegetables
for the tables ; esculent rjoots ; and, in short, plants

of whatever nature, whether useful ns food for

man or the domestic animals, or for purposes con-
nected with the manufactures or any of the useful

arts, fall withi.i the scope of the plan proposed."
Each circular is accompanied with a specifica-

tion of such plants as are supposed to exist in the

countries where the consul, to whom it is address-

ed, is resident, and questions are to be answered
by them in relation to the latitude, the soil, the

seasons of bloom, the mode of culture, the diseas-

es &c. incident to the plant ; and whether there

are any treatises in relation to them.—The differ-

ent officers of tlie navy have bpen instructed tc

lend their aid in the promotion of these objects

—

ditections for putting up and transmitting seeds

and plants are also given at length. These direc-

tions we shall publish to-morrow, as they contain

much interesting information aiid many facts o!

value to our agricultural friends at large.

It is to be regretted that at present no funds can

be appropriated in the furtherance of this object

and the suggestion which the circular contains,

that Congress may probably make some provision

for the purpose, will it is hoped be attended to.

Our soil is so various, from cold to warm, and from

sandy to clayey, that there is hardly any vegetable

production but in some parts of the United States

may be naturalised. No experiments have ever

been made on so large a foale as this, in adding

to our great garden the beauties and uses of

others, and a better plan for accomp!i.';hing these-

purposes ronld not well be devised. In speaking,

of this subjert, theBultimore American very justly

remarks that South America, especially, may fur-

nish invaluable additions to »ur stock of useful ioor
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ported products: and e.-iperiiiienls on their natiirn-

lizulion will not appear misspent to any one who

adverls to the distunt mitriations of trees and

Ouita at present the most common amongst us.

T!ie i'nach is i'rom Armenia ; the Cherry from the

mountains of Persia; tlie Currant from Zanto ; the

while (English) Walnut from Persia in Cliina.

The Grape has travelled over Europe from the

east ; and Coffee comes from a corner in Abyssinia ;

(we think it must have been the H.ippy Valley.)

Science mav i^ieatly proinolc this insensible mi-

oration of valuable plants and trees; and we hope

That this laudable aim of the government may be

well seconded by its agents and citizens in distant

olim.ites. jVttc York Staksman.

Fromlhe Naiituc/it't Iiiiiiiirer,

The National Gazette of October 13th has the

I'ollowing conmiunication

" The water ifi the lower part of the city of

New iSrunswick is what is commonly called brack-

ish icaler : it is unpleasant to the taste, and in the

opinion of some, injurious to health. This has in-

duced a few gentlemen in ihat part of the city to

seek for a more pure supply by the modern prac-

tice of boring- for water. Tiiey selected their spot,

perforated the earth to the depth of two hundred

and twenty feet, and then inserted, ia the perfora-

tion, a tube of one hundred feet in length, reach-

ing down to a body of solid rock, called the red

.ihcll rod;. The upper end of the tube is inclosed

in a wooden pent-stock, from whirh there issues a

continual stream of water of { I should think with-

out having measured it ) from half a gallon to a

gallon by the minute.

"The tide regularly ebbs and flovvsintheRarilan,

and rises at this place about six feet, and the sur-

face of the ground where the perforation is made,

is elevated about eight feet above the high water

mark. In this situation the stream issuing from

the pent-stock corresponds e.xactly, and continuiil-

}y, with the rising and falling of the tide in the

Raritan. When the tide is at ebb the stream is

small ; when it rises the stream increases, and

when it is high the stream is at its greatest flow,

varying at about one to three at the different

states of the tide.

'•Now, the risingof the waterin the tube is itself

a plienomenon not easily explained upon the

known principles of hydraulics. Can it come from

the river, when the point of discharge is from

eight to fourteen feet above the surface of the

water in the river ? And if it should be attempt-

ed to account for it by supposing that it is conduct-

ed from higher grounds by dipping strata of rock,

or clay, or other subslanc'e impervious to water,

and that when such strata are perforated at any

given d'jptu the water pent up between them will

rise as high as its surface in that confined state,

does not this e.xclude the possibility of its having

any communication with the river, or being in any

way affected by it ?

The fact is as above stated. Can it be account-

ed for upon any settled principle of philosophy ?

If water cm be had by boring, in all situations, it

is one of the greatest discoveries in modern times;

and if it has u tide in the bowels of the earth, it

presents a plienomenon unknown to philosophers

both of ancipnt and modern times. "

The facts here communicated, are interesting

as they elucidate the structure of the earth's sur-

face.

Geology has taught that the crust of tlie eatth

is composed of successive strata, or layers, differ-

.

ing in den-iity from granite rock to clay and sand

:

these, many of them impervious to water, are plac-

ed regularly above one another, granite uuifornily

occupying the lowest place. These strata ore

not uniformly horizontal, but dip or incline from

the liori,',on in various degrees ;—the more i^upcr-

ficiul are also often discontinued over a groat

space, or are cut off by declivities, precipices, or

watercourses ; and the most solid are often dis-

placed or broken up, apparently, by some convul-

sion of nature.

To account for the phenomena of the weil in

the above communication, it is necessary to con-

sider the natural effects of a fall of water on the

surface of the earth constructed us above describ-

ed.

Water falling rapidly, as in a heavy rain, will

first fill all the vallies, and then, breaking over

the lowest place in the margin of each in succes-

sion, will cut itself a channel to the sea, or the

great valley of our globe ; and hence the origin

of our rivers. But water falling more leisurely, is,

much of it, taken up by the absorbing surface of

the earth ; and when this surface is saturated, the

water continues to descend through it, by its own
gravity, till it arrives at astratum impervious to it.

And now let us consider the necessary effect of

this obstruction: the several strata it has been said

incline, more or less, from the horizon ; the water
ariving at this inclined plane, then, will slowly, but

certainly find its way along its surface till it arrive

at a place where the stratum is discontinued or

broken through ; still impelled by its gravity, it will

now sink to thene.xtimpervious stratum and pass on

as before, till, arriving at a valley, a river, or, at the

margin orbottom of the sea,thestratum terminates,

and the little water course finds its outlet.

It must be remembered that these subterranean

rills have their source in higher land, often in

mountains ; that the porosity of the strata tiirough

which they must make their way, will generally

cause their channels to be more or less obstruct-

ed ; and that in their progress, often of many
leagues, they may pass under other strata, which,

for a time, prevent their rising to the surface.

Let this natural aqueduct, supplied with water

from elevated fountains, struggling to make its

way through an obstructed channel, be perforated

from above, as in the case on the Raritan, what
will be the necessary effect. Upon a knov.'n prin-

ciple in hydraulics, wafer must rise in the bore or

tube to the same elevation with its source. This

would be literally and invariably true, if the chan-

nel of the stream were perfectly obstructed below

the perfor;ition: this however, is not often the

case; otherwise, we should have no sprinjs, and

few continued streams; the obstruction is partial,

ani the water will rise in the tube till the weight

of the perpendicular column e.xactly balances the

amount of resistance in the natural channel of the

stream.

I have said these rills may terminate on the

sea shore and under the sea;—they do t( rminate

in the neigborhood of the sea, on its shore, and

in marshes adjoining it; for here springs are most

numerous, and where a spring is, there is the

moutli of a subterranean stream.

Now, the obvious effects of a flood tide on these

springs would be to impede the stream which sup-

plies them, to lessen the discharge at their mouths,

and, in the same degree to increase it at any

other outlet which may be made higher in its

course, as in the well at New Brunswick.

That these liid(tcn streams are very numerous,
is proved by the multiplicity of springs, and by the

uniform success of the ingenious DrsEiiow in

"boring" for v/ater.

Kindred streams thus pursuing their secret
course, often unite, and, finding little resistance,

rush on, till arriving at the foot of some. declivity,

they burst forth in torrents upon the surface ; as in

several places in Pennsylvania; or still barred

down by impcrvi.ius strata, they pass on under ci

ties, and far below the beds of mighty rivers, and
only find their e.xit at the bottom of the ocean-

Several instiDces are on record of fresh water be-

ing dipped up at sea, a.'id a striking one was re^

cently reported by a sliip on the coast of Africa

several leagues iVoiu land. "The ocean," says

the Report, "was smooth, "11011 suddenfy the ves-

sel shot into troubled water, having the appear-

ance of being ruffled by some local cause over a

considerable siirface; the bucket v,fas lowered and

fresh water drawn up." This could have been no

other than the outlet of a great river, displacing

the salt water from its bed by the force of its cur-

rent, and by its specific levity rising to the surface.

ELACKSTONE CANAL.
Len,r,'th 45 utiles, breadth 18 feet at the bottom,

and 34 feet on the surface of the water. There
are 48 stone Locks, which overcome a rise and

fall of 4130 feet.—Depth of water in the canal 4

feet.—Locks 83 feet long by jO broad. Cost

$500,000. Estimated revenue .$5,5,000 to i£(JO,000

The supply of v,'ator is principally from the Black

stone river ; but there are several ponds, one of

which near Worcester, covers ii,,5G0 acres, v.'hicli

in case of need can he used as feeders.

This canal commences in the harbor of Pro-

vidence, Rhode-Iisland. and extends to Worcester
in Massachusetts. The articles to be transported

on it are lime, granite, anthracite coal, from the

town of Cumberland, 12 miles north of Providence i

and agricultural products in descending. The
ascending trade will consist of cotton, wool, iron

flour, corn, groceries, and a great variety of ar-

ticles, for the supply of i!jo very large manufac-

turing population in the valley of the Blaokstsone-

river. This canal will increase the water powet;

of the Blackstono river, and will furnisli besides

several additional mill privileges. It is expected

to be completed some time next summer.
[Pennsylvania Gazelle.

Winlcr harvesting.— It is stated in the W^orces-

ter and Springfield papers, th:.t there are large

fields of corn still standing, great quantities of

potatoes fast frozen in the hills, and thousands of^

bushels of apples in the orchards, waiting to be

thawed out, before they can be gathered.

We noticed lately the same neglect in the

towns on the Merrimack. Fields of corn were
standing, apples lay piled up in the orchards, and

men were digging their -potatoes so late as last

week. Why this extraordinary neglect ? It could

not be because the young men of our country

towns had other and more important business to

attend to ; for we saw them by hundreds :;s.sera-

bled at the tavern on a shooting match, firing at

turkics and other game. We do not believe that

this sport promotes the good morals, the interest,

or the valor of our farmers.

—

Salem Obs.

A great crop.—On an acre and a b.ilf of ground;

a person in Norivich, (Conn.) has raised one hun-

dred and fifty bushels of corn, after it was shelled;

and five wagon Toads of winter squashes.
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PRESERVATTOiV OK TBEES FROM MICE, &C.

To preserve yoiuio- plantations of trees from

being injured by rabbits, rats or mice—take any

quantity of tar am! six or seven times as mucli

grease, stirring and mixing them well together.

With this composition brush the stems of young

trees as high ns the vermin can reach, and it will

prevent their being barlced. Mice frequently des-

troy trees in nurseries, by gnawing off the bark

beneath the surface of tb.e snow. An application

of the kind above nicnlinncd, just before winter

sets in, will, no doubt, prevent their depredations.

.\nother method is to trer.d down the snow when
it has recently fallen round the stems of the trees,

which prevents the mice from approaching the

trees near the surface of the ground, where they

do the mischief.

RABBITS.

We do not see why rabbits may not be profitn-

»ly reared in this country. The Encyclopedia

Brittanica says " In some situations these animnls

may be kept lo advantage, as they multiply ex-

ceedingly, and require no trouble in bringing up.

They delight in the sides of sandy hills, which
are generally unproductive when tilled ; but level

ground is improper for them. The fur of the rab-

bit is worth thrice the value of the carcase.

—

Therefore, supposing the rabbit to consume a

quantity of food in proportion to the value of its

•jarcaso, it is a species of stock nearly three times

IS valuable as cattle or sheep.

" Rabbit waircns ought to be enclosed with a

stone or sod wall ; and at tlieir first stocking it

will be necessary to form burrows for them, until

ihoy have time to make them for themselves.

—

Boring the ground horizontally with a large auger
is, perhaps the best method that can be practised.

Bugles, kites, and other birds of prey, as well as

cats, weasels, and polecats, are great enemies of

rabbits. Tlie Norfolk warrcners catch the birds

by traps placed on the tops of stumps or trees, or

artificial hillocks of a conical form, on vvliich they

naturally alight."

In this country, says the Farmer's Assistant,

'NVe have no eagles or kites to molest rabbits
;

they breed very rapidly ; their food is cheup and

easily provided. A fence (o enclose a warren can

be made of boards at no great expense, which v\ill

keep out cats and polecats ; and as for weasels,

we have but very few of them in this country."

Loudon says, " According to Mowbray, it is bet-

ter to feed rabbits three times than tuh-e a day.

Rabbits are generally sold from the teat, hut there

is also a demand for thoHO of larger size, which
may be fattened upon corn and hay with an allow-

ance of the best vegetables. The better the food,

llie greater weight, better nuiility and more profit,

which is generally the case in the feeding of all

animals. Some fatten wilh grains and poll.trd.

—

The rabbit's flesh being dry.liio allowance of suc-

culent greens may tend to render it mure juicy ;

and proh ibly the old complaint of the dryness of

the flei-h in Devon beef, entirely fed with hiiy,

might be remedied in the same .way. Rab-
bits are in perl'ection for feeding (fattening) iit

the fourth or sixtii month ; beyond whi-;h period

Micir flesh becomes more diy and souieuhat hard.

It requires three months or nearly so to make a

rabbit thoron5;hly fat and ripe ; half the time will
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make them eatable, but by no means equal in the

quality of the flesh ; they may yet be over fatten-

ed as appears by specimens exhibited a few years

since at Lord Somerville's, which were loaded

with fat, without and within like the best feeding

sheep.

" The flesh of the rabbit is estei^med equally di-

gestible as that of fowls, and equally proper for

the table of the invalid.

" The rabbit is a caressing aninjal, and equally

fond, with tlie cat, of the head being stroked ; at

the same time it is not destitute of courage. A
whimsical lady admitted a buck rabbit into her

house, when he became her companion for up-

wards of a twelve-monih. lie soon intimidated

the largest cats so much by chasing them rotind

the room, and darting upon them, and tearing off

their hair by mouthfuls, that they very seldom
dared to approach. He slept in the lap by choice,

and was as full of mischief and tricks as a mon-
key."

PRESF.RV1.\G GRAIN.

A discovery of considerable importance has been
announced, with regard to preserving grain. To
preserve rye, and secure it from insects and rats,

nothioL' more i.^ necessary than not to fan it after

it is tlireshed, and to stow it in the granaries mix-
ed wilh the ch.iff. Il this stale, it has been kept

more than three years, without experiencing the

smallest alteration, aad even without the necessi-

ty of being turned to preserve it from humidity

and fermentation. The experiinent has not yet

been made vvitli wheat and othe kinds of grain,

and they may probably be preserved in chaff with

equal advantage.

There are several kinds of this plant, to wit :

—

Red anil While Y m, (Arum Ksculcntum,) and
West lii^da ViMii, (Dioscorea Saliva). They grow
on poor soil, even more alumdnntly than in rich,

(where liiey are apt to run too much to stem, and

to be les.s productive at the root) and from the

constant ver lure which they retain to the latest

period of ttic season, they enrich the ground
little less thun a crop of turnips. The yam is cul-

tivated in most parts of ycolhuid and in North

Wales ; and, probably, mixht bo profitably raised

in this country. (See jY. E Firm. Vol. iv. p. -298.)

Yams are said to be used chiefly for feeiiing cows
;

increasing tiie quantity w ithont aflecting the qual-

ity ol the milk. As cattle eat them with the

greatest voracity, there is danger in giving them
in large quantitie..* at a time. Ilri .« cows should

be allowed no more'tiian half a peck at once ;

—

but this quantity may be repeated two or three

times a day, taking care to allow a consideriible

interval between each feed. In the West Indies

this root is given to mules. It is likewise used to

feed chicken^.

VVEEIl?.

Many weeds are introduced info fir Ids by the

slovenly practice of suffering them to arow and

go to sef d in yards, on dung-heaps, on the bor-

deis of fields, &c.
Or)i' year of goo.l weeding

Will prevent ihe weeds' seeding;

But one. year ol' (heir seeding'

Makes seven years' weeding.

II IWTUORN HEDGES.

The berries of the hawthorn should he buried

one year in beds or pots of sand before they arc

planted
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POTATOES FOOD FOR FI0R3ES.

To every 300 pound of potatoes, washed and

steamed, is added half a pint of salt, aud occasion-

ally a small portion of sulphur! this quantity wiU

more than supply a horse kept constantly at work

for six days. Horses thus fed, will perform with

the greatest ease, all the common labor of a farm,

without hay or oats.

LEGIIOR.V HATS.

We have received from Charles Thorndike, Esq.

a quantity of the grain alluded to in the following

note; and shall be happy to promote the laudable

objects of Mr. Thorndike, by distributing it gratis

to all who will apply at our ofijce :

Mr. Fessenden,
A short time since, I received from my friends

in Italy, about two bushels of grain, from which is

procur.^d the straw, of which the Straw Hats are

made in that country ; and have sent the same to

the office of the New England Farmer, to be dis-

tributed to such persons in the country, as may
feel an inclination to cultivate it.

Your obedient servant,

Boston, JVov. 27. Charles Thorndike.

i

The annual Cattle S.boA an<l Fair of the Ches-

hire Agricultural Society was holden at Drews-
ville on the third instant. Maj. Tufts, of Alstead,

acted as Marshal, assisted by Captains Snow, of

Drewsville, and Buffum, of Walpole. An address

was delivered before the society by Thomas BI.

Edwards, Esq. which was highly creditable to its

author. The audience, assembled in the open air,

luanifested their interest by i profound attention,

froui the beginning to the end.

Notwithstanding the unfavorableness of the

weather, theshow was well attended, and in quan-

tity and quality of good stock and manufactures

e.vlnliited, (it is sain) will not suffer in comparison
with former exhibitions. The dinner provided by

Mr Brown, was excellent, of which about 150 par-

took.

The officers of the year ensuing are the follow-

intr

:

Stephe.n .Ion.\so.N. of Wnlpnle, President,

Thomas M. Edwards, of Keene. Vict PresiJeitf,

Elijah Bintrhani, of Alstead, Sec'y and Librarian.

Leonard Bisco, of Walpole. YVeovurfr.

Aaion Hodgkins, of Walpole,
"J

David Parker, of Charlestoivn,
|

Jumes DIl key, of Acv^nrlh,
|

Francis Matson, of Siolnrd,

Elij.ib Belding, of Swan/ey,
Levi Chamberliiin, of Fit- willioin,

Nathaniel Holland, of Walpole,

Jaines Chandler, of .Mstead.

ELIJAH BINGHA.\I,
Secretary of the Sociili/.

Executive

Committee

SHEEP.
The introduction of a new breed of sheep, by

the liberality of one of those brothers, whose pa-

triotic attachment to the land of their birth, undi-

minished by the honors of another country, has

Tivnu'Vsted it.^elf in conferring permanent benefits,

liMs been noticed in the papers. We find in Lou-
tlon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture, that the Dev-

onshire Nets are a race of long woolled British

sheep, wilh thick neclc, narrow and high backs,

short le^fs, and large bom^s. The weijrlit of the

ewes, at three or four years old, is from 18 to 'iCi

poun 's the quarter : of wethers, two years old.
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from -H) to HO pounds. Tlie fleece, on an average

is from ti to 8 pounds in weight. Tlieir flcsli it

esteemed for tlie table. Tlie wool is \ong am.

coarse, but valuable for some fabrics.—.Va(..'Eg-is.

Tht H'mther.—The follovifing predictions for

Ihc month of November particularly fitted to the

city of Boston, but ingeniously contrived to an-

swer for the adjoining stutes, are copied from

that infallible oracle the Old Farmer's Almanac.

" 1 tof), venj fine/or J\rovember—7 to W,chmigcx

to cooler— io'io 1.3, Vhangenhlc for some days— l-i

to 18, becomes tnirmer with frost— 18 to 21, cool

and rough— '22 to 2ofne sun, but cool mornings—
'Hi to 30. now comes on a storm." These vaticin-

ations of the prophet of the seasons will be found

prodigiously useful to our agricultural friends in

their preparations fo the winter.

—

JVat. .^gis.

It is not yet two years since the bill authorizing

llic commencement of the Pennsylvania Canal was

introduced into the Legislature of that State ; and

now, more than two hundred miles of canal are

under contract.

The United States Branch Bank in Providence,

lias had an accession of .'ti200,000 to its capital,

—

making the whole $800,000.

.1 good soldier.—Mr. Ichabod Dean, of Taun-

ton, has performed military duty thirty-one years,

under ten different captains, and never missed a

training.

—

Advocate. [This is about equal to the

curate who wore off the rims of seven Beavers, in

exchanging civilities with his parishioners, and to

about as much purpose.]

—

J^ewburyport Herald.

The judgement against the Corporation for the

prir.e drawn in Gillespie's lottery, was fiually set-

tled (in Saturday, by an issue of five per eont.

slock for the amount of the judgement, interests

and costs, amounting in all to more than one hun-

dred and eight thousand dollars.

If the city were benefitted in nny respect liy this

immense sum, we could see it paid without any

unpleasant feelings ; as it is, we must confess, we
cannot without souie reluctance see so large an

amount leave us, and leave nothing with or in lieu

of it, but deal bought experience.

—

JYat. Journal.

Proposals have been issued for publishing, at

New Echota, in the Cherokee nation, a weekly

newspaper to be entitled the Cherokee Phojnix

;

for the exclusive benefit of the Cherokee Indians.

The editor, Elias Boudinott, is a full blooded Che-
rokee, and was educated at Cornwall. Conn.

The pedlars in China carry jars of spawn about

from one province to another, through the whole

empire, for the purpose of stocking every lake

with all the different kinds of lake fish.

NEW ENGLAND FAHMKR.
Fruit Jrces.

\VM. PRINCE, the proprieior of Uio LiVm

lank Garden and Nurseries al I''luslnii^', I

ihe pleasure of iMforming'the public, tliulli

v now contains 172 varielics of ihc Appir

v„ Bo-
. I. has
; nurse-

2U2 of

IVarTTiT^fC'iierries, I39of l'lums,23of .\pricots,l)i uf IVarh-

es, 20 ofNcclariiics, lOof Almomis, Iliif Jlulhriries. (1 nlliniM-

cos, IG of Figs, IG of Currants, l.'i of Raspberries, 17 of (-li.i-e-

berries, 20 of Strawberries, 257 of Grapes, GOO of Ora.uucuul

Trees. Above 500 of llie above kinds of Fruils are not to he

found in anyolher collection in America.

'I'lie different varieties cannot iie otherwise than genuine, as

the greatest attention is paid, ami nearly all the kinds arc inocu-

lated from bearing trees. The Cherry, Peach, and other trees

arc generally of large size, (^atiilogucs may be ohtainedat the

New England Farmer office, gratis, and orders left there,orscnt

hy mail, will meet aUention.

Garden, Field, and Flower Seeds.

We have now for sale, at the office of the New England Farm-
er, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston, the largest variety of

.Seeds to be found in New England,—mostly of the crops of 1827.

Tlie greatest care has been taken to hioe them raised by our

most experienced seed-growers, and to liave the sorts perfecdy

genuine. The f^llowiiig comprises our most prominent kinds :

Arlicliokc, Green Globe Cucmnbe__. (S \arieiic9, includ-

AspanigKS, Devonshire
Gravesend
Battersea

Large White Readiu]

Becms, (2G varieties, includiuL

the English broad beans,

dwarfs and pole.

Beets, true Long Blood
Early Blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity

Yellow turnip rooted

Borecole

Broeoli, Earlv White
Early Purple
Large Cape

Cabbage, (22 varieties, includ-

ing the Russian, and com-

mon kinds, early and late.

Cardoo7i.

Carrots, Allringham
Long Orange
Early Horn
Blood Red (for West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Puq)!", (line son)

Cauliflower. Early and Late
Cetcrtj, White solid

Rose coloured solid

Itahan
Celeriac. or turnip rooted

Chervil.

Chires.

Cor?i f^alad. or Vettikost

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water

Singular Fact.—The Worcester Mutual Insur-

ance Company was orfrani/ed, and conmieuced is-

suing policies, in May, 1824, three and a half years

since. It has insured to the amount of about seven

hundred thousand dollars, on buildings and pro

perty in all parts of the county, and yet it has ne-

ver sustained the loss of a single dollar by fire.

Canal Commerce.—The canal navigation has

been Oustructed partially with ice for several days,

and there are said to be over tvvo hundred boats

detained between Albany and Utica. A few boats

that had worked their way ahead, arrived on Sat

nrday, and forty-eight boats cleared on the same
day with merchandise.

—

Albany Argus.

_ White and Green Tur-
key, &LQ.)

Plant, Purple and White
Endwe, Green &: While curled

Batavian, for winter

Garden Biirnct

Garlic Setts

Indian Corn, (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch
Lettuce, 14 varieties

Melon, 11 varieties

Mustard, White and Brown
Xasturtiwn

O'.-ra

Onion. 8 varieties, including the

imported Madeira, Polatoe

and Tree Onion
Parsley, 4 varieties

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Peas, IG varieties

Peppers, 4 varieties

Pumpkins, Finest rair.ily

Connecticut Field

Mammoth
Radish, 9 varieties

Rhubarb, for tarts, ifec.

Salsa/y, or vegetable ovstcr

Skirret

Scorzonera
Spirtach, 5 varieties

Squash, 7 varieties

Tomatos
Turnips, 15 varielics

Blooik

_15I
JAM ES BLOOrxJOO 1 » & Co's.

uVitrscr?/, at Flushing, on Long-Island near .Veic

York.
IN behalf of the proprietors of tlie .ibove nursery

.

the subscriher solicits the orders of horiiculiurists
who niay he desirous of slocking their gartlens and
lie!d.s with fruit trees of the liucst sorts and most
I igorous stocks the present autumn.
)u & Co. ailend personally to the inoailaH-ng and

grat'ting ofall their fruit Irtcs, and purchasers may rely wiih
confidence that the trees they order will prove geiiuiiie.

The subscriher, agent of ihe above iiiuscry, will receive or-

ders for any tinaulilv of
FRUIT AND FORE.ST TREES.

FLOWERING SHRUBS,
AND

PLANTS.
And the trees will be delivered in this city at the risk and ex-
pense of the Purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

The reputalion of this nursi'iy is so extensively known and
has been so well sustained thtii I take leai'e to refer those in

want of trees to any of the Horlieulturists in this cit^' and its vi-

cinity, and if ocular demonsiration is desired, I invite those who
wish to be thus satisfied to examine the trees in my garden al

Dorchester, procured from this nursery (or three or tour years
past, some oi" which are now in bearing, all in a healthy and
vigorous state.

Catalogues will be delivered gratis on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr.

Rogers' Building, Congress-Streel

.

t05 00|!07 bO
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MISCELLANIES.
From the Lmdcn Star.

AN EJIIGRANT'S ADIEU TO SCOTI-AND.

Our nalive land, our native vale,

A long and last adieu !

rarewcli to bonny Teviotdalc,

And Cheviot mountains blue !

Farewell, the hills of glorious clci^d?,

And streams renown'd in song ;

Farewell, ye blylhsome braes and meads.

Our hearts have lov'd so long !

rarswell, ye broomy elfin knowes,

Where thyme and harebells grow

;

"arewell, ye hoary haunted howes,

O'erhuug with birk and sloe !

The battle mound, the Bordertowcr,

Thai Scotia's annals lell

—

The martyr's grave, the lover's bower.

To each, to all, farewell

!

Home of our hearts ! our father's homo '

Land of the brave and free!

The sail is flapping on the ibam

'i'liat bears us far from thee !

We reek a wild and distant shore

Ecyond th' Atlantic main
j

We leave thee, to return no, more,

>ior view thy cliffs again !

Hut may dishonor blight our fame,

And quench our household fires,

When we, or ours, foi'get thy name,

Green island of our sires !

f>ar native land, our nalive vale,

A long and last adieu !

Tarewell to bonny Teviotdalc,

And Scotlantl's mountains blue

!

gal and you will be rich. Be sober and temper-

j
ate and you will be healthy. Be virtuous and you
will be happy.— U. S. Gazelle.

Lord Georg-e Germain was of u remarkably
amiable disposition ; and his domestics lived with

him rather as huir.'ilo friends than menial ser-

vants. One day entering his house in Pall-Mail,

he observed a large basket ef vngetat'les standing

in the hall, and inquired of the porter to whom
tlicy belonged, and from v;hcni;s they came ?

—

Old John immediately replied, "They are ours,

my lord, from our country-house."—"Very well,"

rejoined his lordship. At that instant a carriage

stopped at the door, and lord George, turned

round, asked U'hat coach it was?—" Ours," said

honest John. '"And are the children in it ours

too?" said his lordship smiling. ''Most certainly,

my lord," replied John, with the utmost gravity,

and immediately ran to lift them out.

French Chesnuts.—Ten chesnuts, which grew
in the garden of St. Mary's Colle:xe. Baltimore,

from seed brought fromthesouth ofFrance, weigh-

ing 8 ounces. Ten American chesn'its, of the aver-

age size, weighed 1.^ oz.

To make durable candles.—To ten ounces of

mutton tallow, add a quarter of an ounce of cani-

I
phor, four ounces of bees-wax, and two ouices of

I alum—melt them all together, and make your

i
candles.

A writer in the Norwich Courier recommends
the establi.'ihment of a Rail Road from that city

—

to connect v.ilh the Rail Road from Boston to the

Hudson, if made.

i

There is a story tflld of a French sharper hav-

ing arrived in New York so destitute that lie was

I

under the necessity of using " Ways and Means,"
jin order to " Raise tlie Wind," and pay his v/ay.

!
Accordingly, he advertised that he had a monkey,
of extraordinary sagacity, that ho wotdd exhibit

'on a particular evening. Tickets of admission

were issued, the rooiTi was tolerably well attend

I ed, and the hour of the promised performance ar-

i rived. The audience full of expectation, were
/anxiously awaiting the extraordinary animal's ap

pearance, when, to their disappointment and as-

'touishment, the little Frenchman stepped forward
jon the stage, and spoke as follows; "Gentlemen
jand ladies—dcro will be no performance dis night
1—de monkey very sick."

Glass being a non-conductor of lightning, it is

siiggesteil that were farmers to put only an in-

verted broken bottle on the conical top of their

hay and wheat st.icks, fewer instances of their

being destroyed by lightning would occur.

IMPBDl>E^cr.

rise man who builds, and wants wherevi-itli to pay,
Provides a home irom a\ liich to run away.

Causes of offence.—Lord Chesterfield scys, that

'I'len are more unwilling to liuve tht-ir weaknesses

and imperfections known than their ctimes. And
-hat if you hint to a ann that you ti.iiik him igno-

rant, silly, or even lU-bred, and awkward, he will

l>ate you more and longer than if you tell him
plainly you tiiink hiin a rogue."

//f^/i notions.—Some people have such ideas of

honor, and sucli high opinions of their own oon-

«equence, that thej are ottcudcd at many things

vhich take place in society where no offence was
hitended. A sensible nian is not a very sensitive

•nan.

Cheap goods.—Those articles which are fold

cheapest, generally, tire the most expensive pur-

chases. If a thing is good for nothing, ii is a foily

to give any thing for it.

Empty heads.— It is with men as with barrels

—

those which are emptiest make the most sound.

Trite charily.—It is generally better to give a
[luor man sometliiiv^ to do, for which he is well

^aid, than to give hi'ii money without an equiva-

lent in labor.

.^ great fortune

.

—A groat foituiie in the pos-

session of a weak man, is a great misfortune, both
tt) the public and to the individual. Riches in-

I'rease hi:i pnwer to do mischief, and extend the

pernicious effects of his bad example.

J) .ftorl road I-} a good destiny.—Bs studious

and yoj will be learned. Be industrious and fru-

Fastir.g.—Dr Knight, in his work on insanity,

relates some curious instances of obstinate disin-

clination to food among the insane. One man,

John BootI), aged about tliirty five, fasted fourteen

days. "lie certainly," says Dr K., " took no food

during this pei'ioil, and though he had access to

water, I believe he never drank any. He amused
himself by walking in the galleries of the asylum,

and very seldom sat or rested, yet he appeared as

equal to exercise at the end of the fortnight, as iit

tiie commencement. His pulse continued good to

the last ; his tongue, which was furred and brown
at the beginning, !iad become clean ; and his breath

which was very offensive, as the breath of lunatics

usually is, had become as sweet as an infant's.

He. was generally very haughty and taciturn, but

j

had now become more tractable, and I at last suc-

ceeded in drawing him into a conversation. He
[told me he had not experienced any benefit from

eating, that it hid frequently made him ill, and

that he had, therefore, resolved to retrain frosi it

i

altogether. I asked him if his objection extended

I

to medicine also; to which he replied, he would

lliike any medicine I thought fit lo prescribe. I

told him it would he necessary to drink it in beef

j

tea, to which he consented. A pint of good beef

tea was accordingly sent to him, and lie readily

took it. and in a convenient time the dose was re-

peated, and so he was humored till his appetite

returned, when he again took his food as usual,

and finally lie was discharged well."

It is proposed to construct a Rail Road from

Concord, H. H. to Ogdensburg, on Lke Ontario.

Concord if sixty miles north of Boston, and enjoy.=

the priviletre of a canal to the latter place.

Trees, Ornamental .^hrubs, ^c.
MR WI.\SH!P offers !br sale at his Nursery, in Erighlcn

the lai'gest variety of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &.»•

His collection ofFruit Trees is large antl well selected; and hi-^

variety of Ornamental Shruits is very extensive, comprising the

Rjse Acacia, Three ihovned Acacta, Gum Acacia, double fiow-

ering Almonds, red and white Altheas.l 1 1 1 m' nut tree, I'igno-

nia Radican, K-urning Bush, dwarf flowering Horse Chestnut,

splenditi flowering Catalpas, Dahlias, Daphne Pink Mazereon
(first flowering shrub) variety of Grapes, variety ofHoneysuck-
le, English walnuts, Weeping willow's, Quinces, Syringes, La-
burnum. Snowballs. Rhubarb. Raspberries, Plums, Pecan nut

trees. Mountain Ash, Lilacs, l.ajkspur granriiflora. Japan pear,

Japonnica chorchorrns, &:r.—Orders for any of Ihcse article.-^

leAvviihMrRussF.it.. at ihriS'ew England Farmer ofSce, will

be excuted on the same terms as at the nursery, and delivered

in Boston, free ol e.\p4>nse.—f
';*-i!'ugues furnished gratis.

Mew Engtrnut Frirmer'.'^ .r}hiianack,for 182S.
Just published, at the New England Farmi-r Otticc, and

for sale by Bowles &, Dfarburk, 72 Washington Street, and
at the Bookstiires generally, the NeiD England Farmers Alms-
naci. for J8'28. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Editor of the Nev,-

England FarmcF

Gooseberry Bushes.
Persons in want of superior varieties of Gooseberries, can prO'

cure the bushes, by sending their orders to the office of the Nev.

. England Farmer, 'i'hey are from Glasgow in Scotland ; th'

i
fruit is fine flavored and larf;e, (>omc may be seen at this offic<

measuring 3 and 4 inches in circumlcreiice) and of white, re(\

and yellow colour. The price will not e:;ceed $-1 per dozen.

Inq-

P-remeii Geese.

or sale. 3 pair of this s-iperior breed of Geese; they are tie-

div superior lo the common lireetl, in the great size they at-

. in the facility with which they may be raised, and in the

paratively small quantity of grain required lo fatten them.

—

lire at thisofiice.

The Mexican Congresshas appropriated .$15,000

lo defray the expenses of commissioners to exam
ine and report upon the boundary tine between
the United States and Mexico.

^Agricultural Books.
ijsi received fi)r sale at the olfice of the New England Farm
a further supply of stan'tard agricultural books, among wliich

. Loudon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture

Marshall on the Knowledge and i'raclire of Gardeninj;
Gleanings in Husbandry and Gardening

Just received at the New England Farmer office, a forlhei

supply of M'Wahon's American Gardener. This work is ihi-

moit elaborate of the kind ever pubii; hed in this country, com-
prising ample directions for the ina::ngcment of the kitchen gar-

den, fruit gartlcn, orciiard, viney.ird, nursery, pleasure grouut^s

llouor garden, green house, hot house, and forcing frames, fci

everv month in the year.

Davenport's jVursery.

Orders for Fruit and Ornamenial Trees received by Joseph

R. Newell, No. 52 North Market Slrocl, n here a catalogue may

1 he Fabmbr is published every Friday, a($3.00
per ,<nnam, or $2,50 if paid in advance.

Genllemcii who procure yict responsible sufescriitrr.

are ciititleil to a.si:clh volume jrtit'is-.
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AGKICULTURK. .

rOK THE KKW KNCLAND FARBUCR.

FARMfNG.
JcHx jVNiiRKw, Esq. of Salom, Iir.s this yar

raised one Immlred and sixty-six bushels of Inriiai

corn, nn o:ie acre and a lialf of land, at his fani

in Dnnvers, which is more than orre hundred arj

ten bushols per acre.

A Turnip raised on the same farm, weighd
without tlie tops, eight and one half pounds.

To g\\c some idea of the extent of asrricultuvfl

operations in England, and the amount of cnpitii

employed, Kir Joh.n Sinclair, in Ijis Improve

Husbandry of Scotland, states, thut one individua

in Norfolk, who occupies a light land farm o

1500 acres, had at one time a compost heap for

turnips, that cost him £900 sterlinp-, equal t

4000 dollars. That exertion, howeve!-, he contin

lies, is surpassed by Wr WAi.KEB,of Mellendean i

lloxburgh.sliire. who in one year limed 304J Eng-
lish acres, at no less an expense than £9,552 lOis

sterling, equal to $:n,344.44.

more liable to be assaulted by on-

own sprfies or"other insects.

—

BEES. i

Mr FEssENPEi-—From its high character \vq

are accuetomsd to resort to tiie New EnglaEd
Farmer, as a vehicle roidete with knowledge per-

taining- to systematic agricullure, horticulture,anJ

to rural and domestic economy. Among' the nu-

merous and importiUit improvements in thc--

branches, very Ijltle has been promulgated res
1

pectiuif the culture of bees. Some simple, prac

tical lessens dciived from e.xperience, on tlio man-
agement of an apiary would be deemed by a cer-

tain class of your readers, botli interesting and

profitable. These little industrious insects fur-

nish a luxury for the table, a valuable material for

the artist and manufi.xturer, and at the same time

personal gratification and amusement to the pos-

sessor, peculiar to themselves. The little " busy

bee" is of more frxtensive utility than the Cociii-

iieal or Canth^ lis, or, indeed, all other of the in-

sect tribe which have been described by natural-

ists. An apiary, therefore, is a very desirable ap-

pendage to every rural establishment, often yield-

ing u greater net profit than most other articles

of slock which the husbandman considers wortliy

of hi.s attention.

Although fi.ir ajcs the bee h;is been the subject

of coiisideralicn and wonder in all countries, its

i'eal character, its capabilities and republican

economy aie but imperfectly understood. The
most advantageo s method of manaijcment is a

dssidcraluiu with cuUivntois of these useful in-

sects. It is reasonable to suppose that the ino,-;t

eligible mode would consist in consulting their

own instinctive naluial co' rse and habit', permit-

ting them to enjoy their own rights and liberties

with as little infringement as may consist with the

interest and views of the cultivator. It is knoun
that when m an undomesticated state it is in their

character to congregate in the cavities of large
trees, and when these are sufficiently capacious,
they multiply, and increase in numbers and in

stock of honey in a surprising manner, for many

years, wifnout sending out a swarm. Instani;es

have also occurred of their possessing themselves

of somi? .npMtment in dwelling houses, where their

collect!^ of honey and wax has been immensely
large A Triend has recently informed the writer,

that his garret is nov^' occupied by a large family

of these "industrious insects, who have for two

summers stored the effects of their labor in combs
suspendetTfrom the walls, and they have manifest-

ed no, signs of swarming. These facts would

seew to' snuggest the expediency of employing for

our domestic bees, hives of large capacity, and on

some •occasions it might bo best to unite two or

more swarms ii;te one hive as recommended by

some*i!Ile writers, who assert that small swarms
are less'cTjtive and industrious than those that are

largei'', and are m
emies of their ovyn sp

" Thb'- larger the number of TiocsriHis said, in a

hive, thfe, greater will be their industry and suc-

cess. It a'ppears that they are discouraged by the

smallness of their own ncmbers, their instinct is

affected, they labor with less nctivit/, they cease

to keep guard at the entrance of their hives, and

testify more indifTerenee for their own fate and

that of their young."

The evil practice of destroying the bee? in au-

tumn to secure the stock of honey which they have

collected ought to be abandoned. The method of

taking the honey by means of boxes placed in the

upper p;:rt of the hive is unquestionably to be pre-

ferred, as the boxes may be taken when full of

pure virgin honey and replaced with empty ones,

at any time in the summer.

Whether it is to be considered advisable to era-

p.oy tiives larger than those in common use, that

they may swarm but seldom, and what is tlio most
eligible method of guarding against the attack-of

the Bee-moth, (sphinx atropos,) are questions

which the writer and many of your readers would
be gratified to have solved, as no preventive of

the destructive effects of the bee-moth hitherto

proposed appears to be effectual. As the Agri-

cultural Society by their Committee, have award-
ed to Mr E. VV^thington of Dorchester, a premium
for his sample of honey and his mode of managing
bees, it is desirable that this comnuiniLation should

be made public ihrojgh the medium of the New-
England Farmer. Yours trulv,

WEDICUS.
Old Colony, November -^7, 1827.

EY THE EDITOR.

Mankind in general do not appear to be fulh

aware of the irnportance of the Bee. Indee.l t! o

ox and the sheep are scarcely more servit«able to

man than this little insect. In medicine and in

the arts, hi.ney and xvax are of '^irime and almost

indispensable utility ; and for nipny culinary pur

poses it would not be easy to fin ! an adequate

substitute for these substances. We should be
happy to receive further communications from
" Medicus," and hope to devote a lar(;er portion

of our paper than we have hitherto done to these

industrious and wonder working members of com-
munities, whose police is so admirable, industry so

exemplary, and products so valuable.

I

TARRING TREES IN AUTUMN.
I
Mr Pesse.nde.n— In the New England Faricor

of the WSd ult. is an interesting cominunicution Om

the subject of the Canker Worm. Tlie writer as

signs, no doubt, one of the true causes why the

hopes ol tiie I'lrmer have so often buen bladtod, af-

ter having wilh assi'Miiiy tarred liis trees in the

spring of the year. He has seen all his exertions

I

baffled, and his ;Vuit uesirojtll-by this- destructive

insect. I would beg- ' l«fcve''lo"sirggest another

cause of failure in destroyiii^-^iie insect by spring

tarring, and that is. the eficKny lias got the starr

of him, from liaving a ce:\ded the tret in the preced-

ing fall, deposited his eggs, &c. -By turning to

Dr Thacher's Orcharui3t,^page !^5, [a:> excellent

work that ought to b'j in (Jte-'li^nds of every farji-

er,] the following oaservaitiJna wTiich-are worthy

of the must extensive circdlatioh, will be found.

—

"He has ascertained [Professor Peck, of Cim-
bridge,] that a part o, the Canker Moths, rise in

the autumn and deposit their eggs. They ar

-

such as were an incu or two below the surface,:

those that lie deeper are not affected by the tran -

sient changes of tue atmosphere in November, and
do not ririe till spri^g. Tliose which rise in No-
vember are not very numerous, compared with

those which rise in the spring, but being very pro-

lific, are exceedingly injurious, if no means arc

taken to prevent their asceuding the trees, us the

winter's frosts do not kill the eggs."

Now, sir, this is not an idle chimera ; it is a fact,

not so generally knoAn as it ought to be, that a

pari ci' ;l'd canker worms, often enough to destroj-

the hopes of the i'armer, ascend in the fall of the
year. The number of those that make good their

lodgment on the trees, no doubt depends on the

weather. If it be iBoderato and winter be tardy ia

its approach, the greater will be the numbers that

ascend. The autumn of IPJG leiiig very moderate,
immense numbers of the canker v;orm, in this

town and on the island of I'hode Island, ascended
and thus blighted the ho; fs of the farmer, not-

withstanding they faithfuliy tarred their trees in

the spring of i8"27. A few who tarred both in the

fall and spring succeeded in destroying the enemy.
One farmer who had neglected to tar in the fall,

having the past spring found that the insect had
got the St rt of hirn,coiumenced shaking his trees»

limb by limb, a number of days in succession, and
as they spun down, with a circular motion of a

liglit pole or -\vitch knockud them to the ground,

at the same time turring his trees, thus prevented
their reascent. He was ;;inply rewarded for his

trouble, in having a plentiful crop of apples, while

his neighbors m ho practised sprii g and neglected

fall tarring, ha ing not mide use of this expedient,

had their orchards eaten up.

This autumn, cold weather has approached us

with hasty strides, yet not so a.s to prevent the as-

i-ent of the can!:er worm, which commenced about

the 90th Oi-toh;3r, as ascertained by many of cur

active fanners, who were on the alert with their

tar kettle, ready to meet the enemy. After teu

days' severe cold weather, on the 38th it having

moderated, the surface of the ground around the

trees being warmed by the genial rays of tlio sun,

the worms were busy in their movements upwards.

In short, it seems necessary to commence tarring
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as early as the middle of October, and continue

the operation whenever the weather favors their

iseent, which should be carefully watched through

'.he winter if there should be a long thaw and par-

ticularly in the spring, as soon as t!ie frcst leaves

'he ground, not fail to bo ready for them and what

IS more, to continue the practice long enough to

jirevent the young ones, halclied from eggs de-

posited '• under the crevices of the bark below the

tar," from ascending, as their parents v.-ere in the

first instance.

It is a practice in this region, as directed in

Thacher's Orchardist, page 91, to mix a quantity

of Curry-oil or soap grease, no matter aow rancid,

with the tar, which serves to render ti,c latter

more liquid. If a strip of cloth or comraou brown
|

paper, 6 or 8 inches wide, is made fast around !

each tree, by a small string above and a large one

on- the loiver edge, made of swingling tower'

hemp, midway between wliich, the above composi-

tion is applied vvilh a painter's brush. The larger

.'String will stop the descent of the more liquid

parts of the tar, which will remain a longer time

.soft on account of its accumulation and a fresh ap-

plication is not necessary so frequently as other-

vise. L. W. B.

Brislol, R. I. JVov. 39.
i

land, but having resided a number of years in

Chili, and travelled much both there and in Peru,

can speak with confidence of the good qualities of

their liorses. I would willingly exchange ahorse
valued at two hundred dollars in Boston, for sev-

oral which I have owned in Chili, that cost from

twenty-five to thirty-five dollars in the interior

The horses from Wondoza and all parts of the

province of Cuyo, are considered much inferior to

the Ciiili liorses, and are rarely bought by a na-

tive, e.Nccpt with a view of selling tliem to a for-

eigner. A RHODE ISLANDER.
Providence, Dec. 4, 1897.

t place in your paper, they may benefit many, be-

sides E. S. P.

Gilsum, JV. H. Dec. 4, 1827.

SOUTH AMERICAN HORSES. '

Mr Fessenden— I observed in your last num
her of the New England Parmer, an extract of a

letter from an officer of the Navy, to the Editor

of the American Parmer, informing us that the '

horses of Chili and Peru are worth nothing. i

If the writer of that article had been content;

with asserting that Ae had seen no horse worth
j

jixty dollars, I should have easily credited him, as '

,! am inclined to suppose his observations have
\

jeen confined to a few ports on the coasts of those i

•ountries ; and the miserable hacks which are let

.ind sold to strangers, in Valpsraiso and Lima,

would certaii.ly prejudice him against the horses

"f the country.

But the assertion that there is no horse to be

i'ound in Chili or Peru, worth one hundred dollars

in the United States, is inadmissible by any one

who has been in the interior. The climate of

Lower Peru is not so favorable to the horse as

th.it of Chili— and the armies which have been

maintained, and the revolutions which have taken

place, both in Peru and Chili, have destroyed vast

numbers of fine horses, and have al.so caused the

breeding of them to be neglected, as the owner of

a fine animal was sure to be deprived of him, by

one party or the other. There are still, however,

nn many estates in Chili, fine breeds of horses,

and a few years of quiet and steady govirn.nent,

will make them as abundant as ever. The orirfin-

al stock of these horses was the finest of Andalu-

sia. They are generally light, but well made, ex-

tremely docile, sure footed, fleet, spirited and
liardy, performing the most p-iinfiil jonrnies, with

the worst usage, and poorest o(" tare— no provis-

ion is made for them, and on journips of many
weeks they have nothing but the scanty gleanings

of grass by tlie road-side *

I know nothing of the value of horses in Mary-

* Tlierc are generally in the neighborhood of cities, large

fields of Lucerne, on which tJieir horses are fed Ihroutrhout the

year. lu Ihe vicinity of Santiago and Lima, many thousand

mules loads of it are cut and daily carried into those cities. It

i.i the only grass cultivated from one end of the coast to the oUi-

i-r, and was in as geHCr.-tl use a century since as at present.

DISEASE IN SHEEP.
Mr Frs9E.»iDEK—Permit me to ask for a little

information through the raedinm of your interest-

ing paper. There is a complaint attending sheep,

which I have frequently observed among my own,

and heard of among others, but have never-known
it designated by any name, except once, when a

distinguished breeder and shepherd termed it the

" stretches," which to those much acquainted

with sheep, will probably be a sufficient descrip-

tion. The sheep mostly or entirely refuses food,

generally lies down more than usual, and frequent-

ly appears uneasy and agitated with pain, often

extending its fore feet as far as it may from its

hind ones, and stretching itself to the utmost.

—

The.'e appearances continue sometimes for several

days together, and it not seldom happens that the

same sheep is attacked in the same way several

times, and that too, perhaps, in one season. II

have oftcner seen wethers attended by this eviu

than any other class of sheep, although I suspect

no sheep are exempt from the disease, whethei
old or young, fat or lean, male or female. I have',

never observed a case of the kind excepting in

the cold season, which, however, is the period

when we should be the most likely to notice it, is

they are then under constant inspection, so that

possibly it may occur at other times. I have

thought it a complaint of the intestines, and have

^een one case to confirm this opinion, so far as it

was decisive of anything.

I lost, two or three winters since, a fine wetliei,

strongly exhibiting all these symptoms, refusing

food alir.cst entirely, I think about a week, when
he died. I administered such remedies as ny
ignorance v/oiild permit, but they gave no relief,

and appeared only to torture the afflicted animal.

After his death, I examined him. to find if I couid

what occasioned it ; and soon discovered in tl.e

small intestines a cause sufficient for the effec:.

A substance about the shape and size of a conr-

mon sausage, had completely closed the passage,

one end of it adhering to the gut all round, ard

pushinrr itself along in it three or four inches. ;n

an unconnected manner, excepting that it about

filled it. This substance,. I think, contained i

matter between yellow and green, along through

the centre ; indicating, I conclude, that it would

have been an nicer when matured. But whether

any thing like this, in any degree, is the usual

cause of the complaint under consideration, I

i shall not presume to determine.

I

I can only say, that I discerned no difference

between this case and others, except it.« lonj con-
' tinuance, while the sheep was living. Should any

of your practical correspondents know the n:iture

I of this disease, or an effectual remedy, or a sure

I

preventative, by transmitting this knowledge for

POMACE,
Mr Fessexde.v—Seeing in your paper ni' the

th of November an article relative to the dispo-

I

sll ot apple pomace, which from my own experi

1 ehce 1 think incorrect, I have thought proper to

(ffer a few remarks on this subject.

I have for eight years past made from 150 to .300

Ikrrels of cider annually, and have disposed of my
)omace in the following mariner : my piggery is

lituated near my cider mill house, and consists of

wo apartments, each sufficiently large to contain

hy pomace, and other substances intended to make
nanure, for one year. Here I throw my pomace,
vhen sufficiently pressed, for my hogs to work
j3ver, which gives them constant employment, and

j[ am of opinion that they gel considerable nutri-

ment from it. The next season, after the frost is

put of the ground, I throw in some loam, and in

the summer, at leisure times, I continue to throw
in weeds from my vegetable garuen. My hogs
keep continually rooting this compost over, and

causing the pomace to decompose, which, at the

end of fifteen or eighteen months, makes excellent

manure.

The ne.\t season for making cider, my pomace
is thrown into the other assortment, which passes

through the same process. I usually keep six or

eight hogs, whioh are divided and kept in these

apartments. My mill house, and other accommo-
dations attached to it, consists of a building 80 ft.

long and '2S ft. in width. The water spouts of this

building have conductors to carry the water into

each of these apartments, which are kept contin-

-ually moist, and which I think very important for

my hogs to wallow in, in the iieat of summer, as

well as to decompose the pomace. I take out of
one of these apartments upwards of 25 ox-cart
loads of excellent manure, every spring. I hive
given my low mowing land a lop dressing of this

manure, and have taken the same year, a crop of
hay equal to SJ tons to the acre, and a crop of

rowen equal to 1 ton to the acre. This manure I

consider worth to me from 25 to $30, besides the

service the pomace is to the hog?.

Before the adoption of this plan I used to throw
my pomace into my pastures, upon rocks, and re-

ceived little or no advantage from it.

I have not written the above rtith a disposition

to differ from any person in opinion, but with a

view to general utility, upon a subject apparently

triflinir, yet connected as it is with he numberless

Items that engage the attention of farmers, it may
serve as a spoke to support the firm wheel of Ag-
riculture. A PARMER.

JVurfolk county, Dec. 4, 1827.

Roman Cement.— It has been discovered that

the property this cement possesses, of setting un-

der water, belongs to most calcareous stones

To this effect, the stone must lose 8, 12, or .30 per

cent, by calcination. What agrees with Ibis idea

is. that chalk, feebly calcined, gives a mortar of

this kind. Experiment has led to the presumption

th t Roman cements owe their property to a sub-

iiarbona'.e of lime produced by fire on the natural

carbonate. If this he t' ue, Roman cement may
be made in almost every place where limestone is

found.

—

Bait. American.
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The r/ne.—About 150 acres are planted with

irrapc vines, in York County, Pennsylvania, liie

average produce is equal to 15 barrels of wine

from the acre.

irool. Three towns in Maine, containing- nbaul

,">,0l)0 inhabitants, anJ from 75 to 100 square miles

of torritory, wintered, last season, ll.:>31 sheep,

producinjT 3 lbs. of wool each, and having 6.:70

lambs this season. Some of those sheep are of

the fine wooUed breed. From various details it

is believed that tlic sheep last winter, in Maiie,

amounted to between 800,000 and 1,GOO,000, and

that the present stock is 1,300,000.

Mr Davis, in his speech in the House of Rep-

resentatives, on the 31st January last, estiinatad

that the amount of wool worked up was3'i,flO0.0l)0

lbs. and' that 3,200,000 yards of broad, and 32,00),-

000 of mrrow cloths were annually produced, and

about 100,000 persons are directly or indirscily

employed in this business. We rather from his

opinion also, that more than 100 milliou.s of capi

tal were vested in the growth and manufacture of

wool ; and he put down the sharp at fifteen mill-

ions.

The island of " Rhode Island," 14 miles lor^

and less than 3 wide, has more than 30.000 sheep

upon it. There are ab(5Tit 200,000 in Berkshi-e

county, Mass. Many in the western part of Vir-

ginia ; one trentleman in Ohio county has mo-e

3,000; he sold his crop of wool to Mr Rapp, at

Economy, for $2,400. There arp in the State

of N. York about four millions of sheep, between

two and three millions in Pennsylvania, a million

in Vermont, &c.

the crevices be filled with putty ; if a shingle or a

clapboard is loose, let it be nailed on ; and if one

is missincr,let its place he supplied by another. But

above all, if you have broken windows, mend them.

No person who ever buys ardent spirits, except for

medicine, has the shadow of an apology for permit-

ting his family to suff«-r with broken windows. The
price of a single dram will buy a pane of ijlass, and

half the time usually spent in procuring it, would

be sufficient for set'ing the glass in a window.

(From ihe Massachuseus Spy.)

FUEL.
The price of fuel in the country is becoming ko

disproportiunc'd to the value of other commodities,

as to reu .er it a tax, onerous to every class in tlie

fomtnunity. It therefore becomes important to

inquire into the causes of the enhanced value, and

Ihe means by which it can be rendered least burthen-

some. In the use of fuel, the evidences of waste

and improvidence are more palpable, aiin more u-

niversal,th,'in in any otherbranch of domestic econ-

omy. Hundreds and thousands of trees valuable

for timber and fuel, arc suffered to go to decay,

and rot down, while the owner, nl the same lime,

is cutting young, vigorous, and growing trees, be-

cause they happen to be a little more handily

come at. But the greatest waste of fuel is iu the

attempt to keep rooms warm, which are so open

as to afiord but poor protection against the iuclem-

eucy of the weather. The difference between a

titrht room, or an open one is too often overlooked.

VVhat people become familiar with, by habit is

little thought of. How many there are, who live

from season to season, for years together, in cold

and uncomfortable apartments, which might be

made tight and warm at less e.vpenco of inonpy

and labor, than would be required to cut the fuel

which would thus be saved in a single season !

—

We hazard little in saying, that more tliau one

third part of the fuel, now consumed, niifjht be

saved by paying more attention to cscludi.ig the

cold atmosphere from without.

The early approach of winter admonishes us to

attend to tiiese things. Examine your rooms, and

if the plastering is broken, let it he mended ; if

the wood work has shrunk from the p)aateFing,lel

Directions to p'event sickness.— 1. As soon as

you feel too unwell to attend to your ordinary bus-

iness, lay it aside at once, and dismiss all care

and anxiety about it ; as rest and relaxation both

of body and mind, are of the greatest conse-

quence.

2. Observe a rigid abstinence as to diet, by eat

ing no food, but that of the simplest and lighest

kind ; and no more than the appetite craves, which

will not be much.

3. Avoid all kinds of spirit, wine, ale, and even

cider. Dismiss care, but never attempt to drown

it with stimulating liquors, unless you would in-i

crease the violence of your symptoms seven fold.

It is surprising that so many should imbibe the

absurd notion, that rum, wine, &c. are necessary
]

in all manner of complaints.
j

4. Take no quack medicines, or any else, with

the nature of which you are not well acquainted.

These few simple directions will be proper in the'

commencement of nineteen twentieths of the di-
|

seases in this country, if taken as they rise ; and I

if followed, will throw off a large portion of them '

and mitigate the rest, so that their courses will

be milder and their terminations more favorable.

Many diseases are rendered intractable, and many

lives lost, by improper management during the

first twenty-four hours of an illness, and before

any medical assistance is deemed necessary.

—

Nothino- i.q more incorrect or injurious, than the

theory wiiich advises sick persons to eat and

drink as much as they can, in order to strengthen

them. Weakness, to be sure, usually attends the

attack of disease ; but this weakness is not from

exhaustion, or to be relieved by food or wine.

5. If after a fair trial of what is above recom-

mended you are still unsuccessful in throwing

off the disease, and find that you must be sick in

good earnest, send for a physician who is worthy

of your confidence, and follow his directions iia-

plicitly.— Christian Adv. and Jour.

Woman.—No description has been oftener at-

tempted than that of a lovely and amiable woman;
hut description never yet conveyed an adequate

idea of the excellence it wouh' portray. It is not

a bright eye. or fair skin, or dimpled cheek, or

graceful air, that men most admire. It is that

indescribable charm of purity, benignity, and sin-

cerity, which is as it were, breathed over her

blushing countenance, and embodied forth in her

delicate form, that appeals directly to the heart

—

whispering to her admirer, that there is the being

on whose fidelity he may securely rely ; to whose

tenderness he in:.y always appeal—one who will

love him through life, and weep over him in

death, and forever be to his wild spirit, like

the rainbow to the dark cloud—the harbinger of

peace.

A cabbage weighing thirty-four pounds, was
produced in Salem, the present season, in the

garden of Col. Horatio Perry.

Lime will in all cases be njost economically

burned by fuel which produces little or no smoki .

because the necessary mixture of the fuel with

the broken limestone renders it impossible to bring

it in contact with a rod heat which may ignilc

the smoke. Dry fuel must also in all cases be

more advantageous than moist fuel, because in

the latter case a certain quantity of heat is losi

in expelling the mois'ure in the form of vapour oi

smoke.

Receipt for de trnying Rats.—Among the var-

ious ; cisons and oii.er means of destroying these

obno.\ious animals, I have always found the fol-

lowing to be a most effective, but simple and

harmless plan of ridding my premises of thesr-

vermin :
—"Take a few fresh corks, grind them

down into small particles, fry them in the com-

mon way, with a little butter or fat
;
place it.

while warm, at the places where the rats are

plenty, and if possible, when they may eat th(-

dose undisturbed by any noise ; leave no water

within their reach, and in a few days, not a ves

ti^e of the creatures is to be seen."

The Mayor uf the city of Darien, Georgia, is-

sued his Proclamation for the observance in that

city of the 15th Nov. as a day of solemn Thanks-
giving and Prayer, for the health e.xperienced in

that city through the past season. The custom

originated in New England, and wo are pleased

to see that it has travelled so far south.

Dark Day.— Monday, the 12th day of Noveiiv

ber, is noticed in the Chilicothc (Ohio) paper, as

having been so dark just before noon, tliut it w;.'^

found difficult to read near the window ; and can-

dles were lighted at two or three o'clock in the

afleinoon.

Ifhas been ,ai. ulated iliat the manufacture (.'

wool, (including the various mechanics and labor-

ers emph)y;'d,) in • the New England States sul.

sist about twenty thousand families, or 130,000
persons, and that these will consume the surplus

products of forty tliousand families of agricultur-

alists ; together about 3ti0,000 individuals.

The people of Vermont arc at present much
interested in a ,iroject for connecting lake Cham-
plain with Connecticut river, by means of a Rail-

Road. It is thought that the subject will Li;

brought up before the Legislature.

Economy.—The Trustees of the Lyceum in

Gardiner, (Maine,) have made such arrangements,

that all the scho'ara of that institution, (who are so

disposed) may pay the whole of their expenses, by

their own exertions in vacations.

DAMP WALLS.
A iiall,of whicii the walls were constantly damn,

though every moans were employed to keep them

dry, was intended to be pulled down, when M.
Schmitthals recommended as a last resource, tlial,

the walls should be washed with sulphuric acid.

It was done, and the deliquescent salts being de-

composed by the acid, the walls dried, and the hall

was afterwards fiee from dampness.

—

Bui. dis Sci.

The late Dr. Beddoes ascertained that butch-

ers, who live more on animal food than other men,

are rarely, if ever, liable to the disease of the

lungs, termed pulmonary consumption.
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Extracts from ''Jin Mdrfs lo the Socieiy uf the

Counties of Hampshire, Franklin, and Hawp-

den, for the promotion of Agriculture and the

Mechanic Arts. By Hon. Mark Doolittle."

[Cnncliided Tioni pEige 146.]

V/e need not look abroad to witness the ad-

nnce in the farmers' property, by reason of man-

.ifactnres. We liave seen it in this State, and

within our awn limits. In view of the growth of

ihcso establishments, a question has arisen— are

not wo in danggr of a similar fate which attended

Jie British manufactories ? In answer to which,

we say, our situation is totally different from

theirs. Of the two millions of families which

compose the population of England, (the popula

tion is somewhat larger than here assumed) about

750,000 are agricultuiists, leaving 1.250,000 in

trade, manufactures, professions, and other em-
ployments. In the United Slates, it was not long

since calculated that ten sixteenths of our popula-

tion were agriculturists ; but suppose the number

IS not over nine sixteenths, it places us at a safe
|

distance from the causes of their troubles.
i

A wise government will protect its own manu-

! ictories.—"it belongs to the real statesman,"

-lys Rousseau, "to elev.nte his views in the impo-

lion of taxes above the ni re object of fniance,

:i:id convert them into useful regulations." If the

little cloud which now darkens the prospects of

our manufacturers, arose from causes -vhich were

lasting in their operations, it would deserve the

serious consideration of government, whether

sound policy did not demand an increase of iluty

.m the importaiion of rival fabrics. The slory

ihat our woollen manufactories, for example, were

suffered to languish under a tariff, falsely called

a protecting duty, which secured the sales in our

markets, of woollens from Great Britain, of ijioro

!!!an ten million of d'_>llars annually, would be view-

ed by those who should come after ns .is a monu-

ment of lasting reproach to the govomm -nt which

should suffer it. But without fnrt.'ifr infifercnce

of government it is rnnfidently beliesf 'nt their

increase and prosperity is sure, and th-it d.e pe-

riod is not fjr distant when New Kiu;lnvj will be

to southern and western AmericR, what England

for a long period has been to tl.c enstern conti-

nent. * * * *

The increase of the pauper expenses .vithiii this

Commonwcaltli has gone far in advance of the

i-atio of tlic ii-.crease of population. From 1800

to 1890, while our population had incrcn.-^ed but

about one to four, our t>tate pauper account in-

areased about twelve to four. Since then, llie

weekly allowance for State paupers has been di-

f:iinishcd, which ha.s diminished the amount of

State charges, but the expenses upon th(> several

towns are increasing continually. The itholfl

amount paid is probably not miich less Ihan half

a million. This is a subject in which the proper-

ly and morals of the community are deeply in-

volved. While vi'^wing it every one will lament

the e.Kistnuce of the great cynsc of pauperism

in our country. Intemperance is the flood-gate

which opens to it, and to every vice. It i-: lamen-

table, indeed, that in a land aboun 'inii' vith the

blessings of providence, a class of men 'dioiild be

found brntali ing themselves in a way appalling

to ever^ feeling of our nature, and that too asrainst

every restraint which morn! cousidprations can
interpose. To the common drunkard, warnings

snd reproofs are like words upon the desert air

—

lost without a trace. Ministers may preach— (
poiatoes,) a few inches' aildaional earth, or an

moralists may write—the press with all its pow- e'liivalent of litter spread over the rows, will

crs may lend its aid—moral societies may add prijtect them from the frost. Then take them up

their iufl.iencc, and temperate societies their ex-
. eaily in the spring before vegetation commences,

ample, still the plague advances, and like the
j

anij they -.v ill be founil to possess, in an eminent

overaowing of mighty waters, is spreading its
,
detree, the sweet freshness of new potatoes,

branches in every direction, regardless of every I |

, ,

' ' o 'I I GVTHERIKG AND PRESERVliNG POTATOES.
obstacle.

i
I

You may as well attempt to secure your pro- 1

^Extracted from the Transactions of the Society

perty against the aggressions of the pilferer, or
|

"''Arts ni London :

the implements of gaming from the hand of the
i

f he usual mode at present practising for endeav-

gambler, as the into.Kicating cup from the lips of! o"f'"S to preserve potataes is 'o leave them after

the drunkard. Each of these, should alike be
|

difging. exposed to sun and air to dry. This ex-

treated as vioiUors of the rights of the commun- 1

poMire generally causes them to have a bittsr

.. The law of the Commonwealth providing a i

t»Ptc ;
and it may be remarked, that potatoes are

p-nalty against common drunkards, which hasj'iwerso sweet to the palate ^s when cooked im-

bo,.n in vour statute books nearly forty years, and i

mtidiately after digging. I fini that when pota-

eniorced in some parts of the Commonwealth, has j

to«s are left in large heaps or pits in the ground,

been but a dead letter with us. It has very sel- t
thit a fermentation takes place which destroys

dom, if ever, been enforced within our limits. If|tli(^ sweetest flavour of the potatoes. In order to

yo.i look at our gaols, and our prisons, and inquire I

F«vont that fermentHion and to preserve them

into the history of the wretched tenants, who in- 1
f!-!"" losing the ori inal hue and pdr^asant flavour,

habit those dreary and life-wasting receptacles, |

'ny plan is, (and which experience proves to me

you will leaxn tha't in nine cases in ten, drunken- ! to have the desired effect
)
to have them packed

n.:<s was the door which opened upon them the i

in casks as they are digging from the ground, and

crimes liiat clmin them there. Should each conn-
j

ly within llic Commonwealth be provided with a

hous;? of correction, suitably appended with land

and work shops, and the law enforced against

common drunkards, the public would soon find i

on; haU of their pauper taxes saved, and a check msny potatoes as it would, were no earth or sand

to have the casks when the potatoes are piled in

them, filled up with sand or ear:h, taking care

that it is done as speedily as possible, and tliat all

spaces in the cask of potatoes are filled up with

earth or sand ; the cask thus packed holds as

found to that dangerous and wide spreading evil.

Every successful effort to restrain the vices

which .^ro abroad in the land—to promote indus-

try—to retrench unnecessary expenses— to dif-

fuse useful information to all classes of the peo-

ple, sh'i.ild be placed among the items of capital

in fivor of the farming interest.

Witiiout constant vigilance for the promotion

used, and as the air is totally excluded, it cannot

act on the potatoes and consequently no fcrinen-

taton can take placs.— Pcnn. Gazdlr.

THE POTATO.
Nothing gives us more pleasure than to be able,

when addressing our readers, to use the language

of couijratulation—to speak to ti;ein in terms of

cheerfulness— to turn tlie'r attention to something
of tii'-.-^e objects, no comnnuiity can expect contin-

| ^},j(,|, jg ji,,, (.^ygg „f thankfulness and rejoicino

pro-perity and happiness. To the promotion

of these, the fathers of New Ensfland were dis-
not by the anticipation of a far distint and doubt-

ful benefit, but by some homely blessing which
tinguished for their att:chment. and by an adher-

j ^^^^ ^^^ ,,, ^,^^ ^g^y ^^f of enjoying. We cannot,
ence to them, lived as blessinsrs to successive i j^erefore, refrain from expressing our satisfac-
ag.-s. The dignity which they wore, was that uj^j^^ ^^j p,^|y ^^ ^^,g j^i,undarcc of the Potato crop,
which alone characterizes true greatnpss— an un-

^^^ ^^^ unrivalled excellence of the Root. Last
weaiie i exertion for the benefit of their fellow I

^g^^^. ^ ^^^j pQ,^,^ ^^.^^ Y^\.^ „ ^^^^^i of great price.

very seldom tn be mot with ; xiany were the do-

mestic altercations upon thesuhject—the lord and

master of the Wiirwani, insi-tiug gravely thn.

there must have been some fault in the boilins;

while " iVv dear" as oravely protcstin<r that the
stPi:'!t';Ht— the test of trials rendered them more j.^..^ ^^.^^ j,, ,|,p p„,,,,o itself. We differ from the
conspicuously bright. Their religion «'as practi-

| ^^j^^;^^ ^f ^^ Rnglnh Editor who characterized
cal— not like the meteor which astonishes for i

p^^^^j^g ^^ ^^ „(,o,„i„,,(,|e nii.Mure of mud and wi>-

ouce and disappears, but like the sun. scm-i\ and ^^^ . ^^ ^^^^^ jj^^.g |,ppn ,lefi,-ient in taste. This
uniform in its course. The inheritance they have ;vg„gtable is the. bre.'i<l fruit of .)ur country— a ma-
left is seei. in all we have—in all we are. While ,g^'j^] pjjjg^ „,- „„,. prosperity ; It should be lauded
the soil which they cultivated remains.—their

^ ,jy pg^j^.^) pp^nomists. and its praises should re-

men. To this end, every enterpri e was under

taken, and every achievement accomplished.

—

Tney laid the foundation of a mighty empire, and

through the veil of future years saw the magnifi-

ccnc of its superstructiVre. Their virtues were

labors and their virtues will never be forgotten.

POTATOES.

sound from every string of the provincial lyre
;

there is more solid inspiration, if rhymers did but

know it, in half a jieck of blue n<hie.i, than in all

We recommend, from experience, the follow-
; {.^g i,iue gyps in the world. Thrrefore, we say

ing directions for gathering and preserving pot
ain, we heartily congratulate the country on

toes, to all who desire to have them good. There I (hg unrivalled e.xcellenee of the crop, which bids

is another plan, however, which might be practis

ed upon a small scale, to have a few prime ones

for family use in the spring, and that is, not to

gather the potatoes in the fall, but to let them
remain in the ground during the winter. If the

patch be not flood

have been planted a moderate depth, (for deep

fair to render even our beggars mealy mouthed.

[New Brunswick Courier.]

CATTLE.
At the late Cattle Show at Washington, in this

with water, and the potatoes Jstate, some of the cattle exhibited were weighed,

anil their weight shows no trifling improvement iu

plantiBj; is always found to produce the sweetest fthe breed of cattle in that quarter. A bull calf, !»
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months olit, weighed 71^4 lbs. ; another, six months

old, 700, and many others nearly equal to this.

—

A heifer, two and a half years old, 123".2; a bull,

1988; a cow, 1498. All the spcoinicps given,

were, with the exception of one bull and some

oxen, of the improved short horned breed.

Penn. Gazette.

BITE OP THE RATTLESNAKE.
An article has been published insevcnil journals,

giving the account of !i remarkable cure of the

bite of a Raltltsnake, by cupping with a common

porter or black bottle. Thcplan resorted to was,

to fill the bottUi half full of spirits of Turpentine,

made quite warm, and after scarifying iho wound

made by the snake, to apply tlie mouth of the bot-

tle to it, and then pour cold water on the bottle

until perfectly cooled. It is said in the case

above alluded to, that the patient was in the most

excruciating agony, previous to the bottle being

applied, but soon became easy, and fell into a

sound sleep. The next day he was able to walk

about and work as usual. Spirituous liquors of

.nny kind, or even warn^ water, will do very well

ns a substitute for spirits of turpentine.

Penn. Gazettt.

mile of my father's house, performod u similar

cure on the foot of her brother. In neither in-

stance was the sliglitest iuoonvcnieuce CJipcricnc-

ed, from the poison being received into the mouth,

nor did the wounds amount to more after the suc-

tion, than a briar scratch would have produced
;

I ujention these cases, as instances coming under
my own eye. In fact, the North American si-.va-

ges are perfectly aware of the certain benefit of

suction, but as well as Ihe whites, are deterred,

in many instances from its application from an ap-

prehension of danger to the person who performs

the humane act. I will not say, that in tlie pi'r-

formance of such an act, there is no danger— but

I have known no serious consequences follow

where it has been put into practice.

William Dardt.

A'ew York Branch of 'he Linnean Society.—At

a late meeting, Doctor Pascalis communicated

the introduction and division of his work on Ihe

gr(jwih and culture of silk. The Doctor's treatise

embraces not only the old and natural method of

rearing silk-worms, but also the lately impr.jf .1

artificial system, by which the crops of llie .-iilk

jiave beeii qunlruplcd. lie takes upon him.--filf

the solution of a great problem, by proving that

the silk-worm is a perfectly electrical insect; and

can be managed under this dntum without iiiurh

fear of failure, so as to obtain its valuable prod -i!

.

That the. exercise of intellect is one means of

prolonging human life is an inconteslible truth.

—

The corporeal organ by which we perform the in-

explicable functions of thought, is the brain. And
it is a deliberate opinion of men, whose specula-

tions have been turned to such topics, that nothing

tends more directly to procure sound health and

quiet days, than a due activity in the functions of

the brain. We ure assured by a learned writer,

that there is no instance of longevity in a profes-

sed idler. The truth is, that whoever is regularly

engaged on subjects requiring thought, has no

leisure for indulging in any excess.

Three large Bulls, of the celebrated shorthorn
breed, ha\o arriveil here in the ship Mentor, from

Philadelphia. We understand they were procur

ed by J. Hare Powel, Esq. for the South Carolina

Agricultural Society, and with the lauilabh- view

oC iuiproving the breed of cattle in this state,

Charleston Couriu:

The following particulars respecting the p;o:

lice of an acre of land, were handed us by a ^'..i

lleman from Simsbury, who assure? it is orrecl.

Mr. D. Latliam mowed from 1 acre o: land on

fhe^Jd July last 2 tons hay— on the l>'la July,

ploughed the same, and planted it with pulafoes,

and after hoeing the potatoes, sowed T irnips

among them. In the latter part of October he

gatUoreJ 'iOH bushels Turnips and l.iO bushels of

Potatoes from the same land.

—

Hartford 2'imts.

A Phirida p-iper says, " That a horrible state of

tMuiis, ',.::> existed for some lime, ami the most fla-

. r;(i]! iireu^he-, of law taken place in Tnllahasse

That the civil authorities are frequently set it deli-

Jiuc-e, &c. This deplorable state of tiiiuas is fuUv

accounted tor in ihe subsequent pari:jrM|di

Permit. Gazette.

" The vice of drunkenness exists in this place,

and almost throughout the District, to a most a-

boiiiinable degree."

Cider Molasses.—While cider is so abundant as

to be sold in Pennsylvania at 62.1 cents, and in

New England at 33 cents per barrel, why do nof

the farmers imitate some of their economizing'

iiciglibors, and boil down the cider to molasses ?

—

A barrel of the juice of good sweet apples, it is

said, will producelliree gallons of molasses, worth

,$1,50, and excellent for most culinary purposes.

People's Friend.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON* FRIDAY, DEC, 7, 1S27.

Remedy for poison.—The most efficacious reme-

dy for the jnost active poison knov/n in nature, is,

suction by the human mouth, in cases of wounds

into which poison is injected, and which may be

extended to those from the fangs of serpents, par-

ticularly froTi those of the rattlesnake ;—.and, I

have no doubt also, but that the same remedy

would have equally beneficial results, if applied

to wounds inflicted by doss undpr the influence

•f hydrophobia. Colonel John Wharf, of Wash-
ington county, in Pennsylvauin, sucked a wound
en the foot of one of his sons, inflicted by a rat-

tlesnake. A young woman within a quarter of a

HORSE CHESNUT.

The Horse Chesnut, (JEsculus hippocnsianum,)
is a magnificent and beautiful tree, when in May
it is covered with its digitate foliage, and fine

large spikes of whits flowers. It is of rapid

growth, and speedily produces a considerable

hulk of limber ; which, however, is of no great
value, though some say it is aj good as that of
other chesnut. Being highly ornamental as a sin-

gle tree, and in the out-skirts of plantations, it

need never be planted in masses for limber. An
English writer compared it, when in flower, to

"a giant's nosegay." An objection to its culture

in soiiif situations, is, that "its leaves begin to

drop early in summer, and make a litter lound the

trees, during the remainder of the season."

The horse chesnut requires a good and rather
dry soil, and . suffers materially from storms of

every kind, when planted in exposed situation.

—

1
M'.^iohon directs that the nuts should be planted

j

about the middle of March. They should be

j

sown in drills, first throwing the nut^ into a tub
'of wat'T, and rejecting such of tlicm as swim.

—

;
The drills may be thtee feet asunder, and the

'nuts pl.mted about six or ei^iht inches from one
another in the rows, covering them with light rich

; mould about two inches deep. When these trees

are transplanted, their roots should be preserved

as entire as possible. They should he set in large

holes. level with Iho surface of the ground, all

the fibres being spread and covered with fine

mould. They should then he tied to stakes to

protect them from high wind.-j and cattle, till large

enough to defend Ihernselvus.

The fruit of the Horse Chesnut furnishes li

grateful food to hordes, and iias been successfully

employed for fattening cattle, the tallow of whicli

it renders uncommonly firm, especially when mix-

ed with ground barley. The milk obtained from

cows fed with it, is also said to be richer than

that produced by .-my other aliment. The nuts

have been used with advantiign in feeding poultry:

but they are unwholesome for hogs. Deer are

peculiarly fond of this fruit ; which has also been

usefully substituted for soap ; because on steeping

and boilinjj it in water, it makes a good lather,

preparatory to the use of that more expensive

article. In Turkey, the nuts are ground and

mixed with provenili'- for hori^cs, especially for

those which are troubled with ccughs, or broken

winded, in both of which disorders they are ac-

counted very srood.

Rees' Cyclopedia, s.iys, "The common horse

chesnut is propngaled by sowing the nuts, after

preserving them in sand during the winter, in or-

der to prevent their rotting in the spring. The
horse chesnut has been employed in France and
Sn iti'erbnd, for the purpose of bleaciiing yarn ;

and it is r.°rommended in iho iViem. of the Society

' of Berne, Vol. U. part '!—as capable of extensive

I
ir<" in whitening, not ordy flax and hemp, but silk

lipd wool. It contains an astringent saponaceous
juice, which is obtained by peeling the nuts and

j
raspit'2 them. They are then mixed with hot rain

I

or running water, in the proportion of twenty ^luts

' to ten or twelve quarts of water. Wove caps and
•stockings were milled in this water, and took the

dve extremely well ; and successful trials were

i
made of it in fulling stufis and cloths. Linen

I
washed in this waler takes a pleasing light sky-

I blue color; and the filaments of hemp, steeped in'

lit some days, were easily se arated. Tlie author

j

of the memoir above referred to. imagines that jl

I

the meal of the chesnuts could bo made into cakes

I

or balls, it would answer the purpose of soap in

washing and fulling. The sediment, after infusion,

loses its bitter taste, and becotues good food for

fowls when mixed with bran.

BUTTER IN COLD lVEATIIi:R.

In order to make butter in cold weather, it is

recommended to pour as much boiling water into

the cream as will bring it to the temperature of
milk just from the cow. Cream so managed, it is

said, will require very little churniiicr, and no dis-

advantage accrues except that the butter will be
white for a day or two.

In Scotland, dairy women give their butter a
fine yellow color, by grating some orange carrots,

straining the juice, and mixing it with the cream
previous to churning. Butter, thus made, not

only acquires a baautifu! yellcw c»!or, but a flayor
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which ;ifk!s greatly to its value. The quantity of
i
have heard shepherds say that sheep, and espe

carrot juice to be added, must be ascertained by
|

cially lambs, are the most active before a rain.

—

When drops of water appear on a whiie stone, or

on a Clip of water, or any cold substance, then

look out for rain ; for these signs show the air to

be full of moisture. When no dew is seen on the

grass iu the morning, then v.-e may suppose the

experiment, and the judgment of the manufactur

er. Feeding cows witli carrots, will have a simi-

lar effect, and answer .'i better purpose than mix-

ing the carrot juice with the cream.

E. II. Derby, Esq. of Salem, Mass. recommends

making butter by the aid of frost, as follows :— j moisture is gathering in the clouds for rain

"The milk when taken from the cows is immedi-i The falling of snow in a particular time of the

atcly strained into earthern pans, and set iu the
|

moon, is no sign of its durability. But any whim,

coldest part of the house ; as soon as the frost; well stuck to, will guncraly satisfy some persons;

begins to operate, a separation takes place, the
\
for if it turns out otherwise, it is easy to impute it

cream rises in a thick paste to the top, and leaves; to some unknown cause. One woman told the

the milk v/ithout a particle of cream, frozen in weather by observing v.fhich way the old sow root-

the pan. The cream is not so hard but that it ed, and which w.Tya cat turned herself to the fire,

can be easily scraped off with a spoon, to the solid One woman thought lier flativons did not hold heat

ice ; it is then set aside until a sufficient quantity well, because they were cast in a wrung time of the

is collected for churning, when it is warmed just moon. I have seen publications in favor of cutting

so much, as to thaw the cream sufficiently to put timber, at a particular time of the moon, but I am
it into the churn. I have never known it to re-

! well satisfied that the moon's being either new or

quire more than five minutes to convert such old makes no difference in the cutting of timber.

:ream into butlor, after the churning had com- : But the shining of the moon is of great use to give

menced.'

If you feed your milcli cows with roots, cab-

bages, or other nourishing food, you may continue

to make butter during the winter ; and may, per-

iiaps, derive some advant.-.ge from the above di-

rections.

METHOD OF rO.MSIlI.NG OR Cl.EAKISG A STOVE.

Take one quarter of a pound of black lead,

mi.\ it with water, then put il on the stove, with

a p.nint brush, and after it is perfectly dry, take a

.stiff brush to it, which in a few minutes will pro-

duce a handsome polish.

light to those who happen to be out in moonlight

evenings ; and as we have the light of the moon
about half the evenings in the year, I have thought

it might be well to appoint such public meetings

as wc wish to have in the evenings, on moonlight

nights ; for sometimes accidents happen to those

who choose darkness rather than light,even if their

deeds are not evil.

I have written down the weather for years past,

and then compared my memorandum wdth the

changes of the nrioon, and did not find them to cor-

respond with the generally received opinions of

mankind. Many people suppose that the last Fri-

RE.MARF.S OxN THE JKJON, WEATHER, &c. '^'^V^" ^^^ "^""''^ '^ ''" almanac for the next month;

It is generally known, that the moon appears but it does not appear to me very likely that the

new or full, by our seeing that part of her which weather is made to conform to our mode of count

the sun shiues upon; and I think that the borrow

ed light of the sun has no inlliience on the earth

when coming from the moon, either as it regards-

the weather, or the growth of vegetation, or of

peeling of bark or cutting of timber, to make it

durable, or any other similar whim.

The sun and moon attract the sea, and cause

the tides to ebb and flow ; but the shining of the

moon makes no diiTerence. When tiie moon is

new or full, wc have higher tides, for the sun has

nearly an equal effect in both c.i.=cs.

Clouds running in opposite directions i-.idicate

'lUing weatlicr. It has been said, that thunder-

-tonns go against the uind, and that other storms

'io not. But it is a fact tiiat long -torms progress

directly against the wind th.it blows near the

-nrth. The upper wind cariies the main cloud,

1 hile the lower wind drives uiidersliirliug clouds

1.1 quick succession, which help fill up ai.d con-

linue the storm, and when it t=i ended the wind

generally blows the same wny near the earth

'lial the main cloud came fioin. Northeast storms,

as we generally terra them, begin at the south-

west ; and soutliCust storms f^ncrally begin st

the northweyl, and they travel from 100 to 1000
miles in twenty-four hours.

ing time. Other.s suppose that the 12 days a.'"ter

Christmas is an almanac for the 12 months of tlic

next year ; or that the wind will blow the same

v.'ay each month as it blow on each of those days :

—but they all appear to me alike ridiculous.

^Imrrican Sentinel.

PU.NCTUALITY.
When Gen. Washington assigned to meet Con-

gress at noon, he never failed to be passing the

door of the hall while the clock was striking 12.

Whether his guests were present or not, he al-

ways dined at four. Not unfrequcntly new mem-
bers of Congress, who were invited to dine with

him. delayed until dinner was half over ; and he

would then remark, '-Gentlemen, we are punctual

here. My cook never asks whether the company

has arrived, but v.hpther the time has." When
he visited Boston in 1789, he appoi-nted 8 A. M. as

the hour when he should set out for Salem ; and

while the Ohi South clock was striking cisrht, he

was mounting his horse. The company of cavalry,

which volunteered to escort him, were parading in

Treiiiint street, nft-r his departure; and it wns

not, until the President reached Charles River

, . ,
.Bridge, that tliev overtook him. On the arrival

miles in twenty-tour liours. ,.,,., , " ^ •
, ..u r- . i

., , J ,, I
- .1 .! , o., lot the (^orps. the Presi.'ent with perfect good na-

A ha'V cloud W! be seen ni the sout iv.cst 2-1

1

.,',,. , , ,. . i ,

, ,-

f

... . A 1 1 ifro, <iatd, " Mnior, I thoMuht vou had been to.>
honrM '".t,)re a northenst snow storm. A cloud ' >

.i

will I'C ioen in the northwest from six to eight

ho'jrs hf'fore a southeast storm. And a southeast

wind on our coast will generally produce rain in

fifteen or Iv.-enty hours. When uncommon birds

are heard to make a noise, and the brute ere

ation, as well as winged fowls, appear to be

liaore active than usual, then lock out for rain. I

long in my family, not to kno-.v when it was eight

o'clock."

Capt. Pease, the father of the Stage Establish-

ment in the U. S. had a beautiful pair of horses

which he wished to dispose of to the President,

whom he knew to be an excellent judjrc of horses.

The President appointed 5 o'clock in the morning

Dec. 7, lS<!r.

to examine them. But the Captain did not arrive

with the horses until a quarter after five, when he

was told by the groom, that the President was

there at five, and was then fulfilling other engage-

ments. Pease, much mortified, was obliged to

wait a week, for another opportunity, merely for

delaying the first quarter of an hnur.

[From llie Bellows Falls lutelligencer.]

EDIBLE BIRDS' NESTS.
Mr. Editor,— I noticed in one of your paper':

a short time since, a paragraph on the use of bird-

nests as an article of food among the Chinese

—

which seems to display no little incredulity on the

subject. But the fact is as stated, that they do
actually use them in that manner, and not only

so, but account them great luxuries and pay a

verv extraordinary price for them.

It must not be imagined, hovvever, that these

birds nests are such as we see in our own coun-

try ; a collection of horse hair, straw, threads,

sticks, moss, dead leaves, thistles, down, and the

like, a composition which ilonbtless would suit the

Chinese palate little belter than our own. On
the contrary, the edible birds' nests, (as they are

called) are composed of what, upon external ex-

amination, appears to be a sort ot gum, which by

boiling, dissolves in water, imparts lo it the pro-

perties of this jelly and highly nutritious qualities,

and when properly seasoned v\ ith spice, &,c. is

extremely grateful to the taste , resembling, in

short, our animal jellies, or in some manner, those

farinaceous preparations such as arrow-root, sago,

tapioca saless, which aie used as extremely deli-

cate articles of nourishment for the sick

T.hese birds' nests are comparatively very scarce,

being formed only by one pecuii r siiFcies of birds,

bclongi'ig, (as I think,) li) the svirhi- or martin

trilie, and arc obtained alm"«t if nm qtiite wholly

from a single Islnn>l in tii Chinesi- seas, one of

the Formosa Islands, if I recollect ri.'htly. In this

Island which is little better than nn abrupt mass

of rocks rising out of the ocean, are larire caverns

in the cliffs, to which these birds resort for the

purpose of propagation. Against the wall of these

caverns they lix their nests, which are formed out

of a peculiar gelatinous substiincc produced from

their own bodies, much as the bee forms its cells

of the wax also so produced, or at least prepared.

After the period of hatching is past, and the

young birds are become able to fly, the caves are

visited by the islanders, who strip them of the

nests of which tliey make an article of traffic with

the Chinese, who send vessels for the purpose of

procuring them. As only twenty or thirty thou-

sand of these nests are procured earii year, and

as they are looked upon as articles of great luxu-

ry by the Cliinese, their price is proportionably

high ; and the material of which they are coin-

posed being extremely light, wc may well believe

what is asserted, that they are frequently sold ii,

t!ie Chinese market for their weight in gold. This

indeed, would not he a higher price in proportion,

thin is frequently paid in England. ar,d occasion-

ally in some parts of our own country, for luxurit

of the (able ; such as t! e fir:it ripe cherries at i.

guinea a pint, or the first fresh .salmon at twc.

dollars a pound.

The birds by whicli this singular kind of nest

is fabricated, are birds of passage, visiting the

island only at a certain time in each year. One

or two of them were a (^v; years since procnred.
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and sent to England together with one of their

nests, to the distinguished naturalist and anato-

mist, Sir Everard Home. The nest was found to

be composed of gelatine or the basis of animal

jelly, with some peculiarities of odour and flavor,

it having been previously ascertained that this

substance was discharfjed from the mouths of the

birds, dissection revealed to him its source in cer-

tain glands, situated in the neck of the bird, and

opening by appropriate secretory orifices into the

throat.

This account, which is believed to be substan-

tially correct, will, it is hoped, dissipate any doubt

upon the subject. NATURALIST.

Sir William Onsley, in his interesting Travels

in the East, describes the punishments inflicted

on robbers in Shiraz, as severe in the e.\treme.

—

In one instance, " a barrel or vessel filled with

powder, which being ignited by means of a long-

train, blew to atoms a robber that had been previ-

ously fastened to it." "To immure them alive is

a frequent punishment ; of this many instances

may be adduced, and confirmed by indisputable

evidence." " From this place to Aiior," says Dr.

Fryer, in 1G78, "both in the highways, and on

the high mountains, were frequent monuments of

thieves immured, in terror of those who might

commit the like offence ; they have literally a

stone doublet : whereas we say metaphorically,

svhen any is in prison. He has a stone doublet on ;

for these are plastered up, all but their heads, in

a round stone tomb, which are left out, not out

of kindness, but to expose them to the injnry of

the weather, and assaults of birds of prey, who
v.ireak their rapine with as little remorse as they

did devour their fellow subjects." Mr. M'Donald,

in his Geographical Memoir, says, "The body of

the culprit is sometimes torn asunder by being

bound to branches of trees, afterwards separated ;

and I do remember having once seen four thieves

built into a wall, (all but their heads) and thus

left to perish."

Cannibal Epicurism.—A savage belonging to

St. Vincent's, showed mc the foot of an "Alou-

aguo," which he had in his basket. He only ate

Alouagues, who are savages from the Main, near

the Oronoco. They say that Chri'^tians give them

tlie colic. They had, nevertheless, within the

year, eaten the heart of an Englishman.

—

•'^outh-

ey''s Chronological Hist, of the West Indies.

Suhstituie for Arrow-root.—An article copied

frnm a Scotch paper, recommending the use of

potatoes as a substitute for arrow-root, is taking

the round of the press. The writer states, "that

the farina of the potatoe is equally nutritious with

arrow-root." This is quite erroneous. It does

not contain a fourth of the nutritive property of

pure arrow-root, and from its ascesccnt tendency

is highly unfit for weak stomachs. Much of the

arrow-root now in the market, is adulterated with

potatoe flour. The best test for arrow-root, is. to

let it stand for two days after it has been made,

and then examine whether its gelatinous appear-

ance has been altered. If potatoe flour ha.'; firm-

ed part of the mivtiire, the jelly will have turned

to water and become sour. Pure arrow-root re-

tains its gelatinous fonsietency for several days,

.ind does not become sour like the farina of pota-

toes.

—

Eng. paper.

Power of the King limited by Parliament— Sir

John Coventry, K. B. an independent member of

the House of Commons, in the reign of Charles

H. in a debate on the propriety of the ta.x on play-

houses, made some sarcastic allusions to the King,

who, in consequence, ordered some of the Guards

to way-lay Coventry, and set some mark upon him.

In consequence of this order he was seized, and

his nose split to the bone. The outrage was high-

ly resented by Parliament, who passed what is

called the Coventry Act, by which the punish-

ment of death was awarded against all who
should, in future, "maliciously maim or dismem-

ber another." They inserted a clause in this act,

" Tiiat it should not be in the King^s power to par-

don the offenders.—Abridged from the History and

.Antiquities of London, see London ffeekli/ Review

of September 1, 1827.

Trees, Ornamental Shrubs, i;r.

niR WINSHIP offers for sale al his Nmscry, in Brighloii
Ihc lareesl varjeiy of Fiuit and Oniainemal Tri?es, Shrubs, itr
His collccliuii of Fniit 'I'rees is large acid well selected; and hi^

variety of OruameiiUl Shiulis is very extensive, comprising ihi

Rose Acacia, Three tlionied Acacia, Gum Acacia, double How
ering- .\lnionds, red and hIiiic Allheas, Bladder nul tree, Higim-
nia lladicaii, Cuming Bush, dwarf Uowering Horse Clicsiuui.
splendid flowering Catalpas, Dahlias, Daphne Pink Mazercoii.
(first lloweriiig shrub) variety of Grapes, variety ofHoneysuck-
le, English wahuils, Weeping willows. Quinces, Syringos, La-
burnum, Snowballs, Rhubarb, Raspberries, Plums, Pecan nm
trees, Wounlain Ash, Lilacs, Larkspur grandiflora, Japan pear
Japonnica ehorcliorrus, &e.—Orders for any of tht.'5e article

left with Mr Russell, at the Kcw England Farmer office, wili

be executed on the some terms as al the nursery, and deliverei^

in Boston, free of expense.—Catalogues furnished gratis.

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEESE. Apply Ic

TuoMAs WiiLiAMs, IN'oddle's Island, Or lo Mr Russell, at

the New England Farmer office. Dec?.

Worcester Coal Mine.—We learn that a wealthy

and enterprising gentleman from Boston, has be-

come interested in the Worcester Coal mine, and

that he will commence working it soon. We may
therefore e.xpect that it will be so thoroughly ex-

plored, as to determine whether coal of a better

qurlity than has been heretofore obtained, may be

found there : and, if there cannot, that means will

be devised to ascertain the most profitable uae of

such us may be procured.— 1^'orc. pa.

Extract of a letterfrom an American Gentleman at

present travelling in England, dated Sept. 30.

A few days since I visited the Tunnel under

the Thames, which is one of the most gratifying

curiosities I have seen in London. It is about 3

miles below the London Bridge, and on the Kent

side of the River. We first descended the shaft,

a tremendous cavity in the earth, about 100 feet

deep; and then proceeded through one of the

arched passage wnye, which was beautifully lit up

with gas. We passed to the extreme end, where

the workmen are employed,— .5C5 feet from the

shaft, and of course a considerable distance under

the river, and which I believe to be about half a-

cross. As yet they had not re-commenced their

work of boring, but they expect to do so in a few

days, as the break in the river is completely stop-

ped, and the Tunnel free from water. The Steam
Engine down the shaft, draws away the dirt in

carts, as fast as the workmen fill them by the

other Arch way, which is laid with a Rail Road.

I have great confidence in its success, for what is

there that men cannot do, when they have at

their disposal plenty of money and plenty of

force.

On the same bay we visited the Tower, and in-

spected every thing it contained. The .'Vrmory

which can contain 300,000 stand of arms, was a

magnificent spectacle; and a sight of the crown

jewels was truly dazzling. The present King's

crown is valued at £1,000,000 without the pre-

cious ruby, which is above all price.

Among the astonishing wonders of the age,

there is actually in existence a Steam Carriage,

which was put into operation a few days since in

the Regent's Park and elsewhere. It goes up hill

at the rate of five miles an hour, and on a level,

of fourteen : down hill it goes ton fast—so much
so, that the man who had care of the wheels for-

getting to lock them, one of them flew off, but

did not upset the vehicle, which alone is a great

advanta3e over machines drawn by "6i/s of bloods."

They are now finishing on a larger scale When
the accident above mentioned happened, there

were twenty persons in the carriage.

For Sale,

TWO large, well formed and powerful mares, with foal by
the celebrated imported In.rsc BpUfounder. These animals an-
pertiictly broke to the saddle and all kinds of harness—will worlv

before oxen, and are perfectly liiud and good travellers. To
persons wanting mares to breed I'rom. this offers an opporlunit%

not often met with.—Also 2 pair of WILD GEESE.
Apply to Bi^Nj. Austin, near flir Grcenough's meetiuglioust-

in Newton, or to J. B. Russell, at the I\ew England Farmei
office, Boston. Dec 7.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, ist sort, - - -

ptarl do. - - - -

BEANS, while,

BEEK, racss, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX

FRoai I

1 76
95 50

105 Ot

1 00
n B7
7 75
6 75

12

7

2 00
97 50
107 60

1 Sfc

9 00
8 CO
7 00

14

FLAX SEED .----.
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MISCELLANIES.

The following ludicrous passage we have extracted from a

Poein, written by Chaui.ks Cotton, and entitled "Voyage

10 Ireland, in Burlesque." Mr. Campbell, in hl.s Specimen of

ICnglish Poetry, inakcs some quolalioiis from this prctluction,

nnrt remarks, that " it probably furnished llie hint of the pcru-

ilar style, spirit, and manner of the 'Bath Guide.;" The ad-

>enlures of Dr. Syntax, are also related iji verse of a similar

nature :

—

THE HORSE AND HIS RIDER,
ft certainly was the most ugly of jaucs.

His hips and his rump made a right Ace of Spades ;

His sides were two ladders, well spnr-galled withal.

His neck was a Helve, and his head was a Waul

;

For his color, my pains and your trouble I spare.

For the creature was wholly denuded of hair.

And, e.\cept for two things as bare as my nail.

With a tuft of a Mauc, and sprig of a Tail.

Now such as the Beast was, even such was the rider,

With a head like a Nutmeg, and legs like a Spider,

\ voice like a Cricket, a look like a Rat,

The brains of a Goose, and the heart tfa Calj

Even such was my Gt.ide, and his Beast, let tliem pass,

The one for a Horse, the other an Ass.

hiild of the floor!—My wife, either fiozen with I out side leave.". Mr. Ploy, three Savoys, seven-

fear, or aware of the d.nnoer attenditig any at- ' teen pounds
1.
J ounces. Mr. Partnentier, a Seed-

tempt to fly, roiniiined iiiotionless in her place— i
ling Apple fioin Newburgh, handsome shape,

while the children took rtfii<;e in her lap. The
j

1 l.V inches in circumference.—.V. Y. Faimei:

cry they uttered attracted tnv attention, and I i ' , _ ;

~
'.
~

, _,

I
. J. 1 .. J L -

» • u I At the 1' ainier s Lattle isliow and Exhibition of
hastened towards the door : but my astonishment

'

,-.,,. m , ,-,, ^
,, u • J I I <• J .1 DoQies ick Manuhictures, at iiirkey Hills, Gran-

may well be conceived, when I fotind the entriince
, , „ . ^ O. 1 I

. .^ , . , ALU u.i ,; bv, Connecticut, Oct. y4lh, the coininitlee state
to It barred in such a way. Although the animal ,- , , : ,/•-•! . .

, , . •, I
I that thcv deem it worthy of particular notice, that

had not s-een me, unarmed as I was, escape seem-

;

,

•

/ .l u i r, A
I , ., , . T V 1 J .1 , I an apple was presented them by Isaac P. Owen,
led impossible;—yet I jrhded gently, scarcely i

ii r j

I

knowing' what I meant to do, to the side of the

j
house, up to the wimlow of my chaiTiber, where I

j

know my loaded trim was stnndinsr. By a most

I

happy chance, I had sot it in the corner close by

the window, so that I could reach it with my
hand; for. as you may perceive, the- opening is

too small to admit of my havin.T got in ; and, still

I more fortunritely. the door of the room was open,

I so that I could pee the whole danger of the scene.

i The linn was beainning to move, perhaps with

I

the intention of niakinff a sprin?. There was no P*'

'longer any time to think. I called softly lo the

(mother not to be alarmed, and involiii

the one half of which was sweet, the other sour,

both of iin.eNCellent fiavoin", maintaining their dis-

tinct characters to an e.ta't line of division, per-

ceivable only by taste. [This is not ao uncom-
mon occurrence.—Sec New England Farmer, vol.

iii, pajfc 201
]

Fruit Treis.

WM. PRINCE, the proprietor of the Limueim Ti

tiviic Garden and Xursene^ at Flushing, L. I. h'< -

the pleasure ofinformmgthe public, that his nurse-

rv now contains 172 varieties of the Apple, 302 ol

/i. ofliierries. 139of PUims,25of ApricoL«,&^ofPeach-
) I. l'\ectarines,10of Almonds, 14 > if -Mulberries, GofQuin-

ces. IG of Figs, 16 of Currants, 15 ofRaspl^erries, 47 ot Goose-
the name ' berries, 20 of Strawberries, 2.57 of Grapes. GIX) of Ornamental

SINGULAR EPITAPHS.
AtAhmicIf, in Northumberland.

Here lies Sir William Elphinston

Who with his swo.d did cut in suit-

Oer, the body of Sir Harry

Crisp, who did his daughter marry.

of the Lord, fire.l mv piece. The ball passed di-L"*"-. Above SCO of the above kinds of Fruits are not to br

'
, ,

'

, , , ,
' ,, , , found mauvoiner collection m Amoncn.

rectly over the hair of my bov s head, and lodged I 'I'he jiiTvren; varieties cannot be otherwise than genuine, .

in the forehead of the lion immediately above his
I

die yreaest attention is paid, aiul nearly all the kinds are inn-

, . , , ^ - ^, . ', - ~ 1 laled from bearnig trees. J lie C-herry, reach, and other Im
eyes. Hhich shot forth, as it were, sparks of fire,

a,.e generally of large size. Calalogne-, m.iy be obtainedat t'r

1 and stretched him dVi Ihe erround, so that he never

j

stirred more. Lichtejislcin^s Travels in South

j Africa.

The late Rev. R. Cecil, when conversing with a

On a man hilled by an Excise Officer:. I
friend upon the distinuuishing traits in the female

Here I lies character, observed "that to reason with a woman
Killed by tlic X II.

|

was generally useless ; th(" feininine mind is not~
T

'
. I composed of Inifical materials ; indeed, I believe

Opera Dancers.—The walk of opera dancers is j^^ ^^,,3 definition of a woman is-a bundle of
neither natural nor beautiful ; but the surprising

sympathies."
exercises they perform, ^ive to the joints of tlie

foot a iVeedom of motion almost like that of the
j Expansion of Solid.i b}/ Hraf

New England Farmer ofl;ce, gratis, and orders left there,or sen

bv mail, will meet attention.
""

JAMES BLOODGOOD & Go's.

AVrsei-i/, at Flushing, on Lonir-Island near A'cu

^t'-f'.Hssfc.
York.

i^Jip-i-*'^ IN behalf of the proprietors of the above nur,.^ii;

'fe^v^^^ the subscriber solicits the orders of horticultan-

"T^** who may be desirousol stocking their gardens i.i,

.^^sJ^ssBm^t fields with fruit trees of the I'uiest sorts and mo;
he nilby ana vigorous stocks the present autumn.
Bi.ooDGOOD & Co. a«7cnrf pi^rsnnally to the inoculating a"

gniflins; ofall theirfruit trees, and purchasers may rely u'l

confidence.that the tives they or<Ier will prove genuine.
The 'subscriber, agent of the above nursery, will receive .

ders for anv quantity of
" FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.

FL01VER!N<T .SHRUBS,

PLANTS.

A remarkable
liand. We have seen the dancers, in their morn-

! instance of the use of the power with which solids

ing exercises, stand for twenty minutes on the ex- ' expand by heat, occurred in Paris some years since

tremities of their toes
;
after wliich the effort is in a method which was used to force together the

j

And t!ie trees will be delive'r«l"in This city at the risk and e-:

10 bend the inner ankle down to tiie floor, in pre- walls of a orallcry in the ^bbey of St. Mnrtin, noxv ' P™se of the Purchaser; the bills may be paid to him.

paration for the b ,lero step By such unnatural the Conse^^ratoire .Us Arts • t Metiers. The weight
1 hJ^LnCth ISa^Tha^' X^It^^^ZZ:

postures and exercises the foot is made unfit for
: of the roof was forcing the walls of this building

|
want of trees to any of the Hortirultunsts in this cit^- and ii-^

walking, as may be observed in many of the re- i asunder, an-^ thev were restored to their perpen- <"'P^'3'' '\"^ if ocular demonstration is desired, I invite those v

, , J 1 1 c . !> • J- ',.,• 1' ,.-,, . , 1 rr > I

w.sh to be thus sat sfied to ex.imiiie the trees m mv gardci
lired dancers nml old hgurantcs. Uy standing so, diculnr position by the following method :—Holes D.irchestcr, procured from this uui-sery for three oi- four v.

much upon the toes the humi^n foot is converted ! were made at opposite points, in several parts in
'

P?s'» some ofwhich are now in bearing, all in a healthy .

to something more resembhng that of a quadru-
j
the walls, through which stron-r iron bars were , "|?™3",^'j;'3\.ni be delive>-ed gratis on a™^^^^

ped, where the heel never reaches the ground, introduced, so as lo e.xtend across the building, ' ''-" •'•'->"'•'

and wliere the paw is nothing more than the pha imd so that their extretnities should e.xtend beyond

the walls : I.trire nuts were placed upon th.?ir ends,

and screwed up so as to press upon the walls.

—

langes of the toes.— Trrutise on ArKimal .Mechar,

ics ; Librarn nf Usiful Knowledge.

Imx& Cuinniissioner Alayuard was a very old

man when he waited upon the Prince of Orange,

•( William 111 ) lo oongvdlulr.ie him on his sale ar-

rival in >'.!iglanil. ••ir," said the Prince, "you

must iiave survived all the great lawyers of your

line."— "1 should, sir," replicil he, "have out-

lived the law too. had not your Koyal Higiiness

visited these kinodoius."

Rogers' Buildii

ZEB. COOK, J.

. Ongress-SU'eet.

JVtw Kn^la7id Frirmer's Ahnnnnck,for 1828.
Just published, at the New I'li^laii.l Farmeir Office, and

for sale livBowf.ES & DrAr>B<i:-, 7t' Washiiiflon Street, and
Every alternate bar was heated by powerful 1 anps,

j

at the Bookstores geiicralK, ih<- I'-'iir England Farmer's Alai'

so that its lenoth increased by e.\pansion, and the
\

™'"*; f"": 1?-^- ^'J'
'I'hotii.is G. lAssenden, Editor of the N.

A good shot.—"It is now," said Von Wyk,
"more than two years since, in the very place

where we now s uiJ, 1 ventured to lake one of

the most liaring s lots that ever was ha/ardeJ

My wife was sitiiig v.ithin the house near the

door, the childreu wors playiiij/ about her, and I

was without, busied in doing something to a wa-
gon, wlieu su.ldenly, tliough it was mid-day, an

enormous lion appeared, came up, ami laid himself

ts, before in close contact with the walls, retir

ed to some distance from them. The nuts were
then screwed up to the walls, and the bars cooled.

The process of cooling restored the leuffth of the

bars to what it had been before the heat had been

applied, and the nuts were dra • n to7< ther bv an

irresistible force, and consequently the waiU
drawn towar s each other. The same process he

in? repented v ith the intermediate bnrs. and thi,

bi'ini/ coutiimed. •h'> walls of the building w-ete

gradually restored to their perpendicular position

Land. Mech. Mnir.

I'.LSland Farmer

,Vf!P Yirh Ilortiniltttrai Societi/.— -At a meetin?

of the InspectiniT Committee, November 90, 1897,

Mr. Fick presented si.v Pnim-head Cabbages,

weiijhing seventy-four pounds. The stalks were
•luietly down in the sh:ide, upon the very thres- cut close as customary, and an unusual number of

Rrameii Giese.

For sale. 3 pair of this superior breed of Geese; they are dc-

cldedlv superior lo the eoii.mon ' icd, in the gwal size they at-

tain, iii the facility with which they may be raised, and in the

comparatively .-mall quantity ol grain required to fatten them.—
Inquire a t thi< olT""'e.

JVuttal'\<} Shcpnrdia.

FOR Sale at th- OiT» e of the New England Farmer, 50 o( in

'.ove kind of Ornoinenial Tree, (pi'ce .fi.' each). This P

Tree was first nolieeil by oiir intelligent atquunit°.nce, Proi.

•>ir NuTTM 1., of Cambridge Univcr...i!y, In h s iriycis into iIk-

iiteriorof Ihe Minsonri Terriic ly. It Is usually called by the

liunters, the Bi'jTido Hiviij Tr,e. lis Fruit is represented lo

lie fine—and soiighi alter' with aviility, by the English and
tni.wcan Hi.ntcrs. ni the proper season. li is pirlectly hardy,

a'ld grows vi?nwusly in our climate. .-V pariii ir discription

of it mav be foun-l in the Trave's of Professor Nottall. It has a

n-ar resemblance to die Olive Tree^

riTeT/rn ,iiVn is ruiilisTK d every Krid.iy, .-(l jT'Tlif)

per ,t.-inuni. or 5-',.5U if paid in advance.
Gentlemen who procure /ire responsible suiscribe.r

ire entitled lo a ij.r/7i volume gratis.
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AGRICULTUIIE.
KOR THE N£W EVahiHIt FARSIKR.

LARGE CATTLE.

FARMING.
I If as great improvements were made in agri-

I
culture as in tlie meciiunic arts (and the present

I

modes of ctiltivatinur the oartli are iindoubtcd-

I

ly su.soeptible of great improvement) the businessi

Tlic larfre oxon beloiijinj? to Capl. Benjamin 15. of farmers would become, if it is not now, one

Howard of West Bridiie.vat!;r, which took the frst ' of the most profitable that is pursued. There is

and second premiums, ai the late Cattle ShoMof-no opinion more mistaken we apprehend, than

the Plymoulli County Agricultural Society, wire that whicli is very extensively entertained, that

butchered on Saturday last. They weighed as there is nothing to be learnt in agriculture. A
follows, viz :

Broad-hornad O.^ Ist fore quarter

'Jd do

Ist hind

ad do

Hide

Tallow

Red 0.\

Total

Ist fore quarter

•id do

1st hind

;2d do

Hide
Tallow

I knowledjre of tlie nature of the diffment kinds of

392 lis. soil and manure and the adaptation of the difTor-

o46 ent products to them, are unquestionably as ne-

321 cessary, for success, to the farmer, aa a knowledge
31(5 of the fitness and relation of things to each other,

101 are neeessary in other branches of business. In

235 1 illustration rnd proof of these observations, wo— ijiiake the extract below, shewing the yearly e.v- 1

commencement of their undertaking, and eulogis--

1701 Ibs.jpenso and income of a well cultivated farm of a- '"S the industry, ingenuity and perseverance whicl,

813 Ibi. I bout forty acres.
enabled them to overcome every impediment, &c.

' The Agricultural Society of the countv of Plym-i"« "'"^''''^ ^'^^'^ the Altleborough Buttons now

lojth offered a premium the last year of 50 dol- 1

"'""'' '»!^''" '" ^''« '"'"'"='
.'" ""^ estimation o1

Straw of rye

80 bushels and 19 T-'lths of corn

1(12 do. potatoes at 25 cts.

Corn fodder

Kail feed

Garden vegetables

Apples and pears

3 0(1

SO 24

40 .'JO

[0 00
i5 00
•iO 00
15 00

,«878 I-!

AMERICAN BUTTONS.
A manufactory of buttons established in Al'.;"

borough, Mass. by Messrs. R. Robinson & Co. s\.

pears to bo in a highly prosperous coi«)ition. T!i'

Editor of the .Vicrocoam, a paper printed in I'rovi

donee, has published a long article stating the ou

slanles which the proprietors encountered at Ih'

3013

30(1

301

171

194

Total

Total weight of both oxen

These oxen were purchased last December, ftr

forty dollars. They were fattened at groat e\-

p^nse, and sold to Mr Oliver Ames, of Easton, frr

seven dollars a lumdrtd.

We cannot resist the temptation, furnishotl .Jy

(he psesent occasion, to remark, in relation to'fii6

subject of beef, that it appears to us astonishing,

that of those who purchase neat stock la fatten,

so many should be found, who are influenced in

their selections generally, more by low friees, than

by good dispositions and fair qualities ; even

lars for the best cultivated farm in the county.

There were two claimants for the premium, viz.

Mr Alphetis Forbes of Bridgewater (who is highly
——

I

commended for his skill and industry in the man-
159111s.

[
;,^ement of liis farm) and Rev. Morrill Allen of

3292 lbs.
; Pembroke, to whom the premium was av.'ardcd.

—

The following is a statement of the expenses and

income of Mr Allen's farm which hut a few years

ago it is stated, " yielded little else than briars and
thorns."

EXPENSE OF FABM. .

Seed used and manure purchased
The labor of one man at 20 dolls.

per month, board included, three

months and three quarters

The labor of a lad at IG dollar.s,

seven months

.120 30

when these are so obvious as not to be unobserv- 1 28J days' labor hired at $1 25 cts

ed. These, however, ought to be the governing

principles by which all such selections should be

made.

The grand object of every farmer in making
Uoef should be, to malu'. ^'ood /'Cf at little expense.

And in order to accomplish this, in the his^hesl de-

5Tce, it is iiecessary, in our opinion, tliat the ani-

mals of which it is to be made should always have

been kept in high flesh, that they be thrifty, have

But liltlo offal, and what perhaps is most impor-

tant, tiiat they be naturally induced to fatten easi-

ly. Now, how far the internal dispositions of

neat stock are indicated, by their external quali-

ties, we shall not undertake to say ; and, still less,

what the particular configuration and feel ought

10 be. It is enough for our purpose to remark,

that there is an in!imate connexion betu een them ;

and that; bis connexion is sufficient to form the

basis, generally speaking, of a correct judge-

ment. Most farmers, perhaps, can form a pret-

ty shrewd guess as to the natural disposition

of an animal submitted to their inspection, by his

sensible qualities. But this is not enough ; we
would have them exercise more philosophy on the

subject, and by availing themselves of acquired

facts, make up their judgements according to es-

tablished principles. H.
December 3, 1827.

per day

90 days' labor at 92 cts. per day
Use of farming tools

Use of oxen

My own time and attention in di-

rerting the course of business

If the farm were subject to taxa-

tion, the four lot.s which have
been described would probably

be assessed about

Labor on lot No. 4

Manure made by the slock

purchasers than any that arc imported.. It is said

in fact that the imported article had become sn

depreciated in quality, that the button was but lit-

tle better than a brass surface, while those of the

Robinson manufacture have invariably proved ti<

be every thing promised. The manufacture of

American buttons, consequently, rot only render.-

our own market independent in a considerable do

gree of foreign supply, but serves as a check tn

the introduction of a spurious article.

Buttons worn in the United Slates.—There are

t«n,/»iilions of people in the United States, half

of which, setting aside fractions, are males. Ot
this, at the lowest rough estimate, one third, or

— 00 "^ y50,0fl0 vear metal buttons, and will average
two suits a yi.ar, thus requiring an annual supply

of thirty-seven millions six hundred thousand but-

tons, equal to M1C,G67 gross ! This calculation h
not susceptible of mathematical accuracy, and is

merely amusing as furnishing a rough estimate of

the labours and expense necessary to be applictt

to the manufacture of a button. The making .';

pin might lead to a similar calculation, and .

sliows the immense field there is fur the employ-

ment of ingenuity, skill and labor.

—

Microcosm.

] 12 00

34 42

18 40

10 00

50 01)

50 CO

25 00

10 00

25 00

$441 12

FARM CR.

The absences of the monthly laborers are put to

the credit of the farm at the monthly wages.
The man at .«i20 per month, 30 days 27 .TO

The lad at S'lO per month, 33 days 20 13

53i bushels oats at 42 cts. ' 22 47

^ ton of oats cut in milk 2 .50

33a tons hay at $12 405 00
5 do. do. 9 45 00
5 do. do. 7 35 00
14 2-5 do. t) 86 40

1 J second crop 6 14 90
IJ ton oat straw 6 00

19J bushels of rye 19 50

Winter Scenery in Scotland.—I do not think 1

ever saw this place look more beautiful—no, not

in the leafy month of June." When one lookt

down in the morning from the Queen's Tower,
you cannot picture to yourself a more lovely phe
nomenon than the tops of the trees. They arc ai.'

spread over with a coating of frost-work— every
little twig is feathered as delicately as if it had
cost a fairy milliner a night's hard work to adorn
it. The tall black trunks rise like ebon pillare

amidst and beneath glorious canopies of alabaster,:

and the water being hard bound, and the mill si-

lent, no sound i:: heard all around, except the eter

nal cawing of the rooks from those innumerable
nests on which my window looks down."

Etlrick Shepherd.

Charities of the Season.— If the farmer thinks it

his duty, as well as his interest, to take care of
his very cattle, and see them well housed, hoR'
much more incumbent is it upon the rich to loik
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lifter their poor fellow creatures and see what can

je done lo secure them the common necessaries

of meat, clothes and fire. The greater enjoyment

uf which man is capable results from tlic con-

sciousness of having furnished the means of en-

joyment to others.

TO REMOVE ICE IN CANALS, Sic.

A gent'e,inan in this city has put into our hands

he following letter from a person in New York, i

The experiment which the writer proposes is at

least worthy of considerntion and trial.

" -As it may occur in a day or two that yon may
be again incommoded by ice in the river from your

>-ity to the overslaugh in tlie basin, and in the ca-

:',al, I beg leave to point out to you an experiment

that I made with success in Gothenburg in Swe-
flcn. I was a passenger in a packet bound to Eng-
land, that was frozen up, and while 100 men were

sawing her out, I tool; a tin cannister, containing

ibout a pound of powder, and introduced into the

neck a tin pipe, which was tilled with powder, and

:'astened to it a pole about C feet long. The ice

was about 2.V feet thick, into which I cut a hole,

and introduced the flask. After pushing- it under

the ice to the end of the tube, I pKiced a match
into it, and when it e.Kplodcd, it broke up into

jmall pieces lialf an acre of ice.

" My opinion is, that if the canal is frozen, one,

^^vo 01 six inches, so that it is free of holes and

tight in the sides, that a gill of powder, placed

'jven ten, fifty, or one hundred yards, would com-

pletely break it up, so that a boat could piss. If

you have a glass factory near, I am of opinion that

oottle or tubes, suitable for this purpose, could be

l)lown for a trifling expense, from six to eighteen

inches long. I mention this mode, as they would
i'e water-tight and easily filled.

"As the benefit will be very grefit, and as the

^'Xperimont can be made v. itli a trifling ctpense,

1 shall be pleased to learn that a U'lul has been

«nude, and that it has succeeded."—.V. Y. Enq.

The best horse, of four years old, belonged to

Roger Phelps ; the best of three years old, own-
ed by Ralph AVatson ; best two years old colt,

was owned by Martin Palmer.

Specimens of domestic goods were more nume-
rous than at any former exiiibition. Among those

meriting particular attention, wore some beautiful

pieces of table linen, ofTerod for inspection by

I

Mrs. Sheldon. Carpetings, flannels, &c. were
presented by diftorent individuals.

An address was delivered before the Society by
Major Ellsworth.

JAMES GOODWIN, ChrK.
Simsbimj, JVov. 26, 1827.

SILK WORM EGGS.
Mr Gideon B. Smith of Baltimore informs the

Editor of the American Parmer that he has a

quantity of silk worm eggs of the best Italian stock

for sale, which, during the cold weather, can be
sent by mail to any jjartof the Union, the postage

of which will not exceed the treble postage on a

common letter. I'hose who may wish for eggs,
C!in address him at Baltimore, by letter enclosing

five dollars, for which a sufficient number of eggs
will be sent them, with proper directions for them
to obtain a practical knowledge of the cultivation

of silk, and an abundant supply of eggs for com-
mencing the business on an extensive scale anoth-

er year. From the eggs sent them for five dollars,

they may obtain from 150.000 to 500,000 eggs for

the next year—which will of course produce them
as many worms.

CATTLE «iIOW AND FAIR At' WINDSOR.
1

The Farmers' annual exchange Cattle Show and

Fair wa.'j attended at Windsor, Broad-street, on

•he 1st of November. From the Reports of the

1,'ommittees, it appeared tliat there were more
than three hundred head of neat cattle on the

green; of this number, two hundred and four were
ni yokes. Tliey were generally in fine order, and

at no previous exhibition has there been so large

1 number of beautiful working oxen collected

together.

The first and best of cattle, five years of age,

were owned by Henry Spencer ; second best,

by Hezekiah Braincrd ; third best, by Hozekiah
Hills.

The best pair of four years old, were owned by

Jasper Morgan ; second best, by Isaac Hayden :

thi'd best, by Elisha N. Sill.

The best pair of three years old steers, were
owned by Henry Spencer ; second best, by J. Bar-

ker ; third best, by Elihu Mills.

The best pair of two years old, were owned by

Martin EUsuorlh ; second best, by Saral. Phelps
;

third best, by Elihu Mills, .Ir.

The best pair of yearlings, were owned by Eli-

hu Loomis ; second best, by Nathan Brown ; third

best, by Jasper Morgan.
The best bull, the celebrated Holderness, was

owned by Mr. Watson.

The best calf, by Elisha N. Sill.

WORCESTER COAL.
The proprietors of the Worcester Brewery have

for some lime past been burning- coal obtained

from the land of William E. Green, Esq. a little

distance from the mine which has been horctoforo

worked. Wo understand from them, that it is of

a bettor quality, on an average, than any they
have used before. It has been taken entirely from
the surface, and is what the colliers call sa-esnings

or refuse. It may, therefore, bo reasonably ex-

pected, tiiat a further excavation will produce coal

of an excellent quality.

—

Spi/.

Injthe first case, a troublesome creature gained
aanission into the hive, which, from the impene-
trlbility of its shell, they could not destroy. Here,
then, their only resource vias to deprive it of loco-

mltion, and to obviate putrefaction, both which
oljjects they accomplished most skilfully and se-

Cdrely, and, as is usua' with these sagacious crea-

tines, at the least possible expense of labor and
materials. In the" latter case, to obviate the evil

or putrescence by the total exclusion of the air,

tnf:y w^ere obliged to be more lavish in the use of

thbir embalming material, and to form with it so

cofnple'e an incrustation or case over "the slime-

gtft giant," as to guard them from tlie consequen-

cffi which the atmosphere invariably produces

upnn all animal substances that are exposed to its

action after life has become extinct. May it not

be asked, what moans more effectual could human
wisdom have devised, under similar circumstances.

INSTINCTIVE SAGACITY OF THE BEE.
This iiardly needs now an illustration ; but, the

following, which we copy from a recent work on
the natural history of this industrious insect, may
iuterosi some of our readers:

—

" A snail having crept into one of Mr Reaumer's
hives early in the morning, after crawling about
for some time, adhered, by means of his own slime,

to one of the glass panes, where, but for the bees,

it would probably have remained till either a moist

air or its own spume had loosened the adhesion.

The bees having discovered the snail, immediate-

ly surrounded it, and formed a border of propolis

round the verge of its sliell, which was at last so

securely fixed to the glass as to become unmove-
able, either from the moisture of the air from
without, or by the snail's secretion from within.

—

Moraldi has related a somewhat similar instance.

A houseless snail or slug had entered one of his

hives. The bees, as soon as they discovered it,

pursued it with their stings till it expired beneath

their repeated strokes ; after which, being unable

to dislodge it, they covered it all o'ver with pro-

polis.

In these two cases, who can withhold his adnai-

ration of th? ingenuity and judgement of the bees ?

THE DRUNKARD'S MIRROR.
A sliort time since, the papers of a deceased

grocer, formerly residing in a neighbouring town.

n:cidentally fell into our hands. Among them
were a multitude of orders drawn hy a mechanic

ii his neighbourhood, which have been accepted

i'nd paid. The following, copied verbatim, ex-

cept the names, are a fai:- specimen of the whole :

Mr. Please to send one qt. of N. E. Rum
010 hand of Tobacco S Trout Hooks and three

Buisquit. Y'our Friend

May S8, 1803

Mr. Please to send me my qt. N. E. Runt

by the bearer, Your Friend.

May 29, 1803

Mr. The morrow being the Sahbath you

will please to send rae one quart W. I. Spirits and

s:x buisquot, Y'our Friend.

May 29, 1603
f6r month's together, such orders were receiv-

ed and "inswored, one, two, and three, a day ;

—

sometimes for a pint, sometimes for a quart, and
sometimes fur two quarts at a time. When two
quarts were ordered, it was in consequence of

•' the morrow being the Sabbath." Orders writ-

ten in the morning were very fair and legible, but

when more ihan one a day were sent, those writ-

ten after the liquor had operated, were done with

a trembling hand, and were difficult to read.

What a subject this for reflection ! Rum drink-

ers of every grade, remember that the papers and

books of the traders will remain, standing memen-
tos of your weakness, long after you shall have

ceased to afi"ord occalar demonstration of it to

your acquaintance. Are you willing to subject

your families to such a reproach? If so, go on,

your purpose will be accomplished.

—

tfor. Spy.

Indelible Wtiting.—As the art of man can un-

make whatever the art of man can rr.ake, we have

no right to e.'tpect an indelible ink ; however, a

sort of approximation to it, may be made as fol-

lows :—Let a saturated solution of indigo and

madder in boiling water be made, in such propor-

tions as give a purple tint ; add to it from one

sixth to one eighth of its weigiit of sulphuric acid,

according to the thickness and strength of paper

to be used; this makes an ink which flows pretty

freely from the pen—and when writing, which

has been executed with it, is exposed to a con-

siderable but gradual heat from the fire, it be-

comes completely black, the letters baing burnt

in and charred \y the actioa of th.e sulphuric acid
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It' the ucid has not been used in sufficient quantity

to destrjy the texture of the paper, and reduce it

to the state of tender—the color may be dis-

cliargcd by the oxiinuriulic and oxalic acids and

their compounds, though not without great difi

oulty. When tlie full proportion of acid has been

employed, a little crumplinj; and rubbing of tlie

paper, reduces the carbonaceous imitter of the

letters to powder ; but by putting a black grouad

behind them, they may be preserved, and thuf a

species of indelible writing is procured, (for tbe

letters arc, in a manner, stamped out of the paper)

whicli might Be useful for some purpo:;cs, perhass

for the signature of haul; notes.— Quar. Jo urn. of

•Science, fyc.

As gardening has been the inclination of lungs,

and the choice of philosophers, so it has been tie

common ftivorite of public and privhte men ;—

a

pleasure of the greatest, and the care of the raear-

cst—and indeed, an employment, and possossior,,

for which no man is too high nor too low.— -S;'.-

IV. Temple.

To make teeth white.—A nii>:ture of honey with

the purest charcoal will prove an admirable cleans-

er.

Prodigioiis ! F. Kahnback, butcher, displayed

in the market house, yesterday, a heifer calf, which

weicrhed when killed and dressed two hundred and

ninety pounds. The Calf was not quite five months

o]d.—Belvidere, JV. Y. Paper. I

erally find the great mass composing it are as de-

ficient in good morals as they are in useful inform-

ation.

Tho National Intelligencer states, that Colonel

M-Kenney, has arrived at Washington from a tour

of about 7000 miles among the Indians, and beec

successful in all the trusts reposed in him by the

government ; and among these, the important o^
of settling the Creek controversy, with which

duty he was specially charged, by obtaining a

cession of all the lands owned, or claimed by the

Trceks, within the chartered limits of Georgia.

To cleanse the teeth and improve the breath.—To

lour ounces of fresh prepared lime water, add a

drachm of Peruvian bark, and wash the teeth with

this water in the morning, before breakfast, and

alter supper. It will effectually destroy (he tar-

tar, and remove the offensive smell from those

whicli have most decayed.

Hunting icith Tigers.—On the Coast of Coroman-
dcl, the natives hunt the antelope with tigers.

—

These ferocious animals, which are not much in-

ferior in size and strength to the royal tiger, are

tamed by hunger and blows until they are quite

docile. When a hunt is determined on, the tigers

are led out by boys, with caps over their eyes,

that they may not break away prematurely. As
soon as the hunters consider themselves sufficient-

ly near a herd of antelopes, the sign is given to

the boy, who instantly uncovers the tigers' eyes,

and slips of his leash; the antelopes, with their

leader at their head, go bounding along the plain

or valley, and the tiger, crouching among the lon^-

grass, approaches their line of motion in an ob-

lique direction. When he thinks himself sure of

the leader, he rises to his full height, growls and
springs forward with immense force and inconceiv-

able swiftness towards the herd. If he strikes the

animal he aims at, it is instantly dead; but when
he misses his aim, whether through exhaustion or

shame, he slinks nway and lies down in the most
sulky h"mor in the first hole or ditch he can meet.

When he is successful, the boy cuts off a piece of

the antelope's flesh, and gives it to him ; and with

this he is satisfied, and immediately relinquishes

his prey.

Artificial Leeches.—This instrument has been

invented by Mr Salandier, and acts as an equiva-

lent to leeches. Its advantages consist in extract-

ing the precise quantity of blood that is wanted

to be taken from the patient ; in withdrawing the

fluid with every desirable despatch and trentleness,

in not causing that repugnance which naturally

attends the application of disgusting insects or

worms ; in not causing any injury ; and, finally, in

being practicable in every station, climate, and sit-

uation and country. This instrument is manufac-
tured at Paris, by the engineer Dumouticz.

The Warren Star computes that there havi.

been shipped from Bristol, R I. r>:i5,094 bunches

of onions, raised in that town the pre.'sent soa-iOf.

and that there arc ;200,000 bunches remaining on

hand.

Method of increasing the odour of Roses.— Fir

this purpose, (according to the author of the me
thod) a large onion is to be p'anted by the side o*'

the rose-tree, in such a manner that it shall touch

the foot of the latter. The ros's which will be

produced will have an odour much stronger an;;

more agreeable than such as have not been thus

treated, and the water distilled from these rosee

is equally superior to that prepared by means of

ordinary rose leaves.

Ninety potatos were taken from ttie garden o:

Mr. John Osgood of Maverliill, which were the

product oi' one small potatoe, placed in the gronml

for the purpose of giving nutriment to a curran'

bush, the end of v;hich was inserted in the pota-

toe, two of the above number weigh three pnund^•

Haverhill Post.

Dionysius' Ear.—A midshipman of the United

States navy, in giving an account of what he saw

at Syracuse, says under date of July 1st. 1837—
"The cave, or Dionysius ear, is a great work of

3it, hewn out of the solid rock, to the extent of

two or three hundred feet, and about ninety feet

in height ; resembling in its nonstruclion, the or-

I'ans of hearing in the fiuman head. Here were

confined the prisoners of that tyrant, and tliis

cave the medium, through which he became ac-

qnainted with every Aord they lisped. The noi.5e

from the oxpcrimeiit we made with a pocket pis

tol, was almost deafening ; in fact, a leaf pluclied

from a small branch we took in, was perfectly au-

dible at the mouth or ear of the cave,"
|

Knowledge is Virtue.—The axiom," Knowledge

is Power" attributed to Lord Bacon, is often quot-

ed, and generally admired. We may very well

add to it Knowledge is virtue. Without knowl-

edge there can be no principle, no discernment of

right and wrong : and where a community con-

sists mostly of ignorant individuals, we shall gen-

Accidenl.—On the night of the 24th ult. the Rta-

ble floor of Asa Batchelder, of Royalston, broke

down, inconsequence of which, five oxen were
hung in the stanchals, and found dead in the morn-

ing. The floor was elevated four or five feet from

the ground. In the other half of the staile, the

floor had given away and cracked considerably, so

tliat the lives of five oxen more were endangered.

This should serve us a caution to those whose sta-

bles are elevated from the ground, to sen that their

floors are secure.— Worcester Spy.

Gas tight for factories.—There is n cotton Fac-

tory at Middlebury, Vermont, which has recently

been lighted up with gas, the only experiment of

the kind ever made in the United States. It is

found that the expence of the gas is about the

same as that of oil, but the former has great ad-

vantages, givinsr a steady light by which the hands

can work as well as in the day ; is entirely free

from smoke, by which the neatneiis of the factory

is greatly promoted, and moreover occasions but

little exposure to fire.

A cure for Itroken shins.—Make a paste of char-

coal and water, and apply it to any sore place caus-

ed by the skin being rubbed off. This will immedi-

ately allay the smart and remove the inflammation.

Mechanic's .Magazine.

Reinforce,nevt for the Colony at Liberia.— \V<

are happy to announce the benevolent act of ;t

gentleman of this city, who has recently liberated

iwentij three slaves, and sent them to join the Am-
erii-an Colony at Liberia, as a reward for thei:

good behaviour.

—

Richm. Visitor.

The Western Herald, printed at Steubeuvilit

Ohio, mentions an oar of corn v,?hich was at tht

oflice, as being thirteen inches in length and tei;

inches in circumference. It has 40 rows of corji

on it, each row having 60 grains, total 1200 grains

The best astronomers are agreed that the dis

tance of many of t e fixed stars may be such, thai

since they were first created, the fir.st bean o:

light which they emitted has not yet arrived, vvith-

in the limits of our system.

JVeirspapers.—In the year 1775, there were .37

lialf starved newspapers published in the territor;.

of the Union; in 1610 there v,-ere 359 in the

United States; since that period the increase ha-

far exceeded the proporlion of the swelling tide?-

of population.

Grain.— It has been estimated that upwards Oi

,'50 millions of bushels of grain were raised in Ohio

last season, or more than 50 bushels for each in-

habitant !

Preservation of Green House Plants.— It has

been ascertained by Mrs Tregold, that plants may

be completely protected from the depredations or

insects, by washing them with a solution of bitter

aloes, and the use of this wash does not appear to

eflect the health of the plants in the slightest de-

gree ; wherever the solution has been used, in-

sects have not been observed to attack the plantf

1' ain.

—

Am. Farmer.

Mr A. Willard, Jr. of Boston, has made a clock

for a large church in Mexico, and it is the first

one ever made in this country which strikes tht

hours and quarters.

To check the increase of loarms which destroy

fruit.—Gather all punctured or decaying fruit,

and give it to your hogs ;—otherwise the worms

which destroy it, will escape into the ground, to

re-appear the next year.
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The Jefferson county aiiniiiil CattiR Show and

Fair was lield in Watcrtown, N. Y. onFriJay the

•3th uU. The nomerous concourse of people that

•.issemblcd on this occasion, the quanlity and ijual-

il.y of arliolos exhibited, and th.c nuniUor of coni-

netitors for premiums, evinced that the spirit of

enterprise wliich has heretofore characterised our

larmers, so far from liaving declined, continues to

Micite them to a laudable couipelilion in the dif-

'"erent branches of domestic industry. On no oc-

casion since the institution of the Society, have

'he articles exhibited been more numerous, and

of better quality, or the beneficial effects of the

.•Society more apparent, than on this. The stock

exhibited, was uncomr.ionly fine,—particularly

horses. Tlie improvement in the breed of ih.is

•loble and useful animal, within ii few years, has

lioen great, and we do not hesitate to say that this

county now produces as fine horses as any in the

state. In the other animals exhibited, much im-

provement was also apparent. In short, the exhi-

bition of stock of all kinds was much superior to

that of any former year, since the organisation of

the society.

The articles of domestic monufacture were also

of a superior quality, and do much credit. to the

skill and industry of the manufacturers.

It affords us much pleasure to be enabled to

.state, that the necessary funds were immediately

raised to enable the Society to continue its oper-

.itions another year. Much credit is due to the

individuals by whoso exertions the Society has I

tlitis far been kept up, and the facility with

ivhich funds wore procured for conlinuinii it, is I

•.ery creditable to tiio liberality and public spirit

of its members'.

REMARKS
j

Of Ml- .T. Lk "ay de C!!AL'.^I0.^T, hifure tne. Jef-

ferson County Agricultural Society, at its laic an-
]

mial Cattle Show and Fair. I

I am desired to avail myself of this day of our;

public meeting, to make a communication on the
j

vine. Different experiments which iiave been
j

•nade, not only by me, but by some other persons

in different parts of the country, have convinceil

us sufficiently, that wc wpre not mistaken, when i

in observing almost every where about us the lux-

uriant grov.th of the wild vine and the maturity of|

Hs fruit; we eoiicluded tliat the vines of Europe'

might be cultivated here with success. I arn con-

!

vinced that the greater part of our soli would be
|

suitable, and produce good fruit if properly attend- '

i?d. Low wet ground and the immediate vicinity
j

of swamps and marshes, and such of the cbiy lands
|

where the waters are apt to dwell too lony and
j

cannot be drained, are not favorable. A liyht and ;

somewhat stoney or gravelly soil, as well as a'

ground having a. gradual declivity are generally

preferable. A southern exposition is to bo chos-

en, but a northern one may be tried with success
chiefly in a dry warm soil.

I had in France a vineyard of which the fruit

never was destroyed by the frost ; that one w'as

m a northern exposition. Some of the best vine-

yards in Champaigne are in a similar exposition,

;xnd I have seen many other examples in favor of

this opinion.

It luay be interesting to give a short notice

upon the different kinds of European graps vines

introduced into this coimtr^ last spring, and which

I think will be most likely to succeed in this coun-

try. They are divided into two classes, the table

grape, and the grape the most suitable to make
wine. The table grape, or first class, consist of

The early black July grnve, or eaily Morillon.— -

This is a small round berry, replete with a sugary

juice; it is an early prolific bearer.

IFhite jilusradine.— Berry moderately large,

thin skin, and delicate juicy llesh ; early grape

and great bearer.

Red Chasselas.— Is very like the white musca-

dine in siz-e and shape, but of a dark red colour

—

Is a very good grape, but ripens later than the

white nuiscadino.

White ['Voiitinac.—A large, high flavored grape.

The berries are very closely joined, whereby

some of tliem are apt to rot before they are ripe :

to prevent which, it would he advisable to thin

them out when about the size of a pea.

Red Frontinat:.—A very esteemed grape ; ber-

ries of a brick colour, thin skin, moderate size,

and juicy delicate flesli.

The second class consists of the

Meunier or Miller's Jiurgnndy grape.—Berries

black, and small ; an excellent bearer, and a prin-

cipal grape to be cultivated for wine.

Pineati of Burgundy.—Esteemed one of the

best frnit for making wine. The berries are of a

fine black colour.

The Auvernat Mane, ajivernat meunier, gros noir,

harbois bltnc, ^leiit blanc, gouoi.'! bUiiie, pincau

rouge, pineau blanc, mttlier blanc, soinoriati rouge,

are too, tlie different kinds which are preferred in

the northern vineyards of Prance to make wine.

The soil and the situations being chosen you

must prepare the ground very early in the spring.

If it is not sufficiently rich, you must give it a

good coat of compost or of sosie rich loam, but if

possible you must avoid to have recourse to stable

manure. In fact, there is very little soil in our

country, which uill require nov; much addition of

any thing to improve it for the vino : but whatev-

er you add to it, plough in as deep as can be done

witli four horses or oxen, and a plough sufficiently

strong. A mont'i after, cross harrow it and clean

it from roots of bad weeds. Stones will do no

hurt, and will be rather beneficial unless too big.

You'must do the same work in June, August and

No-.-cmber, omitting only the harrowing for the

last. Next spring as soon as the ground is suffi-

ciently dry, you must plough again as deep as

possible, in employing for that purpose two plough;;,

following one another. Another harrowing will

leave you the soil in the desired state for plant-

ing ;
you may either plant in the fall or in the

spring. Tills last season is preferable for us.

—

We must u'ait till the cold and the great humidity

is gone out of the ground. You must not wait

'till it is too dry, or else you will run the risk to

lose your plants if yon have not sufficient recourse

to watering them frequently. Those who will be

more in a hurry and would not delay one year for

planting, must take from the foregoing instruc-

tions whatever can in a shorter timo tend to the

effect of cleansing the ground as much as possi

bio, and of ploughing deep. They must therefore

not omit employing two ploughs in the last opera-

tion.

When your ground is fit lor planting, you must

mark it into rows, going north and south, east and

west, and put stakes eight or ten feet apart every

way, so as to admit the ploughing between, and

have roDT. for the sun ami air to pass, freely. I
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wcjld rather the distance be ten than six feet

Tie holes must be from eighteen incheb* to two
fe(|t deep, and from twelve to eighteen inches

sqlare. The drier the soil, the deeper must be
ihi hole. It would be better to dig it long before

hapd whore there is no danger of stagnant waters.

When you plant the grape vine, you lay down
si.-ior eight inches of the plant at the botinm of
the hole or trench, and lean the upper part of it

onlthe side of the trench, so as to form an angle,

observing to cover the plant gradually with pul-

veijized earth or some ashes mixed with it, and
proceed so till you fill up the trench, leaving only
twti eyes uncovered.

It is very desirable that you plant several spe-

cies of the vines, whether you wish to raise only
tRble grapes, or have in view at some distant fa-

vorable time to nr.aUo wine. In that way you di.

vide your chances, and have more right to expect
a fegular supply. You must separate as much a.-

possible the different kinds.

You must plough frequently your vineyard, so

as to keep it free from grass and weeds, not loss

than four times is required the first year. The
second year as many ploughings are desirable,

and you must be very careful not to hurt the

roots. lu the beginning of April yon must strip

the stalk bare of earth to the depth of five or six

inches, and destroy all the shoots or sprigs and
supertlunus roots. The stalk is left in that wav
e.^poscd to tlie air, for one week or two in propor-

tion to the heat of the sun. A similar operation

must take place every year afterwards, observing

only to have three inches deeper than the second
year. Three ploughings after the second year
will be sufficient, observing to make them less

d«ep in heavy soil than in a light one.

I deem that the best time for pruning the vine,

in this country, is when the hardest frosts are
over, some time towards the end of March. The
fall of the year ij also considered as being a fa-

vorable season for pruning the vine, and offering

great advantages, and it would be well to make
tlie trial upon some plants. Then one must
choose the moment after the leaves of the vine

have fallen, and in both c.tscs you must avail your-
self of a fine dry day. You must begin pruning
your vines the second year, and even the first if

the shoots are uncommonly long and vigorous

!n both instances you leave but one shoot with

two eyes, taking care to cut the shoots three

inches above the second eye or immediately be-

low the third eye, if the distance between the

eyes does not exceed three inches. The cut
should be made with the sharpest instrument, that

it may be very smooth. The following year you
may leave two shoots, but no more than two eyes
on each shoot. At the fourth pruning you can
leave three shoots, and as many at the fifth prun-

ing, if the plant is vigorous, for if it was weak
yo'.i ought to stop at the fourth pruning to leave

more shoots. Your pruning must always be on
springs of the preceding year You must rub off

ail other shoots but those mentioned above, and
for that purpose look over your vines at least once
a month during the summer.

The foresoing instructions are generally given

for the culture of the vine the most in use, but if

you should prefer to keo: their vines high, or in

arbours you must in that case choose shoots or

plants of greater length, and employ longer stakes,

to which you tie the vine, and follow the same
method of cultuf e and ptuning as befofe, cTccejji
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thnt y'bu leave your first shoot from 19 to 14 inch-

es long, obscrvinjf to cut this shoot close beneath

an eye, dcstroyin? all the other eyes except tiie

ttto foremost ones, and so on to all the subsc-

nuent pruning. Those who want to niaUe vine ar-

bours will follow this last method.

I would recommend for more security against

iVosts, to have your young vines bent tlie first

ycur to the ground and covered with about four

inches of earth all the winter. They must only

be uncovered when the Iiite frosts are over. We
need not fear not to have enough warm weather

the ensuing season to give sufficient maturity to

our cultivated grapes. Those which you have

now before your eyes wore perfecUy ripe three

weeds ago, and you well know that our last season

was not the most favorable to accelerate the ri-

l)ening of fruit. But the kinds of grape I offer at

this moment to your examination being of the

early species, I must refer you to a much more
convincing proof of the complete aptitude of our

climate, for the perfect ripening of the European
grapes in general. Ihere are in this village,

young vines grown in open ground in Mr Stone's

garden, which were covered with beautiful white

grapes, of excellent taste, and perfectly ripe sev-

eral days ago. It is that same kind of Chassdas,
much cultivated in Paris, in France, but which re-

quires there in order to arrive to such a maturity,

to be trained in Espaliers.

When I recommend to you the cultivation of the
vine, 1 would be very sorry if any one would con-
clude from it, that I am of opinion that wine could
be made now with advantage in the United States.

Wo have some good reasons at present to consider
lurs elves as not discouragin^bj far from that de-

sired epoch, liut while labor will not have fallen

jiiuch lower than it is, the attempt may be mada :

upon a certain scale, by those wiio wish to make
Ihoi." own wine, or can afl'ord to sacrifice a part of

^

their time or money to make experiments, but it
j

cannot be made for profit for sale. It may be the

only instance where mechanical genius, power of;

water, machinery or the dexterity of the Amcri-
|

cans cannot bo employed here so as to overbal-

1

anco the cheapness of labor in Europe. However
1 rccominend strongly and generally the cultiva-

!ion of the vine, not only that we may have under
our hands the most wholsome of all fruits, and !

may say the most agreeable of all tastes, but Shat

we may be prepared for that moment when the
price of labor may permit us to cultivate the

grape to make wine. We can be made compe-
tent to undertake this with success, only by a long
series of trials and experiments. The European,
the most experienced and the most skillful in this

agriculture, could not tell you which definitively

will be the best kind of plant for your soil and sit-

uation, ho cannot tell you near as well as experi-
ence will, which will be the situation which will

best suit that very plant which is most likely to suc-
ceed with you ; neither can he say with certainty
which is the best season for pruning, &c. &c.; he
can only lay down general rules. But in making
a variety of experiments you will be initiated into

file most valuable secrt ts of the art
;
you may

find that such a plant in such a situation, with an
appropriate culture, ".ill pro luce grapes which
will one day or other repay you richly for your la-

bor ;,/mean while you will noi be long before you
haTe a supply for you un! your family, of the best

fruit, both for taste anJ health ; then when the

orppitfons tjme comcLi to make wins with profit,

you will not only have within your power the I A common silk-worker of Lyons, named Lon-
plants needed to extend your cultivation, but

i

tures, has invented a new mode for making the
whatever work you are to underLal;c thus, upon

j

twist of the warp of silk. The Chamber of Coni-
a greater scale, will not bo likely to ho loat.

j

merce having caused it to be examined, and ad-
As long as we entertain a leasonablo expecta- mitted the utility of the invention, gave tiic author

lion to sell the natural produce of our country, as
j
a premium of l,'iO() francs, and solicited a patenu

we had done for a long time since the settling of gratis for him ; the certificate for which he oj.
our lands, that is to say, with a handsome remu- taincd from the Minister of the Interior, on the
neration for our labors, we did not feci tlic need 8th of Sept. last.— Con.itilulionnfl.

of requiring from our fertile soil other advantages.
I „ ,, ; ; T ,-

'^

(By natural produce, I moan wheat, corn and 1

A fine bloom is given by fruit dealers to cucum-

grass, which are our staple articles, and for which
' ^°'^' ^^P^^' V'^'^i^es, pinms, &c. by powdering

our climate and soil are highly favourable.) Cut *''°"™ '""^^ 'j"'^'-^ pounded magnesia, which ha.

when we have waited patiently for several years the effect of bringing the color out. The colorij

for an increase of price, in what we continued to I

"'"
=' '="''P°'' '°°'"" ^'''"<='' ~'°'"° calcined magnesia

raise with an increased success as to quality and i

^^^^'^ '"''='' scattered, have been observed to Ir.

quantity, I think it advisable to adopt an additional
j

completely revived.

chance to our industry
;

chiefly when during that
| Method of rendering Ulass ie..s bntUe.—Let tin,

time we have been able to ascertain that the grape
j gj^sg vessel be put into a vessel of cold water, an-i

vine from Europe will not only grow well in this ' let tho water bo heated boiling hot, and then al-
country, but give good fruit and bear cold winters lowed to coo! slowly of itself, without taking out
without the plants being materially damaged.

j

ti,j gi^^^s. Glasses Heated in this way, "may,
At the same time we are to consider that for

|

while cold, bo suddenly filled with boiling hot wa-
such an article as wine, easy and cheap trans-

' ter without any risk of their cracking. The gcn-
portation is one of the most important things, and tleman, who communicates the method, says thai
at least as desirable for it, as for other produce,

, he has often cooled such glasses to the tempera-
either agricultural or manufactured, for which wc ture of 10", and poured boiling water into them
daily feel how much wo want our water comrauni- i without experiencing any inconvenience from the
cations improved.

! suddenness of the change. If the glasses are to
At last we see efficacious measures and extensive i be exposed to a higher temperature th;m thot of
works ensure to a pretty considerable part of our

j boiling water, boil them in oil.

—

Innales de Cliim.
county, the well grounded expectations, to be ! ,j (/j p^,.^. j^.

able in a few months, to export our produce by

water, in diflTorent directions, to the great mar-

kets of the new world. But another part of our

county ,and a very considerable one too, which can-

not take an equal advantage of that most valuable

Dry Rot.—This destructive enemy of btiiluiiigs,

which generally coinmcnces its ravages in the eel

lars, may be preventod, or its progress checkec.

by white-washing them yearly, mixing with the

privilege, cannot be far from the moment when
j

wash as mucli copperas as will give it a clear ycl

something will be done to improve their situation

in that respect. Then let us all display our excr

tions in every way, to make the best use of tlie

goodness of our situation and soil, and be ready to

avail ourselves in due time, of the new channels,

which, by the cheapness and facility of conveyance
to market, will enhance the value of our ag-

ricultural produce, as well as that of our increas-

ing manufacturers.

hue.

—

B'.nc^iU'Ood''s ItJasraxinc.

Sr.oi'j to preserve Meat in.—-Meat which is kill

cJ in December, may be kc(it in perfection if

buried in snow till spring. 'J'his is an excellent

method of preserving frecih the carcases of tur-

kies and other Ibwls.

Set any open cask in a coUl placp, nnd puv
therein snow and pieces of meat alternately. Le,t

not the pieces of meat touch each other, nor the

A correspondent in the Farmer's Journal strong-
{

sides of the cask. The meat will neither freeze,

ly recommends the keeping of Blood Hounds, to ' grow dry, nor become t'iscoloured ; but be a<-

'

facilitate the detection of sheep stealers, murder-
,

good in all respects the last of March as when it

ers, and others. As a proof of the sagacity of) was fint put in. The surfaces of the pieces

these animals, ho relates the following instance : should be a little frozen, before they are put into
'

About eighteen years ago, a Mrs. Peatoii, near 'the snow, that the juice of the meat may not dis-

Lymington, (Hants,) had a sheep shot about one ' solve tho snow. The cask should be placed ic

"

o'clock in the morning, as the rojiort of a gun the coldest pnrt of the house, or in an out-hous^.

was heard about that time; and in the morning I

the sheep's paunch was found. A person was ^""^ °"'' S'aiWs.— Anoint with a mixture pt

sent for the hound, to Mr. Edward Toomer, keep- I

"^'1"^' P"''^« of linseed oil and lime water, and then

er in the New Forest, and before tho hound could i^PP'^ e°"°'^-_

be brought to the spot it was about two o'clock in
| An engineer of the name of Wright has con-

the afternoon, a space of time of thirteen hours.
;

structed at the West India Docks, a crane for rais-
Ile was laid on, and he followed the snent, a very ;ing heavy weights, on an entirely new principle,
crooked road, to the door of the culprit

; the pre- ! that of the application of tho lever, assisted bj-

mises were searched in vain for some time, but
{

wedges, instead of the usual plan of wheel and
the hound could not be prevailed on to quit. He pinion for multiplying power. We understand the
at last went into the fuel house, and then began

j

power of two men with the patent crane is capa-
scratchingr. On removing the fuel, a large stone jble of liftmg from two and a half to three times-
as found, which the hound scratched, on' remov

ing which, the mutton was discovered. A search
warrant was obtained, the man taken before a ma-
gistrate, ami sent to Winchester—had his trial

—

and wa« transported.

the weight lifted through the same space in a giv-

en lime by the best constructed cranes on the old

principle of wheel machinery. This economy of

power must prove highly valuable «n b»»rd ship

(when (Ijere i* a siatcity of haitd^s;.
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FEEDING CATTLR, MANAGING MILCH
COWS, &c.

Regularity of feeding- cattle is of prime impor

'ance. Tlireo times a day precisely Ht a certnin

:]Oi;r, cattle, nccordinjj to Mr Lawrence. slionM be

I'lirniishcd '.vith their food. Dr Deane ohserved

that neat cattle and Iior.ses should not have so

ranch laid before thorn at once .^s will quite serve

to fill them. The hay they have brcatheil on much
ihey wiii not oat up clean, unless when thev are

»ery hungry. It is best, therefore, to fodder them
-twice at night, and twice in the morning. Let
neat cattle as well as horses have both liirht and
fresl) air let ;n upon their fodder when the weath-

er is not too cold and stormy to allow the windows
to be open. What one sort of cattle leave should

he thrown to another sort. Those that chew the

cad will eat the leavings of those that do not and
vice vtrsa.

"It is also well known (o farmers, that what
r.nttle leave in the b;irn, they will eat abroail in

»lie open air ; and most freely when it is laid

upon cUan snoiv. Not only this, but the meanest
«f straw should he given them in this way. Wh^t
!s left will help to increase the manure in the
ynrd.

' Every farm yard, where any considerable
?tock is kept shoijkl be furnished with a larje

shed, nnd a rrick under it. For where there is no
clean fdoa to 1 ly the straw, anil other mean fod

dcr upon, it sl;ould be put into the raci:. A larg-

er proportion of the dung will he dropped under
the shed than in any other part of the vard. And
this Jung uill be better than the rest, as it will

not be ttashed by rains, nor so mucli dried ifi the

£nn."

.Sir John Siriclair says " Straw given to stock.

should be constanlly made use of as soon after it

»3 threshed as possible ; for if exposed to the in-

."lUente of the utiuospherc, it becomes either musty
or too dry ; and in that state, cattle neither re'ish

nor tlirive on it so well. L'' it must be kept a

length of time for fodder, it should be bound in

busses, in which .state it is easier 'moved, lies in

•ess room, and retains its Ptreiigli) and flavor

rather lonucr, than when loose ; or it may be se-

'.-ured in a stack properly built, trodden down and
covered. Wlieat straw, on account of its strenglli

»s freuucrtly cut into chaff, and given to dorses

with tlicir corn, [grain.] The chaff is likewise

Ti.i.xcd with otiier food, in piulicular with potatoes,

and given to feeding aud working cattle.

In a tract entitled " Notices for a Young Farm
er," uijtlcii. wo be ieve, by the Hon. Judge Pe-
wcRS, foru;erly Prc.-:idciit of the Pcnn. Agricultu-

!»! c^ocicty, are the following directions:

" Cut or chaff your iiay, straw, corn tops or

Madcs, and even your stalks wiili a straw cutter,

and you will save a great proportion, which is

'ilfierwise wasted, or passed through the animal

n ithoMt contributing to its nourishment. One
kushel ofcliaffed hay at a mess given in a trough,

three times in twenty-four hours, is sufficient for

a horse, ox, or cow. A bushel of chaffed buy
lightly pressed weiglis from 5 to 5.V pounds. A
horse or herned beast thrives more on Jo lbs. thus

given, than an 24 or 25 lbs. as commonly expend-
ed, (including wiiste) in the usual mode of feeding
in ra'cks ;'to which troughs properly conttriicted

are far preferable. Salt your clover and other or by being confined too much on salted provis-

succulent as well as coarse hay. But over salting ions. It has been recommended to keep lumps o*

diminishes the nutriment. More than a peck to a salt in troughs protected against the effects o

ton is superfluous. Half that quantity is often suf.

ficient. Ten or fifteen pounds is usually an am-
ple allowance. Feeding your stock by weight
and measure of food will not only save your prov-

ender, by its orderly distribution, but, frequently

weather, by some sort of shelter, and at all timc-i

accessible to neat cattle and sheep. In that case

i; i? thought that the instincts and appetites of the

animals will induce them to consume the qudntily

which would prove most beneficial to them. Per-

the lives of animals, too often starved by niggard-
j

liaps it might answer a similar and as good a pu

liness or neglect, or gorged and destroyed by pro- 1
pose to permit cattle always to have access to cut

fusion. If it be true, as it is, that "the master's ' straw, or other food of inferior quality, moistened

eye makes the horse fat," it is equally so, that the vvith a strong solution of salt in water. A prac-

master's eye prevents the horse from being pam- tical and judicious cultivator informed us that, in

pered, wanton, pursive, bloated, foundered and fi-

nally wind broken and blind."

If hay is salted by using salt in substance it

should be done at the time it is deposited in the

mow. In some cases it may not be amiss to sprin-

giving salt to his cattle and sheep he always mix-

es it with unleached wood aslies. The mixture is

composed of one quart of fine salt to one half

busliel of ashes. To this composition his cattle

and sheep always have access. He believes that

kle a solution of salt in water over hay or other ' this mixture preserves the health, and promote

food for cattle in the winter time, especially if the the thriving of the animals.

fodder be of inferior quality. Lord Somerville ' Cows should be kept constantly in good condi-

recommends salt to be mixed with good as well as tion, as where they are evei suffered to become

damaged hay; and Mr Lawrence says "Of the very lean, and that in the w inter season, it is ira-

great use of salting damaged hay, I have known possit>le that they can be brought to afford a large

various instances. Heated and moulded hav has quantity of milk by geltiutr them in perfect con-

thus been rendered more agreeable to the plates M\m in the summer months. W^here cows arc

of cattle than even the finest, and has improved lean at the period of calving, no management at-

them in an equal degree." terwards is ever capable of bringing them to at-

. ., f ,,
~

r. ,r J V- „ i' ford for that season anything near tlie proportion
A writer for the " Republican and leoman, '"'''" j = i r

of milk that they would have done if they had

lieen supported in proper condition through the

winter. Food of the most nourishing and succu-

lent kinds sliould tuerefore be regularly given in

whose remarks were republished in the American

Farmer, vol.iv. No. 21, page 161 says "The prac-

tice of salting cattle in the winter is extremely

injurious and should be abandoned. To prevent . ,
, , , . .,

., » c .u- 1 r u L . u 1 . suitab proportions in the cold inclement months
the necessity of this, by far the best method is to »"""""- V'"\' -j i, i- j

put the salt upon the hay when it is put into the

mow. If this be done your cattle will require no

.salt in its crude state during the whole winter.

and the animals be kept warm, arid well supplied

M'ith pure water. Some advise their being cleau-

ed bv combing and other means; but this is a

[wnctice. which, though useful in making them
nor will they talie It !i oLered to them. Another i." ,'•. .,, ^c ^ i ii
. , /, ,, .. <• 1.- u .1, vie d their nnlk more freely, can, perhaps, seldom
inducement to the practice of salting hay in the •"

, , ^ '

-

', '., ,

. ., •
1 ui . r i^ j I 1, be emuloveu on an extensive scale with adT.in-

mow, IS the unavoidable waste of salt and labour
,

^ '

which accompanies the old method of using it in^ rr., . , , ,

., . . . 1 . . T» 1 . ,1 Mr Loudon says " 1 hs time cows should be-
the winter in Its crudestate. It also prevents the >'""" ',.,..

,

, f .1 u I a- c I . come dry beiore their calving is not agreed on.
danger of the hays suSering iniury from heat, i ' ,.

, ,

^
, .,,* , ,

,". • , ,., .,, . , I
some contending that they may oe milked almost

and by improving its quality, will occasion much , „ : . , " , ,.- . ,

, . .1 1-. f. J • .1. • to the time ot tneir dropping their call without in-
less v/nste in the expenditureof It during the win- .

, ., , ,•.,,
mi.- . „ .• .11, -11 u lurv ; whi e others mHiutain that it is absolutely

ter. This practice ot seasoning the hay will be -^ •'
'

, , l , i l i
• j j r-,,.,,! necessary that they should be laid dry trom one

health and
, u V r .u i . r .i

to two months, both for the advantage of them-

selves and of their calves. It is probable that

much in this business depends on the manner in

which they are kept ; as "iY^tre ilicy are well fed

they may bo continued* ip milk till within a week
or two of calving, without suffering any injury

v/hatever from it ; but in the contrary circumstan-

ces it may be bolter to lot tiicm run dry for a

mnnth, six weeks, or more, according to their con-

dition, in order to their more fully recruiting their

strength. It appears not iuipiobable, but that the

longer "the milking is continued, the more free the

cows will be from indurations and other affections

of the udder; which is a circumstance deserving

of attention. Where only one or two cows ai

kept for the supply of a family, it is likewise u.^o-

fill to know that by good feeding they may bo

ontinued in milk witliout any bad coiisequciice

found also to conduce much to th

thrift of the stock. For the use of salt in the

winter is accompanied sometimes with costive-

ness, and at others it produces opposite effects,

and invariably renders the cattle more susceptible

of the cold. And it not unfrequently results in

the loss of flesh aud disease. The profuse use of

salt on hay would no doubt prove detrimental.

—

Having for a .series of years pursued the practice

of salting my hay in the mow, I consider it supe-

rior to any other method of using salt, by at least

two hundred per cent."

Dr T. Cooper, iu an article written for the last

Philadelphia edition of Wiliich's Domestic Ency-
clopedia, states that " a quarter of an ounce of

salt per day to sheep ; and one ounce per day lo

cows and oxen, is an allowance ample enough."

Much however depends on the kind of food whic

cattle are fed with. If they are supplied with uUnearlv the lime of calving,
roots, jiumpkins, or any other green and succu-

lent food, they will require more salt than if they

were confined to hay or other dry food. Salt in

sma"

POTATO ONIONS.
\ gentleman at the south, who has raisud iiiin

quantities, is, perhaps, necessary for the
!
year two thousand of these onions, has given us

health of cattle as well as that of the human spe- 1 the following account of his mode of managing
cies ; but animals of either kind may suffer in I this valuable vegetable:—"Potato Onions are

consequence of using it too freely in substance, Ivory productive ; Ihcy skuuld br killed like potahs :
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f have raised this year nearly two thousand on a

small patch, where they grew so thick as literally

to crowd each other out of the ground. They re-

quire a light warm soil, and frequent hoemg."

A'cio England Farmers' and Mechanics' Journal.

Conducted by E.Hulmes,M. D Professor of Chem-

istry, statural History, and Jlgriculture in Gardi-

ner Lyceum.

A new publication with the above title, publish-

ed monthly, at Gardiner, Me. has just been com-

menced, and promises to pe a valuable accession

to the interests of science. We have seen the

first number, and from that specimen are led to

believe that the work will bo ably and judiciously

I onducted. The following extract from the intro-

duction devclopes the plan, and the means whicli

the conductor relies on for its execution.

"Besides the assurance of assistance from seve-

ral gentlemer, well qualified to furnish valuable

information on the various topics which come

within our scope, and which will undoubtedly be

highly interesting, as well as orijrinal,—we have

ampte means of extracting from the various peri-

odicals of the day, whatever may he considered

useful to the Mechanics and the Farmers. Most

of the Scientific Journals and ftlagaziiics published

!u France, England, and the United States, are

taken at the Lyceum. Such selections from these

works will be made, as shall be considered appli-

cable to the design of our publication, and the

pursuits of our patrons. The inventive genius of

the people of New England, is another rich source

from which we e.\pect to derive much that is val-

uable. Every day produces some new combina-

uon of mechanical powers—some new improve-

ments in the arts of life, whe;-oby labor is lesson,

ed a.".d its effects increased."

We are happy to unite our efforts with sucli,

fellow laborers, and are convinced that the de-

mand for works of useful information, will in-

crease in the same proportion in which the means

of supplying such demands are multiplied.

CITY AFFAIRS.
On Monday last, the Hon. Josiah Quincy was

chosen Mayor, by a vote of 2159 to 440—and John

F. Loring, Robert Fennelly, James Savage, Thom-
as Kendall, John Pickering, James IJ".'!, Phinoas

Upham, Samuel T. Armstron.5, Aldermen.—Mr
Amos Binney had 340 votes for Mayor, and there

were 100 scattering.

T'.VENTIETn CONGRESS FIRST SESSION.

In Senate Dec. 3, 1827.—The hour of 12 having

arrived, the Vice President took the chair. The
roll of Senators having been called over by Mr.

}..owrie the Secretary, it appeared that every

member was in attendance, except Mr. Webster,

of Mass and Mr. Thomas, of Illinois. Col. John-

son, of Kentucky, gave notice that he should in-

troduce a bill to abolish imprisonment for debt.

House.—The House was called to order by M.

St. Clair Clarke, Clerk of the House—and the

iloU of tiie House btinp railed over by States, it

appeared that two hundred and seven members,

out of two hundred and thirteen answered to their

names ; the House proceeded to ballot for a

Speaker. The result was,

For Andrew Stevenson, of Virginia, 104
John W. Taylor, of New York, 94
P. P. Barbour, of Virginia, 4

Scattering votes, 3

Animal Instinct.—A friend in South Bosion has
|

given us tlio followinj;^ instance of the lono;(:vilv anil insiinet oi

the Hen, wliieli is worthy of notice—" V.arly in April 1317 1

rniscii a hrood of chickens, one of which survi\C'.l li!l Nestt-riiay,

when she duul, lingering under all the inlirniilies ofoUl aj;v, Im--

ing 10 years and 8 months old. Till the List ^ eat she coiilinued

to lay e<^g;s, and rear chickens. During the last 8 or 10 nioiilhs

all her powers became sensibly impaired ; bnt her parental in-

stinct conlinticd—as she protected and provided for tlie broods of

other hens committed to Iter care ; and the last service of her
useful life, was the charge which she rfl/wH/uriVj/ assumed of a

brood that had lost dieir parent hen, assisting and protecting them
till the severity of the weather prevented."

Dogs used as beasts of burden.—Cul. M'Kcnney
in his tour to the Western Lakes, &c. mentic-ns, that " in the

winter of 18^0, two gentlemen came from Lord Selkirk's (Bri-

tish) Establishment on the Red River, to I'rairie du Chion, on
the Mississippi, a distance of several hundred miles, each drawn
on a Ti-ain by three or four dogs." We have heard of dogs
being used in this manner in Russia, and perljaps in some
other eastern countries ; but were not apprised of their ever
having been subjected to the yoke or the collar, on this conti-

nent. The " Train," liere spoken of, is a species of broad
bottomed land-canoe, much used througitout Lower Canada,
calculated to be drawn wiUi case on the snow, where there is

no beaten tract. Unlike our sleighs, they have no runner, but

are drawn on their flat bottoms, and move in an irregular ziz-

zag manner, having nothing to guide or steady tiiem.

The late Admiral Cosby, of Stradbally Hall had
as large and as brown a fist as any Admiral in his Majesty's
service. Happening one day, unfortunately, to lay it on the

table during dmner, at Colonel Fitzgerald's, Merrion-square j a
Mr. Jenkins, (a half blind doctor) who chanced to sit next to

the .Admiral, cast his eye upon the fist ;—the imperfection of his

vision, led him to believe it was a French roll of bread, and
without further ceremony, the doctor thrust his fork plump into

the Admiral's fist. The cotilusion which resulted may be easi-

ly imagined.

A'ouei Capture.—On Friday, a wild deer, escap-
ed probably Irom his fastnesses in New Hampshire, was discov-

ered at sea, about two miles from the shore, and secured by two
men who were out in a skiff, fishing. The animal was shot at

on the other side of the river, and made to sea from the Salis-

bury point. There is reason to think he had been hard press-

ed—as, we believe, it is observed by hunters, that it is in ex-

treme trepidation only, that the animal takes to the water. It

was a lucky haul for the fishermen, ten dollars being obtained

for him.

—

Ntucburyport Herald.

Among the recent inventions in oi;r city, is one
lately imported from Franco, by Mr. Riclnrd. for sponging
woolen cloth. It shrinks the clolii as much as by the usual

way, leaving all the original gloss and finish, which cannot be
removed by rain or dampness. We understand it has been adopt-

ed by several of the craft, and has given entire satisfaction.

The great New Y'^ork Canal is re-opened as

far up as Rochester,—and boats are daily passing down to

Albany.

The exclusive privileges of the East India Dock
Company expired on the 2d inst.; and as a proof of the advan-
tages of competition, the rates previously charged, amounting
to I2s. per Ion register, are now charged but 2s. b'd.

A carpet manufactory, in Jersey city, (owned in

New York,) has a capital of 100,000 dollars, and employs one
hundred hands, making -,500 yards weekly. The spinning and
preparing the yarn employs another hundred persons.

It is said the bad state of Mr. John Randolph's
health, will nut permit him to remain at Washington but a
few days.

An order in Council has been issued, permitting
the entry of American vessels at the Bahama islands, in ballast

only, and exporting ihereftom, salt and fruit, only, to the United
Slates.

It is stated that the Lord High Admiral of Great
Britain, has determined upon fitting out another expedition to

the North Pole.

The Hon. Daniel Webster and his lady were
bolli detained by indisposition, at New York, at the last dates.

Trees, Ornamental Ulirubs, f,c.

JIR WINSHII' ofi'.-rs Ibr sale at his Nmscrv, lu Brigl.toi,,
the largest varielv of Fruit and Ornamental 'I'lvcr., Shrubs, &c.
His collection of Fruit Trees is large aiKl well .selected ; and hi^
variety of Oniamuntal .'Shrubs is very extcnsiv< comprising ihi'

Rose Acacia, Three ihonied Acacia, Gum A' . i
' uln How.

cring .Almonds, red and while Althea.«,UI;.i I'! i
' 1 i^ric-

nia Radiean, Burning Busli, dwarf fiowcni. 1' sinui

splendid flowering Catalpiis, Dahlias, Daj. hi, ' I'm'. :.l, .reon.
(first flowering snrubj variety of Grapes, vorletv of Huiieyruck-
le, English Aalnuls, SV'eeping willows, Ciuinccs, Syringos, La-
burnum, Snowballs, Rhubarb, Raspberries, Plums, Pecan iiu'

trees, Mountain Ash, Lilacs, Larkspur graiidillora, japan peai _

Japonnica chorchorrus, iSic.—Orders for any of these article-

lelt with MrRussr.LL, at the New England Farmer office, wil
be executed on tiie same terms as at the nursery, and delivered
in Boston, free of expense.—Catalogues furnislicd gratis.

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEr.9E. Apply u-

TuoMAS WiLi.!.\Bis, Noudlo's Island, or to Mr Ri;ssi'.i.i.' ai

the New England Farmer oifice. Dec 7.

For Sale,

TWO large, well formed and powerful mares, with foal h\

the celebrated imported luirse Bdtfaiind'^. These animals art

perfectly broke to the saddle aud all kinds of harness—will work
before oxen, and are peti<;ct!y kind and good travellers. To
persons wanting mares to breed from, this oflL-rs on opportuniu
not often met with.—Also 2 pair of WILD GEESE.
Apply to Ben J. Austin, near Mr Greenougli's mcetinghousf

in Newton, or to J. B. Riisi>i;i,L, at the New England I'arme^

ottice, Boston. Dec 7.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Superior Tulips.

For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, a further

supply of Dutch Tulips, at a moderate price.

Also, a few POTATC ) ONIONS—with every variety of Gar-
den Seeds, Flower Seeds, i^v.

Bremen Geese.

For sale, 3 pair of this superior breed of Geese ; they are de-

cidedly superior lo the common breed, in the great size they at-

tain, in the lacilily with which they may be raised, and iil the

comparatively small quantity of grain required to fatten them.

—

Inqnire at this ofRce.

APPLES, best,

.^SHES, pot, 1st £orl, - -

pearl do. - - -

BEAN!;, white, - - . -

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new,
cargo, No 1, new, -

" No 2, new, -

BUTTER,, inspect. No. 1. r.t

CHEESE, new milk, - - -

skimraca milk,

FLAX - - - - - - -

FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Bailiiiiore, Howurd i

Genesee, - -

Rve, best. - -

GRAIN, Rye - -

Corn - - -

Barley - - -

Gal? - - . -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new,
HOPS, No 1, Inspection

LF.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Hcid's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,-waEh

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washe
do 1-2 i^ i do

Native - - - do
I'uUtd, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do SpiniMnj, 1st sort

PRO VISION, MAREE T.

BEEF, best pieces - - . .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

••' whole hogs, - - -

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - .

Indian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

CIDB», (according to quaK»»>
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^MISCELLANIES. _

yroin the Phila(ielp}iia Magazirie.

THE VOICE OF WINTER.
T come—my Ijrealh i.s on llie blast

!

A UTealli ofrlouds is o'er me

;

\m\ the loveliest flowprs of earth as I past.

Have witlier'd anil slirun!; l>cfore me.

.r have found Ihe earth in ils richest bloom.

I come to gather it's pride to Ihe lonib ;

I have found it aH with jov elale,

I come to make it desolate.

'i'lie leaves of the trees are rustling and gay.

The sheen of the river is bright as the spring,

—

\ will blow those rustling leaves away,

I will stop (he streamlet's murmuring.

r will strip of its robe the towering oak.

Its roots shall be torn, nnd its limbs be broke,

i will howl through the wa.'^tC; .'ind the wild beasts there

At the sound of my voice shall shrink to their lair.

The eagle shall close her soaring w'ing,

And seek her nest on the eyrie Ivgh ;

Kni every songster rease to sing,

At the sound of my ominous rushing by !

I will bow to the dust the gayest flowers.

And strip of their pride the fairest bowers

.

1 will clothe the earth in white as 1 come

—

The winding sheet of her wintry tomb

!

I Advantage of .N'ewspapers. During the past they fairly threatened to challenge the tenants

j
season, we publislied an extract from a writer on with longer possessio;i. The fried cork had onl)

'• the suhj.3ct of raising English turnips, describing been laid for them three nights before the whole
1 thp best method of cultivating that vegetable. A

|
disappeared. A fact of this kind cannot be made

'highly respected patron, of Essex "-ounty, happen- ( too public

—

since it may be the means of prevent-
ing in at our office a few days since, stated to us,

|
ing iTiany of those serious acciilents which so fro-

that in consequence of following the directions quently occur from the use of poison.

—

Stirling pu.
contained in that article, he had raised from a lit-

tie over ten rods of ground sntnty hiishi-ls of ex-\ No fewer than about 1,648 species of plants,

cellent turnips, equal to about one thousand bush- mostly new, have been recently discovered in our

• els to the acre, some of which weighed from ten \ncv; Indian territories. Among these are a ches

to thirteen pounds. He state.;, that early in the

spring he ploughed the lot two or three times,

—

and fenced it off for a cow-yard, for which pur-

;

pose it was used until the u?ual time of sowing,

' when it was again ploughed, harroued, and sow-

i

ed broad cast. The grotind had formerly been

I

much infested with weeds and thistles ; to reme-

I

dy which, the turnips were hoed and thinned out

I

several times, commencing soon after they had

I
attained the third leaf. Ho attributes the success

!
of his crop almost entirely to the hoeing an.i thin-

i ning of the plants— as, by similir treatment in

I
every other respect, he had never before had

much success in the cultivation of turnips.— Ver-

mont Rcpuhiiian.

nut and an oak. No country was ever more gifted

with natural capabilities; forests of timber trees:

fine and navigable rivers ; animals of all sorts.

The efforts made in Flanders for the cultivation

of the vine huve completely succeeded. The com-
mencement of the vine harvest was at Renaix, the

occasion of a fete, in which the authorities took

part. Fifty acres of land pl.inted with vines have
produced about 30 tierces of wine.

Soft Lips.— A lady of fasiiion inscribed on a

pane of glass, at an Inn, in Staines, (England.)

'Dear Lord norrinjton has the softest lip? that

ever pres^^ed t'msi' of beauty." Foote, coming in-

to the room .soon after, wrote underneath

—

'* Thf'n as like as two chips,

Are his head and his lips."

Tho following instances of erroiieotis estimates
Tjy publishers are given in Mr. Goodhugli's popu-
lar work, '-The English Gentleman's Librnry

Manual." At first Miller would not give Thom-
son a fiirtliing for his IVinter. lie afterwards gave
Mm three guineas for it. Cave offered half tho

J>ooksellers iu London the property of the Gmfle-
Hien's Magazine ; and, as they all refused to en-

gage in it, he was oliliged to publish it himself

—

Bk/jj's Justice was offered in vain to every pub-

lisher, for 50/. Dr. Buchan offered his Domestic
Medicine to every principal bookseller of Edin-
burgh and London for 1(1(1/., without obtaining a

purchaser; and after it hau passed through twen-
ty-five editions, it sold i". thirty-two shares, at riOl.

*ach. Berofiford offered the copyright of tUe Mis-
• riet of Human Life, fur 20/.; it afterwards real-

ized 5,000.

The Moon.—Some persons are very particular

in sowing their seeds iu a particular time of the

moon. Let such regard their moonshine— it may
uiaKe the negligent plant their seeds in season.

—

But he that has his ground well prepared, and

plants good seed, and does it early, will find that

sunshine will affect hi.s crop more than moonshine.

The hi):;s, too, must be killed in a partiiulor time

of the moon, in order to have the pork swell hy

boiling ! We have only to say to such charac-

ters, fatten your hogs upon H'e-liee! instead of

corn, and kill them if you please in your particu-

lar time of the moon, and neillier vour ^oi nor

pork barrel will burst by the swelling of your

pork.— Berk. Amer.

Roses.—Perhaps among the productions of the

vegetable kingdom there is none more remarkable

than a rose recently introduced into Europe from

China, the Rosa GrerUii, or Grcvilli's China Ross.'

In one specimen that wo have seen, the shoot far

At a dinner retently given by the city of Amiens
to the King of France, was placed on the table

opposite to his Majesty, an immense column, com-
posed of sugar manufactured from beet-root, at

Franvillers, near Amiens. The column consistoil

cffour different qualities of refined sugar, and
crystals of raw sugar formed the pedestal.

fi'uit Trees.

WM. PRINCE, the proprietor of llie i/jVinopt^n Bo-
Un/ic Gaii/tn and Xutst:i-ks at Flushing, L. 1. has
the pleasure of informing tho public, thai his nurse-

ry now contains \T1 varieties of the Apple, 202 of
f ( herries, 13!) ol Plums, iS of A pricols, 84 of Peach-

es. 20 of Nectarines, lOofAlmoniit-, 14(.f Jiulberries. 6 ol Quin-
ces, IC of Figs, IG of Currants. U of Raspberries, 47 of Goose-
berries, 20 ol Strawberries, 2i>7 of Grapes, GtX) of Omamenlal
Trees. Above SOOoflhi* above kinds of Fruits are not to he
found inanyolher coll'-clion in .America.

The ditferent varieties (annot be otherwise than genuine, a*

the greatest attention is paid, ami nearly ail the kinds are inocu-^
iated fr*:in bearing trees. The Cherry, Peach, and other trees
arc^enerally of large size. (Catalogues maybe obtained at the*
New England Farmer oihce, gratis, and orders lell Ihere.or sent
by mail, will meet atlenlion.

JAMES ULOODGOOli & Co's.

ATursery, at Flushing, on Long-Island near JVcir

York.

IN behalf of the proprietors of die above nursery.
the subscriber solicits the oiders ol horliculturisis*

who may be desirous ot stocking their gardens and
fields with fruit trees of the finest sorts and niosr

henliliy ai:ct vigorous slocks the pre.>^eiit autumn.
BrooDGOOK cc Co. alfcnd persunally to the inoculating ava

I
graftiiiic ofatltheirfi ait trees, and \iurchasers may relv v •'

feet, and it now covers an area of about one huii- confid'ence that the trees lluy order will prove genuine,

dred square feet, with more than a hundred triis- . The subscriber, agent of the ais.'ve nursery, will receii

exceeds any thing of the kind, having in the spac

of a few weeks attained the height of eighteen

A captain of a Wcsl Iiidiaman wished to piiF-

chase a horse ; in conseqiieuce, he applied to a

well known character, v.-ho sold him one. After

'he purchase had been made, tho captain observ-

ed, "Well, no'.v the horse is mine, pray tell mc
'annidly, whether he has any faults, imd what arc

they."—" What do you moan to do with him .•'"

»eplied the other. 'Why, to take him to sou,

said the captain, "to the Wijst Indies."—"Then
i will be candid," »eplied the dealer, " he mat/ go
oery iceli ol sea, but. on lau4. lie cannot go at all,

or I would not have sold him."

ders for any quantitv of
" FKUIT AND FOREST TREES,

FLOWEKINC, .SHRUBS,
.AND

PLANTS.
And the trees will be delivered in Ihis city at the risk and

ECS of flowers, sumo of which have more than fifty

buds in a cluster, so that the amount of flower

hiids may be computed at three thousand ; but

the greatest curiosity is the amazing diversity of

tints in the buds at first opening—white, light i

pense of the Purch.-iscr-, the billsmay be paid to him.

,,,^, iiii-i^ 11 1 1^ The reputation of Ihis nursery is so extensively known ami
batsh, .deeper blush, light red, deeper red, scarlet

, [,as been so well sustained -thai I take leave to refer those in

and purple, all on the same cluster. This rose ; want of trees tn anv of the Moriicultnr:sts in this citv and Its vi-

grows iu tlie manner of tho mulVillora, but is easi 1
"^'P'.'.V' «'»' ''<"•"'«' dcn.onsin.iMui is .ksir..<l, I invi"ie those who?.. ,1,1 . / 11. wish to be thus salislied to examine the trees in my gardener

ly distinguishable by its leat, which 13 much larg- Dorchester, procured from this nursery lor ihree or four years

or iiiid more nio-ose. En-r. pa. past, some ol which arc now in bearing, all in a healthy and
** ^

' vigorous slate.

It is said the arehes of the tunnel under the

Thames are built with a new Italian cement,

—

which makes them tight, and preserves them even

from dampness.

Dtstniclion of Rals A correspondent who had
noticed, in a recent number of our Journal a para-

piaph recommending ground cork, fried in greiK-ie,

as ail cilicac-ous plan for di^slroyiiig rats, states

that he lately put the plan to the test of expori-

ance, and completely suceeded. The case was
that of two old women in the village of Denny,who
had lived in two detached garret rooms of the same
building. The rals had long been troublesome,

but at length became so numerous and daring, that

Catalogues will be delivered gralis on application to

ZEB. (

Rogers' liuilding. ( ong
tiOK

A*fi» Knglaud Fanner's Almiinai:k,for 1828-
Just published, at the New Enghuul Farmer Office, and

for sale by Howlks tSc r)i:AKBORN, 72 Washington Street, and
at the Itookstnres generally, the I^'<-ir Eiigla7}d Fiinners Alma^
wm/i-. for I!;28. By Thomas G. Fessemleu. Editor of tlie iXew
England Farmer

"

Ilie Kahmkr is published every } riday, at JS.Oft

per .innum, or $^2,50 if paid in advance.

Gentlemen who procure _/i«'« responsible suiscribersj

areentitleil to aii.T/'t volume gratis.
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PALL TARRING.
lla I-'tssENDEN— I noticed in your paper of the

I'M ult. a few observations on the subject of the

(.'anker Worm, and tH(j|iappr!cation of tnr as «

remedy. After stating that many persons hud

tried the experiment of t!ie tar, and failing alto

gether in the object of its application, have be-

come skeptical as to its efficacy in preserving our

orchards from the ravages of that destructive

worm, the writer undertakes to point out the

eausM of this/«i7i(rf, and asserts from the anthoi -

ity of an inttUigent cultivator, that the grub vvhcT

it finds its ascent into the tree intercepted by

means of the tar, deposits its eggs below ; atid

by the time those become animated, and possess

the power of locomotion, the ordinary season of^

tarring has long passed by, and they ascend thol

tree over the dried tar without annoyance. A-'

greeably to tliis hypothesis, the writer recom-

mends tarring very late, or at the season proper

to meet the necessity of the case. Admitting the

spring to be the only season in which they ascend

the tree, the opinion of the writer is the only one

naturally suggested to the mind, that accords with

the fact of their escape—but it is merely hypo-

1

thctical. I

It is a well known fact that the canker worms
ascend in the autumn as wfll as in the spring ; and!

Ks far as aiy ov.'n experif'n.ie extends, in mucb
greater multitudes. In the summer of 1826 I had

some canker worms in my orchard, but not so

many as materially to injure the fruit, am' last

sprinf I applied the tar. I commenced as soon as

the frost was out of the ground, and continued to

apply it every day when the ground was not froz-

en, until none of them appeared in the tree. I

was pleased with tho idea that few or none had
escaped me. 1 was much deceived, however, for

I had ten times as many worm- upon my trees as

the year before. There was hardly a leaf in the

whole orcliar<i that was not devoured. To me
this was inexplicable until a gentleman of my hc

f|uaintan<p of much intellii/once, assured me that

they ascend in the fall ; that he had applied the

tar to liis o.vn lroe^' at that ?iPa.-=on, and caught as

miny as in t le spring. Fully relyins" on the cor

rcctntsB of the account. I applied the tnr to mv
own trws, on the first of last umnth. For tlie fir^^t

Iwoorlhrf-e applications, I caught but few— but

every night from the 4th to tlie 10th. wh^n the
ground was not closed by the frost, thn tar was
mostly covered with them. There were but few
nights, however, from the 1st to the 10th of thp
month. i?i uhich the ground was not fro jmi ton

hard for them to escape—and none, I believe from
the 10th to the 3!;th. I tarred my trees, notwith-
standing, on the lGtii,but the following night being
colder than 1 anticipated, none could escape from
the ground. But the 3gt.|i j;,y (,f the month was
warm, and towards the evening a little rainy, anrl

1 observed tho tar that I had applied on the It'th

was getting quite liquid and running down the
bodies of the trees. This condition of the tar
seemed to preclude the necessity of applying it

•on that day, and I omitted it. The following night

it ruined and tho wind blew heavy from the S. E.

and most of the night, tho ground must have been

open to the escape of the canker wo nis. Tho
next morning I went into my orchard, and was
indeed amazed at the view presented by my trees.

Not only every particle of the tar was covered

with them, but tho trunks and principal brandies

were nearly as much crowded as the tar. No sys-

tem of larring now in use, I am thoroughly con-

vinced, would have saved my trees on a rising so

multitudinous as on that night. They had been

enclosed in the ground for three weeks, almost

the whole time of their ordinary ascent at tliat

spason of the year, and when in common years

the ground is open almost every night to their es-

cape. I have ahvays, however, caught most in

stormy nights whun the wind is at the SE. From
all I can learn, I am inclined to believe that they

continue under ground, after they enter it in tlie

sQmmer, not more than four tnonths before they

commence their return; and if we undertake to

preserve our orchards by means of the tar, we
must commence as early as the middle of October,

and continue to apply it every day when the

ffroiind is not frozen, until some time in the fol-

lowing April. But when the canker worms are

so numerous as to destroy the whole foliage of an

orchard, and 'he ground closed for ten or twenty

lays in succession during the season of their as-

tent, and suddenly opens, as or. the 39th of Ja.st

p.-inth, the common mode of tarring will not ans

wer. T. W.
nrislol, (R. I.) Dec. 18, 1827.

ers, which, on trial, I bolicve they will prefer-

As the pomace is pressed out, let it be throw is

into a heap, under cover, if possible. Perhaps a

corner of a eighty foot by twenty three esti biish

ment might be spared, and let this luxur> to farm

stock be dealt out in due proportion to thein all :

in such quantty, and at sucli intervals as not to

cloy, and causa them to loathe it. Especially let,

poultry of all kinds be well supplieu with it. 1

prefer them fatted on apple seeds to any thing

else. And they fat very quick on them. Thu^'

the grain may be all saved, that they would other-

wise consume. F< r if it can be secured from

waste, it will serve for their winter's food. And

it will be at all times grateful to cattle, sheep and

hogs, and save a proportion of their food, of much
more value, I doubt not, than the raw pomace in •

la mass to bu worked into manure by the hogt '

alone. Respectfully.

A BROTHER FARMER.
December Vith, 1827.

APPLE POMACE.
Mr, Pessenden,— I am confident my brother

furmet's plan, of Norfolk county, is by no means
the mcst economical way of disposing of his ap
pie pomace, though I may not be able to convince

him of it. I admire his separate apartments for

hogs, and his conductors to convey the water to

them from his spacious cider-mill establishment ;

and, as food for his hogs, if dealt out in such quan-

tities as they will actually consume. I have no

objection to giving them their share of the pom-
ace. But as it is evident that six or eight hogs
will eat but a small part of the pomace from two
or three hunilred barrels of cider, I think there is

great waste in g'ving them such a quantity. For
indeed, what is not consumed by tho hogs is al-

most Wasted outright ; because it contributes but

very little to the value of manure, until it has

passed through the hogs, or other stock, and be-

cause I am perfectly satisfied, from tho observa

lion of thirty years or more, that it is a valuable

Ibod for all kinds of farm stock. There is noth-

ing that domestic animals more greedily devour ;

and iu a scarce season for hay or grain, such a

quantity of pomace might be turned to much bet-

ter account'than to throw it all to the hogs.

My farming establishment, I presume, is smail,

very small—compared v.ith that of the Norfolk

farmer ; but I make, annually, a much larger pro-

portion of manure, (I think) with a less number of

hogs, without pomace ; chiefly from weeds, and

such kind of rubbish. I will, therefore, venture

to recommend an experiment to my brother farni-

From tlie Neutbunjport HtrcdJ.

Take a fresh Musk-rat's skin, cut a strip one

and a half inches wid*, put it round the child'^

neck fiesh side to the neck, on going to bed a!

night,—and lour or five nights will effect a cure
'

in the mont obsMnatP case.

Having heard of the same remedy for the Asthma

or difficulty of bre:itiiinff, and at times suffering

ffreativ mysrifin t'lat way, I was inducpd to try

tilt; mn-sli rn .-sMn in the same manner. I found it

would apply nearlv as wc-ilto my case, as thechild't

on which I hr, p tni-d, and know it hits nearly

cured the cough on applying the sljin five nights

uhich raged to an alarming desrree.

Yours respectfully.
'

CHARLES B, PATTEN.
Amesbitry, Dec. 7, 1837.

To kill Enr-toigs, or other Instils, ivhich may
have accidentalty crept into the car.—Let the per

son under this distressing circumstaice, lay hi.^

head upon a table, the side upwards that is affectV

ed ; at the same time let some friend, carefully

drop into the ear a little sweet oil, or oil of al

inonds. A drop or two will be sufficitsiit, which

will instantly destroy the insect and remove tlvs

pain, however violent.

Grass Banks.—When the Belgians,vvho have lit

tie access to turf, wish steep banks to be covered

with grass, they first form them of earth, made in-

to a sort of stiff mortar,'' and cut to the requisite

slope, and then cover the surface with rich soil

mixed up into a plaister with water and grass

seeds, which soon spring up and cover the whole

with verdure.

Lord Kingston is said to have upwards of ihirtfi

thousand mulberry trees growing upon'one estate

in Ireland, and has already sent a quantity of raW

silk into the market.

Domestic Broadcloths, for gentlemen's surtouts.

are now selling in Boston for two dollars seventy

Jive cents per yard. Nothing is more absurd- than

the Southern fears, of paying dear for Americar;

cloth.
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From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine. Restoring Vegetable Life.—This object may in
\

On the Culture of the Potato, in respzct <o £<xWi. "'""y/ascs be effected by a powerful stimulant,

ness, the Curl, the fVorm, and other Circumstan. and, for all practical purposes, nothing is better

It has been a very old custom to obtain potatoes

for sets from cold situations and pour soils, it be-

ing conceived that a change from such a soil nnd

jlimate would make them grow better and more

luxuriant in rich soils and warm siiuations, like

removing an animal from a cold coun:ry and short

pasture to the rich pastures in the vTOnii valleys.

I have endeavoured to trace the effects, long and

well known, to their true causes, ard to combine

the whole in one connected system, which, if

correctly attended to, will produce every variety

of the potato si.'c weeks earlier than they arc at

jtresent obtained, without any additional trouble

•ir expense whatever.

Obtaining a crop si.'c weeks eailier thai usual is

111 object deserving the highest consideration; its

(loming into use at the season of the year when
the poor man's garden affords him no new vegeta-

'tiles, when the stock of the old potatoe.s is become

Bhort and dear, and, withal, so bitter, unpalatable,

and unuholesome; to have then a crop of new
potatoes is a delicacy indeed, especially to the poor,

vlepending so much for their suppoit upon the

^>otato; still more so to the Irish poor, to whom
Oie potato may be said to be the staff of lift

than hot water, as any person may prove to him

self with a withered nosegay. Camphor, howev-

er, is a still more powerful stimulant ; and, by

combining this substance with water by the me
dium of alcohol, as much can be effected in the

way of restoration to life, as is practicable in the

vegetable kingdom. In the Transactions of the

Prussian Gardening Society directions are given

for dissolving the camphor in alcohol to satura-

tion, by adding it till it remains solid at the bot-

tom of the vessel. The alcohol so prepared is to

be added to water in the proportion of four drops

to an ounce, and the two fluids beat toi/ether, till

the flocculi of camphor disappear. Plants or parts

of plants arc then to be immersed in this liquid,but

not longer than four hours ; for, if the vital prin-

ciple cannot be restored in that time, they may be

considere'l irrecovertil!!.-

li'alchina ilii .3u>a/./,i/(^ of iitr.i.— I'lie hive is

placed upon a weighing beam, sboui, three feet

eifflit inches long, with a board on the other end,

on which stones of the weight of the hive are

put. When the bees began to cast, (an ordinary

top swarm is between 41b. and 51b. wei ht,) and

when tiie fiist pound's weight of bees have left

the hive, the beam will turn back a little, the
I have planted several ro.vs of early pink-eyes ^^^^ ^^ ^ merchant's scale does on the coun-
romnpetubprs,whicharenowcom,ngup,almost.jg^. ^^^ ^^^j^^^ ^j^^ ^^.,1^ rests, it forces out a

man's Land paper slates, that the female convicts

lately landed " are quite of a superior class of so-

ciety," and many compliments on t! eir personal

appearance and accomplishments.

—

British Farm.
Chronicle.

Porter plaster for bruises.—This simple, siugu-

lar, and safe remedy for bruises, is nothing more
tlian a gallon of porter simmered in an earthen

vessel, till, when cool, it will be of the consist-

ence of a plaster. This preparation v;as spread

on avi old glove, and applied round the ancle of a

coachman, who was thrd|in off his bo>;, and mis-

erably bruised. In three days it so effectually

performed a cure, that Coachce was enabled to

rs-mount his box, perfectly relieved from all swe!-

lirg and pain.

—

Eng. Receipt Book.

Mechanical or Artificial Leeches.—This instru-

ment has been invented by Mr. Salandier, and

acts as an equivalent to leeches. Its advantages

consist in extracting the precise quantity of blood

thai is wanted to be taken from the patient ;—in

withdrawing the fluid with every desirable des-

patch and gentleness ;— in not causing that re-

pugnance, which naturally attends the application

of disgusting insects or worms ;— in not causing

any injury—and finally, in being practicable in.

every station, climate, situation, and country.

—

this instrument is manufactured at 1 ans, by the

Engineer Dumoutiez.

all curled. Not a curl appears upon any of the

3ame variety from unripe tubers, although planted

within a few yards of each other. The laslantumn

feeing W'arm and long, enabled the worm to grow
stronger and more vigorous to attack the potato,

4n which it made holes, and therein, perhaps,

deposited its eggs, which, nourished by the heat,

acquired life and strength ; and, after the potato

was planted and began to grow soft, it grew vig-

orous, and prf'yod upon its sap, rendering the

elant weak and curled. I am inclined to think

trigger, like the pin of a mole-trap, which lets off

a small iron wire to a bell in the house, that gives

sufficient warning to the bee-mother to go and

take care of the swarm. The above method has

been practised for several years by Mr. Duncan,

gardener, near Ayr (Glasgow Chronicle.)

SHEEP.
Numerous droves of sheep, containing (alto-

gether) as many as five or six thousand li-'ad,

have been diiven through this town, westwordly,

that the worm is the cause of the curl ; and that,
| this fall. The who e number sold in this State

»f potatos intended for sets wer" taken up before I niay be computed at 20,000. The prices '.vhich

tieinc ripe (before they are full grown), the worm
•vill not have attacked them ; and that, if it has,

exposing the potatoes to the sun, as I have des

Iribed (vol. ii. page 171.), will kill the worm be-

fore it has deposited any of its eggs. This hint I

submit to your intelligent readers I must own,

lowever, that it requires more experiments than I

(have yet made, to come to a final conclusion on

•he subject.

The worms prevailed last autumn in the potato,

fir that destructive degree, that they consumed

Biuch of the wheat sown upon the potato ground,

fiefore they were destroyed by the frost. In this

and the adjoining counties, in almost all the

."tfound where potatoes were grown, large patciies

appear naked, without a plant of wheat, although

tte plants now remaining are strong and healthy.

Allow me to impress on the minds of your read-

they have brought have been only from thirty

seven and a half to seventy-five cents, average

about fifty cents a head I—though a considerable

portion were much improved by the Merino cross.

Wliat would these animals have been worth, if

the farmer's Bill had passed the last Congress ?

Not less, we would judge, than two dollars c head.

Frankfort, (Ken.) Reporter.

I
CHILDREN.

j
The following from the Middlesex Gazette, upon

[he management of children is correctly conceiv-

ed :

j

Very few boys will bo insulting, or mischiev-

lous, or backward at school, who a.e properly man-
aged at home. And a mnjority of parents, being

tired of the nrise, rogu^ry and ill behaviour of

their children at home, send them to school with

no rules or lessons for their conduct, e.\pecting

the master in the pienlitudc of his wisdom and
leisure to make them fine scholars, and fine gen-
tlemen, and amiable men and women all at once,

and all this is e.-cpected many times without a

frown or blow, as though it were perfectly easy

for a school teacher to make of forty boys at

school, what a parent cannot make of two at home.
" The milk of human kindness" in children is often

spoiled at home, and parents wonder they do not

grow right up at once, just as they ought to in

every particular, under the tuition of their teach-

JVew South fValcs.—The cultivation of sugar

appears to make rapid progress in tliis colony.

—

Two vessels laden with sugars of the new crop

sailed for England in June last. Mr John Macar-

j

thur has been indefatigable in bringing forward

improvements in agriculture, and particularly the

wools of the colony. 17.j,000 acres of Ian I on this

side of the mountains are to be measured forth-

with, and appropiated as a glebe to the Australian

ars the facts, that taking up the potatoes intended i Church. This quantity is independent of the grant,

(oY seed next year before they are ripe (before for the like use, over the mountains. 200,000 a-

l^ey are full grown), and exposing them to the

iftfl for a month or six weeks, and, at planting

iaae, observing the eye cut and placing it up-

ward, will secure, without any other trouble or ex-

^wse, a crop of every variety of the potato, six

vueeks earlier than the same variety of the potato,

?• .^l.J'>w(?d to grow ripe, will produce.

^ am, Sir, &c.

A Denbighshire Gardcntr.

cres also, at Van Dieraan's Land, are destined to

become the property of the Church. An order

was made by Sir Thomas Brisbane, previous to

his depa: ture, for the appropriation of 20,000 acres

of land to the VVesleyan Missionaries, wlio are

employed in the conversion of the aboriginal na-

tives of this country. In mentioning the improve-

of these distant colonies, we should undoubtedly

notice the advance in politeness. The Van Die-

Remedy for Chilblains.— Soak them in warm
bran and water, then rub them well with mustard

seed flour ; but it will be better if this is done
before they break.

MANAGEMENT OF PIGS.

The following experiujent was made by a gen-

tleman of Norfolk. Six pigs of the Norfolk breed,

and of nearly equal weight, were put to keeping

at the same time, and treated the same as to food

and litter for about seven weeks. Three of them
were left to shift for themselves as to cleanliness;

the other three were kept as clean as possible by

a man employed for the purpose, with a curry-

comb and brush. The last consumed in seven

weeks fewer peas by fve bush'is, than the other

three ;
yet they weighed more when killed by

two stone and four pounds [thirty-si.x pounds],

upon an average, or six stone twelve pounds [108
pounds] upon the whole London paper.
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Obseivatiuns respecling t- e UtilUy of Suialloivs,

ii/ the Rev. David Ure, Ministtr of Ujihall, in

•Scotlanil.

One advantngc, wiiicli ibis country enjoys uitli

most otlicrs, is derived from tlie Swallow. These

migratory birds are of an incalculable advantage

to the interests of society at large, but more imme-

diately to the husbandman. Nature has, by in-

stinct, directed them to build their nests, and

bring forth their young, at the season of the year

when those insects, on which they live, are begin-

ning to injure tlie rising crops, by depositing their

eggs for the production of caterpillars. Were
those niyri'alfe of insects, vvith which the air then

swarms, allowed to fly about, without an enemy

to destroy them, the caterpillars, their offspring,

would, in a short time, become so numerous, that

•every vegetable would be totally destroyed. One
of their greatest enemies is the Swallow. The
most of common birds also feed their young with

caterpillars—which circumstance astonishingly

lessens their number. But the Swallow feeds l;er

young with the insect or parent of these caterpil-

lars, and is of superior advantage ; for, by des

troying a single fly or insect, in the beginning of

.-summer, many thousands of vermin are prevented

from coming into existence. Thus applying a

remedy to the evil in the most effectual way.

—

Every encouragement, therefore, should, by the

'overs of Agriculture, be given to thoso friendly

visitants. Some thoughtless people discourage

ihem from frequenting the neighbourhood of bee

liives, from a suspicion that in their flight thev

pick up the bees. This perhaps is no more than

a suspicion : for it is probable that S>va!low3 will

not injure bees or any other insects that are arm-
ed with stings. But although a few bees should
be destroyed by them, their loss is of very little

j

consequence, compared with the advantages aris-

ing from the destruction of the caterpillars and
other devouring vermin. It is believed, by accu-

rate observers that one nest of Swallows will de-

vour in a season, about 100,000 insects, which,

with tlfeir caterpillars, would destroy an immense
quantity of growing vegetables. Another advan-

tage arising from the Swallow is, that it never

lives on grain, which is not the case with most
other birds.

Cultivation of silk Considerable attention is

now paid to the cultivation of this article. A
number, within our knowledge, have engaged
succossi'ully in the business. Their success will

be productive of much benefit. It will e.\cite'the

attention of others to this employment. The fol-

lowing facts are worthy of attention. Four acres

of land planted with the mulberry, near Boston,

have supplied food for as many worms as made
490 pounds of silk—worth $3,30 per pound, or

$1,470; all of which were attended to by four

girls, and only for a short period in the year.

—

This employment is well calculated for those, who
are advanced, and also for those families in which
there are many young children, neither of which
would be very profitable in any other way. It is

said, that the best method of cultivating the mul-
berry is to sow it broad cast, then the loaves may
be mowed off and raked together for use, without

much trouble. The leaves are also more tender

than those, which grow on trees, a sufiicient num-
ber of these however, must be reared to furnish

annual supplies of seed.

—

Dunstable, (JV. II.) Gaz.

To preserve seeds in a state fit for vegetation.^
Fill an old cask about half full of moist earth

;

then put the seeds, those especiaHy which are not

of an oily nature, and consequently liable to spoil

soonest, as near the centre of the cask as possi-

ble ; then fill up the remaining portion of the cask

with moist earth, ramming it tight, and heading
the cask so as to make it completely air and wa-
ter tight as possible, and stow it away in a place

to which no salt water is likely to reacji. In this

way, seeds may be brought, with perfect safety,

from the East Indies or New Holland.

Patent Water-wheel.—The Dover (New Hamp-
shire) Republican, states, that "Mr. Elijah Skin-

ner, of Sandwich, has patented an improvement in

the open single screw or spiral water-wheel, cal-

led the 'open screw n'ater-tvheel,^ which promises

to be of great utility. This wlieel is used by pi-ic-

ing it horizontally in a river parallel with the cur-

rent; and, where the depth of water will admit,

wholly immersec, giving the watqr free passa.^e

into the screw or float boards. In small streams,

where there is but lit! Is head and fall of water,

this wheel may be used in a siaiilar manner to the

tub wheel, by mears of tiie water passing through

a long hollow cylinder in a perpendicular or

oblique direction. Tiie aiivicitages claimed for

this improveuient are, thit these wheels may be

used to advantage in slow and deep currents

where dams cannot be conveniently built, without

obstructing navigation, and may also be used in

tide waters with the ebb and flow of the tides, or

in floating mills, or at the bow or stern of vessels

for working the pumps, &c.; and lastly, its cheap-
ness of construction."

Meal.—The consumption of Meat in London
may be nearly ascertained by the annual sales of

cattle at Smithfield market, which amount to

about 150,000 head of large cattle, 30,000 calves,

a million and a half of sheep, and 25,000 hogs.

Bread Stuff's.—The annual consumption of corn

in London is about eight millions of bushels ; four

fifths of which are made into bread, and amount
to 64 millions of qr. loaves. The Butter consum-

ed is 11,000 tons. Cheese 13,000. Milk valued

at nearly five millions of dollars ;— Poultry, from

3 to 400,000 dollars. Game of various quantities.

Agriculture in Russia.—An economical Society

and a school for the education of future agricultu-

rists, have recently been established at Moscow,
through the exertions of Prince Galitzin. " The
branches of instruction are the following: the Rus-
sian language, book-keeping, agricultural chemis-

try, botany, the pliysiology of plants, the manage-
ment of woods and forests, technology, farming,

and the veterinary art. The course lasts 5 years.

The Society publishes a journal in the Russian

language, which has already accomplished much
good."

It is proposed to light the city of Pittsburg with

Seneca Oil. It is found in abundance floating on'

the surface of some of the creeks, and it is said
|

that it misht be furnished for twenty-five cents!

per gallon, if a market was opened for its use. '

Fruit and Vegetables.—The neighborhood of

London furnishes it with fruit and vegetables, and
occupy about 6000 acres, which are laid out in

gardens, and give employment to 30,000 persons

in v.'interj^and nearly 100,000 in summer.

SILK MANUFACTURE.
About si.x weeks since, Mr Douglas,a Scotchman,

came to Windham, Conn, for the purpose of estab-
lishing himsulf in the weaving of silk ribbands.

—

To this he was led from the low rate of board,
and the great facility of obtaining good and cheap
silk. He has wrought so long in his native coun-
try, and latterly at Now York, that his opinion

ought, perhaps, to be entitled to some weight.

—

Ho stated tome, that it was his sincere convictioii

that he had never worked, or seen, from Italy oi

France, superior silk to that n.anufactuied in

Windham county, and those immediately adjoin-

ing ; nor did he e.\pect to see it better dyed than
it was here.

It has been estimated, I believe, that silk to the

amount of thirty or forty thousand dollars, is

annually produced in this county; but this is prob

ably much under the present proceeds. In Toll-

and, also, and some of the adjacent counties, it if

largely cultivated. The quantity produced by sin-

gle families, varies from 10 to l.TO lbs. weight.

—

It IS presumed that Cupt. Storris, of Mansfield, has

raised the present year upwards of 100 lbs. of silk.

Here, then, is §1000 gained without interferingin

the least with the other products of his farm, be-

sides aftbrding an abundant supply of luxuriou!^

food for his pigs and poultry !

—

Mass. Journal.

To preserve floiuers.—Gather them in variou.s

stages, from the young bud to the full-bloom blos-

som, and press them carefully between severa'

folds of blotting paper, changing them into dry

parts of the paper, every second or third day, uii

till all their moisture is absorbed, then press then-,

between the leaves of some book. The same can

tions apply to leaves, which should always be the

most perfect.

Russian Tallow.—The amount of Tallow in the

market of St; Petersburg, the last season, was
160,000 casks ; of which 135,000 were sold at a
reduced price from the previous years' sales ; of

course 25,000 casks remained on hand, to be dis-

posed of at a still lower price.

It would seem from an article in the Portsmouth
Times, that some person lately had a sound toott

pulled, and sold, to raise 50 cents to buy rum.

A Profitable Farm.—Mr Comfort Elliot, of Croy.
den, N. H. has a farm of 80 acres, on which he
has this year raised 175 bushels of grain and 193()

bushels of potatoes. He has this fall turned ofi",

in stock, grain, butter, shoats, &c. enough tc.

amount to over 500 dollars, and has a handsome,
stock lel't. He has hired but three months' labor

during the season.— Concord Gazette.

A Kentucky paper says 20,000 sheep have beei:

recently sold in that state, at prices averaging a-

bout 50 cents a head.

The Egyptians instructed the Greeks ; the

Greeks performed the same office to the Romans,
and the latter have transmitted much of that

knowledge to the world, of which we are in pos

session at this day.

Cadmus, in 1519, B. C. introduced alphabeHca',

writing into Greece, from Phoenicia. The alpha-

bet then had only sixteen letters ; and the modf
of viriting was alternately from right to left anP

left to right.

Dr. Arnot says lying with the head lower thaii

the body, is abetter way of emptying the stomach'

-

than the new invented pump. [This is easier saiS*

than done.]
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From the National Intdligmcer.

INTRODUCTION OP FOREIGN PLANTS
AND SEEDS.

The following' circular, addressed by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury to a portion of t:ie American

consuls abroad, in relation to the introduction of

valuable foreign plants into the United States, is

made public, in the hope that the object which it

has in view may be the better promoted, by caus-

ing it to bo more generally known.

Copies of the circular have been placed in the

hands of the principal collectors, of whom they

may be had by such masters of vessels, or others

going abroad, as may be willing to aid in carrying

into eifect a design believed to give promise of

public utility.

CIRCULAR.
jtWasjtry Dcplrimcnt, )

September 6, WZl . )

Sir—Tiie President is desirous of causing to

be introduced into the United States all such trees

and plants from other countries, not heretofore

known in the United States, as may give promise,

under proper cultivation, of flourishing and be-

coming useful, as well as superior varieties of

such as are already cultivated here. To this end
|

t have his directions to address myself to you, in-

voking your aid to give effect to the plan llial he
has in view. Forest trees useful for timber ;

grain

of any description ; fruit trees ; vegetables for the

table ; esculent roots ; and, in short, plants of

whatever nature, whether useful as food for man I

or the domestic animals, or for purposes connect-

1

nd with manufactures or any of the useful arts,

fall within the scope of the plan proposed. A spe-

1

cification of some of them, to be had in the coun-
try where you reside, and believed to fall under
one or other of the above heads, is given at the

foot of this letter, as samples merely, it not being

intended to exclude others, of vvhicli you may
yourself have knowledge, or bo able on inquiry to

obtain knowledge. With any that you may have

it in your pov;er to send, it will he desirable to

send such notices of their cultivation and natural

history as may be attainable in the country to

which they are indigenous ; and the following

questions are amongst those tliat will indicate the

particulars concerning which information may be

sought :

1. The latitude and soil in which the plant most

ilourishes.

2. What are the seasons of its blostn and matu-
rity, and what the term of its duration?

3. In what manner is it propagated ? by roots,

seeds, buds, grafts, layers, or how ? and how cul-

tivated ? and arc there any unusual circumstan-

ces attending its cultivation?

4. Is it affected by frost, in countries where
frost prevails ?

5. The native or popular name of the plant, and
(where known) its botanical name and character.

6. The elevation of the placo of its growth a-

bove the level of the sea.

7. Is there in the agricultural literature of the
country, any special treatise or dissertation upon
;ts culture ? If so, let it be stated.

8. la there any insect particularly habituated to

St?

0. Lastly—iis use, whether for food, medicine,

c>t the arts.

In removing seeds ox plants from remate places

across the ocean, or otherwise, great care is often

necessary to be observed in thv^ manner of putting

them up and covering thcni. To aid your efforts

in this respect, upon the present occasion, a pa-

per of directions has been prepared, and is here-

with transmitted.

The President will hope for your attention to

the objects of this communication as far as cir-

cumstances will allow ; and it is not doubted but

that your own public feelings will impart to your

endeavors under it, a zeal proportioned to the

beneficial results to which the communication

looks. It is proper to add, that no expense can at

present be authorized in relation to it. It is pos-

sible, however, that Congress may not be indis-

posed to provide a small fund for it. The seeds,

plants, cuttings, or whatever other germinating

substance you may transmit, must be addre.'ised

to the Treasury Department, and sent to the col-

lector of the port to which the vessel conveying

them is destined, or where she may arrive, accom-

panied by a letter of advice to the Department.

—

The Secretary of the Navy has instructed the

commanders of such of the public vessels of the

United States as may ever touch at your port, to

lend you tlieir ussi.stance towards giving effect to

the objects of this communication ; as you will

perceive by the copy of his letter of instructions,

which is herev/ith enclosed for your information.

It is believed also that the masters of the mer-

chant vessels of the United Stales will generally

be willing—such is their well known public spirit

—to lend their gratuitous co-operation towards ef-
j

feeling the" objects proposed. I remain, respect-

1

fully, vour most obedient servant. I

RICHARD RUSH.

Dircrfions for j/ulting up and Iransmitiing seeds

and plants, accompanying the Icltcr of the Secrc-

turi/ of Ihc Treasury, of September 6, 1827.

With a view to the transmission of seeds from

distant countries, the first object of care is to ob-

tain seeds that arc fully ripe, and in a sound and

heallliy state. To this the strictest attoiitiou

should be paid ; otherwise, all the care and trouble

ihat may bo bestowed on them, will have been

wasted on objects utterly useless.

Those seeds that are not dry when gathered,

should be rendered so by exposure to the air in

the shade.

When dry, the seeds should be put into paper

bags. Common brown paper has been found to

answer well for making such hags. But, as the

mode of manufacturing that paper varies in differ-

ent countries, the precaution should be used of

putting a portion of the seeds in other kinds of

paper. Those that most effectually exclude air

and moistere, are believed to be the best for that

purpose. It would be proper, also, to enclose some

of the seeds in paper or cloth that has been steep-

ed in melted bees' wax. It has been recommend-

ed that seeds collected in a moist country, or seas-

on be packed in charcoal.

After being put up according to any of these

modes, the .seeds should be enclosed in a box
;

which should be covered with pitch to protect

them from damp, insects and mice. During the

voyage they should be kept in a cool, airy and dry

situation ; not in the hold of the ship.

The oily seeds soonest lose their germinating

faculty. They should be put in a box with sandy

earth in the following manner : first, about two

iiwheg of earth at the botttira ; into this fbp seed?

should be placed at distances proportionate to

their size ; on these another layer of seeds ; and
so oil with alternate layers of earth and seeds,

until the box is filled within about a foot of the

top, which space should be filled with sand, taking

care that the earth and s:ind be well put in, that

the seeds may not get out of place. The box
should then be covered with a close net work of

cord, well pitched, or with split hoops or laths.

also pitched, so as to admit the air without expos-
ing the contents of the box to be disturbed by
mice or accident. The seeds thus put up will

germinate during their passage, and will be in a

state to be planted immediately on t^ir arrival.

Although some seeds, \vith a hard shell, such as

nuts, peaches, plums, &c. do not come up until a

long time after they are sown, it would be proper,

when the kernel is oily, to follow the method just

pointed out, that they may not turn rancid on the

passage. This precaution is also useful for the

family of laurels, (Itntrinie,) and that of myrtles,

(myrli.) especially when they have to cross the

equatorial seas.

To guard against the casualties to which seeds

in a germinating state may be exposed duriug a

long voyage, and, as another means of insuring

the success of seeds of the kinils here recommend-
ed to be put in boxes with earth, it would bo well

also to enclose some of them (each seed separate-

ly,) in a coat of bees' wax, and afterwards pack

them in a box covered wilb pitch.

In many cases it will be necessary to transmit

roots. Where roots are to be transmitted, fibrous

rtiots should be dealt with in the manner herein

recommended for young plants. Bulbous and tu-

berous roots should be put into boxes in the same
^nanner as has already been recommended for

oleagenous seeds ; except, that, instead of earth,

dry sand, as free as possible from earthy parti-

cles, should be used. Some of the bulbous and

tuberous roots, instead of being packed in sand,

may be wrapped in pa: er, end put in boxes cover-

ed with net work or laths. Roots should i;ot be

put in the same box with seeds.

Where the seeds of plants cannot be successful-

ly transmitted, they may bo .sown in boxes, and
sent in a vegetating state. Where more than one

kind is sown in the same box, they siiould be kept

distinct by laths, fastened iu it crosswise on a

level with the surface of tlie ground in which they

were sown : and when different soils are required,

it will be necessary to make separate compart-

ments, in the box. In either case they should be

properly marked, and referred to in the descrip-

tive notes which accompany them.

When plants cannot be propagated from seeds

with a certainty of their possessing the same
ijualities which long culture or other causes may
have given tlicm, they may be sent in a growing

state. For this purpose, they should be taken up

when ^oung. Those, however, who are acquaint-

ed with their cultivation in the countries where
they grow, will know at what age they may be

safely and advantageously removed. They may
be transplanted direct into boxes in which they

are to be conveyed ; or, whore that cannot be

conveniently done, they may be taken up with a

ball of earth about the roots, and the roots of each

surrounded with wet moss, carefully tied about

it to keep the earth moist. They may afterwards

be put into a box, end each plant secured by latbs

fastened crosswise above the roots, and the inter-

siices between the roots filled with wet pw^s.

—
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The same methods may be obsorveci with young

jrafled or budded fruit trees.

Where the time will permit it is desirable that

' lie roots of the plants be well established in the

bo.xcs in which they are transplanted. Herbaceous

j.lants require only a short time for this ; but, for

plants of a woody texture, two or tliree months is

sometimes necessary.

Boxes for the conveyance of plants, or of seeds

tluil are sown, may be made about two feet broad,-

two feet deep, four feet long, with sn)all holes in

the bottom, covered with a shell, or piece of tile,

or other similar substance, for letting off any

superfluous water. Thpre should be a layer of

wet moss of two or three iuclies deep at the bot-

tom, or, if that cannot be had, some very rotten

wood or decayed leaves, and upon that about

twelve inches depth of fresh loam earth, into which

the plants that are to be transplanted should be

set. The surface of the earth should be covered

with a thin layer of moss, cut small, which should

be occasionally washed in fresh water duriiig the

voyage, both to keep the surface moist, and to

wash off mouldiness, or any saline particles that

may be on it.

When the boxes are about to be put on board

the ship, hoops of wood should be fastened to the

sides iu such a manner that arching over the box,

they may cover the highest of the plants ; and
over these should be stretched a net work of

pitched cord, so as to protect the plants from ex-

ternal injury, and prevent the earth from being
disturbed by mice or other vermin.

To each box should be fastened a canvass cov-

er, made to go entirely over it, but so constructed

as to be easily put on or off, as may be necessary

to protect the plants from the salt water or winds,

and sometimes from the sunshine. Strong han-

dles should be fixed to the boxes that they may be

conveniently moved.
Djring the voyage, the plants should be kept

m a light airy situation ; without which they will

perish. They should not be exposed to severe

winds, nor to cold, nor for a long time to too hot

a sunshine, nor to the spray of the salt water.

—

To prevent injury from the saline particles with

whicli the air is sometimes charged at sea, (es-

pecially when the waves have white frothy curls

upon them) and which, on evaporation, close up

the pores of the plants, and destroy them, it will

be proper, when they have been exposed to tbom,

to wash off the salt particles, by sprinkling the

leaves with fresh water. The plants and seeds

that are sown, will occasionally require watering
on the voyage ; for which purpose rain water is

best. If, in any special case, instructions upon
this point, or upon any other connected with the

management of the plants during the voyage, be

necessary, th^y shoull be made known to those

having charge of the plants. But after all, much
will depend upon tne judicious care of those to

whom the pUr.ts cniy ic confided during the

voyage.

Plants of the 8\iccalent kin!, and particularly of

the bulbo'is family, should uot be planted in earth,

but in M mixture of , dry sand., old lime, rubbish
and vegftabte mould, in about equal parts, and
should not b" vatered

It may not bt- necessary, in every case, to ob-

Irserve all the precautions here recommended in re

gard to the putting up and transmission of seeds

;

but it is believed that there will be the risk in de-

nar.tjng from thero, in proportion to the d.?afance

of the country from which the seeds are to be time, of the valuable information thus circulated,

brought, and to the difference of its latitude, or of The Royal Gazette, of the 2d inst. says as follows,

the latitudes through which they wil pass on the "We have already received such additional iufor-

voyagc. It is uot intended, however, by these in- mation upon the subject, as to produce in us a firm

structions, to exclude the adoption of any other .

conviction that the matter imperatively demands

modes of putting up and transmiliing seeds and
;

our mos'; careful researches, and the sincere co-

plants, which are in use in any particular place, ;
opcfition of "every practical farmer, and every

and which h^ve been found successful, especially
|

man who has the inlcrost of the country at heart.''

if more simple. And it is recommended, not only : Wo have conversed with a gcl.tlcman who Las

that the aid of competent persons be accepted in
{

made diligent and extensive inquiry into this sub--

procuring nud putting up the seeds and plants, |ject, and who states, "that in no one instance,

to olTer any su'rijestion i
wherever the tea wheat has been .sown this year,but that they he inviied

in reffurd to tnc treatmneut of the plants during i

have the crops failed, or been tinged in the slight

the 7oya'<Te7 and their cultivation and use aftei"
}

e=t manner with rust or smut." This is a striking

iv,i-rlc ° fact—and the same individual

Sir.

{CIRCULAR.)

Aai'i/ Department.

-I have 10 call your attention to the enclos

has already bouglit

up seven bushels of the tea wheat, every grain oi

which he will carefully preserve for seed, (giving

other wheat in excliange) and we cjirneotly trust

ed copy of a communication from the Treasury
^

the example will be generally followed, and thnt

those farmers who may not be disposed to pari

with it, will at least carefully preserve as niiicii

as possible from being ground.

Malas:n meat.—We have this moment receiv-

Department to the consuls of the United States at

various ports; and to desire that tlie objects of

that conrimunication may be promoted by you, on

all occasions, as far as may be in your power.

The Executive takes a deep interest in this mat-
1 ed the followiug comraunicatiou :

—

ter, and by particular attention to it, you will prob-
j
To the Editor,

ably confer a lasting benefit to the country.
j

sir,—Having seen in your paper some notice;^

The letter of the Secretary to the Treasury is respecting what is termed "Tea Wheat," and be-

Eo full and satisfactory, that no further explana-
. jng acquainted with similar qualities in anothec

tion seems necesary on my part.
, parcel, casually brought into this Province, I beg

You will be pleased to report to the Department
I to follow A. B's. example, in calling the attention

what you do in execution of this object, and return of the public to it tiirougli the medium of you

the papers to the Department when you are de-
, columns. The original sample was brought from

tached from the vessel which you now command.

I am, resnectfuUy, &c.

SAM. L. SOUTHARD.

From St. Johi—fN. B.J GazeUe.

SEED WHEAT.
In tlie Gazette of the 12th ult. we laid before

our readers, such information as we had previous-

ly obtained, concerning a .species of wheat, new
in this country ; and in consequence of the man-

ner in which it v/as introduced, called " Tea
Wheat;"''' and on the 26th, we took notice of a

communication in the Fredericton Royal Gazette,

of the 18th, on the same subject, and extended

our remarks. The very groat importance of the

Malaga, in the Mediterranean, and first sown in

the upper districts on this river—how long ago I

cannot say, but it may now be procured in con-

siderable quantities. Mr. Thomas Pickard sowed

an extensive tract of land with it, and had it quite

free of rust. Mr. William Wilmot sowed half a

bushel of it last year, and although every other

part of his wheat grounds were affected by rust,

not the least symptom of it appeared among the

"Malaga Wheat." Mr. Benj. Sloot, sowed a peck

of it in the midst of a field of the usual wheat of

the county, and not a single stalk of it boro a

rusted head, while all around the common wheat

was much affected. There must be many other

instances no doubt, if the facts were known, but
subject, and its intimate connection with one ,,'

. re • < i .i V
,

•'
, . . , , . .,, theso are surely sufficient ; and the sources of in

branch of our agricultural interests, wi 1, (we'^ . , ,.
- , .i _ .. i u„.'" , .,..'.' ^

, , formation beinir at our doors, the matter should
trust be a sufficient apology tor bringing it again, . i u ' . » i

,
'

,
,

"^ '-, .
^ ° .? ,' I certainly be investie-ated.

and thus earlv, under consideration. Our friend, ' y •'
o ^ r.

,., ... f.v, 13 in . \ 1 I . 1 i
I am sir, yours, &c. CD.

(the editor of the Royal Gazette) who has taken

a lively interest iu this matter, on the 9d instant,' "'" =1''''"'°" '° ^- » ^. favor, wo understand

states, that "he had received such additional in- "^''J' H!i'-'''nS' "t Maugerville, planted this year

one bushel of the Malaga Whe which he ex-formation on the subject, as to produce in him a

firm conviction, that "the matter imperatively de- P'^'"''^ "''" y'«''' '""' "^ ''^^^' ''"'«<'" ^"=''<='' '~^^^

mands the most careful research," &c. The same -"'" °' ^'''"^'^ '"'' """s»a"y '"S^ and full. Major

Gazette contains a communication, relating to
Harding has also a large quantity of Tea Wheat

some wheat lately imported from Malaga, which '" ^l^'^''^ ^"^ ""^^'-
'

also has the quality of resisting the effect of rust,

&c. &c. We do fully and heartily concur with

the erlitor of the Royal Gazette, and wish to give

all possiDle publicity to those important facts

The ne'v crops not being broken upos, the pre-

sent seiison of the year is peculiarly fivorahle for

thi.s purpose, and affords a fair opportunity to ill

provident farmers, to take s.i :li measu.'es. bv ex- t. i i , • ,. ,

change of wheat, or by purchase, a. effectually to
Penin.sula_and have been found to mature and

secure themselves as much as th^y mav think pro. "P^" "'"'^ ^^ "'°''^^
,^'r" "'='"

f.^^
""' ^^ich

per, to tbe use of the ne.v seed ; and'we think it
]^^' ^'\ ^"" naturalized in our climate. They

•IT. J 1 1,1 1 I
are productivp, rise wtth a strong vicroroua staJk,

will be a srross and palpable neglect, m such per ,' , , , . ,
= »'=,"'"*> =>'-i"tt.

,. . -1 »u-„ ).., -.i. 11 -land are large and plump in the ^rain. The oro-
sons, as omit to avail themselves witha-jt loss of , r.i. c u » •, .

»"= s"""- -mcpiu
vduce of the tield, to which we have aJludea above,

* Sfee N. E. Farmer, Vol. VI. pa-gs ST^ ' will be presEtj^ed as seeA fijr (he ensuing ^E^on
;

.J new variety of Oats.—Our agricultural friends-

will be gratified in learning that a new species of
oats, possessing rare and estimable qualities, has
been introduced this season into the Province. A
few bushels of them, we understand, were import-

ed by bis Excellency, the lieutenant governor

—

own, during the last spring, in a field upon the
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it will be sown during the next in the different
|

convert any substance into inareurc, which is good

quarters of the Province ; and should it preserve :
and wholesome food for man or beast.

its present qualities, and continue to ripen as
| wood peckers useful.

early in future years ns in this, it must be regard-

ed as a bencfaclion of tiie most important char-

acter. Such ail oat, in f,;ct, hiis long been a de-

sideratum in our agriculture. The species, v/iiich

A senseless warfare is often waged by boys, and
" children of a larger growth," against the wood
pecker, a bird which is not only harmless, but use-

., , ,. , ,
ful. Some have supposed that these birds iiniire

IS now common in the country, lingers so long
, , . .i i i i- u- i.

, . .^
, ...,.'. J 1 .1 u J apple-trees, and other trees, the bark ot which

before it reaches imaturily, that It delays the har-
, y ,

• . .u r . rr.u
, J ., ^ . 1 „,i they perlorale : but this is not the fact. They

vest beyond the most convenient periods, and ^.
'^

c ,_ i , ,
• . •

, ., ,. , , . ,
• L I A . ai'C in pursuit ot the borer, and other insects inju-

crowrts the larmors labor upon his hauls. An oat .5 ,, ,-, /-. ,,,.,,. 11 1 r 1
nous to the trees. iVlr Cornelius Cowirio, or

uhic'i will nuen, as this does, before, or along ., , . ,. ., ^ l 1 . 1 r 1 • .1

.,, ,, , I .. n .
° Koxbury, mlorms iis that he lately found in the

with the early-sown wheat, will cause a more re- •"
.

'

gular distribution of the toils of the harvest, bring

the sheaf to the stack or barn in finer condition,

and multiply at once the amount of, food both for

the family and for the stock. Notwishstanding

Dr. Johnson's cynical definition of the oat—we
are satislied that the emancipation of Nova Scotia

depends upon it—and that the universal introduc-

tion of a finer variety of that grain would tend to

hasten the happy and prosperous event.

—

Hi'.lifax

A'ovn scottan.

stomach of one of these birds, no less than '23 bor-

ers, which had been recently extracted, probably

from orchards in the vicinity. The toogue of this

bird is said to be sharp pointed, and bearded.

—

Having made a hole with his bill into the habita-

tion of the insect, ho impales it on the point of his

tongue, and is thus able to extract and convert it

to food.

BREMEN GEESE.

well as males, they were able to furnish the ne-

cessary supplies of young males to farmers whose

time was occupied in other pursuits. The prices

at which Bakcwell's rams were hired, appear en-

ormous. In 1769, he received twelve hundred

guineas for the hire of three brought at one birth ;

two thousand for seven ; and for his whole letting

at least three thousand guineas.

—

[Encyc. Biil.

art. tfigri.)

By proper management, Mr. Bakewell caused

his cattle to be very gentle. His bulls would

stand still in the field to be handled ; and were
driven from field to field with a small switch.

—

His cattle were always fat, which he said was

owing to the breed.

"Cross breeding, under judicious management,

might probably be often employed to correct the

faults of particular breeds, or lo impart to them
new qualities."—"Were I," says Sir J. B. Se-

bright, "to define what is called the art of breed-

ing, I should say it consisted in the selection of

males and females, intended to breoid together;

We have just seen some young geese of this 'in reference to each other's merits and defects,

breed, raised by Colonel Jaques of Charlestosvn, ! It is not always by putting the best male to the
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Mass. much surpassing any of their species,

—

which have ever before met our view. There
were eigiit of them, hatched in the fore part of

May, and fed on grass only, till ten days before

they were killed ; heing then about seven months
old. They weighed, atlcr being dressed, on an

ave.age, sixteen pounds each! and were as fat,

fair, and fine as any thing that nn epicure ever

flourished a fork over.

BUEEDS OF DO.llESTIC ANIMALS.

The choice of the best breed of hordes, cattle,

and hogs, which is too little regarded, is of the

greatest importance to a farmer, and deserves his

nicest attention. The expense is as great—nay,

many times greater, in keeping a creature of bad

'jreed, as of a good, and the value is very differ-

ent. Mr. Bakewell, (of the Dishley farm, in Kiig-

land) rendered himself famous by his breed of cat-

tle. His principal aim was to gain the best, whe-

of seeds will continue stuui for several I
ther sheep or cow, which will weigh the most in

years, and retain their vegetative faculty ; where- ' the most valuable joints ; and at the same time

as others will not gro^v after they areonc year! that he gains the shape which is of the greatest

old. This difference is in a g.eat measure owing
j

value in the smallest compass, he finds by expcr-

to their abounding more or less with oil ; as also
j

ience that he gains a breed much hardier and

to tlie nature of the oil," &c. "Seeds of cucum- ' easier fed than others. In his breed of cattle, his

bers, melons, and goiir

To Correspondents.—)t\n arliclo from Plymouth, on Bees.
anti aiiollier on Fish PoNbs, Animal MANiiHE.s, &c. will ap-
pear uexl week.

INTRODUCTION OF EoREIGN TLANTS AND SEEDS.

The article on this subject, which we have giv-

en in this day's paper- as emanating from a high
official source, must be very gratifying to all who
have the agricultural interests of the country at

heart. The "directions for putting up and trans-

mitting seeds," &c. appear to us to bo (in general)

correct aiid judicious. But the following asser-

tion, copied from those "directions," is contrary

to generally received opinions. They stato, that,

"the oily seeds soonest lose their germinating

faculty." The dictionary of^Jrl.i. a work quoted

by Dr. Deane, in his i>«. K. Parmer, says, "many

best female, that the best jiroduce will be obtain-

ed ; for should they both have a tendency to the

same defect, although in ever so slight a degree,

it will in general preponderate so much in the

produce, as to render it of little value. A breed

of animals may be said to be improved when any

desired quality has been increased by art, beyond

what that quality was in the same breed in a stale

of nature ; the swiftness of the race-horse, the

propensity to fatten in cattle, and the fine wool in

sheep, are improvements which have been made
in particular varieties of the species to which
those animals belong. What has been produced

by art must be continued by the same means, for

the most improved breeds will soon return to a

state of nature, or perhaps defects will arise

which did nut exist when the breed was in its

natural state, unless the greatest attention is paid

to the selection of the individuals which are to

breed together.

"We must observe the smallest tendency to im-

perfection in our stock the moment it appears, so

as to be able to counteract it, before it becomes a

defect ; as a rope dancer, to preserve his equili-

brium, must correct the balance before it is gone
too far, and then not by such a motion as will

The

will continue good for tei\, fifteen, or twanty
,year.-;,"^&c.

—

(Gleanivgs in Hushandry.j

have thick hornv maxim is, the smaller the bones the truer will be 1 . ,. .^
, ,

...iiavt, uiicu iiorny
, r ., , . .,

•
, , n r .t incline It too much to the opposite side

the make 0. the beast ; the quicker it will fatten,
j_ _^

' '

and the weight will have a larger proportio

cove.ings, and i/.e oii of the seed .fa cold n«fure,
j

the make of the beast; the quicker it will fatten
^^.^^_,^^,^ ^_^^^^^^ ^^.„ ^

t will have a larger proportion of
1 , __,_,,..., ' '^ ...

luable meat.

APPLE POMACE.
The practice of Bakewell and his followers,

furnishes an instance of the benefits of a division

degree in which he may happen to possess this

particular tal

' Regard should not only be paid to the qual
,
lurnislies an instance 01 trie oencnts ol aoivisioui . " .. . , , . in , ,. ,

We are glad that the attention of agriculturists 'of labor, in a department of business, where i^ :

ties apparent in animals selected for breeding but

is turned to this substance, which in former times kvas little to be e.Npected. Their male stock wnsi'V '^.u'
' T P'^"''^'' '" ^'"^ ^ce from

,.,-,.: <./.n.iiiliiro<i K-itiipr .1 « 1 niii=-nfo 1 1. -i ii .^a •n'l . . . u I r II ,
^iWhicn thoy are descended, as t lev wi 1 always

v.'as consiaeieu r<iiiier as a nuisunte man .is an
; let out every vear to breeders, from all parts of

i , ,

•'
, , , , •'

..-ti.-l,. r.t' nnv i-ilu.. nn-if-M-n, A ivi-iinr Cnr iho I f i 1 1 .i I, • j •
I

' .1 ,

shuw ttiBmse! vcs sooncT Or later. In the proo-eny :
a. tale 01 any value on .1 laini. j\ uincr lor tne

[ j|^„crland : and thus, by ludiciously crossing the!. . r .1 .^ . , ,, . 7 ,.

M !•' Furntpr t«n,= Vnl II nn cr,. "^M-ji-.too in i ii n.i 1 ii . » . I i>- • :
it IS toT tills reason that we sliould iiot b Teod from

JM. ij.rarruei, (see vol. ii. page oi ) slates, in
, old races, all the valuable properties ot the Uisii-

j _ _,. , , ,,__ ,

subsiance, that he had used pomace for manure,
| |ey variety descended, after three or four gene-

with good etl'ect, after having mixed it with " a
j

rations to their posterity. By no other means,
quantity of leached ashes, in the amount of one

| could this new breed have spread so rapidly, nor
qiiartei of the bulk ; this was heaped up and lay I have been made to accommodate itself so easily

all suuHi.er to give the alkali a chance to work on
j

to a change of climate and pasture. Another ra-

the acid." 'i'he pomace, tliui prepared, made an
; commendation of this |)lan was, that the rnmhirer

excellent manuie for grass l;uid. If it were mix- I [,:ul a choice among the number of males, of soinb-

ed with un'.tached ashes, or a small qtiantity of Uvhat different properties, and in a more or loss

quick-lime, just sufKcionl to neutralize the acid , advanced stage of improvement ; from which it

it would, no doubt, be found valuable as manure. Uvas his busin°ess to select such as suited his par-

But we think its best application is that pointed Uicultir object. These were reared by experienc-
out by "A Brniher Farmer," in this day's paper.— Ld men, who gave their principal attention to this

It is not good economy, .generally speaking.) to
| branch alone: and having the best females as

an uiiunal, liouever excellent, unless we can as-

gortainit to be what is called icell bred ; that is,

(fbscended from a race of ancestors, who have
through se\eral generations, possessed in a high
degree Ihi- properties which it is our object to ob-

fiiin. The offspring of some aiiiiiials is very un-

like themselves ; it is, thcTefore, a good precau-

tion, to try the young mules with a few females,

the quality of whose produce has been ascertain-

ed ; by this means we shall know what sort of

stock they beget, and the description of females

lo which they are the best adapted. If a breed

cannot be improved, or even continued in the de-
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giec of perfection at which it lias ulready arrived,

but by brecdinnf from individuals so solectod as to

correct each other's defects, and by a judicious

couibii.ation of their different properties (a posi-

tion that will not be denied), it follows tliat ani-

mals must degenerate by being long bred from the

same family, without the intermixture of any other

biood, or from being what is technically called

bred in and in.

BakewcU and Culley say " like begets like,"

therefore breed from the best. Of this says Sir

J. S. Sebright, there can be no doubt, " but it is

to be proved how long the same family, bred in

and in will continue to be the best." Cross breed-

ing appears no doubt more consonant to what

takes place in nature than breeding from very

near relationship; and arguing from analogy, the

result of certain experiments made by T. A.

Knight, on the vegetable kingdom, seems to justi-

fy us in concluding that occasional crossing may

become not on'y advantageous, but even necessa-

ry for the purpose of correcting defects. Never-

theless, as the last mentioned writer and Cline

observe, it can only be safely resorted to by skill-

ful and experienced breeders."

Sir John Sinclair says that cattle will deterio-

rate by breeding from near relations ; and " the

same rule holds good regarding the human spe-

cies. By a train of unfortunate circumstances, a

brother and sister, German, ignorant of their close

conne-xion together, were niarried, They had ten

children, all of whom died before their parents."

A nursery garden has been estnlilishnd in the Trem, Ornamental Shrubs, Sifc.

ni>

city ofCaraccas by Dr. Fanning, (an American) MR WINSHIP oflcrH for sain :u hi.-. NWy, in ^^^^^^^

^.,^^ u. v^aittv,v..i= u;,
,

'^ .
, ,

the largest varieiv of Frurl and Onianieiilal Trees, Shrills, &c.
for the purpose of collecting the most useful and

ornamental plants of Colombia. lie is also form-

ing a botanic garden in the vicinity, under tlic

patronage of Bolivar.

lection oCi^fuit Trcts is larg'e and well scleclpd ; and his

variety of Ornamental I:*iirubs is very extensive, coniprisiii^ tht
Itu^e Acacia, 'I'lnee llmrneil Acacia, Gmn .Acacia, c'.oulilo tlow-

erinic .Almonds, red ajid while Althcas, Bladder ma tree, IJigno-

iiia Radican, Burnin;r I'ash, d« arf lloweriu;; Horse (.'liesmul,

splendid liowering <Jalal|'.as, JJahlias, Unpliiie Pink Mazereon.
(iirst flowerini; slfnib) vaiicty of r.ia|ics, variclyofHoneysuck-
le, English walnuts, Weepinj; willows, Uuinces. Syringxjs, La-

wool, (including the various mechanics and labor- burnum, Snowhalls, Khuliaib, Ras|.bcrrics, Plums. Pecan nut

ers employed,) in the New England states, sub- trees, Blounlain Ash, Lilacs, larkspur ijrandinora Japan pear,
v,>.ijj.uj,v,u,; .

,£?,. nnn 1 Japonnica chorchonus, &c.—Orncrs lor any of these. articlas

sists about 20,000 families, or l-iO,00() persons, and
|^,J ^^^ jj^ Rus.-ei.l, at the New England Faraier office, will

that the*:" will cnnsiime the Sll>^^M« nroducts of be executed on the same terms as al die nursery, and delivered

It has been calculated that the manufacture of

out, ;5U,uui-' luiiiniKa, ui i*./,^..,. ,,i,.ov^..o, icu with Mr KussEi.L, altlic i\cw tliiKland b aimer office, <

ese will consume the S!»p^M5 products of be executed on the same terms as al die nursery, and delive

„ .,. „ • It • t . t„„„ti,o,- nbni>t '" Boston, free of expense.—Uataloffucs furnished gratis,
families of agriculturists ; together, about, '_

[ ^
£: ,—^40,000

360,000 individuals

Sea Coal.—The annual consumption of Sea

Coal, in London, is about one million and a half

chaldrons.

Bremen- Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEKSE. Apply to

Thomas Williams, Noddle's Island, or to Mr Ri'SSELL, ^i

I he New England Farmer offic e. Pee 7.

For Sale,

TWO large, well fnrnicd and powerful i es, with foal by
the celebrated ir.iporlcd Imrse BeU/oinider. These animals are

perfectly broke to the saddle and all kinds of hamess—will work
_,e and before oxen, and are peileelly kind and jrnod travellers. To

A. Bis;eIow, persons wantinj; luares to t)reecl from, this vfYevs an opporlunilj

Rare Production.—In the market yesterday, at

the slallof Mr Tower, was exhibited a lot of

beautiful lemons, from the green house of the R ^
of l\Iedibrd. They were chiefiy attached to small boughs, the not often met with.— Also 2 pair of V.'II.U GEESE
fresli and verdant leaves of wliich set off the fniit to fine eiTcct. Apply to Ben j. Austin, near Blr Greenough's meetinghouse

On one of these boughs no lese than six lemons were hanging in Newton, or to J. B. Russell, at the New England I-armei

when plucked. The largest specimen of the latter measured office, Boston. Dee 7.

seventeen inches round the longest girth, by thirteen in the m mr i iie^m-imt»f ir, c«»g3tanjjia_u^ , ,.,«n.~i.jT.TUT. ,

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every 2^liursdatj evening

POtJNDED OYSTER SHELLS MAKE GOOD MANDRE. '

At Holkham, in England, oyster shells are

broken to pieces, either by passing them through
i

oil-cake crushers, or repeatedly drawing a heavy

iron roller over them when spread upon a stone,

or hard burned brick-on-edge floor. A mill for

crushing bark would answer the same purpose.

—

Forty bushels of this mafiure were drilled in the

usual w-ay, upon 27 inch ridges, slightly covered

with earth, and the turnip seed sown upon it.

—

In the same field turnips were sown, on ridges of

the same size, manured with farm yard dung, at

the rate of 8 tons per acre. The turnips were a

good crop on both pieces, no diiference percepti-

ble ; the succeeding crop of barley, and the crop

of clover afterwards, to all appearance, were
tqually good on both.

smaller. Eighteen of these lemons with their stems, were as-

certained to weigh precisely eighteen pounds and two ounces.

The display altogether was truly superb, and the more gratily-

ing from being the production of our northern cliisate, offered

at this inclement season. The fruit, we understand, was gath-
j

"*'

ered for the purpose of relieving the tree which bore it, of a
I .pp. yc , ,

part of its redundant slock, and to aid the growth of anoUier , i,,po '
f ,

vigorous crop. It is refreshing to turn from liie noise and dis- : '^•-"t-^i poti 'St sort,

tractions of these party times, to witness the silent course of na-
!

pearl do. - -

lure, pursuing her operations in unfailing regularity, offering BEANS,, while, - - -

lessons of order for human imitation, and leaching that as a BEEji- mess, 200 His. nev
good tree is hiiown and prized by its fruits, so every public ser- I ' caT^o No I j,"W

'
'

•- ' o 1^.^ ,^^1

^our

.ant whose political worth stands approved, should be duly esti-

j

^^ ^ i, , , .

matedbv the community whose interests he promotes, and be
}

.

i">o -i \'"'"'';

rewarded with those tokens of continued confidence and favor,
,

bill 1 ER, inspect. i\i.. 1.

which may incite him to bring forth more abundantly his fruit
j

CHKESE, .new milk, - -

unto perfection.

—

Cadind.
j

skiaimed milk,

Silk.—In Norton's & Russell's State Register, i|i^^-|^^
ggj^

J
' ' ' '

it is stated, that " in the town of Mansfield, in Tolland countj, ;
'*

^'^'

is annually raised upwards of .3000 pounds of silk, which, (in its

raw slate) is estimated to be worth at a lair valuation, from 12
;

to 13,000 dollars, and when manufactured into skeins and pre-

pared for market, is worth from 13 to 20,000 dollars, fhe GR.A1N.
labor is chiefiy performed by females and young persons. I

The growing and manufacturing of silk is becoming more
|

exiensive in this country, and the attention of many public
j

spirited individuals has recently been turned to il. That it
,

may be made profitable, and a source of great income, cannot i HOGS' LARD, 1st strf, new,
be doubted when we look at the single instance of the town of HOP.S, No 1, Inspeclicrr
Mansfield. That town has less than three thousand inhabitants j |]v,jTr .....
and comprises an area of only about forty-six square mile.s-its

| oiL,'Linseed, Phil, and Northern ^
soil IS less productive than that of many other towns, yet the ^J "' ..,, padic , i f

'

industrious inhabitants in addition to their other employmcms ILAl^U'.il rAKls retails at i(,

lialtiHiore, lie

Genesee,
Kve, best,

Rve - -

Corn -

Earkv -

Gals - -

IMPORTANT .NEWS.

On the 20tli of October, a battle was fought

between the allied fleets, and the Turko-Egypt-
ian fleet, in the Morea, which terminated in the

entire destruction of the latter. The Turkish
Heel was attacked in the Bay of Navarin, at two
o'clock. At 5 o'clock the first line of the Turks
was destroyed, and their ships of the line and
razee frigates v\ere sunk or burnt; and the re-

mainder went on shore, and were burnt by their

crews. Of this formidable armament, there re-

main only about twenty corvettes and brigs, and
they were abandoned. A spectator of the combat
calculated that there were 150 vessels of all

classes engaged in the fight.

The report on the Lead Mines, gives a very
satisfactory view of the importance of this prop-

erty to the United States—the expected annual
supply is equal to 10,000,000 pounds. A tythe

of which, as rent received by the Goverment, will

be more than suflScient for the purposes of the
^rmy and Navy.

from which the culture of silk does not detract, contrive to br

in a yearly revenue of about 20,000 dollars. What an induce"-

ment is here held up to the industrious and enterprizing, and if

imitated, how long should we be dependent on the f-ld world

for silk ?

Lilerury Generosiiij.—The Providence .^meri-

caii relates an account of a gentleman, known only hv the de-

signation of \. B. v^-ho had volunteered and actually rendered

his services, in three different towns in Rhode I-Iand, as a

teacher of a school for several months in each, free of any ex-

pense; and when his board was offered to be paid, he declined

the otl'er. Afier finishing his services in one town, he left 4<J

dollars with a c|ualified female who had attended his school, that

she might continue the school in the summer months. He still

remains '• the unknown Teacher." Under date of Oct. IS, in
i

the Newport Mercury, he again offers to teach a school in Cov-
eutr}', R. I. and has probably commenced.

At Taunton, Mass. 1,200 tons of nails arc made
annually, and three hundred tons of plates, hoops aiKl machine-
ry. At Pittsburg, there are seven rolling and sliuiiig mills,

j

eight air founderies, six steam engine factories, one wire facto-

ry, &c. Some of these are

them has two engines of ItX) and 120 liorse power

I'ORK, BoaeMiddlin
navy, mcfs, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover . . . -

WOOL, Merino, full tlood.wash
do do iinwashe
do 3-4 v.-iislrt

do 1-2 & :1 do
Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, Utsort

PROFTS!O.Y MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - . -

VEAL,
large establishments—one of

j

MT^TTON,

Bremen Geese.

For sale, by Samuel Jaques, Jr. Charlestown , 20 pair Bre-

men Geese^at^lOper_paii\

ffhite Mustard Seed.

Fop sale at the office of tlie New England Farmer, the best

English White iMustard seed, by the pound or bushel.

POULTRY, -.--.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS, -

.VIEAL, Rre, retail, - - - .

Tjidian, do. - . - -

POTATOT-P, (new) - -

CIDER.,, (acc^ojaingi io qiialitj)
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MISCELLANIES.

[From the Bijou, for 1828.]

ON A LITTLE GIRL.
EY WM. FR.ISER.

'I'h.il beauliful and starry bniM',

Willi youth and joy all splendent now

—

Can it be marred by years ?

'i'hat passionless and stainless breast.

Where innocence hath raised her nest

—

Blust it be racked by fears ?

That glowing cheek and sun bright eye

Whence laughter wings its archerj'

—

» Will it be stained with tears ?

Such is, alas ! the bitter doom

That wails each tenant to the tomb ;

—

Vad how canst thou, young bud of beauty, he

t^xcluded from the pnle of destiny !

IJut years will pass nor leave behind

One stain upon thy seraph mind

—

Then, come, thou fearful age !

And tears that rack thy breast may provt

The token sure of passionate love

—

Such is love's hermitage !

And tears from pity's fount will flow^

And on the cheek full sunny glow,

Of joy the tbnd presage !

Thy days shall onHarrl wi^ig their way,

Like the month of fragrance-breathing Rlay:

Or should Grief coioe thy beauties to ensiiroud.

It shall [i::^- ''r ihne like.an .April cloud.

the witty Joseph Miller lias recorded it in his laugh- taste previous to that age, will applaud his advice,

-'
j
ter stirring volutne. A pninter was desired to make

j
but such as may meet with husbands to thpir mind,

I

a hatchment, on which was the motto " Sic transit! will judge of their own fitness, and laugh at the

I

gloria inundi." It so happened that ho was desired Doctor.

j
to deliver in his performance on a Monday ; it was
not however, finished before the succeeding day,

j
and as a proof of liis attention and ticcuracy, he

j
altered the motto, and delivered the melancholy

: emblem of deatli to his customer, with the follow-

I ing alteration, " Sic transit gloria Tuesday".

A fine woman ought to add annually to her ac-

complishments, as much as her beauty loses in

the time.

Pinter E"en{"gs.—The intelligence and often

the success of farmoriJ, depend on the manner
their VViiitei evening's are spent. The privilege

The dan cf small thivgs.—A dealer in cut and
^f ,|e^„„„^, ,hp,„ ,„ the acquisition of useful infor-

dog meat, in London, has lately placed over his ^,,,jg^ j^ .,^^ ^^j^y^j ^^ uninterruptedly by any
door, in golden capitals, the following word

"cat and dog meat bazaar."
class.—The farmer's pursuits of the day invite

him to draw near the fire; and if he has a taste

.. . .1 tac\i .u 1 ei » for useful reading, particularly for that connected
About the year 1821, the good State .

, ,

."' "^ •'
. .

with rural pursuits, we scarcely can imagine one

{ilK)6'l.\lAS.

Right well our Christian Sires of old,

Lov'd, when the year its corjse had roll'd,

And broughl bhthe Christmas back again

With all its hospitable train.

On Christmas eve, the bells were rung

—

On Christinas eve, were anthems sung ;

And Christmas blessings oft would chci^r

The poor man's heart, thro' half ll'.e yp.,-:r.

Ali h^iiled v.-iih uncontrol'd delight,

.And general voice, t!ie httppy ni^ht,

That to the coltige, os Hie c-oic),

Tirongkt tidings o/salvaiion dcxvn.

Pedlars

of Massachusetts swarmed with a race of long-

sided, cunninar, guessing, question-askinu, hypo-

critical, bargain-making rogues, who prosecuted

their trade with inderatigable diliL'ence.

The pedlar, taking his cargo of tin trumpets, or

adulterated essences on board a vehicle, looking

more like a minint'Te of Noah's ark when it rest-

ed on the mountains of .Millbury, than any christian

conveyance— or packing his needlps and thread,

his combs and calieoe.';, in a huge bo.\ strapped

over his shoulders, roaming to and fro on the

earth, seeking whom to cheat, fiis home was
every where, and his dw-fllin^'' place in iiU habita-

tions of man dr beast. You might find him in the

public room of the tavern, roun

to spend his time more rationally and h.'ippily.

—

Knowing that all his live stock are well fed and

taken care of, and haras.ied with none of the an.K-

ielies ot those whose biiRiness is connected with

thousands, ami liable to ten thousand reverses, he

can give his mind wholly to the sentimenis anti

reasonings of his author.

But many who camiot command more than one.

two. or three hours at .i time, e.xcuse theniselve-t

from reading alto- ether. The father acts on this

principle, and the sons follow his example ; and

thus it is that there are not more e.Ntensively read

and enterprising firmers. Let us now make some

ipon his path among

[

the hills of the north, and his declining beams
jli 'hted thp eternal pedlar on his way to the sea

I

shore. He intruded himself on the domestic priv

; acy of every home, and his ine.\haustihlp elo

quencc yielded him many a penny of profit on bis

j

miserable wares. Sometimes with the hardy en

terprize of Nfw Englaml character he crossed
' the mountains, nnd vended iiis v;ooden nuimesiR

i and pumpkin seeds amnna' the astonished natives

1 of the west, whose exhausted purses and length-

ened faces bove testimony to the superiority of

Yankee skill in cheatage over their own ingenu.

ily. True it v;as, the farmers' children had their

I tcet!) set on edge by entin? sand instead of su^ar,

and our village belle often mourned over the

transitory splendor of her so-to-meeting ?own

—

o'orie vf E illy Blade's Conundrums.—Why is a and the sick man died after takin? the poisonous

.short negro like a while raan .' Because he is drug; but still the pedlar was a favorite visitant,

not a {nil Hark. land his trains grew ^reat when resting on such a

Why i.t a man about to take a ;;;:..ss of brandy, i prolific source as public credulity. These golden

like a man going to beat his wife? Because he
j
days, how^ever, could not aluavs last. Our puliti

is going to lick-her. ckI fathers issied nn edict to prohibit thf trade of

Why is 1<U. Fi.ldler's brewery like a public the itinerant merchant, nnd wandering vagrants
liOu.so which Jufts resort to .' SecauiO //>; 4?-e!CS

( vi-ere compelled to betake themselve.^ to- other
drink in it. '.Stales. The terror of the law, for 8 space, freed

Why is the monlli of a hard drinker like au In- [the good people from the visitations of those vaara-

dia viibLer over-shoe? Becau.se it never his in
j bonds—hut in process of time, finding flic statute

,

J.
. „ calculation of the time that could be employed in

|/i.>-.,^ ivyu.,, ,.i ,.,,,5 ..uvt,. ..,..;.>.....
"

r », the acquisition of useful informntion. from the age
the tanner, or snuCTly rested in a corner of the .„ „„ „ , , , .-

, rr, i I.- .1 ot fourteen to fiftv.— Suppose thai three hours ot
nam. 1 he rising sun shone upon his path among

, ^ '^ ^ , c >. j

CHURCH GOERP.
Two lovely ladles dwell at —
And each a churclung gjes ; -

limuia ^oes there

—

to cbs'i her c~yc.^\

.\n-,l Jane

—

to ens her clutUcs,

the twenty-four, for fo.r days of each week dur-

injT the si.\ Winter months, were spent in useful

rearlinsr. This would Hinount wlieri he would ar-

rive iit .50 years of age. to ll.2."9 ho rs. If he

read 20 pages pf-r hour, it would be V24,640 pag-

es. Allowing each volume to contain 224 pages^,

it would amount to one Ihounand volumes. Now,
what would be the result of thus devoting this

small portion of !iis lime ? It nonld give a rig'ht

bent to his mind— lend to prevent him froinspend-

inu' his time and money at improper places—he

would become acqiiaintei' with the stiite of agri-

culture in bis o vn country, and in others— be-

coire more eiiterprisins;, and be enabled to use to

better advantTire t'le meat's '. ithin his reach, and

thus become a more successful cultivator of the

soil. In fine his taste for knowledt'e would in-

crease; he would become a more valuBble citizen,

a blessin? to his friends and neisrhhonrs, and

more likely to desr-end with afrcy hairs in repose

to his grave.

—

JV. Y. Farmer.

S>iperinr Tulips.

F..r.'nile at the office of the New Rnglaiid Farmer, a further

siiiiply of Dutch Tuliiis, ai a innder.itc p-ice.

.*Iso,ar«w POl'AT OMONS—with every variety of fiVr--

f.Vij &ed», F^ou-ei- Smh, S^c.

water.

Finally—Why iire these conundrums like the

new novel of "The Buccausers ? Bacause they

.re hardly worth reading.

A s'lneiiiaker for the purpose of eclipsing an

opponent who lived opposite to him, put over his

door the well known motto of "Mensconscia recti."

Wis adver.sary, to offer a more general bait to the

public, placed a bill in his windows, with those

words, " Mens and Womens conscia recti." This

anecdote brings to our recollection a joke which
may have escaped some of our readers, although

Bremen Gtsc.

showed its teeth without bitinj. fbev bpjran to ro- 1 For sale. 3 pair of this .superior breed cf Geese; they are &-
, . -

, , ,,,. ,. .
1 ridedlv S"perior to ihe common breed, n the great ?i2c they jii-

turn and infest our borders. Within a few years, i

,.,j,, j^ j^; f^^.i;,,. „;,), „.l,:,h ibcy may be raised, and in «he

their depred.ntions have been bold ond frequent. ' eomparaiivclv "rii'l nnnntiiy of grain required to fatten ihem.—

IVorce.-^Ur.lEiris.
'

j

Inquire at tSs office.

A'Vifi Enrrln'id Farmer's Mmnnnrk, for 1828.
Just published, at the New FnglanH Fiirniei f^flice, and

for sale hv Towlks & Dv.akbor-;. 7? Wasbin£r'or .^ireel. anJ

at the Hookstnivs gcner.-illy, the .Vnr F,7K-limd Farmer's Almir-

By Thomas G. Fe.ssenden. Editor of the New
England Farmer

Early Mnrriasces.— A medical correspondent of

the Portland Patriet thinks it would be advanta-

geous for females to pass their twenty fourth or
^^]f] for V.'5?s'

twenty-fifth year, before they suhject themseWes
to the caies and fatii/ues of a married life ; as the

constitution of but few women can he regarded as The Farmf.r is luiblished every Friday, at $3.00

„ , ..,.,, ,., r. »i.
• . . .u

I per .tTinnm, or cfj'J.SO if paid in adiancc.
firmly estahhslie'' until after their twentieth year. I

}-jgnt;e,„en ^ho proeure/ft-e responsibU sulscribers;

e entitled to 2t.si.xlh volume fratis.Every female w.'ho d.>es not have an offer to licr
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AGRICULTURE.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND lARSIEK.

BEES.

Mr Pessende.v— I offer no apology lor rsciir-

ring agHin to tlio subject of tho honey bee since

you have encouraged me to that efl'ect in tho New
England Farmer, 7lh December. I have, howev.

er, no pretension to experimentdl or practical skill

in their management, and possess but a small

share of information deriveil from books, (having

always been an advocate for book knowledge) ami

Ironi verbal communication.

The fact stated in your last paper of a snail en-

trapped in a hive,* brings to my recollection a few

circumstances equally calculated to excite the ad-

miration of your readers.

On taking up a hive in autumn a few years

since, the body of a mouse 'vas found entirely en-

cased in the substance of the comb, iind so clFect-

unlly embalmed by their own materials as to ex-

clude the access of atmospherical air, and to obvi-

ate the possibility of annoyance from tho process

of putrefaction.

During a warm day the last summer, I witness-

ed the surprising alacrity with which bees can re-

pel the attacks of an ereii.y. A largo humble

bee, and a very large o.x fly, after being deprived

of one wing, were thrown on the projecting

board of my bee hive; they were instantly attack-

ed by as many bees as could have access, piercii--^

their boiieswilh their stings till they e.vpired,

and then forcing them from the hive to the ground.

From this it may be supposed that were the bee-

moth to make its pillaging visit at mid-day in-

stead of skulking in the dark, it w ould be entirely

foiled in its base attempt.!

In Rees' Cyclopedia or tho Edinburgh Encyclo-

pedia, I have read the following curious state-

ment. In autumn 1804 the copious collections of

honey which had been made during summer had

entirely disappeared, and the moths weie uncom-

monly abundant. The owners of a number of

hives resolving- to protect them from further pil-

lage, closed their entrances with tin gratings,

where the apertures were proportioned to the size

of the bees on the 17th September: but not hav-

ing enough for the whole, two were left unsecur-

ed. It was seen next morning on examination

that during the night the bees had themselves

taken the necessary precautions by contracting

the entrances of their hives so as to make them

quite safe against invasion. Each was completely

blockaded by a wall composed of old wax and fa-

' Sec pnje 162 of the current vol. of ihe N. E. Farmer.

t In speaking, we believe, of this insect, JW. Rtauinur sa^.s,

' ihfl Bees wwilil roarlily destroy the-c creatures, were il not tor

tlie armour they are covered with. They form themselves n

mat of armour of a liouble matter. The ursl, next to ihe boiiy,

is a kind of silk of their own spiiininj;; and ihe outer covering is

of bees w;a. laid oa considerably thick. Tlie crea;ure, just

thvusling lis h;'ad out to feed, goes on devouring the cells ; while

.he bees are buzzing about him. aUempling in vain to pierce

him with their slings. He never forsakes his covering, bul

tengthens and enlarges il as he goes ; and gnawing down the

.sides ef the cells in his march, wiihonl staying to eal them one
by one, the destruction he occasions is scarcely to be concoivcil."

Editw of the .V. E. Famier.

rina, in which the bees had taken care to leave

apertures corresponding to their own size : two

that would prevent above two bees passing at a

time were fashioned like inverted arches ; a third

was broad enough in front to admit of the passage

of several bees at once, but so low that they were

obliged to lean over on one side to get through.

All the other hives proved on inspection to be

constructed in the same way, even where provid-

ed with the tin gratings. In other in.stances the

bees had constructed a double wall at the entrance

of the hive, with covered galleries so narrow that

no more than a single bee coulil pass ; '.ifty-three

swarms began these operations in the course of

the same night. In countries where tlieir great

eiiemy the sphinx atropos abounds, the apertures

ulien the chief collection of honey takes place,

must be made very low that this insect may be

excluded.

The following instance might, in the view of

some, justify an impeachment of tho integrity of

tho instinctive ficulties of these insects. It was
copied from tho Now York Medical Repository a

few years ago, into tho American New Dispensa-

tory, by the present writer, as tending to prove

the virulent nature of the Rhi^s Virnix, or swamp
sumach. A swarm of bees attached themselves to

a branch of the RIiut Virnix, after which the

branch was cut partly through, and for some reas-

on the bees were sufl^ered to remain ; tho next

morning tho whole swarm were found dead and
(heir bodies turned black and swelled to nearly

twice their natural size. Now it is well known
that instinct in animals enables tliom to distin-

guish and to avoid those poisons which prove des-

tructive to tlieir own nature ; by what means
therefore, was their instinct confounded in this in-

stance ? Not perhaps from any error in the choice

made by the bees ; had the tree remained in its

natural state, they might probably have continued

to adhere to tho branch with impunity ; but in

consequence of the wound by the knife, the pois-

onous effluvia was xuflered to exude and exert its

fatal effects upon the innocent visitors.

In my former communication it was mentioned
that tho garret of a friend was occupied by a fam-

ily of bess ; they took possession of tho tenement
in June 18'25, and first formed in a body on the

side of the chimney. They first made their en-

trance through a crevice under the edge of the

shingles, but an aperture was bored for their use

a little below the roof which has proved accepta-

ble to them. They now occupy the space be-

tween the chimney and the upright gable end ot

the house, open at both sides of tho chimney for

the space of about 7 inches in width. They have
suspended their comb in lengthened sheets ex-

tending about two feel below the aperture, care-

fully leaving a space round it to pass and repass.

The quantity of com.b, would, it is supposed, near-

ly fill a barrel, and the landlord receives his rent

from the produce of his tenants athisovvn dis-

cretion, selecting' the young comb containing

transparent virgin honey. They have never
swarmed, as they have ample accommodations for

their stock of honey and their young brood.

There appears no circumstance in the arrange-
ment of an apjary so difficult and at the same time

so important as that of guarding against the Jep-

redationi of tho bcu moth ; every cultivator of beej
complains that more or less swarms become vio-

lims to this enemy every season, in despite of all,

their efforts to frustrate its invasion.

Tho fact above detailed of the successful loca-

tion of a swarm in a garret, might suggest an im-

portant improvement in tho arrangement of an
apiary. Let the hives be placed in the upper a-

partment of a dwelling house, or some out buiM-
ing provided with proper liperturea ibrotigii ihti

walls. In this situation the bees would be secure
from the vicissitudes of tho weather, the hives

would be less liable to decay, and the e.tpense- ot'

a cotumon bee house would bo saved. But tin!'

most important advantage would be that of a tcta.l

security against the attacks of the niiscljieyui/s,

bee moth, as that insect seldom or never pcram.-j

bulates to any considerable height in the atmo:;'

phere, and there could bo no sweet oduijr froijj,

the hives to allure the insect to the place to seek
for its favorite food. It is moreover not impossi

ble biit that young swarms fro.m the hives so situ-

ated may attach themselves to the walls of the

apartment for their permanent residence, as in

the garret above mentioned, and thus in process

of time the whole apartment be converted into a
convenient and profitable apiary. Should these,

suggestions elicit the observations of some judi-

cious and experienced cultivators, the object of

this communication will be in a measure attained.

Old Lslonii, Dec. 17, 1827. MEDICUS.

OATS.
Mn. pEssErjDEN—There is a difference of opin-

ion among farmers as to the proper time for sow-
ing oats. While some contend that it is best to

sow as soon as the frost is out sufficiently for the
land to be worked, others insist on a different

course, and choose not to sow until the ground
has become quite dry and warm. It may be ii

fact that late sowed oats in some and perhaps in

most instances, produce a greater quantity of
straw than those early sown, and it may be and
probably is true in as many instances, that the
grain is proportionably lighter, so that if weight
of grain is the prime object, that course of pro-

cedure as it respects sowing, is best, which is

most likely to produce the desired result.

There seems to have been a general failure in

the crop of oats through this part of the country
tlie past season, Ijiere being hut few instances,

where they arc so heavy by one third, as they

have been in other years, when no calamity has

befallen them.

Notwithstan.»»r^g the general failure, I had as

good a crop of oats the past season, as in any
former year, having over one hundred bushels,

from little more than two acres of ground, weii'h-

iiig thirty-three lbs. per bushel. Such being- the

fact, it is a question with myself and others, whac
should be the cause of my obtaining a better crop

than any other farmers in the neighborhood

That which to me appears as the probable and
only cause, is early sowing. Although my ground
was in no better condition than land in general, <
sowed my oats several days earlier than ot'aej

farmers in the vicinity.
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There were several fields contiguous to mine,

Vvhere tlie soil and cultivation were not essential-

•y different, but which u'ere sowed a few days

'ater, which in every instance failed to produce a

middling crop. I have always been in the habit

C:f sowing my oats as soon as possible after the

3;round had become settled, believing it to bo the

bettor way, and observation and experience the

past season, have only strengthened my belief,

that such a course is the correct one.

A. FARMER.

Remnj!;.s h;i ihc Editor.— Deane's N. E. Farmer

stales that "Oats cannot be sowed too early in

the spring after the ground is thawed and become

Jry enough for sowing. The English farmers sow

them soinetinie in February." Loudon says "The
season of sov.ing oats is from tlie last week in

Pebrua'y to the end of April. About the middle

of March is preferred by the best farmers." Wo
<)elieve, as a genera! rule, neither oats nor any

'3iher sort of spring grain can be sowed. loo early

nfter the grouiid can be put in order to receive

Jhe seed in the spring. Early sown spring wheat

as well as oats is much less liable to blast than

*ioh as is pul into the ground late in the season.

lOR .HK ^t\V ENGLAND FARMEl!.

FRUIT TREES.
Linncran Bvtniiir Garden, }

Dec. 11, 18i7.
\

DEi.R Sir— T send jou herewith some parts of

my Treatise, now in press, which you can publish

as " Extracts from Prince on Horticulture."

Vours most respectful! v,

WiM. 'prince.

NOMENCLATURE OF FRUITS. '

During a number of years, tlie author Ii.ts boon

•iigaged in a most extensive and general invest!

Jalion of all the fruits that have been introduced

(Q this country from abroad, in order to test tlieir

.iccnracy, and the correctness of their names
This critical inquiry has convinced him, that not

ess Uian one hundred varieties of the different

r'raits at present cultivated in this country are in-

correct, as to the identity of their names, and con-

sequently quite different from those they arc in

.'ended to represent. This lias arisen cither from

>rrors being made when they were sent from Eu-
•ope, or by established names being adopted here

'or doubtful fruits. The author himself ha?, in

I'Cfnnion with otiiers, been grossly deceived in the

varieties of fruits from Europe, even whon roceiv-

''d from tlie best nurseries of England and France,

'.rhis has long since led liim to scrutinize every
variety he receives, and tlie original tree is inva-

iably planted out for bearing, that its accuracy
luay be tested. Tlie author has gone into tlicse

vomarks, to account for any present differences

which exist between fruits from his e.stablishment,

and others bearing similar names, as above one
hundred kinds will be found to eBsentinlly differ

joth in appearance and quality. Those persons
Alio are conversant with Duhamcl, the Luxem-
bourg CRti>lo'»u.-^ forme.; i.ndor the auspices of
the French Governnicul, the Bon Jardinier. and
other Frenah publications; or with .Miller, For-
ayth, Speechley, and the publications of the Lon
don HorticuUufHl Soi-iety. can have the identical

fruits seat Ibem that tire described in tliose

works, and, in e»ery case, the ideniihj is guaran-
teed.

SYNONYMS IN FRUITS.

The author is taking extreme pains to regulate

these properly and conclusively, ns so much of

the success of horticulture depends on critical ac-

curacy. The Catalogues of Iiis est.'iblishment

bear witness to liis anxiety, tliat the same fruit

should never be disseminated under a plurality of

names, and it contains more synonyms attached

to the respective fruits than any other publication

existing ; but the author intends, in his " Ameri-
can Horticulture," to extend this necessary part

of horticultural information, so as to set at rest a

great many of the errors which have hitherto ex-

isted, in consequence of a want of information on

this head.

I was highly amused, on calling to see a peach

which an acquaintance of mine called by the

charming name of "Maria Antoinette," to discov-

er, that it was the identical fruit which has been

long sold as the " Yellow Rareripe," and which
originated in a field about two miles from roy re-

sidence, whence I obtained it, and called it by the

latter title. I have also noticed, that a peach,

which is now sellirig as a new variety, by the

high sounding nanio of "Emperor of Russia" is

the same fruit known for 30 years past under the

unpretending title of "Serrated Leaved Peach."

Various other instances of this kind have come
within my notice, which it is unnecessary to enu-

merate. There is nothing more calculated to

lessen the satisfaction of the horticulturalist than

this rechristening of old and well known fruits,

either by the name of the person who happens to

find a tree growing in his garden, or with some
fanciful productions of his imaginations, as it will

create the same eudless confusion that has for a

long period existed in England, and which their'

Horticultural Society is now attempting to remedy
for it is a fact which can be proved, that many of

l!ic fruits of Europe may at present be obtained

with more accuracy from some of the American

nurseries than they can, in most cases, either in

England or France.

ACCLIM.VTION OF FRUITS.

Deciduous trees, natives of the same latitude,

are far more hardy than evergreens ; which proves

that the foliage of the latter possesses, even in

winter, a great degree of sensibility. Efforts,

therefore, to naturalize the fruits of the warmer
climes, should be in preference commenced with

those which are deciduous. The deciduous trees

of Portugal, Italy, and Spain, and of South Caro-

lina, Georgia, and Louisiana, will endure the win-

ters of Kew York, when the evergreens, from the

same places, perish if unprotected. Though in

England, wliere the winters are more moderate,

those survive and flourish, while, from the want

of lioat in their summers, many of the deciduous

trees do not ripen their wood sufficiently to sup-

;iort their climate in winter ; whereas, beneath

tin; powerful sun of our country, the wood be-

com'^s so well matured, that, it in many instances,

resists the riiiours of our winters uninjured. A
consider^'tion of these circoinstances, and effccis

of climate, raay greatly aid those concerned in

the acclimafion of treM calcuUtod for fruit or for

ornament.

RTRSERY SOILS.

As n prejudice hns prevailed from time imme-

morial, that trees, liiie cattle, when removed from

a rich to a poorer soil, qunnol tUiive ; and as nur-

sery grounds are generally supposed to be kept in

the richest possible state, it is a duty which the

author owes to himself to remark, that, for many
years, he has not made use of as much manure on
his grounds as is commonly put on the same quan-
tity of ground by farmers in their usual course of

agriculture— not from any belief in the above
mentioned doctrine, but from motives of economy,
resulting from actual experiment, he has substi-

tuted culture for manure, by having his grounds,
preoiously to plantiug, ploughed more than twice
the usual depth, and by having the ground each
year dug alongside of the rows of trees. By this

management they are continued in the most thrif-

ty state until the period for transplantation. The
doctrine of trees not thriving wUen removed from
rich to poorer soil, has long since been exploded
in Europe. Marshall, a celebrated English writ-

er, is verv particular on this subject, and gives in-

stances that have come under his observation to

prove its fallacy, in his "Rural Economy of the

Midland Counties of England," vol. i. p. 8o. It is

absolutely necessary that the young trees, at the

time of transplanting, should be vigorous and thrif-

ty, and it is of no consequence whether this is pro-

duced by strength of soil or by culture, as the

young trees will then have a constitution prepared

to feed itself on coarser food.

To those who insist on the point that nurseries

of trees should be reared on poor ground, the re-

ply may be made, that it might, with equal apti-

tude, be asserted, that a decrepid man is the best

calculated to sustain the toils of a journey.

ORCHARDS NEAR THE SEA-SHORE.

It is recommended, in localities wholly exposed

to the ecean—such as Nantucket, and other isl-

ands—that those who desire to succeed in culti-
'

vating fruits, sliould first plant- a row of red ce-

dars, willows, or other hardy trees, to break off

the gales ; next to these, they might plant their

pears, as the fruit best calculated to support the

situation, and after them peaches, and other fruits;

perhaps it wfjuld bo bettor that the cordon of ce-

dars, willows, &c. should be extended on three-

sides of the plantation. As the red cedar flourish-

es uninjured on the sea-shore, and from its being

an evergreen, is capable of affording protection

against storms in all seasons, I consider it as deci-

dedly the most proper to be selected for the be-

fore mentioned purpose.

ON RAISING WATER FROM WELLS.
Mr Fessekden— If you tliink the following ac-

count of roy manner of bringing water into the

yard, will contribute anything to the convenience
of farmers, you are at liberty to insert it in the

New England Farmer. Yours, &c. N. L.

Lyme, (,Y. H.) Dec. 2(1.

Last autumn, wishing to have water constantly

running to my barn yard, and pasture contiguous,

I went back about 18 rods to ground 44 feet high-

er than my yard, there dug and stoned a well 20

feet deep, and dug a trench 21 feet deep—placed

in it a small leaden pipe—stopped the lower end

of it, and let it extend up beyond the well's mouth,

so far that when bent and inserted, it would reach

to the bottom—then filled the pipe with water for

the purpose of exhausting the air (having no other

convenient way of doing It)—stopped the upper

end till the pipe was carefully bent, and the end

put under the surface of the water, then took out

tiie stopper and fixed on a leaden strainer, and
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(listened a cord near the end of the pipe, and let

it down nearly lo tlie bottom of the well—confin-

ing the othA- end of the cord to a stick ti.\ed across

the well, near the top. The use of this cord is lo

raise the end of the pipe, in case we find at any

time by measuring, that the sand ia washini^ in

—

and liable to cover the strainer, and thus stop the

water. Then by recnoving the stopper from the

lower end, the water began to run, and has con-

linoed runninff a small stream ever since, without

danger of exhaustinij: tho well, which, in the pre-

sent wet season, contains fifteen feet of water.

N. L.

From the New York Statesman.

AGRICULTURE.
We are happy to perceive by the subjoined cor-

respondence, that the spirit of improvement in ag-

riculture, cherished by the munificence of the Gov-

erment, and wiJely diffused through the medium
of societies under it» patronage, is not yet extinct

though it seems to have slumbered for a year or

two, while public attention has been engrossed by

canals, rail-roads and other pluiis for promoting

Ihe interest of the state. The former ought to have

been done, a>id the Utter not left undone. Agri

culture must for centuries be the great source of

wealth and prosperity in the United States. Com-
nerco i.nd m.-umlactures cannot flourish, if this

paramount interest, whence they draw their life

and activity, be permitted to languish. We have

always li,i(i full faith in the salutary influerce of

agricultiinl societies ; and it is witti us a subject

of deep r"!;rei, that the enthusiasm by which they

were ai" .tsu .i few years since, has in any de-

gree iiib- 1 tu Brief as wns 'the full tide of suc-

cessful L':.pt.Tiinent," and sudden as hus been its

reflu.v, it was like one of those inundations of the

Nile, which bring down fertility and plenty. The
traces of the vivifying and invigorating principle

are visikle over the whole surface of the state ;
—

and in many instances, waste places have been

converted into productive farms. Look, for exam-

ple, at the rural retreats of the late Chief Justice

and his neighbour Judge Buel, whose fertile acres

were reclaimed by the hand of perseveringindustry.

If such nn impulse was communicated to .Tgricul-

ture by a few seasons of active exertions, what ef-

fects might not be produced by systematic and

continued efforts, such are made in Great Britain

and in some parts of our own couutry ? We have

all the elements of one of the richest agricultural

countries in the world, with every po.ssible facility

of transporting produce to a ready market. With
such peculiar advantages, and with a population

rapidly increasing, the state of New-York pre-

sents the strongest inducements for improving

every acre of its soil.

• Id giving publicity to the following letters, we
will merely add, that it will afford ns pleasure at

all times lo make the Statesman the medium of

similar communications, believing that if we may
be the means of " making two blades of grass

ijrow, where but one grew before," a service more
j

beneficial to the community will be performed,than
by filling our columns with angry discussions on

the subject of the Presidency. Without censuring
any of our editorial brethren, who have a tn.'ite

tor the turmoils of party strife, we can only scy

fur ourselves, that we would rather be found
'* Roasling turnips on a Sabine farm"

than engaged as heated parti^aus for this or tlsat

candidate, playing at cut and thrust in the politic-

al arena, lor the amusement of the public :

JVew York, .Yov. 30, 1627.

Deab Sir—When I was at your farm last sum-
mer, 1 observed a field of Lucerne" in lu,\uriant

growth, and of great promise. Your absence from

home p/evcnted my learning the particulars of its

culture, uses and value.

This grass, I think, is not grown lo any consid-

erable o.vtont in Great Britain nr Ireland. In

passing through those countries a few years ago,

I do not recollect to have seen it all. Perhaps

the humidity of the climate, the nature of the soil,

and the strong growth of the other finer grasses,

may account for its absence. In Prance, howev-
er, I found it held in great esteem ; it produced

abundantly, allowing of four or five cuttings in a

season, and was used in its greou state for soiling

cattle.

Your experiments have, no doubt, beeu made
with care. A detailed statement of them will be

of service to our agricultural interests. If you
will oblige me by furnishing the stateraont, it will

gratify mc to be the medium of communicating it

to the public. Yours, very respectfully,

I. M. ELY.
Hod. Jesse Boel, Albany.

Jllbanij, Dec. 7th, 1827.

Df.ar Sir— I most cheerfully comply with your

request, in communicating my experiments in the

culture of Lucerne.

My first essay to cultivate this grass was made
in 1820. I sowed it with summer grain, but too

thin ; the summer was dry, and not more than a

fourth of the plants survived till autumn. I

ploughed it up at the end of the second year.

In 1824 I sowed 16 lbs. seed on an acre, well

prepared by manure and potatoes tho preceding

year, with half a bushel of winter rye, the whole

broadcast. The ground was well harrowed and

rolled after it was sown. The rye soon spread

its leaves upon Ike surface, and protected the Lu-

cerne until its roots had good hold of the soil. It

grew well, notwithstanding the drought. The
latter end of August, perceiving that some of tho

rye was pushing up seed stalks, and that soine

weeds were overtopping tho grass, I mowed it,

and fed it green to my cattle. In 1825, I cut

three tolerable crops, and soiled it to my cows
In 1826, I cut it tour times for green fodder, and

in the autumn gave the field a slight top dressing

of rotten dung. This year my stock has consisted

of si.x cows and four oxen. My summer pasture

would not more than suffice for two of them.—

1

fed them on ruta-bagij and hay until about the 20th

May, when I commenced cutting nnd feeding my
Lucerne, morning nnd evening, in such quantities

as I found ray cattle would consume. By the time

I had cut over the acre, the part first mown was
again fit for the scythe. Two cuttings with the

small pasture in which the cattle run, sufiiced until

my meadows and grain fields were fit to turn into.

A third crop was cut for hay, and fourth might

have been cut also, hut for the difficulty of curing

it. This is the field which you saw when at my
hoOse.

From my own experience, as well as from tin-

observations of others who have cultivated thi^

grass, I am satisfied, that an acre of good Lucerne
will feed six cows live months, from the 20th o;

2.")th May to the 25th Oct. Thi.s, to a person local-'

cd BS I am, upon a small farm, v\ hero land is liigii

would be worth $45, or !?! .50 per month for each

benst.

Lucerne is less affected by drought than nnj'

grass I am acqnuinted with ; and but fsw grasses

abide loojjer than it docs in the soil. It does not

attain its full strength until the third year, and itb

medium duration is ton or twelve years.

I will further remark, for the guidance of tho.-ic

who may undertake to cultivate Lucerne, and aru

unacquainted with its character and habits, that

it requires a rich, deep, clean, light, aoil dry soi;

It will neither do well upon clays nor wet grounds.

It should he sown only in the spring, when the

ground has acquired warmth sufficient to promott

a quick and vigorous growth.

It should be inowii for soiling as soon as tli

blossoms appear; and be permitted to wilt a few
hours in tho sieath before it is fed to neat cutt!.";.

And lastly, like all other crops.

It is benefitted by tin occasional dressing of .iia-

nure. I think the best way is to apply compost or'

short dung in autumn, and harrow with a ligh'-

liarrow in the spring.

When cut for hay, there is a difficulty in curing-

Lucerne without great loss, as the leaves dry aiu:

crumble before the stem is cured. It should bi,

managed like clover—lay a few hours in swath,

and then put into sniall slender cocks with a fork.

It will cure in two good days. I mixed my au-

tumn crop, in the barn, with alternate layers o'.

straw. Your obd't servant. J. BUEL.
Is.\ic M. Ely, Esq.

CONSTANTINOPLE.
The climate of Constantinople, for the latitude

is one of the coldest places in Europe, as the pre

Vailing winds are north and south, blowing direct-

ly through the Bosphorus. A modern travcUe:

1

has aptly compared a resident at Constantinople

j

to a man in a thorough draft, or standing at the-

muzzle of a pair of bellows. Vegetation is scarce

-

jl}' a fortnight forwarder than in England, and fire.v

j

are agreeable in the middle of April. Allhougl:

i
the neighborhood of this city exhibits as rich :.

J

verdure as could be seen in ihe first dairy couii-

Irios in the world, yet butter can scarcely be pro-

cured, and the milk is not drinkable. The rneai,

from bad management, is likewise very inferior :

i

lamb is not allowed to be killed till the end o'

i May
;
pork, when in season, is excellent ; and

though the butcher pays an enormous sum for tho

privilege of selling it, tho price does not exceed
3d. per pound; of fish, there is a great abund-
ance, and of the most extraordinary colours and
shapes, but in general very inferior to what is

caught on our coasts—the shell-fish in particu-

lar, is almost without flavor.

* The botjinical name ol'this plant \^7JKdkago mtiva. It is a

native of Spain and the south of Europe. It grows to the height

of from one to two feet, and ihe (lower is of a pale blueish pur-

ple. The term " soiliiic^" niade use of in this correspondence,

may not be familiar to all our readers. It is applied to the

feeding of cattle confined in narrow enclosures, not afibi'diug siif-

licient pasturage.

—

Editor.

Bologna Sausi'ges.—Ail the world are aWare
that these sausages nie cstcemeit Ibe nicest, if

not the most delicate food that can be eaten
;
yet

they are made with ass's flesh. Xenophon, in hi^

Anabasia, remarks that the fleslj of the wild ass

was esteemed a delicacy by the army ; and in tho

history of Belisarius's wars, we find mention o?
sausages made from the flesh of xnules that halj

died o!' the plague.

—

-London Weekly Review.
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On the mode of procuring a crop of cucumbers

during xvint'^r, ly forming the hoi led witliin a

finer;/.—The gardener that is most successful in

growing early cucumbers, is pcucrally consider-

''d clever in every other part of his business.

—

This 13 not altogether without reason, for the

man who bestows the necessary attention to keep-

ing up the proper degree of hi'at, giving and tak-

ing away air, covering and uncovering, &.C., lo a

cucumber frame, during the winter months, is

likely to be of regular habits and careful atten-

tion, and these qualities go far towards the ensur-

ing success in whatever i.5 taken in hand.

'J'he duties of gardeners in sniuU ])!aces near

lirge towns, ore generally very different from

those of their brethren, in the country. In the

former case, their attention is confined to a few

object.5, arjd of course greater excellence is attain-

ed ; in. the latter, the gardener lias often the

charge of extensive shrubberies, park scenery,

and distant plantations ;—and these necessarily

tike him away a great part of his time from the

kitchen garden, and leave him dependent upon

liis assistants. It was the cxpeiisnce of tlie un-

certain results connected with this dependence,

which led mc to the plan of placing my winter

cucumber bed in a vinery, and to munage the

vinery and bed in the manner f am now about to

c'?3cribe.

This vinery was forty feet long, sixteen feet

broad, twelve feet high at the back, and five feet

and a half high in the front, \Yith one fire place,

and a- flue v^hich passed round the house. The
nir could be admitted both by the top and front

lights.

On or about the 20th of September, cucumber

seeds were sown on a moderate hot-bod in the

c")cn air, and treated in the usual manner until

I'f.ey were ready to ridge out. This generdlly

happened about tlie beginning of November, at

which time the shoots of the vines v.-ere with-

drawn from the house, and a dung bed formed in

the floor ia the usual way. After placing the

frame and mould en the bed, it niny be left vvilh-

cit the lights till the rank steam has passed off.

—

After this the plants being placed in the hills, end

the sashes put on, the following are the le.iding

features of management during the v.-inter : —
Make fires in the evening, .^o ns to warm the air

cf the house to from 5(5'' to GO"^, and in very se-

vere frosts it may be raided to 70^.' In the morn-

i.T»s of the coldest weather, and shortest days,

make a strong fire, so as to raise the heat to near-

ly 70", when the house is shut up.

of linings, &.c. &c. admitting of being done in wet
weather.

By tliis practice fruit may be cut in January.

—

The vine.' may be introduced in the beginning of

March, and will break beautifully and regularly in

consequence of the genial steam of the dung. In
April the shade of the vine leaves will have ren-

dered the house too dark for the culture cf tlie

cucumber, anij, as by this time cucunibors are

plentiful in the common hot beds .out of doors, the

bed in the house may be cleared out, ond the vines

treated in the usual way till the following Novem-
ber. Yours, &.C. J. REED.

was lately related, in which the bulbs having

been eaten by a family, boiled along with pota-

toes, proved poisonous ; and a French veterinary

journal relates the case of twelve cows, ivhich

had been fed with the leaves and seed-vessels, and
soon after showed the most alarming symptoms.
By the use of strong decoctions of linseod; they

were recovered after two or three days.

—

IJid.Un.

On the Varieties of CarJoon, and the Methods of
cultivating them. Bj Mr Andrew Matthews.

The cardoon is not very generally cultivated in

Knglish gardens, probably, as Mr Matthews con

jectures, because '• it requires more skill in the

cooking than is commonly applied to it." It is a

good dea' in use in the South of France, as about

Tours, where it is used in soups and stows, and

sometimes in salads. The sorts described are the

common, Spanish, Cardoon of Tours, and Red
Cardoon. The Spanish, Mr Mathews, considers

the best, and the culture of any of the sorts he

slates to be particularly easy. Sow about the

middle of April, in deep, light, not over rich soil,

in trenches about six inches deep, by twelve inch-

es wide, nnd four feet distant centre from centre.

Drop three or four seeds together at intervals of

eighteen inches, and, when they come up, thin

them out to single plants. Water frequently dur-

ing surumer ; and, in a dry day about the end of

October, commence the operation of blanching, by

tying up the leaves with twisted hay bands, after

which earth may or may not be heaped round

them in the manner of landing celery, according

as they are to he used early or during winter.

—

The common practice is to tic slightly with mat-

ting in t'le beginning of October, and earth up

once a fortnight, till the plants are sufficiently

covered, in the manner of celery. The French

mould up the bottom of (he plant a little, then tie

up the loaves with packthread, and thatch them

with long clem straw, mace fast wiih strong mal-

ting, or small ropes. The hay band method is

the best.

Cardoons may be transplanted in the manner of

celery, but they are found to do much better when
sown where they are to remain. In France the

flowers are gathered and dried in the shade, and

used instead of rennet to coagulate milk.

J\IouIdincss in the limber of a house, it is found,

may be prevented by washing it over with a weak
solution of muriate of mercury. The repair of a
church at Potsdam, the timber of which, though
quite new, was covered with mould, gave rise lo

the discovery.

—

But. Un.

o'clock and from that time to half-past nine, give

plenty of fresh air, by opening the front sashes

end top lights, afier wliich, and during the re-

mainder of the day, give plenty of air to the cu-

cumbers, by tilling the sashes in the usual way.

In mild weather and during sunshine the lights

may be taken entirely off the cucumbers for some

hours each day ; and immediately after forming

new linings, the top lights may be left down a lit-

tle sU night, to permit the escape of any rank

steam.

Th<! advantage of this mode of grow yig cucum-

bers during winter is the comparative certainty of

an early and good crop, at one third of the trouble

and expense of the common method out af doors

The expense is lessened by no covering up being

required, and by all the labour attending renewal

Insalnhrit'j of the neighborhood of dunghi'ts.—

A

About eight I writer in a French agricultural journal points out,

Emigration to the Canadas.— Unquestionably,

no man who is willing to make the slightest ex-

ertion can starve in America. If he will uiider-

lake to clear a farm, the means of subsistence are

at once secured ; sliould his habits unfit him for

such an undertaking, the price of labour is so

high, he is sure of lucrative employment in what-

ever capacity he chooses to enter the service of a.

master. So far the prospects of the emigrants ai-e

encouraging and agreeable.

But let us turn for a moment to the other side

of the picture. Let us contemplate the exile seek-

ing the portion allotted to him in the wilds of the

forest, with the compass for his guide, doomed to

endure, in his wretched log hut the rigours of a

Canadian wintor, without a human being for rjiany

miles round to break his solitude, or assist his la-

bours. No village, no shop of any description,

no medical advice within his reach, and worse

than all, the lonely temnt of the woods is gener-

ally remote from any market, where he may dis

pose of the hard-earned fruits of his labours.

Personal A'arrativc ofM. de Jloos,

with great force, the injury done to the atmos-

phere, as far as respects the breathing of animals,

by the decay of animal and vegetable matter in

dunghills, ditches, ponds, wells, and especially in

sewers, and the ccss-pool? of water-closets.

—

Wherever health is an object, he recommends

neutralizing the mephitic exhalations which arise

from these places, by daily strewing over them,

from a drcdgebox, powder of lime, of which a very

small quantity is said to have the desired effect.

Though there is nothing new in this, yet it af-

fords important hints for those who are employed

lo arrange the detail of dwelling-houses, and out-

of-door-offices ; and also to those who live in con-

fined situations

—

Gard. Mag.

Cokhicvm.—In the British newspapers a case

.'jiis'.rnlian Agricullurai and Ilorticuttural Soci-

ety, August, 18:2G.— Premiums were cfiercd for

various agricultural productions, and for the best

treatise en Australian agriculture ; the best treat-

ise on Australian gardening ; a treatise on the

best and most economical mode of preparing ex-

tract of hark from the mimosa, and other trees of

the colony; on the best and most economical mode
of preparing the potash of commerce from the

woods of the colony; and on the best mode of pre-

paring the castor oil from the seed of the Ricinus

communis.

The Honorable Alexander M'Leay, F.R.S. &c.

formerly Secretary lothe Linmean Society of Lon-

don, is the Vice-Patron of this Society, and, among
its Committee, we observe the name of Ro'iert

Townson, L. L. D. the celebruted author of Trav-

els in Hungary.

—

Colonial Times.

Australian Agricultural and Horticultural Soci-

ety, February, iSQ7 A report was read, by which

it appears that the crop of wheat was above an

average, and the crop of maize promised to be

abundant, where it was sown in rich alluvijl soil,

but a failure on fresh land. Tobacco is said to

be less extensively grown, since the reduction of

the duty. The condition of the vineyards is men-
tioned as extremely luxuriant. The influence of

the turf-club, in encouraging the breed of horses,

forms a subject of congratulation, as also the in-

creasing numbers, and the improvement in quali-

ty, of the breeds of horned cattle. An improve-

ment of the quality of wool produced from sheep

of the Sa.\on breed is {[Iso noticed.

—

Col. TincA
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TRAPS FOR IIAY-STEALERS.
Have the grower's name printed or written on

a great number of little slips of paper, distribute

these in the hayrick as it is building, so as there

may be at least one slip to each truss, which will

not require above one hundred slips to an acre,

but to make quite sure, say two hundred. Tlien

when you suspect your man has given away a truss,

ur any particular truss or quantity to be stolen

from your cart or rick, have the truss pulled to

pieces, &c. This practice has been adopted in

Shropshire, and a thief detected and convicted in

consequence. The ingenious inventor is Jlrs

Richards, of the parish of Clun.

LACKAWANA COAL MINES.
These Mines, with a body of land attached

tlicrcto, we are told, sold for one hundred andfor-

ti) thousand dollars! One hundred thousand of

which were paid by Stock of the Hudson and Del

:iware Canal—and forty thousand in cash.

Carbondale is the name given to the Coal Mines,

formerly belonging to Maurice and JHii. Wurtz,

Esqs. now o^vned by the Delaware Hudson Canal

Company. It is situated on the Lackawana river,

Blikely township, Luzerne cgunty, 32 miles from

Wi'kesbarre, 8 miles from Dundaff, the late seat

ofthe Northern Bank of Pennsylvania, and 16

miles from the Dysburry Fork ofthe Lackawa.xen,

to which place a turnpike road is now completed,

and a rail road in contemplation. At this place,

»lie canal np the Lackavva.xcn will terminate for

'.he present. The Mines are handsomely opened,

the coal appears to be of an e.xcellent quality, and

about five and twenty operatives are employed in

uncovering and raising this valuable article ; and

in creeling Saw Mills, and other improvements,

about the same number of workmen are employed.

The Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. Iiave issued

bills in the nature of bank bills—which have a

currency superior to that ofthe Norllicrn Bank in

its best days and we are pleased to say that the

operations of the Coal Mines, and on the canal

now constructing on the Lackawa.xen, afford a

market for the surplus produce of the agricultu-

rists in the counties of Luzerne and Susquehan-

iiah ; and assure the landlord and the cultivator,

that the land and its pioducls will rise its value.

—

Village Record.

Ecery family to make their own sweet oil This

may easily be done by grinding or beating the

seeds of the white poppy into a paste, then boil it

in water, and skim off the oil as it rises ; one

bushel of seed weighs fifty pounds, and produces

two gallons of oil. Ofthe oil sold as sweet olive

til, one half is oil of poppies. The poppies will

grow in any garden—it is the large headed white

poppy, sold by apothecaries. Large fields are

sown with poppies in France and Flanders, for

the purpose of e.^pressing oil from their seed

(Vide lOih and 11th vols, of Bath Society Papers,

where a premium of twelve guineas is offered for

the greatest number of acres sovin in 1808 and

1309.) VVhetJ the seeds are taken out, the poppy
head, when dried is boiled to an extract, which is

sold at two shillings sterling per ounce, and is to

be preferred to opium. Large fortunes may be

acquired by the cultivation of poppies.

—

Engltsh
Tleceijtt Book.

To preserve oranges, lemons, and other fruit—
Take small sand and make it perfectly dry ; after

11 is cold put a quantity of it into a close clean

vessel ; then take your oranges, and set a laying

of them in the same, the stalk end downwards, so

tiiat they do not touch each other, and strew

Chinese mode of fattening Jish.—The Chinese
are celebrated fur tlieir commercial ncumen, in-

defatigable industry—and natural adroitness in

some of the sand, as much es will cover thcin two making the most of every gift of nature bestowed,

inches deep ; then sot your vessel in a cold place, i on their fertile country. Useful as well as oruamcn
and you will find your fruit in high preservation ' tal vegetables engross their cart; and animal.--

at the end of several Uionlhs. which are the most profilably reiired, und whicl.

I yield the gicatesl quantity of rich and savoury
Tricks of iVutiercM.—In many of the Londonlfood^are preferred by them for supplying their

fr'.it shops, yellow grapes hdve their bloom restor-

ed by bcinj fumigated with sulphur ; and some
fruiterers of little repute are in the habit of sup-

plying a bloom to plums, by dusting tliein with the

powder of the common blue used by laundresses.

The last operation is, in general, so clumsily per-

formed, that it may be easily detected.

Slorch, in bis Description of St I etersburg, men-

tions some ofthe tricks that are perforjned on cu-

arders and stews. Wlien a pond is conslructw!

and filled with water, the owner goes to market
and buys as many young store fish as his pond
can conveniently hold ; this he can easily do, as

almost all their fish are brought to market p.live.

Placed in the etcws, they are regularly fed morn-
ing and evening, or as often as the feeder finds it

necessary ; tlicir feed is chiefly boiled rice—to

which is added the bluoJ of any animals they may
linary vegetables and fruits in that city, but they i;ii|_ v^.^sh from their slewing pots and dishes, <5ic.

are in general too gross, and involve too much indeed,—any animal oCal or vegetable matter
manipulation, for being practised in Britain. For vvhich the fi::h will rat. It is said, they also use
example, after asparagus has been used at the ta- ' gome oleaceous medicament in the food, to make
hies of the great, the returned ends of the shoots Hje fish more voracious, in o.-der to accelerate
are sold by the cook to ilinerating greengrocers, Uieir fattening. Fish so fed and treated, advance
who carve a new terminating bud, colour it, and in size rapidly, though not to any great weight;
add a bloom, in imitation of nature, make up the

ends so prepared in bundles, with a few fresh

stalks outside, and sell the whole as genuine as-

paragus.

CURE FOR A COLD.
The following receipt to cure a cold is said tu

be so efficacious, that we republish ii at the re-

quest of a correspondent who has tested its vir-

tues.

—

Am. Fanner.

Take a large tea spoon full of flax-seed, with

two penny worth of atic liquorice, and a quarter

of a pound of sun raisins. Put it into two quart

as the perch never arrive at much more than a

pound at-oidupois ; but from the length of three

or four inches, when first put in, they grow to

eight or nine in a few months, and are then mar-
ketable. Drafis from the pond are then occasion

ally made ; the largest are first taken off, and
conveyed in large shallow tubs of water to mar-

ket ; if sold, well : if not, they are brought back

and replaced ill the stew, until they can be dis-

posed cf.

PROFITABLE DAIRYING.
The following proceeds from twenty five Cows,

of soft water, and let it simmer over a slow fire, ' the last season, we have from the owner, Mr JoD-
till it is reduced to one

;
then add to it a quarter

I

athan Dyer, of Clarendon. Such enterprise is

of a pound of brown sugar candy, pounded, a t;i

hie spoon full of white wine vinegar, or lemon

juice. Note—The vinegar is best to be added

only to that quantity you are going immediately

to take ; for if it be put into the whole, it is lia-

ble in a little time to grow flat. Drink a half

pint at going to bed, and take a little when the

cough is troublesome. This receipt generally

worthy of iaiitation.

C017 lbs. Cheese worth 6^ cents S7.'5 10
4.->0 lbs. " " 4" 18 00
1000 lbs. Butter, " 12J 127 5U
Proceeds from the sale of Calve.-, 50 00

$580 60
Mv Dyer further assures us that tlio whey and

cures the worst of colds in two or three days, and
|
butter-milk amply paid for making and all contin-

if taken in time, may be said to be almost an in-
1 gent expenses. 'The cows had no e.<tra keeping,

fallible remedy. It is a a sovereign balsamic cor- but were doubtless well attended to.

dial for the lungs, without the opening qualities,
j

.

which engender fresh cold.s on going out. It has
j

Antidote against poison.—A correspondent of
been known to cure colds, that have almost been

|
il,e London Literary Gazette, alludes to the

settled into consumpliona, in less than three

weeks.

Salubrity ofthe London air.—It was a saying of

Mr. Cline, many years ago, that, "London was
the healthiest place in the world." In no place

are there so many human beings congregated to-

gether enjoying so high a degree of general good
health. It has been stated, and we believe, cor-

rectly, that the happy exemption, which the iu

habitants of London, for the most part, enjoy,

from the diseases common to other capitals, is

owing to the sulphurous naptha emitted from the

coal, serving the salutary purpose of checking the

progress of febrile affection. To prove that the

air is saturated with the naptha, we shall not be

able to recognize the presence of a wasp, an in-

sect to whicl. sulphur id obnor.iois, within the

sphere of its actior>.

merous cases of death from accidental poisonings,

and particularly to the melancholy fate of the
Royal Acadeniican, Mr. Owen, adds, "I may ven-
ture to affirm, there is scarce even a cottage in

this country that docs not contain an invaluable,

certain and immediate remedy for such events,

which is nothing more than a desert spoonful! of
mustard, mixed in a tumbler or glass of warm
water, and drank immediately ;—it acts as an in-

stantaneous emetic; is always ready, aud, is used
in safety iu any case where one is required. By
a mistake, where a gentleman took a full ounce
of poison instead cf salts, the castors were fortun-

ately at hand, and no doubt an invaluable life was
preserved to his family by giving the mustard di-

rectly. By making this simple antidote knowp,
you may be the means of saving' many a fellow

being frou) an untimely end."
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ITVVeJare obliged to defer till m
olhc- articles.

i He had not an opporlnnity to try sheep upon il

;

and that too, without vanity ; as it reflects far

but the probability is, that they would (if possible)
, more credit on the artist than on myself. Jo sucii

I
have been fonder of it, and thriven better than a recommendation, moreover, I feel the greater

week, F. II. P. and some ' 'ho other two. We know that black cattle, sheep, confidence, both because I was requested to pub-
horses, and indeed every other iinimal. always lish it by many of the first agriculturists in the

prefer that food, when tliey have it in their pow- kingdom ; and since published, il has met with

•-, .
1 J • . I , I

er to make a choice, that is most agreeable to their highest approbation. Tliis print consists of
Evffrv farmer viho desires to know correctly to ' , , . j . .i • u uu iir „ r c i ,

"="="' "'

, ",.,,, . •
I ,, , ,, them, and most conducive to their health. We a groupe ol five animals, so arranged as to show

what profit he docs business, should provide him- 1 , i .,. . , • . u i .u • . . j .. '

,„ '
. t , , ,_ . ,, , . „ ,' know, alBo, that parsley is a most wholesome ve- the just proportion and proper symmetrv of everv

self with a book, which he may call his General' . li < • l • i. • r i .• i \. r,-.. 1 • ,
" .. .

•'

„, , „ , 1 .1 , , TN getable for the human species. It is a powerful essential part. 1 he portraits were taken from the
Stock Book—and in this book, some tune in Do- .• ir

'

<• . „ . „ ? . i , .

, , , , , •
. ., , ^ , antiseptic If we were to reason from analogy, most perfect animals in my possession ; and the

cember, ho should register the result of a general l u .l . •. u c i •• l- u •
i r •

I'ARMKRS ACCOtJXTS.

aurvey of the condition and uorth of his whole
we should suppose that its beneficial properties engraving, which is in a style far superior to that

, ,

•'
, ^ ^,- J I. , ,

should e.\tend to the animal creation in general, in which cattle are generally executed, was finish-
stock and property— of his debts and credits.

—

mrn- ui T^ . n i j- ., u i i j ,i. .i . . • j •,. .
,, . ; L I . .•..,• , WiUich 3 Domestic Encyclopedia, says " Parsley ed vvilh the greatest care. And, if lam correct
Having snch a book to refer to at all times, and • . j u j \- I j » m n '

• j • .• r .. J-
,," . ,, «• 1 u r IS propagated by seed, which according to Miller,

1
in my description for the proper formation of cat-

on all occasions, will afford much satisfaction to .:.,'» j.;ii.j ,..-i.. :_ .u : : :. :„ '.i„ „„.i ,k„ i ;.„ :„ .v,„ A • _-j __:_.should be drilled (early in the spring as it remains
i
tie, and the portraits in the above mentioned print

several weeks under ground) in the proportion of i be also good, I think he who carefully compares
two bushels per acre; in rows about one foot

j

the portraits with the description itself, cannot

, ,
. asunder, and hand hoed; though Mr. Mills [in his ' long fail of being at least a very tolerable judge.

,, ,
'j

,
'

^°", '^^' ';°'"' Practical Husbandry, vol. iii.l is of opinion, that For any one reading the description of a particu-

his mind. In the first place, he should order in

ill tradesmen's bills, and in the mfon time he

may take an exaniinatitm and account cf all his

household goods

grain, in straw or threshed, hay or other fodder, ; ., , . ,, a , ,. .. . i i . »• i r .i i, . l i, .,= ,' ! i , , , i
the plants will flourish better, grow to a larger lar pait, for example, of the breast ;. he will there

ivood, manure, wagons, carts, plouirhs, and iinole-
1

• j l ,. . r . r- Ti. £ j .i, . •. i . . u i j . . n
r 1, , • 1 t_ . . !• L ,.

""K"- sjxg a,jd be in all respects, more perfect : if the find, that it ought to be wide, and to project well
tnents of all kinds—the stale of his fences, gates,

'

r
'

r ^ - r j

drains, &c.; and make an estimate of the neces-

sary repairs. Minutes being made on waste pa-

distance between the rows be suflicient to admit before the legs ; and on turning to the print he

a hoe-plough. He adds, that a smaller quantity will immediately see this projection shewn in the

of seed will he required, the culture will thus be side-vic.v of the bull, and the width in the heifer.
per, the particulars may be afterwards entered

,^,^ expensive; and, he' is confident, the plants which faces him ; and so on with respect to ever>-
into the Stock Book with such a degree of mi

nutcness as may he judged necessary. After this

general register, a Dr. ;ind Cr. account may be

drawn out, the balance of which will exactly show
'he present worth of his estate. The form of the

account may be as fo'lows :—
Slock Dr. Contra Cr.

On the Dr. side should be en'.c/ed all the farm-

er owes, and on the Cr. side all he possesses, and

will nfford a better food for cattle. ' other part. For as each animal is placed in a dif-

"This vegetable is eaten with great avidity by ferent position from the rest, there is no important

sheep, and it not only renders their flesh more point which is not fully presented to the view."

delicious, but is also believed to preserve them A gentleman, who is friendly to our Establish-

against the rot. Instances have occurred, where ment, and a well wisher to the trreiit interests Ijj

sheep fed in parsley remained sound, vhile those which our paper is devoted, hes p'es?nted us a

in the vicinity of the farm were uniformly subject ' copy of the Print above described, which we have

to that disease. Mr. Mills, therefore, recom-
;

placed in the New Englan.' Fanner offi?e, for the

mends these animals to be fed with it, twice in inspection««)f any person whow ill t,.';.^ t!.<> iroublc
all that is owing to him. He must rate every the week for two or three hours at e.ach times.— ' to call and look at it.

thing at what he judges tube the fair present jt m„y likewise be beneficially given to sheep af-

]

worth, (was it then eold); manure and tillage per- fected with the scab or redirater, and is said to I

'^'> f^'Sfrve es^s" soundfor the vpact of'K-o years.

formed must he valued at the common rate of the be very cfiicaci.ms in recoverin<r surfeited horses, '
^or 'ho following process for k,-,.p'ing e^-gs per-

country.
1 ^^ ^^^^ as are subjeet to the /xnase." "'^''^"V sound, a patent was granted to .Mr. Jayne, ol

If a farmer wishes to be very correct in his cal- i Another English writer snys that parsley should ;

Sheffield, in England. Put into a tub or vessel,

culations of the profit and loss, upon a lot of stall. 'be sown amoirrr oats and fed the following year »"« •"'^hcl, Winchester measure of quick lime—
ed oxen, for instance,. on the crop of any particu- ,,.ith sheep. T«-o bushels of seed to the acre is

thirty. two ounces of salt, eight ounces of cream

lar field, his readiest method is to make an ac- th<^ quantity recommended when no other grass "*" '''f'^'"' «"'' "'"^ '^"^ "^"""^ together, with as

count for either one or the other in his Ipger of sep,)' js sown; hut, probably, the manaD-emcnt '""«='' '^^'^ ^"^ "'" reduce the composition or

Dr. and Cr. On the Dr. side lot him place the „.o„ld be to sow it with clover or some other sue- '"«'"''"' .'° "'.='' consistence, that it will cause on

cost, including every minute particular, and on

the Cr. side the returns. On the sale of the arti-

cles, the account is closed, and the balance de-

monstrates the profit and cost.

rulent (Trap's ' "J^^ f"' '"'" '' '" ^^^''™ *^''h its top just above the

Loudon'sav^ that parsley ' is sown along wili, 'iimd ;
then put and keep the eggs therein, which

clover and grass seeds in some places, and espe- :

^'"' Preserve them perfectly sound for the space

ally in Lini'olnshire. ns a preventive of the rot in
of two years at the least. This method i.-j not the

herp, -fcc. In laving down lands to grass, Hoyte ' ''"'''' '"°'- |"^'"? ^''"l''«'' »"<* ,""^. ^."" «'"iP'<='- ""^

This won known ga;den-plant,b,in England, a
*" '^o fourth volume of Co.,..ur,ication., to ,,„ of merely keeping eggs in sa.t, is known by manyrARSLET. (Jipium petrostHnnm.)

ith 6°°'' housewives to preserve eggs quite sound for

a considerable time.subject of field cultivation. It is a native of Siri-
"""'d of .fi^ricMtire, advises the sowing w

ly, but will endure the winter of our climate. Mr. '^'•'''^« f*"""'^'" "^ *l"'e clover, two pounds of red

Loudon snys, " Parley is sown a!ou- with clover '

'='°'''''"' ''^" '^^"^'^ ^^ O'*' ?"ss, and two pounds ol
j, ,,„g been calculated that the manufacture of

and grass seeds in sonic places, and especially in P^'l'-y to the acre; as the parsley stands two ^^^j jjj^^,,,,;!^,^ ^j^^, ^^^.^^^^ j^p^,,^,,;^^ ^^^j j^^^^.'

Linco!nshire,T;sa preventive of the rot in sheep.",
>"'''f^-;"'' 7 "^ diuretic qualities, prevents the

^rs einploved,) in tho New England States sub.

A writer for tho Farmer's Magasiue, (Scotland,) 1 ''''!'*P ''"'" ''j''"? °'l'^'' '•-''-^^'•''''"' ^;'"'''' '°° '""''•!
sists about 20.000 f;imilirs, or 1!>0,000 persons-

says, "a friend of mine having occasion to oh- j

""»"' ''^"""^^ ''"^ »P' '° produce. 1 he seed re-
j
^^j „,^j ^^^^^ ^^.j,, consume the surplus products

serve tho partiality of black cattle for the common !
I"""'''' " '""f';'' »""« '" germinate than any other,

^(. 4o,000 families of agricnlturalists ;— together,

garden parsley, and their preference of it, when i

"P"'^"","^"' P'^i^t, -ind might probably be advan-
^b^,,^ g^jOypO individuals.

growing, to almost any other green food, look itjt^Soously prepared by steeping.
|

in his head to try how it would succeed iii a field
I

klega.nt hrint ok cattle.
j

BUe nf the Ualtle-svake.—An article has been

that he was going to sow ri..«n for pasture. Il«{ In the New England Farmer, [vol i.] we repuh- published in several journals, giving the account

accordingly sowed two or three ridges with par«- i li.shed a pamphlet, entitled. '^Renmrks on the Im- \

"f » remarkable cure of the bile of a ratt!e-.<=nake,

ley seed, and the rest of the field with clover /,roif»iC)i< of Cattle, fyc. In n Letter to Sir Mm
J

by cupping with a coniraou porter or black bottle,

and rye grass. '\3 soon as the field was renAy] Saunders Sebright, Bart. M. P. hij Mr. John Ifil- The plan resorted to was, to fill the botlle half

for pasture he led his cattle into it, and it was j/.i'n.son, of Lenton, near J^oltin^ham." In the
i

*"" of ^P'"' of turpentine, made quite warm, and

perfectly evident that tl.ey preferred the part] work, the following passage occurs, (See page
]

"fier scarifying the wound made by the snake, to

which was sown with the parsley, to any other I 2.52). "Should any difiiculty still remain in form- i

apply 'he mouth of the bottle to it, and then pt>ur

part of the field, insomuch that they never touch- j ing a clear conception of the points described. I
'^^ol'' ^vater on the botlle till perfeolly cooled. It

ed the rest, while there was a single blade of piirs- I think in such a case, I may very safely rccoin- ; '^ said, in Uie case above a'luded to, that the pa-

ley to be had. Horses were equally fond of it. iiiend a print, which I published a' short "lime ago, I licnt was in ihe most e.xcruciating agony, previous
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(o the bottle being opplied, but soon became easy,

.ind fell into a sound sleep. The ne.it day he was

able to walk about and work as usual. Spirituous

liquors of any kind, or even warm wnter, will do

very well, as a substitute for spirits of turpentine.

The writer of this article thinks any kind of

spirit would do as well as spirit of turpentine.

—

This we apprehend may be a great mistake. The

latter spirit is exceedingly active and penetrating,

and it may be, if the above statement is true, that

the turpentine, which seems to have been applied

to the wound, prevented the too frequent effect of

the bite of the rattle-snake. It might have de-

stroyed this animal poison by chemically decom-

posing it. We throw out this idea in the hipe

that those who may have an opportunity of ob-

serving the effect of the turpentine in accidents

of this bind, may decide whether it has any pre-

ventive or counteracting effect in these cases, or

not. We have seen many punctured wounds of

the feet, to which the spirit of turpentine was ap-

plied. The orifice of the puncture was enlarged.

No accident followed in a single instance. Whe-
ther the turpentine acted as a picventive in any,

or all of these instances, it is impossible to say
;

lliat it did so, in some of these cases, considering

ihat several of the punctures were deep and pain-

ful at first, and made by rusty nails, is only pre-

sumptive evidence, more or less probable. The

Ftedtng Getse.— It is said that geese may be is probably one of the he« Treatises on Gar<!cniiia;exlaiil, (ex-

advantageously fed on turnips, cut in small pieces "-P""?. perl.aps, the r.,o>i; ..hU-oraie work of M'jfal.o.,.) Tl.t

similar to dice, but not 60 large, and put into a (j.npe Vines and Poa< h Trees are pronounotd by expericnceti

trough of water. and competent judgu
wort!,, aloi.L-, the pn«: uf th,

tionsfirthe manag'-oieii
To make good Cider Cake.—Two pounds of Hour,

]
menial Mowers,

one of sugar, half of butter, one of fruit, one
pint of cider, two teaspoous of pcarlash,clot'os and
spice to your taste.

llie t)e>t of any extant, and well

(loi.U.— It has, likewise, very full

t of Gordon VegelabltiS audOrua-

Cotlaee Economy, niii;ainiii.v; infunn.ilion rclalivc to the mak-
ing of Rfead, brewing of Heer, koenini of C'ow.s, Pigs, Bees,

IChcs, Goals, Poultry, iwnl Rabbits, &,c.'wiili instructions rela-

tive to the cutting, and tlie bleaching of the Plants of English

Grass and Grain, for the imrposo of making JIuls and Bonnets.

Piiee 62 els.

A''eir E.igland ffnintr'n .-it man ark, for 1828-
JIusl published, at the New England Farmer Oflicc, and

. ., ^, . , , ftirsalo by HowLKs & Dkakbork, 72 Wafhiiiffton Street, aad
quarter of a mile. The excavators are employed . ai ,he Bookstores Kenerally, th.i Ano n,if:/anJ Farmers Alu„.
day and night, and every effort appears to be !'"«*, for lifiH. By Thoiiios G. Fe.ssendcn, Editor of the ^'ew

making to complete the work with all jiossible i

'^"g'"" ''
^"""''

celerity.
j

77ic Bristol Tunnel.—We understand that lliis

undertaking is proceeding rapidly, and that the

Tunnel is completely fiuished for the space of a

In the New York Court of Sessions a few days
since, William Brackett was tried for beating a

drum; but it was a Mrs. Drum, who !iad previous-

ly beat the prisoner, and whose head "discoursed

music," that did not please the court.

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair sup<ii..r BREIMEN GEESE. Apply to

Thom*s VViii.iAMs. Nmldle'f hland, r, to Sir Russell, ai

the New Enfflaiid Farmer ofTicc. Dec 7.

Lvccrnc iVcrf.

A few. hundred pounds of fresh I.ucenie seed, by the pound
IninthTii weight, for sale at the N. E. Farmer office.

While Mustard Heed.
I For sale at the office or the New England Farmer, t^e best

it is generally said, loses its
' English White Mustard seed, by the pound or bushel.The Coffee Bean,

vitality in a fevv weeks. Some years ago, when I

resided in Italy, my children used to sow the

beans which we had in daily use, and they grew
freely. I suppose they were imported to Leghorn

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Tliursduy evening.

from Africa, but how old they might be I am not

liirpenline is coming into frequent and good use,
j

able to say. When I mentioned this to a gentle- !

as a remedial substance, both externally and in-
> men curious in botanical matters, he told me he

'

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st ?oit.

pearl do. -

I FKOIV1
I

TO

I'bbl 1 75! 2 00

ion. I S7 50J100 50
[108 001112 GO

ternally, and is well worth a trial in punctured
, had raised date and cocoa palms from nuts bought^ I^^^N^, white,

wounds, and in the bite of insects and poisonous in the London shops, but had never tried the Cof- |
'^'''^'''"i "n^^^^

-|fP

reptiles, when something better known and more
fo be relied on, is not at liand Medical Intclli.

To prevent shoes from taking in water.—Ills
stated in the Family Receipt Book, that one pint

of drying oil, two ounces of yellow wax, two oun-

ces of turpentine, and half an ounce of Burgundy

pitch—melted carefully over a slow fire. If new
boots or shoes are rubbed with this mixture, eith

r T I ij iM * » *, • c ^t )
car^o. No 1, new,

lee. I slioulri like to know the experience ot otli-

!

u v « ,,,,

ers on the subject."

—

C. H. D. March. Sincejthe
I p-'iTTKB in-nerr.' "lo. i.

above was in type, we have seen a young Coffee : CHEESE, m.-w milk, - -

plant raised from one of a handful of seed, taken ' "rirmiTied niilU,

Inish
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jVIISCELLANIES.
K'om l!te Trenton Emporiwu.

WINTER.
Timn S'.vifily flies—in bold career,

Still circliii; on from year to j'ccr,

No pause he makes—o'er town or to\5 cr,

By night's still couch—at mid day's hour-
Still on he sweeps ; each matin chime

Gives warnias of the fliglit of Time.

V.ni yesterday—each eye hath seen

Nature in youth atxl beauty green ;

The cowslip rciised its dewy head

—

The wild rose graced its wilder bed

—

The latirel bloom and scented thyme,

Combined to form a wreath for Time.

But He bath dashed Ihem from his brow,

And Winter's treasures deck him now—
Flis locksdisnlay the snowy gem,

Diamonds of hail his diadem,

.Vnd Winter, from his frozen clime,

Follows the wasting Bighl of Time.

V,ISE SAYINGS OF POPE.'

). Fins sense and exalted sense arc not half bo

^jsoftil as common sense. Thcro arc forty men of

wit to one man of sense ; and he that will carry

nothing about him btit gold, will be every day at

a loss for want of readier change.

2. A man should never bo ashamed to own ho

has boon in the wrong ; which. is/tut saying, in

other words, that he is wiser to-day than ho was
yesterday.

3. To be angry is to revenge the fault of others

upon ourselves.

4. To relieve the oppressed is Iho most glorioDs

act a man \s capable of; it is in some measure do-

ing the business of tiod and Providence.

5. When we are young. Me are slavishly cm-
ployed in procuring soiuctliing whereby wo ntay

iive comfortably when we grow old ; and when
wo are old we perceive it is too late to live as we
proposed.

fi. The world is a thing we must of necessity,

either laugh at or be angry witli ; if wo laugh

with it, they say we are proud ; if we sto angry

at it, they say we are ill-natured.

oysters \o be sure!"—"What do you mean?"

—

" V/hat do I mane 9 why, I mane, that as I was a

resting myself down forenent the Pickled Her-
ring, and having a drop to comfort me, a jontle-

man axed me, what I'd got in the sack ? Oysters,

says I ;
—'Let's look at them,' says he; and he

opens the bag. ' Och ! Ihunrler and praties, who

He who does nothing charitable while living,

and leaves his property to the poor when dead, is

merciful to himself too late.

Death has generally been called the debt of
nature. A modern writer styles it a debt on de-

mand. Sometimes ii is a debt at sight.—Nature

,

,

, ., , ,,-,/-, r ""^y ^^ supposed to draw upon every individual
fSowld you those r It was Mick Carney says I,

, ..,„ ..„,i j,.,„i,,„. „r a,i„~ :„ i .u i-

n

! , ,• , „ , ^ ,, , ,,. /„ •' '! son and daughter ot Adam, in nearly the follow-
;

aboard the Powl Dooale smack. 'Mick C,.rncy,
; j^^ tcrms:-Three-score years and ten, after birth,

the thief o the world! what a blackguard he must
p,y this my first bill of exchange, to that <rrim

|be to give then, to you without ^kHi^^.' And „„i jne.xcrable tyrant, Death, with or without
I

ar'nt they gutted ? says I. ' Devil o' one o' them.' f„rti,nr -i,lu!eo

Mu«ha, then, says I, what will I do ? ' Do,' says

he, 'I'd sooner o'o it for you myself than have

you abused.' And so he takes Ihem in doors and

further advice.

Garden, Field, and Flower Seeds.
We have now for sale, at the ofllceof the New England Farm-

er, No. 52 North Jlarkct Street, I'oslon, the largest variety

. .
Seeds to be found in New England,—mostly of ihecropsof 18-,.

at the same time, his bag of oyster shells, which The greatest care has been taken to have them raised by our

iwere as empty as the head that bore them to the most experienced seed-growers, and to have the sorts perfectly

,„ IP u 1 » .v /• T •
i.

genuine. 1 he following comprises our most prominent kinds

.

:
house. If we had not this from an Irish paper,

^,,,,^0/,,, Green Globe Cucmh,
i

we should venture to doubt its authenticity. , Asparagus, Pevonshire

[ __„ 1
Gravesend
Batlcrsea

Large White Reading
Lord Kelly had a remarkable red face. One '

day Forte solicited him to look over his garden ZJecns, (26 varieties, including

wall to ripen his melons.
]

the English broad beans

I
dwarfs and pole.

Bevts, true Long Blood
Early Bloo.1 Turnip

j

Early White Scarcity

Hozo to pose a Professor.—" I say. Mr Cripp^, un-

derstand you're a great boitomist." " Bottomist,

,

,. ,,-

„.
, , , ,^ 1 ^ 1 u . ji ivT .

' Yellow turnip rooted
bir ! 1 don t understand what you mean. ^nt. Boreeole

mon kinds, early and late.

J Orange
Early Horn
Blood Red (for West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Purpl", (fine son)

?r, (8 varieties, includ-
While and Green Tur-

key, &e.)
F.rg Plant, Purple, and While
Emlive, Green & White curled

Batavian, for winter
Garden Burnet
Garlic Sflts

Imlian Corn, (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curled
Green curly Scotch

Lecli, London
Large Scotch

Lettuce, \-i varieties

Affiton, 1 1 varieties

Mustard, White and Brown
iVasturtium

Okra
Onion. 8 varieties, including the

imported Madeira, Potatou-
and Tree Onion

Parsley. 4 varieties

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling
Pe.is, 16 varieties
Pfpprrs, -l %-nrieties

Pumpkins, Finest Family
Connecticut Field
."tlammoth

Radish, 9 varieties

Rlmtarh, for larts, &c

A qual;cr gentleman covered with his beaver,

was once in company with a lady rather too

much uncovered, who drank to his ^' broad bottom-

ed beaver.'^ The quukor having thanked her for

the honor the did him, observed, filling up a

bumper, "in return for thy civility, Jlaria, I drink

thy absent har,dksrchitf.'^

An Irish paper gives the following annodolc of

tho simplicity of a nw Pat, who had just been

tr.insplantcd frotu the interior to Dublin :

—

Pat had been sent hy bis master to purchase

half a bti.^liel of oysters, to the quay— hut was ab-

sent Fo l(ii;g, that apprehensions were entertoined

for his snfoty. He returned at last, ho,vever,

, puffing under his load in the most tniisica! style.

"Where tho (!ppco lave you been.-" e.xclaiuiod

•'his master. "Where have I boeii .' why where
.would. I be but to fofh the oysters !"—"And
^whr.; iii the name of St. Patiick kept yon so

tiong .'"—"Long ! by my snwl I tjiink I've been

f^retty <luick, considering all things."—"Consid-

ering what tliingi! ?"—" Why, ronsideiiiig tho

gnfing of the fish, to bo sure."—"Gutting what

fish ?"—" What fish ? why, Wuid-an-owns, the

know what I mean ! why, they tell me you knows Brccoli, Early White

all about things that grow at tho bottom of the;
Large'caplf

sea, and such like, you know," " Oil ! a botanisi, Cabbt^e, (22 varieties, includ

you mean ; v/ell I do profess to bo a bit of a bot-
|

'"- ''"= Russian, andcom

anist," " Well then, can you tell what this is .'"
' CanliK-.

"Why sir, that is what is called ." I don't '

C''"''iJ'^;, -^'ir'Jisham

want to know what it's called— 1 want to know I

what it ii." "Well, sir, then it is a portion of the

marine pl.-.i.t conferva.'''—"Then give me leave to

tell you. Mr Cripps, it is no such tiling ; it is nei-

ther more nor less than a piece of sea-weed, for I Caulijiowir. Early and Lata

1 1 J -. !/ .1. 1 t . Cficru, White solid
plucked It up myself, on the sands yonder, not ma- "j^„^ coloured solid

nv minutes noro!" What more could bo said.' Mr Itali.in

Cnpns turned upon his heel with a ^' pshaw.'" and ^^^^^^.pleriac, or iui-n!prootcdj|a/iH/"!/. or vegetable oy-.ie,

the querist went homo to breakfast, and boasted Chires. Ifconerura

how cleverly he had posed a professor. " I know Cwn &iijd, or Vettikosl \f!pinach , 5 vnn^iies

, , ,, L- 111 - 1 i_ , 1 I 1- 1 -. O-fjs, Curled or Fcppcrgrn.^s U'-''?!m.s/i, 7 varielies
I should pas'- him!" said ho ;

" and 1 did it on pur- proa.l leaved or Garden! Tom<Uos
pose ; foi 1 like to take the shine out of these ere Waier ^Turnips, lo varieties

nrnrei<,nr- aa Ihpu nil thpm^irlvp-;'" Up should '''kewi.'ie, EsccLENT Roots and Pl.\nts, FiKLD and <:;RA.isprojessoro, as they call tnem.seive... no .sr.ouiu
.gp^nf, Pot an.l Swe.-.t Herb Seeds, MKniciviL Hebe

have added, "Yet nature might have made tnc Seeds, Bird Seeds, and more than 200 diiTerent kinds of Or-
even as one of these, therefore I will nut disdain." s-»mentai. Fi.owiin .Seciis.

,„ ... ,
.\sihe!-u;-!rfi/ and (/!/<i>7(i^!/ofSeedskeplatlhisEslablishmenl

.1 iicene at Margate. ar,-^ hy far greater than at any other place in New England, or-
.

ders lor the British Provinces, tho West India niaiket. or the

Ancient and Modern Maf,^..-U there is any S;;^^i:;^^:Srr.«^:?^^^rf^ounl;]:TJS:S%;:
time when a man has a right to val.ue himselr, it plied, at wholesale or retail, on ihe best term.s.

is when he has done a good action in a proper We have now on hand of ihisyenr'sgrowih,
''

' ' 200 lbs. Jlangel^\ uri7.el& Sugar Heel, raised bv,I. PriaceK':.!
'IWI'ier- ir.O lh«. Ouion Sred. Ro.I, While ai.d Yellow.

'

The firmest fiiondships, are those formed in mu- 17.5 Ihs. mic Blood Beet, raised in Ko.\bury

tunl adversity ; .is iron becomes m'^re compact in

tho forgo, when the flame is most vivid.

Onvernors need no arms where there arc laws,

and they heed no laws where there arc arms.

The subtlety of pride covcr.s itself with tho

tnaiUie of humility ; so high is tliis virtue, tliat

even tho most haughty wish to rise in her name.

The liher'y of a people consists in being gnv-

rrned 'jr laws made hy themselves, under wlwit-

over form of guvertiinent they niM^ bo.

Tlu! liberty of an individual consists in being

mvner of his own time and actions, so long as

they are not in opposition to the laws of God, or

of his country.

An action by which wo gain an enemy and lose

a friend, is a losing game ; because vengeance is

a timch stronger principle than gratitude.

Koxbiiry
[We have about 50 bushels of

1;^! lbs. Carrot, various kinds
I.'jO lbs. Radi-h. v. pernor quahly

I ICflibs. Enirlish Turn p. raised "in

I

7.-J blisliels Pr-as, early and laic . ._
the Eaily W:i>liirg'oii Pea, which was pronounced hy thcfe'.

I

who could obiaiii I, Ian year—as our supply was small—iIk.

I

earliest ana most productive of any brought into the Hoslnii

[

market.

! ..'.niong-ihcnowvcgciiMcswehnveiniiodure.l.and »hicharo
nni coinnmn in the Poslbn marltet, ,ire ihe Early Russian Cu-
cumber, [very caily) C.mipordowii Lettuce, Grass Pea ffor
wiii'.er us,] I'lirj.le t/'acrol. Giani .i'-iwragtis, Lima and Vnlt.-i
raisoSr|uash, Silipri,ii( P;irs!ey. [hardvl Russian Cabbage, Yel-
Ic.w M.i!in Turn'p. Celeriac, Finest t'amilv Pumpkin, Lady's-
F'ihgcr Pea [a new and fine maciowfat] and New Zealand Sj.i-
nncli. «
O'Calnlnjues of the whole Fst.iblishment. with directions for

culiiv.iling ihe more rare and delicaie sorts, comprising a pami
phlel of -10 pages, fi.rnished gratis.

The Faii.mi.;u is published every Friday, at jiToO
pflr .innuin, or !j2,.'j0 if paid in adranre.
Gentlemen who procure .^re responsible subscribers,
Ere entitled to a sixth rolumegr.tlis.
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^A^ R I C U L T U R E^

Piom Cobbett's Ride iu France.

VINES IN FRANCE.

The Deio-libourhood of Tours is a great place

for vines, and for the making of fine wine. I went

along witli my landlord to-day to see his vineyard,

which is at about half a league from the city.

—

The vintage of the black grapes is not quite fin-

ished, here, and that of the white grapes is not be-

jun. In this part of France they let the white

gropes hang as long aa possible, before they gath-

er them, because, they say, it makes the wine

stronger and of better flavour. The snow is, they

tell me, sometimes upon the ground before the

juice is nf a fine dark colour, a mixture of purple

and red. It is made use of in giving a colour to

all red wine, which could not have the fine colour

that we see in it, but for the use of this sort of

grape. The vintage of the white grapes begins,

this year, at about this time, the 7th of November.

Prom Ihe Am(^-ican Farmer.

J^ew and economical preparation of tar as a

covering for hou.ie.i.

Mb. Skinner, Sir,—The recent scarcity,

—

and consequent high price of tar, induces me to

appeal to an experiment, the result of which I

submit to yo'r judgment either to communicate to

the various readers of your useful paper, or other

grapes are gathered.^ I saw a great many acresj
^^.j^^ dispose of it as you may think proper.—

""'
' "'' ''

"* Finding it a difficult matter to mix tnr and redSf vineyard \o day. The vines Kiok beautiful at

this time, with all their leaves off, and loads of

ripe grapes hanging upon them. The vines, whicli

are planted in cuttings, or slips (just as gooseber-

ries and currants are] of the last year's wood, be-

ochre, suitable, for the roofs of my houses, &c. I

could not make a mixture of those two articles,

that would not, when cool, become separate. I

was induced to make the application of a third

gin to bear when about four or five years old.—
-^^^g^ig^j^ ^1^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^j^^ ,,3^ ^^^

An acre of vineyard, of the best sort of vines, ia|on,y y^^^^.^^ ^y^^ difficulty complained of above,

flill bearing is worth, at Tours, about 3000 francs,
I

b^jt has enabled mo to effect the object with six

or 12W. of our money. Tl'is year, they .say, the barrels of tar. which nine, in the ordinary way of

vines will yield from 10 to 12 barrels of wine to
^ppi^j^.^ ^ t„tbe roofs of houses, would not effect,

the acre ; barrels of 250 bottles each
;

or, as was
j^ ,j;^ following manner. In the kettle in which

before observed, of about 60 English wine gajloa.j
^ ^^^^^^ ,^^j ^^.,^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^,j. ^ j^^^^^,

each. Good wine may be bought in fours, byj^^^^^
After placing a gentle fire aro-md it. only

the single bottle, for 10 sous, or :rf. English, the
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ -^ ^^tirelv, I applied one jallon

bottle. The barrel, or piec; of this years wine,!
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^-^^j^ ^^^,^ ^^^^ ij_ ,„

will bring from 50 to bO francs, at this place.-
eycT^, two s<iV>onB of the tar : taking as much of

As, however, chilled cast-iron is not sufficiently

tough to bear bending, without breaking, he founo
it uet^iauary to strengthen his punches, by sur-

rourilijjng and inclosing their stems in cast-iron
holes, made of shapes corresponding with the
stems, in properly shaped supports, and havinn
their points only standing out a sufficient lengtir

for ase.

But the wine of this year will not be of tho best-

quality,on account of the grapes not having )»>fnerf

quickhi, which they should do to make very good

wine. ' Some of the vines are very old ;
some of

them forty, some fifty years old. The land round

Tours is hilly ; uncommonly good strong land, and

stoney, which is just the character of land to suit

the vine. There is much rock in the hills here,

as at Loches ; and the wine-makers have caves,

hewed out of the rocks, under the brows of the

hills, in which to deposit the wine, and to carry

on the process of making it. Some of the vinos

in this part of the country are cultivated in the

espalier fashion. This is not, however, generally

the ca!.e, where there is any considerable quanti-

ty of vineyard together. The common way is, ia

stick one stake, about four feet high, up to each

vine. The stakes are pulled up, at this time of

the year, when no longer wanted, and placed

.iway ill a stack, just as hop poles are in England.

The stakes are, as I said before, made of coppice-

"wood, hazel, ash, and other kinds. They do not

last above a couple of years ; for, if used longer,

they become rotten, and are easily broken by the

wind. I was, when at Chateauroiix. informed,

that, further to the South, the cultivators of the

vine make use of stakes of Locust, which, they

say, grow in coppices, and last a great number of

years. The Ltctist is, in France, generally call-

ed Robinia ; but in the vineyards the stakes of it

are called, bois de fer ; or, iron-wood ; a name

which the Locust very well deserves.

There is a kind of grape, which I saw on seme

vines here, made use of to give a colour to the

red wine. When this grape is squeezed, the

the above described quantity nf brine as was ne-

cessary to mix the red ochre to the consistency of

gruel ; then mixing the whole toofether, and stir

ring it till entirely united. This, I find, produces

a better body than anv other produce heretofore

by the tar and ochre alone,—and when the advan-

taees (of lessening the quantity of tar. the supe-

rior cement thus formed, together with the gene-

rally verv desirable effect the salt will have to re-

sist the ravages of fire, shall be placed in the

scale of the additional expense of salt, which does

not, I think, exceed a perk to each barrel of tar,

(and that used by me was dirty fish salt) shall be

tested by the experimentalist. I am induced to

think, he will also recommend the plan to his fel-

low citi7Pns. A VIRGINIAN.
N. B. The above should be applied boiling hot.

On the use of chilled Cast-iron, for Punches, and
other tools.—It is well known, that in making
holes in red-hot iron articles, such for instance as

wheel-tire, horse-shoes, &c. ; the hardened and
tempered steel punches become softened, from the

effect of the heat—and, changing their shape,

must be repaired from time to time.

Mr. Peter Keir, engineer, of St. Pancras, seve

ral years since, having occasion to make many
nail-holes, in the wheel-tire of artillery carriages,

and horse-shoes; and having experienced the'

above inconvenience in a great degree, luckily

thought of substituting punches made of chilled

cast iron, for those of steel, and which he found

fully to answer the purpose, as they constantly re-

tained their original hardness, notwithstanding

they very frequently became red-hot in using.

KIDNEY POTATOES.
Mr Editor—An opinion has long prevailed witl.

our Farmers, that kidney potatoes do not yield at

much as other kinds. In order to prove its fallacy

.

I last year planted a piece of fallow ground sixtj

feet by ninety. I spread thereon eight wagont
loads of coarse yard manure and ploughed the

ground (which was of a heavy loam) very deep.

—

On the first of July I planted my potatoes, the hillB

being about two feet apart ; and at the season foi

securing them, they were dug and carefully meas-
ured, and yielded me fifty-one bushels. The re-

sult of this undertaking has convinced me that it

is more to my profit to make my ground good ic

the off-set than in the usual way of skimming ovei

the surface ; und, I am fully of opinion, the steady

demand for this article, and the advanced price in

market (should the yield be not equal to some oth

ers) makes it much more to the interest of oui

farmers to turn their attention more fully to their

cultivation. Yours, &c. A Farmer.
.v. y. Farmer.

I-\om th'. jV. I' Breitmg PaU.

BONE-SET.
Among the many proofs in favour of American

plants for the cure of diseases, the Honey of
Hone-set, prepared at the JVew York Infirmary for

Bowel Complaints, No. 131.1 Grand street has beeu
found most important. Its efficacy in the coughs
and colds of this season, has excelled all other
known remedies ; it gives immediate relief to all

those who have the asthma, and is used withoul
danger of injury to persons of all ages and consti-

tutions. Many children have been cured of the

croup, (or hives,) whooping cough, and difficulty of
breathing, for the sum of 50 cents; and severa.J

adults have used it to advantage in cases of con
sumption, where, if it ha snot caused a perfect cure
it in all cases adds much to the ease and comfort

of the patient. It quickly checks a severe fit oi

coughing, heals the soreness of the breast, pro

motes expectoration and allays the irritation thji!

attends lung complaints, and in large doses it op-

erates as an emetic. Those who do not wish to

pay for the preparation and can take the nausea-

ting draught of Bone-set tea, will derive good
from the adoption of it, which can be had for little

or no expense. One or two phials of the Honey af

Bone-set, proves its valuable effects to all wh«
use it. G. G. V. No. 189 Grand-street.

FLORIDA.
Judge Robinson, of Gadsden county, has succeed-

ed after several years experiments in raising bean

tifnl bright yellow Sugar, of a fine flavor. He
expects a heavy crop next year. Several oth*
planters intend embarking in the business.
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SUGGESTIONS ON FISH PONDS, ANIMAL
j

MANURES, &c.
)

Mr Fessemden—There is one branch of farm-

1

ing or rural economy, which hiis been considera-
j

bly practised in England, which I think could be
]

profitably attended to in Massachusetts. I refer i

to fish ponds. You some time since published an
J

abstract of some particulars detailed iu the Trans-
:

actions of the Royal Society ;* and also incjltioned
\

that the Cusk, a sea-water fisli had been natural-
;

ized in the waters of Winipiseogee Lake. I think i

the project of rearinsj salt water fish, in fresh wa-

ter ponds, hes been proved to be practicable in ;

Europe, and that it deserves more attention in
|

this country. There are very many line ponds I

that would answer this purpose in Essex and
|

Middlesex counties, and particularly Long_Pond in

Worcester. I even think the subject woitliy the
^

notice of our Legislature ; tliey annually pay some
|

attention to the regulation of " Shad and Ale-
j

wives."

This subject appears to me worthy tlie consid-

'

oration of farmers even as a means of producing

animal manures. There is a fine article oa page

310, vol iii. of the New England Farmer, on this

subject, by Mr Briggs, of Bristol, R. I. to which I

would refer your readers. Mr Briggs details the

manner of using them, and the great advantages

that accrue to grass lands by the application of

this manuie. And the subject is one of impor-

tance certainly, as furnishing an article of food,

unfailing and wholesome—as another means of

supplying our interior markets— of feedmg cattle,

hogs, &c.—and improving and increasing the re- I

sources of the state. I have recently looked over
1

the five volumes of t!ie New England Farmer,
some of the County Agricultural Surveys of Eng-
land, Hunter's Georgical Essays, and several oth-

er Agricultural works, all of which seem to con-

lirm the importance of the subject. Those of your

readers who wish to examine the subject further,

are referred to the New England Farmer, vol. ii.

page 205— vol. iii. pages 221, 310, 339, 3G3, 403
;

— vol. iv. page 371—vol. v. page 17(3. I think it

would be well for our Massachusetts Agricultural

Societies to imitate that of Rhode Island, and of-

fer premiums for Fresh Water Ponds well stock-

ed with particular kinds of Fish for the purposes

of the table, the arts, manufactures, &c.
Yours, &.C. F. H. P.

From tlie Delaware Weekly Advertiser.

CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE.
a paper read before the Delaware Academy of Natural Sci-

ence. December 1, 1827.

The impoverished condition of a large portion

if land in this State, and the consequent decline

of wealth and population in some part^ of it, calls

for the attention of the citizens at largo, as the

interests of every individual are in a degree con-

nected with the welfare of the whole community.
That this state of things is in a measure owing to

gnorance of the scientific principles upon wliich

agriculture depends, may safely be inferred.

It is therefore quite consistent with the spirit of
'.his institution, which proposes inquiry into Sci-

ence for mutual edification, and the public good,
that the labors of its members should be directed

to the devising of a remedy for this evil, which
seems to call for a series of plans for improve-

' See page 34 of the current volume of the N. E. Farmer.

mcDt, founded upon inquiries into the causes

'.vibich have led to the deterioration of the soil—

a

more perfect developement of the process of veg-

etation, and details of the various improvements

adopted by our neighbors in their mode of culti-

vation. In the hope that some member more

competent to the task, and enjoying more leisure

than I now do, will turn their attention to the

subject, I have sketclied out some rough out-

lines and crude remarks connected with it.

The Sciences most important to man are those

connected with his nourishment.—Agriculture,

therefore, is to him a subject of primary interest.

The successful application of it depends on a

knowledge, the fundamental principles of which

are derived from Chemistry, and form a branch of

that Science and is called Agricultural Chemis-

try ; this has for its object all the changes con-

nected with the growth and nourishment of Plants

—the constitution of soils—and the manner in

which lands are rendered fertile by different

modes of cultivation, by the application of manure,

or a change in the constituents or texture of the

soil. Enquiries of such a nature cannot but be in-

teresting ; to the farmer they supply the princi-

ples on which the theory of his art depends, and

are useful in directing his labors to a sure plan of

improvement. To the man of Science they afford

an ample and interesting field for labor, and to

all. they present innumerable and pleasing proofs

of the wisdom and goodness of the Creator.

Plants hold a middle place between inorganic

matter and animated beings. They receive their

nourishment from external elements, and assimi-

late it by means of peculiar organs. It is there-

fore by an examination ot their component parts

and the modifications they undergo, that the sci-

entific principles of agricultural chemistry are ob-
tained.

If plants be submitted to chemical analysis, it is

found, notwithstanding their infinite diversity,

tliat they are chiefly formed of three elements,

Oxygen, Hydrogen and Carbon. These, with all

other substances found in plants, are derived from
the sap which is extracted from fluids in the soil,

and altered by, or combined with, principles de-

rived from tbe atmosphere. It follows, therefore,

that the superstratum of the earth, the atmosphere

and water deposited from it, afford all the princi-

ples concerned in vegetation.

That a particular mixture of the various earths

in the soil is connected with fertility, cannot be

doubted : yet as the earths which generally a-

I

bound in soils, viz: Clay, Sand, Lime, and Mag-
nesia, are only found in plants in exceeding small

portions, we must believe their chief use is to sup-

port the plant, and to enable it to fix its roots, that

through its tubes it may derive nourishment from
substances mixed with the earths.

That water is essential to vegetation, is fully es-

tablished, as its elements exist in all the products

of vegetation, and it is known that no manure can
be taken up by the roots of plants unless v/ater is

present. The elements of atmospheric air also

enter into the composition of plants, it being in

,
part decomposed by them.

Some persons have maintained that water alone

was sufficient for the nourishment of plants, but

their experiments & deductions have been shown

I

to be erroneous, and it is more generally believed

jthat neither water, nor air, nor earth, supplies the

1 whole food of plants, but that all operate in the

(process of vegetation.

Air ond water being almost beyond the control
of man, it is on the earth chiefly that his influence
may be exerted. The modification of the soil, by
an alteration of its constituents or texture by
the application of manure—and by a suitable suc-
cession of crops, are placed within his reach ;

and to these his attention must be given.
1st. Of the Constituent parts of Soils. The sub-

stances which constitute soils are, viz: clay, sand,
lime, and magnesia : oxides of iron and magnesia,
animal and vegetable matters—saline acids and
alkaline combination; no definite mixture of which
can be pointed eut as a standard of fertility, which
must vary with the climate, and be influenced by
the quantity of rain, and the difl^erent plants in-
tended to be raised,—their productiveness is also
influenced by the sub-soil on which they rest
When soils rest immediately upon a bed of rock,
they become dry by evaporation, sooner than
where the sub-soil is of clay. A clayey sub-soil
will sometimes be of an advantage to a sandy soil,

by retaining moisture, and a sandy or gravelly sub-
soil often correct too great a degree of absorbent
power in the true soil.

The most simple mode of ascertaining what par-
ticular item is the cause of unproductiveness in a
sterile soil, is to compare it with fertile soil in a
similar situation. The difference of the composi-
tions will in most cases, indicate the most proper
method of improvement.

If, for instance, it is found to contain the salts

of iron, or any sour matter, it may be improved by
the application of lime. If there be an excess of
limestone in the soil, it may be imnroved by the

application of sand or clay. Soils too abundant
in sand, may be improved by the application of

clay—a deficiency of vegetable or animal matter
must be supplied by manure— an excess of vege-
table matter requii-es the applic^t;ioii .of .earthy
materials

; and marsh lands must ba'^irairied, as
stagnant water is injurious to all the nutritive
classes of plants. The labor of improving the
texture and constitution of the soil is repaid by
great advantages. The land is rendered perman-
ently productive, and requires less manure.
2d. Of Manures.—The chief operation of ma-

nures is to supply food for the nourishment of
plants, thus accelerating vegetation, and increas-
ing the products of crops. Some, however, have a
two-fold operation, and others are supposed to

act as stimulants.

Gypsum, Plaister, or Sulphate of Lime. Great
difference of opinion has prevailed with regard ta
t;iis article. The comparative small quantity used
indicates a mode of operation different from oth-

ther manures—recently, however, the matter has
been explained— It appears that Gypsum is a con-
stituent part of most artificial griisses, of clover,

and of the soil producing these crop.,- ; '.vhen there-

fore, lands cease to produce gooJ crops of artifi-

cial grass, indicating an e.\hausiion of gypsum,
they may be restored by the usc of tiiis manure.

I/ime, in its natural state, ai ti merely by form-

ing an useful earthy ingredient in the soil ; and it

seems an essential ingredient in most fertile soils.

When burnt, and recently slacked, it acts by de-

composing inert vegetable mattor, thus rendering
It proper food for plants absorbing at the same
time carbonic acid, which restores it to its former
mild state;—hence its extensive use in the prep-

aration of wheat crops.

It may be advantageously used in bj-inging into

a state of cultivation all soils abounding in hard
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of palace or temple. These walls, howevdr, arc

gradually reduced to supply the consumption of

their inmates, and the unornamented burk soon

peeps out beneath.— Worcester JEgis.

Indian corn, or Grain of any hind, which is musly,

remedy for.

Immerse it in boiling water, and let it remain

till the water becomes cold. The quantity of wa-

roots, dry fibres or inert vegetable matter, nnd

all soils which do not effervesce with acids will be

benefited by it. It should not, however, be ap-

plied With vegetable or animal manures.

INDIAN CORN.
The Indian corn, now a staple production of

New England was very early known to the pil-

grim planters. We learn from Morton, that on

The ICth of November. 1620, a company sent out ter should be at least double the quantity of corn

from the first ship to look for a place of habitation to be purified.

landed on the Plymouth coast, and "having:
pitrat ^rriVFRV

marched about six miles by the sea side, espied RURAL SCENER\

five Indians, who ran away from them, and they Landscape and Prduresque Gardens.—Amox^s

followed them all that day sundry miles, but could the embellishments which attend the increase of

not come to speak with them : so night coming wealth, the cultivation of the sciences, and the re-

on they betook themselves to their rende^vous, finement of taste, none diversify and heighten

and set out their sentinels, and rested in quiet the beauty of rural scenery, more than pictur-

that night :" (as is stated in Davis's Morton, near esque and landscape gardens. And perhaps, no

Stout's creek,) " and the next morning they fol- section of the Umted States has so many eligible

lowed the Indi.in's tracks, but could not find them locations, or is capable of receiving so great em-

nor their dwellings, but at length lighted on a bellishment as the country adjacent to the flour-

<rood quantity of clear ground near to a pond of 'shing city of New York. For a number of miles

fresh water" (in Truro) " where formerly the In- -iround, in every direction, nature has given every

dians had planted Indian corn, at which place ,

variety of surface, and every assemblage of re-

they saw sundry of their graves: and proceeding 1

Oj^'sites, which const't^'te a delightful prospect,

tarther they found new stubble where Indian

with agrceablcnoss, and greatly augment the value
of the ground.

Mr. P. has very complaisantly shown us seve-
ral other plans of gardens, which appear to us
highly interesting.

—

Ed. JVeiw York Farmer.

A locksmith in Lexington, Ky. has manufactur-
ed a curious lock, which he intends as a present
to Mr. Clay. "It is a splendid piece of workman
ship." A premium of one hundred dollars and tht
lock itself, is offered to any one, who will in twelve
hour§ time prove that he is able to open the es

cutcheon and unlock it. when fixed upon the door,

having possession of the key and the means by
which the proprietor can in one second of time
unlock it with entire ease. No other instrument
is to be used except the key."

corn had been planted the same year, also they

found where lately an house had been, where

some planks and a great kettle was remaining,

and heaps of sand newly paddled with their hands,

which they digged up and found in them divers

fair Indian corn in baskets, some whereof was in

ears, fair and good, of divers colors, which seem-

ed to them a very goodly sight having seen none

before ; of which varieties they took some to car

ry to their friends on shipboanl. like as the Isra-

elites spies brought from Eshcol some of the good

fruits of the land ; but finding little that might

make lor'"4^cir encourasemont os to situation,

they rerorhed, being gladly received by the rest

of their company." On a second expedition soon

after, corn and beans of different colours were

found.—" And here is to be noted a great and

special mercy to this people, that here they got

them corn the next year, or otherwise they might

have starved, for they had none, or any likelihood

to get any until the season had been passed, nei-

ther is it likely that they had had this, if the first

discovery had not been made, for the ground was

DOW all covered with snow, and hard frozen : but

the Lord is never wanting unto those that are his,

in the greatest need. Let nis holy name have all

the praise.

—

Dnvis''s Morton 40.

We have our declivities gently sloping to the

water's edge—our islands girt by the flowing
streams—our bold and rocky shores, overshadow-
ed by the trees of the forest—our lofty heights,

from which are seen the towerinj; steeples, the
curling smoke, the ripening fields, and the wide

On Friday evening, a fine young man, aged 23
while occupied in carrying apples from the or-

chard of his employer, Mr Vines of Whelford,
near Fairford, in this county, hastily ate a ripe

plum, containing a wasp, the immediate and dis-

tressing consoquence of which admitted of no
remedy. Surgical aid not being on tlie spot, pain

at the upper part of the trachea, accompanied
with rapid symptoms of suffocation followed, ter-

minating the life of the sufferer in less than fif

teen minutes.— Gloucester Journal.

Method of extracting Starch from Horse Chesnuls.

First take off the outward green ptickly husks,

spread canvass—from which are heard the busy {and then, either by hand, with a knife, or other

city, and the sweet music over the water.
j
tool, or else with a mill adapted for that purpose.

For the introduction into this country of the de- very carefully pare off tiie brown rind, being par-

sign and execution of landscape and picturesque
1

ti'^i'lif "ot to have the smallest speck and to en-

fiardening, the public is much indebted to Mr. A. j

''f^'y eradicate the sprout or {jerm. Next take

Parmentier, proprietor of the Horticultural Bota- (the nuts, and rasp, grate or grind them fine into

nic Garden, near Brooklyn, two miles from this |

water, either by hand or by a mill adapted to that

city. His own garden, for which he made so ad- purpose. The pulp which is thereby formed in

vantageous a choice, may give us some idea of this water, must be washed as clean as possibk

his taste. The borders are composed of every j

through a coarse hair seive, then again through a

variety of trees and shrubs that are found in his ' finer seive, and again through a still finer, con
nurseries. The walks are sinuous, adapted to the stantly adding clean water to prevent any starcb

irregularity of the ground, and affording to visit- adhering to the pulp. The last process is to put

ers a continual change of scenery, which is not ' with a large quantity of water (about four gal-

enjoyed in g'lrdens laid out in even surfaces, and 'ons to a pound of starch) through a fine gauze
in right lines. His dwelling and French saloon muslin or lawn, so as to entirely free it from ali

are in accordance with the surrounding rural as-
J

bran or other impurities ; as soon as it settles

pect. In his gardens are 25,000 vines planted pour off 'he water ; then mix it up with clea^ wa-

and arranged in the manner of the vineyards of j

ter, repeating this operation till it no longer'-im-

France.
}

parts any green, yellow or other colour to the

But that in the execution of which he has been water ; then drain it off till nearly dry, and set it

most happy, is the landscape garden of Elisha W. to bake, either in the usual mode of baking

This beautiful native of New England, peculiar-
I

King, Esq. of Pelham Manor, the plan of which he starch, or else spread out before a brisk fire, being

ly adapted to the climate of the North, has be- ! has shown us. The picturesque situation of the ^ery attentive to stir it frequently to prevent it£

come one of t'. e staples of our country. Its bright

green leaves are the best riches of the garner.

—

The ripples that chase each other over the grain

fields of Englnnd, have been celebrated in song;

but few natural objects can surpass the deep ver-

dure—the rich luxuriance, and the graceful pro-

portions of the corn in those wide plantations,

which stretch over plain and hill side. The In-

dians, at the present time, have a mode of con-

verting thr produ- ts of their fields into rich orna-

ments, bt br»i''ing the corn ears together by their

husks in long strings, and hanging them from the

roof to the ground floor of their wigwams. The
cainpact senes of columns thus formed, is inter-

spersed, at regular intervals, with strings of red

ears and a wainscot is formed more beautiful than

the chissel of the sculptor ever traced on the walls

ground imparts a peculiar charm to the arrange- horning, that is to say, turning to a paste or jelly

mentofthe garden. From his mansion, which is

built in the Grecian style, on the plan of that ex-

cellent artist, Mr. Martin E. Thompson, is a fine

view of the bay of Cow Neck, and the light-house

in front. On the left, we enjoy the view of an
island belonsjing- to Mr. Kine. of the Sound with

its light-house, of the beautiful islands of Mr Hun-
ter, whose plantations add much to the prospect,

and frequently of twenty or thirty vesnels seen
spreading their canvass to the winds, for the dis

which, on being dried, turns hard like horn. The
whole process should be conducted as quickly as

possible.

—

English pa.

Blacking Balls for Shoes.

Mutton suet, four ounces ; bees' wax, one ounce;

sugar candy and gum-arabic, one drachm each, in

fine powder ; melt these well together over a

gentle fire, and add thereto about a spoonful of

turpentine, and ivory and lamp black sufKcient to

tanc7of eight m'iies."'~Th"is'fine' country 'dwelling i

^'"^ '* ^ S""*^
.

''!^'=''
'

,"'','''® *'°' ^"""-^ '° '""'

is likely to become one of the most ornamental on
the East River, and will give an idea of the man-
ner in which the Europeans embellish their conn-
try places. Plantations advantageously interspers-

ed with ornamental and fruit trees, unite utility

you may make it into a ball, by pouring the liquor

into a tin mould ; or let it stand till almost cold,

and yon may mould it into what form you please

by the hand

—

Ibid.
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Observations on the Medicinal Efficacy of

WHITE MUSTARD SEED.

Written by a gentleman in Lincolnsliire—from his

personal experience—and originally circulated

hy him,for the general benefit.

« In the month of June, J 822, I first made trial

rif the White Mustard Seed, mcre'y as an aperi-

ent ; when the generally improved state of my
feelings, which immediately followed, inclining

me to give it credit for other medicinal proper-

ties of at least equal value, I gave it to some of

the sick poor in the neighborhood, with a success

that e.xcited my astonishment.—From that time to

the present I have been in the habit of recom-

tiionding it very generally, and the opinion which

( have always entertained is now fully confirmed,

'hat the public are not aware of its very extraor-

dinary powers, nor of the very great variety of

cases to which it is applicable ; and that in order

to its general adoption as a remedy for disease, its

virtues require only to be known, to be ndsquate-

iy appreciated.

The White Mustard Seed is an almost certain

remedy for all complaints connected with disor-

dered functions of the stomach, liver and bowels,

and has been eminently successful in the follow-

ing cases :—In tendency of blood to the head,

headache, weakness of the eyes and voice, and

hoarseness ; in Asthma, shortness of breath,

wheezing, cough, and other distressing afiections

af the chest ; In Indigestion, oppression after eat-

ing, heartburn, sickness, wind and spasms, cramp,

and other uneasy affections of the stomach ; in

debility, uneasiness, pain and sense of tenderness

and soreness in the interior, and particularly at

the pit of tlie stomach, and in pain in the sides,

and the lower part of the body ; in all complaints

arising from bilo, scirrhous liver, and other mor-

bid affections of that organ ; in deficient perspi-

ration, gravel, scanty and unhealthy state of the

nrine, and other disorders of the skin and kid-

neys ; in relaxed and irritable bowels, flatulence,

and occasional, or habitual costivcness ; in severe

colds, rheumatism, lumbago, spasms and cramp in

the body or limbs, partial and general dropsy,

palsy, coldness of the limbs and feet ; and in loss

of appetite, failure of sleep, weakness of nerves,

3epression of spirits, and general debility of the

system. In 'Vgue, Gout, Rheumatic Fever, Epi-

lepsy, Scrofula, Scurvy, Piles, Erysipelas or St.

Anthony's Fire, in the dreadfully painful affection

called the Small Pox, Typhus and Scarlet Fevers,

and other severe disorders, it has likewise been

taken with very considerable advantage. For the

long round worms, as well as the small white

ones, it is also incomparably the best remedy, in-

.ismuch as both in children and grown up persons,

it not only destroys those reptiles, but if perse

vered in long enough to restore the tone of the

stomach and bowels, will entirely prevent the re-

currence in future.

The following case furnishes a striking proof

of the extraordinary remedial pov/er of the Mus-
tard Seed. A very respectable Surgeon and A-

pothecary, whom I have long known, a person of

regular and rather abstemious habits, who, during

a period of thirty years, had sustained the fatigue

of a most extensive country practice, witli scarce-

ly a day's illness, at the age of fifty-two was sud-

tlenly attacked with a severe pain in tho left side

and lower part of tho body. Supposing the dis-

Oftse to arise from constipated bowels, he had re-

course to calomel, rhubarb, castor oil, and sev

eral other active aperients, without obtuiuing re-

lief. He then took an emetic, was bled largely

in the arm, used a hot bath, was blistered in the

part afflicted, and lay for seventy hours in a most

profuse perspiration. By this treatment the pain

grndu;illy abated ; leaving him, however, at the

end of four days extremely weak and emaciated.

For the space of two years afterwards he had

frequent and severe returns of the pain ; and his

constitution being undermined, the stomach, liver,

and kidneys became sensibly aff'ected ; and indi-

gestion, constipation and flatulence, were succeed-

ed by every appearance of general decay. Hav-

ing consulted several professional men, and taken

a great variety of medicines during the period,

but to no good purpose, in November, 1822, he

made trial of the Mustard Seed ; and it is remark-

able that in a very few days after taking this rem-

edy tho pain entirely ceased, and has never since

returned. The action of tho affected organs was

gradually improved, digestion was restored, the

bowels resumed their functions, and at different

times he was relieved by the discharge of several

small portions of gravel. Encouraged by these

advantases, he continued the use of the Seed

with increased confidence. In November, 1823,

he discharged with case a large rugged oblong

portion of gravel : and, to use his own expression,

his health had then, and some time before, attain-

ed a state of wonderful improvement.

The White Mustard Seed is also fully as valua-

ble for the prevention as for the cure of disease ;

and of its power as a preventive, the following

case is a remarkable illustration. A friend of

mine had for five or six years previous to 1823,

been regularly attacked with the hay or summer
Asthma, in the months of June or July, in each of

these years. The attacks were always violent,

and for the most part accompanied with some dan-

ger ; and such was the impressions made on his

constitution by the disease, and the remedies re-

sorted to,— of which bleeding and blistering were

the chief,—that each illness led to a long confine-

1

ment to the house, extending to a period of near-
j

ly three months. In the early part of 1823, he re-

solved to make trial of the Mustard Seed, in or-

der to prevent, if possible, a recurrence of the

complaint, and has since regularly taken a des-

sert spoonful about an hour after dinner, daily, to

the present time ; during which long period he

has not only wholly escaped the disease, but his

health has never been interrupted by illness of

any kind, and has been progressively improving,

until he is now enjoying a greater degree of

strength and activity, and much better spirits,

than he recollects ever to have had before. The
most formidable bodily evils to which we are ex-

posed, are well known to originate in colds, to

which, from the extreme variableness of our cli-

mate, we are peculiarly liable. As a means of

preventing this fruitful source of disease, by ob

viating the beneficial effects of sudden exposnire,

tho Mustard Seed has in most instances been re

markahly successful. Ever since 1832, I bave

myself regularly taken it once every day ; and

during all this time I bave never been troubled

with the slightest cold, and have enjoyed an in-

terrupted flow of health. A near relation of mine,

whose life for many years had been frequently

exposed to imminent danger fVom inflammatory

affections of the chest, brought on by cold, of

which bo waa remarkably susceptible, has also

happily experienced a similar advantage from it :

and if persons of consumptive and delicate habits
or otherwise constitutionally susceptible of cold,
would avail themselves of this hint, and if all per-
sons indiscriminately on the first attack of dis-

ease, would have recourse to the Mustard Seed
for a few weeks, the extent to v/hich human suf-
fering might be thus prevented, would, it may
reasonably be presumed, exceed all calculation.

In the White Mustard Seed are combined a val-
uable aperient and an equally valuable tonic ; and
thug, while it affords tho most salutary and com-
fortiible relief to the bowels, it never weakens,
but on the contrary always strengthens, in a very
remarkable degree, both those organs and the
stomach, and ultimately the whole system. Its

efficacy probably consists in a communication of
energy and activity to those movements of the
canal by which the aliment is propelled, and in

this way perhaps it operates in animating and im-
proving those secretions of the stomach, pancreas,

and liver, by which digestion and chylification,

those most important functions in the animal econ-
omy, are effected. It has very frequently succeed-

ed uli en all other medicines have failed ; it never

loses its effect by use ; it requires neither confine-

ment to the house, nor any particular attention to

diet ; and, in the absence of decidedly inflammato-
ry symptoms, is always safe. In order to take it

with advantage, the patient need only attend to

its effects on the bowels, which, geneially speak-
ing, it is not designed to purge, but merely to

maintain in an uniformly open and comfortable

state ; and in securing this effect, of which any
one may easily judge for himself, the whole art

in tho use of tho medicine consists.

After what has been already stated, it is almost

superfluous to observe that the Mustard Seed is

peculiarly adapted to the case of those, whose
habits, situations, and conditions in life, render
them more particularly liable to disordered func-
tions of the stomach, liver and bowels ; with the
endless variety of distressing maladies flowing
from those causes. Of this class are principally

the studious and sedentary; persons whose consti-

tutions have suffered from long residence in hot
climates; Mariners and Sailor,-^ while at sea:
Manufacturers and Mechanics of every description:

Miners and such as work under ground ; the indo-
lent and intemperate : the poor who suffer from
hard labor and scanty means of support, and per-
sons advanced in years. To children also in the
early period of infancy, the White Mustard Seed
is highly beneficial not only as a remedy for worms
but as a means of obviating the extreme dfibility

of the stomach and bowels so frequently attached

to their tender years.

The Mustard Seed is altvays to be sieallowed

whole, not broken nor masticated : and either a-

lone, or in a little water, or other liquid, warm or

cold ; and the best general rules tor taking it are

the following:—Generally speakmj, tjiree doses

should be taken every day withoa* intermission;

the first about an hour before bieakfaat, the sec-

ond about an bour after dinner, and the third ei-

ther at bed time or an hour before : tho<!e who dino

so late as six or seven o'clm k, taking the second
dose at two or three o'c'ork in thf afternoon, and
the third about an hour after dinnei. Each dose

should contain that quantity, which in the whole,

shall be found sufficient to produce a healthy evac-

uation of the bowels every day. Two or three

large tea-spoonsful in each doae will generally
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produce this effect, though with some constitu-

tions much smaller doses will answer the purpose;

but should that quantity fail, each dose may be in-

creased to a table-spoonful ; and in some instan-

ces a fourth table-spoonful may safely be added

mineralogists who were present had no doubt that
I

their respective aierits. If Mazeppa be worth
the specimens presented were accompanied and

j

$a,.')00, Manfred is ifirely worth $8,000. It would
united with anthracite coal. The coal was disscm-

1 be a curious task to ca\culate how much his lord-
inated through quartz, and attached to the surface

|

ship received for each word in Mazeppa. The
or portion^of shale, clay slate, in small granular

j

time occupied in its composition was perhaps 24

between breakfast and dinner. When this quan- masses. One of the accompanying specimens was hours, (not all at one sitting). An industrious
piece of argillaceous schistus containing py-

rites.

tity fails to produce the desired effect on the bow

ols,—a circumstance which very rarely occurs,

—

it will be proper to assist the operation of the seed
. •,..„, i ,v

,-..V ^^ I. „_„.!, = , r«;i,i o^oriont ' It forcs With religiOH Bs With tt shuttlecocKjWhich
with a little Epsom salts, or other mild apeiient, i. , . , - ^ , ., , . •„
. ,

"^
. „ „,i „„ ,i,:,,i „.,.„;„„ I

is stricken from one to another, and rests with
taken every morning-, or second or thinl morning, mu • u u i

•; . i u
„ -.^^tr.^A ^e th^ A-^t rinoo none. The rich apprehend it to have been

.IS occasion may require, instead ot the nrst dose
, i. ., , ,

, •

., ,, , i- .u „»• t„.. ,!„„„ „,. ., c^,.f designed for the poor ; and the poor, m their turn,
ot the seed, for the space ot ten days or a tort-

1

o i-
j

f
<

>

night, or such longer period as may be found ne-

cessary.

poet, paid at this rate, would soon have six Pega-

suses to his barouche.->-JV. Y. Morn. Courier.

Mrs. Sarah J. Hale the author of " Northwood,'

is about publishing a monthly periodical, in Bos-

ton, to be entitled Ladies' Magazine. Much a work
must receive an e.xtensive patronage from the in-

telligent ladies of the U. States. We may antici-

pate in it much that will have a tendency to elevate

I

think it calculated chiefly for the rich.—An old

..=.,..,. And if the patient be troubled with piles, ^^i;>='i"'=">" f,
'"*"«' who omitted no opportunity

_^_ _

it will be advisable to relieve the bowels occasion- '°'^<'°'"& good, discoursed with the barber who the female character, and give to our ladies an

ally with a small tea-spoonful of milk of sulphur, ;

^''"^^d him, on his manner of spending the sab- intellectual rather than a merely fashionable tasto.

and an equal quantity of magnesia mixed together ^^^ (^^ich was not quite as it should be,) nnd
jj ;_ American.

,n a littlo milk or water, taken at bed time, cither '
'^e necessity of his having more religion than he

with or after the dose of the seed ,

seemed at present possessed of.— Iho barber; It appears by a statement in the last Stoning

In Palsy, Asthma, Ague, diseases of the liver, '

Proceeding in his work of lathering, replied, "that ton (Con.) paper that the return cargoes of Seal-

Rheumatism, and Worms, the seed should be '
''^ had tolerably well for a barber; as in his skins of vessels belonging to that port and which

taken somewhat more freely than in other cases, i

=^PP''^hension, one-third of the religion necessary have been sold by auction in that place since

and in instances of long standing and great obsti- 1
'".^^^^^ ^ gentleman would do to save a barber."

; 1819, amounts to $310,747.
Bishop Home. '

nacy, to the extent of four or five large table

spoonsful in the course of each day, if the bowels

will bear that quantity without much inconven

ience ; and in these as in other cases the patient

must have recourse to Epsom salts, or any other

mild aperient, or to the mixture of sulphur and
magnesia, if necessary. When the seed is taken

as a preventive by persons of consumptive and

delicate habits, or otherwise constitutionally sus-

ceptible of cold, or by others for the purpose of

preventing the recurrence of disease of any kind,

or as a remedy for costiveness or any slight attack

of disease, a single dose taken every day about an
hour before breakfast, or, which is generally to

be preferred, about an hour after diniipr, will very

frequently accomplish the proposed object, provid-

ed it be sufficient in quantity to keep the bowels

in an uniformly open and comfortable state.

I will close these observations by remarking,

that a steady daily perseverance in the use of tlie

Mustard Seed, according to the rules above re-

commended, for the space of two, three, or four

months, and in many instances for a much short-

er period, will seldom fail to convince the patient

of the extraordinary efficacy and singular value of

this very safe, cheap, and simple medicine.

I. T."

Early Vegetation Mens. A. Fafmentier has at

his Horticultural Garden, Brooklyn, beautiful as-

paragus, whicli he intends to serve up at the din-

ner to be given to-morrow at the Masonic Hall, in

honor of St. John's Day. This is a vegetable ex-

tremely rare at this season of the year,and perhaps

the first time it was over seen so early at New
York

—

JV. Y. Enquirer, Dec. 27.

I To preserve frozen Potatoes.—When potatoes
The editor oftheStonington( Conn.) Telegraph are frozen, soak them for 3 hours in cold water,

has undertaken to persuade his readers to use '

before cooking them. If they are frozen very
Lehigh and Schuylkill coal, in their shops, par- hard dissolve a quarter of an ounce of saltpetre to
lours, &c. not only as being cheaper than wood,

' gvery peck, and add it to the water. Frozen po-
but that the demand which necessarily exists for tatoss will yield more flour for starch than fresh
wood, may be hereafter supplied. It is a fact, that o^es. That flour with as much wheat-flour, some
the prodigal axes of our fathers, and their capa- tjmtor, sugar, yeast, and currants, will make ex-
cious and all devouring fire-places, have left us cellent 'tea bread,' which will keep a month.
little to boast of in the forest way, and our friends

, Hartford Times.
at the eastward will find their future prospects!

brightened, and their present situation rendered From Uuc English I'apers.

comfortable, by a free use of anthracite, which, —
by a very simple and exceedingly cheap contriv- 1

We understand that the Chinese Tallow Tree,

ance, may be burned in a common tin plate stove, °'' S^i^um Fecoidea of Linna;us, has been introduc-

with as much convenience for culinary purposes, !

"d into the Mauritius, and cultivated with the

as hickory or white oak U. S. Gazette.
\

greatest success. Two hundred barrels are daily

.—.—

_

j

expected as a sample, and the quality is said to be
Value of Poetry.—Poetry is a most unprofttablo equal to any melted from the fat of animals. The

drug, at least in the American market. Lord By- quantity may be produced to any extent ; and we
ron did not find it so, however, as will be seen by believe, is likely to supersede the trade with St.

the following statement :

Sums paid to Lord Byron, by the bookseller,

Petersburg, for that article altogether.

It appears by an authentic estimate made recent

The Pennsylvania Legislature have instructed

their Delegation in Congress to use their influence

in favour of or. increase of duties on woollen and
fine cotton goods, htimp, iron, glass, paper, and
spirits. &'\i eight voted against the instructions.

AnihraciU Coal from Poughheepsie We have
been informfi.' 'says the New York Journal of
CoraiDCTre) tl^ii a: the last meeting of the Lyceum
of Natural Histi.ry, Professor Barnos presented
some gpf-^im^'ji^' of anthracite coal, said to have
been obtame! in the slate rock near Pough&eepsie.
Profeasor Torrey, Major DslafieJd, and othe.r

urray, as the price of the manuscripts of his i„ ;„ f „„j„„ ,i,„j „ r .l civ .u j
wrvrka— '^ '" London, that no fewer than fifteen thousand

boys, between the ages of eight and fifteen, live

by theft, in that capital.

The Countess of Morton has presented to the
Royal Society a variety of models, formerly the
property of Smeaton the engineer, together v/ith

several drawings and plans of the Eddystone.
Among the other curiosities accompanying this

donation, is the mass of lead which was taken
from the stomach of the poor man who swallowed
it in a fluid state, during the conflagration of the
wooden structure which preceded Smeaton's far
famed light-house. This man lived for some time
but died in consequence of the accident in Exeter
Infirmary, when the production of the lead con-
vinced his medical attendants that his story waa
correct, of which they were till then sceptical.

Caledonian Mercury.

works

—

Cbilde Harold, Cantos 1 and 2, $3,000
]

3d. 7,.'560 } $20,560
4th

The Giaour, - - .

Bride of Abydos,
Corsair, ...
Lara, - - _ -

Siege of Corinth,

Parisina, - . -

Tiie Lament of Tasso,

Manfred, ...
Beppo, - . -

Don Juan, Cantos 1 and 2,

" " " 3 and 4,

Doge of Venice,

Sarandapalus, Cain & the Foscari,5,.300

Mazeppa, - - - 2,500
Prisoner of Chillon, - - 2,500

Miscellaneous Pieces, - 2,160

10,000 j
2,500

2,500

2,500

3,300

2,500

2,500

1,500

1,500

2,500

7..3G0
)

7,300

5,300 J

14,600

Another Gigantic Hydrangta.—We lately men-
tioned that a gigantic hydrangea was growing in

$74,220jthe Earl of Roslin's garden at Dysart House
This is a pretty little fortune to make by poe- which measured 40 feet in circumfereace, and on

try, and a very great incitement to seribbling— (which there were 605 flowers. A gentlemaa b*-
The estimated value of the poems appears to; longing to this city was in SouthVales on, th^
have been deter^nined without any refeieiwe to

j

8th instant, and in the garden at Anjwtb. Castl^^
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'le was equally astonished and di-'lighted with the

beautiful and majestic appearance of one of these

plants. On examination it was found to measure

•33^ feet in circumference, and on it were found

the astonishing number of 832 handsome flowers.

There is every probability that this is by far the

greatest number of flowers ever seen in this coun-

try, on any of these splendid plants grown in the

open air.

—

Scotsman.

"Why are you so melancholy." said the Duke
of Marlborough, to a soldier after the hatUe of

Blenheim. "I am thinking," replied the man,
"how much iiuman blood I have this day shed for

sixpence !"

We are informed there were, a few days since,

22 vessels taking in and unloading Rough Rice
for the London and Liverpool Markets, in Ashley
River, near the Charlpston Bridge.

Remarkalih Hybrid.—There is at present, at

Berlin, an anirnal produced between n stag and a

mure. The appearance of the creature is very

singular—the fore part is that, of a horse, and the

hinder part, that of a stag ; but all the feet are

like those of the latter animal. The king has
purchased the Hybrid, and sent it to the Pfanen-

ins<'!, at Potsdam, where there is a menagerie.

An action was brought in the Court of Common
Pleas, (London) by a person who had been injur-

ed by a m schievous bull, against the owner of it.

A verdict was found for the plaintiff;—Damage-"
£10.5.
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(HFTlie suhjecis suggosletl by F. H. P. not noticed in his
Communioalion in this week's paper, will be attended lo a»oo-
casion may offer.

WASTE LANDS SUBDUED.
It appears by certain statements, and calcula-

tions, in the last number of the London Quarterly

Review,that in Great Britain, "since the commence-
ment of the last century, upwards of six millions

of acres of land have been brought into a state of

tillage ; and, that no less than eleven parts in

tvielve were inclosed in one reign, that of George
HL, the steady and constant patron of agricul-

ture.

"Notwithstanding these praiseworthy exertions,

it is estimated that England alone, still contains

about six millions of acres of waste land, yielding

but little produce ; and that, including Scotland

and Ireland, the quantity of waste land in this

kingdom cannot fall short of thirty millions of

acres. How much of this may be incurably bar-

ren, it is impossil-le to ascertain exactly ;—but

there is every ground to believe that a very large

ploportion of it is capable of being rendered high-

ly productive, under n skilful and energetic sys-

tem of tillase. Upwards nf two hundred years

have now elapsed since the British government
has almost exclusively directed its attention to

the cultivntioii of its forein-n possessions, leaving

the improvement of its territory at home to the

exertions of individuals. It is not too much to

say, that this country Iirs e.\-pended upon the cul-

tivation of its fornign colonies, a sum which do"s

not fall short of fifty millions ; and upon wars aris-

ing from its connexion with those colonies, no less

than two hundred millions. If a moiety of this

."ium had been expended upon our own territory,

no rational man can doubt that extensive tracts of

land which are now waste, would have been re-
claimed, anu that an incalculable addition would
have been made to the produce and population of
the country. "Industry," says Harte, in his ad-
mirable essay, " is the vis matrix of husbandry,and
.m ancient English writer well observes, that a
single uncultivated acre is a real physical evil in
any state."

It would be not only curious, but useful, to cal-
culate, as near as possible, the quantity of waste
land in the older and more populous parts of the
United States ; and also to form some estimate of
the quality of such land, and what it is capable of
proilucing when reclaimed and well cultivated. A
great part, and perhaps the greater part of the
waste lands in New England, consists of swamps,
and land naturally too wet to produce anv kind of
vegetation which is useful to man or ilomesticated

animals. This land, however, in general, when
drained, subdued, and judiciously tilled, is much
more valuable than the uplands, which beino-

cleared and cultivated with less labor, attracted
the first attention and monopolized the first efforts

of our tirst settlers. It is hardly too much to say,
that the best lands in iMassachusetts, (on an aver-
age) ::re still in a state of nature ; an<l although
it vvDuld require much labor and expense to sub-

due them, their superior value when subdued
would amply compensate for their subjugation.

Another kind of waste lands, of which there are

great quantities in a:l parts of the United States,

are called pine plain and shrub-oak lands. These
are reclaimed with less difficulty, and are very
easily tilled, when once brought under the plough.

These lands, witli aid of gypsum, clover, turnips,

&c. may be made perhaps as profitable as the

stronger and stiffer soi's,which are generally held
in much higher estimation.

LICiUID MANURE.
As a farmer, like a chemist, should lose none

of his materials, but even make his washings, run-

nings, and residmims turn out to his advantage. I

have sent you some account of an experiment I

have made in manuring land which I beg you will

lay before the committee of agriculture, that they

may communicate to others.

I am possessed of a farm of near three hundred
pounds a year, and have in my yard what you
usually see in farmers' yards, two recesses or

pools, as reservoirs of dung and water. These
reservoirs are continually running over, and of

course a part of the matter contained in them is

carried off by the necessary drains, into the high

ways, ditches, and rivers.

As much of the essential quality of the dung is

lost in this manner, (for parts of the salts, whether

fixed or volatile, will be washed into the pools,

and when they run over, will be conveyed into

the ditches, &c.) I tho\ight it good husbindry to

carry this superabundant water or manure, (for so

we may justly call it) on my Innd. wliiih I did by

means of a watering cart, not unlike those with

which the roads neat London are watend in the

summer time to allay the dust.

'J'hat the experiment may be the more obvious

and certain, I first tried it in the 'legirning nf

March on a few acres, in the middle of a lar<;e

field of wheat, where, in a little timf. I found a

considerable increase of growth, both of grass

and grain ; and at hay time and harvest both the

one and the other were much belter crops than

what the same lands produced that were not so

manmed.

As a man, or even a boy, with one of these
carts, and one horse, may manure a great deal of
land in a day, provided it be near the yard, I

would recommend the practice to all farmers ; for
tfle. expense is nothing but the value of the time
of^the boy and horse, and the increase, by what I

have seen, will be very great.

This manure may be also laid to great advan-
tage on land, that is fresh sown with barley, oats,

or any other grain ; but on grass it should be laid

in the spring, when the lands are laid up for hay,
as the cattle will not feed on grass, while the
dung or its essence or salts adheres to the herb
age.

This dung water should likewise be carried on
the land, not at a time when it rains, but in dry
weather, and at a time when the dung water in

the rool is of a deep brown color, and strongly
impregnated with salts. By this means, the land
may be manured from time to time, and the pools

kept almost empty for the the reception of fresh

matter whenever it rains, and thus nothing will

be lost.

—

English Publication.

In order to form a proper repository for that

part of the farmer's liquid manure which consists

of the washings of the farm yard, the yard itself

should be situated and formed according to the

following- directions by Judg*- Bue , of Albany :

"I will now suggest a cheap and practicable

mode of providing food for i-egetables, commensu-
rate to the means of every farmer of ordinary en-

terprise ; and that my suggestions may not be

deemed theoretical, I will add, that 'I practise

what I preach.' "

"The cattle yard should be located on the south

side of, and adjoining the barn. Sheds, substan-

tial stone walls, or close board fences, should be

erected, at least <m the east and west sides, to

shelter the cattle from cold wimls ami storms, the

size proportioned to the stuck to be kept in it!

—

Excavate the centre in a concave form, placioo-

• the earth removed upon the edges or lowest sides.

i leaving the borders ten or twelve feet broad, of a

horizontal level, to feed the stock upon, and from
' two to five feet higher than the centre. This may
be done with a plough and scraper, or shovel and
hand-barrow, after the ground is broken up with

the plough. I used the former, and was employed
a day and a half, with two hand* and a team, in

fitting two to my mind. When the soil is not

sufficiently compact to hold water, the bottom
should be bedded with six or eight inches of clay,

well beat down, and covered with gravel or sand.

This last labor is seldom required, except where
the ground is very porous. My yards are con-

structed on a sand Inam, restinsr on a clay subsoil.

Here should be annually deposited, as they can be
cnnveniently collected, the weeds, coarse grass,

and brakes of the farm : and also the pumpkin
vines and potato tops. The quantity of these up-

on a farm is very great, and are collected and

brought to the yard Mith little trouble, by teams

returnins: from tho field. And here also should

he fed out. or stre\<ed as litter, the Hay. stalks,

and husks of Indian corn, pea and bean hftulm,

the straw of (Train not wanted in the stables. To
still farther augment the mass, leached ashes and

swamp earth may be added to advantage. These
ranterials will absorb the liquid of the yard, and
becoming incorporated with the ercrementitioiis

matter, double or treble the ordinary quantity of

manure. During the continuance of frost the ex-

cavation gives no inconvenience : and when the
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weather is soft, the borders afford ample room for

the cattle. In this way, the urine is saved, and

the waste incident to rains, &c. is prevented.

—

The cattle should he kept constantly yarded in

brushes the part which gives the most pleasure.

The ox shows his gratitude by wagging his tail

;

the feeder in return ealls him by name and ingra-

tiates himself with him. Thus not only an intima-

cy, but a mutual affection is formed, wliich at

once gives attention to the keeper and docility to

the 0.1, and renders the labour of both pleasant.

Their labour and their fodder ought to be pro

.vinter, except when let out to water, and ^be

yard frequently replenished with dry litter. Upon

this plan, from ten to twelve loads of unfermented

manure may be obtained every spring for each ,.,.,, j , •

animal and if the stable manure is spread over portioned that their health and their spirits may

the yard the quality of the dung will be improv- ,

be kept in full tone. Their coats ought to bo

od and the quantity propovtionably increased.— '
sleek ; their hides loose and silky; the flank should

\ny excess of liquid that may remain after the fill the hand ;
and the shoulder handle mellow.—

dung is removed in the spring, can bo profitably If they be over-worked, or under fed, sluggish-

applied to grass, grain, or garden crops. It is ness and disease will inevitably follow. A work-

used extensively in Flanders, and in other parts ing ox ought always to be beer, that in case of ac-

of Eurone " cident, he may grace, at least, the poor man's ta-

il would be an important addition, to the above ble."

plan, if a pool, cistern, basin, well, or reserv-oir
: ^^ ^^^^ teef.-Tho Tartars put lean beef under

were formed in the centre of a yard constructed
^ ^ ^^^.j ^^ , ^^^^ ^^^^ .^_ ^^^^

as above, and so located as to receive not only he
^^^ .^^ ^^j ^ unground pepper,

wash of the yard, but the hqu.d manure from the
^,^^.g^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ of bread, and work all

stable. This should be sufficiently large to drain

off and contain most of the superabundant mois-

ture from the manure in the yard ; which, if too

wet, will give out unhealthy exhalations, besides

being of less value as food for plants. The re-

servoir should have a movable top or cover with

grating or small holes, which will admit the liquid

together ; roll it into cakes, and when throughly

dried it is excellent. The Russians add bits of

bacon, and tie it up in bladders or pots. It needs

no cooking, and is thought to be superior to com-

mon potted beef or Bologna sausages.

Congress have made grants of land to certain

but exclude the solid part of the manure ; and the emigrants from France, for the culture of the vine

former should be pumped out or otherwise taken
\ and olive

and applied as above directed. [See N. E. Far-

mer, Vol. V. page 161, 162.]

REMARKABLE VINE.
In Speechly's Treatise on the Vine there is given

a drawing of a remarkable vine growing in North-

allerton in Yorkshire, that once covered a space

A third establishment for the manufacture of

White Flint Glass, will commence at Pittsburg

on the first of January.

Boston Market—Our market is now plentifully

supplied with wild game ; venison sells at 6 to 12
lu ,

J •. • J J .. . I
cents per pound.—Poultry 8 to 12—The prices of

containine' 137 square yards; and it is ludged, that
i . , ,, , r, ,

\,. , ,
,^ ^ . •', ,-.,.• ,

country produce, generally, are advancing; Pork
if It had been permitted, when in Us greatest vig- 'p ,,/fl_ , , ,.» n j-, » imq I i," ,„ , ^ I J ... ot the first quality sells readily at $18 per barrel,
our, to extend itself, it might have covered- three

;

.

^yi,o]gg„i

or four times that area. The circumference of the
'

trunk, or stem, a little above the surface of the

ground, is three feet eleven inches. It is suppos

od to have been planted 150 years ago

Prime Mess Beef at $10 per barrel

—Dry Beans, best quality, $1..')0 per bushel.

The JVorth American Review, for January, 1828,
but from is just published by Frederick T. Gray, Boston,

its great age, and from an injudicious management, and G. & C. Carvill, New York—and contains ar-

it is now, and has long been, in a very declining tides on the following subjects :—Chief Justice

state. There are many other vines growing at Marshall's Public Life and Services—Noyes's

Northallerton, which are remarkable for their size Translation of Job—American Missionaries at the

and vigor. The soil is light and rich, of a dark Sandwich Islands—Hindu Drama—Republic of

color, and inclining to sand. An English gentle- Central America—Bowring's Poetry and Litera-

man informs us, it has been known to produce a ture of Poland—Debates in Congress—De Stael's

ton of grapes in a year. Letters on England—American Annual Register

i

—Fine Arts—Riedesel's Letters and Memoirs

—

Useful Hints relative to Carters and Teams of Dana's Poems—Cadalso's Moorish Letters—The
Oxen. Talisman—Critical Notice—Quarterly list of New

Do not retard the growth of your beasts of Publications,

draft, endanger their health, and render them in- \ —.: —

^

^».^ ^^^»
significant in the eyes of many by working them

iiard while too young. There is no danger of
|

Cobbetl's Agricultural Works.
Just received for snli- at the office i)f ihc New England Farm-

er, " A Ride of ciglu hundred miles in France ; containinff a
Skclch of the face of ilie Counlry, ils Rural Economv, ol the
Towns and Villages, of ManufacUircs and Trade, and Manners
and Custom.?—Also, ;in Account of the Hrices of land, House,
Fuel, Food, Raiment, and other tilings, in diflerenl parts of the
Country. By James I*aul Cobbctt, (son of William CobbeU.)
London edition, price 75 cents.

Also, a further supply of the American Gardener ; of a trea
lise on the Situation, Soil, Fencing mid Laying out of Gardens;
on the making iuid managing of Hot beds and Green Houses

;

and on the Propagation and Cultivation of the several sorts ol

Vegetables, Herbs, Fruits and Flmms. By William CobbeU.—
London edition, with several engravings, price gl .00. n~PTliiF
is probably one of the best Treatises on Gardening extant, (ex-

cepting, perhaps, the more elaborate work of .M'lNfahori.) The
directions in the American Gardener for the management ol

Grape Vines and Peach Trees are pronouiKed by experienced
and competent judges, to be the best of any extant, and well

worth, alone, the price of the book.— It has, likewise, very full

directions for the management of Garden Vegetables and Orna-
mental Flowers.

Cottage Economy, containing inibrraation relative to the mak-
ing of liread, brewing of Beer, keeping of Cows, Pigs, Bees,

Ewes, Goats, Poultry, and Rabbits, Ate. with instructions rela-

tive to the cutting, and the bleaching of the Plants of English
Gra.ss and Grain, for the purpose of making Hats and Bon-nets.

Price 62 els.

Bremen Geese.

FOR sale, 10 pair superior BREMEN GEESE. Apply to

Thomas WiLLUBis, Noddle's Island, or lo Mr Russell, at

llie New England Farmer office. Dec 7.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected eveiy Thursday evening.

Speechly on the Vine, Pine Apple, ifc.

Just received, and for sale at the N. E. Farrne.r office, one

their becoming unmanageable ; nose rings re^oXr.\^i:'^;;^;^J^^;^^^j^
them, be they ever so vicious ; nevertheless ihe 1 the Culture of the Pine Apple, and the Management of the Hot

younger they are inured to light work, the more !

H'>"S''- '^^'''•] I™''"" Edition, by WiUiam Speechly

docile they will generally become.

Do not expect that they can work constantiv on

straw, nor expect to find them alert and spirited

' eleven etieravir

Siberian Parsley.

Just reeoiv^-d ?t the office of the New England Farmer, a few
js. Siberian Parsley Seed. This plant is perfectly hardy, stand-

while their thighs are clodded with manurt!, and 'J^e our ser.-rest H-inte-s and would probably beihe be^son lo
' ~ -• — - — '-'' in the 1:

their coats throughout are filled with dirt an I ver-i Farmer
min. _ina!I;

man i" ihi

Kds. as recommended
«di a-'i^c.- cn'iivation in gardens. The Seed
u ijrpH r.-o.n *i ussia. a few years since, by a genUe-
cinltT Jan. 4.

asl New England ' Ml'TTON',
POULTRY,

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pearl do. - . - -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo. No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - . - - i

skimmed milk, - - !

FL.IX
I

FLAX SEED |busb
FLOUR, Baltimore. Howard St

Genesee, - - .

Rye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Barley - . - -

Oats
HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LIME, - . . . .

OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northe)

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, n(:W,

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash

do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVrSIOJf MARKET.
BEE!', best pieces - . - .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - .

VEAL,
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MISCELLANIES.
JVeic Yearns Address.

Time, the most persevering body

•Twixt New Orleans and Pass'maquoddy,

Who wails ou beggars, treads on kings.

And makes and mars all eartlily things ;—

Who forms a palace, or a shed

—

A Newton's noil, a cabbage head

With equal ease—by whose assistance

All Being had and has existence

—

The perpetrator of all crime,

(For every thing 's the work of Time,)

As well as source from whence proceeds

All noble and praise-worthy deeds

;

Ju truth the causa sine qva non

Of all we have, hope for. complain on ',

Another Year has brought to pass,

And tHrnM the old Year out to grass.

And now, said all efficient wight,

Bids US attempt our annual flight,

O'er Heaven's high canopy to steer,

And hail the Advent of the Year—
Our bard-ship promising to croicn.

And cap our climax of renown
With amaranthine wreaths, more bright

Than splendid filaments of ight.

Which Day's Ascending Regent pours

Profusely from his golden stores,

. Tinting the clouds, by zephyr riven.

With the most gorgeous hues of heaven.

But, stop— I apprehend that we
Have set out on too grand a key.

And must come down froYn heights imineuse,

To tread the ground of common sense ;

On eartlt a Farmcr^s business lies,

Not sowing wild nals in the skies.

Thus some I'salm-singers I have known
To set the lune, but miss tlie lone,

And then proceed, in Jehn-style,

Above the key-note, half a mile:

And driving onwards, thorough stitch

To A in alt, at concert pitch ;

—

Now minims, crotchets, qnavrrs, dash
Together with discordant rrash ;

—

And even (he F-;»ir, now rend the ^ir.

The music rare, to tatters tear ;

—

(Ladies, though fair as flowers in June,

Will now and then get oul of lune,)

Stave thro' the staves, like folks possess'd,

And niurder jne of Handel's best.

Finding the Choir against a stump.

The Leader, with commanding thump,
Now puts a period to the strain,

Gives a new pitch, and starts again.

So, having slightly scath'd our pinions

In Fancy's perilous dominions.

We, plouehman-like, will plod along

Through the dull remnant of our song.

Last year exhibited abundance,
.\monnting almost to redundance,

Of prime productions of the soil,

To crown the Cultivator's toil.

Blessings have fall'n, like drops in showers,

.Hialth, Peace, and Plenty have been ours,

And every earthly boon indeed,

Which Heaviij bestows, or mortals need-
All that should lead us, on our parts.

To thanklul lips, and grateful hearts.

Kind Hrovidence, with lavish hand,

Has sr^tter'd o'er a smiling land.

Earth's products arc of such a size,

We scarcely can believe our eyes,

And almost doubt tht- evidences

Of all our concjregated senses.

For instance. Beets, the beat of all

The beeis proilue'd since Adam's fall—
Strawberries, which a man would guess

Were large as Peaches, more or less.

And Peai^, approximating towards

The ordinary size of Gourds;

—

So big, that botanists will say to us

Th-eir );inus is cticurbilaceotis—
Meaning, .thereby, to tell us bumpkins
Said Pears have cross'd tlieir breed with Pumpki
Are, therefore, bflijig thus allied,

Sheer monsteis on tiie mother's side.

And wiy-neck'd Squashes, which were found

To overload the solid ground,

And threaten, by mere dint of gravity,

To break the shell of Symmes's cavity.

Improvement's meliorating hand
Shines like a sun-beam thro' the land.

Here, docks and wharves, new streets and stores

F.inboss old Ocean's smiling shores.

Teeming with products of all nations

—

There factories rise like exhalations.

Here, Toil his task Herculean plies,

There An bids new Creations rise,

And Home-spcnWuri.ds obey the will

Of human industry and skill I

These means subserve the Farmer's ends ;

Here dwell those ready-monied friends,

Who raise the value of his 'ands

And take that surplus oft" his hands.

Which otherwise were useless trash.

And metamorphose it to cash ;

Just as one Midas, we are told,

Tnrn'd every thing he touch'd to gold.

Did it not look like ostentation,

And trumpetin? self-approbation.

We verily might say, with verity.

We add our mite to this prosperity

By fabricating head-work, which is

Harder by half than diffjing ditches.

And while we toil with lustihnod

For every individual's g^ood.

Hebdomadally lectures giving.

To teach all men to get a living.

We're wide awake to every movement,
Which tends to national improvement.

We fhf refore. may, we apprehend.

Be chrisfen'd Fvery-body's Friend ;

A wighf who has the World at large

Comr-nitted to hi= special charge.

To oversee whate'er rflates

To incomes, ontsToes, goods, estates,

And tell their owners how they may
Increase them in an hom-st way.

Our worship merits a position

Alono; side some renown'd physician.

Before whoni all disordr-rs vanish.

And bafflerl d'ath himself " waiks Spanish ;''

But few d'sorder- can be worse

Than quick consumption oi the purse

—

Where squalid poverty prevails.

The patient needs no other ails,

Whate'er some moralists may deem,
To make him wretched in th' extreme ;

For awful agonies await

A mortally diseas'd estate.

But we assail this sore disease

With economic recipes.

Or like the Coan -age verbose

Prescribe full many a goodly dose

Of "aphorisms." which rarely fail

To cure the empty-pocket-ail.

There's likewise nothing truer than

That we are Freedom''s Right Hand Mav ;

By Poverty, if paralys'd,

A Commonwealth is soon capsiz'd ;

—

Suppose we Yankees were a set

Of paltry paupers, deep in debt,

Dreading, for lack of wherewithal

The wrong side of a prison-wall.

Pray teil us what we might regard

Our Liberty as worth per yard ?

The wight in straightcn'd circumstances,

Plagued and tmharrass'd in finances

Can hardly be much better than

A pitiful time serving man.
.\nd when tire storms of Faction lower

Succumbs to every blast of Power.

That spruce old gentleman, so smart.

With " F^agle-eye," and "Lion-heart,"
Whom bards have demi-defied,

Call'd Independence, wont abide

With ignorant, idle, shiftless chaps,

Poor living proofs of Adam's lapse.

He quaffs his cider, cracks his jokes

With good, stout, hardy, thriving folks,

But his sojourning will be brief
With those who can't get bread and beef.

To benefit our fellow men
We ply the press and push the pen.
For aye continually contriving
The ways and means to make them thriving.
Lest they become, as life advances.
The slaves of narrow circumstances,
A slavery little in arrears,

Of what men suffer in Algiers.

And sure 'twonld seem no more than fail

That they who give should also share,
Of courst your Honor will bestow
A trifle of the quid pro qvo^
{Anglice) some remuneration
For all the useful information,
Drawn from the " Farmer's" ample stores.
We have presented at your doors.
And now, kind Sir, before we part
We wish you may, with all our heart,
Fnjoy through this, and many a year
Good health, good fkiends, good luck, gooh
Be blest in basket and in store, [cheer :

Till this life's transient scenes are o'er,

And in the next forevernnire.

Bostxin January 1, 1828.

Simple cu',uivn)ut.ju. a ia ./^—Tire inliabitanf/

of Landcs, in the south of France, being com-
pletely cut oli' from the rest of the world, have it

not in their power, (except when once or twice a
year they travel to the nearest towns with their

wool,) to purchase candles ; and as they have no
notion how these can be made, tliey siibstitute in

their rooms a lamp fed vvith the turpentine ex-
tracted from the fir trees. The whole process is

simple and primitive. To obtain this turpentine,

they cut a hole in the tree, and fasten a dish in it

to catch the sap as it oozes through, and as soon
as the dish is filled, they put a wick of cotton
into the midst of the liquor, and burn it ps we do
a lamp.

Such a contrivance might nnswer very well if

placed in a chimney-way, or in some other tho-
rough fare for smoke.

Large Hog—Mr. Enoch James, (of Deerfield,)
slaughtered a hog this season, eighteen monthe
old, which weighed when dressed 716 pounds.
Portsmouth Journal.

I look upon every man as a suicide from the
moment be takes the dicebox desperately in his

hand, and all that follows in his career from that

fatal time is only sharpening the dagger before he
strikes it to his heart,— Cumberland.

The Jews have a proverb, that he "who breeds
not up his son to some ocrupatioii, nialtos him a Ihief,"—and
the Arnbiarrs say, thai an idle per.'son is lire devil's play fellow.

On examining the tongue of patients, physicians
find orrl the diseases of ihe body, and plirlosophers the disease
of rhe mind.

mile Mustard Seed.
For sale at the office of the New Englan,! Farmer, the bes'

Engli.sh While Muslard seed, by the pound or bushel.

Lucerne Sted.

A rew hundred pounds of rre>h I.ncerno seed, bv the pound
or hnndre d vveigii t. lor sale at the N. E. Farmer ni-rrr.

JVeio Eii^tund Farmer's Almanack, for ISSST^
Just puHislicd. at Ihe New Fiiglnrid Farmer Ofi;<c, an<:

/br sale by Bowi.ks & ^)I.ARBoK^, 72 Wa.'ihinmon .Street, .-ind

at the Bookstores gener.div, the A'cit England Farmer's Alma-
T-'flf/f. for 1828. By Thomas G. Fessenden, Kdiior of the Ko.w
lOiigland Farmer

The P'ARMFR is published every Friday, .at$3P0
per .innnm, or $2,00 if paid in advance.
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AGR I CULT URE.
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HORSES.
Sir There is no branch of rural economy more

iieglectod in Massachusetts than horses. VVhy

this shoulii be the case I am ignorant ; a colt can

be bred nearly as cheaply as a steer ; and is

worth much more money when he is grown.

—

VViiat a farmer can find to read upon this subject,

if he desires it, must mislead him ; most of it be-

ing taken from lun^; exploded English treatises,

and few men are to be found here, whose ac-

quaintance with the subject is not exceedingly

superficial, who are not of the less educated class-

es of the community. I have read an American

Treatise, in which not only are the plates taken

from an English one : but the anther gives his

readers a chapter upon chest-tounder ; ascribing

it to taking cold, &lc. ; a disease very well known

at the present day to proceed from continual pain

in the feet.

I wjsh to give you a few very short observa

tions 'upon the most valuable breeds of horses ;

upon breeding them ; the treatment of horses (tppt

for their work ; and the management of foot Umo-
ness. J

Nature originally formed to hei-self, theie iM

reason to suppose, two separae models of h»rseW

flesh; though the ditierent breeds of horset de--.-

rived from accidental varieties and mixtures'niay
|

bo infinite. One she meant for daily drudgefv ir.

a northern climate ; the other for speed, for vio-

lent occasional exertion, to gratity the pride and

form one of the relaxations of luxury, and to live

in the tropicks. The two horses are still to be

found distinct ; but most horsetlesh is made up of

their mixture.

The first is indigenous in the North of Europe.

The basis of his colour is almost invariab.y black ;

though in some few of his varieties, he is either

roan, or gray with most of his dark hairs red.

—

He is seen in Massachuselts perfectly pure in the

Canadian: who has his fringe of hair starting di-

rectly from the knee ; his shortness of breath
;

his willingness to draw ; his sensibility to heat ;

and all the other attributes of the unadulterated
' cart horse. The gray horse, sent here by Gener-

al Coffin, is a specimen of -his English variety
;

but not of ihe very largest size. The true Cana-

dian is a valuable horse, has a foot endowed with

very little sensibility, is very much inclined to

carry flesh, and exceedingly well suited to a

changeable climate ; but he is unfit for fast v.ork;

and I question the fact from what I have seen, of

his outworking the common Massuchusetts horse

at slow.

A remarkable degree of misinformation exists

here as to the second ; and, it may be well to give

a very short description of him. In the countries

where he has always been found, at least since the

first dawn of history, he is about fourteen hands
and an inch high, but pretty compact; the basis

of his colour scarcely ever black ; but generally,

even if he is gray, some kind of red. He has a

remarkably expressive eye, and very transparent

;

his nose nearly straight, and the nostril disengag-
ed from the head ; a most capacious chest ; a

wide and elevated loin ; tames the dock of liis

tail pointed straight to the end when he is in ac-

tion ; and hag u round, hit;h, and hard hoof. His

purity has always been most sedulously preserved

by the Asiatick Arabs His bones are of a much
denser texture than that of the cart horse ; his

skeleton is heavier in proportion to his apparent

size ; and ho can. stand under a heavier weight.

His most distinguishing characteristick, however,

is the natural clearness of his wind ; and breeds

of horses vary in this particular, according to tlie

piopuition they possess of his blood ; or, as it is

technically called, of "blood." This, with his

muscular power, arises from the perfection of his

organization ; and he is often abused from the

idea that he possesses a peculiar insensibility to

fatigue, which none can thoroughly explain. His

essence is speed. He is more inclined to save

himself by flight from any thing he does not thor-

oughly understand ; and is more irritable and va-

riable iu constitution. As he is probably jndigen

ous in the sands of Arabia only, there appe.ii-B no

reason why his foot should have been made able

to endure the concussion of a hard surface ; and
in some of his varieties, though the hnrn of it is

irenerally excessively hard, the internal foot pos

jesses extreme sensibility. He does not appear,

bder favorable circumstances, upon being trans

ported to the climate' of the cart-horse, to experi-

ence any diminution of his superiority to him.

Jhrough any number of generations ; though he is

useless as he approaches that of the Arabian.

His most valuable vfiricty, and that witlt uihich

we are best acquainted, is the English thorouirh-

bred horse ; by which term is intended a horse,

all of whose blood is to be traced to acknowledg
ed racers, or to a very few celebrated individual

horses, supposed to have been chiefly of Arabian
blood, whose stock has in general proved so in

England Some of the pedigrees of this Anglo-
Arabian have been regularly kept from the reign

of James the first ; but a very large part of him is

derived from two individuals ; one carried there

about ninety years since, whose previous history

is utterly unknown ; the other, about one hundred
and thirty years since, who was brought from the

Desert of Palmyra. The blood of these two hois

es runs in the veins of the multitude of thorough-

bred horses annually foaled in England, on the

Continent, and in the United States-; and except-

ing the genuine cart horse, there is scarcely a

horse in England or the States entirely free from
it.

The peculiar advantages and disadvantages of

the thorouch-bred horse, who is most corruptly

called in Virginia the blooded horse, for blood-

horse, are exceedingly necessary to be known to

every breeder ; as, though he is not so well adapt

ed himself to any purpose but horse-racing, as a

horse bred between him and one not thorough

bred, he is proved by the experience of a century

in England, In be Ihe only foundation of any reas

enable expectation of breeding superior horse-

flesh ; allowed to be, and sought after from that

cause by the Russians, the Germans and the

French, who are all becoming great horse-breed-

ers, and in most parts of the States, excepting in

New England. As a proof of this last fact, I can

mention that Henry earned between two and
three thousand dollars to his owners, in the vicin-

ity of the city of New Vork, the last summer, a?

a breeder; and that be will probably this summer
earn much more.

He (the thorough bred horse) is subject loinfi

nite variety ; but lie i.s generally accompanied by

tho following peculiarities. In wind, in muscular

power, and paiticularly in being able to perforin

feats, he far surpasses any other horse ; even tho

Arabian in his unimproved state. A case in point

has occurred in which two Cossack horses, pick-

ed from their immense studs, were beaten in a 30
mile race, over a hard road near St. Petersburg.

by a broken down English race-horse, and he also

beats the best horses that can be bought in Ara-

bia, in their ovn climate at Calcutta. All his

work is perforuieil in nuith less time, when the

pace appears-to ti.e eye to be the same ; he can

be used at an drly age—he possesses greatci

longevity— he suffers lesis I'roni the heat, than a

hnv-bred horse, but there his advantages close

His am Estor vsas totnied merely for galloping

—

leaving all meaner business to the donkey and tho

mulp^ which, in his ancestor's climate, are noble

animals— and from this cause, as well as from the-

peculiar manner in which he has himself been
bred and treale<l, he is attended by two great dis-

advantages. He has, in the first place, been bred

Irom a succession of horses selected for their

•inpi rior galhqung from a race of gallopers.

Kxc llenre in this pace, which is, however,
npiirly mi accurate criterion of wind and muscu-
lar slrenyth, is frenerally accompanied by a form-
ation of tt.e animal, inimical to excellence in anj-

other ; and a remarkable disinclination for exert-

ing himself on any other than extraordinary occa
sions. To assist him in economising his powers,
and to render them entirely subservient to the ra-

pidity of his progression, he is formed, frequently,

to move his feet so short a distance above tho

earth, that, particularly in a slow walk, he is con-

tinually liable to have it meet with some obstruc-

tion, when it is bent backwards from the fetlock

joint, and he is about to throw his weight upon it;

the muscles of the bended limb not being unde.

his command, he must occasionally lose his bal

ance ; and if it is his lore foot fall forwards ; and,

if it is his hind foot, catch backwards ; and, in

confirmation of the last observation, many supers

or gallopers appear actually unable to use their

muscles properly, when not in a state of violent

exertion ; have a slipping, thoughtless manner of

going at all other times ; and will not brace their

muscles. In the second place, he has been in gen
eral confined in the stable, and shod previously to

his being two years old ; which gives to his hoof

a totally dilTerent shape, in growing, by prevent

ing its lateral extension ; takes away much of the

means of resisting concussion which nature in-

tended it to have, by preventing the expansion

of the back part of it, when his weight is thrown

upon it ; and crowds the circulation of the sensi-

ble foot, by preventing the increase of size of the

vascular parts after the excessive concussion to

which the horse is drily subjected from that early

age. Being also fed with the largest allowance

of corn from before he is weaned, and the hoof
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ileprived, through most of his life, of the dampness

of the earth, his foot is exposed to all the evils,

increased hy happening together, arising from a

plethoric habit, from contraction of the horn,- and

from mechanical violence ; and, an Arabian foot

not being originally intended to meet with very

ADDRESS,
Delivered to the Proprietors of the first Agricultu-

ral, and third Social Library in Easton, Mass.

December 18. By Roland Howard.

Gentlemen—I take it for granted that the

severe concussion, a decree of pre-disposition i

most of you are already apprised of the object of

to disease in the foot is propagated to each gen- ' this meeting—and if so, I beg that you will in-

eration, particularly to caries of the bones ;—, dulge me with a few moments ot your attention,

which, (as the human teeth) are remarkably ready and a reasonable share of your candour, while I

10 discover an hereditary mis-organization. The offor for your consideration somo of the advanta-

thorough-bred horse has been long naturalized in gcs, which, in my apprehension, may be derived

Jie States ; forms, at least, half of the Massachu- from the establishment of a Social Library, select-

setts mongrel, and is found as common, and in as ed with judgment, and managed with discretion

high perfection, as in England, in the low country and care ; to be confined principally to subjects

of Virtrinia. -
which relate to rural pursuits and domestic econ-

But the best horse, of any A.-ced breed, not tho- O'ny-

rough-bred, is the English Cleveland Bay ;—of Whatever might have been the original condi-

which the horse and mare sent here by Sir Isaac tion in which man was placed, of one thing at

Coffin, were intended as a sample. The true least wo are now certain ;
and that is, that the

Cleveland Bay, who is probably a lineal descendant sustenance of man is only to be obtained by la-

afthe horse used for tournaments in the MiddleAges, bor, and the sweat of the face ;
and that we are

is extremely scarce in England, and confined to born into the world totally ignorant of the means

the county of York. Though a much finer horse, most proper to he employed to obtain wherewith

and not over large, he bears a genenl resem- \

to satisfy our daily necessities ; and thus we have

hlaiice to tho German horse of the Middle States; "ot only our t-read to procure, but we have to ao-

oarticularly, in his full crest, his Roman nose, and V'^re the necessary knowledge how it can be pro-

uis deep bay color. He is in the very highest re- ;
duced—nor is this condition, perhaps, much to be

.west, both in England and on the Continent ; and
' regretted, since so much of our happiness depends

stands at the head of all breeds between the blood
' on the constant exertion of our physical and men-

horse and the cart-horse. He has formed no part tal energies.

of the Massachusetts horse ; but there is still re- '

.
It appears from history that the employment

maining in England, somo remnant of a very eel- '
given by the Supreme Being to some of the Ri^

ebrated draught horse, who unquestionably has ;
men wo have an account ot, was as follows :-^

many of our ancestors having come from his The first man was a dresser of vines and a culti-

country, and his peculiarities are often to be trac- vator of fruit trees ; or in modern language he

ed in our horse. He was supposed to have been ' ^vas a Horticulturist. The employment of the

•.:arried from Norway, and was called the Suffolk second was a tiller of the ground, or an Jlgricul-

Scrrel. Ho forms part of the modern trotting- <'"J'S'- That of tlie third, a keeper ot flocks, and

horse of tho bordering counties of Norfolk and herds of domesticated animals, or a SVie/v/ierrf.

Lincoln, of whom that most excellent horse Bell- 1
Then it appears that as soon as men were cre-

founder is a genuine specimen. ated, an employment was assigned them, suited in

The most valuable horse in himself, however, all respects to their physical powers, and well as

but who forms no breed, bred by the English, is adapted to supply their daily wants. In process

their gentlemen's hunter. He is often supposed of lime men became multiplied, and it was found

here to be the oftsprinn- of a direct cross between necessary that their employment should be still

the blood-horse and the cart-horse. This has, in A'rther varied, and adapted to all the necessities

some instances, been the case ; but he is usually, of a wide and extended population. Hence the

now, either the thorough-bred horse himself, or origin of the Mechanic Arts—wide spread Com-

fot by him out of a well bred mare; and it would merce—and the complicated Machinery of the

be difficult to find one, of whom less than 3 parts Manufacturer, which at this day give employment

in 4 could not be claimed by the Arabian. Some 1° millions of the human family, and incalculably

horses, not thorough-bred or as thev are called serve to ameliorate our condition, and increase

nEngland, cock tails, are kept expressly as hunt- the means of subsistence.

ing stallions, but this is not common; the thor- i

It is not my present design to go into detail

ough-bred horse havin<r the advantage of afford- 1
"pon all the different employments of men, but

Nng the greatest room for selection, and of havin-- i
the remarks which I have made were designed to

the peculiarities of his family so well known, as

to give some ground.s for a calculation concerning

the fnte of his stock. However, as he is some-

times kept entire, and as a tii'icd good hunter must
have shown himself able to perform the severest

labor of which a horse is capable, and to possess,

both, leiis ,ind constitution. I rather wonder none

has ever been imported to this country as a stal-

lion. In my m-xt, I Hill make some observations

upon the breeding of horses.

Fruit and P'egetables.—The neighborhood of

London furnishes it with fruit and venntables, and
occupy about GOOO acres which are laid out in

gardens, and give employment to 30,000 persons

»n vsrinter, and nearly 100,000 in summer."

show that however varied the employments of

men may be, they are each necessary to the pros-

perity of the other ; and that it is as necessary to

the prosperity of the body Politic, that all its

members are in a sound vigorous state, as it is

that each member of the humiin body should be

healthy, and rapablo of porfoniiing the various

functions to wliich they are respectively adapted.

Hen-:e it is, tiiat .Itrricultvre and Manufaiturrs

give strength and support to Commerce; and Com-

merce in ret irn, nr'nes spring and support to ./g-

riculture anil Mtnufncurts.
TiiPse remarks are believed to be correct, and

incontrovertible ; and are made' at this time, in

the hope that they may tend to do away certain

jealousies that have prevailed, and are still believ-

ed to exist among us, between men of different

occupations, and which have a manifest tendency
to mar our general and individual prosperity.

Therefore if we wish to be prosperous in our
several occupations, let us learn to think liberally

and act liberally towards those who may be differ-

ently employed, provided their occupation may be

a lawful one.

You will now permit me to revert to the first

employment of our race, viz. Horticulture, Agri-
culture, and the rearing of domestic animals ; and
here permit me to observe, that these employ-
ments were not oD\y first in the order o( time, but

they were, and still are, the first in order to ex-

istence. .

In vain would the whitened canvass spread upon
the wide bosom of the deep, if the hand of agri-

cultural industry becomes palsied, and the earth

should refuse to yield food for man and beast

In vain would the wheels of our manufactories be
put in motion, if the plough, the harrow, and hoe,

together with the other implements of husbandry,

are suffered to rust and decay, and the husband-

man is found folding his arms in sleep at noon
day.

Tlierefore, as it is from our mother earth that

our race is to be upheld, and that too by the skill

and energy of the agriculturist, it is but a reason-

able inference, that the husbandman should avail

hiciself of all the knowledge attainable, which'

maj be likely to be useful to his profession.

—

When I speak of the agriculturist, I wish to be

iUndsrstood to include horticulture, and the care

of iomestic animals,—for notwithstanding they

maj appear to have been three distinct callings

originally, they are now generally blended to-

gether ; and the farmer or agriculturist, has to

re.-tr his own trees, and his own animals.

Agriculture is universally admitted to be an
art, and if an art, why does it not need the same
auxiliary aid and support as every other art?

—

The navigator has his books, his maps and his

charts, and by a thorough knowledge of his pro-

fession, he is able to bring his ship safely into

port, amidst the howling of the wind, and the

thunders of the storm.

The roanufacturer searches every book with a

scrutinizing eye, wherein is recorded one particle

of knowledge relating to his business ; and cheer-

fully puts in practice every new discovery vvhicii

has been tried and found useful.

Professional men also, universally consider books
relating to their several professions as indispen-

sably necessary—and why ? It is because every
material fact, they can there find recorded by
these of the same profession, who have lived cen-

turies before them ; and thus they are able at one
view to concentrate the experience and knowledge
of all preceding ages.

Indeed, there is but one class of men with

which I am acquainted that contemn and deride

all experience and knowlcdj/e « liich relates to

their callinij, or profession, if sli'.nvn to them in a

ho»k, no matter how many well aiiilienticiitedy«f?i

may be recorded—no matter when, or who made
a useful (Uscovery, or how beneficial its results

;

if the facts or the discoveries are foun.' in a book,

they with them are stark r.aught.

Need 1 designate this class ? or ni ly 1 nrssume

that you are already apprised to whoni the re-

oiark will apply? For mine own honor, and for

the honor of the art nbich I consi'ler tie first of

all ths arts, I will presume the latter, and proceed
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to consider some of the objections which have

been iiri^ed by those alluded to against the utility

ot books, as being promotive of their interest or

happiness ; and will enucavor to produce proof

positive, that such reasoning: (if indeed it can be

called reasoning) is both fallacious and ruinous to

.ill improvement.

If a former presumes to search the pages of any

publicatii)n, which treats upon the subject of Ag-

riculture, or domestic economy, he is sure to be

stigmatized with the uncouth epithets " book farm-

er," "fceiilUman farmer," •' theoreticalfarmir" and

the like ;—and by some, it is roundly asserted

that tlieory is altoijether useless in agriculture ;

and that the knowledge acquired by individual

experience and observation is the onli/ knowledge

to lie rrlied on, or regarded. It is to be stated,

lio.vever. itiat even such have been sometimes

known to admit, that they have caught some new

and useful idea froui the Calendar page of the

" New England Parmer's Almanack," which has

accidentally met their eye when looking for the

d ly of the week, or month ; and, having been

fjund in an Mmanack, surely must be entitled to

some consideration—for the man who can make

an Almanack, and fnretell eclipses, and the full

and change of the moon, must, to say the least,

be endowed with an uncommon degree of wi>;dom

and foresight ; and consequently the hints, or

facts rccoriled in the Mmanack are entitled to a

much greater degree of confidence and respect,

tiian the same or similar facts merit if fo .nd re-

corded in any other book.

It is not my object to undervalue, or to se: a-

side in the least degree, the knowledge wliich

every imlividual may, and ought to acquire, byex-

perieuce and observation. No—my object is

rather to show that if we act wisely, we sliall

unite our own experience and obseivation viith

the e.^cperience, observation, and v\isdom of past

ages, so iar as past experience has been tested,

and found to have had a beneficial result—and to

my apprehension there are but two methods by

which this can be accomplished—the one is by

tradition, and the other by record—and chn it be

possible that there are any among us so stipid as

to not at once discover which of the two modes
ought to have the preference ? and which would

be the least liable to abuse ? I venture to say

there are none. Nor do I believe there are any,

who if they w ill dispassionately reflect,but that will

admit the importance and advantage that may be

derive I in practical life, by consulting the oracles

of past experience.

The (ibjei t of this association is the improve-

ment of its members in useful and practical knowl-

edgp, and to aid in diffusing it generally through

the community.

To m'lrc reailily effect this object, it is conceiv-

ed that books trentin;! upon Natural Hhih sophy.

Chemistry, Agriculture, and Domestic Economy.
to be owned in common by those who in y see fit

to r-ssociate for that purpose, must necessarily be

of vji.sit importance.

The knowledge obtained by a member of an as

sociation, established upoh such principles, will

be likely to be of a praciicnl nature, and surh as

may be directly applied to the every ilay avoca-

tions and pursuit.^ of those concerned ; and will

also furnish a strong inducement to road, and ap-

ply what they read to their present and future

benefit.

It is believed that an association of this kind

will have a good moral tendency ; which indeed

is a most important consideration.

The morals of the rising generation most impe-

riously demand that something should be devised

that will at once displ ly to their view, an object

worthy their attention and pursuit, and thus by

mixing amusement with instruction, raise in them
a sufficient interest to ivert their attention from

pl.'ices and p.acticps c.ilculated to fix upon them
habita that will infallitily lead to their ruin. It

has been said that " it is not frowns, nor is it ar-

guments that will correct or pervert vicious prac-

tices : it is presenting a. substitute, which is not

less interesting, but more useful, that alone will

prove an effectu:.! bulwark against vicious habits

in the young, and set them in a way that leads to

usefulness, respect ibility, and happiness, in this

and a future world."

That logic, ethicks, physic and metaphysics,

should claim the dignity of liberal arts or sci-

ences, excites no surprise ;—but that the art of

managing a farm, a house, and a family, should

by .so many be thought of little or no consequence,

is indeed strange and wonderful.

Too many there are that imagine that reading,

study thought or reflection, are of litie or no use

in the mmagement of domestic concerns, and that

It would be ridiculous to refer a housewife, or a

huibnndman to booKs to acquire a knowledge of

their respective avocatio-is.

But it is ho(ipd, and believed, that the time is at

hand, when those who are required to manage a

farm and superintend the domestic concerns of a

family, will clearly see the importance of acquir-

ing the necessary knowledge to enable them to

unite amusement with economy, and labor with

profit and by well directed industry, and judicious

economy, insure that respectability of character

which preeminently bplongs to that class of so-

ciety wh'i are the efEciont .supporters of all the

others. Surely thai science which directs our

conduct, or enables us to reform our mistakes, is

entitled to our peculiar regard ; and though it be

true that the wisdom obtained by experience, is

the least fallible, yet it often costs so dearly that

the intrinsic value scarcely compensates the price,

and hence arises the advantage of uniting the ex-

perience of past ages with our own.

Perhaps it may be objected, that to become a

member of an institution of this kind will cost too

much money. To this it may be answered that in

many cases it would be an actual saving of ex-

pense : for, as it would turn the attention of the

members to subjects of general utility, it would

consequently divert it from others which are more
expensive, and less useful, if not pernicious—and

we should consider that a few dollars appropriat-

ed to such a pi rpose, is by no means thrown away.

I venture to assert that it will be a good deposit

of money, not merely yielding 6 or 8 per cent, but

50, 7.5, and 100 per cent, profit on your money
thus judiciously appropriated.

.4n excellent trait in the French character In
Cobbett's "Ride in Fra'hce," is the following pas-
sage :

—"I remark, as I go along, that the com
mon people are very civil and obliging, whenever
I ask them any questions about what I do not my-
self understand. There is nothing uncouth, no-
thing boorish, in their manners. They explain to

you as well as they can, what you want to be
made acquainted with ; and, when they do not
instantly comprehend your meaning, they seem
as anxious to anticipate it, as if you were not a

stranger, but rather one to whom Ihcy have been
used to talk. This is a great merit, and a mark
of intelligence in the French people. It enable?
you to get along with them, which they cannot
well do with us in England. A Frenchman is

most completely out of his element in England
;

whilst an Englishman in France—(though the

country wjy appear very strange at first) finds in

the courtesy of the people a great deal to recon-

cile him to the strangeness of their customs.

A comparison between 1727 and 1827.—In the

year 1727, hackney coaches were plain, awkward,
clumsy things, with no springs, and their num-
ber did not e.xeeed thirty-five in the whole of Lon
don ; at present they are increased to twelve hun
dred. Fashions at that period did not reach any

place fifty miles from London, until they were
nearly out ; now they travel down in coaches, dil-

igences, &.C. in a few hours. Coaches were then

two days and two nights going to Dover ; they

now perform the same journey in about a quartei

the time. In 1727, meat was only three pence
• cr pound ; now it is ten pence or a shilling.

Servants' wages then varied from two pounds to

four ; now, ten pounds to thirty.

—

London Sun.

Mineralogy.—We are hi'ppy to learn that Pro-

fessor Clcaveland of Brunswick (-ollege, is about

publishing a third edition of his excellent treatise

on mineralogy. It is the mo.st copious work which
we have upon this subject, and has been adopted

as a text book by the professors of mineralogy in

Yale, Cambri Ige, and we believe Amherst Col-

leges. He solicits from scientific gentlemen, gen-

erally, the communication of such facts concern-

ing localities and peculiarities both mineralogica'

and geidogical, as may be within their reach, and
of value in the new edition of his work.

Mammoth Pumpkin.—A Pumpkin, of unusual

size, grew on the farm of John Reynolds, Esq. a

few miles from Clarksburgh, Va. this season ; it

weighed 320 lbs. and measured round the middle

feet. All that grew on the same vine weigheu

840 lbs.

Grape Vines.—The quickest method of prociir

ing grapes, is to graft into the body (near the

ground,) or which is preferable, into the roots of

large vines. In the followinff year, if the graft

has taken, fruit will be produced. Thus every

farmer who has wild vines growing on his grounds
may, by procuring cuttings of hardy foreign or

native kinds, and paying a little attention to the

grafting and training, be soon and amply supplied

with grapes for market or wine making.

—

Eng.pa.

The child that is permitted to act habitually,

from temper, is in the prospect of ungovernable

pa:^sions. and the swing of the gallows, and its

blood will be required at the hands of its impru-

dent parents, whose folly and wickednes.= are

equalled, in magnitude, only by the momentous
consequences, 'hat ensue, and the awful responsi

bility which the parents incur. The greatest cala-

mity that ever befel a child, is an indiscreet pa-

rent who knows nothing of family discipline.— U-

iMore.

A shrewd observer once said, "that in walking

the streets of a slippery morning, one might see

where the good natured people lived, by the ashe?

[thrown on the ice before their doors."
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EXTRACTS
From an Address, to the J^/ew York Horticultural

Society. By N. H. Carter.

You need not be told, gentlemen, that no coun-

try opens so wide a field, and affords so many na-

tural advantages, for improvetnents in horticul-

ture, as the United States. Between the Alpine

regions of the North, and the plains of the South,

fanned by the breezes of the tropics—from the

fir-clad hills of New England, to the orange-
groves of Florida and Louisiana, we have almost
every variety of climate, soil, and production. So
boundless are the resources of our territory in

these respects, that few indeed are the plants in-

digenous to other parts of tlie earth, wliich may
not here find congenial localitien, and ho readily

naturalized, by a very slight resort to artificial

means. If I may be allowed to draw an illustra-

tion from the mixed character of our population,

our soil and climate are as inviting to the exotics

of other lands, as the freedom of our political in-

stitutions is to emigrants from foreign nations.

We have room enough for both ; and to both may
the great Republic cheerfully open an asylum in

its bosom, thereby augmenting its physical as

well as its moral resources.
* ir « « *

Horticulture considered as a practical and use-
ful art, supplying the wants, conveniences, and
comforts of life, forms a very prominent object of
this association, to which its efforts have hitherto

been chiefly directed, and which should never be
lost sight of in our future transactions. Viewed
in this light, it ceases to be an abstract and spe-
culative pursuit, but comes home at once to the
interests—to the business and bosoms of all clas-

ses of our fellow citizens. Comparatively few in-

dividuals in any community, however intelligent

and enlightened it may be, find time amidst the

more imperious cares, avocations, and duties of

life, to make themselves familiar with the exten-

sive and complex systems of botany. To the la

boring classes especially, the volume of an intri-

cate science is effectually closed :

" For knowledge lo their eyes licr ample page.

Rich «'ith the spoils of time, did ne'er unroll :

Clill] penury repress'd their nobie rage,

And froze the genial current of the soul."

But while only a small proportion of the commun-
ity may feel disposed to encourage horticulture as

a science, all are equally interested in its success

as an art. The high .-.nd low, rich and poor,

learned and illiterate, are concerned in having

the markets and their own tables supplied with

vegetables and fruits of a good quality, in suffi-

cient quantities, and at moderate prices. Such
results are alone to be produce! by systematic

and continued efforts. However genial cnay be

our climate, or fertile our soil, tlie valuable pro-

ducts of the earth will not spring up spontaneous-

ly, nor flourish without culture. Well stocked as

our markets now are, and much as they have been

improved within a few years there is yet amply
room for further adviinces in the variety, meliora-

tion, and abundance of the articles of daily con-

sumption. * # * *

It is worthy of remark, that we first find man,
ptire from the bands of his Creator, placed in a

garden ; as if such a retreat wns most conducive
to health, innocence, and happiness. Even the

peculiar presence of the Deity himself hallowed
the paradise he had made. Hia image there ap-

peared "in the cool of the day." And may no

his footsteps still be traced in the garden—im-

pressed on the dewy leaf and the opening flower.'

And is not his voice yet heard in the chorus of

the woods, in the fall of the fountain, and the

whispers of the breeze ? * * *

The United Slates possess in abundance all the

requisite elements for reaching the highest de-

gree of excellence in this interesting department

of the arts, comprising, as our territory does, an

endless variety of surface and soil—picturesque

hills—irriguous vales—bright waters—luxuriant

woods, and unnumbered species of native plants
;

with a climate favorable to the cultivation of exo-

tics. Indeed, nothing is wanting but the hand of

taste, in seconding the profuse liberality of na-

ture, to produce the happiest combination of rural

scenery, and to render our landscapes and gur-

dens among the first in the world. To the skies

of Italy our country unites the verdure and fertil-

ity of England ; and by a little attention, its ex-

terna! aspect may be made to rival either, in va-

riety, richness, and beauty. Shall, then, these

singular advantages be overlooked, or neglected ?

I trust, a very difl'erent sentiment prevails in the

breast of every member of this association. Mere
objects of taste, it is true, are of little importance,

in comparison with the more useful and momen-
tous concerns of life ; but it sho .Id be remember-

ed, that they form no inconsiderable item in the

estimate of national character, as well as the sum
of individual happiness.

Let it not be supposed, that I would limit the

province of ornamental gardening to the walls of

narrow enclosures—to flower-beds and parterres.

On the contrary, its principles should be e.xtend-

ed to the embellishment of the avenues, streets,

and public squares of our cities ; to the country-

seats of the wealthy ; to the fields of our farmers;

and lastly, to the ultimate home of us all, church-
yards and cemeteries. In some of these particu-

lars, the example of the French is worthy of all

imitation. To them, I believe, belongs not only

the first idea of botanic gardens, but the more re-

cent improvement of uniting such institutions with

I
public promenades ; or in other words, of combin-

,
ing science, taste, exercise, and amusement in

I one, and the same establishment. Nearly every

considerable town in France, has ornamented

grounds of this description; and the plan has

been extensively adopted in Great Britain. To
the same nation is due the credit of having im-

proved public cemeteries, by converting them into

attractive instead of repulsive objects. A proper

disposition of the dead, and a becoming tribute of

;
respect to their ashes, by seeing that church

yards are neatly enclosed, shaded with ornamen-

tal trees and shrubs, with the addition of appro-

priate sepulchral monuments, should certainly not

be subjects of indifference to the living. Wilson,

the distinguished ornitiiologist. made a particular

request, but a few hours before his death, that he

might he buried in some rural spot, on the banks

of the .Schuylkill, where the birds might sing over

his grave. The sentiment was true to nature ;

—

for, let philosophy preach as it may, our cares and

anxieties, our feelings and affections, will extend

to the unconscious dust. * k *
j

Unless some efficient measures bo taken for the

preservation and reproduction of timber, trees, and
shrubbery, our country will erelong be as remark-

able for its naked hills and arid plains, as it has

been for its depth of woods and richness of foliage.

Its beautiful forests have wasted away, like the

aborigines, who once made them their green and
happy abodes. A war of extermination has been
waged against both. To a certain extent, this
was necessary, in the settlement of the neww'orld.
The advances of cultivation required, that the
monarchs of the wilderness, moral as well as phys-
ical, should be hewn down by the axes of our hardy
pioneers. But the necessity has now in a great
measure ceased

; and higher motives than those
of taste should induce us to preserve the shatter-
ed remains both of the human and vegetable
tribes. Justice and mercy plead in favour of the
former; while policy and patriotism urge us to
spare the latter. It is time to be frugal of the oak
upon our hills, whence are to spring the fleets of
a great nation

; and to respect the pine, the still
loftier lord of the forest, destined perhaps to bear
the American Eagle upon its top across the seas,
as it once bore the original of the emblem in its
native vale, and to waft our future navies to new
victories.

OPIUM.
The opium for commerce is the product of the

cciinmon poppy, seen in gardens. Turkey opium
was formerly deemed the best, but it has been
cultivated for several years in England, of a purer
and better quality, owing to the great care used
in its preparation. The East India opium is infe-
rior to the Turkey, from the leaves and stems of
the plant being packed with the cukes, and often
worked into the opium while in a soft state, pro-
bab'y to increase its weight.

English opium is generally in smaller cakes
cuts clear and smooth like liquorice, and is in a
gre.it measure destitute of stalks, leaves, and
other impurities.

The consumption of this drug is almost incred-
ible. It is an immense article of commerce, and
an interesting paradox, from its extensive useful-
ness m modifying and alleviating the most painful
diseases, while at the same time it is one of tho
most fatal poisons. In the year 1800, 40,808 lbs.

were consumed in Europe
; and the quantity has

increased annually ever since.

The Bengal government derived a revenue of
£594,978, from the sale of it in 1809, and the
exports from Calcutta to China alone, in 1811.
amounted to £567,871. The supply of Calcutta
opium in 1827, is rated as follows :

Bengal, 6-570 chests—Mabia, 5000 do.—smug-
gled, 1.500 do.—Turkey, 1000 do—14070 chests.
Although this article la prohibited by the Chi-

nese government, yet 2000 chests are annually
sent to Canton, and about 40,000 pounds are im-
ported every year to Canton.

The following method of cultivating it, is stated
from recollection, but is believed to be substan-
tially correct : The ground is dressed in the
same mannor as for a flower plat, and the seeds
sown in rows, with room between for one person
to walk through. Wlien the flowers fall from the
head, it is lime to g.nther the juice. This is done
by a person who goes in with a sharp instrument
gunged to a proper depth, with which he scarifies

the heads standing on the top of the stalks after

the flowers have fallen. He proceeds through
the field and returns by the next alley, scoring
every head with one or more gashes. On arriv-

ing at tho place from which be started, he retra-

ces his steps, and collects the juice which has ex-
uded, in a phial filled with a sharp edged funnel-
shaped tin tube, with the wide top of which he-
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lakes it off tne head. He thus obtains all from

two rows in two successive circuits, when ho pur-

:jues the same course with all the rows in the

tield. The next morning he goes over again, col

lecling what has (lowed during

making uew

e night, and

in his side long after he has swallowed the mustard.

Why should any man, who has a garden, buy this

poisonous stuff? The mustard-seed fp-ound in a

little mustard mill is what he ought to use. He
will have bran and all ; and his mustard will not

_hes until the heads cease to
i
look yellow like the English composition ; hut, wo

vicid. "xhe fresh juice is then exposed to the sun
|

do not object to Rye-bread on account of its colour!

in shallow pans, and after the watery particles are
j

Ten pounds of seed will grow upon a perch of

evaporated, it is moistened with oil of poppy
j

ground ; and ten pounds of mustard is more than

seeds, so as to be made up into cakes, when it is I
any man can want in a year. The plants do not

packed in chests, with alternate layers of poppy
j

occupy the ground more than fourteen weeks, and

ilower leaves. It is sometimes adulterated with
!
may be followed by another crop of any plant, and

an extract from the stalks and the gum of the mi- even of mustard if you like. This iherefore, is a

mosa. There can be no doubt that it might be very useful plai.t, and ought to be cultivated by

profitably cultivaoed in the United States. every farmer, and every man who has a garden.

Cobbetl's American Gardener.

CHAMBERS' MEDICINE.
Wc have read with great satisfaction the Re- Effects of riding in consumption.—The cure I

ports of the Medical Society of the city of New i am going to mention, was of a gentleman who is

York, on nostrums or secret remedies." The first related to the doctor, and is now living at Dorset

article noticed is Chambers' Remedy for intemper-

ance. Drs. Hammersly, Drake, ftlanly. Watts.

Ives, and Johnson, the highly respectable commit-

tee to whom tliis subject was referred, inform us,

that they employed Dr. G. Chilton, an able and

hire, who was brou^'ht so low by consumption

that there seemed to be no possibility of a recov-

ery either by medicine or exercise ; but, it being

too late for the first to do any good, all that was

to be done was to be expected from the latter

jxpericnced chemist, to analyse the medicine, and though the doctor did not think that even riding

that the results of his experiments show it to be would then do. However, the poor gentleman,

composed of Tartar Lniotic, Capsicum, Sulphur, seeing there was no other hopes left, was resolv-

Carbon, Cochineal and Gum. "If any douIrts,"say ed to attempt.to ride into the country ; but was so

the committee,'*' could rest upon this result to extremely far gone, that, at his setting out of

which the analysis leads, it could not fa.il to be i town he was forced to be held up on his horse by

removed by the collateral evidences which may
j
two porters; and when he got to Brentford or

be brought in confirmation, from its exhibition both ! Hounslow, the people of the Inn into which he

internally and externally— its effects upon the
j

put were unwilling to receive him, as thinking he

stomach and bowels are precisely those which
(
would die there, and they should have the trouble

ought to be expected from tartar emetic—and ex

ternally applied it will produce the pustular erup-

tion, which is peculiar to this metallic salt." This

medicine then owes any efficacy it may possess to

the tartar emetic which it contains—of its value,

therefore, as a remedy for intemperance—or the

danger resulting in some cases from its exhibition

wo need not here speak. Every professional man
will know how to estimate it Am.Journ.

of a funeral. Notwithstanding, he persisted in

his riding by small journeys to Exeter ; and got

so much strength by the way, that though one

day his horse as he was drinking, laid down with

him in the water, and hcr*was forced to lide pnrt

of the day's journey in thai wet condition, yet he

sustained no harm by it, but came to tiio above

mentioned place considerably recovered ; when,

thinking he had then gained his point, he neglect- 1 fifteen dozen in an hour

The town of Mansfield,m Connecticut has recent-

ly been several times noticed on account of its

manufactures of silk. The Connecticut Register

recently issued nt Hartford, estimates the quanti-

ty produced at more than 3000 lbs. annually, and

the value at $20,000, which probably is not be-

yond the fact : but which is certainly a very con-

siderable sum of money to be annually distributed

as one item of income, among a population of 3000
inhabiting a comparatively unproductive soil;

and that too without any expenditure for machin-

ery or outfit of any kind. The process is entirely

domestic, until the raw silk is adjusted into large

skeins reseinbling the condition in which it is im-

ported into England and other countries from the

East. The further process into " sewing silk" is

now to considerable extent performed by water

power, at a small factory in the town of Lisbon,

owned by an ingenious mechanic who invented

the machinery during our late war with England,

for the purpose of bringing into use the great

quantities of raw silk of commerce, which had

been captured by some of our privateers, and which

from the singular manner in which it is put up,

laid nosma'l tax upon New England ingenuity.

—

We have seen lately a paragraph stating that a

Frenchman had established a Ribbon manufactory

in Windham, an adjoining town. The profitable-

ness of the culture of silk, may be estimated fronj

the fact which we happen to know, that mulberry

orchards of ten years' growth, and upon land oth-

erwise of very little worth, are valued at $200 an

acre.

This town has been also somewhat known for

its manufacture of Combs of various sorts, com-

menced at a very early period, and carried on to

be sure at first by the slow process of sawing but

one tooth after another, but now by the use of ma-

chinery, invented in this country, and with one

half the material; the teeth of two combs being

cut out at heads and points from each other, pur-

sued with such expedition that a man is able to go

through this process very neatly, at the rate of

If the above report be correct it follows (says I
ed to ride any more for some time. But after- Here it would also be wrong to omit to mention

a correspondent) that any of our Medical men can
;

ware

furnish a remedy equally efiacious as this celebrat-

ed remedy, for five cents, instead of five dollars

the price which is paid for this.—A'. H. Register

MUSTARD.
There is a white seeded sort and a brown seeded.

The tchite mustard is used ia salads along with

the Cress or Pepper- Grass, and is sown and culti-

vated in the same way. The black is that which

finding himself relapsing, he remembered I that Mansfield is entitled to the credit of having

the caution which Dr. Sydenham had given him, i produced the invention of the Screw Auger, and

at his setting out, that if he should be so happy as
! this not so many years ago, but that some of our

to begin to recover, he should not leave off riding carpenters can well remember when the " Pod-

too soon ; for he would infallibly relapse and die. Auger" (an instrument now or soon to be almost

if he did not carry on that measure long enou

so he betook himself to his horse again, and rode

till'he obtained a perfect recovery.

On hardening articles made of steel wire, wilh-

•able-mustard is made of.— It is sown in rov.-s, two out bending them —This valuable process was em
feet apart, early in the spring. The plants ought

;

ployed by the late Mr. Rehe, of Shoe-lane, a most

to be thinned to four or five inches apart. Good
tillage between the rows. The seed vvill be ripe

in July, and the stalks shonld be cut off, and, when
quite ilry, the seed threshed out, and put by for

ingenious mechanic, in the following manner

"The articles having previously been carefully

heited to the proper degree, instead of cooling

them in water, Mr. Rehe threw them upon the flat

use.—Why should any man that has a garden bay sui-face of a fixed block of cast iron, and instantly

mustard ? Why should he want the English to rolled them round, by sliiling another flat plate of

send him out, in a bottle, and sell him for a quar-
;
iron over them : and thus, by tbi^ revolving mo-

ter of a dollar, less and worse must;;rd than he'tion, he kept them perfectly striight. in the act of

can raise in his garden for a penny ? The Eng
lish mustard is, in general, a thina fabri( atcd, and

is as false as the glazed and pasted good-, sent out

by the fraudulent fabricators of Manchester. It

is a composition of baked bones reduced to powder,

some wheatflour, some coloring, and a drug of

some kind that gives the pungent taste. Who-
ever uses that mustard freely will find a burning

being cooled and hardened, between the metnl

plate and the block.

Sitfi-ar.-;—Under the domination of Buonaparte,

France consumed only nboi.t fourteen millions of

pounds of sugar annually The present annua!

consumption exceeds 80 millions of pounds.

—

Lit.

Gazette.

forgotten,) was their only dependence. The man-

ufacture of this very useful instrument has also

been a source of consiiicrable profit. To all these

might be added'buttons, and several other artices»

composing in the whole an extent of profitable

business, which is fast transforming this town

from one of the least productive (and perhaps from

this very cause) to one of the most 'wealthy in

that enterprising State.

Good humour is the clear blue sky of the souT,

in which every star of talent will shine more

clearly, and the sun of genius encounter no va-

pors in bis passage. It is the most exquisite beau-

ty of a fine face— a redeeming grace in a homely

one. It is like the green in the landsciipe. har-

asonizinn- with every color, mellowing the jloriea

of the bright, and softening the hue of the dark
;

or like a fliite, in a full concert of instruments, a

sound, not at first discovered by the ear, yet fill-

ing up the breaks in the concord with its deep

melody.
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AGRICULTURE IN GEORGIA. The Report concludes with Swift's aphorism,
|

food at evening, after sun-set, when the entrance
The gloat importance of Agriculture, (in onr that the man who causes two blades of grass or of the hive need not be closed; but the vessel

nyes) and in those of every one we presume, who two stalks of corn, to groiv from the soil, where containing the honey must be removed before the
regards tho vast e.\tent and various productive ca- only one grew before, is worth the whole race of next morning, to prevent robbery as before. Care
pacity of our soil, has led us to notice every re- politicians put together;—Than which same max- j should be taken, not to delay feeding your bees
mark or hint which appears concerning it. The im it is difficult to imagine one less liberal or true I until their old store is all exhausted, for they will

Milledgeville (Georgia) Journal, among a variety or one that the worthy Dean himself was less like- then become feeble, and if you preserve your bees
of other Reports, contains one on Agriculture and ly to believe in his heart.

—

Jinltimore Jlinerican. i you will lose much of their labor the next sea
Internal Improvement, from hir. Sevan, on the

part of the joint Committee on those subjects, to

which was referred a certain resolution of the

Georgia House of Representatives. We select

some p.Trticulars from it.

The continued depression of tlie cotton market

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JAN. 11, 1828.

son. Sugar is sometimes administered as food for

bees, as well as clear honey. Mr. Iluish consid-

ers the first as improper food, and the latter as

dangerous, and often exposing the bees to the

dysenti'ry ; and adds, "whenever honey is given,
PraciicalhintsforllHmnnagcmtntofhr.es. Take '

it should be mixed with some good old white
renders it necessary, says the Report, that Geor- ' some opportunity in good weather to examine and

[
wine ; it should then be placed on a slow tire, and

gia should give her attention to the rearing of supply as far as possible the necessities of your
! stirred until the honey is all dissolved, then pour-

other articles, an 1 to the improvement of that ox- bees. If practicable, tlie hive should be turned ed out into a jar or other vessel for use."

tensive alluvial region, known as "Tho Pine bar- up, and the -stool well cleansed and ventilated.—
j "Dissolve one pound of sugar in a quart of good

ren Land," on which the I'resenl inhabitants glean Writers on this subject, tell us that the dysente-
' old ale, boil and skim it until it is clear, when

a miserable existence. On tlie first settlement of ry among bees, is caused more by the respiration
i cooled, it will have the consistence of honey, and

the state in 173o, it was a condition annexed to of the foul air generated during the winter, than : may bo given your bees. A little salt added to

•every grant of land, that a certain number of the from any other cause ; although it is certain, that their fond, is both safe and useful, especially when
White Mulberry Tree should be reared on it.— it can be brought on by unwholesome and infect- they are threatened with the dysentery. Molas
The consequence was the production of a gradu- ed food.

ally increasing quantity of silk, which in 1759 a- The state of health of tho bees, con in some de-

mounted to 10,000 lbs. weight of cocoons, receiv- gree be ascertained, by the symptoms of anger

ses and water boiled, with a little salt, may be a

good substitute."

In treating of the feeding of Bees, Loudon ob

serves th:it " Sugar simply dissolved in water
(which is a common practice), and sugar boiled

with w-iter into a syrup, form cori.pcijnds very

riifffrently suited for the winter store of bees.

—

When the former is wanted for their immediate
nourishment, as in spring, it will ai.s'vcr equally

well as f, syrup ; but if to be laid up as store, the

heat of ihe hive quickly evaporating the water,

cd at the old capitol of the state. This branch of which they di-splay on lifting up the hive. If a

industry was destroyed by the occurrence of the rustling noise be heard amongst them, and a sud-
j

Revolution, and the introduction of the more prof- den jerking of the wings, as if attempting to fly.

itable, but unhealthy articles of rice and indigo, it may be concluded that the community ore in

When it is recollected that the mulberry will good health. The odour which issues from the

grow in the most light sandy soil, and that the hive immediately on raising it, is also a criterion

whole process of making silk may be carried on by which to judge of the health of the oees. That
hy adult females, and by children, its culture of a diseased hive, partakes strongly of the smel]

|

would seem to deserve attention. The olive has of pntrified objects, but not of an animal nature.
]
leaves the sugar in dry chrystals, not to he acted

already succeeded in part. Ou the plantation of That of a sound hive resembles the smell of h':it- , i-pon hy the trunks of t^he bees. lii>es may be
Thomas Spaulding, Esq. of M'Intosh county, there ed wax, partakins, at the same time of the fra-

' Uillerl « ith hunger, while some pounds weight of
arc five bearing trees, and fcrty or fifty more grancc of honey. Mr. Huish states that the nys UugHr rtmain in this state in tlipir cells. The
which promise to be soon at maturity. The state entery is one of the most common as well as fatal

] boiling of sugar into syrup forms a closer combi-
is indebted to Thomas M'Call, Esq. for his sue- diseases of the bee ; atpd that the mark of this- nation with the water, by which it is prevented
cessful expcriuiont of making wine from native disease is the e.xcrcmpnt voided by the bee at the

,
from flying off, and a consistence resembling that

grapes. As far back as 1740, good wine was entrance of the hives, in spots, like linseed nearly of honey retained. Howison has had frequent e.^-

made in Georgia. I:;(ligo, tobacco, and sugar cane black, and of tin insupportable sme'l, and tliat this perience of hives not containing a pound of honey,
nre, as every one knows, well adapted to her soil, malady is contagious. .

j

preserved in perfect health through the the win
'J'iiere are several vegetable dyes besides indigo, Mr. Huish considers this disease as incurable ; i ter with sugar so prepared, when given in proper
which might be successfully cultivated. The although its prevention may be effected. "As , time, and in sufficient quantity."

most to be' recoinmevided is madder, long culti- soon, therefore, as I perceive any of my hives af-

vatcd in Georgin, and known for its property of fecled with it, I give them a little of the following Mr. A. S. Bugbee, of Northampton, has contriv-

dyeing the Turkey red. It is suited to sandy composition, which has invariably checked the
|

ed a method of turning to account the nat'iral ac-

loam, not retentive of moisture, requires light la- malady, when given in the early stiiges : ,
tivity of the common grey squirrel. "He has,''

tor, and after three years, will bing a clear prof- Ruh. To a quart of white wine, add a pint of says the Northampton Post, "a comnon cylindri-

it of one hundred and fifty dollars to the acre.— honey, and two pounds of loaf sugar ; put the cal cage with wire bars, about three feet diame-
The white poppy, from which opiiun is made, is al- whole into a tin sauce-pan, and let it boil gently ter, to the axis of which, (four feet long) are con-

so well adapted to the climate. The rearing of over a slow fire. Skimming it at different times, ' nected some small brass wheels which move the

natural and artificial gras.-ses is dwelt on at some until it is reduced to the consistency of syrup. It machinery of a coffee and pepper mill Three
1 -uglh "^s they are extremely necessary in Goor- may then be bottled, and put into the cellar, and

|

squirrels are usually employed in the labor of this

gia, especially in the dreary and innnntoiious re- kept cool for ii-^e. Whenever it is used, it must ' novel Iread-mill. though w'e have seen a single

gion of the Pine barrens, which preponderate in be gently healed, until it partakes of the consis- i
one turn the wheel with apparent ease. The

Georgia,—so it is believed tint the cultivation of.tency of honey."
!
power of each squirrel in the wheel is estimated

the Bermuda grass would convertthese into sheep- The same author in speaking of feedinsf bees,
|

by Mr. B. at sixty five pounds, and in an hour
v;alks of great value. Lucerne anil S^nfoin, .ind says, "there .-ire two sf asons in which the feeding i

they grind a pound of coffee, pepper, allspice, &c.
Ri'ta B^ga and Mangel Wuit/cl, are likewise re- of bees becomes nece^isnry, and these are in win-! The expense of the machine wa.s about j'SO, and
couiuiended. i trr and sprinir ; at these seasons, the hives should the cost of the subsistence of each of the little

It 19 proposed, therefore, to award Preiniu

for the best mode of counteractinsr Rot in Cotton:
for the greatest quantity of Raw Silk, from worms
bred in the state: for the greatest quantity of
merchantable Olives, the produce of Geoririu ; of
Wine, Sugar, Sp:inish Tobacco, Opium, and valu-

able vegetable dies ; the most successful cultiva-

tor of grasses, and fattener of cattle ; and for the

most satisfactory method of improving the Pine
Barrens.

be carefully watched, and when found light, an i hiho'ers is about two cents a week.
immediate simply he given them. It is best not .

to feed profusely, by giving a great quantity at a i T'utgar error respectin!:^ the puttiri!; of Spirita

time, but gently, say about two pounds a month,
j

i/iii) the. Boots or Shoes to prevent the effects of
and the feeding should be in the morning early

—

\cold.—The custom of pouring brandy into the

beforo the bees leave tho hive, and always in i boot's or shoes, wlicn the feet have got wet, wjth

pleasant weather ; and, that the entrance of the a view to prevent the effects of cold, is a practice

hive should be closed immediately after feeding, wliich (though very common) is founded in preju-

to prevent robbery from other hives. Or, it may dice and mis-conception, and often proves fatal.

be considered most prudent and safe to administer by bringing on inflanimation, and consequent ob-
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struction in the bowels. The practice is adopted,

on the supposition, that, because spirits, when

swallowed, excite an universal warmth, and cause

a temporary increase of circulation in the extre-

mities, they must do the same when applied to the

extremities themselves. But the reverse happens.

Fluids, when evaporating, produce cold ;
and the

lighter and more spirituous tiie fluid, the more

quickly it evaporates, and the greater the degree

of cold gencrate.l. This may be proved by a very

simple e.\periment. If one hand be welted with

spirit, and the other with water, and both be held

up to dry in the air, the hand wetted with spirit

will feel much colder than the other ;
or if the

bulbs of two thermometers be so treated, the mer-

cury will be observed to fall much more rapidly

and extensively in one case than in the otner.

Whatever danger, therefore, arises from cold or

damp feet, it is generally enhanced by the prac-|

tice alluded to.
I

:—

r

'

Usefulness of the wren in deslroyina insects.—As

a devourer of pernicious insects, one of the most

useful birds is the house-wren. This little bird

seems peculiarly fond of the society of man, and

it must be confessed that it is often protected by

his interested care. It has long been a custom in

many parts of the country, to fix a small box at

the end of a long pole, in gardens about houses,

&c. as a place for it to build in. In these boxes

they build nests and hatch their young. When
the young are hatched, the parent birds feed them

with a variety of insects, particularly such as are

injurious in gardens. An intelligent gentleman

was at the trouble to observe the number of times

u pair of these birds came from their box, and re-

turned, with inaects for their young. He found

that they did this from forty to sixty times io an

hour ; and in one particular hour, the birds car-

lied food to their young seventy-one times. In

tills business they were engaged the greatest part

•jf the day, say twelve hours. Taking the med-

ium, therefore, of fifty times in an hour, it appear-

ed that a single pair of these birds took from the

cabbage, salad, beans, peas, and other vegetables

in the garden, at least six hundred insects in the

course of one day. This calculation proceeds on

the supposition, that tho two birds took only a

single insect each time. But it is highly proba-

ble they often took several at a time.

To prevent burrowing of rats in houses.—Hats

may be elTectually prevented from burrowing un-

der the foundation of houses, by making an oft'set

of stone or brick, about two feet in breadth, and

eighteen inches below the surface ; and by carry-

ing up a perpendicular wall from the edge of this

offset, to within a few inches of the surface of the

ground. The adoption of the same plan inside,

will prevent the burrowing of these animiils in

cellars ; for rats always burrow close to a wall
;

and finding their perpendicular course impeded,

they take a horizontal direction as far as the off-

set continues, when they are again stopped by

the oi'tside wall. Thus baffled, they ascend and

go off.

To preserve Pumps from freezing—Bore a small

liole throiiirh the body of the pump beneath the

surface of the LTonnd, and above the upper bucket;

the column of wafer above the upper bucket will

then slowly leak out, and may also be raised again

by a few strokes of the handle. In mild weather

the hole may be plugged.

Dreadful accident.—At the execution of Levi

Kelly, at Cooperstown, N. Y. for murder, a great

concourse of people were assembled, about .iOOO

of whom were on a wooden platform, erected by

the keeper of the hotel for the accommodation of

spectators, and about an equal number were under

the platform. As the prisoner was brought out,

the crowd leaned forward to see him, :ind at this

moment the platform gave way, and fell with all

who were upon it, to the ground. In consequence

of being forced forward horizontally, it fell upon

a much smaller number of persons, than would

have been buried under it, had it fallen directly,

b'lt from five to ten persons were killed, and sev-

eral so severely wounded that it was thought that

they could not survive. In the midst of the con-

fusion caused by this accident the prisoner was
executed.

On the benefit derived from frequenlli/ stirring

the earth about growing vegetables.—Plants are

very much benefited by having oxygen applied to

their roots, being found to consume more than

their own volume of that gas in twenty-four

hours ; and when applied by Mr. Hill, to the roots

of melons, hyacinths, &c. the first were found to

be improved in flavor, the second, in beauty and
in vigor. Every thing that promotes the presen-

tation of o.xygcn to the roots of plants, must be

beneficial.

Account Books, Sfc.

Jusl manufaclured a complclc assortment of Account Books
made of the best materials and in the most npproved modem
style adapleil to every capacity of business. Kclioot Books, Bi-
bles, i5('<-. ; Paper of all kinds; the greatest variety of Stuliona-
ry, i^-r. to bo (bund in tlie city, may be had at iniusual \m\
prices, at No. 96 &. 98 Stale street, two doors east ol Merclmnts'
Row, by JOHN W.VRSH.

J. M. is agent for P. Byrnes' Quill and Wafer Manufactory
New York. Also for Wni. Gordak's celebrated Medicine, and
will supply all orders for their avticles at their prices.

Jan. 4.3m

Early Pens, Tree Onion, Poppy Seed, ifc.

For sale at the New England Farmer oftice, fresh Seed oflhc
l^arge Poppy, Early Peas, Tree Onion, While Clover, Lima
Squash. &e. with the greatest variety of Seeds to be found in

New England.

Seeds for l.ountry Dialers.
Traders in the countiy, who may wish to keep an assortment

of Garden ^Veds Ibr sale, are informed tliey can be furnished

at the New England Farmer oflSee, No. 52 North Market street,
'

Boston, with bo.\es containing a complete assortment of the

seeds mostly used in a kilchen garden, on as favorable terms as

they can be purchased in this counlr}', neatly done up in smai!

papers, at 6 and 12 ets each—warranted to be of the growth of

18^7, and of the purest qualitij. ORNA:\rENTAL Flower
Seeds will be added on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beaxs, Early White Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ferent sorts.

Lucerne Seed.

A few hundred pounds of fresh Lucerne seed, by the pound
or hundred weigh!, for sale at the N. E. Farmer office.

PRICES OP COUNTRY^ PRODUCK
Corrected every Thursday evening.

Tho Niagara Sentinel gives the dimensions, &c.
of a lad of 18, named Darius Whitman, now on a

visit at Lockport—viz. 6 feet 3 inches high, 4 feet

8 inches round the waist, and 298 pounds weight!

He is said to be comparatively lank, having lately

had an attack of the ague, which pulled him down
considerably.

Great Income The beautiful domain of Moor
Park in Hertfordshire, has just been purchased by

the Earl of Grosvenor. What with his enormous
estates in London and Westminster, in Chester,

Cheshire, Flintshire and Denbighshire—at Shafts-

bury, Hindon, Stockbridge, and numerous other

places, the noble Earl may, perhaps, be consider-

ed the richest land owner in Great Britain. His
income is estimated at from 270,000^ to .300,000/.

per annum, whicli sum, immense as it is, is exceed-
ed by that of tho Marquis of Stafford, in a great

measure derived from canal property. One only

of Earl Grosvenor's mining concerns in Wales is

let by him to a company for 20,000/. per annum
;

and within the last "25 years he has laid out more
than -700,000/. at his family estate at Easton, near

Chester.

—

Eng. Chronicle.

biisli

bbl.

Transfusion of blood.—An English newspaper
mentions a successful case of transfusion of blood

from a healthy to a diseased patient. The latter

was in a decline, and was one time in such a state

of extreme exhaustion (from the loss of vital fluid,)

that her friends felt confident that she was dead.

A surgeon was sent for, who performed the very

interesting opnr ition of transfusion of blood from

a healthy subject into the veins of tho exhausted

patient, so successfully, that she had so far recov-

ed as to walk out of doors Hartford Mercury.

Asparagus, at $4 a bunch of 100 heads, is adver-

tised for sale by G. Thorburn & Son, New-York.

Died in Easton, on the 3d inst. Lieutenant Jesse Howard,
aged eighty-eight years. Mr Howard was distinguished for his

active and patriotic exertions in those times wbicb " tried men's
souls."

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

peurl do. - - - -

BEANS, white, ....--
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, uew, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. I. new,
CHEESE, new milk, - - - -

ekimraed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, . - -

Rye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - - - -

Barley - . - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings, new,
navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover . . . -

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, Ist soi

PROFISIOJV jyMRKET.
BKEl', best pieces - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, -

" whole hogs, - -

VEAL,
MT'TTON, - -

POULTRY, - - - - .

Bl'TTER, keg & tub, -

lump, best, - .

EGGS, I

VIEAL, Rye, retail, - . - . bu^l-

Indian, do. . . - - I

POTATOES, (new) - -

Cl©BR, (according to qualiM) 'bbl
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MISCELLANIES.

FANCY IN NUBIBUS.

A SONNET C03IP0SED ON THE SEA COAST.

O! il is nleasanl wilh a heart at ease,

Just after sunset, or liy moonlight skies.

To make the shiltiiig clouds be what you please,

Or bid tlie easily persuaded eyes

Own each strange likeness issuing from the mould

Of a friend's fancy ; or with head bowed low,

And cheek aslant see rivers flow of gold

•Twixt crimson banks, and then a tia\eiler go

From mount to mount o'er Cloi'ULand, gorgeous land '.

Or listen to the tide with closed sight.

Be that blind bard, who on the Chian strand.

By those deep sounds possess'd with inward light,

Behold the Iliad and the Odyssee

Rise to the swelling o( the voiceless sea !

S. T. COLERIDGE.

ANTIQUE POETRY.
The following eccentric, but tender and touching lines are

from the *' Exequy," a poem on the death of his wife, by Dr

Henry King, bishop of Chichester,Eng. in the reign of Charles I.

Bleep on, my love, in thy cold bed

Never to be disquicied !

.Vly last good night ! thou wilt not wake
Till I thy fate shall overtake

;

Till age, or gnef, or sickness must

Marry my body to that dust

It so much loi'es ; and fill the room
jVly heart keeps empty in the roinb.

Stay lor me there ; 1 will not fade

To meet thee in tliai hollow vale,

And think not much of my delay

}

1 am already on the way.

And follow thee with all the speed

Desire can make or sorrow breed.

Each minute is a short degree,

And c'v'ry houre a step towards thee,

At night when I betiike to rei«!,

Next morn I rise nearer my west

Of life, almost by eight faoures' saile

Thau when sleep breath'd his drowsie gale.

Thus from the Sun my bottom siears

And my dayes compass downward bears j

Nor labor 1 to stem the tide

Through which to thee 1 swiftly glide.

•Tis true, with shame^nd grief 1 yield,

Thou like the vaim first took'st the field,

And gotten hast the victory

In thus adventuring to dy

Reiorc me, whose more years might cra\c

A just precedence in the grave.

But heark ! my pulse like a soft drum

Beats my approach, tells thee 1 come \

.And slow liowe'ere my marches be,

I shall at last sit down by thee.

The thought of this bids me go on,

.\nd wait m}' dissolution

With hope and comfort. Dear, (ibrgive

The crime) I am content to live

Divided, but with half a heart,

Till we shall meet and never part.

made me leave this city. Taking refuge in the

walls of Tariffe, your father Sancho assailed me
there. Finally, I sought a grave in the e.xtremi-

ties of Spain, on the shore of Gibraltar, and your

fury has fotiud me out even here. Point out to

me the spot on earth where I may die undisturb-

ed by a Spaniard.

LITERATURE OF THE MOORS.

A species of literature which was comraoa a-

raong the Moors, and which tlie ISpani.trds have

imitated from them is tiiat of Romances and Nov-
els. The Arabs were always and are still great

story-tellers. In the depths of the deserts of Asia

and Africa, under he tents of the Bedouins, they

collect together in groups to hear some love sto-

ry. They will listen ii silence and follow the re-

citer with interest, and show by their tears how
deeply they are aifected by the relation.

At Granada they joined to this natural taste for

stories, a love for music and singing.

CHARACTER OF THE MOORS.

The defects in their chardcter which Vi^ere the

cause of their ruin, were relievrd by qualities

which the Christians themselves could not but ac-

knowledge. As brave and as cautious as the

' Spaniards, but less disciplined and less skillful,

jthey were yet superior to them in the attack.

—

Adversity did not bend them down until they saw

I

in it the will of heaven, and tliey then submitted

without a murmur. Tiie do^^ma of fatality con-

tributed, no doubt, to i;ive them this virtue. Re-
liirious observers of the laws of iMahomet, they

practised with e.xactness the delightful law of

charity ; they gave to the poor, not casual bounty

only, but a portion of their grain, fruit, flocks, and

all their effects.

In the riiy and in the country the sick were
sought out and attended with a most scrupulous

piety.

Hospitality, always sacred among the Arabs,

was not less so at Granada. Its exercise was to

I
them no less a duty than a pleasure, and we can-

(
not read without emotion the anecdote of an old

.man of Granada, to whom a stranger soiled with
i blood and pur.sued by justice applied for shelter.

:The old man concealed him in his house. At the

'same time the guards arrived, bearing the dead
(body of his son. just murdered by the stranger,

(and demanded the murderer. The unfortunate

I
father refused to give np his host ; but when the

I

guards had gone, he said to the assassin, " Flee

grow against: and many of these walls, though
close to so large a place as Paris, are built quite in

the open ground, at a distance from any house, not

enclosing a piece of ground, but merely one line of
wall; so that, if tlie people passing were inclined

to sttal the fine fruit that grows in this way they

might, without hindrance ; nevertheless, the gar-

deners (who garden for profit) do not find any rea-

son to apprehend such depredation.

From original Papers in the British Museum,
first published in the Monthly Review :

"Rates of Laborers' and Hierers' wages, ap-

pointed at the Generall Sessions for the peace,

within the City of Chester. Anno. 38, R. Eliza-

beths.'

2.^5=
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AGRICULTURE .

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL. SOCIETY.

REPORT JVO. I.

'The Commitlee on Swine, havine; attemled to the

;)ercice assi^ncil them, ask leave to report—that

the Swine cxhiiit-d, so far as they ire able to de-

cide, were equal, if not sxtperior to those of pre-

c< ding years.

After a raref'iil exaininiition of the various kinds

presented, your CoinmiUee have awarded premi-

ums as follows, viz.

To Henry Mowatt, of Newburyport, for the best

hour, S5.

To J'homns Emery, of Newbury, for the next

best boar, $3.

To William Thurlovv, of West Newbury, for

the best breeiliiisr sow, $5-

To Williairi Thurlow, of West Newbnr-', for

the best litter of weaned pisrs, six in number, SIO.

To Richard Heath, of West Newbury, for the

next best litter of weaned piirs, four in number, $7.

To Enoch Noyes, Jr. of West Newbury, for the

nc:ct best litter of weaned pigs, four in number.$5.

The black pigs exhibited by Moses Noyes, of

West Newbury, were very good ; had they bren

white, it is the opinion of your Committee, that

their value ,\ould have been enhanced, as those

usually obtain a preference in market.

The fut hoi.; of William Thurlow was very fine.

In rearing swine, as well as in other branches of

husbandry, Mr Thurlow has manifested a desire

to excel, which is truly commendable ; and it is

believed ihdt in preparing them for an early mar-

ket, the farmers of Essex, will find his example

worthy of imitation.

-All of which is r spectfully submitted,

PAUL KENT,
I

JESSE KIMBALL, \ Committee.

MOSEtJ NEWELL, I

REPORT NO. II.

2'he Committee appointed by the Trustees of the

Essex Jlgricultural Society to ejcamine, and re-

port, on the (jualilies of Animals exhibited, Octo

ber 30. 1827, have allendcd to the duties assigned

them, and respectfully offer the following report,

to u'it.

The Committee first examined all the animals

e.'ihibited for premiums, and are happy to state to

the society that the number offered 's unusually

large, compared vvith the number of any former

year. The number, appearance, and general

characteristics of the anim.Tls were extremely

pleasing to the Committee. Tiie claims for pie-

iiiiunis among the several competitors were, in

many insl.inceri, so nearly equal, that the Com-
mittee were at a loss on whom to be.stow the first

premium. But on careful examination, the Com
mittee have awarded to Nathaniel Kelly, of Si-

leni, the first premium of $15 for his half blooded

bull 20 months old.

To Moses Coleman, of Newbury, the second

premium of $10 for his half blooded bull 20
months old.

To Jedediah H. Barker, of Andover, for his bull

20 months oM, of native breed, a premium of $15.

To Richard Heath, of West Newbury, for his

bull 18 months old, of native breed -SIO.

The above premiums are awarded on condition,

tlial the aniiuals shall be kept for nse within the

county, at least 22 months next succeeding the

exhibition, (jf -whicb rSalisfactory assurance in

each case, shall be given to the Secretary, previ-

ously to receiving the premium.

The Committee have awarded to Enoch Noyes,
Jr. of West Newbury, a premium of $15, for hiif

milch cow.

To Jonathan Chase, of West Newbury, $10, .for.

his milch cow.

To Samuel Sbaw, of Newburyport, for his milch

cow, fj.J.

To John Turrey, of Newbury, $10, for his 1}^-
er 2i . ears old.

"^
To David Evans, of Newburyport, for his heif

cr, $5.

To Moses NeweJi, of West Newhury^or his

four year old steers, $10.
*

To John Rea, of Topsfield, for his four year old

steers, ,*10.

The Committee recommend to the Society to

yraiit the following gratuities, there being no
iiore premiums at the disposal of the Committee,
t« wit.

To Moses Newell, of West Newbury, $.5 for

hi? two year old steers.

fi'o George Adams, of Newbury, $5, for his

twin steers.

To Jedediah H. Barker, of Andover, $5, for his

3 year old steers.

To William M'Kinstty, of West Newbury, $5
for his two heifers, about 20 months old.

To George Thurlow, of Newbury, $8, for his

Meri^io sheep, five in nuuiber—the dam and two
pair of twin ewes ; one pair two and the other

three years old, all full blooded.

In addition to the foregoing animals, there

were many others of excellent appearance offered

for premiums, which do much credit to the own-
ers. The number of working oxen and milch

i-ows exhibited for show, of the former over thirty

pair in one team, and of the latter more than one

hundred in one enclosure, all owned in West
Newbury, gave the proudest specimen of the zeal

and devotedness of the farmers of that town, ever

witnessed in this county on any similar occasion.

It appears to your Committee, that the progress

of improvement in horned cattle, from year to

year, promises much good to the community and

<loes great credit to the farmers of Essex ; and

they anticipHte that a continuance of the same
laudable exertions, which have this day been wit-

nessed, will, in a few years, place our neat cattle

on a par with those in ,">ny other county in the

comtnonwealfh. The Committee are aware that

counties in the interior of the commonwealth pos-

sess incalculable advantages over us, on account
of the luxuriance of their pasturage, but this de-

ficit can, in a great degree, be supplied by the

use of green crops and other auxiliaries, which
most farmers can have always at hand.

Respectfully submitted,

J. GARDNER, per order.

TFest jyewbury, Oct. JO, 1827.

REPORT NO. III.
Thv Committee on Domestic Manufactures respect

fully report.

That thoy derive peculiar satisfaction in observ-

ing' the rejjui'ir progressive improveuicnt, which
is nuking in the county. The articles manufac-

tured' this year, and entered for Premiums, or

dis"ayed for| exhibition, greatly exceed in num
ber, vajpe, aild excellence of fabric, those produc-

ed in any former year since the establishment ol

the Agricul^ijral Society—evincing the advantage

and propriety of the Society's bestowing premi-

ums. Situate|<l;is this country is, relative to her

couimercial tonuections with the old world, it is

hiahly gratifying to our American feelings, to

perceive that) we are advancing in manufactures

and the mechanic arts with hasty strides. It is to

us a proud cbnsitieration that the time is not far

distant, when, the premiums upon all useful arti-

cles of manufacture, and upon many which are

mero^ ornamental, will be paid to our artists and

fair coBntry women, instead of going to the sup-

port of the " work shops" of Europe.

Among a great number and variety of articles

all of which were highly creditable to the mak-

ers, they have selected the following for prcmi

urns.

The Catomittee ligve awarded the 1st premium
for ;;0 yards of Carpeting (Venetian) one yard

'viile. to Richard Jaques, of Newbury, made in his

ftimilv. nf -rory .superior manufacture. The actual

cost of which does not exceed one half the price

of that imported, of the same quality, $10.
To Mrs Hannah Abbot, of Audover, for 2G

yards of stout and durable Carpeting ; but not so

fine as the preceding. $5.

To Miss Rebecca Greenough, of Bradford, for

24 yards of handsome Rag Carpeting—made by

hand, 4 yards wide, and without seam, a gratuity

of $3.

To Mrs M. Tappan, of Newbury, for a beautiful

Hearth Rug. wove in a common loom, without

the aid of the needle, and in a quarter of the lime

required to make such in the usual way, $4.

To Miss M. Locke, of Andover, for a Rug of

braided tags, very pretty, $2
To Miss Mary Cook, for a Rug, 2d premium $3.

To Miss Abigail Dorr, of Salisbury, for two
Rugs. 3(1 p emium $2.

To Miss Margaret B. Bartlett, of Newburyport,
for the best wrought Counterpane, said o be done
before she was 9 years of a^e, ^4.

To Mrs Phebo Ballard, for one wovo with a

handsome border, 2d premium $2.

To Miss Charlotte Gilinan, of Newburyport, for

figured do. $2.

To Miss Abigail Gragg, of Boxford, for beauti

ful Linen Diaper, Table Cloths, and Towels. She
showed some fine woollen gloves also, 'i3.

To Mi.'^s Jaques, daughter of Richard Jaques, of

Newbury, for an exce'lent worked White Laca
Veil, $2.

To Miss Hannah Abbot, of Andover, for a Hat,

manufactured by her, centaining 876 strands, in

only 3 days, $5.

To Uriah Bailey, of Newbury, for 3 doz. Combs.

Horn and Shell, of superior manufacture, $3.
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To James l-'ield, of West Kewbury, for t||f best

nair of boots, $'i

To Willi im N. Chase, of Bradford, for one pair

thick pegged shoes, $1.

To Miss Mary Stevens of East Bradford, for a

box of 1 dozen of wreaths, and 1 dozen flowers,

beaulif'illy wrought, $1.

To Andrew Dorr, of Dangers, fcr 22 sides of

the beat tanned sole leather, done in the usual

method, §10. »

To John Osgood, of West Newbury, for 1-3 sides

]o. 2d premium, $5.

Numerous spectators as well ;ia the Comnfittee

were much gratified with the ii^nnsome a[^«r-
ance of a great variety of articles, useful ami or-

namental, displayed for exhibition The* follow-

ing were particularly thought c!tL;erving of com-
mendation.

Twenty-eight yards of carpeting, exhibited by

Dorcas Abbot, of Andover, made with he. own
hands, at the ago of 70 years.

Mary Foster, of Bo.sford, presented 20 yards of

carpeting for inspection. Sar.ih P. Newman, of

Andover. the same. Also c;tr,,eting by Mr Abra-
ham Dow. Miss Hannah tja^e, of Rowley, a

hearth rug, composed of more than 12,0(i0 pieces

of the size of ,i cent, ingenioisly executed. i\Jrs

Harris, a rug & cricket cove'inff, n-.ucli aiytked.
fllrs M. Winkley, of Amesbury, a handsome rug

vroughi with the needle. Miss Parker, of West
Newbury, a rug;. Timoih- liennistoii, of Haver-
hill, a rug. Sarah Sonierley, of Newburyport, a

rug, admired for its beauty and cheapness.
Cotuiterpanes — Miss Valeria Plummer, of West

Newbury, one wrought before she was 5 years
old. Miss Rebecca Stanwood, of West Newbury,
a patch, of much merit. Mary Stanwood, of New-
buryport, a white figured do. wrought witl« the

needle, a beautiful spociuicn of industry and in-

genuity. Miss T/iurlow, daughter of William
Thurlow, of \Vesl Nev aury, one completed be-

fore she "as three and a half y;>ars old. Richard
Adams, Jr. of do. e.\hibited 2'S yards plain blue

woollen cloth, very handsome, but not wide enough
for a premium.

The venerable Mrs Spofford, of Bradford, S.j

years old, showed of her own working, a hand-
some cushion cover, herring bone stitch.

Catharine P. GritD'i, aomo elegantly worked
lace. Elizabeth Cook, of Newburyport, a black
lace veil of her own working.

John P. Webber, of Beverly, a box containing
1 dozen cannisters of domestic mus'ard, which
appeared to be very nice. Anson W. Noyes, of
West Newbury, presented a parcel of side combs
of the finest polish. John B. Noyes, of do. 1 doz.
do. finely manufactured.

Samuel Henderson exhibited one pair thin shoos
and 1 do boots, dons in handsome style.

Miss Caroline Lunt, of Newburyport, 1 box fur

trimmings, beautifully wrought. Lydia T. M'Kins-
ley, of West Newbury, aged 9 years, and her sis-

'cr Elizabeth aged 8, showed each a sampler, fine

nidonces of infant ingeauity and commendable
;:idustry.

The Committee have with much pleasure at-

tended to the duties assigned them. And in con-
clusion they cannot omit to express a wish that
the numbers of ,isefiil and ornamental articles ex
hibited, may continue annually to increase in the
same ratio as heretofore. All of which is respect-
fully submitted. BKNJAMIN PARKER,

Cliairman of the Commillce.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIKTY

The Committee on ^Agricultural Experiments, have

carefully examined the communications received

by the Secretary, since their report in October

last, from the several competitors fur premiums

offered hy the Trustees ; and auk leave to submit

for their consideration the following additional

report, to ivit.

That Mr Nathan Grout, of Sherburne, in the

county of Middlesex, is entitled to the premium
of twenty dollars, for having raised, the present

year, the greatest quantity of barley, being fifty-

four bushels on an acre. Mr Grout in his com-

munication states as follows. " The soil is a dark

rich loam, quite level, and naturally moist—in

1826, it was planted with Indian corn ; about

twenty loads of barn yard manure were in part

spread over the land, and the residue put into the

hills ; the corn was hoed three tim^s, and produc-

ed about forty bushels. Last spring it was plough-

ed as early as the ground would permit. There
\vej-e then eight loads of barn yard manure spread

upon the acre, and ploughed in. This ploughing

was about eight or nine inches deep, being con-

siderably deeper than I have been in the habit of

plouffj)ttig my lands— it was then plout^hed the

third time with a horse plough. About 52 quarts

of seed were sown upon the furrows, and harrow-

ed in ; it was harvested in July, and the product

was 54 bushels of well cleaned, sound barley

The quantity of Seed was less than is usually sow-

ed ; but I am of the opinion that the crop wou'd

nut have been increased by an additional quantity

of seed. 1 attribute this unusual crop, in son:e

considerable degree, to the pains that were taken

to prepare the land in the best manner ; and I im
fully convinced tb.-it fannert. in general would pro-

mote their interest, by bestowing more labor in

preparing their tillage land for crops. The ex-

pense of cultivation, estimating labour at seventy-

five cents per da> , amounted to twenty collars

and si.\ty-onc cents." Mr Richard Adams, Jr. of
Newbury, exhibited satisfactory evidence' cf his

having raised the present year, fifty bushds of
barley on an acre.

That Payson Williams, Esq. of Fitchburgli, in

the county of Worcester, 's entitled to the premi-

um of twenty dollars, for having raised the great-

est quantity of potatoes on one acre ; bring five

hundred and eighty-two hushels. Mr Williams'
statement is as follows : " As a claimant for your
premium for the greatest quantity of potatoes pro-

duced from one acre the current year, I would
state that my crop of 582 bushels of potatoes on
the acre was grown the present season, on the
same field which produced 559 bushels o the acre
in 1820 ; as a statement of that crop, mode of cul-

ture, and kind of soil, was then before you, and
can now be referred to, it will therefore be un-

,

necessary to enter into such detail at this time. '

The first part of last May forty-four cart loads of
unferinented manure, principally from the sheep
fold, were evenly spread, and immediately plough-
ed in, 9 inches in depth, my practice for the last

five years. The ground was then furrowed each
way about 3 feet apart, and 5 cuttings placed at

the intersections of the furrows, which were shal-
low. The quantity of seed was forty bushels,
mostly the reds of La Plata. The planting was
finished the 15th of May; the weeding was per-
formed with the horse harrow, and hand hoe, so
soon ns the plants were about one inch above the

ground. The second and last dressing \. as per-

formed by furrowing between the rows each way,

with the horse plough, and dressing down the

hills with a hand hoe ; at this time the vines were
9 inches high, and beginning to bud—as the vines

in a short time from the last hoeing, covered the

ground, no other attention was necessary except-

ing occasionally pulling a few scattering weeds,

till the crop was harvested, which was completed

about the middle of October.—The e.\pense of

culture, estimating labour at sixty cents per day,

and including the value of the manure used, was
fifty-four dollars and sixty cents." Mr Leonard
Hill, of East Bridgewator, r.iised the present year,

on one acre and eight rods, 545 bii.shels of pota-

toes. Your Committee regret there not being a

second premium offered by the Trustees, for the

greatest quantity of potatoes over .500 bushels to

the acre ; they would most cheerfully have award-

ed the same to Mr ilill, as a remuneration, in

part, for his very laudable exertions.

Mr Nathaniel Holden, of Shirley, in the county

of Jliddlesex, raised 98 bushels of Indian corn, on
one acre. The following is Mr Holden's state-

ment : " The quality of the land is a yellow loam.

In lS2l), about two thirds of the land was culti-

vated with Indian corn in rows, and manured at

the rate of 20 loads to the acre, and the crop was
large. In the autumn, in addition .o this piece of

laid, one third of an acre of grass ground was
ploughed, making in the whole one acre. In the

spring of 1827,1 split the hills,and carried on 12cart

loads of barn manure, spread &. cross ploughed the

whole, the ground was then furrowed by turning

ti'.o back furrows about two feet apart ; a space

of four feet was then left for the plough to pass.

In these furrows were put 17 cart loads of manure,
consisting of meadow mud, barn yard, hog yard,

find green manure. It was planted about the 30th
day of May. Four kernels of corn were put in

the hills about twenty inches apart, taking care
not to have the bills opposite to each other. The
seed was the Brighton 12 rowed yellow corn; it

was three limes ploughed and hoed ; the corn
was harvested about the middle of October, and
spread on a corn chamber floor, it was weighed
the 13th day of December ; the whole weight
found to be 7351 lbs. At this time 71i lbs. of

ears made one bushel of shelled corn, making in"

the whole 102 bushels 3 pecks and 1 quart of

shelled corn, weighing 58 lbs. to the bushel. The
expense of cultivation, including the value of the

manure, was twenty-seven dollars and eighty

cents." The Trustees hiiving determined, as will

be seen by their list of premiums published in I

January of the last year to consider seventy-five i

pounds of corn and cob as equivalent to one 1

bushel of ijhelled corn, the quantity raised by Mr.

Holden vias only 98 bushels and 1-75 part of a i

bushel ; and of course not entitled to the Socie-

ty's premium.

Mr. Josiah Bass, of Quincy, raised the past sea-

son, thirty-one bushels and one peck of winter

rye, weighing fifty-nine pounds to the bushel, on

one acre and thirty rods. .'Vnd Mr John Boynton,

of Somerset in the county of Bristol, raised 57J
bushels of oats on one acre and sixteen rods.

—

No premium has hitherto been offered by the

Trustees for the raising of oats.

No claims were exhibited to your Committee for

the premiums offered for the greatest quantity of

wheat raised on one acre ; nor for the greatest
,

quanthy of millet, carrots, beets, parsnips, mnngel i;
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•.vurtzel, ruta baija. I imps, onions, cabbages, peas,

^ beans— nor tor the i;reatest quantity of veiieta-

bles (grnin, peas and beans excepted) raised for

winter consiiiijption, and not for sale— nor for tlie

most effectual mode of extirpating the worm tliat

attacks the locust tree—nor for a mode, hitherto

unknown, to evtirpate the borer that attacks the

apple tree, which shall appear to the Tnistees to

be effectual, and cheaper th;.n any mode now in

use. The best mode for rearing;, feeding-, and

fattening neat cattle—the utility, and comparative

value of cobs of In lian corn, when used with or

without the jrrai" itself, ground or broken—nor

for the irreatesl quanlity of butter and cheese,

made between the ir)th day of May, and the 1st

dav of October, from not less than four cows ; the

quantity of biitter and cheese and the number of

cows to be taken into consuieration. The past

season having bei-n so um-ommonly propitious to

vegetatibn.st ong l)opes weie entertained by your

Committee,- that our brother fanners would by

their e.vperinvnts in agriculture, have made more

numerous' claims for the premiums offered by the

Trustees. All wliich is respectfully submitted.

By order of the Coniuiittee,

TilOS. L VVINTHROP, Chairman.

Boston, Jan. l^lh, 1828.

Food of the French Of the food of the French

peasant, hreaij is a p.iucipal article ; and it is in

France, as it appears natural that it should be,

the most abundant article in the way of food. All

sorts of vegetables in this country give way to

bread. A less quantity of meat is requisite to a

French laborer, than what laborers (when they

cai; get it) are used to consume in England. The
economy in cooking in France is such, that the

same quantity oi animal food which we eat in

England, would feed almost double the number of

persons in France. Soup is a food of which the

French are so fond, that they can scarcely, bear

to go without it. The best soup they like best; but

they like soup in general, so much, that even soup

maigre is better to them than no soup at all. The

French do not cook so much meat in large pieces

as we do ; they cut it up into small bits, and stow

or fricassee it, most trequentiy. It is this mode

of cooking among them, no doubt, which has led

to the supposition, which I do not think well

founded, that the French are more abstinent with

regard to meal ttian we are.— CobbetVs Ride in

France.

Venom of the Rattle Snake.—A gentleman of

this ciiy some time last summer extracted the

teeth of a Rattlesnake, and about three months

afterwards he accidentally with the same knife

used on that ocunsi-^ .1, and which had ever since

that lime been .-:ti king against the side of the

kitchen, wounded his leg slightly. In a shojrt time

the wouHd put on all the symptoms of the bite of

a Rattlesnake, and remedies were applied accord-

>n<r\y which fortunately proved successful.

Miihih Com. Res.

^08
slevvpan on it, un.ier lue meat, and let the drip- •'^PP^f^ 'nirl^ed with the iwj.ressi n of a kaf a.ic

ping drop on tiie pudding, and the heat of the fire ^°''' '" ^''^ ba/.ars ot Persia. To pro.uco this im-
come to it, to make it of a fine brown. When the pression, u leal ot some flower or ^sllruh is glued
meat is done and sent to table, drain ihe fat from '"" fastened Willi a tlireiul on several parts of the
the pudding, and set it on the fire to dry a little ;

''""'t' "bile yet growing
; ihe apple gradiiall_y rip

then slide as dry as you can in a dish ; melt but- "^"s, and all that the sun reaches becomes red ;—
ter and pour it in a cup, and set in the middle of ''e parts covered with leaves remaining of a pale

the pudding; the gravy of the meat eats well with t'reen or yellow colour.

'' A very large American gourd, ucghing tj6 lbs.

ntnl Principles .fSeeds.—A small portion of ^""^ '^"='> e-shibited from Aulherstone some white

the Roy-il Park of Busliy was broken up some P'""'^ *''""'" *"'''^.''° Huntly, and a number of fine

time ago, for the purpose of ornamental culture,
«ee"'»ig pinks from Airly Castle ; aome very fine

when imn.ediately several flowers sprang up, of while and green endive, while beet, mangel wurt-

the kinds which are ordinarily cultivated in gar- ^'=' I"' ^^^^ vu'^'""''^ '"'"®'' •''^""ff" HHsous) veg

dens ; this led to an investigation, and it was as
^'^"'« marro(w, chiccory. salsafy, an I scor>.onera

certained that this uleutical plot had been used as
''"'"^ produced by Mr J-hn Dick, D^.llindean, anc

a garden not later than the time of Oliver Crom- ^^'"^ "^'^^ '4^?^ cabbages by Mr. Kudley of the

well, more than om- hundred and fifty years be- •"'^y'"'^ 1

foie. (Monthly Magazine)
j

The Mustafd Tree of the Gospel, like the mos?
of Solomon, (las given rise to various conjecturcE

Liniiasus Ihoiighl it was the Phytolacca asialica
From Loudon's Gardener's JMagazinc.

The Seeds of Tetragonia expansa (New Zeal- Captains Irbj and Mangles, and Mr Bankes, great

and Spinach) were sown in the open garden at travellers in Bgypt and Syria, found a plant which

Yarmouth last autumn, and have produced fine Ihey thought, was the mustard tree alluded to.—

plants this spring; by which it appears that this
'^''' D°"' however has ex.imined specimens of this

plant will endure our winters in mild situations. t^ee brought fiome by Mr Bankes, and he finds it

to be the Salvador persica, Lin.—Jam. Phil.
The Red Spider and the Damp, the one as bad jo„,. March lt'27 p. 3U8.

as the oth' r, in melon frames, may be kept under

by covering the surface with clean gravel, about ^«"'«"" Scythe.—The most laudable e-xertion-

three fourths of an inch deep. The roots find
continue to be made, in difterent parts of thn

their way to the surface of the mould, and form a
'-"^'"iry- '» introduce this instrument as a substi-

luatted texture under the gravel, where, bein.^
tute lor, or adjunct to, the sickle. In East Lo

more accessible to air, and yet kept moist, the '>"''" '^" Irishman (Toner) has cut half a .-cotcl:

plants grow so vigorously as to overcome every en-
^cre ot wheat in a day, and at the rate of a Scotcl

emy. The practice is common in this neighbour-

hood.

—

James Stephens, Gardener 10 Goof^o Coaho.

Esf{., C'irr Houst, near fjoncasler.

Tnrt Rhubarb, Turnip tops, Beet Spinach, Aspar-

agus, and various other stalks and leaves produc

acre of oats in eight hours. One peculiar feature

of this mode oi reaoing is, ttiat the loAer, or near
er the surface, tlie cr^, ,3 gut, so much easier i.-

the work for the reaper, i-iie United East Lo-
thian Agricultural Societj have -(opted the verv

agus, ana various ou,er,uun^,,nu,..uvc^ p.uuu^
jadicious mode of giving Toner aV»mium or

ed from bulbous, tuberous, or fleshy roots, may be
•'^„„,m,„„ „f ,,,3 in^^ucting such reapers ,.,

'

grown in barrels or hampers, in ships ; and noth

ing can be easier than to have new potatoes and

pers <^ ma)
choose to require his a^sistance, at the rate of ^j,

a day. Hopes are entertained that in a few years
muohrooms in a ship's hold all the year. Spinach

^^^.^
^-

,^ ^,. .^j,, ^3^^,,,^^ ,^^,^ ^^
barrels should be kept on deck, and covered with

a glass case to protect them from the sea spray.

Small salads may be grown in twenty ways.-

Horticultural Sailor. Giee.nivich Sept. 23.

-./?

mode of cutting wheat with the sharping hook,

called bagging, and practised in the neighborhoot;

of London, is in effect exactly the same as the

mode by the Hainault scythe ; but as the operator

The quickest and most certain Mode of raising with the sharping hook has to stoop very low, i;

the Mulberry Tree is from cuttings of the old is performed at a greater waste of strength.

branches. Take a branch in tlie month of March, ,, . /• • f u j ii n/- ,
. , . , . , . , , • , ,r . 1 J Mode of preserving Cabbages during the fVmter

eieht or nine feet in lenstn, plant It ha t its length ,,,, ., . 1 . r n . . n .ltigiji. u. ...ut. .V "...''^
, , When Ihev have arrived at full maturity pull them

in any aood sou, and It wil succeed to admiration, ., .." » .1 1•'.>'. .',,,,. m, T ,
up with the roots, reverse their crowns, and cover

producing Iruit the ollowing spring. This I have
,^^_^ by digging a trench on each side, and

witnessed in several instances.
! laying the earth over them till nothing but the

Roots cf the J}rracacha have been received by roots arc seen above ground. In this situatior

Dr Hamilton, from Carthagena, packed in pow- they will require much less ground, and the ex-

dered charcoal ; they have been planted in the

nursery of Mr. Pontey at Plymouth, and are doing
posure of the earth of the ridgelets thus formed

will be an excellent winter fallow. Before bury-

To make a Yorkthire Pudding.— Take a quart

of milk, four eggs, and a lilile salt, make it up in

athi'^k batter with flour, like pancake batter.

—

Have a good piece of meat at the fire ; take a

stcwpan, and put some dripping in, set it on the

lire; when it boils, pour in the pudding; let it

bake on the fire till you think it is nigh enough,

then turn a plate upside down in the dripping pan,

that the dripping may not be blacked : set the

well. The native situation, soil and climate of
1 jt,,, them, of course, nil decayed leaves must be

the Arracacha are very similar to those of the po-
{ removed. In this way I have secured my winter

tato. (Plym. Jotir., Aug.) A second notice of Lypply for several seasons, and one season most

September 22d informs us that two plants of Ar- 1 providentially against an inroad of cattle, which

racacha are now nearly in flower at Mr. Pontey'sjin a few nights destroyed the whole winter stock

and that too which Dr. Hamilton retained for pri-
\ of green vegetables, excepting a few dozen of the

vate experiment, as to their capability, without

any artificial aid ; of course their progress has not

been so rapid as that of a plant plunged in Mr.

Pontey's tan-pit. Their state of growth, however,

is such as to promise favourably for the important

experiment of acclimating this valuable esculent

next vear.

cabbages trenched in as above described.— if. M.

Argyleshire, Jan. 28, 1827.

Pepper.—There are no fewer thun 41 kinds 0'

pepper. A Batavian naturalist of the name oT

Blume has written a description of them, accon

panied with plates.
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[From the NeiD York Statesman.]

AGRICULTURE.
We recently published a correspondence be-

uveen Isaac M. Ely, Esq- of this city, and Judge

Buel, of Albany, relative to the method, and the

advantages, of the cultivation of Lucerne. The

correspo'ndence threw much light on the subject,

and has been extensively re-pu 'lishe.a, as being

highly interesting to the fanner. We are now

favored by Mr. Ely, with another communication,

which will be found below, from Vinburfrh Liv-

ingston, Esq. of Westchester county, who has

also devoted his attention to that species of grass,

it will be seen, that he entirely .-oncurs with

Judge Buel. Mr. Livingston is an intelligent and

zealou-s agriculturist ; and he is aid^d in his ex-

periments and efforts for the advancement of ru-

ral economy by the enlarged views acquired in

foreign travel :

To the Editors of the StaUsman.

I send you a further communicatioi on the cul-

ture of Lucerne. From your agricultural notice

of the correspondence between Jud^^e Buel and

myself on this subject, i have no .icubt .ur. Liv-

ingston's interesting 'ettcr will find its appiopriate

place in the Statesman. Yours, &c.

Jan. 5th, 1828. 1. M. ELY.

Calandar, (near Yonkers), l{'i:'cbester
^

Counti/, December Sis', 1S27. ^

Dear Sir—Your favor of the 2ljth lasi. toireth-

er with an accompanying copy of '-the States-

man," you were so obliging as to se.-^d me, I re-

ceived by this morniug's mail.

I have attentively perused the .^utcment of

Judge Buel, in his letter to you on tlid sui/jnct of

Lucerne, and am pleased to find •''"' '""- —fo-io-x-'o

!n its culture, so fully acr'->''^ "''tli '"y own. The
first experiment I ms^" "'''' '^''s K^kss was in the

summer of IcJJ- out the seed did not vegetate,

owiiif doi'-^'''S'*s to their being unsound, ratlier

than in any peculiarity of ninnagement ; for, when
Bornl, they appear to germinate as freely as those

of red clover. Not being discouraged by my first

essay, I prepared the fullouiug ye;ir. the same

pie '.e of ground for the reception of fresh seed.

—

This was sown, broadcast, in the early part of

July, 1822, without a protecting cover. The pUnts

soon made their appearance, notwithstanding a

period of dry weather which succeeded, and con-

tinued togro.v finely till cliecked by the frost.

—

.\s the crop was neither cut nor depastured, a

large burden was left on the ground ; and in the

ensuing spring, before other grasses had yet start-

ed, the Lucerne e>;hibited a flourishing uroAth.

Without entering into any further details respect-

ing this crop, it will be sufficient to say, that it

completely justified, in all respects, the encomiums
I had read upon its value. It may he well, how-
ever, to remark that, in accordance «ith the di-

rections <if some wrile.'s on the subject. I had the
ground harrowed for the alleged purpose of ex-
tirpating weeds and promoting its vigor. This
was done in the third year of its growth, and by
these means more llian half of tii? roots were de-
stroyed. The remainder, however, continued to

grow well for u year after ; but as the crop did
not exhibit the flourishing appearance as before, I

determined upon breaking up the ground.
In the beginning of May, 1S23. I had about two

awes sown with Lucerne. The ground was divi-

ded into three pieces, and each piece was aloBg

with the Lucerne, sown with a different grain

crop. These consisted of barley, buckwheat, and

winter rye. The result of the e.xperiment was as

follows, viz. that sown ivith the rye proved the

best, and that with the barley ranked next in qual

ity ; but what accompanied the buckwheat was

entirely smothered The Lucerne, growing on

the two former pieces, being now in the 4th year

of its growtti, is in a most vigorous state, and so

far from evincing any symptoms of dpcline, con-

tinued to grow, the last 'eason. more lu.-iuriantly

than ever. I commenced cutting it, last spring

on the 27th of April. It then yielded, I should

judge, at the rate of a ton and a half to the acre,

on the supposition that the grass had been cured

into hay. It was cut for the piirpose of soiling,

; and given to horses in the stable and to working

'oxen. The produce amounted, during the season,

to six cuttings. In tliis >xpe iment the quantity

of seed used was at the rate of 20 lbs. to the acre.

It was cultivated on a soil similar to that describ

ed by Judge Buel as in<iispensable to its success.

It is unnecessary, here, to recapitulate all that

has been said and vvritten in favour of this plant.

I would remark, however, that the great advanta-

ges which have been alleged in its favour are

fully borne out by my own experience. It may
further, be well to observe, that, in referring to the

remarks of Judge Buel, there is no Hiffirulty what

ever ;n its being made into h;iy when managed in

the mode he describes. And it seems to me a mat

ter of some importance to bear in mind that, al

thoush the virtues of Lucerne hav6 been most

largely descanted upon by the British writpr.s,it is

a plant wnich is far better adapted to our climate

than that of Britain The Letter country, it w-oulc

appear, does not possess the requisite decree or
heat and dryness to onanrc the full advantaire of

its real value. And it seems to be expedien:, if

not necessary, in that country to cultiva'e at the

expense of drilling, while here it answers with

perfect success in the easier and cheaper method
of hruad cast.

Notwithstanding, however, what has been said

in praise r-f the merits of this grass, I am not un-

aware of the objections that have been made to

its general introduction in this country More
especi illy of those advanced by a distinguished

agriculturalist in the vicinity of Pniladelphia. It

was my intention to have noticed them, and to

have offered some views of inaividual pra<-ticc in

relation to the subject, leading to a difference of

conviction. The length, however, to which 'his

communication has already attained, prevents me
from dwelling any longer upon the merits in

question. With great respect, I am yours &.c.

Vakbrugh Livikgsto.v.

J. M. Ely, Esq.

the method they practice to preserve it. To re-

medy this evil, the' method which I have practised

for u considerable number of years, with gratify-

ing success, is as follows :

In the month of December or January, when the

water-pools are frozen to a sulficient thickness,

say one or two inches, proceed to break the ice

in pieces, and draw it off the water with iron

hooks, conveying it to the ice-house in carts, as

quick as possible. Before throwing it into the

house, three or four men should be employed to

break it in small pieces, about the size of common
road-metal. Then carry it into the house, where
two men should be again employei. in pounding it

almost to powder. Lay the bottom and the sides

of the house «ith a layer of wheat straw, three or

four inches thick. After there are about two feet

of ice thus pounded, take ten pounds of salt, and

dissolve in ten gallons of boiling water. When
the salt is sufficiently dissolved, pour it on the ice

through a common garden watering-pot ; thus

going on regularly every two feet, watering, and

laying the sides with straw till the house is tilled,

finishing with a double quantity of salt water.

—

After it has been in eijfht days, and when it has

subsided, fill up closely with stnul bundles of

straw, to exclude all air as far as possible.

An ice-liouse filled in this manner, will be found,

when opened in summer, to be as firm as a rock.

and to require at all times the force of a pick-axe

to break it up. It will be found to keep three

times longer than the common method of filling

ice-houses, and is more suitable for being received

from the ice-house for use, as it will keep three

times longer when exposed to the air. I was in-

duced to try the above method, on account of our

ice house being placed in a very exposed situa-

tion. The sun shines from rising to setting on it,

and it was found impossible, before adopting this

plan, to keep ice above a year, and now it keeps
three years, and the last of it is as good as the

first. I remain, sir, &c. James Yousg.
miford House, Sept. 5, 1827.

From Ibc Gardener's Magazine.

On preparing Ice and filling an Ice-house, so as

the Ice may keep for two or three years. By .Mr.

James Y'oung, gardener to Henry Smith, Esq. of
Jfilford-house, jYotlinghamshire.

Sir.—None of your correspondents having laid

before us the proper method of preserving ioe, so

as to keep in an exposed situation through the hot

months of summer, for one, two, or more years, as

may be required, I now venture to do so. Most
gardeners who are in the habit of laying up ice

annually for summer use, complain of its melting

away too rapidly. This, I presume, is owing toi

Front Cobbeu's Ride in France.

FREKCn TI^EYARD^.

Between Fless and Amiens, near a little village

Called Aicanois, there is a vineyard, consisting

perhaps, of about fifty acres. "The vines were
growing very low, tied to little sticks, as our car-

nations are tied up in the gardens in England ;

—

and, from all the ideas I had had of vines, before

I saw these, I could not conceive at first what sort

of vegetables they could be.

FRENCH -MODE OF TRAINING PEACQ TREES, &L

I observe, here, [Province of Isle de France], a

method of training peach trees, and other wall

fruit, which I did not see at Montreuil. Against

some of the wall in gentlemen's gar.. ens there are

rods, quite straight and round, with the bark left

on, and about an i ich in diameter. The rods arc

placed against a wall long-wise, and perpendicu-

lar, so as to cross one another, like lattice-work,

leaving square spaces of about six or eight inches,

placed in this manner, and fastened together, the

rods form a fra^ie for the trees, or vines to grow
against, and as the branches and shoots must be

kept, by means of this frame, from touching the

wall, they are perhaps, more healthy than they

would be, being fastened to the wall itself instead

of these rods.
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KRUiT TRKEs ON THE WAY-SIDE.
| of 111.' process. Tlie reasoD tor tills, is, that i Mr. Floy has a very fine collection of the several

From Tiilinas to Saint Just, a distance of more i tlic .vhite wine were to be allowed to ferment: varieties. Sonic of his seedlings Juivp tlowi'red,

than twenty le;i!>i'ps, apple and pear trees have liko ilie red, when its juice is mixed along with but wo believe ihcy have principally produced r.-d

been employed in this capacity, [to line the road-
I tiie p. dp of the grapes and their stalks, the pulp ones, which in our view have no bca"ty lornpur-

sidel for the whole tiistaiice, to the exclusion of
'

and Uie stalks would spoil the co/or of the wine
;

ed with the white Tiiey have not lliat delirate

all others. The fruit of these trees is very insip-
1
ami the wine would not, in fact, be white wine softness, nor that symmetrical formation and uni-

id. The trees do nut seem to have been selected
]

at uii

at all for their fruit; indeed most of them appear) house-rent in rnA.Ncr..

to have roMie from Sff(/, without any attention be-
j Hons.i-rcnt in France. At Alancon you may

inf paid to them on any account but that of their I fp„t ., .imfortable house, consisting of six or so-

wood. They !rro>v about the fields, as well as von g-

along si.le of tlie roads ; and ot the apples, such
;
gny, for Vil. sterling, or thereabouts

as they are, a good deal of cider is made.

OAKS HOW RAISED IN FRANCE.

Oak coppices are made in France by sowing the

acorns in the fall of the year, along u ith wheat

or rye, or some other winter crop. The acorns

are sowed broad cast, as the grain that

form regularity of petals.—A". Y. Farmer.

SELF GOVERNING PLOUGH.
This plough, for which the inventor, Mr. How-

rooms, for 300 francs a year ; that is to ^^^' has received a premium from the Massachu-

il. sterling, or thereabouts; and lot it
setts Agricultural Sociel;, we have hid thu-satis-

be' remarked, that this is a very fine and fashion- f'"=t'"n «*" seeing in operation, and were moch

able place. i

pleased with its pprfonnanccs. Its powers crreat-

LUCERNE. 'y exceeded our anticipation. It .oppcared to reg-

I c„ I ., „ T .. I „„ /„,. ,„„„„ ;„ „ !
ulate itself even better than the common ploifch

I hnd ; mie Lucerne hay lor my horse in most . ,, , , , c •

„ , ,• ,7, rT.i.„ r'..„„„i, .k;„i, ,1 „ u c IS generally conducted, gauging tiie furrow with
parts o. !• ranco. 1 he r rencn think the hay ot = .

', "
,

' "

.

.
,

T ,. ii,„ u„„f „( „.. „.,j .V,,, I, ,. „ mathematical accuracy, and turning it with un-
Lncerne the best ot \ny ; and my horse seems, ,

'
,

,r .
,common neatness, f or stoncy land it is not calcu-

, the governing

part; but no farmer, we think, once acqu.-iinted

CULiURE OF THE POTAI O ONION ^^'"' ''^ "''''V ^" ploughing land free from large

Thisv.nety, erroneously suppo.cJ to have been ^t""''^' ^vill long hesitate to adopt it. The gov-

brought from Egypt by the British army about '"'"'"S principle, or passive ploughman, m ,y be

The bunches of grapes are cut trom the vmes
j^y^^ ^^,.,^ ^,.^^^.„ -^^ Driver's nur.sery in 1796, and Pro^^-'red for the common plough, as the soil «ill

by means of a pair of snssors. They are then put
,,^^ ^een known in Devonshire for upwards of '^0 P''™'"- ^'"'^ ''"''' "° '''=-'*"° '" '^^ P'^^P'^ ''">'"«

into hrge baskets, which the gatherers carry to
^.^^^^ ^ j^ j,^^^ cultivated at Arundel Castie, by <=very thing that claims the name of an invention,

one side of the vineyard, and there the gr;.pes Mj,,„_ having thoroughly prepared the ground, but liope they will liberally patronize thi.s improve-

are tipped into tubs, placed ready for their recep-
j^^j farmed into beds four feet wide, " I draw lines

""s"' °» "'^ '"""' important >mplement in agricul-

tion. The tubs, when filled, are carried bon.e in i

j,,^ „,j^„l . ,^^^^1, ^1^^^^ ^^ ^.,^1, ,^gj^ ^„j ^^,,j,, j,,^
ture, as bv so doing they will not or,!y advance

' "' '' " '' --'-'- '

their own interest, but will justly encoifvaiic and

reward the ingenious and entTprizing i.iventor.

Hingham Paper.

..iv, c... .,„ ... , -- — „ in „ u- 1 I J- 1 n n . common iicaincss. r or sioiiey iau<

ed along with th.m By the tim. that the crop Irom he u.anner in which he deals witl, this sort
^^^^^ .^ J

of grain comes off the ijround, the oaks get to be of fodde-, tobeexactly of the same opinion.
^^^^ . ^^^ _^^ ^^_^_;_^^. ^^^ ^,^.^j^

y;

two or three iu.hes high, and are then allowed to

grow into a coppice.

FKENOR .MODE OF MAKING WINE

a cart or wagon, and the grapes are then, while g„„ „,• j,,^ ^^^^ ,^^,,^1^^ ^^^^ ^ ,_^^^l^ .^^^ ^ ^^;„j
•n-the tub, pounded or bruised, by a stout and ,„ ^,^g snruce ; on this mark I place the onions,
pretty heavy piece of wood, which is made use of

by the hand. From the tubs, the grapes are

tnrown into a very large vat, as soon as they are

sufficiently bruised. In this vat the pulp of the

bruised grapes and their juice, altogether, remrii

ten inch.^s

mould, rott

that the cr;

ipart ; 1 then cover them with leaf-

1 dung, or any light corhpost, just so

ins appear exposed. Nothing more

topi on a dry day, they are earlhed up
for as much as a week or ten days, covered over,i ^^^ potatoes, and kept free from weeds until they
as beer is when set to work, in order to undergo i

^^^ ^^^^^ „p ]„ j,,^ ^^^^^ of England, whore this
the /erm,„(.,<ion that is necessary. While this '

,.;„,, „,- .„^^^^;^ ,„^„^l, cultivated, I understand
fermentation is going on, the pulp and juice in the

j,,,^ jj -^ ,j,g practice to plant on the shortest day,
vat rise up, just as bread does that ^^^'^^ "^ ^„^ ^,^^o v.^ ou ^\x<, \onB^sl. The smallest onions
yeast. After rising up and Irotiiiug lor some

lime, the head sinks, as tli.tt of beer docs ; and

then the fermentation is supposed to be nearly at

an end. As soon as this sinking lakes place, the

juice that Jlows in the va:t is drawn off, leaving

Sill:.—One farmer in Connecticut, estimates

...
,

,
. that when ills mulberry trces,500 in number, shall

necessar- to be done until they shoot up their , , ..!.» .i e.^ \^„ ,.r \.\c
_. . J . J .!..._. ..i_j _ nave come to mstnnly, that the females ot hi£

family will annually make 8f!0 lbs. of silk. Tiiey

made 50 lbs. last year, by about 1(10,000 worms,

without feeling any loss of labor. Silk will be ex-

tensively produced in ll-.o United Et::tes, especially

in the south.

used for planting swell, and become very fine and Decrease of mortaliti/.—ll is proved by the rc-
large, as well as yiel I offsets ; the middle-sized turns made under the population nets, thut the
and larger bulbs produce greater clusters." [Hoit. average mortality in Kngland and Wales, in 1780,
Trans, lii. 30-5.

J

^ygg one in every forty of the population. But,

,, , , ,, i ,„ ,„hi.h ih-t still rPiain, h» I

Dymon.
I

.states f/for<. Trans, iii. 306.; that jn notwithstanding, the extraordinary increase in the

Hud' The" 01 e ! 1. s Ira w n off i n!i^ ed o
^-""^'"•^ '' ^' P'""'^'' '" -«- '2 i-^es apart, intermediate pei'iod of what we have been in the

; , ! h-" lilrin itr v?loe When hi^
'"'' ^ ''''''''' '''=^^"'^'= '" ""^ '°''

'
'^'' ''"^ P'^'"^ I'^'^'i' °f considering- nnheallhy employments, thv

rt^s'd.awto^Tll' h Uti^rLa^Is^Vt !
7^ ::^'1j

^ they grow, and that the small- ..erage mortality in 18.0. am^ounleVlo only one

^t IS taken out and passed in the wme-pre_,-r;^>-;:!-:-—^
The juice runs away, from the press into a large i ,j„..,„,.^ /n.,1.,1 H„w if.^, ; -M-i r,A u. oi« i ,

."
""^ ^'S'" or tne cniiri. popuiduon. i nis

tub sunk in the .roiml, from which it is emptied, "w^'i'/f;"';
Hort. .Mem

.

M3. and ,v. 216.J d,.„,n,.t,on of mortality has been going on gradu-

directly into the ;u«.o barrel. There is nothing
'

h
,^''S'":°°'' ''""

"f
""'^\ '\'""^

f"''^f':
MIy since 1750, and has been owing to a variety

at all LeU with U.e j .ice of the grape ; and from
| J

'

f/'T ,' f^''
^'ff;;,^'^<^ »\-." - >;'"

!^f
of causes ;-partly to the greater prevalence of

the time that i. is tii^t put into the barrel, it re- I f .
' '"T, '

J''^"^-^"-
40.i.J The cleanliness and sobriety among the goor, and the

. .
, /I- I . 1 rr.L I

tact IS, ;;s we have before observed in fjeneralis- imnrovcmentfl ilnt have been made in their <Kpt
mains there, unli it is drawn of! to bettle. The!;„„

, ,u„ u- . e .i
<•" u n.

""P"'^'-""^"'^ uiat na\e i,ten mauc ui ineir (net,
' ing "" '"e subject of earthing up, surface-bulb.=, dj-ess, and houses—partly to the draining of bogs

as the onion, turnip, &c. arc always prevented
; ,,ncl marshes—and partiv, and since 1600 chiefly,

from attaining their full size _h^ that operation, I ppriiaps, to the discoveries in medical science,
whatever they may gain in olher respects.

bung-hole of the barrel, iifter receiving the juice,

must be left open, covered only by a vine leaf, for

about len days, in order that all fermentation may
subside before the barrel be made close for good.

This is the whole p.ocess of the vintage, as far as j„,„i„ Roses.—Amoag all the beautiful things
relates to the /«</ aii,.e. That of the tt/iife inne is whh h we have seen in these holidays, wc have
somewhat different. The wlii-e grapes must be ^^^ ^^jth none, (a few fine ladies e.scepted) that
pressed directly after they have been bruised, and h^^.p surpassed the Japan Roses, {Camelia Japon-
instead of fermenting in the vat, pul,. & juice mix- I ,-j„^ ^^^ blooming in the green house of Mr. Floy
ed altogether, like the red wine ; the white wine

j

;„ Broadway. So delicate and so white are the
must not be allowed to ferment till it has under-

|

pgt:,ls, that no lady's hands or snowy white neck,
gone all the pressing; and separation ot the pulp

|for ,t is only the beauty of the virtue and the in-
from the juice. It mu,t be bruised, pressed and Uejiigence of the ladies, that induced us to yield
put to ferment in the barrel, without there being

n^e palm to them) can be compared with them,
any lapse of time between these different stages

|

and the extirpation of the small po:;.

Review.

-EdinhurgU

To make a boiled Plum P.udding.—Take a

pound of suet cut in pieces, not too fine, a pound
of currants, and a pound of ruisins "stoned, eight

eggs, half a nutmeg grated, and a iPa-spoonfu[ of

beaten ginger, a pound of flour, n pint of milk ;

—

beat the eggs first, and add half the milk ; beat

them together, and by degrees stir in the flour,

then the suet, spice, and fruit, and as much milk

as will mix it together very thick. Boil it 5 hours.
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ON FEI-.DING ANDF.'\TTENING CATTLE.
An Hniiiial when in a state of rearing may be

considered as a vestel open at both ends, in which

the supply and the waste bring nearly equal it

can nevur be filled ;' fattening an iinimal may be

consiiiered jxk an attempt to fill the vessel, and

'.vhii'h can only be done by excess of snpply- The
vaste beiiig the same f.s before, this excess must

be great ; if it is not so, the vessel inay be ren-
j

dcred fuller than before witlioul ever becoming

full. All important hint might be taken from this
i

.simile by many farmers, who know little of the
|

difference of feeding and fattening. We have
j

known cattle, sheep, and swine kept for months,

and fed w itii a view to falteising them, without
|

their gaining a pound of meat.

—

Encij. of Agri.

With regard to the proper age of cattle for fat-
\

tening, Mr. Lawrence observes, that, "animals!

arrived at their f 11 age, at least 'ull si, e, are

well known to be the most proper .speedily to take

on fat, since nature is not then impeded by a dou-

ble process. Young animals of great substance,

snd well formed, will likewise fatten to good pro-

tit ; but they ^j re gener dly adapted to the grad

iial plan of gr.Tmg, which is prolonged eighteen

months or two years. The grazier thus reap.-) the

profits of their natural growth or increase in

stature. There is another species of increase,

technically .styled growth ; it is the spread or ex-

tension of the muscular flesh in full aged animals,

of large hone and capacious frame.

"Tallow is lormeil from the surplus nourishment

given to animals, beyond what is necessitry for

their mere physical development; whence it fol-

Jows, that tliotiO which have not obtained their

full growth, are fatted with difficulty, and only by

e.\traordinary mer.ns. Calves, for example, can

only be fatted by great quantities of railk ; to

whicli must often i'e added eggs, barley, or oat

ineal, or the Hour of beans or peas; and with all

this abundance and selection of food, they yield

little if any interior Cat or tallow. Whereas, oxen

nt six years of age, v. ith correspondent treatment,

jive large quantities of that article. Old cattle

are also, from loss of teeth, debility of stomach,

or other internal disorganization, difficult to fat-

ten. These fac'L.3 sufiiciently indicate what, on

this head, ought to be our practice ; to fallen lal-

Ue as suon after they had attained their growth as

possible. Oxea gcner.-lly attain their growth at

five or si.\' years, and .sheep and hogs at two.

Loudon siiys, '-the age at which cattle are fat-

t-od, depends upon the mnnner in which they have

been reared ; npoi. the properties of the breed

with a regard to a priipensity to fatten earlier or

later in life ; and on tiio circumstances of their

being employed in breeding, in labor, for the

dairy, oi reared solely for the butcher. In the

latter case, the most improved breeds are fit for

the shambles when about three years old, and
very few of any large breed are kept more than

a year longer. As to cows and to working oxen,

the age of fatting must be necessarily more inde-

finite ; in most Jnstar^ces, the latter arc put up to

feed iiiter working three years, or in tlic seventh

or eiglilh year of their age. In general it. may be

said, that the small breeds of cattle arc fattened

on pastures, though .sometimes finished off on a

Tow weeks' turniiis."

It has been often asserle.i, and probably it is

true, that it is not profitable, generally speaking,

to fatten cattle on any kind of grain. 1 awrence
asserts, that, "corn (by which is meant oats, bar-

ley, peas, beans, wheat, &c.) cannot be used in

the fattening of bullocks and sheep, except in

seasons ol superabundant plenty.'' Even Indian

corn is often too costly a species of food to be

used solely or chiefly for tiie protiiable fepding or

fattening of cattle, and grass h iv. or roots are

snid to be the materials which true economy re-

quires.

Though foo I shonl I be given to fatting animals

in abundance, it ought not to be given to such e,\'-

cess as to cloy their appetite. Intervals of rest-

in.' and exercise must be alloved according to

circumstances. Even animals grazing on a rich

pasture, have been found to thrive fister when
removed from it once a day, and either folded or

put in an inferior pasture for two or three hours.

Stall-fed rattle and swine will have their flesh im-

proved in flavor, by being turned out into a yard

or field 01 ce a day ; and many find that they feed

better, and produce better flavored moat, when
kept loose under warm sheds or hammel-j, one or

two in a division. Coarse food may be first giv-

en to feeding animals; and as they acquire flesh,

tliat which is of more solid and substantial quali-

ty. In general, it may be observed, that if the

digestive powers of the animal are in a sound

state, the more food he eats, the sooner will the

desired result be obtainei^ ; a very moderate quan-

tity beyond sulficioncy, conslitute.s abundance;

—

but by withholdinir this additional quantity, an

animal, especially if young, may go on eating for

several years without ever attaining to fatness.

—

Properly treated, a well fed ox, of moderate size,

will feed (become fat) on a rich pasture, in from

four to six months ; and in stalls, or covered pens,

with green or steamed food in a shorter period.

"In young growing animals the powers of di-

gestion are so great, that they require food which

is less rich, than such as are of m.ittire age.

—

Tiiey also require more exercise. If rich food is

supplied in liberal quantities, and exercise with-

held, diseases are generated, the first of which

may be excessive fatness: growth is impeded by

very rich food, for experience shows, that the

coarsest fed animals liave the largest bones.

—

I omnion sense will suggest the propriety of pre-

ferring a medium course between very rich and

very poor nutriment."

—

Loudon. ,

j

An able writer in treating this subject observes,

;"with respect to feeding, the first rule is to give

little at a lime and often ; because experience has

siiown that aniuials that eat inucii in a short time,

do not fatten so well as those which eat less, but

more slowly aiid frequently. The second rule, is

to begin the course with cabbages and turnips
;

then to employ carrots and potatoes, and lastly,

Indian, oats, or barley meal.''

j

It is asserted, that beef fattened on oil cake,

iraw potatoes, &c. will not be so firm, nor so pala-

1
table, as that which is lattcncd on Indian corn, or

I

other grain, if that be true, (and it probably is)

i it vvould be well to commence with potatoes or

j

other coarse aliment, give the animals richer focj

as they increase in fatness, and finish the course

I with the richest and most nutritive. In other

[ words, It is well to feed with the coarser, and fut-

j

ten with the finer food. But in every part of the

1 course, occasional changes of diet, will have a

tendency to prevent, the appetite from being pal-

led, and cause the animal to thrive faster than it

would even on the richest food without variety.
It would prove very useful to try experiments

on this subject, ami publish their results. Let a
number of cuttle of a similar or the same breed,
age, propensity to fatten, as ascertained by hand-
ling, &c. &.C. be put to fatten at the same time.
Let one be fed entirely on potatoes, raw ; a sec-
ond un tne same root, steamed or boiled ; a third
tie made one hi If or two thirds fat on potatoes,
and his fattening completed with Indian corn; a
fourth be fatted on Indian corn, or corn meal ; a
fifth be fatted with a mixture uf all these kinds of
food, give 1 together in the same mess, or m dif-

ferefil messe.s. The first feed in the morning
for the last mentioned bullock, might he a small
quantity of potatoes, or turnips, the secoud ruta

baga, or mangel wurt/el, or p.irsuips, which are
highly recommended. Then, as the last couise of
the day's feast, give Indian mea\, or other food

—

the richest you have. It would be well, likewise,

to try the virtues of sweet apples, which would,
no doubt prove a valuable foo. for i-atlle. The
most important object of such e.xperiuients, how-
ever, would be to ascertain whether the beef of
catipe fattened on potatoes, or other roots, raw or

steamed, is equal in quntiui to that which is fat-

tened on Indian corn. If not, whether an ox may
not be made nearly fat enough for profit on roots;

his fattening completed on corn, and his flesh bo
as good as if he had been fattened wholly on corn.

AnJ if an ox partly fatted on roots, and his fatten-

ing completed on corn, gives as good beef as one
wholly fed on corn, the question arises, how long

a lime will it require to give the beef its good
quality arising from the corn .' We know, as re-

spects swine, that farmers will make the'm partly

fat on any thing which they will devour, and then
feed them for some time before tlipy are' k-ijied

with Indian corn or meal, to "/mca'eii the flish"^ts .

tliey express it. And perhaps the "same proems'
will answer as well for beef cattle. Wc have
heard it asserted that the red or La Plata potatoc,

given raw to swine makes as good porkasithaf
which is corn fed. Others, say that any kind of
potatoe, if steamed or boiled, will make as good
pork as can be made of corn. If this be true of
pork, why not of beef ?

(To be continued.)

Extraordinary—The Charleston Patriot of the

4lh inst. says, our vegetable market this morning
contained Green Peas and Tomatos, which sold

at prices not higher than arc given at the natural

seasons.

Hemp.—Governor Clinton, in his recent message
to the New York Legislature, recommends the

cultivation of hemp and flax. He says, "it is the

opinion of good judges, if this interest is properly

io.stered, tnat iw/tve thousand ions of hemp, worth

-'.ti()0,(l(iO, may be annually rai.sed in that State
;

and, that within thirty years, the exportationof

that article frcm the United States, will be equiv-

alent in value u, those of cotton"

Indian t ;. . _/«. t/.e Ear ^che Take a piece

of the lean of mutton, about the size of a large

valnut
;
put it into the fire and burn it for some

time, till it is reduced tilmost to a cinder ; Jheti

I
ut It into n piece of clean rag, and squeeze it

mtil some moi.'sfurc is expressed, which must be

.Topped into the ear as hot as the patient can

bear it.
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BRIGHTON MARKETS.
Extract of h letter from Boston, respecting the

snles at Brijihtiin on Mon.hiy of last week, Jan. 7.

•'Tlie tMurket, 1 fi'ur, will not bo as good this sea-

son as we expected Cattle comn in very plenti

fully; upwards of six hundred on Monday. About

one hundred remained unsold. Of those sold, the

best brought .v.^OO to .5,50—but the ^rreater part

went from 84,00 to 4,50." A letter, dated on

Thursday last, says, 'pork is about half a cent

lower than last week." The prices have bean de

dining at Brighton, for two or tiirec weeks, as

the following statement will show. Monday, D.°o.

24, best oxen, .*C,00, others 4,.50 lo 5,2.5. Mon-

day, Dec. 31, best oxen, .S5.75, others .$4,00 to

5,00. Monday, Jan. 7, best oxen, g!;3,50, others

$4,00 to 4,50. A few very good oxen sold at

prices between the "best" and the "others."

—

Hampshire Gazette.

Females in France.— I see women doing almost

every kind of work that is to be done upon a farm.

There are full as many women employed in the

fields as there are inen,and I think even more. They

manage and har\»'..t the flax, a good deal of which

is grown here. Tlio women appear to do all the

turnip hoeing that is required here ; hut turnips

do hot seem by any means a genera! crop ; for I

see but few of them upon the land. The dress of

the women that I see at work in the fields, is

coarser than that commonly worn by our laboers'

wives and daughters, but it exhibits very little of

that raggedness, which characterizes the dress of

so large a portion of those who earn their bread by

hard work in England Cobbttl's ride in France.

med with food, but deprived of drink. Her feet

are nailed to a board, and she is gradually roasted

alive. 111 order to enlarge the liver. Pies are

made of these livers and sent to Paris, Vienna,

and oven to Petersburg, in the west of Scotland,

a gputleman constantly exhibits in his kitchen, a

shelf of geese, nailed to the wood by the wehs of

their feet, and quite close to the fire.

—

Hamp.Gaz.

Steam Engine The groat ninety inch steam-

engine, on the consolidated mines in Cornwall,

cost at the foundery, two thousand pounds sterl-

ing ; the expense of putting it up, was four thou-

sand pounds—and the pit work, two thousand

more. In twenty-four hours it consumes about

one hundred and eiirhty bushels of coals, which

are delivered at one shilling a bushel. In return

for this calculable expense, this engine lifts si.xty-

four gallons of water per stroke, and it can work
twelve strokes in a minute.

Siberian Parsley.
Just received at ilie athce of the New Eugland Farmer, afew

lbs. Siberian Parsley Seed. This plant is perfectly hardy, stand-
ing our sccerest minlers : and would probalily be the best sort lt>

sow with grass, as recommended iu ihe last New England
Fanner, as well as (or iulli»ation in gardens. The Seed wa*
originally procured from Knssia, a lew years since, bv a genilc-

man in this vicinity. '
Jan. 1.

Dutck Bulbous Roots.
Just received alllie office of liic New England Farmer, a fur-

ther supply of fine double and single Hyacinths. Tulips, Narcis-
sus, Tuberoses. Jacobean Lilies Tiger" Lilies, Ranunculus, &c.

Also, a few PO 1'ATI ' ONIONS—wilh every variety of Gar-
den Si'eds, Flower ^'eeds, ^'c.

Speechltj on the Tine, Pine Apple, &{c.

Just received , an<l for sale at the N. E. Farmer office, one
copy of a Treatise on the culture of the vine; with new hints

on tiie Formation of Vineyards in England ; with a Tieaiise on
ill.* Culture of the Pine Aiiple, and the iVlanageinent of the Hot
House. Third London Edition, by William Speechly, with

eleven ciigraviligs.

In noticing the celebration of Christmas, the
|
New England

Augusta Courier has adiled the follovying squib

I to the number let off on the occasion iu that

city:—"We cannot help noticing the order and

I
quiet which has liistinguished our city during the

j

Christmas holydays, and the respectful ob?dieiice

j

shown to all the onUnances of our worthy City

Council. It is thought not more than 1000 gallons

of egg nogg were drank, 5000 guns fired, and

50,000 crackers exploded."

Early Peas, Tree Onion, Poppy Seed, vfc.

For sale at the New iMiglaiid Farmer office, fresh Seed of the

^ iige Poppy, Early Peas, Tree Onion, While Clover, Lima
Squash, ^c. with the greatest variety of Seeds to be found in

The Dundee Horticultural Society held their An-
nual Festival Meeting on tlie I'-ith of September,

when- a rich display of flowers, fruits, and vegeta-

bles were brought forward in competition, and

prizes awarded to upwards of twenty individuals

for nearly forty different articles, to Mrs. Thain

for the best white currant wine, Mrs. Ciithrie, for

the best black currant ditto, and Mrs. Turnbull

for the best wine from a combination of fruits.

The Hall was opened to the public at half past

one, when an admiring throng, comprising the

rank and beauty of the town and neighborhood,

honored the Society by their presence. Sevcuty-

six gentlemen sat down to dinner, and afterwards

spent the evening in the most convivial and .ngrec-

able manner.

—

Dundee Courier, Sept. 14.

Cruelly.—The American Quarterly Review has

a long article on Gastronomy, (or the science of

supplying the belly). Among the cruelties prac-

tised to suit the depraved appetites of epicures,

the following are noticed. The Germans and

others formerly whipped their pigs to death, toi

make the flesh more ten.^er—the Moors of Bar-

bary, who eat hedgehogs, rub the back of the an-

imal against the ground till it has done squeak-

ing, and then cut its throat—the Romans killed

their swine by thrusting a red hot iron through

the body, and they fattened fowls by shutting them
up in dark places, cramming them, and stitching

up their eyes. Epicures delight in the artifically

enlarged liver of the goose, and in Franco espe-

cially, the increased liver is in great request, and
the providing of them is n considerable branch of

business at Stra«burg, Mctz, &.c. These swelled

livers are obtained by a most barbarous practice.

The goose is placed before a great fire, and cram-

Sheet Almanack.
Just published al the New England Farmer office, a Sheet

Almanack for i32S.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Corrected every Tkur.sday evening

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort,

pearl do.

BEANS, white,Fancy JVamcs.— \ person named If'all was in-

ducea to call his first son after his neighbor, Stojie,
j

BEE?*', mess, 200 lbs. new, -

in consideration of a present of $.50 from the lat-
<=argo. No 1, new, - -

ter. Another named Pease called his son Green, mTTTFR inspect
'

\o I new
as a token of respect for his physician who horc '

(;f.jj;_irgf;' ^^^ ^;ijj . . . .

that name. It ia aaid that Mr. Stone Wall, after! skimmed milk, - -

he had been "set up" in business, was torn en- 1 FLAX
tirelv down by a ruffian mimed Rum; and Green: FLAX SEED
Peas'e, before ho had come to maturity, got into

FI'OUR, Baltimore, Howard

hot water by similar means.— Gardiner Chronicle.

The Season.—It will be sot down as memorable
hereafter, that in the year 1828, at the middle of

January, there was no frost in the ground at New-
York ; that the weeds, grasses, herbs, flowers, and

esculent vegetables are growing, and buds swell-

ing, in the gardens; and that the steam and sail

boats are parsing between this city and Albany,

without seeing ice in the river, or Scarcely a

vestige of snow on the mountains. There is time

enough for severe weather yet; but so far, the

weather has been without a parallel for many
years.—A'. Y. Statciman.

03^ An able and useful article on the subject of Economy in

Buildings, Iroin " J. M. G." has been received, and will be pub-
lished in our ne,\t.

O^ A gentleman at New Bedford, to whom this coiinlr\ is

much indebtetl lor the seeds of rare vegetables and plants intro-

duced al his expense from Europe, is desirous of obtaining a
few roots of the Cypripedium, peculiar to America, to be sent lo

St. Petersburg. Russia : likewise a plant or seed of the Baptisioe

versicolor, and the seeds oJ any new herbaceous plants peculiar

to America. Any gentleman who may haveeither in then- gar-
dens or collections, will confer a favor by sending them to the

care of Mr Russell, publisher of llie New England Farmer.

Seeds for ( ountry Dealers.,

Traders in the couiiiry, who may wish to keep an assortment
of Garden Seeds for sale, are informed they can be furnished

at the New England Farmer office, No. .'j2 North Market street,

Boston, with bo.xes containing a complete assortment of the

seeds mostly used in a kitchen garden, ,11 as favorable terms as

they can he purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, al (j and 12 els each—warranted 10 be of the growth of

J'iil, and of the purest qualitij. Orn^'Mental Fi.owEr.
SEr.DS will be added on the same terms, "vhen ordered, as well

as Peas. Ceass, E.^RLY Wbjte>Swi-.ft Cohn, &c. of dif-

fercnl sorts.

jbbl

ton.

bush
bbl.

fP.llJH

1 75
95 00
1U8 00

1 25
9 75
8 5U

12

7

2 00
97 50
112 00

1 50
10 00
9 00
7 50

16

10

Ihush

lb.

cask

FLOUR, Baltimore
Genesee, - . -

live, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Con - - - .

Barley - - - -

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

HOPS, No ], Inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northernlgal.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at ton.

PORK, Bone Middlings,new, clear'hbl.

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - --

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - |Ihi8|

Clover . - - - lb.

V/OOL, Merino, full blood,wash |

do do uinvashed]

do 3-4 washed!
do 1-2 & 4 do

I

Native - - - do
i

Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort |

2d sort j

no
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M18CELLA]^IES.

COMMENTATOHS.

j!o-,t Commeiitalors each <lark passage sbun,

Bui hold a i'arlhing candle lo Ihe Sun.

Hilliard & Brown of Cambridge have just pub- Through the interceesioii oi tiie Kudsidii minister

llished, "The life of John Ledyard, the American a^"' Baron Grimm, peimission was framed by the

traveller ; comprising selections from his journals

and correspondents. By J.^red Sparks."

I

A few particulars in the singular life of Led-

llls of ie:nt,rancc.—Nine tenths of the evils that] yard are well known, and have been often cited

afflict ihc^ mass of society, have their source in; as examples of extraordinary energy and decision

JCTnorMm-e ; and when it has been shown, that the
j

of mind, and as evidences of uncommon love of

intelli!|erice of any class of people has increased,
;

adventure and ardor of pursuit. But no g.^neral

it is next to certain that their condition in other account of his life has been written, nor indeed

respects must at the same time have improved. any thing more than a very brief and imperfect

sketch, which was drawn up in England by the

A fine. ff'oman.— \t is very pleasant to observe secretary of ihe African Association. This was
how (;iffer('ntly modern writ.;r.s and the inspired done a short time after his death, in the year
author of the book of Proverbs, describe a fine ]79(), as a tribute to I. is memory for having sac

woman. The former confine their praise chiefly tificed his life in promoting the interests of that

to p( r.sonal charms and ornamental occomplish- society. But Ihe writer had scanty materials, and
ments, the latter celebrates only the virtues of a hnew hardly anythintr of Ledyard's history, ex-

va uable mislicss of a family, of a useful member cept during the three last years of his life. The
of society: the one is perfectly ucquainted with notices contained in Biographical Dictionaries,

all thv= fa.-hion :l)!e languages of Europe ;
the oth both in this country and England, are copied from

er opens her uoiilh with wisdom, and is perfect- this memoir, and are equally imperfect,

ly acquainted wild all the uses of the needle, the It is understood that Mr Sparlis has obtained
distaff, and the '.ooni ; the business of one is pleas- from different branches of Lrdyard's family, and
ure ; the pleMsure of the olhor is business; the from other sources, his manuscript journals, and
one i.-^ admired abroad, the other at home. Her ^^^^y of his original letters, which atford matcri-
ch iilren rise up and call her blessed, and her als for a more full and authentic biography.

—

h-.ishand also pruiseth her. There is no name in Prom these papers the volume now offered to

the world equal to this, nor is there a note in mu-

sic half so delightful as the Respectful language
,

with -vhich tiie grateful son or daughter perpetu-

ates the memory of a sensible and affectionate

irjothcr.

papers

the public has been prepared. The incidents of

his life are extremely various, and many of them
excite a strong interest by the enthusiasm, per-

severance, and uncommon vigor of mind, which

empress of Russia for hiu. to pass through her
domirious. In London he was patronii.ed by Sir

Joseph ]5aiiks and other gentlemen of eminence.
He went oi er to Hamburg, thence to Copenha-
gen, Stockholm, and around the Gulf of Bothnia
in the mi !hI of winter to St Petersburg. He ar-

rived ther: vhen the empress v\as on her famous
tour lo thr Crimea, but by the aid of Count Se-
gur and Professor Pallas, he obtained a passport

from the proper minister and set off for Siberia.

It was -so )nte in the season before he reached the
borders of Kfiint.schatka, that the governor of Ya-
kutsk would not suffer him to proceed further till

thelopeninsr of spring. Meantime tlie empress be-

canie suspicious of his designs, and sent two Rus-
sian soldiers after him, who brouifht him hack in

the'winter to the confines of Poland, a distance of

more than six thousand miles, where they left him
in poverty and wreti hedne.ss. He found his way
to London, and was a<iaiii kindly received by Sir

Joseph Banks and his other Inenils. The Associ-

ation for Promoting Tr vels in Africa was just at

that time instit'ited Being defeated in all his at-

tempts to explore his own comitiy, Ledyard ea-

1

gPily grasped at the proposal to engage under

. the auspices of this society. He spent a few days

in Paris, and then proceeded to Marseilles, whence
he sailed for Alcxandri.i in Egypt. At Grind

Cairo he had passed several weeks in gyning ac-

quaintance with the lanL'jinge and habits of the

The double rieahr.—He may not always directly

assert what \s false, but be perpetually suppresses

wliat is true, where he ha

.,•,.„
1 /-. ,• . , ppop e, who travelled in ihe caravans, and had

thev indicate. He was born in Connecticut, aud ,

*^
\ ' r .u .made an agreement to accoiii|>r.ny one ot these to

educated first at Hartford, and then at Dartmouth
College, with a view of becoming qualified as a

He travelled into
...... .., ...... ....... ... ..... not the boldness to

'"issionary among the Indians

make a charge he can imply a suspicion-where '''<= country ot the Six N_ tions, and afterward

_ , ,„ ,, „..» ,
•

'

„.. I,-
' ,.,. .)„,.,„ i,„ constructed ji canoe with his own liands on the

the interior, when he was suddenly taken ill, and

died in January, 1790, being the first victim in

tWo-Gouse of African discovery, to which so many
have since become martyrs

His Siberian Journal iias been preserved entire,

and several letters written from Russia to Mr Jef-

ferson and other perso'ns. His celebrated eulogy
on women, so often repeated, an so beautifully

,. ., ., ... , .1 ,,, .versified by I\Irs Barbauld, was written at Ya-
n AJiirmner (n .1 romnanv of cavalrv ortrnu- on a voyage to the .Mediterranean and the West

, . , . X-. • rrn . , . •
'

ji Misi.o.nei

.

—in d comp.uiy ui wavai.y uii,,iu- ' ^ . • . , r kiitsk in Siberia. Tills journal, a so, containa

a plain tale would put him or his party down, he

can be as ambiguous as an oracle, prepared with

one sense to mislead his reader, or auditor, and

with another to save himself.

banks of the Connecucut river, at Hanover in'

which he descended alone to Hartford. The pur-

suits of a missionary, and the study of theology,

not proving congenial to his temper, he embarked

jzcd in Chatatique county, we find the .lame of Im'ies. After returning home, ho visited Eng-

licuteuant H'alkun.
'

land, joined the British navy, obtained h post in

Cook's last expedition, with which he continued

"Jlessrs. Ctirey, Lea & Carey have received," more than four years, till it arrived again in Eng-

says the United States Gazette, "a Map of the land. He was in the, skirmish in which ^ook lost

U. States, published in London, in IfQO, which his life, *'. the Sandwich islands, and was near

exhibits a curious specimen of the accuracy of the great navigator when he fell. A.l the close

llio English, in their notions of American geogra- of the American war he came back to tliis coun-

phy. A list of the States is given on the sheet ; try, having been absent eight years, and was the

the old thirteen are epecifiod—but then wo have first to propose a voyage to the Northv/eat coast,

the following :

—

^'Jillicd tHate,

In concert with Robert Morris, he planned such a

Vermont. I voyage, but after a year spent in an unsuccessful

^
liiiine,

I

attempt to procure a vesnul and fit it out, the pin-

I

Indiana, j'-''-t failed. With letters from Mr Morris and

, , j Kentucky, , ether gentlemen he hastened to Europe, intend-
'" '

'

]
Franlitiiiia, ling there to nnke an effort to accomplisli his

I 7'enness'i,
'

'

.wish. For this purpose he visited Spain and

( Western Torritory. (Franco, and more than tv/o years passed away in

Prorwct, Louisiana.
j
negotiations with mercantile companies and indi-.

Spanish Doniii! ion, Florida." jviduals, but without success. He was intin.cto

Indiana occupies pari of Maryland and Vir- j with Jo.'Terson (at that time our ministsr in Paris.)

fiuia ; and Frankliniu one half of Tennessee.—
j

witli Lafayette, anil with Paul Jones, who encour-

I.ouisiana is liioiled by tiie Rocky Mountains, and aged and aided him.

all west theieof, is included within the Britisli
|

After encountering numerous difficulties, and

posse-.-. ons.

We took up a French Geography a short time

since, prepared for the use of schools, in which
"Herringtown" was given as the capital of Penn-

sylvania, and the author had located the imagin-

ary place upon tho river Jmnuia,

not succeeding in his project of n voyage to tho

Northwest coast, he formed the design of going

by land from Paris to Bering's Straits, thence

crossing to the American continent, and proceed

ing homeward over tho Rocky Mountains, with a

determination to explore those unknown regions.

many curious remarks on the character and cus-

toms of the Tartars, as compared with Ihe Ameri-
can Indi.-ins and Ihe South Sc.i Islanders, whom
he had before seen in various par'-- of the globe.

H!« journals and letteis while he >i as in France
and Spain are hardly les.s curiou.s, containing ob-

servations on men and things often original and

always striking. His letters from I gypt to Mr
Jefferson and the Secretary of the African Asso-

ciation are equally characteristic. His journal of

Cook's voyage, though not a complete narrative,

abounds in lively desi-ripti'.na and pertinent re-

marks, and his account of Cook's death is drawn
up with more vivacity and apparent truth, than

any other that has been published It is believed

(hat the papers, taken togciher, are worthy of the

effort that has been made to rescue them from ob-

livion, and that the delineation they will afford of

the character of their nutfior will not be unaccep-

table to such readers, as love to contemplate the

workings of an ardent mind, engageil in noble

pursuits, and encountering with fortitude the ob-

stacles incident to great and hazardous enterpris-

Lucerne Sued.

A few iiundred pounds of fresh Luoer
cr hnndrerl weiehl, for sail

seed, by lh» pound
(he N. E. Fanner otiico.

tl'liilf MunlarU Seed.

For sale al the nflire of the New Eiiflaad Farmer, llif !•(

Knglish White ijluslard seed, fcy the pound or bushel
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AtJKlCULTURE.
KIR TlIK NKW ENCLANU FARMER.

I

a^cneral pliin of iinprovements, which a ftirnior

ought nt all times to piirs'ie. Havin;!- thus admii-

( ted, thit thp farmer slionkl bp free troin execs-

'sive labor, and the nt'ressily of sufficient case in

I
hi,-- ciriMimstnnces tn carry "ii his imiiroveinpnls,

I

we are led to speciil.itp upon the means iriost like

ly to place him in that happy situation. As thost^

I
means, i.'ener:illy speaking', oiiuht not to he bor-

ip'l, but should he found witliin himself, I take

ECONOMY Ij\ buildings, &c.

Mr Pesse.ndEiN —The ground is locked up, the

farmer's e.\ertiona must relent, and ik)W for him

is the time to indulge in thinking, and speculating

upon what is passed and what is likely to come.

If we look back tor twenty-five years, we findj"'' ^
'•"'"""'""•"' "' • ^"'" •^•^t-'i, ant:

J
/ ,' . the lihertv to sav, that economy will furnish them,

that more ha.s been done within that short twe, , ,. .." . <• .• .. .

, ... i-
'A f^irmer, by the naturp of thinys, ouffht to be a

*- 'av the luundalion ot ureal prosperity tor agri- .• . •". u- u. . uJ - 1- f / a luianot strict economy, his aim onght to be, ha

bitunlly to prevent waste, in anything, and in all

piiid seventy dollars fur his

culture than ever was attempted in any country

witiiin the same period. Orchards have been

planted all over the land, and shortly this will be

a country full- of fruit ; not only apples, but pears,

and the various lelicale summer fruits, inclu linu-

grapes. Gentlemen of science and ol fortme

have given their [)owprful assistance to collect,

and generously to distribute the rare fruits of dis

tant climates ; respectable and extensive nurser-

ies have been reared among us, which enable us

to find a correct supply at home, and to concsn

trale there our resources. The cultivation of

fruit trees is one of the graces of atrricultilre.

their presence casts a lustre upon the habitation

«f the owner, and we find that in the vari>us

countries of the old world it is atlemled to in (fo

portion to the perfection to which agriculture (as

attained ; where it flourishes, fruit trees area

bundant, and well attended, where it is neglert

cd, they are scarce and desolate. It is withiri

the above period that the various societies for the

encouragement of agriculure have been founded;

like thrifty branches from a powerful stock, they

extend now all over the commonwealth, witli

great deeds of usefulness already achipve', aun

promise of incalculable results. As the traveller

drives on his way. the land e.\hibits testimonial.s

that a great revolution has taken place in the

mode and manner of farming, and that although

the hands of the present farmer are not stron^jer

than those of his grandsire, yrt the connection

between the hpaii and the hands has got to be

better understood, and gives promise of fair re-

sults. This, Mr Editor, is the cheering situation

in which we are placedrand it is our duty to make
the most of it, and to try to find out the means to

accelerate tiiat prosperity of which the present

times see.'u to he the dawn. I take it for granted

that a farmer ought not to be altogether a man of

hard labor, but thai his situation should be so far

comfortable, that the exertions of the body should

notpreclu.ip that well balanced state of the frame,

which niiinits of habitual freedom, and clearnesi

of mind, so that his vi-rious operations may be cal

cultled in the best i • .uer to procure the intend-

ed results We mu-t also •duut that improve
ment.« are not tn be nr«f e on the land t* any ex

tent, without si.ificiei.t and adequ»i« pecuniarv

means ; tools must be purchased, the alluring nnci

treacherous [jroniises of immediate advantages to

bo obtained, by o»er croppiiijr the land, must be

resistod, •nd the safer and seunder course of

maintaining the soil in itn •rii.'iual strength, must
be firmly adhereil to ; and is • jener 1 rule many
present adfantsge.'! laust be ovorlooktd end sacri-

^ced, when found lively to retard or defeat the

thinijs. Afler he ha

o\ wagon, and forty five for the cart, they should

not bp left evposed to tlie ardent sun, nor to the

vain, but carefully housed under sheds when not

in u.«p. Ploughs and tools should be secured in

the same way ; but the waste which I have more
particularly in view, is what results from the na-

ture and manner of our buildiujrs, all wood ! If

we embrace at one view, as one great concern,

the whole commonwealth, (the cities e.'cceptpd,)

the mind is struck with awe at the consideration

of the great perishableness of its habitations.

—

Houses, barns and sheds all built of wood ! taking

it for granted, that upon an average those build-

ings should 1 'st three generations, it follows as a

matter of course (hat once in every third genera

linn, all the houses, barns and sheds in the com-
monwealth (the cities e.\cepted) innsl be built over

nsfiin ; truly this is a great undertaking ; this

must dig very deep in the pocketo of the parties

concerned. .An I if there are yet a few gaps in

thick ; if granite should bf .u.iy. it inijjht bo
spht, and pieces .selected for the sills and tops of
the doors and windows. A firmer would take
winter leisure time to collect the uiaten .Is, and if

rightly conducted, there is no doubt but such a
house mi.'ht be built for the same cost, or very
littlf more, than in th prpent way. In point of
comfort, it would be far preerable, because stone
houses are warmer in winter, and cooler in sum-
mer ; OH to the durahilitv it may be said, without
incurring the ch.irge of exaggcr 'lion. that a si-onn

house covered with tiles, :nd siibstanti^illy put op,

will last three hundred yi irs, and .vill require lit-

tle or no ri'pairs, for the first fifty years. In our
climate, it happens at times, that very cold weath-
er is succeeded by a than, and then severe cold

comes again. These 'hanges fioin e.vlreme to

extreme, act powprfullv upon the mortar, and will

at times locseii it ; it «nulil be preferable, on that

account, to hu-l! fat tug ivnllf^, and avoid rough
casting. If tlip materials for building -hould be

carefully selected, tlipre would be no difficidty to

have stiffii-ient stonps wi'h a smooth side to lay

out, and a good mason will raise his walls, so as

to leave hut lill'p on the outside to fill up with

mortar. In any ase a stronger mortar than com-
mon, may he m dp to point the outside of the

building. ThpT'^ are, no doubt, various kinds of

mortar, oi cement, wliich would answer the pur-

pose ; one I dl name because I havp used it,

and found it e i lli'nt : the English masons call it

blue mortar, froin its color, and is made ny mix-
ing a small r|uantiiy of iron filings, or also the

thin scales which fly from red hot iron, when un-
alls, a few rocks in our fields, if ocr lots are

|
der the hammer upon the arvil, with good strong

getting bare of limber, no man of common justice I mortar. It is used for |)ointii.g, where the work
will wonder at it

If a proof was needed of the intrepid industry

of our yeomanry, none cou d be adduced more
convincing, than their being able to thrive, no -

withstanding tlie dreadful incumbrance of main

taining such habitations. Relieve them of such

intolerahle burdens, and what a change it would

make in their circumstances, and in the state of

the countr . This m nner of building was well

adapted to the days of old, it answered the double

purpose of clearing the land of some of iti timber,

and to run up houses quick ; now the case is much
altered, timber is getting alarmingly scarce, but

good building stone abounds, and the resources of

the present generation are fully equal, to avail

themselves of such a privilege.

It is ha'-d to change old ways, and to adopt

new ; but if ever there was an imperious call of

interest for an alteration, it is in this case. Little

accustomed as we are to stone buildings, it may
he thought by many that to erect such an one.

would be a great undertaking, yel it may be done

without either great expense, nor much difficulty

Hammered or chisseled stone is adapted to public

buildings, or the houses of the wealthy, and is ex-

pensive ; but comfortable, decent houses may be

built with common stone, such as we would use

for good field walls. Such stones laid in stron^;

mortar, will make an excellent building, either by

facing the wall with the stones, if fit for the pur-

pose, or by rough casting the wall after it is built.

The feundatioii not to be less than three feet

is much exuosed. It should b> laid early in the

season, bpi .u^e it will take thre? months to har-
den, which •hnuld be before frost t«kes place. It

will drv '<) a great degree of hardi.eas, and te-

nar ity. I iiave never known it to fail, and have
been informed that on the forts, in Bo-iton harbor,

they have used it. with success, where befoTe, they
could get no mortar to stand long.

The great superiority and comfort of stone

buildings is sufficiently established, their happy
owners may live freed of that continual inter-

course ..ith the paint pot. the lumber yard, and
the lilt nails of all sizes and dimensioMS. It would
save the farmer the tronble to look after his me-
chanicks, the trouble to settle their accounts, the

trouble to pay them interest money, and many
more troubles which need not be enumerated, be-

cause they may be guessed at. The saving him
these troubles, would of course save him consid-

erable time, and time i^ money. His hard earn-

ings would have a better ch^cnce to remain among
his children, his iiead ( ec fiom difficulties, would
'levise better the progressive improvements of his

estate, his thoughts would be easy, and altogethev

confined to his home. The fertility of Ohio, the

nominal low price of farms in the thick forest,

itnd the like dreams, never would obscure his bet-

ter understanding. The more his estate would be

free and unincumbered, the more ambition he

would feel to better it, and increase its value for

the benefit of hi? family. I am led to consider

the perishableness of our buildings, as the great
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flat, about twelve niches lonff, aiiiJ seven an i one slate, a ul as safe agajiisl fire, iit tlieir first cost
half inches wide ; about three eijjhths of an inch I would be much less, the boardinjr would be saved,
thick ; the corners are cut off at the lower end, and they would he lai'l much quicker, being tight
and there is a knoB underneath in the centre at ayainst the weather, without the assistance of
the upper end ; that knob is about thiee inches | either mortar c cen)ent

long and three quarters of an inch thick. The iih much esteem, I am, yours, &c.
roof which is to be tiled, has no need to be board- 1 IVeslun, Jan. 22, 1828. J. M. G.

and leading cause, which has brought many a

farmer into debt, into discouragement, and finally

to exile himself and family to distant regions, sel

dom to realue his hopes, and generally to the

great loss ol the community of which he was a

member. I am further led to the persuasion, that

agriculture will never reach amongst us to the

state of perfection, of which it is capable, until

our buildings shall be substantial and lasting, so

that they may be esteemed, as steady habitations,

for many generations ; and not, until then, will

landed estate be esteemed as it ought to be, and

reach its real value. The attachment of a people

to the spot of their abode, is in some considerable

measure, influenced by the more or less stability

of the buildings. The Arab lives nn 'er a tent, he

attempts no cultivation, and is always ready to

move ; the house and the barn of tlie Swiss are

substantially built ot stone, he cultivates- his hard

soil to a garden, where the soil is deep, he re-

moves part of it to a barren place to e.vtend his

cultivation, and many years often will pass away,

before a landed estate is offered for sale. I shall

close these remarks by observing that it is much
with our buildings, as it is with soire things of

the human kind, the top is the failing point, and

it is from thence that the general ruir proceeds ;

the leakage of a roof will at first settle on the

plates, then circulate down the posts to the cills,

and it is so that most of the barns go to destruc-

tion ; the shingling of a lar<;e roof, is a great, a

troublesome, and e.\pensive job, of course it is put

off, and delayed always too long.

A full investig ition of the subject, which I have

attempted to sketch in this conimuniiation, will,

perhaps, convince many friends to the progress of

agriculture, that it would be proper, and expedi-

ent, for the agricultural societies, to offer premi

urns, and marks of distinction, to every farmer,

who should attempt to erect stone buildings.

—

This great revolution in the manner of building,

must certainly tpke place in time, not only from

the propriety o.' the change itself, but certainly

from the nece<ssity of the case. Timber is wear-

ing away fa«t, the little that remains is oftentimeri

converted into firewood and other waste; the

timber es the first rate, in the eastern country, is

receding more and more from the water courses,

and from the sea shore, and old trees which were

considered a few years since, as refuse, now find

their way to the saw mills ; why then, not en-

deavor to accelerate the great revolution? It

would be as proper, and profitable, to give premi-

ums to assist to save the remnant of our timber,

by building with stone, as it is to give them for
[

planting forest trees, both measures would strike
|

to the same point, and save the country from get-

ting unprovided v.-ith tho materials, which ship
;

building and various mechanical purposes require, i

The rapid erection of manufactories, all over the

commonwealth, has increased the necessity of!

saving what timber remains, since their water
works and machinery make a prodigious require-

ment, and for the first quality. The slow growth
of a white oak to its maturity, warns us of tho

necessity to look to it in time.

Another measure which might assist to save

timber, would be to favour the introduction of

tiled roofs. We have abundance of clay, and it

woold be as easy to convert it into tiles, as it is

to convert pine, cedar, or perishable spruce into

shingles ; and it surely would be in the end more
profitabls. Tho kind of tiles hero alluded to are

ed, but slats ma<le of common boards, about one;

inch and a half wide, are n lied on the rafters, at i

the proper distance ; on these slats the tiles are

laid, resting the knobs on the slats, which prevent

them from sliiiin;;, the courses t'len are laid, in the

same fashion as shingles, each ascending course

covering the joints of the precedinu ; their com-

1

[To ihe Ediior oJ'the American F'armer.]

POPE'S HAND THRESHING MACHINE—
RRMARKS ON L A BOU R- S .\V I \ (J MACHI.\ES

AND PATKNT LAWS.

Mr Editor,— I lately had an opportunity of

billed' w'ei'.^hVand"'adhesion7makuig' of the whole
yawing an operation of Ihrt hi„^ rice with Pope's

cover a firm sheet, which nothing but a great
»"'^'-'""''' machine—tUe exhibmon of which was

hurricane, like the September blow, would be
toi-t-iilous

;
but tlie result may b.- interesling to

likely to disturb ; in such a case it requires mere- '
"'"^ ''^"therii brethren « ho cultivau; that important

ly to lift the upper tile, to sli.ie under it a new staple; and being desirous to contribute my feeble

one, where it IS wanted, and rest the knob on the
' '^""'^^ towards promotini; the prosperity of our

g|ji,
Wiiole country, the following stiteiiient and re-

To introduce tiles to your acqu intance, better I

""' '^^ "^ suhmit-ed to your dis^,osal-to pass for

than by mere description, I had devised in u,y I
w'at they may be worth.

mind to have had'a number of them made, and to'
About a year since, 1 was reque.-ied by Mr. Dab-

have requested of you, Sir, to have taken the
I

"'y' '''^ United States Consul tor the .f/zom, to

trouble of holding them at the disposal of such ' P''*""' O'"' "^ ''»/'«'« '"""' thr,s/,iag machines
to,- a friend, who <-ultlvated wheal e.vtensively in

the wl ind of Terceira ; but as nn iscretion was
gentlemen, as might feel an interest in 'he intro

duction (if ti.is mode of covering. Out I have found

a greater difliculty to get them made, than I was

aware of; the difliculty was, that in baking they

got vvarped, and after several trials during ,he

last summer, all I could get, that were straight,

are the lew which I take the liberty to send you

herewith, for distribution as above. They were
baked with other ware, such as pans and pots,

and had of course to take their chance among the

rest, without an adequate provision for their par-

ticular shape and e.'iigencios. Should any person

attempt to make a business of tile niakinr, he

would of course be prepared with suitable ar-

rangements, and surely would meet with no great

relied on, F delayed a compliance liU within a few
wteks, when one of an improved construction ivas

pi?sented. With its performances on ri/f I was
fuly satisfied— the straw being completely clear-

edef gram with astonishing e.xpeilition, coiisider-

in; the small size of the m.ichine, aiiJ that the

iioving power was only one man. '1 here being

to wheat within a reasonable distance of Boston,

and the vessel that was to tie o'lt the machine
on the point of sailing, I told Mr. Pope that if it

would perform well on /ire, of which he had a
small parcel, procured from the south for the

purpose of 'esting his macnine, I would dispense

difficulty, tile makinir in Europe being considered
|

^^"'i ''^ action on wheat—ieeling confident from

as requiring no e.xtra ingenuity. In some parts of' "'^ ^^'^'^^ O" "J'^- that all reasonable expectations

England they use tile which have no knobs, but ! '^""''l ^e realized.

one hole in the centre at the upper end, through .

^''^ the labour of one man to turn, and another

which they drive a small oak piii. These would to teed, this machine threshed ^Arce sAcauei, thirty

be very suitable for old barns in want of a new inches in length, in something less than a minute,

covering, because they might be fastened on the l^ffo'"'^'"? a peck of clean rice. It appeared that

boards ; upon new buildings, tiles with knobs '''e feeder was not more than half supplied with

should have the preference, because the boarding '"''terial, and that the same power would have

would be saved, and the tiles would be laid quick- acted on double the quantity within the time. I

er, and without risk, the repairs in case of need ' ""^t confess, that I was not prepared to witness

would also be easier. The rafters of a roof, in- so complete an operation. Considering the form

tended to be tiled, should be braced in proportion ;°f a panicle of rice, so essentially different from

to their weight. Tiles of a good quality, may be *" ear of wheat or rye,. I was apprehensive that a

said to last almost forever, and with an ouk frame POf'""" °^ '^c peduncles or foot stalks would

under them, a building might have a good chance '^''eak off and escape the beaters, or pass through

to last anu keep in repairs. If tile making should ;

attached singly to the grain. But this was not

get into fa>hion, and the article offered at a fair |

'he case. Indeed it does not appear possible to

price, there can be no doubt, I believe, but such I

'hresh rice more completely wi'h flails, in the

covering would cost less than shingles, because I

"sual way, than was demonstrated in this instance ;

the boards and the nails would be saved, and the ""'' 'f ^^^ may judge from the result of an exper-

knob tiles laid in a quarter part of the time requir- '"'•ent so limited, I think it may be safely estimat-

ed for shingling ; to these advantages you may ^^ that such a machine, with the labor of three

add their security against fire, which makes them '"en and a boy, will thresh from l.">0 to 200 bush-

a very desirable covering for all buildings in the ^s of rice in a day— and with the increased velo-

city, as in the country, and an object deserving i

city which maybe attained by ti.e application of

great consideration with gentlemen engaged in
j

animal power, an ordinary mule for instance, dou-

ihe erection of factories. Wherever clay can be hie that quantity may be turned out.

procured, there they can bo made. Men used to Tho numerous threshing machines, and specious

work that article, as potters and brick makers, models of, them, that were exhibited to the Trus-

could soon initiate themselves into the art and tees of the Massachusetts Society for Promotion

mystery of tile making. They are as lasting as |of Agriculture, during a long period that I had the
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honor ot a s' ;t lii.il board, as Inistfe and vice
1 trpp Hosts of insects sei-e ami gi<rtje upon its tation ; the enemy, tneanwiiile, sendinq: ihc\r lul-

m.stihition, wliii li proved ei'lier trunk, fruit and foliajfe, when not o soul of them, lets tibout his ears like hail. The moment ouv
" '

iip gentleman arrived, he uncorked his canteen with

a triumphant air, saying, at the same time, he
would now let us all drink; but lo! what was his

suriirise, on opening it, not to find any water
within— a bullet having pierced the side cif his

canteen, and allowed every drop to escape. At
this adventure, although our tongues neuriy clove

to our throats, we could not resiiit liie impulse of

bur.sting into a loud lauj^h— so ludicrous was
the counteniince of tne water-carnur, who prud-

ently declined risking his life a second lime

Viscisitades of a Hcottuk Hold ier.

uresiden* ot i >• lu.stihition, wrinn prove^i t-i.M<r. irunii, irun aim iiiuo^tr, v.i,cii ...... u .^u... «. .....= ...,

complete* fai urcs, ur, after . phnneral e.xhibilioiis e.vcept a few outcasts of their society, ilare up

and cessatid' "t novelty, •• rc-i from their labors," proach one of the same species that is in sound

with atlenip' it perpetiml motion and other abnr-
1
health and vigor.

lions, prodir i i by the fecununy (.f inventive gen-
| It is said to he the boast of our country thai her

ius ill our c , iitry— the mo !els of which assist to 'laws are frunicd lo dispense "equal and exact jus-

load the shelves of ihe Patent Office— induced h
j lice to all." We may still hope, that the grand

dei^ree of caniion bor ering on siepti. isin. Cer-
1 inquest of the nation, will no longer suffer thiit

tainly no Ihr.'shing machines have coine within
, divine attribute to be <lefaced by statutes that ear

my view that inspiTed nny confidence in their gen ry pr .irclion in their front, hut destruction to the

cral utililv except Pope's— and I never fell a full oppressed who seek for redress under them.
' ''

—'- With very conlial esteem,

1 remain truly yours,

SAM'L. "W. POMEROy.
Bns;}don, Jan. 22, 1-28.

conviction llial even that was cnpible ot produc

ing such uuportHnt results as those lo wbicii I

hale all u .-d. T.iis macdine promises great dur-

ability, o c.pii s no' more room, an.
I

is as porta

ble as a . ommMii fimung m.icliine— is simple, am

so cheaii as to be at the i-oinmand of mi Idling

farmers— cardinal points which mechanicians in

general are loo apt to overlook For being en

courtiged by a veniai cnpi lity in the public, they

cnde^ni-.r lo\tet too much of j goo I thing, where-

by thcii machines are rendered bulky, complicat-

ed, and expensive.

It were supirfluous lo expatiate on the impor-

tance of eli-iiin.. the itivenlion of simple and elfi-

cienl lahour-saviiis: machiiie.s, in various deparl-

mciits of husbi.ndry, as well as in the arts ;
but I

cannot withhold the expressi<m of my firm convic-

tion, derived in part from facts recently come lo

my knovvled^e, that many valuable inventions and

discoveries are kept from the light in consequence

of the fenble protection afforded thai species of

property, or the impunity with which it can bR pi

rated under the patent laws now in force. For it

is unquestionaldy true, tbsl real loss or ruin is

inevitahle to ilip mi.n who. with a verdict in his

Splendid Advantages!—The rest of the army,
extendingfroui our regiment lo the extreme left,

had, during llie course of the day, obtained some
splendid ad"'antages ; so much so, that about dusk

j

a general an.l rapid retr ial co.n.nenccd aloii^ the

whole of Ihe enemy's line; upon whicli every part

of our array piirsuen with rjpui striiies. Our feel-

ings were destined to experience a severe trial,

in passing over the identical grountl where our

slaughtered comrades lay. As soon as the wound-
ed were aware of our presence, they set up faint

cries for water, to assuage the burning thirst

which is the inevitable attendant of blood gush-
ing wounds : they even invoked our assistance by
name. A young man well known to me, implor-

ed my aid with the most piteous language; I had
only time to ask iu what place of the body he was
wouiiiied; the leply was, -in the back," by which
1 knew thai it was inorial. Another man, a ser-

geant, we saw in a silting posture, with both of

. ^ . ',
j I-., . 7 r~. tJmo ,frn, '''s pyes turned out on his cheeks, a ball havingA Carriage drawn by Kites.—A short time ago- '.., .

, „ , . .. , , , ,, 't

I . .k j«„„ t„k „,^o^l. ot entered the side of his forehead : he, too, called
the passengers -n and on the despatch coach at

. li i ,, j

Recovery from Suspended Animation.—A case

is recorded in the Bullet. Univ. by a French phy

siciin, M. Bourgeois, showing the importance of

never abandi'ninir all hopes ot success in restor-

ing 1 nimalion. A person who had been 20 min-

1

utes under water, was treated in the usual way

for the space of an hour without success: when

a liirature being applied to the arm, above a vein

that had been previously opened, ten ounces of

'ilood were withdrawn, after which the circula

lion and respiration gradually relumed though ac-

companied by the most dreadful convulsions. A
second and a third bleeding was had recourse to,

which brought about a favorable sleep, and ulti-

mate recovery on the ensuing day. The public

will feel much obliged to M. Bourgeois for his

perseverance in so interesting a branch of his pro-

fession.

—

London Ifeekly Review.

favor, prosecutes for an infringement of his p.-
j
.. ,,„ ^^^e surprised a few miles from Lon *""' ««'er. Duty—inexorable duly—compelled us

nt !—and like « wreck ^tranled on a barbarous i

^^^_^
.

^f^^ ^ppp^rimce of the vehicle of Mr. Po- to shut our ears lo the horrible distress, and pas.,

Hst,lhe greater the value of his invention "r
.Q^^^f Bristol, containing two passengers, drawn °" as indifferently as if so many sheep bled in a

tent

COai ,

discovery, the i;reater the number and potency of

depredators will he have to contend with More

over, it is believed, that to the t-ame cause may be

attributed the imperfection of numerous machines

thai have been palmod upon the public. The in-

ventor or niecbanlci.m, has little inducement for

pe

a ong the turnpike road by the power of artificial

kites. The vehicle was runni'ig at the rate of 12

miles an hour.

slaughter- liouse — Jb.

Our fathers, where ore they ?—From official do

_ I

cuments recently transmitted to Congress, it ap-

To counteract the Poison of Arsenic—Whenev- '
P^ars that four hundred and ninety-one revolu-

er ar.senic has been taken internally, by design or t'onary and invalid pensioners died the year end-

rsevering to bring his machine to the highest mistak,, the best medicine is sulphuret of potash »"g the 4th Sep. last; and it is slated that no re

state of improvement of which its principles may '

(ijver of sulphur) dissolved in water. A few scru- 1
1""'- were received from Delaware, Virginia, East

be su.sceplible—having no confidence in the laws, pies should be dissolved in h.ilf a pint or a pint of Tennessee, Ohio, Louisiana, Alabama, Michigan,

but rather viewing lh"m as a trap, commences water, and administered a little at a time as the of the District of Columbia,

trapper himself; and so soon as he can render it paiienl can bear it.

sufficiently plausible lo enable him to sell patent
|

_
rights, grasps at the modicum offered by jobbers

;
Guarding single trees in Parks—What is the

tbe construction of the machine is assigned to simplest, cheapest, and most sightly mode ofguard

bunglers, and the utility it might possess soon ex

pires.

Upon what moral principle, or maxinns of jus-

tice the distinction is founded, or why it is, that

properly created by astonishing efforts of human

intellect, united lo years of constant toil, when

Heating Hot houses xvith hot water seems corn-

ing into vogue. What is your opinion of the

mode? What is the best shape of a boiler for that

ing single trees planted in parks or lawns from 1
purpose ?

—

Afriend to improvement.

the depredations of deer or other animals .'

—

An-\ We have little doubt of hot water superseding

sroer. Thorn branches, tied with hazel or willow
]
both steam and smoke flues ; certainly stea.n. A

shoots, and understocking the pastures.

—

Loudon.

Irresistible Temptation.—Next morning the

e">hib^ted in the forin of inventions or discoveries i

French commenced firing at us: we were ordered

thai ill some instances seem to approximate mat-
j

not to return it, but to go down to the edge of the

ter almost to mind, and prove of incalculable ben- river and lie under cover. Here we lay snug

efil to society, should by the same community be i
enough—but, as in the fable of the boys and the

held so little sacred and receive from their law- 1 frogs, no sooner did we venture to put up our

givers merely nominal protection, while property

acquired by prof.^ssional displays of intellect, and

every other pursuit, is most rigidly secured, we

shall leave lo casuists and societies for the im-

provement of morals, to discover. But such is the

fact that the right to inventions, or what is term-

ed patent property, in relation to any other kind,

may be correctly compared to a weak and sickly

heads, than a shower of balls, would whistle past

us. This was rather a provoking predicament to

be in, especially as we were all burning with thirst

and the river was running close by us. One of

the men, unable to wait longer without drinking,

or wishing to show his courage, jumped hastily up

and ran down to the river, filled his canteen, and

came back safe and sound, contrary to our expec-

wrought-iron box boiler we should think the best

;

but our correspondent may refer to Messrs. Bailey

272 High Holborn, who are now heating severai

hot-houses in this way Loudon's Mag.

Internal Improvement.—By the list we have jus'

completed, of canals and rail-roads in the United

States, it appears that there are two thousand five

hundred and fifty miles of canal completed, of

in a forward state ; there are one thousand anii

twenty-four more projected, and which, it is be-

lieved, will soon be commenced forming a line nf

canal equal to the distance from this city to Eng
land. There are five hundred and forty-four milee

of rail-road contemplated, or twenty-five miles

completed or commenced.

—

Penn. Gaz.
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v,aASSKS.
ig Ihe articles selected for thai valuabTbe follow:

work, eiHillec! ' Hints for American Husbandmen," &c. pub-

fohed under the auspices of the Peims^'lvania AgricullurnI

Society. —
On G'asses— Orchard—Rye— Clover— Sainfoin,

(fc. their proil'icts, comparative vatuis, constituent

parts, modes of .-.owing, managing, quantity, qual-

ity of Seeds, an I adaptation tn particular Soils.

In soint" planu tliere is a comparative e.'ccess of

(saline matter, "ml when such plants are friven un-

mixed with any other to cattle, they are most s b-

jeit to iliseasp, or continue for a length of time

be ore they improve, however abundant the supply.

The followiiis facta, which came within my own

palatable nature of the hay^ The plants of gtas I ten.iis) 2 bushels
are likewise much weakened by the production of Rough-stocked meadow-grass (Poa tri-

sped, for in all the e.xperiments I hive made, the
|

vialis) o n
produce of latter-math proved always less, in Tall oat-like soft-grass ///o/c«5 arena-
many instances one-half less, in a given time after ecus) Oi "

the seed crop, than after the crop take i at the

time of flowering ; I never could perceive, howev-

er, that the bad eflTects extended in any degree to

the next following season, the weight of produce

being then as frequently superior as equal or less.

Rye-grass appears to have been cultivate'! pre-
,
Wood meadow-grass (Poa nemoralis)

vious to thf year 1677 ; besides which, red clover,
j

Narrow leaved meadow-crrass (Poa an-
sainfoin, spurrey, trefoil, and nonsuch, were the' gustifolia)

only plants then cultivated as grasses, or termed
i

Broad leaved creeping bent, or florin

such. And it is only of late years that any other (.igrostis stolonifera, var. lalifolia)
immediate observation, may serve as an instance I gppcies of the natural grasses has been tried as Rye-gr-dsa (Loliwn perenne)
to point out the iuiportance of a mi.xture of such i a substitute for it in forming artificial pastures While, or Dutch clover (Tn/o/iuOT re-
™-o„.,„. «„ «„t..„.„ . .„ 1 .. — _^^ cat's-tail grass (Ptileum praiense) ; cocks- peas)

foot grass (Dactylis glomerata) ; and fox-tail Bust] vetch yFtcia sc;)tumj

grass (Atopecxirus pratensis). The cat's-tail grass ' Sweet-scented vernal gra.ss (Anthoxan
appears to have been made trial of before ei- ! thum odoratum)

ther of the other two. ni^t more than fifty years ~

affo. by Mr Rocque, a farmer at Walhamgreen,

grasses as possess some difference in the qualities

of their nutritive matter ; and at the same time

they will show, th t the bitter extractive is effica-

cio IS in correctin'.' the over-succulency, or laxa-

tive natire of jrrepn tbod, without the aid of dry

veeetab e fibre.

Two

Meadow cat's-tail (Phkum pratense) 15 pounds.
Hard, or smooth fescue (Festuca durius-

cula, vel glabra) 2 bushels
Crested dog's-tail (Cynosiirus crislatus) 1 "

Nerved meadow-grass (Poa uarvataj Oi

Oi"
r

"

15 pounds.

OJ bushel

fiells were sown down Inr pasture; one I near London. The seed of the cocksfoot grass
with white clover and trefoil, only, and the other „as introduced about the same time from Virginia
with a variety of the natural grasses, for experi- by the S!ocipty of .A.rts, &c . b.it no trial was made
tnent, with a portion of white clover. The two of it till several years afterwards ; it was then
fields .vere depastured with sheep. In the inclo- callprf orchard ffrass ; and the merits of which
sure of white clover a considerable quantity of gppn, ,(, |,avp heen first accurately pointed out by
cocksfoot grass grew on the ed^e of the fence : the late excellent Mr. Curtis in his several works
it was of a very harsh quality, from its unfavora- g^ grasses.
ble situation, and consi-ted almost entirely of There has been much difference of opinion re-
culm.s. In a few days the sheep went to this specting the merits and cotnpirative value of rye-
^ass, and site it do«n entirely, though there was grass. It produces an abundance of seed, which
a profusion of white clover. In the course of is easily collected and readily vegetates on most

since, I find it does not exceed the income of toy

tiinp mam- nf tip Qhpp,i hpnmp nfTpctpd with tl,p i j c -i , \ c jo- lOwn, nor, some ot my neighbors. Therefore, Inine many oi it.e sneep oecame anecieu witn tne Icmds of sou under circumstances of different
i „:„„ . . /• j , • ^

0^
Perennial red clover (Trifolium pra-

tense perenne) 12 pounds.
Achillea millefolium, yarrow 4 "

The proper quantity of grass seed to sow, per
acre, is a point of the greatest importance, as re-

gards the expense of the seed, and the speedy for-

mation of the most valuable sward.

(To be continued.)

[From the Rutland Herald.]

Mr. Editor,— Having seen a statement of Mr.
Jonathan Dyer"s dairy, in your paper a few days

(li9pflsp f4r,, p<l i-frl irnler nP which KPvpnl Hiorl V ^ V e .• "i I

g'^e you a statement of my dairv, thp income ofuisease termed tea wain, oi wnicn several aiea. management; it soon arrives at perfection, and ,^^,,
j .>

But in the adjoining field, which contained the produces in its first years of growth a good sup
tlntural grasses, cocksf>ot grass, rough stalked ply of early herba e, which is much liked by cat
meadow grass, rye-grass, fo\t nil -grass, and white tie. These merits have, no doubt, upheld it till

clover, the sheep were not affected with th.it, nor the present day in practice, and will probably, for

any other disease, and they left untouched the some time, continue it a favorite grass with many
stems of the cocksfoot, which were here of a farmers. But the latter-math of rye-grass is very
more tender succulent nature, than those on the inconsiderable, and the plant impoverishes the soil

edges of the other field, which were so greedily in a hieh degree if the culms, which are invaria-

devonre'l by the clover sheep.
^
bly left untouched by cattle, are not cut before

It may remain only to observe, that if the hard the seed advances toward,^ perfection. When this

stalks of the cock's-foot in the clover field had
, is neglected, the field after midsummer exhibits

been in sufficient quantity, they would most prob ' only a brown surface of withered straws,

ably have prevented the disease from attacking! Let the produce and nutritive powers of rye-

the sheep; but this could not have been by virtue grass bo compared with those of the cocksfoot
of the rfr;/^6rc only of the culms, because in the

^

grass, and it will be found inferior in the propor-
adjoining field, where every thing was contrary '

tion nearly of 5 to 18 ; and also inferior to the
•to disease, the sheep rejected the culms altogether.

! meadow fox-tail in the proportion of 5 to 13 ; and
The dry, or mechanical action of the culms, was

|
inferior to the meadow fescue in proportion of 5

here wanting; yet the animals continued healthy,

and fattened, because the bitter extractive was
»n greater proportion in the loaves or herbage
than in the culms which they rejected ; and also

proved beneficial, though combined with succulent

food, whicli could have nothing of the action of
ihe dry hay or stra-w before mentioned.

The proportional value which the grass at tli

time of flowering bears to that at the time th

peed is ripe, is as 11 to 10; and to the grass .

the latter-math, as .5 to 2.

Ther© has often been occasion to observe, ti

though grass, when left till the seed be ripe, ii.

afford a greater quantity of nutritive matter, nc

crtheless the value of the latter-math which is I'

by this means is often greater thm the extra qua
tity of nutritive matter thus obtained; add to th

the impoverishing effects of the plants on the sc;

ky the process of ripening the seed, aud the les

ty-nine cows, which you may publish if you
please.

16 calves killed for veal, averag-
ing .$3 . ...

2 calves sold for 5 50 .

11 " disposed of at 4 days old

at seventy-five cents

100 lbs. of butter sold in the spring
at 9d

77.i4 lbs. of cheese sold for seven cts.

per pound
800 lbs. of cheese otherwise dispos-

ed of, and on hand .

289 lbs. of skim-milk cheese sold for

3J cents per pound .

200 IbsTand 3 of butter sold in Troy
for Is. 4rf.

65 lbs. of butter on hand, worth 15
cents ....

to 17. In these comparisons, from which the

above proportions arose, it was necessary to omit

the seed crops from the truth of comparison.

Cocksfoot grass perfects an abundance of seed,

and the plants arrive at a productive state as soon

as those of rye-grass ; hence its superiority over

rye-grass, as above, is equally great for perman-
ent pasture and the alternate husbandry ; which
is not so precisely the case with the fox-tail grass I

°^ twenty-eight dollars—and have as

and meadow fescue. One peck of rye-grass, with |

much worth in shoats at the com-

. 848 GO
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[To the Editor of the Mw York Farmer.] ignorance of the cliaractor of Cniit: ; yet I do not (
Ciiriiis: of hams.—The articio calleil /njr /•»-

pretenil to say that every man who is a private ' neuita acid, (or csscnte of kmioIik) is much nse'i m
Dear Sir,- In a late number of the New Eng- 1

cultivator, miy not call his ftiiit by what name lie the ciirin-f of hams, and is preferable to the usual

and Fainier, p. 178. 1 observed a letter froui Mr. pleases, not knowing the proper name. But sure- mode, in beini; ,i great saving of trouble ami ex.

Prince, o-iaui; some e.xtr.icls from an llorticultur I
ly practical and e.\perienceil nurserymen, ousrlit pense. and (as vvp think) favors the quality also,

al work "about to be 'jublislud by this gentleman. ' "o' 'o fill up their catalogues with these fanciful Our mode is as follows : after the hums have been

Under the head Stinunums in Fruits, he observes :
' names. It ought to be presumed that they would three or four .veehs iu salt ami |iii kle, take three

be cautious of new names, until they have proved pints of the acid to onp barrel of hams, and min-
1 have also noticed that a peach which is now

selling as a new variety, by the high sounding

name of Emptror of Russia, is the same fruit

known for thirty years past under the unpretend

ing title ut' strratid leaved peach."

A3 this remark appears to he a sort of oblique

hit at me, I shall observe that both the "unpre-

tending title," and the" high souuMing name," of

this fruit and its variety, were given by me and

have been in my catalogue a number of years ;

and to clear myself from the imputation of " giv

the fruit, and examined it very carefully.

I remrtiii, dear sir.

Your obedient servant,

MICHAEL FLOY.
JVew York, January 5, 1828.

[From the Massachusells Spy.]

tESOPHAGOTOMY.

gip it in the barrel with the pickle and salt, and

let the hams lie therein for three or four we<iks,

Thev must then be washed off and hung up in a

garret, 'ir otiior dry place. They improve fist by

age, an.<l keep s« eel in the hottest ueatlier. AfiiT

four years' experieice we can safely recommend
this mode— Long Island Sinr.

A correspondent of the National Gazette, notices

On the 4th inst. a valuable cow of the Denton as un evil, the cusloin of charitable, wealthy UmeBi

rn"g" nernmnrro'oVd'7,nrvvel7"know7fruit," 'l
^'''^'^' belonging to Judge Paine of this place be- in making needle-work and selling it at a reduo-

shall give you the history of this fruit as far as
"^""'^ "^"^^^ with a lar,.e tu.nip Repeated at- ed price, to aid societies -thereby injuring the

I know it. In the summer of 1HI8, I was over in [''y'^:'^^'\''!V^l'°T_l^! tTJl ''If.'".""!':
*"<'"''"-,V"'«

f^^?^"J^' "''" "^ <^°"'P^^-^^ '» resort

the Jersey, at the Engli-h neighbo hood at Mr.

Paul Saiinier's place, and in the rear ot his house,

and near the edge of a swamp, I observed a natu

out success, and objections having been made to to needle work for a support.

the propelling it into the stomach by means of a —
probang, in consequence of the si;'.e and condition A writer in the Essex Register BUggest.^ the ex-

, ,, , , , J , ot the lurnip, it bemi; frozen as a last resort, the peuience ot a Rail Koad between lioston and
ral seedling peach ; the leaves were very deeply '^,,^

, /-n , . ,.i .. • T, , mL , . r . , , ,

T i; -. . I , , , •.. . oneration called CLsophagotomy (the cutting into, Salem. The larj^e amount ol travel, and the
serrated, ditfenng from any peach I had hitherto ,' ,t-. , ii . j j . ir. <• i i .11 .1-

, , , . , . r •.
I

the (Esophagus or irulleti was proposed and car-
]

piacticability <•' a road almost level on this route,
seen. I was induced to taKc a slioot from it, and

, ,1. , , „. , . . , . . .

, ^ J II I . ried into effect by Dr. Blood: who, at the request are strong recommendations to such an enter-
inoculate a few trees in my nursery, and called it ^ , , „ . , , .

, , , ., r7,
, ., . 1 / 1 , , m, of Judge Paine, has furnished us with the follow- prise,
ny the name 01 serrated leaved peach. 1 his name . „ ,

• rr.i
ing account ot the operation : " 1 he cow was

cast upon the right side, and an incision, three

inches in length, was made on the left side of the

neck through the skin, directly over the place

where the substance was lodged. The fat was

was not to my knowledge in any other catalogue

at that time. I had not seen the fruit, the origi-

nal tree being very younir. I esteemed it as a cu-

rious variety only. In the summer of 1810, Mr.

>Saunier called over Hfld informed me that the fruit „ ,, ,. , , , , •

,,.,.. .11, i_ £ J carelullv dissecieu away so as to avoid the lugu-
of this serr:ited leaved peach was very fine and , .

, , , t> ,, , , •

f .. r,n,>, o^rt «f >Do^N /liffr.rlnn-
'^'^ ^'^^"i which soou appeared. Parallel to this

vein, the incision was continued with great cau-

tion, to avoid wounding the great artery of the

neck, as far as the wind pipe, near to or on the

was withoi:t doubt, a new sort of peach, differing

in all its characters from any other peach he ever

knew of. And I here wish to remark that Mr.

Saunter was a French gardener and a good judge •
, <- , •

1 ,, . ,

c , ... I, , .-1 , \. • . ,. posterior side of which, the projection occasioned
of fruit, as well .is a good practical botanist. It ; , , j u \. , m 1 , <-

, . , .
^ "^

, u •» c I
by the turnip, could be felt. Ihis was cleared of

iiouever remained in my catalogue by its former ^ V , _ , ,, . , ^ .,

name. I raised many trees of this kind from seed

prise

A". Y. Canals.—The amount of toll collected

on the Erie and Chaniplain canals in I8"27 was
•$8.')9,058. In 18'.i(i it was $7fi2,004—increase in

one year $97,0-54.

A useful society exists at Walpole, N. H. for

the detection and punishment of horse tnieves,

pilferers and plunderers of gardens and fruit

orchards.

the surrounding fat, leaving three inches of the

gullet exposed. Firm pressure was then made on

eacli side of the projection, by the fore and mid-

dle fingers of the left hand, so as to give the knife

no chance of slipping, by the rolling of the turnip,

which it was important to avoid, as the great

carotid artery laid in contact with it, and might

easily be wounded. One stroke of the knife, be-

tween the two fingers that conSned the turnip,

dislodged it. Three stitches were taken in the

all of which retained the character of the origin

al,in the deep serrature of the leaf. Among these

seedlings, was a very fine variety, the fruit being

better than the original in many respects ; and as

all the others were inferior, 1 rcji'Cted them.

—

And this new seedling variety happening to come

in about the time of the fatal disaster of the

French army at Moscow, it appeared soon after in

my catalogue by the name of the i3?»pf?-or o/"flMS-
, ,,

, , , , j , ,.,.-,,, (..i 1 1 1 .1 gullet, the external wound closed, and ten or
sia. 1 inoculalen manv ot them, and sold them in f , . , , . .^ , \ .,

,01 r 1 .1 . .1 r »i I J . twelve stitches taken in it to prevent the oozing
1815, by that name, as mv catalogue of that date „ , ,, . , • ^ . ,. , .^

.„ , T , , ., r 1
• .1 1 from the gullet. A crossing ot tow, dipped in

will shosv. 1 have been thus particular in the his-
, o r^ „ , t. , . .

.». c .u- c •. . c .1 1 c . equa parts of Galbanum and Burgundy pitch,
tory of this fruit, not for the sake of argument ^ f » j j 1

and

regard

that

until ^... ^., .,„ ^u..^>. „„ , .„
, ^ V ,

„ ;, ,„„ , . „ w. 1 .. • '. reason that the straw was formed into a wad by
ago. It was unknown to me, although it is not ira- . . , ,

,

, , , , '

„»„,.:ki„ 1 » •» u <. •? .J chewing, and would pafs the wound better th.'m apossible ; but it may be so : yet if it tvas so, un- „ . , ^, , ^ , . , .

,i„„Kt„.ii„ „„ t 1 u J 1 » fluid. The result ol this operation, proves that itdoubtedly some catalogue can be produced to . . , , , , , , , . .

prove this fact ; and I expect this proof, or shall
'f

^ '^^^. """' """^ should be recommended ,n s.m-

conclude it was not the case.
"'=" ^'"'•'ents, next to the attempt to extract the

I wish also to observe that in the spring of 1810, i'^°'"'^'g"
^"bs.ance by the hand; unless the cir-

I sent some of the trees of the former variety, lo I

<="f"stances of the case are such as to warrant the

Messrs. Lee & Kennedy, of Hammersmith ; 'and ^fl'^
"^ |;ropelling it into the stomach by means

in 1822. I sent some of the latter variety to the T ''^^P^^'^f'S- ^'l^"
'•'"^ operation is done, the

London Horticultural Society, which appears in h""""'
''"^^^ "°' '° ''

'" ^^ ^^'^'' °'

their transactions, and in their .atalo-rue, by the K""*
'''^y^' «"'' ^^^".; T'" ^.''^^•'"ed with wafer

A South Carolinian who lately travelled north,

with strong prejudices against our manufacturing

establishments, visited those at Dover, N. H. and
returned home almost a convert to the "American
System." lie says :

" Though I would not advocate exclusive bene-

fits or privileges to any, I would firmly advocate

an extension of the fostering care of Government,

and all the aid it can consistently render, in pro-

tecting this great interest.

" When I see one single concern in the North,

will require each year from the Southern States

three thousand bales of Cotton ; from Virginia or
Maryland, 800 barrels of Flour ; from Pennsylva-
nia, lOfJO tons of Coal, and .'JO hhds. Quercitron

Bark, thousands and thousands of gallons of Oil

name I gave it. I perfectly agree with Mr Prince,
1 should be the first food; if this is swallowed with-

that the " rechristening" of old and well known °"' "'"^"^ difficulty, the danger may be consider-

fruits, is a bad practice, and geneially arises from I'' "^ °^''^^'

with ; and at the same time uniting us more close-

ly in bonds of mutual dependence .ind mutual re-

gard—I will pray for her prosperity, and contri-

bute my feeble efforts for that object.

—

Charleston

Courier.

The steamboat Columbia, employed in carrying

the mail betwe.3n Mobile and New Orleans, was
entirely destroyed by fire on the night of the 20th

u)t. The master, crew, and passengers, had
barely lime to get ashore, leaving the letter-bag,

containing the great Northern mail, clothing, and

every thing else to the flrimcs. The boat is be-

lieved to have been designedly set en fire.
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JVE^» i:.iVi,LA]VD FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JAN. 2.5, 18^8.

ON FEEDING AND FATTENING
CATTLE,

[f'oiicliuied from page 206.]

It lias been ascertained, by repeated exppri-

meiits, thai looit iur swine, fermented till it be-

coiDi-s a little aciil, will go farther and fatten the

annuals taster than unferinented food of the same
quality. But, perh;.ps, it is not generally known,

that and food is valuable for neat cattle. Bord-

ley's Husbandry asserts, that "oxen made ball fat,

or in j;ood plioht, on jcrass or turnips, are then

tery highly, miu soon finished, in France, upon a

sour food thus prepared; rye meal, [buck u he^t

or Incian corn meal may be tried,) with water is

made into a paste, whicli in a few days ferments

and bei.oiiies sour ; this is then diluted with wa
ter, and thiikcned with hay, cut into chaff, which
the oxeu sometimes refuse the first day, but when
dry they dniijt and prefer it. All the husbandmen
ere decidedly of opinion, that they fatten much
better beciiiise of the acidity. They give it thrice

a day, and a large ox thus eats twenty-two pounds
a day Mai/.e [Indian] meal, or maize steeped till

sour, .should be tried. This sour mess is given
during the last three weeks of their fattening, and
they eat about seven and a half bushels of meal,
value four dollars."

In attempting this mode of preparing fond for

cattle, care should be taken that the process of
feniicnlation be not carried too far. The paste

should not be permitted to become mouldy, nor
the liquiu food to be in the slightest degree pu-

trid. It is best used in that state called the sac-

charine fermentation, or at farthest should not be
j

suffered to pass the vinous fermentation.

There is, doubtle.ss, good management in wait- '

ing lill the animals become "half fat," or in "good
]

plight," before they are fed with acid food. Acids i

or alcohol create appetite by stimulating the eto- \

niach, but if lont; continued tliey weaken the di-

gestive powers, and in time injure, if not destroy,

the tone of the stomach. The animal will, then be

afflicted with a disease similar to what in a human
subject is denominated dyspepsia, and it will be

hardly, if at all possible, to fatten him. The con-

stitution of an ox as well as that of a human sub-

ject, may be destroyed by inactivity and rich food,

and it is only near the last sla^^e of his prepara-

tion for the butcher, that a fatting animal should

be treated like an < picure, and indulged with as

much as he can eai, of rich and high seasoned

food. Store keep should neither be too rich nor

too abundant ; and il is said, that if an ox is once
made fat, and then loses his flesh, it is nearly or

quite impossible to fatten him a second time. If

young cattle are kept in rich pastures in summer,
and are poorly fed in winter, they not only lose

flesh, but their disposition to acquire it. To such
cattle, Mr. Lawrence alludes, when he says, "it is

e.\troraely imprudent, indolently to continue at

high kccpinir animals which do not thrive. The
first loss is always the least."

"Seme cultivators will keep and summer-fat a
considerable quantity of stock, but either neglect
or seem ignorant how to pro'*ide wiiiter provisions
of suflficient quantity and (iiialify for their support;
the evil consequence of tin i error, is, that they ore
usually obliged to part witli a considerable quan-
tity of stock half fat, at great disadvantage, on

the approach of winter; and of that which they
retain, some are fed at an expense too great,
whilst the bu;k are left to encounter hunger, wet,
cold, and to lose as much per head during the
winter months as they are likely to gain in those
ot tlie follovMug summer. But iliis plan of sub
jectiug cattle to loss, or even to remain stationa-

ry, during the winter, is a great public ann private

disadvantage, partaking nothing at all of misfor-

tune, but wholly of error and neglect. The busi-

ness ol fattening may, and ought to proceed equal-
ly in winter as in summer ; and in store-feeding
ot cattle, tlie practice of keeping them hard, as we
phrase it, (that is) exposing them, half fed, or half
tarnished, to all the rage and inclemency of the
elements, is absurd in the extreme. These scape
goats pay nothing; but cattle comfortably winter-
ed, and kept in good store condition would pay
souielhiiig; particularly, by requiring afterwards,
much less time to fallen ; and is it not our object
to make the most and the speediest profit from
them.'"*

"Slock cattle," eays Mr. Bordley, '^aic kept ;"

others are fattened. The feeding is different.

—

Cattle kept, need no kind of grain, nor even hay,

unless to cows about calving-time. Straw with
any juicy food, such as roots, or " drank," f abun-
dantly suffices tor keeping cattle in heart through
winter, provided they are sheltered from cold
rains. Mr. Bakewell kept his fine cattle on straw
and turnips in winter. A drank for keeping may
be thus made ; roots, chaff, or cut straw and salt,

boiled together in a good quantity of water, the
roots cut or mashed. The cattle drink the water
and eat the rest. Drank for fattening cattle, thus;

roots, meal, flax-seed, chaff or cut straw, and salt,

well boiled together in plenty of water. If given
warm, not hot, i. is better." The same author
says, "hay, meal, and linseed jelly, with drmk,
must be excellent food in stall fattening. Linseed
jelly is thus made ; s; ven

|
arts of water to one of

flax seed, steeped in a part ol the water 4^ hours,

then add the remaining water, cold, ami boil gent
ly, two hours, stirring constantly, to prevent burn-

ing. It is cooled in tubs, and given mixed with
any meal, bran, or cut chaff. Each bullock (large)

has two quarts of jdly a day ; equal to a little

more than one quart of seed in four days."
The following has been used by Col. Jaques, of

Charlestown, (Mass.) with the best succe.<is for

feeding cattle:

Take of roots, either carrots, mangel wurt/el,

potatoes, or ruta baga, (cut fine), two bushels

—

wheat bran, one bushel—powdered oil-cake, half

a bushel— English hay salt hay, and straw, eillier

barley, oat, or ry straw, cut, of each, seven
bushels—water, ten gallons ; let them be perfect-

ly mixed.

The above quantity, has been found suflScient

for twenty one head of horned rattle, (part of

which were full aged, and so down to yearlings)

twenty -six sheep, and one Jack ass ; besides four

horses having each half a bushel in the morning.
The four horses had long hay at night; and if

they labored hard, they had some grain in addi-

tion. This feed was given at sun rise, and again

[the same quantity at sun down, and no other food

1 given. After each feed, the manger being licked

up very clean, a small quantity of salt was strew
ed in the manger, to all except the horses ; they

* New Farmer's Calendar. '

~

1 t Prani is a word used by Count Rumford for distinguishing

(this composition from simple* water.

were salted three times a week. After ibis, all

the animals were curried, or carded and brushed,

and then watered. By this mode of feeding, the

mangers are left ver^ clean, and the cattle's ap-

petites appear as good when they have finished

eatinsj what is given them, as when tiiey begin
their meal ; and they were all in good health and
high condition in flesh. When the roots Were
cnrrnts or mangel w urtzel, the cows gave nearly

or quite as much good rich milk as when at com-
mon ijrass feed.

The cattle looked so fine, and the mangers were

so clean, that the herdsman was frequently ques-

tioned to know if he did not feed between tliosc

meals, as it was thought not possible lor the cat-

tle to be kept in such high condiiiuii without more
food.

Col. Jaqups moreover informs us, that in conse-

quence of his nut being supplied for a number of

days with salt hi'y, he supjilied its place in the

mixture with good English hay ; but there was,

in consequence ot this alteration, a visible tailing

off in the condition of the animals ; they however

recovered their thriving coiulitiMn again, on re-

storinj; the salt hay to the lui.Mure. lie thinks

that the salt hay is useful in the compound, by ex-

citin? some degree of fermeutatiiM) in the sto-

machs of the animals, by uhicn saccharine and

nutritious matter is develupi'U.

A great advantage in feeding cattle, may in

many cases be gained by boiling or steaming their

food. Whether the advantage will more than bal-

ance the expense and trouble ol the fuel, and pre-

paration, depends on the price ol fuel, labor, &.C.;

and it is a question on whit h every cultivator

must decide for himself. We believe that few

persons are sensible of the nature and extent of

the gain which accrues from cooAiHg some sorts

of too for feeding domestic animals. It is a fact,

which, perhaps, is not siilBciciilly ki own or real-

ized, that water, in boiling farinaceous substances,

not only prepares them for easier digestion, but

by combining with them, becomes, by a chemical
process, a valuable nutrilious matter. Thus a

pound of Indian meal, or of rice, -when boiled

gives more nourishment to man or beast, than se-

veral pounds in a rau state. Count Kumford,
says, "from the result of actual experiment, it ap-

pears that for ench poztnd of In.iaii me;. I employ-

ed in making ha=ty puddini;. we may reckon three

pounds nine ounces of the pudiiing "* And again,

"three pt unds of Indian meal, three quarters of a

pound of Molasses, an<l one ounce of salt, having

been mixed with five pints of boiling water, and
boiled six hours produced a pudding which weigh-

ed fen pounds and one o«nfe."t The gain in

weight in boiling rice is still greater. There can

be no doubt that these mixtures must contain

much mor noiirishnient as well as more substance

uben boiled, than when raw : and as the addition-

al weight must have been derived from water, in-

corporated with the constituent partN of the raw

pudding, during the process of boiling, it would

seem that a part, at least of the additional nutri-

ment must have been acquired from the same

source. It has also been ascertained, by experi-

ments repeatedly made, that Indian corn and po-

tatops boiled or steamed, are more valuable for

feeding swine than the same articles given raw

But whether Indian meal or other articles of sim

- Ruinford's Essays

t Ibid, Page 301.

vol. i. page 258—Boston Edition.
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ilar kind fermented, are as valuable as the same

articles boiled, is a question which needs experi-

ments to furnish data for its decision. But in all

cases, care should be t.nken to use the drank, or

fermented mixture, while it is yet sweet, after

fermentation has commenced ; or at farthest when

it is just beginning to be sour.

We shall clcso these remarks with an article

taken from the Furmet's Journal, printed in Lon-

don, which we have already inserteil [vol iv. pa^e

210,] but republish for the benefit of recent sub-

scribers : Winterfoodfor cows. M. Ihaubert. the

director of the veferiniry school of Alfort, had a

number of cows which yielded twelve gallons of

milk every day In his publicatinns on the sub-

ject, he observes thai cows fed in the winter upon

dry substances gives less milk than those which

are kept upon a green diet, and also that their

milk loses much of its quality. Ho published the

following receipt, by the use of which his cows

afforded him an equal quantity and quality of milk

during the winter as during the summer: T^ko
a bushel of potatoes, break them whilst raw, place

them in a barrel standing up. pulling in succes-

sively a layer of potatoes and a layer of bran, and

a small quantify of yea-'t in the middle of the

mass, which is to be left thus to ferment during a

whole week, and when the vinous taste has per-

vaded the whole mixture it is then given to the

cows, v\ho eat it greedily.

iron pestle and mortar would work the ingredients

together at least equally well, and without hazard.

T" prevent the Ejfects of Poison of Lead on

Painters, Glaziers, S,-c.—The physicians and sur-

geons of the B ith Hospital, in England, ordered

the following cautions to be made public, to be

observed particulnrly by printers or compositors,

plumbers, glaizers, ptiintpra ami other artificers.

To maintain the strictest tempcr.mce respect-

ing distilled spirits, ivhich had belter be altogeth-

er forborne. To pay the striotest attention to

cleanliness ; and never, when it ca" be avoided,

to daub their hands with paint, and particularly

never to eat their meals nor go to rest without

washing their hands and face. Not to eat or

drink in the room nr place wherein they work,

and much less to suffer any food or drink to re-

main exposed to the fumes or dust of the metal in

the rooms or warehouses. As the clothes of per-

sons in this line (painters particularly) arc gener-

ally observed to be much soiled with the colours

they use, it is recommended to them to perform

their work in frocks of ticking which maybe fre-

quently washed, and conveniently laid aside, when
the workmen go to their meals, and again put on

when they resume their work. Every business

which can, in these branches, should be perform-

ed with gloves on the hands ; and woollen or

worsted gloves are recommended, as they may be

often washed, which Ihcy should always be after

being soiled with paint or even by much rubbing

against the metal. Caution is necessary in mix-

ing, or even in unpacking the dry colours, that

the fine powder does not got into their mouths or

be drawn in by their breath. A crape covering
over the face might be of service, but care should

be taken to turn always the same side towards
the face, and to clean or wash it frequently. All

artificers should avoid touching lead when hot

;

and this caution is especially nece.ssary for print-

ers or compositors, who have often lost the use of

their limbs by handling the types when drying hj
the fire, after being washed. Glaziers' putty
should never be made nor moulded by hand. An i

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES.
The Editor ot the Columbian Reporter, in copy-

ing Mr Howard's Address from the New England

Farmer of the 11th inst. accompanies it with the

following remarks:

It is but a few years since, that books or publi-

cations of any description, relating to agriculture

were derided every where by practical farmers

It seemed not to be admitted that husbandry could

be improved in the same way in which other arts

have been advanced. A knowledge of the best

modes of cultivation, could be obtained, in the

opinion of most practical farmers, only by those

who wrought the earth; and each, it would seem,

thought his own way as good as any which had
been or could be adopted. These opinions have,

within a few years, happily been giving way to

more rational, enlightened views. As evidence of

tho existence of better opinions on the subject of

agriculture, we have noticed with much satis-

faction the establishment of an Agricultural Li-

brary Company, in a neighbouring town, at the

Ist annual meeting of which, this Address was
delivered. This is the first association of the kind

we have known, and it is creditable to the commu-
nity in which it originated. The example may be

advantageously followed in other places. Mr How-
ard is an intelligent, practical farmer, and it is

gratifying to see such men combatting opinions,

(as the latter part of the Addres more partic ularly

does) which many engaged in the same pursuits

have held, and probably still hold. The Address

is worthy the notice of all who feel interested in

the prosperity of agriculture.

Ma Pessenden— I wish to inquire through the

medium of your useful paper, of some of your able

correspondents, whether the piths from cattle's

horns may not be worth pounding, or.grinding for

manure, and what kind of soil would be most
benefitted thereby ; also, whether the bark or tan

from tanneries, may not be beneficial to some soils,

or be woith burning for tho ashes for manure.

Jan. 13, 1828. Yours, D. J

Seeds fur < onntrij Dealt r.'i

Traders in the counu y, wlio may wrsli to keep an assorlme.nf

of Garden .Scoils for sale, are informed ihey i-.iii be luinislied

at the Ne" fin^laiid Farmer office, No. o'i .\oitli Market street,

Boston, " 1 l.oxes conlainiug a complete asxirtnifnl df the
seeds mostl used in a kitchen garden, n as favoralilc leiins as
tlicy can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, at Ij and 12 cts each—warranted to be of llie growth of
1827, and of the purest qualil:/. Obnamkntai. Fi.owkb
Seed.s will be added on the saine terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beaks, Early Wuite Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ferent sorts.

iSVieet Almanack.
Just published at the New England Farmer office, a Sheet

Almanack lor 1828.

Account Books, ifc.

.Tust manufactured a complete assortment of Account Bo ks
made of the best materials and in the most approved modern
style adapted to every capacity of business. ^School Books, Bi-
bles. J^'c. ; Paper of all kinds; the greatest variety ol Stuliona-

nj, i^»c. to be found in the city, may be had at unusual low
prices, al No. % &. 9S litate street, two doors east ol Merchants'
Row, by JOHN AlARSH

J. M. is agent for P. Byrnes' Qitill and Water iManulactory,
New York. Also for Wm. Gordak's celebrated Medicine, and
will supply all orders for their articles at their prices.

Dutch Bulbous Roots.

Just received atthe office of the New fc^nglaurl Farmer, a fur-
ther supply of fine double and single Hyaeinihs. Tulips, Narcis-
sus, Tuberoses, Jacobean Lilies, Tiger Lilies. Ranunculus. &c.

Also, a lew POTATi, ONIONS—with every variety of Gar-
den Seeds, Flower Secdsj t^T

.

PRicEs^p countryIproduck
Corrected every Thur.sday evening

CARD.
03^ A. PAR-tlENTiER, tlie gentleman whose sJiccess in laying

out Gardens and Pleasure Grounds is so well hrottn, toon-Id wait

on such Gentlemen in the vicinity of Boston as nuvj wish his sen'ices

in tlie course of the winter, provided immediate notice was given at

the office of the New England Fanner. His business loill not

permit hint to leave at any other season ; and in fact tlie season

when tliere is nofoliage on the trees, is /nore favorablefor correct

plans thon any other. The crpense attending the visii will be con-

siderable, and it is hoped that those who wish to improve their

grouiuls, will embrace this opportunity.

Nevv York, Jan. 22, 1828.

AGRICULTURAI, BOOKS.
For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, a variety

ofstandaril works on agriculture, horticulture, gardening, breed-
ing of cattle, &.C. among which are Deane's New England Far-
mer—Farmer's Assistant—Sinclair's Code of Agriculture—Lou-
don's Encyclopedia of .\griculture—Memoirs ef the Pennsylva-
nia Agricultural Society—Hints In Ainerican Husbandmen

—

Lawrence's New Farmer's Calendar—Thacher's Orciiardist

—

Coxe on Fruit Trees—Hayward on Horticulture—Kruil Gro\^*-
er's Instructer—Speechly on the Vine—M'i\lahon's Gardener

—

APPLE.S, best,

.-kBHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

pt.'irl do. - . - -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, me3s, '200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, row, - -

:;UTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
'HEESE, new milk, - -• - -

skimmed milk,
FLAX
FLAX SEED
FLOUR, EaUimore, Howard St

Genesee, - - .

P.ye, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Corn - ...
Barley - - - .

Oafs
HOGS' LARU, Ist son, new, -

HOFS, No 1, Inspection - -

Li ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and .Vortherti

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, Bone Middlings,new, clear

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wa5h

do do un^vashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - - - do
I'uUed, Lamb's, 1st sort

.2d sort

do Spinning, Isl sorl

bu?h
bbl.

Imsb
hbl.

lb.

cask

al.

ton.

bbl.

bush
lb

PF.OrfSlOJ^ MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces ... -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hp!!:=, - ' - -

VEAL, - - - - - - -

mutton,
,

POULTRY, - - . -

Cobbetl's Ainerican Gardener—Cobbett's Cottage Economy— i BUTl'ER ke^ &: tuL), '-
'

Colibeu's Ride in France—Hogg on the Culture of Flower's

—

'.
'

'itinipbe^t - '-
IKirwan on Manures—Bard on Sheep—Marshall on Gardening : ^nr-c . T'

—Nicoll's Villa Gardener—Thorburn's do.—Holdich'sEssav on' ''"^^^' " " ' '' '
' ' !

Weeds-Agricultural Reader—Bonner on Bees—Bakeweli on ME-^I^i "?"'• rels.il, - - - r ibiisl

Wool—Gray's British Plants—Nuttall's Botany—Toi-rey's Bol-

1

Indian, do.- . - -
fany— Farmer's, Mechanic's, and Sportsman's Magazine. &c.

I POTATOES, (new) - - -

Agiicullurai Libraries and others supplied on favorable terms.
' plDER faccor^in" fo rtUTifitv) ^hhl

i 7i
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M1SCELLA]!*1E!S..

Juvenile Ercessis.— The excessfs of our yoiitli

are ijiila (iraivn on <iur old aire, payable, with in-

•tfre^l ;ihoiit tliirty years aftor date

G'l ,<l M'innirs niid Go'xl Bne:li'ig.—Goori man

nets i>i ihe art of inakiiiff those pKi|>le easy with

whoMi e I oiiverse ; and whoever makes llie few-

e-l jitrsiMis uneasy is the best bre.i In the com-

a'ter iniii-r lu .- , -u • • -poiijis an I o:iier ani

lies in a hni ket, and thmkinti he had taken them

ill! out of the water, he chucked it over the gang-

way, when to his ve.'iation. he found he had thrown

ont with it a Talnable silver table spoon. He saw

it shining tliro;iu-h the clear biue ocean, and wa-

vering frtim side to side as it sank from his view

Several sharks had been olisrrved near the ship,

and it is known they generally dart npnn any

There is, hovi ever, an affected su'avily of i thing white, a piece of rag often serving' for a

I, a mawkish mil iness of manner, which jbait. He did not. however, observe any of them

](».kH like hypocrisy and flattery, is more disgust-
}

"ear the spot at the time :—and the captain being

inv to people of sense thm almost any breaches |a testy man. he kept the secret of the loss to him-

of 'ieroriim, which do not indic-Ue an intLMitnm c.f self, and the matter was soon forgotten.

CTJviri . offence'. T'le ''hip in due time reached Jamaica, and

"vride.ill nature, and want of .sense; are the ' ^^'f"^" '^e rircunislanre became known, the value
1
under a neu- a.pect,are not so readily recognised

;

tl ree ..real sources of ill manne.s ; without some "^ t''*- ^P""" ^"^ dedncted from the wages of the
j

also in walking on a wall or a roof, in looking di-

of these defects, no man uill behave liiu.self ill
steward. The vessel lay some time at Kingston, rectly tip to a roof, or (o the stars in the zenith,

for w-int of experience, or v\hat is called knowl- received on board a cargo of sugar, and proceed ^because then all stnndnrds disappear
; on walking

f the world
' '^'' "" '"''^ homeward voyage When crossing 'into a roiinil reum, where there are no perpendi-

nearly the same spot on the aqueous Aorld where |cular lines of liglit and shade, as when the walls

the spoon was lost, a number of sharks again land roof are covered with a spotted paper without

showed their tail fins above the water as they cut regular arrangement of spots ; on turning round
irt give imperceptible strokes to those

^^^^^ ,^p ship's side, or in her wake ; and a shark as in walf.ing. or on a wheel ; becaese the eye
bres ot which the vital parts are com-

^_^^|^ y^^-^^^ ^^^-^^^^ ^^j,j^ ^ pjp^.p ^^ g.^|j ^^^^^^ was lis not then allowed to rest on the standards.

lowered over the stern. Presently one of the

largest of these devouring monsters, or as the When Dr. Franklin had ..pproached to the very

under these circumstances, ti possess himself oi'

a purse of £"20 laid before liiin ; he of course lost

his money.

The painful affection called sea sickness, has a

relation also to this topic. Man requiring always
to maintain his perpeunicularily, iiiseiisilily regu-
lates and ascertains that point by the fixed and
known position , f objects aliout hiui Hence, on
shipboard, wb^re the lii es of llie masts, windows,
furniture, &c. are constantly changing, sickness,

vertlijo. an I other affections of ihe same class, are

common to persons unaccustomed to sliips. Many
experience similar effects in carnages and in

swings, or on looking from a lofty precipice,

where known objects being distant, and viewed

lleulth and Hilarity.— f'herrfc.lness is the best

pr(MiiiJier of health. Repining and secret murmurs

of tlie heart

deli' ite fibres of whicii the vital pa

posel, and thus insensibly wear ont the machine

jy of which the human frame is constituted.

Hard Hords.—To say what you are certain will sailors call them, " Sea LajM/crs," half turning onM"^P "f ''•^ life, he reasoned thus coolly with a

give unnecessary pain, is not only a breach in its side, took the huge bait into his pig-like but '^f'""'' !
" Death is as necessary to the constitution

tremendous jaws, and was securely hooked, The
j

as sleej). we shall rise as refreshed in the morn-

fish was with difficullv hauled alongside and hoist- ing- The course of nature must soon put a peri-

but in morals : and he who wantonly

the feelings with " words far bitterer

th n uormHood," would wield the tomahawk and ^6 in upon deck, where it flapped about and show-
scalping knife if he could with impunity. pj prodigious strength and tenacity of life. When

its struggles were ended by a blow on the head

wi'h a mallet, one of the men proceeded to open

it. His j.ick-kuifp soon came in contact with

the narrator,

.i 1 Iher Warning.— We are informed by a cor-

ri ^ on ent in Southborough that on the 7th ull.

Docl. B .
of that town received a letter.^of

;'<;,„;tring"in it's'bellyrand
will " the f(dl<nving is a copy

'•Sir— I consign my remains to be dissected al

disi retion, at the Medical College.

Cause— Tedium Vitae or a certain cure for in-

trmf evance has induced me eflect it. No obse-

quies is asked. In the pine grove near Mr 1'...

Flagg's 1 sli.jll bo found

The signature we purposely omit. On examin-
ation, the body was indeed found in the place

pointed out. It appeared iii evi-'enre, that he
drank about a quart and half a |iint of rum at once,

vhich produced insensihility and apople.vy. fol-

lowed by death in about 24 hours; thus addiug an-

other victim, sacrificed at the shrine of intemper-

ance, and affording another warning to those who
are addicted to similar habits.— IVorcesler Spy.

od to the present mode of existence. This I

shall submit to with less regret, as having seen

during a long life, a good deal of this world,! feel

a growing curiosity to become acquainted with

some other. I can with cheerful confidence resign

y spirit to the conduct of that great and good

Eiiraordinani account of a Shark.—We remem-
ber, some years ago, while sitting on the quarter

deck of a We,';t Indiaman, borne rapiilly along be

fore the trade wind, and the captain and passen-

gers were amusing themselves by telling stories

W'th earnestness, " what do you think was really I
parent of mankind, who created it, and who has

found ?"_" Wliy the spoon of course !" exclaim U" graciously protected me from my birth to the

ed the listeners simultaneously. •• The spoon !" pfs®"'' hour

he ejoined with a smile, 'No! No!"—"What
then?" they hastily enquired "Why, nothinu

Newbuiyport Herald says, that "a family of in-

, , ., . 1 . u i!i rri. . .. -. ^'teresting children >n that town came nigh beinir
but the entrails, to be sure !" The taciturnity of

, a. , „ . , ,

r" ">='"o
,. . , , suttocated a levv' nights since, ny means of asnot again disturbed I

... . .. ,^ , , ,
. . ,our waggish messmate was

for another story during the voyage
warmer with ignited charcoal being placed in a

chamber without a fire-place, where they were in

A cow six years old belonging to Mr. Ezra
j

"^d.

Wctherbee, of Harvard, was slaughtered on the
; gf^^i—^ Mr. MackirUosh, in Scotland, has late-

Kith inst. weighing tight hundred and eighty-four -[y taken out a patent for a new process of makinn-
pounds! She had been milked during the present steel, by impregnating the iron at a higher temt
wmter, and on the morning she was killed, gave pejaiure than heretofore, with carbon in a gase-
niore than two quarts of milk. The tallow weigh- o,|g form.
ed one hundred and twenty-three pounds.— Con- ,

— j^unu n i.. .^,m„
cord Gazette

|

Lucerne Seed.

A few hundred pounds of fresh I.urernc -iceH, hy the poun^
r hundred weight, for sale al the N. E. Fanei r nfJire.At Maci.ii, lu Georgia, on Christmas day Jf'at

ermelons were exposed for sale in the market.

The centre of gravity

and cracking jokes to beguile the sameness of the iinary motions are governed by the habitual neces-

voyage. It came at last lo the turn of a gentle- sity we find of preserving the centre of gravity

man, remarkable for his lOve of cigars and taci

turnitv ; one who enjoyed a good anecdote, hut

Ifhile Mustard Seed.
^ i For sale at the office of die New Enpland Farmer, the besi

Two thirds of our ord- , English Whhe Mustard seed, fcy ibc pound or bu.shel.

abhorred the trouble of relating it himself. He
was, however, so strongly importuned on this occa-
sion that without much reluctance, he related the
following interesting fact, by tits and starts, fill-

ing up each pause by vigorous whiffs of his favor-

ite weed :

—

In the year 1S20, the good ship Rambler sail-

ed from Greenock with goods and passengers, to-

wards Jamaica. She had crossed the tropic, and
one day. when nearly becalmed, the steward, who
had the care of the captain's plate, had occasion

Siberian Par.ihy.
Just received al the offiee of the New Knffland Farmer, a few

hen a man rises from a chair, he is seen first to Ihs. Siberian Parsley Seed. This plant is perfecily hardy,.?(an(/-
t ., , , !< ] * L .1 * i?t " our severest irjn/ers : and \vouI<l probahlv ^e the best sort to

end the body forward, so as to bring the centre ^„- ^^i,^ ^3,,^ ^ rccommenc.eH 'in the -last New England
I gravity over the feet or base, "nd then he lifts Farmer, as well as for cultivation in sardens. The Seed was

1' up. If he lift too soon, that is, before the body

be sufficiently advanced, be falls hack again. A
man standing with his heels close to a perpendi-.

cular wall, cannot bend forward to pick up any

thing that lies on the ground near him, without

ally procured from it u.^.sia, a lew years s

I this vicinity.

c, by a genllc-

Jan, 4.

Early Peas, Tree Onion, Poppy Seed, S,-c.

For sale at the New F.nglsnrl Farmer office, fre^h Seed of tin

/jarge Poppv. Farly Peas. Tree Onion. Wlet* Clover. Lime
r?qnash. ^:c. with the greatest variely of Seeds to be found in

'

himself falling forward, because the wall prevents -^'|-w England.

him from throwing part of his body backward, to ^^-^itjrr^—--^S';s?S3'^'^ss?;'=*^'"^';="-^^-^i--jr"

counterbalance the head and arms that must pro- lET Published every' Fnioir, at Three Dollars per annum,

J . ,
'^ pavaWc al the end of the year ; but those «lio pay wiihin si.xty

jccl forward. A man little versed in such mat- days from the time of subscribing, are eniiiled lo a deduction of

ters, offered ten guineas for permission to try, Fifiij Cenis.
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FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PAIJVTING OF THE BOSTON ELM.
We have heen politely favoicd hv Messrs, I'hobburn &

Son, with a copy of Ihc fblluwing Letter, to the f^ecretary ot"

the Caledonian llorlicuhural Society, which accompanied a

painting of the (ireal Elm on Dostoit Common, presented by

Uiem to the Society.

(COPY.)

PATR'CK NFIIX, Es^.
jSIec Ctiletiwiian Hwt. Socicti/.

Sir— G. Tliorburn & Son and the owners of

the Boston Elm, have much pleasure in forward-

ing by the care ol Capt. Peck, of the ship Camil-

lu", a copy of Uiat errand pvodiiclinn of nature

which still adorns the metropoli.s of Massachu-
setts. We send it with the hope thnt you will al

low it a place in the rooms of your valuable iiisti

tution as » token of the ?ood will that exists in

America for Ihc welfare of Scotland, the land of

BuR.vs, of CuK Riy , and of Walter Scott.
We further beg the Society's acceptance of a

small bo.x contniniuir some curious specimens of

Indian Corn, in the ex:imiiiation of which you
will see some of Nature'.s jirettiest freaks ; also ;i

few.varieties of our most esteemed Melon seeds—
two or three sorts of Flower seeds, including two
beautiful newly introduced annutils from the west;

the Centaurea Americana and Euphorhia vuriega-
ta are delicate nnil will in the outset require the
aid of the hot bed.

We have requested our friends D. Ferguson
& Co. of Greenock, to whom the boxes are con-
signed, to forward to you with despaleh, and hope
they may reach you in tjnod order.

We are sir, yi>ur8, &c.
G. THORBURN & SON.

JVew York, Jan. 10, ISi!8.

MULBERRY TREES.
Mr Pessk.vdek—Having occasion to examine

a file of old news-papers, I find in the Boston

Evening Post, printed by Thomas & John Fleet,

April 1.3, 1772, the following notice of an attempt
to cultivate the mulberry tree ; it would doubtless
gratify the public, conlJ they be made acquainte
with the result of that experiment.
Plymouth. Jan. 25, 1828. Yours, J. T
" The public were advertised in the supplement

of Messrs. Edcs and Gill's Gazelle of August 15,
17f!0, that a gentleman in Boston, had depos^iled

one hundred dollars in the hands of the Select
men of this town, to be by ihem distribtited as

premiums to encourage the raising of mulherry
trees in this province, in the following manner,
viz: To the person that shall have raised from
the eeed the l;irgest number of said trees in the
fall of the year 1771, beinff trto years and five

months old at least, 40 dollars. To the person
vvho shall have raised the next greatest quantity,

30 dollars. To the person raising the next Kirgest
number, 20 dollars : and to the person who shall

have raised the next greatest quantity, 10 dollars.

provided certificates are brought from a justice of
the peace, ascertaining the number and age of
said trees; and that.the persons receiving these
premiums gire the Selectmen their several obli-

gations to spare to any inhabitants of this prov-

ince applying within eighteen nn'iiilis from the

date hereof, ten trees at least, for ;>. I l.iwful iiioaey

per tree, until they have parted with oiip h^rf of

the trees mentioned in the respective certificates.

Agreeable to the foregoing advcitisempnt. tue

Selectmen after examining aiuj couipiirin<r the

certificates which have been transinitteii to the.ii,

have adjtidged the first preiniiiiu to .Vlr Loainmi
15aldwin of Woburn ; the second preiniiiin to the

Rev. Mr Jason Haven of Deahim ; the third to

Mr John Hay of Woburn ; anil the fourth to Mr
George Sprigs of Boston : a'ld the Selectmen
hereby notify them that they will be ready, iit

their room in Faneuil Halt, on the three following

Wednesdays, at 4 o'clock, afternoon, to receive

their several obligations, and pay their respective

premiums, agrePJihl'e to the desire and engage
nient of the gentleman who has thus generously

excited the attention of the public to an article if

produce as natural to i>iir soil as it will be profit-

able to the farmer ; iind which it is hoped will be

so encDuriiged, as in a few years to afford sitste-

naT):e for such a number of industrious inser'ts.as

will make the article of raw silk no iuconsidera-

bla branch of e.xpoit from this province.

By order of the .Selectmen,

WILLIAM COOPER, Town t Icrk

B»ston, April 8, 1772.

N. B. Besides the trees raised by the persons

'beve named, many thousands have been raised

by those « ho uere ijot entitled to the bounty, -die

trees not being of the age prescribed in the ad

vertisement, though now fit to be transphmted
;

and if the farmers in the neigliboring towns are

made acquainted, a considerable number would
doubtess meet a quick sale. The mulberry tree,

as Dr Eliot in his essays upon field husbandry ob-

serves, is of the quickest growth ; is durable as

the red cedar, ard may be used for ship timber,

window frames, gate posts, &c. and is very fit

for chests ot draws, desks, tables and other join

er's ware. If luese trees are principally intended

to produce foo.i for the silk worm, it is best .hey

should be planted in hedge rows, as the leaves

may then be gathered by women and children.

President of the Mass. Ag. Soc in a communica
tion publisiied in tlie current volume of the Ncv,-

England Fanner, pajte 8(3, says " I have alfead;,

ascertained that it will stand our winters better

than clover, having had a small patch of it, whicli

ha.s stood four winters without the slightest inju-

ry." Tlie Domestic F.ncyclopedia says •' Lucerne
thrives best in lieep, rich, pliable loams, whether
they abound in sand or gravel ; as vvell as in ali

good dry soils, and in the coldest climate." It ap-

pears to he a triven point among agricullnral wri-

ters, that Lucerne will grow well in the coldesi

climates ; but those which are mild are mo.sl suit-

able for it. Tills might he pre-suppnseil from the

circumstance nf its being a native of the south of

Europe. Lucerne is a deep rooting plant, and ot

course will noi only withstand drought but frost

belter than if i" had but a superficial hold of tlie

soil.

LUCERNE.
Mr Fessekden— 1 am much pleased with the

description given by your correspondents of the

value of Lucerne, and should like to be informed

through the medium of the Farmer, whether thin

gr^iss can, probably, be successfully cultivated, as

far north as the county of Grafton, in New Hamp-
shire. Soil of the description named by Judge
Biiel, is here found in abundance, but whether our
long and severe winters, will have any other, or

more injurious effect, than to shorten the term of
Its annual growth, and lessen the number of cut-

tings, I am not informed.

Respectfully yours,

Ptemont, A*, .fir. Jan. 21, 1828. J. S.

Remarks by the Editor.—To the above query

we reply that in all trials which have been made
of this grass in this country, so far as our infor-

mation extends, it is not injured by the cold nor

the changes of our climate. John Lowell, Esq.

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR PRO-
MOTING AGRICULTURE.

Annual Meeting, JA-\UARr 15, 1828.—Be
Mease, Vice President, in the Chair, Th>; fol-

lowing officers uere elected.

Prcndent— Ridiaru Peters.

Vice PresHeiits—James Mease, ?JicholasBiddic,

Isaac C. Jonei, Wm. Phillips.

Secretary and Librarian— W. S. Warder.

Treasurer—\V . b.\. Walmsley.

Corresponding C mmittee—Richard Peters, Jas,

Mease, Z. Collins, John Vaughan, Win. Phillips.

Ci--'rf::rs—Rttiben Haines, Roberts Vaux, Ste-

phen Hiincon, Jeremiah Warder, Jolin.H, Fowel.

The following communications and donations

were received :

!. From Signor Barbieri, curator of the Botanic
Garden of Muntna, Italy, anaccouat of the Hibts
cus Roseus Tho'C, a plant which grows abundant-

ly in the marshes of Italy, and teaches to the

height of from 7 to 12 feet. It is perennial, pro-

duces many stems from each root, and beautifu'

blossoms from 18 to 22 inches in circumference.

It is applicable to all the uses of hemp and flax.—

.

A specimen of cord and paper made from it, ac-

companied by a quantity of the seeds of the plant,

were sent by i\Ir Barbieri. The seeds germinate

easily, and the plants may be multiplied by divid-

ing the roots. The thready fibres of the stalk, it

is said, separate readily by maceration in watei,

or by being passed through channeled rollers.

—

The common brake would, doubtless, answer this

object. The stalks cut when in blossom, produce

fibres almost as fine as silk, and very strong. As '

this plant requires neither the annual sowing, nor

the same degree of attention, or expense for ma-

nure, as hemp or flax, it may lay claim to some ex-

clusive advantages over these vegetables. Exper-

iments can alone determine their comparative mer-

its.

There are ten native and three foreign species

of the genus hibiscus in the United States ; the

h. roseus is not among either ; but it appears frooi

the communication of Signor Barbieri, that it is a.

variety of the h. palustris which grows abundant-

ly in the lower parts of New Jersey, the farmere

of which State have long since found it, whea
macerated and piepared, a good and cheap sub
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NKW ENGLAND FARMER,
Feb. 1, 1828.

Etit lie for liemp, for cord, ploiiirh lines, &,c. T'lf thread at the same time

—

A medal and twenty dol

hihiscus has, from remote time, been known in Inrs.

Italy. The classical student will at once call to
|

HI. Mr N. Patrulio, merchant, of Philadelphia

Lieut. Uriah P. Levy, of tne Umi.7d States Na-
vy, presented the Society w iti, a uan-el of wheat,
beans, melon and pumpkin seeds bro jn-ht bv bin

raind the two places in which it is mentioned by presented a bottle of the seed of the very hi^h
,
from Paraguay, which *vere taken bv the Pecord

the airricultural poet of Mantua.
j

flavored tobacco from Cuba, known by the name ing Secretary for distribution

m^mgregemxmidi compdlm hibisco."
^"^^'^ Maxo, and from which the first quality of, From the Minutes.

Eclogue2. Clears are made in the island. This seed aas| JOHN P. MILNOR, Recordin<r Secretarv
part of a parcel imported by the donor, for the ex-! ^

Eclogue 10.
I

press purpose of distribution in the United States.

It is highly probable that the plant alluded to The Society, duly sensible of the patriotic con-

ivas the hibiscus roseus. The ancients, we see, duct of Mr P., resolved to present their thi nks to

used It as a rod, and to make baskets ; its applica- him for this disinterested and praiseworthy at- . f t •' '

tioa to the purposes of hemp and fla.x is a recent i tempt to improve one of the staple productions of
^''"''"^^s ot my Treatise, (now in press) which you

And—
•Dum scdet, niiftsceltain Owit hiliisro.^^

FRUIT TREKS.
Linncean Botanic Garden, }

Jan. 2Wi, 1,23, J
Dtar Sir,—I send you Ijerertith some further

'E.vtracts from Prince on Horti-
tlully,

VV.\1. PKIiNCE.

GERMAN MEDLAR.

This tree, the peculiar flavor of whose fruit,

.ascovery. for which Italy is indebted to Signer •
the United States,—an exrimple worthy of beinor . y

Barbieri. Our countrymen have, however, antic- ' followed by our native citizens who trade to or !

" "'^^' """^^ "'°^^ respectlully,

ipated him in the knowledfje of the utility of one ;

visit foreign countries. The donor niav relv upon
of the family, as a substitute for some of the ob- the best measures being taken with the seed, in

jects to which these vegetables are applied order to fulfil his intentions.

Whether the native plant possesses the fine fibre IV. Mr J. C. Loudon of London, presented the -- -
,

of its Italian relation, a fact upon which Sisnor lOth number of his Gardener's Masra/ino, vi. for !!'
wholly matured, has many admirers, will

Barbieri dwells, remains to be ascertained. November last. The preceding nine numbers had
°°"'''=*" '" any soil but one that is welauu marshy.

Some of llie seeds were distributed to the mem- been already received. This truly exxellent work ""^ '" *"•*' ^*PO»i"on whatever
; ii e.\acts no par-

bers of the Society ; the remainder shall be given is warmly recommended to every one who vishes
'"^"'"' '^'^re in its culture, fhe principal varie-

to .^ny one disposed to make a ttial of them, and to improve his grounds, or the quality of the escn- ''^^ '^^'^ "^^ couiaion Dutch or German, the Royal
who will promise to report the result of his ex- lent or ornamental productions of his garden

I'utch, the Nottingham, and the See. Hess. The
periments with them. The society have to regret The Editor is a practical man, and v.'ell kmwn j.''"''"'' °* '^ '"""^^'I'^h colour and ha rsu riavor be-

the neglect in this respect of most persons to as the author of two works on laying out country
'°''^ " 's ripe, but li collected tne beginning of

whom foreign seeds on which thry set a value, seats and grounds, and of the Encyclopedia of
'°'"*'"' ''"^ P'^^cd on shelves, u changes to red-

iiave been anna;>lly given for a spries of years, Gurdening, and of Agricultrire.
'^'^h, and the pulp becomes sottened and acquires

aud of their torgetfulness to comply with their The Horticultural Society of Paris, sent the tirst
^ ^^^'^^'^^h taste, which is pleasing to many pet-

promises to send in return a few seeds of the va- number of their transactions.
sons, but not admired by every one.

rious plants and trees of the United States, which
were particularly asked for by the superintendent

of the Garden of Plants in Paris, to whose polite

,;nd kind attention the society are regularly in

PEffNS¥Il,VANlA AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.

DATE PI.UM, OR PERSI.MMO.V.

The European Date Plum, or Oiospyros Lotus,

„ ., , .^„.„.., „.- ^ quBrlerly meeting was held at the Indian called also the European Persimmon, will thrive

debted every season for a box of seeds, ibe growth
Queen in Fourth street, on Saturday, January 13, in almost any soil or situation, li is of indifier-
the President being in the Chair. ent quality, and inferior to the American, andA communication fmm Anthony Morris, Esq. of like the latter, needs the aid of frost before it be-'""' "

' " " " estab. comes mellow for eating. The American Persim-
Sem- mon is so universally known it needs no descrip-

tion. The Diospyros Kaki, or Japan Date Plum,

of that magnificent establishment. The seeds,

nuts and acorns, of our gardens, swamp and lield
1 „, „ f r \ -11 11 1 ' .11 1 -11 Washington, was read, recommending the esplants, ana forests, will all be acceptable, and will ,. ,

. i, , .

"""cin iii_ tb

fi.,,1 ,!„„„ • .1 t . . .1 lishment in Pennsylvania of iin Ao-ricultural S
rind places in the great repository l"st mentioned, .

, , ^ ,- „ ,, .

"•'^"""'"^
' „p,i ,. r c '.c . 1 !

inary, on the p an of Mr Fe lenborg, of Swit—one ol the chief sources of gratification -nd cle-
,

,' "^ 'fi' "' "> '•

light to every traveller of taste and lover of rural

n-ture who visits the French capital.

II. The Commiftee of the Society charged with

land.

On motion of Col. Watmough.
(Resolved. That the Society approve of the gen-

the managem^^nt of the fund left by the late John
^ral feature of Mr Morris' project, that the com-

Scott, of Edinburgh, to the Corporation of Phila

delphia, to reward those "who make useful inven-

tions," reported, that during the past year they had l,f
""'

munication be entered on the minutes, and pub-
lished in all the papers of the State favorable to

is said to produce fruit of a cherry colour, and
fine flavor—it supports, without protection, the
winters of Long-Island.

FILBERTS.

This shrub, or, in some cases, tree, accommo-
dates itself to every exposition, and to every vd-

^ .,., .,,
'^^^ Society proceeded to the election of ofii- r'ety of soil, but prefers a moist loam on a sandy

rTo"jodTayIor"oTDanbury, Connecticut, for
'^e"/"'" ^^o present year, when the following bottom with a northern exposition. It is easily

awarded four premiums, viz

«n improvement in dyeing kettles for hattersL^
gentlemen were duly chosen.

riedal. and twenti/ dollars. President—Jonathan Roberts.

2. To James Cooper and Thomas Barnit, of Phil- Vice Presidents.

adelphia, for an apparatus to finish hats which William Harris,
|
James Worth,

g^reatly diminishes the labor of the operation, with- Stephen Duncan,
|
Manuel Eyre,

out injury to the hat

—

A medal and twenty dollars. Thomas Serrill,
|

3. To Daniel Powles, of Baltimore, for a bed-
stead which can be put up and taken down by any
person, owing to the peculiar construction of the

joints; it is also proof against insects, from the d„„u„„ ii,:„„„
, .,,'.,,"_ , ,

' Reuben Haines,
closeness with winch they fit, and the rotary ino- tt

T W Id II

iion of the pins upon which the cords of the sack- t , "o t.t . I
e ,

'^ John Iv. Watmough,mg are fastened. in- i j t> t
All .u <• • • T^, , , . , . Richard B.Jones,
.'\ll the foregoing arc in use in Philadelphia, ' t„„„,.„„ rr,,
„i 1 >, If. f ' Jonathan Ih

and highly approved of.

To the same, for a stirrup intended to secure
he immediate disengagement of the foot ia the
•vent of a person being thrown from n. horse

—

A
medal and luenhj dollars.

4; To Messrs. Terhrven, brothers, of Philadel-

phia county, for a machine to wind off the silk

&Mn the cocoons, and to twist and double the

omas,

Loyd Jones,

William Darlington,

Samuel Davis,

James Cox,

Anthony Taylor,

jRecorrfiV'o- Secretary—John P. Milnor.

Assistant Recording Secretaries.

Charles L. Davis,
|
Adam Sitcr.

multiplied by seeds, layers, or inoculation. In
fact, these nuts, which are vended in large quan-
tities in our markets, grow as well in our climate
as the common hazel-nut, and produce very abun-
dantly. Such being the case, it is hoped, ere
long, sufficient will be produced from our own
soil to supersede the necessity of importation, as
plantations of this tree would amply remunerate
the possessor, or, if planted as a hedge, would be
found to be very productive. A single bush of
the Spanish filbert in my garden h.is produced a
half bushel annually.

The varieties most valued are the English
White Skin, and Red Skin, the Spanish, and the

I
Thomas Penu Gaskell, Cobnut; these two last with very laro-e fruit-

[
George W. Sergeant, also the Prolific, the Frizzled, and the c'olurna or

Constantinople. Of American hazelnuts, which
partake of the same properties, but have much
•mailer fruit, there are two species, the Common
flazelnut, and the Cuckoldnut. None of the above
need much attention, except occasionally to thin
out the older branches, and to keep them free
I'rom sucjicrs near the root.

Corresponding Secretary—John Hare Powcl.
Treasurer—George Blight.

Directors.

I

Thomas Smith,

I

Matthew Roberts,

I

George Sheafl",

I

Charles Miner,

I

Calleuder Irvine,

I

Joshua Evans,

I

George W. Holstein,

(
Algcrinan S. Logan.
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This tree delights in rich, sandy und gravelly

KOils, but no tree vviH accommodate itself to a

greater diversity of .soil. If, however, the {fround

selected is too moist, ttie fruit i.s lesi? fl:ivored. It

requires a v\arm p.xposition. for it haa been notic-

ed, thiit the more it received tlie operation ol the

sun's rays, the more soijary nnd hirrh flavored

have been its- Iroit. It is ea^iily increased by cut-

tings, layers, and slickers. The fig trees should,

however, bp kept free from suckers, as these draw
off the nourishment in a {rreat rie;;rep from the

niHin tree, thereby caiisin;;- , the fruit to he very

small, and often itnm.iture ; hut in nortliern locali-

ties it is necessary to form thein inio low shrubs,

that they may be less exposed in winter, and the

.more easily protecte<l from cold if necessary.

In the niiildle and northern state."!, where the

fig trees are killed nearly to the ifroiind by the

Beverity of the winters, two crops of fruit may be

obtained each season, by planting the eaily kinds

in*a warm or shelter -d situation, if pains are tak

en in autumn to henl the trees down, and cover
them with earth, sloping the embankment so as

to cast of the rain ; but, early in April, they
should be uncovered and set upright. By this

treatment they viill produce one crop ofJruit. ear
ly in the summer, and another in September or

October.

There .ire some varieties which are more hardy,
and ripen their fruit more regularly in cold situa-

tions, than others—such as the Early Brown,
Large Lalp Brown, Larije White Genoa, Long
Fruited or Priutanicre, aud souie others. Among
those of the finest quality, and which are held in

the highest esteem in the South of France and
Itiily, are the Versailles. Servantine, Napolitaine,
Poulette, Larjre Green, Violet, Marseilles Yellow,
Bourjassotte Blanche, &c.

GOOSEBERRIES.

These may be propagated from layers or cut-

lings ; if in the latter way, it is customary to cut

out the eye at each joint of those that go below
the surface of the ground, except the two lower

ones, which prevents a superabundance of suck-

ers from afterwnrds being thrown up by the roots;

and, in transplanting the young layers, it is best

to pursue a similar course.

The gooseberry flourishes most in situations

where it cannot feel the effects of our intense

noonday sun, am! it will withstand an exposure to

cold far better than to one of heat. It seems to

have reached the acme of its excellence in Lan-
cashire, in England, and in Scotland, where the

air is rarefied by the breezes of the ocean, and
where the atmospheie may be considered as pos-

sessing a considerable degree of humidity. The
climate of Rhode-Island I have noticed as being
particularly favorable to it, which may be account-
ad for by the strong approximation it bears in cli-

mate to the countries before mentioned. In all

cases, the gooseberry should be kept free from
.suckers, and trained near the ground to a single

stem, this mode of training them being found to

cause a far greater product in quantity, as well as

an increase in the size. They need much atten-

tion in other respects, and one-third of the old

wood must bo regularly trimmed out every au-

tumn, by which means a succession of thrifty

bearing wood will be kept up ; as the finest fruit

is produced on the young shoots of the previous
year's growth, it is also necessary evory autumn

to dig in a plenty of old well rotted manure around

them. This Ireatment will cause them to grow
.itrong, and the fruit to be large and fair. Where
llie summers are very hot, a northern aspect is

I
referable, and the fruit will be twice the size, if

they are planted against a north fence, or in any

olher situation where they are sheltered from the

intense heat of noonday, winch, w hen differently

situated, often scorches the fruit to such a degree

as to entirely stop its giowth.

I

From the Old Hampshire Post.

PROFESSOR HITCHCOCK S ADDRESS.
We have read with great satisfaction the Ad-

dress delivered by Prof E. Hitchcock, before the

H. F. and H. Agricultuial Society, which has is-

sued from the press ofthe Messrs. Adams, of Am-
herst. It is written in a plain, perspicuous style,

and well sustains the scientific reputation of its

aiithoi. The tendency of tne address is to show
the dignity of agriculture ; that the business of

the farmer is not a mere routine of manual opera-

tions ; but that his pursuits admit and require high

intellectual cultivation, and extensive acquaint-

ance with science. The connection between Ag-
riculture and other departments of knowledge is

pointed out, and illustrated particularly in Chem-
istry, Botany and Geology. Much interesting and

(aluable information is communicated respecting

the formation and varieties of soil in the valley of

the ( onnecticut, and the mineral treasures alread-

y known, or which may be expected to be hereaf-

ter discovered in that region. The address was
heard with an interest which is not diminished in

ihe perusal. We copy the concluding paragraph,

wTiich is a favorable specimen of its style, and

tone of sentiment. We believe there are few per-

sons, engaged in the more bustling scenes of lile,

to whom the hope of one day retiring to the calm-

ness and independence of agricultural pursuits

does not form a considerable item in their account

of er.joyment. There are many, we know there

are some, in whose minds this part ofthe address

will awaken trains of long cherished and happy

associations.

" Earthly happiness is not a phantom ; it has a

positife existence, confused and disordered as the

world is. And we all of us taste more or less of

this happiness, as we<'are hurried along through

life. True, it is not heavenly happiness in its kind;

nor is it unmixed. The fountain has been pois-

oned and the streams flow out contaminated.

—

Still we all thirst for the waters, and earnestly

seek that recion where they flow most pure and

abundant The ambitious monarch believes e

shall finJ them by desolatinff the earth ; and that

every cup of happiness he dashes from the lips of

others, will be poured into his own. But he finds

that he has mistaken a sea of blood for a sea of hap-

piness. The youthful Statesman, as he rises

from one station to an ther in the councils of his

country. '>ut faintly realizes how far away from

the regions of happiness, the surges and the storms

of public life are driving him. The man who
strives for pre-en>inence in a learned profession,

knows not, till the desired elevation has been

reached, how high it stands above, not merely the

follies, but the enjoyments of life. And so in

many other pursuits; when the charm of novelty

has passed away, when time has cooled the pas-

sions, and possession has disrobed the object of

its false splendor, then it is found that the streams

of happiness, like the streams ofthe desert, are
almost dried up

; leaving only their empty chan-
nels to mock desiie. It is then that men begin to

siyh for pursuits more calm, and peaceful, and re-

tired. Hence it is, that so many, from the highest
stations in life, have spent the evening of their

days in the pursuits of at;riculture ; in the prose-

cution of expcrimen's for increasing the produce
of the soil. Mere they found that contentment
and satisfaction, which in vain they had sought,
in the possession of power, and wealth, and repu-
tation, and learning. I- or when all artificial pleas-

ures have become insipid and even disgusting.

rural scenes and pursuits have still the power to

mane new chords of liappine-ss vibrate in the soul.

Wa. need not wonder then, that so many, after

faithfully serving their God and generation, till

exhausted nature demanded repose, have sought
these scenes as a resting place from their toils;

—

have landed on this peaceful shore, from the tem-
pestuous voyage of public life. Says Washington.
''I was summotied by my country, whose voice I

can never hear but with veneration and love, from
a retreat, which I had chosen with the fondest

predilection, and, in my flattering hopes, as the as-

ylum of my declining years."

It is not therefore u m§re poetic dream, that in

vests agricultural scenes and pursuits with a pe-

culiar charm. Imagination may hero resign her

pencil into the hands of experience, nor fear that

the picture will want in vividness and interest."

.i growing place.—A correspondent informs us

that Major Nathaniel Smith, of Patchogue, raised

the last season, on one acre of ground, one hun-

dred and Ihree bushels of shelled corn. And on

the same ground the year before, eighty-six bush-

els. We san this corn the last year, and observ-

ed it was planted in drills.

Mr. .Tustus Howe, of the same place, killed sev-

en hogs last December, the weight of which, was
C30, 522, 313, 360, 341, 327, and 316. The first

was tivo and a half years old ; she had her first

littei of pigs in January 1636, eight of which Mr.
Rowe killed the same year, when about eleven

months old, the aggregate of which was 2400 lbs.

In June of the same year, she had another litter
;

only one of which he kept—and is the one which
weigheil five hundred and twenty-two when kill-

ed. ShT; had a litter last June, which were sold

as sucklings for eighteen dollars ; and in Januarv

had another litter ; five of which when killed (be-

ing the five last in the above list) the aggregate
weight of which is 16,530 pounds. In September
last she had another litter of six, which Mr. Rowe
now has, and are es imated to weigh, on foot, one

hundred pounds each. The pork which this hog
with that of her offspring has furnished Mr. Rowe
and his neighbors, amounts to between eleven and
twelve thousand pounds.—Sng Harbor Corrector.

MAXIMS.
Consider the end before you begin, and before

you advance provide a retreat.

Give not unnecessary pain to any man, but studf

the happiness of all.

Grieve not for that which is broken, stolen, burnt

or lost.

Never give orders in another man's house, ac-

custom yourself to eat your bread at your owii

table.

Take not a wife from a bad family, and seat no>

thyself with thoso who have no shame.
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Riil'Oar OF THE NEW YORK HORTI-
OUL,TURAL SOCIETY.

The Society feel it incr'nibent on tlietn to lay

ofore the public, the following sketch of their

ioings during the past year, and offer the toUow-

ing e.vtract from the annual report of the inspect-

ing Committee.

The Inspecting Committee of 'he Now York
Horticultural Society, report that their weekly

..isetings during the past year, have <rener!illy

been well attended, and the articles offered for

competition, have been abundant and of good
quality. Our collections of ornamental plants and
pscuient vegetables, have been consider bly in-

creased by very liberal contributions from Drs.

Hosack and iMitchell, obtained by them from their

foreign correspondents, and generously presented

to the members of the Society. Several other

gendemen in this city and in other countries, have
likewise contributed considerably to the augmen-
tation of our vegetable prouuciions, two of >vhich

we think deserving of particular notice in the

present report. The first is that of the original

Potato, the Solanum Tuberosum, obtained from
Its native soil and country, in South America, and
sent here by Surgeon Tinsler, of the United
States Navy, to Or Mitchell, who presented them
to the Society for cultivation. They were pi mt-
ed, and grew with the same lacility and vigor, in

6tem :ind blossom, as those which have been so

!ong acclimated to our northern hemisphere : and
in no particular, did the foliage or habit appear to

differ, but from the rambling fibrous roots ivhich

were proJuced in great abundance. Not the

teast symptom of the formation of the smallest Tu-
ber, ever made its appearance, although they were
planted in the ground, and continued a sufficient

length of time in blossom, before the frost sot in,

^0 have produced and matured an abundant crop.

A very striking evidence this, of the great effect

which soil and climate have upon the produce of

particular plants, and a most powerful inducement
to encourage our perseverance in endeavoring to

improve the produce and qualities of every thing

that comes under care ; for when we see the vast

improvement which a continuation of careful cul-

tivation has effected upon this now most valuable

vegetable, we can scarcely conceive to what a su-

perior degree of perfection, a proper mode of cul-

ture might yet bring many or perhaps all our

other vegetable productions. We do not expect

tiiat any improvement in the culture of the potato,

will ever render it capable of producing an entire

substitute for bread ; but if succeeding genera-

tions can support its improvement in any thing

like a ratio, to that which it certainly has under-
gone for one or two years past, and the quality of
wheat remain nearly stationary, it appears difficult

to determine at present, which of the two, might
then be found the most valuable article of food.

The other vegetable which we have to notice par-
ticularly, is called New- Zealand Spinagc, Tttra-

f^ona eipansa, the seeds received by Dr Hosack,
from Paris, aud presented by him to the Society,
list Spring

; they were planted by Mr Floy, and
succeeded remarkably well. It is very produc-
tive, and continues fit for table throughout the
summer season, is very wholesome and palatable,

and mny justly be considered as one of the most
important additions to our vegetable collections

that baa been obtained for many vears past. Sev-
eral new varieties of Tobacco, and some of them
of very superior quality, have been received aad

Charles Oakley,

Alexander Smith,

Peter Aymar,
Peter L. Vandervoot,

Alexander Smith,

cultivated for the Society, by Dr Buxton, whose William Neale,

ingenious attention to the cultivation of this par- Alexander Smith,
ticular plant, entitles him to great credit.

The members of the Fnspecting Committee,
have also great pleasure in being enabled to state

that Jiey have observed an increased degree of

emulatio and industry generally excited in the

vicinity of this city, in horticultural pursuits

At one e.stablishment in particular, they were so

much pleised with the excellent arrangements
for horticiiltuia! improvements, as well as for pto-

molini; the health and vigor of its youthful and
ambitious competitors, that they cannot let the

present opportunity pass, without expressing their

highest approbation of that valuable institution,

the Lyceum of tlie late Mr. Banccl, at Blooming-
dale, whose grounds every where exhibited the

evidences of an enterprising, well regulated im

provement. and those departments which were ap-

propriated to the raising of vegetables and small

St Kj ju- .lerries.

' Apricots.
' Peaches.
' Pears.
' Plums.
' Nectarines.
' Grapes.

JI.01\ ERS.

William Wilson,

Thomas Hogg,
G. Thorburn &. Son,

Thomas Kinnersly,

William Large,

William Phelan,

Best Polyanthus.

" Auriculas.

" Hyacinths.
" Tulips.

" Pi'iks.

" Carnations.

To Messrs. A. Parmentier, Thomas Kinnersly.

William Phelan, Daniel Kenney, William Wilson,

Michael Floy, Alexander Smith, I'homas Hogg,
William Large, Dennis H. Doyle, iiobert Dyson,

William Bisbee, Noah Wetmore, SuperintenUant

fruits, highly bespoke tiiecare and skill of an ablejo*" t'le New York Hospital, and some other mem-

horticulturist. But what ittracted our attention I

bers, the Society is also much inuebted tor their

above all, wus a most beauuful group of miniature i

exhibitions of a great variety of tiowers, tiuit and

gardens, all contiguous to each other yet distinct- '

vegetables. The Society is much indebted to

ly separated by low lines of pigmy fences ; and in Com. Is:,ac Hull, for valuable varieties of Beans,

which enclos re. every student had his particular ^<^- presented on his return last spring, from the

pTterre; in -ome instances, two or more were Pacific Ocean ;
and to Mr Isaac Denniston of Al-

associated in the cultivation of one spot, and in ^any, and Mr Richards of Newark, for the choice

order to encourage the industry and improve the collection and very liueral supply of Plums and

skill of their youthful cultivation, a premium was ^'een tJages, presente' at their late anniversary

L^iven by Mr Bancel, to the cultivators of that
«''""«'• I"s a's° *>orthy of remark, that melon

spot, «hich romp-tert and disinterested judges seeds, 20 years old, presented to the Society by

proiioumed to e eel all the rest. Perhaps no ap- ^r Hoffman, and received by him from the late

pendage to a literary institution could be attended ^^i" Seton, were plmted and bore truit
: some of

with finer or more beautiful effects than this.— "'^'ch so raised were presented to the Society, by

The subsoil, if it may be called ^o, of the whole ^"^ ^^'^r A- mar.

group, sen.ed to have been but lately a bare/
'^^^ Society offer premiums for the following

rock ; but such had been the ambition and indus-

try of the little gardeners, that from the adja-

cent valley, ample depths of good earth h.id been

introduced, and an extensive variety of the most

beautiful flowers, shrubs. &c. flourished in gav as-
:

"j
1 »i r ..-/-.

,, ^, 1 » .1 . , » , L? ed by the Inspecting Committee,
semblage throughout the whole. And while your

,

i o

committee lament the \-i'e event which has nter-

rnpted the progress of this institution, and depriv- Cucumbers
pd our society of a most valuable member, they Peas
hope still Ix) see many Mr Bancels actively v;ie!d-

ing or directing the spade, the hoe, and the rake. Cabbage
The following i.s a list of those members of this Potatoes.

Society, who are entitled to premiums for arti-
, Beets

cles exhibited this season, 1827.

1 articles, for the year lb"2ti :

FLOWERS.

Polyanthus, Auriculas, Carnations, Pinks, Tu-
lips, Hyacinths. The days of exhibition to be fe.\-

TEGETABLES.

Dr Hosack,

William Fairbairn,

Alexander Smith,

William Curr,

Charles Oakley,

Micliael Floy,

John Roberts,

Alexander Smith,

Israel Dean,

William Wilson,

William Fairbairn,

George Still,

Michael Floy,

George Still,

William Wilson,

James Adams,
Engle Fick,

Alexander Smith,

Francis Cooper,

VEGETABLES.

Best early Cucumbers.

, " Cauliflowers.
" early Peas.
" Lettuce.
" early Lima Beans.
" knight's Marrow Peas.
" Celery.
'= Sea Kail.
" early Cabbage.
' Melons.
" Blood Beets.
' Endive.
" Savoy Cabbage.
'= Carrots.
" Brocoli.

Fine sample of Peas.
" Drumhead Cabbage.

Best Cherries.

" Strawberries.

Carrots,

Celery,

Lima Beans, (earliest.)

Lettuce,

Cauliflowers,

Knight's Marrow Peas,

Cape Brocoli,

Savoys,

Endive,

Beets, (late,)

Carrots, (late)

Sea Kail.

Best pair, earliest forced.
" 1 quart, last Tuesday

in May.
" 4 heads, do do
" half peck, do do
" 6 roots, second Tues-

day in June.
'•• C roots do do
" 6 plants, last Tuesday

in July.

" 2 quarts in pods.
" 4 heads, the season,
" 2 heads, do.

half peck,

4 heads.

4 heads,

4 heads,

6 roots.

G roots.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Peacbee,

Plums,

Pears,

Nectarines,

Apricots,

Grapes,

Strawberries.

FRUIT.

Best dozen,

do. do.

do. do.

do. half dozen.,

do. dozen.

do. 2 bunches,

do. quart.
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Muskioelone,

Gooseberries,
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do. dozen,

do. dozen.

seedling grasses before tliey had produced flow-

ers, had the effect of retarding and weakening the

..... . c-^aA Iw the In- ' after-ijrowth of the plants lor that season very
ThP dav for exhibition, to be fixed oy tue in

, ,° „ . „ .,
"^

, i- a1 ne uay lui >=.».
'

, ,. , , much. But after the oeriod of iloworinB-. crnn-

ner, proffered throiisrh his friend Doct. Pascalis, to
ner, pronereo uiru..-.. ..,. "-

' v/evrht of produce in the whole season than those

t Tetr,;' ,^:nt"r;egetable ducTion, Ihat
i

pla.us of the same species which were left uncut

Lay S„ : Ihe Society', and produced '
till tne flowering culms be.an to appear. As the

may uo ucoigiio-. j^ iv„,;„„ ...in ho rriwor tn :
advantages of the manure of the sheep may be

supplied by top-dressing, and the disadvantaiiesat the next anniversary. Notice will be given to

the members of what the same shall consist.

By order of the Society,

\VM. BURI'SELL, Recording Secretary.

w-York. December 25th, 1827.

resulting to the tender seedling plants from early

and close cropping cannot so speedily be remov-

ed, the practice of suffering the grasses to pro-

duce flowers before they are c. t, with the appli-

cation of top-dressings, and the use of the roller,

till the spring of the second year, appears to be
REMARKS ON GRASSES

[Concluded from page 212.]

When land is to be sown for permanent pasture,
j

far more profitable than the former practice of do

no admixture of any annual or grain crop, or broad
^

pasturing thf seedling grassesat an earlier period

ieaved clover, should be admitted with the grass than the spring of the second year. But in this,

seeds. Experience proves that they are highly in- no doubt, as well as in other particular nmdes of

jurious to the intention of speedily forming a solid management recommended for general practice in

productive sward ; and the profit that may accrue the culture of plants, local circumstances may in-

from a grain crop thus obtained, will be much oi'er- terfere so much as often to render some modifica-

balanced by the loss of grass in the two following tion of them necessary.

seasons. Every plant of these annual crops occu- The superior value of sainfoin for soils on a po-

nies a place, to the detriment of the expected reus or dry sub-soil is therefore manifest,

sward ; besides rendering the surface porous by
: Sainfoia grows wild in all the chalky districts

the decay of their roots, in the end of autumn

—

in England ; but it was first introduced to Eng

much mischief, likewise, is done to the swad by lish farmers as a plant for cultivation from Flan-

portions of the crops being beat down with heavy
,
ders and France, where it has been long cultivat

rains The above mixture should be sown in the ed. Parkinson, in the year 1(540, says, that "it is

autumn or spring, at the rate of four bushels and
|

generally known to be a singular food for cattle

a half to the acre ; much less will form a good causing them to give store of milk." Worlidge

pasture, but when the seeds can be had from the in his Mystery of Husbandry, &c. (1681), treats of

fgirra at a moderate expen.«e, the maximum quanti

ty should be adopted. If sown in spring, it will

be found highly useful, in the following autumn,

to give the surface a slight top-dressing with rot-

ten dung or compost, in which the seeds- or roots

of weeds are not suspected, and to sow immedi-

ately after a half a bushel, more or less, of the

Mixture of seeds, according as the sward appears

to be deficient of plants ; after which, (the top-

dressing being previously well reduced by a slight

bush-harrow,) the roller should be liberally used
;

and rolling, for the first two years, should never

lie neglected at any favorable opportunity. If the

seeds are sown in autumn, the top-dressing, re-

sowing, and rolling, will be found equally requis-

ite and beneficial in the following month of May
;

and even if repeated in the following autumn, they

will greatly forward the intention. This is imitat-

ing the process of nature in forming pastures

—

with this advantage, that for one seed of a valua-

ble species of grass supplied to the soil by the

slow and gradual process of nature, in one season,

a thousand are supplied in the same space of time;

and thus take possession of their natural soil,

—

without the danger and inconvenience of expelling

its usurpers.

There has been some difference of opinion re-

specting the manner of reaping the produce of

seedling grasses ; whether by depasturing with

sheep, or by mowing after the plants have perfect-

-3d their seed. The manure supplied by sheep to

the young grasses is of great adva«tage ; but the

animals are apt to bite too close to the root, and then sixteen parfes of the down should be sainfoin

sometimes tear up the young plants altogether.

1 have found, on repeated ttialsj that cropping

sainfoin at large; 'nn Wiltshire, in several places,"

says he, "there are precedents of sainfoin that has

been there twenty years growing on poor land,

and has so far improved the same, that from a no-

ble per acre, twenty acres together have been cer-

tainly worth thirty shilling per acre, and yet con-

tinues in good proof." These extracts show the

high opinion which was entertained of this plant

above one hundred years ago ; but this was, no

doubt, in a great measure owing to the small

number of plants then known for sowing in the

farm.

The experiments that have here been made on

this plant were confined to a clayey loam and a

light siliceous soil. Upon these it was evidently

inferior to the broad-leaved and perennial red clo-

ver ; but on chalky and gravelly soils there have

been abundant proofs of the superior value of

sainfoin. After the ample det.iiils of tlie uses and

cultivation of sainfoin, given in Mr. Young's An-
nals, it will be difficultto add any thing new. It is

a perennial plant, and produces but little herbage

the first year, and on that account should not be

sown on land that is intended to remain only two

years under grass. In Mr. Young's Annals, we
are informed, that sainfoin is allowed on all hands

to be an admirable improvement on lime-stone

rocks and chalk downs, which in order to be cul-

tivated to the greatest advantage, should be in

this course, with no more arable than is necessa-

ry for the change. Thus, if sainfoin last sixteen

years, as it certainly will if properly managed,

and as many more parts as there are years neces-

sary for tillage, before the g.reund should be sow_
^

ed with it again ; suppose this period to ue five

years, the portions would be 16 sainfoin— 1 sain-

foin pared and buint, and under turnipe— 1 barley

or outs— 1 clover— 1 wheat— 1 turnips— 1 barley

or odts, and with this crop sainfoin sown again=
22. In another part we are informed that sain-

foin is also a great improvement in thin, loose,

dry, snndy loams, upon marl or chalk bottoms.

Thin soils that wear oui, or tire of clover, are

laid down to great advantage with it, will last

twenty years, and pay the farmer as well as his

best corn crops. If a flock of sheep be an object

of primary importance, this plant will afibrd them
plenty of dry food for winter, in hard weather.

—

An acre of indifferent land will yield two tons of

sainfoin, dry, and therefore twenty acres will

serve 1000 sheep for a month, supposing a sheep,

eats three pounds of hay in a day, which is a large

allowance.

It flowers about the middle and towards the end

of June.' The seeds are large, and when sown in

v\et soils generally burst and rot without vegetat-

ing. There is some difference of op'inion with re-

spect to the best season for sowing ; according to

several trials that I have made, the middle or end

of April is the most certain ; but when sown in

the autumn, unless the soil be favorable, many of

the plants are lost dining the winter : should cir-

cumstances prove otherwise, the autumn sowing

will be found the most advantageous, as it affords

nearly a full crop in the ensuing season.

The grasses, and other plants, best fitted for

alternation, as green crops with grain, are such a-s

arrive at perfection in the shortest space of time,

o^within the compass of two years ; such as have

their leaves broad and succulent, and that do not

quickly run to seed. Plants of this description

are supposed to produce the greatest weight of

herbage at the least expense to the soil.

It is a carious and well known fact, that any

species of plant that has continued till its natural

decay on a particular soil, cannot be again imme-
diately reared with equal success on the same
spot, till some other crop intervene ; but that a

different species of vegetable will there succeed

belter, for its peculiar period of life, than it virould

on a soil naturally better adapted to its growth,

whore it had just attained to perfect maturity.

—

This holds good with respect to annual plants as

well as to those that continue to live many years.

But it is better seen in the former, as their habits

I

and duration in the soil are oftcner and more di-

I reclly within the reach of common bbservation.

I

On this antipathy of plants seems to depend the
' theory of alternate cropping with green crops and
grain—varying in sou^.e measure according to the

j

circumstances of soil and climate ; but the princi-

i

pie appears to remain the same.

j
On analysing a soil immediately before and after

producing an impoverishing crop, the results of

such analysis do not point out any diminution in

the weight or proportions of its constituents suffi-

cient to account for the weight of vegetable mat-

ter produced. The decomposing animal and veg-

etable matters of the soil are the only constituents

wherein a sensible loss is perceived.

M, Braconnot grew plants in substances free

from any kind of soil, as in flowers of sulphur,

and in metal. He supplied the plants with dis-

tilled water only. They arrived, by these means,

to a perfect state of maturity. The produce was
submitted to careful analysis ; and tlie results

shewed that the different vegetables so jrcdncetJ,
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coiu.auK-ii ail lilt- constituents of the different spe-i will jasually be rendered abortive. Others say,

cies, precisely uie same as ulien the plants were one gamier to five geese. The nest shoiUI be

^

cultivated on their natural soils.

Mangel wun.el. or white beet,

(hna cicla) produces upon a suita-

ble sou, or a .:eep rich ioam, on an

avBiiijje, iweiiiy -five tons* of green

fooa per acre—every pound weight
~

ot whicli con iiins ti90 grains ofnu

tnlive inalter ; and, therefore, per lbs.

acre . . . - . 56000
Carrots, (Oaucus carota) produce

upon a deep light loam, on an ave-

rage, eleven ions, every pound of

winch contains VoU grains of nutri-

tive matter . . - .

Potatoes, (buianum tuberosum),

produce upon a fresh loain, ol in-

terineiiiale quality as to moisture

ami dryness, on an average, io tons

per acre, alfoiuing of nutritive niat-

,ler per poi^im, ioOll grains -

ihe common held, or white tur-

nip, ('iJj'ussua lapa var.jaffords from

a sandy loam, upon an average, per

aero, sixteen tons ol green food, a

pound oi which contains 32t> grains

of nutritive matter

irry

pach

Ins.

3120

prepared as soon as the female begins to

straw in her bill. 'J'he number of

goose for sitting, should be abput twelve )r Ihir

teen. While silting, say some writers, the yoose

should be fed with corn and water, which mut be

placed near her. Loudon, however, says, "feed-

ing upon the nest is seldom required.'' l he gan-

der should, at this time have free access to ijruard

her. The nests in which these birds sit, ought to

be made of stiaw, and so constructed that ^he

eggs vvil! not roil out, as the sitting goose turns

her eggs every day durin;; the period of incuba

tion, which is said to be from twenty-seven to

24640 ''640 ^^"^y ^^y'^- Willich's 1. ncydopedia says, that,

"when the eggs are nearly hstche- , ii will be re-

quisite to break slightly the shell near I lie beak of

j
the young goslin, as well for the puipo^e of ad-

' mitting air, as to enable it to make iis way at the

proper time." We do not, however, find that any

other author recommenils this pr -lice, and as

rvild geese can have no assistance dl' the kind, we
conclude that goslins can. gener.illy speaking,

make their way into the world i.itlinut the pro-

posed manipulation.

Mr. t obbett says, -that, "geese can be kept to

33600 4800

3.5R40 1638 3-dvantoge only where there are green commons,

29120

3440

The Wwedisn turnip, or ruta baga
(Brussita rupa var.j produces on a

favorable soil, or a strong loam, on

an average, 13 tons per acre, a

pound weight of which afi'ords of

nutrive matter 440 grains -

Cabbages, (lira.^sica nieracta var.)

which delight in a rich strong loam,

aU'ord 07 green lood, on an average

per acre, 25 tons, every pouno of

which contains 4y0 grains of nutii-

live matter - - - - 56000
Koiil rabi, Brassica oleracea var.J

the produce from a soil similar to

that lor cabbages or Sw.'dish tur-

nips, is on an aiierage, 14 tons per

acre, and affords of nutritive mat-

ter per pound 420 grains

If a plant, thero.fiire, impoverish

proportion to the weight of vegetable substance

it produces on a given sjiace of ground, the fol-

low ina will be the order in which the plants just

me-ntioned exhaust the land.

Mangel wuTti;el, 2o ^
Cabbages, 2.5 I

advantage on turnips, cut in su.iili
, i, ces, similar

Lo .lice, but not so large, and put into a trough of
water. Cobbett says, "when the young ones arc
hatched they should be kept in a warm place for

about four lajs, and fed on barley meal, [^probably
Iniiian meal is as good] mixed, if possible, with
milk; and then they will begin to g-ff^i . Water
ior ihem, or for the old ones to swim in, is by no
means necessuri/, nor, perhaps evKT even ustful

Or. hoa is it, that you see such fine docks of fine

geese all over Long Island, (in Anieriiaj where
there is scarcely such a thin^ as a pond or a run
of u ater ?" Water for geese to swim in, howev-
er, IS said by other writers, to be useful, if not in-

uispensiblo tu the welfare of geese, as it preserves
theni from vermin.

"Geese are raised by grazimr, but to fat them,
something more is required. Corn of some sort,

or boiled iSwedish turnips. Some corn, and
some raw Swedish turnips, or carrots, or white
cabbages, or lettuce, makes the be.st fatting. The
modes that are resoiled to by the French for fat-

ling geese, nailing tliem down by their webs, and
other sorts of cruelty, are, I nupe, such as Eng-
lishmen will never think of They will get fat

enough without the nse of any of those unfeeling

means being employed. He w ho can deliberately

indict torture upon an animal in order to heighten

the pleasure his palate is to receive in eating it,

is an abuser of the authority whuh (jod has given

him, and is indeed a tyrant in his heart. Who
would Ihink himself safe, at the mercy of such a

Mr. Lawrence is of opinion, that "poultry is an
article of luxury, for which the little farmer never

obtains an adequate price. He had better allow

his wife a certain sum for pin-money, than suffer

and there they are easily kept — live to a very

j

great age—and are among the hardiest animals

j

in the world. \f well kept, a goose will lay a hun-

dred eggs in a year. 'I he Frem-h put their eggs

; under large hens of common fowls, to each of

1830 which they give four or five eggs ; or under

turkeys, to which they give nine or ten goose-

eggs."
_

Rearing. At first setting at liberty, the pastur-

age of the gooop should be liiuited, otherwise, if
j

her to keep these devourers." But, he continues,

allowed to range over an extensive common, the
i
"an exception must be made in favor of getse,

goslins will become crao^ped, and some of them: which will graze to advantage, and make much
will fall behind and be lost. Mowbray advises to good manure ; they are besides, useful in a farm-

destroy ail the hemlock and night shade in their yard for giving alarm by light." He recommends
range. As the young become pretty well ferther for feeding geese, chopped cabliatre. lettuce, or

cd, they become also loo large to be brooded be- carrots, and oats, particularly when they set

neath the mother's wing, and as they will then " Not to be sent out to gra/e too early, and always

o..5/?n 1881 sleep in groups by her side, they must be .veil fed before turning out, lest they wander beyond
.. . supplied with straw, v, hich they will convert into their stre'igth, which is the occasion of many be-

^ " excellent manure. Being able, says Mowbray, to ing lost every year. A goose fattens well on oats,

frequent the pond and range the common at large, in six w-eeks, littered down with clean straw : if

the young geese will obtain their living, and few from the stubbles in two or three weeks.

people, favorably situated, allow them any thing The Complete farmer, an F.nijiish work, says.

more, excepting the: vetretahle produce of the gar- "if you would fatten sreese, you must shut them
den. But it h is be> " his constant practice, al- up, when they are about a month old, and they

ways to dispense o i o crate quantity of any solid will be fat in about a month more. Be sure to let

Potatoes, 15 J>hGir lo eacli other with re

Koid raid, 14 I s cct to weight of produce,

Swedish Turnip, l:j
|

Carrots, lij

BOSTON, PUIUAY, FLB.

White Tuniip,
. 16

j

The proporlions which they corn or pulse at han. , to the flocks of store geese, them have always by them.in a sma'l rack some fine

both morning and evenioL'. on their going out, and hay, which will much hasten their fatting. But

their return, together, in th<i evening more espe- for fatting older geese it is commonly clone when
cialiy, with such nrecns as chance to be at com- they are about six months old. or soon after har-

ruand ; cabbage, mangel \yurtzel leaves, lucerne, vest, when they have been in stubble fields, from

tares, aijd occasiori.illy sliced carrots. By full which ood some kill them, which is a good way.

keeping his geese ueie ever in a fleshy state, and But those who are desirous of having them very

attained a large size ; the young ones were also fat, shut them up for a fortnicrht or three weeks,

forward and valu.d.le hree in^.' stock. Geese man- and feed them with oats, split peas, barley meal,

aged on the above mode, will be speec'ily fattened or ground malt mixed with milk. But the best

green ; that is, at a month or six weeks old, or thing to fatten them with, is malt, mixed with

after the run of the corn stubbles. Two or three beer. You must, however, observe in fattening

weeks after the latter, must be sufficient to make all sorts of water-fowl, that they usually sit with

hem thoroughly fat. A goose, fattened entirely their bills upon their rumps, whore they suck out

on the stubbles, is to be preferred to any Other ; the greater part of the moisture and fatness, at

"*
I have found this variety l«s nutriiious and less hardy than |

since an over-fatted goose is too much in the oil- a small bunch of feathers, which you will find

the pink or ligla rod maaeel wuri/el. Seveniy-eighi thousand cake and grease-tub style, to admit even the ideas standing upright on their rumps, and alw.iys tnoist.
four hundred and lorty-eiglil pounds of the pink kind were pro- '• ^r jlelicacy, tender firmness, or true flavor. Lou- with which they trim their feathers, which rendws
duced, in tH'i.',, upon one aero and fourteen iwrchcs ot farm i , ,.•'., ,' ,,-,., -i , ,•

land in Phdadcipiiia coiiaiv.—jtm. iiJ. |rfo!i. U IS said, moreover, that geesc may be ted to them more oily and sir

OIV REAiltNG AiSJD MANA^iti-^U cUKLsiii.

Breeding, (jeese, in general, breed only once

a year ; but, sometimes twice, if well kept. Three
of these birds, it is said, should be allotted to one I

*'

gander, for if the number be increased, tne eggs

lippery than the feathers of
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other fciwls, and causes the wuter to Mp offtliein.

If, therefore, the uprylil featlirrs are 'lit a«ay

close, they will hecouie fiit in less time and with

less food thnn jtherwise. If you yive tliem rye

before or about uiiilsumrner, it will strenijthpn

tliom, anil ieep llifni in health, thHt beinjr com-

monly thdir sirkly time."

Plucking. A writiT in the Entrlisli .Monthly

Magazine, remarks oa the cruelty of phickniff the

living goose, and proposes n remedy. lie remarks

on the additional torture e.iperienced by the poor

fowl, from the too frequent unskilfulness and want

of de.vterity of the operator. "'Ihe skin and flesli

are sometimes so torn as to orcision the dea h of

the victim ; ami even when the fowls are plucked

in the most careful manner, they lose their flesh

and appetite ; their eyes become dull, and they

lansTuish in ;i most pitiable st:(te, dnrin!; a longer

or shorter perioil " The renimly proposed is as

follows:— feathers are hot of a vear's t.'rowth, and

in the moultintr season they spontaneously fall off,

and are supplied by a fresh fleece. When, there

fore, the geese are in full feather, let the plumage

be removed, close to the sk'n, by sh:irp scissors.

The produce uoid 1 not be much reduced in quan-

tity, while the qmility would be frreatly improved,

and an indemnification be experienced in the un-

injured health of tjie fowl, and the benefit rihlnin-

ed to the succeedino- crop. ' abor, also, \ould be

saved iu dressinur. since the quilly portion of the

feathers, when forcibly detached from the skin, is

generally in su/h a state, as after all, to require

the employment of scissors. After this operation

shall have been performed, the down from the

breast may be removed by the same means. The
time has arrived, I trust, for successful exertions

in the cause of compassion tonaids tortured and
helpless animals ; and, I presume, to make a se-

rious call in the clergy and lenitins aristocracy

of the districts implicated, for the e.vercise of their

influence in this case, granting; tlie reform to be

practicable."

We have copied this article, for the considera-

tion of those who are owners of this kind of poult-

ry. We have, however, some doubts respecting

the expediency of dippinp; geese. Perhaps the

stumps of the feathers, cut off, would be in the

way of the ne.tt growth of feathers, or might

otherwise incommode the animals.

Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia, says, "geese

are very valuable on account of the feathers they

afford ; for this purpose they are unmercifully

plucked, in the county of Lincoln, Eng., (where

they arc reared in large numbersJTfiie times in tlic

voar. The old birds submit quietly, but the young

ones frequently prove unruly and noisy The lat-

ter may be plucked once when about thirteen or

fourteen weeltsj^ld, for feathers; but no quills

must be taken from them ; nor should this opera-

tion be performed at too early a season, because

the goslins are liable to perish in cold summers.

Although the plucking of geese is considered by

many as a barbarous custom, yet experience has

evinced, that these birds, when properly strip-

ped of their feathers, thrive better, and are more

healthy, than if they were permitted to drop tbcm

by moulting.

(Quills. "The quills are termed first, seconds,

and thirds, from the order in which they grow.

—

The two last kinds are those principally used in

writing, on account of the larger size of their bar-

rels. And as the utility and value of quills in the

making of pens greatly depend on their firmness

NEW ENGLAIVD FAIIMER.

I

:iiid elasticity, different o.xpedienls have neon cun
jtrived to harden them. The most simple of these,

IS to tlirust the barrel into hot sand or ashes, (or

1
a few moments, afterwards to press them almost

! flat with a pen-knife, and then to restore their

j

roundness by the fingers, with the assistance of a

wince of leather or woollen cloth ; removing at

the same time their roughness by the friction.

When, however, great numbers are to be prepar-

cl!. other methods are adopted. Aqua fortis is

frequently employed in the preparation of quills,

by which they are stained a yellow color.

Frathfrs. -The best mode of preserving feath-

ers, is tr> expose them in a room to the rays of the

sun ; and as soon as they are thoroughly dried, to

put them loosely into bags in which they should

be well beaten to cleanse them from dust and
filth.

Choice nf Geese. " In the choosing of geese for

I

the table, care should be taken that the feet and

legs be yelloty, which is an indication of the bird

ibeinj young; the legs of old geese are red. If

Ireojitly killed, the legs will be pliable, but if

stall? they will geci rally be found dry and stiff."

A new breed of geese, called Bremen Geese, has

been mtroduced into the United States, which is

said '(} be decidedl, ami considerably superior to

any li'-retofore known in this country. They were
first iioported, we believe, by Mr. Jame.s Sisson,

of Wirren, (R I.) who received a premium, in

October, 189(5, from the Rhode Island Society for

the Rnc ourageinent of Domestic Industry, for the

e,\hibition of some geese of this breed. They are

said to i.ossess the following advantages over any

other animals of their kind :—They grcv/ to a

greater 'i/e, may be raised with more facility, are

fattened with less grain, and make nioro delicious

fooil. They may be purchased of Thomas Wil-

liams. Noddle's Island, and Col. Jaques, Charles-

town, Mass.

Improvement in making butter.—A subscription

paper, (designed to raise a sum of money) to be

placed in the hands of the Trustees of the Massa-
chusetts .'Agricultural Society, for the special pur-

pose of being offered by thein in additional pre-

miums, to persons who shall offer at the next Cat-

tle Show at Brighton, considerable quantities of

the best butter, has been deposited at several of

the Insurance Offices. It is to be hoped it will

meet with the necessary degree of attention and
encouragement.

The Charleston Courier of the Itlth inst. says,

"in consequence of our notice yesterday, of the

extraordinary mildness of the season, a friend has

presented us with a ripe apple and slrawherry, of

the second crop, which grew in a garden in this

vicinity, and shewed as much freshness as is usual

in mid summer. Accompaiiying the above, we
also received an Iceplant ; v/hich, notwithstand-

ing its name, we believe is one of the most ten-

der plants known in our gardens. The Thermo-
meter yesterday, stood at 75^ degrees, and the

day is said to be the warmest knowp in January,

for many years.
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SEEDS FOR -. OJMVTRV DEALERS.
'I'raclers in llic coniiUv. who may wish lo liec'p an ,..s-,.iimen'

of Garden Seeds Ibi- sale, are inlormea liiey can t<e lurnishedi
at the New England Farmer oflicc, No. 32 Norlb Markel street.

Koslon. wiih t<oxcs coniaining; a cmnplelc assorlmtnl of the
seeds mostly used in a k.idien i;arden, n as favoral.lu terms as
they can he pnnlin^cd in ihis coitnlry, neatly done up in small
papers, at (J :.id l^ow each—warranied lo he of llie ctowiIi of
I!ii7, and of ihc p.irfs! ijmlily. Oknamf.stal Flower
ScMDs will he .id td on the same lornis, when ordered, as well
as I'eas. Beans Eaklv White .Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ferent sorts.

COOKE ON WHITE MUSTARD.
.Tust received and for sale at the office of die New Kiigland

Farmer, " Ohservations on Ihe Klificacy of White iMu^tard Seed,
in affections of die Liver. Internal Organs, and Nervous Sys-
tem ; and on the General Manageimwl of Health and Lite. By
< 'hailes Turner Cooke, Memher of the Royal College of Sur-
geons. First American from the 4th English edition. Price 30 cts.

" Whatever hope die dieams of speculation may suffgesl, of
observing (he proportion between nutriment and labor, and
kcepinficlhe body in a healthy state by supplies exactly suited 10

its waste, we know that, in enipct. the vital powers, unextiled
by action, jjrow gradually languid; tlint as their vigor fails, ob-
structions are generated, and Iroin obslruciions proceed most of
those pains which wear us away slowly by periodical tortures^,

and which, although they sometimes suffer lite lo be long, con-
denln it to he useless, chain us down lo (he couch of misery,

and mock us with the hopes of death."

—

Johnson.

SHEET ALMANACK.
.lust published al the \uw England Farmer office, a Sheet

I'KICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Corrected every Thur.sUuij evtniii^-

.il^PLES, best,

.iSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

ptarl do. - - - -

BKANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lb?, new, -

cargo, No 1, uew, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. I. new.
CHEESE, new milk. - - - -

Ekimmt'il rnilk, - -

FLji.X

Within a few miles of Worcester may be seen,

[conspicuously fixed in a plantation] the notice,

that "Steel-traps and spring-guns are set in these

grounds." To which is annexed, the following

significant and kindly notice: "N. B. If a ma«
is caught in this trap, it will break a horsc''s leg!"

Bj° Setjirttl Csmmnnicatieia arc received

FLAX SEED
FLOUIl, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, . - -

Rye, best, - - -

grain; Rye
Copi - - - .

Barley - ...
Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, I st sort, new, -

iiOl'S, No 1, inspection - -

LIME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK,Bone Middlings,uew, clear

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Htid's Grass, -

Clover . - - .

wool-, Merino, full bloodjWash
do do unwashed
do 3-4 vi'ashed

do 1-2 & 4 do
Native - - -* do
Pulled. Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROVISIOJ^ M.9RKET.
BEEJ', best pieces . . . -

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - -

VEAL, - - -

MUTTON,
POULTRY, ----.-
BUTTER, keg & tub, -

iuaip, best, - . -

CGGf
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MISCELLANIES.
The following Song was wrillen by J. W. Whitman, Esq. ol

Bosion, for the aniiirersary of Engine Company No. 7, in

this City.

Oil in the stilly night

Wheii Beauty's eye is sleeping.

The lire gods' lianelul light,

Then o'ei- its rest is creeping ;

'I'hc smoke, the Hash,

Tlic ruin's crash.

The crumbling timbers failing j

The lov tl, the dsar,

'I'he starting tear

Of her betrothed one calling.

Chorus. Thus in the stilly night, As.

See climbs that daring youth
The ladder 'neatb nun burning •

Aye, mark the lover's' truth,

The maid with him returning

;

Torn from tlip (lame,

Hhe lisps his name,
31ost dear when danger presses,

And watch his lip,

Sweet nectar sip

From 'neath her unbound tresses.

Ghorus. Thus in, &c.

One instant, such as this.

Repays whole years of sorrow

—

Perhaps such raptured bliss

May reach us ere to morrow.
Then pass the wine
To Beauty's shrine.

To courage and its daring

—

Go seek its wreath
'Mid fire and death,

Its crown is worth one's wearing.
Ckoi'us. J'hus in, &c.

When rings the midnight bell,

Disturbing love's bright dreaming,
Remember then that .spell

Once o'er the( brightly gleaming

;

Vour lov'd one's arms.
Her \eiled charms.

The hours which may come o'er thee

—

Haste then away,
No longer stay.

Thy peril'd one's before thee.

Chonts. Thus in, &c.

.Abstracts from Silhman's Journal for January 18^8, by the

Editor of the Hampshire Gazette.

JVorth Carolina Gold Mines.—Tliere are many
extensive deposits where each ton of earth pro-

misc'iously taken up will yield GO grains of gold,

($2,25,) No mine is considered worth working,

at which a hand cannot make a pennyweight (a

bout 90 cents) per day, cleiir of the proprietor's

share. First rate hnnns consider they are doing

bad business unless they can make 10 or 12 pen-

nyweights (9 to $11) clear per week. Good wa-
ges have sometimes been made by washing dirt

over, that had before been washed five or si.K times.

Catadids. or Kitty Didds.—These insects usual-

ly appear in the month of August. The music is

performed by the males ; it is a love song to at-

tract the females. The noise is made by flat plates,

one on each wing, near the back, which are grat-

ed together with great rapidity. In warm, fruit-

ful seasons, the catadids appear early in August

;

in cold seasons, the latter part of the month. In
the cold dry season of 181U they were not heard
the first week in August.

JVlagara Falls.—In July last, Capt. Basil Hall,

of the British navy, went behind the sheet of wat-
er at the Falls of Niagara, to make some e.vperi-

ments with the barometer. He says there is with-
in the sheet of water a violent wind, which ex-
ceeds the most furious squall ho over met with,
and he remarks that every stream of falling wat-
er produces more of less a bl.ist of this nature.

—

rrhe trembling and clattering of the windows and
doors in Northampton arc undoubtedly the effect

of the wuter f«llii g over the iJauis on Mill River, er to make of forty boys v(t si;iioi)l, what a paieni
especially that at Mr Clark's mill. Air is carried

J

cannot make of two at hoin.e. '-Tiie iuiIk of hu-
down by Ihe falling water, a wind is produced be-

'
man kindness" in children is often spoiled at

hind it, and the surrounding atmosphere is disturb- ' home, and parents wonder liiey lio not grow right

ed to a considerable distance
]

up at once, just as they ought to in «>very particu-
lar, under the tuition of their teacher.

Previous to the eruption which destroyed Her" |

culaneom and Pompeii iti the year 79, Vesuvius ' An association is formin;) in Pennsylvania to

was to appearance an e.xtiiict volcano, and his'ory promote the cultivation of .the Mulberry and the

had given no account of any eruption, lis crater raising of silk worms, ijoine enterprising gentle-

was covered by vegetation, and its slopes by vine- men in Peterborough in this state, are engaged
yards, fields and villas. Spartacus and the Roman

i
in the same pursuit.— A'eeiit Sentinel.

insurgents took refiiue in this crater, when pursu- —
ed. On the ^411, of August, A. D, 79, the tremen- '"^ ''"^k with a cigar in his mouth entered Mr.

dous eruption took place. A dense cloud OTer- Cross's menagerie last week, when Mr. Cross re-

spread the whole neighborhood of Naples with ^''^sted the visitor to take the " weed" from his

profound darkness : volumes of ashes encumber- f"o^tli> lest he should learn the monkies "bad hab-

ed the earth to a gieat distance ; terribie flushes ''^'

of fire pierced the cloud ; the {jround heaved ; the .
,

~ ~~' " „
, , ... „ ,. _ , u. 1,; IT I never knew a truly estimable man offer a fin-

sea receded ; and three entire cities, btabia, Her- ,. , , , , ,

, , Tl u 1 I u S^r : I' IS ever a sign ot a cold heart ; and he who
culaneum and Pompeii, were buried under a heap . , ,

"^
,

, , , ,

„ .
, . . en . 1 1.1 (• . • 1 .u IS heartless IS positively worthless, though be may

of ashes and stones from 60 to 1 12 feet in depth. , • , , ,

^
. •

, , I .11- 1 be negatively hiirmless,A new principle has been rectntly discovered a j

in black pepper, called piperine, which is proved, q.,jg brace of precepts and anecdotes which fol-
"

from careful e.'ipenmt nis, to be u successhil rem- j^^^ „g f^^m the pen of that prince of gastrono-
edy in intermittent fevers, and has been employed ^^^^ ^^ Kitchener, too early alas removed from
with advantage in typhus tever and periodical

^,,,3 n„,ndane .sphere. They are taken from his
headache. It may be given in doses of from one

[^[^.^t work -The Traveller's Oracle.'
to four grains^

^

Precept 1.—'To put the feet into warm water

In the southern part of France near the Rhone, ^°^ " <=ouple of minutes before going to bed is very

is a volcanic district, comprising an area of about refreshing, and inviting to sleep;— lor promoting

2000 square leagues. Here are regularly formed tranquility, both mental and corporeal, a clear skin

craters, currents of lava extending many miles, may be regarded as ne.xt in eflicacy to a clear con-

and many other decisive proofs th.it volcanic fire science.

Precept 2.—'A respectful and humble carnage
is a mighty advantage to gain knowladge—it un-

locks the heart of every one.'

Anecdote.— 'Visited one evenings wiih Mr. R.
Twiss, the master of the house invited R. T. to

play at whist—who immediately gave him one of
his significant stares and said, 'No—No—pray,
sir, what have you seen me do since I came into

has covered this fine country witli floods of molten

rock. The formation of these volcanic regions

was before the records of history, but after the

existence of animals, bones of which are found
imbedded in the vulcanic iimitcr. Auiuuj; ilieiii are

the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, ox bear,

panther, hyaena, &c.

The Saturday Morning Herald gives the follow- this room so exceedingly silly, that you ask me to

ing review of the weather market. It is as well play at cards!"

to laugh as to cry, under the infliction of wet feet, cacr-vi.«.7>„,^^j....^.>.^_:^._ ___^,x_,^,.— „a^
coughs and sore throats.

j AGRICULTURAL, BOOKS.
" Umbrellas—Raised considerably since our last. For sale at the office of ihe New England Farmer, a varieix

Jf'et Boots—Heavy and hard to be got off.
ofstandard works on agriculture, horticullorc, gardening, breed-

Q ; n 11
ingof cattle, &c. among which are Deane's New England Far-

C^pinis— Utill. mer—Farmer's Assistant—Sinclair's Code of Agi iculture—Lou-
Mud—Plenty and brisk—large lots taken up by don's Encyclopedia of Agri-ulture—.Memoirs ef the Pennsylva-

travellers ; city holders part with the article freely ?'* A|ric,.ltural Society-Hints to American Husbandmen-
' •'

'^ •' Lawrence s New Farmer s I alendar—Thachei s Orchardist—
at a small advance. Coxeon Fruit Trees—Ha^ ward on Hcriicullure—Frnit Giow-

Cloaks and Great Coats—Much sought after

—

er's Insiructer—Speechly on the Vine—MiVIahou's Gardener—
J , . , u 1 11 Cobbetts American Gardener

—

t'obbius Collage Economy^
and kept close by holders. Cobfeu's Ride in France-Hogg on the Cultur? of Flowers—

Cozighs and Colds—Abundant—some few cases Kirwan on Manures— lard on Sheep— Ularshall on Gardening

have been got off by physicians.

Rain—Falling continually—dealers very

tious of entering into it."

—Nicoll's Villa Gardener—Thorburri's do.— Holdich's Essay on
Weeds—Agricullnral Reader—Honner on Bees—nakc«ell on
Wool—Gray's British Plants—Nuliall's Bolanv— Torrey's Dot-
any—Farmer's, mechanic's, and Spoi'isinrn's Slagazine. &c.

Agricultin'al Libraries and others supplied on favorable terms.

Children.—The following from the Middlesex

Gazette, upon the management of children is cor-

rectly conceived ;

—

Very few boys will be insulting, or mischievous,

or backward at school, who are properly manajred

at homo. And a majority of parents, being r -ed English \\ h

of the noise, roguery and ill behaviour of their
j

Early Peas, Tree Onion, Poppy Seed, S;c.

children at homo, send them to school with no For sale at the New England Farmer office, .'resh S«'d of tho

rules or lessons for their conduct, cxpectin

Lucerne Sted.

A few hundred pounds of fresh Lucerne seed, by the pcund
hundred weight, for sale at the N. E. Farmer office.

JVIiite Mustard Sftd.

Fur sale at the office of the Ne\'. England Farmer, the bcsl

Mwslant seed, by ihe pound or bushel. .

master in the plenttude of his wisdom & leisure to i New England

make them fine scholars, and fine gentlemen, and
amiable men and women all at once, and all this

is expected many times without a frown or blow,

as though it were perfectly easy for a school teach-

,, Large Poppy, Early Peas, Tree Onion. While Clover, Lima
"^ Squash, ^c" with ll:o grcalcst variety of Seeds to be fwind iU

(ET Published every Fbiday, at Three Dollars per annum,
payable at the end ol the .year; but ihose who pay within si.\ty

days from the time of subscribing, arc entillcd to a deduction of

Fifiij Cents.
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V USEFUL ARTICLE OP AMERICAN
MANUFACTURE.

[The following is a copj- of a Letter addressed to the Hon.

JosiAH QuiNi-V.EsQ. Mayor of the City of Boston :]

Sir, I send yon a sample of that article con)-

1

monly called Grouts, by foreigners.

I have taken the liberty, (being a citizen of the

State of Vermont) to give the article a new name,

VEBMOiNT Rict.

The strain from which this article is manufac-

tured, is common in all sei'tions of the United

States, particularly in New England. I have been

jn the hrtbil of ni:iniifactnring it for about twenty

years, and iim decidedly of an opinion, that in thi'

New Eng:land Sl;iles it ought to take the place of

southern rice.

Vermont Rice is prepared and cooked in the

same manner tlie southern rice is, except that it

takes a little longer. It makes excellent puddings

to eat with milk, and when prepared and properly

dressed, with :fpires, egss, &c. it will make a

liaked ptiddiiig supeiior to rice ; and, I have no

liesitation in saying, that it is preferable for food,

either in health or sickness. It is now kept by

all druggists in New England, in a pulverized

state ; retailed for medicine, and recommended
and approved by all physicians.

Perhaps, fc^ir, yon will be surprised, on being in-

formed tliat this article is nothing more than the

iernel of our common oats : I refer you to my
communication to the Editor of the New England

Farmer, published in vol. I. page 258 of that pa-

per. From eommon oats, weighing not less than

thirty-two pounds per bushel, I manufacture oat

flour and meal. Oats weighing 38 pounds per

bjshel and over will answer, when properly man-

ufactured, for this species of nee.

I will observe here, that oats which are design-

ed for meal or rice, lequire to be harvested early,

and well preserved. Oats which are wet in the

field, heat in the mow or bin, are unfit to make
either oat flour, meal, or rice. I design to furnish

a friend of mine in the city of Boston with the

first quantity of oat flour, meal, and Vermont rice

of my own manufacture, and the same will be of-

fered for sale by the pound or barrel.

I also manufacture, extensively. Pearl Barley,

not equal, however, in point of appearance, to the

foreign, but equal in substance. Any gentlemen

wishing for more particular information respect-

ing the manufacturing of oats, or wishing to pur-

chase any quantity of tlic aforesaid manufacture

articles, will please address n line to me.

Yours, with respect,

HENRY STEVENS. ,

Barnet, Vermont, Feb. Isl, 1828.

[The followiu^ is the communication referred to above]

V OATS.

" The subject which I propose, is that of the

more extensive cultivation of oats. Various are

the kinds of oats. The Barley or Scotch oats, so

called, 1 have cultivated, but not with very great

success ; their weight is generally about A2 lbs.

per busliol. i hav..' scImiiui iieen able to raise

more than from "iO to 25 bushels per acre. The

black oats I have cultivated ; their weight is a-

bout 3() lbs. per bushel, and produce about as

ininy bushels per acre as the barley or Scotch

oats. The greatest objection I have to the barley

or Scotch oats, is, that they must be harvested

SLiddeidy after they are fit, in order to prevent

waste. The comtnon oats which are raised, I con-

sider preferable. jMy average crop of late years

has been from 40 to 50 bushels per acre, and in

le instance 65 bushels per acre.

' I make oats principally, and generally speak

ing. my first crop in the line of a rotation of crops.

1 bveak np the piece intended for this crop in the

fall, if possible, and in the spring cross plough

and harrow thoroughly before I sow my grain
;

then h;irrovj again until the turf is uell pulveriz-

ed ; then sow ten bushels of clover seed chaff per

acre, and roll if in. As snon as the grain is har-

vested, and the young clover has received its

growth, I plough it in. This clover with the

stuffble, is about equal to a common dressing of

compost manure. In the fall, plough ; in the

spring I cross plough, after taking from my com-

post heap thirty loads per acre, which are careful-

ly spread. The lot then being well harrowed and

furrowed is ready for planting, either with corn

potatoes, or turnip.s. This is my second crop.

—

For my third crop I again sow wheat, peas, flax,

oats, &c. and stock the lot dovvn with herds grass

and red top, which I believe make the best of

hay. I let the lot remain in grass three years.

—

Thus you will observe I till three years, and mow
or pasture three years. My first and third crop is

principally oats.

I have frequently been told that oats and corn

were very impoverishing crops ; but I find no dif-

ficulty in enriching my land as above stated. Ten
years ago my average crop of corn was from 30
to 40 bushels per acre. But in passing over a lot

the second time which was managed as above in

the summer of 1821, I had the satisfaction of bar

vesting 96 bushels of com per acre, and received

the Society's premium. My other crops have ad

vanced in about the same proportion.

The inquiry will naturally be made, what I do

with my oats ? Well, sir, after I have reserved

for my stock and for seed, I take the remainder
to my mill and manufacture them into flour and

meal. It will be understood that the (fits are kiln

dried, then hulled about as clean as rice, then

ground, and bolted or sifted, as the case may be

That which I bolt is calculated to be mixed with

wheat flour for bread ; in which case 'he oat flour

being kiln dried, must be scalded before it is mix
ed with the wheat flour, otherwise the bread will

be too dry. Good oat flour, prep^-red as above,

mixed witii wheat flour, half and half, will make
as light and pleasant bread as common country

wheat flour, and it will trouble good judges of
bread to tell it from clear flour bread. Again
is excellent to make butter-cake, by the Yankees
called slapjacks. The oat meal is calculated for

puddings, and is a substitute for rye meal to mix
with corn meal for bread, or with rye meal for

bread. In either case the oatmeal must be scald

ed before it is mixed.

Thus aftpr supplying my family, the remaindei

is for mnrk<t. The oat flour I have generally sold

in Boston and New York to the druggists. The

meal is al.so purchased by the druggists. I havt

generally sold them oat flour for from four to fiv

,

(iollars per hundred, and the meal from three doi

ars fifty to four fifty, which is, by them, retaile.l

is medicine, from twelve to twenty cents pet

pound.

The meal is frequently bought by foreigners by

the barrel or hundred, for family use. The sale ol

oat uieal is at present limited ; the reason is that

hut very few people in this country, save foreign-

ers, are acquainted with the use of it, e.\cept for

meilicine. Foreigners generally prefer oat meal

to flour. I really hope both for our health, and

the interests of agriculture, that the lime is not

far distant, when oat flour and meal will be used

in every family for fotfd'.

Much may be said as to the value of this for mu

dicine, as well as for food. It has been a common

article for food in Scotland and Ireland for many

years. Seldom, if ever, an English, Scotch, or I

rish vessel sailed without a supply of oat meal ;

—

and I may say it would be well for every command

er of an American vessel, in making up his order

for ship stores, to include a sufficient quantity oi

oat meal or flour for his voyage.

'^s I am one of the homespun family, and wish

for infortnation, I hope these few remarks wil-

draw something from more able writers.

H. STEVENS.

SHEEP AND WOOL.
[Translatedfrom the ''Bulletin des Sciences Jgric-

oles," for July, 1827.—By the Editor of the

Hampshire Gazette.

Sweden was the first nation that imported me-

rino sheep from Spain. The earliest attempts to

improve the native breeds were unfortunate, buV

in 1715 the efi'orts of the Swedish minister were

successful — Min-inoes were introduced into Sa.\-*

ony in 1765. The number first purchased wa>

22!». Saxony has attained to a greater degree of

perfection in this branch of industry than any oth-

er nation.—In 1775 -Maria-Theresa, bought 300

nierinoes in Spain ; these were the first that ap-

peared in Austria.—The attempts of Prussia t*

introduce merinoes were not successful until 18^(^

when the king made large purchases in France

—The French government purchased 367 meri

noes in Spain in 1786, and placed them at Ram
houillet. They have since spread over the king

dom.— It was not till 1790 that merinoes were" im-

ported into England. They had many prejudices*

and much opposition to encounter ; they have not

been extensively propagated in that country;.

—

The English love fat mutton, and prefer those'

breeds which will furnish them with the finest

meat. They import merino wool from Spain and

Saxony.—Italy has never attempted to improve

her native breeds.

M. Ribbe endeavors to prove that there is *

greater profit in crossing native sheep with men
noes, than in forming flocks entirely of the latter

[According to the experiments of Dr Parry, «.

merino cultivator in England, the fifth cross bring?

the wool of the progeny to the same fineness a^

that of the merinoes.

1
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The various sorts of wool are coarse or fine, Soak the seed in pond or rain water, previous to

long or short, hard or soft, elastic or brittle, round
j

sowing.

or flat, crisped or not crisped. The fleece should
: USE—Almost all kinds of animals eat the

be thick, and if it be weil filled with oil, it is a leaves and roots, with great avidity. Both are pe-

si^n of its excellence. The hairs or fibres of me- culiarly good for feeding swine, and are not less

rino and Saxony wool should be round, even, eagerly devoured than corn. They are excellent

brio-ht, pliant, not breaking easily, and of suilahle for milch cows, and possess the quality of making

leno-th. When wool unites these qualities, it is them give a large quantity of the best flavoured

(alfed in Saxony, Electoral wool. ' milk. They are said to be equally useful for fat-

[The wool of the sheep is notliing but crisped tenins cattle.

iiair ; in some varieties it resembles the hair of Col. Powel, of Pennsylvania, has raised at the

oxen, and in others the hair and woo! are mixed.] rate of 2,0f)5 bushi-Is per acre,weighing more than

The filaments of merino wool should be well 44 tons. Messrs. T. & H. Little, of Newbury, in

crisped or waved ; the fineness of the fleece may ls24, raised on an acre 74,518 pounds of these

be determined from the number of these curls roots,

and from their smallness. Wool of a superior

iiuality has commonly 20 of these little bends. If

merino sheep are not s'leared, the wool continues

to grow several years, but its growth diminishes

every year, until it entirely ceases iu the sixtli, or th„gg of England ; and yet she is surprisingly de-

Eiom Cobbelt's American Gardener.

GARDKNING.
America has so.il and climate for surpassing

.it the latest, in the eighth year, when the extrem

ities perish and become brown. The small races

not be extravagant to say thai the expense and
profits of raising stock would be beneficially affect-

ed by having the best races of every sort that are

now known in Europe. New England will never
be a grain country, any more than she will become
the raiser of tobacco or cotton. But she ca)i prob-

aly supply two millions of people with beef, pork

and wool.

'' Stcondly. To do this, she may and must use

for half a century her natural pastures, because

she cannot aSbrd at present prices, to break up

her uncultivated lands, but she can raise, and raise

to advantage, by a succession of crops, a sufficient

supply of succulent roots, such as the Swedish
turnip—the Mangel Wurtzel or white beet, car-

rots, and potatoes, to come in aid of her cultivat-

ed and natural grass-lands, to support, and im-

prove the condition of her stock of animals, to the

e.Ktent of double, nay, I believe, treble their pres-

ent numbers.
" They will not, they cannot exceed the demand,

that must regulate the supply, after all we can say.
fi(-ient in variety as >vell a;- quality of garden pro

ducts. I am not alludinof to things of ornament,

of sheep produce more and better wool than the ^j appertaining to luxurions enjoyments, but to |

or write, but much may be done to enaDle us to

large ones. Sheep with broad heads do not (^j^^g jj^^j are" really useful, and that lend to the ' f'se cheaper and better animals. W chtaper the

yield t^o fine wool as those with slender heads.— preservation of health, without which latter, life t

<'«'«a'"' will be greater. We have done much in

Merinoes at their birth are covered with little
jg not worth having. It is incredible to those, I

"''« way, but much remains to do.

locks or tnfts of curled wool, about as large as a ^^ho have not had occasion to observe the fact, I

" Thirdly, we are very deficient in Horticulture,

prain of barley ; the smaller these locks are, the |,ow large a part of the sustenance of a country- To ^e sure there is no great profit in cash arising

finer the fleece will be ; the closer they are to-
, ^borer's family, in Emrland, comes out of his lit- 'o "le farmer from gardening beyond the limits of

pother, the more abundant ivill be the wool.
i [je warden The laborers of Encrland are distin- ]

twenty miles from a greattown. but when men have

i „^,ig"hed from those of other countries by several arrived to the degree of comfort which our farmers

CULTURE OP MANGEL, AVURTZEL.
Every man who assists in inuoducing the suc-

ssful cultivation of any new variety in aniina

striking peculiarities ; but. by no one are they so

strongly <!islingui3hed as by their fondness of

their gardens, and by the diligence, care and
or vegetable Irie which was before unknown or

t.^t^^ ^..^ic, they show in
'

the^ management of
practised, and which promises to be more useful

than any one of the like genus or species, before

cultivated, deserves well of tlio pnblic. This ser-

vice, every farmer has, at times, an opportunity of

them. The reproach which Solomon (Proverbs,

ch. 24, V. 30) afExes on the slothful and ignorant

husbandman, they seem to have constantly in their

minds ; and to be constantly on the watch to pre
performing. The Mangel Wurtzel holds forth this

^.^^^ /^ ^^^^ applying to themselves. Poverty
promise, lu a more eminent degree, perhaps, than

iijy other plant. It may be attempted, with hard-

ly the possibility of disappointment or lojs. There

can be but little or no trouble or expense in mak-

ing the experiment.

ay apologise for a dirty dress or an unshaven

face ; men may be negligent of their person ; but

the sentence of the whole nation is, that he, who

is a sloven in his garden, is a sloven indeed. The
inside of a laborer's house, his habits, his quali-

Why, then, Will not every farmer, or horticul-
^.^^ as a workman, and almo.st his morality, may

urist, make the trial in a small way, if it be not

convenient to extend it bt>yond a little spot on his

<"arn>, or bed in his garden ?

The Mangel Wurtzel is tlie Btia-ciria of the

generally enjoy, they ought to seek innocent lux-

uries. We cannot hope or expect to see their

front yards ornamented like those of the Dutch
or English cottages, who are not worth a twenti-

eth part as much as they are, with flowering

shrubs and plants, so neat and so beautiful as to

roali-.e the description of the poets, who have de-

scanted on pastoral lite. This depends in those

countries on fashion, and as the more opulent in-

dulge in those luxuries, the others follow as imi-

tators ; but a delightful pear—an e.Kcellent plura

or peach, or an admirable winter apple, fresh in

April, would be as sweei to the palate of a fann-

er as to that of a luxurious and opulent merchant,

and why these are neglected, 1 never could com-

be judged of from the appearance of his garden. P'ehend, as the l:bor amounts to a trifle in pro-

It se'ems, at first siaht. very odd that this taste
j

(^ur'ng and in preserving them,

for cvardenin-T should not have been preserved in " No farmer ought to be without his asparagus

America; bul it is accounted for by reflecting, '

bed, which, once laid down, will last without his

family of the Bf(«, sometimes called the -Ro"' "/
(,,^t „,|,gre land is abundant, attachment an"d |

'abor for forty years—no one ought to be without

&arc{t<i, and likewise called the fllnte Btd,
^^^^ attention to small spots wear away. To de- i

'''^ patch of green peas—lettuce—early and late

aire to possess land is an universal de.sire ; and beans. If more attention were paid to these com-

varity makes us prefer quantity to quality. You ,

f^^^ts, we should hear less of spotted and typhus

may prove as clearly as dayliaht, that it is better, fevers in our otherwise healthy villages, and our

aiiich celebrated in England and Prussia

Time of sowing, months of April and May.—
Prepare a plat or field as for turnips or potatoes

; ^^ ^,^^^, __ _ ^ _
, ,

• ,
Open two drills with the plough, two feet apart,

;„ ^g|.(^j^ ^^^gg to possess one acre thnn a hun- 1
females in the country would be more proud of

and put in a sufficient quantity of dung, according
^^^^ . '^^^^ ^^.j^^^.^ ^^ , j-^^^j di^ ^,^„ ^^^^^ prefers '''e grounds about their houses, and lake more in-

to the ground ; then cover the dung with the
'

^ wrh^n ^«rr,o ,i.,rrola nf land -irr terpst in their neatness and comfort than some,& 1 t^
^[,g (,j,g acre .' wnen large p.irceis oi lauu <iil

, ,.r ,

Jouble mould board plough once, or the single
y^jg^f^j^g^ jo ,,p cultivated, small ones are held pumaps too many ot them now do. We do not

plough twice, by ridging them up as high as can
] .^ g^^jg j . ^^^ thono-h a o-ood trarden supplies "'oan '« say, there are not a great many farmers

he well done, with a man shovelling between the
I

^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^j. ^^^^^^-^^ consumed by a family, i

"'"<> Pay some attention to these things, but the
4,;„-.:„u. .„.,„.. ,.;„„.,,„ „,..r„„„ „f .h„

^^^ ,,;^p^ supplying it all the year "round too,
I

'deficiency is deplorable."

there are many farmers even in England, who
_. ... .- -. _ - .^j even a wheelbarrow full of manure that
method of fallowing will repay the trouble of

j^ bestowed on a garden. The garden may, be-
rjiovelling, by raising a full proportion of earth i^.^^^

its intrinsic utility, be made to be a most
mider the roots. After sowing, it should be well

,

^,^,__^^,^ help-mate to the Farm.

drills right and left, smoothing the surface of the

rtdge above the dung, which will leave a space

(if ton or tAplve inches bioad. This complete

»olh)d. which completes the whole process. The,
g^gry American Parmer, north of Carolina, at

crop to be afterwards treated the same as that of'j^^^ ^ ,^^ ^^ ,,^^g ^ Hot-Bed in the Spring.
turnips or pctaloes, by pulling and taking on I

Ojould, &,c. After the roots have been raised, the HINTS TO NEW ENGLAND FARMERS.
ground is in a remarkable fine situation for wheat "First. The improvement of the character and

Cr Oiv," other crop ; sow five pounds per acre.— qualities of all our domestic animals. It would

From ihc Hampshire Gazette.

SHEEP AND WOOL.
The " Bulletin des Sciences Agricoles," for Ju-

ly 1827, contains a review of a German work on
Sheep and Wool, by J. C. Ribbe—published at

Prague, Bohemia, from which we have translated

the following, save what is enclosed in brackets.

The author adopts the opinion of Linneus, that

all the different kinds of sheep which exist are

derived from a common stock, the Ovis Argalis,
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tury, wlipn (.'arilinal Xiiiienos was tlie Spanish

iiiiiu-ster, complaints were made to him that the .

sheep of Castile had deteriorated. To remcvly tho

evil, this minister determined to import a great

number from Barhary ; but as ho could not obtain
i

f.i,' u.e Ml -i' ..II. li lunaoit. the ..ocKy MuiiM

tains of Asm and Greece.] The largest species

of sheep in Europe is the breed of Flanders, which

the Dutch imported from India, about two centu-

ries apo. The smallest race is that of Scotland.
. , , „ ,

(M. Ribbe refer, t... the Hebr.dean shenp_a them by means of negociation, he kindled a war

small breed which wer'h from four to five pounds and invaded Morocco.—The bpanish soldiers had

ner Quarter when fat, and yield about one pound orders to bring away as many sheep as thej, could

;

of wool of virions colours.—These small animals thoy pillaged the country, and returned to Spain

frequently cMrry four or six horns. This breed with the precious plu .der

was imported into Scotland from Denmark at a The principal breeds of Spain are those which

five or si.K inches in lencrth, and so coarse, that it
,

have the most beautiful wool
;
those of the Gaud-

is fit for nothing but blankets. ;

alo'<pe arc celebrated for their form and fleece
;

Iceland has two sorts of sheep, one large, the those of Paular have the head covered with wool

other small. Their wool is brown, and the inhab- and their neck full ot wrinkles
;
those of Infanta-

ilants do not shear it, but pull It off—a most cruel do are born with coarse wool, which afterwards

operation The Icelanders m .ke great use of becomes very fine, and those of N^.gretti have a

sheep's milk.—These animals live all the year e.-^- strong and robust body, with fine wool. All these

posed to the sev.rity of the weather, and their races are called merinoes, and were formerly the

principal food in winter, is the moss, called Ice- travelling flocks of Spain; since the late wars,

land moss, which they obtain under the snow.— they have become stati(*ary All the fine races

The small species live among the steep rocks on of sheep now in Europe, were derived from the

the mountains, and sometimes a flock is carried merinoes of Spain.

gulf by an avalanche,over a precipice into

where they remain until the warmth of the bod-

ies melt the snow which covers them, and an-

nounces to the owners, by the steam which as-

cends, the place into which they have been car-

ried.

A letter h;is been received by the President of

the Pennsylvania Agricultnrtil Society, on the

subject of establishing aFellenberg School in this

state. Of the plan and scito alluded to in the let-

ter, we do not desire to express an opinion ; but

upon the principles of the Fellenberg scliools we
In the Crimea, and some countries near the

p^gg^^g j^g^g C3„ be bnt one sentiment, that of
Caspian sea, Ihcy have sheep that bear, when

approbation. In truth, so e.xccedingly judicious
young,short curled woolofa blue, brown, or black ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^1^ ^^^^ appear, it is a matter of aston-

introduced at thiscolor, which is an object of commerce. That the
ig^mont that they have to b.

wool may remain in small curls, the Tartais cov^r ^-^^ of day.—Perm. Gazette.

the lambs with a linen cloth sewed close around
.

them, which is not taken off until Vlis animal is From ihe Hampshire Gazelle,

killed. [The lamb-skins are celebrated,being dam- Mr Judd—The notice in your last paper, of a

asked as it were, by clothing the animal.] In successful operation of CEsophagotomy, perform-

some of the vast forests of Russia, there are sheep ed by Doct. Blood, induced me to inform you that

which live in a wild state; the animals which are simply tapping a creature into the paunch, and

so much affected with the sounds of drums and keeping the incision open, are all that is necessa-

trumpets, that they begin to run, leap and dance, ry to be done to any creature that is choked with

as soon as they hear them; and they continue a turnip, potato, or apple. Not one out of a hun-

these motions until overcome by excitement and Jred will die, provided the incision be made be-

fatigue, they are no longer able to flee from their fore the intestines become ruptured. Creatures

enemies. when choked swell and are in great distress, from

[The largest breed of sheep in the world is the the pressure of the internal air. Tapping in such

fat-t:iiled variety ; it is raised in central Asia, Chi- cases gives instantaneous relief, and either of the

na, Persia, Africa, &c. The tail is a mass of f»t, above substances will in the course of seven hours

and often weighing 30 pounds. Another variety become so soft that the creature will discharge

of Asia is the lonw-tailed breed, with coarse wool; it at the mouth or swallow it. I never found any

its tail sometimes drass on the ground.]
. had effects from tapping, out of more than twenty

Europe did not possess any fine wooled sheep cases. The operation is very simple and safe,

until the twelfth century. The Roman writers when rightly performed. Any person can inform

raention that fine wools and stuffs were imported himself while slaughtering a creature, by observ-

from Spain, but this only proves that the Spanish ing where the paunch adheres to the side. Tap-

sheep were better than those of the rest of Europe, ping is the best remedy, I think, for the disease

In the twelfth century some African merchants called blown or hoven. The effect of the wound
sent to Cadiz a few sheep, the wool of which was is not so bad as the inflammation in the throat

remarkable for its fineness and whiteness. They after giving alkali. ' A. L.

were purchased by a Cadiz merchant, and placed
j

on his country estate, where they succeeded, but

he found no imitators.

About the year 1350, Peter, king of Castile, hav-

ing been informed that there was a race of sheep

in Barhary, which had precious fleeces, sent sev-

eral persons into Rlorocco to buy a great number

of bucks. Prom this epoch commenced the rep

THE COFFEE TREE.

As it is not every one that has seen this singu-

larly useful tree, a short description of it may be
worth giving. It sometimes attains the height of

12 feet with a trunk of 15 inches in circumference,

and very much resembles an apple tree of eight

or ten years standing. The branches, which

pliible; tho bark is of a whitish color, and rather

rouL'h ; and the leaves, in shape not unlike thosi

of tue citron tree, are of a glossy dark green.

—

Tho blossoms, white as the jessamine flower, and

of a delicate fragrance, shoot out at the stem ol

the leaves. When tho blossom drops, a small

green berry appears in its place, which growing

red as it ripens, like a cherry, contrasts beautiful

ly with the green fruit and numorous fresh bios

soms, which appear upon the tree at the same time

LIGHTNING RODS.
The Americnn Journal of Science contains llie following obser-

vations of Professor Hare, of Philadelphia.

" I should not consider a metallic rod, terminat-

ing, without any enlargement of surface, in the

water or the earth, as an adequate protection a-

gains: lightning ; but were such conductors ti-

terminate in metallic sheetg, buried in the earth

or iimnersed in the sea, or by a collection duly

made as with the {ton pipes, leilh ivhieh our city

(Philadelphia) is watered, or the copper with which

ships are generally sheathed, I should have the

most perfect confidence in their competency."
" It i.s not only important that the points of con-

tact, between the metallic mass, employed to af-

ford lightning an adequate passage, and the earth

or water, in which it terminates, should be so

multiplied as to compensate for the inferior con-

ducting power of tho earth or water ; but it is

also necessary that the conducting rod be as con-

tinuous as possible. When conductors are to be

stationary, as when applied to buildings, they

should consist of pieces screwed together, or pre-

ferably joined by solder, as well as by screwing,

Where flexibility is requisite, the joints should be

neatly made, like those of the irons in fall top car

riages ; and should be rivctted so as to ensure ft

C-lose contact at the junctures.

"If a pointed rod be cut into parts so as to pro-

duce inter\als, bounded by blunt terminations, its

efficacy will not be much greater than if it had nc

point; because the fluid will in this case pass io

sparks, instead of being trtinsmitted in a current.

It is on this account I object to chains, or rods

joined by loops, or hooks and eyas."

Protracted Lactation.—Dr. Morton concludes,

1. That, if children are sucklei! for an undue
length of time, that is, beyond the period of nine

or ten months, they vvill be liable, in consequence,

to inflammation of the brain. This proposition .is

supported by seven cases of children affected witt

cephalitis, where the period of lactation had been

considerably protrncted.

2. That the same effect will take place, where
the milk is furnished beyond the above period tc

a child, though that child may not have been at

the female's breast from the beginning. This ie

supported by only one case.

3. That if the disease in question be not devel-

oped at once by the said protracted lactation,*

predisposition to cephalic disease will be estab-

lished. Supported by eight examples.

4. That children too long suckled, when take*

ill with other diseases, are much more liable tC

suffer in the head than children reared in a differ-

ent manner.

—

Mtdi. Chir Review.

itation of the wool of Castile. In the l<3th cen- 1 stretch all around like an umbrella, are extremely

The American Dictionary of the English Lan
guage, by Noah Webster, L. L. D. which is muct
looked for, is in press, and will be published as sooa
as a careful reading of the proof sheets will adtptt.

It is supposed that the work will be completed «
bout the close of the present year.
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[From Silliman's Journal.']

OrV FOREST, ORCHARD TREES, <fcc.

Rensselaer School, Trov, April 30, 1327.

Effects of light.—Clouds and rain have obscured

Ihe hemisphere during the last six days. In that

time the leaves of all the forests, vv-hich arc seen

t'rom this place, have greatly expanded. But they

,vere all of a pallid hue, until this afternoon.

—

Within a period or' about ;^i."( hours, they have all

changed their color to a be-utiful green. As the

only efficient change which has taken place is, that

we have a serene sky and a bright sun, wo may

;ay with confidence, that this change of color is

riroducod by the action of the sun's rays.

Seven years ago next month, I had a still more

favorable opportunity to observe this phenomenon,

in company with the Hon. J. Lansing, late Chan-

;ellor of this State. While we were engaged in

taking a geological survey of his manor of Blen-

iieim, the leaves of the forests had expanded to al-

most the common size, in cloudy weather I be-

(ieve the sun had scarcely shone in twenty days.

Standing upon a hill, we observed that the dense

forests on the opposite side of the Schoharie, were,

almost white. The sun now began to shine in full

!

brightness. The color of the forests absolutely

changed so fast that we could perceive its pro-

gress. By the middle of the afternoon the whole

of these o.itensive forests, many miles in length,

prespnted their usual green summer dress.

Direction of the branches of Trees.—A tree

>iioots out its branches like all other trees of the

same species, external circumstances being simi-

lar. But there is one remarkable fact in the di-

rection of br inches, which I have not seen noticed

in any publication.

All trees with spreadinfc branches, accommodate

(he direction of the loiver hranrhes to the surface of

'.he earth over which they extend. This may be seen

m orchards growing on the sides of the hills, and

Ml all open forests. But the crowded situation of

the wild woods of our country, prevents a suffi-

cient e.'itonsion of branches to e.xhibit this charac-

'.er.

This fact presents a curious subject for the in-

sestigation of the phytologist. The question pre-

sented is this : What influence can the earth have

spoa the' branches on the upper side of the tree,

(vliich causes them to form a different angle with

the body of the tree from the angle formed by the

branches of the lower side, so that all the branch-

es hold a parallel direction to the earth's surface ?

Holloic Trees.— The growth of trees is nut influ-

•nced by any circumstance connected loith their in-

ternal woody perls.

IMr Knight's central vessel hypothesis, and the

:.«thority of numerous able physiologists, seem to

be at variance with this position. I shall not en-

•.er upon a discussion of the subject, but merely

introduce a few facts.

The sugar maple, (acer saccharinum,) after he-

iig tapped and drained of its internal sap fifty

jtcars, and after the whole interior has become
dead, grovv.s as fast and presents Sin aspect as vig-

orous and blooming, as any sound tree of the same
.'jpecies and same age, which stands by its side.

—

For the truth of this fact, I refer to all manufac-
turers of the maple sugar. I suggested this opin-

ion more than twenty years ago, and frequently

afterwards, when I was employed .iiiiong the ten-

ants of Messrs. Livingston, McEvers, Ludlow,
^''Uting, and others, between the spurs of Catskill

NEW ENGLAiVD_FA}liVlER.

mountain. Every manufacturer with whom I con-

versed, in this native residence of the sugar ma-
pie, confirmed my opinion.

The common apple tree (pyrus malus) grows
thriftily and bears abundance of fruit, many years
after its interior is so completely rotted away, as

to leave but a very thin hollow cylinder in pos-

session of the living principle.

We prefer solid trees in our forests and orch

ards ; because they have more strength to with-

stand the force of winds, and because the unfa-

vorable circumstances, which caused the interior

to decay, may effect the total destruction of the

tree. But as all deposition of matter, in any way
affecting the growth of tho tree, are made be-

tween the bark and wood, after the first year, in

the form of a mucilago, called cambium, it seems
that the internal woody part has no influence upon

the e.xternal growth.

Yours, respectfully,

AMOS EATON.

Feb. 8, 183S.

[Al)stracts from Sillinian's Journal—by the Editor of tlic Hamp-
shire Gazette.]

r
WATF.B CEMEiVI'.

In Southington, Con. is an inexhaustible quan-

tity of hydraulic limestone. It is burnt in a com-
mon kiln, like quick lime, and is next ground fine

with mill stones. Ono part of it is then mixed
with two of sand, to form it into mortar. It soon

becomes firm and secure under the water. It is

employed in the construction of canals, mill dams,

cistsrns, cellar walls, vats, and all kinds of mason
work exposed to water. It has hern used in the

construction of the aqueducts and culverts on the

Farmington canal.

FASCINATION OF S.»!AKES.

A correspondent of the Journal is ' convinced
bi' ocular demonstration," that the notion of a fas-

cinating power in snakes is an utter fallacy and

delusion. Ho thinks that birds flutter and hover

round snakes and cats, to decoy them from their

nests.

DOG TRAINS.

Dr Foot, at the military post at Sault St. Ma-
rie, near Lake Superior, describes the mode of

travelling in that part of the world. Three dogs'

carry a man and his provisions tind the traders

travel all over the wilderness with them. The
dogs arc taught to turn, halt, and go by word of

command. They are harnessed to tho train or

sleiffh one before the other Dr Foot says he

frequently rides over the river, and a mile or two
round, drawn by three dogs, and sometimes takes

his wife and child. Those who travel with dogs,

sleep in tho woods in the coldest nights ; they

i\S away tho snow in a thicket, build a large fire,

spread boughs of evergreens, and then lie down
by the fire, dogs and all, and sleep comfortably

all night.

[Further o\tra'*ls from Prince's iievk* work on Horticulture, now
in press.]

RASPBERRIES.

This fruit was originally discovered by tho

Greeks, growing on Mount Ida, whence the spe-

cific namo Wiiiii. A I present we have not only

many varieti'^s of the above, but several other

species, which are cultivated for their fruit in our

gardens : among which tho Common Red, which

is sent to our markets in immense quantities, and

is largely used in the making of raspberry bran-
dy ; is of fine flavor and much esteemed, and ie

the most productive ; also the White and the Red
Antwerp, which are of very large size and high
flavor—of these the White is generally preferred

—they are both productive and excellent fruits.

The American White and American Black are in-

ferior in flavor, but are nevertheless esteemed by
many persons, particularly the white variety.

—

The Twice Beating, if properly managed, is quite

an acquisition. In general, they produce one crop
at the usual period, and a less one late in the

season, but as a full crop is most desirable, it is

said to be best to cut off the whole of the stalks

quite to the ground early in the spring, in order

to force a strong growth of young wood, which
will yield a large quantity of fruit, as it is the

wood of the same summer that produces the fall

crop. The Red Cretan is a raspberry of delic.-ite

flavor ; the Cane is also considHrahly cultivated,

and a number of others; the Purple Flowering is

only useful as an ornamental plant, its fruit being

of no value.

Raspberries may be increased by cuttings, lay-

ers, or by the young suckers which spring up in

numbers from the root ; the latter method is gen-

erally considered to produce the strongest and
most fruitful. Although this plant is no way diffi-

cult as to soil, still it is preferr ble that this should

be fresh and rich, and as it does not flourish for a

long period on the same f round, it will be neces-

sary to form new plantations every three or four

years. The situation shoidd be half shady, or in

a location not exposed to excessive heat. Every

;
autumn the cRi wood should be thinned ou*, and

only that which is young and thrifty allowed to

remain—at the same period some well rotted ma-

I

nure should be dug in around them.

1 CLURANTS.

j
This fruit will flourish in all expositions, and in

every soil, except one absolutely wet. The plants

are generally increased by cuttings, with which
the same precautions should be used as prescrib-

led for those of the gooseberry. In autumn the

Jold wood should be trimmed out, and it would be
'\v6ll at the same time to have manure dug in

around them. There are a number of varieties,

-among which are the Common Red and White,
the Dutch Red and White, ilio Champagne, or

Transparent P;ile Red, Wilmot's Pale Red, the

Black English, and Black .American—the forego-

ing are those cultivated for their fruit. There
are also the Yellow Flowering, with fruit similar

to the Black American, but of larger size and bet-

ter flavor; und tho Yellow Flowering, with yel-

low fruit, but not productive—these two arc very

ornamental for their flowers ; also tho Variegat-

ed Leaved, vvith red fruit— the Black English,

with variegated leaves—and a number of others,

calculated more for ornament than use.

STRAWEERSIES.

The situation should be an open exposure, but

somewhat sheltered from the excessive heat ol

noon-day. Moisture, and a degree of shade, arc

natural to this plant, as may be inferred from the

situations it occupies in a mild state. A sandy

soil may cause an earlier maturity of tho fruit

but will not be conducive to an abundant yield.

—

A light rich loam is considered the most favora-

ble, being soft and pliable, so that the runners

may easily penetrate it with their roots; A mix-

ture of bog earth is found advantageous : and, in
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cnricliiog the soil, rold manures are to be used. ' (plaster of Paris) maybe found in tlie towns

In the southern .Stales, I should consider the best 1
where the coal formation exists— viz. Springfield,

situations tor this plant to be the north sides of West Springfield, South Iladley, Granby, Sunder-

hills, or the sliady borders on the north side of a land, &c. He says all liglit colored and soft

"arden fence or a hedge. Tlie plantations in the rocks found in these towns should be examined

vicinity ot New York, an. I which furnish that city with care. If they do not effervosce by pouring

with this fruit, are generally made by plain farm- on oil of vitriol or aquafortis, they will probably

crs, on good loamy soils, v hich are light and mel- prove to be gypsum. If they do effervesce, they

low, occupy open and unsheltered fields. The
]
are limestone.

—

Hampshire Gazette.

yield from them is immense, and they are consid-|

cred among the most advantageous appropriations

of the soil.

FORMING I;EDS.

The most favorable season to form beds, is in

September or October, wliii h gives the plants suf-

ficient time to establish tlinmselves, and become

THOROUGHWORT.
There are numerous species of this plant, which

are natives of our soil. This species has long

been familiarly known throughout the U. States,

by the various names of tlioroughwort, boneset,

Indian sage, crosswort, vegetable antimony, &c
„ I, _ „ , [,„, ,. I 4- ' J .u It jrrows abundantly in low meadows and marshy
well rooted betore the ground freezes, and there- .

"
. _,, •' , , • .. -^

... „.,„.,, ,u , I, . . 1, .1 . situations. The stem is erect, and rises from twoby prevents thei.' being thrown out by the winter ^ ,. .. ,. , ,

A.„„t. I,. I-., . .1 K 1 til 1 . to four or five leet, perforating the leaves at each
trosts. Ill loniiiug these beds, you should select . . , , ,,

. , ,

^"^-i

strong and vigorous runners, or offsets, in prefer- J°""' and is hairy or woolly, and brunches only at

dice to taking old plants: these maybe placed
'^'^ ^°P- The leaves are horuontal, serrated and

in beds from three or four fe.t wide, and from ten

to twelve inches apart each « ay, according- to the

extent to which the variety usually expands in its

rough, from three to four inches long, and about

an inch broad at tticir base, gradually lessening

to a very acute point, of a dark green, and cover

growth. Most varieties do best when allowed to
^'' '^"'^ ^^°'"' ^'''''''- ^he flowers are .vhite, and
appear in July an ; August. The medicinal pro-

perties of this vcr^- valuable plant have been thor-

oughly investigated by numerous persons, one of

the first and most accurate of whom is Dr. Ander-

run together, so as to form n -omplfete matt—as

in this case one forms a shi Uer for the other
from e.xce3sive heat— bui where the fruit is de-

sired of tiie largest possible si e, the plants must , ., ,, ,, ,

be kept di tiuct, an.l at the distance of one foot
^""' f^.^ew York He deems it warrantable, to

asunder, and the runners shonM be cut off as they
appear. By some persons it is recommended to

make plantations in the autumn as before stated,

and to keep them dives'ed of all unnors till after

the maturity of the truit the ensuiun- season.

As beds of strawberries generally want renew-
ing every two or ttiree years, it will be necessary,
in forming the new beds, to select the plants in

^"'"^

the proportion of nine bearing plants to one bar- "" "

ren; and, in order to do this with certainty, it
'"'•"' P'"°^ ^P'"'^- ^'>° '''^'- *"'''" '""^ better be

will be best to mark them when in fruit. If, how-
e-xpunged. It is said without hesitation, that the

conclude, that it possesses many properties similar

to those which characterize Peruvian bark, cam-
omile, and other valuable articles used in modi-

cine, but that these virtues reside in the greatest

degree in the leaves. As medicinal preparations

of this plant, the author recommends the decoc-

tion of the flowers and leaves ; infusions of the
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lent to 5!),(»(I0 over the whole length of the road,

at $1 each— th(! transportation in wagons equi»-

alent to that of b,450 tons through the route, 4025
tons at an averayc piicc of $4,7.5 per ton, and

3825 tons (7 1 2 cents per mile per ton) at $3,15
giving the gross receipts of 84,000 ; deducting

from which 6,750 for expense of horses, carriagas

and drivers for conveying passengers ; 2,50(} for

expenses of the heavy transportation; also ten per

cent, on these amounts to cover any error by un-

der estimates of these expenses, and allowing

$400(1 per annum for superintendance and repairs,

making nearly 1.5,400, leaves a nett income of a

little over $68,000."— Bojiioii Patriot.

NEW^JNGLAND FARMErT"
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same partb ; the leaves in substance powdered

—

the proportion of nine bearing plants to one bar-
^"'^ " tincture of the flowers and leaves, prepared

FREQUENT PLOUGHING, AND PLOUGH-
ING IN RIDGE,S.

A writer in Loudon's Gcirdeyier's Magaziyie says

•'when a soil is to:iacio*is, or abounding in stub-

born vegetable matters, as in heath lands, it can-

not be too completely exposed to the action of the

air ; but to light soils, which are in general defi-

cient in organic decomposing matters, chemistry

would say that ridging is accompanied by evils

more injurious than can be compensated by the

benefits obtained ; for such light soils are easily-

pulverized whenever occasion requires, are so po-

rous as at all times I'recly to admit the pervasion

of the atmosphere ; and, therefore, by this extra-

exposure, the vegetable and animal remains are

hastened in decomposing, and much of their fer-

tile constituents evolved in the state of gas, or

c irriei! away by the rains, iSic. witliout there be-

jing any crop upon them to benefit by them. Thus
theory argues, and practice certainly seems to

suppori, in this instance, her doctrines." Switzer.

one of our horticultural classics, says, -'rich heavy
ground cannot well be ploughed too often, to

ever, your beds are not encumbered with a sii-, 5^^""=''' properties of tlioroughwort, as 'ied-ced
! ^,^|.^ i^ ,i ,^ _^,^j ^,_^ better manure by killing

perfluous number of barren plants, this precaution
f^'" ''•^P^'ment, are in many respects exactly L,^^

^^.^^^^ . ^^ ^/^^^^ ^|
v.-ill not bo indispensably necessary ; thougl, it is m^'^^' \° t''« P""vian bark

;
and that for its ac-

| ,^ ,,_^j ^^^ ^^1^^^^^^ ^.^^. fear of impoverishing it."

generally requisite with the varieties of liautbois,

the red Chili, pine apple, and some others, wliicii

are apt to produce a great proportion of barren
plants—and even, without proper attention, beds
of these, and of some other kinds, will become
almost totally unproductive.

With respect to the varieties of the Ajpiui;, or

monthly, it is preferable to forin new beds every
autumn, as the runners of the previous year pro

plougi'.cd too seldom, ior tear ot impo

ROOTS OF PLANTS,
"A root is annual, biennial, or perennial. lii

the two former instances, if the individuals to

e medicinal virtue?, particularly as a sudorific

S^ as a tonic, it will not suffer by a comparison

viKlfi any of the articles found in the vegetable

kingdom. Among others, Dr. Barton, and Dr.

Hosnck have observed its eflicacy as a remedy in I
which they belong be allowed to perfect their

the treatment of most febrile diseases, p.irticularly [seed, no care can protract their existence beyond

intermitting and remitting fevers, yellow fever, i

tbe ensuing winter, however genial the tempera-

and various other disorders; eutancoiis affections, i

ture, &c., in which they are made to vegetate ;

—

and diseases of general debility. If exhibited c.s
' l^tit, if tiic ripening of seed be prevented, it is uu-

duce a much greater quantity of fruit than the old
^ ^^'"°' decoction, it often proves an emetic, and I

determined how long they may in most instances

„]3[jjg_
.acts especially on the skin, producing copious per- 1

"0 sustained m life. I have known mignonette,

spiration; if in form of cold infusion or decoction,
|

continued in healthy vegetation for four years

or substance, it acts as a powerful tonic. An in- with this precaution. In all roots, and under arty

fusi(m of thoroughwort has long been esteemed jmode of management, the fibrous parts (radiculse)

as an efficacious remedy in bilious colic accoinpa- i
are strictly annual; they decay as winter ap-

ied by obstinate costiveness. It is directed in the 'proaches, and are produced with the returnin.

LIMESTONE.
Professor Hitchcock, in his Agricultural Ad

dress, states that limestone capable of forming thi

water proof cement hag been found in Southing
ton. West Springfield, and at Mount Tom, and lie quantity of a tea-cup full every half hour, until iti^'^or of their parent in the spring. Hence the

roiiirks that we may expect to find it in other (operate downwards. In .i similar manner, it has !
reason that plants are transplanted with most suc-

placcs in the valley of the Connecticut.
I been successfully prescribed in dysentery, with !

ee.»s during the season of tiicir decay ; for as the

It has been known for many years that a coarse
j

the view of both its cathartic and diaphoretic ef-
I

rpnt almost exclusively imbibes noiirishnieut by
kind of limestone existed in Williamsburgh,

i fects. About two quarts of a strong infusion of l-the mouths of these fibres, in proportion as they

Whatcly, Conway, Goshen, Chesterfield, Deer-
1 thoroughwort, with the addition of an ounce of i

are injured by the removal, so is the plant depriv-

field, Ashfield, Buckland, &c. Professor II. has
| aloes, form an excellent purgative for horses and ed of the means of support; tiiat sap which is

recently burnt some pieces of this stone and con- cattle. jVational Philanthropist. employed in the formation of new fibres, would
verted It into quick lime On being slacked, and ' have served to increase the size of other parts.

—

mi.xed with a quantity of sand, it formed a dp.rk ' Boston and Providence flail Road In their re- The size of the root, I have always observed to

colored mortar, which hardened as soon, and to port, which makes ninety-four pages of letter press inciease with the poverty of the soil in which it

as great a degree, as lime mortar in general. the commissioners say—" according to lite es- is growing. Duhamel found the roots of some
Professor H. is not without hope that gypsum > timates, the passages of persons will bo equiva- young oats ir. a poor soil to be nearly four feet
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long, though llie stem was not more than six in-

ches. The cause of this is evident ; the nourish-

ment which is required for the growth of the

plant, can only be obtained by an increased wiae

extending surface of the root, and to form this,

more sap is often reqiiired ll)an the plant, owing

to the poverty of tiie earth, can obtain to itself; in

that case a soii is sterile, for the plant must evi-

dently perish.

A root always proceeds in that direction where

food is most abundant ; from a knowledge of this

fact we should be circumspect in our mode of ap-

plying manures, according to the crop and object

we have in view. The soil in uiy own garden be-

ing shallow, never produced a carrot or parsnip of

any size ; but almost every root consisted of nu-

merous forks thicldy coated with fibres ; dij;ging

two spades deep produced no material advantage,

the gardener applying as usual, manure to the sur

face ; but by trenching, and turning in a small

quantity of manure at Me bottom, the roots always

spindle well, grow clear, and have few lateral

fibres. For late crops' of peas, which mildew

chiefly from deficiency of moisture to the root, it

is an object to keep their radiculas near the sur-

face for the sake of the light deposi'ions of moist-

ure, incident to their season of growth ; hence it

v«ill alwoys be found of benefit to cover the earth

over the rows with a little well rotted dung, and

to point it lightly in."

—

Iljid.

Feb. 8, 182S.

REMARKS ON SALT AS An APPLICA-
TION TO SOILS.

A writer in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine says,

"I have lived very much near the sea beach as

well as near salt-works ; I have watched the ef-

fects of the sea breeze and salt spray, and always
found it rather prejudicial to vegetation than oth-

erwise. The pamphleteers will perhaps say that

this was owing "to the saline particles not being

distributed scientifically ; they were cither sown
too thick or too thjn, or not at the right season ;

the salt should be measured by the imperial bush-

el, and weighed by the fiateiit beam and scales.

by men of rank and science." I acknowledge

that I possess neither rank nor science, but I hope

1 possess a common share of common sense, and,

as Providence has ordered it, I possess rather

more than a common share of e.xpsrience ; and I

refer to the most sensible part of your readers, if

a given distance from tiie sea would not deter-

mine the case with as great precision as weights

and measures ; but such point I could never find.

We have all seen a heap of rank manure lying in

a field ; we have seen il destroy vegetation for

se\eral inches all round ; then all at once vege-

tation sprung up most luxuriantly, then gradually

diminished, till the efl'ects were lost in the natural

Verdure of the field. But, wlicn a he.ip of salt

lies in a field, it, like tlie dung, destroys all vege-

tation round it ; but whore is the point of Uixur-

iousness ? where is so much as a fairy ring ? no
where to be seen: the pestilential elTrcts of il

diminish as gradually as those of the poison tree

wliirh we read of in the Island of Java • or, if

certain vegetables seem to thrive, they are cf a
particular kind, more resembling marine than ter-

restrial natives, and sire actually feeding on t!ie

murdered carcasses of their more dt-licate neigh-
bors. Pacts like these, uij^ht tench n child that

salt waa not a manure. iiUhougb extremely good
and useful for many thing?. It destroys weeds
and worms

; dead weeds and dead worms arc an

excellent manure. But, if destroymg a perverse
and rebellious generation of vegetables, to make
room for a better, be manuring, then a naked sum-
mer fallow is manuring ; or, if cutting off nine
plants to make room for a tenth, be a manure,
then a turnip-hoe is a manure ; for, though only a
piece of steel on the end of a stick, it has often

procured rae forty or fifty tons of turnips per acre

instead of four or five. By way of explanation, I

sow nearly four pounds of turnip seed per acre in

drills thirty inches asunder, so thi t, without the
hoe, they would be little belter than so many rows
of cress or mustard. "But," says the man of
science, "salt enters into the constitution of plants
and therefore must be mnnure." I grant that it

does enter into the constitution of certain plants,

and I have witnessed some extraordinary good
effects from its application ; and I could fill seve
ral sheets on that side of tlie question, but am en-
gaged at present on the opposite side. It hardens
the straw, that would otherwise be flaggy it

makes the grain plump, that would otherwise be
shrivelled— in short, its uses are extraordinary, if

|

applied with judgment; but to call it a manure, is]

a kind of false philosophy which I should like to i

extirpate from the rising generation, as it would I

only lead to futile experiments, foolish arguments'
and false conchisions. I make use of great quan-

*

titles of salt every yea , and did so before the du-'

ty was taken off, both rock salt, and salt and ash
es. I was then obliged to swear what I was n-o-

ing to do with it, and what I had doiie with it,

and also give an account of the experiments I had
tried with it, some of which have helped to make
up the pamphlets 1 have read ; but now I have no
more trouble than if carliug from a dunghill. I

was at a salt-works a short ime since, and, I sup
pose, the greatest salt works in Europe ; 1 bought
a three horsn cart full for ten shillings;—they
loaded it into the bargain, only one of the men beir-

ged sixpence to drink, as he said he had made me
a good load, and trod it well so as not to shake
off. 1 thought he spoke true, and gave him the

sixpence. I weighed it, and measured it, after

getting it home ;— it was thirty-seven and a half
hundred, an<l measured sixty-two imperial bushels.

Now, this was not salt and ashes, but fair, good
salt, only not quite fit for a silver salt-cellar ; so.

if any one wants salt manure, [as they call it] I

think I can tell them where the cheapest shop i^j,

I asked a great many questions of the agent, and
also of the neighboring fanners, the substance of

which would occupy several letters ; but all that

I could write, or indeed nil that others have writ-

ten or could write, may be comprenended in the

following parable :—A certain man had two sons;

they wore twins, very much alike in every thing,

and in nothing more than in their delii ate com-
plexion, and weakly and sickly appearance— they

were troubled with worms, a weak digestion, &lc.

One of them was put under a course of physic,

which nearly killed him ;—but he however got

well, and grew quite fat and jolly ; the other lin-

gered on for some time, and died at last, although

he had always us much roast beef and plum-

pudding as lie could set face to. The old man
made the following remark, which passed current

through the country ; that physic fattened the

one, and roast beef starved the other ; and the

puffing spothecary, who sold the physic, began to

collect evidences of the marvellous cures which
his medicines had pel formed, and employed cer-

tain scribblers to write in favor of it, some of

whom over-shot their mark, and published treatises
to prove the extraordinary feeding and fattening
powers of Glauber's salts."

FARMS. '

A writer in the Mass. Agric. Repository, vol. v.

page 320, in treating " on the extent of land neces-
sary for a farm, and sufficient to support a family
well and independently." has the following among
other valuable remarks : " We know men, active
intelligent and industrious, possessed of thirty or
forty acres of land, who are labouring for others,
or taking charge of their neighbours' concernsj
upon the avowed reason, that ti.ey cannot support
their families on so small an extent of land. But
they do not reali-e the actual efficiency of the soil.

Undoubtedly there are many honourable excep-
tions to the ohservation.-i we are about to make

;

as a general rule, however, it may be aEaerted,that
THE FARMERS OF M A SSAC HDSETTS ARE YET TO
LEARN THE IMMEKSE PRonUCTIVF, POIVEE OF A
PERFfCTLY CULTIVATED ACRE. Instead of seek-
ing riches in augmenting the number of their
acres, let them be souj^ht in better modes of hus-
bandry. As a general truth, we btdieve it may be
asserted that every farmer iu Massachusetts, pos-

sessed of one hundred acres of land, might divide

them fairly by quantity ani quality, into thirds,

and by a suitable cultivation, make either third

more productive than his whole hundred acres ure
at present. This is the operation at which those
interested in the agriculture of Massachusetts
ousrht to aim—to make faruiers reali.e what cul-

tivation can effect, and to teach the modes, by
which the productive powers of the soil tan best

be elicited. It is indispensable for the success of
every undertakinsr that a sufficient capital to car-
ry it on, should be at command ; and for that of
farming in particular. When there is any defi-

ciency with respect to that important particular,

the farmer cannot derive sufficient profit from his

exertions ; for he may often be oblijied to dispose
of his crops at an undervalue, to procure ready
money ; or he may be prevented fro.m purchasing
the articles he may require, though a favorable
opportunity may present itself. An industrious,

frugal, and intelligent farmer, who is punctual in .

his payments, (ad hence in good crecit) will strive

with many difficulties, and get on with less mo-
ney, than a man of a differcct character. But if

he has not sufficient stock to work his lands pro-

perly—nor sufficiency of cattle to raise manure
nor money to purchase the articles he ought to

possess, he must, under ordinary circumstances,

live in a state of penury and hard labor ; and on
the first unfavorable season, or other incidental

uiisfortiine, he will probably sink under the weight
of his ai cumulated burdens. In general, farmers

are apt to be;:in with too sur II a capital. They
are desirous of taking large farms, without pos-

sessing the mcins of cultivating them. This is a
general error ; for it makes many a person poor,

upon a large farm, who might live in comfort,

and acquire property upon a small one. No te-

nant can be secure without a surplus at command,
not only for defraying the couunon expenses of
labor, but in case any untoward circumstance
should occur. When a farmer on the other hand,

farms within his capncity,he is enabled to embrace
every favorable opportunity of buying with advan-

tage, while he is not compelled, if the markets are

low, to sell with loss."

—

Code of Agri.
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HITLLED BARLEY.
Mb. Pkssf.nden,— I have forwarded a few

barrels of Hulled Barley to Mr. Russell. My

object in so doing, is to introduce a cheaper qual

ity than the foreign Pearl Barley which is sold

at from nine to twelve cents per pound, by the

barrel, to druggists. That which I manufac-

ture is equal in substance to the imported. The

only difference, is, the foreign is ground, till it

becomes round, like shot. I am of opinion that

Barley, which is well hulled, and the kernel .-is

near whole as possible, contains more 6iibst.ince,

and on-rht, in every respect, to l;iUe the place of

Pearl B^irlev. The Barley which I offer, is well

hulled, and the kernel nearly whole ;
and can be

sold at SIX cents per pound by the barrel. Per-

sons after becoming acquainted with this species

of barley, will, I think, prefer it to Pearl Barley.

Yours with respect,

Barnel, Fe b. 3d, 1828. H. STEVENS

[Exfact of a Idler to the Editor of the New England Farmer,

from a correspondent in Catskill, N. V.]

Mr EDITOR—lam happy to say to you that I

have di, 'ed much valuable knowledge from the

perusal of the New England Farmer. It is truly

eratifyinar to know of the praiseworthy emula-

tion to e.xcel, amongst the farmers of New Eng-

land. A weekly paper is well calculated to e.x-

cite emulation, as it brings to the door of enter-

prising farmers, a full knowledge of what is doing

in other places. Thus each enterprising farmer

is benefitted by the labors and talents of an ex

tensive community. However, it is much lo be

regretted, that your paper is not more generally

read. It doubtless would be, were it not that a

greater portion of the fanners, tire wise enough,

in their own estimation, without spending timc-

and money, for writings on agriculture. With all

their knowledge, I am persuaded but a few of

them do fully appreciate the worth, and know
how to procure the greatest quantity, and apply

manures to the best advantage.

Tlie use of (food Jishes, when applied on a light,

warm loam, (though inany are not acquainted with

their worth) will repay the first year three times

their cost, in the rearing a crop of turnips. Let

the ground be well ploughed in the spring, once

at least more bofore sowing tlie turnips, twice

would be better. After the last ploughing wliicli

thould be immediately before the seed is sown,

spread on an acre from .50 to 100 bushels of leach-

ed or unleached ashes ; then harrow down the

furrows, sow the seed, and give the ground a

tlioiough harrowing. After tiie turnips are up, tinj

the third loaf formed, give a dressing of plaster.

Once lioeing will pay well. Pursuing this meth-

od, for tlie last 7 years, I have not failed of a good

crop, any one year. In many districts of country

in the neighborhood of the North River, are ex-

tensive ledges of lime stone, and wood near by,

lime might be afforded for 10 cents per busliel,

delivereti on the land. Notwithstanding the

cheapness and convenience of procuring it, no

one to iny knowledge, has ventured a cent to try

its utility.

Swamp Muck abounds in many parts ; yet but

few farmers will take the trouble to ascertain its

worth. The removal of it from the bottom and

sides of ditches, would benefit low lands and help

the uplands nearly equal to barn yard manure.

—

If the farmer would unite barn yard manure with

muck, lime and ashes, he would find the result

profitable in all the ordinary ways of using nia-
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nure. These ideas or the like have been present-

ed to the public, I presume, long before this time,

yet !i majority of farmers are determined to keep

on their old course, as their fathers did so must

the sons.

The turnips which I raise principally are a tur-

nip resembling a white radish, white with red

above ground. The turnip grows nearly two-

thirds above ground ; they are not the tankard

turnip, the flavor is more mild and sweet. I know

no name for them, and call them the radish tur

nip ; the seed formerly was brought from Hol-

land.

I should feel myself much obliged, if some one

of your correspondents, who have been acquaint-

ed with the value of lime, ashes, and swamp muck,

rtould state the value of each as a manure, and

the best manner of applying it to land. Also

what kind of potato is the most profitable to raise

for stock. Which amongst root vegetables, that

is, turnips, the best kind, ruta baga, mangel wurt-

zel, sugar or blood beet, are to be preferred ?

Yours, with respect, A FARMER.

.Account Books, ^'c.

Just mannfactuicct a complete assortment of Arrnimt Books

maile of Iho best inalcrials and in the most approved modern

style adapted to every caj>arily of business, tfclwol Jiouks, Bi-

bles. *c. ; P(tper of all kinds; the greatest variety of HlMam-
rii, &-C. to be found in the city, may be had at unusual low

orices, at No. "JC &, "JS Stale birecl, two doors east ol Merchants'

kow.bv JOHN .MARSH.
J. M."is agent for P. Hyrncs' Quill and Water Manulactory,

New York. Also form V\'. Gordalc s celebrated Medicine, and

will supply all orders lor their ariiclcs at their prices.

The invention of Lithosraphic printing, has so

facilitated the art of forgery in London, that the

bankers are constantly in danger of taking spuri-

ous Bills of Exchange. A persen's signature has

recently been so exactly copied, that the writer

did not know which of the two was the' genuine

bill.

—

Bait. Anur.

From the American Fanner.

BALSAM APPLE.
Tallahassee, Jan. S, 1827.

Sin,— Enclosed you have a few seed of what is

called, (in this country), balsam apple. You may
bo no stranger to the balsam apple, and I send it

at a venture ; if it is of no service, it is only ray

labor lost— and, on the same rule, I shall continue

to send you such things as I may conceive to be

useful or curious. I hope, fqr instance, to be able

to send you some Bene seed by this mail, with-

out stopping to inquire whether it may not be as

common with you as witli us. The balsam apple

is a beautiful vino, well calculated for ornament

and shade ; it grows here from fifteen to twenty

five feet, and proves very hardy, for it was green

and growing at Tallahassee long after the last

frost in Uecember. The fruit, in sliape, is very

much like to cucumber, and taken green and half

grown, It makes an admirable pickle for table use,

and is preferred to every other kind of pickle at

Pensacola. U'c have some miking here, but I

have seen none, and do not know whether any is

yet sufScienlly-prepared. In its ripe state it turns

n golden yellow, bursts open and displays its seed,

coated with rich red matter, which many persons

take pleasure in eating. In this state it is highly

esteemed for its healing powers, being looked

upon as a sovereign cure in fresli cuts, bruises,

&c. For the medicinal purpose, it is preserved

in spirits for winter and spring use. I have knovvn

it applied in several cases of fresh cuts, and never

knew it fail to cure.

SEEDS.
For Sale at the SEED ESTABLISH.MENT, roniieotcd with
the New England Farmer Office, No. 62, North Market-Street,

Boston ;—Orchard grass. Lucerne, Herds "rass, Red-top, Red
and White Clover, Millet, genuine Fowl Meadow-grass Seed,
(we receive this Seed direct from the person who raises it in

Vermont, so there can be no doubt of its genuineness). Broom
Corn, a few barrels White Field Beans, (very fine and pure, as

the seed was all selected before planting). A few barrels Early
Washington, and Dwarf Imperial Peas, Mangel Wurtzel, Kuta
Baga, &c. &c.

BOOKS.
For sale at the office of the New England Farmer, a variety

ofstandard works on agriculture, horticulture, gardening, breed-

ino- of cattle, iVc. among which are Deane's New England Far-

mer Fanner's Assistaul—Sinclair's Code of Agriculture—Lou-

don's Encyclopedia of Agriculture—Memoirs of the Pennsylva-

nia Agricultural Society—HinLs lo .'Vmerican Husliandmen—

Lawrence's New Farmer's Calendar—Thacher's Orchardist—

Coxeon Fruit Trees—Hayward on Horticulture—Fruit Grow-

er's Instructer—Speechly on the Vine—-M'Mahou's Gardener—

Cobbett's American Gardener—Cobbetl's Collage Economy—
Cobbett's Ride in France—Hogg on the Culture of Flowers—

Kirwan on Manures—Bard on Sheep—Marshall on Gardening

—Nicoll's Villa Gardener—Thorburn's do.— Holdich's Essay oi^

Weeds—Agricultural Reader- '.ionner on Bees-Bakewell on

Wool—Gray's British Plants—Nultall's Bnlany—Torrcy s Bot-

any-Farmer's, Mechanic's, and Sportsman's Magazine, &c.

LUCERNE.
A few hundred pounds of fresh Lu'cnie seed, by the pound

•r hundred weight, lor s.-'lc 01 the N, V.. Farmer nilie

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Corrected every i'lmr .In i eveiii

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort,

pearl do
DEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, 200 lb?, new,
carg^o, No I, nc

lio 2, i.ew, - -

CUTTER, inspect. ^'(.. L new.
CHEESE, new milk

skimmed mi'k,

FLAX
FLAX SEED
Fi^OUIl, Caltimorc, lioward St

Gene?cc, - - -

Rve, best, - - -

GRAIN, Rye
Con - ...
Barley - - - .

Oats - - . - -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

tlOPS, No 1, Inspection - -

LI.ME,
OHj, Linseed, Phil, and .N'orthcrn

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

rORK,Bone Middling:?.new, clear

navy, mess, do.

Cargo, ,No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash

do do un'vafhet'.

do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 k. ,; do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, Ist srrt

PR O nSIOJV MARKF. T.

REEF, best i>ieces - - - -

I'ORK, fiesl), best pieces, - .

" whole ho3;3, - - -

VEAL,
Ml'ITCN,
POULTRY, -..-.-
BUTTER, keg &, tub, -

lump, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, - - - . jlmsh

Indian, do. . . - - |'

POTATOES, (new) - -

OliDEIt, .(according to 4juality) bbl

1 75
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MISCEILLANIES.

Feb. 8. 182b.

drew near, and began to pry into the mystery, it ESTABIiISMMEM'' FOK seeds.
was discovered that the ingenious fair one had We have now for sal. aUheoftic-eolthe.\>H England Farm-

imprisoned some hundredsof fire flies in little b^gs i;d°;o1e'.™„S:»tr;il;„t-Z^^^^^
of muslin, the ventus textUis of I'etronius ; and that The grealcit care has been taken to have ihem raised by our

proud to adorn so much beauty, they fluttered as
wosi experienced seeri-.-rowers, and to have ihe sons perfectly

',
, , , ., rL .

genuine. The followiiig comprises our most prounneiil knjris

.

she moved, and gave her the appearance ot being a,^;^i,„i-. rvo^,, r-i .. ,/-•.„ j ,o ij
If Mh. P.SSK..KN thinks the following lines (written by an

j^^^^,, „^^ ^^.^^ j^^^,^,^ ^f y^^ fire.-Lonrfon A^!^!^^:;': ^'^''^t^l^ZiTlS:e^^
American who visited Napoleons grave on the Island of

ff^g/^i /Jj^ij-^^,.

'

i

" Graveseud I key, &<-.)

St. Helena shorliy aller his death), worthy a place in his pa- ^ '

i Battersea !iB<r» /"/ot!/. Puriile and While
Large While Reading;£;«/i!!e, Green & White curled

4-
Whatever diversity of opinion may be enleriained respeciur

the merits of tlie subject of the following eulogy,we believe a

persons of taste will award the meed oi' praise to ihe poetri/.

per, he will oblige a subscriber by insiening (hein.

THE GRAVE OF NAPOLEON.
Lorn is the roc!;, and boundless is the wave,

Where the weird sisters dug Napoleon's grave ;

A casiled steep—the sea fore^'er pours

A requiem round those solitary shores.

No tender brother stood beside his bed.

No weeping cciisort held his drooping head,

A few sad followers, faithful lo the last,

Watch'd the quick changes that his face o'ercasl.

Saw the fi.\'d eye, with lingering lustre view,

His boy's bright portrait, as lie bade adieu ;

Sublime in death, he said, with hope inspir'd,

" My son, the head of armies !" and e.xpir'd.

Near one small fount, in yonder glen of green,

Where cliffs stupendous guard the sacred scene.

And strangers tread with noiseless step the glade,

Lest the rude echo should thy rest invade

—

Great shade of fame ! Where halh thy spirit fled,

In the dark regions of the unknown dead ?

Where is the arm which ruled, with wondrous pow er.

O'er Icings and kingdoms in a happier houi 1

Where is the form, which on yon Alpine height,

The Italian realms beheld with pale affright ?

Which seem'd lo travel over sjiace and time.

The gaze of crowds—the wonder of each clime ;

While Europe', liembling, saw with hopeless eye,

The wing'd artillery, like a whirlwind fly I

Where is he now ? Go, ask the watchman there.

Whose armour glistens in the mid-night aiiv

He points in silence, lo the lonely tomb.

Where Bertrand wept in agonizing gloom

!

Oft will Iho pilgrim lo the East, pause here,

Muse on this spol, and shed a pitying tear;

That his vast genius, and his migiity mind

Should sink, by mercenary foes eoiilined.

Oft will the sons ofocean check the oar,

And drop their anchor near Ihis sainted shore

;

Through the dark winding valley slowly turn.

And, pensive, gaze at great Napoleon's urn.

Here, many a tongue vvill pay the tribute due,

To Bertrand's heart, so loyal and so Iruc

;

Who shar'd his glory, and who shar'd his grief.

A voluntary exile with his chief.

Hero England's Genius yet may •weep the day

Th' illustrious captive felt her cruel swa}'

;

And lingering, died, with slow consuming pain,

Alas ! to England an eternal slain

!

, (26 varieties, includ

the English broad beans
dwarfs and pole.

An Irish gentleman lately fought a duel with his Bi

intimate friend, because he jocosely asserted that

he was born without a shirt lo his back. About jB^^a^ true" Long Blood

as rational as duels in general.
\

F.arly Blood Turnip
Early White .Scarcity

- y., . , ,
.4 nj I J f. L-u-i I Yellow turnip rooted

Going down Inn Mankind often exhibit a Sorerofe

propensity lo hasten the descent of those who ap- Bm-oli, Early White
Early Purple
Large 1 'ape

,
(22 viM-'ftties, includ-

Ihe Ru>sian, and com-

pear to be going down hill, and are always ready

to fall upon the fallen. Hence the truth of Oviil'a Cabba^

corapnrison, who likens a man of broken fortune '"- ,. ,

"j. ...
, .11 -^ 1 .L . moil kinds, early and late.

I to a tailing column, the lower it sinks the greater Cardoon.

weight it is ohiirjed to sustain. ,

Carrots. Allringham

j

"
I Long ( 'range

I

Deaths from burning ('harcoal>— Two coloured
j Blooii Red (for West In

j

persons, man and wife, by the name of illiams,

'

dia markei)

I

were found dead in their bed, at the house of a PunV' (fine son)
Mr Heath in East-Hartford, on Thur.^d.iy morning Cauliftcur Early and Late

1 last. Previous to their retiring to bed, they plac- Cekry,W\Me

led a kettle of burning charcoal in the room in

I

vt-hich there v.'as no fire-place, which was un-

j
doubtedly the cause of their death.

Rules for yowig Tradesmen and Apprentices.—
Be careful not to encumber yourself with a house

of greater rent than the current profits of your

business will easily pay. Many young beginners

liaiavian, liar winter
•den BuiTtet

Garlic Setts

Indian Com, (several varieties^-

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, London

Laige Scotch
LeU'.ie, 14 varieties

Melon, 11 varielies

Mustard, While and Brown
Nasturtium
Oha
Onion. 8 varielies, including the

imported Madeira, Polatoe
and Tree Onion

Pmrs/etj. 4 varielies

Purs/lip, Large Dutch swelling
Pens. l(j varieties

Ptppt-rs, 4 varielies

Punipkhis. Finest Family
Conneciicui Field
inammoth

Radish. 9 varielies

Rhubarb, lor larls, &c.
leriac. or turnip rooted Sa/saftj . or vegelable oyster

Skirret

Skor^imera
SpuiacU , 5 varielies

St]iuis!i. 7 varieties

coloured solid

CImcs.
Com SaM. or Vetlikosl

Cre.^s, furled or Peppergrass
1 road leaved or Gardeiij l^omafos

Waler \Turvips. 15 varielies

Like-wise. Esculent Roots and Plants. Field and Gras-
Seids. Pot and Svveet Herb Seeds. .Medicinal Herb
Seeds, Bird Seeds, ami more than 200 different kinds of Or-

ihe variety and quantity of Seeds kept at this Establishment
b\' far greater than at any other place in New England, or-

for the British Provinces. Ihe West India i

, ,,,. 1 ,1 , . c r I. oeeus, RiRD oeeos. ami inc
nave halt undone themselves by want ot loresiirht nament*l Flower Seeds

in this one article. Quarter days are clamorous

j
visitants, and their dues must be sliced off from

the capital stock, if the product does not swell in Southern Siales. can always be executed wnh promplne

proportion to the dem«nd. Therefore, before you saiislactory prices. Dealers in Seeds and Counu-y Traders sup-

\ , ,, .
, ,

plied, at wholesale or retail, on the best terms,
attempt the dangerous experiment, make the most Wg have now on hand, of this year's o-rowih.

exact estimate possible, of the expenses you may 200 lbs. iVIangelWurizcl & Sugar Beei. raised by J. Prince,Esfj

incur, and the prospe-.ts you have ,o m.ke the
i?°5 lbs! "rBloorBe'^rS'm t^^^^^^^

balance even ; and rather trade within vour com 250 lbs. Carrot, various kinds

.pass than beyond it; it is easy to enlarire vour 250 lbs. Radish superior quality

I ' . , ,

•'
. •; ,. 200 lbs. English Turnip, raised in Roxbury

irisk, but not to contract it ; and once out ol your lOO bushels Peas, early and Inii—[We have about 50 bushels C
i depth, it is a great hazard, if ever you recover iheEarly Washington Pea. which was pronouurcd by the fev

who could obtain u last year—as our supply was small

—

iIn

eaihest and most produclivc of any brouglil into the Boslm
market.
Among the new vegetables we have introduced, and which ai'

not common in the Boston market, are ihe Early Russian C'u-

lluce. Grass Pea ffoi

Lima and Val

your footing any more.

Intoxication in all liquors.—Brandy kills the

soonest ; it takes most rapidly to the head, and

tinges the face to a crimson or livid hue. Rum is

cumber, [very earlyj Camperdown Leliucc

winter use] Purple "t arrol. Gianl Asparagus

probably the next in point of fataliiv. and then raiso Squash. Siberian Parsley [hanlv] Russian Cabbage, "t'el-

'.
, , , ,.,, , jc 1 "r 11 1- low Malta Turnip. Celeriac, Fiiiesi I amilv Pumpkin, Ladv's

gin and whiskey. 1 he most dre;idful of all liquors p;„ger Pea [a new and fiue marrow liii] New Nonpareil Pi^a

is rum when it is not very old. It is such certain fa new marrowfat, very prolific, and ol del cinus flavour] New
"

' ' ' • and Rollerdam and i'oiiavista
"

[death to Europeans in hot climates, that the sale
f^ojJa^vis'ia^fs'Tnow 15,

Farewell, great chicflain ! Thy immortal name

Stands yet unriv.di'd on the rolls of fame.

He that is without name, without friends, with

out coin, without country, is still at least a man
;

and he that has all these is no more.

J^ew Species of Jirilliants

At a ball in Calcutta, a lady, rcmarl

splendor of her dress and oriinmunts, attiactcd the

eyes of all the company, on entering the ball room.

Rows of brillhints, which threw around her a light

like that of the fabulous carbuncles of the Arabian
iNighta, glittered down her dress, and eclipsed all

the jewels in the room. W^hen the other ladies,

desirous of examining her sumptuous ornatnont.s,

Bean. [The
.. _ now 1/ivarf Shell BiMi, by inaiiy ronsidei ed

of new rum is prohibited in our southern colonies equal lo Lima Pcaiis—and lo this good quality may be added

by the most severe laws. But when a man talks difir very oniamenial appearance when loa.ledwiiluheir beau-
i. , „• /- , 1 1 I ,- t'fnl while flowers ; they grow nearly Iwo feet nigh.!

of the eflocts of brandy, rum. or gm, or indeed of Traders in the countrv; who may Vi* to keep an assorlmeni

wino of any sort, he is erecting a theory upon a "I" Garden Seeds for sale, ai-e informed they can be furnished.

, 1171 . . „ I .. ,1 J auh'isEslablishment,withboxesconlaiiiingacompleleassortment
suadow. What ninety nine men in a hundred

of the -seeds used in 4 kiichen garden, .„ as favourable icrnTs as

drink as brandy, is no more that liquor than it is iheycanbe purchased in this couniry, neatly done up in small

champagne. Most of the brandy dn.nk in public papers, ai 6 and 12 cis cach-warraiued to be of ihe groivth of

1

, , ,..,.. -1 .
I

Ili27, and of the purest qualUij. Ornamental Flower
j

houses, or boii<_'ht of interior retailers, is nothing .Seeds will be aded on the same lurms, when ordered, as well

I
more than spirits of wine diluted and flavored.— as Peas. Beans Eablv White Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ble for the
I

''.'"' """*"'.'^ ""''' ^'^ P"b'ican.s is a mixture of ''"jpica'taioguesofllie whole Eslablishmeni, with direclionsfor

ain and v.'hiskev. As to gin, it is a liquor as dif- ' cuhivaling ihe more rare and delicaie sorts, comprising apam-

fcront from itself as table beer is diftcrent fmm
^

pl'le' of 10 pages, furnished giaiis.

pure alcohol ; much of this liquor is composed of 1

White Mustard Seed.

mineral acids, or turpentine, and other rank pois- ^V-'' ,'^'f.,
"' '^? """'5 "^ ''"'^Ne'.v England IFarmer, ihe be-

. r 1-, , , , , ,
. English \v hue Muslard sped, by the pound or bushel,

ons ; it diluted and exposed to the atmosphere, it
!

is covered with putrid film; and one dose to a
i ijj^ Published every Friday, at TVirre Bc/iirs

i

person, not accustomed to dram-drinking, ,nay
j

Wable at the end of the year
;
but those who pay wuhinsixiv

' .'
, ,

=' ' days from the time ol subscribing, arc cniulcd to a deducuon 01

I occasion death.
| pifl,, Cans.
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AGRICULTURE,
From the Coiioord Gazette.

AGRICUliTimAL EXPERIMENTS.
The Societii of Miditlesex Husbamlmcn and

Manvfnciurers have awarded tlio following pre-

miums for airricditnral experiments.

To Mr Joseph BLANciiAaD, of Bo.vborough, for

'he best cultivated field of Hops, the first premium
$10

Mr BInnchard has instituted a series of experi-

ments on the following siibjprts ;—To ascertain

how much the hop plant is rapablc of prodiicin<;
;

—To discover whether luxuriance and fructifica-

tion can be tiniled :—To ascertain if the same

plant may be continued in the same soil without

(leCTeneratinn- ;—To ascertain whether the soil is

rendered sterile or fertile by continual cultivation.

His results on these points have been very satis

factory.

The field, the product of which in 1827 has

obtained the Society's first premium, was thus

cultivated. In November 1826, a compost, beiny

three parts dark coloured loam and one part stable

manure, was marie, to be used on the hop field.

—

In the spring as soon as the frost permitted, the

hops were dressed by ploughing and opening the

hills ; the superfluous roots were cut out; and a

shovel full of the compost was laid on each hill.

The hills were then covered with the mould of

the field. Tv.o poles were placed in each hill.

—

As soon as the plants were grown enougt' lo

attach themselves to the poles, the first ploughing

and hoeing bei'an, which was repeated on seven

successive weeks. At the second and third hoe-

ings the field whs manured with compost, which

was one ha f green stable manure, the other half

dark coloured lo.im. This was laid in small

quantities in each hill. Nine loads of manure
were used to each acre. Cultivation ended be

tween the 10th ami 1.5th of July. The hop pick

ing began Aug. 28, and ended Sept. 12. The
field contained four .icres and seventy-four rods.

This field produced l(i340 lbs. of the first quality

hops. The average produce to an acre 2317 lbs.
;

the best acre yielded 380!) llis. The expense of

cultivation to an acre if 157,42 ; expense to a

pound of hops was six cents and eight mills.

To IMr James Mace, of Bo.xborough, for the

next best crop of hops, the second premium, $5
To Mr Nathaniel Holden of Shirley, for the

greatest crop of corn on one acre, the first pre

mimn, $1.5

The acre produced 102 bushels three pecks,

and one quart of shelled coin ; each bushel

weighiVig 58 lbs. Mr Holden states that he put

twelve load-- of barn manure and seventeen loads

of rich compost on the acre. The whole was
hoed three times ; one third of the acre was grass

land on the preceding year. The expense of

cultivation was only iS27,80. ..

To Phineas Whiting. Esq. of Lowell, for the

next best crop of corn, a premium of $10
To Mr. Nathan Grout, of Sherburne, for the

best crop of barley on an acre, the first premium
$10

This land produced on the preceding year, 40

bushels of corn by the a-id (if 20 loads of manure-

Early in the spring of 1P27, it was ploughed ami

then covered with 8 loads of manure, which wyis

ploughed in ; the furrows being 8 inches deep.

The land was ploughed u third timo by a horse

plough, and 52 quarts of barley sowed on the fur-

rows and harrowed in. The barley was liarvBsted

in July, and the amount was 54 bushels of well

cleaned bailey. J'he' quantity of seed' was less

than is usual!' sown on an acre, but Mr. (Jrout

thinks the crop would not have been greater if

the seed had been increased to the ordinary quan-

tity. The whole expense of cultivation and seed

was $20 Gl.

LAND IN VIRGINIA.
Mr Randolph, in a late speech, stated the fol-

lowing fact to show the depreciation of property

in Virginia. A gentleman purchased a small

tract of f-tir land, on which he built a house that

cost ,5000 dollars. Beinf obliged to sell a few

years after, he sold the land for three dollars an

acre, without any allowance for buildings. The
purchaser thought he had obtained the property

very cheap, but he cannot now get his money
hack. In the same quarter, land, some of it good

wood land, has sold for one dollar per acre.

Hamp. Gazette.

HOPS.
The inspector of hops at Albany reports that he

inspecteil 719.290 pounds of hops during the last

vear. Most of them were raised in Madison and

Oneida counties, but some in Otsego, Saratoga,

Genesee, &c. The market has been dull, and
the price has not averaged over 9 cents. This is

partly attributed to large quantities of hops from

Massachusetts, which are preferred to those rais-

ed in New York.

—

Ibid.

A FARM IN CHILI.
An American in ('hili describes an estate own-

ed by Don Juan Ovalla, about 30 miles from Val-

paraiso ; it is 13 leagues square, (about as exten-

sive as the old county of Hampshire.) Ovalla has

upwards of li'.UOO head of cattle and an incredi-

ble number of horses, which run wild 11 months

III the year. Once in a year they are all brought

together, branded, such as are wanted taken out,

and the rest turned adrift. The branding of one

f these wild cattle is performed in two minutes.

One man throws a lasso over his head, another

has him fast by the hind legs, the animal is cast,

and the brand applied.

—

Ibid.

[From die New York Farmer.]

Letter from the Rtv. Dr. Miller, to the Secretary

of the JVew York Horticultural Society, on the cul-

tivation of the Strawberry.

Pri.nceton, (N. J.) January 30th, 1831.

Dear Sir,— It is a number of months since 1 re-

ceived official information, that the "Horticultural

Society of New York" had done me the honor to

elect me one of it;^ honorary members. For this

unexpected and unmerited honor, I beg the Soci

ety to accept of my best thanks. I fear that they

will find me ratiier a useless associate ; one who
has no other claim to their notice than an ardent

desire to learn on the subject of gardening, and a

willingness to communicate something, though it

be ever so little, to the stock of improvement. It

was my intention to acknowledge the favor con-

ferred upon me, several months ago ; but I was

desirous of having something belter to send than

a mere letter of thanks. Whether I now attain,

in any good measure, my purpose, you will bo able

hereafter to judge.

I am desirous of communicating to you, and

through you to the Society, a supposed iroprovc-

ment in the culture of strawberries, which is new
to me, and which may be leemed worth an exper-

iment by those who are fond of that delicious fruit.

It was communicated to me by a gentleman o

great resppi-tahility, of Somerset county, in the

state of Maryland, who has one of the best gardens

I ever saw. and who, particularly, has more straw-

berry vines growing in it than I ever saw in 6

private garden helere.

This improvement consists in bur-ning the vine';

in the spring of every year. The burning is ac-

complished in the following manner: early in the

sprintr. as soon as the frost is completely out of the

ground, cover the bed nearly an inch thick, with

drj! wheat straw. Put fire to it at the windward

end, and it will immediately and rapidly consume

all the dead vines, grass and weeds which are not

covered by the earth, without at all injuring the

roots of the vines ; but rather rendering tiiem

more vigorous and fruitful. This ought to be done

not in n very windy day, or else the flame wili

pass ov?r the bed too rapidly, and with too little

impression ; and yet not in a perfectly Cftlai day,

lest the flame should proceed too slowly, and so

scorch the tender roots of the vines : but when

a ffentle breeze is blowing, sufiicient to make tlie

combustion prompt and equal, and in such a direc-

tion as not to endanger adjacent fences or slirub-

bery.

After the burning, the vines are to be left as the

flame leaves them, for some days. As .soon as

they begin to shoot, they ought to be dressed
;

superfluous roots or shoots removed, and the rrass

and weeds eradicated with a large knife, or some

similar garden tool of easy application.

The gentleman to whom I referred above, in-

forms me that he generally burns one third of hit.

vines about the 20th of February ; another thiol

from the 1st to the 10th of March ; and the re-

maininjr third, about the last of March, or the firs*

of April. He supposes, houever, considering tliG

difference of climate, that each burning ought to

he from ten to twelve days later in Princeton or

New York. By adopting this method, he says he

secures a succession of crops, and the last croj>

much later, than his neighbors. He adds that he

has burned his last parcel of vines as late as wlieo

they were beginning to blossom ; and not only

without any apparent injury, but to their manifest

improvement in thrift and productiveness. He
thinks, also, that the vines managed in this wa||^

yi.'ld their fruit, not only in a more ctrnvenicnt
.

succession, but at least a third more in quantity

than hthers, on the same soil.

When this process was first mentioned to m^
my mind revolted at it, as destructive rather than

useful. But the gentleman who recommended it to

me, declared that he had practised it for a numbef



of years, iintl always with evident advantage ;
and

I have such entire confidence in the correctness

of his representation, thnt I have resolved to make

the experiment, if I am spared to see the ensuing

3pring, on at least part of my vines. If the ad-

vantawes of this management are any thing like

what is alleged—and I am not at all apprehen-

sive of any deception in the case— it is surely

more than worth the trouble. I hope, therf fore,

that not only you, but also all the other members

of your Society, who cultivate this kind of fruit,

will embrace the earliest opportunity of putting

f.he proposed improvement to tlie test.

I had almost forgotten to mention, .that the

gentleman so often alluded to, informed uie that

he is in the habit of applying this treatment to

young as well as to old vines. He showed me

some which he had set out the preceding autumn,

and which had never borne fruit. These, he as-

Bured me, would be burned as well ps the older

ones, the ne.xt year
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again observe, that I merely give a selection, such I

as appears to me to be the best calculated for

gratifying, at different seasons, the sight, or the'

mell, or both. That there is a great deal in rni-
[

ilrj is evident enough ; for, while the English think
!

nolliing of the Hawthorn, the Americans think
j

nothing of the Arbutus the Rlioilodendron the Kal-

mia and hundreds of other shrubs, which arc;

amongst the choicest in England. The little

dwarf brush stuff, that infests the plains in Long
Island under the name of '' Kill- Calf," is, under

a fine Latin nume, a choice grcen-houso plant in

England, selling for a dollar when not bigger

than a handlul of thyme. Nay, that abominable

tiling, with it yellow flower, called the ' Plain

fVeed," which is the torment of the neighbouring

farmer, has been, above all the plants in this world

chosen as tlie most conspicuous ornament of the

King of England's grandest palace, that of Hamp-
ton Court, where, growing in a rich soil to the

height of five or si.-; feet, it, under the name of

'^ Golden Rod," it nods over the whole length of the
Perhaps, however, all this, though perfectly new ,

,. ,, ^, . r i . ,
.

'
, , „ J ,„„,ti.„ edge of a walk, three quarters ot a nine long and

fo me, is by no means so to you and your worthy
i

»
, . „

, T„..,., . n ,
, „.,„„ „ perhaps, Ihirtv feet wide, the most uiagnmcent,

Horticultural associates. Perhaps it is even a r i ' - „ , , .

long since e.\ploded system of culture. If so, I

hope you and the other gentlemen will pardon ray

giving you the trouble of this communication, and

believe that I am, with an ardent zeal for promot

ing the object of your association, your sincere

friend and humble servant,

S.'\MUEL MILLER.
Mr Michael Floy, Secretary, &;c.

From Cobbell's American Gardener.

FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL, GARD-
ENING

My reason for making Flowers a part of my sub-

ject, have been stated. However, if the American
Farmer have no taste for flowers, his wife and

daughters may ; and this part of the book can,

at any rate, do him no harm.

Lender the head of Flowers come flowering trees

and shrubs ; and, therefore, I must, in this place,

.say a little of these and of ornamental gardening.

It is by no means my intention to attempt to give

an account of all the flowers that come into the

perhaps in Europe. But, be not too hasty, Amer
icans, in laughing at John Bull's king ; for I see

as a choice flower in your gardens, that still more
pernicious European weed, w'hich the French call

the C'oquclico', and the English the Corn- Poppy,

which stifles the barley, the wheat, and especially

the peas, and frequently makes the fields the col-

our of blood.

This is quite sufficient to show the power o{ rar-

ity in affixing value on shrubs and flowers. The
finest flowering trees and shrubs in England have

been got from America. The (fild Cherry, which

they call the bird-cherry, which here grovk^s some-

times to the height of a hundred feet, and one of,

which I now see from my window more than sev-

enty feet high ; the Locust, most beautiful of

trees and best of timber ; the Cntalpa, blossoms

far more beautiful than those of the horse-chesnut,

broad and beautiful leaves that do^ not scorch in

the hottest sun; all the beautifully blowing Lau-
rel tribe ; the Rose of Sharon (as it is called here)

and the Allhca Frutvx ; the .Izalia of all colours;

Roses of several kinds. But, there is one shrub of

the larger kind, abundant here, that I never saw

RAIL ROADS.
A writer in the Boston Palladium, who makes

Rail roads the thenje of liis essays, has, in our
opinion, used one of the best (not, indeed, new)
arguments that can be urged for public works of
that kind, namely, the increase of trade, amount
of travelling, value of lands along the lines, &c.
These are, we thmk, to be preferred to the more
ditect calculation of per centage on investments.

In our opinion, the question is scarcely worth put-

ting, by a Stati- or the nation, when contemplating

a great undertaking, whether 1, 2, 3, or tj per cent

is to be received annually, from the cost of the

work, by tolls or other direct income.

Those are considerations for companies & indi-

viduals;— the question for a State is, will the pro-

gress of trade be proportionately aided .' will that

which is liable or likely to bo drawn to other mar-
kets, be continued to our own ? will property ex-

perience some considerable accession to its price?

on the whole, will the people generally derive an
advantage to balance the inconvenience of con-

struction, calculating, if necassary, into the credits

of the work, the saving of the trade at risk for

want of facilities, as well as direct increased pro-

fits .' But as to net amount of tolls upon a public

Rail road or canal, being more or less than any

specified sum, it is unworthy of enquiry. As well

might the common council of this city, think of

raising a revenue, by collecting tolls for passen-

gers in Market street U. S. Gazette.

florist's catalogue. That catalogue, with only ;:

very short description of each flower, would fill
j

there, "and that is the thing which some call the
ten volumes, each surpassing this in bulk. I io

i jyjornins Star. It has six leaves in its flower,
not blame the taste of those who study ftoton^/,

| which is in the form of the flower of the single
and who find pleasure in the possession of curious

\ ,.ose. The whole flower when open, is about three
trees and plants ; but, all that I sliall attempt, is,

to speak of those flowers that stand most promi-

nent as to their capacity of making a beautiful

show and of sending forth //•f/grajicc.

As to the spot for flowers, the smaller kinds,

.ind even small slirubs, such as roses, dwarf hon-

ey-suckles, and the li'>e, may be planted by the

limes the circumference of a dollar. Some of the

trees bear blossoms quite white, and others blos-

soms of a whitish peach blossom colour. These
blossoms come the earliest in tlie spring. They
arc out full, in Lonj- Island, in the first week in

May, which is rather earlier than the peach-blos-

soms. In England, they would be out full, on an
sides of the broad walks in the kitchen garden, or ; average of years, in the last week of February,
a little pioco of ground may be set apart for the

; which is an anticipation of all their shrubs. The
purpose. In cases where there are what are usu-

ally called pleasure-grounds, large shrubs, and, if

he grounds he extensive, lofty trees come in.

—

And, in the placing of the whole of the trees and
t»lants, the most lofty should be farthest from the
walk.

As to the m.Tnner of sowing, planting, trans-
planting, and cultivating, what h;is hern said of
fruit trees and of garden vegetables and herbs ap-
plies here. The ground must be good, well tilled,

and kept clean, or the plants and flowers will not
be fine.

trees, which is a great quality, thrive well under

3'her trees, which, indeed, seems to be their na-

ture. You see, from a great distance, their bright

and large blossoms, unaccompanied by leaves,

shining throu^-h the boughs of the other trees ;

—

and some of ihcm reach the height of forty feet.

This, therefore, is a very fine flowering tree ; and

yet I never saw one of the kind in England.

—

How beautiful a grove might be made of this tree,

the wild-ciicrry, the Locust, the Catalpa, and

the .'\lthea-frutex! And hero they are all, only

HYDROPHOBIA.
Thomas L. M'Kennie, Esq. Superintendent of

Indian Affairs, addressed a circular to the Agents

of the United States in the Indian country by di-

rection of the Secretary of War, directing them

to ascertain the remedies used by the Indians for

the bites of mad dogs and snakes. The Superin-

tendent himself endeavored to obtain a knowledge
of these remedies, which he believes the Indians

possess, while travelling in their country, but did

not succeed. A letter from Horatio Jones, the in-

terpreter at Gennessee, in answer to the circular,

and enclosing a quantity of the seed of a plant re-

ferred to in it, has been received. It states that

the Indian cure for Hydrophobia is a plant culti-

vated in the same manner and used by tliem as a

substitute for the tobacco plant. "When a dog
is afflicted, it ia moistened and tied round his

neck, and the dry tobacco put in a pipe and smok-

ed by a person into his nostrils ; and in case a

person is bitten, he is to be treated in the same
manner, excepting binding moistened tobacco on

the wound. They never knew persons to be mad,

though they have been frequently bitten by mad
dogs, because they apply the remedy immediately,

which, [they say] stops the effect of poison.

—

There are old and experienced doctors among the

Indian, Tall Chief being fifty-eight years old, and

Dr. Monture about fifty-five."

for the trouble of sowing ; for from the seed the
Before I proceed to the Alphabetical List, let me tree will surely come. (To be continued.)

FLEMISH AGRICULTURE.
In 1815 Sir John Sinclair, formerly President of

the Board of Agriculture, attracted by the high

encomiums which he had heard on the Flemish

system, visited the country, and after residing

there for some time, so deeply was he impressed

with the novel and extraordinary scenes he had

witnessed, that be addressed a letter to the editor

of the Brussels Observer in which among other

expressions of high satisfaction, he remarked

:

" I shall never forget what I haTC seen in this

country : a picture of the most ravishing deacrip-
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lion to a lover of o'jricultiire ; a soil become rich i slips or strips of tough white oak, shaved with
|

for seed one Hundred Bushels of the " Tta

•hrouffh the effect of ciiltivatioti, and consequent- [ the grain, about an inch aide, a quarter of an
j

/f7i(a<."— It has been ascertained by erperitnce,

iy by the skill of an industrious people, who re- 1 inch thick, steamed for bending into any desired
j

(the best evidence in tho world,) that this sort of

ceive the due reward of their admirable exertions, I shape, and extended round the bottom and sides
I
wheat is the best that has yet been used in this

in the product which they obtained." \
of the body, in every direction, like the frame of Province for the purpose of securing a fair crop

About fifty years previous to the period of Sir
^

common basket or ribs of a boat. The top of the We would earnestly invite the attention of Far

Tohn Sinclair's visits, Flanders was almost a mov body is covered with carpeting, and the outside nieis generally, and of those in particular whc

int'sand. With a climate not more favorable than
|
with canvas, or leather, which, with painting, have lands fit for raising wheal to avail themselves

that of England, land has since quadrupled i s make the most light, beautiful, and permanent of the opportunity now afforded them of obtaining

value ; faMows h.ivc been entirely banished ; the p.uinelling ; not liable, like tho common wooden at least, a partial supply of this seed.—Wo would

produce in nine years, is generally" fifteen harvests, punncls, to split, and from which a little paint will
,
also wish to impress on the minds of persons pos-

of which wheat yields, oil an average, four quar- remove the defacing of u bruise, the only injury sessed of this grain, (for there must bo others be-

ters per acre; barley, seven quarters and a half, to which they would seem exposed. No mortices sides Mr. W AssoK,)to do every thing within their

and oats eleven and a fourth quarters; and the or tenons are used in any part of the frame, power either by advertising their stock through

borders of the fields sire planted with trees, in which is so constructed as to brace every part, the medium of newspapers, or otherwise, for the

such numbers, that by their sale the proprietors and to hold itself firmly together by the help of a
j

general good of the inhabitants of the Province,

acquire, every forty years a sum of money equal to few rivets or ecreivs The whole is so complete- We cannot say that we have full faith in the Tea

the value <if the sn'il. The cause of this wonder- ly and firmly interwoven, and presents at every Wheat's answering the good purposes for which

tul improvement and fertility, is chiefly attributed, pcint so strong resistance, that it would rebound it Ins been recommended, but we surely think thf.

by Vanderslraeten, author of a treatise on Flemish like a basket, from the most violent shock or con e.\perimentr that have been made, are sufficient to

husbandry, to the cave taken to " extirpate nox- cussion, unbroken, and it would appear impossible induce a repetition of them, and that upon as large

ious plants and roots every six or every three years, to break, rack, or loosen it by upsetting, or any a scale as possilde. If it be finally proved to be

by din-ning all the land on their nspictive farms, ordinary accident. The frame of a carriage body not subject to rust, its introduction into this Pro-

By tMs operation they revert to the surface a stra calculated to hold six persons, buill in the above vince is certainly a matter of no ordinary interest.

turn of fresh soil, which for three or six years, has manner, has been found to weigh only twentyfive
,

'*'''

been absorbing the salts of manure as they filter- pounils, less than one quarter of the weight of the

cd to the bottom of the roots." common pnnnel body; and when finished, the dif

Leather Bands.— It is somewhat singular that,

the application of leather bands to communicate
ference between the weight of the old nd new n-iotion from one part of machinery to another,

A short time since, we noticed an bodies is from ^ to A less, or the weight of from should till recently have been so confined in res-

pect to capacity, mote especially as their propertj

Liverwort

inquiry in some of the newspnpcrs for information, two to three persons, in favor of the latter

concerning any prictical benefit derived from the

use of this celebrated plant. In a late Nationtil

Intelligencer I here is an article signed by a gen-

tleman of Washinoton, stating that the writer,

after undertroing salivation thrice for the cure of

of inflanimntions of the liver, experienced several

From the St, John's Courier.

NORTHUMBERI-AND AORICULTURAl, AND EMI-

GRANT SOCIETY.

has been known from time immemorial.

Power to almost any extent may bo communi-
cated through them, and to effect this object, it is

only necessary to increase their width under a

proper tension, proportionately to increment of the

At the Annual Meeting of the Members of this power required to be imparted. By adopting

attacks of bleedin'g at the lungs, which reduced .Society, this day held at Hamill's Hotel, (Newcas- hands We get rid of the disagreeable noise which
Jiim to such a stale of debility as to induce a bo- tie,) pursuant to the rules, the following gentle-

i attends the movement of toothed machinery, and

lief that his constitution was fist falling a prey men were elected office bearers for the present

to the ravages of pulmonary consumption. In this season, namely,

condition, the patient determined on making trial 'fhomas H. Peters, President.

of the Liverwort, as recommended by Dr. Here-
j^_^^^ Qilmour, and

Wm. Abrains, Esq'rs

J. M. Johnson, Esq.— Treasurer.
i'-'

ice Presidents.ford ; and for the last three or four months, h

persisted in its use with manifest advantage-

having derived signal relief from the most painful ]' 2'
7lZe^"E^q.'lst'crdar,,.

symptoms of his malady. He states that the dis- ^^ Carman, Jr. Esq.—Jls'sistant Secrctarn.
charges of blood have ceased, that his strength

iias rapidly returned, and that his frame is reno- Committee.

vated in a degree far beyond his most sanguine Charles Clarke, Esq,
|
A. Frazer, Jr. Esq.

anticipations. He recommends its use also for William Carman, Jr

obstructions of the urinary passages; and exhorts Dudley Perley,

patients, in all cases, while taking the Liverwort Alexander Rankin,

tea, to be especially mindful of their regimen ;

—

John Frasor,

observing that, for the last sixteen months, he has R- S. Clarke,

Richard Blackstock,

I

Isaac Paley,

I
George Taylor,

I

Mr. D. Johnson,

James Johnson,

also save considerable expense in constructing

and repairs.

Messrs. fellers and Pennock have applied *
band of about a foot in breadth to propel a saw
of ordinary dimensions for sawins; timbor, and it

answers extremely well.

—

Mec. Mag.

John T. Williston.

Bill nf literary mortality Of about one thous

and books published annually in Great Britain, six

hundred are accompanied with ,.ommercial loss

—

on two hundred there is no gain—on one hundred

the gain is trifling— and, only on one hundred any

considerable profit. Six hundred and fifty are for-

gotten within the year—another h :ndred in tw»

years—no more than fifty survive seven years

—

and scarcely ten are thought of after twenty

years. Of the fifty thousand books published instrictly adhered to a milk diet, and avoided every

species of stimulating draughts. He appends the The annual subscribers to this Society are not the seventeenth century, not more than fifty are

following directions for preparing and taking this very numerous, although it possesses some very now in estimation; and of tho eighty thousand

medicine: A double handful of the Liverwort,
j
zealous and patriotic supporters, who have not books published in the eighteenth century, not

after washing it clean, is to be put in a saucepan, ! hesitated on all occasions, when the good of the more than three thousand are consiilered worth

and half a gallon of boiling water poured on the i Institution required it, to extend the most liberal re-printing—and not more than five hundred are

same; let the pan then remain on the hot embers i assistance. But in the infancy of almost every sought after at the present time. Since the first

or stove, and simmer for about an hour and a institution of a public nature, there are always commencement of writing— or in thirty-two cen-

half—then pour the whole into a proper vessel to I obstacles and prejudices to contend against, which tnries—only about five hundred works of writers

drink out of. When cold, it may be drank as nothing but industry and perseverance, or occular of all nations have sustained themselves against

often as the thirst or state of the stomach will ) demonstration of its utility can surmount. The the devouring influence of time.

—

Eng. paper.

admit. The keeping the leaves in tl e vessel Society, however, I am happy to add, is clear of,

debt, and upon the whole, is in a prosperous state, \

Danville College, Ky.—Four scholarships ofwhile using the tea, is necessary, to keep the

same limpid.

—

Boston Bull.

Carriage Bodies.—Mr. Jesse Reeder, of Ohio,

has patented a new mode of constructing carriage

bodies, which is thus described: "The frame or

skeleton, is composed of small straight grained

and in a fair way of proving highly beneficial to $1000 each are founded. A farm is attached to

the rural economy and agriculture of the country. \

the College, to reduce by labor the expense of

J. A. STREET, Secretary.

We observe by the Miramichi Mercury, that

Mr. Robert Wasson, of Ludlow*, has reserved

living. The indigent will be supported and edu-

cated without charge. Those who are able to

board themselves, will pay a sum for that pur

pose never exceeding $20 per annum.
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AMVUAl, CATTLE SHOW.
I'he Trustees of the Massaclmsctls, Society for the Promcition of

Agrkulture, encouraged by Ihe palroiiage of the Legislature

of this Stale, intend to offer in premiums, not only the sum

grantee! I;y the Government for that purpose, but also the

whole amount of the income of their own funds. They there-

fore announce to llie public their intention to have a Cattle

Show, and Eiihibitiou of Manufactures, &c. at fircghton, on

Wednesday the 151h of October 1828.—The following are

the premiums oiJered:

FOR STOCK.

Kor the best BiiU, raised in AlaSiacliuselts, a.-

bove one year old - - . .

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For thn best Bull Calf, from five to twelve

months old , - . . -

For tlio next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the best Cow, not less than 3 years old

For the next best, do. do.

f'or the next best, do. do.

For the best Heifer [havin^j had a calf] -

For the next best, do. do.

For the best lieifcr [not having had a calf]

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the best Ox, tilted for slaughter, regard

to be had to, and a particular statement

to be given of, the mode and expense of

fatting .-.---
For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the best pair of Working Oxen,
For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, ' do. do.

For the next best, do. do

For the next best, do. do.

[No o.\en to be ailtsilted to trial as walking

oxen, unucr/o»)- years old.]

For the best Merino Ilatii

For the best, do. - - - -

For the best Merino Ewes, not less than five

in nutnber . . . . -

For the next best, do.

For the best Co.ir, not exceeding two years

old, to be l;ept at least 1 year for breeding

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the best Sow, to be kept at least 1 year

for breeding - . . - .

For the next best, do.

For the next best, do.

For the best Pigs, not less than two in num-

ber, nor less than 4 months old, nor more

than eight .....
For the next best, do. - - . 5
None of the above animajs will be entitled

to premiutns, unless they are lohoUj bred in

the State of Massachusetts.

Any of tlie above Stock, when raised and
stilt owned at the time of the exhibition by

the person who raised them, v.'ill entitle t!ie

claimant to an allowance of ten per cent, in

addition Uut Sheep, to be entitled to any of

the above premiums, must be raised by the

fei;aon entering them.

NEW PEESIIUMS FOR SUHZF.

Por the best Dishley or Now Leicester Ram $15
For the best, do. Ewe - - 15

^or the best South Down Ram . - 15
For the best do. Ewe - - 15

S30
20
10

15

]0

5
30
20
15

15
10

12

10
8

10

The above four premiums will be awarded on
Sheep either imported or raised in the State.

The persons claiming these premiums to en-

gage to keep the iuiported animals within the

State.

No animal, for which tii any owner one pre-

mium shall have been awarded, shall be consider-

ed a subject for any future preiniuui of the Socie-

ty, except it be for an entirely distinct premium,
and for qualities different from those for which
the former premium was awarded, ^ny animal
ivhich shall have obtained a premium as a Milch

Heiffr shall not afteneards be enteredfor previium

as a Milch Cow.

FOR GRAIN AND VEGETABLE CROPS.

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Indian Corn on an acre, not less

than 100 bushels - . - $20
To the person wlio sitall raise the greatest

quantity of vegetables, [grain, peas, and beans

excepted]—for winter consumption, of the

stock of his own farm, and not forsale, in

proportion to the size of the farm and stock

kept, having regard to the respective value

of said vegetables as food, stating the expense

of raising the same, and the best mode of

preserving the same through the winter - 30
To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Winter Wheat on an acre, not

loss than 'M bushels - - - 20'

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Spring Wheat on an acre, not

less than 30 bushels - . .20
To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Barley on an acre, not less than
4") bushels - - - .20

'j"o the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Rye on an acre, not less than 30

bushels - - - - 20
To the person who shall raise the greatest

crop of Millet on an acre, cut and cured for

hay. not less than three tons, the claimant

giving evidence of the time of sowing, the

quantity of seed sown, and the quantity of hay

produced - - - - 20
Tu the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Carrots on an acre, not less than

600 bushels - - - - 20
To the person who shall rai.se the greatest

quantity of Potatos on an j^acre, not less than

sot) bushels - - - - 20

To the person who shall raise the-, greatest

quantity ot common Beets on an acre, not

less than tJOO bushels -, - - 20

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Sugar Beets on an acre, not less

than 600 bushels - - - 20

To the person who shall r.nise the greatest

quantity of Parsnips on an acre, not less than

•100 bushels .... 20

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Mangol Wurtzel on an acre, not

less than GOO bushels - - - 20
To the person whoshall raise the greatest

quantity of Ruta Baga on an acre, not less

than (JOO bushels - - - - 20
To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Turnips on an acre, not less

than (iOO bushels - . - 20

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Onionson an acre, not less than

tJOO bushels . - - 20

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Cabbages on an acre, not less

tlian 25 tons' weight, free from earth when
weighed - . . - 20

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of dry Peas on an acre, not less than
3lt bushels - ... 20
To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of dry Betins on an acre, not less

tlian 30 bushels - - - 20
To the person whoshall give proof of hav-

ing produced the largest quantity ot dressed
Flax, raised on half an acre, and not less than

250 pounds - . - .20
To entitle himself to either of the premi-

ums for Grain or Vegetable crops, the person
claiming, must cultivate a tract of at least

one acre in one piece, with the plant or

production for which he chiiins a premium,
and must state in writing under oath of
himself, and one other person, [accompani-
ed by a certificate of the ineustirement of the

land by some sworn surveyor,] the followitg

particulars :

—

1. Thi' state and quality of the land, in the

spring of 1(528.

2. The product and general state of culti-

vation and quality of manure employed on it

the year preceding.

3. The quantity of manure used the pre-

sent season.

4. The quantity of seed used, and if Pota-
tos, the sort.

.'>. The time and manner of sowing, weed-
ing, and harvesting the crop, and the amount
of the product, ascertained by actual meas-
urement, after the whole produce, for which
a premium is claimed, is harvested, and the

entire expense of cultivation.

0. In regard to Indian Corn, the entire crop
of the acre offered for preuiium, if shelled,

must be measured between the 15th Nov. and
1st December. If not shelled, the whole
must be weighed within the same dates

—

and the Trustees have determined to consid-

er 75 pounds of Corn and Cob as equivalent

to one bushel of shelled Corn.

And in relation to all vegetables, [except

Potatos, Onions, and common Turnips] at

least 40 bushels must be weighed, and 56
pounds will be considered as equal to one

bushel, free from dirt.

AGRICLLTITRAL EXrEfilJIEKTS.

For a mode of extirpating the Worm that

attacks the Locust Tree, which shall appear
to the satisfaction of the Trustees to be ef-

cctual. .... $100
For a mode, hitherto unknown, to extirpate

the Borer that attacks the Apple Tiec, which
shall appear to the satisfaction of the Trus-

tees to be efl'ectual and cheaper than any

mode now in use. - - - 50
For an effectual and satisfactory mode of

destroying the Bee Moth, or of preventing its

ravages - - - - 2('

To the person who shall make the experi-

ment of turning in green crops as a manure,

on a tract not less than one acre, and prove

its utility and cheapness, giving a particular

account of the process and its result. - 20

To the person who shall prove to the satis-

faction of the Trustees, that hie mode of

rearing, feeding, and fattening neat cattle, is

best - ' - - - 141
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To the person who shall prove to the satisfac-

tion of the Trustees, the utility and com-

parative value of the cohs of Indian Corn,

when used with or without ihe grain it-

self, ground or broken

The claim under the two list heads, to-

gether with the evidences of the actual prod-

uct, must be delivered, free of expense, to

Benjamin Guild, Esq. [in Boston] Assistant

Recording Secretary of this Society, on or

before the 1st day of December next ;— the

Trustees not intendinir to decide upon claims

under the head of Agrirultural Experiments,

until their meeting in Decemter.

BUTTER, CHEESE, CIDPR, CURRANT WINE

For the best Cheese not Uss than one year

old, and not leas in quantity than 100 lbs.

For the next best. do. do.

For the next best Cheese less tftan one year

old . . . - -

For the next best, do. do.

For the best Butter, not less than fifty lbs.

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do. do.

For the next best, do do.

For the greatt'st quaniity of Butter and

Cheese, m^ide betwepnthe 15th of May,

and the 1st of Oct. from not less than four

Cows, the quantity of Butter and Cheese,

and the number ofCoivs, to be taken into

consideration, anil specimens to be exhibit-

ed at the Show, of not less than 20 lbs.

of each, an.! the mode of feeding, if any

thing besides pusture was used

For the best sppciuien of Cider, not less than

one barrel, made in 1897, manufactured

\iy the prrsou who shall exhibit the same;

and from apples.grown on his own farm

For the next best barrel.

The person obt:iining the first premium

shiiU be entitled to a further sumof .$5, as a

compensation for the preiaium barrel of ci-

der, which will be retained and used at the

Show Dinner, in order that he may have the

credit of it. [These premiums vvill bo con-

tinued in future years. Persons claiming

ihem must state, in writing, their process of

making and managing their cider, and the

kind of apples used.]

— FOR INVENTIONS.

To tiie person who shall use the Drill

Plough or Machine and apply it most suc-

cessfully to the cultivation of any small grains

or seeds, on a scale of not less than one

acre . - . .

To the person who shall invent the best

machine for pulverizing and grinding plaster

to the fineness of "25 bushels per ton, and

which shall require no more power than a

pair of oxen or a horse, to turn out two tons

per day. and so portable thjt it can be moved
from one farm to another without inconveni-

ence . . - - .

To the person who shall produce at the

Show any other agricultural implement, of

his own invention, which shall, in the opinion

of the Trustees, deserve a reward, a premium
not exceeding Twenty Dollars—according

to the value of the article exhibited.

In all cases, proofs must be given of the

work done by the Machine, before it ia ex-

hibited ;—and of its having been used and ap-

proved by somo practical farmer.

$10

10

Persons who have taken out patents for

their inventions are not thereby excluded

from claiming any of the above premiums.

[
No claimant will be entitled to a premium,

20 unless, in the opinion of the Committee, the

machine or implement presented by him glial!

be superior to any designed for the same use,

which shall have heretofore gained a premi-

um.

FOR R.^ISING TREES AND HEDGES.

I To the person who shall, on or before the

1st day o( Dec. 18;J(). produce proofs of hav-

;

in? raised the greatest amount in value of

Mulberry Plants, either in standards, dwarfs

or in hedges, for the purpose of raising the

Silk Worm, and shall exhibit not less than 5

pounds of unmanufactured or raw silk, of his

own production . - .

For the best Plantation of White Oak trees,

not less than one acre, nor fewer than 1000
tr'es per acre, to be raised from the acorn,

not less than .*? yenrs old—and which trees

shall be in the best thriving state on the 1st

of September 1828
For the best plantations of White Ash,

Larch or Locust trees, each of not less than

1 acre, nor fewer than 1000 trees per acre,

to be raised from the seeds, and which trees,

not less than 3 years old, shall be in the best

thriving state, on the 1st September, 1828
For the best Live Hediyp. made either of
White or Cockspnr Thorn, p'anted after 1820,
not less than 100 rods, an-l which shall be in

the best thrivinir state in 1828
For the best Buckthorn Hedje, not less

than 100 rods, and which shall be in the best
thrivins state in 1829
To the person who shall have planted out

on his farm since the sprinir of 1819. the best

apple orchard, of not less than 100 trees, and
who shall exhibit to the Trustees at the
Show in 1828 satisfactory evidence of his

having managed the same with care and
skill ....

FOR DOMESTIC MANIJF ACTCRE?.
To the person or Corporation who shall

produce the best specimen of fine Broadcloth,
not \esr, than |5 yards wide, exclusive of the
list, 40 yards in quantity, and diiend the
wool ....
For the second best, do. do.

For the best superfine Cassimere, not less

than ^ yard wide, nor less than forty yards
in quantity - - . .

20
:

For the second best, do. do. do.

For the best superfine Sattinet, a yd wide,
not less than 50 yds.

For the second best, do. do. do

FOR HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.
For the best Woollen Cloth, f yd. wide, not

less than 20 yds. in quaniity

30 1 For the second best do. do.

jFor the best double milled Kersey,
-jf

yard

I
wide, not less than 20 yards in quantity

I
For the second best do. do.

i
For the best Coating,

;f
yd. wide, not less

I

than 20 yds in quantity ...
For the second best do. do.

For the best Flannel J yd. wide, not less than
45 yds in quantity ...

I For the secono best do. do.

20

For the best yd. wide Carpet ing,not less

than .'iO yds. in quantity

For tiie second best do. do.

For the host ^ yd. wide Stair Carpeting, not

less than 30 yds. in quantity

For the second best do. do.

For the best pair of Blankets, not less thanf
wide and 1(1-4 long . . .

For the second best do. do.

For the best Woollen knit Hoso, not less than

12 pair in number
For the second best do. do.

For the be?t Worsted Hose, not less than 12
pair in number - . . -

For the second best do. do.

For the best Men's Half Hose [wocllon] not

less than 12 pair in number
For the second best do. do. do

For the best Men's Woollen Gloves, not less

than 12 pair in number.

For the second best do. do. do.

For the best Linen Diaper, ^ yard wide, not

less than 30 yds. in quantity

For the second best do. do. do.

For the best yard wide Diaper [for table linen]

not less than 10 yards iu quantity

For the second best do. do.

For the best specimen of Sewing Silk, raised

and spun in this State, of good fast colors,

not less than one pguiid

For the second best do. do.

For the best Linen Cloth, [for shirting or

sheeting] one yard Wide, and 2.5 yards long

For the second best do. do.

To the person who bhall produce the best

specimen of any Cotton Fabrics, manufactur-

ed in private families, not less than 5 pieces

All of the above manufactures must be nianu-

factured within the Stale of Massachusetts. And
all manufactures, when presetitod, must have a pri-

vate Biark, and any jiuhlic or known mark must be

completely concealed, so as not to be seen or

known by the Committee, nor must the Proprie-

tors he present when they are examined—in de-

fault of either of these requisitions, the articles

will not be reamed entitled to a consideration or

premiuVi.

Animals, or manufactured arUcles, may be offer-

ed for a premium at Brighton, notwithstanding

]

they may have received a premium'^'from a County

$20 -Agricultural Society.

25 i

It is understood, that whenever, merely from

i

want of competition, any of the claimants may be
considered entitled to the premium, under a literal

]2 construction
; yet if, in the opinion of the Judges,

g the object so oflfered, is not deserving of any re-

ward, the Judges shall have a rifiht to reject such

g claims. Persons to whom premiums shall be a-

2 warded, may, at their option, have an article of

plate with suitable inscriptions, in lieu of money.
Premiums will be paid within ten days_',after thej
shall be awarded.

12
'

That in any case in which a pecuniary pre-

g mium is offered, the Trustees may, haviujr regard
to the circumstances of the competitor award eith-

12 or one of the Society's gold or silver medals jn

g lieu of the pecuniary premium annexed to the

several articles.

8
I

That if any competitor for any of the Society's

6
I

premiums shall be discovered to have used any
disingenuous measures, by which the objects of

10 the Society have been defeated, such person shall

7 Inot only forfeit the premium which may have been

100

50

50

50

50

15

10

20
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awarded to him, but be rendered incapable of for Premiums, any olhera that are considered by

being ever after a competitor for any of the Bo- ihcra as possessing fine qualities will be admitted

ciety's premiums. for sale. And for ;ill Animals or Manufactures,

All preraiuni."! not demanded within six months that are intended to be ^old, notice must be giv-

after they shall have been awarded, shall be en to the Secretary, before 10 o'clock of the 15th.

deemed as having been generously given to aid
, Auctioneers will be provided by the Trustees.

the funds of the Society.

PLOUGHING BlATCn.
I

On the l.'jlh day of October, premiums will be
I

given to the owners and ploughmen of the three
|

Ploughs, drawn by two yoke o.\eii, snd to the own-

!

ers and ploughmen of three ploughs drawn by

one yoke of o.Nen, which sliall be adjudged by a

competent Committee, to have performed the iicst •

ieork with the least expense of labor, not exceed-

ing half an acrB to each plough. And that entries

may be made of the names of the competitors un-

til the morning of tne l.jth. Preference will be}

given to those who enter first— but if, on calling
|

the list at liie hour appointed, precisely, tiiose first

By order of the Trustees.

R. SULLIVAN,']
J. PRINCE, ! ^
G. PARSONS, fC<.mm,«ee.

K. H. DERBY, J
Februari/, 1828.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, FEB. 15, 18^8.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SWAMP MUCK AS A MANURE.

Mr Fesskndein—In your last publication, a

fore It is used ; it develupes its powers and brings

them into action ; in its natural state I conceive
it to be inert and of little value.

LOKG BED POrATOES.

Your correspondent inquires after the most val

uable kind of potatoes to raise for cattle; I believe

that the general opinion iimong us, is, that the

best kind for that purpose is the long red po-

tato, and I have myself no doubt about it ; howev-
er, it requires early planting, because it takes a

longer season, than any other, to come to maturi-

ty. I would siiy that it onght to be planted as

soon as it is likely to be safe against frost ; it will

give then by far a greater yield than any other

kind, and the quality will entitle it to the first

rank ; the watery ends of that kind of potatoes

com|dained of by some consumers, are the result

of late planting ; the autumnal frost, in such cases,

catches the field whilst the vines are yet green

and full of life, an ' the potatoes immature ; but if

named do net appear, tiie next in order will be correspondent in New York state, requests some planted very early the vines have time to decay
preferred. There will be twoCommittees of three information respecting the use of swamp muek as

persons each, one to bo the judge of the ploughing a manure, &c. from some farmer who has been in

by double teams, the other of tiie piougliing by the habit of makinij use of the same; in coinpli-

single teams ; the latter to have afsiijned to them ance with his wishes, and pleased with the idea

a pari of the field distinct from that of the double that the notions of we yankecs should be enqiiir-

teams. ed after by our neighbors of the great State, 1 in

Premiums as follov.'s, [being the same for the form you that for many years I have used meadoiv
double and single teams:

—

'
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and this being the case more or less every sprintf,

it must necessarily bring on a premature decay,

which the yearly use of the roller, at that season,

might prevent. With much esteem,

ffcsiou, Feb. 12, 18-^8. J. M. G.

PROFITABLE DAIRYING.
Mr Fessende.\— In conformity to advice of

friends I transmit an account of the produce of

four cows in 18'J7. One of these four produced

about one third of tlie whole ; t«o are .small, aged

three years, and one fourteen years. Wo sold

three calves, which were calved tlie 4th and lOth

of March, and killed one for family use—gave

one and a half bushels of corn meal to three cows

whose calves were for sale, us they did not yield

milk enough for their calves by hay alone.

In August and October we sold 755 lbs. new

milk cheese ; in December and January 291 lbs.

do. at eight cents per lb. ; 144A lbs. skim cheese,

and four meal, averaging more than two and a

lialf cents per lb. ; 177 lbs. butter of different

prices, averaging 16 cents nearly ; on hand for

family use 61 lbs. new. milk cheese ; and now mak-

ing butler in advance of family demand. Butter

.931,70; cheese, new milk .$3,88; skim $3,88;

calves 12, total $13il,40. This is not so much as

the butter and cheese sold for in market, but more
than $32,61 per head is what we receive in hand

;

the family for the largest half of tlic time consist-

ed of three ; and hired men by day's work, have

been supplied out of the dairy, exclusive of the

above. Two new milk cheeses 34 lbs., one skim

12 lbs., and 4 lbs. butter, were disposed without

price. Three rennet skins were returned ; these

with wliey of cheese and butter might be placed

to the credit of cows, but are not reckoned.

Between grass and hay in autumn eiglit bnsJiels

of oats were given ; in September the under

leaves of 300 cabbages, and I.V bushel of carrots.

These statements are facts that can be proved

by store keepers, neiglibors and friends, without

any e.vaggeration. Whtn the cows are put to

CoaL—A coal mine of the bituminous species, which is said

(o be very extensive, and probal>ly iuexhnustihlu, has been re-

cently opened in Pennsylvania. It is situated on Lycoming
('reek, whu-h empties into one of tlie western branches of the

Susquehaniiali. A small quantity lias been got out the past

autumn, which on trial, is considered not interior to the best

Liverpool. 'I'he distance of the n;ine from navigable water
about one mile and a half— it is estimated that tlie coal can be
afforded in New York at a price not exeecding six dollars

chaldron, wiiich is about half the price of Liverpool coal, as

quoted in the New York price currents.

—

Conn. Cour.

Newport.—VVc rejoice to learn that a spirit of enterprise ii

beginning to show itself among us. We have been informed,
iliat a number of our citizens, [gentlemen of character and pro-
perly] arc about to enrage in establishing Cotton Factories in

(his place, to be propelledby steam. Nothing but a delcnnined
sjiirit. and persevering industry, is necessary to build up the
1o\Mi, to a degree of independency equal to anv of our neigh-
boring towns. We hope the true interest of ^fewport will be
cherished by those who have it in tlioir power to set Ihe wheels
in motion.

—

Rhode hi. Repub.

Public Schools in Rhode Island.—At the late session of the
Legislature of Rhode Island, a law was passed appropriating
,§10,000 to the support of schools, to be apportioned between
the lowns. according to the number of children in each under
si.Ntocn years of ag'e. It is found that the number of children
IS 3.3,205. A statement of the apportionment to each town is

given in the NewpMjl Republican.

Butter.—Beckm<uSaupposes that the ancients were not ac-
quainted with butter sFa solid state, as it appears on our tables.
Ancient writers alwayj^eak of it as something fluid. '• The
moderns cut, knead, andTbread butter ; the ancients poured it

out like oil." See Job, ^*m>, and xxix. 6.

Cotton of the first quality has been raised by John Smith, of
Belmont county, Ohio, during the last season, and it is thought
that its cultivation will one day be as common as that of tobac-
co. A few years ago the cultivation of tobacco was introduced
there, and now vast quantities are raised.

The expenditures of Mr. Prince, of Long Island, incident lo
the culture and extension of his Horticultural establishment,
exceeded, for the last year, we have understood, the sum of
,?I8,000.

—

American Farmer.

Cmilinenlal Money.—Ey a Report made to Congress, it ap-
pears that the continental money, the levy of the Revolution,
emitted from 1775 to 17SU, amounted lo 241,652,780 dollars.

Bee/',—Upwards of G,000 head of cattle have been killed at
two slaughtering houses in Troy the past season, making more
than 10,000 barrels of beef.

EARLY CORN.
For sale at the Seed Establishment at the New England Farm-
er Office, a few hundied Ears of the Earbj Golden Sioux Cont.
This Corn was originally received from the Sioux tribe of In-
dians, an 1 is considered by Mr Prince, Mr Derby, and olher
gentlemen, who have tried it, to be the most profitable sort that

)iav, and turned out for drinking, I i;o with them, lean be rai.sed by farmers, from its great produeliveiicss, and

drive them back and shut them in the barn y^rd,
|

^- j^-;^'!;? --%=^^-^^^-^^^
or if cold and windy, in the barn; towards night ./or .^-rm/m^, by the first and second weeks in Aue-ust. The
they are sent again and acc<>mpanied ; by this as- .

9?''" '* " '"''S'" i'*"°"'' ''"^ Ears being closely filletf with from
- / .1 J • 1 . L .-1 -.u 1

12 to 16 tows,
sistnnce they drink twice heartily, or once with- Atso-The Early Jefi-erson Corn ; a very early White sort,

out it. Summer pasture was less than 12 acres for the tabic—with ihe common kinds of early and late Sweet

witliout any chancfc except the highway ; the ver- I i','' „„^„,,.„:„,„ rr- j c. iri..ujt ti7-." ~
. „

°
I A l^o, every variety of Garden S"eds for hot beds, &c,—Win-

duro, quality and quantity of grass upon my mow- i ler Crook Neck Squash, Early Yellow Bush Squash, Early

cd and watered soil, was such that cheeses made I
g™'l°,P "';Pa"'P?»^hite Bush Squash, Warted Squa.sb, Acorn

_, . , , , r . »i •
1
oquash, Valparaiso Squash, &c, &c,

in September were not much inferior to tliose in
|

Also a few pounds geuuine Ruta Baga Seed,—This Seed
size made in June—the milk was richer. Milking was raised by T, Melville, jr. Esq, late President of the Berk-

was all done by the mistress, who draws expedi-
?,''J','^-

-^S';;^"''"'"'''
'^"'v'"-^'

»"''

K

received
^ ' t)y him liom Russia a few years since,

tiouslv .nnd leaves none.
I

For eood butter in cold weather she keeps the **ATMEAL, HULLEO OATS, BARLEY, &c.
.,, - , ~ ... ii- ,, ,

the I'loprietorol the br.ED Establishment connected w'th
milk warm by a furnace, taking ott all the crearn jtbe New England Farmer office, has been appointed Agent for

in 24 hours; churnin;; every seventh or eighth j'lie sale of Stevens's Oatmeal, Hulled Oats, Hulled orScotch
|

1 „ . kn..;r.n',r,,. ¥ r. »!,,,,.» „.l,or. ,.,.n«ra i -, ™ ., „ k ^^^rlcy
,
GioUs, Biid PcarlBarley, in any quantity from a half I

day ;
begmning to churn when cream is as much

j ^.^„J,„ ^ ,„„ ' j^,^ Stevens's reputati™ jbr managing these

Landreth's JYurserics—JVrar Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Lstablishmeni, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise to ihein tiieir "Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of usefid & ornamcnt.-d vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated fjy lliem, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Oiiiamenlal

Trees and .Shrubs—Greenhouse Plants—Hulbous Roots, and
Garilen See-Js, The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

real value b^ any in this country. It embraces most of llie cel-

cbrateil kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observutlin making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely sttaiiig the lii»e

they wish them to ripen, may confidently rek-r the rest to the

proprietors, without a fear of disappoinlmcni.

'i'he Ornamental dcparlment is rich in native ami exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green-house Plants,

most of which are calculated for adorning in the winter seasons,

parlours, sitting-rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-

ering Shrubs, and actjuisilioiis are continually making..

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegclablcs (or seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference with all who will consider the

subject in the sliglitesl degree. The separation of those kinds

liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &.c, all being under their own pergonal sup-

erintendence undoubtedly con.spires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-

ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced

growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codman, No.

3l Cougress-St. Boston, of whom priciid catalogues cf the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-

ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded,

Feb. 15. tf U. &C. L.^NDRETH

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.

warmer than spring water as it is colder than

milk when drawn from cows, increasinir tempera-

ture or heat, so that when we have butter, the

whey and butter are nearly or quite as warm as

milk direct from cows. With this management

articles is well known and established in the Southern States; he
having supplied a large part of that sold in the New Ygck, Phil-

adelphia, and Charreston markets for many years. None but
the best rf grain is used. An account of the Hulled Oats will be
found in a Teller addressed to Mr tJuiNCV in last week's New
England Farmer. A small quantity will be sent gratis to any

!

gentleman disposed to give it a trial. Orders for any quantity
butter is obtained quick and is of a good quality, (of these articles, (which are warranted to be fresh, and packed

Yours, &c.
SAMUEL DENNY.

Oakham, Feb. 1,3, 1828.

in sweet casks) addressed to " John B. Russell, Proprietor of the

Seed Establishment, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston," will

be executed with promptness, at the manufacturer's prices, which
are moderate, and will be invariable.

P. S. Wood ashes 1 mix with salt for cows and [nr.'V.'^IMUNITlON—Sportsmen andC.iuntry Traders

horses, beginning with a small proportion of ashes, ^"<i a constant supply of Powder—Shot—Bails—Percussion
.. ^ . jr 1. . Caps, &c, of the best quality, and at the lowest pnces, at the

and increase. One cow is so greedy for eait as to
^
r>,^po„t p„„jei- Store, No.6o"Broad-si. E. COPELANI),, Jr,

lake three parts ashes to one of salt. i Feb. 15. if

APPLES, best, bbl

ivSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - - (on.

ptarl do. - - - -
I

bean:;., white, jbusb
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, - bbl.

cai'jco. No 1, new, - - i

'• No 2, rvw, - -
I

B-UTTER, inspect. No. 1. new,
CHKKSE, new milk, - - - -

skimmed milk, - -

FLAX
FLAX SEED ibusli

FLOUR, Baltimore, Ilowai'd St bbl
Genesee, - -

Uye, best. - -

GRAIN, Rye - -

Con - - -

Barley - - -

Oats - - . -

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, - lb.

HOPS, No ], Inspection
LLME, caski
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and .Vorthern o-a\.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at ?on.

PORK, new, clear bbl.

n^vy, mess, do.

Cargo, No 1, do. -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, - - busli

Clover .... lb,

WOOL, Merino, full blood,wash
do do unwashed
do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & :; do

Native - - - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

|

2d sort

do Spinning, l&tsorti

PTiOKfS/OJV J\IARKET. !

BELJ', best pieces . - - - |lb,

PORK, fresh, best piece!., - . i

" whole hogs, - . .
|

VEAL, - -

MI'TTON,
POULTRY, - - - - .

BUTTER, ):eg& tub, -

lump, best,

EGGS, -

MEAL, Rye, retail,- - - - [jusl

Ini+ian, do. - . - -

POTATOES, (new) - -

riBER, Caccor5ius to quality) bbl

2 00
105 00
112 0(1

1 25

2 50
107 50
115 00

I 50-

9 751 10 00
» oO| 9 00

7 50
141

90|

a b7j

5 75

3 00
6sf

60i

60j

40

C

70
77|

2 75:

17 CO; 18 00:

12 50i 13 00-

12 50, 13 CO
2 25,' 2 75

10

55
2S
34
30
27
45
35
3&

16

10

4

1 12-

6 00
6 12
3.-95

72
63
67
43.

10

10

1 00:

7B

3 f^O

481

201

28i

28!

22-

40,
?0i

l..[
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MifeCELLANIES.

EDUf ATION.
By J. Kowring.

\ child is born—Now lake the germ and make il

A bud ol morfd beauty. I,et the dews

Ol kuo«k>dgc, ajid llie lijht of virtue, wake it

lu licliesl fragrance and in purest liues

;

When i/aision's gust and sorrow's tempest sliake it,

Thf shelter of affeclioii ne'er refuse,

For soon the gatlieriiig hand of death will break it,

From its weak st(.m oi life, and it shall lose

\11 poiver to charm ; \m\ if the lovely flower

Iladi swelled one pleasure, or tubducd one pain,

O who shall say that it Ijath lived in vain.

However fugitive its frealhiog hour ?

For virtue leaves its sweets wherever tasted.

And scattered truth is never, never wasted.

" Sir Edward Coke being now very infirme in

body, a friend of his sent him two or three Doc-

tors to regulate his health ; whotn he told that he

had never taken phj'sick since he was born, and

would not now begin ; and that he had now upon

him a disease, wliich all the drugges of Asia, the

gold of Africa, the silver of America, nor all the

Doctors of Europe could cure, old -age. He
therefore both thankt them and hia friend that

sent them, and dismist them nobly with a reward

j

of twenty pieces to each man."

1

FARM BUILDINGS.

I

Liberality in proviiling good barns and warm

I

shelter, is the source of hcaltli, strength and com-

j

fort to animals ; causes them to thrive on less

i food, and secures from damage all sorts of crops.

on this plan, after the house was finished, ana in

which there have been fires for nine months, the
purity and cleanliness of the rooms autficiently

testify its efficacy ; but he has a still farther

proof in the testimony borne by the person vvho

built the house and made the alterations, and vvho

was so convinced of the improvement effected

from what he saw, while the chimnies were damp,
that in two houses which lie has since built in

Melville-slreet, Edinburgh, he has constructed all

the chimnies on the same principle. The method
is simply to contract the chimney as soon as pos-

sible ; then gradually to widen it for four or five

feet, and then again contract it tu the usual di

mensions, and carry it up in any direction.

,, , ' Historical Fads.—Vasco de Gauia, employed
Morals.-\l is stated in a letter from Holland ^^ ^,^^ ^._^^ ^j. p„^j„g^,_ ^^^^ d„^,3,gj j,,^ ^.^j,^ „f

that last year, in a population of upwards of six
^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ j^^^ j^y-.^ ^^^^^^ opened a pas

millions, there were hut two executions. -*

A man in Charleston advertises 20 anchors of

peach brandy. Brandy is an anchor that has

brought so many to their moorings, that a bury-

ing place might well be called an anchoring \

ground.

(Qualifications for Congress.—" Why do you not

present yourself «s a ca-ndidate for Congress .'"

said a lady the other uay to her husband, who
was confined to liis chair by the gout. " Why
ahotild I my dear?" replied he, "I am not qualifi-

ed for the station." " Nay, but I think you are,"

returned The wife, " your language and actions

are parliamentary. When bills are presented, for

instance, you either order them to be laid on the

table, or make a motion to riec, though often out

of order, you are still supported by the chair; and

you often poke your nose into measures which are

calculated to destroy the constitution."

ruiLosornY.

To pass our time in the study of the sciences,

in learning what others have discovered, and e.x-

lending the bounds of human knowledge, has, in

all ages, been reckoned the most dignified and

haj^py of human occupatiotis ; and the name of

Philosopher, or Lover of Wisdom, is given to

those who lead such a life. But it is by no means
necessary th.'it a man should do nothing else than

study known truths, and explore new in order to

earn this high title. Some of the greatest phi-

losophers in :;ll ages have been engaged in the

pursuits of active life ; and an assidiio'is devotion

of the bulk of our time to the work which our

condition rerpiires, i.s an impoitant duty, and in-

dicates the possession of practical wisdom. Tiiis,

however, does by no means hinder us from apply-

ing the rest of our time, beside what nature re-

quircK for meals and rest, in the study of scie:ice
;

and he who, in whatever station his lot may be

cast, works his day's work, and improves his mind

in the eviming, as well as he who placed above

necessity, prefers the refined and elevating pleas-

ures of knowledge to the low gratification of the

sen.ses. richly deserves the name of a True Phi-

losopher.

PECULIARI^TT OF LORD COKE.

The following is extracted from a letter from

Mr Men 1, to Sir Martin SluteviUe, published in

Ori _'inil Letters, illustrative of English History,

&c. By Henry Ellis, F. R. S. &c.

sage to the East Indies.

Twenty-three years after the''W'st discovery of

America by Columbus, Mug^Blan, a native of

Portugal, in the service of SAtiin, penetrated into

the Pacific Ocean, by the strait which bears his

name. He ddvanced through the south seas to

the Ladrone islands, of which he took possessioif

in the name of Charles V.— He was here slain in

1520, either by the natives or as some accounts

say, by his own rebellion's crew.

Newfoundland was discovered 24th June, 1497,

by the Cabots, who were commissioned to sail in

quest of new comitries by Henry Vlil.

In the years 157(J-7-8 the coast of Labrador

was e.xplored by Martin Frobisher, under the aus-

pices of Elizabeth of England. About the same
time Sir Francis Drake accomplished his cele-

brated voyage around the world.

Sir Walter Raleigh fitted out an expedition of

two small vessels, in 1564, which reached the

coast of North Carolina on the 4th July.—A fa-

vorable report of the country, to which he gave

the name of Virginia, leu to two succeeding ex-

peditions and ittempts at settlement, in 1.585 and

86, both of which failed ; the remnant of the first

One hour a day.—Spending one hour more in

bed, seems, at the time, but a small maiier, and so

it may be—yet in the course oi a year it makes a

material difference. The person who rises at 5
o'clock, will nave 3t)5 hours more in a year than

the one who sleeps till six. 'I'his is equal to five

weeks" pure daylight, [allowing 12 hours per day]

so that his year will number 13 months. Is not

this loo great of a morning uap, which makes us

feel ''nothing better but rather worse ?" Where-
as, if we can summon sufficient strength of mind
for the first effort, Ihe deed is done—the hour

gained—conscience satisfied—and, business will

go better all day.

Lotteries.— A powerful memorial has been read

in the Pennsylvania Legislature, against the sanc-

tion o( Lotteries. It details many melancholy re-

cent instances of infamy and suicide arising from

t' > temptations held out by this species of gam-
bling. It is signed by the Rt. Rev Wm. White,
Bishop of Pennsylvania, and some of the most
distinguished citizens of that state.

A Savannah paper says the Duke of Bridgewater
owns more than a million in the Bank of the Unit-
ed States.

The remarkable warmtn of the season, is spok-
en of in newspapers from different parts of the

country. \l Charleston, in January, green peas
returned to England, the others perished by fam-

|

and tomatos were plentiful in the ma. ket. At Au-
ine and at the hands of the natives.

j

gusta, Georgia, in January fresh shad were in mar-
The first restorers of learning in Europe were

! ket, and strawberries were plucked in the neigh-
the Arabians, who in the course of their Asiatic hoiirhood. At Milledgeville, Geo. Jan. 7th, the
conquests, became acquainted with some of thoniercury ranged at 70. At Wheeling, Virginia,
Greek authors, procured copies of the ancients, Jan. 9th, a rose was plucked from a garden bush,
and had them carefully translated into Arabic.— I At Louisville, Kentucky, in Jan. the thermometer
The,Western Kingdoms of Europe became first

' ranged from C8 to 72 degrees. In Virginia, in the
acquainted with the learning of the ancients

! middle of January the hyacinth was in bloom

—

through the medium of tlieso translations. The
j

pgach trees were also partly in bloom. At Savan-
Arabians disseminated their knowledge in the nah, Jan. 15th. vegetation was putting out buds
course of their conquests, and founded schools land blossoms— the thermometer was at summer
and colleges in all the countries they subdued. I heat, and a sun flower in full bloom. Fruit trees
The boldest naval enterprize of the ancients ' vvere in blossom in Cheraw S. (". At Richmond,

wasthe Periplus of Hanno ; who sailed from Car- ' Virginia, on the 22d Jan. Ihe rivers hud not been
thage to the coast of Guinea, within four or five ' fro en. .iV. 1'. Dnihi .Advertiser.

degrees of the equator, in 570. They did not 1 -, ^
i-in i n iii

^ ^
?^!?rr

know that Africa was almost circumnavigable. st^i!.!*. .

" For Sale at the SEED ESTAUMSHMENT. connected with

eiurku-tr f<MiMT«ii:'Ar« I

'''" New England Farmer Office, .^o. ."iS, Noilh Market-Street.SinuJiV t.Hljni^l!.Y».
! Boston ;—Orchard gr.iss. Lucerne, Herds grass. Red-lop. Red

There is a way of building a chimney, which and White Clover, .Millel, genuine Fowl Meadow-grass Seed.

was found to succeed in the huts which were (^f' receive this Seed direct from the person who raises ii in

.,,,,„.., ,
.

Vermont, so there can be no iioubt of Us genumcncss). Broom
erected by the British army in this country dur- Corn, a few barrels White Field Heans, (very fine and pure, as

ing the war of the revolution ; and even in the the seed was all selected before planiiog). .\ few barrels Early

1 _ J I- L I. L -1. . *t - Washinelon. and Dwarf Imiierial Peas. Manscl Wurtzel, Rutaunderground chimnies which were built to their r;a,'a,&e&c.
•<=.*<.„ . u. i., .,uiu

tents when out at a late period in autumn or rath- -^,^=='TT~.-^^ r; "7^—TT ,̂

" --—
,, , . . r . T .1 •. !

rr^ '"'lisiied e\erv r'RinAV. .u 7^/irff Do«<irs per annum,
er the beginning of winter. In the writer s own p;,yat.le at the end of the year; but thofc who p.ay wiihin sixty

house, where the principal chimnies were altered davs from the time of subscribing, arc cniiiled lo a deduction of
'

' Finij Cents.
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HORN PITHS.

Sib,—One of your correspon.lents asks if horn

piths are a manure ? I answer, lln;, nrr, and an

excellent one, too. for wheat. Wulun two years 1

have used nearly twenty loads, ^vhuh I procured

from the comb makers Attached to them are the

roots of the horn, nnd some skin end hair, all ot

which induce fertility. My practice is to scatter

them over the ground, ant ploujfh them under.

Applied this way, they are some lime decompos-

ing They would be better for the first crop it

pulverized or broken, but they fertili^.e much lon-

ger when left whole. I think they are worth four

times their bulk of manure from the yard. In

addition to these, I use the comb-makers horn

shavin.'s, which I think are superior to any other

application ; and I prefer them at eiaht cents the

bushel, to stable inani.re at twenty five cents the

two horse load, ti.e transportation of both beinj

two miles and a half J- BUEL.

mbany, Feb. TJ, 1828. 1

FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

WINTER EVENINGS.
'

The human miud cannot continue inactive. If

we do not employ it in the acquirement of useful

knowledge, it will be broodint; upon mischief, or

indulging in visionary schemes of happiness.—

Neither can it remain stationary. If it does not

advance in knowledge and virtue, it will retro-

gade into s.oth and depravity— if our fields are

not sown with seeds ot useful plants, thistles and

other vicious weeds will spring up. To the farm-

er who is bringing up . family of children, these

considerations are of momentous concern. It he

makes his fireside the scene of innocent recrea-

tion and instruction— of kind feelings and affec-

tionate intercourse— his children will prize homt

before the tavern, or the haunts of dissipation.

But he must teach by example.

The winter evenings, from September to March,

estimating three hours to each, amount to thirty-

eight days of twelve hours each, or to more than

a fifth of the time usually devoted to business and

pleasure. The future welfare of children depends

much upon the manner in which this fifth part ot

the winter is employed. Youth is the period in

•which habits generally become fi.xed- it is the

seed-time of lift—and whatever is sown, be it

good or be it evil, is sure to produce its kind. If

The mind is cultivated, and the seeds of useful

knowledge sown in youth, the harvest of manhood

will bo respectability, wealth, and virtue.

Impressed with the influence of early habits, I

have spent some time in devising a plan to render

instruction amusing and to attach my children to

home, by diversifying thei. winter evening em

ployments, ana by familiar illustrations, adapted

to their capacities, of what they read. They have

received partial instruction in music and draw-

inn-, and I have furnished them with the necessary

books and instruments to enable them to pursue

these studies. Their readings are such books as

tend to improve the heart and expand the intel-

lect—such as interest, while they instruct, the i

young mmd. Afte-" eight, they are indulged with

a rubber of drafts or backgammon. I derive plea !

-ure, and profit from those e.xercises New ideas

are elicited, and valuable information acquired,

from the research and explanations which my task

as monitor obliges me to make

I subjoin the arrantrement for the evenings of

the present winter. They may stimulate some of

your readers to adopt a better system.

Monilay—drawing,

Tuesday—mathematicks,

Wednesday—reading,

Thursday—chemistry,

Friday—music,

Saturday—drawing, or either of the

"'Mb^ifj, Feb. 19, 1828. A FARMER.

COFFEE TREE.
Linnajan Botanic Garden, )

Feb. 19, 1828, S

Mr Fesseinden.— Noticing in your last number,

a description of the Coffee Tree, I am also tempt-

ed to subjoin some remarks, more especially as I

i
have the trees now, both in bud and in fruit. The

leaves of this tree are about the size of the com-

mon Laurel or Kalmia latifolin of our woods, and

' much resemble those of the Lemon. They are of

a fine shining green, stand opposite, and being

very numerous, impart great beauty to the plant.

At each joint the blossom buds are now present-

themselves ; they are usually in pairs, of a

snowy whiteness and most delicious fragr <nce,

and as your correspondent remarks resemble those

of the white flowering Jasmine.

A promenade through a grove or plantation of

these trees is said to be delightful in the e.xtreme,

where the enlivening verdure of tiieir foliao-e is

only surpassed by the delicate blossoms, and the

delicious fragrance which is inhaled from them.—

In my Hot-house the flowers in general do not

fully expand until March, and sometimes not until

April ; the fruit from these ripens in aututi.n, at
i

which period, a second crop of flowers is general-

ly produced, but less numerous than the first.

The size of the berries may be adjudged by sup-

posing the union of two grains of the coflfee in

one, with a thin pulp to cover them. They con-

tinue sreen during the period of growth, and then

change to a bright cherry red, and interspersed

among the fine foliage, contribute greatly to beau

tify the tree. The largest I have, is about six

feet in height, of regular form and branching on

all sides, and seems to flourish equally as well in

the tub in which it is planted as in its native soil.

The seeds vegetate treely, and it may also be in-

I reased by cuttings, by which modes I have rear-

ed a large number of them, about forty of which I

have at present.

On the plantations in Cuba the trees are gener

illy kept down to about 6 or 7 feet in height, so

as to render it easy for a person standing on the

ground to collect the fruit, and it is said the av-

erage produce is but little over a pound of cured

coffee from each tree. I have taken much pains

to obtain the various trees and plants useful in the

economy of life, particularly the spices, and have

1 now the Cinnamon, Cassia, Piraenta, Black Pep-

per, &c. Also, the Sugar Cane, Mahogany,

Baniiua, Plantain, Mango, Mammee, Alligatoi

pear. Granadilla, Soursop, Cherimoyer, Rinyon

India papaw, various species of Guava, Annatto.

several species of Pine apple, Fustick, Braziletto

wo. d. Caper, Cocoa nut. Calabash tree, Roseap

pie. Cotton tree, Chinese Ginseng, Bamboo, Rat-

tan, about 50 varieties of the Orange. Lemon, Cit

ron and Lime, &c. The introduction of ihese and

various other rare species, together with the erec-

ti.m of the nc.-essary buildings for the accommo-

dation of about 20,000 pots of Green house Plant.=!.

v> hich form my present collection, has caused the

disbursements for this department alone to be

very great. But this does not prevent me from

going on in the same progressive manner in the

introduction of every thing which I consider use-

ful or interesting, and at this moment I am mak-

ing the arrangements for erectin.; an additional

wi'ng to my Hot-houses, which alone will be near

100 feet in length ; and for each new house I pay

some tribute to your city, for I receive from it all

the glass necessary for the purpose, as experience

has taught me it is much to be preferred.

Yours, most respectfully,

\VM. PRINCE.

HEMP AND FLAX.
We arc indebted to the Hon. Mr. Everett, foi"

several pul>lic documents ; among the most im-

portant of which, is a report of the .Navy Depart-

ment, in relation to experiuionts on American wa-

ter rotted hemp, when made into canvass, cables,

and cordage. The commissioners of the navy

have, for some time, been actively engaged iu

testing the quality of cordage manufactured of

American hemp, compared with that made of the

Russian material ; and to aid their decisions, they

have appealed to the experience of manufacturers

and merchants, and the result of their enquiries

has been, a conclusion that American hemp, pro-

perly cultivated, and suitably prepared, would be

at least as strong and durable as that of Russian

g-owth. The disadvantage under which Ameri-

can hemp has hitherto labored, is owing to the

pertinacious adherence of our farmers to the old

plan of dew rotting— a process so exceedingly

slow, as to impair, in a very essential degree, the

strength of the fabric. Where water rotting hue

been resorted to, belter success has attended the

cultivator, the hemp has worn a much handsomer

colour, and has proved as strong in cordage as

Russian.

We have, ourselves, iu recent conversation witk

gentlemen conversant with the cultivation of hemp

and flax, had reason to know that American hemp

may be raised with great profit to the cultivator,

& with every advantage to the manufacturer. In-

deed, one great advantage attends the use of th»

American article. That from Russia, as is stat^

in the report, is liable to be exceedingly heated,

coming in large bulk in the ship, and to lose bf

that process, some of its strength—an evil tt^

which American hemp is not liable. America^

hemp used in the manufactory of sail-cloth, hae

not proved so well adapted to the purposes de-

signed, and stout flax has generally been used. It

is established, that water rotted American flax,^
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eq'ial in Bliong elolh, lo thai of any other country,
j

I am of opinion that leaves when dry, will ans- To thi.-ken a forest, or to prevent its becoming

Hemp might be brought into this use, if gathered wer the purpose of burning equally with straw, tao thin, cattle should be kept out of it at all seas-

youno-er than is usual. A machine has been in- and their ashes prove a good manure.
|
ons. The seeds, or cuttings of trees, of rapid

vented for dressing hemp and flax, without the

process of rotting or steeping it—but as the gum-

my and niijcikginous matter is not, by that pro-

cess, drawn out of the material, it may be doubled

whether the strength is not liable to be lessened.

Phila. Gazette.

1 shall now give a few observations concerning growth, should also be set, or planted, in every
the selecting of proper plants for planting. A part that becomes destitute of growing wood. If

great deal lies in choosing proper plants ; for if woodland be suffered to become so thin,-that the

they are taken promiscuously, the greater part sun can get in and cause the ground to be cover-

will prove barren, producing plenty of flowers but ed wiih a sward of grass, this will prevent the

no fruit. Those when e.\amined will be found to furthei growth of young timber ; and in this way
want the female or^'ans of generation ; that is, the ground eventually becomes stripped of all its

they will have abundance of stamina, but few or growlii. This, however, is not the case with the

On the cultivation of the Slrawbernj,hy MK\ViL-\'^°^^y^es , so lU»\.horte^ happens auio.ig those locust, as it encourages the growlh of grass

I lA-si CuRR of JVew York rend Feb 26 1822. ,

'""'''s'' plants, that some of them have a part ot an amongst it, and in this situation grows very rap-

To the Prt$iJ<-nt and memL'S of the H^rlicuUu-l}'"?^'^^''^ 'r"it formed, which sometimes ripens, idly. Perhaps the farmer will find, when he is

Plants ought, therefore, never to be taken out of redured to the necessity of planting wood for

old neglected beds which have been allowed to fuel that this tree will answer his purpose best,

spread and run into a multitude of suckers, nor Tlie Lombanly poplar also grows very rapidly,

from any pbints which do not produce plenty of is easily rai.sgd from cuttings, and, when cut and
fruit. Those suckers which stand nearest the old dried, will answer tolerably well for fuel.

I'lhc New York Fa

oft

ral Society of JVew York.

Gentlemen— I take the liberty lo lay before

you a short sketch of the metliod practised by me
in cultivating the Pragaria or strawberry plant,

toffether with a tew observations which 1 consid-
, ,, , l , . j r . rr,, , , i-

• .u i » •

° ... . „ f 1 . . »u 1.- . f plant, shoud always be selected in prelerence to 1 he easiest method ot raising the locust is as
er will be foun of advantage to the cullivalor of '^, '

, . r ,
^ . n . j- r i. r., , ^ . u . cr.

,,_ , ^ .. those produced from the trailing stalks, at a dis- follows : Plant, in the first instance, about iitteen'

tance from the fruit bearing plants. or twenty trees on an acre ; when they have got

There has some kind of strawberries been to be twelve or fit'teen feel high, and their roots

greatly improved by seed selected from the lar-
: well extended, run straggling furrows through the

gest and fiirest fruit. In this case the seed
;
ground, and, wherever the roots are cut with the

that excellent fruit.

The patch on which I have my strawberries,

had been under the same plant for several years.

For the month of September, 1819, 1 laid on about

five inches thick of well rotted manure, which i

dug down with the old vines. I then set out

plants of the Hudson kind of strawberry at the

distance of sixteen inches each way, taking care

to have them in line the long way of ibe ground.

In the month of November I covered the plants

with a thin coat of long litter, which I took off in

tflie beginning of April, and pointed the ground

with the spade, and raked it smooth. The ground

was kepi clean by hoeing till the fruit began to

foroi. I then took short grass cut from the walks

and spread between and under the vines, which
had the effect to keep the fruit clean, the weeds
down, and kept the scorching drought from pene-

trating into the roots of the plants.

As soon as the fruit season was past, I pointed

in the grass betwei n the beds. In September,

should be sown as soon as possible after the fruit

is eaten. The best way is to sow the seed in pots

or bo.xes, placed in the shade.

Should some of the members of this Society put

this in practice, the result might be of general ad-

vantasre, bv improving the different sorts of this

delicious fruit. WILLIAM CUUR.
Mw.York, Feb. '26, I8'32.

plough, new trees will start up, and soon stock

the whole ground with a plentiful growth. This

tree has been but lately intiodured into general

use in France ; and it is said to be there valued

more than any other which is cultivated in that

Countrv.— Fcirmcr's ..Assistant

.

FOREST.
Every farm ought to have a piece of wood-land,

or forest, suflicient for fuel and other purposes.

—

Raising timber, for the purpose of fencing, will

not often be found advisable. Farmers must

eventually depend on making stone walls, or

hedges, for the purpose of enclosing their lands.

But wood and timber sufficient for fuel, for build-

1820, I cut out all the superfluous runners and
j

ing, for carriages, and implements of farming,

dressed the bed, and in the month of November cannot be dispensed with. Of these, the farmer

covered as before.
j

will always find it most advantageous to keep the

On the first of March of last year, l"^!, I took
|
requisite stock himself, and not only rely on oth-

ihe covering from a part of the patch and replac-|ers for purchasing it. Nor is it advisable lo have

cd it with one inch thick of straw, which I burn- j his woodlands separate, and at a considerable dis-

ed off, as directed by Dr Miller. I then gave a i tance from his farm ; unless it be in parts of the

slight hoeing a id raking. At this time there was country where part of the lands .ire too valuable

hardly tlie least trace of vines left on the ground ^i to be kept in wood, and other adjacent parts are

but in 8 or 10 days the leaves began to make
|

only fit for that purpose,

their appearance. On the 22d of March, I uncov
j

When the farmer is clearing up his farm, be

SCRATCHES, OR SELENDERS.
This is a disorder between the hinder pastern

joints and hoofs of horses, consisting of cracks

and soreness, with suppuration. It is troublesome

commonly in the winter se:ison only. "Nothing
tends so much to prevent grouse and swelling of

the legs, as frequent haud-rubbinj;, and washing

the heels carefully with soap suds, as soon as a

horse comes in from exercise. In inveterate cases

where the disease appears to have become habi-

tual in some degree, a run at grass is the only

remedy ; if a dry pasture be procured where a

horse can be sheltered in bud weather, and fed

with hay and oa:s, it will be found extremely con-

venient, as in such circumstances he may perform

his usual labor, and at the same time be kept free

from the complaint."

—

The Complete Farrier.

AGRICULTURAL, IMPROVEMENTS.
There are few individuals who hold a more dis-

^
tinguished place among agricultural improvers

cred another part of the patch, a part of which I
|

ought to reserve, for woodland, that part which is
.j,g[j the Earl of Eirremout forty years a-'O the

burned with straw as before, and the other part
i
least adapted for tillage or for grass. Land which ' i;^^jj„ Park at Petworth consistin<^ of between

with a parcel of dry leaves, which I laid on two '

is swampy with a thin soil over a sandy bottom
;

j

gg^^,, ^^j g^gij^ hu„((r(,,) 'acres of land, presented
inches thick. The remainder of the patch I un-

i
that is rocky and hilly; or that is dry, poor, or L ^^jU fgresr scene, overspread with furi;e stunt-

covered in the beginning of April, and dressed in very gravelly, may do well for woodland ; while I ^j tjiuber and rubbish and would have been
the usual way. it would answer but indifterently for tillage.

} jgar if let at five shillings per acre. Somewhere
The first burned part continued to keep more The quantity of ground to he set apart for this i

j^ij^^j {i,g year 1<90 the noble owner of this un-
purposo must depend on the s!7e of the farm; the L,.Qjjjgtiye tract, undertook to improve it; the
quality of the sjil, of the woodland

;
the nature of Lj^ji^gr was felled—the unaenvood grubbed—eve-

forward than the others, and showed flovvers eight

days sooner than the jnliurned part of the patch.

The unburncd grew less rapid, and was consider-
j

the climate ; and, frequently, according to the do-

ably less productive of fruit. That part burned
wttli leaves was the most lu.xuriant In growth, the

quantity of fruit nearly the same as those burned
with straw.

The burning has this good effect, that it keeps

the ground more clean of weeds, and will doubt-

less kill a great inntiy insects and their eggs ; be-

sides, it clears the vinos from all decayed leaves

and hardened bark, gathered around the body of

the plant : and by that means allows the fixie e.\-

patision of tiie loaves and flowers.

mand or market for wood ; for, in some cases, it

may be found more profitable to keep tolerably

good land in wood, than in any other cultivation

ry part of the ground hns boon since efi'ectually

drained—and the whole enclosed and divided into

proper fields, by neat and regular white-thorn

iicdges. Under a well arranged system of tillage.

Of the natural gro'Ath of wood, it will require as ! ^ yields barley, tares, and turnips—clover, fye,

much as twenty acres, ov more, to keep two fires,
i chicory, rape, and olhe artificial grasses, in great

according to the common method of using wood pjofusion ; the crops are so luxuriant, that few
for fuel ; but it is a very easy matter to have sit- L^jj^j^ which let even for thirty shillings per acre, L
ling-rooms warmed, and oil the cooking and other ^^^ i,e considered more productive. Ten quarters §
apparatus of the kitchen so contrived, as not to Lgjghty bushels] of oats, and five quarters of wheat
require more than one-third of the wood that is I ^j.^ ,jow raised upon an acre of land, on which.

commonly used.
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a sheep would have stanoil before this improve- that nature observes the same method in plants,

,,,g,](.
aa in animals, in the mother's womb. Many sorts

Little more thair fifty years ago. Clumber Park, I
of seeds will continue good for several years, and

which belongs to his grace the Duke of Newcas- ' retain their vegetative faculty ; whereas others

tie, and cont'^iins no less than 4000 acres of land,
|

"ill not grow after they are one year old. This

was a black, dreary, unproductive heath, within
|
ditference, is in a great measure, owing to their

the limits of the ancient and extensive forest of
j

abounding more or less with oil
; as also to the

Sherwood. Aliout 17()0, the genius of agriculture
]

nature of the oil, and the texture of their outward

liglited upon lliis desolate waste—a magnificent covering. All seeds require some share of fresh

mansion was built by the noble owner— the heath ' air, to keep the germen in a healthy state ; and

disappeared :2000 acres were planted—which
I

where the air is absolutely excluded, the vegeta

now exhibit the agreeable appearance of thriving tive quality of the seeds will soon be lost. But

limber of very large dimensions, and the remain-
i

seeds will be longest of all preserved in the earth,

ing 201)0 acres, under a spirited and intelligent provided they are buried so deep as to be beyoni

system of husbandry, yiel.l excellent crops of dif-

ferent grains and grasses ;—besides other live

stock, the ^heep fed on a district which halt a

century ago was perfectly barren, amount at least

to -1000 anniuilly.

—

Lon. Q_uar. Review.

E.droctal from Deane's New England Farmer.

the influence of the sun and showers ; since they

have been found to lie thus buried twenty or thir

ty years, and yet vegetate as well as nevv seeds

How the vegetative life is so long preserved, by

buryipg them so deep, is very difficult to explain
;

but as the fact is very well known, it accounts for

the production of plants out of earth taken from

^
!
the bottom of vaults, houses, &c. In the coiiiinon

SEEDS OF VEGETABLES, method of sowing seeds, there are miiny kinds
The last product, by which their species are which require to be sown soon after they are ripe:

propagated, being frequently all ihe trmt of a ^^d there many others which lie in the around a

plant, but sometimes only a part included in the y^ar, sometimes two or three years, before the
plant. Every seed contains a plant in embryo,

pi^,,, ,.o,„^s ^,p_ Hence, when seeds brought from
The embryo, aliich is t'le whole future plant in distant countries are sown, the ground should not
miniature, is called the germ or bud

; and is root bo disturbed, at least for two years, for fear of de-
ed in the cotyledon, or placenta, which makes its gtroying the youna plants.
involucrum, or cover. The cotyledon is always As to the method of preserving- seeds, the dry
double

;
and the middle, or common centre of th3 tin^ig ^.-e best kept in their pods or outer cover

two, is a point or speck, namely, the embryo plan- j^gg . bat the seeds of all soft fruits, as cucum-
tule, which being acted on by the warmth of the bers, melons, &c. must be cleansed from the pulp
sun and of the earth, begins to pvotude Its radicle anj murilaire which surround them; otherwise
or root, downwards, and soon alter, Us pluraula, the rottinir of these parts will corrupt the seeds.

ly by exposure to air. But if such seeds are

sown when the earth is cold, they will rot in the
ground.

or bud, upwards ; and as the requisite heat con

tinues, it draws nourishment by the root, and so

continues to unfold itself and grow. The two co-

tyledons of a seed, are a case to the little embryo
plant ; covering it up, and sheltering it from in-

juries, and feeding it from its own proper sub-

stance; which the plantule receives and draws
to itself by an infinite number of little filaments,

which it sends into the body of the placenta. The
cotyledons for the most pi^rt abound with a bal-

sam disposed in proper cells ; and this seems to

HORN DISTEMPER.
This is a disease of neat cattle, the seat of whicfi'

is ill their horns. Cows are more subject to it

than o.en. It does not attack hulls; artd steers

and heifers, under three years old, have not been
known to have it. The distemper gradually con-

sumes the pith of the horn. Sometimes it is in

both horns at once, but more usually in one only.

The disease is discoverable by the coldness, or

loss of the natural warmth of the horn ; by dul-

ness of the eyes, sluggishness, loss of appetite,

and a disposition to lie down. When the biain

is affected, the cattle will toss their heads, and
groan much, us if in great pain. To effect the

i-ure, the horn should be perfor.ited witN a nail

giinblet, throu;;h which the corrupted thin matter

will be discharged, if care be taken to keep it

open. By this boring, which should be nearly

horizontal, or in tlie depending part of the horn,

and two or three inches from the head of the ani-

mal, the cure sometimes is completed. When it

proves otherwise, a mixture of rum and honey

with myrrh and aloes, should be thrown into the

horn with a syringe ; and be several times repeat-

ed, if the disease continue. For a more particu-

lar account, see a letter from the Hon. C. Tufts,

Esq. in the first vol. of the Memoirs of the Acade-

my of Arts and Sciences Ibid.

WEIGHT OF CATTLE.
In the Picture of London, for the present year,

it is slated, that about the year 1700, the average

weight of oxen killed for tlie London jnarket, wag

370 pounds ; of calves, 50 pounds ; of sheep, 28

pounds ; and of lambs, 18 pounds. The average
wcigrht at present is—of oxen, SOO pounds ; calves

140 pounds ; sheep, bO pounds ; and lambs, 50

pounds. The whole value of butcher's meat, as

sold in Smilhfield, is about eight millions sterling.

When seeiis are gathered, it should al.vays be

done in dry weather ; and then they should be

hungup in bags in a dry room, so as not to deprive

them of air.

The seeds of plants exalted by cultivation al-

ways furnisli large and improved varieties ; but

the flavor, and even the colour of the fruit seems
to be a matter of accident. Thus a hundred seeds
of the golden pippin will all produce fine large Jf'hite Weed has a five cornered stalk. The
leaved apple trees, beiring fruit of considerable I

leaves are jagged and embrace the stalk. The
,size; but the tastes and colours of the apples flowers are discous, large, rahiated. The ray is

be oil brought to its greatest perfection, while it frou, each will be different, and none will be the :

white, and the disk yellow ; the seeds have no
remains tumid, and lodged in these repositories, game in kind as those of the pippin itself Some 'down. It flowers in June, and is perennial in the
One part of the composition of this balsam is oily ^in be sweet, some sour, some bitter, some mawk- i

roots.
and tenacious, and serves to defend the embryo jgh, some aromatic, some yellow, some green, |

When this weed has gotpossession of the ground,
from any extraneous moisture

;
and, by its viscid- go^e red, some streaked. All the apples will, : no good arasses grow with it; because, per-

ity, to entangle and retain the fine, pure, volatile however, be more perfect than those from the
|
haps, the roots bind the soil in snch a manner as

spirit, which IS the ultimate production of the seeds of the crab, which produce trees all of the to cramp other roots. Or being a stronger feeder
plant. This oil IS never observed to enter into ga^e kind, and all bearing sour and diminutive

[
it deprives other roots of their food,

the vessels of the embryo, wnich are too fine to fruit. When it is in its green state, neither neat cattle
admit so thick a fluid. The spirit, however, be- jt has been recommended when seeds are in- nor horses will eat it. But if it be cut while in

ing quickened by an active power, may possibly tended to be sent a great distance, or it is wished blossom, and well dried for hay, the cattle will eat
breathe a vit;l principle into the juices that near to preserve them a Ion? time, to wrap them in ab- it freely in winter, and live well on it. The crop
ish the embryo, and stamp upon it the character sorbent paper, and surround them by moist brown

I

however is always thin and light. If it is mowed
'

'

'

sugar.
j

late, or not well cured and preserved, the hay will

Mr Humboldt has found, that seeds, which do
]

be of very little value,

not commonly germinate, become capable of ger- ! Dunging the ground is an enemy to this weed
,

minating when immersed in oxygenald murinlicWnA it is said that pasturing with sheep kills it.

—

acid gas mixed with water. If the liquid be a lit- i But to conquer it eflectually, there can be no

that distinguishes the family ; after which, every

thing is changed into the proper nature of t.iat

particular plant. Now when the seed is commit-
ted to the earth, the nlacenta still adheres to the

embryo for some time, and guards it from the ac- „ „ _

!!!L''I f°r'_°".M°'/.'.''
*''', ''"'' .7'''" P'''^P"f "id tie wtrmed7it wil'l'quick'en the vegetation of seeds better way than to use the land in tillage, for ho-

surprisingly. Creases thus treated exhibited ed crops, several years in succession.
purifies the cruder juice which the young plant is

to receive from the earth, by straining it throui;h ger,„;i„'" three hours. Seeds which were more
its own body. This it continues to do, till '.he

embryo plant being a little enured to its new tie

ment, and its root tolerably fixed in the ground,
and fit to absorb the juice thereof, it then periih-

's, and the plant may bo said to be delivered ; so

than an hundred years old, were also made to; Curiosity.—The Middletown. (Conn.) Gazette

vegetate by those means. mentions, that in cutting- an elephant's tusk at a

Old seeds may likewise be made to germinate comb factory in that city, a few days since, two

by immersing them in water nearly boiling hot, iron bullets were found imbedded in it—the sur

for about half a niinute, and cooling thera sudden- ^
face of the tusk being perfectly smooth.

I
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GRAPES.
Liimaean Botanic Garden, )

Feb. 20, 182S. i

Mr Fes3ende>-— I send you herewith some

k'urther extracts from my Treatise, (now in press)

which you can publish as " Extracts from Prince

on Horticulture."

Yours most respectfully,

VVM. PRINCE.

Of all the fruit cultivated in the United States

there is none more generally esteemed than the

grape ; yet, in the middle and northern slates, this

fruit is seldom met with in perfection e.vcepl in

cities. The Proprietor having attended particu-

larly to the cultivation of the ffrape for twenty

years past, can confidently assure those who wish

to have itiis fruit in perfection, tliat they may de-

pend on their vines producing well if they will at-

tend to the following directions ; for although a

season may sometimes occur when the cold and

wet will retard the ripening of the fruit, yet even

in the worst seasons a tolerable crop may be cal

culated on.

There are two causes why the cultivation of

the vine has not been successful throughout the

country, attention fo which is indispeusttbly na-

oessary : the first la the proper selection of those

kinds which are suitable to the respective cli-

raatGs, and which in this latitude should come to

perfection by the middle or end of September
;

the second is the want of attention to the culture

requisite for ripening the wood, which in cities is

effected by the dry warm air with little or no

care, but in the country requires art and attention

to produce the desired effect. I have, therefore,

given the following list of grapes, with brief des-

criptions of thoir qualities, Sz,c. followed by a gen-
eral comment on the culture and properties of the

vine, which I hope may be considered as useful to

those lot fully conversant with the subject.

Many of the grapes will be found to differ es-

sentially from fruits cultivated under similar

names in some parts of the United States, as in

many instances the possessors of grapes of doubt-

ful oiigin have attached to them the names of old

establishe ! fruits. This practice, so common in

our country, and so calculated to disseminate er-

ror, cannot be too greatly deprecated.

So confidpnt has the Proprietor ever been of

the success which would attend the culture of the

vine in this dountry, and of the utter inconsisteu

cy of the fallacious ideas which have beer, advanc-

ed to the contrary, that he has invariably continu-

ed to extend his collection of vines, by importa-

tions, of the choicest kinds from every clicne ; and
as he has, during the seasons of 182ti and 1827,

had near 100 kinds to produce fruit equal to that

of France, nearly all of which ripened iu August
and early in September, he considers these doubts

as enlirely set at rest. Specimen vines of every
kind have been planted out for bearing, and per-

sons desirous of seeing the fruit can view them at

the season of ripening. Such persons as desire a

selection of varieties mest suitable to tlieir par-

ticular localities, can have the selection made by

the author. It is intended, in the copious work
now preparing on '• American Horticulture," to

insert engravings of a number of varieties of the
grape.

1. July Grrrpe, or Morillon Flartif.—This is also

ealled the Aladcleine ; it is the earliest grape
known in France. The bunches are small, the

fniH is also sinal!, of a deep violet colouv. and

pleasant flavor, but it is not much esteemed, ex-

cept for its early maturity ; ripens here early in

August.

2. Ifhite Muscadine, or Early Sweet fVater.—
This is a round grape, with a thin skin, and of

delicate flavor ; it is a great bearer, and resem-
bles the White Sweet Water in almost every res-

pect, c.Kcept that It ripens much earlier, being

usually in perfection from the 'iiitti to the end of

August. It is recommended as pdrticularly suita-

ble for the country, and for more northern lati-

tudes, where, with attention, it will be sure to

yield plentifully and regularly.

8. H'hite Sweet IVater.—This has very large

round white berries close on the bunch, whicli is

of a good size ; the skin and flesh are very deli-

cate, and replete with very agreeable juice ; the

btrries on the sides of the branches next the sun
are often clouded with spots of a russet colour.

—

This grape flourishes admirably in our cities,

where large quantities are annually sold in the

I

shops, and some bunches have weighed near two
pounds. It is somewhat singular, that although it

flourishes without protection in the city ot New
York, yet I have never known a grape more sen-

sible to the early frosts in the country, where, if

unprotected in winter, it is when young killed to

the ground. It is therefore not recommended for

the country in this latitude.

9 Black Sweet li'ater.—This is a roundish fruit,

growing in small compact bunches, is very sweet,

and ripens in September.

6. Meunier, or Mller's Burgundy—This is one
of the earliest grapes ; the berries are black, of

moderate size, rather oval, and pretty closely set

on the bunches, which are short Its leaves par

ticularly when young, are covered with a white
down, which easily distinguishes it from others,

and whence it derives its title. The juice is

pleasant and vinous ; it is an excellent wine
grape, and produces well ; is very hardy, a sure

grape for a crop, and is luie of those that will suc-

ceed farthest north. It enters largely into cul

tore in the vineyards of Fnnce, and is well cal-

culated to succeed for the same purpose in this

country.

89. Ifhite Morillon.—The berries are nearly

round, and form a bunch of good size ; the fruit

in flavor resembles the Black Morillon, but is

rather more sweet ; it is a pleasant early table

fruit, and ripens at the end of August or begin-

ning of September.

80. Striped Aleppo.—This is a variety of the

Morillon ; the berries are on some bunches black,

on others white, but very frequently black, white,

and striped on the same bunch ; the fruit is simi-

lar to the Morillon Noir in quality, being pleasant,

and ripening early. It is sometimes called Raisin

de Suisse, and by others Morillon Panache. I

consider this grape would mature its fruit at Bos-

ton, and for some distance to the north of it
;

ripens end of August or beginning of September.
7. .Iitvernat, or Pineau AToir.—This is a wine

grape ninch cultivated in Burgundy ; the berry is

not lar'.'e, but closely set on the bunch, and of

agreeable flavor ; the bunches are but of moder-
ate si;-e. It is often called Pineau Noir, but is

quite distinct from the following ; ripens begin

ning of September.

Pnifrti; Franc.—A fruit of minor size and ob-

long, with small bunches of a form somewhat con
ical, and the berries closely set on the bunch ; it

is not the most productive, but its fruit is cf ex-

cellent flavor, and produces the most delicate

wines of Burgundy. Tiie finest viueyards of that

part of France are most composed of the varieties

of the Pineau, and of the Morillon. They all

ripen about tue same period, and in this vicinity

are at maturity the beginning of September.

70- Pineau Oris, or Grey Burgundy.—This
grape, also called Auvernat Gris, is used in con-

nexion Willi tne Auvernat Blanc, and Auvernat

Rouge Claire, to form the far-famed » hampaigne
wine. The bunch of this is short, unequal iu its

form, and moderately large ; the berries are round,

pretly close, sweet, line flavored, and of a greyish

colour. Formerly uia'y vineyards in France were
entirely composed of this grape, anu at present it

forms a large proportion of several. It is some-
limes culled Grisset Blanc ; ripe in September.

tib. Pineau Bl.mc, or IVhite Burgundy.—This
grape is also called Bourjuiguon Blanc ; the ber-

ries are somewhat oblong, and so closely set on
the bunch, that in very rich soils it is not uncom-
mon for a portion to fall otFin order to give space

for the remainder. The fruit when ripe, is of a

yellow colour ; ripe in September.

98. Bourguignon JVoir.— I'his is another varie-

ty of the Alorillon, and is somewhat allied to the

Pineau ; the berries are, however, less closely set

OD the bunch, and the fruit less oval than the lat-

ter ; they arc black and sweet and the bunch is

often winged or shoulilered. It is cultivated in

conne.vion with the others referred to in the fine

vineyards of Burgundy, and ripens at the same
time.

26. )fhite Chasselas, Royal Muscadine, D'Ar-

^oyce, or Chasselas Blanc.—This has round am-
ber-coloured berries, of moderate size, thin skin,

Hud soft juicy flesh ; the bunches are very I'rge
;

it is a great bearer, and ripens in September.

This grape, which is tiio most cultivated for

the table in the middle of France, but which does
not Lome to perfection in the north of that coun-

try, unless in very favorable localities, does not

fail to regularly ripen its fruit in tlie vicinity of

New York ; and when excellent wines are made
far north of where this grape is found to succeed,

it proves at once the fallacy of the assertions

made by some, that vineyaids cannot succeed in

this vicinity. < tne circuraslame is fully proved in

the experiments witn the above grape, which is,

that if our season is in reality shorter than in

some parts of France, where it flourishes, stili,

that its greater intensity compensates for the

shortness of its duration. Col. Clapp, of Oxford

county, New York, has found this grape to ripen

perfectly well in that locality, but he covers the

vines in winter ; they ripen with him the begin-

ning of September.

The varieties of the Chasselas are considered

in ii'rance among the finest of their table grapes,

and are very extensively cultivated for that pur-

pose.

27. Red Chasselas.—This is similar to the white

in size and shape, but it is of a red colour next

the sun ; it is considered a good grape, and ripens

rather later than the white.

3.J. Golden Chasselas.—A round fruit of amber

colour, melting, sweet, and of excellent flavor ;

the skin rather thick, and the bunches are of good

size ; leaves pretty deeply indented, and on a long

petiole ; ripens in September.

Jlusk Chasselas.—Rather smaller than the

abcve, and ripens later ; a while, round berry,

sweet, and of a musky flavor.
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40. Cioatat,or Parsley Leaved.—This is a va-

riety of the Oliasselas, with finely cut or divided

leaves; fruit of fine q ality, delicate and juicy;

the berries and bunches size of the White Musca-

dine ; ripens early m September. There are two

varieties, the re<l and the white.

13. U%ite Fronlis:nac, or Muscat Blanc.—The

REMOVING ROCKS. nials, and perennials. The first olow and uie tije

In perusing a new work, entitled "Thompson's year they are sown ; the second blow the second
Travels and Adventures in Southern Africa," I year and then die ; the third sometimes blow the

vvas struck with what I conceived to be a novel first year and sometimes not, and die down to the

mode of removing rocks which may obstruct the ground annually, but spring up again every spring.

course of canals ; and as this subject has becouie I have not made separate lists ; but have included

one of immense importance, in our State particu- the whole in one Alphabetical List. There are

berries are of o-ooJ size, somewhat oval, and of 'arly, I thought it might be of importance to tran- sixty trees, shrubs and plants altogether ; and, if

an amber colout next the sun ; the bunches are scribe i: for insertion in your widely circulating properly cultivated, these will give a grand bloom

long, and terminating to a point, and the berries
|

paper. Speaking of a canal near the town of from May to November,

pretty closely set ; the juice luscious an I musky,
j

GraafF reinet, he says, -'this canal has been great-
, LIST.

and of exquisite flavor ;
perhaps no grape is su- j 'y improved, or rather constructed anniv, on a Althea Prutkx.— It is raised from seed, or"

perior to tins as a tuble fruit. It has been remark- i

much higher level, by the present Landrost, who from suckers. There are several sorts, as to col-

ed, that this grape does not come to maturity in i

by indefatigable exertions, and entirely at his own ours. They should be mixed to make a variety.

the north of Prance, except in situations paiticu- risk, has carried it along the front of a rocky pre-
, Save the seed in November or December. The

larly favorable ; at Long-Islaud it ripens in Sep- 1
cipice, and by these means gained a large addi-

: pods are full. Sow in the spring. Seed produces

teiDber. i

''°" °^ arable grounil, and a more certain and the handsomest shrub ; and it is to be got almost

16. Red Frontignac. or Muscat Rouge.—This abundant supply of water. I was not a little sur-
,
any where.

grape ripens earlier than the preceding, its ber-

ries being less closely set on the bunch ; it is also

less highly flavored The fruit is of a lively red

prised to find that this arduous task had been ac-
; Anemone.—This is a very beautiful flower, and

complished without even the the aid of blowing worthy of great pains. It is raised from seed, or
irons or gunpowder, merely by kindling large from pieces of the roots. Sow the seed in spring.

colour,°an'd round ; the bunch is oblong, and the I

fires upon the rocks, and when they were well The plant do^s not blow the first year. The root,

peduncle which supports it is remarkable for its
|

heated, dashing buckets of water upon them. By which is tuberous, is taken up in the fall, dried ia

size ; ripe in September. ''''s simple process, immense blocks had been the sunj.add put by in dry sand till spring, whea

15. Black Frontignac, or Muscat JVoir.—This split, and rolled from the path of the water- it is put into the ground again. And, during the

iias very large round fruit, covered with a meally course

—

U S. Gazette.

bloom, and of a very fine flavor. It is called, at

the Cape of Good Hope, the Black Constantia ;

ripens in Septemiier.

17. Violet Frontignac, or Muscat Violet—The

leaves are similar to the while variety ; the ber-

ries are large, oblong, of a violet colour, and high

musk flavor ; they are powdered with a fine

bloom, and are very delicious. I consider it oie

of the best table grapes ; ripens in September.

14. Grizzh/ Frontignac, or Muscat Gris.—The
berries a e round, tolerably large, colour brown,

red and yellow interinixed, and they have a high

musky perfumed fldvor : ripens in September.

18. H^hitc Muscat of Alexandria, Ma'aga, or Al-

exandrian Frontignac.—T.iis is of high musk fla-

vor when it is at maturity, for which purpose it

requires a very warm situation ; the berries are

very large, oval, and of regular form, without

being too closely set ; bunches of beautiful ap-

pearance ; when perfectly ripe they are of a fine

amber colour. I consider this the same as the

White Muscadel To be continued.

In Congress— H'luse of Representatives.

SILK AND SILK WORMS.
The Speaker laid before the House the follow-

ing letter :

—

Washington, Feb. 1, 1828.

SiR,— I have the honor to present to Congress,

through you, a treatise on the rearing of Silk-

worms, by Count Von tiaggi, of Munich, who sent

it to me tor this purpose. The Count has seen

the Resolution of the House of Representatives,

directing the compilation of a manual on the cul-

ture of silk, and was desirous to promote the pat-

riotic views of the House, by sending the lesuU

of his labors on the same subject, and the evidence

of the good will be bears the United Slctes.

I have the honor to be,

Verv respectfully,

JAMES MEASn.
The Hon. Mr. Stevenson,

Speaker of the Huuse of Representatives.

The Letter, and ihe Treatise accompanying it,

were referred to the Committee on Agriculture.

It vvas also ordered to be translated into the Eng-
lish language and printed, with the plates there-

in contained.

From tlie Hampshire Gazette.

summer, it sends out young roots, which ii;ust bo

taken off and planted out, to become blowers

There is a great variety of colours and of sizes of

this flower.

Arbutus.—A pretty evergreen, as well knowa
Mr Judo—An article in your last from Niles'

Register says : " Already the farmers stand with

svhetted knives to kill off these useful animals," ^^ the -ak Uee
;
andjs to be_got every where,

(sheep. J A friend from Genessee River informs

me that many of the farmers in that part of the

AsTRE (China) —Astre is French for star, and

this flower, in its shape, resembles a star to our

country are now killing off their sheep: One man ""W. It is a,inuaL bears groijt quantities of seed,

in Livingston Co. who went from .^Jonhampton, ""<' '^ sown early m spring. An infinite variety-

was b.itchering his flock at the rate of 50 per
°*" colours, and great quantities of blossoms. It.

day. He gave the meat to his hogs Pork is S'^^s no smell; but a clump of it furnishes a

worth onlv from 2^ to 3 cents in Rochester ; of ?"^^^ '"^^^ "*" ''^xuty to the sight,

course mwiton musl^be dog-cheap This destruc- Auricula.—This is one of the flowers,the sorts

tion of sheep will gratify those who are so anx- °^ ^hich are distinguished by having awarded to

iois to have us purchase British wool, meat, and them the names of famous men and loomm, f.mous

grain, m the shape of British woollen cloths. "''^« ''"'' f^'"""^ *""-'" ^"^ ^^ ^'^'•th- H muy be

raised from seed ; but the flowers procpoding

Preparations of Spruce.— Early in the spring from plants so raised, do not resemble the fitjwers

cut off the young branches of the pine or fir of the mother plant, except by mere accident. It

tree, three or four inches in length, and break is a chance if you get afine flower from a whole

thom into small pieces ; boil them in water, and sown be<l. Now and then one of this description

after filtering the extract through a sieve, add to comes, however, and this adds to the list of names,.

sixteen gallons of it, about six pounds of sugar, if 't happen to be one of the like of which lia« not

It may then, by boiling, be reduced to a syrup made its appearance before. Auriculas are, there-

which will keep in bottles for a length of time, fore, propagated by parting the roots, and every

For beer mix three pints of this extract with root sends out several young plants annually

—

thirty of water, boil it for about two hours, and When sown, they do not blow till the 2nd year
;

when cold, put it into a cask, [a fresh emptied but the old roots last lor many years. Some of'

wine cask is the best] and ferment it in the usual these should be potted, and kept to blow in the

manner.
j

green-house. If planted in the natural ground,.

they ousht to be covered a little in the winter

There are many hundreds of sorts with names

So many indeed, that the godfathers in England

have been so put to it for great personages t&

baptize the flowers after, that they have been

compelled to resort to the heroes and heroines of

From Cobbetl's American Gardener.

FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL GARD-
ENING IN GENERAL.

I shall now proceed to give an Alphabetical List

of such flowering Trees, Shrubs and Plants as I

think worthy of cultiv.ation ; or, rather, that I my- :

Romance ; accordingly they have Don quixotic

self would wish to have about my house, or in my 'and Sancho. However, vanity supplies the flor-

garden. As I go on I shall state some particulars
j

'^'S' "^ "'^" ^^ ^^'^ ^'^ip owners, with a great store

here and there relating to propagation and man- of namM, and auriculas, like ships, are very fre-

agement; but, to be very particular would be su- luen^'y honored with the names of the original

perfluous, seeing that such full directions have Proprietor's wife or daughter.

been given in the former parts of the work, as to Azalia.—That Httle American Honeysuckle

the sowing of all seeds, great as well .as small ; as that impedes our steps when shooting on the skirts

to the raising of trees and plants from cuttings, of woods. It, however, blows profusely, though

slips, layers and suckers, and as to cultivation and '' has no smell like the English honeysuckle,

tillage. Flowers are divided into annuals, Men- .' Balsam is an ttnnual and a tKOst bsautiM
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plant, with great abundance of flowers. Sow early in August. The young Cloves will have

when you sow Melons, at a distance of four feet ;
roots in the fall ; ami you may transplant them

leave only one plant in a place ; lot the ground into the open ground or into pots to blow the next

be rich aiid kept clean ; it will blow early in July, year. The old Clove plant, will, however, blow

and will keep growing and blowing till the frost for many years. I showH think, that, with good

comes, and then, like the cucumber, it is instantly covering, such as directed for spinach, Cloves

cut down. I have seen BaWams in Pennsylvania would live out the winter in this country.

3 feet high, with side-branches Q ft^et long, and Columbine A perennial. Very common ; but

with a stem much bigger than my wrist, loaded very pretty.

with beautiful blossoms. Plant, branch, leaf, flow- Cowslip.—This is one of the four flowers,

the State. He is confident that the soil and cli-

mate are both well adapted for raising the high

priced yellow tobacco, Out not so good for dark

losv priced tobacco, [used for chewing.] as the

Southern States.

Haps E. A. Le Breton, inspector of hops in

Albany, on the 24th ult. made a report to the Le-

gislature, from which it appears he has inspected

within the year, (emliuir the first of Jan. Ib28)

2i»2; bules of hops, «ei;ihirig 719,2!:Hi lbs. raised*

er; uU are most elegnntly formed, and the colours vvithout which English pastoral poetry would be Un.l presented from the tollovving counties. Mad-
'of the flower extraordinaiily vivid and various— destitute of that which awakens the most delight, ison, 390.937— Oneida. 2-i2,(i25—Otsego, 47,115
There; are, however, some more double than oth-

f^j „,gag -p^g Cowslip, the Primrose, the Violet,\ Saratoga, 12,8.57—(ieiine-sne, 10.903— Monroe,
ers, and some variegated. The seed of these g^j the Daisy, are of endless recurrence in that .5,.s44— Herkimer, 5,152— Alh.my, 4,830—Tomp-
should be sowed, and it comes in great abun- gpe^ies of writing". They all come early in the kin-. 2.408—Ononduiia, l,7ti2—Chenango, 1,490
dance. The flower of the Balsam has no smell. spring ; and are all beaiitiful. Neither of them Rensselear, 1.2-S9—Schenectady. 1940—town of

Bkiar (Sweet).—A well known shrub of the is seen here, and they all might; for they will Newport, N. H. 1,220— Total, 7 19,296 lbs.

rose. Rows of it catefully planted and pruned bear any seveiity of weather. Tho rrmialip la nF
, ,^^ , i.i,

make very good hedges, and it will grow in al- the Poiyanlhus tribe. It is of a delicate yello.v

raost any ground, though fastest in good ground, colour, and sends forth many blossoms from the

C.iMfLLiA.—This shrub, which is of the laurel- same sten;, which rises about si.\ inches from the

tribe, has lately been introduced in Kngland from ground It may easily be propagated from seed,
|

Japan. It hears a flower, which, when open, re- which it bears in great abundance, but, when you
|

sembles a good deal a large full blown rose ; and once have a plant, the easiest w,iy is to propagate
|

these flowers, on ilifferent plants, are of difl^rent fiom oflsets. The plants raise<l from seed do not

coloirs. It is raise

JVEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, FEB. 22, 1828.

To obtain cucumbers a month of six weeks ear-

ier than wiiat the soil and climate would natural-

-il doubtre'^r"from seed • but it blow till the secon/^/^a''- The plant is perennial, '.'/produce them, is sometimes a very desirable

maybe i^rafled on the Hawthorn; and, I dare The flower has a delicate sweet smell, and also '"'J^t. especially with market gardeners. This

say, on the Crab. Some of the plants have been sweet taste, as a proof ot which, cart-loads of the

sold at 20 or 30 pounds each. By this time they flowers, plucUed from the ftalks, are sold in Lon-

are probably sold at a dollar. The plant as well don to make " uine" with ; that is lo say to fur

as the flower arc handsome; and certainly cut- nish drinkers with an apology for swallowing spir-

tini;s for grafting may easily he brought from its under the specious name of Cowslip-wine.

—

En^'land. They will stand the winter as well as The leaf of the flower very much reseinlles in

any o*' the American laurels. shape the under lip of a cow, whence, I suppose,

CAR.NATiorv—Here is beauty and fragrance, ""r forefathers gave the plant the name of cow'a-

an.l both in the highest degree. There are vari- "P-

ous sorts, distinguished, like those of the Auricula, Crocus.—A bulbous rooted plant, very well

hy names ; and what is said of the seed of the known. It is recommended by its carliness. It is

Auricula applies here. If sown, the carnation perfectly hardy. The only thing to do, when it is

does not blow till the second year. It is usually once planted, i= to take care that it does not fill

propagated by layers. While it is blowing, it all the ground near it. There are yellow, blue

sends out several side shoots near the ground.— and white Crocuses. And they are pleasant

These are pinned down in August, to the earth, when nothing else is in bloom, except, at least,

with, a little stick with a hook at the end of it.— the Snowdrop, which departs soon after thp Cro-

A little cut, or tongue, is made on the under side cus begins to appear.

of the shoot; and thus the head of the shoot is Daisv.— I cannot say, with Dryden's damsel.'!,

brought upright. The part that touches the in one of his fine poems, that " the Daisy smeils

ground is well covered with earth; and roots so sweet ; for it has ver^ little smell : but it is a

come out here before the fall. Then the stalk most beautiful little flower, and blows without
which connects the young plant with the old one ceasing at all times when the grass grows, howev-
is cut ofi"; the young plant is trimsplanted, and er little that may be. The opening of the Daisy
the ne.xt year it blows. The old root does not jg the sure sign that there is growth going on in

stand another year well ; and, therefore, its the grass ; and these little flowers bespangle the

branches are thus made use of to keep up the lawns and the meadows, the green banks and the

race and the sort. Carnations are rather tender glades all over England. Their colours present
as to frost, and must be well covered in this coun- an endless variety ; and those grown in garden.s
try to live through the winter. It is best to put are double. The field daisy is single and about ^umbersT wliich.'^f well' managedVwiir keep
them in large pots to give room for laying ;

and the size of a York Sixpence. Those in the gar-
: bearing till September. Those who have hot-hed

to keep them in a srreen house in winter, or in dens are sometimes as broad as a quarter of vl'frames, or handli;;hts, .\\\\ manage this matter
dollar. And there is one sort, called the f/en-cjid- jygry easily. The cucumber plant is very tender
ehicken Daisy, that has a ring of little flowers sur-

1 and juicy ; and therefore, when the seedlings are
This plant may be

i p„t into the pots, they should be watered and

may be done by means of artifii lal heal, either in

hot-beds, or hot houses, according to rules given

in treatises on gardening; but, will require much
labor, skill, care, and expense. Mr. Cobbett, in

his American Gnrdmer, paragraph 217, describes

a cheap mode of raising cucumbers ; by which he

says, you may "have them a month earlier than

the natural ground will bring them." His direc-

tions are as follows :. "Make a hole and put into

it a little hot dung : let the hole be under a warm
fence. Put si\ inches deep of fine rich earth on
the dung, sow a parcel of seeds in this earth ; and
cover at night with a bit of carpet or sail-cloth,

having first fi.\ed some hoops over this little bed.

Before the plants show the rough leaf plant two
into a little flower pot, and fill as many pots this

way as you please Have a larger bed ready to

put the pots into, and covered with earth so that

the pots may he plunged in the earth up to their

tops. Cover this bed like the last. When the

plants have got the rough leaves out, they will be-

gin to make a shoot in the middle. Pinch that

short off. Let them stand in this bed till your
cucumbers sown in the natural ground come up ;

then make some little holes in good rich land, and
taking a pot at a time, turn out the ball and fix it

in the hole. These plants will bear a month soon-

er than those sown in the natural ground ; and a

square yard will contain thirty-six pots, and will

of course furnish plants for thirty-six hills of ou-

some house, where they can have sun and air.

—

llswever, they merit all the pains that can be be-

stowed upon them.

Clove.— Is only a more hardy and less esteem-

ed -ort of Carnation, which see. It may be pro-

pag ited like the Carnation ; or, by cuttings, which

is the easier way. Instead of laying down the

rounding the main flower.

raised from offsets or seeds, in which last case it

blows the second year. It is perennial.

f To be conlimiej.)

Tobacco.

haded a day or two ; when the balls are turn-

ed into the ground they should be watered and
shaded with a bough for one day, that will be

enough."

In a Treatise on Garde7iing, by J. Armstrong,
Gov. Clinton, in his last message to

side shoots, you cut them off. Then you cut away
I
the Legislature, recommended the cultivation of. .-,. , „,

the hard part of the shoot, strip ofi" three or four
I toi,acco in New York, as a profitable crop. A of Dutchess, New York, published in Ahmoirs of

of the bottom leaves. Tip the rest of the leaves
; L,riter in the Rochester Daily Telegraph, mcn-ithe .Yew York Board of .Agriculture, we have the

make a little split in the butt of the shoot, and Ujong ^s the result of an experiment, made by him following passage, which suggests an important
then, with a little smooth pointed slick, plant h^gt summer, that it is a more productive crop improvement on Mr. Cobbett's mode of proceeding
the cutting in the ground. This is to be done ! {^,3^ any now raised in the western counties of ' above detailed : "To obtain early cucumbers, we
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must have recourse to artificial heat, and with tiie

less reluctance, as, of all plants the cucumber is

that, with which it hesl afrrees. To this eiid.there-

fore^coop as iiiany larije turnips as you propose

to have hills— fill these with good garden mould,

sow in each three or tour seeds, and plunge theui

into a hot hed. When the runners shew them-

selves, spire them, or pinch them, or bury them,

as you may think host :* and on the IDth uf May,

transfer them to the beds where they nre to stand.

The advantage of the scooped turnip, as a seed

l)ed, over pots or vases will now appear— for in-

stead of the ordinary {lifficully of separating the

mass of earth an I the plant from the pot which

contained them, and without injury to either, we

re-inter both plot and plant, and even find in the

one an additional nutriment for the other. The
subsequent treatment does not differ at all from

that of plants sown and cultivated in the open

air." Other plants, such as summer squashes,

melons, early corn, &c &c. might no doubt be for-

warded to great advanta>;e in hollowed turnips

—

by means similar to those above s-tated. You may
form and temper your hot bed for raising cucum-

bers and other purp'ises, ns follows : "Take fresh

horse dung, with plenty of long litter in it : shake

the manure well and place it on a piece of ground

the size of Ihe beil you want to make ; the first

layer or two should have more litter than the

others ; beat the dung W'ell down with your fork,

as you proceed with the layers till your bed is the

bpight you want it. Different vegetables require

beds of different heights, (for cucumbers about 4

feet) but the mode of making them is the same.

The bed being thus made, place a frame light over

it, and in six or eijlit (hiys. it will be in a strong

fermentation. To temper this bed, when the frame
has been on six or eiyht days, take it off; if the

bed has settled unequally, make the surface level

by laying on a little old dung. Run a stick or

fork-handle into the bed, let the stick sta. there

five minutes ; on pulling it out, if it is more than

a temperate heat, lay on the frame, tilt up the

back lights, that the .steam may escape, and close

the holes you bored in the dung. When the hed

comes to a temperate heat, it is ready for use."

In attempting to raise early cucumbers, the ijar-

dener will of course clioose seeds of the earliest

sorts. Abercrombie recommends " the short prick-

ly for very early fruit; and the long prickly kinds

for the chief early and main summer crops."

"s (laiii^crouH i (jUHeip.ences wiiglit . tlend their

being in very high condition at that period. Tur-

nips are said to be injurious to ewes with lamb,

but ni.iy be well given them after they have yean-

ed. If your sheep, whether store sheep or ewes
with lamb, have good hay, about a quart of pota-

toes a day to each will, it is said, be very benefi-

c'al, and an ample allowance. But when the ob-

ject is to fat them, according to a writer in Rees'

Cyclopedia, about ,i gallon of potatoes a day with

a little hay, will be the proper quantity ; but this

is dependent in part on the tize of the animals,

and in part on the quality anil quantity of the hay

which is allowed them. Potatoes, besides their

use as/iiod for sheep, are said to be very service-

able as an article of iliet, .vhich usually super-

sedes the necessity of medicine. They have,

when given raw, an opening or purgative quality,

which is thought to be of use, and answer a simi-

lar purpose with sheep, which is effected with

swine by brimstone and antim my. Potatoes, bak-

ed, steamed, or boiled, will furnish more nutri-

ment than those which are raw.

Care should be taken to place in the stable

small tubs or troughs of water for the sheep to

drink in. They will do very well in summer with-

out water, as they feed when the dew is on, but

they need water in winter, especially if led most-

ly on dry food. ' When sheep have colds, and

discharge mucus from the nose, good feeding, to-

gether with pine boughs, given occasionally, will

cure them ; or tar, spread over a bourd, over

which a little fine salt is strewed, will induce

sheep to lick up the tar, and this will cure a

cold." [lalf a cill of Indian corn a day, given to

each sheep durinir the winter, is recommended as

keeping t'lem in good heart, preventing the wool

from falling off, ami enabling the ewes to rear

their young better than they would if fed alto-

gether on food of a less substantial nature.

" When several kinds of food can be procured,

it is right to give them alternately to the sheep at

different meals, in the course of the same day
;

the qualities of one kind aid or compensate those

of another. At certain hours of the day, dry fod-

der should be given, and at others, roots or grain.

If there be any danger that the roots may decay,

the winter should be begun with them, mixing,

however, some dry food with them, for alone they

would not be sufficiently nutritious."

Lanilreth's JVurstrit.s—Mar I'liiladclphia.

I'roin llie patnuieige already extended this Eslabhshniem, by
llie citizens of Boston and its vicinity. Ihe I'ropriclors arc agam
induced to advertise lo them their Nui-serics, as offering |ie<u-
liar facilities for the acquiienients of useful & (jnianientfil \cge-
laWe productions. The collection now cullivaled by them con-
sists of an immense variety of Fniit and Hardy Ornamenta)
Trees and Shrubs—Green house I'lants— Hulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of l-'iuits is not surpassed in

real value b> any ni this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds of Europe, witit all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The inmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is no* offered
as containing none hut lho.se most worthy of culiivotion. Per-
sons not acquainted with the difl'ereiil varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely stating the lime
they wish them to ripen, may confitfently refer the rest to th6
proprietors, without a fear ofdisappoiiiiment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic
Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Grccn-house I'lants.

most of which are calculated for adorning m the v^ inter >cii^ons,

parlours, sitting-rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy b'low-

ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually makmg.
In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown

almost every variciy of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by tlie Proprietors in this branch, certainly}

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the

subject in the sliglitest degree. The eparalion of those kinds
liable lo mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an emiueni degrt^e. lo

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a tleiiend-

ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker &. Codnian, No.
31 Congress-St. TJoston. of whom priced catalogues ,'f the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, mav be assured of hav-
ing every arlicle well and sc!ibly packed and fcH-Wdnietl,

Feb. 15. If D. & C. L.^NDRETH.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUC K.

EWES, LAMBS, &c.
It is recommended to give ewes with lamb a

somewhat more t' an ordinary quantity of food for

a month or si.t weeks before they are expected to

yean. Not enough, however, to make them fat

Erratum.— In the extracts from Prince on Horticulture, (pub-

lished in the N. E. Fanner) page 22!1, 3d column, 7th line from

the bottom, for *' mild,'^ read •' wild."

O^A communication from Stockbridge, describing a i

for diseased bags in cows, will appear next week.

^ To enable the reader the better to comprehend this passage,
il may be well lo quote the observations of the writer, in ano-
ther part of the same article. " You have to choose between
three iiiethods of treating the plants, each of which has many
and warm Advocates. First, The permitting it to regulate itself

with regard to the production, and the length of the siein. Se-
cond. The pinching sjstem. which bv shortening the stem, com-
pels il to push lateral branches 'rhird. The plan of Rozier,
which by burying the runner at short distances, avoids the haz-
ard of pinching or cutting, and at the same lime, obtains new
roots from the buried joints. Of the three methods, the last has,
incur opinion, the preference; but as others may come lo a
diflerent conclusion, we will point out the time, the modi', and
the cfiect of shortening the stem. Soon after the plant acquires
a second rough leaf, you will discover about the foot of il. a
Lud. which leA to itself would become a runner. This must be
pinched of^', taking care, however, not to wound the joint from
vvhicli it proceeds. The effect of this pinching will be the pro-
duction of side shoots, which in their turn must also be pinched
off, leaving only two eyes on each, destined lo become future
runne's, and so lo be conducted that they will not shade or
crowd each other."

i

Snedsfor Hut Btds.
For sale at the .Seed Eslablishinenl connected with the New

England Farmer office, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston,

A large variety of fresh Garden Seeds, suitable for spring
sowing of Hot Beds, among which are Bush Sweet Marjorum,
Early Camperdown Lettuce, Silesia do. Head do. Royal Cape
do. Teunisl>all do. Icel'oss do. Green and While Coss do.

—

Early York Cabbage, Early P.enlon do. Early Battersea do.

Early Sugarloaf do. Early Dutch do. Green Globe Savoy do,

Cape Savoy do.—Early VVhite, Purple, and Cape Brocoli

—

Early and Late Cauliflower—White and Rose coloured Celery
—Curled Cress—Early Frame Cucumber, Green Cluster do.

Long Green and White Turkey do. Long Prickly do. White
Spined do. Short Prickly do.—Cireen Citron iMeton, Pine Apple
do. Minorca do.—Purple Egg Plant—Superior Short Top Scar
let Radish, Early ! raine do. <'herry do.—Early While Dutch
Turnip, Yellow Malta do.—Spinach, &c.

Also, Lucerne, FowUMeadow. Orchard Grass, Millet, Early
Peas, Early Frame Potatoes, Early Beans, Tree and Potato
Onions, &c.
Seeds of the Yellow I.ocusl, White Mulberry, Three Thorned

Acacia, American Holly, Louisiana Black ^Valnul, &c.
Likewise, two casks superior London Spl , Peas, for soups

—

Pulverized Celery, Sage, Thyme, and Savory, for soups. I

APPLES, best,

aSHES, pot, 1st sort, - - -

ptarl do. - - - .

BEANt}, white,
BEEF, mess, 200 lbs. new, -

cargo, No 1, new, - -

" No 2, new, - -

BUTTER, inspect. No. 1. new
CHEESB, jiew milk, ... -

skimmed milk,
FLAX
FLAX SEE!)
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard St

Genesee, - _ _

Rye, best, ...
GRAIN, Rye

Corn - ...
Barley - - . -

Oats
,

HOGS' LARD, 1st sort, new, -

LI.ME,
OIL, Linseed, Phil, and Northern
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new. clear

navy, meas, do.

Carifo, .No 1, do. - -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Clover ....
Lucerne

WOOL, Merino, fullblood,wash
do do un'vashi

do 3-4 washed
do 1-2 & i do

Native - . - do
Pulled, Lamb's, 1st sort

2d sort

do Spinning, 1st sort

PROriSIOJ^ M.iRKET.
BEEl'', best pieces - - - .

PORK, fresh, best pieces, - .

" whole hogs, - - .

VEAL,
MUTTON,
POU LTR Y, ----..
BUTTER, kej 5: tub, -

lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, do. - . - -

POT.4 TOES, (new) - -

CIDER, (according to quality)

bu.«h

bhl.

lb.

cask!

gal.

ton,

bbl.

hush

lb.

FRi'Tv

a 00: 'J 50
li'5 00 107 50
112 uO'lla 00

I 25 1 50
9 75
8 6U,

7!

3j

90;

5 h7
5 75J
3 00

CS
60
60
40

10 00
9 00
7 50

16.

10

4

J 12

b 00
6 12

3 25
72
«3
67
42
10

1 00
78

3 liO

701

77!

2 75^

17 00 18 tiO

12 £0 13 00
12 50 13.00
2 25 2 75

12 13.

!
50

48 65
20 25
28 34
28; 30
22 27
40 45
30 35
30 35

4{

2 00
50

2.5fc
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MISCELLANIES.

FLOWERS.
Now let us range both far and wide.

Through ail the garden's boasted pride.

Here Jasmines sjiread the silver flowV,

To deck ihe wall or wave the bow'r j

The Woodbines mix in antiTous play,

And breathe their fi-agranl lives away,

'i he rising Myrdes form a shade
5

There Rosi'S blush and sent the glade
j

The Orange with a vernal face.

Wears every rich autumnal gra<-e
j

While the young blossoms here unfold,

There .shines the fruit like pendant gokl

;

Citrons their balmy sweets exhale,

And triumph in the distant gale.

A PUN.
ON MISS ANN BREAD.

While toasts their lovely graces spread.

And fops around them flutter;

I 'II be content with Atme Bread,

And won't have any Bict-het:

An Irishman ol the name of M'Manus, who eame over in one
f the Belfast boats, and who has been for some time suspected

1; trafficing in dead bodies by the loungers about the Bromielaw
juay, received some very unroui-teous usage at their hands. It

KiniJ.tss ii. .•Sickiuss — iSoiliing cm produce; iNunierotis account..) have been jriven of canine
more sincere admiration and heiirl felt gratitude, !

sagacity, ainono- which may be reckoned the one
than the kind anxiety and assiduous tittentiuns of 1

related in this paper last week in the story of

an atfectionate friend in sickness. Every tender I

"Captain Greij." Some of our readers, we are

effort to mitigate distress, accompanied by the
,

informed, doubt the truth 01 that story. We can
gentle and soft accents of sympathy and love, fills "^'i of course, from our own knowledge, attest to

tlie soul with emotions not to be described, even its authenticity, though from the character of the

while its frairile tenement is writhing with excru- writer alone, we ran hardly doubt it ; for he was
dating pain I The pleasure of alleviating distress "'" '" 'he habit of stating things as facts with-

is so unalloyed, both to those who receive the oi't satisfactory proof of their being snbstan-

kind offices of endearing humanity an<l esteem, ti''ll.v correct. We have within a short time had
and to those who chenrfully and tenderly bestow several remarkable instances related to us, which
them, that every person of a reflective and in^en- "P""" nearly as wonderful as thit displayed by the

nous mind, will cultivnte this peerless virtue, by <'>'? i" the story above mentioned. Rev. Mr.

praetisinir those acts of goodness wbich are at- W informs us that his fathor, living in Wor-
tended with a reward so sweet. He who would 'hinaton, owned a doir, that was particularly at-

witness a performance of the holiest rites of "pure taihed to him. He [.Mr W ,] was engaged
and undefiled religion." may behol-l them in the to teach a school at a distance of about 6ve miles

patient and gentle offices of affection—bending fi'O'" his father's house
; and usually returned

over the bed of anguish— welting the parched ''onie on Saturday evening On the second Sat-

Hps—cooling the fevptish brow, and soothing the "rday evening, the dog met hun a' about a mile

soul with the voice of tenderness. from his father's house. This he continued thro'

. the winter, always meeting him at the same spot
From the American Advocate.

j

on S iturday, between seven and ei^lit o'clock ;

INSTINCT. but never, as was ascertaitipd by spveral members

been distinct

How wonderful is instinct, as we find it display of the family, goinu- that way at any other time,

pel that hts only merchandise^ cd in the nutneroua dumb animals— and how near. Another instance is relatpd by a gentleman livinir

as usual was "a .<^w/^lc^" he was most unceremoniously laid notwithstanding the boasted powers of nian, does in this village, who informs us that he has no
lioK! of by the by slanders, who appeared to act in concert, and •.

1 . u 1 tiu i„ u. c-„ i .. .1^1 > ,

being borne in triumph to the nearest crane, a rope wasWd It approach to human reason! There are many doubt, from several e.vperiments lately made by
about his middle, and he was swung round over the river, where instances recorded, in which brute animals have him. that I is do? fully unilerstands considerable of

iigforaminuiehkeihegohlenfleere,orB«,/6f^AHo;jar- Rxhibited si.ch wonderful powers as to make it the conversation whi.h takps place in the family,
. Abcrfod. amidst the shouts of laughter of his tormentors,

1 /- • . , j , 1 1 ,1 ,

.>....;!,

indescribable queerness of the poor fellow's appearance, very difficult to find the diviiling line between in- and that he knows, as well as his children, when

he hung for

at the indescribable queerness ol the poor lellow's appearance.
He was then rapidly lowered into the water and soused over stinct and what we call reason. We once wit- the Sabbath arrives, for on that day he never
head and ears. This ceremonv was rei'ealed five or six times, , ,_ i- , i- ..l- j 1 .. , . r 11 1 l- 1 1 . ., .

nr.iu iihsianding the piteous appeals of the unfortunate resurrec-
nessed such a illsplay ot thl- power in a duck, as attempts to follow him, which he invariaoly does

':' Hid the attempts of some humane by Slanders to release convinced us that dumb aniiiiuls are capable of other davs.

;;'"<''
^^f

'"''^fiT^"^'', "»''"'¥ P"li^e judging as to the effect to be produced by parti- "

VI ii .1 liuii to the Onice. iVl'IManus is the same individual who, ' ,*^ '^
. . , ,

'^, ' "^ ri«T>Tv r^r\i>^
ahoili tvvo weeks ago, was apprehended in Gallowgate with the cular action, with as much, and even more cor- *.AKi.V COKi>,dic.
dead body ofa child under his coat.—Gfc^owCmr. j rectne»s than could be expectetl from a child of

For sale at the Seed Esiablishmeni at ike New England Farm-
.

'^
er Uffice. a few hundi ed Ears ol the iu/Vi/ Tt'oWcti SiOu,r C<OTi.

I

the same age. The circumstance was as tollows : This Corn was originally receive<l lii.m the Sioux tribe of In-
All men wish to be tretited with respect; there-

^
Being on a visit to the house of a friend, a num- dians. and is considered by Mr Pnnce. Mr Derby, and other

fore treat all with respect, and you yourself will : ber of ducks came near the door a niece of drv ^''"''r"™
who have inedit.tobe the most profitable sort that

, ,
f f J J oer 01 oiicivs came near iiie uoor, a piece 01 nry f^„ [,e raised by farmers, from us great produciiveness, and

ue respected. hard bread was thrown to them. One of them, from its ripening so early a- always to ensure a en p belore ihe

.
—

;

;

J I after trying for a considerable ti'ne in vam tn autumnal frosis set in. Mr. Prince usually has the new corn A<

V irtue 13 certainly the most noole and secure 1 '
, ,,...

,
„ •

I

masticate and swallo.. .., v.„.,. .0, ^
possession a human being can have. Beauty is I . •. . ,, , c ^ , .., j- i-; m ic r„.„f^

. . iL I
• u learned It to a small pool of water, at a little dis- 1^ 10 lb rows,

worn out by time, or impaired by sickness

—

rich-' „ .1. j . l- l u 1 j •. Ai.so—The Earlv Jefferson Corn ; a very early White sort.11 .1 .1,1.. .u . 1 ;

tance from the door, into which she dropped it, for the lable—with ihe common kinds of ear v an^ iaies««.tes lead youth rather to destruction than to wel- i ,. , r , • «• <• ,

'or'nciaDie wun me common kuhis 01 ear.y and lale sweet
^ , •

, I ,
•

, J and It soon became 'o soft, by the enect of the Com.
tare, and without priulence are soon lavished . , n 1 . . -.u . , a= 1. Also every variety of Garden Seeds for hoi beds &c Will.

,,,,., ... ., , , .. • water, as to enable her to eat it without difficulty.
Aiao, every varieij or i.«rnei o. ens lornoiDeos. aic.—« ii-

away. While virtue alone, the only good that is , .
, , , „ ...,' ter Crook Neck t-quash, Early \ello« 1 ush Squash. Early

ever durable, always remains with the person 'hat
^"""^^ remarkable instance of sagacity in btrds, Scollop or Pattipat, wlme B„s^Squ=,-h, Warted Squash, Acorn

, 1 •
, , I OL f- L, L > . was related to us a few years since, by Rev. Dr. Squash, Valparaiso bqunvi, &e. «^c.

has once cherished her. bhe is prelerable both to ,, „ r, , . rh, .
, r , . Also a lew pounds genuine Ruio llaea Seed.—This Seed

1.1 J 11 . . Hums, of Dorchester. I he bird referred to, is w!.« rawed hv T MeK-illi- b Fsn laie Pieslfiem ni die Rork.wealth and a noble extraction. !<.,, , j- t ,•
was raiseu oy i

.
nieivun ,ji. tsq. laie nesicieni 01 tne BerK-

____^. O' the IjOXia species, and is a native of India. It shire Agricultural bociely. aim is Irom superior roots, received

BY BR. A. HUNTER. 'constructs a pendulous nest in a very curious
^LtwlsrE'lcuI.ENT'Ro.f^^^^^^^^^^

Jlccnslom yourself to rrfled.-Seek wisdom, and
'"^'^"^/' of the grass which abounds in that coun- Seeds Pot and Swekt Herb Seeds MKr„c.«AL Hpr,

you will be sure to finti her-but if you d^ not
\[l^^ l\

'^
^-P^nded from a limb of a tree, in the Seeds, B.Ri^Seeds. and more than 200 different kinds o. Or.-

look for her, she will not look for von

me, in vain, to
au.umnaiirosis set m. mr. rrmce usually has the new corn «

. .

I. • ,
/"'" g^nu'^'ir- by the first and secoiul vieeks m Augusl. The

It, took It in her beaK and Corn is a bright yellow, the Ears being closely filled with from

Do as you would bt done by.—Use yourself to

kindness and compassion, and you may e.'ipect

kindness and compassion in return.

Obstinacy

proceeds from prid

rant pride, that refuses to be taught.

True generosity is delicately rewarded.—Blame

, 1.1. NAMENTiL Flower Seeds.
ong narrow bag, and the entrance is As the rarirfy and ^HurKi^i/ of Seeds kept al this EstalilishmenI

from the bottom. The place for the deposite of arc by far greater than at any other place in New England, or-

ket, or the

„, _. _,- - - --- - - -.- ,..-mptiiess. at

midway up. The reason of the bird's building in i satisfactory prices. Dealers' in Seeds and Country Traders sup-

bottom. The place for the deposite of arc by far greater than at anv other place in New Er

1 is in a projection built in the side, about 4«''^.''°'' *,?,""''*'' Provinces, the MV.t liuliamark
' > ' Southern Stales, can always be exeiuicd with pion

up. The reason of the bird's building in
j

satisfactory prices. Dealers' in Seeds and Country Tr

mrJl '"
ni. 'tVr „ , „f t=,^.,or this way, is to preserve its eggs and young froin P''«'- ^'"''•''esale or retail on the bcM terms

iikness.—Obstinacy ot temper , , , . ^ ,, , l We have now on hand, of this years groviih,

de—and in o-ener.al from igno- "'® dep edations of a small snake, in that conn- 200 lbs. Mangel Wunzelfc Sugar Beet, raised by

r „ . 'i,„
." u.'

' try, which would destroy them. To take the e^gs 200 lbs. Onion Seed, Red, White and Yellow.try, which would destroy (

out of a nest constructed

J. Prince, Es(j.

in this manner, the
275 lbs. true Blood Beei. raised in Roxbury
250 lbs. Carrot, various kinds

no man for what he cannot'help. Weim.stnot snake must first descend from the branch to which 2M lbs. Radish s..p^^^^^^^^^^

rwe have »b„„. ,n k i 1

dl,l f,, t^n „ ,1 „ 1 , ft„- .1,0 =„„ >t IS suspended, and when at the bottom, turn and 10" '^"^''es P''»S;F"rlya"d la'P-rj^f" have about 50 bushels
dial to tell us tllC hour after the sun „ , ., . ,, , ,

theEarlyWa.shmglon Pea. which was |>ronounced by the leexpect of the

is set.

._
, ., . ,, , t 1

uic4:.aiiy tt n.^i.i..K,v,.i , on. .. i... i, ..,..- pronounced by I

go up. But the outside especially near the bot- ,v^o could obtain it last year—as our supply was small—ilie

torn, is so loosely put together, that when the earliest and most productive of any brought into the Boston

Cure for Intemperance.— ll has recently been 'snake attempts to do this, the outer filaments slip
| S^-'catllogues of the whole Establishmem. with directions for

discovered, that sulphuric acid, taken in spirits, off and he falls to the ground, which is the case
|

cultivating the morerare and delicaie seeds, comprising a para-

completely eradicates the inclination to use them
intemperately. It is said to be preferable to Cham-

as often as he makes the attempt. What is more I

!''''<'' of oSpages, furnished gratis.

wonderful, is, that when these birds migrate dur- 10= Published every Friday, at Three Dollars per annun:

bers' remedy, boing more simple, cheap, and who!- ling the rainy seasons, to places not infested with .Fjay"^'" ai die end of^ the yeaj- ; butthose whopay wijhinsixjjj

!y innocent.
,
these reptiles, they built a common cup nest.

lays from the time of subscribing, arc entitled to a deduction of

Fiflv Coifs.
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A G R 1 C U L T U U E

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND JARMER.

SCRATCHES OR SELEJVDERS IN
HORSES.

Mr Fessendes— I hiivc heen imliicefl to inakfi

public throujih the me liuni uf your useful paper,

the results of my own practice, or experience, re-

latinpr to srratrhr.i, or seltnifers in horses.

This disorder, or diffir.ilty, is too well Known to

all who own these nohle miiniHls, or deal in thfin,

to need a particular description of mine. The
remedy is siinple safe and ceitain, in all cases

which havft come to my knowlpd(.'e, howevfr in-

veterate. It is only to mix white lend and linseed

oil in such proportions as will render the apjlica-

tion convenient, and I have never Imown more

than two, or three, applications necessary, com-

pletely to effect a cure. A FARMER.

FOR THE NEW ENGLANn FARMER.

.4 Remedy for Stvollen Ba^s nf Cows, from talking

Cold, or Caked bi/ Cua^ulnted Milk.

Take the root of the herb railed by several

names, that is. Garget, or Pokeweed, or Coacum,

or Skoke or Pigeon berry. Make three ioses of

two ounces, cut tine, and mi.xed in three nesses of

mash, of wheat or rye brau and Indian crrn meal,

a little salt. Give a mess once in twelve hours.

And if the cow will not eat it, as somptme^ will

bo the case, take two ounces of said root and boU

it in water, and strain off a pail full, and when
cold, set such a dose before the cow daily, confin-

ed from water and fed with dry fodder, and it

rarely fails but it will be taken within twenty-fojr

hours. Three doses generally cure. If the bj^

can be wet ovc two or three times a day. with

cold water, in which some Imlian meal is mixei,

it may be well, especially if the bag is uncommon
ly warm. O. P.

BROCOL,!.
Directions for the cultivation of the Cape Brocoli ;

extractedfrom Wilson's Economy of the Kitch-

en Garden, now in press.

This is one of our most delirious and valuable

vegetable productions. In point of quality, its

flowers in~tliis country are, by good judges I be-

lieve, universally allowed at least to equal, if not

to surpass those of the cauliflower. And wh?t

adds so much to its value, is. that its culture is !B

easy and simple us any common cabbage. It i

not many years since it was first introduced inb

this country, and only about seven or eiyht yeare.

since its proper mode ot culture was coirectly un-

derstood. There is a number of varieties of thii

phmt, none of which have ever been found worthy

of cultivation in this country, except this. And
from Uie many disippointments that hadaways
attended former attempts to cultivate the other

sorts, there is every probability that thiS too,

would either never haie been prosecuted si;cess

fully or attempted in at.y extensive degree, lad it

not been for the emulation excited amciijT the

members of the New York Horticultural Saiety,

for the persevering prosecution of tlie cultire of

this valuable vegetable. Their labors have prov-

ed completely successful ; hut Us culture still con

tinues too much circumscribed I will now give

some information as to the proper mode of its cul-

tivation.

There is no doubt but some little difference in

the time for sowing the seed, will have to be

practised in the various latitudes of the eastern

and midille stales. But the time being correctly

known for the vicinity of New York, the others

need be at no gieut loss to hit upon a practical

calculation. Much depends upon obtaining the

riffht sort of seed ; for it has been pretty well

proved by experience that there is no dependence

on the eucce.ss of any sort except ttiat which is

denominated the Purple Cape Brocoli. If the

seed is sown too early, the plants arrive at matu-

rity before the heat of summer is over, and never

after do well ; for in August they cannot flower

much, and, by having to rem in in a stationary

state after arriving at niaturit , when the proper

season arrives, their having had to remain some
time dormant seems to destroy their vigor, and

their produce of flowers if any at all. are very in

ferior. And if it is sown too late, the cold attacks

them before they attain that strength and firm

ness which it is necessary for them to possess

some time before the beirinning of frosty nigh s.

The last of August tljen is the proper time for

the plants to arrive at maturity, and for this pur-

pose the seed should be sown on any bed or bor-

der of i-ommon garden soil, on the fifteenth day of

May. This ami most other seeds sown at this

season, should be trode in with the feet, and the

bed smr)othed lio-htly over with a rake. By the

beginning of July the plants will be in fine order

for settin? out. It wouhi not be advisable to set

them out before July, for they do best when the

plants are strnnffand of ffood size. So in the fi'rst

week in July, prepare your ground for the plants.

I have raised good crops of them both on light

and heavy soils ; hut it is of no use to plant them
in any soil unless it he in L'ood order, and well

manured, and in this, case they will do on any or-

dinary garden ground, either old or new, although

jthis last is their favorite. Let the ground at all

events, be well manured and well (Jug ; set the

plants out in rows, two feet and a half apart, and
two feet distant in the rows. It is seldom the

black grub meddles much with plants set out so

late in the .season as this, but they must be care-

fully examined every morning, and wherever any
are seen cut off. the grul- must he hunted and kill-

ed, anil the vacancy filled up from the secfL bed.

in which a few plants should always be left for a

reserve.

The ground must be kept constantly loose and
clean by frequent hoeings, and towards the end of

August some of them will likely beirin to flower.

In the beginning of September, more will begin

to show, and from the middle of the month until

the middle of November, they produce one con-

tinual succcHsion of flowers. The degree of trost

they withstand, without sustaining the least in

jury, when they are in their hitrhest state of flow-

ering is astonishing. The most singular charac-

tei-istic of this plant, is, the great length of time
which is contained between their first beginning
to flower and their final termination ; and that

too, from the same seed, sbwn at the ssme timC;

and the phi 'its all treated precisely in the same

manner. VVnatever plants injy remain at the set-

ting in of a settled frost, should be taken up and

laid in a garden frame as directed for fall cauli-

flowers, and I '!o not think that one in a thousand

would miss flo,. ering in the course of the winter.

I have frequently flowered the remainder of my
whole crop in this w.iy, and since the sove th day

of September last, I have never been one day

without some plants being in a flowering state ;

and at present,
i
Peuruary 1828) there is no ap-

pearimce of the stragglers I laid in a frame iu

December, stopping their blooming career.

I have had the last plant of ray crop flower iu

April and all things considered, I am convinced

that this is one of the most valuable garden pro-

diic*i(ins, (the ruta bags not excepted) of any wo

are ye.t acquainted with. The mode of managing

it, in (>rrter to obtain good seed here, appears to

be tf-little more precarious ; nor does it appear

certain whether we shall ever be able to raise

enough to prevent us from having to apply as at

present to England for it. Although we are pro-

gressing bravely in our horticultural improve-

ments, yet much remains to be -achieved by future

exertions.

—

Al'ew York Farmer.

CHLORIDE.
It is stated in a London paper that chloride, sold

by apothf?(iaries, under the name of bleaching

salts, in small tin boxes, will certaiidy t«ke oat

the most inveterate grease spots from a silk dress,

or cotton garments. Carpets however badly be-

spattered by the upsetting of a lamp, can be as

readily restored to their former beauty, as one can

blow dust from a dry surface. For the elbows of

a gentleman's best broadcloth, who unchesterfield-

ingly leans into a dish of gravy, or spans the

breadth of his landlady's butter plate, there is

nothing so clarifying. It is a white powder, which

a cockney might carry in one corner of his snuff

box ; a little of it is to be dissolved in warm wa-

ter, the spot wetted, and the greasee may attend

to this ordinary and extraordinary business at the

same moment. Another virtue ; the French say

that chloride, is the most powerful disinfecting

agent in nature. The bad air of cellars, yards,

stables, &c. can, and indeed should be purified

with it, very frequently,—as noxious efiluvia is

completely changed in character, wherever it has

been used. To the arts, to the unfortunate own-

ers of good clothes, and to sluts and slovens, this

chloride is a rare discovery.

FLiOODIIVG OF BANDS.
Where swamp land is to be cleared, and it can

be flooded, by making a dam at the outlet, at a.

small e.\pense. it is a matter of economy to attend

to this, as in this way its growth of wood can be

completely killed This my also be performed

on lands, after they are cleared, for the purpose of

lulling the grass, if it be bad, in order with more
ease to introduce a better kind, or a better system

of culture. Flooding also serves, in a greater or

a less degrse, to enrich the land ; though this de-

pends chiefly on the kind of water with which iit
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is flooied. If it contain a rich sediment, it is

good ; but, il" destitute of this, it is of no use.

Farmcr''s Jissistant.

From Loudon's Eiicvclopcdia o( Gardening.-

FRUIT.
Propagation by cuttings has been long known,

and is abundantly simple when applied to such

free-growing hardy slirubs, as the willow or the

trooseberry ; but considered as the chief mode of

propagating most of the ericero, myrtece, prote-

aceE,^&c. becomes one of the most delicate and

difficult modes of continuing the species, and fifty

years ago was an operation known to very few of

even the first-tate gardeners. Tt may be consider-

ed, as to the choice of cuttings, their preparation,

thi-ir insertion in the soil, and their future man-

agement.

°/(i res; '-l to the choice of cuttings, those branch-

es of trees and slirubs which are thrown out near-

est the ground, and especially such as recline, or

nearly so, on the earth's surface, have always the

most tendency to produce roots. Even the branch-

es of resinous trees, which are extremely difficult

to propagate by cuttings, when reclining on the

<rround, if accidentally, or otherwise, covered with

earth in any part, will there often throw out roots,

and the extremity of the lateral shoot will assume

the character of a main ?lem, as may be some-

times set'n in the larch, spruce, and silver fir.

—

Cuttings then are to be chosen from the side

shoots of plants, rather than from their siimmits

or main stems ; and the strength and health, of

side shoots being equal, fliose nearest the ground

should be preferred. The proper time for taking

cuttings from the mother plant is when the sap is

in full motion, in order that, in returning by the

bark, it may form a callus or protruding ring of

wranular substance, between the bark and wood,

whence the ro;its proceed. As this callus, or ring

of spungy matter, is generally best formed in ri-

pened wood, the cutting, when taken from the

mother plant, should contain a part of the fornr.er

year, or in plants which grow twice a year, of

the wood of the former ; or in the case of plants

which are continually growing, as most evergreen

exotics, B'xh wood as has begun to ripen, or as-

sume a brownish color. This is the true princi-

ple of the choice of cuttings as to time ; but there

are many sorts of trees, as willow, elder, &c. the

cuttings of which will grow almost at any season,

and even if removed from the mother plant in win-

ter, when the sap is comparatively at rest. In

these and other trees, the principle of life seems

so strong, and so universally diffused over the ve-

(Tctible, that very litHe care is requisite for their

propagation. Cuttings from herbaceous plants are

chiefly chosen from the low growths, which do

not indicate a tendency to blossom ; but they will

also succeed in many cases, when taken from the

flower stems, and some rare sorts of florists' and

border flowers, as the dahlia, rocket, cardinal

ilower, scarlet lychni.-j, wall flower, &c. are so

propagated.

The prepnrativn of the cutting depends on, or is

guided by this principle, that the power of pro-

truding buds or roots resides chiefly, and in most

cases entirely, at what are called joints, or at

those parts where leaves or buds already exist.

—

Hence it is tliat cuttings ought always to be cut

across, with the smoothest and soundest section

possible, at an eye or joint. And as buds are in a

jnore advanced state in wood somewhat ripened

or fully formed, than in a state of formation, this

section ought to be made in the wood of the

growth of the preceding season ; or as it were in

the point between the two growths. It is true,

that there are many sorts of cuttings, which not

only throw out roots from the ring of granulated

matter, but also from the sides of every part of ihe

stem inserted in the soil, whether old and large.

they will damp or rot off; and in the case of tub-
ular stalked plants, which are in general not very
easily struck, owing to the water lodging in the
tube, and rotting the cutting, both ends may in

some cases (as in common honeysuckle,) be ad-
vantageously inserted in the soil, and besides a
greater certainty of success, two plants will be
produced. Too much light, air, water, heat, or

or young and small, as willows, currants, vines,
|

cold are alike injurious. To guard against these

«Sic.; but all plants which are difficult to root, as
|

e.\tromes in tender sorts, the means hitherto de-

heaths, camellias, and orange trees, will be found vised, is that of enclosing an atmosphere over the

in the first instance, and for several years after cuttings, by means of a h:tnd or bell glass, accord-

propagation, to throw out roots only, from the in? to their delicacy. This preserves a uniform

ring- of herbaceous matter abo-e mentioned ; and stillness and moisture of atcnosphere. Immersing

to facilitate the formation of this ring, by properly f'B pot in earth, (if the cuttings are in pots) has

preparing the cuttings of even willows and cur- « tendency to preserve a steady uniform degree

lants, must be an obvious advantan-e. It is a com-
[

of moisture at the roots ; and shading, or planting

mon practice to cut off the whole or part of the 'he cuttings, if in the open air, in a shady situa-

leaves of cuttings, which is always attended with 'ion- prevents the bad effi'its of excess of light

bad effects in evergreens, in which the leaves may ]Tlie only method of regulating the heat, is by

be said to supply nourishment to the cutting till it,douUo or single coverings of glass or mats, or

can sustain itself This is very obvious in the case both A hand glass placed over a bell glass will

of striking from buds, which, without a leaf at- preserve in a shady sitUKtion, a very constant de-

tached, speedily rot and die. Leaves alone, as in
|

gfee of heat. What the cpgree of heat ought to

bryophyllum calycinum, will even strike root and
;

be, is generally decided by the liegree of heat re-

form plants in some instances; and the same, as !
1"isit-3 for the mother plant. Whatever degree
of heat is natural to the motiier plant when in a
growing state, will, in general, be most favorable

to the growth of the cuttings. There are, how-
ever, some variations, amounting nearly, but not

quite, to exceptions. ^Tost species of the erica,

dahlia, and geranium strike better when supplied

with rither more heat than is requisite for the

growth of these plants in tjreen-houses. The

Professor Thouin observes, may be stated for

flowers and fruits.

Cuttings ivhich are difficult tn strike may be ren-

dered more tractable bv previous ringing ; if a

ring be made on the shoot which is to furnish the

cutting, a callus will be created, which, if insert-

ed in the ground after the cutting is taken off,

will freely emit roots. A ligature would perhaps

operate in a similar manner, though not so effi-
| '"yt'e 'ribe and campllias require rather less ;—

ciently ; it should li^htlv encircle the shoot des-
j

^"d 'n general, it may be observed, that to give

lined for a cutting, and the lattpr should be taken a lesser portion of heal, and of every thing else

off when an accumulation of sap has apparently i
P^oper for plants in their rooted and growing

been produced. The amputation in the case of ^Mte, is the safest conduct in respect to cuttings

the ligature, as well as in that of the ring, must '

o-' 'igneous plants. Cuttings of deciduous hardy

be made below the circles, and the cutting must, ''^es taken off in autumn should not, of course,

be so planted as to have the callus covered with
[

^ put into heat till spring, hut should be kept

gjfth_ j

(ormant, like the motlier tree. Cuttings of suc-

The insertion of the cuttings may seem an easy 'ulents, like geraniums, will do well both with

matter, and none hut a practical cultivator would Jrdinary and extraordinary heat,

imagine that there could be any difference in the Piping is a. mode of propagating bij cuttings,

growth, between cuttings inserted in the middle and is adopted with herbaceous plants having

of a pot, and those inserted at its sides. Yet such jointed tubular stems, as the dianlhus tribe; and

is actually the case, and some sorts of trees, as several of the grasses, and tree arundos, might be

the o-ange, and ceratonia, if inserted in a mere propagated in this manner. When the shoot has

mass of earth, will hardjv, if at all, throw out nearly done growing, which generally happens af-

.roots. while, if they are inserted in sand, or in ter the blossom h.is expanded, its extremity is to

earth at the sides of the pots, so as to touch the be separated at a part of the stem where it is

pot in their whole length, they seldom fail of be-, nearly, or at least somewhat indurated or ripened.

coming rooted plants. Knight found the mulberry This separation is effected by holding the root end

strikc'very well by cuttings, when they were so in-; between the finger and thumb of one hand, bo-

sertcd, and when their lower ends touched a stra- I'o^v a pair of leaves, and with the other, pulling

tum of gravel or broken pots ; and Hawkins, who
|

be top part above the pair of leaves, so as to sep-

had often tried to strike orange trees, without
j

n^ate it from the root part of the stem at the

success, at last heard of a method (long known to- socket formed by the axills of the leaves, leaving

discovered by'Lus- be stem to remain with a tubular or pipe lookingnurserymen, hut which was re-discovered by

come.) by which, at the first trial, eleven cuttings

out of thirteen grevv. The art is, to place them to

touch the bottom of the pot ; they are then to be

plunged in a bark or hot-bed. and kept moist,

ermination. These pipings, or separated parts,

ire inserted without any further preparation, in

finely sifted earth, to the depth of the first joint

or pijie, gently finned with a small dibber, water-

The management orcuttin^s nher Ihey arc pUnU ei, ahand glass placed over them, and their fu-

ed, depends on the generarprinciplc, that where |

tnre ranagement regulated on the same genera!

life is weak, all excesses of exterior agency must principles as that of cuttings,

have a tendency to yender it extinct. No cutting

requires to bo planted deep, though such as are Large hog.—A hog was weighed at Wilming-

large ought to be inserted deeper than such as ton, (Delaware) last week, the weight of which

are small. In the case of evergreens, the leaves was 1,380 pounds. It is supposed that it had not

should be kept from touching the soil, otherwise
|

yet rttained its full growth.—jPcnn. ^a;)cr
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CELERY.
]

The qualities of this plant are universally

known. There are three or four sorts. The

white, the red, the hollow, and the solid. The

solid white is the best : but the propagation and

cultivation of all are tho same. The whole of

that part of the year, during which the frost is

eut of the ground, is not a bit too long for the get-

ting of fine celery The seed, sown in the cold

ground, in April, will lie six weeks before it comes

up. A wheel barrow full of hot dung, put in a

hole in the ground against a wall, or any fence,

facing the south, and covered with rich and fine

mould, will bring the seed up in two weeks. If

you have a hot-bed frame, oi a hand light, the

thing is easy. A large flower-pot will bring up

out of the ground plants enough for any family.

—

As soon as the plants are three inches high, and

it scarcely matters how thick they stand, make a

nice little bed in open free air ; make the ground

rich and the earth very fine. Here prick out the

plants at 4 inches apart ; and, of course, 9 in u

square foot. They are so very small that this

must be carefully done ; and they should be gent-

ly watered once, and shaded 2 days.

A bed 10 fei't long and 4 wide will contain 3f)0

plants : and, if they be well cultivated, they are

more than any comuion-si.ed family can vi-ant

from November till May.— In this bed the plants

stand till the muhlle of July, or thereabouts, when
they are to go out into trenches. Make the

trenches a fool deep and a foot wide, and put

them not less than five feet asunder. The ground

that you make the trenches in should not be fresh

dug ; but be in a solid state, which very conven-

iently may be ; for Celery comes on just as the

peas and early cabbaires and cauliflov/ers have

gone off. L:iy the earth that you take out in the

middle of the space between the trenches, so that

it may not be washed into them by the heavy

rains ; for it will, in such cases, cover the hearts

of the plants, and will go very nearly to destroy

them. When you have made your trench, put

along it some good rich compost manure, partly

consisting of wood ashes. Not dung ; or, a-

least, not dung fresh from the yard ; for, if you

tise that, the celery will be rank and pipy, and

will not keep nearly so long or so well. Dig this

manure in, and break all the earth very fine as

you go. Then take up your plants, and trim ofi"

the long roots. You will find, that every plant

has offsets to it, coming up by the side of the

main stem. Pull all these off, and leave only the

single stem. Cut the leaves off so as to leave the

whole plant about six inches long. Plant them,

six inches apart, keeping, as you are at work,

your feet close to the outside edges of the trench.

Do not water the plants ; and, if you plant in fresh

dug ground, and fi.x your plants well, none of the

troublesome, and cumbrous business of shading is

at all necessary ; for the plant is naturally hardy,

and, if it has heat to wither it above, it has also

that heat beneath to cause its roots to strike out

almost instantly. When the plants begin to grovi,

which they quickly will do, hoe on each siilo and
between them with a small hoe. As they grow
lip earth their stems ; that is, put the earth up to

them, but not too much at a time ; and let the

earth that you put up be finely broken, and not at

ail cloddy. While you do this, keep the stalks of
the outside leaves close up to prevent the earth

from getting between the stems of the outside
leaves and the inner ones ; for, if it get there it

checks the plant and makes the celery bad.

—

Wlien you begin the earthing take first the edges

of tho trenches; and do not go into the niidcile of

the intervals for the earth that you took out of

the trenches. Keep working backwards, time

after time, that is earthing after earthing, till you

come to the earth that you dug out of the trench-

es ; and, by this time the earth against the plants

will be above the level of the land. Then you

take the earth out of the middle, till, at last the

earth against the plants forms a ridge & the mid-

dle of each interval a sort of gutter. Earth up

very often, and not put much at a time. Every

week a little earth to be put up Thus, in Octo-

ber, you will have four ridges of Celery across

one of the plats, each containing 108 plants. I

shall suppose one of these ridges to be wanted for

use before the frost sets in for good. Leave an-

other ridge to be locked up by the frost, s much
safer guardian than your cellar or barn floor. But.

you must cover this ridge over in such a way that

the wet will not get down into the hearts of the

celery. Two boards, a foot wide each, their

edges on one side laid upon the earth of the

ridge, formed into a root over the point of the

ridge, the upper edge of one board going an inch

over the upper edge of the other, and the boards

fastened well with pegs, will do the business com-
pletely ; for, it is not the frost, but the occasional

thaws that you have to fear, and the wet and rot

thnt they produce. For the celery that is to serve

fro n the setting in to the breaking up of the frost,

you must have a bed of sand, or light earth, in a

warm part of a barn, or in a cellar ; and there

you must lay it in, row after row, not covering the

points of the leaves. To have seed, take one
plant, in spring, out of the ridg-e left in the gar-

den. Plant it in an open place, and you will have
seed enough to serve a whole township. For
soup, the seed bruised is as good as the plant it-

self.— Cob'ietfs Gardener.

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES.
Canker, in a great measure, arises from animal-

cules, or small or very minute insects or worms,
of various kinds ; where this is the case, cut out

the whole of the cankered part, clean to the sound

wood, wash the part well with the following solu-

tion, and also all other paits that seem to be in

the least affected ; then gives it a light coat of

the medicated tar.

The medicaled tar, is composed of half an ounce

of corrosive sublimate, reduced to a fine powder,

and then put into a three pint earthen pipkin, with

about half a gill of gin. or other spirit, stirred

well totrether, and the sublimate thus dissolved.

The pipkin must then be filled by degrees with

common tar, and constantly stirred till the mi.xture

is intimately blended. This quantity will be suffi-

cient for two hundred trees. Being of a very

poisonous nature, it should not be suffered to lie

carelessly about the house. The sublimate dis-

solves better, when united with the same quantity

of the spirit of hartshorn, or sal ammoniac. This

mixture being apt to run, consistency may be giv-

en it, by mixing it with either powdered chalk, or

whiting.

The above composition will be found eminently

useful, as no worm of any kind, can live near its

influence, and no evil whatever will arise to the

trees from its poisonous quality ; it yields to the

growth of the bark, and affords a complete pro-

tection to the parts against the influence of the

weather.

Dissolve a drachm of corrosive sublimate in a

gill of gin or other spirit, and when thus dissolved

incorporate it with four quarts of soft '.^aiLi-. This
solution will be found to bo the most cUidual re-

medy ever applied to trees, both for tin- 'iestruc-

tion of worms of every spccirs and oi ihe eggs
of insects deposited in the bail;. Isu vlanger to v

the trees is to be apprehended from its poisonous

quality, which, in respect to them, is perfectly in-'

nocent.

Peach trees, which are annoyed by worms,
should, towards the end of this month, particu

larly near, and a little under the surface of the

ground, be carefully examined, and where any are

found, they must be picked out with the point of

a knife, and with as little injury l(i the bark as

possible ; for, by lacerating the rind or bark in a

careless manner, which is too frequently the case

on these occasions, this vehicle, which nature has

provided for carrying up the nourishment extract-

ed bv the roots, being destroyed, the trees must
of course perish, or be weakened in proportion as

it is injured.

This being done, wash all the trunks or stems

of the trees, as well as any other parts in which

you suspect these vermin or their embryo eggs to

be lodged, with the above solution, and also the

wounded parts ; after which, ajjply with a brush

a slight dressing of the medicated tar to each and

every of the wounds inflicted by picking out tho

worms. Tl)i.^ will preserve your trees in health

and fruilfulness much longer than if left to the

mercy of these destructive intruders.

As to manure, it is well known that where

hogs and poultfy are constantly running over the

ground, the trees seldom fail of a crop, which ie

the best proof that manure is necessary. A.ny

manure will suit an orchard ; but the sweepings

of coc liouses, bog pens, slaughter houses, poul-

try and pidgeon houses, emptying of drains, &c.
are more disposed to facilitate the growth and

promote the health of fruit trees, than stable man-
ure. However, any kind of manure is better thaH

none at all.

—

jM'Mahon's Gardener.

DOCK.
F have frequenfiy mentioned the leaves of this

weed as being sold in the market at New York.

—

This weed and the Dandelion are the gardener's

two vegeliibh devils. Nothing but absolute burn

ing, or a sun that will reduce them to powder,

will kill their roots, any little bit of which will

grow, and that, too, whether lying on, or in, tho

ground. Both bear seed in prodigious quantities.

The Dock (which is the wild Rhubarb) puts forth

its leaves very quickly after the Dandelion ; and

hence it is that it is resorted to as greens in the

spring. This is, however a coarse green compar

ed with the Dandelion. However, it is better than

no greens at all, after five months of winter, which

has left nothing green upon the face of the earth.

If a rod or two of groimd, on the south side of a

wood, were trenched and made rich, and planted

with Docks, or Dandelions, the owner, even tho'

he had no garden, would not be in want of early

greens ; and, it would be better to do this than to

have to go upon the hunt after these vegetables,

which, though weeds, are not, in every pbce, to

be found in any considerable quantity ; or, al

least, not without spending a good deal of time

in tho pursuit. The Dock-leaf is very wholesome
as is also that of the Dandelion. They do nc(;

produce gripings as the greater part of the cab

bage kinds are apt to do.

—

Cobbett.
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ered of value in the vineyards to mingle with oth-

er grapes ; the leaves are large, and particul arly

sensible to frost. Tins grape, it is e.Npected. wiH

suit our country south of tlie Potowmac.

liRAPES. 43. Red Muscadel.—The berries are very large,

[Con(ludedjromp'jgf2io]
I
ovdl, of an equal size throughout the bunch, and

19. Black Aimeat of .iltxandrii.—This is sim- of a beautiful red color ; the skin is thick, and the

liar to the al^^^in its general properties, except flesh hard.

in point of ^^^^'which, as its name indicates, is 136. leinturier, or the Dyer.—This grape has

black. 1 comRrer this the sume as the Black Mus- characteristic distinctions, not only in the form of

fiadel and Black Malaga. its fruit and leases, but also "y the very deep

81. Morocco, or Le Caur.—The berries are un- red color of its juice ; the bunches are irregular,

Rqual in size, of a heart shape, and violet color, and with shoulders ; the berries round, and of un-

forming very large bunches ; every part of the equal sue ; the leaves deeply indented, and five

plant indicates a vigorous state ; the leaves are lobed. it is cultivated for the coloring of other

large, and deeply indented ; it is not considered wines and to nye silks of a deep red color. The
as a very high flavored fruit, and should have a wine, when made separately of this grape has a

.varm situation. har.sh and disagreeable taste ; the berries are

56. Cornish' n, or Cucumber Grape.—This is a black, and of a round form. It has no less than

Tape of peculiar form, whence its name ; it is ten names, Tnuean, Gros Nuir, Noireau, &c.

I'ery long, swelled in tlie middle, and pointed at 7y. Black Spanish, Jilicunt, ar Gros .Voir d^ Es-

the ends ; the berries are not i-losely set, but the pagne.—This grape has some resemblance to the

bunch is of good size, and composed of many di- preceding in the color of ils juice, but it is of a

visions; the fruit is sweet, and of fine flavor; the quality greatly superior for wine; bi.th the ber-

usual color is white or yellow, but there is a red ries and the bunches are larger, the wood strong-

variety, er, and the leaf more broad. It is this grape

60. ffliile. Seedlfss Corinth —This is the smallest from wliioh port wine is made,

grape I have ever seen ; white, round, sweet, ind Gros Muscadtt —The co.or of this grape is very

of a delightful flavor ; its size, appearance, and pec.ili..r, being between a white and a rose color;!™
^^, j^,,,, j,,,^, ^r^^ ^f ^^^^^ „„e produced—

a

being seedless, make it particularly interesting; the bunch is of moderate el,e,as well as the fruit,
, j^^^,. .^^^^ ^„,,g, g„pj, circumstances These

^^'"'^'' '^ ^'•^^^^"'^'y ^^^«=''^ »"'' '"^^^'°''^
=

'\>'''''^f mills are sai . to be well managed, and the encour
well, and the fruit ripens early in ."September. I

From the Loudon MomiDg Cronicle.

MAiNUFACTURES.
Under this heai there is little new to state. The

accounts trum the mauutacturing districts, are, for

the season of the year, favorable ; and notwith-

stani.uig the complaints among merchants and
manufacturers, the entries of the Custom-house

are by no means inconsiderable. Among the lat-

est entries, are very extensive quuntitii-s of linen,

and cotton manufactured goods, [particularly cot-

ton lacej silks, and indigo ; of t e later, much is

sent to Hamburgh, w here the demand continues

to be steady. There have been a fair number of

entries for exports of briiish manufactured goods

to We IV York ; but the qu.mliiy of cotton goods

for that market, diininisMes sensibly ; this "s pro-

fa bly owin^ to the increase of cotton manufacio-

ries in .Massachusetts, and otiier parts of the U.

States. At some i>f the cotton mills, not less than

the bunch is long, winged, and regularly fanned

the berries nijt being too compressed ; it ripens

early in September, and is said to be the grape

which produces the Sultana Raisins.

88. Black Hamburg.— It is this grape which

is sometimes called the Hampton Court Vine, and

which is recorded by Miller to have produc-

ed on that vine a ton weight of grapes in a sin-

gle season. It is considered in England as one

of the most uncertain to ripen out of doors.

—

At Boston is is cultivated to a very considerable

extent, but principally in grape huuses of a cheap

construction.. The markets of Boston are supplied

with large quantities of the fruit, and the hunches

average from one to one and a half pounds, and

some have weighed t« o pounds. The Hon. John

Lowell, of Roxbury, (near Boston) has done much
towards facilitating the extensive culture of this

grape in that section of the Union, by erecting an

extensive grape-house on a cheap construction,

thus 'demonstrating the facility with which suc-

consider it one of the most desirable grapes for

the table which ripen at that period.

97. Ahslier.— Tiiis grape, whose bunches of

fruit at first view much resemble the t hasselas,

and which in fact, is called by that name in some

vineyards of France, differs Irum it, however, in

many respects. The fruit, which is yellowish,

often contracts a russet appearance next the sun
;

its berries are round, not closely set, and ripen

prettyWell even iii the north of France ; its juice

is pleasant and swert , the leaf is quite palmated.

This irrapp, the author consi ers. as nearly ap-

proaching the White Muscadine, and may possibly

prove the same.
."2. Ifhite Sauvigywn.— Formerly many vine-

yards were iilmost wholly formed «f this grape,

but it is now more rare. Its high flavoi- gives to

agement given by tiie Americans to their native

manufictures, is such, that it is to be feared the

United Stiites will soon be independent of this

country tor cotton m.-inulactiires. An English

manutacturer, who has just returned to England

from the U States, arriving at Havre de Grace,

and proceeding to Calais by Kouen, has supplied

some interesting details of the comparative merits

of French and American manufactures. This gen-

tleman declares, that at Lowell, in Massachusetts,

the manufacturers are able to produce better print-

ed cottons, at Is. 8rf. per yard, than the Rouen
manufacturers can produce at iis. Id. He declares

that whilst the French are unable to produce cot-

ton goods so cheap as the English by 15 or 20 per

cent., the Americ.ins are already able io compete

with us in many articles, even with so small a

difference as 4 to 5 per cent. He speakes very
the wine a particular character, but being less

j-^^.^^^bly, however, of the French dye, and ob-

I

serves, that in the brilliancy and durability ofproductive, it has been latterly much neglected
;j

cess may be insured. In the vicinity of New
[

the bunches are short, of medium size, and the^;;!^;:';,^;"'^;^;";;;;;^
"^;;;""y^t "^Jj.,;""^;,'^^'^^^^^

York, and south of it, this grape will need no
j

berries yellowish white, whith small dots when
I j,^^^,g^pj. .^^ ^j^^^, ^^^ p^j^t,,-g,,i„g many chemical

such attendance, however, as it will mature its
|

fully ripe ; it is considered to be a variety of t'le
; , ,|,„r^jo,,es, and offering good encouragement to

fruit in the open air. This grape, which is black,
{

Pineau or Burgundy.
, , , . practical chemists, it is not doubted that they will

and inclining to oval, is remarkably fine flavored ;l Ruchdle JVoire.—This is a round Mack fruit,
arrive at oerfection

both the berries and hunches are extremely large, 1 pretty pleas:'.nt to the taste, but in France princi

the latter being shouldered—the only fault is that, pally cultivated for wine. It is remarkable for its
:

r^^^
brie Gan-^es, about to sail hence for the

the skin is rather thick ; it is a great bearer, and elegant formed leaves, of a fine green above, and i

pjj,jgj.^ fumishe.^a fact which is worthy of no-
much esteemed for that and its other qualities ; I downy beneath. The Rochelie Blanche is similar

ripens in September

39. Red Hamburg, or Gibraltar—The berries

are dark red, thick skin, flesh juicy and delicate
;

the shape of the berry and form of the bunch both

resemble the foregoing.

11. Purple Madeira.—This is a small pale pur-

ple grape, loosely set on long bunches ; they have

a vinous perfume and flavor when lipe, but are

not suitable for the table.

41. Brown, or Chocolate.—This was received

from France about thirty years since ; the vine is

of very vigorous growth, and a great bearer, and

seems to suit our climate well, and to be as hardy
as our native wild grape ; the fruit is oval, of a

yprightly flavor, and the bunches large ; it is an
excellent wine grape, but in this vicinity ripens

late, being at the end of September,

to this, with the exception that the fruit is white.

238. Perlt.—The berry is oblong, large, and

white ; the bunches have many small shoulders,

and it would seem that it with difliculty supports

the grapes which give it an oblong form.

212. Folic Blanche.—This grape is of medium

tice. Her car^o consists of about eight hundred

bales of domestic cotton goods, chiefly of Balti-

more manufacture, the value of which, in this mar-

ket, is little, if any, short of one hundred thousand

dollars! Ibis is tl e export of a single vessel on-

ly, and affords a happy presage nf what Baltimore

destined to become, when the Rail Roads shall
size, thin skin, and berries_ closely set.

_

Even
^.^^ ^„ ^^^ manufacturing and other resources in-

to full operation.

—

Baltimore American.

A gentleman yesterday shewed us a ripe Pear

the growth of this season. The Pear is, we be-

lieve, a delicate fruit, and is early blighted by the

cold. It evidences the very great singularity of

the season, that it should have been raised to ma-

turity, without any peculiar cultivation, and in the

open ^Yc,— Charleston paper Feb. 5.

when at perfect maturity it lias a sweetish acid

flavour not considered pleasant. It generally

yields a great abundance, aid is in high repute

for making brandy ; the berries are round and

whitish.

77. Verjus, or Bordetais.—This grape does not

ripen in the north or middle of France, but, in the

vicinity of Bourdeaux, it comes to perfect maturi-

ty ; the berries are oblong, quite large, and form

very larje divided or winged bunches ; is consid-
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1 Cobbell's A u Gnrdeuer.

KLOWERS Ai\D OR.\ l-tfE.NTAL, GARD-
EJNI.^ti IS ^.»i.sERAL.

Geranium.—Tnis w:iiits hurdinexa only, io make

it llie finest flowerplain «l ivliirh 1 have any know-

ledge. Some give us tioiviT Aitli little iir no leaf;

others bave beuuiy of leat' as well as of flower,

but give us no frat;rarice , others, liko the rose,

give us this ailileii to beauty of flower and of leaf,

but it gives us them only tor part of the year.

The geranium has a beautiful leaf, beautiful flow-

er, fragrant suiell from leaf as well as from flow-

er, and these it has in never ceasinn abundance
;

and, as to variPty of sorts, as well in leaf as in

flower, it surpasses evon t!ie flower of the auri-

cula. How delisiiitficl ihe country, where gera-

niums form tae undi r ooii, and the myrtles tower

above. Softly, my frd'u is ! bencuth that under-

wood lurks the poisonous Il.'.ar<l3 ind serpents, and

through those uiyrth- boighs the deadly winged

adders rustle ; whil<- all around is dry and burn-

ing sanl. The i^eranium is a native of the south

of Africa ; nnd, though it will not receive its

death blow from even a sharpish frost, it will not

endure the winter, even in the mild climate of

England. But, then, it is so easy of cultivation, it

grows so last, blo.vs so soon, and is of so little

trouble, that it seems to argue an insensibility to

the charms of nature not to have geraniums if we
have the means of obtai"iiig earth and sun. The
geranium is propa^'aied from seed, or from cut-

tings. The seeil, like that of the auricula, does

not produce flower or leaf like the mother plant,

except by chance it is easily saved, and for cu-

riosity's sake, may be sown to see if a new varie-

ty will come. But a cutting, from any part of

the plant, old wood or young wood, stuck into the

g''oand, or into a pot, will grow and become s

plant, and will blow in a month from tne time you

put it into the ground. You must have plants, in

deed, to cut from ; but these may be, in small

number at any rate, in a window, during winter.

Wlien the spiing comes, cut them up into cut-

tings, put tliese in the grouno where you wish

to have plants during summer. They will be in

bloom by July ; and, before October, will be large

as a currant tree. Take off cuttings from these

during September, put tliem in pots, and they are

ready for the next spring. If you have a green-

house, you may have geraniums in full bloom all

the long dreary winter.

Gdeldkk Rose.—This is called here the snow
ball tree. It is raised either from layers or suck-

ers. Its bloom is of short duration ; but, for the

time, makes a grand show in a shrubbery. The
suckers of it ought to be dug clean away every

year.

Hawthorn.—This tree has been amply de-

scribed. Sometimes it is called hawthorn, and
sometimes white thorn.

Heart's-ease, or Panzf.—A beautiful little

annual, which has great varieties, and all of them
pretty. It blows all the summer. It may be sown
in the fall, without any care about covering the

ground : but it must not come up, till spring.

Heath.—The common English heath is hardy,

but ugly. The heaths from Africa, are of infinite

variety. Insignificant in flower, however, and
must be housed in winter. They are progagated
from seed or from slips, and will last a long while.

A few in a green-house are pretty : and they look

gay in winter.

!
Hollyhock.—This is a fine showy plant for a

shrubbery. There are double and single, and

none but the double should be cultivated. Il may
be rai.sed from seed, or from otTsets. If the form-

er, it does not blow till the second year. It will

remain in the ground many years, and is perfectly

hardy.

Hollyhock, (Chinese).—This is a more tender

and far more beautiful kind than the common. It

is raised from seed only ; blows the second year,

and only that year. It is, therefore, a biennial.

HoNEYsucKLF..—This, umongst all Eng. shrubs,

is the only rival of the rose ; and, if put to the

vote, perhaps as many persons would decide for

the one as for the other. Its name indicates its

sweetness of taste, and the smell is delightful al

most beyond comparison. The plant is also beau-

tiful— it climbs up houses, and over hedges— it

forms arbors and bowers—and has a lonij continu-

ed succession of blossoms. It grows wild in all

parts of England,, in many pi'rts covering the

hediiRs and climbing up the trees. There is little

variety as to sorts. That which is cultivated has

a larger and deeper colored bloom, but the wild

has the sweetest smell. It may be propagated

from seed ; but always is froQi cuttings ; put into

the ground in the spring, and treated like other

wood cuttings.

HYAciNTa.—This is a bulbous rooted plant, and

like all the plants of th.at class, is biennial. It

may be raised from seed; but, as in the case of

the auricula and many other plants, it is many
chances to one, that out of a whole bed, you do

not get a good flower; and, perhaps it is a hun-

dred to one that you do not jet a flower to re-

semble the mother plant. Therefore, none but

curious florists attempt to raise from the seed

The roots are propagated Irom oftsets ; that is to

say, the mother root while it is blowing, sends

out, on its sides, several young ones. The old

root, young ones and all, are put away in a dry

place, out of the reach of severe frost, till spring.

Then, when you plant the old ones out to blow

again, you take oS" the young ones and plant

also. They do not blow the first year, and if

weak, not the second. But in time, they do ; and

then they produce offsets. This is the way the

hyacinth is multiplied. It is a fine and fragrant

flower ; it blows early, but will blow well even in

glasses in a room ; but better in earth. A fine

flower for a greenhouse where it would be out in

full bloom while the snow was on the ground.

Jasmin.—Has the merit of a very delightful

smell, and that only. Its leaf and flower are in-

significant. It climbs, however, and is good to

cover bowers, it is easily raised from cuttings.

(To he continued.)

their liberty when grown up, they will get thoir
own living, by feeding on herbs, seeds, &c. as
they are very apt to straggle, they will often lay
their eggs in secret places, and therefore the
common sort of them must be often watched, and
compelled to lay at home. They begin to lay in

March, and will sit in April ; but they should not

be suffered to sit on more than eleven or thirteen

eggs at most. When they ha' e hatched their

brood (which will be in between twenty-five and
thirty days) you must be particularly careful to

keep the young ones warm ; for the least cold

will kill thorn. Tlicy must be fed either with

curds, or green fresh cheese cut in small pieces
;

and let their drink he new milk, or milk and
water. Some give them oatmeal and milk boiled

thick together, into which they put wormwood
chopped small, and sometimes eggs boiled hard,

and cut in little pieces. They must be fed often,

for the hen will not take much care of them ;

—

and when they have got some strength, feed them
abroad in a close walled place, where they cannot

stray ;
you must not let them out till the dew is

off the grass, taking care to have them in again

before night, because the dev/ is very prejudicial

to their health.

If you fatten turkeys, give them sodden barley

or sodden oats for the first fortnight, and for ano-

ther fortnight cram them as you do capons. They
are only to be crammed in the morning, which,

must be given to them warm, and let out all day,

being sometimes fed with corn while out ; be-

cause, as they are sullen birds, they will other-

wise be apt not to fatten so kindly.

Turkeys' eggs are not only reckoned very

wholesome, in general, but will likewise greatly

contribute to the restoring of decayed constitu-

tions.

EXPERIBTENTS.
There is no way of making improvements in

farming, but by e.\periments. If the farmer is in-

formeil of, or has conceived, a different and better

method of culture, or management, in any branch
of his farming, he is to test the goodness of that

method by experiments ; and, if these prove suc-

cessful, he may congratulate himself, on 'having

performed an act which is serviceable to his coun-

try and honorable to himself.

—

Farmer's Assist.

TURKEYS.
These birds are natuially inclined to ramble

and will therefore thrive best in open countries,

where there is not much slielter to harbor vermin.

They are of a very tender constitution, and while

young must be carefully watched and kept warm
;

for the hens are so negligent, that while they

have one to follow them, they .vill never take any

care of the rest. Some people, where they have

the convenience of a small covert near the house,

let them take their liberty, and seek their own
nests ; but it is only in particular places that they

do well with such management.

Turkeys are great feeders of corn, and if kept

on it, will devour a great quantity ; bqt if left to

Extraordinary Season.—Wc saw, on Sunday
last, a Noseg'ay, consisting of the following flow-

ers : A full blown white Hyacinth, two kinds of

Violets, Blooming Box, Daffodil, Wall Flowers

These flowers a.-e now unprotected from the

weather in the garilen of Mr. C. C. Welfork, of

this town Charleston, (S. C.) pa.

Ireland it seems, is surpassing England in the

concoction of magnificent projects. A ship canal

from Kensingtown-harbor, Dublin, to Galway Bay
is in contemplation : the estimated expense is,

£5,18G,400, and like the intended ship canal from

London to Portsmouth, is announced to the pub-

lic as uuder the patronage of dukes, marquisses,

earls, &c.

JVef^roes.—Blumenbach gives a most interest-

ing account of a little library which he possesses

of works written by Negroes, from which it ap-

pears that there is not a single department of taste

or science in which some Negro has not distin-

guished liimself
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SUGAR BEET.
A vegetable •. hich promises to prove useful both

for field and gar.;en culture has l:itely been inlro

duced into this country, but its properties appear

to be but little known. The plant to which we
allude is couimonly called the Sugar Beet, and

souielimes the Buonaparte licet. This last appel-

lation was given to the root in consequence of its

having been extensively cultivated in France for

thf; purpose of making Sugar, by the direction of

Buonaparte. It is a speiies of the same genus

with tfie coinmiDi: jranlon beet, [betu vulgaris] but

we cannot learn lh:it it is distinguished by botan-

ists, by any speciiic- name. Some writers on ag-

riculture have confounded the Sugar Beet with

the Mangel VVuttzel,— but the planis differ in

many essential qualities. The Sugar Beet grows

to the same size as tlie Mangel Wurtzel, is of

greater specific gravity, or heavier in proportion

to its bulk, and is a much sweeter root. If it con-

tains nourishment in proportion to its saccharine

matter, it will, perhaps, be found a more profitable

root for field cultivation than iho Mangel VVurt

zel. Further e.vperiments, however are wanting,

before the relative value of these roots can be

stated with certainty.

Mr Bartley, Secretary of the Bath Agricultural

Society, England, informed Dr Mease that the

Wliite Beet or Mangel Wurtzel, [probably mean-
ing the Sugar Beet,] is very easily cultivated in a

deep mellow soil. He made some trials of this

root, from whi^'h it resulted that 16 lbs of the root

will pro hue about 1 lb. of concrete sugar, and
that tlie maximum crop of an acre of ground
might produce, at least, two tons weight of sugar,

or forty tons of the root, in drills three feet asun-

der, with pl:ints eighteen inch 's distance in the

rows. He obtained roots weighing upwards of

sixti-en pounds ea^h.

Mr Margraaf. a famous chemist, made some ex-

periments, publi.ihed in 1747, for determining the

quality of su(jar contained in various European

plants, and found the White or Su 'ar Beet pro-

ducer! a much jreater quantity than any of the

other plants. Dr Achard of Berlin, first introduc-

ed this subject into notice, and recommended that

the sugar should be procured by boiling the roots,

slu inn them when cold, pressinsr out. filtering or

straininir and evaporating tlic juice. Fie observed

that crude sugar mieht thusbe produced for about

thrde pence a pound. Dr Achard re( kjns three

varieties of the beet, but preferred that whicli has

the .skin of a reddish colour and the f^csh white.

He forbids all tran.splanting ; and one of the reas-

ons for the proliihition is, that the lower parts or

points of the roots are liable to be thus broken off.

which part, h'' sftys, gives more sugar than the

upner part. The process pursued by Dr Achard
in making suirar from these roots is given in Dr
Rees' Cyclopedia, Art. Beta, and is too long to

copy here.

The refuse of the roots, after the sugar is ex-

tracted, may, it is said, be used as a substitute for

coffee, after a due preparation. And the Domes-
tic Encyclopedia stales that this refuse is more
profitable for feeding cattle than the roots them-
selves. We apprehend that the Sugar Beet may
contain too much saccharine matter to be used for

the purpose of feeding cattle, without being mi.t-

ed with other substances, such as hay, cut straw,

&c. in a greater proportion than what is necessa

ry in feeding with roots which have less sweet-

ness. But with a proper mixture of such substan-

ces, we have no doubt but sugar beets would fur-

nish much more nourishment for cattle, in propor-

tion- to their weight than any other vegetable,

which our soil and climate wnl afford. On this

subject however, we have nothing but conjecture

and analogy on which to found our observations.

We wish.merely to furnish hints, and state proba-

bilities. Experiments, accurately lui'de, and faith-

fully recorded, can alone enable agriculturists to

determine ecisivelythe precise vjue of this root,

as an article of field culture.

According to a " Table of the quantities of nu-

tritive matters afforded by 1000 parts of different

vegetable substances," published by Sir Humph-
rey Davy, (see Agricultural Chemistry, page 131)

the whole quantity of nutritive matter contained

in 1000 parts ot the red beet, amounts to l.)l such

parts—in the white beet to 13ti—in the parsnip

to 99— the carrot to 98—the common turnip to

42, &c. The white beet is one of the varieties of

the sugar beet, and according to the table alluded

to contains more than three times me quantity of

nutritive matter which is contained in the common
or English turnip. The stomachs of cattle, how-
ever, may not, perhaps, produce results exactly

like what might have been expected from chem
leal analysis. Bulk as well as nutritive matter is

requisite in food for cattle, in order to give the

stomach Us due degree of uistention. It is neces-

sary that their bellies should be filled, and nutri-

tious matter, in a very concentrated form, might
not perhaps, so well answer the purposes of na-

ture in tlie growth and fattening of the animals,

as would the same matter if diffused through a

larger bulk of food. For these reasons we should

believe, as before observed, that other substances

should be ini.\ed with tiie beets in feeding cattle.

John Prince, Esq. of Roxbury, Mass. imported

some time since, some of the seed of the sugar

beet, from Paris, and has left some of it for sale

at the office of' the New England Farmer. He
has been very careful to prevent its being adulte-

rated by mixture with other sorts of beet, iiaving

set Itis seed plants at such a distance from the

seed plants of other beets, that the farina of each
could have no effect in changing or deteriorating

the kind.

iMr Prince's experience in cultr. ating both the

Mangel Wurtzel and the Sugar Beet, for a num-
ber of years, has induced him to prefer the latter.

It is not only sweeter and more nutritive than the

Mangel Wurtzel, but may be preserved from de-

cay, rotting or deterioration with more facility.

—

N. E. Farmer, vol. iii. p. ^102

Although we have heretofore published the sub-

stance of
', he above notices, we are induced to re-

print them for llie bcnsifit of recent subscribers,

and to iiiid that further experience and observa-

tions ot' Mr Prince and other cultivators, with re-

gard to this root, have confirmed its reputation
;

and it is now thought by many, to be the best and

most profitable root crop which our soil and cli-

mate afi'ord, to reward agricultural industry.

ECONOMY.
M. Say, a celebrated French writer on political

economy, has the following story: "being in the

country, I had an example of one of those small

losses which a family is exposed to, through neg-

ligence. From tliB want of small value the wicket

of a barn-yard, [looking to the fields] was often

left open ; every one who Aent through drew the

door to, but having no means to fasten it,it remain-

ed flapping ; the poultry escaped, and ivere lost.

One day a fine pig "Ot out and ran into the wood,

and immediately all the world was alter it ; the

gardener—the cook—the dairy maid, all ran to

rec-over the swine. The gardener got sight of

<liim first, and jumping over a ditch to slop him, he

sprained his ancle, and was confined a fortnight

to 'he house. The rook on her return, found all

the linen she had left to dry by the fire, burned
;

and the dairy maid having riin oflf before she tied

up the cows, one of them broke the leg of a colt

in the stable. The gardener's lost time was
worth twenty crowns, valuing his pain at nothing;

the linen burned, and ttie cloth spoiled, were

worth as much more. Here is a loss of forty

crowns, and much piin. trouble, vexation, and in-

convenience, for the want of a latch, which would

i not cost three pence ; ami this loss, through care-

less neglect, falls on a family little able to sup-

port it."

L,UCEkT<iE.

This plant may be sown from the beginning of

Apiil to the end of May, but the best time, if the

weather be dry, IS in May. J'he usual allowance

for sowing is about '20 lbs. to an acre To make
hay it should be mowed as soon as the bloom ap-

pears, or rather sooner: it must not be spread like

common grass, but lie in the swaih like clover,

and turned in the same manner, or the leaves

which are most nutritive will drop off. The hay

is good for all sorts of cattle; and when horses

are fed with it they hhould not have their full al-

lowance of corn ; the Lucerne, in a great measure
answers the purpose of both corn and hiiy. It is

also the most profitable of any sort of fodder to

feed horses with in summer, by mowing and giv-

ing it to them green. If the land is good, the

produce is incrediiile ; and according to the good-

ness and depth of the soil, so will the crops be.

—

One acre, if it takes well, is supposed to keep 3
horses all the year. It purges in spring, and will

make any cattle fat in a few days.— Complete En-
s-iish Farmer.

Employment of Bones as Manure.—The Chev-

alier Masclet has addressed a letter to M. Mat-

I

thieu de Dombasle on this subject, stating how
much he was struck « ith the advantages of ma-

!
nuring with boiies, in a tour he lately made in

Scotland. He found them equally effective on

sandy and clayey soils, and tliat thei; benefit was

;
felt for thirty years. On humid and calcareous

! soils they are of little use ; but on grass lands

I
they are beneficial.

—

(Annal. de VAgric, Franc.

Xov. 1825.;

Bees.—Where the buck-wheat, or, more proper-

ly, beech-wheat. Polygonum figopyrum, is exten-

sively cultivated, there bees collect beautiful wax
:ind bad honey ; where th'- sanfoin abounds, there

the honey is delicious, but the wax is very diffi-

cult to bleach.

—

(Ann d( I'Agric Franc, t. 81.^

American Aloe.— A superb specimen flowered

in September last, (IH'-.'.)) in the garden of E. P.

Bastard, Esq. M. P. at Kitley, upwards of 2000
flowers, arranged on whorls of horizontal branch-

es, so as to resemble an immense candelabra.

—

The plant is 110 years old, and is known to have

been in the Kitley gardens upwards of a century.
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To dtstroy the Wtevil ainnn^ Corn.—Lay fleeces

of wool wliicli have not been scoured,on the grain;

the oily matter attniols the insects among the

wool where they soon die, from what cause is not

exactly known. M. B. C. Pyrandeau related to

the Philomathic Soi iety of Pans, that his father

had made the discovery in 1811, and had practis-

ed it on a large scale since.

—

Bull, des Sciences.

Several pounds of sewing silk, "f an excellent

ijuality, have heen off^roH for sale in Cincinnati,

Ohio. This silk vas rai.'ied in Sandusky, by Mr

William Butlor. The soil and climate of Ohio are

said to be very fivorable for the growth of the

mulberry tree and the silk worm.

The crop of sugar in Louisiana has this year

been very abundant. It is estimated at\60,000

lihds.—some say more. The molasses will of

course be 30,000 hhds

A London paper eives a letter from Madrid,

statincr that the govprninent of the United States

had offered the Spanish ffovernmenf a pecuniary

consideration, for certain privileoes for its mer-

chant ships in the Is'and of Cuba.

JAMES BLOODGOOD &, Co\s.

JVurseri/, at Flushing, on Long Island, near JVew
York.

IN bclialf of tlie Propiiplors of die above Nursery,
the subscribiT solicits the ortlt-rs ol" Horliruliurists

who may be desirioua of stocking Ilieir gardens
and fields with Fruit Trees of tiie Tinest sorts, and

most lit\iUliy and vigorous stocks the present reason.

JSi.ooDfiooo &. ijo. attfiid pt^rsonaHy to the Inoculalins; and
En^rn/tiu£; o/uli their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

with confidence, that the Trees they order will prove g[enuine.

The sul>scriber, Affent of the above Nursery, will receive orders
for anv quantity ot'^

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND

PLANTS
The Trees will be delivered in this C'ily, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.
The reputation ot this Nursery is so extensively known, and

has been so well sustained, that I take leave to refer those in

want of Trees, to any of the Horticulturists in this City and its

vieiiiiiy; and if ocular demonsiralion is desired, I invite those

who wish to be thus satisried, to exaininc tlie Trees in my gar-
tlen at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or f tur

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy

an<l vigorous slate.

Xj^ t^atalogues will be delivered gratis, on application to

ZEP. TOOK, Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress St.

It vi-as feared for some time that the Thames
Tunnel Company would not be able to proceed

for want of funds, but they htive o'ltained a loan

from governinent sufficient for completion, at an

interest of two per cent.

A church has been commenced at Moscow, in

Russia, on a scale of stupendous magnitude— it i.s

said that its height, when completed, will be 770

feet.'

Swindling fialanced.—While Snelson was oh

liis way to England with the money he had pur-

loined from thf? Bank of Virjinia, Collet and Jones

were making a trip to America, with a large

amount cf property fraudulently obtained in Eng-

land. They have been arrested and imprisoned

at New York. Among other effects foimd in their

possession, were three thousand sovereigns.

A reverend sportsman was once boasting of his

infallible skill in finding a hare. " If," said a

quaker who was present, " I were a hare, I would
take my seal in a place where T should he sure of

not being disturbed by thee, from the first of the

1st mo. to the last of the l'2th mo."

—

" Why,
where would you go ?" " Into thy study."

TREES.
N. DAVENPORT oBers for sale at his Nursery.
in Milton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest
Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap-
ples, Pears.Peaches, Prunes,Nectariues.&c. Goose
berry and Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

office of the New Englantl Farmer, or Agricultural
Warehousr'—and will be inserted in the New England Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, it is not so much an
objecl to present the imposing display of a great number of
the names of indifterent fruit as to keep a choice collecliou of
those sorts, whose excellence is well known anil established.

53= Orders are respectfulK solicited, and will receive prompt
aite)ition if left with J. ii. Nkwell, at the Agricultural Estab-
lishment, No 5i North Market-street; or with Frknch .t Da-
VKNPORT, No, 713 VVashinglou-Street—or at die Nursery in

iMilton, Feb. 29,

LOUDON.
FOR sale at the Office of the New England Farmer, one

copy ol "An Encyclopedia of fiardenmg, comprising the Theo-
ry ao<l Practice of Horticullure. Floncultiire. Arnoriculture,
and Landscape Gardening, including all the latest Improve-
ments; a General History of Gardening in all Countries; and
a Statistical View of its Present state, with Suggestions for its

future progress''

Qj= The above work is illustrated with eis:ht hundred etigrav-
iiigs ; handsomely bound in three octavo volumes—price §4.00
per \'ii\.—third edition. The merits of this extraordinary and
invaluable work are loo well known to require comment.

Landreth^s JVurserits—J\/'iar I'hiUidclphia.
From the pnlnmage already extended tli* Establishment, by

the citizens ol Boston and its vicinily, the Proprietors are agaiii
induced to iidvehiso to them their Nurseri.;», as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the actiuirements of useful iS, ornamcnlal vego-
table productions. The loileclion now cullnalcil b^ lliem, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green house Plants— 1 -ulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in
real value b\ any In this country. Ii crobiMes most of the cel-
ebrated kinds ol Europe, with all the esici-med \ arieties which
have originated on this eoiitineni. The n:mosi care has been
observed in making the selection, anil the ^^hole is now offered
as containing none but those most worthy , i cullivaiiou. Per-
.sons not acquainted with the different \aiieiies bv name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely sl'itmg the time
they wish them to ripen, may confidentl} reler the rest to the
proprietors, without a tear of dsappoiiitnieui.

'rhe Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic
Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green-house Plants,
most of which are calculated lor adorning in the winter seasons,
parlours, sitting-rooms, &c. with an assoriiiienl of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are eontinuilly making.

In the portion of ground allotted to GaiHen .Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietoir in :his branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the
subject in the slightest degree. The epuration of those kinds
lial'Ie to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, tfcc. all being under their own personal sup-
ei'itiendence uiKloubtedty conspires in an eminent degree, to

obiinte the errors and im|)Ositions, unavoidable in a .ilepend-

enee on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received bv Parker &l Codnian, No.
31 Congress-St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues ef the whole
may be had gratis. Persons onlering, may be assured of hav-
ing every article well and sal'ely packed aiul forwarded.

Feb. 15. U D. & C. LANDRETH

After the battle of Navarino, lord Cochrane is-

sued a procl^imation, declarintr all Greek vessels

und,=r 100 tons, that were found armed, should be

treated as pirates.

Shrubs in full leaf were seen in Philadelphia last

week ; the willow, lilac, and elder trees appear m
great forwardness. [The same forwardness has

been observed in the vicinity of Boston the pre-

sent week.]

.3 radical cure.—The following it«n was deliv-

ered in a farrier's bill, to a gentlem.Tn in the

neighborhood of Bristol, a few days since :
—"To

curing your bonor'i^ mare till she died— 12.^, 6d."

FARM ^VANTED.
Any person having a large and good fai-m. that is capable,

and does make, not less than one hundred tons of good hay,
with a .suiiahle proportion of tillage and pasture land^ and a
good supply of wood and orcharding, with good buildings, and
a pleasant and healthy situation, ,is to good neighborhood, (and
not exceeding 60 or !iO miles from Boston, would be preferred,)
will please direct a letter, giving a very particular description
thereof, (postage paid) and ihelowesl price and terms of pay-
ment, to A, Z. Care of Mr Russell, publisher of the New Eng-
land Farmer.

The Philadelphia Aurora states, "that .f.5t'i4.000

of the United States appropriation for soldiers'

pensions, have been unclaimed— partly owing to

the death of some of the pensioners, of which no

return has been made to the War or Treasury
DepaTtment.

NE\»^ ZEALAND SPINACH AND SUGAR
BEET, &c.

Just received for sale, at the Seed Establishment, New Eng-
land Farmer ofBee, a small quantity of the New Zealand Spin-
ach, the first ever introduced into New England; a particular
account of this vegetable will be found in the New England
Farmer, page U6 of the current volume, by a member of the
New Vork Horticultural Society. Likewise, English Patience
Dock , for early gi-eens.

Also, 20O lbs, genuine Sugar Beet, raised, wiili much care,
by John Prince, Esq. Roxbury.
A large variety of fresh Garden Seeds, suitable for spring

sowing of Hot Beds, among which are Bush Sweet Marjorum,
Early Camperdown Lettuce, Silesia do. Head do. Royal Cape
do. Tennisball do. Ice Coss do. Green anil White Coss do.—
E-arly York Cabbage, Early Penton do. Early Baltersea do.
Early Sugarloaf do. Early Dutch do. Green Globe Sa\'ov do.
Cape Savoy do.—Early While, Purple, and Cape Brocoli

—

Early and Late Cauliflower—While and Rose coloured Celery
— Curled Cress—Early Frame Cucumber, Green Cluster do.
Long Green and White Turkey do. Long Prickly do. White
Spined do. Short Prickly do.—Green Citron .Melon, Pine Apple
do. Minorca do,—Purple Egg Plant—Superior Short Top Sear
let Radish, Early l- raH;ie do. Cherry do.—Early White Dutch
Turnip, Yellow Malta do.—Spinach, &c.
Seeds of the Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Three Thorned

Acaci.T -Vmericaniliillv, Louisiana Black Walnut. &c.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
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MISCELLANIES.

The following humorous versification of an old storj', is from

•:he Boston Statesman :

—

" She stood in tears, like maiden allforlorn.

Who milk'd (fond wench) the cmo with crvmpkd horn."

Miss Polly Dolly Adeline

Amelia Agnes Low
AVas none of nature's Journeymen's

Unchissel'd work, I trow.

Her forehead was as smooth as glass,

Her mouth was a straight line,

And her eyes stood out as visibly

As letters on a sign.

The " Venus of the Capitol"

Was taller than Miss Low,

But then IVIiss Low's diameter

Made up for it. you know
j

.\nd tho' she was the '* mould of form,

"

And wore unrival'd shoes.

Her waist was not invisible.

And her feet were " made to use."

'T was said Miss Polly Dolly Low
Was waiting to disclaim

The last sweet monosyllable

(Jf her romantic name;
And every Sunday evening

She comb'd her golden hair,

And at the window, pensively,

Sat " sighing to the air."

And Cupid, little rogne, was kind,

That is so often cruel,

And to Miss Polly Dolly's flame

He sent a stick of fuel

—

A tall and handsome man was he.

The reigning village beau.

That m:ide his bow one evening

To Polly Dolly Low.

He took a chair and sidled up,

And said, " 1 guess as how
You think. Miss Polly Adeline,

I 've come to court you now,"

—

" I know'd it," said the overcome

Miss Polly, •' long ago"—
And on his neck she flung herself

—

Affectionate Miss Low

!

And then got up, quite out of breath.

Young Ebcnozer Stout,

.And spoke again—" I guess as ho\\

You did'nt hear me out

—

I thank you kindly for your kiss,

But Iam not your bean—
' T was brother Jaclcy wanted you

'

Miss Polly Dolly Low."

seized it on a sudden, and jumped with it in her

mouth upon the table. Tlie lady was much alarm-

ed lor the fate of her fivor-.te ; but, on turning

round, instantly discerned the csiuse. The door

had been left open, and a strange cat was enter-

ing the room. After turnini; it out, the cat came
down from her place of safety, and dropped the

bird without doing it the smallest injury.

could submit to without mnrumring, to jjltase my
children. A discreet ii, other looks beyond present

gratification. The ^jreatest wish of her heart is

to see her children well settleil in life, and to en-

joy the endearing consnlatioiis of a {jrandmother.

Four of my children are of a marriageable age

—

and yet I see no prospect of realizing my wish.

My sons are .ifraid 'f the expense of keeping

house, and talk of in 'riniony only as an event

Cradles.—A writer in a southern paper con-
1 which mai/ happen vvh.ii they are rich enough to

demns in strong terms, the practice of mothers,]live in fashionable sUle The girls, poor things,

in rocking infants in cradles. He says the infant, ^ would like very well to know how their luck i-= to

instead of being suffered to lie quietly in a com- be in the matrimonial lottery, though there be two
mon bed, or little crib, and sleep when it wants to blanks to a pri/.e ; but I ftar, like the adventurers

sleep—and play with its little arms and legs when in the Jefferson lottery, their number will never

awake, is from the day of its birth accustomed tq
; be drawn from the wlieel. The truth is, they

tho see-saw motion, w hioh is as much at variance
|
have sincere admirers, and merit them ; but mar-

with the dictates of nature ds of common sense, riage iind extravagiince have become synonymous
A habit of being rocked is thus created, which in fashionable life ; and young men dare not pluck

soon becomes ditficuli to be dispensed with. The the rose, lest they shoul;! he wounded by tho

little being is almost smothered in this confined thorn. So, as tiiinirs are now going on, many an

machine, and it often becomes feeble and puny, honest creditor must suffer — many a fond mother

thoMgh born plump and healthy. Its little brains must despair of seeing her second and third gene-

are kept in a continued vertigo ; ami if they do raiion rise up to bless her : and the philanthropist

not become completely addled, it is owing to the n^nst continue to deplore the victims to celibacy,

mercy of Providence, and not to the care of its to disease, and to ruin, which ostentatious pride is

nurse. Hence, it has been observed, that infants daily immolating upon the altiir of fashion,

who have undergone habitual rocking, have not One word of admonition, to those whom honest

that sweet, smiling, and iutelliijent look, which industry, or fortuitous circumstances have thrown

distinguish those who have never been subject to upon the surface. Vour situation is doubly re-

it. They have a sort of wild glaring stare— there sponsible—you are the arbiters of fashion within

is no "speculation in their eyes"—and they are the sphere in which yon move—few are able

much later in developing their mental powers, if wholly to resist her witcheries. Ponder, then, on

they ever enjoy the full exercise of them. I the influence of your example upon society ; and

do not forget, that the highest mental pleasures

flow from a consciousness of having been instru-

mental in advancini; the rational happiness of

From the ,\lbany Argus.

The extravagance to which modern soires, or

evening pa ties have arrived, has become a matter
,. 1 . » ... J . , those around us. 1 .send you these, my complaints

o( serious alarm to parents, creditors, and to the , , ,, n ,
i i j -.i

e I ,• 1 1 u-. T J i, 1
anc admonitions, Mr. Editor, in the hope, and with

friends oi moral habits. I have been accustomed
, , c .i j-ne of the guardiansc ,-c J J 'be request, that as you

f life, and am de-
l „ , , ,. , i, . a
of the public weal, you will interpose your intlu-

A MOTHER.

[E?A.Vl.^1UNITIO^—Sportsmen ami Couuliy Traders will

Feb. 15. tf

./i curious mouse-trap.— \ gentleman in Ports-
mouth having purchased some oyslers in the shell, on Wednes
day evening, the 13th inst. deposited thetn in the pantry until Ihe

ne.xt day, when as his servant was taking them out to be open-
ed, one of them exhibited the novel sptctacle of two mice sus

pendecl from its mouth, having their heads fast gripped within

the shell, (t would seem that the oyster, being somewhat dis-

tressed by the warmth of the weather, had opened his jaws to

inhale a htlle fresh air, when the witless mice, tempted by (he

alluring bait within the lesiaceous portal, thrust in their heads
andwcre caught fast by the sudden collapsing of the sliells, thus
subjecting the intru.sive vermin to a new sort of Ostracism.
Our northern friends, who are always bragging of their mam-
moth vegetables and other niriosities. are challenged to show
any thing equal to the e.\ploit of this heroic oyster of the true
Virginia breed. The oysier, with the two mice appended to it,

just as they were caught, is leil at this office (or llie inspection
of the curious.

—

Nor. Her.

to move in the higher circle:

sirous that my chililren should enjoy the advan-
, , .,,,, . j

,. I-. . u . c .1 . lence to check an evil whu h threatens to depopu-
tages of polite society; but if the present rage I

,

, , . , l j

c
'

. , . u 1 .1 • late and bankrupt society; and by so doing-, you
for extravagance continues. I must abandon this .,, . , • , =
, u I I c I I

will confer an everlasting benefit upon
ho|ie, or as wives have done before me, make a

| a
wreck of my husband's fortune.

I am the mother of three daughters, and two __

sons, who feel that tliey have arrived at years of ""d a consiani supply ol' Powder—Shot— I'alls—Percussini

,. ,• u . T I • .u » .L Caps, &r. of the best qualitv, and at the lowest prices, at ih(

discretion; but I q_m concerned to say, that they Djlp^tJ'owde,- Store, tio.65 V.road si. E. COPELAND, Jr

have becoine so infected with the prevailing mania
that 1 at times absolutely doubt v\hether they are

sound in their minds. My house has been turned

upside down, and my husband's purse squandered

to conform to fashion. The furniture a hich 1 re

ceived as a paternal dowry, has all either been
sent to auction, or thrust into dnrk corners, ns

unfit for the present day. Partitions h'lve been

broken down, and all my domestic economy de

ranged to accommodate lart^e parties, tlial my
children might boast of indulging in greater ex-

travagance of folly than our neighbors. And tben

the expense of new dresses— of co-ifectionary—
ines and hqueurs—of waiters and music—and a

.Account Bunks, &fc.

Just manufactured a cnnipleie assortment of Account Book>

made of the best malei'i.ds and in the most approved modern
stvle adapted to every ca|)acily of business. Hchnol Books, Bi-

bles, Si'i:.; Paper of all kiudsj'the greatest variety of SlatioiiLi

ni. <^T. to be found in ihe citv, mav be had at unuSual hi\>

prices, at No. 96 & 98 State sifcel, livo doors easi ol Mercham-
Row.bv JOHN MARSH

J. M.'is agent for P. I'ynies' Quill and Water Manufactory

New York. Also form VV. Gordak's celebrated Medicine, and

will supply all orders for the ir an cles at their prices.

BO) *:s.
of.heNewEil

Singular interposition—A lady had a tame bird

which she was in tho habit of letting out of its

cage every day. One morning as it was picking
crumbs of bread off the carpet, her cat, who al-

ways before sliowcd great kindness for the bird,

For sale at the o(Vn-e of he New England Farmer, a variety

of slHiidard works on agr.rullun . hoi linillure. gardening, breed-

ing of catll.-. ^Vc inii.Mi-«hi<iian- D.iiiie'.s New England Far-

mer—FarniHr's .Asssumi—.<;iichir's Code of .Agriculture—Lou-
dmi's F.iicycloi)! d,.. of >gi "uiimv— ^l.mo.ls of die Pcnnsylva-

., 1 .i' . » I.. L ,
nia .\griciillur,il Sonelv— Him- m Aimricau Husbamlmeii

—

thousand other etceteras. It is enough to make a Lawrence's New Farme. '- i . iiii.lji—Tharher's Orchardisl—
person absolutely distracted to think of it I shall Coxeon Fru i Trees—ItayHaid on H. it rullurr—Fiuit Grow-

say nothing of the loss of health, which the in,
er's Insiri,cier-Sp,erh'y o„ ,h, \-,,r_.l\rj>lnhon's Gardener-

•'
. Cobhetl s American Gardiner - i.l In ii s ( oiiage I.ronomy

—

pure ail of crowded rooms, the damp and cold Cobbeti's Ride in Fraurr—[b.^g mi ihe Culture of Flower*—

midnight exposure, and the indigestible ».ompound Kirwau on Maiiuics— lar.i o., Sh.ep-Marshall on Gardening

e ,, . \ .
'

I .1 . .L , —Nicoll's Villa Ganlfner— I liorburn's do.— Iloldich s Lssayon
Of the entertainment, bring in their train, though

: Weeds—Agricultural P.eadci-.-lonner on Bees—Pakewell on

our physician's bill would very soon satisfy you I
Wool—Gray's liriiish PLinis-Nutlall's Botany—Torrey's Bot-

thal we have felt much of it. But this is not the S1L'''~
'"''^ ^

the evil.

nd Sportsman's Magazine, &c.

worst of I consider the sacrifice of: [O
lyal

homage whicli folly pays to fashion. All this I FiyhjCe'rits"

household economy, property, and health, as the P"-^"'!.''' '" .l'^*' • , . ,_
, ., ,.

, ...,:_, pi, . r ,• • I, .1- , i
days font the time of subscribing, arc cnutled I

v.\t\y Friday, at Three Dollars per annum,
1 o( ihe \ear J

but those who pay wilhin si.\l,>'

deduction i'
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AGRICULTURE.
rOR THK NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

BOTS liV HORSES.
Mr Fessenden—Having lost a very servicea-

ble horse, within a few dnys. by the bots, a few

•worrfs of caution may prevent the like disappoint

nient and loss to others. For a full and most in

teresting account of this deadly and hateful in-

sect, I would refer to a communication of Dr

Green, of Mansfield, in the 4 1th number of the 4th

volume (if the New England Farmer; the number
for May 'M. lti2G.

From that article it appears that the insects do

not arrive at sutScient maturity to be greatly

troublesome to horse.-! till nearly this season of

the yeiir ; and comirionly prove fatal, if at all, in

this and the months of Match and April If, there-

fore, a horse is ill, from any unknown cause, in

the latter part of the winter, or the spring; months,

bots may weil be suspected, thoujjh none of the

common symptoms, described by Dr Green, should

appear. This was remarkab y the case with my
horse. Jle had laboured in the cart with his usual

great power and willingness, constantly, till with-

in two days, and given no indication, whatever, of

disease, till within a few hours of hi.-f death. He
was seen by several men of judgment and experi

«nce, who agreed that whatever the di.iorderl

might be, it was not caused by bots. And ye'.,

on examination his lungs were found much inflam-

ed, and from one half to two-thirds of the villous

or inner coat of the stomach was entirely eaten

away. It is therefore truly astonishing, that this

patient animal had discovered no noticeable loss

of flesh, strength or appetite.

From this case it is made certain that there can

be no hope of relief but in sonio speedy applica-

tion. And from the experiments of Dr Green,

and similar ones, which I tried upon the insects, I

am certain, that nothing which can be given with

any safety, will destroy them. So that it is only

adding much to the tortures of the poor animals,

to administer any pungent, caustic, or astringent

remedies, as is often done. The insects adliere

so firmly to the horse's stomach, that they cannot

be disengaged without considerable violence even

after the death of the animal. They must there-

fore, be enticed to relinquish their hold, by sotne-

thing for which tliey have a greater fondness, and
' then be discharged by the immediate applicntion

«f any powerful and active cathartic medicine,

that may be at hand, before they regain their fast

hold. From experiments made upon them in the

stomich of the horse after death, I doubt not that

from one to two quarts of milk and molasses giver

blood warm, would be as efficacious as any thing

to disengage them. I have also discovered that

they have a strong appetite for blood, and where

it could be conveniently had, I presume the same
quantity of blood, warm from any slaughtered ani-

mal would be as likely to effect the object.

But it is further to be remarked, that if wo suc-

ceed in discharging the bots, still the horse m^y
die from inflamed lungs, or spasms occasioned by

the irritated condition of the stomach. And if we
do not succeed in discharging them, the horse

may live if we can allay the inflammation and ir-

ritation.

It is therefore to be inferred from the commu-
nication ; bove named, that the first application of

all, should be opium to reduce the spasms, ind " a

free use of mild oils," to " lubricate the fibres of

the stomach". To allay inflammution of the lungs,

which may be known by coughing and difficult

breathing of the horse, bleed freely " with a

phlen.e in the jugular veins."

A vigorous horse has a great quantity of blood.

If the inflammation is violent, y or 4 quarts may

for moderately heavy draught. Two things arc

indispensable. She must be perfectly sound in

her feet ; or unsound distinctly from accident,

very improper treatment, or external disease,

and she must have a wide chest. She may, com-

paratively, be spavined ; ring bone. I ; or even

blind : but 1 am so convinced of a predisposition

to the disease which is the common cause of foot

lameness being frequently hereditary, that, if the

cause of it were not evidently as above-mentioned,

I would not take as a gift the finest colt bred from

a mare sufl^ring from foot-lameness. What sort

safely be taken, and in a day or two, if necessary, of foot is the most likily to remain uninjured by

an equal quantity may be again taken. If the an- the severe concussion to which it is here necessa-

imal lives, and the spasms and inflammation seem rily expo.<<ed, it is difKcnlt to say : but a flat, vul-

abated, you may then attack the insects more at
|
gar looking one is decidedly my own preference,

your leisure.

."Vs any horse is liable to be affected by bots, I

have no doubt that a little tobacco cut fine, or

blacksmith's cinders reduced to powder and sifted

and mi.\ed with a horse's provender occasionally,

or a little dry ashes given in his water or grain,

in the fall c( the year, or early in the winter,

when the insects are in their young and tender

state, would serve to annoy, and probably destroy

many of them.

After all, prevention is the best remedy. And
this mny certainly be made effectual, by carefully

examining your horses every two or three weeks,
f:om the beginning of July to the last of Septem-
ber,, and with a sharp knife scruping off the eggs,

of the insects, which may be fouml deposited more
or less, on most horses, especially those kept at

grass or in open airy stables. They are found
mostly about the fore legs and flanks, or under the

throat of the horse. Respectfullv,

South Boston, Feb. 27, 182B. L.'CAPEN.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HORSES.
Sir— Tn ray last communication, from " The pe-

culiar" to "Country of Virginia," should be an

integral paragraph ; read "question of foot lame-
ness" for " tho management ;" for " brought from

the Desert," read " bought ;" for the Suffolk Sor
rel's " country," read " County •," at the com
mencement of that paragraph there should be no
but ;" and for " gentlemen's" hunter read " gen

tleman's." I will now give you a few observations

upon breeding a horse in Massachusetts, and will

endeavor to express myself in the distinctest man
ner possible.

Where hay and pasture are so dear, a farmer
can afford to breed from nothing but the right

inare : or the horse v;ill eat, three times in four,

more money than he will ever be worth, before

he sheds a tooth. In England, a mare is covered,

with a design that she shall produce a particular

horse : and it is not common for any horse but

the thorough bred one to be used for any purpose
but that for which he is bred. He, if not gifted

with superior speed, is hunted ; ridden on thi

road ; or galloped till his strength is consumed, in

a stage coach. Breeding from many of our mares
is a certain loss. The right one is a thick little

mare, fourteen hands three inches high, with a.'

much speed as is compatible with an adaptation

It generally possesses less sensibility and suscep-

lihilitv of inflamm;ition, and the horn is weaker

and less able to contrRCt than that of a foot of a.

more beautiful original formation. There are

manv reasons why she should have a wide chest.

Tf she has not, she will neither have a good belly

for the voun? horse to grow in, constitution to

nourish him before his foaling, nor milk enough

for him after he is foaled : and she will be in

danger of transmitting to him a figure, which he

is more nnt to take from his dam than his sire,

and which it is very important in this climate he

should not have. Many narrow-chested horses

make It up in depth, and possess extraordinary

ttowers ill every way : but they are generally

light in the flank, and high on the leg ; hectick

in their constitutions, and variable in their spirits:

very snnerior walkers and trotters ; but they will

hear neither east winds nor d.iily labour. The
mnre's colour is of little consequence : excepting

that if should bo recollected that chesnuts, or as

we call them, sorrels, particularly light ones, virho

have always a good deal of white, are far more

liable than other horses to the sympathetick dis-

paspB of the lungs and skin The number of

broken-winded chesnuts in Massachuretts is four

times that of any o'her one colour. As I am ac-

onninted with but three horses in Massachusetts

fit to breed from, there is not much to be said

about the sire. A very celebrated English horse

is expected here in the spring ; and I believe in

Vermont there are two covering of unexceptiona-

h)p pe'lifrrees. Cock of the Rock is a good little

hay horse : got by Eclipse's sire. Duroc : dara,

own sister (called here full sister^ to Eclipse's

dnm, bv Messpnorpr ; grandam. bred by Lord

GroHVpnnr. hv PotRo's out of a Gimcrack mare.

—

Trouble iq nlso bv Duroc ; dam by Hickory out of

Fclippp's d»m. A horse, here is .said to be got

nut of. for by, another horse ; a most ridiculous

rOTTuption

The ppxt thinfr is to have the mare's gestation

nrocppd nndpr favorable circumstances, and t*

have her foal at the right time of the year Oa

this there is little to be said : a mare is perfectly

fit for ordinary labor during most of her gestation,

snd is all the better for it ; and the proper time

for foaling, in this climate, is the first of June.

—

Even ir England, where the forwardness of a

thorough bred horse is a matter of extreme pecu-

niary importance : he being often matched, to run

at two, before he ia foaled, and all foaled in the
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Same year carry the same weights ; their most

distinguishc<i bri'edt rs, wlio have examineJ and ,

scrutini/.eJ the subject, are of opinion that a Jan-

uary colt will not be niiicli forwarder than a June
}

one : that tlie first will lose more by the exposure
1

soon after his foalinir, than hn will have gained by

having' had more time to grow.

The third, and by far th'- most important thing

of all, is the horse's treatment from the time he is

foaled till he i> full ifrown. One of tne most cele-

brated sportsmen of modern times has declared

his opinion, th it it is in th power of art to make
a superior bone of any colt that nature has not de

formed, and whoever is aware of the effects of liif

ferent methods of rearing fhildren will not be dis-

inclined to agree with liiui. The grand encmit's

of young aninnls are moisture anri bad food : and

the younifer, the more scrupulously should they

be preserved from both. A iiorse should bo fed

better, and kept warm and dry more the first year

of his lite, than any other : and ii is an advantage

he will never lose. Many of our farmers have an

idea that though insufficient nourishment will

check the growth, the horse will siill be a good
one, though of small si'e ; in Enffland they assert

that his heijlit will be the same, but that he mil
be weak and leggy. I have the opinion of one of

the oldest Merino sheep breeders, that it is indis

pensable that tiie lambs should be kept warm and
thriving, or they will not pay A long coat is

both the cause and effect of not thrivini;. If any
one will examine long-C'>ated and short-coated

horses exposed to the same rain, he will fiud one
saturated with water under the belly, chest and
throat ; and not dry for some hours after it is

done : that the water runs in streaks from the

back of the other, that his belly, chest and throat

are dry ; and that ho dries all over as soon as the

rain is done. The different effect upon the insen-

sible perspiration and the lungs are evident enough;
and, if a celt wears a long coat, he should not be

e.xposed to continued wet weather.

The thoroui>h bred horse is always allowed, in

England, a full allowance of corn at all periods of

his life, if well. All danger of his being injured

by over feedirnr is prevented by the attentive and
experienced liands in which he is placed. He is

carefully groomed at the earliest age : the advan-

taire of this and clothing, no one is ever convinc-

ed of by any thing but experience, thouirh he
knows the benefit he himself derives from flannel

and flesh bru.shes. Nothing of this, however, is

necessary here, excepting that the horse should

have a little corn, oats in preference to any other
kind of corn, the first year. He must not. howev
er, more than any other horse, ho fed hi<rh on any
kind of cold, or he is in danger of some local in-

tlammation. He may have that of the lungs and
die ; or get Wfll with his wind touched or his feet

spoiled for life. The thickness of wind arising
from thickening of the wind-pipe, i.s attnbuteil in

England to imoroper treatment of the distemper.
iMan has various tRmpernments : the horse none
but the sanguineous. All his diseases, that do not
arise from contagion, assume an inflammatorv
form. If he has been allowed to sufi"er from se-
vere colds, when young, he will be preternaturally
liable to them through life. This can be explain-
ed on anatomical principles: it is an analogons
fact, that the native of a warm climnto has his

health less aflx?cted by the first northern winter
be is pxposed to, than by any other ; and that in

'Napoleon's Russian Campaign, the Italians anil

Spaniards sufl'ered le-^s t. an the Germans and the

Poles.

The colt requires nothing but grass and hay

after the first year. He should be perfectly brok-

en in the winter before he is three years old ; but

must not be taken upon a'frozen road. He is less

in danger of hein^ injured by being brought into

work at that age, from the gentleness with which

he will probably be used, than he often is from

beinsf presumed after five, to be fit for common la-

bour without time's beinif siven him to be accus

tomed gradually to it. A horse taken from grass

or the cow-yard should eat no kind of corn till he

has been a lodff whilf in work. He will puff in

the hoiiffhs and heat in the feet, after walking five

miles on the roa<l ; anil if the fever attending his

first attempt.s at bibour particularly i' lie is very

young, is inrrensed by full feed at thi nne, it will

throw itself into his feet alreidy heated by the

unusual concussion, and do him permanent i' jury.

He is especially in dansjer of this, if first used on

the fro?en roads of the lieginning of the winter,

when thev are perfectly nnelastick, and he is ex

cited hv the state of the atniosphere.

Spavins and ringbones are sometimes thrown

out bv a colt : and their nature -s not understood

by our farmers generally. At the lower part of,

the front of the |-oir. h there are a number of

joints, occupvin-' tosrether but a small space, and

possessing hut little motion. Upon any considera-

ble inflummnti'in. thev are liable to secrete bony

matter, which fills up their interstices; and gener-

ally projects in front or on the inside of the hough,

and is evident to the eye. It appears suddenly,

and soon hardens. As the separate bones then

form om^ solid mass, it is obviously incurable. It

is vTV common in oxen ; butchers being frequent-

ly ohli re ' tn cut throuL'h with an axe, what was

once a number of honp= joined together. When
it is soft it is absorbed by a blister. It may arise

from the inflamtnatton occasioned by a violent blow

upon some p:irt of the ler ; and I have a colt

spavined in both leirs from a severe kicking. It is

ant to keep a horse out of conditiim from its pain ;

but many of our first rate work horses are spavin-

ed. When T sr)eak of spavin, I, of course, mean

bonesnavin ; bon- and blood-spavins, as well as

thornu'rh-pins being nothiu' but wind-galls of

the houjh. A rin'.'bone is of the same nature as

a spavin ; and (renerally proceeds from inflamma-

tion of the nasternjoint. It has been ascribed, in

some instnnces. to stimpinsr off the flies ; and I

have hid one arise npparentlv from that cause

So simnle a reason, however it would be difficult

to make a farmer believe. It is not an invariable

cauoe of lameness I ike a spavin it-is incurable

evceptincp in particular slates : lio„ exactly cor

respondintr, however. Purlis are common in tlior-

otigrh bred coUs : but are, comparatively of trifling

consequence and always to be cured.

I

Any one, that does not acknowledge the as-

sistance which nature may receive from art in a

I young animal, must have shut his eyes upon the

lyecjetahle world. Kvaty domestick animal was in-

tended to reap the advantages of civilization in his

food and shelter as much as man ; nor can he be

in his highest perfection without them. For (he

very fullest development of a horse's powers, ho

must be kept continually in a high temperature.

It is very well to laugh at the extent to which

this appears to be carried ; but the fact is not to

I
be disputed.

I'Hii VIAJL.

Exlracts from die Vine Dresser's Theoretical and Practical

Manual. By Thiehaut de Beriieaud, Perpetual Secretary of
the Liniisan Society of Paris, &c. &c. Translated from the

French.

The vine belongs to the natural order, Sarmen-
tusw, a family of plants with stem-like branches.

The class is pent;indria nionogynia ; leaves alter-

nate, palmated, five lobed, more or less distinctly

incised or dentated
;
green or blueisli, with flow-

ers or clusters, opposite to the leaves, supported

by a common peduncle, which turns to a tendril if

the blossom fails. The flowers are small, green-
ish—the calyx very small, whole, and five tooth-

ed—the corolla is formed of five deciduous petals,

sometimes is united together at their summits like

a crown, and shed without being ilisunited. The
stamens are five in number, opposite to the petals;

their filaments subulate, ami supporting simple
anthers. No style stii/mata sessile [close set] in

a five-chambered ovary. Tuis ovary becoo'es a
round or oval berry, juicy, unilocular when ripe

—

with five stony seeds— two, three, or four of which
are abortive. The fruit is only borne on the

shoots of the year, and generally at the fifth, sixth

and seventh joint ; so that if the seventh joint has

made its appearance without si^'n of fruit, none
need bo expected from that shoot.

The species, or varieties of the vine, are very

numerous. Their names must long remain ob-

scure and empirical, in a measure ; for the labor

of arranging them in some regular nomenclature
is greater than can be imasined ; it ca,i only be
accomplished by the concurrence of agricultural

societies. It has been attempted, for the vineyard
of Arbois [Jura], by Duniont, corresponding mem-
ber of the Linnsan Society of Paris; and in Spain,

for the vines of Andalusia, by a distinguished and
learned naturalist, Dn. Simon Roxas Clamante
their works only convince us how long we must
be condemned to wait for the completion of this

interesting portion of ihe history of the vine. The
same names are attached frequently to the distinct

varieties ; and often, the one variety is so altered

or deteriorated by different modes of cultivation,

soil, and exposures, that it cannot be known b •

the name. To obtain a clear summary of these va-

rieties, some certain rules or designations should
be chosen, and the value of the characteristics

taken to calculate upon, should be fixed and es-

tablished. The roots are partly penetrating, part-

ly running, and thickly fringed with capillary

threads. The stem is cylindrical, thin in propor-

tion to its length, and requires support. When
young, the stem is more or less strongly divided,

and marked by joints or bends. A single plant of
the vine is sometimes termed a slip, sometimes a
stock; the latter name is more particularly given
to that part of the vine which answers to the trunk
in trees ; in the wild state, there is no certain
length or thickness, both seeming to depend on
.iccident ; hut they are regulated by the vinedres-

ser, according to his mode of cultivation. The
ilock when young, is covered with a green or

tawny bark, which becomes brown with ace ; it

is uneven in thickness, and irregular in adherence
'.o the wood ; most frequently seamed and split

iengthwise, and looseneil from the wood in long
narrow layers or overlapping parcels, which are

in the end entirely started and swept away by the

wind and rain. In cold countries, the bark is more
even. From the stock or trunk, s))ring the shoots

or branches, stem-like—sometimes forked smooth
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of a reddisli grey in the woody fibre, and green

in the herbaceous portion— their number very

various, and the length indeterminate, only, that

those growing upward, are shorter than the later

al shoots which run horizontally; and these again

are shorter than the lowermost, which trail on the

ground. The thickness is generally proportion-^

ate to that of the stock or trunk. In the shoots of

the season, or yearling branches, the pith fills the

whole ring of the woody part : the next year the

wood is thicker and the pith le.^s ; the third year,

lliere is only a trace of pillj. and in the fourth

year, the wood is solid. The short twigs spring-

ing from the principal branches, are termed stc-

ontlaries, or second shoots; if the sap be poor and

scanty, there will be, on the shoots, many buds or

beads, which, perhaps, do not unfold at all ; but if

the juices of the plants are plentiful and virorous,

the sap swells and drives nil these'buds into sfc-

ond shouts of considerable length, which bear fruit

as well as the shoots proper. Young vines, and

those that have been topped by any accident, are

liable to bear a great many of these second-shoots.

On the shoot we find ihe leaves, the fruit, in bun

ches opposite tlie leaves, and the tendnl.i by which

it clings to other onjfcts to support itself. Some-

times the shoot terminates in a small bunch, the

berries of which art- small, crowded, and jjeneral-

ly round. The leaves are mostly largest nearest

the stock, and diminish in size towards tlie e.\-
i

tremity of the shoot. The more the leaves are
j

sharply lobed, the less ihey preserve the orbicular

figure. The ribs are very large and distinct, and
j

sometimes have the same tawny or reddish tinge

as the leaf-stalk. The tendrils, or cirrhi, me a:

filamentous growth, an elongation of vessels of
j

the shoot. They are rarely stationed at random,

but generally opposite to the leaf; are branded
|

or forked, according to the strength of the spe-
[

cies, the nature of the stock, or the vegetative !

powers of the shoot. They may be converted into

fruit stalks by the following simple appearance :
;

When branched or forked, the smallest or weakest

prong must be nippeil off closely and neatly; three

or four days after, on the pnmg that is left, small

buds will make their appearance, which increase

and produce well formed bunches, and mature

into e.xcellent grapes. This experiment was made

for the first time, in 1617, by M. Ristelhuber, of

Strasburg ; and has been repeated by a great

number of gardeners and vinedressers, and always

with perfect success. The beny is round or oval,

varies in size and hue, beinj lighter or dnrker, of

a blackish purple, foxy or creen, white or gnlden

yellow. The color is principally confined to the

skin, which is thin, leathery, or coriaceous ; the

pulp and the juice are very colourless, even in

black grapes. The delicate bloom which coats

the berry when ripe, i- a symptom of maturity

worthy of notice, according to Garidel and Este-

van Boutelon. Each berry is attached to a fruit

stem or foot-stalk, which springs from the main

peduncle or stem of the bunch ; the assembUge
of main or minor stems and berries, constitutes

the bunch. The aroma of the vine when in flnwer

is highly prized in the East, and thought to pos-

sess incredible virtues. Tt has a very volatile and

penetrating fr;i -mn •(.,

Sheep in Great hnlain — (Ahridged from Lon-

don's Encyclopedia.) The lon^ wooled British

sheep are the Teeswater, old and new Leicester,

Devonshire Nots, E.vmoor, and Heath breeds.

The short wooled are the Dorsetshire, Hereford or

Ryeland, South Down, Norfolk, Cheviot, Shetland

and Mcrinoes.

The old Leicester or Lincolnshire breed have

no horns. The carcase is long and thin, and the

wethers weigh from 20 to 30 pounds per quarter.

The wool is from 10 to |h inches long, and weighs
j

from 8 lo 14 pounds per lieece. The Teeswater I

are similar to the Lincolnshire, but the wool is i

shorter. Some of them have been fed so as to

weigh 55 pounds per qu-irter. The Dishley or new '

Leicester breed have round, barrel shaped bodies,

and no horns. They are peculiar for being fat.
|

Thi'y yield from 6 to b pounds of wool, and weigh

from 18 lo 2G pounds per quarter. The Devon-

shire Nots have narrow backs and coarse wool.

—

The Exmoor sheep are small and flat sided. The
Heath sheep .ire a race which ranges over the

mountainous districts of Britain. They have large

horns, black faces and legs, and coarse shagged
wool.

The Dorsetshire sheep are mostly horned, stand

high upon small legs, and are Ions and thin in the i

carcase. The fleece weighs 3 or 1 lbs. Some have
|

no wool upon their bellies. M:iny of the native
|

sheep of New Fii:;liind reseinble the Dorsetshire

breed. The Herefonlshire sheep are without

hums and bear fine stiort wool, weighing about 2

pounds a fleece The mutton is excellent, and

weighs from 10 o IS pounds per quarter. The
South Downs have dark faces and egs and no

horns. The fli •< e is fine and weighs from 'i 1-'<J

to .3 pounds. The mutton is good, and weighs

about 18 poum's per quarter. The Norfolk sheep

have large horns and black faces and legs. The
wool is fine ibout 2 pounds per fleece. The
Cheviots have long bodies, ami no horns. The
Hebridean sheep is the smallest animal of its

kind, weighing when fat only five pounds per

quHfter. The Shetland sheep have hair and wool

mixed together.

The Spanish or Merino breed bear the finest

\\ool of the sheep species. They are not very nu-

merous in EuTiand. The fli'ece is from 3 to 5
pounds. M Loudon says the harder the fleece

is. and the i ore it resists the external pressure of

the hand, the more close and fine will be the wool.

Here and there a fine pile may be found in an

open fleece but this seldon. occurs Hamp. Gaz.

to a branch. The hooting and sire.'auing of many
varieties of owls are heard all over the Mississippi

Valley. Ti.ey imitnte the cry of human distress

and laughter and souiptimes the shrieks of a babe.

Mr. Flint says he has heard forty at a time on the

lower courses of the Mississippi. Tlie swan is

vvell known for its statelinesg and brillinnt white.

Sank-bill cruiies are "eon in countless numbers
;

sometimes acres are covered with them; they

seem at a distance lilie immonfe droves of sheep.

Pelicans sometimes pass over the villages in flocks

reaching a mile at lent'th. Below their bill they

have a pouch which will contain, it is said, two
quarts. They are very noisy ;ind prevent the

boatmen from sleeping. The wihl turkey breeds

with the domestic one, and the former entices the

latter into the woorls. Tiie New Engh nd quail is

called a partridge in the west, and the partridge

is called pheiisant. Prairie hens are seen in

great flocks in the prniries of Missouri and Illinois.

They are' larger than the domestic hen; they

sometimes prey upon the farmer's corn-fields.

—

These birds are easily tamed.

—

Ibid.

Birds of the Mississippi Valley — Mr. Flint, in

the last number of his Western Review, has an

article upon the birds of the West. He observes

that he has noticed no birds in the Atlantic coun-

try, which he has not seen in the western states.

Some kinds that are always chattering in New
England, are seldom heard to sinj; in the Missis

sippi Valley. The robin re<l -breasts of the west

never sing the sweet notes of their song in New
England. Thousands of robins winter in Louis-

iana, and perch by night in the thick cane brakes,

where they are killed by hundreds with a stick.

The blue bird is seen every pleasant day in the

winter on the Onio and Mississippi. The mock-

ing bird, which imitates the note of all other birds

is hear. I at all seasons of the year. It delisrhts to

sit on the top of chimnies, darting high in the air

above, and then descendinir. all the while singing

in the gayest manner Parroquets are seen as far

north as 40 i^cg- N. Lat. They fly in large flocks

and prey on .the apples and other fruits of the

farmer. Their colour is a brilliant green. They
are said to perch by hanging by their hooked bill

WATER ROTTING FL,AX.
It will be our object to show that flax water-

rotted is superior lo that which is dew-rotted

—

1st. It is more durable. To ascertain this Mr
Goodsell placed on the ground a quantity of Flax

that had been sufiiciently water-rotted for dress-

ing, by the side of an equal quantity of unrolled

flax, and turned them once in three days, until the

new fla.x was sufficiently rolled for dressing also
;

and, upon examination, he found that that which

had been previously water-rotted had lost none of

its strength : both parcels were suffered to re-

main on the ground, until the dew-rotted became

worthless, while the water-rolled was found to be

still strong and good. The same gentleman states

that he repeated the experiment with dressed flax,

and with tne plant, and found the result the same.

2d. It will yield a greater quantity of fibre from a

given quantity of the plant. The same gentleman

states that dew rotted flax averaged from 12 to

16 pounds of fibre only, while the water rotted

gave from 16 to 25 pounds.

In Ireland, Holland, and France, flax is invaria-

bly water-rotted ; and it is staled by the manu-

facturers of canvass that 100 pounds of Dutch

flax will yield 72 pounds of clean flax, Irish 65

pounds, while the like quantity of American dew-

rotted will yield only 40'pound3. No reason can

be discerned why the American flax should yield

so much less than the Dutch, unless it be in the

process of rotting, dressing, and preparing it for

market. It is worth more : while the American

dew rotted flax brings in market but 9 cents per

pound, and in that proportion.

To water rot flax, let it be totally immersed in

water, and the surface covered with boards, straw,

or any thing else, to exclude the rays of the sun.

In summer, when the weather and water were

both warm, it has been known to rot in seven

days ; in colder weather a long time will be re-

quired. When taken from tne water, it must be

spread to dry-

—

Hamp. Sen1ir)el.

Governor Lincoln has appointed Thursday, the

third day of April next, to be observed as a day of

fasting and prayer in Massachusetts.

Governor Lincoln has been elected a Trustee

of .'Amherst College, to supply the vacancy oc-

casioned by tl e death of Judge Howe.
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[Extracts from Loudon's Gardener's Magazine for Jan. 18-G.]

On the various uses of rhubarb stalks, by James

Luckcock, of Edgbaston, near Birmingham.

Mr. Luckcock refers lo the Monthly Magazine

for Sept. 1817, Aug;. 1818, and Nov. 1819, for what

he has said on the culture of rhubarb ; he com-

plains that the plant is now treated of in the third

edition of Nicol's Kalendar ;— but in Mr. Nicol's

time, tlie plant was little attended to. He states

that he has three sorts of which he knows the

name of only one, called the Turkey rhubirb,

rheum palmatum. The produce of this, according

to his account, is much less than that of the other

two sorts, which, from sketches he has sent us,

are obviously some of the hybrid entire leaved va-

rieties. Offering Mr. Luckcock our best thanks

for his conimunicaiou, we give the following ex-

tract from it, as the most likely to interest our

readers :—Since the publication of the documents

in the Monthly Magazine, the increase of produce

and demand in this tieighborhood has been twenty

fold, perhaps fifty ; anil I feel a proud gratifica-

tion, when I am sometimes told that this increase

hss probably been chiefly owing to my statements.

*rhis has induced me to continue my observations,

and to endeavor to point the public attention In its

various merits. I need not appeal to the exper-

ience of others for its delicious flavor, but I can,

from long attention, pronounce it to be equal to

the choicest of our fruits in its effiects on the hu-

man frame during the sultry months of the sum-

mer, being cooling, and slightly cathartic. I can-

not recommend a more palatable or wholesome

article, and more especially if taken cold in hot

weather, than the pies we use in our family.

—

With a little yeast, put into the crust, we have it

light and porous, about an inch or an inch and a

half thick. Tiiis 1 believe to be the only kind of

pastry that is good for the stomach, and dpridedly
|

so for that of an invalid ; and there are few con-
i

stitutions so feeble or delicate, but what m«y free-

» ly partake of it without any fear of bilious conse-

quences, or of any flatulence or indigestion. It

continues its produce in the gardens from the be-

ginning of May to the end of August, and has

another great advantage, that it will make an e.K-

eellent preserve for the winter. It should not,

however, be suffered to grow too old before it is

cut ; like every other vegetable, there is a point

in its age when it is at its highest perfection.

We cut it into squares, put it on a pan in single

layers, and then place it in an oven so moderate

in its heat, as to require about twelve hours for

the process ; it should have a very small portion

of its moisture left ; and then we put it into wide-

moulhcd bottles, with about a fif h or a sixth part

of its weight of brown "iugrar. If, in the course of

a day or t"'0, the dissolving of the sugar produces

a small supply of liquid, the quantity of moisture

is right, and by frequently shaking the bottle for

a wi-ek or two, the article will be good for use,

till the gardens give their ne.xt supply. The bot-

tles should be covered with bladder.

1 had supposed, from tlio great quantity of liquid

tont.'iined in rhubarb stalks, that it niijht supply a

new cider, but find, on trial, that, it contains so

tittle of any saccharine matter, that il will not

ferment. I, however, made some wine from the

Juice without any water, and have a few bottles

left of ten years' vintage, and it is really very

good ; hut like all the home-made wines, it is

neither more nor less than sugar wine, seasoned

with the ffavof wkich gives the name.

An orchard in miniature ; or, the culture of apple

trees as dwarf standards, after the manner of

gooseberry bushes.

Sir,—Observing in your Magazine for Septem-

ber Mr. Harrison's method of growing apples

against a wall, allow me to obtrude my simple

mode of growing them in open quarters, upon

dwarf trees, which I have followed about seven

years, the last three of which have successively

strengthened my conviction of its utility.

By planting the proper sorts, apples may be

grown in as small a space of ground as gooseber-

ries ; and a small or large square, according to

the siie of families, appropriated to apples, will

grow every year enough to supply their wants. I

am not vain enough to think that I am alone in

growing them in this way, as I should tbiok hort-

icultural economy would prompt many besides

myself to gratify their eyes, their pockets, and

their appetites, in so easy a way
Like most practicalists, I should, perhaps, find

it much e.asier to tell and show than to write what

I mean ; but " i will do my best," as the author of

Ivanhos makes Hubert say ; for my grandfather,

though he did not draw a bow, drew a knife.

I tiave my ground, a strong clay, trenched two

feet deep in December ; as soon as it is settled,

say a fortnight after trenching, taking idvantage

of a frosty morning, the holes are opened and left

for the frost to mellow. February is the best

month for planting on heavy ground ; by that time

thf earth taken from the holes will bo in a fine

pulverized slate. The holes need not be very

large—two feet over, and one and a half feet

deep, will be enough. With some rich loose soils

there will be no occasion for trenching ; but then

the holes must be larger, say three feet over and

two feet deep. The plants must be six feet apart

everyway. 1 arrange mine in qi-incunx. See plate

With a six foot mea-

suring stick this is done

with scarcely any trou

ble. I do not know any

sight more pleasing to a

domestic mind (for what

!
fruit contributes more to

our comfort than the ap-

ple ?) than this orchard

in minature, when cov-

ered with bloom, and again when laden with fruit,

as they seldom miss bearing in abundance.

I
This plan will not extend to the strong grow-

i ing sorts, as they are not easily kept within

bounds; but the following six will amply repay

the trouble and trifling expense of planting. I

have placed them in the order of their ripening,

manks's codlin, hawthornden, kerry pippin, down-

ton pippin, Christie's pippin, and the old golden

pippin ; to which may be added coe's golden drop,

a most excellent late table apple. The trees must

be chosen with stems not exceeding one foot six

inches. In September 1 generally look over the

trees, take ofl" superfluous wood, and shorten the

long shoots ; this strengthens the bloom buds

which are formed abundantly upon the young
wood of all the sorts named ; of course, in doing

this, an eye must be had to the formation of the

trees, which ought to be gradually brought into a

handsome round bush. For the first years, a row

of strawberries may be grown between each row

of apples, or any other divarf light crop ; but

.strawberries are most in keeping, a word which,,

in every gardening operation, ought never to be

*****
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RAISING HOR8B8.
There is, perhaps, no country where less atten-

tion is paid to the raising of good horses, than

in New England. This is somewhat surprising,

when it is considered that fine horses meet with a

ready sale, and command a large price ; and also,

when it is considered that the country is peculiar-

ly adapted for the raising of stock, rather than

Train. The farmers well know that it costs no

more to raise a handsome, spirited colt, than it

does a homely, stupid beast. Still they go on in

the old beaten track, raising inferior ho'ses, which

have neither beauty nor animation; and the young-

Miss 13 carried in a gig by a lineal descendant oF

the same dobbin that used to carry her grand-

mother on a pillion, jogging along at the rate of

three miles an h'»ar. This is chiefly owing to the

want of care in seleiting the breed of hor.ses,

though soinetliinir is due to the manner of tniin-

ing them. The farmer who would make the rais-

ing of horses profitable, should pr^viile himself

with first rate bloo'J inaros ; he should likewise

see that the sire is of good lineage, and that he

Joes not disgrace his ancestry. By paying atten-

tion to this first requisite, as well as by judicious

feeding and traimntr, the fanner might obtain

from one to two hundred dollars a piece for his

colts, at four yenrs old, us readily as he now does

filly. We lately road an account in the American

Farmer, of the mode pursued by Wm. K. Rodnoxe
of Virginia, in raisinj bluod horses. He weans

his colts, the 1st of Ortober, in a stable rather

than a lot, bee a'lse if left out, they ate apt to run

themselves poor, before they are weaned. He
feeds them well the first winter, and forces their

growth as much as possible ; after which, being

stout and vigorous, inferior keeping will answer
the purpose. In order to elevate the neck an I

withers of a colt, he stables them wiih^ his r&ftk

and manger so hii;h, as to strain him a little, to

get food, as also with the windows very high, be-

cause he will be looking oJit at them ; thus his

shoulders will be thrown back and his neck and

head elevated. There arc three kinds of horses

which it would be fo' the interest of the farmer

to raise, namely, the elegant horse, &c.—spirited

horse, fit for the saddle or the carriage—and, the

stout strong horse, adapted to the draft of hea'.y

loads. Horses of either of these characters, are

constantly in good demand, and bring a generous
price. The fine grazing soil of our mountain
sides, and vallies, is well calculated for the rais-

ing of horses ; and while neat cattle are cheap,

and the price of wool is depressed, the farmer
would be certain of making money by the produc-

lion of good horses.

—

Berkshire Amcr.

A desperate drunkard.—It it stated in the Ports-

mouth Times, (Ohio,) that a man came to that

town, whose thirst for liquor was so insatiable,

that he suffered a dentist to pull a sound tooth,

and sold it to him for sixty cents—with which he

bought rum, and got drunk. Such a slave to his

appetite would cut his throat for a gallon of whis-

key, provided he could get it on twelve months'

credit.

It is stated that the oyster-beds in Delaware

Bay, Cumberland county, (New Jersey) yield an-

nually I50,0"0 bu-shels of oysters.

f'alue of lime.— In selecting this theme, it is not

our intention to write a moral essay. We use it,

merely to call the -ttention of the reader to a

motto, which was adopted by an industrious man,

who had been frequently robbed of some of his

most valuable momt''ntB, by the interruption of

fashionable visitors, who often broke in upon him,

for the purpose of informing him, hnw extremely

cold the weather was without. He had a label

hung on his door, with this inscription:

"Time is ray estate— if I lose an hour, I shall

incur a debt which I can never pay."

This hint had its effect ; may it be profitable to

all who read it.

We have on our table, [says the Harisburg Ar-
gus] a slip of paper, manufactured from straw, at

the mill of Colonel Magaw, near Meadville. The
specimen before us, though without sizimr, may
be written upon without the ink spreading in the

least ; it is somewhat roirgh, but being the first

that was made, great improvement may be e.'ipect-

ed to be made upon it.

A patent has been taken out in England, for

making roofs of thin sheet iron. It is said to be
of less weight than slating, and to be less liable

to damage by wind. [We believe the plan has
hern tried in this city, if we are right, upon filr.

Richards' house, in Third-street—which was so
much injured by fire last winter.]

—

U. S, Ga:.

A great excitement has been produced in Mex-
ico against masonic societies ; and Mr. Poinsett,

(the American minister), has rendered imself

odious to many of the bigoted Mexicans, by favor-

ing masons and masonry. They threaten to ex-

pel him from the country.

The man who boasted that he could wade the

Mississippi, whip his weight in wild-cats, &c. is

said to be a member of Congress, from Tennessee.

He says he can whip any man in the House of

Representatives. What an excellent Legislator.

From Cobbetl's American Gardener.

FLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL, GARD-
ENING IN GENERAL,.

Jonquil.—An elegant and sweet smelling bulb-

ous rooted plant
;
propagated, and cultivated in

all respects, like the hy.icinth.

Kalmia.— .\n evergreen shrub of great beauty,

and of several varieties ; great quantities of which

are seen in most of the rocky woodlands of this

country.

Kill-calf.—This is a dwarf shrab, and may
be raised from seed, or from suckers ; it is very

pretty. When in bloom, it resembles a largo

clump of sweet williams. It is so pretty, that it

is worth having in tne green-house, where it will

blow in April.

Laburnum.—A tall and beautiful shrub, load-

ed when in bloom, with yellow blossoms, in chains;

whence it is sometimes called the golden chain.

—

It will grow and thrive in this country. It is rais-

ed from the seed as easily as Indian corn.

Larkspur.—An annual, of no smell, but flf

great variety as to colors ; and, when in a clump,

or bed, presents n great mass of bloom. There is

a dwarf and a tall kind ; the dwarf is the best.^

—

There is another sort which branches, that is good

for nothing.

Lilac— Desirable for its great masses of fine

large bunches of bloom. There is a white, a blue,

and a red. Is propagated from suckers, of which

it sends out too many, and from which it should

be kept as clear as possible. It is an ugly shrub

when out of blossom. The leaves soon become

brown ; therefore, there should be but few in a
shrubbery.

Li LI OF THE VALLEY It is a pretty little

dwarf plant, that thrives best in the shade, where
it produces beautiful blossoms of exquisite sweet-
ness. Is a bulbous root, and propagated from
offsets.

Lupin—A species of pea or tare, and frequent-

ly cultivated in the fields, and eaten in soup and
otherwise, by the Italians, and in the South of

France. It trrows, Ijowever upon a stiff stem, and
is upright, and branches out, like a tree in minia-

ture. There is a great variety of sorts, as to col-

our of flower as well as to size of plant. The yel-

low dwarf is the best, and it smells very sweet.

—

This plant is, of course, an annual.

Magnoiia —One of the finest of the laurel

tribe. It can be raised from seed, or from layers.

A very fine shrub indeed. There are several va-

rieties of it.

Mignonette.—An annual that bears abun-

dance of seed. The plant and the flower do not

surpass those of the most contemptible weed ; but

the flower has a very sweet smell. It may, if you

have a ffreen-house, be had at any time of the

year. The plants may stand at four or five inches

asunder ;' but, if they stand thicker, the bloom is

inferior, and does not last so long.

Myrtle.—The Myrtle is a native of climates

where it is never cold. It will not endure even

November all out, in Long Island To have it,,

therefore, it must be housed in winter. It may
be raised from seed, cuttings, slips, or layers.

—

The leaf of the Myrtle has a fine smell ; and,

when the tree is in bloom it is pretty. But, it is

a gloomy looking shrub. One Geranium is worth

a thousand Myrtles. The broad-leaved myrtle is-

the best in every respect, and especially because

it-is easily brought to blow.

Narcissus.— A bulbous-rooted plant, managed
precisely like the hyacinth, which see. It blows

early, is very beautiful, and has a delightful smell.

Nothing is easier, than the propagation and man-
agement of flowers of this tribe, and few ate more
pleasing. The narcissus is a very fine thing for

a parlor, or a green-house.

Passion Flower.—So called because the flow^-

er has a cross in the middle, and rays, resembling

a glory, round the edges of it. It is a singularly

beautiful flower. The plant is also beautiful. It

is a climber, like the honey-suckle ; and, like that,

has a succession of blossoms that keep it in bloom,

a long while. It is raised from cuttings, which,

treated as other cuttings arc, easily t:ke root.

PfEONY A perennial, that may be raised from

seed or offsets. A grand flower for shrubberies
;

each flower is usually as big as a tea-cup, and one

plant will sometimes produce twenty or thirty.

Pea (Sweet).—There are a great variety in the

annual sorts, as to color of blossom ; and there

is a perennial sort, called everlasting pea. This

stands, year after year. The others are sown and

cultivated like the common garden pea. They
should have some stii'ks to keep them up. This

is a very showy flower, and remains in blossom a

long while.

Pi^K.—This flower is too well known to need

describing. There are a great variety of sorts, as

to the flower ; but ull are cultivated in the same-

way. The pink root will last a great many yeafs,^

but the flower is seldom so fine as the first year

of the plant's blowing,

{T\> be ocntiivtiec*.
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GRAFTING FRUIT TREES.
Grat'tini; is the taking of a, shoot from one tree

and iiisertinfT it into another, in such a m; nner

that both may unite closely and become one tree.

Its nses are, 1st. To preserve and multiply varie

ties of fruit trees, endowed with particular qual

ities, which cannot be with certainty transferred

to their oftspring by seed. 2d. Tn acceler.-ite the

fruclititation of trees, barren as well as fruit-bear-

'ing; for example, suppose two acorns of a new
species of oak, received from a distant country ;

sow both, and after they have grown one or two

years, cut one of them over, and graft the part

cut off on a common oak of 5 or 6 years' growth ;

the consequence will be, that the whole Douri.<5h-

ment of thi.s young tree of 5 or 6 years' growth

being directed towards nourishing the scion of

one or tAO years, it will grow faster, and con-

sequently arrive at perfection much sooner than

its fellow, on its own root, left in the ground. A
French author found the advantage of this prac-

tice in a case of a new species of ash, to be as

five to one in point of heij;ht. (Cours Complcl d'

.Agriculture, Sfc. art. Greffc). I'he third use of

grafting, is to improve the quality of fruits ; the

fourth, to perpetuate varieties of ornamental trees

or shrubs ; and the fifth, to change the sorts of

fruit on any one tree and renew its fruitfulness.*

Scions. Grafts or scions, should be shoots of

the former year ; of healthy fruit trees, and from
lateral fruit bearing branches, taking but one scion

from the same twig. • They should be cut off from
the trees before their buds begin to swell—or

about three weeks before the season for grafting.

As soon as cut, they should be buried in the

of nourishment which is adapted to its nature, and be new painted at least every seconu year. This

that the specific characters of the engrafted plant applies as well to the iron as wood, which should

remain unchanged, although its qualities may be be kept coated with paint or oil as far as practica-

partially affected.''* ble.

The proper season for grafting, is thus indicat- Particular attention should be paid to your cat-

ed bv M'Mahon. '• Grafting is always most sue-
' t'e. especially to cows which have lately calved,

cessful, when done at the period that the buds of or are about to ciilve. If cows are lean when
your stocks are swelled, so as to be nearly ready calving, no management afterwards will bring

to burst into leaf: this is the time in which the them to yield, for that season, any thing like the

greatest success may be expected, and should be quantity of milk they would have yielded had

very particularly attended to ; however, if done a the> been kept in good condition during the win-

few days before, or even when the stocks display ter and early in the spring. The Germans in

several e.xpanded leaves, there may be a loler.nble Philadelphia, who supply the m.irket with milk

good hit, provided the operation is judiciously per- regularly feed their cows at mid-night with short

formed." feed during the winter. The disease called the

Kinds of grafting. These are very numerous. 'hollov\' horn, or horn distemper, is owing to scan-

Loudon observes, that, "Professor Thouin has re- ty feed. Roots, such as sugar beet, mangel wurtzel,

fined so much on tne subject as to have produced and carrots, should be given them during winter

or enumerated above forty modes of grafting, be- and early in the spring, with their dry food, and

sides a great many kinds of bud<ling and in irch- they will serve both for food and medicine. The

iiig
;'' and another writer, M. Louis Noisette, has quantity of roots allowed to each cow or ox, should

published the description of 137 modes of graft- be varied according to circumstances, and the

ing. Those kinds which are most common in this quantity and quality of the dry faod consumed by

country are described in Thacher's Orchardist, them, and the apparent keenness of the appetite

M'Mahon's Gardener, &.C.; likewise in the New of the animals. Cattle, especially if fed with

Englan<l Farmer, Vol. II- pages -^42, 250, 258. 265, roots, should have a proper quantity of salt. Some

and 313 ; Vol. IV. 2t<l, and 29l>. Perhaps rteft advise to place salt under cover, and to let cattle,

arafling is as much used as any ; and the follow, and sheep always have access to it and eat as

ing as important rules as any relating to it. "Be much as their appetites crave. Dr. Cooper, editor

careful not to loosen the bark of the stock in split- of the Philadelphia edition of the Domestic Ency-

ting it ; and the safest way to guard against that, clopedia. says, "a quarter of an ounce of salt per

is to slit the bark with a sharp pointed knife, be- day to sheep, and one ounce per day to cows and

fore spliting the stock. The clay should be very oxen, is an allowance ample enough."

fine and tough, and pressed and bound tight round]

the stock below the split, to retain all the sap that R''hbits in England.—The. proprietors of some

oozes out to support the graft." of the sandy soils of England stock them with

rabbits; and these rabbit pastures are called war-

rens. The extent of warrens varies from 100SPRING A\ ORK.
Mr. Preston, of Stockport, Pa. recommends to 3000 acres. They are enclosed in walls of

ground in a cellar, or out of the way of frost, half
|

setting posts with the top part placed in the stone or turf. The varieties employed as stock

their length, and their tops covered with dry lit- I ground; and intimates that they will, in that po- are the common grey, and silver grey breeds. In

ter; or if they are to be transported any dis- i sition, last three or four times as long as when severe weather in winter they are fed with hay,

tance, their cut ends should be covered with ' the butts are placed dow-n. The same judicious turnips, oats, &c. There are twenty warrens in

grafting clay, or wax, or stuck into a potato, and ' and experienced agriculturist advises, in making the East Riding of Yorkshire, which contain to-

the wliole scion may be enveloped in swamp moss, i fences always to place the rails with the heart g-ether 10,000 acres. One warren at Brandon in

If a small part of the former years' wood be cut
|
side up. The posts should be set at least Suffolk returns 40.000 labbits in a year ; 20 rab-

off with the scion, it will keep the better. Mr.
j

two feet in the ground. If those parts of the bjtg per acre is the usual produce ; the carcase

Pres.ton says, "be sure in selecting the grafts to posts which are to be placed in the ground are defrays the rent and taxes, and the skin is profit,

cut them in such a manner, as to always take the
i burnt in a hot fire till quite black they would last One gentleman in Berksi'ire raises rabbits of a

bulge between the years' growth to shave and set
[
rruich longer than they would otherwise. Some pure white, the skins of w hich sell high. Many

in the stock, as in that joint or bulge, the wood is [farmers cut their posts so long and mortise them of the silver grey skins are dressed as furs, and

curled, open, and porous to receive the sap readi-

ly from the stock.

f

Slock.-i. The best stocks are such as have been

allowed much room in the nursery ; those planted

very close, have the wood soft ; and the grafts on

them,, though they shoot strong, are not fruitful.

in such a manner, that when the lower ends have exported to China to be worn by the Mandarins,

become rotten they can turn them upside down, (Abridged from Loudon.)

—

Hamp. Gaz.

and it is said that they will last nearly as long

again when managed in that manner. Improvement in the management of Bees.—The

Get your agricultural implements, such as improvement, is that of h^.vmg double skeps or

,.., ......^ _ „.„ ,, .ploughs, harrows, carls, hoes, &c. in readiness for hives, the one -m the top of the other. When the

The nature of the fruit is to a certain extent use. These vou have doubtless kept under cover lower skep is filled with honey, it is to be remov-

affected by the nature of the stock." Miller says,
|

during the winter, and they will last longer .f e<] after the bees are admitted [through the pas-

"that crab slocks cause apples to be firmer, to : they are painted or covered with some suitable saffe which is made to oi,eii]-in»o the upper

keep longer, and to have sharper flavor ;" and ho composition. "Dr. Lewis," says the Domestic sk^P :
mto "'is skep food must be put and the

"is equally confident, that if the breaking pears i Encyclopedia, "advises all wood that is exposed hees will remain there, and go on with their work

be grafted on quince stocks, the fruit is rendered i to the inclemency of the weather, to be coated m it. When it is filled vMth honey, the former

gritty or stony, while the melting pears are much I with a preparation of pulverized pit coal and melt- skep, with food in it, m:.y be replaced and the

improved by such stocks." This, according to I ed tar, reduced to the consistence of paint, which ^^^s again admitte.l into it. The full skep is

Neill, is scarcely to be considered as inconsistent he has found by experience to be very efficacious " then to be taken away. 1 .us change ot the skeps

with Lord Bacon's doctrine, "that the scion over- Covering wood rejeatedly with train oil, or other m"st always be made about mid-summer : and by

ruleth the graft quite, the stock being passive greasy substance will have a tendency to preserve
i

thus annually removing the full one, more honey

only;" which as a general proposition, remains it. Or if more convenient, use some cheap sort
j

will be collected than is ..sual, and the bees will

true ; it being evident that the scion, bud, or in-
\ of paint, such as Spanish brown, or red ochre.— Mt be iestroy^-A.—Eng. pubhcalio^.

arched shoot, is endowed with the power of draw- , Where machines are necessarily exposed in the
] £,i„ig necessary for raising Peas.— It is observ-

ing or forming from the stock that peculiar kind
j
field, a great part of the season, they require to

j ^j^ jj^^^j ^^^ common pea, whether white or gray,
'

Ed, Encvc. art. Hort. 'cannot be reared to perfection in any field which
" Encyc. of Gardening t N, E. Farmer, Vol. i, page 121.
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has not been eiuier naturally or artilioially im^ I
FARM WANTED.

prujjnated witli some calcareous matter. And

hence it is supposed to happen, that pea.s are rare-

ly cultivated universally as a field crop, unless in

those parts of the country where either lime, marl

or chalk abounds, or upon strong clays; e.\cept, will please iSreci'a leuer,

indeed, on the sea coast, where ahell-rish are of-

ton catchcil in abundance, and where the fields

are manured with their shells in n state of mixture

with dunof. liut it is remarkable, that a soil that

Any person havintj a large and ^oou (arm. Uiat is capable,
nd (lofs make, nol less ihan one Imndred ions of good hay,
'itli a suiiiililc proportion of tillage and pasture land, and a
ood supply of wood .tad orchardnjg, with good buildings, and
pleasani and healthy situation, as to good neighborhnod, (and

iding 60\r ' miles (i-om lioston, would he preferred.)

.:i\ing a very partirular description
iiK-reof, (postage paid) and the ^hvs? pnc duti teinisof pay-
ment, to A. Z. Care of Mr Kussell. publisher of the New tiig-

land Farmer.

ESTABLISH»llE.\T FOR SEED.S.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected wnh the office

could scarcely have brought one pea to perfection, of the New England Farmer, No. 62 North .Vlarket St

although richly manured with dung, from thoir

running too much to haulm, and after blossoming,

dving away without becoming ripe ; if it has once

had lime applied upon it, is capable, when proper-

ly prepared in other respects. o( producinar plenti-

ful crops of peas ever afterward. It is further re-

marked, on the result of an experiment, in which

ton, the largest variety of Seeds to be (bunti in New Eltigland

—

•/the crops of 1327. The greatest care has been taki«i to have
II raised by our most experienced seed-growrrs, aiKl to have
^orts perfectly genuine. The lollownig comprises some ol

must proinment sons.

Afticho/ce, Green Globe
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Hattersea

Large while Readinj

the ridge of a field had been missed in liminiT. Bmns, (26 varieties,) indud

produced no good wheat, while all the other parts

afforded a good crop ; that lime, or some other

calcircous materia , is equally necessary for the

production of {rood wheat crops as for those of

the pea kind. The general observation that the

wheat, where this sort of manure has been ein-

plyed, is thinner in the skin, more plump, and

yields better, seems also to facor the same conclu-

sion. Impregnations of tliis sort appear likewise,

particularly favorable for the production of barley

crops, much more so, (if in large productio'hs),

than for those of oats.

—

Dv kson's Farmer^s' Com-
pant 1)1.

barley;
For sale at the Seed Establishment connected with the Nev

England Farmer office. No, 52 .Noiih Market street, Boston, :

few bushels of plump SeM Barleij, raided in Lexington, Ms.

COMPLETE GRAZIER.
EV)r sale at the Seed Establishment, coniieoied with the New

EuLclaiid Fanner, one copy of the (Complete Grazier; or Far'm-
cr's and Cattle Breeder and Dealer's Assistant. Comprising
Instructions for the Buying, Breeding, Rearing, anfl Fattening
of Cattle, Directions for the Choice of the best breeds of Live
Stock. The Treatment of their diseases, and the management
of Cows and Ewes, during the critical times of Calving and
Yeaning, The general Economy of a Grass Firm, Irriga-

tion or watering of meadows. Culture of ihe best natural and
artificial grasses and plants tor fodder. Various methods of tut-

ting, mixing, and preparing food in severe winters and seasons

of scarcity. The economy and general management of the

dairy, including the making, curing, an': preservation of butter

and cheese, &c. Together with an introductory view of the

dilTerent breeds of Neat Cattle. Sheep, Horses, and Swine. Al
so an Appendix on the Shepherd's Dog, Horses. Asses, i^fules,

Rabbits, Bees, Farm .\ccount-^, and on the Improvement of
British Wool, Hy a Lincolnshire Grazier, -Ub Edition.

NEW ZEALAND SPINACH AND SUGAR
BEET, &c.

Just received for sale, at the Seed Establishment, New Eng-
land Farmer office, a small quantity of the New Zealand .Spin-

ach, the first ever introduced into New England ; a particular

account of this vegetable will be found in the Ne > England
Farmer, page 116 of the current volume, by a member of the

New York Horticultural Society. Likewise, Englisli Patience

Dock , for early greens.

Also, 20O lbs, genuine Sugar Beet, raised, with much care

by John Prince, Esq, Roxbui-y.

the English broad beam
dwarfs and pole.

BeetSj true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Orange

Borecole

Brocoti, Early White
Early Purple
Large Cape

BnisseUs Sp.outs,

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Batiersea

EailyEiai ly l!,mperor

arly Wellington
Large Bergen, i&c,

,

Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Green glazed
Large late Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Tn-nip rooted, &.C.

Chou de Milan
Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Cardoon.
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn
Blood Red (for West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Purple, (fine sort)

Caufiflower, Early and Late
Celery, White solid

Ro.se coloured solid

Italian

CeleriaCjOr turnip rooted

Clienil.

Cliives.

Com Salad, or Vetlikosl

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water
Long Orange

Ciimmbcr, Early Frame
Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Cucumber, Long Prickly
Long green Turkey
Long while Turkey
White Spined
Small Girkm, &c.

E^g Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
While (^urled

broad leaved Batavian
Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Com, (several varieties)
Kale, Sea

Purple curled
Green curl}* Scotch

Leek, London
Large Scotch

Lettuce, 14 varieties

Landreth's .Viirse.ri<.'<—AT, ar Phikidiljihiu.
From the patronage already extended lin.s E^lablishinent by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
indnced to advertise to ihcm their Nurseries, as ofT.ih.g pecu-
liar lacililles for the acquirements of useful & ornamcmal vege-
table proiluctions. The collection now cultivaied bv ihem, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy 'Oi namental
Trees and Shrubs—Green lii,ii«s Plants—iulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds, The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in
real value In anj- m this country. It embraces nio-t >.( the cel-
ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on "this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and ihc whole is now offered
as containing ntiiie but iliuse most wonhy oi culiivat on. Per-
sons not acquainted with the difterent varuiies by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by nuicly st-.tiiig li.e'tinie'
they wish them to ripen, may confidently lelor the rest to Ihti

proprietors, without a fear of disappoinimciit.
The Ornanicnlal de[)arlmeiit is rich in native and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection o( Green house Plants,
most of which are calculated for adorning in Ihe winier seasons,
parlours, sitting-rooms, &r, with an assorimi nl of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Gardc'n Seeds are grown,
almost every varieiy of Esculent Vegelablej lor ,seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in th s branch. • . rtainly
mn.sl obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the
subject in the slightest degree. 'I'he eparauon of those kind.^.

liable to mix in seeding— in short, th'' w hole process of < ulliva-
tion, in gathering. &<•. all being under their own personal sup-

i

eriniendeiice undoubicdly conspires in an entineni degree, to
obviate Ihe errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
iCnceon foreign importations, or on careless oi inexperienced
growers al home. Orders received by Parker i: Coi:n an. No,
31 Cougiess-Si. Boston, of whom priced cataioj.ucs .d" the whole
may be liad grabs. Persons ordering, may iei assured of hav-
ing ^'very article well anf! satisfy packed aii.t (fnwart'ed.

Feb. 15. tf D. &(', l.AiSDRETH

TO PRI.VTERS. The Establishment of the " Old Hamp-
shire Post" is offered for sale. The office consists of an Imper-

ial Wells' Lever-press, large fonts of Double Pica, Pica, Long
Primer and Brevier, with a suitable proportion of Job and Orn
amcntal Type. The Paper has at present about 700 siibscri-

ers, and afair proportion of advertising patronage. Job work,

&c. Northampton is one of the most populous towns m the

valley of the Connecticut, with prospects, arising from the plans

of internal improvement now in progress or contemplation in

the vicinity, of indefinite increase in population and business.

There is another paper published in the town, which has a sub-

scription list of nearly 2000. A primer or editor, with a small

capital, would find this an advantageous location for a well con-

ducted paper, devoted to politics and general intelligence. The
establishment will be sold on liberal terms, and transfer made
by the 1st of .May, [The editors of the Boston Courier, Chris-

tian Register,.New England Farmer, Worcester Spy, and Con-
aecticut Mirror are requested to publish the above.

Northampton, March 4, 1828.

M,rjo
Melon, 11 varieties

Mustard, White and Brown
Vasturtium
Okra
Onion. 8 varieties, including the

imported Madeira, Potatoe
and Tree Onion

Parsteij, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling
Peas, Early Washington

Early double blossomed
Early F ame
Early Gplden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf blue Imperial
Dwarf blue Prussian
Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Mar.
Knight's Tall Marrows
TallCrookcd-pod .Sugar

Pefpfrs, 4 varieties

Pumpkins, Finest Family
Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, 9 varieties

flhuliarb, for tarts. Aic.

Salsafij, or vegetable ovstcr
Skinel
Scorzcnera
Spinach, 5 varieties

Sa^e,
Squash, 7 varieties

Tomatos
Turnips, 13 varieties

Th7jmp,
Lavemier, &c.

Traders in the country, who may wish to keep an assortment

of Garden Seeds for sale, are informed they can be furnished,

at this Establishment,with boxes containing a complete assortment

of the seeds used in a kitchen garden, . n as favourable terms as

they can be purchased in this country, neatly done up in small

papers, at 6 and I2cts each—warranted to be of the growth of

1827, and of the purest qutdily. Oknahkntai. Flower
Seeos will be aded on the same terms, when ordered, as well

as Peas, Beans. E.\ KEY White Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ferent sorts. The smallest order punctuall}' attended to.

Likewise, Esculent Roots and Plants, Field and Grass
Seeds, Pot and Sweet Herb Seeds. Medicinal Herb
Seeds, Bird Seeds, and more than 200 difl'erent kinds of Or-
namental-Flower Seeds.

Also—The Early Jefferson Corn ; a very early White sort,

foj- the table—with the common kinds of early and late Sweet
Corn.
200 lbs. Sugar Beet & Mangel Wurtzel,raised by J. Prince,E3q.

200 lbs. Onion Seed, Red, White and Yellow.

275 lbs, true Blood Beet, raised in Roxbury
250 lbs. Radish, superior quality, &c, &c.

PRICES OF COUNTHV^
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MISCELLANIES.

ODE.
How sleep ihe bra\e who sink lo rest,

By all ihei" country's honors blest

!

When spring, with dewy fingers cold,

Returns to deck their hallowed mould.

She there shall dress a sweeter sod,

Than (ancy's feet have ever trod.

By fairy hands their knell is rung;

Ijy forms unseen Mieir dirge is rung ;

There honor conies, a pilgrim gray.

To bless the turf that wraps their clay
;

And Freedom shall awhile repair.

To dwell a weeping hermit there.

^Frorn Cusiis' Recollections and private Memolis.)

THE LiAST HOURS OP WASHINGTON.
Twenty-ei{);lit years have passed away, sHire an

interesting group were assembled in the death-

roo.i), and ivitnessf-d the last hours of Washing-
ton. So keen and unsparing hath been the scythe

of Time, that, of all those wlio watched over the

patriarch's conch, on the l^jth and 14lh of Dec.

1799, bnt a single personage survives. On the

13th, the general was engaged in n:iaking some
imp-.-oveinents in front of Mount Vernon. As was
usual with him, he carried his own coinp iss—not-

ed his observations—and marked out the ground.

The day became rainy, with sleet, and the im-

prover remained so long exposed to the inclemen-

cy of the weather, as to be considerably wet be-

fore his return to the house. About one o'clock,

he was seized with chillness and nausea, but hav-

ing changed his clothes, he sat down to his in-

door work ; there being no moment of his time

for which he had not provided an aporopriaie em-
ployment. At ni^ht on joining his family circle,

he complained of slight indisposition ; and, afier

taking a cup of tea, repaired to his library, where
he remained writing until between eleven and
twelve o'clock. jVIrs. Washington retired about

the usual family hour— but becoming alarmed at

not hearing the accustomed sound of the library

door, as it closed for the ni^ht, and gave signal

for rest in the well reiiulated mansion, she arose

again, and continue'l sifting up. in much anxiety

and suspense. At length the well known step

was heard, and upon his entering the chamber,
she kindly chidetl him for remainin? up bo late.

^knowing him to be unwell |;— to which he made
this memorable reply:—"I came as .soon as my
bu.«iness wa' ar-romplished. You well know, that

through a hmg life, it has been my unvaried rule,

never put off till to morrow, the duties which
should be p^^rfoniied to day." Having covered up

the fire with cure, the man of mishtv labors at

last sought repose ; but it came not as it had Ions

been v,;ont to do, to comfort and restore, after the

mtiny ami earnest cccipations of the well spent

day. The nicrht was passed in feverish restlcs

ness and pain. Tired nature's sweet restorer,

^balmy sleep), was destined no more to visit his

eouch ; yet, the mnnly sufferer uttered no com-
plaint—would permit no one to be disturbed in

their rest, on his account, and it was only at day-
break ho would consent that the overseer might
be called in, and bleeding resorted to. A vein

was opened, but without affording relief. Cour-
iers were despatched, to summon Dr. Craik, (the

family), and doctors Dick and Brown, as consult-

ing physicians : all of whom came with speed.

—

The proper remedies were administered, but with-

out producing their healing effects, while the pa-

tient, yieliiing to the an.vious looks oi all around

him waived his usual objection to medicines, and

took those which were prescribed, without hesita-

tion or remark. The medical gentlemen spared
!

not their skill, nnd all the resources of their art

were exhausted in unwearied endeavors lo pre-

serve this noblest work of nature.

Night approached— the last ight of Washing-
ton ! The weather became severely cold, while

the group gathered nearer to the couch of the

sufferer, watching with intense anxiety, for the

slightest dawn of hope. He spoke hiit little. To
the respectful and affectionate inquiries of an old

family servant, as she smoothed down his pillow,

how he felt, he answered— '•! am very ill." To
J)r Craik, his earliest companion in iirnis, longest

tried, and bosom friend, he obspreved, ' I am dy

ing, sir— but 1 am not afraid to die To IV] rs.

Washinsrton, he said—"Go to my escritoir, and

in the private drawer you will find two papers

—

bring them to me." They were brought. He
continued—"These are my wills— preserve this

one, and burn the other." Which was immediate-

ly done. Calling to colonel Lear, he said, "Let
my corpse be kept for the usual period of three

days." Here we would beg leave to remind our

readers, that, in a former part of this work, we
have said that Washington was old fashioned in

many of his habits and manners, and in some of

his opinions ; nor was he the less to be admir-

ed on this account. The custom of keeping the

dead for the scriptural period of three days, is de-

rived from remote antiquity, not from fear of pre-

mature interment, as in more modern times, but

from motives of veneration towards the deceased;

for the better enabling the rolalives and friends

to assemble from a distance, to perform the fune-

ral rites—for the pious watchings of the corpse

—

and, for the many stid, yet emlearing ceremonials

with which we delight to pay our last duties to

the remains of those we have loved best. The
patient bore bis acute sufferings with manly forti-

tude, and perfect resignation to the Divine will
;

while, as the night advanced, it became evident

that he was sinking, and he seemed fully aware

that his hour was niirh. He inquired the time,

and was answered, "a few minutes to twelve."

—

He spoke no more—the hand of death was upon

him, and he was conscious that his hour was

come. With surprising self-possession, ho pre-

pared to die^composinsr his form at length

—

folding his hands upon his bosom— without a sigh

— without a groan— the Father of his country

expired, jrentlo as thousrh an infant died. Nor
panir or strugsrle told, when the noble spirit took

its noiseless fliirht ; while, so tranquil appeared

the manly features in the repose of death, that

some moments h;id passed ere those around him

[Could believe that the patri^irch was no more. It

may be asked, and why was the ministry of relig-

j

ion wanlinff to shed its ppacpful and benign lustre

I

upon the last hours of Washington ?—why was

I

he, to whom the observances of sacred things

I where ever primary duties, through life, without

j
their consolations in his last moments? We an-

!
swer, circumstances did not permit. It was but

' for a little while that the disease assumed so

threateninnr a character as to forbid the encour-

agement of hope; yet, to stay that summons which

none may refuse, to give still farther length of

days to him whose time-honored life was so dear

to mankind, prayer was not wanting to the throne

of Grace. Close to the couch of the sufferer, rest-

ing her head upon that ancient book, with whicit
she had been wont to hold pious communion, a
portion of every day, for more than half a centu-
ry, was the venerable consort, absorbed in silent
prayer, and from which she only arose, when the
mourning group prepared to bear her from the
chamber of the doad. Such were the last hours
of Washington.

An Americin printer having undertaken to pub-
lish an eiiiiion of Thomson's Seasons, was very
much disi:oncerted with the following verses at

the ueginning of Spring :

O Hartford, fitted or lo shine in courts
VViih unaffecied grace, or walk the plain
Wilh innocence, &c.

He satisfied himself, that the first ''or" was su-
perfluous, and after some exercise of ingenuity,
substituted the follow in;.', whirh we liope will be
noticed by all future editors among the "curious
readings."

O Hartford, fitted for to shine. &c.

JAMES BLOODGOOD & Cos.

jVwr.sfny, at Flushing, on Long Island, near JVeic

York.

IN behalf of the Proprietors of the above Nursery
the subscriber solicits the orders of Horticulturists
who may be desirious of slocking their gardens
nnd field- wilh FruH Trees of the finest sorts, and

mo.-i licriHiiy and vigorous stocks the present reason.
I

BLuuDGOdn & (,(,. attend pfrsmialhj to the Inoculating and
\ Enerafling of nil their Fniit Trees—anA purchasers may rely
with confidence, that the Trees they order will prove gennine.
The subscriber. Agent of the above Nursery, will receive order-
for any quaniiiy of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AM)

PLANTS
'I'he Trees will he delivered in this City, at the risk and e.\-

pen-e of the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.
The reputation of this Nursery is so extensively known, and

has been so well sustained, that I take leave to refer those in
want of Trees, lo any of the Horticulturists in this City and its

vicinity ; and if ocular denionsiratioti is desired, I invite those
who wish to he thus satisfied, to examine the 'I'rees in my gar-
den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or tour
years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy
and vigorous state.

inF' faialogues will be delivered gratis, on application tc
ZEB. COOK. Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress St.

TREES.
N. DAVENPORT offers for sale at his Nursery,
jii ftlilton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest
Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap-
ples.Pears l'eaches.Prunes.Nectarine»,&e. Goose-
berry ;iiid Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

seen ai die office of the New England Farmer, or Agricultural
' Warehouse—and will be iiiserleil in the New England Fanner
[

occasionally'. .At this Nursery, however, it is not so much an
, ohjecl lo present the imposing display of a great number of
i the names of iiidiflerent fruit as to keep a choice collection ol

1 those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established.
0° Orders are re-|i>cilull^ solicited, and will receive prompt

I aticnlion if left with .1. It Ni aveli., at the Agricultural Estab-
' lishment, No 5J Norili .M.irkii strei-i ; or with French & D.4.
VKNPOBT, No. 71J Waj^hiiiguin-Slreet—oral die Nursery in
Milton. Feb. 29.

Seeds fnr Hi.l Bids
For .sale at the Seed EsioMisluneni conneclcl wilh Ihe New

England Farmer olhce. No. bt Nonli M^nkct Streol, Boston,
A large variety of fresh Ganlen Secrls. suitable for sprinj;

sowing of Hot Heds, among whiih ,,re Hu-h Sweel Marjoruin.
Early Camperdown Leiiuce, Sllisia <lo. Head do. Royal Cape
do.- 'rennislioll do Ire Coss do. Gu and White C'oss do.—
Early York Cabluige, Eai K I'ciilon do. Early Ballersea do.
Eiirly Sugarloafdo. EaH\ Dutch do Green Globe Savoy do.
Cape Savov do.—Early While, Purple, and Cape Brocoli—
Early and Late Caulillowei—White and Rose coloured Celery
— Curled Cress—Early Frame Cucumber. Green Cluster do.
long Green and While Turkey do. Long Prickly do. While
.Spined do. Short I'ricKly do.—Green Citron Melon, Pine Apple
do. Minorca do.—Purple Egg Plant—Superior Short Top Scar-
Id Radish. Eariv ! rame do. Cherry do.—Early White Dutch
Turnip. Yellow M,dt:i do.— Spinarh. &c.

inr Publi-shcd eiery FRinAV, at Three Dollars per aanum.
payable at the cud of the 3'ear ; but those who pay within sixty

d.Vvs from the time of subscribing, are entitled !• a dcduclinn c
Fifhi Cents.
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ORCHARDING.
Not« illistandin? the worth and excellence of a

good oiclmrd, tliere ure comparatively few who

appf-ar to act as though they coveted its posses-

sion. The man of indolence says, I will not

trouble myself to plant and cultivate an orchard,

as it is uncertain whether I should ever realize

any benefit from it, were I to make the attempt,

and it is quite enough for me to jjet through the

world without concerning myself for the ease and

prosperity of tiiose who come after me. But such

reiisoninji must be considered as the offspring of

a narrow imnd and selfish disposition, altogether

abhorrent to the views and feelings of him who is

possessed of a spirit of philanthropy and enter-

prize. But there are instances within the obser-

vation of almost every one, which will go to shew

that he th it plauteth an orchard frequently reaps

the re.vard of his labor, besides enjoying the re

flection that those who succeed him will remem-

ber him with gratitude and veneration in view

of what he did, not only for his own comfort

and convenience, but for the promotion of their

vi^ealth and happiness, after he shall have bid

adieu to this world an ' its enjoyments.

One instance from among several within tie

sphere of my own observation, I will relate, it be-

ing directly to the point undr consideration. A
respectable farmer about 35 years ago, just sett-

ing out in the world and having noUiing to en

courage him but his own industry and enterprize,

conceived the project of planting and cultivating

an orchard. He first sowed a nursery from which

he afterwards took trees and set them out on a

rough uncultivated piece of ground, which by

proper management he raised to a slate of fertil-

ity and productiveness. He then engrafted his

trees vvith a variety of the best kinds of fruit, and

by devotins the necessary attention to the object

of his undertaking, his orchard in a few years be-

gan to produce abundantly and he is now receiving

the reward of his labor and enterprize, as it af-

fords him an annual income, besides furnishing a

sufficiency of apples and cider for family use and

convenience. Tluis by undertaking and accom-
plishing an object so valuable, he not only laid a

foundation for a source of profit and enjoyment to

himself, but which will continue to be such to his

children and others after he shall have finished

\i\s course, and gone the way of all the earth.

—

Perhajis in no way can he who possesses suitable

advantages, better provide for the enjoyment and
happiness of his children, or those who may inher-

it his estate, than by rearing and leaving for their

benefit a valuable orchard. All should cherish su

much of a philanthropic disposition, as sacredly ^n

regard the welfare and prosperity of those who
may come after them, not allowing their own in

terest or self-gratification, to be the object of their

pursuit. Therefore every one who owns but a

small portion of land, and especially he who pos-

sesses a large territory, and has hitherto neglect-
ed to plant and cultivate ;i suitable number of ap-

ple trees, ought now to give his attention to the

subject, and immediately set about a work of so

I

much importance, and in this way prove to the

I

world that he is not destitute of a spirit of benev-

I olence and manly enterprize. A FAKMER.
I

March, lb28.

1
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

I

MELONS AND CUCUMBERS.
I

Different kinds of water melon, on arbours, are

I

cultivated in surprising quantities in the southern

;

parts of Russia, from t|ie Don to the Ural, and

i
particularly along the banks of the Volga. Their

(cultivation requires but little trouble; they thrive

I in the open air, only to the 52iul de^'iee of nortli

latitude. The melon gardens from their si^e,

might rather be called fields; they are inclosed

with a slight fence, and are divided into long beds

between which, in the oriental style, little canals

are cut in the soil for wat> ring the plants. For

this purpo.--e the gardens are always laid out con-

tigous to a pool, or to a streamlet of running

water.

The white (skin) is eaten either raw, with pow-
dered sui.'ar, or ginger, or salted in the same man-
ner as the cucumber.

Water melons are cultivated about St. Peters-

burgh and Moscow under frames. What is prin-

cipally necessary during their cultivation in this

manner, is to take particular caie not to injure

the very strong and creeping shoots, which the

plant sends out during its progress, but either

to raise the frames and allov/ them to spread

out into an adjoining one, or to keep them, by

bending, entirely within its own, which, in that

case ouiiht to be long and roomy. The former

way I should prefer. It is to neglecting this, that

the gardeners in Russia attribute the general

failure in the cultivation of the water melon in

Great Britain. If the shoots are in any way
checked, or injured, during their growth, the

plant is observed to suffer considerably, and the

future progress of the fruit towards maturity is

either intercepted or totally destroyed ; attention

to this circumstance is of more consequence than

heat, as is satisfactorily and daily proved in the

northern parts of Russia. The skin of the melon
may be eaten in the manner of celery.

THE CUCUMBER.

Large quantities are used in Russia, both dur-

ing the summer in their fresh state, and during

winter, when artificially preserved. The plant is

generally cultivated in long rows along with cab
bages ; a cabbage and a cucumber plant alter

nately. It requires a rich soil,orsoil well dunged.
The Russians pay particular attention to this, cov-

ering the root of each plant «ith a small heap of

horse or cow dung. For winter use the cucum-
ber is preserved in salt. Before being eaten the

outer skin is removed ; the liquid which is charged
with the salt and with the soluble portion of the

vegetable matter, and which fills the cask in which
the cucumbers are preserved, is used as a cool-

ing laxative in fevers, about a tumbler to a dose.

A cask of these was sent to a distinguished mem-
ber of the Horticultural society in London, and
the cucumbers were much admired for their fine

flavour.

The following is the receipt for preparing and
salting the cucumbers. Take lUOU cuciimiiers',

weigh out / lbs. of salt, which has been previously

well purified, and dried, mi.\ the salt with a quan-

tity of cold soft water, sufficient to cover the cu-

cumbers, 500 of which may be put into a smal'.

light made cask. Having ready plenty of the fol-

lowing leaves, which have been gathered when
the weather was dry ; oak leaves, black currants

leaves; cherry leaves, dill leaves and heads ; mix
them together, and place a layer of tiiem at the

bottom of the cask ; then a layer of cucumbers,

and thus alternately until the cask be completely

full: then pour on the salt and water till it rises to

the brim, and close the cask tigh.ly. Some peo-

ple add a small bottle of vinegar, and a very small

bit of garlic to each cask. In two or three months
the cucumbers are fit to use. They are brought

to table entire, floating among the juice and
leaves which cover them while in the cask. A
Russian will often eat several at a meal and no
bad effect is ever known to arise from their use.

The Russian cucumbers have less fibrous matter

than the Knulish, which perhaps would not an-

swer as well for preserving in this manner. But
the Russian cucumber has found its way into En-
gland, and has been cultivated with success. The
cucumber plants are also cultivated somewhat like

grapes on paling and trellises, and in this way
are also remarkable strong and the fruit large.

Cambridge, March 6, 1828.

TOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

POISONED SHEEP.
Mr. Fessenden,—This being the season which

requires particular attention to sheep, perhaps 1

may render some service to my brother farmers, by
making public through the medium of your paper,

a few practical observations tested by experiments
of my own, relating to these profitable and neces-

sary animals. Many farmers or wool growers
seem to tieat them with too much neglect, and
others with too much care ; some confine them
closely, while others permit them to range at

large Too much confinement does not contribute

to their health, and too much liberty exposes them
to various evils, one of which is poison. This I be

lieve is the sole cause of the destruction of more
of thi-i species of animals, than all the dogs in the

universe, although the loss by these is very toa-

siilerable. It is not my design to write a treatiss

on thv iiinagement of sheep, but to state briefly

what I know to be the way or manner in which
this poison is generally taken, and to point out a

specific remedy. Poison is most prevalent among
them in the spring of the year, and is taken by

them, as the first green herbage to which they

genernlly have access in sufficient quantities to

sals ly their hunger, in what are commonly called

lnurtl and white bush, either of which is greedily

eaten by them at this season. The symptoms, or

rather the disorder itself, cannot be mistaken,

it is a kind of intoxication, or insensibility, which,

without proper treatment generally terminates in

death, though life, in some instances, continues for

many days. Tlie remedy is but to give the poison-

ed animal a small lump of butter, (or a quantity of

oil or grease of the skunk, by some called polecat
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the laller is snd by some to be preferable, but the
j

first, if given while the animal has sufficient life,

or warmth, to enable it to swallow, or receive it
|

into the stomach, effects a cure. The operation of

either, is this ; a nausea or sickness is soon pro-
J

duced which dislodges the poisonous vegetables

eaten, and the cure is done. A FARMER.

AVASH FOR FRUIT TREES
Mr. Fessejvden.— I have noticed in your New

England Farmer's Almanac a recommendation ot

Major Wheeler's wash for fruit trees whicii Is

there inserted ; and first published, witli iiis re

marks, in the N. E. Farmer, vol. 4, p. -j4i-. In his

communicatiou he says—"The reason inat U has

not been more generally used is, that it has been

fashionable to daub with lime, clay, manure and

other compositions which take two or three years

to wash off before the trees look natural. When
this solution of potash is applied, it has the de-

sired eft'ect immediately. It kills the muss and

lice at once ; and the first rain that comes washes

the bark perlectly smooth, and gives it a fair, nat-

ural and healthy colour " He further states that

once in two to four years is sufficient.

I had the same recipe many years ago from Mr.

Austin, inspector of Pot Ash at Charlestown I

at first used this simple wash ; but oiiji- ' •
. to it

for the reason which constitutes Major Wheeier's

secondary excellence thut the first ruin that

romes washes the bark perfecilij smooth. If the de-

sio-ii of the wnsh is to give vigour to the tree as

well as to remove the moss and destroy the lice,

the longer it remains the belter: unless by bemg
soaked among the roots by the first rain, it pro-

duces the same beneficial effect. This it mi^ht

accomplish were a due quantity applied. B«it this

could not be obtained in an intt-ruiission of four

or even two years. A repetition after ever, rain

could alone be rffectual. Nutriment of this kind

may be taken in by the roots or imbibed through

the bark. A limited quantity probably more read-

ily hy the latter, from atmospheric aid.

From this view of the subject I adopted the

fashion to daub my trees with a compo.sition of

3 lbs. of potash and 8 lbs. of unslacked lime, dis-

solveil in 3 I 3 gallons of water, adding clay or

cow dung to give it a firm"r consistence and reu-

der it more porous. I also h.ive no rule by which

to renew it ; but apply it early in tuespriiig. wIumi-

ever my trees appear to need it by having the

substance washed off. To my view this fashiona-

ble coat is far from being an unsightly dress.

—

Were it otherwise I should consult health and

viL'Or even at the expense ol a homely garb.

From what I know of Miijor Whetder's science

anil practical skill. I suspect the flourishing state

of his trees is to be ascribed more to his spadin;!

anil mannriuii than to his occasional a ash, which,

however nnd whenever applied is a potent and val-

uable auxili'iiy. A FARMER.
Worcister, March II. lt=28.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr. Fessp.ndks — In staling facts and inferen-

ee.s deduced from llieui respecting the disease of

fruit trees, I hope to call further attention to this

interesting subject ; and elicit truth without the

beat of controversy.

I will concede to those gentlemen who believe

,t caused by an insect, and whose opinions are

oonfirraed by having detected their adversary, that

',s same destruction may be effected by different

agents ; and that the enemy which gives annoy-

ance to them, is visible and tangible. If they can

admit my theory I rnay presume they will allow

that my foe is not of this palpable kind, since it

has eluded a diligent and minute search, often re-

peated by myself and friends. Being thus bafiled

in my investigation I have soughl its analogy to

other diseases of the same insidious character,

and have fi.\ed upon the Canker. Here the same
diversity of opinion respecting the cause presents

itself. Mr. Forsyth is of opinion that canker is

caused by injudicious pruning— from the fruit be-

ing left on the trees—from bruises—from dead

shoots being left on the tree through the summer,

&c. : but not from any thing peculiar in the soil.

Sir Humphrey Davy attributes canker to Ihe ex-

cess of alkaline and earthy matter in the de-

scending sap. There seems to be some bearing

in both these opinions on the disease in question.

Some contamination or obstruction in the descend-

ing sap appears to me manifest. Canker, howev-

er, as it is generally understood, more commonly
attacks the body or large branches of the tree:

but if not eradicated in its incipient state, it will,

like leprosy, corrupt and destroy its vitality.

—

Whatever may be the predisposing cause, this

malady is haetened and confirmed by the direct a-

gency of solar rays. I am led to this conclusion

from noticing that the first appearance is found

on the part of the tree exposed to the longest and

the most direct influence of a summer's sun, bear-

inor from a S. and S.W. point If the tree declines

from these points it becomes more exposed and

seldom escapes infection. If there bo a sadden

bend to the N. E. and the tree again becomes
erect, the intermediate angle will almost invaria-

bly suffer. If the rays of the sun are so potent

as to penetrate thick hark anil make it so closely

adhere to the wood as to check the circulation of

the sap. is it unreasonable to suppose that the

same cause may produce a similar effect on the

thinner eo'ering of the extreme branches? This

appears to be the question at issue ; and further

light is thrown on it by the fact that this disorder

is confined to the most arid and hot season. It

seems to be agreed that this disease is common to

both apple and pear trees : but so far as I have

noticed, is more extensive and destructive on the

pear. On the pear tree, not only small shoots,but

whole limbs are destroyed ; whereas on the apple,

like the quince it is confined to the extreme mi-

nor branches.

That the canker is contagious, and will produce

the same destruction within its influence that is

to be seen on the shoots of the apple tree, has

been strikingly manifested in my nursery. A tree

about ten years in bearing has been suffering with

the canker for a few seasons past. Last summer
while full in early fruit the branches all died.

—

The rows in mv apple nursery extended under

and beside it. After the leaves became dead, the

tender shoots of the younf: trees under it turned

black and perished. This I imputed to the drip-

pinir trom the diseased tree of dew and rain, as

the injury was confined to thecircnit of its branch-

es. The disease however was to be discovered in

som.-^ othnr parts of the nursery.

Should further investigation determine the ori-

gin of this destructive malady it is still to bo fear-

ed that the remedy will remain to disappoint our

research. If I am correct as to its contagious

character, the importance of severing the diseased

parts is confirmed. But the whole subject seems

so involved in obscurity that I might be deemed
too visionary, were I to be positive even in this
opinion. Respectfully yours, &c.

Worcester, March II, 1828. O. FISKE.

SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
An Addreredelivereil hefore ihe Hampshire, Fraoklin, and

Hampden Ag-ricultural Society ; at Sorlhanipton, Oct. 24.
18i7. By Edward Hitchcuck. Prolesjcr of Chemistry and
Natui-al History in Amherst College.

It is an interesting evidence of Divine Benefi-
cence, that there is intermingled with the im-
mensely varied pursuits of men, so nearly an equal
portion of enjoyment. So wisely adapted to our
circumstances are the laws of liabit, that we soon
become contented, and even pleased, with a situa-

tion, which seemed at first, the grave of all our
comforts. But this is not all. There aie sources
of enjoyment in every occupation that are pecu-
liar ; that exist in no other. Helice it happens, as

a general fact, that men have no wish to change
employments with their neighbors. We may
covet some particular possessions, or circunr.staii-

ces of our neighbor ; but when the question is,

whether we will entirely change situations with

Jiim, the preference we feel lor our own profes-

sion or art, will, in most ca-es, give a ready nega-

tive to the inquiry. What but necessity will

bring the sea tossed and hard faring sailor to set-

tle down contentedly in the peaceful farm house

with al4 its security, and all its plenty. On the

other hand, what but irrej;ular habits, or disap-

pointed hopes, will tempt a man, who has become
habituated to the pleasure of cultivating his own
farm, to commit himself to the mercy of the

waves and storms of the ocean. You may, in-

dued, draw the artizan abroad for a day or two

;in the summer, to relieve the pressure of the far-

mer. But he goes back again to his shop, grat-

ified that an easier task is \\u, than to toil be-

neath .-i burning sun. I know that the hard la-

boring man not unfrequontly looks with an en-

vious eye and discontented feelings upon his rich

neighbor, rolling past him in his coach ; and up-

on the professional man, who i.s seen fanning him-

self in the shade, during the sultry heat of July,

while he is compelled to go forth, unprotected,

under the rays of a meridian sun. But let him
only become acquainted with the corrodingcares,

the oppressive lisllessness, the ennui, and the

crowd of diseases that follow the chariot and
watch around the dwellings of the affluent:— let

' bim be told how much of anxiety and labour and
sleeplessness the intellectual efforts and collisions

of the professional man require : let him see

the wasted form and languid countenance of the

scholar, what a sacrifice of health the acquisition

of knowledge often demands

—

how iiard it is to climb
The sleep where Fame's uixiud temple shines afer;

i

^how many a soul sublime
! Has felt the inOuenee of malisfiianl star,

And wng'd with lorlnne, an eternal war;

let the laboring man but partially realize these

things, and he will be thankful that he is neither

very rich, nor very learned.

It cannot be denied, however, that some of the

employments of men afford more numerous and

certain meons ot happiness tlmu others. IS'or will

many dissent from the opinion, that in this re-

spect the pre-eminence must be awarded to agri-

cultural pursuits. If, as the poet says,

'• Reason's whole pleasnre. a)l the joys of sense.
" Lie in three words, health, peace, and competence

;''

why hss not the farmer the very essence of earth

J
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ly happiness within his reach. So directly do his

labours lend to promote health, that they arc the ;

resort of invaliits tVom all other employments;

and often form the physician's last and hesl pre-

scription. Peace, too. if ever she finds a restins:

place in this disordered world, will fi.x her station

in the retired mansion of the farmer. Nor will

competence follow far behind, when health and

peace and industry lead the way.

In the acUnowleilged fact that agricultural pur-

suits are more favorable to human happiness than

any other, 1 see, if I mistake not, additional indi-

cations of the goodness of God. For this must be

the e'niployment of the great mass of mankind :

—

And to make it the easiest avenue to enjoyment,

will, theretbre, swell the amount of human happi-

ness more, than if the like pre-eminence had been

granted to any uther ait or profession. True, we

have not now a paradise to cultivate : and the

thorn and the thistle starting up on every side of

us, are mementos of that curse which followed

man from llie Garden of Eden. Still, in that curse

we perceive a mixture of mercy. The heart of

infiiiite benevolence seems to have yearned to

wards our guilty race, even at the moment when

they were driven from Paradise, and the sword

of a broken law turned every way to prevent tneir

re adiiultance In the bitter cup that was given

man to drink, there was mingled an antidote to

the poison. Though he must henceforth eat hia

bread in sorrow :ind in the sweat of his face, yet

would that very labor prove the greatest allevi.-'-

tion of his liials that could be granted to a fallen

being.

In this light have almost every age and nation

regarded agriculture. National and individual

happiness has ever been known to be most inti-

mately linlsed with the successful cultivation of

the soil. We cannot say much, indeed, concern-

ing the views and elTorts of the antediluvians on

this subject. We have but one history of those

times, and this so concise, that it casts but a glim-

mering light on that Ion;; period of darkness. All

the vestiges of .science and civilization, that might

have e.xisted, have been swept away by the de-

luge : and the flood of the world has proved al-

most the flood of oblivion.

Nor are the ages that for a long time followed,

involved in less obscurity. The building of the

Tower of Babel indicates a state of prosperity,

and un acquaintance with architecture ; and hence

we derive presumptive evidence in favor of a cor-

respondent advancement in agriculture.

When the descendants of Abraham were se

curely settled in Palestine, they devoted them

selves almost e.Kclusively to agricultural pursuits,

from the chiefs of the tribes to the lowest menial.

The Chaldeans made improvements in husband-

ry, before unknown. They seem to have ascer-

tained some method of recruiting an exhausted

soil, and were thus prevented the necessity of fre-

quently changing situations, like most other Ori-

ental nations.

The proverbially' fertile soil of Egypt enabled

its inhabitants every year to raise vast quantities

of corn : and so highly was agriculture esteemed

among them, that they ascribed its invention to

their chief god, Osiris ; and even paid divine hon-

ors to tlie animals employed iu cultivation, and to

the products of the earth.

In India, too, in ancient times, Bacchus was

worshipped as the inventor of planting vineyards,

and other agricultural arts.

The Persian kings, also, once each month, laid !
REMEDY FOR THE WHOOPING COUGH

aside the splendor of royalty, and ate with their Dissolve a scruple of salt of tartar in a gill of

husbandmen. Agriculture was incorporated into water, and tun grains of Cochineal finely powder-
thoir religion ; and it was one of their maxims, od, and sweeten this composition, so as to render

that he who sows the ground with diligence, ac- it palatable with fine loaf sugar. Give to an in-

quires more religious merit, than by the repetition

of ten thousand prayers.

The Phenicians or Philistines, and the Carlha-

geinans, were not unacquainted with agriculture :

and Mago, a celebrated Carlhagenian general, is

said to have written twenty-eight books on the

subject, which «ere translated into Latin by

command of the Roman Senate.

The ancient nations of Europe seem to have

been much behind the Asiatics in their acquain-

tance with the cultivation of the soil ; for we find

the early Grecians deriving their subsistence, like

the wild beasts, from roots, herbs, and acorns.

The Athi'nians, however, ere long found that

fant the fourth part of a table spoon full, four

limes a day. To a child 2 or ,3 years old, half a

spoon-full ; and to one 4 years old and iijiwards, a

spoon full may be given. The relief afforded by

this remedy is immediate, and generally a radical

cure is effected in .5 or 6 days.

The above medicine has been used for several

years past, in cases of whooping cough, by eminent
physicians, with the greatest succes.;,and its salu-

tary effects have been singularly experienced in

many families.

The High Cranberry.—Few people seem to be

aware that this shrub, or small tree, which grows

the bosom of the earth was not made merely to! plentifully in the marshes and swamps around us,

tread upon. Their princes recalled their subjects yielding rit' clusters of very handsome fruit, a

from predatory warfare to learn the peaceful arts I

''^''^ious tart, may be cultivated with ease and

of husbandry. The other States of Greece soon
|

success in our gardens and shrubberies. With-

fullowed the e.xample, and agriculiure rose into a j

""* knowing that the attempt had ever been made,

regular and important art. Their first writer on 1

' tried it last spring, with some half a dozen

shrubs, from Saratoga county, all of which bore

the transplanting very well, for they lived, grew
as vigorously as most vegetables do the first year,

the subject was llesiod, who embellished his work
with the imagery and harmony of poetry. Zeno-
phon, Democritus, Aristotle, Theophrastus and

,

others, employed their pens upon the same sub- '
="id some of them bore fine hunches of fruit.-

jgPt \
The twigs, taken ofli", put out as cuttings also

Ihe high regard in which agriculture was held [

to"k, which shows with what facility we may

among the Romans is well known. Even their ]

-^'"ck our gardens with cranberries.

most illustrious Senators and commanders in the! _ , TT^ Z '. i^,,,.,,,.,.,., ,
.1 To clean moulding of carriascs.— lake one ta-

intervals of public duty, devoted themselves to its , , ^,, .. 5,,.j,
o 1 . J. u II 1 i- ble spoon full of ro: ton stone, nnely levigated, two

pursuits. Kegulus requested to be recalled fiom '^
, . ,^ .. • r ,

,. J « 1 .L . u • u.. .^ J . ounces and a :ialf of soirit of vitriol, two ounces
Ins command in Africa, that he might attend to ..,,.,... ^ ,

'

r
., 1.- .- ci r A 1 <- • . and -1 half of spirit of wine, and one pint of water,
the cultivation of lis farm. And Cincinnatus re- Z, ... - , , / ,, ,

, ., . I J .u • r .,
' Put t le spirit of wine in last, and a few small peb-

ceived the summons to lead the armies of the re- , . . \ . , , . , , . - , • ,.

... , i- 11 .u 1 u J 1 .u .1 bles to help in shaking. Apply it with a piece of
public when following the plough : and when that

I ,. . „ ^,
,

,". ^ -, \.

call of his country had been obeyed, and success
l>ad crowned his arms, he returned again to his

interesting occupation. Cato, the Censor, com-
posed a treatise on the subject. Varro followed

thick flannel, then rub it off with a piece of moist

leather, afterwards with a dry flannel.

Oi'tida Lake.—Among the documents received

from our Albany correspondent, is a report in fav-
him in a more regular work: and finally, Virgil

or of lowering the Oneida lake, and the improve-
gave immortality to Roman agriculture, m his

: „,(.„( ^f „,g „:,vigation of the Oneida river. The
Georgics. An art thus patronized by the rich and

{
o(,jg^j j^ i,,.^ fold— 1st To reclaim large tracts of

powerful, and occupying the attention of the
^ich sunken lands adjoining the lake, by which

learned, must have been carried to a considerable operation the healthiness of the surrounding coun-
degreeof perfection: though the want of any

, j^y ^^ill be greatly improved ; and, 2dly, The im-
thing like a correct theory of agriculture, and the i

, rovement of the navigation of the river, in such
substitution of numerous superstitious notions,

' ^^^ner as shall admit of steam-boat navigation
must have greatly impeded Us progress.

j-^om Lake Ontario to the head of the Oneida.—
But the Roman power was now on the wane. ^^^-^^ ^^o^id be truly a vast and valuable improve-

Corruption had fixed upon the vitals of the State, i

,„p[)t JV Y Jidv
and this vast fabric of empire, which was inipreg-

j

nable to all foreign assaults, must sink by the] Horse-chesnut dye.—A permanent buff, or naa-

slow workings of internal disease. Long did keen dye for muslin, linen, cotton, silk, or woollen

Rome linger over her fall : But at length the cloths, may be obtained from the horse chesnuts.

huge pile of Gothic barbarity and ignorance was

raised on her ruins. For more than ten centuries,

a thick darkness brooded over the world. Relig-

ious intolerance and superstitious ignorance, those

spirits cf night, wielded their two edged swords

over the human mind, and lopped the first bud-

dings of genius and truth. Though here and

there a feeble light w>is seen, breaking through

the darkness, yet it was not till the middle of the

fifteenth century, that science and art were seen

rapidly rising from the chaos. In 1478, Crescen-

vio a Florentine, published a valuable treatise up-

on agriculture : and he was followed by many of

his countrymen in the same track.

/^To be continued.)

For the buff color, take the whole fruit, husk and

all, when quite young, cut it small, and put it into

cold soft water, with as much soap as will just

cloud or discolor the water. When deep enough,

pour off the clear part, and dip whatever is to be

dyed, till it is the color required. For the nan-

keen color, take the husks only, cut or break

them small, steep them in soft water, with soap,

(as above) and dye it in the same manner. The
! uska may be used for the buflf dye, after the ker-

nels are formed ; but it is only when they are the

most imperceptible that the whole fruit is used

—

and the brightness of the buff color diminishes as

the husk ripens, till when quite ripe the dye if

most like nankeen.
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[Extracts from Loudon's Gardener's Magazine lor Jan. 18-8.J

4n approved Method of obtaining a Crop of Early

Cauliflowers, a week or ten days btfore Ifiase

treattd in the usual tvay. By J. M.

From a seed-bed which has been sown two or

three days after rutlier than before the customary

period, select a score or two ol heallliy plants.

—

Pot them singly into the smallest-sized /arden-pots

in rich loamy compost; water, and plunge them

in a cold frame, shading for a short tune, till they

have taken root. Afterwards give air daily, draw-

ing on the lights at night, and defending from se-

vere frost with a mat or two; water frequently

with tepid manured water, and keep clear from

decayed leaves and woods. E.xamine the state of

the roots from time to time, and, as soon as they

become in the least degree matted, immediately

shift into 4S-sized pots, with the before mention-

ad compost; and replace them carefully in the

same frame, attending to tnem as before. When
the roots have nearly filled these last pots, shift

into thirty-twos, and, in due time, they will ulti-

mately require twenty-fojrs ; or, if they have

grown rapidly, even eighteens. After being fairly

established in these, they may be removed into a

vineyard, peach, or other forcing house, there to

remain till the end of March or beginning cf April

when they may be turned out into the open air

between the aspara^^us beds, or any other warm
and well sheltered spot. They will require to be

put in pretty deep, and protected by hand glasses,

or at least by boughs of trees, that they may not

suffer from the sudden transition or inclement

skies. It is hardly necessary to add that the

whole success of this mode of culture depends en-

tirely on the plants receiving no check in any

stage of their growth, either from want of timely

re-potting, water, air, or sufficient protection from

frost. While in the house, if not supplied witli

water in pans, they are very liable to button, and

thereby wholly defeat the end in view.

The Lincolnshire Agricultural Society has giv-

en a prize often guineas to one man, for having

had seventeen children (ten living) and been forty

years in the service of one master ; and another

of five guineas, for twenty fi e children gotten

(ten living) and a service of forty-one years.

—

These premiums seem to have been well merited

by the length of service ; but, as to the children,

there is something revolting in rewarding persons

for calling twice as many beings into existence as

they were able to nourish and bring up. Premi-

•jms for early marriages and large families may be

very suitable for new countries like America.

The powder of horse chesnuts being mixed with

a third of flour, is found to make better paste than

that made from flour alone. [Mec. Mag. viii. p.

223.) We are glad to observe that these nutscan

be applied to some useful purpose, and hope some

country shoemaker or bookbinder will take the

hint.

Small farms arc rapidly melting away on the

Marquesse of Lansdowne's property in Queen's

county. The farm houses are constructed on an

excellent plan, such as promises comfort, and

gives temptation to clwanlines, a desideratum in

the rural life of Ireland; and munificent allow-

ances are granted by this nobleman out of the

landlord's rent, towards in.suring a sufficient in-

terest, and an inducement to seek after the en-

.loyraent of comforts.

One of the most iinportanl grusses, tor cultiva-

tion in the middle states, is certainly the Orchard-
grass (Dactylis glomerata,) a stout and tal Igrass,

bearing a panicle or irregularly branched (lower-

ing culm, terminating in many rough clusters of

small, flat and pointed glumes, all in each lobe or

cluster inclining one way, and nearly all thesame
form and consistence. The seed is small, and

falls out of the glume when ripe, though not very

readily. The leaves have almost uniformly a

plaited or wrinkled margin when they first expand.

The Darnel, Tare or Lolium, produces its flovi'-

ers in a spike almost in the manner of wheat, but

the calyx consists of but a single outer valve, and
contains a spikelet of many equal flowers like a

Festuca. The common species, here naturalized,

is perennial, and has beardless flowers ; the an-

nual kind, in Europe, though, I believfc, seldom in

America, ovarruns fields of grain, and where mix-

ed in any considerable proportion with wheat,

which it resembles, though less in size, produces

a bread which is deleterious, and apparently into.t'

icatiug. —
The delightful and well known vanilla odor of

new hay is chiefly produced by the presence of

the Vernal grass, or Anthoxanthuin odoratum

The flowers, when mature, form a yellow chaffy

spike ; the calyx, thin like that of the oat, in-

cludes a flower which, at a late period, assumes a

browny tinge, and falls out inclosing the seed :

each of its valve produces an aivn, one of them
nearly from the base, the other trom near the tip

of the vahe ; there are also two minute abortive

rudiments of flowers, near the base of the true

flower glume. This grass is likewise remarka-

bln for producing only two, in place of three sta-

mens. —
Without possessing anything specious in their

flowers, no class of flowers add so much to the

beauty of the landscape as the grasses: their

presence marks the distinction between desolate

sterility, and verdant plenty ; a very important

part of the food of man, and the whole of that of

his principal domestic animals depend upon this

panied by an engraving, representing the mode of
|

important tribe of plants. The industry of man is

training dwarfs aud standards. Gentlemen in
J

requisite to the very existence of the grain he

Ireland" might write for it to be sent by post.— employs for food, while that part of this family

When a second edition is called for we would re- |
necessary for the food of animals is every where

commend Mr. Lindsay to compare the spelling of spontaneous, and perennial, and scarcely denied

to any climate in the world.

At a meeting of the Hartford Agricultural So-

ciety, holden on the 27th Tebruary, 1828, the fol-^

lowing gentlemen were elected honorary mem-
bers: Hon. Gorham Pnrsons, of Ms.—Hon. John

Amory, of Md.—John S. Skinner, Esq. of Bait.

—

Hon. Jonathan Roberts, of Penn.— Hon. William

Jarvis, of Vt.—Hon- H. W. Dwight, of Ms.—Hon.

S. T. Uosmer, of Con.—J Prince, Esq. of Ms.

—

Hon. J. Wells, of Ms.

An unciescribed Shrub, which supplies wliole-

some and limpid water, has been discovered in our

new Indian countries, from whose stem, when di-

vided there issues a copious vegetable spring of

limpid and wholesome water.

SuGAR/)-oni licet Root.—At a dinner recently

given by the town of Amiens to the King of

France, there was placed on the table, opposite

His Majesty, an immense column composed of

sugar, manufactured from the Sugar beet root, at

Franvillers, near Amiens. The column consisted

of four different qualities of refined sugar, and

chrystals of raw sugar formed the pedestal. The
manufacture of sugar from beet-root seems to be

making great advances in France.

Myrrh.—A rewara of 25/, or a gold medal of

equal value, has been offered by the Medico-Bot

anical Society, for an accurate description of the

plant yielding the myrrh, which is supposed to be

merely the produce of the Auiyris Kataf.

Burnet, Poterium sunguisorba, so much used by

the French and Italians in their salads, is of so

cheering and exhilarating a quality, that it has

passed into a proverb in Italy, that no salad can

be good without it.

Mulberriis and fValnuts.—One of the charac-

teristics of the present age is the quickness with

which productions are obtained, for which formerly

we were obliged to wait many years. A friend of

mine, who has not planted his garden more than

t.vo years, has already gathered mulberries and

walnuts; the latter are fr'im considerable trees,

which had borne m the nursery belbre removal,

and which were obtained from Hanison and Co.

from Bromplon; the former are from standard

trees fiom Luchanan's nursery, Cambervvell, which

contains the largest plants of this tree in the

trade ; many of them have born fruit for two or

three years, and when removed to a private gar-

den with care, will bear the first year.

A selection of names of hardy Fruit trees is

just published, in one sheet or table, by Mr. Ed-

ward Lindsay, nurseryman, Belfast. It is accoin

the names with that of the Horticultural Society's

catalogue.

Extracts from NuUall's Litroduclion to Botany.

Nearly all the fine fruit trees and flowers of the

family of the Rosacea; which we generally culti-

vate, originate in temperate climates. Tiie apple

has been obtained fiom the wild Crahtree of

Northern Europe ; the Pear from the very un-

promising wilding of the same country, but bears

a warm climate better than the apple. The Quince

(Cydonia) is found in wild hedges and rocky pla-

ces in the south of Europe. The Plum (Prunus

domestien) is likewise indigenous to the south of

Europe, but scarcely eatable in its native state.

That variety called the Damason, or the egg-

The bills for the improvement of Connecticut

River, and for the extension of the Hampshire

and Hampden Canal have passed the House of

Representatives in Alassachusetls.

.'Monument to Governor Cli<iton.—A meeting was

sliaped plum, was probably introduced from Syria. ' hi^ld at Buffalo on tlje 28th, to concert measures

The Peach (Jlmygdalus per.'.ica) is the produce of for the erection of two monuments to the memory

Persia. The Almond occurs wild in the hedges

of Morocco. The Cherry (Prunus eerasus) is

the product of Cerasonte; the Apricot of Armenia;

the Pomegranate [Punica granctium) of Persia

and Carthage.

of Dewit Clinton, to be located at the extremities

of the Erie canal, at Buft'alo and Albany ; and to

appoint a committee who shall act in concert with

a like one of the city of Albany, in furtherance of

the proposed measure.
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TURNIP CABBAGE.
It is surprising that this valuable vegetable (the

Kohl-Rabi of tbe Germans, Chou-Ravc of the

French,) of which larg-u quantities are regularly

sold the whole simiMier in the German markets, is

not more cultiviited in England, as it is little infe-

rior to the caulidower ; and yet, from its requir-

ing less care and room, can be grown at a price

so much loiver,that a given weight of cau'iflower,

in the ra^rket of Aix la-Chapelle, costs five or six

times as much as the same weight of kohl-rabi.

—

Tlie mode of cooking, however, makes all the dif-

ference. Half boiled, in the English way it

would be little thought of, but when cut as

in Germany into small oblong pieces, and

thoroughly though slowly boiled, or rather

stewed, it forms an excellent dish. The average

diameter of the bulb (for one more appropriate, to

the globular enlargement into which this variety

of the cabbage tribe expands, just above the

ground,) is from ;5 to 4 inches, but is often grown

much larger. One purchased in the market of

Aixla-Chipelle, in Ocrjoer last, measured 18

inches in circumference, and weighed (exclusive

of leaves anu root) 4 lbs. 9 oz. Prussian weight.

It could not be estimated to have cost more than

one halfpenny English ; and having been cooked

separately, by way of experiment, made a large

dish, more than enough for five persons, at dinner

though no other vegetable was eaten, as it was
preferred to ill the rest at the table.

—

Loudon.

From Cobbetl's American Gardener.

PJLOWERS AND ORNAMENTAL, GARD-
K.N'NG IS GKNERAL,.

PoLVANTHus.—Every thing that has been said

of the auricula, may be said of this. It is a very

pretty flower and universally esteemed. Blows

best out of the luil sun. Polyanthuses are best in

beds, for a great part of tbeir merit consists of

the endless variety which they present to the eye.

They have a delicately sweet smell, like that of

the cowslip.

Popry.—A very bad smell, but is sought after

on account of its -reat variety in size, height, and

flower—and on account of its gayness. The seed

pods of some are of the bulk of a 3 lb. weight,

while those of otners, are not so big as a small

pea. The smallest, however, contains about one i

thousand seeds, and come up and flourish with

very little care. A beii a ah two or three hundred
,

sorts in it, is a spectacle hardly surpassed in beau-
\

ty by any thing in the vegetable creation. It is

an annual, and well known as a medicinal plant;

but, is not so well known as a plant from the seed

of which sallad oil is sometimes made. The Ger-

mans, on the Rhine, cultivate whole fields of it

for this purpose.

Primrose.—A beautif il little flower, of a pale

yellow, and delicate smell Comes early in the

spring, and continues a good while in bloom. Of

the fibrous rooted flowers if is the next to the

daisy in point of earliness. It is an univers.l fav-

orite ; and, in England it grows abundantly in

woods, patturi-s, and banks. Ii i- perennial, like

the cowslip, -ind is propagates in tiiesame manner.

Ranunculus A flower ot the nature of the

anemone, and is propagated and cultivated in the

same manner. These two flowers are usually

planted in beds, where tliey make a very fine show.

Rhodouf.ndkon.—This is a beautiful shrub,

with along narrow leaf, and gr,iat bunches of blue

pink or white flowers ; the b- Us, or pods, contain-

ing which appear the year before the flowering.

Roses.—It would require volumes to describe

the variety and excellencies of this plant. They
may be propagated from seed ; but as the seed

seldom comes up till the second year, they are

(except the China rose) propagated by suckers.

—

These come out near the old s.ems, during the

summer, and are dug up in the autumn and plant-

ed out. In the spring they are cut down near the

ground, and the next year they blow. The China

rose is so easily raised from cuttings, that little

bits put in the ground in the spring, will be trees

and have n profusion of blossoms before the fall.

It stands the winter very well, and is beautiful for

the green-house.

Syringa, or Mock Ora.nge.—A very stout

shrub, with blossoms much like the orange, and

with a powerful smell. Is propagated from suck-

ers, of which it sends out a great many.

Sweet William.—A pretty flower—makes a

fine show—comes double by chance—and is very

handsome, whether double or single. Is propa-

gated from seed, the plants from which do not

blow till the second year. The sweet William

root does not last many years. It muy be propa-

gated by parting the roots; and this must be done

to have the same flower again to a certainty, be-

cause the seeds ilo not, except by chance, produce

flowers like those of the mother plant.

Tube-rose.—This is a bulbous rooted plant,

that sends up a beautiful and most fragrant flower.

It is a native of Italy ; propagated and managed
precisely like the hyacinth.

Toiip.— Beds of these, vie with those of carn-

ations and auriculas. A single root of the tulip

has somptimes sold in England for two or three

hundred guineas. There is an endless variety in

the colors. The bulbs, to have fine flowers, must

be treated like those of the hyacinth. The tulip

may be raised from seed ; but it is, as in the case

of the hyacinth, a thousand to one asninst getting

from seed a flower like the mother plant.

Violet.—This is a little creeping plant that

comes on the banks under the shelter of warm
hedges. It excels in sweetness. There is a pur-

ple and a white. The plant is pcrtnnial, and

abundance of seed is borne annually by both. If

you propagate from seed, the flower does not

Come till the second year ; but, one plant, taken

from an old root, will fill a rod of ground in a

few years.

Wall flower.—It is so called, because it will

grow, sow itself, and furnish bloom in this way,

by a succession of plants, for ever, upon old walls,

where it makes a beautiful show. It bears abun-
!

dance of seed, plants from which produce flowers

the second year. Some come double. If you wish

to be sure of double ones, you must propagate by

slips of double-flowering plants. There are the

yellow and the mixed, partly yellow and partly

red. All have a delightful smell, blow early, and

are generally great favorites.
,

sheep, and very much prevents the rot in the lat-

ter. The best way of sowing it is with clover ;

and the common quantity of seed is two bushels to

an acre ; though in some lands where the clover

is likely to succeed very well, they sow eight

pounds of clover seed, and one bushel of rye seed

to an acre, and this makes a crop that will last

seven or eight years. Some mow it as hay, and

thresh it for the seed. An acre of grass, will

sometimes produce four or five quarts of seed. If

at any time a field of this grass is found to grow

thin, it is only necessary to strew on a bushel of

the seed, and roll it with a roller, and the plants

rising from this addition will make the whole crop

sufficiently thick. Rye grass has this peculiar ad-

vantage, that it kills weeds without any other

sown plant; even thistles cannot grow among it.

When rye grass is cut for hay before perfectly

ripe, the hay is the better ; but the seed will not

grow so well. When the seed is newly threshed,

it must not be laid too thick, for it is apt to heat,

and will therefore be unavoidably spoiled.

Cobbetl's JVurserjj, Kensington, Feb. 7.—Some
of our readers having requested us to give an ac-

count of his garden, we called there with a gen-

tleman who was about to purchase some trees.

We found the veteran writer sitting in his garden

house, by a wood fire made in one of his cast-iron

American stoves, a table beside him covered with

newspapers, a few old books behind on a shelf.

—

The garden contains about four acres of deep

sandy loam, admirably adapted for raising seedling

trees, and almost the whole of it is so occupied.

Among them IS theLocust;the particulars respecting

them are taken from the Register for Dec. 1825.

Locust, Robiuia Pseud-Acacia. Recommended
to be grown for pins for ship-building, and foi

hop-poles ; also for fuel and hedges. The dur-

ition of locust is ^aid to surpass that of all other

timber; it grows faster than the ash,and while a pole

of the latter tree lasts only three years, a locust

pole will last twenty or thirty. At Earl's Court,

near Kensington, a plantation was made, fifteen

years ago, of locusts, Scotch pines, sycamores,

limes, Spanish chesnuts, beeches, ashes, and oaks,

and measured in October last. It was found that

the locust grew faster than any other tree, in the

proportion of ".^7 to li'2. It is acknowledged, how-

ever, that the locust is not a tree to thrive to a

great age ; and two old specimens in Mr. Cob-

bett's garden, in the most favorable soil and situa-

tion, are striking proofs that it is nota tree to pro-

duce a great hulk of timber.

RYE GRASS.
This is a more hardy sort of gmss, and will

grow on any land: but it thrives best on sour,

clayey, and weeping grounds ; it neither receives

damage from the searching heats of the summer
nor the piercing frosts of winter. It is the

best of all winter food for cattle, the shorter it is

eaten the belter, and it springs earlier than any

other. There is no danger of overstocking it, for

if it be left to grow too much, the stalk will be-

come hard'ami'.sticky. It is best for liorses and

Remedy for Poison.—The following singular

remedy is used much by the Hottentots, and by

many of the colonists, who have borrowed it from

them. When a person is bit by any of the more

venomous snakes, a lowl is instantly procured, and

the fleshy part of the breast being cut open, it i&

pressed fresh and palpitating to the envenomed
wound. The virus is by this means, rapidly ab-

stracted ; and if the |)oison be very deadly, the

the fowl speedily exhibits clear proofs of its ma-

lignancy, becomes drowsy, droops its head, ane

dies. It is withdrawn and a second cut open and

applied in the same manner ; a third, if requisite i.

and so on, until it appears, from the decreased in-

fluence in the poison on tlie fowls, that its de-

structive virulence is effectually subdued. The
worst crisis is then considered to be past, and the

patient in most cases recovers.

—

Lon- Weekly Rev,
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Poultry.— It is said tiiat hens may be made lo

lay eggs during the winter season, when their

laying powers are usually dormant, by the follow-

ing cheap and simple means : Dilute and mix tv\o

ounces glauber salts in a dish of cold porridge, or

any other food, and scatter the same well about

the poultry yard, so that neither of them shall eut

too much ; if the etfects are not apparent in two

or three days, repeat the dose at short intervals,

till the accumulation of eggs indicate that you

have gone far enousth.

[From the Wincliester Republican.]

THE VINE.
Presuming it would not be unacceptable to your

readers, I offer a statement of my progress in the

cultivation of the vine. Having by long experi-

ence, discovered that the farming business is ex-

tremely precarious, owing to the ravages of the

fly, together with unfavorable seasons, &.c. Hav-

ing perused various treatises on the cultivation of

the grape, I determined on trying my success in a
|

business to which I had been hitherto a stranger.

In the autumn of 1834, I employed a vigneron

from Switzerland, who represented to me that he

had been Iohl' acquainted with the business ; who
during the succeeding winter, prepared about two
acres of gron.id, of a south exposure, and of very

thin, unproductive and slaty soil, but such as wa.s

preferred by him, although I protested against the

location, and recommended other situations which
I conceived would be far more productive ; but

being a stranger to the business, I yielded to his

superior judgment. During the months of Febru-
ary and March 1825, I procured from Major Ad-
him, near Georgetown, 2<'00 cuttings, at thirty

dollars per thousand, exclusive of a considerable

number from gentlemen of this and the adjoining

counties, amounting in all, to about 3000. These
were planted during the aforesaid months in the

following manner : The cuttings, (about two feet

and a half long) were laid in rows seven feet apart

one way, and three and a half the other, in a hor-

izontal position, in trenches about two feet long,

one foot wide, and about one foot deep, allowing

from one to two buds to appear above the surface,

and filling up and packing pretty close with the

surface of the ground, which was carefully pre-

served for that purpose in excavating. The sea-

son proved unfavorable, and I presume that not

more than about one half vegetated the first year,

which produced a small quantity of grapes the

next season, (1826) ; and, in 1827, my vigneron

sold a considerable quantity of grapes, and made
about fifty gallons of wine. I have now increased

the size of my vineyard to between five and six

acres, continuing to reset wheic the cuttings had

failed to vegetp.te. All of them now appear in a

flourishing condition. It will appear by the fore-

going statement, that my first planting will have

been only three years ; and that planting, after

deductinop such as failed to vegetate, can only be

estim.-ited at about an acre. From the proceeds

of the last, I think I can safely calculate on from
five to ten barrels of wine the approaching sea-

son. Thus it will appear, that either the climate

the soil, or both, arc better adapted to the pro-

duction of the vine, than any which had heretofore

come under my observation ; as those of the Unit-

ed States, who have preceded me in the business,

jenerally stale the bearing as very inconsiderable

until the third year, whereas my first planting

bore luxuriantlf on the second. Plouglnno- and

the cullivalion ol tlie i;rouuil, i riuil, i.s aiieuiiMd

with about the same labor as an equal quantity of!

ground in corn, and the cultivation of the vine is '

also easy and simple. JOSIAH L' iCKHART.
Back Creek Vnlliy. Frederick ctnint.y, Va.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
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PEAS.
Of the small early kinds of peas, one pint will

sow [according to Loudon] a row of twenty yards,

for the larger sorts for main crops, the same mea-

sure will sow a row of thirty-three yards. The
drills for the early sorts may be one inch and a

half deep ; and two feet and a halt, three, or four

feet asunder, according to the height to which the

peas usually grow. Peas that are to grow with-

out sticks, require the least room. For summer
crops and large sorts, make the drills two inches

deep, and four, five, or six feet asunder. The dis-

tances along the drill should be according to the

sie of the peas and the season. Tlir frame, three

in the space of an inch ; the charlton, hotspur, and

dwarf marrowfat, two in an inch ; the Russian

blue and middle sized sorts, three in two inches
;

the large marrowfat or Knight's, a full inch apart.

Soil and situation. The soil should be moder-

ately rich, and the deeper and stronger for lofty

growers. Peas are not assisted, but hurt by un-

reduced dung recently turned in. A fresh sandy

loam, or road stuff, and a little decomposed vege-

table matter make the best manure. The soil for

an early crop can hardly be too dry.

To fortvard an early crop. Sow in lines from

east lo west, and stick a row of spruce, liemlock,

or pine brandies along the north side of every

row, and sloping so as to bend over the plants, at

one foot or eighi;een inches from the (jronrid. As
the plants advance in height, vary the position of

the branches, so as they may always protect them
from the perpendicul-ir cold or rain, and yet leave

them open to the full influence of the sun. Some
cover during nights and in severe weather, with

two boards, nailed together lengthwise, at right

angles, which forms a very secure and easily man-
aged covering, but excludes light.

Sticking; peas. All peas fruit better for stick-

ing, and continue longer productive, especially the

larger sorts. Provide branchy sticlis of such a

height as the sorts may require. For the dwarfs,

three feet high ; for the Charlton and middle siz-

ed, four or five feet ; for the marrowfat and lo'g-

er kinds, six or eight feet ; for Knight's and oth-

er tall marrowfats, nine or ten feet. Place a row
of sticks to each line of peas, on the most sunny
side, east or south, that the attraction of the sun

may incline the plants towards the sticks. Place

about half the number on the opposite side, and
let both rows stand rather wider at top than at

the ground.

gislature to -the p...y„'r, ,,:„ „n ..r before the
first day of March A. U. lca>, shall before com-
missioners to be appointed for the purpose by the
governor,exhibit and try themost perfect machine
o machinery for dressin<r and reducing flax or
hemp without dew or watfr rotting to the state
fitted for manutacturini. a 't who shall satisfy
them by such trials as the.v ,liall deem proper that
the said machine or machines are fitted to effect
the objects aforesaid, an.l that the expense of con-
structing, erecting, keeping in repair and working
said machine shall not be too great for the purpo"
ses contemplated by this act, and who shall secure
to the citizens of this commonwealth the right of
employing said machine or machines free of any
charge whatever."

We exfact the following from Arthur Voung's
Agricultural Travels in France, Spain, and Italy

;

Vol. ii. page 16,5 :—'• When Louis XIV. beggared
his people in order to place his grandson of France
on the throne of Spain, and to acquire Flanders
and Alsace, he would have rendered his kingdom
infinitely richer, more prosperous, and more pow-
erful, had he banished the naked fallows from half
a dozen of his provinces, or introduced turnips in
some others. There is scarcely a step he could
have ti.ken in such improvements of his agricul-
ture, which would not have given him more sub-
jects and more wealth than any of his conquered
provinces, every acre of uhich was purchased at
the expense often of his old acres rendered waste
or unproductive ; nor was one Fleming or German
added to his subjects but at the expense of five
Frenchmen."

—

Amfrican Farmer.

A gentleman from Bridjiton, N. Jersey, about
40 miles south of Philadelphia, informs us that
Peach trees are in blossom, in the vicinity of that
place Penn. Gaz.

It IS said the question of the N. E. boundary of
the United States, is referred to the umpirage of
the Lmperor <,f Rnssi.-i, th:.t an agent is to be ap-
pointed (rom Maine to manage the cause, and that
Judge Preble is a candidate.

Cure for deafness—Equal parts of the juice of
house-leek, brandy, and sweet oil, put in a phial,
and hung up exposed to the sun for a month or
more. This dropped in the ear at night, and like-
wise on some wool to be kept in the ear, is a sure
remedy for the abo?e disease.

He who lives after nature shall never be poor

;

after opinion, shall never be rich.

LEGISLATIVE BOUNTY.
Extract of a letter from a distinguished member

of the Pennsylvania Legislature, to the Editor of

the N. E Farmer:
"The inclosed Bill has passed the Senate, and I

think will become a law. Such a machine as it

contemplates, would have in this State, eflTects

similar to those produced by Whitney's Cotton

Gin in Carolina."

By the bill alluded to the sum of ten thoi's-

.\Nn DOLLARS is granted by the Pennsylvania Lc-

To raise early potalos—Take the potatos whole
and cover them with horse litter of a moderate
warmth— let them remain there till they put forth

J

shoots of four or five inches in lengt,':, which they

j

will do in two or three weeks—then take them
[carefully fiom the litter, and put them perpendi-

cular, and equal with the surface, in a light dry

soil, with more horse manure. If the season be

j

tolerable, they will vegetate amazingly fast. In

cold countries, the last week in April, or first of

I

May, is early enough to venture them out.

Age and Industry.—Mr. Silas Wilder, of Stir-

ling, in this state, aged eighty years, has made
since the first day of January, 1828, twenty-three

whole and twenty half rum barrels. His sight is

j
so good as to enable him to read witlinut ihc use

'n-f glasses.

—

Mass. Spy,
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Uiinkinff Sorifcs-—The wine countries have

levver poets who have sung the virtues of this

heart-rejoicinjr liquor than the beer countries;

the fact is, while in the latter the people sing

about it, they drink it in the former. It is the

same as with love .^ona:s: a poet will often sing the

beauty of his mistress, but rarely that of his wife.

hose Bushes and Grape Vines.

For sale at liie House of SAMUEL DOWNER, in Dorclies-

Icr, 80 hvincireil-leaf Rose bushes—90 do. Province, or Cabbage
10 do. lour seasons—300 do. Damask—30 do. Bursundy—3 do.

Austrian—i5 ito. Marble— 10 do. Tuscany—100 do.French

—

G very large pots monihiy Roses si.\teen years old, and in prime

healifi—7 varieties Douiile D.dilias—Single, do.—8 Lagerslo-

cemia Indica, or Crape .Myrtle, two of which are 20 years old

—

200 Grape Vines, (VVhiTe Sweet-water)—Snow-ball Bushes—
Wliite Lilies—Red and White Lilacs.

KOSE W.\TER.
JO Demijohns Double and Single distilled Rose Water, made
entire! V (iom Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is ton-

stanlly kept for sale at .Mr. C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12

Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity.

6l March 14

H anted
A MiVN to take charge of a valuable Dairy and Farm, within

12 miles of Bo'.tou. To one who can produce undoubted recom-
mendations, liberal terms will be offered. Apply at the office

of the N. E. Farmer. March 7

Frnit and Ornamental Trees.

The KENRICK NURSERIES in Newton, near
Brighton, are the most extensive in New England.
Gentlemen in want of Trees, are invited to call

—

e-'camine for themselves—and, make their own se-

,_,, , lections. The Apple and Peach Trees are extra-

ordinary tor size, variety, and tnriftiness.

Written orders addre-ssed to JOHN or W.M. KENRICK,
and seat to the Newton Post-office, or left with Joseph Bridge,

agent, in Court-street ; where Calalog-ues may be had gratis

—

will be carefully attended to. Ttees will be suitably packed
for shippin* or land conveyance, and delivered in Boston when
desired. Gentlemen living at a distance, however, should have
agents in the city to receive and pay for them. Mar. 14

Gunpoioder, ^c.

Du Pont's Gun Powder, a. 25 to 50 cts per pound—Shot—Balls

— Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Diipnnt Pnwda- Store, No. 65 Broad-street-

By E. rOPEI.AND, Jr
.

inr No Du Pont Powder is warranted genuine, unless mark-

ed " E, Cope/and, jr. Bosiojt.^^ Sold as above.

tf March 14

Turkey Rhuhnrb.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, No. 52 North Market-St.

a few Roots of Rheum Palmalum, or True Turkey Rhubarb

—

^^ ^ ^ ^^_ ^^ ^^

being die medicinal sort. Raised by John Prince, Esq of Rox- ron~s"nol acquainted with the diflereTit "variet^
bury. Price, ^1 per root. Marc'-" •

LandrttlCs JVurserits—JVear Philadelphia.
From the patn.nage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise to ihcin their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of usefii! it ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated by ihem, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Oiuamental
'I'rees and Shnibs—Green-house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. "The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in
real value by any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-
ebrated kinds of Europe, v\ith all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered
as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-

cent varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely strung the time

JAMES BLOODGOOD & Cos.

JVursery, at Flushing, on Long Island, near JVew

York.

IN behalf of the Proprietors of the above Nursery.

the subscriber solicits the orders of Horticulturists
, ^^j scrubs, ind acquisitions are continually making,

who may be desinous of slocking their gardens
i i,,*,^^ „„,i;r„, nf „,.«,„„i „ii„t,«,i ... n„^^J, a.„j. ,

they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to the
proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

"The Ornamental ileparlment is rich in native and exotic
Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green-house Plants,
most ol which are calculated llir adorning in the winter seasons,
parlours, sitting-rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-

.„,, ., r , T . .1 -B . -. ii In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
and fields with Frui* Trees of the finest sorts, and

[ ^^1^^,^ ^^^ ^„^^^^ „f Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
most healthy and vigorous stocks the present reason. method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly
Bloodgood & Co. at^»d personally to the luomlativg and ^„^, ^^tain for them a preli^rence withs all who will consider the

Engrafting of oil their FrvU Trees-and purchasers may .-ely
subject in the slightest degree. The eparaiion of those kinds

with confidence, that lhe_ Trees they order will prove genuine,
y,^^^^ ,„ „j^ |„ |;.„rt,„gj'in short, Ih" whole

The subscriber, .\gent of the above Nursery

for any quantity of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS.

AND

PLANTS
The Trees will be delivered in this City, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.

The reputation of this Nursery is so extensively known, and

has been so well sustainetl, that I take leave to refer those in

want of Trees, to any of the Horticulturists in this City and its

vicinity; and if ocular demonstration is desired, I invite those

who wish to be thus satisfied, to examine the Trees in my gar-

den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or four

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy

an<l vigorous slate.

U" Catalogues will be delivered gratis, on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress Si.

process of cultn
tion, in gathering, &.c. all being unde*" their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker iSc Codmau, No.
31 Congress-St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues of the whole
may be had gratis. Persons oriiering, may be assured of hav-
ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. 15. tl D. & C. LANDRETH.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Greenwich Garden.
Carmine and Varit-k-sireels, not five minutes walk from Si.

Thomas Church, Broadway, along Houston-street.

D. KESINEY. Proprietor of this Establishment, grateful for

past favors, and the liberal encouragement he has experienced

tor a number of years, begs leave, to inform his friends and the

public, that he has received his sub-annual importation of Bul-

bous Flower-roots—Garden Seeds—Fruit Trees. &,c. of ovei;v

description; all of which are in excellent preservation, and will

.he sold on the most reasonable terms. The importations are

from the first firms in England, France, and Holland, and are

warranted to be good and genuine, and no doubt will give gen-
eral satisfaction, to the .'Vgriculturist, Horiicultu rist, and Florist.

A choice collection of 'Jreen-house Plains— also hardy Herba-
ceous Plants many of which are very rare and scarce. .\lso,

a choice coUeeiinn of Rose Bushes, many of which, originally

raised from seed by him ; are new, and not in any other collec-

tion, for which a p'wnium has been awarded by the New York
Horticultural Society. Other Shrubs and Trees, in ffreat abun-
dance. The Hyacinths, Narcissus, Crocus, &.c. are now in

bloom, will continue in succession the greatest pait of the year;
and will be well worthy a visit to the Garden and Green-liouse,

by any lady or gentleman in or near the city.

ILT Bouquets furnishe<l. Grape Vines, "Trees, and Shrubs
pruned or trained, at the shortest notice. Asparagus Plants of
the first quality. Catalogues may be had at the Garden o;ratis.

Orders from any part of the LTnion will be slriclly attended to.

Gentlemen supplied wl*h experienced Gardeners, Likewise,
situations got for Gardenei-s of industrious, sober habils. ami
that perfectly understand their business, none other nei'd apply.
New York, March 14.

Barley.

For sale at the Seed Establishment connected with the New
England Farmer office. No. 52 Noith Market street. Boston, a

few bushels of plump Seed Barky, raised in Lexington, Ms.

Fruit Trres.

WILLIAM PRINCE, the Proprietor of the Lin-
na?an Botanic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing,

Long Island, has the pleasure of informing ihe pub-
lic, that bis Nursery now contains 172 varieties of
the Apfile—202 do. of the Pears—76 do. of Cher-

es—LJi) \\a. of Plums—25 do, of Apricots—81 do. of Peaches
—20 do. of Nectarines—10 do. »f Almonds—14 do. of Mulber-
ries—6 do. of Quinces—16 do. of Figs—16 do. of Cnrraiils— 15
-!n. of Raspben'ies—17 do of Gooseberries—20 do. of Slraw-

liorries-257 do. of Grapes—6lX) do. of Ornamental Trees, ifcc.

.\ijove500of the above kinds of Fruit'are not to be found in

Illy other collection in .\merica. The diftcreni varieties cannot

l-e otherwise than genuine, as the gre-siest atlentiim is paiti, and
nearly all the kinds are iiioculatfd from bearing trees. The
Cherry, Peach, and other Trees, are generally of a large size.

Catalogues may be obtained of J. R. Newell, at the Agricul-
nral <Warchouse, 52 North Market-street, gratis; and orders

' iliere, or sent by mail, will meet prompt attention.

March 14

TO PRINTERS. The Establishment of the "Old Hamp-
shire Post" is offered for sale. The office consists of an Imper-

ial Wells' Lever-press, large fonts of Double Pica, Pica, Long
Primer and Brevier, with a suitable proportion of Job and Orn
amenlal Type. The Paper has at present about 700 subscri-

ers, and a fair proportion of advertising patronage, job work,

&c. Northampton is one of the most populous towns in the

valley of the Connecticut, w'ith prospects, arising from the plans

of internal improvement now in progress or conlemplation in

the vicinity, of indefinite increase in popnlalton and business.

There is another paper published in the town, which has a sub-

scription list of nearly 2000. A printer or editor, with a small

capital, would find this an advantageous location for a well con-

ducted paper, devoted to politics and general intelligence. The
establishment will be sold on liberal terms, and trausli^r matle

by the 1st of May. [The editors of the Boston Courier, Chns-
ifan Register. New England Farmer, Worcester Spy, and Con-
necticut Mirror are requested to publ sh the above.

Norihampton, March 4, 1828.

jVnt' Zeula7'd Spinach.

Just received for sale, at the Seed Establishment, New Eng-
land Farmer office, a small quantity of the New Zealand Spin-

ach, the first ever introducecf into New England; a particular

account of this vegetable will be found in the Ne^ England
Farmer, page 1 16of the current volume, by a member of" the

New York Horticultural Society. Likewise, English Patience

Dock, for early greens.

COMPLETE GRAZIER.
For sale at the Seed Establis!riiei

England Fanner, one copy of ili > '

er's and Caltle Breei'er ami " '

lnsiruct;oiis for the Buying, I'l ' n

of Cattle. Directions liir ihp I •
Slock. The Treatment of iL

of<"»wsand Ewes, during lii

Yeaning. Tne general Ecnunn, i>

tion or watering of meadows. > ult

artificial grasses and plants trtrloddei

ting, mixing, and preparing food in

ected vviih the New

-lint. Comprising
i;^. and Faitening
-i breeds of Live

I the management
•

, of Calving and
IS Farm. Irriga-

iie best natural and
ous methods of cut-

viniers and sea.sons

. f "scarcity. The' economy and general management of the 1 BUTTEK, keg & tub,
dairy, including the making, curing, and, preseriatiou of butter lump best,
ami cheese. &c. Together with an introductory view of the pppc . ' . .

different breeds of Neat Caltle, Sheep, Horses, and Swine. Al- f'^V^Yr '

t>'
' '.

-i

.so an Appendix on the Shepherd's Dog, Horses. Asses, Mules,
|

VIF.AL, Rye, reta^il, -

Rabbits. Bees, Farm Accounts, and on the Iniprovement ofi Indian, do.- . - -

British Wool. By a Lincolnshire Grazier. 4tli EditioD. ' POTATOES, - -

Cir)F.Pv, (according to quality)
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MISCELLANIES.

THE WEATHER.
The season, 't is granted, is not very gaj',

Bui WK caunot, in justice, complain of the weather;

For if changes delight us, we have in one day,

Spring, summer, and auluoin, and winter together.

Whoever commits a fraud is guilty not only of

the particular injury to him whom he deceives,

but of the diminution of that confidence which

constitutes not only the ease but the existence of

society.

MORAL, SENTIMENTS.
1 To insinuate a thing prejudicial to another,

A Captain's wit Frederick the Great, at' a ' which we are not willing openly to avow is a kind

grand review at Berlin, observing one of his sol- of mental assas.sination.

diers whom he knew to be a brave man, but who, 3 He is a brave man who dares to meet himself

[as Cowslip says in the jlartmhk Surprise,] would alone in the open field, to examine his heart, un-

go to any lengths for beer or ale, to be very much influenced by the world.

cut and slashed, in differenl parts of his body : "I 3 Opinions connected with our hopes of happi-

say," asked the king, "at what tavern did you ness, cannot be too strictly e.xainiiied.

gel those beautiful marks?"—" At the sign of the
;

4 The love of money is Hn opiate, that often

Prague, wliere your majesty paid the reckoning," lulls conscience asleep, and binds the judgment

answered the man. [It was at this city that Fre- in chains.

derick was so signally defeated by Marshal Lau- 5 They who are the least apt to offend, are the

doHJ. "Bravo! captain," replied the king, whose most ready to forj.>ive.

humor led him to approve of these sallies; 'bravo, 6 In religious disquisitions, the tongue does not

captain." And he did not use the term idly, for a always represent the mind.

commission was prepared in compliment, at once 7 The judgment clarified by charity, may be

to the service and wit of his interlocutor. compared to the bee—which finds honey where

the wasp and the hornet trather poison.

The .greater part of those whom the kindness of 8 Habitual reflection on the uncertainty of time,

foitune'has left to their own discretion, and whom tends greatly to fortify the mind against the snares

want does not keep chained to the counter or the both of prosperity and adversity,

plough, play throughout life with the shadow of 9 A man without discretion, is like a ship with-

business, and know not at last what they have O"' * helm.

been doing.
i

10 Permanent rest is not expected on the road,

' but at the end of the journey.

The character of 'covetousness is what a man 11 He who makes conscience his counsellor,

generally acquires more through niggardliness or may expect to gain his cause.

ill grace, in little and inconsiderable things, than in 12 True generosity remembers benefits receiv-

c.xpenses of any consequence, a very few dollars ed, and forgets those it has conferred,

a year would ease that man of the scandal of 13 We are to apt to covet what others possess,

avarice. ! without considering that we po.ssess what they

do not.
To tho honor of virtue be it said, that a man's ,4 g^,^^ ^^^ ^g^i^,,^ ^^^^ trifles, and some tri-

greatest misfortunes are generally occasioned by ^^ ,^ ^^^-^^^^ matters,
his crimes.

jg j, j^ ^^^ ^.^^ possession of wealth that makes

ESTABLISHMENT FoB ^KDS.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connet; d wuh theofli

of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North ftlai kei Street, !!os

ton. the largest variety <>f Seeds lo be (bund in New England—
of the crops of 1827. The greatest care has been taken to have
them raised by our most experienced seed-growers, and to have
the sorts perfectly genuine. The (bllowing comprises some ol'

our most prominent sorts.

Resolution to

the .shot. The shot does the execution-

powder gives the impetus.

abilities is what the powder is to " """ *"•> respectable, but the riyht use of it.

shot does the execution—but the 16 If love were nev^r professed but when U is

felt, it would be a scarce article.

i
17 Unassuming modesty and diflidence, engage

Inquisitive people are the funnels of conversa- that respect and attention which is often refused

tion—they do not take in any thing for their own to positive assertion and confidence.
I

use, but merely to pass it to another. 18 The beauty of Christianity has been obscur-

ed by the frivolous contests and intemperate zeal

The mistakes of a layman are like the errors of of its votaries.

a pocket watch, which affect only an individual; 19 Those who fancy the book of nature con-
but when a clergyman errs, it is like the town tains all the instruction which is essential to their
cluck going wrong—it misleads a multitude. happiness, should consider what thoy will do when

that book is closed.
An ancient writer, speaking of such as are ene-

mies to innocent amusements, says, "had these Revolutionary relic.—A few weeks since the

peop.e the government of tlie world, they would remains of a rifle were found in the Flatbush

deprive the year of spring, and life of youth." woods, sibout three miles from this villaje. on a

part of the old battle ground of 1776. The rifle

"n the 2tJth of November last, at Rouen, [in had been a very fine one, and the brass work and

France] a nutrrieJ couple celebrated the comple- , silver plate and sight were perfect. The plate

tion of the Jifiii-th year of their union, by a new "as made of n coin on which 144(i is te be seen.

wedding, as is customary there in such instances Tlie letters I. C. I. are rudely cut on it. The
ol conjugal longevity. The same priest tUat read wood was entirely gone and the iron much cor-

the marriage ceremony on the first occasion, offi- j foded. It was found to be loaded with ball,

ciated at the .second, being ninety-one years of i

The rifle is now in possession of William Bige-

and, what is remarkable, six other friends
and several domestics, who wore present at the
original wedding, shared in tho festivities of the
second ; and, the principal fiddler (or the dance
was the same on both occasions. A French paper
of the 3d Dec. gives the names of the parties, and
vouches for the trulh of it.

low of this village.

—

Brooklyn Star.

The Lon. Medi. Society has pronounced the tea

raised in Brazils to be equal to the finest hyson.

Government has forbid the licensed traders,

with the Indians, delivering them any spirituous

liquors in sale or barter.

Artichoh^, Green Globe
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Battersea

Large white Reading
Beans, (20 varieties,) including

the English broad beans
dwarfs and pole.

Beds, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early While Scarcity

French Sugar, or Ambei
Orange

Borecole

Brocoli. Early White
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussells Sprouts,

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen. &.c.

Large Cape Savoy
(.arge Scotch
Large Green glazed

Large laie Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turnip rooted, &.C.

Chou .le Milan
Russian
Lale Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Cardcnri.

Carrots. Altringham
Early Horn
Blood Red(for West I

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange

Cauliflower. Early and Late
Celery, White solid

Rose coloured solid

Italian

Celeriac.or turnip rooted

ChereU.
Chives.

Com Salad, or VettikosJ

Cress, Curled or Peppeigrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water
Long" Orange

C«cwwi6e/-, Early Frame
Green f luster

Short Prickly

Traders in the countrv, who may wish to keep an assortment
of Garden Seeds for sale, are informed the}' can be furnished,

at this Establishment with boxes conlaiuing a complete assortment
of the seeds used ui a kitchen gHr<lcn, n as favourable terms as
tliey can be purf based in this i-ountry, neatly done up in small

papers, at 6 and i2 cis each—warranted to be ol the growth of

1827, and of ;hf purest qvulity. Ornamental ^Fi.ower
Seeds will be adedon the same terms, when oideredj-as well

as Peas, Beans, Eariv White Sweet Corn, &c. of dif-

ferenl sorts. The smallest order punctually attended to.

Likewise, Esculent Root- and Plants. Field and Grass
Seeds, Pot and Sweet Herb Seeds. Medicinal Here
Seeds, Bird Seeds, and more than 200 dirtirent kinds of Ok
namental Flower Seeds.

200 lbs. Onicn .Seed, Red, While and Yellow.

250 lbs. Radish, superior quahty, &c &e.

Cucumber, Long Prickly
i. .lig green Turkey
Long wliite Turkey
White Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

Egg Planl, Purple
While

Endive, Green
White <'urled

t'road leaved Balavi,ni
'11 Burnet

(iai lie Setts

Jndi.in Corn, (several varietics'i

Kale, Sea
Pur()le culled
Green curK' Scotch

Leek, Loudon
Laige Scotch

Lettuce, 14 varielies

Marjoram
,

Melon, 11 varieties

Mustard, While and Brown
Nasturtium
Okra
Onidn. 8 varieties, including the

iiniK.ried Madeira, Potaloe
ami Tree Onion

Parsley, Siberian
D«arf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling
Peas, Early Washington

Early double blossomed
Early F anie
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry DwarJ
1)\\ ai f blue Imperial
Dwarf blue Prussian
Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
D»ar( Marrowfat
Dvvarf Sugar
Maichless. or Tall Mar.
Kni»lii's Tall Marrows
TalliVooked-pod Sugar

Peppeis, 4 varieties

Pumpkins. Finest Family
Connecticut Field
Alammolh

liadisli, 9 varielies

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c.
Salsa/y, or vegetable oystei

Skirret

ScorzoTiera

SpiTiacb, 5 varielies

Sage,
Syuash, 7 varieties

7'oinatos

Turnips, 15 varieties

Thyme,
Laivnder, 6cc.

FAKM WAITED.
. Any pcr-son having a large and goo farm, that is capable,
and tloes make, not less than one hundred tons of good hay,
with a suitable proportion of tillage and pasture land, and a
good supply of wood and orchartiing, wiih good buildings, and
a pleasant and healthy situation, as to good neighborhood, (and
not exceeding 60 or '10 miles from Hoston. wouki be preferred,)

will please ilirecl a letter, giving a very particular description

thereof, (postage paid) and the lowest puce and teinis of pay-
ment, to A. Z. Care of Sir Russell, publisher of llie New Eng-
land Farmer.

I^ Published every Friday, at Three Dollars per aunum,
payable at the end ol the year j but those who pay within sixty

<lays from the time of subscribing, are enlilled to a deduction ol

rithj Crnn.
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I would quote, if I hail the book, the words of

Vcjptius, vvhi wrote in the rei^n of ValTitinian,

when the wh'>lp world was interested in horse

fle«h, and who calls tHrninff horses out at all sea

HORSES.
]

sons a Hnnni-h practice. He wrote for the clim-

SiR—In my first cominunication.for "relaxations' ates of .Syria and Spain. The benefit to a horse

of luxury," read •emulalions, &c." a very differ- )of rejrnlar work and nourishinc food increases his

ent thing ; in the ni"th paragraph, as it is printed, powers for years in succession. He appears to

for "last observation," read "last observation in jrrow thicker. A particular kind of horse, who,

the last sentence ;"for "•diiferent," read "unnatur- to use such an expression, carries his work in

al ;" for "caries of tha bones;—which are," read his leirs and his carcass, and not in any original

"caries of the bones of the foot: which appear to jroodness of his own, n stasre-coach proprietor

be ;" there should have been no dashes ; ia my
j

must frequently notice this fact in; and he is the

second comniutiicition. for "a superior bone,"read
j

most viluahle horse he can tret. I mean a horse,

natnrnllv of modernte powers of performance for

ri sino-jp dav, but who has a deep carcass, with an

insensible foot and consequently has open to him

a chance of receivinff the highest desree of im

Drovement to he derived from a succession of

/ears of strong food anr' stron? exercise.

2. As to how he should he confined in the sta

kle The universal practice in Massachusetts, as

ii most other nlacpa. is to tie him in a narrow sttll

with hu-. fore feet higher than his hind ones. In

sime stables the declivity is very considerable.

I' is mv opinion, that if there must be a declivity,

it shoiild he forwards A horse worked every

diy on a fast trot over a hard road, as a coach

lurse, sufFers enough in his fore feet when he is

ound. One of the first siyns of incipient disease

1 thern, nr rather of the crowded state which pre-

•a superior horse;" for "more than any o(her

horse, read "more than at any other age." I will

now make a. few remarks upon the treatment of a

horse kept for his work.

1. As to whetlier he should ever be turned out.

It was once the received opinion of Knglish sports-

men, that he should be perioilically brought back

to what some people considered his natural state,

turned out to grass, deprived of bis corn and his

shelter from the weather. Hunters, consequent

ly, e.Nceptins; those of a few sagacious individuals,

were regularly turned to jrass to shift for them-

selves in the summer. This system has been, of

latf years, attacked by a very powerful and cIhs-

sical writer, who asserts, that as to periorni the

work of an English hunter, the horse's strength

must be vastly increased upon nature by. a lonif

uninterrupted course of high keep in tlie stable, iceries disease, is his throwing his weight as much
to turn him out, is not only to expose him to ruin as he can on his hind less I aiii inclined to doubt

from taking cold, hut to throw away all his

quired strength. The continued summer rest of

a hunter, which a horse not exposed to the same

exertions does not require, he says, can be tak-

en in a small inclosure at home, the dampness of

the earth can be supplied by standing in wet

clay, some hours every day, and the grass, if he

must have it, can be put into his crib. The ultra

stabulist has completely triumphed, and convinced

the English nation, that where a horse is kept ten

months of the year in a heated atmosphere, to

sleep upon the dam ground, in a variable climate,

the remaining two, can do him no good whatever.

In our cities, when a horse gets weak or lame.

the fact of his preferring- to stand up hill under

such circumstances. One reason for such an opin-

io!' is the manner in which his weight is thrown

on his toes when he stands up hill, even if his

he;ls are raised. Another ffreat disadvantaco of

his standing so is that he throws the whole weight

of his forehand upon the same muscles and ten-

dois he uses most in drausrht. It is certainly of

imiortance. that if be must have an unnatural

stnin any where when he is not at work, it should

not be where the strain must be where he is. It

is I vast comfort to a horse to be kept in a box.

He should be able to choose his own position, at

least to sleep in. and relieve what muscles he
who is used to a hot, dry stable, perhaps to being Iwishes to. In a stall, he must sleep, through life,

clothed, with a plethorick system begging for di- with his head held in the air, and his le^s unde-
scases of the lungs and throat, incalculahl) less his body. His gettinj cast in a box is not a com-
accustomed to the nig: t air than the generality of mon occurrence. Ten feet square will do well ;

men, he is sent into the country to be turned out ; if he cannot have a larger one In a box he is

particularly in the autumn, when the weather first freed from the torment of hearing walking and
changes to cold, and he is changing his coat! If talking behind him.
any person will go into a large livery stable in ;}. As to how he should be fed. I have never
.Boston in May, before the windows are taken out 1 yet met with a person having the charge of hors
for the summer, when the doors are opened al

j
es, who in my opinion attached sufficient impor

daybreak, he will find, that though he canuo' re
]

tance to the impropriety of allowing a horse his

main an instant in it himself, the horses have been usual allowance of corn when suffering from cold.
quietly sleeping-. sometimes two in a stall, their own
breath and eflluvia chiefly confined to their con-
tracted stalls, their nostrils the farthest possible

from the air, that they are most of them in good
health, and some in high condition. After the

efforts nature must ha\e made to bear this, will

she instantly retrace her steps.' That she will, is

defend«d and acted upon by persons who think

they uudei-Btand horse-flesh. To such persons,

Not only is the corn thrown away, but it must al-

ways do him some harm, and may do him a great

deal. Many horses that suffer from a thickening

of the windpipe, a disease for which we have here

no name, many that are brokenwinded, many that

are ruined in their feet, may have it ascribed to

being fed on severe colds. The corn increases

the disorder of the system by the difficulty with

which it is digested, and when digested, it exag-

gerates what tei dency may exist to local inflama-

tion. Oats are t le least dangerous corn, they be-

ing here so very light. There is another remark,

which I would make, which is, that no horse

should be fed higher than usual, when forced to

any accid.-ntal - iolent exertion. He never ought

to be forcerj;.jo"" any, which he has not been, iii

some deirree, prepared for ; and his ability tO' .

make it, shoul.l be looked f-.r, from the previous_ ,•'

preparatitm, iiot from any unusual means of sup- •

porting his st cngth. Oats appear to be the corn

best suited W a horse's stomach ;
but he wants

somethincr better than ours for full work. There

is to an experienced eye, a particular lightiiesE

and hollowness between the hip joint -drnt'^^^^.

stifle joint, in worked horses that get nothing bet-

ter than oats, which is not to be seen in those that

get Indian corn As I observed in my last com-

munication, there is a great difference, generally,

in the constitution of the round-chested, and the

deep and n.arrow horse. The fitst has a much

more comfortable one to deal with ; the other is of-

ten strouffer, faster and better winded ; but varies

infinitely from day to day; feels the seasons more*

ia not so good v feeder ; nor ought he to b?; for. ,

his stomach is weaker and more readily oppress^'

ed. . .

••

4. As to hovv' he should be worked. It is a com-

mon pr.nctice in Massachusetts to water horses

just before thy leave their stable. This is ridi-

culous : hut 1 worse practice is to water them

during their stap-o ; which last is universal. They
unquestionably inay become accustomed to it, as

to any thinff eUe ; but it injures many of them.

If driven on a^'ain immediately, and thrown into

new perspiration, it may possibly prevent the wa-

ter from injuritig them ; but 1 entirely question

the fact of its l-ssening the fatiguing effects of

their work. I know that it is hard to tire a pe-

destrian that will drink but little ; and that if he

is to walk all day, every tumbler of water, drunk

when hot. takes two or three miles from a pedes-

trian's day's work. It is also a common practice

to drive horses throui_'h a stream of water when

they are hot, to rr'fresh them. The immediate ef-

fect, unquestionably, is to refresh them ; but they

soon fefl an increased stiffness from it. It is the

practice of some people to tie them up after they

come in. in the strongest draught of air which can

he founi, (a damp brick yard where the sun never

shines is still better), and wash their legs with

cold water. This is jroing for the whole. The
universal manner in w hich coach horses are driv-

en in Massachusetts is reprehensible. They are

starteil oft' at a pace much faster than they arc

expected to hold, and continually galloped for

short listances. when the pace at which they are

expeced to perform their stage does not exxeed

SIX orso^en miles in the hour. I do not believe

that occasional gallo'iing relieves the horses in

slow coaches, where the hills do not render it

necessary. I believe they should always be driven

as nparly as possible at the same pace ;
and it

certainly has a much more coachmanlike appear-

ance.

No horse is worth breeding now, that will not

be able to trot over a fair road his ten miles in the

hour, with ease to himself ; and to do this he
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must have much and good blood. At some future

opportunity I will make a few femarks upon the

question of foot lameness. I should be very hap-

py if any one else would give the result of his

experience upon it, as there is a vast deil oi such

information afloat, which the pjblic never jjets the

jrood of. I would ask any coach proprietor, most

of whom have ranch e.tperience of this kind forced

upon them, if he has observed more horses to be

lame in the near foot than the off one. It is my
firm belief that there are, and tliere is a plausible

reason for such an opinion I have subjoined the

pedigree of the two most distinguished stallions of

the Northern States. I would here remark upon

the corrupt use of the word stud. " A stud means

in English a collection of horses. Studhorse

may do well enough ; but when the language con-

tains an old established term such as stallion,

i.vhich perfectly expresses the idea of a horse kept

for the purpose of continuing his species, there is

10 necessity for our manufacturing a new one.

Eclipse, a light chesnut horse, foaled in 1814 ;

ored in Long Island ; got by Duroc ; dam by

Alessenger out of the English PolSo's mare.

—

Duroc, was a Virginian horse, by English Diomed ;

dam a celebrated Virginian mare, but I do not

know the pedigrees of the horses whose names

are contained in her pedigree. Messenger was

an English horse of the first blood ; and proved

in the States a most successful stallion. The
PotSo's mare's dam was by Gimcrack ; but I do

not know the rest of her pedigree. PotSo's and

Gimcrack are amongst the most celebrated names
of English horses.

Henry, a dark chesnut horse, foaled in 1819 ;

bred on the borders of Virginia and North Caro-

lina
;
got by Sir Archie ; dam by English Diom-

ed ; his grandam's pedigree is Virginian for sev-

eral generations, but I know nothing of the horses

contained in it but their names. Sir Archie is

supposed to have been got by Diomed himself;

his dam an English mare, bred by Lord Egre-

raont, got by Rockingham out of a Trentham

mare. It is impossible tor any English pedigree

to be higher than Sir Archie's; and he lias con-

sequently proved the most successful stallion ever

bred in the States.

with this disease, and which I treated in the above

manner. They were so much affected, that I was

obliged to head down two of them during the sum-

mer of 1826. These trees have since made very

luxuriant wood, and free from any of those bunch-

es they have heretofore been subject to. In the

summer and autumn of 1827, I had the pleasure

of picking as good a crop of fruit (in quantity) from

these trees as I have ever seen; and they promise

as well for fruit this spring as last.

R. TOOHEY, Gardener.

Wallham, March 1828.

[From the Domestic Encyclopedia.]

'iiWRW\— Candle berry Myrtle.

This is a genus of plants comprehending the

following native species :

1. .U Ccrifcra. This g owa upon boggy lands

in the southern States, rising with many strong

shrubby stalks to the height of six or eight feet

—

the leaves are stiff and spear-shaped, of a yellow-

ish lucid green on their upper surface, but paler

underneath ; of a grateful odour when bruised.

—

The catkins come out on different plants from the

berries, and are about an inch' long, and erect.

—

The female flowers come out on the sides of the

branches in long bunches, »nd are succeeded by

si.-.all roundish berries covered with a mealy sub

stance, and afford a green wax by boiling.

2. M. Cerifira hun His, dwarf candle berry my-
tle ; a variety of the former ; bark gray, leaves

shorter and broader, and more serrated.

3. M. Gale, bog gale ; also grows in swampy

FOR THE NEW ENt;LAND FARMER.

DESTROYING BUGS IN PLUM TREES.
Take of tobacco juice one gallon, this may be

had of the tobacconists, or you may make it by

putting some tobacco in warm water, (not boiling,

as that will take off a great part of the oil.) Oil

of tar, one quart

—

train oil one quart—soft soap

one and a half pounds, and a q\i;irtcr of a pound

of soot. Beat the oils together first, and then the

soap and soot, till well united, then pour them all

into the tobacco Juice, stiring them gently togeth-

Or. Wlien the li(iuid is cold, it is fit for use. It

should be applied with a common paint brush, in

the latter end of M.irch or the first of April.

Previous to applying the mixture, I should re-

commend pruning; and when the trees arc very

much affected with the ahovementioucd disease ;

heading down at a, b, c, d, p, or f, according to the

size of the trees ; if any of the ulceis shouM re-

raain after pruning or heading down, they roust be
entirely removed from the tree and then apply the

composition.

In the month of March, 1825, the plimi trees of
f!ie late Hon. C. Gore, of Waltham, were alFeated

to the height of two or three feet; leaves lace-

shaped, smooth, and a little sawed towards thcj

points. The berries are dry, compressed at the

apex, and three lohed. This species grows in N.

Jersey, but abounds in the eastern States, and in

Nova Scotia, according to Mr. Bartram.

The wax is obtained in S Carolina and Geor-

gia, by boiling the berries of the M. cerifera in

water, and skimming it. Mixed with tallow, it

forms excellent candles ; a soap may be also m;de

from it. The following receipt for the purpose,

by Judge Bee, is inserted ip a little pamphlet, pib I

lished in the year 1788, bv the Agricultural Scci-

ety of Charleston, S. C. To three bushels ani a
'

half of common wood ashes, was added half a bu?h-
j

el of onslacked lime; these, being well mixjd,

were put into a sixty gallon cask, which was fll-'

ed with water. In forty-eight hours, the ley was

strong enougli to bear an eg^g ; it was then drawn
oflT, and from six to eight gallons of it put into a

copper kettle, capable of containing about twenty-

five gallons ; (our pounds of myrtle wax were ad-

ded, and the kettle kept boiling over a constant

stea'ly fire, from nine o'clock in the morning, till

three in the afternoon. For tlie first three or four

hours, a supply of strong ley was added, from time

to time, until the liquor ajipeared like soft soap
;

then weaker ley was poured in occasionally, and

the whole frequently well stirred. After six hours

boiling, two quarts of common coarse salt were
thrown into the kettle, which was left one iiour

more to simmer over i slow fire. The liquor was
then put into two large tubs to cool, where it con-

tinued twenty four hours ; ami then the soap was
taken out, wiped clean, and put to dry. The next

day it was weighed, and the produce was forty

pounds, and two ounces, of solid soa". The loss

of weight by drying is not mentioned ; but Mr.

Bee was informed by one who made the trial, that

at the end of six vvee';?. it was vcrv trifling.

From Dr. Bostock's experiments on myrtle wajr,

it appears, that when boiled with liquid caustic

potash, the fluid becomes tubid ; but, after some
time, the greatest part of the wax rises to the sur-

face, nearly without color, in a floculent form. A
small quantity of it only remains dissolved in the
potash, and this may be precipitated from it by an
aci.i. That part of the wax which rises to the

surface, is converted into a saponaceous matter;
it has lost its inflammability and fusibility, and
forms an opaque solution with water. From this

solution. It is precipitated by an acid in the form
of white flakes, whirh, when collected resemble

very nearly the wax before its nuion with the pot-

ash. In the jMedical Repository, of New York, it

is stated, that Dr. Joseph Brow ne, of that city, had
discovered a cneap and easy piocess for bleaching

myrte wax, but it has not yet been published.

—

No toubt, howe' er, the coloring matter maybe
destroyed by the process for bleaching common
bees-wax ; or by the vapor of alkalis, which, ac-

corJing to Chaptal, destroys the green color of all

vegetable matter.

MACHINE TO BREAK FLAX.
JVuvember 25tfi, 1827.

JoiKV H. PovVEL,

Corresponding Secretary of the Pennsylva-

nia Airricultural Society.

Well aware, from experience, of the difficulty

attendant on the process of preparing flax in the

usual way, I was much gratified to find, that, at

length, a machine has been invented that appears

to obviate all the difficulty. On a recent visit to

New York, I stopped at Elizabethtown, New Jer-

sey, where I saw a machine propelled by a small

steam engine, at work preparing the raw flax

without liny rotting or previous process. A French
gentleman of the name of Frederick Roumage,
engaged the farmers last spring, in that neighbor-

hood to raise flax, for which he proirised to pay

815 per ton, as g.ithered from the field, after hav-

ing the seed beat out of it. In consequence of

this encouragement, he has now the produce of

about 400 acres. So well satisfied is he with the

machine, that he does not intend either to show

or to patent it. All you see is the rough flax put

on an endless canvass cloth— enter one side, and

in a short time emerge on the other, with the

woody fibre as completely separated from it, as is

usually done by the best process of breaking, after

the flax has been rotted. The fibre in this state

has a yellow coloring matter in it, that in a few

davs may be so completely washed away, that it

becomes as vvhite as paper, and almost as soft as

silk, a sample of which I enclose with his printed

directions to the farmers for the cultivation of the

plant. Should these machines be multiplied to a

sufficient extent, there is every reason to hope

that flax may come into as general use as cotton

is now, as .$15 per ton would make it a productive

crop. REUBEN HAINES.

Mr. Powcl, Chairman of the Committee on Agri-

culture and Manufactures. Reail Feb. 13, 1618.

An Act for the promotion of Agriculture and en-

couragement of Manufactures.

I Whereas, the Agricultural interests of this ConV-

Itnonwealth have never been protected by Legisla-

tive aid— and whereas, the firmers as well as all

jour citizens, are made dependant upon foreign

supplies for the rmiirh materials, necessary for the

' manufacture of various articles, now made objects
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of iudiiect bounty by the fosleriiiy cure of tliu

General Government. And whereas hemp and flax

constitute important items of home consumption,

and might become the basis of valuable manufac-

tures for foreifin trade, LMvinj; stimulus to ajjricid-

ture, affordiUij employment for the capital and la-

bor of our own cinzens, thus advancing internal

improvement, ausmentinuf the wealth and enlarg-|

ing the enjoyment of all. Therefore,

Sec. 1 Be it enac'ed bij the Senate and ffouse

of Representatives of the Commonwenllh of Penn-

syhaaia, in General Jlssembli), met. and is hereby

enacted by the anihority of the same. That the sura

of ten thousand dollars is h'-reby appropriated, to

be drawn hy the warrant of tht' governor, in favor

of the person, who, on or before the first day of

March, A. f). 18."}.5, sha 1, before commiisioners to

be appointed for the purpose by him, exhibit and

try ti)e most perfect ni;iehine or machinery, for

dressin:; and reducinpf flax or hemp without dew

or water rotting, to the state fitted for marlufac- i

taring, and who shall satisfy them hy such trials

as they shall deem proper, that the said machine or

machines are fitted to effect the objects aforesaid,

and that the e.xpense of constructing, erecting

keeping in repair, and workin? said machines,}

shall not be too great for the purposes contem-i

plated by tliis act. and w o shall secure to the

citizens of this Commonwealth the ricrht of em-

ploying said macliiup or machines free of any

charge whatever.

Sec. 2. ,'Jnd be it further enacted by the avthor-

ity aforesaid. That iinmedialeiy after the passage

of this act, the governor shall appoint three com-
missioners whose duty it shall be to publish the

same, and to give notice of the place where such

machine or machines are to be exhibited, and a

majority of them, shall examine and try the same,

and if, ill their opinion, any machine or machines

so exhibited, after ample trials in the preparation

of at least five tons of flax, neither dew nor water

rotted, shall appear to them fitted to effect the

objects of this act, they shall certify the facts, to-

gether with the name of the inventor or proprie-

tor thereof, accomp.inied by a conveyance in due

form from the said inventor or proprietor, author-

izing the citizens of this Commonwealth to erect,

use, and employ all such machine or machines and

process or processes, necessary for the accom-
plishment of the intentions of this af-t, free of all

charge whatever : and on the receipt of such cer-

tificate and conveyince, the governor shall draw
his warrant on the State Treasurer, in favor of

such inventor or proprietor for the aforesaid sura

often thousand dollars.

EXPERIMENTS ON SEA COAI, AS A
MANURE.

BY THOMAS EWELL.

In the proposals I have issued, fov the publica-

tion of a new work on chemistry, to be adapted

for the use of the public in general, it is stated,

that 1 would relate some experiments, instituted

to throw light on the art of enriching impoverish-

ed lands. The result of several of these has so

far exceeded my sanguine expectations, that I

hasten to publish them ; hoping to turn the at.on-

tion of fanners to a subject by which their inte-

rests may be incalculably promoted.

Frora a train of reasonings, I was led to believe,

that the common sea, pit, or mineral coal, which

is so abundant in the United States, when finely

pulverized, might prove a useful manure. To as-

certain tiie truth of tnis, I made tlie followiug ex-
periment.

In three small pots I put equal quantities of a
yellow clay, which had lately been removed from
several feet below the surface of the earth. To
the first pot, a table spoonful of finely powdered
pit coal was added ; to the second, the same
quantity of powdered charcoal [blacksmith's coalj

obtained from the comm.n oak ; an the third

was left without any addition. The same num-
ber of sound grains of corn were planted in each;
the same quantity of water was daily added to

each
; and they were exposed in similar situations

to the actions of light. The rapidity of t'.e

growth of the corn in the pot with sea-coal, ex-
ceeded any thing of the kind I ever witnessed.
Many days did not elapse before this corn was
four inches high, while at this time, that with the
i-ommon charcoal was not two inches high, and
that with the clay alone, had only sprouted.
After this experiment was made, I procured se-

veral small pots, and in each put the same quaiiti-

ly of clay. To the first. I added a drachm of sea-
coal—to the second, a drachm of horse manure

—

to the third, the same quantity of plaster of Paris ;

and to the fourth, the same quantity of common
ashes The fifth was left without any addition.

To each of these the same number of sound grains
of wneat ami corn were added. The precaitions
taken in the first experiment were strictly adher
ed to in this instance. In a few days my great
expectations from the coal pit were somewhat les-

sened, by perceiving that the wheat in the horse
manure was an inch high before th.at of the other
pots appeared ; however, it was but a short time;
for the wheat in the pot with the sea-coal came
up, grew to an equal height in a few days, and in

a t'ortnight, although the weather was cold, ex-
ceeded it by two inches. The corn in the pot

with coal, maintained a still greater superiority—
it appeared more healthy, and was more than
tw'ce as large as the largest in the other pots.

—

Several of my acquiintances were astonished to

see this great difference in vegetation, produced
in so short a time.

Pi\ coal must be cheaper than any article used
as a nanure, since it is found in so manv parts of
this country. The above experiments unqueslion
ably show, that when powdered, its power, in

quiclening the vegetation of corn and wheat, is

much greater than any manure with which we are
acquainted. Our knowledge of th^- effects of che-
mical bodies of growing vegetables, is but in its

infancy. Probably the discoveries which have
been made are not as generally known as they
should be. It may be owing to this cause— for

example, that an ounce of sulphuric acid is not
added to every cart load of manure; which has
long since been found, in England, to render it

doubly valuable.

I congratulate my fellow citizens on their pros-

pect of renovating their large tracts of impover-
ished lands. By speedily using the coal in their

inexhaustible mines, I hope the fertility of all

their farms will soon be restored; and, that the
laboring poor, among my hospitable countrymen,
in future, may not suffer so much as to be depen-
dent for bread.

From the United Slates Gazelle.

BAG WORMS, Sic.

Allow me through the medium of your paper,

to call the attention of our citizens thus early in

the season, before the leaves put forth and ob-

scure from view, a foe which ought to be imme-
diately removed, with the limb from which they

swing, and to which they are so firmly attached,

as to materially impede the flow of the sap ; they

are now in a torpid state, but will, with the re-

turn of vegetation, issue forth and destroy the

leaves, and neutralize the growth of the trees so

desirably situated on our footivays for affording

shade. The Lindens 1 believe are those most be-

set with this kind of worm. I would also sug-

gest a careful examination of the body of the tree

by opening the boxes and cutting off all the small

limbs and suckers to the height of at least 7 feet

from the pavement, as they inflict a serious injury

if suffered to remain, by preventm;^ the top of the

tree from attaining to such a size as to afford a

shade, the object for which they have been plant-

ed. Several cases of this kind are within my
knowledge. Further, those who have not tried the

experiment, are not perhaps aware of the impetus

afforded to the growth of young trees, by irriga-

tion, a bucket full of water poured on the roots

once in 24 hours, or say .3 or 4 times a week, has

a most wonderful effect, care should be taken to

apply it after sun down and during the warm dry

weather. In putting boxes round trees be careful

that the last section be attached with screws ("in-

stead of nails) and those to be well greased, that

they may bo withdrawn with facility when it may
be necesssry to open the boxes to cut off suckers

and limbs which so materially exhaust and im-

poverish the growth of trees.

Cementfor BoiUrs —It is stated by a correspon-

dent in the London Mechanics' Magazine, that a

cement of lime, (made from oyster shells,) and
worked into a paste with the white of an egg, and
used upon a cracked boiler ten years ago, which

has been in constant use ever since, is now as

firm as when first put on. It effectually slops

the escape ef gas through any aperture, when no

other cement could be made to rest. The lime

must be fresh and unslacked, and the cement ap-

plied as soon as mixed, otherwise it becomes sol-

id. It will resist the united action of fire and wa-

ter ; and even the concentrated acids are stated

to have little or no effect on it.

—

Pen. Gaz.

Silk.—One farmer in Connecticut, estimates,

that when his mulberry trees, 500 in number,

shall have come to maturity, that the females ot

his family will annually make 300 lbs. of Silk.

—

They maile 50 lbs. last year, by about 100,000

worms, without feeling any loss of labour. Silk

will be extensively produced in the United States,

especially in the South.

—

Amer. Farmer.

Asparagus, from the garden of Benjamin Austin,
Esq. of Newton, was sold by Mr. Towner, in Fan-
euil Market, Boston, on Saturday the 8th inst. at

$1.25 per bunch.

Sun Flotcer.—In Portugal, they eat the young

shoots of this plant, "seasoned with oil and salt;

bre.Td is made of the seeds, and also a sort of

groats, that a useful & edible oil may be express-

ed from them, and that they are good for fatten-

ing poultry. The leaves of the plant form an ex-

cellent forage, especially for cows am! sheep.

—

The stems will do for props for twining or climb-

ing plants ; afterwards they will raako good fuel,

and their ashes afford potash. In some parts of

America they roast the seeds, and use them as

coffee."

—

Gardener^s Magazine.
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SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
An Address delivered before the Hampsiiire. Franklin, and

Hampden Agricultural Socielj ; at Northaiinpton, Oct. 24.

1827. By Edward Hitchcock, Professor of Chemistiy and

Natural History in Amherst College.

[Continued from pag^ 267.]

Concerning the state of agriculture in Great

Britain, previous to the fifteenth century, we l<now

but little. We may conclude, however, that when
men begin to write books on any subject, an in-

terest in it is excited in the comimiiiity ; and as

early as 1534, Anthony F'itzherbert produced a

philosophical and ingenious treatise upon agricul-

ture. But in the succeeding hiindre ! years, noth-

ing appeared on the subject, worthy of notice.

—

Indeed, though rural economy, sometimes wa.xing

and sotnelimes waning, was upon the whole slow-

ly progressing, yet no remarkable 3poch in its

history occurrnd till near tlie close f the seven-

teenth century. In the early ages of Modern Eu-
rope, the Feudal system exerted a most tinpro-

pitious influence upon agriculture. C'o military

was the spirit of that system, such a servile de-

pendence did it produce on the one ham,and such
a haughty aristocracy on the other, that both sci-

ence and art were withered by its touch : and tho'

the system itself has long since been ncminally

extinct, yet its influence remained for cen-
turies.

But a still more powerful obstruction to the

progress of agriculture, was an almost entire ig-

norance of tlie scientific principles on whicM it is

founded. Till near the close of the last ce; tury,

the very sciences from which those principlt ; are

derived, can hardly be said to have had an c ust-

ence. Previous to that perioil, therefore, tre-iiises

upon agriculture were merely a collection of om-
naon place maxims, partly true, and partly fa'se,

mixed with most extravagant hypotheses and wild

and hurtful superstitions. And it is only justice

to say, that the Agricultural Chemistry ( f Sir

Humphrey Davy, contains more new and valuable

principles to guide the agriculturist in making
improvements in husbandry, than all which the ex-

perience and science of preceding centuries had

developed. And it is to be imputed mainly to the

application of these principles, by intelligent men,

chat agriculture, within the last half centu'y, in

Europe, and particularly in Great Britain, has

made such rapid progress.

I know, indeed, that there is a prejudice exist-

ing in some minds, against the application of sci-

entific principles as guides in agricultural experi-

ments. It is thought that they serve rather to

bewilder, than direct. But if the agriculturist be

not guided by scientific principles, what shall he

follow.' True, his own experience alone may do

much to assist him ; and it hasaccompliahed won-
ders in times past. But will not a C')rrpct knowl-

edge of the compoution of soils, of the food of

plants, and of the mode in which that food is con-

verted into nourishment, will not this knowledge
prove an important auxiliary to e.xparience? The
experience of one man teaches him it is impor-

tant he shotild observe the position of the moon,
or whether the day of the week he lucky, or un-

lucky, when he sows and when he reaps. But sci-

ence tolls him, that these, and a hundred other

similar observances, are not only ufclcss, but of-

ten defeat his experiments. In every other art wt;

regard tho most scientific artisan, as most likely,

other things being equal, to make improvements.
Why (should it be diflTerent— it is not different

—

in agriculture ? In short, physical science is noth-

ing but the result of the most accurate and en-

lightened experience.

If I mistake not, it is one important object ef

agricultural societies to give a right direction to

the efforts of the experimenter, by furnishing him
with correct scientific principles. Permit me,
therefore, gentlemen, to spend a few moments in

the exhibition of those principles that lie .nt the

foundation of agriculture ; and in their application

to practical husbandry. In doing this, I shall a-

void as much as possible the use of technical

phraseology.

There are three sciences. Chemistry, Botany,
and Geology, with which the theory of agricul-

ture is most intimately connected. Chemistry
teaches us what is the composition of plants, of

the soil in which they grow, and of the atmos-

phere that surrounds them ; and of consequence,
shows us what is their proper food, and the best

manner of applying it. Botany dissects the veg-

etable kingdom, and discloses those curious ves-

sels by which the food of plants is taken up and
converted into the numerous distinct principles

and parts which they contain. Geology instructs

us in the general nature of the soils in which veg-

etables flourish, and enables us to predict what
varieties of soil will be most favourable to particu-

lar plants.

The first point that should engage the atten

tion of the enlightened agriculturist, is to ascer

tain the nature and situation of those minute ves

sels by which plants absorb water from the soil

and the atmospliere, and by which these princi-

ples are modified and circulated to every part of

the vegetable, and are converted into the plant it-

self. So minute are these vessels, that even mi
croscopic observation has not been able to detect

all their intricacies. But their general structure

and arrangement have been ascertained. And it

is found that they bear a most striking analogy

to those vessels of animals by which nutriment is

conveyed, in ceaseless circulation, to every par: of

the system. In every plant we find one set of

small vessels, running from the roots to the ex-

tremities, through which the sap ascends, vhile

in its progress it is undergoing those changes that

will fit it for becoming a part of the vegetable.

—

These vessels resemble the arteries in the ani-

mal system. When the sap is thus conveyed to

the leaves and other extremities of the plait, it

there comes in contact with the atmosphere, g.ves

oflf its redundancies, and absorbs water, and per-

haps other principles, essential to the health of

the plant. Tho leaves of plants, therefore, per-

form nearly the same functions as the lungs of

animals. A second set of vessels, exterior to the

first and mostly confined to the bark, now conveys

the food of the plant, thus prepared, to every part

that needs nourishment ; even to the very roots

frotn which it proceeded. These vessels corres-

pond to the veins. Other vessels are found in

plants, corresponding, probably, to those similarly

situated in the animal system
; yet too complica-

ted for explanation on this occasion. Sutfice it

to mention, that in the vegetable, as well as ani-

mal economy, we find the principle of life— itself

inscrutable—modifying and controlling every op-

oration and keeping the wonderful machinery in

ceaseless play.

So much for the botany, or rather anatomy, of

the vegetable kingdom. Wo next enquire what
arc the simple substances that enter into the com-

position of plants; for until the agriculturist
knows this, how shall he ascertain what materials
are best adapted to their nourishment .= And
Chemistry stands ready to answer the enquiry.
Out of the fifty simple substances or elements,
known to exist, we find vegetables iilmo.-it entire-

j

ly composed of three, viz. charcoal and two gases.

I
A few others are occasionally present, and in

;
gome cases seem essential to the constitution of

\
the plant

; such as silex, lime, iron, manganese,
&c. It is by variously combining these few ele-

ments that the numerous proximate principles of
vegetables, such as sugar, gum, starch, and the
like, are produced; and also the unnumbered
forms and properties of the stalk, the bark, the
wood, the leaves, the roots, the flowers, and the
fruit. A beautiful example of the simplicity of
nature !

The next point on which chemistry afibrds light

to th? agriculturist, is the composition of the soil

and itmosphere in which plants are placed. That
they derive their nourishment fiom the first, if

not the second of these sources, is certain. It is

tecessary, therefore,that in these, should be found
ill those simple substances that are essential to

: che constitution of vegetables; and the whole
subject of manures consists of little else than an
jjccoiintof the modes in w' ich these principles

are supplied. The analysis of the soil will show
which, if any, is deficient ; and thus point to the

j^est mode of supplying tliosa that are wanting.

In regard to those changes that the sap of

plants undergoes before it is converted into the

vegetable itself, and its various peculiar princi-

ples, upon these changes, although entirely chem-
ical, chemistry sheds but a feeble light. We know
that every plant must be a perfect laboratory ; for

ve see the sap,which is nothing more than water,

holding a few things in solition, entering the ves-

sels of the vegetable, and having passed through

them, we find a most wonderful conversion of this

sap into pith, wood, bark, l-a\'es, flowers, fruit,

and numerous peculiar and couipound products i

such as gum, sugar, acid, and the like. Here is

proof that the most complicated and delicate

chemical processes are continually going on in all

living plants
;

processes that infinitely exceed

tho skill of the most accomplished chemist ; and

vet, they are hid, from even microscopic observa-

tion, by the minuteness of the vessels and agents

concerned. We know only that a certain degree-

of heat and moisture are requisite, and sometimes

light also, to carry forward the operation. In

these wonderful transformations, however, there

is surely one thing the chemist can learn ; and

that is, a lesson of htimility. While he is able,

by putting in requisition all the resources of his

art, to produce scarcely one of the simplest vege-

table principles, twenty or thirty of these are an-

nually formed in every plant.

By the science of geology we are maiie ac-

quainted with the nature of the rocks that consti-

tute the grent mass of our globe. iSow it is a well

established fact, that soils are nothing more than

rocks worn down or decomposed, and mixed with

animal and vegetable matter. Hence, in most ca-

ses, the nature of a soil is determined by the na-

ture of the rock beneath it. For instance, the soil

along the Connecticut is in many plates, of a red-

dish hue ; because that is the colour of the rock

bo.ieath it. Not unfrequenlly, however, the ma-

terials that are worn away from one rock, are

transported a considerable distance, and mingled
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with those from other rocks ; and thus a soil is

formed extremely compound in its characters.

From this view of the subject it appears that

we may expect to find as many different soils as

there are different rocks ; and even more. All

rocks, however, may be arranged into a few clas-

ses, and the soils resiilting from the rocks of a

class, will beat a general resemblance. The old

est and most enduring rocks, such as granite.con

stitute what is called the primary class ; am! the

soils proceeding from their decdinposition, may
receive a similar designation. Nearly the whole

of New England, e.tcept the valley of the Con-

necticut, is made up of primary rocks ; and this

same class of rocks e.xtends in a southwesterly di-

rection, gradually decreasing in width, through N.

York, Pennsylvunia, Virginia, North and South

Carolina, and Georgia. All the towns in the old

county of Hampshire, not situated in the valley of

the Connecticut, are based on rocks of this class;

accordingly we find in them all, a general resem-

blance ol soil. Tlie second class of rocks is call-

ed seconda.-y ; being newer, and generally less

hard and endurin;;. Tlie valley in which we are

situated, e.xtendina; from New Haven to the touth

line of Vermont, is of this description Two of

the most important members of this class are here

abundant : vi/,. the old red sandstone—whose very

name describes it,—and the peculiar rock, ge.er-

ally called trap rock, that conatitiiles the precipit

ous ridges of Holyoke and Tom. Secondary ro:ks

ate of imm"nse e.xtent west of the Hudson and

North West of the Alleghanies, extending ei'en

to the Rocky Mountains.

The third class of rocks, or rather of soils, is

called the tertiary ; because they lie above ;he

secondary, and were therefore subsequently form-

ed. This class consists of regular layers, or b?ds,

of sand, ch y, and gravel. The e.\tensi"e sandy
plains, on both sides of the Connecticut, principal-

ly south of this village, are a good example of

this class. Whenever the sand is worn away to

a considerable depth, the clay lying underneath is

made visible. All that extensive level country

south of New York, along the sea coast, widening

as you advance, and embracing a large part of the

southern Slates, consists chiefly of the tertiary

class of soils.

The fourth and last class of rocks, or soils, is

the alluvial. This consists of all varieties of soil,

mingled and spread over low grounds by the

agency of water. This is the richest and most
productive of all soils ; and our own Connecticut

and its tributaries, particularly the Deerfield, the

Westfield, and the Parmington, exhibit many in-

teresting tracts of this description along their

margins. They are scattered, too, all over our
country ; and the world does not furnish a nobler

example than is seen along the Mississippi.

(To be continued )

From Gleanings in Husbandry.

HOT BEDS.
These are in general use in the northern parts

of Europe, without which they could not enjoy so

many of the products of warmer climates as they

now do, nor could they have tables furnished with

the several products of the garden, during the

winter and spring months.

Made with tanner's hark. This is preferable to

that made with dung for all tender exotic plants

or fruits which require an even degree of warmth
to be continued for seteral months. The manner

of making them is as follows: Dig a trench three

feet deep if the ground be dry ; if wet, not above

I
six inches, and raised in proportion, so as to admit
'of the tan being laid three feet thick. The length

must be proportioned to the frames intended to

cover it. The trench should be bricked up round
the sides to the height of three feet, and filled

with tan, such as the tanners have lately drawn
out of their vats. It should first be laid in a heap
for a week or ten days, that the moisture may
drain out of it, which if detained in, will prevent

its fermentation ; then put it in the trench and
beat it down gently with the spade without tread-

ing it, then put on the frame with the glasses, and
in a fortnight it will begin to he.it, at which time
the pots of plants may be put into it.

ffken made tvitli horse manure it must be fresh

from the stable, and both the Ion;; and short fork-

ed up in a hetip for a week or fortnight, turning it

over once or twice in that time, when it will bo

fit to use. Make the bed the size of the frame,

and cover it with rich earth, from six to ten inches

deep. When the bed is too hot, it may be cooled

hy making holes in the sides with a stake, which
must be closed when the beds are of a proper

temperature ; if too cold, line the sides with fresh

manure. Cucumbers thrive when the heat of the

mould is at .56 of the thermometer.
Besides tanner's bark and horse manure, hot

beds are made with oak leaves, straw steeped in

pond-water two or three days, coal ashes, grass ;

and also grains of malt after brewing thrown to-

gether in a heap and well watered, to make a fer-

ment and heat.

Mushroom beds are made like the ridges of a

house, composed of alternate layers of horse ma-
nure and earth, covered with litter; in the sur-

face of these beds, when they have acquired a

sufficient degree of heat, the seeds are planted.

[From Hints for American Husbandmen.]

On Rape—its cultivation and produce in Seed—
lis value as Green Food for JVeat Cattle and

Shee}).

Bv John Hare Powel, Esq.

Powelton, Pliiladelpliia country, 1827.

Dear Sir,— In accordance with your request,

I have prepared a notice on the cultivation, uses,

and value of cole or rape.

I am not aware that rape had been cultivated

extensively in any part of the United States, until

1824, when Mr. Miller and Mr. Phillips of this

county, obtained crops so extraordinary in pro-

duct and value, as to induce them to recommend
it to the notice of their neighbours, by the only

sort of evidence, which operative farmers will

receive.

I have no knowledge of its cultivation, except
from my observations abroad. It is highly valued
in many parts of Europe, as well for its product
in seeds, as for the large quantity of green food

which it affords throughout the greater part of

the year.

It may he sown either broadcast, or as turnips,

in drills— or, in beds, and be transplanted as oth-

er varieties of the Brassica or cabbage genus.

—

The usual and most successful mode, is to sow
from two to tliree quarts of seeds broadcast in

June or July, when intended for green food, but

in August or September, when destined to pro-

duce seeds in the next year.

The process of transplanting is too expensive

in this country—the necessary hand hoeing, un-
less the land has been well prepared by previous
cleansing crops, would make rape, in the broadcast
system, much more troublesome, than if culti-
vated in rows, admitting the introduction of a
horsehoe. In fivourablc seasons I should not
hesitate, where land is cheap and labour is dear,
to allow it, when intended for green food, to take
its chance,without the aid of either hand or horse-
hoeing.

It produces in ordinary seasons on rich allu-
vial, or other deep friable soils, from 40 to seven-
ty bushels of seeds, determined in quantity,
very much, by the accuracy of tillage and the
condition and nature of the land. Great care
and precision are necessary in harvesting the
seeds in June or July, of the \ear succeeding
that in which they are sown. When the pods as-

sume a brownish ca-st, and some of the seeds be-

come black, the crop is reaped with sickles— laid

regularly in handsful or ^ci/js in rows, where it

continues until the straw becomes fomewhat
white—the seeds of the colour of wl.ich we find

them in the shops. If they be allowed to become
too dry, they fa'l out on the slightest motion

—

when carried too green, they are liaule to be heat-

ed. At the proper time they must be thrashed

in the field upon old sails or cloths, to which the

crop should be carried upon sledges prepared with

cloths, or by similar means. The seeds must be

carefully spreiid in small quantities in granaries

or on barn floors, and be occasionally moved.

Sheep and neat cattle are e.ftrayagantly fond of

it—but of all plants, perhaps it is the most likely

to cause them to be blown.

There is much difference of opinion as to its

nutritive properties in the green state. I believe,

that it quite equals the common cabbage, and very

far exceeds turnips of all kinds in the quantity of

nutrition it contains—in the value of the oil for

various manufacturing purposes, and the excel-

lence of the cake, after it has been expressed, for

cattle food and the manure of drill crops, no ques-

tion can be entertained.

It is not a cert in crop—as it is exposed to all

the enemies which attack turnips and cabbages

—

and is liable to be injured at the season of blos-

soming by mildew and sometimes by frost.

The Season.—The extraordinary mildness of

the present season, is the common topic of con-

versation. Our giirdens and shrubberies have as-

sumed the appearance of spring. The prevalent

range of the thermometer has been from 58 to 6&,

occasionally it reached 70 : Green peas, aspara-

gu.s, tomatoes, with other spring vegetables, have

been in our market the whole of the past month.

A friend informs us that he saw growing in a gen-

tleman's garden in the city, many Tobacco plants,

thrifty and in full bloom, which had sprung up

since November, from roots of old plants ; also

Green Corn, fully fit f'r the table, grown from

last year's seed

—

Southern .Agriculturist, for Feb-

ruary, 1828.

Among the peculiariiies of the season, says the

\Iacon Telegraph, of the 31st Doc. may be men-

tioned the appearance of a load of water-melons

in our markiU on Christmas day I They were

irought, we understand, from Twiggs county,and

-old at a good price. In the garden of Dr. Bird,

of this town, Strawberry vines have boon for some

time in blossom.

—

ibid.
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Everii Family to make their own Sweet Oil.—It

^9 reportfid ^a person is going to take out a patent

for making a small hand mill, for every person to

make their own sweet oil. This may easily be

done, by grinding or beating the see.i-j of white

poppies into a paste, then boil it in water,and skim

oif the oil as it rises ; one bushel of seed weijhs

50 pounds, and will produce two gillors of oil.

—

Of the sweet olive oil sold, half of it is oil of pop-

pies- The poppies will grow in uny garden ; it

is the large head white poppy, sold by apotheca-

ries. Large fields are sown with poppies in

France and Flanders, for the purpose of express-

ing oil from their seed, for food. When the seed

is taken out, the poppy head is boilei! to an ex-

tract (see New Dispensatory j, which is sold at half

a dollar per ounce, and is, in some respects, to be

preferred to opium, which no* sells very high.

—

Large profits may be acquired by the cultivation

of poppies. Some acres of it are now sown near

Cambridge.

[I have u.sed during the summer of 1819 noth-

ing but the oil of the bene seed, procured from

South Carolina and Georgia. This oil may be

obtained in quantities so large, as to be employed

profitably in making soap. For salads, I aver

from my own experience, that the bene oil furnish-

ed to me by Dr. Mease of Philadelphia, is fully

equal to olive oil ; and may certainly be afforded

at less than a dollar for a gallon. I say the same

also of the poppy oil made ai the foruer Moravi-

an settlement at Harmony near Pittsburgh. I

have tried a bottle of it, and find it no way infe-

ri r to olive nil for any purpose. Half the salad

oil used in Pnris at this moment, is poppy oil.

—

T C]

—

Domestic Encyclopedia.

runners of melon vines, namely : " If the branches

be vigorous and long, stretch them carefully over

a level surface, and bnry every fourth or fifth

joint. This is best done by means of a wooden
crotchet. The object of pinching or shortening

the stem, are thus completely fulfilled, without any

of the risk attending that operation, and with ad-

vantages peculiar to this method, as whenever the

plant is buried, new roots are formed for the bet-

ter nutrition of the stem and the fruit."

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1828.

HOW TO RAISE MELONS.
The following method of raising early melons is

given in a "Treatise on Gardening," by J. Arm-
strong, of Dutchess county, N. Y. Select a spot

well defended against the north wind, and open to

the sun throughout the day. If such is not to be

found in your garden, create a temporary and art

iflci.il sliel'er producing the same effect. At the

end of Marcli, form holes two feel in diameter,

and distant from each other «even feet and a half

Fill these with horse dung and litter, or a mixture

of mould, dung, and sand. At the end of twenty

days, cover th*' holes, which have been thus filled,

with hand glasses. When the heat rises to 30 of

Reaumer, [li:j Fahrenheit] snv the seeds four in-

dies apart ; and when tlie plants have acquired

two or three leaves, pinch off the end of the branch

or runner. This will produce lalera' branches

which must again be pinched off, so soon as they

respectively attain the length of ten inches.

—

When the ojant has out-grown the glass, the lat

ter becomes 'iseless, and may be removed—but

should the weather be wet or chilly, substitute

cov'erincrs of clean straw for that of glasses, until

the young plant becomes strong enough to be:ir

the open air. Two or three melons only, are left

to each vine, and under each of these is placed a

slate, without which the upper and under sides

vvill not ripen together."

In another passage of the same worl;, the writer

.gives the following method of supersediug the ne-

cessity of pinching off the ends of the branches or

Virginia Pumpkin.— A pumpkin of unusual

size, grew on the farm of John Reynolds, Esq. a

few miles from Clarkshurgh. Va. last season. It

weighed 320 pounds, and measured round the

middle 9 feet. All that grew on the same vine

weighed 840 lbs.

Welland Canal.—The last Report of the Hoard
of Directors announce the rapid progre=s of this

great public work. It appears that the whole Ijne

from the Niagara and Welland rivers will be fin-

ished by October next, when the commnnicntion

between Lakes Erie and Ontario, around the Falls

of Niagara, will be completed. The imnortnnce

of this undertaking will he seen, when it is stated

that the canal is of suffi'-ient magnitude to he navi-

gated by vessels of l^."! tons burthen, and that

produce will soon be sent bv the o'-dinarv lake

craft, from all the upper lakes to Prpscot, 130
miles from Montreal, and to Oswego, IRfi miles

from Albany. The lof-kage, or fall from Prescot

to tide water, on the St. Lawrence, is only 196 ft.

and a canal of only 30 or 40 miles in length is re-

quired to connect the Lakes with the Ocean ;

which, if on the same scale as the Welland. would

render the Lake Navigation, to all intents and

purposes, n Sea Coast of greater extent than the

whole Atlantic Coast of North Amprica. It ap-

pears that ,50,000/ is required to complete the ca-

nal, and that Mr. Merritt. the Agent of the Com-
pany, is on his wav to England with an applica-

tion to the British Government for a loan to this

amount ; which, there can be no doubt will be ob-

tained.—JV Y. Mbion.

Tooth Powder.—It may be gratifying to our

fair friends as well as those who wish to " stand

high in their good graces" on the score of cleanli-

ness, to publish the following receipt for making
a cheap and incomparably excellent dentifrice,

which not only makes the teeth white, but also

^ives -itrens^th to the ^ums and an agreeable sweel-

tl'SS to the hreath — It is as follows :—Take half

an ounce of Gum Myrrh, one ounce of Chalk, and

one ounce of Charcoal. The ingredients must be

finely pulverized and sifted through a fine seive,

when it is fit for immediate use.

—

Am. Advocate.

next day forwarded to New York, which it would
probably reach in about thirty days, thus afford-

ing president Adams an opportunity of perusing

his own speech m the Sun paper, after having
sailed across the Atlantic and bark again, a dis-

tance of 7000 miles, in about forty-eight days !

—

lAverpool Courier.

RAIL ROADS.
We find in the iast New York Journal of Com-

merce, the following remarks on a subject in

which, we hope our fellow-citi/.ens are deeply in-

terested :

RAIL ROAD TO THE WEST.
" The plan of a rail road from the city of New-

York to the waters of Lake Erie, which has been

suggested to the public, appears to me worthy of

attenlive consideration. It is true that the Clin-

ton Canal (I know that I shall be understood, and
I wish the name might always be given) has real-

ized the most sanguiue expectations of those who
planned it. But it is equally true, that it is closed

at least four months in the year ; and the legisla-

ture might as well pass a law that it should not

rain, ss the one which was lately proposed, declar-

ing mat the canal should be closed only from De-

cember to March. When it rains, we must even

do as they'do in Spain— let it rain ; and when it

freezes, we must let it freeze. Without attempt-

ing ;o resist the ordinances of nature, we must

prufently accommodate ourselves to them, and

making the best use we can of the canal in the

vifarm season, we must contrive some other mode

of transportation for the cold 1 say we must ;

forivith all the wonderfil advantages of our local

situation and acquired facilities, the neighboring

states and cities are on the alert to take them

away from us. Massachusetts has lost none of her

wea'th or enterprize. She will soon construct a

rail road from Boston to Albany, which will make
the transportation of goods much cheaper between

those two places, than by the present circuitous

route, through New- York city If it be made on-

ly as cheap, it will at once prevent this city from

being any longer the entrepot of the trade be-

tween Boston and the west, of which 100,000 bbls.

of flour annually form one item. Still more, it

will unquestionably enable tie capitalists of Bos-

ton to compete with our merchants for the whole

trade of the west. For they will then meet us on

equal terms at Albany with for ign goods import-

ed into Boston, and transported on the rail road,

and for further transportation the canal is as free

to them as to us."

Singular Eij^'eltnof ncros.i the Atlmitic.—As a

proof of the great celerity with which news is cir-

culated at the present day, we may insian 'p the

following :— The American President's Speech,
delivered at Washimrton, left New York in the

packet ship Sitn.i Richards, on the llih Decem-
ber, arrived in Liverpool on Monday the 31st, was
despatched, by express, to London at three o'cl'k.

where it readied at three o'clock on Tuesday ;

was printed and published by five o'clock the

same evening, in a second edition of the "Sun"
Evening Paper, occupying nearly Jive columns,

closely printed, and left London that night by all

the mails at eight o'clock, arrived again in Liver-

pool on Wednesday at seveD,copies of which were

Nothing is more delightful than an evening par-

ty in a private German circle. You assemble for

this occasion immediately after tea, which is reg-

ularly taken at six o'cloi k. Some refreshments,

such as pine-apples, grapes, &c. are handed round.

The whist, quadrille, or omhrc tables are arranged,

and the company sit down to play. During the

play, a band performs tunes of Mozart's, Weber's,

and Rozini's operas ; and if there are daughters

iu the family, whom their friends are coming to

see, a dance is arranged before you are aware,

—

I'here is in every house not only the music mas-

ter, but at least two or three servants who are ex-

cellent performers. Their rooms not being car-

peted, but parquetted and polished with wax, are

it any time ready for this occasion. It is in these

evening parties that the amiable and fascinating

character of the high classes of the Austrian em-

pire shines out in all its charms.

—

Austria as it is.
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Cliff for sprains or bruises.—Take two ounces
,

Russian Flax Seed.

of cast-steel soao, half Dint alcohol or spirits of For sale al the Seed Eslalilishinem, connecled wiihllie office

, . .1. .u 1 I h.lf , ;.,» i,„„r, ul'iliP New England FarmiT, No. 02 Not 111 Market .Street, Hos-
vvme, mm them together, then add halt pint beet ,„,,_3 ,,.^ ,,^^^^13 ge„ui,o rus.sIAN FLAX SEED im-

gall
;
put it into a bottle and stop it tioht. The poiied direct from Riga, by Charles Thorudike, Esq. of ihis

"
• ' Ciiy. This is the sort of Flax that was introduced a few years

since, by Col. Perkins, from Russia, anil which is now exten-
sively cultivated in Bristol oounty in this State—and is (bund far

superior to the common Flax.

The following is an exlraci from Ool. Perkins' letter, to the

corresponding .Secretary of the Massachusetts Agricultural Soci-
ety, accompanying a cask of the seed.

" When in Ireland last summer, I conversed with some of the

venders of Flax Seed, from whom I learnt that the growers of
flax preferred ti.e sc^d from Riga, lo that of any other country,

older it is the better Bathe the parts affected

ivith it and yon will find immediate relief.

^'l^HAMES^UN N EL.

This prodigious undertaking, notwithstanding

the serious casualties which have interrupted its

progress, is still to be prosecuted with vigour

—

Since the irruption of Jan. I'<i, which was less con-

siderable than the former breach, the cavity has

been fille I, and the water principally re-drawn

from the tunnel. About 700 feet remain to be

e.'icavated—rather more 'han half the whole dis-

tance across the river. The company's funds are

reduced to £'il,()00 : and contributions are so

iicited from the public in further aid of this grand

submarine turnpike The younger Mr. Brunei,

one of the superintendants, narrowly escaped the

fate of the SIX workmen drowned by the last sud-

den incursion.

—

Eve. Bulletin.

I.NDIA.\ CURE FOR THE EAR ACHE.
Take a piece of the lean of mutton, about the

size of a large walnut ; put it into the fire and

burn it for some ti.me, till it becomes almost re-

duced into a cinder ; then put it into a piece of

clean rag, and squee/.e it un'il some moisture is

expressed, which must be dropped into the ear as

hot as the 1 aticnt . n Upnr it.

An apri( 01 r-.' » ihe rear of Pine -street. New
York, has already shed part of its blossoms, and

the fruit has begun to form.

Post Office.—We understand there were up-

wards of 8,000 letters assorted and mailed at our

Post Office yesterday—an instance of despatch
seldom equalled. During the two last days, up-

wards of 11,000 were mailed.—A'". Y. Statesman.

Large Coiv.—A cow four years old, of e.\traor-

dinary size, was slaughtered in Hallowell, Me. a

few weeks since. She weighed 900^ pounils, and
had 71 pounds of tallow. She was raised by

Charles Vaughan, Esq. and was one of a breed

imported by him in 1793.

after that the seed from Holland, and last of all the seed from
the United Slates ; of this, the seed from the State of New York
had the )jreference. Upon inquiry, I Cmind the Dutch seed was
preferred, from being more clear of tares than ours, and the in-

s|ieciion was more attended 10 in the Slate of New York, than
in Massachusetts, The whole importation into Ireland, was
64,666 casks, of which 51.854. came (iom the United Slates—
10,882 from Holland, and JiOOO from Riga. The Riga seed
commands in ordinary seasons. 20 to 30s. sterling more than the

Dutch seed, and the latter 10 to 15s. more than ours. An ex-
periment had been made of sowing in the autumn, in place of

the spring as had been usual. On the 6lh of .Inly I saw flax at

BclCast, (which had been sown in October) four feel and an inch
in length. This, I understood, was from Riga seed."

Early Pntalos.

liose Bushes and Grape Vines.
For sale al the House of SAMUEL DOWNER, in Dorche.s-
ler, 80 hundred leal Rose bushes—!I0 do. Province, or Cabbage
10 do. four se;i.sons—300 do. Dama.sk—30 do. liurgundy—3 do.
Austrian—2,^j do. Marble—10 do. Tuscany— JOO do.- French—
6 verv large pots monlhly Roses, sixteen years old, and in prime
healifi—7 varieties Doulile Dahlias—Single, do.— 8 Lugersio-
oemia Indica, or Crape .Myrtle, two of winch are 2') years old

—

200 firape Vines, (While .Sweet vialer)—Snow ball Uushes

—

White Lilies-Red and White Lilacs. „
ROSE WATER.

20 Demijohns Double and Single distilled Rose Water, made
enlirelv from Damask Roses. The aliove Rose Water is con-

slanlly kept for sale at Mr. C. Wade's Porter O'llar, No. 11'

Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity.

6t March 14

Isabella Grape.
Vines of the ISA BELLA GRAPE may be had, on application,

to the Subscriber, in Dorci.ester, or at his office, 7 12 Congress
Street. ZEB. I'OOK, Jr.
Wanted as above, a first rale Gardener, who can produce

salisfactory recoi-imendalions. 3t March 21

Barley.

For sale at the Seed Establishment connecled with the New-

England Farmer ortice. No. 52 Noilh jMarket street, boston, &
few bushels oi Seed Barley, raised in Roxbury,Ws.

FARM WANTED.
.A few barrels of superior Early Manly Potalos, have been re- Any person having a large and good farm, that is capable

"' is the same sort as those sold at this place last
I
and does make, not less than one hundred tons of gnod hay

year, which gave universal satisfaction, as to uncommon earl

ness, and good quality.

Also, seeds of^ the Cuba Tobacco, Yellow Tobacco, Teazel,
Lentils, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Bean, Corn,' (various sons)—
Weld, Yellow Locust, While Mulberry. .Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass. Rye Grass. Tall eadovv Oats Grass, While and Red
Clover. Mangel Wurlzel, &c.
[0= Just received from Europe, lOCO pounds of fresh Lucerne

Seed.

IC An article from an esteemed friend in Cambridge, on the

Cultivation and Forcing of Sea Kail, came too late for iliis

paper. An article on Ihe Propagation of Salt Waler Fish in

fresh waler, and the progress of the experiments made in Scot-

land, will soon appear.

40,000.
For sale. Forty Thousand engrafted APPLE TREES, from
uyo to four years from the graft-consisting of forlv-ihree kinds
of the most approved and superior Fruits; including earlv ai>
lumn and winter Apples. Also, other Fiuit and Jrnanicntal
Trees. Orders mav be seal to this place via Post office, di-
rected lo FRANCIS WINSHIP.

Brighton. March 21s/, 1828.

Garden Seeds.
The subscriber has for snle a very large assorlmcnl of fresh
and genuine Garden Seeds, from ihe New England Farmer
.Seed Establishment, Boston.

Likewise, a few pounds Lucerne Seed.
Newhuryport, March 2L E. STEDMAN.

Milk Carriage.
For sale, a new Milk Carriage—inquire of Walter Frost, No 18
Common street, Boston. March 21

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

The KENRICK NURSERIES in Newton, near
Brighton, are the most extensive in New England.
Gentlemen in want of Trees, are invited to call

—

examine for themselves—anrl, make their own se-

lections. The Apple and Peach Trees are extra-

r^ tor size, variety, and inriftiness.

Wriiien orders addressed lo JOHN or W.M. KENRICK,
and seal to the Newion Post office, or left with Joseph Bridge,
agenl, in Court-street; where Catalogues may be had gratis

—

will be carefully attended to. Trees wilt be suitably packed
for shippings or land conveyance, and delivered in Boston when
desired. Genllemen living at a distance, however, should have
agents in Ihe city to receive and pay for them. Mar. 14

H'nnted
A MAN lo take charge of a valuable Dairy and Farm, wiihin
12 miles of Boston. 'To one who can produce undoubted recom-
menriallons, liberal terms will be offered. Apply al the office
of Ihe N. E. Farmer. ' March 7

Turkey Rhubarb.
For sale at the Seed Eslablishmenl, No. 52 North Market St.
a lew Roots of Rheum Palmatuni, or True Turkey Rhubarb-
being the medicinal sort. Raised by John Prince, Esq. of Rox-
bury. Price, gl per root. March 14

with a suitable proportion of tillage and pasture land, and a

good supply of Hood and orcharding, with good buikiings. and
a pleasant and healthy situation, as to good neighborhood, (and

not exceeding 60 or 80 miles from Boston, would be preferred,)

will please direct a letter, giving a very particular des<-riplion

thereof, (poslage paid) and ihe /ou'cs/ price k\u(i tetms of pay-

ment, to -A. Z. Care of Mr Russell, publisher of Ihe Neiv Eng-
land Farmer.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Gunpowder, ^-c.

f)u Pool's Gun Powder, a. 25 lo 50 els per pound—Shot—Ralls
—Flints and Percussion Caps.
Also, Alum—Refined Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Diipont Powder Store, No. 63 Broad street—.
ISy E. COPELANl). Jr
[C? N'o Du Pom Powder is warranted genuine, unless mark-

•^E.Cnpdand, jr. Boston." Sold as above.
If Marcli l-f

APPLES, best, . - - -

ASHES, pot, first sort,

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while, . - - .

BEEF, mess, new, . - . -

Cargo, No. 1, new.
Cargo, No. 2, new,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1. new, -

CHEESE, new milk, -

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, - - - -

GRAIN, Corn, . - .

Rye, . . . .

Barley, ....
O.ats, . - - .

HOG'S LARD, first sort, ue» .

LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, . . . -

Navy, mess, new,
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, .

Orchard Grass.
Fowl Meadow,'

-

Rye Grass,
Tall Meadow Oals Grass, -

Red Top ....
Lucerne, - . - .

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover,
French Sugar Beet, .

Greenwich Garden.
Carmine and Varick-.slreets, not five minutes walk fiom .St.

Thomas Church, Broadway, along Houston street.

D. KENNEY, Proprietor of this Establishment, gralcfol for

past favors, and the liberal encouragement he has experienced
for a number of years, begs leave to inform his friends and ihe
public, ihat he has received his subanniial importation of Bul-
bous Flower roots—Garden Seeds—Fruit Trees, &:c. of every
description; all of which are in excellent preservalion, and will

be sold on the most reasonable lerms. The imjjorialions are
from the first firms in England, Fiance, and Hoi,and, and are
warranted to be good and genuine, and no doubt will give gen-
eral satisfaction, lo the .\griculiurist, HorlicullurisI, and Florist.

A choice colleclion of Green house Plants— also li.ardy Herba-
ceous Plants many of which are very rare and scarce. ..\lso,

a choice collection of Rose Bushes, many of which, originally
raised from seetl by him ; are new, and not in any other collec-

tion, fiir which a premium has been awarded by Ihe New York
Horticultural Society. Oiher Shrubs and Trees, in great abun
dance. The Hyacinths. Narcissus, Crocus, &.c. are now in

bloom, will coiiiinue in succession die greatest part of the year;
•and will he well worthy a visit to the Garden and Green hou.se,

by any lady or gentleman in or near die city.

C3°' Bouquets furnishe.l. Grape Vines.'Trees. and Shrubs I POULTRS'. .

pruned or trained, al the shortest notice. Asparagus Plants of BUTTER, keg and tub, -

die first qualilj'. Catalogues msy be had at die Garden gratis. Lump, best, -

Orders from any part of the L'nion will be .sirierly allenrli'd to. EGG.S. ....
Gentlemen supplied with experienced Gardeners. Likewi^, MEAL. Rye. reiail, .

situations got lor Gardeners of industrious, sober habiis. and Indian, retail,

that perfectly understand their business, none other need apply. POTATOS,
New York, March l-f. '

I CIDER, [according to quality.]

Mangel \\ urtzel

WOOL, Merino, full blood, «ash'-d, -

Merino, (nil blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed.
JMerino. hall' &. quarter washed
Nalive. washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, fii-sl sort.

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

PRO VLSION MARKET.
- FEF. best pieces, - - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs. - - -

VEAL.
MUTTON.

barrel,

ton.

bushel

barrel.

pound.

pound
cask.

I

FROM
2 1.1'

107 0(1

112 00
1 7.0

9
8

5 73
5 7.-

3 m

60
40

70
2 76
17 00
12 50
12 50
1 50

pound.

pound.

TO
2 50

110 00
115 00
2 00
10 00
9 00
7 so-

le

10
4

5 87
6 00
3 25

60-

70
67

- 42
10

1 0<)

37
13 00
13 00
13 ,)

1 75
4 00
4 00
4 00
5 00
1 00
50
50
13

I 50
1 50
35
25

;;
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MISCELLANIES.

ON PLANTING A TULIP ROOT.
Here lies a bulb, Ihe child of earth,

Buried alive beuealh the clod,

Ere long to spring, by second birth,

A Hew and nobler work of God.

"Tis said that microscopic power

Might thro' its swaddling folds descrv

The infant image of Ihe flower,

Too exquisite to meet the eye.

This, vernal suns and rains will swell.

Till from its dark abode it peep,

Like Venus rising from her shell.

Amidst the spring -tide of the deep.

Two shapely leaves will first unfold.

Then, on a smooth elastic stem,
\

The verdant bud shall turn to gold,

And open in a diadem.

Not one of Flora's brilliant race

A form more perfect can display)

^ Art could not leign more simple grace.

Nor nature take a hue away.

Yet, rich as morn of many a hue,

Wlien flushing clouds thro' darkness strike.

The tulip's petals shine in dew.

All beautiful—but none alike.

Kings, on their bridal, might unrobe,

' To lay their glories at lis fool

;

And queens, their sceptre, crown, and globe,

Exchange for blossom, stalk, and root.

Here could I stand and moralize

;

Lady, I leave that part to Ihee,

Be Ihy next birth in Paradise,

Thy life to come, eternity.

Acquaintance table.—The following clever sta-

tistics we find in an old Magazine of many years'

antiquity, but the numerical statements apply as

well now as then :

A landlord threatened a poor Irishman, the oth-

er day, to put a distress in his house, if he did not

pay his rent. "Put a distress in, is it you mane?"
said Pat ;—"Och, by St. Anthony's so*, but you'd

better take distress out— there's too much in al-

ready, by the mither that bore mel"

") ^ Bow.
J"
Glances

I
Bows j , j How d've do.

S u j> J I
Vmakeone^ „ •'

..

I
How d ve do s

j
J Conversation.

Comphmtnt to Boston.—The Southern Review,
in an elegant article on classical learning, thus al-

ludes to the literature of the North. "These im-

provements, with so many more, are beginning to

spring up and blossom, with great freshness and

luxuriance, about the favored city of Boston, our

western Flor'-nce, in which industry has been the

willing tributary of letters and the arts, and which
is, throughout all its institutions, its iharacter,

and its pursuits, one great monument of what
commerce has done to civilize and adorn life."

The celebrated engineer, J. M. Brumel, auper-

intendant of the Tunnel unilet the Thames, at

London, is a native of the United States, and was
the inventor of the block machinery at the dock
yards, Portsmouth.

Large Fruit.—The editor of the Detroit Gaz
ette in speaking of the fertility of that territory

says, that during the last mouth, he has seen sev
eral watei -melons, each of which weighed up
wards offort^ pounds— and that it is not e.xtraor

dinary to see a beet which vviil weigh more than
eighteen pounds. The following are given as the

weight and dimensions of a pear picked in a gar
den at Detroit. Weight 30 ounces ; longitudinal

circumference 17i inches; longitudinal diameter

7J inches ; circuinference 14^ inches.

TO MAKE A MARROW PUDDIPiO.
Take a quart of cream and milk, and a quarter

of a pound of Naples biscuit, put them on the fire

in a stew-pan, and boil them up : take the yolks

hot rice water, or a solution of isinglass in water.

It 18 observed that not more than one root in

twelve will clarify. This plant grows abundant-
ly near Philadelphia.

Fruit Trees.

WILLIAM PRINi 'E, the Propriclor of the Lin-
nffian Botanic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing,
Ijone Island, has the pleasure of mtbrmingihe pub-
lic, tnat his Nursery now contains 172 varieties of

. the Apple—202 do." of the Pears—76 do. of Cher-
o. of Plums—'25 do. of Apricots—84 do. of Peaches

—2 1 do. .il Neciariues— 10 do. of Almonds—14 do. of Mulber-
ries— tj <iit. o! Quinces—16 dfi. of Ftgs— 16 do. of i'urrants—15
do. ot K^tsj)berrie.s—47 do of Gooseherries—20 do. of Straw-
berries—2o7 do. of Grapes—600 do. of Ornamental Trees, &lc.

Above .'jOO of the above kinds of Fruit are not to be found in

any other collection in America. The ilifferem varieties cannot
be otherwise than genuine, as the greatest attention is paid, and
nearly all the kinds are inoculated from bearing trees.- The
Cherry. Peach, and other IVees. are generally of a large size.

Catalogues may be obtained of J. R, Newell, ai the Agricul-
tural Warehouse, 52 North Market-street, gratis; and orders
left there, or sent by mail, will meet prompt attention.

March 14

JAMES BLOODGOOD <fe Cos.

.Vur.spci/, at Flushing, on Long Island, near JVew
York.

IN behalf ol the Proprietors of the above Nursery,
the subscribrr solicits the orders ot Horticulturists

who may be desirious of" stocking their gardens
and fields with Fruil Trees of the finest sorts, and

ly and vigorous slocks the present reason.

Blo* i.iioon & Co. attend personally to the Inoculatirig and
Ensraflin'4 of all their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

with confidence, that the Trees they order «ill prove genuine.

The subscriber. Agent of the above Nursery, will receive orders

tor any quantity of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND
PLANTS

The Trees will be delivered in this City, at the risk and ex-

pense of ihe purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.

The repiuafiun ot this Nursery is so extensively known, and
has been .so vvell sustained, that I take leave to refer those Id

want of Trees, to any of the Horticulturists in this City and-its

vicinity; and if ocular demonsiraiion is desired, I invue those

who wish to be thus satisfied, to examine Ihe Trees in iny gar-
den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or lour

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all iu a healthy
and vigorous ?

(^Conversations 3

of eight eggs, the whites of four beat very fi'ne, a ! zeB^'cOOK^T
" '" '"^ ""'-'''"' ^'"''' "" «.PP''''«''°" ^

little soft sugar, some marrow chopped, a small 1

'—
glass of brandy and sack, a little orange-flower

. Rogers' Buildings—Congress Si.

Acquaintance. Uvater ; mi.\ all wef

Receipt for a rout.— Take all the ladies and
gentlemen you can collect— put them into a room

Landreth's jVurseriis—JM'ar Philadelphia.

together, ami put them on ! ,

^""^ ""^
P;''-"fS"

already exiended this Estabhshmem, by
. . .

' '^
ihe citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again

the tire
;
keep stirring till it is thick, and put it induced to advertise to them iheir Nurseries, as oflVring pecu-

away to get cold ; have a dish rimmed with puff liar facilities for the acquirements of useful & ornamental vege-

paste, put the above in, sprinkle currants that tiave
table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-

with a slow fire-stew them well-having ready ^r'"'
P", ""^

IZ
'"' '^P""«'«'

'"'['"'tu f T" ^ °' ^" i---- variety of Fruit and Hardy (>namen.al

, 1 i- J • ,•
, ,r <

been well washed in cold water, and rubbed clean i

Trees and Shrubs—Green-iiouse Plants— I'.ulbous Roots, and
';"•'!:' .P'^.l'^:_!'..'i"''-!

P'!"°
°:'f-.^'^''"l'"' in a cl,.th. marrow cut in slices, and some candied «--!!-l.!l*.''t„,:^!;^?--.?"! °^J^:tJtr^?T^J?of prints or drawings, and put them in, from time

to time. As the mi.xture thickens, sweeten with
lemon, orange and citron

„ ,., , .,, .. ...
, ^ it to the oven ; three quarters of an hour will bake

oohlesse, and season with wit, it you have any, if •.. j •.. i .
,, .,, , , .

'
,

...•'
:
It ; send It up hot.

not, flattery will do, and is very cheap. When
all have stewed well for an hour, add some ices,

jellies, cakes, lemonade, and wines :— the more of

these ingredients you put in, the more substantial

will your rout be. Fill your room quite full and
let the scum run off!

A grammatirnl pupil.—A country school master

1 value b\ any m this country. Il embraces most of the cel-

ut in shreds, am! .send
,

ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely slating ike time

they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to the

proprietors, without a fisar of disappoiiitmenl.

The Ornamental deparimenl is rich in native and e.\otic

Plants—it conlains a splendid collection of Green-house Plants,

must of which are calculated for adorning m the winter seasons,

parlours, silling-roonis, &r. with an assorlmcnl of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
ery variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The

'thod piir>ued by ihe Propiielors in this branch, certainly

isi obtain for Ihem a preference wiihs all w ho will consider the

I

, ., .....>ject in ihe slightest degree. The pcparaiion of those kinds
of the room to inform another boy that he wished proofs, however, of its wonderful efficacy have oc- liable to mix in .seeding— in short, the whole process of euliiva-

The GiNSEiNG, or pannx qvinquefolium, L. is an
exotic plant growing wild in North America.
The dried root of ginseng has a mucilaginous,

sweetish taste, similar to that of liquorice, but ac-
;

companied with some degree of bitterness, and a
'

slii;ht aroin:itic warmth, with very little odour.— i

in the neighbnrhood of Cucdney, the other day, !
The Chinese ascribe e.xtraordinary virtues to this

! aln

after givini' one of his pupils a soiinil drubbing for plant, and consider it as a soverciu'n remedy in al

speaking bad grnramar, sent him to the other end most every disease to which they are subject No

to speak to him, and at the same time promised to curred in Europe.
repeat the dose if he spoke to him un^rammati
cally. The boy bcinj quite satisfied with what he
hal got, determined to he exact, and thus address-

ed his fellow pupil: "There is a common substan-

tive of the masculine gender, singular number,
nominative case, and in an angry mood, that sits

perched upon the eminence sit the other end of

the room, wishes to articulate a few sentences to

you in the present tense."

tion, in gathering, &,c. all be

criniendenee undoubtedly eoiispires

ler the own personal j;up-

inent degree, to

depend-This well known plant, accordingto Dr. Mease, 'obviate the eirors and impoMimns, unavoidabl

is the only native production of the Unite 1 States,

which answers to export in order to procure the

luxuries of China. It is not much esteemed in

China, unless clarified, e.xcept in times of a great

scarcity of the plant. The process of clarifying,

though hitherto kept a profound secret, consists' IT Published every Friuay, at TViree Dollars pev annum,

in thecarelul application of heat and moisture to !;:if;;^-,l!^,?;:::^;litS^J:t^'°^,:;:;;'n,j;^^^^^^
the fresh roots, and afterwards dipping them in Hfhj Gents.

on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced

growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codman, No.
;il Congress-Sl. Boston, of whom priced catalogues of the whole
mav be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-

ins' every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. 15. tf D. & C. LANDRETH.
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AGRICUL,TURE. remain. During the summer the bed stio'ild be

occasionally watered with dung water; and this,

for the purpose of encourajrinsj the growtti of the

plants on their first settinjroff; and as manure
given in this shape is more fugitive than when
applied in a more solid or concentrated form, it

[Fiom llic London Quarterly Jounial.]

EXTRACTED FDR THE ^EW ENGI.ANIl lARMER.

CULTIVATIOiV OF SEA-KALE.
The Crnmht marilima, or Sea-kail, is an indi

genous plant of this and other countries of Europe, I cannot impart rankness to the plants when they

and found on the sandy beach of the sea coa^t. ! irrive at that ai-e fit to be brought to the tabi

It has lontT been introduced into our g rdens, as The plants cannot bo forced, nor slioiild any of

a culinary vegetable, but it is only within the last i their shoots be cut the first winter aftsr sowing
;

thirty years, that it has been brought into general i but should be suffered and assisted to establish

use, and subjected to a mode of cultivation, very I themselves, and gain sufficient strength to yield

different from that which was first bestowed upon
|

adequate crops the succeeding years,

it. The principal value of this plant, is its pro-
j

About the month of November, in the second

perty of early growth ; appearing at the table at

a time when few such things can be had. It pre-

cedes asparagus, for which it is no bad substitute;

and, as it makes a dish of itself, it gives a variety

to the delicacies of the table ; and if the opinions

given of its medicinal virtues be correct, it is well

worth cultivation ; and the notice we are about to

take of It, is de.scribing an easy method of hav-

ing it in great perfection throughout the winter

months, and up to the time it may be gathered

from the natural ground.

Prepare one or more beds [with alley? two feet

wide between] for the reception of the seeds, in

the fo'lowing manner :—mark out the bed or beds

two and a half feet wide, and of any required

length, as near as can be from east to west ; line

off the sides and ends, driving a stake at each

corner to ascertain the boundary ; dig out the

earth of the bed one spade deep, removing it to

some distance; fill this e.xravation with the purest

and finest sand which ran be procured in the

neighborhood, either from the sea shore, the bed

of a river, or from a pit. It signifies nothing of

what color it is, so it be pure, and as free from

3oam as it can be had ; for in proportion as the

soil of the bed is poor or rich, so will the flavor

of the plant be when dressed. When this precau

tion is not taken, and when the plants are suffer-

ed to enjoy the rich and cultivated soil of a kitch-

en garden, or the situation made so, by rich dress,

ings or coverings of fresh manure, the plants are

stimulated into an unnatural luxuriance, which
deteriorates the flavor, imparting to them that

strong disagreeable scent and taste, resembling
common cabbage, than which nothing can be a

greater drawback on the value of the vegetable;

but when grown entirely in pure sand, the flavor

is mild and pleasant, and is relished by most pa-

lates.

When the bed is filled with sand, and raised

therewith about si.v inches above the level of the

ground, [and this should be done previous to the

end of March, which is the sowing season,] draw
a drill along the n,iddle, from end to end, about

three inches deep, in which drop the seeds pretty

thickly, as they can be thinned out to the proper

distance after they come up. If the sand or wea-
ther be dry at the time of sowing, give a little

water in the drill and immediately cover up. If

the seed be good, the plants will soon appear, and
when they are advanced to a size large enough
to enable the gardener to choose the most promis-
ing, let tiiem be thinned uut to the distance of six

or seven inches, the distance at which they may

winter after sowing, a part of one end of the bed

should be prepare 1 for forcing. For this purpose,

and in order that it should be done with facility

and effect, a rough wooden frame should be raa<le

eighteen inches high behind, and one foot high in

front, r^hapeu like a common ho*, bed frame, and of

any convenion* and portable length ; and in width

the same as ,the bed. Wooden covers should be

fixed with hinges to the back ; these may be rais-

ed at any time, for the admission of light and air,

ind in fine weather may be thrown entirely back.

When the frames are placed, dig out the rJleys

one foot deep to receive linings of dung, which
may be banked up against the back and front of
the frame. The surf.ice of the bed within the

frame must be covered with soft, short straw, or

hay, nine inches thick, to arrest the heat which
rises from the linings, and form that warm humid
region into which the shoots will advance. The
temperature of these dark frames must be regu-
lated by due attendance. In very cold, or frosty

weather, the frames at night will require a cover-

ing of mats or litter.

The required supply of the family—the time for

it, and the length and number of the frames, must
be judged of by the gardener, and who will act

accorilingly ; but two frames are indispensable
;

because the second should be considerably ad-

vanced by the time the crop in the first is all cut.

Young plants may be transplanted ; and if they

are to be had, they may be tried ; but the safer

way is to sow and plant both, to prevent disap-

pointme.it ; and in order that the roots be not too

much exhausted by forcing, one bed should be
forced in one year, and another the next.

The crowns of the roots have a tendency to

rise—and as annual additions of sand will be re-

quired after the autumnal dressing, the beds by

these additions become unsightly ; but cutting ofl":

the most aspiring, with its flowering stem, every

summer, will keep the whole within bounds. In

stead of covering with dung or litter, to protect

from winter frosts, the frames may be set on those

parts intended to be forced, to answer that pur-

pose.' The uncovered parts of the beds may re-

ceive a coat of mould out of the alleys, to be taken

off the sand in the spring.

The writer of thi^ article, began to force sea-

kale as long ago as 1798, using hot dung within

as well as without, a frame with glazed lights ;

—

but soon found, that neither the glass nor dung
tnsi''" was necessary or suitable. He afterwards

succeeded by the above plan, to produce the finest

crops of this vegetable, at any time in the winter,

and can confidently recommend such management,
especially to those who have no hot bouse or hot

bed frames; because, when there is an early forc-

ing house, oi' frames, if old roots are properly se-

lected and potted in the autumn, and placed in

such houses or frames, where there is sufficient

heat, and well shut up from light by putting emp-
ty pots over them, a crop may be had in this

way, without the trouble and expense of out-door

forcing.

FOB THE NEW ENGLA.'JD FARMER.

HORSES.
Sir,—In my first communication, for "are noble

animals,—and" read " are noble animals : and ;''

a colon will) no dash. The printer's accidentallj'

cutting up an integral paragrapn into three, has in

some degree affected the sense of a large purt of

that comnuinication : in my remarks upon the pe-

culiar advantages and disadvantages of the thor-

ough-bred horse, I did not intend to be under-

stood that he never stumbled but in one way, or

that he was liable to become unsound no where but.

in his foot ; but that he was more apt than other

horses to fall in a manner which I there described,

more apt to catch behind, and rather more subject

than other horses to <bot-lamenPss : wiiich last

fact I ascribe to the peculiar nanner in which this

English variety of the Arabian, has for a succes-

sion of generations been treated. However, for

coach work, which is so much on the increase in

Massachus'^t's, we should have horses capable of

violent occasional exertion, and to breed Ihein, let

a man try what he pleases, he will always eventu-

ally look to blood. A single careless incroachment

upon his powers, the coarse horse is somehow or

other, ever afterwards the weaker for. My obser-

vation that the true Cleveland Bay is confined to

the County of York, is not entirely correct, he

having been always to be found in the bordering

County of Durham. It is going rather too far, to

assert that all a horse's diseases not arising frorc

contagion, assume an inflammatory form, but it is

very near the truth. I will now make a few re

marks upon the question of foot-lameness.

The chrcnick lameness in one or both of theii

fore feet, and which never occurs in their hint

ones, from which the superior orders of horses suf-

fer more pain than from all other diseases put to-

gether, has given great occasion to inquiries and

theories. It is rather remarkable, thatmost of the

methods of accounting for it, have till of late

years gone upon the ground of the deviation froK

nature of the form ofhouf, which universally takes

place, in some degree or other, when the horse ie

shod, and kept in the stable ; and none of thenj

upon that of the joints within the hoof being in-

jured by the concussion and strains, to which they

are exposed in fast work : and the disposition o!

all inflammation near a join' to be transferred tc

it. The sporting and the veterinary world bo'L

decided, that it usually proceedel from something

wron? about the hoof, with which the internal foot,

had no part of it originally any concern. They
now go the other way, and assert that contractioc

of the hoof is generally consequent to internal dis-

ease Poot-lameness should be a subject of some

interest to tlie public, for it dooms a very largf
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proportion ol Dur vest horses to a life of compara-

iive uselessuess, and of excruciating misery.

1. Tliej had a vague idea tliat it was connect-

ed with the horse's standing on litter in the sta-

ble. U this generally produced any real evil to

the horse, it would be trom the unnatur.il heat in

the foot, and the dryness and consequent coiitrac-

tionof the horn occasioned by the absence of the

dampness of tiie earth, the heat of ttie litter, and

the increased heat of the foot within. The great-

est objection to this explanation is that the con

iraction itself appears to be but slightly coiinect-

3d with the above causes, for the horse's hoofs, if

he is kept shod, will contract nearly, or quite as

fast, at grass as in the stable.

2 They then lu untained that it probably arose

actly resembling a very small sliuttle. It is called

the shuttle-bone, or from its resemblance to the

shape of a boat, the navicular bono. The outer

side of the crescent lies backwards and down-

wards, and has a lidge in the centre of its surface.

It is articulated both with coronet-bone and with

the cotBn bone. Its especial office is to form an

additional pulley for the back-sinew ; which pass-

!

es over its convex side, and is kept in its proper

phice upon it, by a groove corresponding to the

ri"i.'e upon the bone. A bursa mucosa, or sac con-

taining and secreting the sinovia or joint-oil, is

inierposed between the back-*inew and the bone;

no way difTeiing, 1 take it, in office or liability to

disease from the bursiE mucoss in other parts of

the horse's frame. All the weight wliich the horse

from the frog's not receiving pressure, and that throws upon the leg is of course received by the

'he very object of the frog was to prevent contrac-
; coronet-bone, which, being articulated with the

lion by mechanical force. They shod the horse offin-bone, which when the hoof is placed upon

with a shoi; lowpr at the heel than the toe, and the ground cs'. have no motion but that allowed

witli artificial frogs ; broke down multitudes ; found i by the curtilages and the laminE at its sidi'S, sinks

the hoof contract as mucii as before ; and have at

last, I believe, discarded the practice without re-

.^ervation.

3. A distinguished master of the subjt'ct then as-

cribed it, and with vastly uiore appearance of rea

son, to shoeing the horse at all. It certainly would

appear to be a treiuendous Irial of Nature's ability

to accoininodule herself to circumstances, to nail

an iron ring round a livinir and elastic organ ; and

one, wliich as tlie wall of the hoof grows at the

coronet, and is intended to be proportionably worn

off by the earth, must be continually attempting

to increase in size. Horses were never shod by

the Greeks and Romans, with any thing but leath

or, or \vith shoes, which were tii'd on merely when
ihe horse was at work : and nailing on shoes is

still totally unknown in most parts of the world

The contraction arising from this fixed ring, tho'

it may not ever bo the immediately exciting cause

of lameness, from the internal foot's in some de-

gree adapting itself to its diminished area, I my-

self believe to be a great predisposer to it. That

it cannot be the common cause, is evident from

he fact that horses are never lame in their hind

feet, be they ever so much contracted, and that

the lameness itself is as often to be found in hoofs

that are not perceptibly contracted at all, as in

hoofs excessively contracted: which last fact I

will demonstrate to any sceptical person, by exam-

ining the horses running in the co.-iches of any

road in Massachusetts. I wonder that the very

rible defender of the theory of foot-lameness's

arising from the modern system of shoeing, in-

stead of explaining it by the crowding of the sen-

sible foot, did not perceive that its far most dan

gerous action was, from the contracted area of the

back part of the foot, and the increased concavity

of the sole's interfering with the action of Ihevery

joint, the injury of which is now considered the

most frequent cause ot this dreadful disease.

4. Tliey were finally compelled to own that con-

traction could not be the common cause; (so many
horses being struck with it, who had been never

shod before, upon their beinir first put to work,

might have been conclusive evidence to the con-

trary,) and have now generally supposed it to be a

disease, which may afflict a horse that is kept

standing upon tho earth all his life, and who is

never shod, provided he is expnscd to sprains and

concussion. At tho back of the coffin-bone, there

is a small bone, placed horizontally across the foot,

"xcepting that it is in the form of a crescent, ex-

b .ckwards and downwards, from its joint with the

p:isten bone, directly upon the navicular bone.

—

The navicular bone beinir articulated with the

coffin-bone, which is nearly motionless, receives

what weight is not thrown upon the coffin-bone,

and rolls backwards and downwards also upon the

back sinew. The back sinew being fast immedi-

ately almost below, and being perfectly inelastic,

ir the navicular bone cannot roll upon it, the joint,

ii' it may be called so, is destroyed. The weight

IS now transferred to the back-sinew, and is part-

ly received by the muscles into which it is insert-

ed above, and they share it with the elastic inter-

nal frog below the back-sinew, and the back part

of the foot generally ; all of which, if the horse has

never been shod, is highly elastic. As this joint

is the raost perpendicularly opposed to the resist-

ance of the earth of any joint in the horse's frame,

-nd as all the elasticity of the hack part of the

loot, which Natiire calculates upon, is neutralized

by the iron, and in fact its area much diminished

in general, disease of it would really seem to be

very often expected in a shod horse, exposed to

tiie concussion of fast work upon a hard road.

—

That it seldom or never occurs in the hind feet is

ni.tural, when we consider that the weight thrown

upon them is comparatively trifling, and that the

resistance of the earth is not opposed to it per-

pendicularly, but in a very oblique direction.

—

That fool-lameness generally arises immediately

from concussion, is almost proved from its never

oci'utring in the hind feet, which are also exposed

to strains : and that it generally arises from dis-

ease of tliis joint is supported by the fact of this

joint's being most exposed of any in the foot to

concussion in the fore feet.

This joint, therefore, appears to be very much
exposed to inflammation from direct injury, or if

predisposr-d to it. it may appropriate to itself any

geueral inflammation of the foot, from whatever

cause. The first step of the disease is in the bur-

sa mucosa, orsac, between the bone and the back-

sinew ; ^lle second is a destruction of the smooth

surface, and a caries of the hone; a consequent

impediment to the roll of the bone upon the back-

sinew ; and in extreme cases, I take it, an ossified

unini: of them together. There can be no doubt

that ir every step of the disease, the least motion

of the 'oot, hut particularly work upon the road,

must occasion the horse a great degree of pain.

—

As this chronic lameness in their fore feet is al-

most unknown in some breeds and in some fami-

lies of horses, and is distressingly common in oth-
ers, and as we well know, that in mankind, not
only are hereditary taints very apt to show them-
selves in the joints generally, but we liave almost
as an established fact that the generally carious

teeth of civilized nations is in tact to be ascribed
to a superinduced frequency in their ancestors, I

must continue to believe that this disease, or a
strong predisposition to it, is very often heredi-

tary.

The only approach to a relief of this disease,

that has yet been discovered, is the operation of
neurotomy ; or completely destroying all nervous
communication between the foot and the brain.

This entirely, of course, destroys the sensation of
the foot ; and enables the hor,-.e to go with con-
siderable freedom till the nerves reunite ; hut it

can have no effect upon the disease, but to facili-

tate its progress by making the horse use his foot

more roughly than he would ot crwise have done,
and I cannot conceive how it i,- possible that any
cure ever should be discovered for it, after it has
passed the first stage and affiscted the surface of
the bone. However, I should like to see the opin-

ions of gentlemen of infinitely longer experience

in horse flesh and more inlimate acquaintance with

the principles of anatomy and the resources of the

surgical art. Yours, &c.
JOHN LANQDON ELWYN

FOR THE NLW ENGLAND FARMER.

DISEASE IN HORSES.
Ktnnebunkporl, March If, 182S.

JMu. Pessenden,— Will you or some' other gen-
tleman, inform me (through your, paper) which is

the best method to be pursued, ai. '

th.'! best mode
of treatment l<jr a horse that is severely purged.

A neighbor of niine has had a very valuable horse
sick with this disease for about si.\. weeks—falls

away very fast, and is afraid of losing him, unless

some remedy can be applied to relieve him. The
day previous to liis beintr taKen, he was fed with
corn, and rode about twent miles. When he is

kept still in the stable for one or two days, he be-

comes apparently well ; but as soon as he is rode,

the complaint returns. An immediate attention to

tho above, will confer a favor.

Respectfully yours,

J. N. LANG;DON.

rOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAKJIEH.

GRAFTING.
Hampden, March II, 1828.

Mr Fessenden,— I sen.l yon several samples of
grafting by a process which I hive not seen de-

scribed, and therefore suppose may, possibly, be

new to you.

I have had my grafiing done in this way, fortlie

last two years, by J\Ir. William T. Full from Eng-
land, and am fully convinced of its superiority over

all other methods I have ever seen. The stocks

are not exposed to the admission of water to the

pith, as in cleft grafting. The scion cannot be

easily displaced, and is in no danner of being bro-

ken ofl" by violent ivinds. The scion and stock

come in contact at four distinct points, and the

chances of success are increased almost to certain-

ty. The healing process commences immediate-

ly, and, in nursery grafting, is entirely perfected

in about six weeks.

The only points which occur to me as requiring

particular attention are : that if in raising the
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bark of the stock, ii little .vood should be taken

up witli the knit'e, it should bo removed. The

cleft in the scion shoul.l terminate immediately

bulow a biiJ, for two reiisons ; the scion will be

less disposed to ^plit further, and, should it be bro-

ken off above the bnndairc, this bud will shoot and

save the ^'ralts. I'lie bandaflie should be removed

in about fi'ur weeks, or, as soon as the youni;

shoots have extended to the length of three or

four inches. Should this be neglected, the stric-

ture will impede the circul.ition .lud eventually

destroy the tree. I nive you a small sample of

the lust spring's grafting-, from which the liga-

ture was not removed. It exhibits the healing

process ; and also, the consequences of neglect-

in"' to remove the bandaje. Yours, &-c.

J. HERRICK.

By the Editor. The kind of grafting mentioned

above appears to be a species of what is called

Saddle Grnftiiig. The head of the stock is cut off

obliquely by a stroke of the knife, the incision

commencing on one side and ending on the other

side, which forms the point of a wedge. The 1

scion is then split, or divided in the middle, longi-

tudinally, about two inches from its lower end,

and each half thinned and tapered to a tongue

shape. The scion is then placed on the stock, its

split sides embracing the wedge, and their lower

ends introduced between the bark and the wood
of the stock. 1 he samples, mentioned by Mr.

Herrick may be seen at the N. E. Farmer Office,

and will give a better idea and plainer exemplifi-

cation of this mode of grafting than can be com-

municated by words.

Extracis f!-om Prince on Horticulture."

PEARS.
Early Gnen Chisel.—This is a green pear of

middle size, very full of juice, and the finest fla-

voured pear of its season ; it ripens about the end

of July.

Jargonelle.—This is a fine fruit, ripening short-

ly after the preceding ; it is of a green colour,

with a little russet on the side next the sun, and

has a long neck ; it bears remarkably well, and is

sent in large quantities to the ^ew-york market.

In France it is called Cuisse Madame.
Autumn Burgamot.—This pear is rather of ' a

small size, but is one of the finest flavoured melt-

ing pears ; it is in perfection in October.

Crasanne Bergamot.— This is an extremely fine

fruit ; the flesh is very tender, and full of delic-

ious juice; it is one of the finest pears in eating

from November to January.

Stckd.—This incomparable little pear, which is

now becoming so widely disseminated in our coun-

try and abroad, orisinated on the farm of Mr.
Seckel, about four miles from Philadelphia. It is

at least equal to any European pear I have met
with, and is by far the highest flavoured pear that

has originated in this country. The fruit is of a

russet colour, with a red cheek next the sun, and
grows in clusters of from two to seven in each.

—

I have noticed, that much of its fine spicy flavour

is contained in the skin,and in eating it this should
not be taken off. It grows more slowly than any
pear tree I am acquainted with—and, in fact, at

maturity, forms a tree of only moderate size, but
peculiarly compact and regular in its form. Al-
though this pear has been figured in the Transac-
tions of the Horticultural Society of London, and
both European and American gentlemen conver-
.sant on the subject have stated, that no fruit simi-

lar to it existed in Enrepe, still there is a pear

which has been long cultivated in Prance and En
eland, and almost every other country in Europe,

so rxtrtmehi similar to it, tliat I vi^ntore to assert,

that l)eyond all <loMbt, it is Vne parent ot the Seekel.

The pear to which I refer is the " Rousselet de

Rlieims, or Petit Ronsselet," called also in Eu-

rope " the Musk or Spice Pear." The growth of

the respective trees is simikr, and the fruit so

much alike, that persons h:ive mistaken them for

each other. The difference consists in the part o

the fruit next the stein being more pointed in one

than the other, and in th& spicy fl,TVour of h

Seekel being much higher than that of the Rous-

selet de Rheims. The colour and size are much
the same.

Skinless.—A tree of strong growth and very

productive ; fruit of medium size, pyriform, green

and yei^ow, with some touches of red ; melting

and hiffh flavored ; ripens in'August.

French St. Germain —This is a fine dark green

melting pear, very juicy, and of delirious flavou
;

but the tree in some parts of the country does not

produce well, and the fruit is apt to crack. They
should be gathered in October, and laid singly on
shelves, where they will continue to ripen in suc-

cession dnriiig the whole winter.

Princess St. Germain.—This pear is a seedling

of the French St. Germain, impregnated by the

St. Michael, and w.is originated from seed by my-
self. It is of a larger size than either of its pa-

rents, of a yellowish green colour, with a red

cheek. Its flavour is similar to that of the French
St. Germain, but it has the advantage nf always
being a perfectly fair fruit, and a great bearer.

—

They should be gathered in October, and laid sep-

arately on shelves, where they will gradually ri-

pen for several months. Next to the Seekel, I

consider this as the finest table pear our country
has ever yet produced.

Franchepanne.— A pear of medium size, and
oblong, of a fine yellow colour ; half melting,

sweet and sugary—finely flavoured ; ripens end
of October.

Imperial Oak Leaved.—A spreading tree, with

fruit of medium size, resembling the Virgouleuse,

to which it is rf.fher inferior in quality. The tree

is remarkable for its luxuriant foliage, and the

fruit matures during the winter months.

Boston Epergne.—This tree bears the charac-

teristics of a Uiitive fruit, and without doubf origi-

nated in the vicinity of Boston, where it has ac-

quired much celebrity. It bears well when at an
age sufficiently nnture, and the fruit is about the

size and shape of the French St. Germain, and by
some considered equal to that and the St. i\?ich:iel

in flavour. It is yellow on one side, and red on
the other, and ripens near the same time as the

St Michael. It is frequently called at Boston
" L'Epergne," and has in con.^eqiience been sup-

posed by many to be the French fruit of 1h>it name,
until I defected the error, and explained it in my
last Cataloo-ue.

English Red Cheek.—This pear, cultivated at

Rhode-Island under the above name, whence it

was brought to Long-Island, is a hell shaped fruit,

of a beautiful yellow colour, with a red cheek. It

is not quite as large as the St. Mich- el or Virga-
lieu, but is considered a very fine fruit, and bears

well ; it ripens in September.

Rushv'ore's Bon Chretien,—This is a native

pear of very large size, and one of the greatest

bearers. The growth of the tree is particularly

.4rong and rapid, and it soon arrives at matuie
bearing. When ripe it is a pale yellow, with a red

cheek. The fruit is breaking when ripened on
(he tree, but becnmes buttery when matured in the

i/ouse. It is considered but a tolerable table fruit,

but when this i.s taken in coii'iexion with its being

a most excellent pear for cooking, and lipe at a

seiison when few other pears are so, and produ-

cing very abundantly, it may be considered as one
01 the most useful pears in a general view ; it ri-

pens in succession, from the end of August to the

end of September.

Spanish Bon Chretien.—This is a good winter

ptitr for baking or preserving; it is rot so large

as the common Pound Pear, but when npe clian

ges to a yellow, with a red cheek, which gives it

a much finer appearance for a market fruit, and it

is also more delicate, and possesses less of the

roughness and astringency bf the former ; keeps

till April and Miiy. .•

Pound Pear.—This is on^^L the largest pears

known, and on vigorous tre^Pw good soil, attains

to an immense size. They are green, with a red

cheek, when one side is exposed to the sun ; they

are irood pears for baking or preserving, and be-

come much bettertowards spring than when gath-

ered froifl the tree ; keeps till May.

Turkish Boh Chretien, or B. Tare.—This is

the most beautiful of all the Bon Chietien pears,

and I'le largest in size. It is also said to bo su-

perior to them in flavour, although it partakes of

the {general characters of that chiss.

Forty Ounces.—This is said to be the largest

fruit of the pear kind known in Franco and the

north of Europe ; its principal use is for baking

or preserving. A pear was exhibited in this vi-

cinity, during the season of 1826, weighing 40|-

oz. which was of the Bon Chretien family.

R' I Flowering, or Sanguine d'' llalie.—The
blossoms of this pear are red, and o singular ap-

pearonce ; the fruit has within the resemblance

of ti;e Blood Peach, being marbled with red. It

is a t'eaking pear, and esteemed as a curiosity.

Sti 'ped Dean.—A long pear, striped lengthwise

white and green ; it is a pleasant flavoured fruit,

and a great curiosity ; ripe in September.

Francreal.—A very large flat shaped pear, of a

yell uvish green colour, suitable for cooking from

October to December.
Double Flowering.—This tree, in addition to it»

flowers forming a great ornament, produces also

pe.Trs of a large size, proper for cooking ; they are

yellowish in color, and keep till February.

'iartlett.—This pear weis-hs about 10 oz. when
at full size, shaped like a Bon Chretien, very yel-

lou and slightly tinged with red on one side;

qui;^ juicy, and by many considered a first-fate

fruit. It is not, however, equal in flavour to the

Se?kel, or even to the Boston Epergne, but its

si-/,e and beauty render it greatly admired. It

ni'irh resembles in flavour and consistence the St.

Michael, and is said to command a high price at

market. It is no doubt a native, and appears to

have originated in the vicinity of Boston ; and it

does not seem at all strange that many fine new

P'
urs should have originated there, as that cit)^

and its environs, have for a long period been in-

habited by a great many gentlemen extremely in

tclligent on the subject of Horticulture, who took

much pains, at an early date, to introduce the

choicest fruits, and particularly the finest varieties

of pears, of which fruit they are skillful connois-

seurs.
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SCiBNTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
Ab Address delivered before the Hampshire, Franklin, and

Hampden Agricultural Sociely j al Northampton, Oct. 24,

1827. By Edward Hitchcock. Professor of Chemistry and

Natural History in Amherst College.

[Continued from page 277.]

From this sketch, Gentlemen, it appears that

the region of country embraced by this society,

contains almost every variety of rock, and there-

fore a correspondent variety of soil. And since

different vegetables require for their perfect de-

yelopement, different soils ; this circumstance

must be regarded as highly propitious to tlie pros-

ecution of experiments. Vo you enquire for a soil

resulting from tho decomposition of granite f

You have it in. Williamsburgh, in Whatel>, in

Belchertown, in Amherst and Leverett.—^Do you

need soils .lerived from the other primary rocks ?

You have them in nearly all the more elevated

parts of the three col:«^^es. Do you wish for a

soil whose base coj^^s of disintegrated red sand

stone? You hav^^Pin Gill, in Greenfielil, in

Deerfield, and in many other places. Does your

experiment require what European writers denom-

inate a basaltic soil ? The eastern slope of the

ridge, constituting Holyoke and Tom, furnishes

an example nearly identical with this. Do you

wish to compare the prodtice of land in the vicin-

ity of the coal mines of Europe, with that of our

own coal formation ? Then you have only to per-

form your e.xperiment in Granby, or South Had-

ley, in the eastern part of Loiigmeadovv, or the

western part of \Vest Springfield. And as to soils

of the tertiary and alluvial classes, you have a

wide extent of the former in the plain extending

from South Hadley through Springfield to Enfield ;

and in the plain between Northampton and South-

ivick : and what fiher examples of the alluvial

could you wish, than the rich meadows of North-

field, Deerfield, Hatfield, Springfield and Long-

meadow ?

But more than all this. Not only does the whole

extent of these counties present so many varieties

of soil, but in some instances a single township

aontains them nearly all. Northampton, for in-

stance, has Us fine alluvion on the east, and on

the north and south, its tertiary. On the west we
find granite and a granite soil. Along the west-

ern foot of iVIoiint Tom, is the old red sandstone,

ivitli its peculiar soil : the mountain itself presents

the basaltic variety ; and along its eastern base,

is the soil peculiar to the coal formation. A va-

riety almost equally great, exists in Hatfield,

Deerfield, Northfield, Montague, Amherst and

Belch erton-n.

purpose. And finally, I might remark, that such llished principles of philosophy. 1 know that many
are the associations of this limestone, th;.twe may ;an agriculturist will feel that I am directing him

expect to find il almost any where along this val- [to lean on a broken staff. But by philosophy I do

ley, between New Ha»en and Vermont.
;
not mean mere airy speculation ; but established

But to return from this digression. I have now
i
principles, drawn by induction from the most ac-

given a general view of those principles of Beta- curale and long continued experience.— 1 mean

ny, Chemistry and Geology, that form the ground- the laws that observation has discovered,by which

work of the theory of agriculture. There are the operations in the natural world are conducted,

other sciences, however, that have a less inti- f And shall the experimenter prefer his own limited

mate, though not unimportant connexion with the and partial experience to the accurate and en-

subject, lightened observations of tne whole world ? Or

Almost every person, for example, has noticed shall he pay a regard to ths thousand groundless

how very great is the influence exerted over the maxims and whims that are floating among the ig-

growth and colour of plaats by light. Here then norant, and are alike repugnant to philosophy and

wc perceive a relation to the science of optics. common sense ? It is to the obseivance of such

Gravitation also, is not without effect in giving
|
unsupported fancies— the relics of superstitious

direction to the roots and branches ; though some
j
and marvellous times—that we are to impute the

other controlling powei— perhaps an instinct— 1 failure of many experiments. For even in this

must be called in to explain all the phenomena. enlightened land, many such notions sway the be-

lt is well known how the produce of the soil lief and control the practice of multitudes. What
varies with the state of the atmosphere, in respect a mighty influence, for example, is imputed to the

to its weight, its moisture, its temperature, and moon, in almost every operation of the farmer !

—

purity. Hence we see how itnportant a relation He c innot sow or reap ; he cannot cut down his

exists between agriculture and meteorology ; tho' wood or his timber,or even kill an animal for food,

it must be confessed that this branch of knowl- until the moon has reached some particular point

edge is yet extremely deficient even in fundamen- of her orbit. And even in the soap making pro-

tal principles. cess of the housewife, the moon has a most irapor-

The effect of electricity upon vegetation is tant part to perform, even if she be in the nadir,

much more powerful than is generally supposed. Surely, if this harmless planet has so much labor

Indeed vegetable life itself, may be only a modifi- to perform in husbandry, she ought to be released

ration of this power; and it is an ingenious sug- from her cares as ruling among the stars of the

gestion of one of the ablest living philosophers, evening; and instead of being ci:lled queen of the

that those numerous chemical changes which are night, her title should be, queen ef agriculture

!

constantly going on in plants, maybe the eflTecti But to be serious : such notions are the linger-

of galvanic or electrical action. But apart from ing remnants of astrology ; ill agreeing » ith the

Hypothesis, we have facts proving directly, that ,
spirit of this age, and altogether opposed to sound

electricity acts as a powerful stimulant to vegeta- ' philosophy and good sense. Every enlightened

tion. For grain in lo .v lands, exposed to power-
]

farmer, therefore, will disregard them, and a hun-

ful storms of lightning, is thereby blighted : and dred others of a kindred ch meter ;
permitting

in similar circumstances buck wheat fails to be them all to join that chaotic company of phantoms.

described by Milton ;

" All these, upwhirl'd aloft

Flew o'er (he backside of the world, far ofl"

Into a limbo, large and wide ; since call'd

The Paradise of fools—to few unknown

Long after
"

productive.

But to dwell no longer upon the theory of agri-

culture
;
permit me, gentlemen, by way of appli-

cation of that theory to practical husbandry, to

make a few suggestions in regard to the mode of

conducting agricultural experiments.

The frequent failure, and apparently opposite The second suggestion I have to make, in re-

results of such experiments, are facts not to be de- gatd to agricultural experiments, is, that every

nied. Indeed, so frequent have been instances of circumstance which can mediately or immediately

this kind, that many persons have lost all confi- aflfect the result, should be carefully observed and

dence in experiments, and regard this part of the recorded. The remark of a French philosopher,

business of agricultural societies as useless. But that " real and general advances will then only be

if there are .nny fixed principles on which agri- made in the science of nature, when the dread of

cultural processes depend, (and how can this be prolixity shall be overcome," may be pertinently

I

doubted, when we see the constancy of nature's applied to agriculture. The most trivial circum-

i am aware, indeed, that there is one v.-iriety of operations in every thing else,) why ought we not
; stance often reverses the result of an experiment :

oil, .ind that not an unimportant one, which can i to impute frequent failures in experiments, to the
j
nor can we tell beforehanc', so Utile do we know

hardly be said to have an existence along the Con
necticut. I refer to what is called calcareous soil

;

or one proceeding from lime stone. Yet as a sort

of substiliite for this deficiency, I trust 1 shall

be pardoned for alluding to the recent discovery

of a v,uiet.y of limestone along this river, capable

of forming the water proof cement. It is interest-

ing that this should be brought to light, just at the

time when it seemed indispensable to the prosecii-

now to calculate the complicated operations of the

vegetable world, what that circumstance may be
;

and often it finally eludes our search. Therefore,

we must record every thing that can have any

bearing upon tho result ; and thus shall wo, in

most instances, avoid the difficulty. But if the

imperfect mode of conducting them ; or to pre-

sume that the details are not given with sufficient

minuteness, to enable us to judge whether they

are, or are not, contradictory to others ? Those
conversant with philosophical and chemical ex-

periments, know very well, that the most trivial

and untliought of circumstance often entirely de- ' experinientpr, after rea.soiiing upon the subject,

feats them, or conducts to an unexpected result.
|

concludes this or that circumstance to be too triv-

Moch more then, ou^ht we to expect similar oc- |ial to be noticed, he will not unlikely, mislead him-

ion of a graud work of internal improvement, curtences in agriculture, where the processes are I self and others in his conclusions. For in subjects

which, to say the least, wi)l be to the western a thousand times more complicated and delicate, of this kind, the philosophy of experience, and the

branch of the valley of the Connecticut, what that i and scarcely understood at all. Hence then, it is philosophy of reason, are often at variance,

noble river is to the eastern. Tho discovery is in an important enquiry, what is the best mode of One very important circumstance in all experi-

teresting too, • because, if I mistake not, the va- ' conducting experiments in husbandry. nients upon the produce of land, is the nature of

riety of limestone here employed, which is the
|

The first suggestion I would make, is, that such the soil. Perfect definiteness, however, in the de-

lituminous, has never before been used for this
^
experiments be prosecuted according to the estab- Iscription of soils, is not attainable ; because they
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pass into one another insensibly. The rules adopt-

j
it not be easily practicable, to obtain in every I soil causes it to r.in much into su.^erraod the

od by Sir H. Davy on this subject, will, neverthe-
,
town, the means of observation, and an individual seeds are of a bad q„;ility, as has h.^.n proved in

less, furnish us with convenient landmarks. "The! to whom the keeping of the journal would be a English Napalina, in the island of TririiJ.id, where
term sandy soil," says he, -'should never be ap-

I

pleasure. In the innumerable discussions that the planters nefjlpcteu it, and destroyed the plan-
plied to any soil that does not contain at least 7 8 take place, every where, concerning the weather,

j tutions before J798. The olive tree perfects its
of.sand. Sandy soils that effervesce with acids,

!

how very satisfactory it must be, to be able to ap- 1 fruit as far north as the Duchy of Milan. The
should be distinguished by the name of calcareous ' penl to some fixed standard, by which one day, city of .Milan is in I it. 4.5, 28 norln, the medium
sandy soils, to distinguish thein from those that one week, one month, or one season, might be

J

cold temperature of its climate is not known
are siliceous. The term clayey soil, should not be compared with another. This would be substitu- 1 This is the coldest climate in which the olive tree
applied to any land which contains less than 1-6 ting facts for vague conjecture ; and would tend, ' is cultivated in Europe. It is not undeistood in
of impalpable earthy matter, not considerably ef- more than almost any thing else, to convince men what degree of cold the plant will bear ; perhaps
fervescing with acids. Tlie word loam should be that neither the moon, nor comets, nor shooting no greater than 17 degrees, at which the sap of
limited to soils containing at least one-third of im- stars, nor eclipses, are the principal causes of the tree begins to c^igeal. The olive would be
palpable earthy matiers, copiously effervescing change in the weather,

with acids. A soil to be considered as poaty, I (Concluded next week.)

ought to contain at least one -half of vegetable

matter."
|

SWAMP MUCK, SUGAR BEET, &

valuable in Georgia : the young plants should be
imported by the t'lvernment, as it would be too
e.xtensive for privi.ie adventure. The seeds will

not germinate until 'hey have passed through the
Suppose the experiment relate to the. application I

[Extract of a letter from a conespomlent in Caiskill, N Y.io digestive process in the stomach of the turkey
of manures. To judge of their effect, we should thr Editor of the New England Farmer.] which divests them of their oil, and fits them for

know the nature of the soil; the season of the Sir,— I was much pleased with the remarks of production. It is snid that by mashing the skin
year in which they were .applied

; the state of a brother yankee, at the east, on the subject of .-md flesh of the fruit, and digesting them in a so-

the weather at the time; whether wet or dry; swamp muck as a manure, in the 30th No. page lution of alkali, answers the purpose. The great-
cold, or warm ; clear, or cloudy

; whether decom- ~'^8, of the present volume of the N. E. Farmer, er palm, or date tree, the fruit of which is greatly
position is just begun, or has prO( eeded far; lam inclined to think that the muck he alluded valued as food for man in noitliern Africa, Arabia
whether spread uniformly over the surface, or

j

to, is different from the muck in these parts. That and Persia, would probably answer a similar pur-
otherwise : whether ploughed in immediately, or I

which is obtained in swamps here, when removed pose in most part^ of Georgia ; but we have no
not ; and the state of the weather subsequently.

In the paring and burning of lands— processes

but seldom attempted among us—the character of
the soil is a circumstance of prime importance

;

whether recently brought under cultivation

whether sandy, clayey, mossy, or peaty ; whether
naturally wet and cold, or warm and dry ; wheth-
er drained previously to the operation : the state

of the weather at th« time, and subsequently, &c.
Similar particulars should be noticed in fallow-

ing.

Suppose the process to be transplanting. Most
obviously a minute account of the soil whence the
plant was taken, and of that into which it is intro-

duced, is requisite. Also the stale of the weath-
er ; the relative situation of the plant, in regard
to the meridian ; its subsequent treatment, and the

like. In engrafting and innoculating, besides the

state of the weather, and the mode of performing
the operation, we should state the age of the stock,

and of the tree from which the scion or bud is

taken.

In irrigation, not only the nature of the soil to

be watered, and its previous state should be ffiien,

but also the character of the water brought over
it; whether from a river, or a pond ; a lake, or

the ocean ; and the character of the rocks and
soils in their beds.

But not to dwell upon particular cases ; I re-

mark that there are certain circumstances of a

collateral and more general character, that seem
necessary to be made known, to enable us to judge
correctly of an iigricultural experiment. The
most important of these relate to the state of the

wind, the weather, and the temperature through
the season. So important is tho bearing of these
circumstances upon the vegetable kingdom, that

it is impossilile we should rightly estimate the re-

sult of an experiment upon the productions of the
soil, unless a meteorological journal, more or less

perfect, accompany the result. One regi.-ter of
this kind might i.'enerally serve for a to vn ; and
how great would be the benefits of keeping one
in each town, not merely to the interests of agri-

cultuie, but also to those of science ! And since
the state of the weather is a subject so deeply in-

teresting to every class of the community, would

to upland, becomes dry and crumbles fine. From information of th^ degree of cold it will bear
a small trial of its utility five years since, I have The sugar cane perfects its sacch irine maturity
found from that time to this, that its effects were in Georgia as far north as Milledgeville, in lat. 3.3,

visible in the improvement of grass. The muck and perhaps further. The season for manufactur-
was put on the top of a hill, (composed of yellow ing the sugar is so short, that it has not been at-

loam) in the fall previous to sowing a crop of win- tempted as a crop, except on the sea board. In
ter rye. The following summer it was evident at the West Indies, the succhiiriiie maturity of the
a distance where the muck was spread, by the fer- sugar cane is perfected by the long season of dry
tility of the crop. This experiment gave entire weather ; in Louisiana, Florida, and Georgia, it

satisfaction, which led me to feel that my farm is perfected by the cold weather of autumn and
had within itself a competency to fertilize every winter; when che cold is enough to freeze the
part, when the different parts were applied on cane, it renders the juice unfit to make su?ar or
each other. The muck, spread on upland, either syrup The shea tree, from which the Africans
before a crop of grain or grass in the fall, and obtain an e.xcellf nt butter, as we are informed by
the loam, spread on the low land, I have supposed Barke, and by the Africans themselves, would pro-
were valuable manures, though capable of much bably be valuable in some of our warmer climates,

improvement by addition of lime, ashes, or mixing If some of our n itional ships would procure, whsn
with barn-yard manure. I had intended to have on that coast, a few of the pl.ints of shea-butter
made a more thorough trial of it, but a variety of tree, it would be pleasant to our industrious house
causes have prevented. This season i intend to wives to have an annual crop of butter from the
make such trials as to be able to give a more full orchard of fruit trees,

account of it in future.

With regard to the sugar beet, I am fully of the

opinion of .Mr. Prince, "that it is a more valuable

root than the mangel wurtrel." 1st. As to its nu

(from the New York Farmer.)

Sir.—In your paper of the 17th inst. I noticed a
communication from Mr. Floy, rehitive to certian

tritive qualities, it is altogether before the man?ol "•e'n^'fks contained in my publication, touching

wurtzel, for stock. 2d. It is fully equal in quanti- synonyms in fruits, part of which he supposes is

ty as a crop only. For winter use, it is much less "" oblique hit at him
;
and he seeks to show that

liable to decay. I was pleased with Mr. Prince's ''^ ^as not committed the supposed error. I have

remarks on the sugar beet, as I know them to be °"'y '° ^"y-
'I'''*'

'"y remarks were general, and I

\y fj
was not previously aware thiit he vv.is th'' person

who had given the nnme referred to. As Mr. F.

seems to accord with me, as to the impropriety of

e-christening fruit, I accede that if his now vari-

it any name

correct from exoerience.

CLIMATE.
The climates of several countries are known to

change. In England, the climates have become [ety is distinct, he had a light to gi

temperate ; and in Charleston, [S. C] it is other- he thought proper. I have not seen differences,

wise— the sweet orange was once a common iu- whicli 1 deem sufficient for that purpose, and have

habitant near Charleston ; the climate becoming found Diiers of the same opinion. It appears the

colder, the orange has removed further south, ex- investigations of the Horticultural Society of Lon-

cept the very sheltered situations. The precise doii hive caused them to come to the same con-

ilegree of cold that the sweet orange tree will ' elusion ; for by reference to their catalogue of

bear, is not known—perhaps not much below 30' 1836. it will be seen that they have arranged the

degrees, if of long continuance ; the sour orange i
Emperor of Russia, (the serrated, and the unique)

is more hardy, and the citron and lime are less so. as synonyms for the same peach. It now rests

The coftee tree, probably, will not bear a degree ( with the public, to test their qualities, an.! decide

of cold equal to 41, which produced white frost,
i
whether they are sufficiently distinct to be call

The plant delights in a hilly country, a level rich
I
by different names. W.M. PR'NCE.
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POTATO.
Sir Joseph Banks (Hort. Trans. 1, 8,) considers

that the potato was brought to Spain from the

moijnl.iinoiis parts of South Aniprica. in the neigh-

borliood of Quito. To Eng'and, however, this

root found its way by a different route, being

bro'iL'ht from Virginia by the colonists sent out

by Sir Walter Raleigh, in 1,586.

Varieties. These are very nunifrons, not only

from the facility of pr>)curing new sorts by rais-

ing them from seed, but because any variety cul-

tivated for a few years, in the same soil and situ-

ation, as in the same garden or farm, acquires a

peculiarity uf character and habit, which distin-

guishes it from the samp variety in a different soil

and situatioii. Dr. Hunter, in his Gtorgical Es-

se ys, has supposed the duration of a variety is lim-

ited to fourteen years ; au'l Knight concurs with

him in opinion. Potatos, which are excellent in

Ireland, Nova Scotia, and other high northern lat-
i

jtiide.s, do not answer a good purpose in New Enc-

'

land. The potato taken from the Soutii, prospers
better, such as the River Plate, or red potato

—

which has succeeded well in .Massachusetts. Lou-
\

don a.sserts that the best mode to order potatos
for seed, is, to give a general description of the
size, color, form, and quality wanted, and whether

\

for an early or late crop, without being guided by
the names attached to any varieties.

Propagation. The potato may be propagated
,

from see I, cuttings, or layers of the green shoots,
sprouts from the eyes of the tubers, [roots] or por
tions of the tnhers containing a hud or eye. or by
planting the tubers whole. The object of the first

method, IS to procure a new or improved variety
;

of the second, little more than curiosity, or to

multiply as quickly as possible a rare sort; and of
the third, to save tlie tubers for food. The meth-
ods by portions of the tubers, [the roots cut in

pieces] or whole potatos, is the best, and almost
universally practised, for the general purposes of
field and garden culture.

By seed.—"Take the apples in the beginning of
October, [or whenever they are ripe] before the
frost has hurt them, hang them up by the foot

stalks in a dry closet, where they will not freeze ;

let them hang till March, or April ; then mash
the apples, wash the seeds from the pulp, and dry
them in a sunny window. Sow the seeds in a bed
about the first of May. Wlien the plants are four

or five inches high, transplant them into ?round
well prepared, one or two plants in a h\]\."(Denn)
Seeds from the same ball will produce a great va-
riety of kinds, some of which may be of little val-

ue ; and in order to make the most of such ex-
periments, it will be well to proceed accordin? to

the followintr directions, e.xtracted from some re

marks by Col. Pickering, contained in a pamphlet
published by the Esfe.x Agricultural Society; this

Society having awarded premiums for the best
po'atos raisfMl from the seed,

1 "SecinL' the seeds in the same ball will pro-
duce various sorts of potatos, it will bo indispen-
sably necessary, that each young plant grows at
the distance of eight or ten inches apart,

2 "In autumn, or as soon as the vines, or stems
of the plants die, and the young potatos are dug
up, those of each plant are to be saved by them-
selves, and it will be easy to put each sort in a
eparate paper bag. Those potatos will be very

small, perhaps from the size of a pigeon's down to

a sparrow's egg.
|

•3 "In the ensuing spring, the potatos of each
[

sort, that is, the potatos of each bag, must be

planted by themselves; and if not in distinct lows,

then stakes driven into the ground, should murk
i

the divisions of the several sorts in the same rows,

leaving a space of about two feet between one

sort and another, to guard against any mixture.
\

4 " In the time for harvesting them in the se-

cond year, the potatos. [if grown in a good soil]

will be large enough to be boiled to ascertain their

quality. Each sort must be tried by itself. Such
as are watery, and ill flavored, may be at once

thrown aside, for the use of live stock. Every

other sort, so valuable as to be thought worth cul-

tivating, must be kept unmixed, by putting each'

kind in a separate bag or cask."

The modes of propagating by layers, cuttings,

suckers, sprouts, &c. are rather curious than use-

ful, and are therefore here omitted, but may be

seen in detail in the Encyc. of Card, page GiiO.

By portions of the tuheis, [or cuttings of the po-

tato]. "In making the sets or sections, reject the

extreme or watery end of the tuber, as apt to run:

too much to haulm, [vine] and having the eyes

small, and in a cluster; reject als) tlie root, or

dry end, as more likely to be tardy in growth, and

produce the curl. Then divide the middle of the

potato, so as to have not more than one good eye

in each set. When the potato scoop, [an instru-

ment for digging out the eye of potatos] is used,

take care to apply it so as the eye or bud may be

in the centre of each set, which this instrument

produces, of a semi-globular form. The larger

the portion of tuber left to each eye, so much the

greater will be the progress of the young plants"

By some experiments which were made by J.

Whitlaw, Esq. and given in detail, in the N. E.

Farmer, Vol. i, page 53, and Vol. iv. page 314

—

these two important facts were made apparent :

1st. Large potatos are much belter for seed than

small ones. 2d. It is best to cut off the butt and

top ends from each potato, and cut the middle

pieces into quarters, before planting. Knight, the

famous English horticulturist, has found that for

a late crop small sets [seed potatos] may be used
;

because the plants of the l.ate varieties always ac-

quire considerable age before they begin to gene-

rate tubers ; but for an early crop, ho recommends
the largest tubers ; and he has found that these

not only afl'ord very strong plants, but also such

as readily recover when injured by frost ; for, be-

ing fed by a copious reservoir beneath the soil, a

reproduction of vigorous stems and foliage soon

takes place, when those first produced are de-

stroyed by frost or other cause. He adds, "when
the planter is anxious to obtain a crop within the

least possible time, he will find the position in

which the tubers are placed to vegetate, by no

means a point of indifference ; for these being

shoots or branches, which have grown thick in-

stead of elongating, retain the disposition of bran-

ches to propel the sap to their leading buds, or

points most distint from the stems of the plants

of which they once formed parts. If the tubers

be placed with their leading buds upwards, a few

very strong and very early shoots will spring from

them ; but if their position be reversed, many
weaker and later shoots will be produced

; and

not only the earlincss, but the quality of the pro-

duce, in size, will be much affected."

M'Mahon advises to cut seed potatos "a week

before planting, in order that the wounds should
have time to form a dry crust ; for if planted im-
mediately after being cui, they imbibe too much
moisture, many of them rot, and the rest are great-
ly weakened thereby." Some advise to wet seed
potatos, and roll them in pulverized plaster cf Pa-
ris, immediately before planting.

From an e.xperiment made by a person in the
employ of the Hon. Jusiih Quincy, the particulars

of which are given in Mass. Agr. Repos Vol. v.

p. 64, it appears that the product of certain rows,
planted with toliole potatos, exceeded an equal
extent of adjoining rows more than one third. A
writer for the N, E. Farmer Vol. i, p. 330, gives
an experiment, which tends to the conclusion that
potatos, planted whole produce more than those
which are cut. The experiments of most cultiva-

tors, however, are in favor of cutting. Dr. Coop-
er in the last Philadelphia edition of Willich's
Domestic Encyclopedia, says, " The best mode
[with regard to seed potatos,] appears to be this

;

choose your potatos for planting of a moderate
si/e rather larwe than small, for there is no good
reason to be as.signed for breeding from diminu-
tive parents, cut your potatos into sets, two eyes
to a set ; throw away uithout hesitation into the

hog trough all the inferior and diminutive eyes,

choo.sing your sets from the middle of the potato,

do not cut the potato down the middle. Loudon
observes " In preparing the sets of potatos some
cultivators recommend large sets, other smj!! po-

tatos entire. Others, on the ground of experi-

ence are equally strenuous in support of small

cuttings, sprouts, shoots, or even only the eyes or

buds. With all these different sorts of sets, good
crops are stated to have been raised, though tol-

erable sized cuttings of pretty large potatos, with
two or three good eyes or buds in each, are pro-

bably to be preferred. A very slight exercise of
common sense might have saved the advocates of
shoots, scooped out eyes, &c. their experiments,
and arguments; it being evident, as Brown has
observed, to every one that has any practical

knowledge of the nature of vegetables that the

strength of the stem in the outset, depends in di-

rect proportion upon the viyor and power of the
set. The set, therefore, ouaht to be large, rarely

smaller than the fourth part of the potato ; and if

the root is of small size, one half of the potato

may be profitably used. At all events, rather err

in giving over large sets, than in making them too

small ; because, by the first error, no great loss

can be sustained ; whereas, by the other, a feeble

and late crop may be the consequence." Dean
says, "the shooting parts exist in a potato, in the

form of a tree, of which the stork is at the butt or

root end. I therefore take care to cut athvvart

those parts as little as possible : though they will

grow any way, the greater length of shooting

stem there is in a set, the more strong and vigor-

ous will be its growth at first."

QuantHy of sets. Aberorouibie directs, "for a

plot of the earl;/ and serondary crops, eight feet

wide by sixteen in lengtli, planted in rows, fifteen

inches asunder by nine inches in the row, a quar-

ter of a peck of roots or cuttings. For full timed

and main crops, a compartment, twelve feet wide

by thirty-two in lengh, planted in rows, two feet

distant, half a peck. For field cultivation, Eng-
lish writers say tl-.at it requires twenty bushels and

a half to plant an acre with cut potatos ; and thirty

seven bushels and a quarter of whole potatos.

(To be continued.)
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To CorrSsponuents.—A commimicatioii from Worcesler,

on Bees; Likewise, Commmimtinns on Setds—Iiisectim oiis

Birds—on Salsa/y, or Vegetable Oysler—on Tart Rhiiharh—

on Gourds—on the Prolific, or Tree Onion, and on the Lime

Plant, will soon appear, from tlie pen of a respected correspon-

dent.

Horse Wanted.
A gemleman who is loc-ated in a section of Massachusetts

where there are inaiiv desirous of raising colts, wishes to hire

lor the se.isou, a half blood or good f rmed StalUon, or il tlie own-

er prrfer, would hoard the horse (and a groom if desired) at a

very low rate.—Enquire at diis office. march 28.

SUPERB BULBOUS ROOTS.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establishment,

j

a line collcciion of superior BuHxius Roots, suitable for spring

planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,

rose, nankeen, bronze, and wime colored DOIJ15LE MEXI-
CAN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferraria Tigrida, or Mexican Tiger

Flower—Amaryllis I'ormosissima. or Jacobean Lily—Double

Tuberose, and Ranunculus; paintings of which may be seen at

this place. The above collection of itulbs is in fine order, and

is from the same House from which we obtained the Bulbous

Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satisfaction.

inr Just received direct from Glasgow, Scotland, a large

collection of SCOTCH GDOSEIIERRY BUSHES, of the

largest and finest fruit, done up in bundles o( six roots each with

(he name marked—price J^l.oiJ per bundle. Specimens of the

fruit, preserved, measuring four inches in circumlerence, may
be seen at this place.

O" A SLipplv of the Roots of " WILMOTS SUPERB
STRAWBERRY"—measuring six and eight inches in circum-

ference, is daily expected from Europe.
0° At this place is kept a large variety of Ornamenlal Flow-

er Seeds, (of 300 niniereot sorts) in papers of G cents each, or

gSper hundred.as^orled; the names of which it is of course im-

practicable to give here. The collection comprises many
French sorts, and the new ones introduced by Nuttall, from
Missouri, and the Rock3' Mountains.
A few barrels of superior Early Manly Potatos. have been re-

ceived. This is the same sort as those sold at this place last

year, which gave universal satisfaction, as to uncommon earli-

ness, and good qn-ilily.

N. DAVENPORT offers for sale at his Nursery
;ii Milton, a fine collection of Fiuit and Forest

Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap
pies,Pears Peaches, Prunes, Neeiarlnes.&c. Goose-
berr}" and Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

seen ai iiitToffice of the New England Farmer, or Agricultural

Warehouse—and will be inserted in the New England Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, il is not so much an
object to present the imposing display of a great number of
the names of indifferent fruit as to keep a choice collection of
those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established.

03^ Orders are respecilully solicited, and will receive prompt
attention if left with J. U. Nkwell, at the Agricultural Estab-

lishment, No 51 North Market street; or with French & Da-
VK.vpoRT, No. 713 Washington Street—oral the Nursery in

Milton*. Feb. 29.

L^ndreth's J^arserits—JVmr Philadelphia.
From the palr.iiiage alreaily exiended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and Us Viciniiy. the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise to them their 'Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar tacilities for the acquirements of usefiji & oniamoiitaT vege-
table productions. The collection r.ow cultivated by Iheni, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants— Mulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assorimeni of Fruits is noi siirp.issed in
real value \i\ any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-
ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed vaneiies which
liave originated on ihis continent. The utmost care has been
observed in m?ikijig; the selection, and the whole is now ofl^'red

as containing uone but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name. End
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely stntiiig the time
they wish them to ripen, may confiifenlly re"fcr the >est to the
proprietors, without a fear of disappoiniment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic
Planis— It contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,
most ol which are calculated for adorning in the wiuter seasons,
parlours, sitting rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hard^- Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, ceriainly
must obtain lor them a preference withs all who will consider tlie
.sulyect in the slightest degree. The peparalion of those kinds
liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-
tion, in gathering, iSe,c. all being under their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to
obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence ou foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codiiian, No.
31 Cougi-ess.St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues of ihe whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-
ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. 15. If
'

D, & C. LANDRETH.

Farmer H'antid
A young farmer with Ins wife, is wanted, lo take charge ofa
farm about 10 miles from New Haven. A young Massachu-
setts farmer who thoroughly understands his business, and w hose
w ife is acquainted with the management ol a dairy, and who
can furiiisli testimony of economy, nea.iiess, and inilustry. will

have an opportunity to make a permanent and advantageous
bargain. Inquire at the New England Farmer Office,

New York, March iV., 1828.

Isabella Grape.
Vines of the ISABELLA GRAPE may be had, on application
to the Subscriber, in Dorchester, or at his office, 7 12 Congress
Street. ZEB. COOK, Jr.
Wanted as above, a first rate Gardener, who can produce

satisfactory recommendations. 3t March 21

Milk Carriage.
For sale, a new Milk Carriage—inquire of Walter Frost, No 18
Common street, Boston, March 21

JAMES BLOODGOOD <fe Cos.

JVur.'sery, at Flushing, on Long Island, near JVew
York.

IN behalf of the Proprietors of the above Nursery,
ihe suliscribcr solicits the orders of Horticullur.sis

who may be desirious of stocking their gardens
and fields with Frui« Trees ol the finest sorts, and

most healthy and vigorous stocks the presenl reason,

BLOoijnooD & Co, attevd personally to the Inoculating and
Engrafting of all their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

with confidence, that the Trees they order will prove genuine.
The subscriber. Agent of the above Nursery, will receive orders
for any quantity of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND
PLANTS

The Trees will lie delivered in tins City, at the risk and ex-
pense of the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.

The reputation of this Nursery is so extensively known, and
has been so well sustained, that I take leave lo refer those in

want of Trees, to any of the Horlicullurists in this City an-i its

vicinity; and if ocular demonstration is desired, I mvlle those

who wish lo he thus satisfied, I'l examine Ihe Trees in my gar
den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or four

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy

and vigorous slate.

ITT' Calalogues will be delivered gratis, on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress St.

'"' n^iotfdet , ^y. .

Du Pom's Gun Powd.T, at 23 to iO cts, per pound—Shot-Balls—Flints and Percussion t^aps.

Also, Alum— Reli,i.-d Salt Peire—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-
ly for sale at the Uuimnt Powder Store, No. Ob Broad street—
By E. COPELANI), Jr

O" The Uu Pom sold as above, is warranted first quality—
and is marked "E. Copelaml, jr. Boston," on the head ol the
cask. If March 11

Fruit and Ornamenlnl 'Frees-

TheKENRICK NURSERIES m Newton, near
linghioii, are the most extensive in New England,
(ienlleiiien in want of Trees, are invited lo call-
examine for themselves—and, make their own se-
lections. The Apiile and Peach Tiees are exlia-

orii.iiar. -or size, variety, and tnriltiness.

Wrilieu orders addressed lo JOHN or W.M, KENRICK,
and sent to the Newton Post office, or left with Joseph bridge,
agent, in Court-street ; where Catalogues may be had gratis

—

will be carefully attended lo. Trees will be suitably packed
for shippinff or land conveyance, and delivered in Boston when
desired. Gentlemen living at a di.stance, however, should have
agents in the city lo receive and pay for them. Mar, 14

Garden Seeds.

The subscriber has for sale a \ery large assortment of fresh

and genuine Ganlen Seeds, from the New England Farmer
.Seed Establislimeni, Jfoston.

Likewise, a few pounds Lucerne Seed,
Newburyport, March 21, E. STEDMAN.

40,000.
For sale, Forty Thousand engrafted APPLE TREES, from
two to four years from the graft—consisting of forly-diree kinds

of the most approved and superior Fruiis; including early au-

lumn and winter Apples. Also, other Fiuit and ' trnamental

Tiees. Orders mav be sent to this place via Posl office, di-

recledlo FRANCIS WINSHIP.
Brighton, March 2l5f, 1828.

hose Bushes and Grape Vims.
For sale al the House of SAMUEL DOWNER, in Dorches-
ter, 80 hundred leaf Rose bushes—90 do. Province, or Cabbage
10 do. four seasons—.300 do. Damask—30 do, P.ijrgundy—S do.

Austrian-25 do. Marble- 10 do, Tuscany— 100 do, French-
6 very large pois monihly Roses, sixteen years old, and in prime
health—7 varieties Double Dahlias—Siiigle, do,—8 Lagersto-
cemia Indica, or (^rape Mvrtip, two of which are 20 yenrsold

—

200 Grape Vines. (While Sweet waler)—Siiow ba(l Pushes-
While Lilies—Red and White Lilacs.

ROSE WATER,
20 Demijohns Double and .Single distilled Rose W'aler, made
entirely iVom Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is con-

stantly" kepi for sale al ,Mr. C. Waile's Porter Cellar, No. 12
Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity.

6l March 14

Grtevioich Garden.
Caimine & Varick streets, not 6 minutes walk from St. Thomas
Church. Broadway, alonj Hou.ston slreet.

D. KENNEY,"Proprielorof Ihis Esiablishnient, grateful for

past favors, and the liberal encouragement he has experienced
tor a number of years, begs leave to inform his friends and the

public, that he lias received his subainuial iiii|ioilal!Oii of I'.ul-

bous Flower roots—Garden .Seeds—Fruii Trees. &c, ofevtry
description ; all of which af' in e.vcellent preservation, and will

be sold on Ihe most reastn dile terms. The imporlations are
from the first firms in England, France, and Holland, and are
warranted to be good and genuine, and no doubt will give gen-
eral .satisfaction, to Ihe Agncullunsl, Horlirultnrisl. and FlorisI,

A choice collection of Green liouse i'lanis— also hanly Herba-
ceous Plants, many of whicii are very rare and scarce. Also,

a choice colled ion of Rose Bushes, many of which, originally

raised from seed by him ; are new, and not in any other ccllec-

lion, for which a premium has been awarded by the New York
Horticultural Society, Oihir Shrubs and Trees, in great abun-
dance. The Hyacinihs, Narcissus, Crocus, & c, are now in

bloom, will coiilMiue in succession the greatest part of ihe year;
and will he well worthy a visit to the Garden and Green-liuuse,
hy any lady or gentleman in or near die city

,

(H/^ Bouquets furnished. Grape Vines, Trees, and Shrubs
pruned or trained, al the shorttsl notice. Asparagus Plants of
the first quality. Catalogues may be had at the Garden u'ralis.

Orders li-om any part of the Union will be strictly aticni^ed to.

Gentlemen supplied wi'h experienced Gardeners. Likewise,
situations got for Gardeners of industrious, sober habits, and
that perfectly undrstand their business, none other need apply.
NewY'ort Hl^-c-liji. i

PRtCES OP COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.

THE DEITY.

Not in the solitude

Alone may man commune wiib heaven, or see,

Onl^' ill savagp wood

And sunny vale, tlie present Deity

;

Or only hear his voice

Wliere the winds whisper and the waves rejoicf

.

Even here I do behold

Tliy steps, Almighty !—liere, amidst the crowd

Through the great city rolled

With everlasting murmur, deep ind loud,

Choking the ways that wind

'Mongst the proud piles, the work of human kind.

The j^olden sunshine comes

From the round heaven, and on ti:sir dwelling lies.

And lights their inner homes

;

For them thou fill st with air the unliounded skies,

And givesl them the stores

Of ocean, and the harvest of its shores.

Thy spirit is around.

Quickening the restless mass that sweep along ;

And this eternal sound,

Voices and footfalls of the numberless throng,

Like tlie resounding sea.

Or like the rainy tempest, speaks of Thee.

And when the hours of rest

Come, like a calm upon the mid sea brine,

Hushing its billowy breast,

The quiet of that moment too is thine;

Jt breaths of Him who keeps

The vast and helpless city while it sleeps.

As Sir Waiter Scott was riding (a few weeks
ago) with a friend in the neighborhood of Abbots-

ford, he came to a field gate, which an Iri: i beg-

gar, who happened to be near, hastened to open

for him. Sir Walter was desirous of rewarding

the civility by the present of sixpence, but found

that he had not so small a coin in his purse. "Here,

my good fellow," said the Baronet, "here is a

shilling for you ; but mind, you owe me si.xpenc<^."

" God bless your Honor !" e.xclaimed Pat, " may
your Honor live till I pay you !"

—

Literary Gar.

Jin Englishti.an's account of JVew England Far-

mers.—The whole country, (New-England, Uni-

ted States.) are going mad about manufactures,

and water powers and water privileges. New Eng-
land, however, does seem to be admirably fitted

for a manufactiiring, and not for an agricultural

nation. There is not much improvement in hus-

bandry here, though the people have a strange

loolt of property and comfort, and all the rocks,

and rivers, and woods, of New England, are

smarming with healthy and happy children. How
tiiey are fed, God only knows ; for not a thou-

sandth pan of the soil is properly cultivated, and

it is a very difficult thing for a farmer to sell

enough from what is raised on his farm, or in his

dairy or poultry ytird, to pay his yearly ta.\es,

which are liitle or nothing, And yet no one ever

saw, or hoard ol', so happy a people. They are

,
crovid : with children— well educated, well cloth-

ed h aiihy children—with enough to eat and
drriili, with a liorsp or two for every farm, a few
cows, a few sheep, a few pigs, plenty of poultry,

and two or three yoke of fine cattle ; and so hap-

py are they, an 1 so far from feeling poor, that, in

nine families out of ten, they would think no more
of adopting a stray child tliat might come in their

way, than most people would of giving it a dinner.

Wages on a farm are one dollar C4s. 6d.) a day, or

12 dollars a month the whole year round [21- 14s.)

or 120 dollars per year (.32/. 2s. j In all these ca-

ses the laborer is found. In the haying season

he may earn one dollar and fifty cents, or 6s. 9d.

a day.

—

JVotes of a Tour throvgh .Veto-England
in 1822.

Mode of traveUing in Hussio.—As soon as win-

ter sets in, that is, as soon as the sea which is

now agitated by the slightest wind, becomes a sol-

id mass, the road is marked out on the ice which
leads from Petersburgli to Kronstadt ; this is done
by a line of large buoys. Ab.iiit every league are

stationed six sentry boxes, well armed, and the

centinels, during foggy weather, keep up fires at

certain distances, and, by the tinkling of bells,

serve as a security and guide to the traveller

About halfway is established a restaurateur. The
innumerable crowds of people, of all ages and
both sexes enveloped in their large pelisses, and
gliding with indifference upon the fragile surface,

which alone separates them from the abyss be-

neath, offer to the inhabitants of a southern coun-

try a strange sight, and impress him with a feel-

ing of terror quite unknown to a northern people.

But It is when they begin to run the bouers, that

the road to Kronstadt 'resents the most animated
picture. These bouers are boats fixed on two
plates or blades of iron like skates, with a third

which is adapted like a rudder. Seats are ar

ranged round this hack, which has one, two, or

sometimes three masts. Driven before a wind
which always blows with violence during this

season, and directed by an able pilot, these boats,

distinguished by their variety of rigging and flags

of different colours, skim along the surface with
inconceivable rapidity. A pale sun lends its rays

to the scene, but imparts no heat ; the sails are

unfurled ; the north wind whistles; the boat darts

forward ; and the sailors, by skillful manoeuvres,
endeavor to pass each other ; and thus, in less

than an hour, you glide through a space of ten

leagues.

—

AncdoVs Travels in Russia, in 1820.

An English merchant, established at Hammers-
felt, has founded a colony of 25 Laplanders and
other Northern Europeans, at Spitzbergen, to col-

lect furs. The brother of the undertaker is at the

head of the establishment. They have convenient
iiouses ; the climate is very healthy, and not too

cold to prevent hunting ; no one has been sick

for the three years that the colony has existed

Every year a ship brings provisions and takes a-

way the furs.

L^ever make an enemy, or lose a friend, un-

necessarily.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR SEEDS.
For sale at tlie Seed Establishment, connected with the office

of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety iif Seeds to be found in New England

—

•f the crops of 1827. 'i'he greatest care has been taken to have
them raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
the sorts perfectly genuine. The Ibllowing comprises some of
otir most prominent s»rls.

Fruit Trees.
WILLIAM PRINCE, the Proprietor of the IJn-
n<ean Botanic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing,
Long Island, has the pleasure of intbrmingthe pub-
lic. i1iat his Nursery now contains 172 varieties of
the Apple—2 2 do. of the Pears—76 do. of Cher-

ries— '..iii do. of Plums—25 do. of Apricots—84 do. of Peaches—2 do. of Nectarines— 1 do. of Almonds—14 do. of Miillier-

ries— i"i do. of Quinces—16 do. of Figs—16 do. of Currants— 15
do. of Raspberries—17 do of Gooseberries—2 do. of Straw-
berries—267 do. of Grapes—6 do. of Ornamental Trees. &c.
Above 5 of the above kinds of Fruit are not to be found in

any other collection in A merica. The different varieties cannot
be othi^rwise than genuine, as the greatest attention is paid, and
neariv all the kinds are inoculated from bearing trees. The

. Peach, and other Trees, are generally of a large siz

! may be obtained of .T. R. Newell, at the Agri<

Ch.
Catalos;

tural Warehouse, .52 North Mai ket street, gratis ; and orders
left there, or sent bv mail, will meet prompt altentien.

March 14

Aiiichof.'e, Green Globe
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Battersea

Large white Reading
Beans, (26 varieties,) including

the English broad bean
dwarfs and pole.

Beds, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity
French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &c.)

Borecole

Broi-oU. Early White
Early Purple
Large Cape

BntsseUs ^pemits,

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Loii. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Hergen. &c.
Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Green glazed

Large late Drumhead
Tree, or lOtjO headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Sa\oy
Turnip rooted, &.c.

Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Cardoon.
Carrols, Altringham

Early Horn
Blood Red(for West In
dia market)

Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Cauliflower, Early and Late
Celery, White sol'id

Rose coloured solid

Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted

Chen<il.

Chives.

Com Salad, or Vettikost

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garden

. Water
Long Orange

Cucimiber, Early Frame
Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Long Prickly

Long green Turkey
Long white Turkey
White Spined
Small Girkin, &.c

Egg Plant, Purple
While

Endive, Green
White Curled
broad leaved Oatavian

Garden Burnet
Oarlic Setts

Indian Com, (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch

Letli'ce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal (^ape
imperial

Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennishall, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Cess
Bath Coss
Ice Coss
White Coss, or Loaf,

Green Coss

Melon,Vn\e Apple
Green Cilren
Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded. Water

Marjoram,
Mustard, White and Bro^vn
IKasturtivm ,

Mangel Wurtzel,
Okra
Onion, Potatoe

Tree
White Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
•Stratsburg

Large Red
Parsley, Siberian

Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Silver Skinned
Peas, Early Washington

Early double blossomed
Early F ame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry Dwarl
DwaVf blue Imperial

.

Dwarf blue Prussian
Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat
Dw-arf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Mar.
Knight's Tall Marrows
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Bell

Cherry
Pumpkins, Finest Familv

Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Short top Scarlet

Lf ug Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long while, or Naples
Cherry
Violet colored.

White Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c.
Rjita Baga,
Salsa/y, or vegetable oyster

Sea &e,
Skirrel

Scorzpnera

Saffron,
Spinach, New Zealand

Pncklv, or Fall

RounJieaved summer
Eng. Patience Dock

Sage,
Squash, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomatm
Tuniips, Early White Dutch

Early Garden Stone
\\ hiie Flat, or Globe
Green Round
Red R.und
Swan's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedham

TVnjrtie—Sweet Btsil—Boneset,
Laeender—Rosemary—Hyssop,
Wormwood—Summer Savory,
Penny rental—Spikamrd—Dill,

Balm— Tansy—Bene. <^c.
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AGRICULTURE,
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

SEEDS.
Sin—In order to obtain jienuine seed, the parent

plants of the same tribe or family, sliould be set at

soiTie distance from each species ; otherwise, the

different kinds will be liable to be crossed or mix-

ed. No plants, but the most perfect should be

planted for seed, and no inferior plant of the same

apecies should be alloued to t^ower near them.

e<l 111(1 proilucei fiie I'ruit. But in these cases it

must bn presumed, that the seeds were well pre-

served from the effects of the air and moisture.

—

The power of germination lay dormant, until it

was brourrht into action by the combined powers
of h^al. air, aud moisture; and, in some lespeets,

like the torpid vital principle of tnads, immured
many hundred years, in the centre of solid rocks

of granite, perfectly secluded from the common
air ; yet, notwithstanding this great length of

time, on being exposed to atmospheric air, aided

by the influpnce of the su i, resume their former.
Intermarriages are not confined to the animal jperhaps anlidiluvian) vigor and activity

creation—they are very frequent in the vegetable

kingdom ; and in such cases, the offspring is dif-

ferent from either of tlie parents. Thus the union

between a pufipkin an<l a squash will produce a

progeny resembling neither the one parent, nor

the other; as is well known to every observing

farmer. There cin oe no intermarriages between

a cabbage and a beet; but cabbages of different

species, and beets of different kinds, seem to have

a strong inclination to the union in their respec-

tive families, and the same may be said of many
other tribes of vegetables.

And after all the care and precaution, varions

kinds of plants - e liable to be crossed, more or

less, in consequence of bees and other insects con-

veying the farina, or fertilizing dust, from plant

to plant.

The soundness of seeds may be, generally, as-

certained by putting a few of them into warm wa-

ter. If they sink, there can be no doubt, as to

their soundness. But as many kinds of seeds are

very light, or covered with hairs or a light buoy-

ant substance, or have light appendages attached

to them, will not sink immeiiiately ; therefore, let

a few remain in the water an hour, or until they

are thoroughly wet, ami if they then fall below

the surface of the watt r. the presumption is that

they are good. The unsoundness of seed is gen

erally caused by unripeness, blight, mouldiness, or

being improperly exposed to the air.

Seeds should be gathered when perfectly ripe,

in a fair day, and spread in a dry room; and after

they are thoroughly dried, should be cleansed, and

put into paper bags, and the bags, into tight bo.\-

es, and the bo.xes kept in a dry place.

What is said in Cohbett's .'\merican Gardener,

as to the dunbility of the vital principle of certain

seeds, contained in his list, we cniisider very in-

correct. The durability of the vital principle de-

pends, very much, on their ripeness when gather-

ed, and the manner in which they are preserved.

The integcmieut, which surrounds the seeds of

vegetables, is calculated from its durable nature

to preserve th"ir principle of vitality, and conse

quently their principle of germination a long time,

virhen they are kept from the action of the air and

moisture How long the vital principle of seeds,

and of co.irse the power of jermin.ition, may be

preserved, under favorable circtimst:inces, has nol

yet been accurately ascert;iined. Instances may
be produced, where seeds have germinated after

the lapse of thirty or forty years, and even a much
longer time. Melon seeds found in the cabinet

of lord Mortimer, evidently collected in 1660, were
planted in 1762, [103 years afterwards] germinat-

After all that has, or can be said, generally

speaking, seeds of the last year's growth are to

be preferred ; for they will germinate one or two
years, should they not be very nicely preserved

VERITAS.
Mansfield, March 27, !828.

. FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS.
Mr. Fessenden.—These are to the farmer and

gardener of srreut value. They were designed b"

the Creator to check the too great increase of in-

sects ; and no farmer ought to =uffer them to be

wantonly destroyed on his premises. The niim

ber of insects destroyed by the robin, swallow,

sparrow, mock-bird, and other small birds, is as-

tonishing. One little family will destroy several

hundreds in a single day. Some little time since,

. -jjair of these small birds built a nc^t on a lilac

which grew close to one of my windows. In the

time of incubation, there was a long and severe

storm, and a strons wind. The egas were in dan-

ger of being thrown overboard by the wreathing
of the bush. Conscious of this, the fem 'le kept

on the neet to prevent any accident which might
follow on her leaving it, to collect food. Her
mate, like a good provider, was busilv engaged
during the day in cnllerting food (insects) which
he carried to his companion, and she received it

of him with apparent affection. This circumstance

excited particular attention ; and of course thi.-t

little society was closely ob-sersed. In a short

time the eggs hatched ; but from the roughness
of the weather, or tenderness of the brood, the

female chose not to leave the young. During this

time, the male with surprising industry, brought

small insects, in the larva state, to the nest, but

was not suffered to feed the nestlinss. Thp fp

male received the food, and divided it among her

little charge. When the young had trained siifB

cient strenath, the male was permitted to feed

them ; and from this time, both parents were mu-
tually and incessantly, (by day) employed in col

iecting small insects from every quarter ; and, on

a moderate calculation, to the number of about

seven hundred in a day.

One great cause of the increase of many insects,

so destrui'tive to vecetation, is the decrease of

those li'tl friends to the agriculturalist. Should

a few of them inno-ently trespass on the propertv

of the farmer, to the amount of a few cents. Ipt

him remember, thnt he is ereatly indebted to them
for services rendered ; and not wage a war of ex-

termination.

They are not merely v.sef'il, in destroying in-

sects—for they call the farmer and the gardener

to their business—cause the groves to resound

with music, and usher in the morning with inelo

dious praise. R. GREEN.
Mansfield, March 27, 1828.

FOR THF. NEW ENGLAND FABM'T..

BEES.
Mansfield, April I, ISIiS.

Mr. Fessenden,— Every thing respecting tbe

preservation of these profitable insects is interest-

ing. I was much p'eased with the remarks of

Medicus, published in the New England Fanner,

Vol. vi. No. 26. He observes that the "bee moth

seldom or nevfr pirambidales to any considerable

hfight in the atmosphere." I had confidence in his

plan of converting the garret into an apiary. I

suggested the same te an experienced apiarean.

who resides in this vicinity ; and he informed me,

that he had no confidence in it—for on felling a

large tree in the woods, he found, more than thirty

feet from the stump, the remains of a swarm of

bees, with all the appearances of the bee moth

—

their coeoons or cots were numerous.

Salsafy, or Vegetable Oyster—This plant (Trag-

opogon poiri/oiiu n) is biennial, and the root is a

good substitute for the real oyster It is of easy

cultivation in a deep rich soil. The young plants

are not so liable to be destroyed by insects, as most

other biennials. The roots are white, and shaped

like a parsnip. Th.-vy may be taken up late in thi

autumn a.id se&ured in moist sand from the air;

or be suffered to remain out, aud dug up when
wanted. Every lover of oysters, who lives at a

distance from the sea-shore, will wish to cultivate

this plant, after he has once eaten them, when
properly preparrd for the table.

Mode of cooking.—Wash the roots and cut them

transversely into thin pieces— boil them in a little

water, or milk and water— ,vhen boiled soft, mash

them, and thicken the who! • with flour to some

degree of stiffness—then fry them in the fat of

salt pork or butter. They are a luxury.

Lime Plant.—This plant (Podophyllum pelta-

tum) is a singular production of nature. The stem,

foliage, flower, and fruit are formed in the earth
;

and after the plant has come up, there is nothing

more, than the extension of parts. The stems, at

the heiL'ht of from eight to twelve inches, br&nch

out in two arms, at the extremity of each is a

larse palmated leaf In the fork proceeds the

fruit stem. The first that is seen in the spring is

a delicate membraneous cap. which is soon burst

open by the flower bud, which is large, white, and

round The shoulders and arms, lying close to

the sfpm or trunk soon appear, and as the plant

rises, the fruit stem elong.itps and the arms ele-

vate themselves. The fruit is about the size of

a large lime, green while growing, and yellow-

when ritie : has the flavor of a pine-upple; and as

t<i eating, but little inferior to that fruit. The

plant reqtiirps a moist soil in a shady situation.

May be propagated by seed, but best by dividing

the roots, which are creeping and jointed. The

root is medicinal.
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Tart «/ii/(, irft, ur Pie Plant.—Jhe cultivation of

this useful plant ha9 been great.Vy neglected. It

is hardy, delights in a deep rich soil, and is easily

propagated by ^eed, or off-sets. Many tons of the

steins are annually sold in the city of London.

—

The leaf stems, which are long and large, are

only used for culinary purposes. They possess

an agreeable acid, much admired, and aie a good

substitute for sour apples— requiring much sugar.

If the seed stalks be broken off while young, the

leaf stems will be larger and more numerous

—

The young plants are delicate and require some

little attention the first year.

For Pirs. Strip off the rind, and the stems are

in the same stale of preparation, as paired green

apples—the remaining patt of the process is the

same.

For Tarts. Strip off the rind, and cut the stems

transversely—stew and press out the pulp, and

then proceed according to art.

Pies and tarts properly made of this vegetable,

are inferior to none.

Prolific, or Tree Onion.—These onions are very

sarly, and produce bulbs of a good size the first

year—and in the second year, a bunch of sm.ill

ones on the top of the seed stalk, about which,

amiill heads of seed frequently shoot out, resem-

bling the seed of other species of onions. The
bulbs which proceed from the top, are from the

size of a large pea to that of a large hor.>ie ches-

nut. Tho«e of the mid'Ue si e arc better for plant-

ing, than those that are larger, as thoy will nut

throw up seed stalks the first year, of course the

bulbs will be larger and better. They should be

planted very early in the spring, in rows ten or

twelve inches asunder, and set two or three imhos
apart, and one inch deep ; taking care to place

the bottom of the bulb downwards. They soon

spring up, and from their she and vigorous growth,

are not liable to be destroyed by insects. Should

they put forth seed stalks, (as mnny of the larger

ones will) break them off soon after they appear,

otherwise the bulbs at the bottom vvill not be so

large. These onions are mild, and are, generally,

raised with less trouble than the common species.

Gourds.—There are several species. They are

great runners, and when they do well, make a

handsome appearance. They are not liable to be

injured ; for no creature will cat them. Thoy

place the plant upon the said soil, but to form a

convex of about two or three inches so that the

bottom or lower extremity o* the trunk may be

two or three inches higher than the extremity of

the roots,—if it be a heavy soil it would be better

to get some coarse sand out of a water course and

mi.x it well with the soil, in such proportion as may
make it appear htrhtish, probably 20 per cent of

sand,—after setting the plant and spreading the

roots upon the soil as before described, lay a cov

ering of the same soil upon the top of the roots

from four to five inches thick, which will settle

down so as not to be more than three inches prob-

ably in a short time—this covering should be

thicker or thinner as the soil is light or heavy

—

either before or after you set the plant, let it be

well pruned so as there will not be more than two

or three buds in a shoot, and particularly as these

will be out of the ground some time, they should

be cut harder than usual. Gooseberry plants will

not thrive unless they are moderately drained or

laid dry, this should always be done in a heavy

soil, in a light one there is no occasion ; in pro-

portion as the soil is light or heavy, so should be

the proportion of soil upon Ihp top of the root. It

IS common here to set them in beds about a vard

and a half wide and the plants a yard asunder, va

rying the depth of thp wilk as the ground is wet
or dry; if it be about right, the roots after settin?

down ought to be about level, or rather if any
thing above the middle of the walk ; do not l^iv

any manure upon the su face or any other pnrt of

the bed in winter, about the middle of March i«

about the riirht time if the weather be favoiir.ible

Common dung out ot a midden, will do. hut it is

better to mi.v it in the winter with soil half and
hnlf, and give it a turn or two before usinj; never
take any soil from the root tn make room for the
manure, but lay it upon the too with a lisht cover-'

ing of soil, as well to make it look neat as to keep
the sun from parching it.

six years, took them up, and after milking halt e

barrel of metheglin, had 298 pounds of strained

honey, and 91 lbs. of excellent honey in the comb,
making .384 lbs. He also made 47 pounds of bec's-

wax Mr. Williams some tune since relateii tc

me some particulars respecting this exlraor'linary

production, the substance of which I will noiV

state.— He bought a swarm of bees, of middling

size, and having no convenient place near his

house, where he could set them, he built a shelier

several rods distant, so situated that tliey might
swarm and gooff without being ili.scovered. 'I'd

prevent their swarming, he added other hives t©

the original one in the following manner : first

making a large hive with a hole through the top,

three or four inches square, on which he placed

his hive of bees, having a hole two inches square

through the right and left siiles ot the new or low-

er hive, at the bottom, then mide other large

hives with holes through two sides similar to the

first, with clefts nailed around each of these holes,

so as to come in exact contact with each other

when placed on the stand, and in this way con-

nected them together, giving the bees a chance
to pass and repass througn the whole range of

hives, having them go in and out at the front of

each one, as they found most convenient. By this

hind of management, his bees spread and increas-

ed, and soon became a numerous and powerful

community, and eventually yielded the extraordi-

nary and valuable production which has already

been stated.

Fn regard to wintering bees I vvill venture a fev.'

remarks. Many a hive of bees is undoubtedly lost

merely for the want of proper management,—they

are left to starve and die, when a little care and

attention might preserve them from destruction

and prevent the loss. If bees are kept in a dark
cellar through the winter, they will spend but
very little if any of theit stock of provisions, as

they immediately become dormant, and so remain

If after the trees are landed they should live until they are removed to a different situation. In

and seem as if thoy would answer, I shall be fflad this way I have frequently preserved them through
to eivo some other instructions more minute. I the winter, when they would probably have per-

do not know whether you will understand all the ished within a month, after they were unable to

above, as I have written in very great haste. |

obtain their living abroad, had Ihey been left to

Yours, &c. . take care of themselves.

P. S.—I forgot to mention that if the trees are ' °^<^° t">'l » swarm ofbe.es come out late in ths

strongish grown and a good weight of manure summer, and when the season of their labors was

placed upon them for that purpose, it is quite ne- °^er, the crown of a common iiat would probably

cessary to take the manure off ao-ain when or liave contained the bees and all they had collect-

should be planted early and near some wall or
j

j^f,^^ ^^g f^^^^^ ^ro gotten, or the roots will proba- c'- ' P"' "lis swarm of bees into a cellar, where
fence, which they will soon cover. The large

.^^jy ^.^j, j^^ ji^^, ^^.j^^^g^.^ This second hand m.inuro ihcy lived through the winter, and the nest season
Bottle Gourds, (Cuciirbila laf^cnaria) are from ton

: ^^.j|] ^^ ^ ^^.^jj ^jj^gj yp ^aa\n in the manure ^^^y '^"'^'' '•'i-''" ^"'^^ ''"'' swarmed twice. This
to fifteen inches in length, and tlie shells will hold

I

j-pj. jljg gyp^ggijjjj^ J.

from one to throe quarts. They are light and
|

2
make good dippers, and with good usage will last

j

year* If, after a few gourds have set, the ends
|

of the vines be pinched off, the fruit will be larger
|

BEES
nnd better. The Bicolored Gourd (Cucurbita bi- i Mr. Pesse.vde.v,—Feeling anxious to obtain in

j
necessary, as a word to the wise is sufficient.

co/orj is a small, beautiful round fruit, one part a formation relative to the management of bees, 1| If'omster, March 30, 1828. A FARMER.
deep green and the other a bright yellow. Only ' would cheerfully communicate to others, any fact.s .

rOR THE NEW ENGLAND KACMER.

may appear incredible to some, but those who
I
doubt the correctness of what I have stated if

I

they try the experiment, I doubt not will find that

I
I have not overleaped the bounds of truth. I could

relate other similar instances but I deem it uii-

GOOSEBERRT BUSHES.

I

or information I may possess, which might have a Mr. Fesse.nde.n,—The enclosed is from Hen-

j

tendency to promote an object so interesting and
j
Jerson's Treatiseon Swine, and is an amusing ac

!
important. Should the following narration nnd ! ^ount of the "Early D-ays of the Porccllian Club''

in the JVew Ens;land Farmer
I

„, .... ^.,v.,^v^,.....ary product of honey, ^u-

,

-
, , - . ,:

tainedby Mr. E.Williams of Ashfield, in which of England it appears from the following anec-

Tf upon a clay bottom let there be from two to it is stated that he so managed a hive of bees, as
•'°''' ""** ^''^^ "'*='"'' "'">' ''"'® '^"°^^"" '" "'° "°^'''

.hree feet good soil upon the clay before yon ! to prevent tlierr swarming, and having kept them
"'" '''"S'an'I ana south of Scotland.—Within thf
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la^ .r> (prou.iiiiy about ninety years a to), a

per on m tlie parish of Riithwell, in Dumfries

shirn, cBlled the ' Giidenian o' the Brae,' received

a y'>'>»g swine as a present from some distant

pan. which, from all tiie information f could get,

seems to have been the first ever seen in that part

of the country. This pi:; hiivin;; struyed across

the IjDchar': into the a'ljoining parish of Carclav-

roc. 1 woman who w isuenlingcattle on the marsh,

by the sea si<le, -\as very much alarmed at the

sight of* livinj; creature, that she had never seen

nor heard of b.ifore approaching herstrai;;ht from

the shore as if it had come out of the sen, and ran

home to Ihe villaije of Bhiokshaw screaming. As

she ran, it ran. snoriin^' tnd grunting after her,

seeminf "lad it had met with a companion. She

arrived at the village s> exhausted and terrified,

that before she could get her story told she faint-

ed atv ay. By Ihe lime she came to herself a crowd

sf people uad collected to see what was the mut-

ter, .vhen she toid them, that ' There was a de'il

eame out of the sea with Ivvo horns in his hrad

(mo t likely the swine had priiked ears) and

ch ised lier, roarin:r and gaping all the way at her

heels, and she was sure it was not far off.' A man
calied Wills Tom, an old schoolmaster, said if he

CO 1 see it he would ' cungere the de'il,' and got

a bible and an old sword It immediately started

up at his back and gave a loud grumph, which put

him into such a fright that his hair stood upright

on his head, and he was obliged to be carried from

the field half dead. The whole crowd ran some

one way and some aimther ; some reached the

house tops, and others shut themselves up in barns

and byres. At last one on the house top calle
'

out it was 'the Gudemnn o' the Brae's gnimphy,'

he having seen it belore. The affray was settled,

and the people mostly reconciled, althou£rh some

still entertained frightful thoughts about it. and

durst H't "o over the door to a neighbour's house

after daik i-ithout on • to set or cry them. One of

ttie crov%.. wlo had some compassion on the crea

ture, called out, 'give it a lock of straw to eat, it

will be hungry.'

Next day it was conveyed over tho Lochare,

and it seemed to find its way home. It being near

the dusk of evening, it came grunting up to two

men pulling thistles on the farm of Cockpool.

—

They were much alarmed at the sight, and mount-

ed two old horses they had tethered beside them,

intending to make their way home. In the mean

time the pig got between them and the houses,

which caused them to scamper out of the way

and land in Lochare moss, where one of theirhor-

ses was drowned, and the other with difficulty re-

lieved. The night being dark, they durst not

part one from the other to call for assistance, lest

the monster should find them out and attack them

singly ; nor durst they speak above their breath

for fear of being devoured. At day break next

morning they to)k a different course, came by

Cumlongon casile and made their way home,

where they found their families much alarmed on

account of their absence. They said that they

had seen a creature about the size of a dosr, with

two horns in its head, and cloven feet, roaring out

like a lion, and if they had not galloped away, it

would have torn them to pieces. One of their

wives said, 'Hout man, it has been the Gudeman
of the Brae's grumphy ; it frightened them a' at

the Blackshaw yesterday, and poor Meggie An-
derson maist lost her wits, and is ay out o' ane

fit into anither sin syne.'

The pig happened to lie all night among the
corn where the men were pulling thistles, and a-

bout day-break set forward on its journey for the
Brae. One Gabriel Garion, mounted on a long
tailed grey colt, with a load of white fish in a pi ir

of creels swung over the beast, encountered the
pig which went right among the horse's feet and
gave a snort. The colt, being as much fri;.'hteiied

as Gabriel, wheeled about and scampered off

sneering, with his tail on his riggin, at full gal-

lop. Gabriel cut the slings and dropt the creels,

the colt soon dismounted his rider, and going like

the wind, with his tail up, never stopped ti'l he
came to Barnkirk point, where he took the Sol-

way Frith and landed at Bowness, on the Cum-
berland side. As to Gabriel, by the time he go-

himself gathered up, the pig was within sight, he
took to his heels, as the colt was quite gone, and
reached Cumlongan wood in time to hide himself,

where he staid all that day and night, and next
morning got home almost exhausted. He told a

dreadful story! Th" fright caused him to imagine
the pig as big as a calf, having long horns, eyes
like trenchers, and a back like a hedge hog. He
lost his fish, the cnlt was got back, but never did

more good, and as to Gabriel, he soon after fell

into a consumption and departed this life about a

year after.

About this time also a vessel cnmeto Glencapel
quay, a little below Dumfries, that had someswine
on board, most likely for the ship's use ; one of
them having got out of the vessel in the night.was
seen on the farm of Newmains next morning The
alarm wass spread, and a number of people col-

lected. The animal got many different names,
and at last it was concluded to be a brock. Some
got pitchforks, some clubs, and others old svi'ords,

anil a hot pursuit ensued ; the chase lasted a con-
siderable time, owing to the pursuers losing heart
when near their prey and retreating ; Robs Geor-
dy, having rather a little more courage than the
rest, ran 'neck or nothing' forcibly upon the ani-

mal, and run it through with a pitchfork, for which
he got the name o^ 'stout hearted Geordy' all his

life tfter. There is an old man, nearly a hun-
dred years of age, still alive in the neighbourhood
where this happened, who declares that he remem-
bers the Gudeman of the Brae's pig, and the cir-

cumstances mentioned ; and he says it was the

first Bwine ever seen in that country."

Almond and Mulberry Orchards have been set

out in Alabama. The Olive Tree flourishes at

Mobile. It is intended to raise Silk Worms.

Bleaching.—Amongst the various purposes to

which steam has been applied, perhaps there is

none that will be of greater advantage to the

people of the United States, than the discovery

recently m ide of its application to the purposes of

bleaching linen and muslin. It will be of essential

service to our infant manufactories. We have

samples left at our office of thick linen drilling,

w:iich were bleached in the short space of ten

hours, without the least injury to the fabric ; and

of cotton, which was bleached in a much less

time.

We understand that a patent has been obtained

for this improvement, and that a company are

miking application to the legislature to he incor-

porated with a capital of $100,000, that its ben-

efits may be tested by the community.

Alhany Argus.

SAUER-KRAUT.
The following directions for making it, are giv-

en by Dr. Willich. In Pennsylvania it is a ver5
fashionable dish among the Germans, and wheo
prepared with neatness, is highly palatable, es

pecially when eaten svith salt pork.

The soundest and most solid cabbages (thoRei;

Dutch Cabbage is the best for this purpose) arc

selected, cut very small, put into a barrel in lay-

ers, about a hand high, over which is strewed ii.

handful of salt and caraway seeds: in this man-
ner, the layers are closely rammed down, one up-

on another, till the barrel is full, when a loose

cover is put over it and pressed down Vviith u

heavy weight. After standing for some time, llic.

mass begins to ferment ; and as soon as it sub-

sides, the head is fitted into the barrel, which ib

then finally closed, and its contents preserved for

use. After being once opened, tlie kraut must be

carefully compressed with a loose cover, and fresh

salt and water every time substituted for that

which is become foul, floats on the top, and should
be removed As this preparation has been found

of considerable efficacy as an antiscorbutic, in

long sea voyages, particularly those round the

world, performed by Captain Cook, it deserves

to be more generally known in this country (Eng.

land): and though its flavour is fiir from being-

agreeable to those who taste it for the first time,

yet we are convinced from experience, that it will

soon be relished, even by delicate ladies, whose
reason is superior to prejudice or custom. We
could not recommend a more antiseptic and whole-

some dish, especially if it be managed with care

and strict attention to cleanliness.

A Spanish Hoianist pretends that the soil of the

south of BpaiY! is suitable to all the shrubs and
trees that grow in the whole world. The coffee

tree vcsretates abundantly, and produces a superb

bean in the climate of JJIalaga. The mahogany
and American cedar-tree, and the cachimentier, e

tree known at the Havana, bearing on account ol

its toughness, the name of quibra bacha, or ax

breaker— i. e. hardwood, is likewise successfully

cultivated there.

The Bath Inquirer invites the attention of far

mers in Maine to the cultivation of Hemp.

A tanner in the neighbourhood of Treves applies

with success myrtle (vaccinium myrtilus) to the

tanning of hides.

" Airy Sleep."—A patent has been granted in

England for a newly invented air bed, or mattress.

The ticking is formed of cotton cloth, with a coat-

ing of prepared gum elastic, and an outer cover

ingofsilk. It is so portable that it may be car

ried in the pocket, and may be filled and emptied

at pleasure.

Hear this, ye sluggards, and rejoice. How
convenient it will be, whenever the "drowsy fit is

on ye," to take your bed out of your pocket, blow

it up, and take a nap on your aerial couch, more

soft than eider down. When the age of improve-

ments will cease we cannot determine, but may

soon expect to see a pipe of wine rendered i)orta-

ble as well as potable. Soon we may consider it

no novel spectacle to see a traveller carrying his

bed posts in a side pocket, as a carpenter does hie

square and compasses—a bed in his coat tail, ani

a bolster and pillows in his watch fob.

—

JVoah.
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SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.
An Address d. livered before the Hampshire, Frauklin, and

Hampden Agn. uUural Sociel^r ; at Northampton, Oct. 24,

1827. By Euwini) Hitchcock, Professor of Chemistry and

"Vatural History m Amherst College.

[CmicLuded frmn page 285.]

In order thiil such a journal should answer tho

purposes of agricultural experiment, it should em-

brace a great variety of particulars. It should

give a daily account of the tenaperaturc of the air,

according to the thermometer ; and of its weight,

according to the barometer. It should notice the

direction, force, and changes of the wind ; the

state of the sliy, whether clear or cloudy ; the

quantity of ram, hail, sleet and snow in each

mouth ; the number and relative severity of storms

ot lightning, and the moi • re of the atmosphere,

as measured by appropriate instruments. That
these circumstances have very great influence up-

on the growth of plants, the following paragraph

from the writings of an able observer will sliow.

" hi the same tree he observed thnt in a cold

cloudy tnorning, when no sap ascended, a sudden
change was produced by a gleam of sunshine of
half an hour ; and a vigorous motiou of the fluid.

The alteration of the wind from south to north,

immediately checked the eflect. On the coming
on of a cold ulernoon, after a hot d.iy, the sap
that had been rising, began to fall. A warm show-
er and a sleet storm produced opposite effects."

Do these suggestions seem to any who hear me,
to partake too much of mere philosophical specu-
lation, and to be too refined, for the adopiion of
the practical farmer, even if he be an intelligent
one ? Far be it from me, gentlemen, to propose
as your guides, mere philosophical conjecture, or
abstract reasoninn. So far as thpse suggestions
are not based up.j.i experience, let them be disre-

garded. But I w<iuld have this Society aim high.
Agricultural e.Kperiments, impurfectly conducted,
and partially detailed, are not wanted. Enouah of

ihera have been already made : and they have
served only to fill up the records of husbandry
with contradictory and perplexing results. And
where can a Society be pointed out more favora-

bly situated than this, for setting a better exam-
ple ; for bringing to this work minds versed in

the principles, as well as hands skilled in the art,

of husbandry ? Think of the e.vtent of territory,

amount of population, embraced by this society.

Consider too, that here is almost every variety of
aoil and situation on whirh to operate. Neither
ibrgel how widely industry and intelligence are

diffused in this centre of New England. With
auch materials, ought this society to content itself

tvilh feeble and immethodir-al efforts ? How easy
for it to take a high stand amonjr kindred institu-

tions, and to make its light <ro out over the land,

ind descend upon unborn generations .'

And permit me hero to say, gentlemen, that the
objects you have in view are worthy of all the
seal, and effort, and perseverance, you may em-
bark in the enterprise. These labours are not
calculated to build up the fortunes of a few, upon
the degradation and poverty of thr, many. They
are not undermining the foundations of our free

institutions, and paving the way for anarchy or

.iespotism. On the other hand, they tend direct-

•yto eJevate the character, and increase the hap-
piness, of the great mass of the citizens: If pur-
sued successfully, they will spread over these hills

and vallies, an air of comfort, and independence,
•3nd intelligeuco, far superior to that they now

exhibit, with all tlieir loveliness. By the blessing

of Providence, this society has it in its power to

double and to treble the present population of

these counties without diminishing their enjoy-

ment ; so that the future traveller shall see our

roughest mountains and glens smiling with culti-

vation and fertility. By giving a spur to industry,

and fixing a stigma upon indolence, it will take a-

way one of the grand sources of vice, ignorance

and misery : so that an increase of numbers shall

not be an increase of corruption. And while that

increase will strengthen ihf arm of a virtuous ru-

ler against foreign enemies, it will band together

a firmer phalanx to resist the encroachments of

designing men upon our liberties and rights.

The objects of this Society are likewise worthy

of vigorous pur.suit, on account of the personalen-

joyment their prosecution affords. Eartiily happi-

ness is not a phantom ; it has a positive existence,

confused and disordered as the world is. And we
all of us t.tste more or less of this happiness, as we
are hurried along through life. True, it is not

heavenly hap iness iu its kind ; nor is it unmixed.

The fountain has been poisoned and the streams

flow out contaminated. Still we all thirst for the

waters, and earnestly seek that region whe'e they

flow most pure and abundant. The ambitious mo-

narch believes he shall find them by desolating

the earth ; and that every cup of happiness he

dashes from the lips of others, will be poured into

his own. But he soon finds that he has filled his

cup with wormwood and gall. The warrior's

heart beats high in anticipation of the pleasure he

shall feel, when the battle and the wreath of glory

are won. But he finds that he has mistaken a sea

of blood for a sea of happiness. The youthful

Statesman, as he rises from one station to ano^her

in the councils of his country, but faintly realizes

how far away from the regions of happiness, the

surges and the storms of public life are driving

him. The man who strives for pre eminence in

the learned professions, knows not, till the desired

elevation has been reached, how high it stands a-

bove, not merely the follies, but the enjoymerts of

life. And so in many other pursuits ; whei the

charm of novelty has passed away, when tin?e has

cooled the passions, and possession has disrobed

the object of its false splendor, then it is found

that the streams of happiness, like the streims of

the desert, are almost dried up ; leaving only their

empty channels to mock desire. It is then that

men begin to sigh for pursuits more calm, and
peaceful, and retired. Hence it is, that so many,
from the highest stations io life, have spent the

evening of their days in the pursuits of agricul-

ture ; in the prosecution of experiments for in-

creasing the produce of the soil. Here they

found tliat contentment and satisfaction, which in

vain they had sought, in tho possession of power,

and wealth, and reputation, and learning. For

when all artificial pleasures have become insipid

and even disgusting, rural scenes and pursuts

j

have still the power to make new chords of happi-

1 ness vibrate in the soul. We need not wonder
then, that so many, after faithfully serving their

j

God and generation, till exhausted nature demand-
led repose, have sought these scenes as a resting

[

place from their toils ; have landed on this peace-

i
ful shore, from the tempestuous voyage of public

'life. Says Washington, "I was summoned by
my country, whose voice I can never hear but

!
with veneration and love, from a retreat, which 1

' had chosen with the fondest predilection, and, in

ray flattering hopes, as the asylum of my declining

years."

It is not therefore, a mere poetic dream, that in-

vests agricultural scenes and pursuits v.ith a pe-
culiar charm. Imagination may here resign her
pencil into the hands of experience, nor fear that

the picture will want in vividness and interest.

f^'ool.—Mr. Mallary, of Vermont, [a wool-grow-
ing State] in his speech on the tariff bill, reported

by the committee on manufactures, opposed the
proposed additional duty on wool costing eight

cents per pound and under. He said such woo!
was not and would not be produced in this conn-
try. The farmers of Vermont would not grow
wool worth ten or twelve cents, when they could
as well produce that which may be worth forty or

fifty cents. This coarse imported wool is made
into negro cloths, and inferior baizes and flannels.

The manufacture of it is established, and ought
not to be driven from the country and given to

foreigners. The proposed duty would amount to

more than one hundred per cent, and would ruin

the manufacturer of coarse fabrics at a blow, with-

out benefitting the farmer. If the latter should

raise wool worth eight or twelve cents, he could

not find a market for it. He was also opposed to

the other provisions of the bill respecting woo!
and woollens. The charge on wool was too high,

or that on woollens was not high enough ; and
this disproportion would inevitably ruin the man-
ufacturer, and with him the *ool grower. If the

former could not purchase the wool of the latter,

it would be in vain to produce it. The markets
of Europe are full of wool, and prices are very

low. The English woo! growers are petitioning

parliament for a duty on foreign wool, but their

petitions will not be granted. The English wool-
len manufacturers will receive every encourage-
ment, and will be able to sell their goods at the

lowest rate possible, so long as there ia a prospect

that they can break down the American manufac-
turers. Should they succeed in accomplishing
that object, they will then raise their prices and
we must pay them.

—

Hampshire Gazette.

Growth of .Silk.— It appears that the East India

Company tire likely to prove perfectly successful

in their attempt to form a profitable establishment

in the island of St. Helena, for the production of

raw silk. A specimen has recently arrived from

that island, and it is considered to be a very fine

quality. It is entirely free from any disagreeable

odour, which speaks much in its favor. The mul-

berry trees thrive remarkably well, and have a

luxuriant appearance. The slips, when planted,

are generally from one to two feet in length, and

in a single season they frequently attain a greater

height than ten feet. The climate and soil, how-

ever disagreeable and fruitless in other resp<'cts,

seem in this instance to be propitious ; no doubt

is entertained that sufficient food will be procured

to supply all the worms that can be hatclied. In

August last, the number of worms in progress,

was 218,000; which were in a very healthy con-

dition, and expected to spin in a few days. By
the common process of nature, the worms would

multiply u'itli great rapidity ; but it appears that

artificial moaus, to accelerate the quickening of

the insects may be advantageously had recourse

to. The experiment has been tried, and it is

proved that by steeping the eggs in water, heated

to a certain degree, they can be hatched at any

period

—

JVcw Monthly Magazine.
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'l\iti lorination of a ii.nv territorial government

west of Lake Huron or the territory of Michigan,

is contemplated. Micliigan will soon claim ad

rnis-sjon in the union «s an indepemienl State. The

increase of this republic in wealth and population

is unparalleled. In .1 few years, at least three

more States will be added to the confederacy ;

—

Michiijan, Ark.insas, and Florida. And west of

the two former, new territoria. governments will

necessarily be established. So we are destined

to progress, until the whol<> country between this

point and the mouth of Columbid river will be

divided into States, and subject to the doDiinion

of civilized roan.

—

Kentucky paper.

Potatos.—Mr. Wm. Wilson states in the New
York Farmer, as the result of twenty years' ex-

perience, that the driest and best flavored potatos,

and the most abundant in crops, are produced on

strong heavy loams. He tried seven years to raise

them on sandy soil, but did not succeed ; the drier

the season, the more soft and watery was the pro-

duce of the sandy soil.

Cornish copper mines— In the parish of Gwennap

alone, the copper ores sold in the last seven years

amount to £1,92'),0(IO. The last year the amount

was upwards of Jt;;J7.000;— besides what was re-

ceived for tin, fluor-spar, &c. and which may be

estimated at £50,01)0 more.

Cost of iron in Europe —Russia old sable iron

costs from 57 to i62 per ton— the freight is ifiKt

the duty $18, and it sells from 95 to $100 per ton.

Swedes iron costs t57 per ton—the freight is $7,

the duty .$18, and it sells from 94 to $98 per ton.

Rolled iron costs in Englaml $44 per ton—the

freight is $3, the duty $30, and it sells at about

$82 per ton. The annual consumption of iron in

the United States is 97,000 tons—and of this,

29,635 tons are imported.

Mode of keeping apples.— It seems not to be ge-

nerally known, that apples may be kept the whole

year round, by being, iiuincrsed in corn. If the

American applies were packed among grain, they

^vould arrive here in much finer condi ion. In

Portugal it is customary to have a small ledge ;n

every apartment, (immediately under the cornice)

b.irely wide enouirh to hold an apple ; in this way

the ceilings are fringe.! with fruit, which are not

easily got at without a ladder ; while one glance

of the eye wi'l show if any depredations have been

committed Lon. Quart. Jour.

Teasels are becoming quite an article of trade.

A single woollen factory, in the flourishing and

active manufacturing village of Sommersworth,

N. H. which consumes annually 100,000 lbs of

wool, uses 900,000 teasels a year, worth, at $3 a

thou.^and, $2,700.

JVeio potatos were brought into this market and

sold, (says tne Pennsylvnnia Gazette of the i2d of

March,) iwo or tliree days ago. We have before

us a dozen, all about the size of walnuts. They
were raised in Jersey, three miles from this city,

in the open ground, in the ordinary way, without

.irtificial heat or forcing. Shad, also, are abund-

ant, at 37^ cents each.

Improvement .in stock.—Mr. Erastus Harris, of

Chesterfield, has raised a bull calf, which on the

6th inst. (at the age of one year) weighed, alive,

seven hundred and thirty-two pounds.

Dag Mill.— .\n ingenious Mechanic—Mr. Math-
ias, of this city, has in operation in King-street, a

Mill for sawing timber for Sashes and Window-
Blinds, driven not by steam power nor water, nor

cattle power, but by Dog power. Four dogs be-

long to the establishment. They are worked two
at a time, for about fifteen minutes, when the

team is taken ofi", and a relay of the two other dogs

put to labour. They travel on the circumference

of the inside of a wheel about 12 or 15 feet in di-

ameter, which gives motion to the machinery
which drives a circular saw with great velocity.

It requires some days and some art to break a dog-

1)1. It is really amusing to observe the sagacity

of these animals. They are taught a practical

lesson that, indus'ry is necessary to animal wel-
fare. The cost of keeping' four dogs is estimated
at only 6d. per day.

—

Troy Sent.

Esser Beef.—A yoke of o.i;en seven years old.

from West Newbury, were slaughtered at New-
buryport last week, and sold at seven dollars per
hundred. The nett weight of one was 1509 lbs.

The other, 1571 lbs. and each had upwards of 180
lbs. of tallow.

The Mercer Potato.—The best of all roots of the

potato kind, called by this name, is the production

of a neighboring St.ite It has been a question

amon.' our farmers for many years, whether it was

produced by an improved mode of raising them, or

whether it was a foreigner. We are at length

enabled to settle this question, by the assistance

of a kind friend. He says the species of potato

called Mercer, was originally raised in Mercer

county, Penn, by a gentleman of the name of Gil-

key, and are there called Nophaiinocks, from the

name of a creek which passes through that coun-

ty- About twenty years since, this gentleman

planted the apple, or ball of a potato, from which

has sprung this delightful root

—

Dela. Jldv.

where in the worl.l to the same degree of perrec
tion as in Irehind and Lanca,>5hire, and not even in

the South of England, so well us in Scotland and
the north and western counties ; all which is, in

our opinion clearly attributable to the climate."

Although a /(g/i( lo:im is a proper soil for the

potato in a cool and moist cliuiale, a strong and
heavi/ loam is most suitaole for the same root in a
dry and hot climate. In a paper read before the

New York Horticultural Society, in 1023, by Wm.
Wilson, an e.xperienced horticulturist, are the fol-

lowing remarks on this subject: "Those soils,

which prove the very bane of the potato here [in

the United States] are just such as prove the most
congenial for them in BritMJn. And so on the con-

trary, the h.'st soils, by tar for producing the driest

and best flavored potatos here, and altogether the

most abundant crops are those of a strong heavy
lo:im." These assertions are corroborated by a

number of experiments, mentioned in the paper

from which tliey are e.\tractcd. Mr. Buel of Al-

bany, likewise asserts, that "the best potatos, pre

grown upon cold, moist, but porous and rioh

soil.'."

Methods of Planting. These are various. If

the land is rough, hard, or strong, the common
mode of planting in hills, is, perhaps, the most ex-

pedient, liut if It be somewhat mellow, drills arc

to bn preferred. Dr. Cooper says, "if your soil is

stiff and wet, plough it in ridges ; if sandy and

dry, plough it flat. Plough it deep. Plant your

sets in drills marked out by the plough or the h"-^.

The plants should be dibi,led in, six inches deep,

on long dung, scattered not sparinsly, along the

drills—then covered with about four inches of

mould.

The drills should be in threes - one foot

apart ; the plants should be eight inches apart,

with an Bilerval, on each side of each set of three

drills, of two feet, which will admit of horse hoe-

ing between the sets of drills, and of hand weed-
ing between each drill.

Good Beef.—Mr. Artemas Lawrence, of Jafi'rey,

N. H. has raised, and lately butchered a row and

her calf, weighing as follows : The cow, 9 years

old, hide, 100— tallow, 15.'>—quarters, 995— total,

12.5<5 pounds. The heifer, 30 months olil, hide,

104—tallow, 56—quarters, 677— total, 877 lbs.

NB'W ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1828.

POTATOS.
(Concluded from page 286.J

Soil. "The soil," says Loudon, "in which the

potato thrives best is a light loam, neither too dry

nor too moist, but if rich so much the better.

—

They may, however, be grown well on many other

sorts of Lnnd, especially those of the mossy, moory,

and other similar kinds, where they are free from
stagnant moisture. The best flavored potatos are

almost always produced from a newly broUen-up
pasture ground not manured ; or from any new
soil, as the site of a grubbed up copse or hedge,

or the site of old buildings or roads. The best

climate for the potato, is one rather moist tiian

dry—and temperate or cool rather than hot.

—

Hence the e.\cellence of the Irish potatos, which
grow in a dry loamy, calcareous soil, and moist

and temperate climate ; and hence, also, the infe-

riority of the potatos of France, Spain, Italy, and

even Germany. In short, the potato is grown no

To have a good crop, you must not spare dung, or

spare labor in weeding. Some persons prefer sets

of four or five drills instead of three ; or where

horse-hoeing is not convenient, the intervals may
be reduced to one foot between each set of drills

for the convenience of hand weeding ; but upon

the whole, the method here first proposed is as

good aa any. Forty loads of dung per acre will

pay better than a less quantity.

If small potatos are wanted for feeding, the sets

may be at six inches apart, and the rows at nine

inches ; but the method first here proposed, ad-

mits what is essential, accurate weeding, and suf-

ficient air to circulate between the plants."

Dean says the sets may be either in single rows,

three feet or double, one font apart, and from

seven to nine inches asunder in the rows.

"An expeditious way of planting potatos, is as

follows : After the ground is prepared, by plough-

ing and harrowing, cut furrows wilh the horse

plough, forty inches apart, drop the sets in the

furrows ; then pass the plough along the back oi

each furrow, which will throw the earth ot both

furrows upon the sets ; and afterwar Is level the

ground with the back of the harruw, or with a

harrow that has short tines ; but it is of no great

consequence whether it be leveled atoll. Anoth-
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er method of planting, is to plough the ground to crop, is, first to run furrows on each siae of year an agreeable, wholesome lUsh, without ex-

plain, keeping the furrows straight and regular the rows, and then a deep one in the middle, pensive condiments. What resoumes does the

and drop sets in every third or fourth furrow.— which turns up most of the roots to the surface potulo present to us? Its stalk, considered as a

But before this is done the ground should be for the purpose of picking up by hand. In this textile plant, furnishes in Austria a sort of flax

—

ploughed and made level and fine with the har- way, however, we should apprehend some waste, when burned it yields much potash— its apples.

row. and should not advise it except where potiitos are when ripe and crushed, ferment and give spirits

A writer for the New Englan.' Farmer, Vol. ii. plenty and labor scarce. A hoe willi prongs, such by distillation—its tubercles made into a pulp are

page 331, gives the following as -'an easy and as is sold at J. R. Newell's Agricultural Establish- a substitute for soap in bleaching. Cooked by

cheap method of raising potatos. On an even and ment, 52, North Market street, is, probably, the steam, the potato is a most healthy food. By dif-

smooth piece of mowing, or pasture land, make best implement for gathering potatos. ferent manipulations it Icirnishes two kinds of

deep single furrows with a plough at three feet Securing the crop. Mr. Bnel, of Albany, says, Hour a gruel and a parenchyma, which may be

distance. Fill these furrows with rye [or any "there are many erroneous notions in regard to applied to increase the b'llk of bread u^ade from

Other] straw, and drop your potatos six or eight the culture and treatment of the potato, which grain. Treated chemically it is converted into

inches apart on the st aw. Then with a hoe, cov- every class in society have an interest in explod- beer, vinegar, spirits, &c."

or the potatos by turning down the ploughed fur- ing. as the root has become a necessary food for

rows upon thorn. They will require no more at- every family." These errors consist in supposing

[From the New York Farmer.]

Strawberries.—In 1825 I received twelve vari-

eties from the London Horticultural Society, eight

ence. The Methaven Scarlet, several of which

measured four inches. They are both good bear-

ers.

Potatos for Seed.—It seems to be a received

Ctisfo) Beans.—An Illinois paper calls the at-

tention Till they are gr'own. No hoeing will be 'Isu'That potato's should be grown on a dr'v warm tention of farmers to the ( ultivation of this ar-

necessary. The same land may be improved as a soil. 2d. That they should be dried in the sun, or "^^'p- '^^^ *'e™ experiments made in rearing this

pasture for sheep— as those animals will not eat, washed, to render them pleasant to the eye. 3d. P'*"'' P'"""^ ^hat the manufacture of Castor Oil

nor materially injure the tops of the potatos^." That they should be kept warm and drv during '"".V become a source of vast profit to the western

The ofter-culture of potatos consists in harrow- winter, to fit them for culinary .ises. 4th. That country at least, as an article of exportation,

ing, hoeing, weeding, an.l earthing-up. Allpo they should be of large si^-e.' In contradiction Mr. John Adams of E.lwardeville has commen-

tates require to be earthed-up ; that is to have l,. these popular opinions, he asserts, "First, that =«'' '^e pressing of oil from them. For the pres-

atleast one inch in depth of earth heaped on their the be-t potatos are grown upon cold, mo;st, but ent he uses his cloth press for that purpose, and

roots, and extending six or eight inches round porous and rich soils. Second, that it were belter "'"'""« "^"""^ 1""'^ °^ cold-pressed oil from a

their stem. The reason is, that the tubers do not, the sun never should shine upon tlipm—that they ^''8'>^' "f beans. He presses them without either

properly speaking, grow under the soil, but rather should be housed with all the dirt that adheres to
gf'nding or pounding.

on, or just partially bedded in its surface. Potatos them— that it is beneficial to add more in the bin

should, generally, be hoed three times, though or cask, to exclude external air as much as possi-

twice will do in ground not infested with weeds, ble. .9nd, third, that their surface should be kept
mi. 1^1- ti,,r..i,i/< 1 1. . ... . 1 cues liuui vilt: jjuimuu iiui lit- iii tin ai k:juo*ci.v, tit;'*^
1 he last hoeing should be finished before the moist, and the atmosphere which surrounds, as lit- c .• , rm r> j •„., Z

, . ,,^ .L I 1 -,1
, , , . K , . ,, „ 01 which grew. I he />oto»i(^n, a new variety pro-

plants are ID blossom ; otherwise ihe plants will tie above the point of keeping as possible. '

.
i u t.' u. u .c i

. -^ij a
r » . r 1 c . , . 1, >, . ,

,
'^

.
" " ,, duced by Knight, by artificial crossing, yielded

bo apt to form a second set of roots, which will Potatos may be kept during winter in a eel ar, . ^ a n a t, ; .„ a,
. u .. . , ... .,, L ^ .. n .

^ .....,, some berries measuring 434 inches in circumfer
not tiave time to come to maturity, but will rob free from frost, or in pits or caves in the field. In

those first formed of their nourishment. If weeds the latter case, they must be so situated on n dry

are prevalent, they should be cut up or pulled out, knoll, or the side of a hill, as to be secured from
but the plants should not be earthed-up in that the possibility of the pits being pervailed by wa-
stage of their growth. Plaster of Paris, well pul- ter ; and they must be so covered, first with straw

verized and applied to the leaves, has a-beneficial and then with loam, as to prbvonl the intrusion of »P'n>"" <""""? the horticulturists of Great Brit-

effect on potatos. frost. They may, likewise, be placed in barrels,
am, that Professor Schoen's rule as to gram, should

Pinching off the blossoms. It is now generally casks, or boxes, and if packed in moist sand, or
^«' reversed in regard to this root— that these must

admitted, that a certain advantage in point of pro- the loam of the field in which they grew, they f"^ gathered m nn unripe slate for seed, and fully

duce, is obtained by pinching off" the blossoms as will be preserved better than in almost any other
'""t'^-fdfor the table. It also appears Irom nuraer-

they appear on the plants. The fact has been re- situation. If they are exposed to the sun and air
°"« experiments, that the i.pperor seed end of the

peatedly proved, and satisfactorily accounted for, till the upper si'ie acquires a green color, they be- ^"^^^ ^''" Pfoduce roots a fortnight earlier than

by Knight, who imagines that it will add an ounce come poisonous. ^''e '"wer end, connected with the runner. From

in weight to the tubers of each plant, or consider-
1 Use. The use of the potato as an article of diet

'he same variety of seed four successive crops

ably above a ton per acre.
'

both for man and beast, is, probably, more exten ""y ''^ obtained, at intervals of two weeks, the

Gathering the crop. It is believed that cultiva- sive, and more common, than that of any other ^"""^ being planted at the sametime and on similar

tors are apt to err by gathering their potatos too vegetable production. From having no neculiari s""'' '"^'- "^'' ^'^^ *'''°"' 'be upper set of the unripe

early. The roots continue to grow larger and bet- ty of taste, and consisting chiefly of starch, it
^eed

;
the second from the bottom set of the same ;

ter after the tops have attained their full growth, approaches near to the qualities of the flour of '•he third from the top end of the ripe seed
;
and

The Hon. O. Fiskc, of Worcester, in an address grain ; "and for this reason," says Loudon, "it is
"'e fourth from the bottom set of the same,

to the Worcester Agricultural Society, says "na- the most universally liked, and can be used longer Thrice Blooming nipple.— In the Cth vol. of the

ture has not accomplished its maturation at the in constant succession by the same individual with- London Horticultural transactions, is a communi-
penod when the vines decay, and the farmer be- out becoming unpalatable, than any other veg- cation from M. Thouin, giving an account of the

lieves it to be ripe. It seems probable that the etable, the seeds of grasses excepted." Neill ob-

earth by some unknown process, perfects its qual- serves, that "so generally is it relished, and so nu-

ities after it has attained its growth. That pota- tritious is it accounted, that on many tables it now
tos, which have remained the whole scison in the appears almost every day in the year."
earth are more farinaceous, has been ascertained."

\ An Essay on the Solnnuin Tuberosum, by H. C.

It may be stated as a general rule, that potatos Worsham, from the Philadel|ihia Journal of the

succeed best when planted early and dug late.— Medical and Physical Sciences, gives the follow-

But it is most advisable to harvest them before ' ing summary view of the excellent qualities of this

the occurrence of those soaking rains which, gen-
erally precede the setting in of winter.
A mode of taking part of a crop, is mentioned.

"Having ascertained that some of the tubers have
attained an eatable size, go along the rows and
loosen the earth about each plant with a blunt

stick, taking- two or three of the largest tubers
from each, and returning the earth carefully."

The most expeditious way of gathering a pota-

superlative root: "Having its origin in a warm

Calville Rouge de Micovd, an apple which affords

three sets of blossoms and fruit in a season. The
blossoms appear in April, June and August. The
first crop of fruit ripens in August; the second

crop immediiitely succeeds, and lasts till the last

of October; the third are picked after frost, and

ripen in the fruit room.

Scotch exports At a dinner of the Caledonian

Horticultural Sooi.-ty. in September, the Earl of
climate, il was supposed to be intolerant of cold,

j^^,.^^^^„ presidin-', the follow ine was given as a
and upon that account incapable of cultivation in a

j j^^jj^^ toast : "The staple exports of Scotland,
more northern climc. But experience has shewn i

^.^^^.^j^^^^.^^ Doctors, and [other] Black Cattle."—
the contrary, and the potato is naturalized almost

in every region. With the lower classes of peo-

ple it is one of the greatest blessings, which the

soil produces, forming 'flour without a mill, and

bread without an oven ;' and at all seasons of the

Cal. Mcr. Sept. 8.

"Jack, which is the way to Epping?'' "flow do

you know my name is Jack ?" "I guess it." "Then
guess your way to Epping."
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Valuable Farm for sale at Ancliim

The Subscrihers, by order of Ihc Probaie Couit lor the dislricl

of Windsor, will sell at auolioii, lo ihe highest bidder, at llm

dwelling house of Mrs. Jemima Hicks, on the H)th day of A|.nl

next, that valuable Farm, laie the property o( Mr. Uavid Hiiks.

deceased, situated on 'he mam road from Windsor to Weath

ersBeld Bow. about four miles south of Windsor village. Said

farm consists of about 360 acres— 100 acres ol which is ncli in-

tervale, lying on < 'onnecticut river, and in a tjoud state of cul

tivation; and the remainder consists of upland, tillage, pastur-

age, and woodland, of a very escelleut soil, on which h consid-

erable piuc limber! On the premises is a dwelling house and

four barns, all in good repair. The farm is well (eiiced and

watered. .\lso. wdl be sold at the time and place above men-

tioned, about 70 acres of woodland, adjc.inTiM the above taim.

Likewise, all the personal property of tlic said deseased, which

remains unsold, consisting of various articles of household furni-

ture, farming tools, slock. &c. Sale to commence at 10 o'clock

A M.—Terms made known at the time and place of sale.

DAVID ESTY, ) Admini-irators
SlIMNRR HICKS,

\Ad'mmarators.

AVeathersfield, Vt. March 19, 1828.

Engraftina: and Garden Work.

RUFUS HOWE, of Dorchester, informs his friends and the

public, thai he will attend to the Engrailing ol Trees or Garden

work. Having had considerable experience, he thinks he can

give satisfaction to those who may favor him with employment.

Keferrence can be had of Mr. Samuel Downer, of Dorchester.

3t April 4

Mnrrowfiit Peas.

TV sale, a consignment from Albany, of dO barrels Marrowfat

Peas, by the barrel, at a very low price—Inquire at the Seed

Establishraenl, No. 32. North 'Market street.

J*liPi.;lB UUi^Bv.l'S ROOTS.
.lust received at the New Englaii<l Farmer Si'cd Establishment,

a line collection of superior Hulbous Roots, suitable lor spring

planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,
lose, nankeen, bronze, and white colored DOUIiLE MEXI-
CAN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferrnria Tigrida, or Mexican Tiger
Flower—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lily—Double
Tuberose, and Kaiiuuculus ; paintings of which may be seen at

this place. The above collection cf liulbs is in fine order, and
IS from the same House fiom which we obtained the Bulbous
Roots last autumn, whiih gave such uncommon satisfaction.

ly Just received diipci from Glasgow, Scotland, a large
collection of Si'OTi'H GOOSE lERRY BUSHES, of the

largest and finest fruit, done up in bundles ol six roots each with
j

ilie name marked—price,̂ 1.511 per bundle. Specimens of the

Irmi, preserved, measuring four inches in circumlerence. may
be seen at this place.

:r A supply of the Roots ol " WILMOTS SUPERB
STRAWBERRY''—measuring si.\ and eight inches in circum-
fcreuce, is daily expected from Europe.

ItT" At this place is kept a large variety of Ornamental Flow-
er Seeds, (of 300 'ifl'erent sorts) in papers of 6 cents each, or

^5 per hundred,assorted; the names of which it is of course im-
practicable to give here. The collection comprises many
French sons, and the new ones introduced by iSutlall, from
Missouri, and the Rocky Mountains.
A few barrels of superior Early Manly Potatos, have been re-

ceived. This is the same sort as those sold at this place last

year, which gave universal satisfaction, as to uncommon earli-

ness, and good quality.

Also, seeds of the Cuba Tobacco, Yellow Tobacco, Teazel,
Lentils, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, (^astor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sorts)—
Weld, Yellow Locust, While Mulberry, Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass. K\e Grass. Tall ^leadow Oats Grass, White and Red
Clover. .Mangel Wurizel, &.C.

Horse Wanted.
A gentleman who is located in a section of Massachusetts

where there are many ilesirous of raising colls, wishes to hire

for the season, a half blood or good f Tmed Siallion.or if iheown-

•r prefer, would board the horse (and a groom if desired) at a

verv low rate.—Enquire at this ofiice. march 'i^.

Farmer Wanted.
A young farmer with his wife, is wanted, to lake charge of a

ferm about 10 miles from New Haven. A young Massachu-
setts fanner who thoroughly understands his business, and whose
wife is acquainted with the management of a dairy, and who
can furnish testimcny of economy, nea ness, and industry, will

have an opportunity to make a permanent and advantageous
bargain. Inquire at the New England Farmer Office.

New "S'ork, March 2':, 1828. _^ ,

Js'ibrUa Grape.
Vines of the ISABELLA GRAPE may be had, on application

to the Subscriber, in Dorchester, or at his office, 7 12 Congress

Street. ZEB. COOK. Jr.
Wanted as above, a first rate Gardener, who can produce

satisfactory recommendations. 3t March 21

Milk Carriage.
For sale, a new Milk Carriage—inquire of Walter Frost, No 18

Common street. Boston. ' March 21 i

LandreUCs JVurserics—J^rar Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by'

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced lo advertise lo them their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of useful dc ornamental vege-
table pro I'tctions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden .Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

real value bv any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds ol Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the difterent varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely staling th.c time
they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to Ihc

proprietors, without a fear of "disappointment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and -c-votic

Plants— it contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,

most ol which are calculated for adorning m the winter seasons,
parlours, sitting rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-
ering .Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obiain lijr them a preference withs all who will consider the
.subject in the slightesl degree. The peparation of those kinds
liable to mix in s,'eding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedl^y conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depeiul-
cnce on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker & f^odinan, No.
31 Congress St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues cf the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-
ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. 15. If
'

D. & C. LANDRETH.

Warehouse

N. DAVENPORT offers for sale at bis Nursery-
II Milton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest
Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap
pies, Pears Peaches. Prunes.Nectarines.&c. Goose-
berry and Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

"office of the New England Farmer, or Agricultural

-and will be inserted in the New England Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, it is not so much an
object lo present the imposing display of a great number of

the names of indiftercnt fruit as to keep a choice coMection of
those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established.

^^^ Orders are respectfully solicited, and will receive prompt
attention if left with J. !?. Newell, at the Agricultural Estab-

lishment, No 5i North Markgt street; or with French & Da-
venport, No. 713 Washington Street—oral ilie Nursery in

Milton. J'eb. 29.

Hose Bushes nnri Grape Vines.

For sale at the House of SAMUEL DOWNER, in Dorches-
ter, SO hundred leaf Rose bushes—90 do. Province, or Cabbage
10 do. four seasons—300 do. Damask—30 do. Burgundy—3 do.

Austrian—25 do. Marble—10 do. Tuscany—100 do. French

—

6 verv large pots monthly Roses, si.^teen years old, and in prime
health—7 varieties Double Dahlias—Single, do.—8 Lagerslo-

oemia Indica. or Oape Myrtle, two of which are 20 years old

—

200 Grape Vines, (White Sweet water)—Snow ball Bushes

—

White Lilies—Red and White Lilacs.

ROSE WATER.
20 Demijohns Double and Single distilled Rose Water, made
entirelv from Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is coii-

slanlly kepi for sale at Mr. C. Wade's Porter Cellar, No. 12

Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity.

Gl March 14

Gunpowder, i(c,

Du Pom's Gun Powder. M 23 to 50 cts.pcr pound—Shot- Balh'—Flints and rerciission < 'aps.

Also, Alum—Relineil Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, &,c. constant
ly lor sale at the Dupoiit Pnwdcr Store, No. 65 Broad street—
By E. COPELAND, Jr

U" The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality—
and IS marked "E. Copclanii, jr. Boiton," on the head of the

tf March 14

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
The KENRICK NURSERIES in Newton, near
Brighton, are llie most extensive in New England
Gentlemen in want of Trees, arc invited to call—
exaniino for themselves—and, make their own se-

,,^^_j^ lections. The Apple and Peach Trees are extra-
„..iiuary lorsize, variety, and Inrifiiness.

Written orders addressed lo JOHN or WM. KENRICK,
and sent to the Newton Post office, or left with Joseph Bridge,
agent, in Court-street ; where Catalogues may be had gratis—
will be carefully attended to. Trees will be suitably packed
lor shipping or land conveyance, and delivered in Boston when
desired. Gentlemen living at a distance, however, should have
agents in the city lo receive and pay for them. Mar. 14

Garden Seeds.

The subscriber has for sale a very large assortment of fresh

and genuine Garden Seeds, from the New England Farmer
Seed Establishment, Boston..

Likewise, a few pounds Lucerne Seed.
Newburyport, March 21. E. STEDMAN.

40,ooa
For sale, Forty Thousand engrafted APPLE TREES, from
two 10 four years from the graft—consisting of forty-ihree kinds

of Ihe most approved and superior Fruits; including early au-

tumn and winter Apples. Also, other Fiuil and Wrnamental
Trees. Orders may be sent lo this place via Post ofl^ce, di-

rected to FRANCIS WINSHIP.
Brighton, Mrtrrh 21rf, 1823.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

JAMES BLOODGOOJO' & Cos.

A''nr.5cr!/, at Flushi7ig, on Long Island, near JVeit

York.

IN bchalfof the Proprietors of the above Nursery,

the subscriber soliciis the orders of Horticulturists

who may be desirious of slocking tlieir gardens

and fields with Fruil Trees of the finest sorts, and
most healthy and vigorous stocks the jiresent reason.

Bloodgoop & Co. attend persoiiu/'tj to the hwruhling and
Engrafting of all their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

witii confidence, llial the Trees they order will prove genuine.

The subscriber. Agent of the above Nursery, will receive orders

for any quantiiv of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.
FLOWERING SHRI.'CS,

AND
PLANTS.

Tlie Trees will be delivered in this City, at tile risk and e.-;-

pensc of the purchaser—the bills may be paid lo him.

The repuiati.m of this Nursery is so extensively known, and
has been so well sustained, that I take leave to refer those in

want of Trees, to any of the Ilorlicullurists in this City and its

vicinity; and if ocular demonstration is desired, 1 invite those

who wish lo be thus snlisfied. to examine the Trees in my gar-

den at Dorchester, procured from this Nursery for three or four

years past, some of which ai'e now iu bearing, all in a healthy

and vigorous Slate.

O' Catalogues will be delivererl gratis, on application lo

ZEB. COOK, Jr. Kegels' Buildings—Congress St.

APPLES, best, ....
ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Tearl. first sort, ...
BEANS, white, . . . -

BEEF, mess, new, . . . -

Cargo, No. I , new,
f:ai«g»Mo. a, «»w,—

BUTTER, inspected No. l.i.ew, -

CHEESE, new millt, -

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee. - . . -

Rye, best, ....
GRAIN, Corn, ....

Rye, ....
Barlev, ....
Oats,' . - . .

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new.
LIME.
PLAISTES PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new.
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orclwrrd Grass,
Fowl Meadow, ...
Rye Grass, ...
Tall Meadow Oals Grass, -

Red Top ....
Lucprnc. ....
White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover,
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full bloorl. washed, -

ilerino, lull blood, unwashed,
J\lerino, three fouiihs wa^licd,

Merino, half I'c quar'.er washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, LainS's, first sort.

Pulled, Lamb's, .second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

, KROH
I

TO
2 Oii 3 OC

1107 aO 110 00
: 00 115 00

pound.

pound.'

! PnO VISION MARKE T.

\
BEEF, best pieces, -

I PORK, fresh, -best pieces,

I

whole hogs,

VEAL,
MUTTON. ....

!
POULTRY. ....
BUTTER, kegand tub, .

Lump, best,

EGG.S,
MEAL, Rye, retail, .

Indiair,.retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [accojdijc to quality.}

pound,

1

"
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Mif^CELLAlVIES.

The foUmein^ lines, (enclosing; a ring) \

Lyttleton to Ins wife, fouiieen years after marriag£.

Thep, Mai'v, with this ring I wed ;

So fourteen years ago I said.

Behold another ring ! For what ?

f
To wed thee o'er again j why not ?

With that first ring I wedded youth,

Grace., beauty, inn 'Cence, and truth j

Taste long admired, sense long revered.

An-, all my Mary then appeared.

If she by merit since disclosed

Prove twice the woman I supposed,

I plead that double merit now,

To justify a double vow.

Here then to day, witii faith as sure,

With ardor a^ intense and pure,

As when amidst the rights divine,

I took thy truth and plighted mine.

To thee, sweet girl, this second ring,

S. token and a pledge I bring

With this I wed, till death us part.

Thy riper virtues to my heart j

Those virtues which, before untried.

The wife has added to the bride

—

Those virtues, whose progressive claim.

Endearing wedlock's every name,

iVly soul enjoys, my song approves.

For conscience' sake, as well as love's

—

For why ? they show me hour by hour.

Honor's high thought, affection's power

—

Discietion's deed, sound judgment's sentence,

And teach me all things

—

but repenteTKe.

house ; which, after the frame was raised grew to

such a height, that the work was stoppeil ; and

add--essed Ini Lord'^^^ '^^'^"^^^^^ frame stood for years exposed to

the elements, until it literally tumbled down. An
attempt was then made to rebuild the house—

a

new frame was provided for the purpose—and the

"society" gathered together for the raising. A-

mong those present, was the late Dr. Lemuel
Hopkins, of witty memory, (then a boy) together

with his father, the clergyman of the adjoining

parish.

As was customary in those times, it was propo-

sed to have prayers and singing before the " rais-

ing" commenced—but there was no Psalm Book
there. Young Hopkins, however, suggested that

he could remember a Psalm, and was accordingly

requested to give it out, in the old way,by
it." He therefore began

—

ESTABLISHMENT FOR SEEDS.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected with the office

of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety of Seeds to be found in New England

—

•f the crops of 1827. The greatest care has been taken lo have
them raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
the sorts perfectly genuine. The following comprises some of
our most prominent sorts.

Artichoke, Green Globe I J/Won.Piiie Apple

" Except the Lord doth build ihe house,
" The builders work in vain.

These being duly sung to the good old tune of

Mear—he continued,

" Except the Lord doth finish it,

'' 'Twill tumble down again."

We have now before us a better school-slate than

we ever saw before. It is of sufficient thickness

and polish, of a fine grain and of a dark colour.—

•

This slate is from the quarry of J. M. Porter, near

Easton. He has an immense number ready for

market, and will sell them as clieap as the import-

ed article. Its manufacture will give employment

to some hundred of our citizens.

—

Philn. Press.

A discovery has recently been made at Albany,

it is said, to bleach linen and muslin by steam.

—

Thick linen drilling has been bleached in ten

hours, without injury to the fabric, and cotton in

much less time. It has been patented.

Conveyance of Sound.—The wide spread sail of

Asparagus, Devonshire
Gravesend 1

Baltersea
Large white Reading]

Beans, (26 varieties,) including

the English broad beaus,
dwarfs and pole.

Beets, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early While Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, {for soups, &.C,)

lining Borecole

i
Brocoli, Earlv While

Early Purple
Large Cape

Bnissells Sprouts,

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Earlv York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Batiersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &c.
Large Cape Savoy-

Large Scotch

Large Green glazed

Large lale Drumhead
Tree, or KX)0 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turnip rooted, &c.
Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf
Vardcon.
Carrots, AUringham '

Early Horn
Blood Red (for West In

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Early and Late

red solid

Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted

Cherril.

Chit

OldB/iiley wit.—A man tried for stealing a pair

of boots from a shop door in Holborn, with which
he ran away. (Judge, to the witness who had pur- a ship, rendered concave by a gentle breeze, is al-

sued and seized the prisoner )
so a sjood collector of sound. It happened once

| ^"te^White solfd

Judge.—What did he say, when you caught on hoard a ship sailing along the coast of Brazil, '^ Rose colour

!iim ? 1<X) miles from land, that the persons walking on

Witness.—My Lord, he said that he took tho deck when passing a particular spot, alwaysheard

boots in joke. most distinctly the sound of bells ; varying as in

Jurfg'c—Pray how far did he tarry the joke ? human rejoicings. All on board listened and were
j
%°"',,fcAxr\eTolvTw^r^!>ss

ffitness.—About forty yards, please your Lord- convinced, but the phenomenon was mysterious ' '- • -

ship. and inexplicable. Montlis afterwards, by com-

paring notes, it was ascertained, that at the time
An Irishman who was employed on the canal last of observation, the bells of the city of St. Salva-

spring, was observed one day attentively watching
aor, on the Brazilian coast, had been ringing on

- red headed wood-pecker, while it was tapping a
j,,g occasion of a festival ; the sound, therefor?,

On being asked what attracted his favored by a sentle wind, had travelled over 100
beech tree

attention, he said, "I'm speering at the strange .^-jg^ ^f ;„,ooth water, and had been brought to a
haste upon yonder tree—for sure enough the silly

f^^^g ^y the sail in the particular situation on the
crnth,.r has knocked his tace against it till his j^^^ .^^ere it was listened to. It appears from
^'""'^ "^ ^ gore ot Uuid.

j^,,;^ ^^^^ ^ machine might be constructed having

Geese.-One of these birds was hatching ou a ^^^ ^^'"« '^'''''°" '° """""^ "'=^' " telescope has to

hill in our neighbourhogd during the late snow
j

^^

storm. The winds blew and the snow descended] Cochineal.—The Washington papers, of last

and drifted around her but slie hung on like the
j

week, contained a valuable article on the subject

tootli ache. And it was not until etery part and 'of cultivating Cochineal, in the United States.

—

parcel of her was covered except her head that ' The late English publications state, that it has

the benefit of a removal occurred to her. She i
succeeded in Europe. The common opinion that

then "rose, reported progress," and we believe 'these insects fly from leaf to leaf to deposite their

has had "leave to sit again."

—

Taunton Adu. ; esrgs, is not correct. The male insects only fly.

—

—

'Tlipy are few, one or tAo to every thousand fe-
Apropos Psalm .sz«King._JUany years ago, in males. These insects feed upon the prickly pear,

"Old Continental times," an obscure parish, in a which is indigenous in the Sonthcrn States.—
corner of the town of W

,
in Connecticut, set Hence it is inferred, that the Cochineal m.iy bo

about the erection of a house of public worship.— cultivated, very profitably in this country. Its price
As not unfrequently occurs on such occasions, a is about throe dollars per pound. The e.xperiment
disagreement took place about the location of the

j
certainly should be attempted.

Broad leaved or Garden
Water
Long Orange

Cucumber, Early Frame
Green Cluster

Short Prickly
Long Pricklv

Long green "Turkey
Long white Turkey
While Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

Efg Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
White Curled
broad leaved Batavian

Garden Bnrnet
Garlic ifettf

Indian Corn, (several varieties^

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, Loijdon

Large Scotch '

Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial
Hiirdy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
iMagnum Bonum Coss
Bath Coss
Ice Cos.s

Whfte Coss, or L»af,

Green Coss

Gree« Citron
Persian
Nuimeg
Large Canleleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded, Water

Marjoram,
Mustard. White and Brown
Nasiurtlum
Mangel Wurtzel,
Okra
Onion, Potatoe

Tree
Wliiie Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
Siratsburg
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling

Skinned
Peas, Early Washington

Early double blossomed
Early F-ame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry Dwarf
Dwarf blue Imperial

Dwarf blue Prussian

Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarl Marrowfat
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Mar.
Knight's Tall Marrows
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Bell

» Cherry
Pumpkins. Finest Family

Connecticut Fiela
Manimolh

Radish, Early Frame
Short top Scarlet

Lr ug Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white, or Naples
Cherry
Violet' colored

While Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c,
Rnla Ba«
Snlsafy.ar vegetable oystci

;SVa Kale,
Skin-el

Scorzonera ,

Saffron,
Spinach, New Zealand

Pricklv, or Fall

RoviiKlleaved sumincr
Eng. Patience Dock

Sage,
Squash, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomatos
Turnips, Early While Dutch

Early Garden Stone
While Flat, or Globe
Green Round
Red R«und
Swan's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk

Long TaiiKard
- Long Yellow French

Yellow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Yolluw .Mierdeen
Yellow Sione

YeWy Swedisli
Dedhani

Thyme— Street Basil—B.'.
Lavender—Rostmartj—Ih.

Wormieood—Summer jSV

Penny roi/al—Spikenard— '

Balm— Tansii—Bene, *5''
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\timi4 I still derived consolation ; as I considered

I

the redemption of the irnaranlee of nearly as- much
I importance in its t-onseqiienre, as was the assist

mco originally derived by the pledje ;— for there

e American Farmor.)

o> Till:

i:PFECTSOPTUc:PRJ'rKCTINGS¥STEMi,,an he no (luestion, but that it prevented the na
Upon :hr .Ifiricultura! Interest.

B. i>;htm, near Boston, loth Feb. 1823.

To JonsS. Skixker, Ksq.

Dear Sii, — By ;in e 'ilori;il artii-ie in a late Am

tion from h'-ir? involved with one or other of the

belliirerents, at a crisis that its very existence

woiilfi have been eminently jeopar<lised.

Ever since the loss of mv flour or silver bars.

orican Faruier, ("No 4-2,) we learn that you are |which is morp than thirty vears, I have lived on
• in a quandary on the turitT question," that you Ijiiy farm, chiefly occupied in horticulturt, farming
"saw the system of 1824 eritablislied,andin X^'i'i ,\an<\ breedincr of animals ; -awA beintf located in

the farmintr interest more depressed than you ev-'the vicinity of the great Cattle fair, which is at-

cr knew it." F.very friend to his country, who'tended jocfWi/ the ^ear round, by farmers, afraixers,

has witnessed your xeul and untiring exertions to and dairy men from all parts of the IVew Enjjland

promote its best interests, will, from motives of states, opportnnities oiTered, which I was not

gratitude, feel ;ispost^d to lend a helping hand to backward in improvinsj, of mixing and conversing

relieve you; thus iu-tuatei,, I profler my feeble aid iwith a class of men, who, for strenorth nf under

I shall commence with an expression of my de- Utandinir. intelliirence, and innate shrewdnpss,will

liberate opinion, that a mania with re^jard to theinnt suffer bv a comparison with any class or body
question at issue, his been somewhat rife in our of men on the orlnbe. Often have I, in times of

country forsev^ ral jears past; and, as in thephi/si jreat acrriculturiil distress, I 'aned over the pens or

cal system, when an epidtmic prevails, the robu-tl "enres, and communed with them for hours on the

are often Its VI (ims, while the/ffWe escape, so in icniises that led to such a lamentable state of

the inletlertaa', when a mania raires, it not unfre- lhin?s. I have also associated with many of the

quently passes by the weat< 3.nd puny, and seizes
j

most intelligent of the mercantile classes in the

upon the tcise and saga ious.
j

npilal and princinal trading towns of New Ensr-

But before we proceed to discuss the subject, 1
|
Imd. during the period referred to, and anxiously

oraveyour in(Juli>e' ce to f<;-oAiiie a little. I would Uoutrhf their opinions on the measures of the na-

not be understood as huslile to the manufaclurinj;
; tional councils for promotinsr the commerciil pros-

interest— oil the contrary I am an advoca:e fo

fostering doiiu'Stic industry" especially ho.se-

hold manufactures, which I consider the philoso-

phtr's stone for the firmer. But I protest against

attcmptiiiL' protection by tariffs . As I deem the

stale leL'Hlat'ires the best judges of those brinch-

es that r.»qiiire encouraorenient, and the legitimate

fountains from which the means should flow. Nor
am I an iinpo'ter of European commodities of any

kind, and never have been.

I was formerly engaged in mercantile pursuits,

and shipped flour fo France, that was purchased,or

rather taken by the French republic, for which
they promised to pay silver bars, but my super-

cargoes nor agents, could never get them or any

other pay, although some of my brethren were so

fortonalo as to get paid for their flour from the

droppings of the Louisiana purchase. I consoled

myself, however, that when the revolutionary vol-

cano had spent its fury. Prance vvouldeett e down
with a permanent ffovernment of some gortor oth

er, and bein? impressed with an idea that no gov-

ernment Can be permanent unless administered up-

on principles of strict justice, at the same time see-

ing her riches ^^progressive," I consoled myself,

as before observed, that I should ultimately get

my bars, or an equivalent in coin. But it was not

long before I was deprived of that consolation

—

for our own government took my claim, together
with others similarly situated, into their own
hands, and without our consent, relinquished them
to redeem a guarantee of the West India islands,

which had been pledged to France at a critical

period of our war of independence, for the assist-

ance rendered in that struggle, without which it

is doubtful whether our complete emancipation
would have been the result. Notwithstanding I

lost Diy claim on France, being habitually an op-

ppritv of our country, in which, from investments

deni-'ndent on it, I felt a strong interest. I doubt-

less have not profited by such advantages, so much
as many others would, thus situated. But I have

deemed it necessary, sir, to speak thus far, of my
own affairs, in order to shew the causes which
placed me en the field of observation, among such

practical men as I have named, during a period of

thirty years, which has enabled me to assert, that

the positions I am 3bout to assume, are not found-

ed upon hasty reflections, elicited by recent disap-

pointments, or my conclusions drawn from peru-

sing the writings of political economists. Thus
supported, I fearlessly declare my most solemn
conviction, that the interests of agriculture require

no other protection than a free unshackled com-
merce, and a fair scope for competition in foreign

markets. And that to legislation upon the model
of what is termed the counting house policy, or

monopolising system of Great Britain

—

to protect-

ing statutes, excited by circumstances of the mo-
ment, may be attributed by far the greater portion

of agricultural distress and public calamity, that

has befallen the nation since the days of the "first

Jldams." We then heard that exalted patriot and
profound statesman, declare, that " the interests

of agriculture and commerce were inseparable

—

their only eflfectual protection, ^wooden walls'"

A long time elapsed, unhappily too long, when
the nation united with one accord to build those

walls. Then arose a gleam of hope that the gold

en days were about to return ; but it proved delu-

sive. The snake was not killed, nor even " scotch-

ed;^' he laid torpid but for a moment, and has come
out, clothed in a more specious garb, with renew-
ed vigour, to protect manufactures with his fangs
—charm agriculture with his rattles, and crush

cominercc amid his /oW«.

I most conscientiously believe, sir, that '• time,

with which every thing rises and falls," will prove

this as9uin;)tion to be a ^'faithful saying"— that it

is not decldijiation.nor the language too highly figu-

rative, to pouriray the 'form and pressun" of the

AtiCKiCAN System. I sh'ill not plough over the

whole surface of that field, nor explore the strata

hidden beneath it—my labours will be confined tc

an obscure corner, and I trust I shall be able to

demonstrate that this same system or any of its

ramifications, will operate most injuriously, if not

destructively to the interests of the agriculturists

of our countiy.

I begin witli a^ialysing the sugar plwns hereto-

fore g;ven, :ind now hold out to those sickly chil-

dre:i to induce them-to take their jtbysic.

The first item to bo exa;iiine I on the ralalogtie^

is H tariff' on cheese of nine cents per pound,grant-

ed in 1816—this has, doubtless, been considered

by the farmers as amounting to a prohibition, and

of course a complete proteciion. But it is probable

they, nor the national legislature,were aware that

one more potent then existed, and still exists—
nainelv, that such foreign cheese as would sell in

the United States,and could possibly come in com-

petition, costs in the country where 't is reduced,

with the charjes of importation, exchange and a

living profit only to the importer,full three times as

much as cheese from the best dairies in our coun-

try ! Or. Fra'iklin would have advised those who

irrantea this boon, to "save the paper"—the parch-

ment o3 uhica the law is engiossed, was worth

more to tbe farmers than the protection. As we
may derive instiuction from this article, 1 shall at-

tempt a brief history of its progress towards im-

provement. Before the adoption of the federal

constitution, much the greater portion of cheese

made in New England, was disgustingly inferior

to what it now is ;—nearly all the wealthy classes

in the commercial cities and southern sti^tes, were

luppliod with yb re (g-ti cheese—chiefly English;

—

there were a few good dai'ies, but so rare thai

their product was distinguished by the names of

the proprietors. The farmers who brought their

poor stuff to the grocers, saw English cheese sell-

ing for three times, and that from those dairies I

have named, twice as much as they could get for

theirs, entered into a spirited competition before

the impost of four cents a pound was laid in Sep-

tember, 1790. Foreign cheese was considered a

luxury, and was taxed as a fair object of revenue.

The preamble to the act which contains this item,

recites :
—' To make provision for the payment of

the debts of the United States." Revenue was the

only object—no one ever dreamed that it was for

the protection of a particular class of citizens

—

The discovery that Congress possessed the power

of imposing prohibitory tariffs, was reserved for

more " evil times" This is an excrescence that

has attached to the constitution since that period.

Had it appeared then, every hand of those illustri-

ous patriots who organized the government, uould

have been put forth to pluck out the constructive

tumour by the roots. They would have pronounc-

ed most emphatically that "the State Legislatures

were the only legitimate almoners of the people's

money !"

It is said, that the want of success in the
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production of good cheese, may be ascribed more the slopes ind ;.,»rges of the Alleghanies covered men, who consl.intly alien II, c iJiij-hlon fairs,

to the want of knowledge in the process than to with dairy farnia ? And would not such a meas- and whose veracity they will not question, could

soil and climate—that a complete knowledge rests ure " provide fur the common defence, promote the
,

inform iheui that the farmers Ihroug^houl New Eng-

On chemical nicelii-s which are not practised—or

the making it systemalically depends on the unerr-

ing rules of science, in which the conductors of

dairies are not versed. The dairy woman having

brought her cheese, by guessing, to such perfec-

tion as to reach the point to command a ready

sale, at a satisfactory price, for the " hume mar-

ket," keeps her secret .ind gutsscs no farther.

It is the opinion of numbers of such men as I

have named, who attend the Brighton fairs, that

the surest machine in New England for transmu

ting herb:ige into money, is a dairy, when chi'ese

will bring six cents a pound at the door ;
and I

belipve the same may be said of all well-niannged

dairies throughout the whole hill country/, as fur

south as the cotton latitude. But we cannot well

have stronger proof than that dairy firniers are

more flourishing than any others ; indeed, they

appear to bo the only class that are growing rich,

except the growers of fine wool that manage pru-

aently.

Such has been the increase of population, and

the e.xtension of new settlements where dairies do

not flourish, that the supply ot cheese hns seldom

exceeded the consumption. Sometimes, however,

it does, and then it perishes in the warehouses of

general welfare, and regulate commerce with for- land were striving, with all their might, long be-

eign nations." (ihe only ^' pegs" in the constitu- fore the fall of wool, or the importations referred

tion the " prote.iing system" can hang upon,) full to by them, to get rid of their native coarse wool-

aa well as a proliibitoiy taiiff ? It is said Great led sheep, and to substitute those that produce
Britain will take nothing of us but cotton ;—she fine. " Excellence is of slow growth;" time is re-

would be glad to take our cheese if it was equal quired to change the flocks of a country. It has

to her own, vvhi- i sel s on the spot at eighteen or been esliinatcd by competent judges, that within

twenty cents a p'vind. Our merchants could not the last four or five years, half a million of native

make a better ri^mittance for " coarse ii'09?/c>i*," sheep and lambs have been .«old at Brighton, and
than to purchase such cheese for fitleen cents. |a great portion of those that came in autumn and
Great Britain draws large supplies of butter and the early pari of winter, at prices little above the

cheese from Holland ; she has no land to spare 'value of Ihe'ir ptlls. It is an unquestionable fact,

or a corresponding increase of the dairy wilhi that a drover has been known to start from Ver-
her population. .She is so much attached to home raont for Brighton with a flock of native sheep and
consumption, that double the number of /lorses are a drove of swine— ind to slaughter the sheep to

kept for ngriculti.re that are necessary

—

those and fatten his hogs on the road, throwing their pells

her cum laus eat up every thi; g. She even im 'into a wagon, to sell on his arrival,

ports large quantities of eggs and poultry from I have made inquiries of numbers of wool grow-
France. Yet in what country do yeomanry ' land- ers, as to the relative profit of growing fine wool

/orrfs and <cnan<s complain more ? or coarse ; none fix the difference at less than

The tariff intended for the protection of other three pounds of fine foi two of coarse at the same
products of the soil, except those which will be no- expense. I am aware that difference in focks and

ticed in the sequel, mav be ranked with cheese, their location, may cause some variation, i place

Ten cents a bushel on potatoes is mere sound ; gre;\t reliance, however, on the information of a

they are a bulky, perishable article. A few far- gentleman of science and observation, who has

mers in the vicinity of the eastern and northernf.bcon a wool grower for twenty years past, and,

the sea ports, its you informed your readers was I sea ports may, in so;rie seasons, be benefitted.— moreover, is interested in wocdlen manufactures,

the case last year in Philadelphi i—the blessed ef-
j
But it will come out of the pockets of those of the that he could raise t »o pounds of fine meiino at

facts of a "/i07ne maj-A'((." As for the exportation south, who are obliged to purchase their seed less expense tiian one pound of native coarse wool I

of good rich American cheese, it is out of the
j
every year. With such data, ^g'urfs will demonstrate that, un-

question. But little of it will keep at home after

the first year. Some skim-milk cheese is export-

ed, to which I have no referonce ; for it has been

satisfactorily ascertained, that the dairy woman
who robs her cheese of the n-eani, robs her hus-

band's pocket : as the loss in the quantity of curd,

and of course weight, with the difffrence of price,

is considerably more, than the value of the butter.

There are often a few days in a season, however,

when it is found, from the state of the weather,

profitable to make skira milk cheese. There have

been a few instances of gocd American cbeese

keeping sound to Ca\cutta,lhatwas sold at twenty-

five cents a pound, when English cheese, stored

in the same warehouse, sold at fifty cents. But

no prudent merchant will ship rich new milk

cheese to warm climates. Whereas if it was made

to imitate English or Dutch cheese, in quality and

keeping properties, scarcely a ship bound to the

East and West Indies or South America,but would

have her cargo assorted with considerable invest-

ments, even at fifty per cent, above the present

price. But the dairy farmers have had a " /lome

market." They saw no foreign cheese and natu-

rally supposing the tariff protected them, had no

inducement to imitate it : as they were selling at

their own doors at seven or eight cents a pound,

they were satisfied—not being like some of their

fellow citizens engaged in other pursuits, "never

content but with a Utile more."

Now let us suppose that Congress, instead of

granting a prohibitory tariff, had offered a bounty

on the importation of forcijn cheese,(which I con-

tend, they had an equal riirhtto do,) for the pur-

pose of stimulating the farmers to enter into com-
petition with it, that they might bring tho manu-
facture to such perfection as to compete in all

foreign markets—and no doubt they can— there-

by creating a very important staple of export. Is

it not probable you might, by this time, have seen

The report of the committee on manufactures, til coarse wool bears a price vastly higher than

and the bill presented by them to the House of fine, it is in vain to think of obtaining a supply,

Representatives, providing for an increased tarilf except by importation. It must appear evident,

on wool, woollens, hemp. &c., having just come to that a tariff that would induce our farmers to grow
hand, we proceed to examine the protection held coarse wool, would shut the gates of every woollen
out to agriculture. The first in order are wool manufactory adapted to that description of materi-

and woollen manufactures. I must here express al, ir the country. There are facts from ofiicial

my astonishment at the « -int of information mani- sources now before the public, which prove that

fested by the attendants on the "^Jro^cch'ng- sjysfeni" the inportation of wool, of all qualities, has not

at liarrishurg, and of those now in attendance at exceeded five per cent, on the quantity grown in

Washington, of what pertains to the farming in- the country ; and there is the stronijest presump-
lerest. Indeed, I cannot furnish a more forcible lion that the protluction of fine wool hfs nearly

illustration, than to transcribe a story told of the reached the point of demand by the manufacturers,

niitives of Chili, by the celebrated Zimmerman, One of the most extensive wool growers in the

which I found quoted in a recent British publica- union, expressed to me a few days since, an opin-

tion now on my table : " In Chili," says Zimmer- ion decidedly confirmatory— concluding with this

man, " the physicians blow around the beds of remark, " we oyily want to be ht alone." The in-

thcir patients to drive away diseases, and as the formation I have been able to collect from various

people of that country believe that physic consists ! sources, justifies the conclusion, that the period is

wholly of this wind, their doctors would take it
1 at hand, when the staple of our fine wool will be

very ill of any person who should attempt to make
; so much improved as to becoine an article of ex-

the method of cure more difficult. They think port. The dissemination of considerable flocks of

they know enoussk -when Ihcji knoic hoto to hlotv." If Saxon sheep, has caused a spirited and healthy

the farmers can bo induced to consider the tariff competition, that will, if not paralyzed by tariffs,

on wool and woollens any protection, it may, with be productive of such results, when the art of

truth he said, that " credidity is indigenous" in stap/iiig' is better understood, as to compete with

other climates besides Chili. • the wools of Spain, and even Saxony, in the Brit-

The committee state in their report, that " the isli markets.

very rapid increase in the importation of low If I have been so fortunate as to convince you
qualities of wool since the tariff of 1824, furnishes

j
that a tariff on wool will not benefit the " farming

the strongest reasons to conclude that they or^* ' interest," it will not be necessary to shew that

supplying the demands and answering the use oi t'e enormous one already existing, and the in-

vvhicli the coarse wool of our country would, in jcrenso now contemplated, on coarse xpoollens, will

most cases, supply." Without stopping to inquire
j

be alike inoperative. Bullet us look on the other

whether this conclusion is not founded upon isoln- side of the wall. Will any one contend that this

lated facts, or whether the real cause of these im- protecting tariff will not operate, in every section

portations is not physical; nnmely : that such of our country, as a most grievous burden—a tar,

qualities cannot, and never will be, found in our and nothing hut an unequal tar on the many for

country; I would respectfully intimate to the hon- the benefit of the few.' And will not the agricul-

ourable coramittoc, that numbers of intelligent I turists feel it most sensibly—do they not at this
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moment in a very itnportant section of the nnion?

—those wlioiM it IS the fushioii to style " nabobs

of the .>outh,'' perhaps from the ciroumstance of

their showing a fondness for the innocent luxuries

and elegancies of life—a taste, ^^ hich, it must be

adinittbd, has no tondeney to retard the progress

of civilization iind the social virtues, if it does not

proiiioto them, and muka men less jealous of their

just rights.

I his class of citizens seem, by the advocates of

the " American system," to have been placed un-

der " the ban of the 'protidint;' empire." Is it he-

cause they inherit a properly in ^^ persona held to

seivici ur labour," wliicli their ancestors protect-

ed with their blood, and which, if the constitution

did not guarantee to tnem as sacredly as it does

the New England farmer his freehold, they pos

Bess by a pardinount title ? 1 am not a Southron,

but a full-blooded Yankee; my ancestors fled

from the tariffs and constructive religion of the

Stuarts and Archbishop Laud, one hundred and

ninety years as;o, to the banks of the Connecticut,

and I now innerit some of the soil they then loia-

ted ;— nor am 1 an advocate for slavery, sir; Hil-

berforcc, CI irkson, nor the most zealous memter
of the society of friends in our country, do not

hold It in ureatf r abhorrence, or will go further

to promote Us abolition, if it can be accomplished

without manifest injustice and encroaching upon

rights that are held sacred. I am sensible that it

is an evil of enormous magnitude, that is increas-

ing. But I see not a finger lifted to rhei k it. We,
of Ihefree stutts, declaim and scold about it, and

complain that the constitution has entitled cur

Southern brethren to votes in consequence of their

slave population. Would it not be better, instead

of treating the subject in this manner.and attempt-

ing any infrinsjement of their rights, to consult

with them as brothers of the same family, and en-

deavoji, by the joint and strenuous efforts of the

whole nation, to mitigate the evil, and, if possible,

to lay a legitimate foundation for its ultimate re-

moval.

1 have never seen the question fairly met ;—ac-

cording to my apprehension, there has a ways been
too much enthusiasm manifested on the one hand,

and irritability on the other, to lead to an investi-

gation of the subject in that cool, dispassionate

manner its high importance demands.
We all ought to know, that a delusion seized

the whole ehrislian world with regard to slavery,

two centuries ago, and continued till the war of

our revolution. Even the Quakers, " Ike salt of the

earth," did not scruple to hold slaves until a few
years before, when the e.xhortations cf that exem-
plary man, ,/3iirton)/ Sejietf/, convinced them that

it did not comport with the principles of their

faith.

It ought also to be known, that it is physically

impossible for all the luiu country south of Virgin-

ia, and some parts of that state, to be cultivated

by any but the ./Ifrican race.

White cultivators, in the present state of the

country, cannot exist there. In all probability it

would have beena</eser^ had it depended on their

labour, to this day. Take the slaves away, and
their proprietors must starve or abandon their

dwellings and the tombs of their ancestors—man-
umit them on the spot, and the remedy would be
as bad, or worse than the disease.

Can we wonder, then, that our fellow citizens of
that section arc so sensitive on this subject ? And
will those feelings be mitigated by taxing them

enormously for the clothing of their labourers, un-

der pretence of protecting the gro vers of coarse]

wool, wlio will never grow a pound if they can i

change their flocks.
|

The next item we shall consider is hemp that'

pays a tariff of thirty five, which the bill bef re

Congress increases pro^res.-sively to sixty dollars

per ton. Arc the advoi;ate>- of " imlfpendcnre on
foreign countries lor all we want," aware thai

those very nations to whom tliey are indebted for

nearly or quite all the examples br 'U^'ht to prop
the " American system," do not hunker after such
independence.^ The whole marine ofOre.it Brit-

I

ain and France, are furnished with hemp from the I

Baltic. It does not seem to agree vith the mo-\
nopolizing pulicy of Great Britain, to protect the

growth of hemp in Inland, one of the most fertile

spots, and as well suited to that crop as any on the

globe—and by that m. ans adil a little comfort, by
affording employment to a portion of her sir mil-

Huns of kind hearted scihject.-<, that have been de- 1

based to be subdued— who labour to (xist. and 'xist

to labour. France has found it for her interest to

send her wines and the "fineries from her work
shops" to Russia for hemp, and grow wheat that

often competes with our flour, in the West India

and South American markets.

How do o-;r merchants pay for Htefive thou.iand

tons of foreign hemp that is annunlly worked up in

our country? They take our floi--, pork, lard, and
a large amount of other produce to Cuba, and Bra-
zil, and with the proceeds purchase svsrars. whirh
are taken to Russia, and cargop< of hemp brought
back in return, to be manufactured into cnrdase
to rig their ships, and to export tor the republics of
Mexico and South America. This trade demands
.i large amount of tonnage, with provisions for th •

crews. And until the preparation of hemp Is bet

ter understood and practised will it not promote
the " farming interest" infinitely more than to

grow that crop?
The committee say "hemp and flax only need

the consumption of duck and cordage of our ex-

tensive commerce and growin? navy." But the

commissioners of the navv will not hazard their

well earned reputation, by sending the natiomi
ships to sea clothed with sails and ritrjinff made
of materials the growti; of our country nor will

the ship owners. But if they are a little more op-

pressed with tariffs, they will send their ships to

Europe to be clothed. There is no question, but
by a proper system of management, hemp can be
grown in the western country, and become a pro-
fitable staple at $hiO per ton ; and we can prove
by facts, that a small sample was prepared in New
England, during the last war, equal to the best
Russian hemp. The system, as now practised, is

radically wrong. A high tariff, however, will not
change it

—

during the war, hemp sold for $.'J.5fl a

ton ; since, the price has averaged over .f200—it

is now $275 in Boston. Where do we see hemp
prepared in the Russian manner ? It should be
considered, that all improvements in agriculture,

are of •' stoiv growth." The only method to bring
hemp to such perfection as to be consumed by our

marine, is for the State Legislatures to offer large

bounties for hemp that shall equal Russian, and to

encourage the erection of machinery for dressing
it, by loans to the farmers for that express pur-

pose ; and even then the increase will be so grad-

ual, that it will take probably twenty years to fur-

nish the demand for our navigation.

If the supply could keep pace with the increas-

ed consumption for ten years, it would be doing
Wfll. In IffUf), there was exported only from St.

Petersburgh, 'J <J,;j tons of hemp to the U. States,

and 4,639 tons in 1827. The cordage manufac-
turers, if the present bill passes into a law, and
they are not allowed a drawbak, will be fairly run
down by the tariff' ship, as those of duck v\ere in

18'.'4. Flax may be supposed, with trifling varia-

tions, to stand on the same boltoni|pkith hdrnp.

The proposed increase of the farilV on aident
'

spirits, sweetened as it is with molasses, as a pro-

tection to the agriculturists of the nation, is too

disgusting to dilate upon If our countrymen will

take poison, it is quite immaterial whether it it

hel.ebore or arsenic. It is believed however, that

the present high duty on West India rum, has
done more to occasion the loss of the British col-

onial trade than any mismanagement in nego-
ciation. As the planters had nothing but rum
to pay for of our agricultural products they want-

ed, have nut been very strenuous to induce the

government to open their ports. And I think it

may be fairly assumed, that had the tariff on rum
been no higher than for the purpose of revenue, it

would have been continued a commirce with the

West Indies, demanding a much greater amount
of exports from our country at large, than any

advantages that have been derived from an in-

creased consumption of grain for distillation.

Internal improvements are said to be pressed

into the service of the .4" ericwi system. If that

is the case, does not one of its features resemble

a steam boat with her nheels moving in contrary

directions ? We find t'lat the LegisUffures of the

several States, and individuals are most ardently

and laudably engaged in cutting canals and con-

structing rail-ways for the express purpose of en-

abling the farmer to transport his produce to mar-

ket at II very cheap rate. The advocates of the

"protcting system,'^ by high tariffs on hemp, iron,

and duck, sire taking the most effectual method
that can be devised that he should transport it

coastwise and to foreign markets at a very dear

rate. For it is as certain as that the tide will

flow, as the materials for ship building advance
in price, the freights of our immense coasting na-

vigation and also that carrying our products tp

foreign ports will advance in proportion.

Having denied that Congress possess the power
they have assumed, and on which the "protecting

system" is based, it is incumbent on me to produce
authority other than my own opinion, which cer-

tainly ought not to weigh a feather against a con-

trary doctrine, embraced by very able opponents.

Happily I have it in my power to offer, such as I

trust will be considered paramount to that of those

eminent characters be they ever so learned and

well skilled in the science of construction.

It was my good fortune, sir, to be on the stage

when the federal constitution was formed—and.

during the debates of a convention of delegates,

chosen by the people of my little native State of

Connecticut, to deliberate upon the question of its

ratification ; I attended in the galleries every mo-
ment of their sessions. I was young, ardent, and

my little all depended upon the issue ; and, as you

may well suppose, not a lisp escaped me. I heard

Wm S. John-on, R. Sherman and Oliver Ellawortb,

who had assisted to frame that compact, explain

and defend its provisions, answer objections, and

allay the prejudices of strong pure minded men

—

with such eloquence, calmness, and energy, that

made an indelible impression on my mind. A'
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that period, the people were jealous of privilrfCtd

orders, and a prominent objection via. that (,'on

gress inijiht appropriate the public lands with

other wealth of the naliDn, and gram immunities

to some large and favorite Slates or class of citi-

zens. They were answered, that, as by express

provision, no money conM be drawn from the peo-

ple by taxes, out in the ratio of representation—
the inference was irresistible, that it must flow

back through the same-channel. That consider-

ing the proviso, that all dalies, imposts, ami txcise

shou'd be uniform, it would be an absurdity to

suppose that grants of land, money, or any immu-

nities w'hatever should not be equally so. That
the constitution conferred no powers on Consress

to make any other <lis(>osition of the surplus wealth

of the nation, than to hold it in trust for the peo-

ple, and that the Legislatures of the States were

the only constitutional almoners of the people's

money.

I do not pretend to have repented the knguagc
used by those highly talen'ed men, but I declare

what I have stated to be the purport, that seems

as vivid to uiy recollection as if it was but yester-

day. It may be said tiiat it is difRcult to remem-
ber sentiments expressed lorty yours airo I ap

peal to ijny man who has been upon the stage of

life for that period, whether he cannot recollect

the substance of remarks that occurred at that

distance of time on particular and interesting sub-

jects, with as much or more accuracy, than such

as he may have heard within one year

I assure you, sir, that I never shed a drop of ink

in support of party politics, or with electioneering

views, in my life, and never will. As I h:ivR ani-

madverted upon the American system, which ap-

pe irs, from what cause I cannot livinp, to be in

some way connected with the Presidential ques

tion, I deem it an imperative duty to declare, that

I have not in the most remote deirroe had refer-

ence to that questio'n, and that I onlertain the

highest opinion of the pre-eminent talents and in-

tegrity of the present incumbent, and a firm con-

viction that those associated with him in the ad-

ministration are actuated by motives of the purest

patriotism.

I have done, sir ; if I have satisfactorily ^awn
you are relieved of the difficulty under which you

labored, I am most richly rewarded. Be it other-

wise, I fee! sure of compf^nsation by your smiles.

For the notion is strongly impressed on my mind,

that man is irresisti;>ly impelled to laugh rather

than weep at the vanity of his fellows. Be it as

it may, you may rest assured of my cordial good

will and esteem.

SAMUEL WYLLYS POMEROY.

As an evidence of the beneficial effects of in-

ternal improvements, the Ponnsylvar.ia Gazette

states that 1000 vessels and 5000 seamen may
now be profitably employed in the Lehigh Coal

trade.

Silk ill Pennsylvania.—A Society has been
formed in Philadelphia, of which B. R. Morgan is

President, and Matthew Carey, Secretniy, for the

purpose of promoting the culture of the Mulberry,
and the raising of Silk Worms.

From the ATnlional Journal.

The invention which is described in t!ic follow-

ing article will commend itself to the favor of all

those who are of opinion that exposure to a chill-

ing atmosphere would soon mar the choicest speci-

mens of scientific cookery. It will be regarded

as an lUvaluaDie appenJ.ige here, where I'le heal

in the Capitol is too apt to counteract all that the

fire in the kitchen has contributed for the gratifica-

i tion of our appetites. VVc hope the I'able Stove

will practically sustain the recommendation of the

inventor.

TABLE STOVE,
The object of which is to pioduce, or preserve in

articles of food upon the table, such heat, or

temperature as may be required.

The utility of this instrument will be obvious,

when we consider the inconveniencies and difficul-

ties attending the preparation of such articles as

require heat to render them palatable.

The application of the instrument being the

principal constituent in the invention, any peculiar

fo m or invariable structure, will not be consider-

ed essential The Stove may be constructed of

either tin, iron, or any other suitable material.

—

For cheapness, it may be made of tin ; the iieight

about four inc^hes, inchding the foot; the top

formed to receive the dish with food, which is

placed upon it. Under the dish is a furnace or

firepI.Mce, formed by means of a drawer, which

may bo taken out, to be supplied with burning

coals, or any species of fuel, and replaced ; near

the front part of the drawer is a grate, to prevent

coals or other substances from interfering with a

small door, tiiroujh which the furnace is supplied

with a'r ; and to prevent any inconvenience which

miL^ht arise, there should be a pipe attached to

carry off the smoke, or other discharge from the

furnace. By mean.<! of two or more sections of

pipe, with Ions' bends, connected by ball and cap

joints, or straight pipes joined in the same man-

ner, whose sections will slide or sheath into each

other, leading from the furnace to the ceiling a-

bovo, any position of the stove maybe accommoda-
ted ; and by means of a small cord and pulley,

the pipes, when detached from the stove, may be

raised to the ceiling. Between the furnace and

the dish may be placed either a close partition, or

one admitting a communication to prevent or ad-

mit the direct action ofheattothe plate. Between
the furnace and the table, there should be a non-

conducting partition, to prevent heat from descend-

ing upon the table ; and there should be such a

division between the furnace and partition, as to

admit a free circulation of air between them. The
top of the furnace, where it supports the dish,

sliould be large enough to admit a cover for the

plate and the articles upon it. It is entirely op-

tional, what number of stoves are used upon the

table and elsewhere, the object being either to

cook, or offer the food in a suitable temperature.

Thfy miv extend to a stove for warming the dish-

es for the guests, or even to a stove for each in-

dividual. Articles may be transported any dis-

tance unexposed, and one dish kept in waiting for

another ; but in the ordinary way, it is found im

possible with every exertion.to furnish the articles

in a suitable temperature : and even such as are

offered in a palatable state, soon lose their heat

and flavor, and whoever is not down at the first

stroke of the bell, must mince his meat cold and

ipsipid. J. W. POST.

The sugar .Maple.—This tree, so little thought

of by 0!ir northern agriculturists, would, by pro-

per attention, in a little time become a source of

profit to the country. I am not a little surprised

that our farmers should have been so long inat-

tentive to the subject. The rock-maple will pay

for its own rearinn-. in timber and fuel; so that

tne sugar an^i molasses which n yieln.s will be
nearly net gain— as the business i.i making sugar
would be carried on at th t season of the year
when little else could be done. 1 hope tlie work
will be soon begun— let each fjuiner, as every
spring and autumn qomes nmnd, tiansplant from
bis forest to the sides of the liiuhways leading
along his Ian , as many of these trees as he con-
veniently can, until the ground is completely oc-

cupied. What a change such a course, if gener-
ally pursued, would effect in the appearance and
condition of tne northern States. Oir highways
and avenues, lined wiin this useful, cleanly, and
highly ornamental tree, would give new life and
animation to the vallpys and mountains, and great-

ly add to the beauties of our scenery. And in-

stead of importing hundreds of thonsinds of hogs-
heads of sugar and molasses frouj the West In-

dies yearly, we sh luld in the short space of twen-
ty-five or thirty years, not only supply ourselves

with these indispensable articles, but should have
a surplus, which at no distant period would be an
important item of exportatum.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, APRIL II, 1828.

FOR THE SEW ENGLiKD FARMER.

DISEASE IN HORSES.
Mr. Fesse.ndkiv,—Mr. J. N. J..jiigdon of Ken-

ncbunkport, in your last paper, [see page 282 of

the current volume,] states the case of hia neigh-

bor's horse, being Severely purged ; that he ema-

ciates rapidly and that the disease had continued

nearly six weeks. " When he is still for two

days, he becomes apparently well, but as soon as

he is rode the complaint returns. The day pre-

vious to his attack he was fed with corn, and rode

about twenty miles."

The disease is a chronic inflammation of the

mucus coat of the stomach and bowels, produced

by the corn and exercise, and affects the whole
digestive apparatus. Astringents and tonics so

frequently recommended in this case, prove uni-

formly injurious, and often fatal ; he requires

bleeding, abstinence, and rest. I would recom-

mend eight quarts or IG pounds for the first bleed-

ing, taken from a large orifice in the neck, and

receive the blood in a pail, to ascertain the thick-

ness of the inflammatory or buffy coat, which will

probably be from two to three inches. The same

quantity should be taken every second or third

day till the evidence of inflammation should disap-

pear, which will probably happen on the third.

He should be fed on bran mash exclusively with

hut little hay—He will begin to recover his health

and flesh in ten or twelve days. I would here re-

mark that there is no disease in horses more uni-

formly misunderstood than purging, diarrhoea, and

scours, which are only aggravated degrees of the

same complaint, and they will bear the loss of

blood in proportion to the augmentation of disease.

In 1817. I had a fine young horse so far reduced

with scours that he was unable to stand, which

had continued nearly si.x weeks. I became con-

vinced that it was inflammation of the boB'els, and

I ordered hira bled twelve quarts. In 24 hours

both the thirst and diarrhrea were considerably

abated ; the second day he was bled twelve quarts

more, and lie had so far recovered his strength by

the removal of disease, ns to get up and lie down
at his leisure and manifest some little appetite.

—
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Siipposiuff the disease broken down, I left him for

lliree days, pre^uniinsr he would grndu;illy recov-

er, but on e.xamination 1 found no improvoiuent.

—

T ordered him bled :{(» (loiimls, and repented Uu-

same bleedinij the following day, with sm'h mark-

ed benefit thnl I liecauie coiivim ed the intlamma

lion was still unsubdued. I repeated the tdceding

at different intervals until the loss of hhuid amount-

ed to 170 pounds, when the horse rncovered his

liealth and strength, and his constitution was un

impaired by the disease. Yours, &c
F. V.\NDEllBURGH.

A'cm York, March mih, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FOXTAIL.
AIr. Fessenpen,— Allow me to call your atten-

tion rtnd that ot your readers, to a kind of grass

richly deserving the notice of the farmer. I refer

to the proper fo\tail. (.-Jlopaciirins pralcnsi-i) in its

general .ippeariince closely resembling timothy, or

lierds-grass. I have looked in vain for an account

of it in the agricultural journals of Massachusetts,

•where many other grasses, less meritorious, have

received consiilerahle attention. Compared with

lierds-grass, it has the following advantages: 1st

It comes to maturity a month or six weeks sooner

and may be cut accordingly. I have often seen

the full grown heads on stalks more than five feet

in length, as early as the last of May. 2d. In

quality, I believe it will be found equal with herds

grass ; in England it is considered superior, as a

fodder for cattle. Our farmers arc in the habit of

cutting early in June, what is called speargrass

(JPoa pralensis) ; foxtail is earlier than this, and

in every respect superior. 3d. Foxt.-nl, it is said,

grows equally well on dry or moist land ; the lat-

ter, I believe to be more favorable to it, which its

early growth seems to denote. It does not re-

quire any more attention than herds-grass.

If I mistake not, there are fields of it in your

vicinity ; if so, perhaps the statement I have made
wiU receive some notice from those who cultivate

it, as confirmed or contradicted by (heir exper-

ience. Yours, &c. G. F.

Saco, Me. April 5, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PLANTING OF TREES.
j

Mr. Fessenden,— In looking over the 5tli Vol.
j

of the New England Farmer, I was not a little!

pleased in finding so much urged in favor of plant-

ing trees. I should be highly gratified if I could

suggest any thing that would aid in furthering so

desireable an object. Even as a matter of rural

speculation, what project could be adopted that

would so surely add profit to pleasure. Some one
has said of an industrious and beneficent citizen,

that he may be followed by his track ; these few
words fully poiirtray the cares of a worthy man,
who in cultivating the earth, leaves marks of his

industry, and of his love for those who mav fuc-

n^f^d hi;n.

One of the greatest defects of a farm, snys an

excellent French writer, is the lack of wood— not

only for fuel, but for general use. A proprietor

who well understands his interests, ought to find

on his ovvn lands all the wood necessary for pur-

poses of building, &c. Little is planted and much
e.xtirpated by those attentive only to the fruition

of the present moment ; but the prudent father of
a family, who places his consolation in thinking

that he lives again in his children, will plant much,

and fell little. The Tartars of Dagestan, all Tar-

tars as tlicy are, inhabiting a sterile country, have

an excellent custom which they carefully observe,

and which they hold as a law. No person with

them can marry before having planted in a cer-

tain indicated place, an hundred fruit trees ; so

that there are actually found every where in the

uiountains of that country of Asia, grand forests

of fruit trees of every species. Cyrus caused Asia

Miuor to be covered with fruit trees ; and it was

from its spoils that poor Ei;rope was enriched. It

was a dogma of the religion rif the Guebres, that

one of the actions, the most agreeable to the Su-

preme Being, was the planting a tree.

Cato said it was necessary to reflect a long time

before building, but that the making of plantations

should not be deferred an ins'ant.

But presumin.j New England cultivators are

now sufficiently appri;'.ed of the utility and impor-

tance of planting, both fruit and forest trees, I

need only offer some remarks on the manner of

arranging them to the best advantage. I would re-

commend the ancient quincuncial mode of plant-

ing. The advantages of this method are, more
trees, at any given distance apart, may be planted

on a given space than in the customary way ; and

each tree will be at more freedom to flourish, be-

ing equidistant from its neighbors in every re-

spect— as if planted in the centre of a circle, or

rather hexagon. The explanation of the quincunx

in Dr. Deane's Georsical Dictionary is entirely

erroneous ; and the description of it in Dr. Reos'

Cyclopedia is inaccurrate, and not easily intelligi-

ble. The quincunx order is not a plantation of

trees disposed in a square, consisting of five trees,

one at each corner and a fifth in the middle— re-

peated again and again. It has its name from the

numeral V;—three trees bein? planted in that

form, are called the single quincunx. The double

quincunx, is the V doubled, which makes an X

—

being four trees planted oblongly with a fifth in

the centre, like the ffve of spades in playing cards.

This being often repeated, forms the following fig-

ure, a connected series of equilateral tria.iglcs :

excellent demulcent, soothing reine .y in cougjis,

the potato belonging to a narcotic trilie ot plants.

From this experiment, I think it may be inle red,

that the long red potatos are preferable to others

for live stock. Wislnng you increasing succesE

in your laudable exertions, I am, yours, &c.
!SOLOMO.\ DIKJWN.

Foster, R. I. Jpril 2, 1628.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMi:R.

PEDIGREE OP HORSES
Mn. Fessende.n,— I send you the pedigrees of

the horses John Richards and Rattler. I'he first

is highly esteemed as a stallion, in the State of

New Jersey, where he has covered two seasons.

The second covered one aea.son in the vicinity of

the city of New York ; and his stock, now rising

two, is very good.

John Richards, a brown bay horse, foiled in

1810, bred in Northampton, North Carolina; got

by Sir Archie ; dam hy Rattler (uy Shark); gran-
dam by English Medley

; g. grandam by English

Wildair, out of Nonpareil mare. He was assert-

ed to be the best horse of his year in the South at
four years old ; but was then lamed, lie is own
brother to Betsey Richards, who has been the

best mare in the States.

Rattler, (I believe a chesnut horse, I do not

I
know where foaled), bred in Mecklenburg, Vir-

i

ginia
;
got by Sir Archie ; dam hy Kiiglish Robin

1 Redbreast
; grandarn by Enulish Obscurity

; g. i

grandam by English Willnir, out. of an English

; Cub mare. He is own brother to Flirtilla, .vho

has beaten the best Norti . J. L. E.

EK-.LAND I'J
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Cabbages, beans, strawberries, potatos, &c.may
also be thus planted. I mention the potato, to in-

duce an experiment made in my family above a

dozen years ago. When about making starch, it

was concluded to try which would yield most, the

common round [English white] oi- long rod [La

Plata] potatos ; supposing the last most nutritive,

as they are preferred by cattle and swine. Six-

teen pounds of each, weighed after paring, were

made into starch separately by the usual process.

When dried, the starch from the long red weigh-

ed tvf.ent.y-fowr ounces— that from the round white

fourteen ounces. As potato starch is an article

in great demand, this experiment may be of use

to those who manufacture it. This starch is an

TEASELS.
Mk. Fessenden,— As teasels are an article

which have lately come into use in this country,
if you or any of your correspondents have any
facts relative to their cultivation, you will confer
a favor on the public by makinsr t: em known.
The following questions I should like to have

answered : What kind of soil suits best.' What
time ought they to be planted, and how? -Wheth-
er in drills, broad cast, or hills ? And, what time
arc they fit for the market ? Yours, li. W. B.

Bristol, R. I. Jpril 5, 1823,

[From tl:e New V'mk Farmer.]

MODE OF PLANTING THE GRAPE.
The months of March and April, being, in this

country, the most favorable season for plamincr

the grape vine, I thought it iniglit be interesting

to those who r.'ish to undertake the cultivation of
this precious plant, to offer some remarks on the

best mode of performing it. With this view, I"

take the liberty of addressing to you the follow-

ing lines, which you are welcome to insert in your
journal if you think them useful.

The grape vine is produced eitlier from tlie slip

taken from good and wholesouie vines, or by trans-

planting the roots themselves. By the first mode,

it requires six or seven years before the vine can

be in full bearing ; and for the two first years,

you have to replace the plants which have failed,

and v.'liich may be generally estimated at one
third pirt of the whole that has been planted.

—

The second mode is far the best— for, by being

supplied with good roots, about two or three years

old, there is no danger of losing them, and on the

second year, they will yield fruit.

[
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In countries subject to severe winters, the sea-

son for planting is the litter part of March or the

besjiuning of April. Trenches, eighteen inches

wiile and tivenly deep, must first be prepared.

—

Could these trenches have been miide in the

course of the preceding summer or autumn, it

would be still better ; the earth, thus having had

time to lay open to the aii, would Ire mure favor-

able to the plant. I'he most economical and ex-

pei:itiou8 way of performing this operation is by

using the plough, and going three or four times

over the same furrow with it ; after which, the

loose earth is taken out with the spade, and the

trench made to a proper depth. If the plantation

be but small, or the expense no consideration, the

best way is to work the ground altogether with

the spade, and turn it up in all directions.

Ill lands which are very dry, you must plant

from titteen to eighteen inches in depth; the drier

the soil the deeper you must plant. In rich soils,

from twelve to fifteen inches are sufTnient. The
plants ought to be placed four, five, or si.\ feet

distance troin one another, according to the qual-

ity of the soil. The richer it is the more distant

the plants must be. If horses be used for plough-

ing, the rows o.glit to be placed at six feet dis-

tance ; and at seven, if o.xeii be used. The rows

must be in a straight line, in order to facilitate

tne ploughing. Finally, if the spade be only used,

the plants may be placed at five or six feet dis-

tance, both ways—but in all cases, care must be

taken not to place the plants of one row immedi-

ately opposite those erf the next row.

The best mode of planting the grape vine, is

this : You lay down six inches of the plant, flat

at the bottom of the furrow or trench, and lean

the upper part of it on the si !e of said ditch, so as

to form the fig'ire of an angle, then placing one

foot on the roots to press them flat with the bot-

tom of the ditch, you cover the plant with three

or four inches of good soil well pulverized, or two

handfuls of moistened ashes, which are pressed

strongly over with the foot. After which, the

trcinch is filled up with earth, only leaving out,

uncovered, two eyes of the plant. The trenches,

at the time of planting, must be free from vi^ater;

if any should remain in them, wait until they are

dry.

Rousseau's Herbal.—We have just seen the

MS. Herbal of the Philosopher of Geneva. It con

sists of eight small folio volumes, bound up neatly

in vellum, each volume having a thong of the

s'me material bound three or four times round it.

The plants are crushed flat, and fastened to the

paper with gum ; and the natural history, or rath.

er the scientific description of each, is written on

the opposite page, in Rousseau's small, beautiful

hand-writing. A very pleasing scent exhales

from the volumes when open ; and neither the

leaves nor the flowers of the plants have lost their

brilliant colors. The MS. is valued at three hun-

dred guineas.

—

Weekly Revieio.

tato flour, and one third wheat flour, 're e»en su-

perior to those made wholly of the latter. On or-

dinary lands, 100 bags will be produced from an
acre, so that 6000 lbs. of flour may be obtained

from an acre of land. Potato flour is now much
used in Scotland.

An earth has been discovered in Virginia, which
contains portions of Gypsum, and is successfully

used as a manure.

Method of sultins Butter.—Take of sugar, one
part—nitre on" part, and clean salt two parts;'

beat them well together and put it by for use.

To every pound of butter, [when it is freed from I

tiie butter-milk] take one ounce of the prepara-

tion, and mix it thoroughly together Butter salt-

ed in this manner and put down in tubs withal
little nieited butter poured over the surface, to fill

every vacuity, before the top is put on, will keep'
for many years.

Dfth'ia.—This most beautiful autumnal flower-

ing plant is a native of Mexico, and of late intro-

duction into this country. It has more than 150

varieties now cultivated in Europe.

Potato Flour.—A Dorsetshire farmer, who has

recently made some experiments in the prepara-

tion of this article, states as the result, that a bag
of potatos (240 lbs.) will produce 60 lbs. of flour

;

and that plain puddings made with two-thirds po-

From Ihe New-York Farmer.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CARROTS,
BEETS AisD PARSNIPS.

'

To insure a good crop of any of these roots, it

will be requisite to be provided with a sufficient

quantity of well fermented heavy manure, which
muy be laid on the griund two inches thick, and
broken with the hoe. The ground should be deep

dug and the manure well mixed with thesoil. This
work, where thesoil is light and dry, I would
prefer having done in autumn, so that the manure
might have time to be incorporated with the soil

;

and in the spring the ground should be dug over!

again. Parsnips and carrots may be sown as soon

as the ground is fit to work in spring, but beets
]

are more tender and are easily killed with frost'

when young. For carrots and beets, the drills

should be drawn at the distance of 18 inches from
each other, and 16 inches between the 5th and

6t-h drills ; which will throw them into beds of 5
drills. This is a great advantage in cleaning, as

the 16 inch space serves the purpose of an alley.

and keeps the beds more open and loose. The
seeds of beets should be dropped into the drill at

the distance of three inches, seed from seed, as

the beet seed sends up several plants from each
seed ; and by having them dropped at that dis-

tance a great deal of labor is saved in thinning,

and the plant has a better chance to advance from

the beginning. Carrots ought not to be sown too

thick ; it will therefore be requisite to rub the

seed well between the hands to take off" the beard-

ed ness which is attached to the seed ; this will

make the seeds adhere less to each other, so th:it

it may be sown rnoie regularly along the drill —
When the plants of beets or carrots have put out

four or five leaves, they should be thinned out to

the distancs of six inches, plant from plant ; the

beds should be kept clean by frequent hoeings,

till the plants cover the ground, when the seeds

will be eflTectually kept down by the crop.

Parsnips should have 16 inches between the

drills, and an alley of 20 inches between every

four drills ; they should be thinned out to 6 or 7

inches, plant from plant ; when the vines are very

luxuriant, they should be broken down either by

trampling them with the feet, or by drawing a roll-

er over them ; this process takes but very little

trouble, and is of great service to the swelling of

the roots. In the keeping of these roots through

winter, great care should be taken to have them
dry, that is, in a dry place. Parsnips will stand

the winter where they grow ; so that those for

sprint; use may be auflfered to remain till wanted
for the table.

Carrots and beets may be laid in a pit three

feet deeu and two and a half wide, and covered
with two feel of earth, well beat witti the spade
to send off the water. Parsnips shoulu be laid

into the pit with a layer of earth or sand between
each layer of routs, whicli will keep them well

colored and free from rust, which they ^re very
sulij'Ct to when laid up without ha.wng earth be-

tween iliem. In planting out any of th&se roots

for see.', the most genuine roots are to ^ e selected
;

they sh' ul bn pl.inted up to their i ecks in the

ground, at the distance of three and a tialf feet;

when they send up Mieir flower stems a stake
should be put down beside each plant, to tie them
to ; and it may be requisite to run cross bars be-

tween the stakes, especially for beets, which
should be well tied up. Wiien the seed begins to

ripen they shou'd be looked over, and the ripe seed

taken off", which may lie easily known by the

change which takes place in the color. Carrots

change from a light green to a blown ; and beets

get likewise of a brownish color. Parsnips get to

a light yellow, and will lose their seed with the

first wind after its arrival at maturity. The seed

first taken off should be kept by itself, as the ear-

liest on the plant is generally of a superior quality

to the later produced part of the seed. The seed

when taken up should be hung or laid in an airy

room or loft, till it is perfectly dry ; it should then

be rubbed out and put in boxes or bai;s, and kept

till wanted. WM. CURK, Gardener, JVeiv York.

To keep butter from groiidng rancid To one

peck of fine salt add one ounce of crude sal am-
moniac, and two ounces of salt-petre, both finely

powdered ; and mix them well tugethnr. With
this mixture, work your butter till the milk is en-

tirely extracted ; and then put it in firkins, salting

it with the above preparation, to such a degree as

to be palatable. This mixture is stronger than

the clear salt, and of course less is required.

Early Potatos for feeding sivine— It is a good
practice to plant some early sort of pqtatos on a

small fertile piece of ground near your hog stye ;

which together with youF peas (if you have any)

will enable you to bring forward your pork, and

half fatten your hogs before your Indian corn is

ripe enough to gather.

We notice as uncommon productions of the sea-

son, (says a Charleston paper) the artichoke, as

large as the crou ii of a man's hat ; and straw-

berries of a very large size, which we saw this

morning. They grew in the vicinity of Canons-

borough.

Peas.—Field peas should generally be sowed as

early in the spring as the ground can be got into

proper order. The last week in April, or the first

week in May will do very well, but if the soil is

a light sandy loam, which is recommended for

that crop, they may usually be sowed siill earlier

to good advantage. But when it is feared that

they may bo infested by bugs it will be safest to

sow them as late as the Kith of June. Col. Wor-
thington, of Rensselaer County, New York, " sow-

ed his peas on the 10th of June six years in suc-

cession, and a bug has never been seen since in

his peas. Whereas, his neighbors, who have not

adopted this practice, have scarcely a pea without
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a bug in it. He supposes the season for deposit-

ing the e>rs of the pea bug is passed before the

peas are in flower. Col. Pickering likewise ex-

pressed an opinion that the bug may be avoided

by late sowin;;, but the hot sun in June will so

pinch the late sown peas that the crop will be

small unless the land be moist as well as rich.

(EF Erratum.—la llie article "on llie eftecls of Ihe protecting

system, &.C." page 300, last paragraph, lenve out the words

" I have satisfactorily shewn."

Landreth's JVurserics—jWar Philadelphia. I Farmer fyanted.
From the patmiiage already extended this Establishment, by A young fanner with his wife, is wauled, to take charge ofa

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again farm aliout 10 miles from New Haven. A young Massachu-
iiiduced to advertise to them their Nurseries, as offering pecu- ,

setts farmer who thoroughly understands his business, and whose
liar facilities for the acquiremeiiLs of useful & oriiamcntal vegc- wife is acquainted with the management of a dairy, and who
table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-

[

can furnish testimony of economy, ue.itness, 4tfid industry, will
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental i

have an opportunity to make a pi!rmruient and advantageous

j

Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants— P.ulboiis Roots, and bargain. Inquire at the New England Farmer Office.
Garden Seeds. The a.ssorlment of Fruits is not surpassed in New York, March '2,S, 1823.

real value b\ any in this country." It embraces most of the eel- -_ T~ jT '
~~

ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
j

Marrou'Jot Peas.
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been ' For sale, a consignment fiom Albany, of oO barrels Marrowfat
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered I

Peas, by the barcel, at a very low price—Inquire at the Seed
as containing none but ihose most worthy of cultivation. Per- \

Establishment, No. 52, North Market street.

JVeio Treatise on Floivers.

In press, and will be publislied the beginning of the ensuing

week, at the office of the New England Farmer, and by G.

Thorburn & Son, New York. ' a Treatise on the Cultivation

of Ornamental Flowers; comprising Remarks on the requisite

Soil, Sowin». Transplanting, and general Management ; with

Direciious for the general treatment of Bulbous Flower Roots.

<>reen-house Plants, &c. By Roland Green.'' Price 37 cts.

Just Published
And for sale at this ofBce, '' Observations on the Efficacy of

White .Mustard Seed, ^Sj/wpis a/fay taken whole. From the

10th London edition, reviseii and improved." Price 6 c(s.

.V .fi. Revictv.

This day published by Frederick T. Gray, Boston, and G. &
O. Uarvill, New York, the North American Review. Contents,
Von Dohm's Jlemo.is—Legal Condition of Woman—Structure
of the Indian Languages—Hope Leslie— North Eastern Boun-
dary—Revolution 111 Paraguay—Florida—Duelling—Captain
Hall's Voyage to the Eastern .Seas—Travels in the East-Quar-
lerly list of New Publi<atioiis—Inde.x. &c.

Haiothor-i (Quicks.

For sale at the Seed Establishment, No. 52 North Market street.

(JOOO two year old secilling Hawthorn Quicks, for line fences

—

in fine order, at a moderate price.

One barrel Early Royal George Potatoes, early and prodi-
gious bearers. Two casks Carolina Sneei Potato 'Slips.

Likewise. Early English Manly—English Kidney, and Che-
nango seedling Poiaios.

10 barrels Early Frame Peas, raised in Bangor, .Me.
A further supply of the celebrated New Zealand Spinach,

[Tetra^owt e,rp,/«sis].

1000 pounds I'lesh Lucerne, imported fi-om Europe tuisspring.
10 l.a.TcIs En,'l sii Wlme Miisi.ir.l Seed.

^

Also, seeds ol' die Cuba Tobacco, Yellow Tobacco, Teazel.'
Lentils, Spnno; Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape. Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sorts)

—

Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberiy, Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass, Rye Grass, Tall 'ipadow Oats Grass, White and Red
Clover, Mangel VVurtiel, &c.

Also, Seeds tor Diers' use—Ornamental Flower Seeds, &c.
comprising the largest collection of Seeds to be found in New
England.

O' A siippiy of the Rocts of " WILMOT'S SUPERB
ST11.4WBERRY''—measuring si.\ and eight inches in circum-
fcrence, is daily e.xperted from Europo.

SUPERB BULiBOUS ROOTS.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establishment,
a line collection of su|)erior Bulbous Roots, suitable lor spring
planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,
rose, nankeen, bronze, and while colored DOUBLE :\IEXI-CAN DAHLIAS. Also. Ferraria Tlgrida, or .Mexican Tioer
Flower—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lilv—Double
ri'berose. and Ranunculus; painiings of which mav'iie seen at
this place. The almve collection rf Hulbs is in fins order, and
IS from Ihe same House from which we obtained the Bulbous
Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satisfaction.

hose Bushes and Grape Fines.
For sale al the House of SA.AIUEL DOWNER, in Dorches-
ter, 80 hundred leaf Rose bushes—90 do. Province, or Cabba'c
10 do. four seasons—3flO do. Damask—30 do. Burgundy—5 So i

Austrian—25 do. Marble—10 do. Tuscany— 100 do. Frpiich—
6 very large pots monthly Roses, sixteen years old. and in prime 1

Iieahh—7 rarieties Double Dahlias—Single, do —8 LsT-rsto-

!

eemia Indica. hr Crape Myrtle, two of which are 20 years old- !

.Sr.-tP^ ^"'"fS (White Sweet water)—Snow ball Bushes—

I

White Lilies—Red and White Lilacs. -
(

ROSE VVATF.l!.
• .20 Demiiohns Double and Single distilled Rosa Waler. made

entirely from Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is cou-

'

stantly kept for sale at i\Ir. C. Wade's Porter Cellar, .\o. 12 I

Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity. '
I

fit .Man h U :

Gunpowder, Sfc.
Du Pout's Gun Powder, at «3to 50 cts. per pound—Shot- Calls '—r lints and Percussion < aps.

Also, ,\Kim—Reliued Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, &c,conslaht-

lly E. COPELAmrX'
'^™"" '"'"'"' ^'"- '' ''"'''' '"'''-

[nr The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first qnalilv—
and IS marked "E. Ccpcland, jr. Boston," on the head of the
'^'''-

't March 14.

sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely staling the time
they wish them to ripen, may confiifently refer the rest to the

proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

"The Ornamental department is rich in nat

Plants— it contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,
most ot which are ealrulaled for adorning m the winter seasons,

parlours, silting rooms. &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Propiieiors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for thein a preference withs all who wilf consider the

subject in the slightest degree. The peparalion of those kinds
liaiile to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering. &.c. all being under their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the en'ors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence on foreign inr>portations, or on careless

growers at home. Orders received bv Parker &, Codman. N'

31 Congress St. Rosion.ofwhom priced catalogues of the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav
ing cvevy article well and safely packed and forw-arded,

Feb. 15. If D. & C. LANDRETH.

N. DAVENPORT oflers for sale at his Nursery
Ml Milton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest
Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising ..\p

pies, Pears Peaches. Prunes.Neciarines.&r. Goose-
berry and Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

he office of the New England Farmer, or Agricultural
Warehousi'—and will be inserted in ihe New Englaml Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, it is not so much an
object to present the imposing display ofa great number of
the names of indil^'erent fruit as to keep a choice collettion of
those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established.

XT Orders are respectfully solicited, and will receive prompt
allenlion if lell with J. R. NiiWEI.l.. at ihe Agricultural Estab-
lishment. No 52 North M.irket street; or with Fbf.mii & D.v-
TENPOBT, No. 713 Washington Street—or at Ihe Nursery in

Milton. Feb. 29.

Horse IVaiited.

A gentleman who is located in a section of Massachusetts
where there are many desirous of raising colts, wishes lo hire

and exotic
i

for the season, a half blood or good fi.rmed Slallion, or if the i.wn-

prefer, would board the horse (and a groom if desiieii, t a
V low rate.—Enquire at this office. mat , h

Fruit Tries.
WILLIAIM PRINCE, the Proprietor of the Lin-
naean Botanic Garden and Nurseries at Flushing,
Long Island, has the pleasure of informing the pub-
lic, that his Nursery now contains 172 varieties of
the Apple—2 2 do. of the Pears—76 do. rtf Cher-

,. of Plums—25 do. of Apricots—84 do. of Peaches
Nectarines— 1 do. of Almonda—14 do. of Mulber-
ot Quinces—16 do. of Figs—16 do. of Cunants— 15

of Raspberries—47 do of Gooseberries—2 do. of Straw-
nexperienced

j

berries—267 do. of Grapes

—

G do. of Ornamental T^es, &.c.

JAMES BliOODGOOD & CVs,

JVursccv. fit Flushing, on Long Island, near JVcw
York.

IN behalf of the Proprielors of the above Nursery,
ihe subscriber .solicits the orders of Horticullurists
who any 1 e desirious of stocking their gardens
and fieiiis with FrnU Trees of Ihe finest sorts, and
and vigorous stocks the present reason.

BLOODGOob fc Co. aUfnd p'.rsonix/lij to the hiocuUdinz and
Eno-raflin^ of all their Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely
with confidence, that the Trees they order \\\U prove geimine.
The subscriber. Agt-nt of the alwjve Nursery, will receive orders
for any quaiitiiy of

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS,

AND
PLANTS.

The Trees will be delivered in this City, at the
pense of the purchaser—(he bills may be paid to li

The reputation of this Nursery is" so e;

has been so well sustained, that I take le

want of Trees, to any of the Horiiculiuri;

vicinity; and if ocular dpir.oiisirr.'r'i i. (

who wish to be thus satisfied, i-

den at Dorchester, procured fio:,i k, . \i

years past, some of which are iiou in In,

and vigorous slate.

fuT Catalogues will be delivered gratis, on anplicatioii to

.\bove 5 of the above kinds of Fruit are not to be found in

any other collection in .\inerlca. The tiitfcrent varieties cannot
be otherwise than genuine, as the gieaiesl attention is paid, and
nearly all the kinds are liKiculated fi-om bearing trees; The
Cherry. Peach, and other Trees, are generally of a large size.

Catalogues may be obtained of J. R. Newell", at the Agricul-

lural "W^archouse, .52 North Market slrcei, gratis ; and orders

left there, or sent by mail, will meet prompt attention.

March 14
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(ISCELLANIES.

FOB THE NEW ESGLASD FitRMER.

Occasioned mj reading " The Grave ofNapoleon," in the Farm

of the Stk of Febi'uary l\tst.

FAME WORTHLESS WITHOUT VIRTUE.

O'er prostrate graa'.ness sympathy will mouni.

Tliougli seas of blood have onco that greatness borne :

But sympathy is oil a vision wild,

And shields with tears the worlldess and defil'd.

'T.-s true, the fors'C victor soar'd on high.

Like a broad meteor in the troubled sky.

His furious car o'er bowing nations rolIM;

He crush'd their armies, and he clutch'd their gold.

Sceptres and crowns at W'ill, lie gave, or look,

And e'en his nan.e. remotest empires shook.

Dire Iroubler of the groaning world he stood,

His all embark'd upon a crimson flood !

At length, reverse to victory succeeds,

The vaiiquish'd Iriuniph, and the viclor bleeds.

His veterans, like a mist, have pass'd away

—

His mighty empire 's crumbling to decay

—

His crown has fallen—his iron sceptre 's gone
;

The lord oi kingdoms finds himself alone !

A feeble captive, to Helena's isle

Departs tlir Chief, who Iriumph'd o'er the spoil,

Theie disappointment spread its baneful shade,

And his fierce soul upon its mansion prey'd.

Till death, that conqueror of kings, drew near,

And laid the resiles.'- hero on his bier.

He scal'd the summit of imperial power.

And sank from sight in dark affliction's hour.

How keen the pangs his loP.y spirit felt,

M'hat sad presages in his bosom dwelt.

When the vast object of his w hirlwind course,

Was roughly pluck 'd from his strong arm by force:

When the world's diadem, so near his own.

Fled from him, and he trembled for his throne 5

When still inci easing -weakness bow'd him down.

To yield his hopes, his .sceptre, and his crown.

What sad refiections rent his troubled breast,

When dire disease his sinking frame oppress'd;

When death, the good man's friend, the sinner's dread.

With certain aim his fatal arrow sped.

The height of worldly pomp, and depth of woe,

Pass'd o'er the head of h-m who lies so low !

We see the contrast, and our souls will melt.

And fef 1 in part, the very pangs he felt.

So s) mpathy once wept, when Ca?sar fell.

And so she weeps, e'en o'er the Prince of Hell

!

But justice knows no sympathetic rule.

True worth 's the standard of her righteous school;

.\nd tried by this, Napoleon sinks beneath

The lowest, poorest, virtuous, that breathe.

Self was ihe object of his constaut aim

Whose altar blaz'd with a perpetual flame.

X'or her, he intrigued—and for her he fought.

And all his nnghty powers to action brought.

No sacrifice for her, loo dear, was found.

Though waves of blood and tears the nations drown'd.

.Shall he be sainted, then, whose wild career,

i'iU'd earth with desolation, and with fear ?

Have we no feeling, but for him who sleeps

Upon that wave worn rock, mid eastern deeps ?

Whose sword made mothers childless—at whose word,

Whole armies were in ghastly heaps interr'd .'

Where nations mourn, whose scales the grief can wcig

Whose eye the wide extent of woe survey /

But myriads bleed, and millions o'er them cry.

Not worth a tear, unworthy ofn sigh !

While the fierce tyrant who impelled the wound.

Has both a laurel and a jwet found !

Let ihooc that please, the bloody victors crown,

Who hew their paths terrific to renown
;

What though at length they sink, as once tliey roSe,

Crush'd by the angry strokes of vengeful foes.

'Tis but a just reward, ambition's gain.

A righteous retribution, pain for pain

For woes they once inflicted, now they (eel

;

The sword alone can pierce their hearts of steel

;

Earth is befriended when the conqueror wanes.

And sounds of joy reanimate her plains.

Thus she rejoic'il when Gallia's monarch fell.

And still the notes upon the breezes swell.

So let each warrior sink, no more to rise.

Who draws his ruthless sword for fortune's prize.

Could I once stand beside Napoleon's grave.

Where Helen's rock defies th' eternal wave.
Thus w. uld I mourn ihe celebraled dead,

Who there reclines his solitary head ;

—

The relics of a fallen Chief lie here.

Whose very name the nations shook with leai ;

His vigorous form, a powerful mind sustain'd ;

But fell ambition had his soul enchain't:,

A thirst for empire, and the hero's fame,

Scorch'd every virtue with a ceaseless flame.

O'er seas of blood to power sublime he flew.

And kingdoms and republics sunk from view
;

'Till the dark clouds of vengeance round him burst.

And laid his empire and his schemes in dust.

Thus ciied his projects, and thus fell his crown,

His sole inheritance, a bad renown !

Oh, had his active soul but lov'd the truth.

When the bright morning beam'd upon his youth.

Then had his brow have worn a dia*tem.

Unfading as the oriental gem.

What evils had he quell'd. what good perform'd,

Had real virtue but his bosom warm'd.

How had his glorious fame thro' nations ran,

And gain'd the love and gratitude of man
;

Pierc'd thro' the shades of death, and rose on high,

A quenchless star in the eternal sky.

But now, bis name must with the wicked rot

—

Enroll'd as infamous, or be forgot.

The blood of slaughtcr'd millions, from the ground
Cries out for vengeance, with prophetic sound;

Woes coundess, indescribable, were slrew'd

Around the awful path his falchion hew'd.

With fearful aspect, all against him rise.

And wait the righteous sentence of Ihe skies.

Where has his spirit field ? Ah ! where indeed.

Since from its cumb'rous load of earth, 'twas freed ?

None but the orphan's friend can this deride.

The widow's God—before whom kings are tried.

Gilsum, N. H. CANTHOR.

Mligators.—The alligator is the most terrible

animal of this class. Vast numbers are seen in

tlip slow streams and slallow lakes of Florida and

Alabama; but they abound most on Red river, the

Mississippi lakes, and the bayous, west of that

river. On these sleeping waters, the cry of a

sucking pig on the bank will draw a shoal of them
from their muddy retreats. The largest alligator,

ever killed in these regions, measured more than

sixteen feet. They have at times, especially be-

fore a storm, a singular roar or bellow. When
moving about in the water they seem like old logs

in motion. In fine weather, they dose on the sand

bars, and such is their recklessness, that they al

low people to pass in boats within a few paces of

them. A rifle ball will glance from their bodies,

unless they strike in a particular place. The an-

imals when sltiin, emit an intolerable musky smell,

and it is asserted that its head contains a quantity

i of that drug. They sometimes chase children, and

I would overtake them, were it not for their inabil-

I

ity to make lateral movements ; for having few

'joints in their body, and very short legs, they can-

not readily turn from a straight direction. Con-

jsequently, those who understand their movements
I avoid them without difficulty, by turning at right

j
angles. They are chiefly formidable to pigs and

I
other animals of that size. The skin is vahiablp

! to the tanner.

—

Flint.

ESTABLISHMEJfT FOR SEEDS.
For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected with the office
of the New England Farmer, No. 52 North iVIarket Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety of Seeds to be found in New Eno-lnnd
of the crops of 1827. The greatest care has been takenlo have
them raised by our most e.xperieuced seed growers, and to have
the sorts perli»ctly genuine. The following comprises some of
o'jr most prominent sorts.

Artichoke, Green Globe
Asparagus, Devonshire

Gravesend
Baitersea

Large white Reading
Beans, (2(» varieties,) including

the English broad beans,
dwarfs and pole.

Beets, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early V.'hite Scarcity
French .Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &:c.)

Borecole

Brocoli. Early White
Early Pur|.le

Large < 'ape

Britssells Sprol/ts.

Cabltu^e, Earlv Salsbury dwarf
EarlV York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Batiersea

Earlv Emperor
Early Wellington
Large P.ergen, Arc.

Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Green glazed

Large late Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Sa\oy
Turnip rooted, &c.
Russian
Late Imperial
Late Sugarloaf

Cardoon.
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn
Blood Red(fcr West In.

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Cauhflouer. Early and Late
Celery, White solid

Rose coloured solid

Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted

Chervil.

Chives.

Corn Salad, or Vettikost

Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water
Long Orange

Cucumber, Ear\y Frame
Green Cluster

Short Pricklv

Long PricklV
Long green Turkey
Long white Turkey
White Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

Egg Plant, Purple
White

Endive, Green
White Curled
broad leaved Batavian

Gard£7i Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Com. (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch
Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial

Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball.or Rose
Drumhead
iMagnnm Bonura Coss
BalTi Coss
Ice Coss
White Coss, or teaf,
Green Coss

Melon,Vme Apple
Green Citron
Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or iVIusK

Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded, Water

Marjoraiit

Mustard. White and Brown
Xaslurlium
Mangel Wurlzel,
Okra
Onicn, Polatoe

Tree
White Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
Stratsburg
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip. Large Dutch swelling
Silver Skmned

Peas. Early Washington
Early double blossomed
Early F ame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early Charlton
Early Strawberry Dwai J

Dwarf blue Imperial
Dwarf blue Prussian
DwarfSpanish,ot Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat

I Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Mai

.

I Knight's Tall Marrows
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Bell

Cherry
Pumpkins. Finest Family

(-'onnecticui Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Shori lop Scarlet
Lrng Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white, or IV'aplcs

Cherry
Viiilei colored

M'hile Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarb, for tarts. &c.
Rata Baga.
Snlsa/ij. or vegetable oyster
Sea Kale,
Skillet

Scorzcmera

Saffron.
Spinach. Ne

Pr
Zealand

klv , or Fall

Roundleaved stimmet
Eng. Patience Dock

Sage,
Squash, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable IMarrow
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomaios
Turnips, Early White Dutch

Early Garden Stone
White Flat, or Globe
Green Round
Red Round
Swan's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedhani

Tliyme—Sweet Basil—Bonesel,

Lavender—Rosemary—Hyssop,
Wortmcood—Summer Savory,
Penny roiiol—Spikenard—Diil.

Bttbn— Tansy—Bene, ^-c
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AGRICULTURE. ,

FOR I'HU BEW EKOLAND FARMKK.

SILK.

ITbe following article on a suhjecl of great and increasing in-

terest in tlie United- Slates, from tlie |>cu of an able and pa-

triotic correspondftnl, composes a p<irl«f the cvntenU of a

volume now in press, (in Roslon) enliiled ilie " New Ameiu-

CAN Gardener ;" which will compose, not only directions

for the culture of all the vegctahlc-s usually raised in gardens,

but remarks on Kruit Trees, Flowers. Ornamental Gardening,

and some of the most prominent productions of Field Husband-

ry. It is principally compiled by die Editor of the New Eng-

land Farmer. Some parts pf the work, however, are from

the pens of some of the most experienced and scienli6c boni-

cullurists in Roslon and its vicinity. It will be published by

John B. Russell, (proprietor of the New Kiigland Farmer)

and be reafy for delivery in the course of six weeks.]

Tlie cultiviition of the soil is a duty which wa.<)

imposed on mi n. almost coeval with the creation.

It boars with it the sanctity of a primeval nrdin

anco, and is irresistibly endearinsr, in as much as

it admirably suits our nature, so as to pioinote in

a singular degree, health and comfort, vii;or and

clearneas of mind ; the blessing' on a ready com-

pliance, with this i'vine law, is evident, from t!ie

happiness which flows therefrom, and which wonli".

wake of the ctjltivators of the land, under some
better advantages of education the greatly favor

od order of sot'iety. It is at the table of their

own providing, that the nation is entertained— it

i.s! to the vigor, and to the faithfulness of their

arm, that it tnnts for its security

All huil, .'\griciilti.re and its noble bands! On the

fragrant earth their iippoaited labor is performed ;

their dome is the pure vault of heaven, and their

employ is thnt. by .Mercy assigned, for the reno

vation of our rare. There, since the diiys of old,

has been the firm foundation of national greatness

and prosperity ; and there it must remain until

the end of time. It is to those purposes, that

com rehensive and active minds would 6nil de-

light in directing their powers, because of the

vastne.-is of the field to explore, and of tlie great-

ness of the results to be expected.

Much has been said of the roughness of the Nov
England soil and climate, and much more than

ever was true. Since the time of the pilgrims,

however, what harshness there was has been sof^

ened, and the climate in our days, is hasteninir to

lake its rank among the most favored for tempef-

ature and healthfulness. When the eye roaras

among our hills and vale,^, where can we meet

with a more delishtful variety? or a choice of as-

pects, and situations, so valuable for agricuUiiral

purposes ? Some of our land is hard to work, be-

cause it wants a more thorough cultivation ; and

some abounds with rocks, that we may find there

the best materials for our dwellings. Whst is

there wanting, then, to make of New England a

vast garden ? Nothing, but contented labor, and

intelligence to direct it—and that we have. Let
all awake then, and try to improve to the bes". ad-

vantage, the natural advantages of the country

—

and we shall find, that far from any cause of dis-

couragement, we are greatly favored.

To the cnltiv.Ttinn nt' rrnin and Dotatos, we liave

discovered (in late years) that'tlie soil and climate

are well adapted to the raising of wool, ovon of

Merino ; and in a wouilerfully short lime, all over

the land, there are great .-iliei'p-folds. There are

also miitiufactures that employ all that wool, and

iniu h more ; and provide us with coiufurlublo ami

handsome clothing.

There are other mir.es yet unexplored. To thi'

indii.strioue and active, the pri.-.e must belong; an i

to them, we wish to point out the article of silk,

as one most deserving their attention. What is

there, that the soil can yield, so rich as silk, that

can be obtnined with so easy a labor? Excepting

the first raising and planting of the mulberry

irt<es, all the work can be pfrformed by wonjen,

children, and aged people. We are fi;lly and suf-

ficiently satisfied, that this noble article, may be

made a staple of our country ; and the advantages
that would result IVoni it, in a private and nation

ill point of view, are so important, that we cannot
deny ourselves the satisfaction of devoting a few
pages of this volume to that interesting subject

—

hoping that they may prove acceptable, and event-

iKillv, useful to many of our readers.

The raising of silk i? not altogether novel in

our land ; many individuals in Massachusetts and
Connecticut have attended to it for a number of

years, with much adv'ntnge : and it is a fact fully

established, thai the soil and climate are congen-

ial to the flourishing growth of the mulberry; and
thnt the silk worms will thrive in New England,
under proper management, hs well as they do in

most parts of Europe, where the raising of silk is

tve vital sinew of the community. Without any
tivther remarks, we shall enter upon the subject,

ami set down, first, such practical information as

rehtes to the raising of mulberry trees.

'I'ho mulberry and the silk-worm are natives of

Asia. They were both unknown in Europe until

the year 5.55—when the emperor Justinian sen

two monks to Serinda, in India, from whence they
brought to Constantinople, the seed of those pre

Clous insects, and the necessary information for

their management. Thus they laid the founda
tion of those superb silk manufactures, which for

near seven hundred years, flourished in Greece,
at Athens, at Thebes, and Corinth. Before that

time, the great of the earth, alone, could afford to

clothe themselves with silk ; the price of which
was weight for \;ijeight in gold. About six hun-
dred years after, the culture of silk was introduc-

ed from Greece, into Italy ; and from thence into

France, i;t the year 1494. Since those days, it

has spread over all the southern and midland parts

of Europe, and is now cultivated with success, as

far north as Prussia, where the mulberry tree re-

sists the most rigorous winters without injury.

There are two different species of inulberry, the

black, which is cultivated for its excellent fruit, of
a dark crimson color, almost black ; and is a tree

of slower growth than the white ; the leaves are
larger, of a darker green, thicker and stronger

The silk-worms will eat them for the want of bet

ter, but they do not thrive upon them, and the silk

is coarse and inferior. The white mulberry tree

bears a white, or light pinTt fruit ; and its leaves

are the most congenial food for these precious in-

sects ; is of a quicker growth, and does not come

to so large a size as the black. The white mu'..

berry is a very hardy tree, and bears our severesl

winters without any apparent injury ; will Inst t»

great many years. If it be cut down close to the

ground, will send up many suckers all around, and

resist ilestruclion for ninny years. There are

umny kiP- s of white mulberry, the leaves of which

differ in point of moril as a food for the silk-worm

Koine are of n small si/.e, earlier, and more ten-

der ; and, or that account, are cultivated as tho

most proper for the worms when first born ; the

others are large, of a peculiar quality, which suita

the taste of tho worms, upon which they thrive

best, and m.ike the handsomest silk. In France

and Italy, they universally graft the wild stocks,

with those sorts which experience has taught

them to be the most valuable.

At this parly stage of the business with us, it

would be (lifScult to attain at once, the nicety,

which a lotiir practice has introduced in the old

conntries. Wh:it we have to do for the present,

i^ to sow mulberry seed, raise the young plants at-

in (i niirKery, reject those vvhereon thorns appear,

as being f'e wildest, and benring the smallesl||

leaves ; also those that have thick, coarse, hairy

leaves. Save those that iiave the largest and

handsomest .smooth leaves ; the worins eat them

more readily, and experience has shewn that they

t rive best upon them, make more silk, and of a

bettei qni'Iity. The best plants for earliness anil

superioril,.,of leaves, should be set out and noted;

as they may hereafter furnish L-rions for grafting.

Uoon dry soil, the mulberry trees do not - row

much taller than our largest peach trees : but

they are stouter and thicker set. Their roots,

which are of a remarkable bright color, (that oi

silk) extend to a considerable distance ; and they

ought not to be planted, on that account, nearer

than thirty feet frt.m tree to tree.

As the gathering of leaves, too soon, would in-

jure I heir growth and constitution, we would re-

coiTiinend that no leaves should be gathered nntil

after the fifth year. In the mean time plantations

niav bo made for immediate use, by sowing the

seed in drills, at a convenient distance ; planting

beans or potatos between, to keep the ground

clear of weeds. The second year after sowing,

these seedlings might be cut down with a shar^/

instrument, three or four inches from the ground,

and would g-ive a second crop the same season.

In the silk countries, they raise seedlings ih rowfc

for the first feeding of worms These young planti

putting out their leaves earlier than the old trees,

and being more tender, are belter adapted for tjie

worms in the first stage of their existence. They

also plant the mulberry trees, and suffer them to

grow according to unrestrainod- nature, branch

ing out from the ground. This is fo" the conven-

ience of gathering the leaves more easily, and

making a food stronger than the seedling. They

consider the leaves from trees regularly trained,

with a single butt, and of several years' growth,

to give the most substantial food ; upon which the

worms should he kept during the last period oi

their life, previous to their ascending, in order tc

obtain an abundant crop of silk of the best quality.

At our first entering on this new, and profitable,

business, we shall be under the necessity of trust
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sng wholly to our rows of seedlings, as the only

food, we can offer to the worms. But when the

trees planted out come to maturity, we shall adopt

the more systematic way of feeding, wliicb expe-

rience has pointed out as most favorable. Al-

though with us, the despatch of cutting down the

.seedlings for food, instead of the slow process of

gathering leaves, will always remain an object of

serious consideration.

The white mulberry thrives in all soils and sit-

uations, and will grow very rank and full of leaves

upon low moist ground ; biU the food it affords in

such situations, is very inferior and apt to disor-

der the worms. A warm loam, even if gravelly,

will give leaves of the best quality; and a shelter-

ed, warm situation will produce leaves many days

sooner than one wliich is exposed to cold, and is

desirable on that account.

The mulberry tree may be raised from suckers,

and sometimes slips stuck in a moist soil, will

take root ; if the low branches of a tree can be

bent so as to be fastened,and covered in the ground

they will take root. The trees may be planted

near buildings, for shade, or in a yard ; the fowls

are very fond of the fruit when it falls. A variety

of situations will increase tlie means of early and
late feeding which is very desirable.

We shall conclude these remarks on thecultiva-

tion of the mulberry, by observing, that the most
^^|csteemed seed of tliat tree in Europe, is that rais-i

^*ed in Piedmont. Ihe seed from Spain is also ex-

'

oellent. But the bpst quality of seed is large,

bright, and heavy ; and when bruised it will ap-

pear oily, and when thrown on ignited co<ils it

will crackle.

The next object to consider, is the seed from
which the tcnrms ai-e to he hatched; and fifire it will

be proper to observe, that one ounce of seed will

produce about forty thousand worms, who will

consume about one thousand lbs. weight of leaves,

and produce from eighty to one handred pounds
of cocoons ; and twelve pounds of cocoons will

give about one pound of silk. It is important to

procure the best seed, because that which is in-

ferior, will produce sickly worms, who will be

much more exposed to the various disorders to

which these insects are snbject ; a greater pro-

portion will die, and those which survive, will not

make good cocoons. The best seed is of a dark

grey color, almost as dark as slats, looks bright,

and if thrown into wine ,vill sink. Those which
are light, of a white or yellow color, and look

dull, are barren and good for nothing. The seed
should be kept in a cool, dry situation, until the

mulberry trees have their leaves opened ; when
the food is thus in readiness then is the timeto get I

it hatched. In Italy and France, at that appoint- 1

ed time, the women put the seed in small bags of
worsted stuff, and place them in their bosoms,
(Juring the day, and at night under their pillows,

far about forty-eight hours ; at the expiration of
.vhich, the seed is transferred into boxes, over
^vliich a paper cover is fastened with many small
^loles. through which the little worms will creep.

Somemnlberryleavesshould be placed on the paper
so that they may feed, which they will do, as soon
as they come to life. These bo.xes are placed on
feather beds with pillows around them, in order to

keep a uniform heat whilst the v/orms are hatch-
ing. Those v^hich come to life in the course of
ihe same day, should be collected and kept to-

gether
; they will shed their skins, and asccml

to make their cocoons, at the same period. The

1 hatching of each successive day should be kept
I separate ; this order will render the manage-
I nient and care easier, and more profitable. When
1
the hatching has been well conducted, the heat

!
proper and regular, most of the worms will make
their appearance on the third or fourth day ; and
such seed as has not come to life on the 5th or 6th

day, is not worth preserving ; for if it should hatch

1
the worms will be weakly, and not likely to do
well. If on the second day, the seed that has

been set to hatco should change color, and appear
red, it proves that the heat has been too great,

and that the seed is spoiled.

In the middle provinces of France, where the

climate is variable, and subject sudden returns

of cold, the cultivators .
" very cautious occa-

sionally to exclude th • outward air, by shutting

the doors and windows, always, in the night and
early part of the morning. Sudden cold, damp-
ness, and especially, foggy weather, are sure to

injure the worms by bringing disease upon them,

which will often prove fatal, and always reduce
the quantity and injure the quality of the silk. A
uniform temperature, not too warm, is considered

as very desirable for the success of the silk crop
;

and about seventy-three degrees of the thermo-

meter of Fahrenheit is the most suitable.

The silkworms shed the skin four times, which
is for them a period of sickness .; and, during

which, they do not eat, but appear drowsy, and
are more particularly affected by sudden changes
of the weather to cold or dry. The first shedding
takes place the Cth or 7th day after their birth ; the

head appears to increase in size. This time of

trial, will last three or four days, if the weather
is warm and genial ; but if otherwise, much lon-

ger. As soon as the skin is cast off, they appear
active again, oat with a good appetite, and will

continue so, for six or eight days longer, when
the second shedding comes on under the sams
circumstances, and is succeeded by a third ard

fourth -shedding. The second shedding is the eva-

iest for them, and fewer die under the operation

than during the first, third, and fourth. Eifht

days after the worms have got through the fouth
shedding ; and at the end of about six weeks from

the commencement of their existence, they have

arrived nearly to maturity, and are going to make
their cocoons and reward the care that has been
taken of them. They want then to go up to spin

their cocoons, but it is necessary not to encour-

age this natural disposition, until it is evident that

they are fully ripe. If they go up too soon, their

cocoons will be light and flimsy. The signs of

their full matutity, are some change in their color,

which until then is white ; the head appears wilt-

ed, the tail larger, the green circles round the

body become a bright gold color, and they keep
moving about among the others, but witiiout eat-

ing, and seem as if stretching their heads for the

purpose of spinning. When the worms exhibit

these indications, they should be separated from
the rest, and put into a place where small dry

branches of o;ik, hazel, white birch, or any other

wood, have been prepared for them to ascend and
spin their cocoons. When they have ascended, it

will be some days before they begin to spin. The
first day, they lay out threads for a foundation

—

the second, they form the shape of the cocoons

—

the third, the worm is entombed and out of sight

;

but continues to spin, (inside) until he has expend-
ed the whole of his stock of liquor, which in gen-
eral, is the seventh or eighth dav. The thread

of a good cocoon is about nine hundred and fifty-

feet. (Concluded next week.)

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Fessendeji,—Finding a leisure moment,
this afternoon, I took up the yesterday's number
of your tri:ly useful paper. The first article which
met my eye was one, " On the Effects of the Pro-
tecting System upon the Agricultural Interest,"

t.-^ken by you from the American Farmer. This
article appears to have been written by '• Samuel
Wyllis Pomeroy," of "Brighton, near Boston."

—

Having read through what the writer has chosen
to say of himself and his own affairs, with which I

have nothing to do, I come to what was intended
for the substantial part of the performance ; viz.

a statement of the history of the " Protecting sys-

tem," and an argument, founded on that statement.
It is here that I shall begin ray observations on
the treatise.

Mr. Pomeroy says the first impost on cheese,
"of four cents a pound, was laid in September,
1790. Foreign cheese was considered a luxury,
and was taxed as a fair object of revenue. The
preamble to the act which contains this item re-

cites " To make provision for the payment of the
debts of the United Stales." " Revenue," he fur-

ther observes, "was the only object—no one ever
dreamed that it was for Ihe protction of a partic-

ular class of citizens. The discovery that Con-
press possessed the powerof imposing prohibitory

tariffs was reserved for more evil times. This is

an excrescence that has attached to the constitution

since that period. Had it appeared then, every
hand of those illustrious patriots who organized
the government would have been put forth to

pluck out the constructive tumour by tbe roots.

—

They would have pron'iunced, most emphatically,
that ' the state legislatures were the only legiti-

mate almoners of the people's money.' "

The shortest and most effectual mode of cor-
recting the above mis-statement of the early
history of the protective system in this country, is

to quote, verbatim, the titles and declaratory parts
of the first acts of Congress on that subject; which
I shall here do, for the information of Mr. Pome-
roy and your otlier readers.

The first act on the subject, and the first busi-

ness law made by Congress under the present
constitution, was " An Act for laying a duty on
goods, wares and merchandizes, imported into the
United States," which says, "Whereas it is ne-

cessary for the support of government, for tha dis-

charge of the debts of the United States, and the

encouragement and protection of manufactures.
that duties be laid on goods, wares and merchan-
dizes imported." Approved by Washington, July

4,1789. This act imposed a duty of four cents a

pound on imported cheese.

The second act on this subject was that for

" making further provision for the payment of the

debts of the United States." Approved by Wash-
ington, August 10, 1790. This act recites, that,

" Wliereas by an act for laying a duty on goods,

wares and merchandizes, imported into the Uni-

ted S:ates, divers duties were laid on goods, wares
and merchandises, so importeif, for the discharge

of the debts of the United States, and the encour-

ageir.tnt and protection of manufactures: And
whereas the support of governtrtent and the dis-

charge of the said debts render it necessary to in-

crease the said duties." By this act the duty of
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four centd u pojnd, on cheese, imported, was con-

tinued.

Now, sir, let Mr. Pomeroy and your otiier read-

ers, compare the laws, ns they may be found in

Ihe statute book, with Mr. Pomeroy's Btntement.

The mere inspection will be sufficient for my pur-

pose ; and comments would be superfluous!

On roadinj; Mr. Pomeroy's communication to it.'!

conclusion, 1 find that there is nothing more in it,

^vhich requires animadversion. If he chooses to

take the nnJi-t.-iritf bill, now before Consfress, as a

specimi-n of what is wanted by the true friends of

the ".\merican System," and to deprecate the de-

tails of that bill, his supposition is erroneous, how-

ever well directed may be his objections.

Providence, April 12, 1828. VV. E. R.

will swell considerably and come up much sooner ; 1 plate or stoves. The cream remains upon the
all the bugs will be destroyed and found floating milk in this slate, until quite cold, when it may be
on the top of the water. In fact I have very fe

and venly believe, if the plan was universally a-

doptcd, we should not hear any moro about buggy
peas ; but if here and there a slovenly neighbour
should neglect this rule, the flying weavil would
pass from his field, to his more careful neighbours
as readily, as the miller from the neglected apple

and wild cherry trees to the better attended ones
of his neighbours, depositing the eggs of the cat-

erpillar for the ne.\t year. P.

FOR THE SEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Fessf.nden,—I learn with regret that Ma-
jor Jaqiies has lost the celebrated bull Coelebs.

—

This I consider not only a heavy loss to the enter-

prising owner but a loss to the public, believing

it will not be an easy matter readily to supply the

place of that fine animal.

If sir, "he who contrives to make two spires of

grass grow where but one grew before be entitled

to rank with the benefactors of mankind ;" it fol-

lows, that he who contrives to make one spear of

grass produce as much beef or as much milk ,ts

two did before is entitled to the same distinction.

I am not so visionary as to believe this advanttige

can ever be fully realised ; much however, has

been done, and much more may be done, tending

to this result.

I am surprized at the apathy of our agricultural

brethren on this subject, and the indifference so

manifest in the community generally towards our

agricultural societies. The advantages which
have and must continue to accrue to the public

from the operations of the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural Society, are incalculable. The public spirit

of the founders and liberal supporters of this in-

stitution is in my opinion by no means duly appre-

ciated ; succeeding generations while reaping the

fruits of their labors will bless their memories as

public benefactors.

Among the objects of this Society improvement
in the breed of stock I believe is, and I think de-

servedly so, one of the most prominent. In this

pursuit the gentleman above mentioned appears

engaged heart and soul, so far as his location and

facilities admit, but these compared with his ac-

tivity and perseverance are quite limited. It is

much to b« desired that his zeal should be exert-

ed in a field commensurate with his abilities, and

we have no fear that it would not be as benuficial

to the public as satisfactory to himself. I

A FRIEND TO IMPROVEMENT,

removed into a churn, or, as is more frequently the

case, into an open vessel, and there moved by a
stick about a foot long, at the end of which is fix-

ed a sort of peal, from four to six inches in diam-
eter, and with which about 12 lbs. of butter may
be separated from the buttcr-niilk at a time.

"The butler in both cases, being found to sepa-

rate much more freely, and sooner to coagulate
into a mass, than in the ordinary way, when churn-
ed from raw cream that may have been several

days in gathering ; and at the same time will an-

swer a more valuable purpose for preserving, which
should be first salted in the nsual way : then pla-

ced in convenient sized egg-shaped earthen crocks,

and always kept covered with a picklo made stronc

enough to floa- and buoy up about half out of the

brine, a now laid egg. This cream, before churn

ing is the clouted cream so much celebrated in

Devonshire. Although it would be reasonable to

suppose, that the scalding of the milk must have
occasioned the whole of the oily or unctuous mat-

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

I

TEAZELS.
Mr.. Fessenden,—For the information of your

I

Bristol correspondent, who inquires respecting
teazels in your last paper, I send you the follow-

>
ing, derived from persons who for a number of
years have cultivated them on farms in my neigh-
borhood : They thrive best in a deep loamy soil

;

the ground is made mellow by 2 or 3 plough-
ings and well harrowed. The latter part of April , ^ ,-•,,.
the seeds are sown in drills, twenty inches apart ;l'r'° 1°™. "P"" /l^-^ ^"^f""'

f"
experience

and thinned in the drills to 1 fool distant; must be
'''^"" ^'''' " '"" "'^ ^'^^^' ""'' ">at the scalded

kept free from weeds until autumn, when the
plants are slightly protected during the winter by
some coarse litter. In the following spring they
are to be uncovered and the weeds kept down un-
til the latter part ol the summer, when the head
will be ripened and must be picked as they turn
brown and thoroughly dried.

It sometimes happens, that a part of the plants

do not produce heads the second year. Such
plants they remove into a bed by themselves, and
they produce a crop the third year.

I

The following is e.\tracled from M'Mahon and
lagrees in substance with the foregoing :

1 Dipsacus fullonum, or Fuller's teazels. This
phnt is propagated by sowing this seed in March
or April, upon a soil that has been well ploughed.
It is observed that good wheat land is well adapted
for the production of teazels. From 1 to 2 pecks
of seed is sown upon an acre, and harrowed in

with a light harrow. When the plants are up,

lioe them in the same manner as practised for

turnips, cutting down the weeds and singling out
:he plants to six or eight inches. Hoe them a

second time, cutting out the plants to about one
foot asunder, and keep them free from weeds.

—

The second year the plants will shoot up stalks

with heads which will be fit for collecting in Au-
gust, observing that they are to be collected as

they turn brown and ripen.

A RHODEISLANDER.
JVorth Providence, Aptil 14, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Fessendeiv,—Hnving seen pieces occasion-

ally in your very useful " New England Farmer"
on the subject of Peas, time of planting same, for

preventing bugs, &c. I will mention a very simple

plan 1 have for several years adopted, so many
that I begin to think it originated with me—Im-
mediately before planting I put the peas in a tub,

and pour very hot water on them, keep stirring for

one or two minutes, and have cold water at land
to pour on sufficient to cover them one or two imh-
es, leaving it not more than blood warm, for one
or two hours before planting, in which time (hey

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MANAGEMENT OP DAIRIES IN DEVON-
SHIRE, ENGIiAND.

" The milk is put into tin or earthen pans, hold-

ing about ten or twelve quarts each. The even-
ing's meal is placed, in the following morning, and
the morning's milk is placed in the afternoon, up-

on broad iron plates, heated by a small furnace, or

otherwise over stoves, where, exposed to a gentle
fire, they remain until after the whole body of
cream is supposed to have formed upon the sur-

face, which being gently removed by the edge of
a spoon or ladle, small air bubbles will begin to

rise, that denote the approach of a boiling heat,

when the pans must be removed off the heated

ed
skimmed milk is much richer and better for the

purposes of suckling, and makes far better cheese
than the raw skimmed milk does.

"The ordinary produce of milk per day, for the

first twenty weeks after calving is three gallons,

and is equal to the producing of a pound and dK
quarter of butter daily, by the scalding process.

The scalded skimmed milk is valued at 1 Jd. per

quart, either for cheese making or feeding hogs.

The sum of the trials, procured to be made on
the milk in several parts of this district, gives an
average cf twelve pints of milk to ten ounces of
butter, w hen cheese is to be made (but in which
manufacture there does nut appear to be any su-

perior BAcellence in Devonshire,) great care is

taken that the milk is not heated so far as to pro-

duce bubbles under the cream.
" Although these statements will be found con-

siderably short of the average produce from cowe
of a larger size, and probably much better adapt-

ed for the pail, still there are not wanting instan-

ces of what must be regarded as extraordinarr

produce among the North Devon cows.
•" In the neighbourhood of Molland Bouceaux, t

single cow, judged to be rather less than eight

score per quarter, within three weeks from the

lime of calving, yielded, in seven successive days,

seventeen pounds and a half of butter ; several of

the meals of milk were measured during this

time, which gave an average of fourieen pints

per meal : instances also occurred in other parts

of the district of two pounds of butter per day be-

ing obtained from cows within a short time after

calving ; and it is particularly clear in the recol

lection of a gentleman in the neighbourhood o^

Bishop's Tawton, that some years since a cow of

the common red breed, after her second or third

calf, which she had between Michaelmas [27th

Sept.] and Christmas yielded, without any particu

lar attention being paid to food or treatment, du-

ring a considerable time of the ensuing winter,

two pounds and a half of butter per day ; thiscow

living at the time in common with the other dairy

cows, which were permitted in the day time tc

range over all the old pasture grounds, and regu-

larly foddered morning and evening with hay ic

the same field."

—

VancQxiver''s Survetj of Devon
shire.
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(From the Ne : Farmer.)

ONTHEIMPROTE3IENT OV PASTirUES.

I3i; J. Buel, Esq. nf .many.

I shall coiiRit'er them under the tu-o following

heads

:

1 Thi)se ill which the plough is altogctlier ex-

cluded, which may be called permanent pastures—
and,

2. Those which intervene in alternate luishand-

ry, and which may be denominated temporarii.

The first comprises lands which are too stony,

too wet, or too hilly, for tillage, and sometimes
river alluvians. The lutlerare less frequently de-

pastured here than in Great Britain. There they

are considered necessary io fatten, while the hilly

uplands are appropriated to rear and to feed neat

cattle. Their superior value with us, fur hav, in

situations accessible to larce towns, has generally

confined pastur gc upon tliem to the aftermath.

1 The advantages of old pasture groimds are

very highly v.ilued in Great Britain. They con-
tain a greater viriety of grasses, and yield a much
greater quaniity of food, than those which have
been recently hiid down. The feed is believed to

be also more nutritious, as the sod is found to

abound in the firii-r native grasses, which, on a.c-

count of the little product they vield in hay, are

not so commonly sown as tho'se which afford hull;-

ier products Grasses do not all grow alil^e ; some
jMart early and afford a jrnod bite in spring; some
are more luxuriint a' midsummer ; and others
again afford nutritious herbarre in autumn and
'vinter. Old pastures contain more or less ofench.
and consequently give a succession of fre--'i feed.

They are truly perennial. Their va'.ue, other
circumstances being similar, is in proportion to

their fertility ; for vegetables, like anim Is. require

food for llieir developement .-^nd perfection, and
thrive in proportion as this is abundant and nu-

tritious.

When pasture grounds are wet, the first object

should be to drain them thoroughly Wet orounds
produce coarse grasses, which smother the finer

Idnds, and become poached by the feet of cuttle,

till the sod is partially or wholly destroyed. Moist
grounds„on the contrary, produce the ^reate.st va-

riety and most nutritious qualitv of jrrasscs.

The e.Ktirpation of bushes, thistles, dock, ani
other useless plants, although but seldom or par-

tially attended to, will wi''Il repsy the labour in the

increased quantity of feed, to say nothing of the
appearance of neatness which it gives to grounds.

By this, I do not mean to exclude trees, either sin-

gle, in clumps, or in belts upon the borders. These
afford shade, s!if*lter, and fp;el, without inaterialiy

injuring the pa.<ture. Where the common locust
is exempt from the depredations of the worm, it

may be raised in this vvay with great profit. T have
been much pleased with the attention which has

Ja^n paid to this subject in Pennsvlvania. and in

the southern parts of tliis state. Belts of forest

trees arc peculiarly serviceable in protecting win-
ter crops from the severity of cold.

Manuring pasture grounds, otherwise than by
the tlroppings of cattle that are fed upon them, is

I practice that has few or no followers among us ;

and yet it might bo done with as much advantage
here as in other countries. But for this purpose.
II would not recommend cattle dung, but road al-

luvian. swamp earth, and composts. The best and
<:heapeat top-dressing for pastures as well as
.•ueadows that I am acquainted with, with the ex-

ception of pl.isier lit' Paris, is \\ hat tht^ Scolcli cull

middens, or Lord Meadowbank's compost middens.

It is composed of about three parts swamp earth,

and one part fresh stable dunsf, placed in compact

alternate layers, to the heicrht of four or five feet,

anr! suffered to remain until incipient fermentation

pervaiies the mass The swump earth I speak of,

is the black vegetable matter, which has accumu-
lated in bo?s and wet gr-utnds, and which is often

insoluble, ami unfit for the food of plnnts, unti' de-

composition has been be?un by the aid of hot

dung, lime, or other extraneous agent. I have

made this compost with success, and applied it

with profit. It is a cheap method, when the mu-
terifils are at hand, of trebling or quadrupling ma-

nure, for all the purposes of hiisban Irv. It should

be applie I to ffr- ss ('rounds in autumn.

Scarifying or harrowin? pastures in the spring,

which are whi.t is termed hide bound, is a good re-

mei'v for the evil, and se ves to extirpate masses,

whi<h are the bane of the finer grasses. Seeds

may be scattered previous to this operation with

certnin advanla're Heavy rollers are also used

with benefits, as enrlv as the sole of the irrass is

solid enough to susfnin tho weight of cattle. It

reduces inequalitieo occa-^ioned bv frost, and press-

es the earth to the collar an'' roots of the plants.

2 lu nrcparincr new pastures, the rule should

be. to Bodoavor as far as possible, to mike them
resemble old one=:. ^nd this is best eff.^cted by

so\yin!,' soed of all the esteemed varieties found in

ol' pastures. On this head our practice is very

defective two kinds beinff the I'reatest extent to

which 0"r evpptiments hove been carried I have

read snm" interesting evoeriments made at Wo-
hurn hv Sinclair, ^n this subject ; but as the hook

is in the hands of a fri«'nd. I can only quote from
recollection. This indefntiofahle experimenter

counted the number of plnnts upon a given sur-

face of rich old pasture, and upon a like surfac

of new pastures, sown with from two to ten or a

doren kinds of grass seeds The old sod sunpoit-

ed about 11.000 plants ; on the new the numler
vTried, I think, from about 700 to 7r>. and was

found to he nearly in the ratio of the number of

grass seeds sown. The weight of the produce cut

at the proper season, corresponded somewhat with

the number of plants. The deductions from these

facts were, that by sowing a great number of kinds,

and an abundance of seed, new pastures might in

two vears acquire nearly the val.ieof old ones:

for though a given space would crow but a cer-

tain number of one variety, yet that the same
space would support more than double thnt num-
ber of Severn! varieties : and that consequently

many would afford much more forage than orxe or

two varieties on the same surface.

These deductions correspond with the establish-

ed maxims of natural philosophy. All plants take

from the soil food which benefits all ; yet every

species requires for its developement and perfec-

tion, something peculiar which other species do

not imhibo. And although the soil contains only

enough of this peculiar nutriment to stipport a cer-

tiin uumhr-r of plants of one species, yet it may
inbound in the peculiar nutriment of others. But I

need not ri'sort to abs'riise science to illustrate

what is apparent to every intelligent farmer. Our
system of rotation of crops is based upon this law

, of nature; and we see it confirmed in the alter-

nations which are constantly goingon in our fields

and forests.

Our seed shops do not afford any great range in

the .-ielertion of grass seeds. But we are better
off than we have been

; and if farmers consult their
true interests, we shall soon find new varieties
imported, and more care be.stowed in collecting
the seeds of valuable indigenous kinds. At pres-
ent ive can obtain seeds of the tali oat grass, f,/?u-
ena elntior,) the orchard grass, (Dactytis glomera-
ta.) timothy (Phleum ptatense,) herd grass ('.5o-ro.5-

tisstrirta,, and white and red clover, (Trifolium
prattnse and T. repens.) These are all suitable
for pasture grasses. The Poa pratensis, P. triv-
ialis. P. compressa, (rough and smooth stalked
meadow and blue grasses,) the Agrostis alba.
white top or foul meadow,) the Holcug lanatus.
(meadow soft grass) some of the Festucas and se-
veral of the Agrostis families, are in^:igenous, and
come in spontaneously, to soils adapted to their
growth The seedsof meadow foxtail, sweet scent-
ed vernal grass, and the fescue, may be obtained
from Great Britain, and would be valuable acces-
sions to our pasture grounds.

SWKET POTATOS.
Diredions for the presentation of the sups o///i»

Sireet Poiatos, andfor their cultivation.

The Slips are nothing more than the small po-
tatos or roots last thrown off by the plant. They
are preferred to larger ones on the several grounds
of econouiy, of food and and of room— of their be-

inj more easily preserved, and less likely to rot

in the groimd after they are planted. The writer

of this, during fifteen years, never succeeded in

gettinfr more than one large sweet potato to vege-

tate or grow in the open ground. The ignorance
of the mode of culture has probably been the cause

of their not having been raised here.

The slips sjiould be put up for preservation

without bruising them (or as the directions from
New Jersey e.xpressed^t, they should be handled
as carefully as eggs) in a dry state, in perfectly

dry sand or earth, and kept in a warm place as

free as possible from moisture.

Those who wish to be perfectly assured of their

success, will raise a small hot bed with, or with-

out glass about the 10th of April, on the south

side of a fence, wall or building. On this, they

will lay the slips or roots so close as totouch each

other, so that a bed of six feet square will be suf-

ficient for a bushel of them. They should then be

covered with about an inch of earth. If the culti-

vator has no hot bed frames, the bed at night may
be covered with a mat or with straw.

(n 10 or 14 days some of the shoots will appear

ab.ive ground ; when about one half or even a

third so appear, they are all to he taken up to be

plsnted. Tho liirhlest soils are best adapted to

tham. As their roots almost universally strike

downwards, like those of the carrot, they are al-

ways placed on hills raised about nine inches, or

about the height of a potato hill, after its last

fnithfid hoeing. These hills should be four feet

nnrl a half apart in every direction. The slips, two

in each hill, one foot apart, are then put in either

with the fintrers, or a stick, or any instrrmient ca-

na'ile of milking n sufficient bole, ami the crown

or top should be within an inch or half inch of the

surface. When thus slatted or sprouted, it wilT

beessyto distinguish the end which sends out

mots, from that which nuts forth shoots for tho

open air. The slips should be put in perpendica-

[lorly or nearly so, the root end downwards. They

[
would grow without this precaution, but would bfi

[delayed and injured in their growth. A little dung
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<lug. or liopii 111 will miicli liil their progress, unless

llie land be ritli. Tlicy . Mnnot bear moist, or any

rich grounds, or p'.aces, 'vhere the water stands,

alter showers. Their vines grow too lu.'iuriantly

in such situations, and th'^ir roots are softer and

more watery.

After they arc planted they require the same

treatment as the squash or pumpkin, that is sim-

ply weedin.f them. In the Jerseys, they raise the

runners from the gioiind when they weed them

—

so as to prevent their tiikina; root, which they do

mure readily thiin any plunt, and which the Jer

sey farmers think injurious to the main toots. The
subscriber permitted nature to take its course

—

but he should rertMinly make the trial another

yeiir of the New Jersey method.

The products tor two -locessive years, have

been at the rate of 220 bushels to the acre, with

no greater care, nor indeed so much as that be-

stowed on common potatos They were planted

this year early in June, an ! were hilled on the

10th of Oi-t. whi'h is at least forty-five days less
|

naturalized. It can be as easily raised as cab-

growth, than they would have in common years,
|

bagcs. This 1 undertake to afBrm.

wet seasons it is watery and less sweet It may purtenances, with 14 per cent per annum. This
prove my great zeal, and somewhat theoretical is the most valuable charter ever grunted in this
turn, to recommend the culture of this vegetable in country. 'I'he immense increase of transportation,

Massachusetts, but four years' e.vperience ha\e giv- both of pro|ii»rty and persons on this route, con;
en me some right to speak of it practically. I re- tiuually advancing in amount, baftles all calcula-

commend its culture on the following grounds :

—

tion as to the future operations of this rail road.

1st. It will grow and succeed here under ordina- ;

ry culture. 3d It is very prolific, making as good ^"'^' butcheries— Near Paris are a number of

returns as the common potato. 3d It is preferred
'>"'''*« butcheries, at two of which 14,775 worn out

by man, bearing usually a price three times as
''°"^'* "'.^"'^ slaughtered in one year. Every part

great with us as the common potato. 4th It is
of 'l>e animal is turned to some account. The mane

preferred by all animals of wt.itever des- '*'"' *^'' "^ °°''' ^o the upholsterers, the skin to

cription. Cows and pigs eat it greedily, and '^^ tanners, the meat to the owners of cats and

even dung-hill fowls will attack and consume it in '^°Ss; the small ir.tesiines are manufactured into

a raw state. It will produce about 2.50 bushels to
cor'fs. the hoofs into combs, and the bones into

the acre. I have never failed to raise it with sue-
'^"'''^ handles, fans, &c. These establishments

cess. The only impediment to its culture is the
''"'^ infested with innumerable rats, which are

difficulty of preserving the small tubers or roots
;

<^»"irhl and killed for their skins. More than

but as soon as it is known that there will be a de- 2'^'"^ ''^"^ ^'''^" '''"'^<^' '" ^ «'"&'« ''^y- The rats

mand for them, our market will be regularly sup- make nothing of devou.'ing the whole carcase of

plied from New Jersey, where it has been long "f a horse (e.vcppt the bones) if left exposed, du-

or if the seed hud arrived earlier. They will be-

gin to be pilateable am! fit for table about the

15th of Sept. or l-t of Oct.—as the season mny
have been hot or cold ; but the general crop ought

not to be duij till the vines are killed. They will

endure si.i or seven frosts after the common po

JOHN LOWELL.

ring a single night Hampshire Caz.

In travelling through Worcester county, Mass.
we have been surprised to see such a number of

Salmon Trout.—A fish of this species, weighing broad rimmed wheels. At Boston we observed a
twenty-three pounds, was caught in Schoodic lake number of new stages with similar wheels. On
which emptie'* into the I'iscataqua, at Kilmarnoc, enquiry we learnt from the mest respectable au-

and sold in this town a few weeks since. Soon thority that such wheels were coming gradually

tato stalks have l-een killed So mmy persons i

'''"^^'' '^^''^"^- ^'"""y ='"'' ^'''''''' """'•" ^°"'' '" "^'^ into use, and were decidedly preferred by those

have applied for slips, that it was the advice of

some of them, tliat these liints should be publish-

ed. It is not pretended that the cuUure is of any
agricultural importance— it is merely an horti-

cultural e.\p('riiiient, very pleasant to those who
have a taste for such pursuits—and also gratify-

ing to those who love the sweet potato. They
certainly can be raised here of excellent quality,

full as often as we can raise good grapes, peach-
es, or pears. They should not be gathered in by

the hoe, or spade—they must be raised like the

carrot, with the dung fork. J. LOWELL.
Thi^ followirifc additional remarks are from the

Massachusetts •/Igrictdtural Journal.

CAROLINA, OR. SWEET POTATO.
This plant is not a potato, though there is a

vulgar opinion, that the common potato trans-

planted to southern regions becomes sweet, and
that the sweet potato on being carried to north-

ern climate degenerates into the common potato.

The common potato is what the botanists li.ive

named a solanuin. It is not a running plant.

ake and caught fifteen of the same species—the engaged in transporting by land. Three teams
largest of which, weighed ten pounds. Last week were rising a muddy hill with equal loads and an-.

Mr. Chick and others caught thirty; the largest equal number of horses. The forward teamster '^
weighing twelve pounds.

—

Bangor Reg. laid his whip on his arm and walked behind his ^^
„, . ."", r~r; r;

, ; , . . wagon. The second applied his whip with full
I he Legislature of New York, has before it a < j n .u- j . j . u- i u . •

, .,, , _^ ^ , ^^_ .^, _, ,, ^ j_ _ force—and the third had put his shoulder to the

wheel. The foremost wagon had broad rimmed
wheels^^he two others narrow rims. One of the

hill to grant a bounty on New-Yotksalt sent down
to Albany and the seaports.

Also a bill to encourage the growth and manu-
'."'.'° "'^ ^"'" "'."^'..""''"" "" ^"^ "' "'

„ ^ .
, , /, , , -n ... principal earners m Norfolk county, Mass. ha^

tacture oi hemp and flax—and a bill aiitliorizinff j.j . . , ,r. c .. \

1 /• di.. nri« f,r>.> I- .L rnu /-I I
adopted such wheels, and after years of trial says,

a loan of $1,000,000 for the Chenango Canal. ,u , i ii e . c u i j^ that ho would prefer to pay for broad rimmed

Potato Pudding.—One pound of butter, one do. wheels, in preference to using the best narrow

of sugar, beat to a cream, two pounds of potatos rimmed wheels if furnished free of expense. The
bfiiled ami pressed through the cullender, twelve broad rims have a decided advantage on sand, and

eggs, one glass of brandy, one of wine, half a soft ground. They are in general use in England.

glass of 'ose water, one teaspoonful of spiee.

Mohawk and Hudson Rail Road.—The Albany

Advertiser says:—"We are happy to state the

amendments to the bill to incorporate the Mohawk
and Hudson Rail Road Company have at length

gent'farn^ers, rrnd'ca''rriers;"havopss'ed'a law re-

It is calculated that a general use of them will

save one half the expense of repairing highways,
which in Massachusetts is computed to be nearly

.$oOO,C')0 a year. The legislature of that State,

convinced by ample experiments of many intelli-

quiring that all carts, wagons and stages, built af-

ter two years, shall have broad rimmed wheels,the

passed>into a law. It will be remembered that in

Its! 1821), General Van Rensselaer, Mr. Fealherston

native country is probably the high lands of South I haugh, and their friends, were incorporated with
lightest not less than four inches, others five inch-

America— a cold region. It delights m cold sea ' an exclusive privilege for fifty years, to occupy, pg i,r(,a,| Southern paver.
sons, and a moist soil, and it is a fact, that it is i

by a rail road, the communioalion betwixt the; i .

drier an 1 more mealy, when raised in «uch soils, ' Kru>. Canal near Schenectady and the city of AI-
! Cotton seed whiskey.—The people of Georgia

than in dry ones The best potatos known are bany. This comiuunication was deemed to prom-
: have discovered that whiskey can be obtained

raised in wet, flat and almost overflown grounds ' ise such great results, that the legislature reserved from cotton seed; another poisonous liquid is

of Lancashire in England : and in Ireland, so fa 'to the state the right to purchase it of the coin-
: therefore to be added to those which are now ruin-

mous for its moistuie and verdure, as to have re- ' paiiy withinfive years of its completion. They also ' ing the country. This new whiskey has a villa-

ceived the appellation of the Emerald Isle. It made the stocKlioldors personally liable for the nous smell, but it makes the topers "squabble.
flourishes admirably in the fojs of Nova Scotia
and the lower parts of the State of Maine. The
sweet potato has no title to be called the Caiolina
potato, ft is an exotic, or foreign plant with them.
It is a native of tropical regions—has been grad-
ually introduced northerly, like the Limn or Saba,
commonly pronounced Civet bean. The sweet
potato is not a solanum, but a convolvulu«! has
all the habits of the tribe of the convolvulus it

is a running or creeping plant, h never flowers
our country—is very hardy—capable of bear

debts of tiie company.—The company upon ma- swagger and swear," and will of course be swal-

tnre consideration, refused to construct the road lowed.

—

ibid.

with these restrictions, and applied this session to

be released from them. The law accordingly
;

Legs.—A person confined to the bed a week

has been auiended : the personal liability clause by sickness, has generally to remark a much great-

being repealed the company is to have oxchisivo er wasting of the legs than of the arms ; the rea-

possession of the profits of the road for the first ;
son of this, is, the muscles of the leg in ordinary

ten years after its completion; and during the
j

cases, being more in use than those of the arms,

five years succeeding the ten, the state reserves |

have their usual bulk so much owing to this,

to itself the right of purchasing the property of
j

that they suffer a greater change from inaction

thecorporation, upon paymentof the original cost, than others, which have a certain magnituda in-

ing more frost than the common potato, and in ' repairs, expenses of every kind, fixtures and ap- '
dependently of use.

"fi-
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CANKER WORMS.
We shall not attempt to give either a descrip-

tion or the natural history of the canker worm,

but reler to Professor Peck's Memoir on the sub-

ject; [which was originally published in the Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural Repository—and repub-

lished in the New England Farmer, Vol. v. page

393], and direct our attention, exclusively, to the

remedies, which have been used, or suggested to

preserve fruit trees from this formidable enemy.
The female of this insect, comes out of the

ground late in the fall, early in the spring, or

sometimes, during a period of mild open weather,

in wmter. Tliose which rise in autumn or in

winter are less numerous than those which ascend

in spring ; but being very prolific, they do much
injury. One method of preventing the ravages of

ved, or bent downwards, they might present ob-
j

The remedies proposed by Professor Peck, were
stacles, which the worms could not pass, even if list. Turning up the ground carefullv in October,

no tar was applied. We fear that this method as far as the branches of a tree extend— to half a

would prove too expensive for general adoption— spade's depth, or five inches, so as completely to

but would solicit further information on this sub- invert the surface. A great number of chrysolids

ject from those who have a practical knowledge would thus be e.-cposed to the air and sun, and of

of it^ application and results. course destroyed. 2d. Breaking the clods and

Fourlh, Another method, proposed by Dr. Jere- ! smoothing the surface with a rake, aiid passing a

miah Spofibrd, of Bradford, Mass. is to spread
\
heavy roller over it, so as to make it very hard

Mercural Ointment CL'^Hg!Kn/u)H //!/rfrari/gr?J upon
I

and without cracks. Ingress grounds the sods

strips of woollen cloth, or narrow lists.such as are, should be turned with the grass side down, and

cut from the edges of broadcloth, and apply them placed side by side so as to be rolled. The win-

closely round the trees, having first made the bark ter's frosts would heave and crack a smooth sur-

smooth, where it is not so, that none of the grubs, face, but it might be smoothed and hardened by

or females that deposit the eggs, from which the : the roller, or by other means in March, with much
worms are produced, may pass under the band or less trouble, time, and expense than rolling re-

strip, which contains the ointment. Dr. SpofTord quires. As lime, when slacked is roduced to an

ol»serves, "that the advantages of using the un- impalpable powder and is thus well adapted to

guentum over any mode in common use are ob- dose the opening in the surface, Mr P. was in-

vious. While tar requires to be renewed every clined to think its good eflfects are produced this

night, that it may catch and hold the grub, mere-
;

way as well as by its caustic qualities,

ly by its tenacity, this mode requires preparing, John Kcnrick, Esq. of Newton, Mass. proposed,the worm is to bar the ascent of the females up
the stem ol the tree. This has generally been at i but once a year, and will be growing stronger for between the time in June after the worms had
tempted by tarring, of which there are several I a long time, by an increased oxydation of the mer- disappeared and the 2lHh of October to take the

modifications.

First, A strip of linen or canvass is put round
the body of the tree, before the females begin

cury, when exposed to the air."
j
whole of the soil surrounding- the i rees, to the e.'£-

The Massachusetts Agricultural Repos. Vol. iii. itent at least of four feet from the trunk, and to a

No. 4, contains some remarks on the cankerworm, :
suitable depth and cart it away to a distance from

their ascent, and well smeared with tar. The in- j by the Hon. John Lowell, president of the Mas- 1 any trees, which the canker worms are in the

sects, in attempting to pass this barrier, stick fast ! sachusetts Agricultural Society, from which the
i

habit of feeding on; and returning an equal

quantity of compost or rich earth intermixed with

manure.

A writer for the New England Farmer, Vol. iii.

page 327, states a case of an orchard having been

preserved from the canker worm, by means of a

large number of locust trees, equal to about dou-

and perish. But this process, to complete the de-
, following i? extracted :

—

sired effect, must be commenced about the first of; "I had the turf dug in around sixty apple trees,

'November, and thp tarring continued, [when the and the earth laid smooth. I then took three
weather is mild enough to permit the worms to hogsheads of e/Te/f, or air slacked lime, and strew-
smergo from the ground,] till the latter end of ed it an inch thick round my trees, to the extent
May, or till the time of their ascent is past. It is i of two or three feet from the roots, so that the
necessary to fill the crevices in the bark with clay

: whole diameter of the opening was four to six I
fale the number of apple trees

or mortar, before the strip of linen or canvass is
j
feet. I tarred these trees as well as the others, I Mr. Roland How ard, of Easton, Mass. observes,

put on, that the insects may not pass under it.— .and although I had worms or grubs on most that.'that "a quantity of lime was collected from the

Having put on the strip, which should be at least I were not limed, I did not catch a single grub sweepings of a lime store and s; read on the

three inches wide, draw it close, fasten the ends ! where the tiees were limed.
I
ground around a certain apple tree, some time in

together strongly, then tie a thumb rope of tow I "I do not speak with confidence. I am, however, '
the month of November, (the foliage of which had

round the tree, close to the lower edge of the ' strongly encouraged to believe the remedy per-
;

been destroyed by the canker worm the preceding
strip. The design of this, is to prevent the tar feet. It was ascertained by Professor Peck, that i

summer) the ground being in a pulverized state,

from running down the' bark of the tree, which the insect seldom descended into the ground at a the lime was spread as far from the trunk of the

would injure it. It should be renewed, in moder-
1

greater distance than three or four feet from the tree as the drippings from the branches extended,

ate weather, once a day, without fail. The best [trunk, and to the depth of four inches, or that The effect was stated to be t: e entire disappear-

time is soon after sun-set, because the insects are ' the greater part come within that distance. The ance of the worm and an increased vigor of the

wont to pass up in the evening, and the tar will i lime is known to be destructive of all animal sub- tree." The same writer observes, that "moving
not harden so much in the night as in the day.

Second, Another mode of tarring, is to take two
wide pieces of board, plane them, make semi-cir-

cular notches in each, fitting them to the stem or

body of the tree ; and fasten them together at the

ends, so that the most violent storms may not dis-

place thein. The crevices betwixt the boards and
the tree may be easily stopped with rags or tow

;

then smear the underside of the boards with tar.

The tar being defended from the direct rays of
the sun, will hold its tenacity the longer—and
therefore need not be frequently renewed. The
trees, in this way, will be less liable to be injured
by the drippings of tar, by leaving a margin of
two or three inches, on those parts of the boards
which are next to the trees, to which no tar is

applied.

Third, Another mode of blockading the paths
of the insects, in their ascent up tho frees, is to

inclose them with collars, or circular slips of tin.

Of this method, we huvo seen some notices, but
no description. We presume, however, that the
pieces of tin are shaped and fitted to the trees,

somewhat like the boards above mentioned ; and,
perhaps, if the outer rims of the collars were cur- disappoints the farmer."

stances ; and I have little doubt that it actually the earth with a plough or hoe late in November,
decomposes and destroys the insect in the chrys- or beginning of December, has been found very

alls state, at least I hope that this is the case. ,
efBcacious in destroying them." This last men-

"There are many reasons, which should en- ] tioned remedy, if it always proves efficient, will

courage a repetition of this experiment. The ' probably be the cheapest and most expedient.

—

digging round the trees is highly useful to them. But the worm must be capable of enduring a con-

while tarring is very injurious. The expense is siderable degree of cold,or unerring instinct would

not great— a man can dig round fifty trees in one not lead it from its dormitory in November, (as it

day. The lime is a most salutary manure to the frequently does) to brave the rigors of winter on

tree. After the spot has been once opened and the stem or branches of the tree. We are inclin-

limed the labor of keeping it open will not be i ed to believe, as well as to hope that the applica-

great. Three hogsheads of air slacked lime, or I tion of iime, as above stated, will prove effectual,

the sweepings of a lime store will suffice for fifty
j

and if so, it will propably be preferable to any

trees, and will cost three dollars. As it is done
,
mode of applying tar, or attacking the enemy

but once a year, 1 think it cannot be half so ex-
[

above ground,

pensive as tarring.
j

When the insects have ascended, their numbers

"I repeat it, that I mention my experiments ! may be lessened by jarring or shaking the body

with great diffidence, as being the first of my own 1 or limbs of tho tree causing them to suspend

knowledge. It may induce several persons to try | themselves by the threads, which they spin from

it in different places, and where trees are sur I their bodies, and striking them off with a stick.

—

rounded with others, which are treated different- jit is said that those which thus fall to the earth.

ly. All I pray, is, that it may prove successful— do not rise again. Whether they would be able

and relieve us from this dreadful scourge, which i to resist the effects of a sprinkling with soap suds,

defaces our country, while it impoverishes and saline, or bitter infusions, &c. is more than wc

I
can say ; but wo wish their powers might be test-
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ed by showering them with those mixtures, which

are found to be the best antidotes against other

insects.

Goosebernj Bnshes.—On planting these bushes,

it is advisable to trim off all the old or dry wood
;

by this mean;, they grow more luxuriant, and it is

Accounts from the Cape of Good Hope mention
a great improvement in the wines of that colony

;

some of the planters, who had looked more to qua-

lity than to quantity, have been induced to adopt

tlie French and German system in their vineyards,

and the result has exceeded the most sfinguine ex-

- - r 1 u • pectations. It is a singular fact, that much whito
very essential to the bearing of good gooseberries ^ has been imported into France, and after pro-
that they always be kept thinned ot limbs. They

reduction by means of full-bodied wines of na-
bear much fi >rr fruit, and w.ll not m.ldew as they

^.^^ ^^^^^^j^^ ^^^^ ^^j^ ^^ ^ ,.^^ connoisseurs as
<^o «'hen su ffered to grow to a large bush.

|

g^^^;-^„^ gg^t ,„dl„ Madeira.

POTATOS.
'The ground usually chosen for the culture of Potato Oats, &[C.

^i

.

"
, ,

, c ,j ... ., ,• _ ,^ These Oats, (known in England by the name of Potato Oal)
this root 13 a stubble field, after the ordinary course exceed any gram of the kinS ever known as an article of food,

of white straw crops, or a piece of old clover lay, or In any way of distillation. Those who wish for some of this

either of which are broken up between Christmas inseparable Grain for seed, weighing /or(|,.f,»oj,(.,mrf. per

K.
,

//us/iri. and raised in New York, can be supplied by calling at

and Candlemas, and potatos of an early sort, call- die Seed Establishment, No. 62, North Market street, at $i per

cd paintPd ladies, are put in about the middle of hushel. The lollowing description of this Grain is from Loudon.

, ., ,^ J t 1. 1 ^ u ^ .u J n c "The Potato Oat has large, plump, rather thick skinned grains,
April ; the red Irish apple sort about the middle ot

,|oy;,|e and treble, with longer straw than either the Poland, or

May, or beginning of June, and in the following the Dutch Oat. It is almost the only oat now raised on land in

manner:—Furrows are drawn at the distance of a good state of cultivation in the north of England and the south

of Scotland, and usually brings a higher price in the London
two and a half teet apart, straight across the field, market than any other variety. It was discovered growing in a

in the direction the potatos tire to be planted ; in field of potatos in Cumberland, in 1788, and from the produce,,.,,.,,. .1 ,
•

11 of the single stalk which there sprung up by accident, (probably
the bottom ot these furrows the dung is usually ^om the manure) has been pro^ucel the slock now in general

spread ; upon tins dung the potato sets are placed :
culiivaiiou."

regularly tit the distance of about six inches. The I 7^ '^^'''V^^'r''""' ^v"Tl^T'° v'^^vv. ua i ri•^ ' Likewise, Early English Manly—English Kidney, and Clie-
mould raised fnmi the furrow, which received the

]
nango seedling Potatos. One barrel Early Royal 'George Po-

dunu and selts, is then ploughed back again, and

in this situation the field remains until the plants

appear siifBi-iently to mark the interval, which ia

then horse hoed, and that operation is followed by

the doul)le-brea.-:ted plough, the mould-boards of

which are set so wide, as to make the raised earth

just meet upon thi rows, and completely to cover

the younj potato plants : those, in a growing sea-

son, will very soon be seen above thi= second cov-

ering, when the mould boardsof the doub'e breast-

ed plough are farther spread, and the last mould-
ing is completed by throwing the earth from the

intervals upon the ridges, and at the foot of the

plants as high as it will lie ; the rows are then ex-

amined, as well for the purpose of relieving any of

the potato plants on which clods may have fallen,

as for drnwing and cutting out any weeds that

may be among them ; and this completes the dress-

ing. One man and one horse on a well propor-

tioned field of ten or twelve acres, and lying suf-

ficiently level for the plough to work both ways,

will horse-hoe three acres per day, and the same
quantity in the subsequent operations of moulding
of the plants."- Fancouucr'* Survey of Devonshire-

From a late English paper.

AGRICULTURE, TRADE, &.c.

The average product of an acre of wheat in Van
Dieman's Land is twenty bushels ; and the ex-

pense of production, independent of quit-rent is 41.

10s.

A shrub has been discovered in our new Indian
territories, from whose stem, when divided, there

issues a copious vegetable spring of limpid and
wholesome water. The natives know this well,

and hence we rarely meet with an entire plant. It

is a powerful climber, and is quite new and non-
descript.

At the late Edinburgh agricultural meeting, at

which above three hundred noblemen and gentle

men attended, Sir John Sinchiir addressell the par-

ty after breakfast, and informed them that a great
part of the bread which they had been eating was
composed chiefly of potato flour, and if the public

would be contented with such bread, Britain never
would require a bushel of foreign grain.

talos, an early"sort and prodigious bearer—price ^2 per bushel.

This is a valuable kind for market gardeners.

6(K)0 two year old seedling Hawthorn Quicks, for line fences

in fine order, at a moderate price.

10 barrels Early Frame Peas, raised in Bangor, .Me.

A further supply of the celebrated New Zealand Spinach,

[ Tetragona expansis],

1000 pounds fresh Lucerne, imported from Europe this spring.

10 baiTels English White Mustard Seed.
Also, a consignment from Albany, of 60 barrels Marrowfat

Peas, by the barrel, at a very low price.

Early Tuscarora Corn, for the table.

Also. Seeds for Diers' use—Ornamental Flower Seeds, &c.
comprising the largest collection of Seeds to be found in New
England.

Also, seeds of the Cuba Tobacco, Yellow Tobacco, Teazel,

Lentils, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sorts)—
Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Millet, Burnel, Orchard
Grass, Rye Grass, Tall Meadow Oats Grass, While and Red
Clover, Mangel Wurtzel , &c.

\rr A supply of the Roots of " WILMOT'S SUPERB
STRAWBERRY"—measurin";^ six and eight inches in circum-

ference, is daily e.\'pectcd from Europe. _^

For Sale or to Let
The three elegant Stud Horses " Dey of Algiers"—' Ranger '

and "Young Highlander;'' all sired by the celebrated Horse
Higiiiander. Two full-blooded Enjiisli Bulls—two Hulls and
and several Heilers, three and seven-eights blood Holderncss,
or Short Horned breed.

Also, two Farms in Tolland, and a convenient House in the
central part of the City of Hartford. Inquire ai the of the New
England Farmer, or Ralph Watson, East Windsor, Connecli-
<^"^ April )8.

JAMES BLOODGOOD &. Cos.
JVwr.sfCi/, at Flushing, on Long Island, mar JYew

York.
IN behalf of the Proprietors of the above Nursery,
ihf subscriber solicits the orders of Horticulturists
who may be desirious of stocking iheir gardens
and fields with Fruil Trees of the finest sorts, and

most nealthy and vigorous stocks the present reason.

BLOODGOon & Co. attend personalhj to the Jiwculalins; and
Engrafting of all Iheir Fruit Trees—and purchasers may rely

with confidence, that the Trees they order «ill prove genuine
The subscriber, Agcnl of the above Nursery, will receive orders
for any quantiiy ol

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES,
FLOWERING SHRUBS.

PLANTS.
The Trees « ill he delivered in tins City, at the risk and ex-

pense of the purchaser—the bills may be paid to him.
The reputation of this Nursery is so extensively known, and

has been so well sustained, that I take leave to refer those in.

want of Trees, to any of the Horticulturists in this City and its

vicinity; and if ocular demonstration is desired, I invite those
who wish to be thus satisfied, to examine the Trees in my gar-
den at Dorchester, procured Irom this Nursery for three or foul

years past, some of which are now in bearing, all in a healthy

and vigorous slate.

VlT Catalogues will be delivered gratis, on application to

ZEB. COOK, Jr. Rogers' Buildings—Congress St.

N. DAVENPORT offers for sale at his Nursery,

in Milton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest

Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap-
ples,Pears,Peaches, Prunes,Nectarines,&c, Goose-

^^ berry and Currant Bushes, A list of which can be

seen iji ihc oHice of the New EndanH Farmer, or Agricultural

Warehouse—and will be inserted in the New England Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, il is not so much an

ebjecl to present the imposing display of a great number ol'

the names of indifferent fruit as to keep a choice collection of

those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established,

13= Orders are respectfiilly solicited, and will receive prompt

attention if left with J. R, Nkwell, at the .Agricultural Estab-

lishment, No 52 North Market street; or with Fricsch & Da-
venport, No, 713 Washington Street—or at the Nursery in

Milton, Feb, 2;),

Gunpowder, fyc.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 2.3 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—Balls

—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, &;c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupont Powder Store, No, 66 Broad street

—

By E. COPELASD, Jr.

[0° The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "£. Copeland, jr. Boston," on Ihc head of the

cask. tf March M
Just Published

And for sale at this office, " Observations on the Efnoacy of

Vv'ijite .Mustard Seed, (Sinapis alba} taken whole. From the
lOih London edition, revised and improved." Price 6 cts.

JV'cw Treatise on Floa'ers.

In press, and will lie published the beginning of ihe ensuing
|

week, at the oHice of the New England Fanner, and by G.
Thorburn & Son, New York, " a Treatise on the Cultivation

of Ornamental Flowers; comprising Remarks on the requisite i

.Soil, .Sowing, Transplanting, and general Management ; with

Directions for the general Ircatment of Bulbous Flower Roots,

Green-house Plants, &c. By Roland Green," Price 37 els.

PRICES OF COUNTRY
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MISCELLANIES.

WARM REl'EPTION.

Ruslicus wrote a leller to his love,

And filled it lull ol warm and keen desire

He hop'd to raise a flame—and so he did

—

The tally put his nonsense in tht- fire.

A Bull.—A lady wrote to her lover, begging dropsy. Great debility will always folli)w the use

him to send her some money. She added, by way of powerful evactitints, and the best medical wri-

of postscript, "I am so ashamed of the request I ters now recommend iiutri ioti.-i all en as tlis best

have made in this letter, that I sent after the post

boy to get it back, but my servant could not over

take him."

Dr. John.son said, that a man, by taking a sec-

The PresidtiU.i ^uart/.— Aji Wiiglisliman speak- jond wife, pays the highest compliment to the first,

ing of the presidency of W/.shiiigton, was express-
j

by shewing that she made him so happy as a mar-

ing to an American a wish to behold him. While ried man, that he wishe.i to be so a second time.

this conversation passed, "there he goes," replied

the American, pointing to a tall, erect, and digni- Persons employed in grinding needles are usual-

fied person, on the other side of the street "Is 'V setionsly injured, and become consumptive, by

that General Washington !" exclaimed the Eng mhaiing the steel dust thrown otrin the operation,

lishman, "where id his guard ?"—" Here," replied To prevent this, a magnet is now suspended over

the American, striking his uosom with emphasis. ^^^ wheel, which attracts particles and prevents

! all injurious effect. This is one of the many mod-

Irish ivit.— It happened, lately, in repairing the ern applications of science, to the purposes of

street in which Dr. Aljernelliy resides, that the humanity.

paving stones were accumulated before his door.
j^j^j Dogs— Aboal forty sheep have recently

The doctor, raiher .'ngry, remonstrates witn an 5^^^ ^^^^^^g^ [^y ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ Pennamaquan, which
Irish laborer, and the following dialogue took

place :

—

Dr A.—Why the d— 1 have you laid your rub

medicine in every case of letjility. The bark and
leaves of the elder have been lout; krmvn as pow-
erful evacuants, and not, eslecnied unsafe. Yet
caution is recommended in iisini; tlie l>u<ls, as their

effect is esteemed and has been found dangerous

in some cases.

Hose Bushes nni Grape Vines.

For ^ale at the House of SA-MI !',!. UOWNF.R. in Uorches-
ter, 80 liundred leaf Rose bushc^—jO >\o. Pj-oviiic<;, or Cabbage
10 .io four seasons—300 do. Damask—30 ilo. Rurgundy—5 do.

Aiisin^Hi—2.5 do. Marble— 10 do. Tuscany— 100 lo. French—
6 \ery lars^e pots monthly Rose* sixteen years old, and iu prime
heahii—7 varieties Double D,<hlias—Single, do.— 8 Lagersto-
oenii.n Indica. or Crape .Myrtle, iwu of wnich are 20 years old

—

200 Grape Viues. (White Svveci water)—Snow ball Bushes

—

White Lilies—Red and While Lilacs.

ROSE WATER.
20 Demijohns Double and Single distilled Rose Water, made
entirely fi-om Damask Roses. The above Rose Water is eon-

stantly' kept for sale at Mr. C. Waste's Porter Cellar, ^o. 12

Merchant's Row, by Demijohn or less quantity.

61 March 14

have been killed and burned by their owners

;

I and in Dennysville, a number of animals, we un-

derstand, , _,_, j._ _

bisli opposite my door where carriages arc daily
, ^y a mad dog. Inconsequence of this, all the >";,'' ;^,*^«jj;.;e,had

stopping-'' [dogs that are seen in the streets, in Denoysville,

Ensrrafti'ier and Garden Work.
RUFUS HOWE, of Dorchestf,

,
Miforms his friends and the

ave also been bitten, within a few days, : public, that he will attend to the r.ngrafiing ol Trees or Garden
ork. Having had con.sideraltic experience, he ihmks he can
ve satisfaction lo ihose who may lavo*- him with employment.

,, . „ , , , , -,
I

r»- — T ~..-j -,
I
iveferrence can be had of Mr. Samuel Downer, of Dorche;iler.

foi— Farth, your honor, it must be laid some-
j
^re instantly killed.— £«s</^or< Seimnel. " AprU4

where, till the strate 13 mended.
Dr. A.— It may be So ;—but it must not be laid

there.

Pat.—Where can I put it at all, your honor ?

Dr. A—Put it in h— I, if you like.

Pat—O-be dad.

would be more uul

' 40,000.
Improvement by plantation is at once the easiest' For sale, Forty Thousand , grafted APPLE TREES, from

the cheapest, and the least precarious mode of in" '"o '" '°'"' y^^"'* fr"'," '''^ giaf-consisung of loity-ihree kinds

, .

'

, , ..
- of the mo.st approved and sipcrior I' ruits; including earlv au-

creasing the immediate value, as well as the fu lumn and winter Apples. Also, other Fiuii and >niam"ental

ture income of estates ; and it would be well for Trees. Orders mav be sent to tins place via Post office, di-

—I'd better put it in heaven ; it the lords of the soil to remember the exhortation
'^'^'•"' '° FRAiN'ClS WINSHIP.^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
t of your honor's way. of the dying Scotch laird to bis son; "Be aye

i

'
'

'-——
A Profitable Tempest.—When Isaiah Thomas,

(printer of the Farmer's Almanac) was called upon

by a printer's boi/ to know what he should put

against the 13tb of July, replied "any thing ;"

—

upon which the boy set ^'ruiii, hail, and snow.'

sticking in a tree, Jock ; it will be growing
you are sleeping."

aye

whilst!
SUPEKB BULBOUS ROOTS

' .Just received at the New ii^ngland Farmer Seed Establishment.

I
a fine collection of superior Bulbous Roots, suitable for spring'

I planting. Consisting of bl.itk, purple, orange, violet, crimson,

There are in the human body no less than 500 rose, nankeen, bronze, and white color.-d DOUBLE MEXl-
,„ ,. ., c c • . CAiN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferraria Tigrida, or Mexican Tiger

]

muscles, tor the purpose of performing its various Kiower-Amarylhs For.nosissin.a, or 5acohean Lily-Do»W
functions; but these are few compared to the Tuberose, and Ranunculus; paintings of whiih may be seen at

The country people were amazed at this ; but it number assigned to some minute animals ; a par- tl'i^ P'a«- The ahov, cudectioncf, ulbs is in fine order and
^" "^ J y^ f .,,,, , • , f .,, • V, 'S ''om the same House liom which we obtained the Bulbous

30 happened that it actually rained, hailed, and ticular species of caterpillar was ascertained by Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satisfaction.

snowed on that day, which proved a profitable the naturalist Lyonet, to possess 4,000 muscles in

storm to the proprietor of the almanac for the fu-
j

the different parts of its minute body.

ture numbers.
Cure for the dropsy.—The follow ing

Landreth's JSTurserics—A'''ar Philadelphia.

j
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its viciinty. the Proprietors are again
article is induced to advertise to them their "Nurseries, as ofTering pecu-

Wlniisa ffardenerthe most extraordinary man from a most respectalile source, and we strongly liar facilities for the acquirements of usefiil& ornameniaT vege-JO •' ."^ CTiA table productions. J he collection now cuhivated by Ihem, con
in the world'.' recommend it (says the balem Gazette) to the at- sisus of an imm.nsp variety ol Fruit and Hardy "Ornameuial

Because, no man has more business upon Earth, tion of our readers :

—

Trees and Shrubs-Green house PlanLs—Rulbous Roots, and
, I

^ . , 1 J- . Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in
I am knowing to two extremely distressing cases

^eal value bN any m this couittry. It embraces most of the eelAnd he always chooses good Grounds for what

he does

Mint.

)f dropsy being suddenly relieved by means of the ebrated kinds of Europe, widi all the esteemed varieties whicii

He commands his T/iUHiC, and IS .Vaster of the bark of common elder. One, a woman advanced have originated on this continent. The utmost care has beet.

.

"" " J '
. , , ,. , ,

observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered
in years, in the last stages of the disease ; and the as containing none" but those most worthy of cultivation. Pei-

He fingers Penny Royal, and raises his Celery other a young woman who had been for eir'hteen sons not acquainted with the dilTereiii varieties by name, and
" •' •' \ c 1 . 1 u J /c 1 . ! , • 1 desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely slating the time

every year. months conhned to her bed, (four last ol which
,|,ey wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to th."

And it is a bad year indeed that docs not bring ohe was unable to lie down). Her strength was proprietors, without a fear of disappoiniment.

a f'"'«•
„, . ; --'v -•--'-'i ;-''"' -. -- -"°>'y free from p,i_<?zsi t;as':^^:cj:^J"a::^i^^.

He meets with more Doughs than a Minister of the disease, and is recovering strength in a man- mo,sioi which are calculated for adorning m the winter seasons,

State. i ner surprising. Other cases less ailgravated have parlours, sitting rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-

,, , r> J .1 • .L w 1 ii 11, .1 , rr., • . 1 eriiij Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.
He mtikes more iJca» than are 111 the * rencii been cured by the same method. The receipt is,

j i,rthe portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are "row

n

King's Palace. I "take two handfuls of the green or inner bark of 1
almast every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The

And ne has in th4m more Painted Ladies too^
j

the white elder, steep it in two quarts of white
! r^otriX^i^L'^refeXl^^i^allw^^^^^^^^^^

He makes Raking bis business, and not a Di-
j

Lisbon wine twenty four hours—take a gill of the
; subject in the slightest degree. The peparation of those kind

version, as many other Gentlemen do

He finds it advantageous to his Health and For-

tune, which few rakes can boast.

His wife has enough of Lad's Love and Hewt's
Ease, and never wishes for ll'etds.

Distempers fatal to others, never hurt him ;

He walks the better for the Gravel, and thrives

most in a Consumption.

His greatest Pride, and the World's greatest

wonder is, that he can have Yew when he pleases.

mixture in the morning, fasting, or more if it ("an : I'^'i'". "°J^'^'|J'_^hi^^™^'^''

bs borne. If more convenient, part in the morn
ing and part about noon, on an empty stomach."

The white pith elder abounds in Essex county—
we have hero two kinds, the white and black pith

cd. The effect of the bark prepared as above, or

the juice from the leaves, has been used with suc-

cess when wine could not be procured ; and it

promotes all the aniinal secretions necessary to

health, which is the cause of its salutary eilect in

ui short, the whole proce-ss of cultiva-

^athering, &.c.~a!l being under their own personal sup-

er'ntendcnce undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-

ence on Ibreign iinportalions, or on careless or inexperienced

growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codinan. No.
31 Congress St. Boston, ofwhom priced catalogues of the whole

may i>e had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of ha\ -

iiiK every article well and safely packed and (orwarded.

Feb. 15. tf D. & C. LANDRETH.

Published eivnj Fiiilaij , cU S^ per amiiim, payable at the end

of the year—Au/ ihose trho phtj within sixty days from the tiJitt

oT subscribing, are niHtlcd Iu a (Inluctioii rf fifty cents.
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AGSIICULTURE. answer very well ; the doors nnd windows oiitrht

to be closed whenever a sudden transition to colJ,

SILK.
Coocluiied Jroin pa^t 305.

It is liiafhly important to feed tlio worms, in that

particular wwy, which experience has shown to bo
the mos >uitBble; the leaves, at all times, should
be dry when jriven to them, therefore when rain

is likely to fall, it is norcssary to ffather in a stock,

before they get wet : if the weather set in. to

steady rain, the le:tves shonld he spread in a sepa
rate room, and rlried before they are ffiven to the ("'J when they are to be cleati^5ej\' leaves might
worms ; leavps wetted hy rain, or dew, will eithei "^ put in a fresh paper, and laid%lhe side ofth.it

kill them, or brintj on some bad disorder; from 'Vhich wants cleanino-; the wnrnrfl'-would lean'
their birth to the second sheddin?, they should be 'luicklv to go to the fresh leaves,

fed twice a day, morninir and evening, afterwards; '' '^''' ° necessary to appropriate a corner for

three times a '<ay to Ihe fourth sheddin?, and then '''f' "diseased worms; in the most favored crop,

until they ascend, four, five, or six times a day as iheie will be many, and they ought to be taken a-

they may seem to require it ; from the fonrth ^''.V immediately, from amonjr the rest, and

Persons who intend In make a business o( rais

lUfT silk, shijuld raise their own seed ; it is tuoim-
or daram takes place, or a thundtr .storm comes portai?f«(pa^t of the concern, to entrust to stran-

on, which o.>en times will prove jn injury to" these
I

gers; tHi-y sho'ild pay tlio most pa'ti. iilar iitten-

insccts ; shelves or hoards put up roimd the rooai, lion to the (.-hoico of the cocoon>, uiiich they se-

would be very convenient to keep the \yorni.s on. lect tbr see<C and to the preserval.on of that seed
and if requisite a frame in the centre of tlio rrfoui, through tlie'>i'ier. Tne French use stoves to

with shelves one over the otlier^ sheets of larijc |
warm occaeioiially the rooms, where the worms

ttiff paper, or of paste board, w'ijh-tlie edges turn [are reared, «!iil thus securj them against any un-

ed up all round, and stitched at tJi~e corners, would expected rebirn of cold weather, and perhaps k.

..inswcr very well to keep, anciiee.'.:Jlhe worms

shedding until they ascend, their appetite is vo-
racious, and It .should be sati?fied by an abundance
of leaves of the best quality, tho.se from old tre->s

matured by age, should be reserved for this po '

riod, and given to them fresh gathered and &\v.
'PI

'

.. ^ . ... ...... -^

into the hospital to recover, otherwise the coula-

;;ion may extend, and a great loss ensue.

After the cocoons are made, the first care is to

take them down from the brush, clearing iway
the loose silk by which they are fastened, and se-

The worms, tliruughoiit the nerioil of thei' ex- i

lecting the best, those that feel hard and subs'an
istence, simuld be attended with great care, nnd j

''''' ^^^ °^ ^he brightest colour, to keep for seed;

regularity
;
they should be kept perfectly clean. I

^he most desirable are the worms, which, at the
clearing uway, often, the remains of the lesves, i

hatching time, came to life first ; they prove, to

their own ordure, &.c., which otherwise woulrtcre- I

^e the most hardy, and will make the best stock
;

ate a disagreeable effluvia, and breed disord(*s a- I

' '^ necessary to keep an equal number of each
mongthem; bad smells are very ohno^fiollg toj^'^''; the male cocoons are the longest and thin-

them, and no smoaking of tsbacco should hr ^1. ' lest, pointed at both ends ; the females are larger
lowed, where they are kept ; they should be fed f*"^

''""nder, blunt at both ends, and resembling
early in the morning, and sood leaves should be ''°'"'^*''at in shape a hen's egg ; these chosen co-

given them regularly at the times appointed, that coons are to be threaded with a needle, in strings

no waste of food may take place : the leaves should i

of fifty more or less, taking great care to run tlie

be fresh gathered, unless in rainy weather, and no "'''^'"^ slightly through the silk, without hurting

leaves oflored to them, that have been kept in the 'he chrysalis which is inside ; these strings are to

house until they have become yellow and sour, 'he hung against the wainscoat of the room, and
which will be the case, in general, after the third '" 'he course of from fifteen to twenty days, th

day; it is upon these attentions, that a wood crop niillers will come out males and females; th

depends; half starved, neglected worms, will o-ivei "'^'cs always come out first ; the females are the

light flimsy coiioons, whilst the diligent, w-ill get] *vhitest and the largest ; the males appear most
them heavy, and rirh ; worms well attended to,

and generously fed, will complete the crop within
forty-five or fifty days, those that are neglected,
will languish over two months and yield a light
result.

The French and Italian establishments, require
large premises and a great variety of utensils,

such as benches, baskets, boxes of various sizes,

and shapes, to suit their extensive concerns: in

the progress of time it will become advisable for

us to get acquainted, with the minutire of their
arrangements, hut at the present day, we shall nnly
point out such preparations as may be requisite,

to make a beginning, and which each individunl
concerned, may afterwards increase, and modify,
according to his own views and situation.

Wherever silk worms are to be raised, in any
number, it is evident, that a room should be ap-
propriated solely for that purpose ; any aspect will

answer, except North
; the worms require heat,

but it must ho a free heat, that is with u sufficient

circulation of air ; a close sultry air, is very bad
for them, and so is a damp air ; we would much
prefer, on that account, a room up stairs, to one
on the ground floor; an unfinished room would

active and shake their wings. It is necessary to

procure pieces of woollen cloth, (the Italians al-

ways use scarlet,) and to place the millers on

them in rows, male and female by the side of each

other; after pairing, the niale dies ; the female

soon lays her seed on the cloth ; it appears as if

glued on ; a female yields about 300 seeds ; they

are first white or yellow, and change to various

hues, and finally, if good, become and remain of a

dark grey. The Italians preserve the seed on

the pieces of scarlet cloth, and at the proper time

their women wear them in their bosoms, as oh

served before, to hatch it. The French are in, the

habit of scraping the seed off from the cloth, and
hy wetting slightly the back of the cloth, it will

come off easy, and witlont injury ; they put it up
then, in small bags, whether it is scraped from, or

left on the cloth, it should be packed carefully,

and preserved over the winter, in a dry place,

where it does not freeze, and ivhere it is not too hot ;

if it should freeze, the principle of life would be

destroyed, and if it should be too warm, the seed

would start for hatching, and would be lost ; one
hundred pair of cocoons will weigh about one
pound, and give about one ounce of seed.

may be requisite louse that caption in siicli partK

of .New EhglEn
, is are much to the north or west

of Boston ; iu )<:. deiL'hborhood, and further south,

we believe tbu it would not be necessary, and

that the only c.iution requisite, would be the clo-

sing of doors ..nil windows, whenever a sudden

change in li." weather might require it; wc
ha' e observed before, that hot weather is favuriiblc

for the wor;. ^ and they can bear it to a high de-

gree, provic .t is not sultry and close; on that

account, the uin where they are kept, should be

so situated, i,l the ivindo*s so arranged, that

there may *^c> at any lime a thorough draft, when
wanted, so a- io prevent that deadness of lir, and

unpleasant ij.'ell, which woubJ greatly endanger

the health, md lues of the worms ; in extreme

cases of sul'riiicss, the French are in the habit of

burning a si. -till quantity of nitre, in an earthen

Hare dish, v l:ch greatly improves the atmosphere

of the prenii- 's; it may also answffr a good pur-

po..;e, in sucli case.^', to heat a brick, or a stone, and
throw on i" some vinegar.

Respectir the hatching, from the information

we have c'lla'iieli i.t-ind; i iu:ils who have attended

to that business in our country, nothing is lequired,

when the proper time comes, but to place the seed

in a warmer room, but not to the sun, and it will

hatch naturally in the course of a short time ; it

will take several days and a longer time than when
assisted by human heat; but which is the best,

and preferable methort of the two, for our climate,

time and experience, must determine; the French,

and Italians think the finest crop, is generally se-

cured, by hastening the worms through the vari-

ous stages of their existence, from the hatching to

the ascending, and that any check, or delay, is to

be esteemed as unfavo able to the ultimate suc-

cess ; hence their vigilance, to secure an even

temperature in the apartments, an abundance of

food for the worms, adapted to their age, in its

quality, a perfect and consl.int cleanliness, and

such an arrangement of the windows, doors,

and traps in the floors as to insure a free

circulation of air, and to prevent that sufTo

eating and offensive atmosphere which would un

doubtedly occasion a great mortality among them.

The cocoons will not be of a uniform color, they

will heof various shades of yellow, and some white,

yet they all arc of one, ^nd the same species, anfl

may all be worked together; after the cocoons

are gathered, and cleared of the floss silk which

fastened them to the brush, they should be reeled

without delay, and before the millers come out,

for if the silk is left on until tiien, the quality is

thereby injured ; they should be thrown into a

kettle of hot water, a small quantity at a time, and

stirred with light clean rods, this will dissolve the

tenacious gum by which the threads adhere to-
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jether; female industry will search out the end

of the thread, and wind and spin the threads from

Sen to fourteen cocoons together into one single

thread, with that care, and correctness, which will

&bake a silk perfectly even, and perfectly clean.

Here we could enter into minute details, and fur-

nish drawings of such winding and reeling ma-

chines, as are used in the large Italian and French

establishments, but we consider that, at the pres-

ent early period, it would have a tendency to fa-

tigue, and perplex the attention, of such of our

readers as may wish to embark in a trial ; their

first attempt will probably be upon a limited scale,

and undoubtedly the simple means used for wind-

ing and reeling in this State, and in Connecticut,

which m.iy be more easily learnt by actual view

than by tedious descriptions, will be found amply

sufficient, and as we progress in the business, our

own intelligence and experience, gradually assist

ed by further information respecting the practice

of Europe, will make us fully acquainted with the

best process; when it is not convenient, to wind

and reel all the cocoons at that time, then all

the millers must be destroyed before they come
out, in order to save the silk from injury ; this

may be done in the following manner : a kettle of

hot water must be prepared, and when boiling, a

sieve filled with cocoons about three or four inch-

es thick, may be placed over the kettle, so as to

receive the hot steam without dipping in the vva-

ter; a wooden cover may be placed over the sieve

to confine the steam, and after leaving it in that

situation for about ten minutes, you throw the co
coons into a cloth and wrap them upin it, that the

heat may be sure to penetrate into them, and de-

stroy the life of the chrysalis ; thf>y must imme-
diately, afterwards, be spread in the sun to dry
thoroughly, and then be put away on shelves, or

on a floor, spread very ihin, that the d«ad insects,

within, may dry up and harden, otherwise it might
corrupt tliere, and stain the silk ; when this is

done the cocoons may be kept, if convenient, for

three years without any ill effect to the quality of
the silk, which will wind easi'y, and bo as good as

if it had been wound immedutely, but will not ap-

pear quite so bright. At the opening of the sea-

son, the object to attend to, is as soon as convcni-

nient, to procure good seed oT the white Mulberry,
and to sow it in rov.'s as before directed, hoeing
the young plants carefully and frequently, to keep
them free from weeds and as thrifty as possible,

that they may gain strength and not suffer from
the first winter; the second sprinn; after powincf,

they will be in a good condition for gathering, and
feeding the worms; nay, any person who should
feel desirous of driving the business, may begin to

use them the first spring after sowing, and keep
on sowing in reserve, not to be used until the third

year, when the plants being better rooted, and
stronger, can bear without any ill consequences,
to be cut down near the ground and would soon
be up again for a second crop; it would be desira-
ble to transplant some of the young trees into case
rows, placing them at the distance of two feet a-

part, and suiTeriDg them to grow in the manner of
bushes, which would be convenient for gathering
the leaves; some also should be transplanted to

grow singly with a but ; such trees, (as mentioned
before,) will give the best and most substantial
food ; thus the drills of seedlings will give the
earliest and tondorest food for the little worms at

their birth, the leaves of the edge rows will af-

fxjrd a food next in substance, suitable after the

second shedding, and the leaves of the mature i

standard trees will, after the fourth shedding, of-

fer to their voraciousness that substantial food
\

which is very requisite, at that time, to satisfy
j

them and to insure a rich and heavy crop; clioos-

!

ing for the whole plantation, a piece of sheltered

high ground, sweet and well laid lO the sun, and .

planting ridges, hedges, and trees in such a man- i

ner, as will give to all, the uninterrupted benefit
j

of the light ind heat of the sun. !

Fully aware of the importance of the ob-

ject ive have presented to the attention of the
(

community, wo cannot leave it, without ma-
j

king a concluding appeal to the intelligence and
j

energy of our countrymen, not to suffer any delay
j

to lake place in setting their hands, to a work sol

promising of results the most favorable to our
|

comforts, and for our welfare ; the first step is!

within the farmer's immediate department, to sow
the mulberry seed and rear the young trees, and^

after two years of attendance, the silk raisingmay
;

commence and will become a healthy and pleasant

business for children, and young women. This

rich crop will require but two months care to se-

c':re it, and when the business shall flourish on a

large scale, which we may anticipate, as probable

within a short period, the raising of the cocoons

uill become a distinctoccupation for farmers' fam-

ilies ; the winding and reeling of the silk also

most probably, will be carried on as a distinct and

separate branch of industry ; this is actually the

case in all the silk growing countries, where the

cocoons iire carried to the public markets and sold

for ready cash to those who keep filatures, where
they wind and reel them. Great advantages will

accrue to the younger members of farmers' famil-

ies in cultivating so pleasant and profitable an em-
ployment at home; it will offerto many young wo-
men a choice between home, and the factories, and
a resource in case the liberal encouragement giv-

en to manufactures, should eventually prove the

cause of business being overdone; it vvill also of
for valuable resources for the pauper establish

ments, where the old and infirm, under a discreel

and judicious government, may be madeto provide

themselves a comfortable support. If we take a

retrospective view of the affairs of mankind, since

the times of early record, we find that the riches

and the prospprity resulting from commerce and
navigation, or from a system of extensive manufac-
tures, howeverbrilliant, are comparatively of short
and uncertain duration; the changes of views and
systems of government at home, the changes of
policy among foreign nations, render the whole
fabric subject to many sudden and unforeseen vi-

cissitudes, and dependant upon the results of re-

lations abroad, and of the compromise of jarring

interests at home, setting at defiance intiie course
of time, the subtle calculations of the most accom-
plished statesmen: but the prosperity which is

founded upon a perfected agriculture, combining
with intelligence the facilities of soil and climate,

so as to natiiralii'.c. by industry, rich crops of pro-

ducts not indigenous, is a prosperity inherent and
lasting. Of the great results of a rich cultivation

upon the circumstances and ability of a people,

Italy aflbrds a convincing illustration, although
groaning under bigotry and priestcraft, without
loreign commerce, and without foreign navigation,

yet at various periods three or four years of peace
with good crops of silk and oil (silk is the richest,)

have filled the country again with competence, af-

,tor the dreadful devastations of war.

April 23, 1828.

There is a certain order in society, the memberE
of which although not united by the bonds of cor-

porate privileges, although unknown to and unac-

quainted with each other, yet move on with a

steady and harmonious step to one coinniuii end,

the prosperity of their country, the welfan^ of all

its inhabitants; to them, the powerful Bearers of

Light, respectfully, we would recommend the con-

sideration of the objects of these lines, and if their

judgment joins in accordance with our own, we
invite them to endeavour to accelleralu its comple-

tion, and to save it from a lingering course thro'

one or two generations. The knowledge of the

rearing of silk, was imparted in the course ofabout

si.K hundred years by Greece to neighbouring Italy,

and in about three hundred and forty ynar.- more
it was communicated across the linebetweei) Italy

and France; thus the progress was slow iiiiJeed,

but such are the miserable results of ignorance

and bad policy.

We would repeat that the first step is to pre-

pare an abundance of food for the silk worm, by

stocking our warm, light lands, with white mul-

berry trees; accordingly, wherever there are now
white mulberry trees bearing fruit, the fruit should

bo carefully collected when fully ripe and the

seed should be washed out, dried, and preserved;

it will be much wanted, and it is both the duty, nnd

the interest of the owners, not to suffer even the

smallest part logo to waste. J. M.GOURGAS.

A'ew Zealand Sjiinach.—This is a half hardy an-

nual, with numerous branches, round, succulent,

pale green, thick, and strong, somewhat procum-

bent, but elevating their terminations. It is a na-

tive of New Zealand, and grows by the sides of

woods in bushy sandy places, and though not used

by the inhabitants, yet being considered by the

naturalists as of the same nature of the chenopo-

diom. It was introduced in England by Sir Jo-

seph Banks, in 1772, and treated as a green-house

plant. As a summer spinach, it is as valuable as

the orache, or perhaps more so. Every gardener

knows the plague that attends the frequent sow-
ing of common spinach through the warm season

of the year ; without that trouble it is impossible

to have it good, and with the utmosi care it can-

not always be obtained exactly when it ought to

be, from the rapidity with which the young plants

go to seed. The New Zealand spinach, if water-

ed, grows freely, and produces leaves of the great-

est succulency in the hottest weather. Anderson,

one of its earliest cultivators, had only niin plants,

frOm which he says, "I have been enabled to send

in a gathering for the kitchen every other day

since the middle of June, so that I consider a bed

witli about twenty plants quite sutlicient to give

a daily supply, for a large table."

Use. It is dressed in the same manner as com-

mon spinach, and whether boiled plain, or stewed,

is considered liy some as superior to it ; there is

a softness and mildness in its taste, added to its

flavor, which resembles that of spinach, in which

it has an advantage over that herd.

—

Loudon.

From Wilson's Economy. Just publislicd.

NEW-ZEALAND SPINACH.
This is a vegetable, that appears to possess very

valuable qualities. It was introduced here only

last spring. It proves extremely productive—so

much so, that a few plants of it are sufficient to

supply an ordinary family with jreens, through

the whole summer.
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The seed should be planted in hills, three feet

apart, in a warm, dry, sheltered situation, two or

three seeds in a liili, in good rich soil. The first

planting- for a summer supply, may be made about

the midiio .if ,\pril ; and another, for fall use, a-

bout the iiid.lle of .May.

As the fine, rich, succulent leaves of this plant

are galli'Ted for use, an abundant succession of

buds, siiools, and leaves, are every where pro-

duced, ui! over the plant ; and, the more its leaves

are used, the trore prolific becomes every part of

the plant, in the increased sources of its verdant

supplies One irreat superiority, in point of use-

fulness. «:i.it it possesses over the other kinds of

spinage, is, th.it it yields abundantly throughout

the warmest mont'is of the summer season.

Extractfrom the Harrisburgh Pcmt. Intelligencer.

BUIOLTA ABAXO.
" The introduction of a new and valuable pro-

duct of the soil into our country, under any cir-

oumstan.:es, should not fail to prove highly advan-
|

taweous 10 our agricultural interest. But in the

present .iepressad value of the agricultural staple

of our state, the importance of the addition of a

new product of the soil, constituting an important

artici' of consumption, the supply of which is ex-

clusively foreign, would be doubly enhanced ; & in

proportion to the benefits which would result from

its suoressful cultivation, should be the e.xertions

of the agriculturalist to give to it a fair and full

experiment. In these days of peace and plen'y,

the man who makes two blades of grass grow

whore but one grew before, is not so much entitled

to the character of a benefactor, as he who should

be so fortunate as to introduce into pr.^cticable

cultivation some new product of the soil, whidi

would afford ample remuneration, for the labour

bestowed on its cultivation. Every day furnishes

some new developement of the rich resources of

our country, and unf ilds the capacity of our soil

and climate to bring forth every variety of pro-

duction calculated to minister to the necessaries

and luxuries of this life. It is not a long time

since the cultivation of cotton h.ts been introduced

into the United States : within comparatively a

few years its circulation has extended until it has

become the great staple export from the United

States.

In 1798, a member from South Carolina stated

in the house of representatives ofthe United States,

'that the people of the southern states intended to

cultivate cotton,' and added, 'if good seed could

be procured, ho hoped they might succeed.'—De-

bates of congress—vol. 1. p. 79.

Prior to 1802 the cotton wool exported from

the United States was blended with that of other

countries ; no discrimination was made of its ori-

<rin. On the average of five years, from 1802 to

1807 cotton of American growth annually amount-

ed to 42.147,653 pounds, in 1817, it amounted to

85,648,328 pounds, [Seybert.] At the present

period the quantity sf cotton produced in the Uni-

ted States, is more than quadrupled, and its culti-

vation has been gradually extended as far north

as Virginia.

The important benefits which have resulted

from the cultivation of cotton, the success of which

in 1798 was considered problematical may in

some degree be realized in our state by the intro-

duction of the cultivation of the fine tobacco,

known by the name of the Buelta Abaxo, from

which the beat quality of tho Havana segars are

manufactured.

Some 'good seed,' lias been procured by the en-

terprizc of Jacob Mayland & Co. of the city of
|

Philadelphia, and not without considerable diffi-

culty and e.\pense. They have in this undertaking

been influenced by the patriotic motive of atford-
I

ing to the farmers of this country, the opportunity
j

of enriching themselves by the cultivation of a!

plant which has been the source of immense
wealth to the country, in which its growth has

hitherto been exclusively confined. Experience

has fully rested the complete adaptation of the soil
j

and climate of Pennsylvania, to the p'oduction ofi

tobacco of ordinary quality; and as there exists!

in this state an abundance of the peculiar soil suit-

ed to the growth of the Buelta Abaxo there can
be no doubt of the success of its cultivation, by

j

using good seed, provided a fair and full experi-
j

ment is made.

Directions for the culture of Ike Buelta Jlhaxo

Tuhacco.

The soil must be tolerably good, light, sandy or

gravelly, the land prepared, the seed sown, and
the tobacco planted in the same way as common
tobacco, but not too much apart, say in rows of

about four feet, and each plant about from 18 to

24 inches. I have seen it at only 12 inches dis-

tTince, but this must be regulated according to the

quality of the soil.

When the tobacco is ripe, which is tested *hen
the deep green begins to acquire a yellowish cast,

the stalk is cut in pieces, so as to have two leaves

on each piece, riding them on poles placed in the

field for the purpose, elevated a few feet horizon-

tally from the ground. On these poles the tobac-

co is allowed to remain until it wilts, but no long-

er, as the sun would damage it considerably. It

is then removed, on the poles, to the curing house,

or barn, and there hung up, leaving room to walk
below the lower tier. It here remains until the

stem is perfectly dry, after which, on the first

rainy day, the atmosphere having sufficiently soft-

ened the leaves, so that ttey can be handled with-

out breaking, they are taken down from the sticks,

or poles, and thrown into a bulk, where they lay

until the planter is ready fo his market. The
leaves are then stripped from the stalk, picked and
classed according to quality, that is, the wrapper

leaves and the filler leaves apart, by themselves,

they are then tied by the butt end of thestalks in-

to smaller bundles, called hands, of 25 leaveseach,

four of which bundles are again tiednto larger

ones, called carrots, and the carrots very slightly

pressed and packed in boxes of about 200 pounds

each.

The seed should be sown in February or March,
in two beds, one in low dry ground and the other

in the woods, in order to have two nurseries, or

[double chance of success ; that in the woods is

likely to prove the best ; which should be pre-

pared by burning dry brush about two feet deep

and scraping the ashes off. The ground then dug
shallow and well raked so as the earth shall be

completely pulverized. With each table -spoonfull

of the seed mix a gallon of the ashes, that it may
be sown more even over the beds, which will yield

plants sufficient for two acres of land ; when at

the size of an inch, the plants are suitable for

transplanting.

Egg Plant.—This is a tender or green-house
plant, a native of Africa. The plant rises about

two feet high, with reclin ing branches ; the flow
ers appear in June and Jul y, of \ pale violet color,

followed by a very large borry, generally of an-
oval shape, and white color, much resembling a
hen's egf^, and in large specimens, that of a swan.

Use. In French and Italian cookery, it is used
in stews and soups, and for the general purpose

of the love apple.

The model of a printing press, which was mau
tioned a few months since, is now in successful ex-

periment in the office of tho Christian Advocate
and Journal. It is said to be capable of striking

off on both sides, from 4 to 5000 sheets in one
hour. The sheet is drawn in a straight line be-

tween two sets of cylinders, in one set of which
the form of types is affixed to the upper cylinder,

and in the other to the lower. There are still

other cylinders for the purpose of distributing ink

to each of the type cylinders. The machine is

also contrived in such a manner as to feed itself

and lay off the paper, so that only one attendant

is necessary. That it will succeed well in stereo-

type printing, is, vve believe, doubted by none.

—

Journal of Com.

Paring and Burning.—However the practice

of paring and burning may be admitted under cer-

tain circumstances of restraint and limitation, and
even recommended as a safe and effectual moans
of bringing coarse moory land when effectually

drained, into a state of profitable cultivation, still

its pernicious consequences on the sound dry sta-

pled lands in this country, are such as can never

be repaired but by the total abandonment of a sys-

tem so generally practised in this country, and
which is fraught with the means of producing suchj

incalculable mischief. It wi'l readily be admitted
that this opemtion can produce no dimiinition

whatever of the earthy parts of the soil ; but as all

soil is more or less composed of the earth of veg-

etables, its exposure to combustion is fatal to it.

—

Vancoui'er's Survey of Devonshire.

Sea Sand, when used as a top dressing upon
grass land, either alone or with mould, never fails

to bring forth for a succession of seasons, a very

sweet and valuable herbage.

—

ibid.

Foot-rot and Scour in Sheep.—The best remedy
for foot rot in sheep is to pare the foot close, wash
it clean, and anoint it with the oil of vitriol, or any

other strong caustic matter. The wet lay of pas-

tures is supposed to contribute greatly to the pro-

duction of this complaint.

—

ibid.

Snow.—On Sunday, says a Philadelphia paper,

we had an incessant fall of rain, which continued

throughout the night ; and yesterday morning it

was succeeded by hail ; about 9 o'clock it com-

menced snowing, and continued its fleecy bless-

ing through the day. Snow to the depth of eight

or ten inches must have fallen, and notwithstand-

ing the unprepared state of the pavement we no-

ticed one or two sleighs in rapid iransii during the

afternoon.

Much more snow must have fallen yesterday,

than during the whole of the past winter.

Planting Fruit Trees.—Let it be observed as a.

general rule, always to plant or transplant your

fruit trees, before a leaf expands or a blossom ap-

pears : it is true, that some plant later, but never

with equal success.

—

flPMahon.
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ORCHARDS IN DEVONSHIRE, ENG LAS D.

"Tlie usual mode of procuring; a variety of fruit,

in sOBie parts of this district, is to have a small

piece of ground previously prepared, and to spread

the pulp or cheese fresh frorr^ the press upon it,

and with a rake or light harrow mix and well cov

er it witii the surface mould. In the progress of

the ensuing growth of the young plants, care is

taken to select all such as produce the larErest and

most luxuriant leaves, as it is from that character

that the best expectations are formed for procuring

the most valuable fruit. Tlie rejected plants are

drawn out from time to time, and the preserved

ones left, to discover their speiifi qualities.

—

These, when approved of, and which point is gen-

erally ascertained by the end of the 6th year from

the time of sowing the pips, their heads being pre

viou.sly formed upon a stem about five feet high,

are removed to any eastern, but that of north east

aspect ; and on the side of a hil!, free Troui springs,

though rather a moist subsoil, are planted gener-

ally at the distance of 25 or 30 feet apart, holes

being previously made, and depositing in each a-

bout tivo seams or horse loads of road scrapings,

or way soil.

" In planting the orchards, care should be taken

to place all the trees of the same sort nr qualitv in

rows, by which means the fruit ripening together

can more easily be kept separate, nulled, express

od, and the juice fermented together ; objects of

the first consequence with all good ciderists, as

the mixing of the fruit is found to produce unequal

and repeated stages of fermentation, and thu.s ex

hausting the strength and proving hijrlily injurious

to the cider. In other places the pulp or cheese

from the press is iniuiediately washed, and the

clean kernels sown in the month of March follow-

ing; after st-:nding two years in the seed bed.s the

plants producing tlie largest loaves are removed

to a nursery, and sot out four feet apart, at five

years old from the seed a part of these stocks are

grafted, and others left to discover their natural

produce, which not answering, arc afterwards graf-

ted also. Great pains arc bestowed in training the

yeung tops which is done by cutting off the shoot

ehin high, and afterwards pruning the top branch-

es for three or four years, williinsixor eightinch-

es of the stem. This strengthens the trunk and

roots, and gives considerable security to the tree

when removed to the orclinrd. After remaining

three or four years in the nursery from the time

of being grafted, they are usually transplanted in-

to a south-eastern declivity, at the distance of 30
feet apart, and will keep in good bearing for a pe-

riod of forty years. By such means very fincfroit

is often produced."

—

Vancouver's Survey of Dev-

onshire.

[From Memoirs of llie New York Board of Agricullurc]

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF BUTTER i

AND CHEESE.
BY S. Dt WITT. ES<1. 01' M.EA.NV.

Sir,—You are engaged, I unde'rstand, in pre-

I

paring, or superintending, a publication of the;

transactions of the Board of Agriculture. Per-

mit mc to suggest to yon a few thoughts that may 1

be useful on this occasion. Multifarious as must
be the objects of your Board, on which informa-

tion is expected and intended to be given, I will;

take the liberty to mention one or two which I

think have not reeeived the attention they merit;!

I mean the management of milk in the making of

butter and clicfise. I

Whatever may be said about the difference of

cattle, pastures, or climate; to apologise for the

inferiority of our productions of such articles,

compared with those of Europe, we do know, and

have in numerous instances proved, tiiat we can

here make them of as good a quality, and if it can

be done in one, it can be done in every instance.

We have the same materials, and by the same
management the result will be the same erery

where. When I first came to Albany, more than

thirty years ago, I found a Mr. Hudson, an Eng-
lishman, settled as a farmer near Clierry Valley,

celebrated for his excellent cheese ; afterwards a

Mr. Tunnicliff, also an Englishman, on the Sus-

quehanna, equally celebrated in the same way. I

have had cheese from both, which would not suf-

fer in a comparison with the best from England
of the same age. Since that, we only now and

then hoar of persons who have deservedly acquir-

ed the character of good cheese makers. Why is

this so ? Why is it so rare to find a farmer who
mokes such cheese as is entitled to praise ? Why
is it. that while tons of this article are brought to

our market, it i,~. so extremely difficult to find

any which a man of taste would tolerate on

his table .' These are matters which I conceive

have not received that attention which they merit

from our public institutions designed for the me-
lioration of our agricultural in'erests.

Butter is also an article in the making of which
our country is miserably deficient. Good butler

is so essential in cookery, and on the table, that

no good meal can be prepared without it, and yet

scarcely any of the best quality is attainable in

our markets. I may here make a similar remark
to what I have made in respect to the making of

cheese. We have the same materials which those

have who make this article in the highbst perfec-

tion. That we have it not of equal perfection is

entirely owing to the ignorance or a wilful ne-

glect of the means by which it may bo so made.

From the rarity of meeting with butter that can

with propriety bo called good, we are accustomed
to call that so which is barely free from rancidity.

And that dclicions flavor, which is the essenca of

good butter, is forgotten or considered as a qual-

ity not to be expected in what conies to our mar-

ket. This was not the case in this place thirty

years ^go. A difl^erent manner was then pirsucd,

whicli has been since generally abandoned, but

which is still continued in the counties of Ulster

and Orange. I may here again ask, v/hy is this

so ? The reason is in part to be found in the ob-

stinacy of inveterate habits in our new population,

and partly in the neglect of efibrts from our insti-

tutions for meliorating tlio agricultural condition

of our country, in reg.ird to this important branch
of it.

Impresrod with the importance of this subject, I

m.-de a communication on it, in li^lO, to Mr. South-

wick, then editor of the Plough Boy, which he
published in that work, giving the practice of mak-
ing butter in the counties of Ulster and Orange,
from which that aiticle has been mist celebrated!

in the marked of New York In IS'-iO, I met with

an essay It the New York Evening Post, taken

from a Boston paper, which I considered as the

best dissertation, within my knowledge, on the

method of making butter. I reconimonded its

insertion in the Plongh Boy, which with my prefa-

tory note, was accordingly published.

Ag these publicntions, containing highly inter-

esting information in regard to the matter undot

consideration, must necessarily hnve been limited

in the extent of their circulation, I am inclined

to think tliat it would be of use to have the sub-

stance of them, if not the whole, incorporated with

the transactions of the Board of Agriculture now
preparing for the press.

On the s.bject of manufacturing butter I cannot

refrain f om saying something more. It will be

simply concerning the operation of churning. I

last summer visited a farmer near Ithaca, who
kept a dairy, supplied by about sixteen cows, and

conducted in the maimer I have been accustomed
to see in Ulster and Orange, as described in my
communication for the Plough Boy ; the butter

from which commanded a higher price than any

other in that part of the country. The working

of the churn was done by a dog. Tlie machinery

for this purpose was simple. It consisted of a cir-

cular platform inclined to the plane of the horizon,

and moving on an axle through its centre. The
dog was placed on it near its edge, with a rope

fastened round his neck and attached to an ad-

joining fixture. In this situation, the platform be-

ing put in motion, the dog was obliged to perform

the operation of walking on it upwards ; by which

means the motion was continued, and by means of

of a simple contrivance communicating with the

churn-stick, the churning in this manner was per-

formed and completed in about a hour : when the

dcg was dismissed and received his customary re-

ward, a plentiful repast on milk. Thus treated,

hs returned to his labor with alacrity when it was

a.rain required. The churn held of milk and

cream, put together into it, about or nearly the

contents of a barrel. I staid during the process of

one churning, and was highly gratified with it,

and what contributed much to my gratification

was the delicious beverage of butter milk, with

which the mistress of the dairy treated me.

As having not a v ry remote relation to dairies,

some remarks on pastures and meadows, will npt

bo out of place hero. With regard to these, wo
have in (his country availed ourselves but lit-

tle of tlie precepts founded on a thousand years'

experience' beyond the Atlantic, where their value

is duly appreciated, and the fruits of them are ful-

ly enjoyed. There we are taught, that in order

to have good pastures or meadows, no pains or

expense must be spared to enrich the soil where

that is needed, to destroy as far as possible by a

suitable course of husbandry—every weed and

plant that previously eccu ied the field—to have

the ground perfectly pulverized by ploughing and

harrowing, and then to sow on it a plentiful quan-

tity of grass seeds suited to the soil, and of those

kinds which have been proved to be the best for

(hose purposes. The fault I mean to find with

our practice contrasted with that of the English,

is this— for pasture or meadow we sow in the

spring of the year, on a field of winter grain, a

small quantity of grass seed, from which he ex-

pect our future pastures and meadows, and trust

to their branching out in two or three years so as

to make tolerable pastures or meadows. In the

mean while other grasses and weeds spring up

so as to occupy most of the ground ; and this i.-i

most notoriously the case in our new country,

whero ths seeds of thousands of varieties of plants

lie in the grouml ready to -spring up and over-

come the growth of artificial grasses. In order

to prevent this, the English practice before de-

scribed is the more necessary here. The aborig-

inal weeds must bo first destroyed by preceding
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crops especially by those which require the use of
j

ses in the metropolis of this country. [London.]— ter's mud and water, render them less liable to be
:he hoe, and then such a quantity of clean, well The manner in which the American horses are

|

injured by the frost, and upon the whole the pro-
selected grass seeds must be sown as will clever-

'

sustained to perform these labours, is generally by
j
duce per acre, where the rid{,'o Imsbandry isprop-

!y fill the ground, and in their growth smother feeding them with hay and straw chopped about i
eriy conducted, is so very much increased as in

every other vegetable. For this purpose too much haif an inch long, with which is mi.\ed about half time to warrant a fair expectation of its sii'persed-

seed cannot be put in the ground at once. The a peck of rye, oats or Indian corn meal, to about ing the broad-cast turnip husbandry in all case*
practice of putting: a small quantity of grass seed two and a half or tliree pecks of hay or straw thus whatever ibid.

on ground laid down for pastures or meadows, is chopped. A feeding trough sufficiently large for! pi i , ,l

one of the greatest errors in the husbandry of our fo„r or five horses to eat out of at the same time i ^ " °5 ^ " "'.' ^'"'"S'' P'"?^"" '" ^^^ '"'"''<' <=!'-

country. On this subject I wish that our farmers is attached to each wagon. The chaff is put into
,, , f,^'",]

*^"!'''"' ^^°"''' "°t be so suitable for

would consult a book published in London, called this trough, and after being well mixed with the l"''^

<» ^he United btates. The row or drill cul-

the Comphtt Grazier. It gives receipts for the given quantity of meal, is moistened, and again ,' ''°"'^-ef' o" " P'"'" aurtace is preferable for

kinds ami quantities of seed per acre proper to be well stirred together till every shred of the hay
t"™PS

;
""'Jansvyers the purposes oi saving ma-

sown on all the varieties, of soils, such as clay, or chopped straw is found to bo covered, or as it
°"''^' '""'-'"s'"? '''o "op- ^nJ rendering the cul-

loam, sand, chalk, peats, up-lands, mid-lands. and were frosted over by the meal. The avidity with ^d TtZ ME Fa,'" I

'"°^'^"'=''' method.—

lowlands. As a sample, I will copy the receipt for which the horses eat their meal thus prepared,: '
•'

The Potato.—The history of the potato conveys
to us a most instructive lesson, forcibly re/nindiiig

us of the e.Ntraoruinary lengths to which prejudice

i^ . , . ^ . ,, ,
will carry mankind, and showing us by what appa-

ll IS the pride of tne carters, as wel as the wagon ror^ii,. f-;,.;.,! „-„ . .1- • 1- .rr , ... .
rentiy trivial circumstances this prejudice is otten

masters in that country to see their horses in a ,„„„,,_j ,„i,„„ ,i . t- ^ , a .• i
•',

, . , , ,
removed, when the most powerful and influential

I

condition rather above than under the labour they _.„„_,„_,„ L„„ <• i . , . t,, .

,
. ,.,,,., r arguments have failed to weaken it. The intro-

nave to perform; and in a hundred miles trave - j.,^,i„„ „. n,; . i ui . . .u j j
, . „ , . r.. . , . . • ,

nuction 01 this valuable root to the gardens and
ling from Baltimore or Philadelphia, the surveyor

: j^^les of the people, received, for more than two
In the receipts for the various soils the quantity ^lU be bound to say that as many prime ^agon\ cenlunes, an unexampled opposition from vulgar

of seed is generally about a bushel per acre. Let ''°"es, and in as high condition, shall be seen, as
j prejudices, which all the phdosophy of the age

this be compared with our practice. '" ^"7 directitwi for that distance from the city of

London. The adoption of a similar treatment in

the management of the farm and wagon horset- in

in acre for low lands

:

Meadow Foxtail,

Meadow Fescue,

Rough stalked poa.

Rye Grass,

Vernal Grass,

White Clover,

Marl Grass,

Rib Grass,

2 pecks.

2 do.^

2 do.

1 do.

1 quart.

2 do.

2 do.

2 do.

may be well conceived. Their meal finished, they
i

either pursue their journey or lie down to rest,

but in either case not without being well dried

and cleansed from the effects of their last labour.

(To be continued.)

Potatos.— It is a usual practice in Ireland to pre- this country, needs no farther recommendation

pare the potato setts [cuttings of potatos] from than the solemn asseveration as to the truths here

some of the fairest and best potatos, during the stated.

broken weather in the preceding winter. In the! "The baiting of post, stage, and travelling hor-

dry situations they are then placed, they become ; ses with rye, oat, or bean bread, in the manner
encrusted with the ji ioe of the potatos, and «re performed on the continent, is an infinitely more
justly supposed to bleed less before gerirination economical and facile mode of administering re-

than if fresh cut in the spring of the year. The freshment to a jaded animal, than by giving them
set of course is stronger, and it puts forth a more 1 the crude unbroken corn, go universally practised

vigorous shoot soon after being planted. The
j
in this country."

—

Ibid.

planting of small potatos, or setts having more

than two strong eyes, is with reason objected ta

;

the number of eyes, on what is called the crown

of the potato are alwys rejected, with the smsll

potatos, both being found to produce languid shoots

and a number of small bead potatos of no value.—

Vancouver's Survryof Devonshire.

was unable to dissipate, until Louis XV. of France
wore a bunch of the flowers ot the potato in the

midst of his court on a day of festivity ; the people

then, for the first time, obsequiously acknowledged
its usefulness, and its cultivation, as an article of

fooil, soon became universal. Now, its stalk, con-

sidered as a textile plant, produces, in Austria, a
cottony flax. In Sweden, sugar is extracted from

its roots. By combustion its different parts yield

a considerable quantity of potass. Its apples, when
ripe, ferment and yield vinegar by exposure, er

spirit by distillation. Its tubercles made intft

pulp, are a substitute for soap in bleaching. Cook-
ed by steam, the potato is oac of the most whole-
some and nutvitious, and, at the same time, the

most economical of all vegetable aliments. By
different manipulations it furnishes two kinds of

flour, a gruel, and a parenchyma, which, in times-

of scarcity, may be made into bread, or applied to-'

increase the bulk of bread from grain ; and its

starch is little, if at all, inferior to the Indian ar-

row-root. Such are the numerous resoiirceswhich

this invaluable plant is calculated to furnish.

Turnips.— It may not be amiss in this place to

offer a few observations on the relative excellence

of the Scotch two furrow turnip husbandry, with

that of the common broad cast. Observation and

experience clearly show, that the depredations of

the insect called the fly, on the young turnip

plants, are precisely in proportion to the feeble-

Farm Horses.—" If we except the treatment of ness and want of growing vigour in the infant

the farm-horses in Ireland, those In Devonshiie
j

plants ; and that as soon as they are pushed into

have, perhaps as hard a measure of neglect and
,
the rough leaf, all farther danger from the insect

ill-usage dealt out to them, as is any where to be
[

is at an end. The rough leaf, however, will befre- Upwards of 1700 n-arments have been forwarded
met with in the united kingdom. J'rom the inju-

,

qucntly seen perforated, and as the foliage enlar- i

[_^ (he Greek committee of this citv by the ladies
dicious manner in which they receive the corn oc-

j

ges, the holes enlarge with it, giving the appear-
; ^p New London. JV. Y. Fanner.

casionally given them, it is a point of some ques- ; ance of having been much damaged by the fly,:

tiou, whether It affords them a benefit, or by di- ' and by wliich it certainly would have been de- Pike, or Pickerel Oil.-^-Tho oil of a pickerel is

verting their appetite from the hay, pea or other stroyed, had not its growing vigour sustained it
j

of a subtil, mollient nature, and is found in many
straw, absolutely produces an injury from the avid- against the attack. From the early and ample

|
cases to be of the greatest efficacy, especially in

the ear ache, or sores in the head. Two or three

drops of the oil dropped in the ear, has never fail-

ed of giving immediate relief, in every case of the

ear-ache, though of the most r-Iidnrate kinds. It

has been applied in cases of burns and scalds, as

well as swellings and inflammations in the feet; it;

has the most happy effects. It has likewise beert

known to work a cure on an old wound, where-

almost every other means had been tried without

effect. To extract the oil, take the fatty parts of"

the entrails of the fish, (such as the rai'l, &c.) put

them into a clean vessel, and simmer them on a

gentle fire, until the oil becomes fine and clear

—

then it may be strained through a fine cloth, and>

put into a vial, close stopped, for use.

ity with which they swallow the corn unmastica- supply of nourishment afforded the vo^nig plants

ted. To remedy this evil a better example no

where presents, than what may be drawn from the

management of farm and wagon horses in Penn-

by the layer of dun* occupying the tops of the

two-furrow ridges, their roots strike immediately

upon or near it, receive the invigorating principle.

sylvania and Maryland. These horses perform and a quicker and stronger growth ensues, great-

journeys of two or three hundred miles over the ly abating the risk of their destruction by the fiy,

stupendous mountains of that country, with pro- and %vith a much smaller allowance of dung per

digious loads of wheat anil flour from the interior, I acre than must necessarily be applied to afford

and wet and dry goods from the seaports to the
I
any thing like a prospect of success by the broad

different points of embarkation, at Fort Pitt, Red
Stone, Charleston and Wheeling, and other pla-

ces on the Ohio river. Notwithstanding which

those wagon-horses, through the whole extent of

that country are seldom seen in a less high con-

dition than the brewers' and other larga cart-hor- bottom.s being raised out of the reach of tlio win

cast method. The distance between the rows from

top to top of the ridges, according to the prospect

of luxuriancy in the crop, may be varied from 18

to 26 inches. The facility of horse-hoeing and

setting out the plants by hand in the rows, the
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""prench Suffar Beet —It is from the roots of this :

than to behold the first Howers of spring opening
j

by slips, root, cuttings, &c. without having re-

beetthatthe French and Germans obtained sugar; their bu.is and displaying their beauties to the course to seeds. Potatos should be renewed from

with so much success durin-r the late war. The i anraptured eye. The hyacinths, the daffodils, the the seed, at least once in twelve or fourteen years,

following was the ordinary process : Reduce the ' violets, the trailing arbutus—whatever blossoms or they will degenerate, and probably Jerusalem

roots to a pulp, by pressing them between two first in our gardens or fields, we welcome as the artichokes might become more valuable by the

rough cylinders—put the pulp in bags and press |

heralds of Flora, and (if we may so speak) as the
|

same means. Planting large and fair roots, with

out the liquor it contains— boil this liquor, precip- \

first fruits of the vegetable resurrection. If ground i suitable soil and culture will retard this degener-

itate the saccharine matter by quick lime—pour
\

be wanting to cultivate flowers more extensively,
j
acy, but we believe not wholly prevent it.

off the liquor add to the residuum a solution of at least the borders of the principal aisles in our] Use. The roots are esteemed a wholesome,

sulphuric acid, and boil again. The lime uniting gardens may be adorned, and beauty and pleasure
:
nutritious food, and are eaten boiled, mashed with

witn the acid,' is got rid of by straininff. The go hand in hand with comfort and utility.
^

butter, or baked in pies, and hiive an excellent

liquor may then be lentlv evaporated, or left to
,

[Berkshire .American.
!
flavor. Planted in rows from east to west, the up-

^rani.latc slowly, after which it is ready for un-

!

^ .
,: ^. ,„ : ^ , i

right herb of the plant affords a salutary shade to

der^ouxr the common process of refining raw ' Useful hint.—The following discovery has been such culinary vegetables as require it in the mid-

suears.—Lourfon. lately communicated by the Royal Society of bwe- summer months, as lettuce, turnips, and straw-
^ '

'_

j
den to that of London : 'After roofing a house berries.

GARDENING. 1 with wood, boil some tar and mix it with finely The second volume of Memoirs of the N. York

We wish to call the attention of our readers to pulverized charcoal till it is of the thickness of Board of Agriculture contains remarks on this

ihe deliglits and advantages of a good garden.— mortar—spread this with a trowel about a fourth root by Levi McKean, of Dutchess, in which he

This subject is not sutficiently attended to. There of an inch thick over the roof— it will soon grow gjres it as his opinion that artichokes are best,

is perhaps nothing in the world, which more prop- hard, and defy all the vicisitudes of weather.— suited for cultivation in this climate as a crop for

erly combines the utile cum dulri (the useful with Roofs thus covered, have stood in Sweden above hogs, sheep, and dairies, of any article that we
the sweet) than a well cultivated garden. Who a century, and still want no repair."

does not admire the neatly formed beds, well roll- ^^—^——"*™'*—"~°" '""

ed and levelled over, with clean alleys between .'

Who dofs not feel a glow of pleasure and pride,

as he beholds the young slionts bursting from the

seeds planted by his own hands, and rising timidly

above the surface of the ground ; as he watches

their growth, and finally sees them arrive to matu-
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JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE—Helianthus tuberosus.

The Jerusalem artichoke is a hardy perennial,

rity ? Who does not delight to see his vegetables a native of Brazil, and is of the same genius as

standing in orderly ranks— not like a vile array !

the sun-flower. It is propagated and cultivated

of militia, straggling hither and thither, nor !
like the potato. We have been informed that this

like rows of regular soldiers prepared for death's root will grow and produce a profitable crop on

doings—but growing up to give pleasure, snste- poor land, and icit/ioui mainfrc ; though with deep

nanceand liealth to theirprjacefulcultivator! Who ploughing and good manuring its culture would

does not contemplate with unminjled delight his probably be attended with greater profit. It was

garden esculents of every kind, from the clirnb- much esteeme I before potatos were known. The
ing peas to the creeping melons, from the aspara- ' epithet, Jerusalem, is a corruption of the Italian

gus in beds to tlie celery in trenches in short, word GirasoU,((tom girare to turn and sol) or sun-

every species of vegetable which is to furnish the flower; the name Artichoke is bestowed from the

table, and afl'ord profit, comfort and satisfaction to resemblance in flavor, which the roots have to the

the cnltivalor ? If there be such a being on earth, bottoms of artichokes. It is superior to the pota

set him down for a fellow of no taste, no economy, to, in being more hardy, and not liable to be in

no ingenuity, no philosophy, no gentleness and no ji:red by frost ; but we believe it contains some-

domestic virtues. what less nutritive matter. Its tops are large, and

On the score of profit merely, a garden is not to may make a valuable addition to the farm yard, of

be overlooked ; for if well managed there is no a substance which may be converted into manure

otherspot of ground of the same dimensions, which From the circumstances of its flourishing in a poor

yields so bountiful a return. There are many soil, and producing large leaves and stalks, there

persons who h ive no other soil than a few square can be no doubt that it derives much food for

rods attached to their houses, and it is therefore a plants from the atmosphere, which by its decay is

have yet tried ; and besides the use of this crop

for stock, which many writers consider to be

equi.l to potatos, they are also recommended

highly as an article of human diet. It is true.

tliat when boiled, they do not possess that peculiar

farinaceous quality, that is so much esteemed in

the best sorts of potatos ; but it is said that when
roasted, the are a very delicate article for the

table, tlieir taste then resembling the ground nut

of this country. The only objection we have

heard stated to this vegetable as an article of field

culture, is, that when once suffeied to enter it.

will ta'te exclusive possession of a soil ; and thus

when J, change of crops is desired, becomes a

most troublesome weed. But by turning in a suf-

ficient number of hogs, the artichoke may be en-

tirely eradicated ; and probably a poor soil which

would answer no other purpose ot culture might

be planted with the Jerusalem artichoke and con-

certed into a permanent pasture for swine. If not

ever-stocked with the animals, the plants would

l<eep possession of the soil which they would me-
liorate ; and when it should be wished to change
the crop, turn in hogs enough to root out the ar-

tichokes.

OR.\ AiUENTAL. FLOWERS.
Extracts from Dr. Green's Treatise on the cultivation ot"

Ornamental Flowers. Just published at this otfice.

Horticulture, as it respects Ornamental Garden-

matter of prudence so to cultivate it as to derive imparted to the soil on which it grows, or on ing, is one of the most innocent, the most healthy,

from it the greatest possible advantage Yet i.m- which after rotting it is spread as manure. There
j

and to some, the most pleasing employment inlife.

portant as it is, there are few persons in this coun- is no plant, which more completely shades the
j

The rural scenes, which it affords, are instructive

try who obtiiin from a garden half the profit it is ' ground, and it must in that way enrich it. It will
j

lessons, tending to moral and social virtue ; teach-

capable of producing. They seldom have early i

flourish in the shade of trees and buildings, where ing us to ' look through nature up to nature's

vegetables of any kind, because thev neglect to I

other plants will not thrive. We believe there are God."

plant them in season. The cultivation of the gar-

den is postponed to every thing else, and peas,

lettuce, &c. are scarcely committed tathe ground,
when they ought to be fit for the table.

But though the raising of esculent plants de-

mands the first attention, wo would not have the
horticulturist grudge a small share of his garden
to the cultivation of flowers. It is true they are
not articles of profit, inasmuch as they neither
furnish our tables nor fill our purses ; but they
were not considered beneath the care of the Cre-
ator of all things, and the most splendid monarch
of Israel "in all his glory was not arrayed like

one of" thera. For ourselres, nothing affords more
pleasing sensations, more indescribable delight,

thousands of acres of land in the more populous

parts of the United States, which are now consid-

ered as not worth cultivation, which would pro-

duce considerable quantities of the Jerusalem ar-

tichoke, with no other trouble than once planting,

and digging the roots from time to time as they

are wanted.

Dr. Darwin says that the Jerusalem artichoke

will not ripen its seed in Great Britain, (and we
do not believe it will in New England) by being

suffered to grow in the open air, under ordinary

cultivation. But by forcing the plant in pots or

hot-houses, perhaps seed might be obtained. This
would, probably, be desirable, for it is supposed
that all plants degenerate if propagated merely

Flower gardens were evev held in high estima-

tion by persons of taste. Emperors and kings

have been delighted with the expansion of flowers.

''Consider the lilies of the field" said an exalted

personage, "/iou> they grow ," for Solomon, when
clothed in the purple of royalty, '^was not arrayed

like one of these." Nature, in her gay attire, un-

folds to view a great variety, which is pleasing to

the human mind; and consequently has a tenden-

cy to tranquillize the agitated passions, and exhil-

arate the man—nerve the imagination, and render

all around him delightful.

The cultivation of flowers, is an employment

adapted to every grade, the high and the low, the

rich and the poor ; but especially to those, who
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Iiave retired from the busy scenes of active life.

Man was never made to rust out in idleness. A
degree of exercise is as necessary for the p eser-

vation of health, both of body and mind, as food.

And what e.xercise is more fit for him, who is in

the decline of life, than tliat of superintending a

well ordered garden ? What more enlivens the

sinking mind 7 What more invigorates \\\e feeble

frame 'J What is more conducive to a long life ?

Floriculture is peculiarly calculated for the

amusement of youth. It may teach them many
important lessons. Let a piece of ground be ap-

propn.ited to their use—to improve in such a

manner, as their inclinations shall dictate—to cul-

tivate such plants as are pleasing to their taste ;

and let them receive the proceeds. Let order and

neatness pervade their little plantations. Let them
be instructed, that nothing valuable is to be ob-

tained or preserved without labour, care, and at-

tention—th^it as every valuable plant must be de-

fended, and every noxious weed removed ; so ev-

ery moral virtue must be protected, and every cor-

rupt passion and propensity subdued.

The cultivation of flowers, is an appropriate a-

musement for young ladies. It teaches neatness,

cultivates a correct taste, and furnishes the mind
with many pleasing ideas. The delicate form and
features, the mildness and sympathy of disposition,

render them fit subjects to raise those transcend-

ant beauties of nature, which declare the "per-
fections of the Creator's power." The splendid

lustre and variejated hues (which bid defiance to

the pencil,) of the rose, the lily, the tulip, and a
thousand others, harmonize with the fair fostering

hand that tends them—with the heart susceptible

to the noblest impressions—and with spotless in-

nocence.

£g^ Plant.—This is the only vegetable, iri all

our list, that cannot be raised to perfection, with-

out the aid of a hotbed ; and whoever will have

it, of their own raising, must be at that expense.

It ouirlit to be made early in March, and kept

constantly at a good grovving heat till May, when
the plants may be fully exposed to the open air,

and about the middle of the month, set out in

ro.vs, three feet apart, and two feet distant in the

rows Wilson^s Economy.

To CoRREspoNDEKTS. Several communications are on

liand, and will soon be published ; one from Salem, on Callle

—

one on Teazels—one on Bees, and one on Geological Surveys,

will appear next week.

'

JVew .flt;ricultural M'orks.
.lust published, and for sale at the office of the New England.
Farmer, ' a Treatise on the Cultivation of Ornamental flow-
ers; comprising Remarks on the requisite Soil, Sowing, Trans-
planting, and general Management ; with Directions for the ge-
neral treatment of Hullinus Flower Roots, Green-house Plants,
&c. By Roland Green." Price .37 cts.

Likewise, just received from New York, '•' Economy of the
Kitthen-gard.^M, the Orchard, and Vinery; with plain jiractical

Direi'tions for management. By V/illiam Wilson, Nursery-
man " Price 75 cts.

A!s;.. 'Observations on the Efficacy of White Mustard Seed,
{Sinaph .Ihaj taken whole. From '

(he 10th London edition,
revised aa<l improved." Price G cts.

Also • Seventy-five Receipts for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweet-
meats. By a Lady of Philadelphia." Price 50 cts.

For Sale or to Let
The three elegant Stud Horses " Dey of Algier^^"—" Ranger,"
und "Young Highlander;" all sired by the celebrated Horse
Highlander. Two full-blooded Enilrsh Bulls—two Bulls aiid
several Heifers, three and seven-eights blood Holderness, or
Short Horned breed.

Also, two Farms in Tolland, and a convenient House in the
central part of the City of Hartford. Inquire at the office of the
New England Farmer, or Ralph Watson, East Windsor, Con-
aeciicut.

'

April IS.

I

Bulbous Roots, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establishment,
a fine collection of superior Bulbous Routs, suitable for spruig
planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,
rose, nankeen, bronze, and while colored DOUBLE MP^.XI-
C^AN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferraria Tigrida, or Mexican Ti^er
Flower—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lily—Do»blc

j
Tubeiose, and Ranunculus; jiainlings of which may be seen at
this place. The above collection of ISulbs is in fine order, and

I

IS from the same House from which we obtained the Bulbous
I Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satislaclion.

I

One Box of assorted Scions, of the best sorts of Apples, Pears,
Plunia. Peaches, and Quinces—carefully packed iu clay, for

I

transportation. Price
Jj!4.

I loOo Asparagus Roots, two years old, in fine order.

!
Likewise, Early English Manly—English Kidney, and Che-

[

nango seedling Potatos. One barrel Early Royal George Po-
|atos, an early sort and prodigious bearer—price $2 per bushel.

j

This is a valuable kind for market gardeners.

I

(iOOO two year old seedling Hawthorn Uuicks, for line fences

J

iu fine order, at a moderate price.

10 barrels Early Frame Peas, raised in Bangor, Me.
A further supply of the celebrated New Zealand Spinach,

[ Tflragoiia expajtsis].

I IOOO pounds fresh Lucerne, imported from Eurojie thisspring.

I
Also, a consignment from Albany, of 50 barrels Manowfat

Peas, by the barrel, at a very low price.

Early Tuscarora Corn , for the table.

I
Seeds of the Cuba Tobacco, [Buflta abaxo] Yellow Tobacco,

Teazel, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sorts)

—

Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass, Rye Grass, Tall Meadow Oats Grass, White and Red
I'lover, Manuel Wurtzel, &c.

Also, .Seeds for Diers' use—Ornamental Flower Seeds, &.c.

comprising the largest collection of Seeds to be found in New
England.

Landreth's JVurserits—JVear Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and iis vicinity, the Proprietors are again
iinluced to advertise to them their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of useful &. ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cullivaied by them, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

real value by any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds ot Europe, with ail the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
«QfW not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely stating the time
they wish thein to ripen, may confidendy refer the rest to the
proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

The Ornainontal department is rich in native and e.xotic

Plants— it contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,

most ol which are calculated for adorning m the winter seasons,

parlours, sitting rooms, &c, with an assortment of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference wilhs all who will consider the

subject in the slightest degree. The peparation of those kinds
liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under their own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence on tbreign imjiortations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codnian, No,
31 Congress St. Boston, ofwhom priced catalogues of dip whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-
ing every arUcle well and safely packed and forwarded,

Feb. 15. if

"

D, & C. LANDRETH,

Horticultural Botanic Garden.
ANDREW PARMENTIER, Proprietor of the

Horlnniliural Botanic CJardcn, (lirmiklyn, Long
Island) two miles from New York, ofiii^rs for sale a
very large assortment ot the most approved Pear,
Apple, Plum, Peach, Cherry, Apricot, Nectaiines,

iiooMiunies, &c.; some of them are very handsome Trees,

—

Some Pear Trees on Quince stock, for dwarf, and some Apple
Trees on Paradise stock. Forest Trees of large size, very fine

for planting in streets, such as Horse-chesnut. European Lime
or Linden Tree, Birch, Lara,\, Ash, Elm, While Poplar, tic.

Weeping Willow, Paper Mulberry, Catalpa, Jap.in Aylaiithus,
Laburnum, Balsam Poplar, &.c. A very large collection of
hardy Rose Trees, monthly Roses, Herbaceous plants. Shrubs,
&c, and a fine collection of Green-house Plants, Also, Straw-
berries of fine kinds, including the monthly everbearing without
runners. Very fine Hawthorn, three years old, ai $(i die thou-

sand, Mr, P, in delivering Trees, will give 'iirecnuns lor plant-

ing diem, .Subscriptions for one dozen kinds ol' jeleci table

Grapes, containing the White, the Fontainllcau, the Yellow
Thomery, the Golden, the Musk, and Koyal Chapellas,—the
White, Violet, Black, and Grey Muscat—the large Maroc, and
the large Frankcuthal, for S^ the dozen, with dii«clions for

planting, cultivating, &.c. Tlie vines well packed in moss and
mats, in such a manner as to go several hundred miles farther

than N. York. Mr, P, will furnish in a cfcrta,n quantity, Grape
Vines at 25 cents each root, for vineyards, warranted to grot*.

Provisional catalogues can be had gratis, at Mr Charles Swan's

frocery and tea store, No, 357 Broadway, or at Me.ssrs Thor-
urn & Son's, G7 Liberty street, New Vorit, where orders can

be leA or directed by the Post Office, to his Estabhsliment,

Brooklyn, Mr, P. delivers the Trees or Plants in the city, free

of expense for cartage, transported in his cart, and carefully

taken out and delivered on the ])Iace where they must immedi-
ately be placed. Orders can also be led with the following

Agents ; J, R, Newell's Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52 North
Market street, Boston—.^Ii, E. W. Bull's Seed Store, Hartford,

Con.—Mr, Lewis F, Allen, Buffalo—Mr. Luther Tucker &. Co.
Rochester—Mr, William E, Notman, Hudson—and Mr, A, B.

Allen. Mobile, April 25

ATeiD Vegetabhs.
Just received at the New England Farmer .Seed Establish

ment, a small invoice of rare and choice vegetable seeds, from
Europe, comprising Large Green Artichoke of Laon, (consid-

ered the finest sort known, but very rare, even in Europe)

—

Brighton Coss Lettuce—New Silver Giant Celery—Asparagus
of Allemagne, a new and superior sort;—for sale in packages
of 12 1-2 cts, each.

Gunpowder, ^-c.

Da Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts, per pound—Shot-Balls
—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Pelre—Blue Vitriol, iS;.c, constant-

ly for sale at the Dnpont Powder Store, No, 65 Broad street

—

By E. COPELAND, Jr.

inr The Du Pont sold as above, is w-arranted first quality

—

and is marked "E. Copeland, Jr. JSosloii." on the head of the
cask, tf"^ March 14

Peach Trees.
Just received from the Hartford Linnaeaii Botanic Garden, 20
bunches of assorted Peach Trees, which are offered for sale at

j

the Agricultural Warehouse, 52 North Market street—where
specimens of the Fruit may be seen. April 23

PRICES OF COUJVTRY PRODUCE.
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MISCELLANIES. Botanical Curiosity.— In the last number of Ed-

. wards' Botanical Register, there is a figure of the

[The following hymn was composed by Dr. Hawk.swor.h, Une new "Air Plant of China," long known to the

(a short time belore his dea.h) and repeated to his wife before
I

Europeans by the drawings of the Chinese, and

he rose in tlie morning;—

j

III sleep's serene oblivion laid,

I safely pass'd the silent night

;

Once more I see the breaking shade,

And drink again the morning light.

New-born, I bless the waking hour

—

Once more, with awe, rejoice to be
;

My conscious soul resumes her power.

And springs, my gracious God, to thee.

Oh ! guide me thro' llie various maze

My doybtlul feet are doom'd to tread,

And spread thy shield's protecting blaze

Where dangers press around my head

A deeper shade will soon impend,

A deeper sleep my eyes oppress j

Yet still thy strength .^haii me defend,

Thy gfiodness st;ll shall deign to bless

That deeper shade shall fade away,

That deeper sleep shall leave my eyeS;

Thy light shall give eternal day.

Thy love the rapture of the skies.

Epitaph in a country church-yard.

Here I,

Uo lie.

But when the trumpet last will sound,

Then shall 1 lise above the ground.

celebrated for the splendor of its flowers and the

fragrance of its perfume. It has for some years

been cultivated in the stoves of this country—but

no means could be discovered for making it flow-

er, till a new method was pursued by the gi<rden-

er of his Royal Highness the Prince Leopold, at

Claremont, which finally proved successful. Un-

der this mode of treatment a branch of bloss(vns

was produced, between two and three feet long

—

and composed of some hundreds of large dowers,

resplendent with scarlet and yellow. The pl-jnt

has the remarkable property of living wholly upon

air, and is s'lspended by the Chinese from the

ceilings of their rooms, which are thus adorned by

its beauty and perfumed by its fragrance.

—

Loti-

don Medical Gazette.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR SEEDS.
For sale at the Seed Establishment,' connected with the office

of the New England Farmer, No. 52 Norlh Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety nf Seeds to be found in New England

—

of the crops of 18'27. The greatest care has been taken to have
them raised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
die sorts perfectly genuine. The following comprises some of

oi;r most promineiu sons.

Artklwke,

Asp,,

Rail ff'ay.—A wager, for a small amount, as to

the power of draught of a horse on the Monkland
and Kirkintilloch railway, was decided in pres-

ence of several of the members of the committee

of management of the railway, ami a great crowd

of spectators. The horse in questi^n started from

Gargil Colliery, drawing a weight of fifty tons, on

fourteen wagons, which it conveyed to Kirkintil-

loch, a distance of seven miles, in the short space

of one hour and forty-one minutes. The first two

miles of the above distance «as on a level, and

the remainder was on a descent, varying from one

in 120 to 1.100 with several level tracts.— Glas-

gow Chronicle.

There is a portion of mankind who are always

either naturally or habitually behind hand. This

trait of their ch.iractec is easily discovered in eve-

ry thing that relates to their conduct and pursuits
j

The Chimpanna.—This enormous monkey in-

in life. Such a man goes too late to bed—and as ! habits the coast of the Gulf of Guinea. Its height

a necessary consequence gets up too late in the is sometimes greater than that of ;p man ; it has a

morning. Being nut of bed too Ute, he is too lute ' small beard and mustachios, and is exceedingly!

at breakfast, and this deranges the affairs of his pugnacious. It lives in society— at least numer ,

household all the forenoon. Having been behind i ous individuals of the species congregate tngeth-

hand at breakfast, he of course is behind-hand at er to plunder the negroes, and carry off their

dinner, and lastly at supper. If he makes an ap-
j

wives. It builds itself a hut, makes love to their
|
Chervil.

, Green Globe
, Devonshire
Gravesend
Bauersea

Large white Readinj
IIS, (2G varieties,) includin

the English broad bean>
dwarfs and pole.

'.y, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Eai'ly White Scarcity
French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &c.)

'cote

Brocoli, Early While
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussells Sprouts,

Calilhige, Early Salsbury dwarf
Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lou. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &.c.

Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch

Large Green glazed

Large laie Druijhe.id

Tree, or 1000 h«aded
Green Globe Sa\o>
Red Dulch
A^ellow Savoy
Turnip rooted, &.c.

Russian
Late Imperial

Late Sugarloaf

I
Melm,P'we Apple

Green t'iircn

Persian
Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or MusK
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
.^pple seeded, Water

Canloon.
Carrots, Altrin»ham

Early rforn

Blood Red(for West In

dia niaikel)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Caulijlovxr . Early and Late

: Celery, White solid
' Rose coloured solid

I Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted|

pointment, he never gets to the place in season ; negresses, and driven away those who approach
\

Chives.
-^ ,

and if he is to meet a board of directors, or a com- his dwelling, by pelting them with stones. S^'V - c'r"ssCm\ed'or Pepverera^'i

mittee, or any public body whatever, he is always eral young ones have been tamed, and found to

twenty minutes or half an hour too late, and upon possess great imitative talents.— Lon. Revieiv.

being reminded that he has obliged his associates

to wait, and thereby to waste their time, he char- Potato Bread.— At the Edinburgh Agricultural

ges his delay to his ivatch ; which, like the owner, meeting, at which above three hundred noblemen

is always invariably at least a quarter of an hour and gentlemen attended, Sir John Sinclair address-

too slow. If he has made arrangements to leave ed the party after breakfast, and informed them
town in a stage, especially if it is nn early stage, that a great part of the bread they had been eat-

he commonly forces the carriage to wait for some ing, was comnoped chiefly of potato flour ; and
time, or, what is not very uncommon, is left be- that if the country would be contented with such

hind. If he intends to take his departure in a bread, Britain would never require a bushel of

steam boaft, you will meet him two streets off as foreign grain.

the last bell tolls, and after running down to the
i

wharf finds the boat h.Tuled off; and if he gets
| Caterpillars This is one of the worst enemies

aboard at all it is by the long boat, and often at lo an orchard when neglected, but easily destroy- '

"^'purp

the haza d of his life. If he is an attendant upon ed with a little atten tion, in the spring when the
public worship, he never reaches the church until nests are small, and the insects young and tender,
after the services have commenced, and greatly They never venture abroad in the early part of
disturbs the congregation by entering in the midst the day, when the dew is on the trees, or in bad
of their devotional exercises. In short, such men

, weather ; they may then be effectually destroyed
labor, and toil, and drudge on through life, just as

|

by crushing them in the nest. This attention
uniform and regular in their Concerns, /ifl// on ftnuj-

1 continued for a short time every spring, will de
too late, as punctual people are in season. If such
persons could, by some great exertion, redeem
that half hour, and set their watches right, they
might go on with the same ease they do now, and
always be in season.

stroy those in existence, and will prevent their in-

crease in future years. If left till grown strong,

they wander from their nests, and cannot be ef-

fectually overcome without great trouble and ex-

pense.— Coxe on Fruit Trees.

Broad leaved
Water
Long Orange

Cucumber, Y.:xr]y Frame
Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Long Prickly

Long green Turkey
Long white Turkey
White Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

E^s Plant, Purple
White

Endire, Green
While Curled
broad leaved Batavlan

Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Com, (several varieties)

pie curled

Green curly Scotch

Leek, London
Large Scotch

Lettuce, Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial
Harily Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Tennisball, or Rose
Drumhead
iMa^num Bonum Coss
Baiti Coss
Ice Coss
White Cass, or LOaf,

Green Coss

Marjon
Mustard, White and Brown
?.aslwtium
Matifrel Wurtzel,
Olcra

Onion. Potatoe
Tree
White Portugal
Yellow
ftladeira

Stratsburg
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip. Large Dutch swelling

Skinned
Peas, Early Washington

Early double blossomed
Early Fame
Early Golden Hotspur
Early (Jharlton

Early Strawberry Dwaif
Dwarf blue Imperial
Dwarf blue Prussian
Dwarf Spanish, or Fan
Dwarf Marrowfat
Dwarf Sugar
Matchless, or Tall Mar.
Knight's Tall Marrows
Tall Crooked pod Sugar

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Tell

Cherry
Pumpkins, Finest Family

Connecticut Fieit;

Mammoth
Radish, Early Frame

Short lop Scarlet

Lfiig Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white, or Naples
Cherry
\'iolei colored

While Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarh, for tarts, &c.
Ruta Baga,
Snlsa/ij. or vegetable oyster

Sea Kale,
Stirret

Scorzonera

Safrcm,
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Roundleaved siimmei

Eng. Patience Dock
Sage,
Sqiuish, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomatos
Turnips, Early While Dutch

Early Garden Stone
White Flat, or Globi:

Green Round
Red Round
Sw,in's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk

I.oiig Tankard
Long Yellow French

'

Yellow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish
Dedliam

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bmitsel'.
Lavender—Rosemary—Hyssqp,
Wormuood—Summer Savortj;

Penny roual—Spikenard—QflL
Babi— Tansy—Bene, ^r,
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Salmi, 21s( April, 1828.

Mr. Fessenpen,—I send you Ihe pedigree of the improved

Ourliain short horned siock, presented, al a very great exjicnse,

to tlie Massarhusetls Society for Ihe promotion ol Agriculture.

by Sir Isaac (>oflin, for the purpose of" improving the breed oi

cattle in his native Stale : also of two of their descendants raised

by myself. You have Ihe certificate furnished by Mr. Welherel,

al Ihe lime the animals were imported. Also, a very detailed

Hubback, yellow, rnJ and white, calved in 1777,
bred by Mr. John Hunter, of Hiirwor;h—dam bred

by Mr. John Hunter, by a bull of Mr. Bank.s. of

ll'irworth—pranHain. bought of Mr. Stefihenson,

of Ketlon. Hubback was got by Mr. George Sno\v-

iion'.« bull—dam lr..ni Iho stock of Sir James Peny
man, and tho.-ic from the stock of Sir William St.

Qiiintin, of Soampston—Snowdon's bull, by VVm.
Ro'oson's bull, hrod by Mr Wastcll, of Great Bur-

i:on, near Datlinyton—dam, Mr. Wastell's Roan
Cow. Barforth, William Robson's bull by James
Mastermtin's bull, bred by Mr. Walker near Ley

account of them and their ancestors, as extracted by me from

Coate's Herd Hook, a work devoted exclusively K. this celebrat r'"'"' •'"""'« Mnsterman's bull by the Studly Bull,

ed slook. 1 have hecn thus particular as I think it may be im- '

""^f
<• ''>' M"". Sharter, of ('hllton.

poriant to have on record, some account of these valuable ani- '^he followinw arrount of the pedigree of the

mals. You will perreire they are all very nearly related toi ''^"1' "f Huback. was given to Mr Coates, the au-

the celebrated Comet, who was sold in London for one thousand | '
hor of the Herd Book, by .Mr. John Hunter :

guineas, and are traced back to WK/i/iar/f, who is .--eported to ' "Hurnworth, near Darlington, July 6'h, 1822.
be Ihe foundation of Ihe slock. I have reason to think them a I renaeinber the COW which my father .bred, th:it

great acquisition to our country. Annabella, Emma, and Yoring

Comet, are al my farm in Salem. Admiral is with the Hon.

John Welles, at Dorchester. Y'ours, &c.

E. HERSY DERBY.

ADMIRAL.

Pedigree of btill Admiral from Mr. John Welh
crell, Kirk by Malbry, 28th May, 1823. Is two
years old, a ueauliful roan, got by my A'orth Star,

dam by Co/net—grandam by ff'tllington—g. gran-

dam by Danbij. JVorlh Star was by Comet, dam
by Baronet—grand, m by Cripple— g. grandam by
Irishman—g. g. grandam by Hubback.

JVorth Star, roan, calved in 1815. twin calf with
JVorthern Light, bred by and the property "f M .

Wetherell, got by Comet—dam. Lady, bred by

Mr. Spotirs, by Mr. Mason's Baronet—grandam
by Cripple— g. grandam by Irishman—g. g. gran

dam by Hubback.

Comet, red and white roan, calved in 1804, bred

by Mr Collinc, got by Favorite—dam. Young Phe-

nix, by Favorite—grandam, Phenix, by Foljame—
g. grandam. Favorite, bred by Mr. Manard, by JMr

R. Alcock's bull—g. g. grandam by Mr. Jacob
Smith's bull— g. g. g. grandam by Mr. Jolly's

bull. Comet sold for one thousand guineas, and
died in 1815.

Wellington, bred by Mr. Wetberell—got by St.

John, dam by Trunnell—grandam by Danby.
Danby, bred by Mr. Wetherell—got by Mr.

J. Brown's Padock bull—dam bv Mr. J. Brown's
White Bull.

Baronet, roan, calved in 1806, bred by Mr. Ma
SOD, got by Chilton—dam, Lydia, by Favorite—
grandam, A''dl, by Mr. Mason's White Bull— g.

grandam. Fortune, bred by Mr. C. Colling, by Bo-
linfibroke—g. g. eraudam by Foljambe—g. g. g.
grandam by Hubback—g. g. g. g. grandam, bred
by Mr. Maynard.
Cripph. red and white, calved in 1800, bred by

Mr. Mason, got by Irishman—dam, Fortune, bred
by Mr. C. Colling, by Bolingbroke—granuam by
Foljambe—g. grandam by Hubback—g. g. gran-
dam bred by Mr. Maynard.
Irishman, red and white, calved in 1798, bred

by Mr. Mason, got by Styford—dam, Fortone, bred
by Mr. C. Colling, by Bolingbroke—grandam by
Foljambe—g. grandam by Hubback—g. g. gran-
dam bred by Mr. Maynard.

was the dam of Hu'iback ; there was no idea then

that she had any mi.xed or Kyloe blood in her.

Much has been lately said, that she was descend-

ed from a Kyloe : hut I have no reason to believe,

nor do I believe, that she had any rai.'iture of

Kyloe blood in her."

ANN'ABELLA.

The pedigree of the heifer Annabella, from Mr.
John WethereP, Kirkhy Malory, '>6 May, 1824.—
Red and white, calved in 1820. Was got by Ma-
jor, dam Ada, hy Denton, nrandam Aurora, by Co-
rjit—g. grandam by Henry—g. g. grandam by
I tnby—and in calf by Rockingham.
Major, red and white, calved in 1813—bred by

Mr R. Colling—got by Wellington—dam by Phe-

nomenon—grandam by Favorite—g. grandam by

Favorite.

Ada, roan, calved in 1>1(5—bred by and the pro-

perty of Mr. J Wetherell— got by Denton—dam
Aurora, by Comet—grandam by Mr. Mason's Hen-
ry— g. grandam by Danby.

Denton, bred by Mr. Wetherell—got by Comet,

dam Young Red Hose, by St. John—grandam by

Trunnel—g. grandam by Danby.
Aurora, roan, calved in 1813—bred by and the

property of Mr. J. Wetherell—got by Comet, dam
by Mr. Mason's Henry—grandam by Danby.

Comet ; see Admiral's pedigree.

Henry, roan, calved in 1806—bred by Mr. Ma-
son, got by St. John—dam. Dandy, by Favorite—
grandam, Lily, by Favorite— g. grandam. Miss
Lax—bred by Mr. Manard, by Dallon Duke—g.

g. grandam. Lady Manard, by Mr. R. Alcock's

Bull.

Danby ; see Admiral's pedigree.

Rockingham, formerly called Wellington, bred

by Mr. T- Jobling, and property of Mr Wether
ell— got by Minor, dam by Phenomenon—grandam
by Colonel—g. grandam by a son of Hubback.

EMMA.

The pedigree of the heifer Emma, raised by E.

H. Derby—dark red and white, beautifully mi.'^ed,

calved 28th January, 1825. Was got by Rocking
ham, dam Annabella, by Major—grandam, Ada.
by Denton—g grandam, Aurora, by Comet—g. g.

grandam by Henry—g. g. g. grandam by Danby.
Rockingham, formely called Wellington, bred by
T. Jobling, and property of Mr. Wetherell, was

got hy Minor, dain by Phenomenon— j;randiun by

Cnlunel—g. grandam by a son of Hubback.
For the pedigree of all the above, excepting

Minor, Phcnon'Cnon, and Colonel, see the pedigr«c

o\ Admiral and Annabella.

Minor, dark red, bred by Mr. R. Colling— got

by Favorite—dam. Red Rose, by Favorite—gran-

dam by Punch— g. grandam by Foljambe— g. g.

grandam by Hnliback.

Phenomenon, bred by R. Colling-—got by Favor-

ite, dam by Ben—grandam by Hubbacl:— g. gran-

dam by Snowdon's Bull—g. g. grandam by Sir

James Pennymun's Bull.

Colonel, bred 6y Colonel Simson—got by Mr. C.

Ceiling's lame Bull.

YOUNG COMET.

The pedigree of the bull Young Cornet, raised by

E. H. Derby— dark red, with a fow white spots,

calved 5lh March, 1826. Was got by Admiral,

dam Annabella, by Major—grandam, Ada, by Den-

ton—g. grandam Aurora, by Comet— g. g. gran-

dam by Henry— g. g. g. grandam by Danby. Ad-
miral, bred by Mr. Wetherell, was got by JVorth

Star, dam by Comet—grandam by Wellington—
g. grandam by Danby. JVorth Star was by Comet,

dam by Baronet—grand dam by Cripple—g. gran-

dam by Irishman— g. g. grandam by Hubback.

FOK THE NEW ENGIAND FARMER.

BEES.
An effectual remedy to protect bees from the

bee-moth, /bout the first of May, or perhaps ear-

lier, when liie byes begin their spring work thoy

may be saved from the ravages of that destructive

insect the bee-moth, through the season, by a very

easy and simple way, viz: scrape a spot on the

ground smooth, near the bee house, or wherever
it may be convenient, then place the hive on the

bare ground and put some kind of covering over it

to keep it dry, and when new swarms come off let

them be taken care of in the same manner.

—

Either set them beside of the old hive or in some
other convenient place on the bare ground. Bees
that are managed in this way will produce as many
swarms in a seasdn as they did formerly in a bee-

hoi;se before the moth was heard of.

The reason why a hive of bees is secure on the

ground. The millers which are the breeders, when
first entering a hive, seem rather timid, not ven-

turing at first above the base. They generally

deposite their eggs at first around the inward

edges of the hive, and if there are any crevices

between the hive aad the board or floor that it

stands upon, they are sure to secretesome of their

eggs there, and it will be but a short time before

the cots or in other words the covering that en-

closes the eggs may be seen from which the grubs

soon escape. The grubs will soon creep up into

the hive and begin their depredations upon the

honey and young bees. The grubs, or worms,

seem to prefer tho young bees that are in the cells

to feed upon at first, instead of the honey. A hive

of bees that is attacked by the moth, is not always

destroyed the first year, but is very sure to be the

second. The millers never deposite any of their

eggs in a hive set on the ground, because they do

not find any convenient place under the hive. Thf.
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method as above stated, may not always save old
:

feet apjirl, and to the dopth ot 3-4th3 of an inch, wiule it presents a inost interesting subjectfor the

swarms of bees, already infested by those mis-
j

and about the same thickness as carrots. They improveinfnt and enlarg-ement of the mind, wil!

chievous insects, (although I have not lost any ray- -
vvill show themselves in about two weeks, when also develope and apply tlie resources of our coun-

' try, so an to increase the business, the wealth, and
the prosperity of the nation.

In whatever section of the country geology has
been introduced, it has seldom failed to lead to the
discovery of articles, which have been applied to
ad.ance the interests of the artist in his business,

as well as to enrich the cabinet of the amateur ot

the science.

In one instance, a geological excursion lead to

the discovery thai the farmers of a section in New
England, had built walls for their common enclo-
sures for a hundred and fifty years with specimens
of the finest marble upon the earth. Another e.x-

cuision discovered the chroraatc of iron, which
was soon used for the manufacture of chrome yel-

low, and in a short time reduced the price of that

beautiful pigment, from sixteen dollars to fifty

cents a pound. From the same source copperas

is now made in such abundance and at so cheap a

self secured in this way,) but it is sure to save ' they are to be carefully weeded, and tended thro'

new swarms. Perhaps some gentlemen may ob- the season. In July, or August, thin them out so

ject to this mode of managing bees, on account of much that they will not stand nearer than four

ants and some other insects that may creep into inches apart, when those that remain will wilt, and

the hive; but there is nothing to fear from them, lop down, but will soon rise up. Just previous to

The large black ants do sometimes destroy honey the ground's frerzing in the fall, they should be

in hollow trees, where the bees are situated high covered (on the rows only) with horse dung, just

from the ground. I have seen in some instances enough to turn off the water, for in covering too

considerable injury done by large black ants, in deep, mice will be very sure to work among them,

hollow trees in the woods, containing swarms of Early in the following spring, take off the manure

bees. Also the bee-moths are found in hollow carefully, and convey it to some other part of the

trees. I recollect one instance in particular, of field, for in laying it between the rows it will make

ants eating out honey in a tree. It appeared that the ground very dry, and injure the growth of the

the swarm of bees had occupied the hollow tree plants. After taking off the manure, take a spade,

for several years. The hollow was about 30 feet and take out the plants in such manner, as to leave

from the base of the tree, and eight or ten feet a plant standing once in 2^ feet, remembering not

in length, and at the upper part of the cavity there to injure the standing plants with the spade, and

were a great number of large ants, and they had also to fill up the vacancy with light earth.

In transplanting those plants taken out, lecol-consumed a considerable quantity of honey

Various metiiods have been suggested for the lect to put them the same distance from each other
|

rate, as wholly to prevent the importation of that

protection of bees from the moth ; a trial has been as those not transplanted, by means of a common
'
article. Several other useful articles, purely the

made by placing small blocks of wood at each iron bar. By giving them good attention, and
j

fruits of geology and mineralogy, aided by chemi-

corner of the hive so as to raise it about two hoeing frequently they will be ready to cut about! cal science, now fill our markets irom our own

inches high, which leaves open sich vacancies at

the sides of the hive that the bees are much dis-

turbed by the wind and dust that enters the hive,

and in some instances the dust has injured the

honey, and vvithout having the desired effect of

saving the bees from the moth ; also sprinkling

fine salt under the hive does not answer any good

purpose. I have frequently known the honey to

melt down in a hive when in a warm place in a bee

house, but there is little or no danger of that kind

while the hive is on the ground, and the bees and

honey are kept cool. T have tried this roethod as

above stated and described, seven or eight years,

and it has been attended with complete success.

Some years ago I lost a considerable number of

swarms by the moth, but I have not lost any since

I adopted this plan of setting them on the ground
;

excepting one swarm that I let remain in my bee

house by way of experiment, that one was destroy-

ed by the bee-moths the first season. Some other

people have secured their bees in the same way,

as they would be ready now to testify. Late in

the fall of the year, those hives of bees that are

to be kept over winter must bo taken from the

the middle of Augi st. They should be cut about
^
resources,

four inches below the burr, after they begin tO| So well aware are the English that their wealth

turn yellow, and then dried upon a temporary and prosperity are connected with their mineral

scaffold two feet high, in the sun about three days, treasures, that every county in the kingdom has

remembering to carry them in undercover nights, been subject to minute and careful surveys, in

In cutting, the person will need a pair of leather their geology a.^^ well as their agriculture. In a

liiittens, and when drying must use a rake in few instances their example has been followed in

spreading them on the scaffold. I communicate this country, and in no one without a rich reward

the above as uiy manner of procedure, and i can for the trouble. And from the success which has

say I have generally had good success, especially
|
uniformly attended the partial surveys already

in 1822, I raised, and sold from six rods square; made by the liberality and enterprise of individu-

cf ground, teazels for which 1 received at my gar- 1 als. it is hoped that ourlegislatures will soon deem
den ,$134.-—Yours, &c. J. N. HINSDILL.
Bennington, Ft. ^pril 2i, 1828.

FOR THE HEW ENGLASD F.lEalER.

t a subject worthy of their patronage. It is to be

regretted that on this subject Massachusetts is

behind most of her sister states. The legislatures

of several of the states have already effected sur-

GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS. '"^' ^°' *"^
^"J^"'' °/ '"^P^' ^'°'" '^'''.

f;;-
T-. ,

i>^iJvyvjiv^..Y
.

, ,, ,
. veys maps and gazetteers are already furnished.

England has been "Teatly enriched by her mines. I .
•^j ,,„ %, t? i j , . m .

.. " , , ,. , \ I
And among the New hngbnd states, Massachu-

Her coal not only turnishes power to her nunie-

ous manufactories, and fuel for her more common
and domestic purposes, but is extensively used al-

most in the midst of the forests of Americn. Her
ores furnish employment to thousands of her citi-

I

zens, and, when their value is thus increased many
ground and put into a bee house, or in some other

[ j,^^^^^^j ^^^^^ ,,^ ^^^ ^ ^^^j and e.xtensive :

*"'.'".'

place for safe keeping. If those persons who keep ,

^^^^^^ .^^ ^.^^ ^.^^^ ^j. ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^,^^^^
1 hisj

bees will only be so good as to try the ^^V^^^] o^vcr ani msennitv.
menl when their bees swarm the present season, I

^,^^.^ ^.^^^ ^^^.^- ^^^^ discovered not by the
or try it with some of the-r old swarms, I have no

, ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^1^^ ^^^^^^, ^^^^
doubt but. that all will be entirely convinced of the

^^^^.^^^ ^^^ associations which arc found to exist
truth and correctness of the above statement.

,^ ^,^^ productions of the minorHl kingdom.
DAVID CHANDLER.

South Hartley. April 2~. 1828.
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CULTIVATION OF THE TEAZEL
Mr. Fessf.nden,— In answer to a request of

I.. W. B. Vol. G. No. 38, relative to the cultiva

lion of the Teazel, or Fuller's Thistle (Dipsacus.)

I can inform him that for ten years past, I have

cultivated the teazel upon a deep black sandy

loam, manured as often as once in two years from

my horse stable. They require a deep loose soil,

as they root very deep like carrots. The ground

should be well prepared about the first of May,
and the seed sowed immediately in drills about two

From these associations the presence of one inin

eral indicates, with a degree of certainty, that an-

other is near. In other cases the appearance of a

certain mineral gives information which may bo

depended upon, that a certain other would be

searched for in vain. They inform us not only

where to search, but .vhere not to search. They
not only promise a fortune to the explorer, but

caution him against the loss of one.

That we possess, in our mineral treasures, vast

sources of industry and of wealth, not yet discov-

ered, is as certain as that fortunes have been spent

in fruitless searches after them. And it may fair-

ly be hoped that the modern science of Geology,

which is extending with unexampled rapidity,

setts and Maine are the only ones in which these

two important articles, accurately executed, are

not to be had. In two or three slates measures

are now taking to effect survey.^ both of their ge-

ography and geology, in a more 'ninute and care-

ful manner than attended those formerly made,
is as it should be. For whether we consider

the geography and geology of our country as

branches of popular education, in their relations

to internal improvements, or in the;r application

to the business of the manufacturer and farmer,

they are equally wortliy of the patronatje not only

of individuals but of legislatures. AtiRlCOLA.

for the new ENGLAND FARMER.

Mr. Fesse.nden,—It is I believe not generally

understood in this city and in its vicinity, that Ad-
miral Sir Isaac Coffin is about to afford fresh proof

of his regard for his place of nativity, by sending

to Boston, for the benefit of the bre^d, two thor-

ough bred horses. Barefoot and Serab. I need

only mention these valur.ble animals, to have them
known in the sporting world, as they aro frequent-

ly named in the sporting magazines. But for the

information of those who have not the opportunity

of seeing these works, I roust beg you through

the medium of your respectable paper to give the
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following liesi-ription of the horses. They are

very beautiful, ami their pedigree is ns foUowB :

—

Bnrtfoul was got by Tramp ; dam Rosamond, by

Brozzard, out of Rosehorry, sisttr of Hiiley and

Tartar, by Phenomenon, out of Miss West hy

Waltham, Regulus, Cral), Childera, Basto. Serah

by Phantom ; dam hy Totteridge, out of Crush,

by Highflyer, out of Nutcracker, by M.lethem.

Theso horses have beaten at several veryoelebra

ted races in England. At York, Doncaater, As-

cot Heath, and on other courses, and it is believed

that they are equal if not superior to any animals

of the kind ever brought to the United States. In

addition to the above horses. Sir Isaac (^otfin has

been at great trouble and expense to procure a

perfect Cleveland Bay, and they were expected

to embark on the 20th of this month in the packet

ship Amethyst ; and it is but justice to state that

the Boston and Liverpool Packet Company have

very liberally allowed them a passage free.

Boston April 29 FRANKLIN.

SPRING WORK.
BY THE EDITOR.

Insects.—Be careful in season to destroy cater-

pillars in orchards, &c. While yet in small clus

ters they are easily conquered, but if they get the

upper hand, and are sutiisred to send forth '.heir

foraging parties over the cultivator's premises they

are almost as difficult to subdue as the habit of

hard drinking. " A stitch in time saves nine,"

and the de-^truction of a few insects in season pre-

vents the e.xistence of countless hordes of their

progeny.
" Watering with common water" says M'Mahon,

"proves very beneficial to trees infested with in-

sects ; especially, if thrown against them with

some ferco, by means of a small water engine.

—

This will not only displace caterpillars and many
other insects, but greatly refresh the trees, es-

pecially in dry weather; and if often repeated

where insects appear, it will considerably dimin-

ish their number and prevent their spreading.

"The most eligible engines, are such as have

the pump and discharging pipe fi.xed in the vessel

for containing the water; of which some are of a

iHoderate size for carrying about by the hand, hut

larger ones are fitted upon a low, light, three

wheeled carriage for the more convenient remov-

ing from place to place. This engine may be

conveniently used for watering different parts of

the garden in dry weather.
" The newly planted trees will be greatly ben-

efitted by occasional waterings, which should al-

ways be given in the morning and frequently over

the branches, as well as about the roots ; this will

be of great service in washing off any dust and

filth which their leaves may have contracted, and

in opening their pores for the reception of the at

mospheric moisture."

It is necessary to be all attention to your young
rising crops of peas, beans, cabbages, onions, car-

rots, parsnips, Sic. &c. and free them from weeds
as soon as they appear above ground. Apply a

email hoe where practicable, and in other cases

make use of your fingers.

Sow hardy aromatic herbs, if not done before.

Small salads three or four times for successive

crops. Radishes, peas and beans three or four

times with intervals of si-x or eight days. Carrots

for winter's use may yet be sown.

Indian corn is frequently required in a garden.

Select some of the earliest sorts of corn, and a
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piece of dry, sandy, and tolerably rich ground in a

warm exposure to plant it in. Prepare the ground
as lor peas. Then form drills about two inches
(lopp at the distance of five or six feet from each
other. Drop ^he seed therein two and a half feet

asunder, and two grains in a place ; after strow-
in^" a little plaster or wood ashes in the drills, cov-
er the seed as you would peas.

I'lor{(la.---The editor of the Pensacola Gazette,

states-, that 50,000 bales of cotton will, this year,

be brought lo the bay of Appalnchicola, from the

rountry bordering on the Chattahoochie, Flint,

nnil Appalarhicola rivers All this cotton, he adds,

with the trade it gives rise to, might, at a trifling

expense, be brought to Pensacola, a place equally

delightful, from climate and situation. A canal,

or rail way, is already in agitjition to connect the

Chipola river with the eastern arm of St .'Andrew's

bay. The Appalarhicola is connected with the

Chipola by Hort'a lake, at the lower end of which
is a narrow strip of land separating them from St.

Andrew's bay. When the canal, or rail way,

through this strip of land is completed, only four

more miles of -canal are requisite to connect the

Chipola river with Choctawhatchie, between which
and the bay of Pensacola a communication is al-

ready open, through the Sound of St. Rosa. There
are ppculiar facilities existing along this coast for

the formation of a line of inner coastwise naviga-

tion.

.Vorlh Carolina.—The gold mines excite in-

creased attention—but for all that we have yet
heard, more value would be made in digging for

potatos than for gold, and the same quantity of la-

bor applied to manufactures would produce much
more of that precious metal. Diggings for gold

ai^e hardly ever profitable--in common phrase, " it

costs more than it comes to."— -JViles' Reg.

Indigo.—A New-York paper states, that the

cultivation of indigo is to be resumed in South

I
Carolina. It is further stated, that it can be rais-

led any where in the United States, South of N-

;

Carolina.

—

Sahm Observer.

is this learned and venerable gentleman, under
whose care the garden of Liverpool has obtained
superiority over all the others in England, alone
in the love of floriculture. The most eminent phi-

losophers and poets have not disdained the hum-
ble lessons and simple delights of the flower gar-
den ; and we do believe that the progress of pure
taste and true refinenient is in no way more dis-

tinctly marked than by the cherishing of nature's

beauties. For ourself, and we know we are not

singular in that respect, whenever we pass a
dwelling the windows and verandas of which are
glowing with flower vases, we "desire it more ac-

quaintance" and set it down as the abode of " good
people." We do not believe that disorder or evil

passions can prevail in a household where a love

for the quiet pleasures of floriculture is evinced

—

and have no doubt that the presence of these " fair

and innocent things of nature's loveliness" has

deep and salutary effect on the human character.

After this [rhapsodical some may think] flourish

of our goose-quill, rather perhaps for our own
gratification, we can only refer our readers, who
like flowers as well as we do, to the remarks and
directions of Dr. Green, with the assurance that

they will be found entertaining and useful.

C arcoal.—On the I3th ult. a female in Augus-
ta, came near losing her life by being in a small

room in which was placed a small cooking furnace,

with burning charcoal, there being no fireplace

in the room to carry off the suffocating exhalations

of the coal. She was found upon the floor nearly

lifeless.

Measles in Sicine.—About once a week, mi.v

two spoonful of madder in their food, which pre-

vents obstructions, acting as a diuretic, and at the
same time an astringent. And, on some other day
in the week, give a spoonful or two of an equal
quantity of flour of sulphur, and salt petre, wel!

pounded and mixed.

From the Boston Literary Gazelle.

A treatise on the cultivation of ornamental Jloioers,

Sfc. By Rtland Green. Boston, John B. Rus-

sell. 1828.

We are pleased with any thing which may at-

tract the attention of our citizens, especially the

female part of them, to the delightful science of
floriculture. For the humble in life it affords a
cheap and pleasant recreation, and for the rich,

what bestowal of their abundant leisure can en-

sure a greater portion of real epicurean enjoyment
than the cultivation of beautiful plants ? It is

alike a pleasure to youth anu to age. The hap-

piest old man we ever met with was the superin-

tendant of the Liverpool Conservatories. He had
lived for a long life among flowers and verdant

plants, and in his age vvas as flourishing as the

greenest of his charge. With a beautiful enthu-

siasm, the old man bent fondly over the opening
bud, or walked proudly among the shapely and
blooming people of his little paradise, as a prince

amid his children and vassals, and certainly no
conqueror ever bore his trophies with more tri-

umph, than he did the jewel presented to him
by Alexander of Russia in token of his blood-

less conquests over the vegetable kingdom ; nor

Illuminated Clock The committee for rebuild-

ing the steeple of the State House in Philadelphia,

intend that the new clock to be placed there shall

have an illuminated dial, similar to that recently

placed in St. Mary's Church, Islington, and in

several other churches, near London. The time

can be distinctly told three quarters of a mile dis-

tant from St. Mary's church on the darkest night,

if free from fog.

A letter from General La Fayette, dated Jan.

13, to his friend Morgan Neville, Esq. of Ohio,

mentions the intention of M. Perier, and his wife

(a grand daughter of the General) a grandson, and

the two boys of G. W. La Fayette, to visit the

United States.

Meat may be preserved fresh many months, by

keeping it immersed in molasses. A joint of meat,

or any provision, suspended in a flannel bag will

beep sweet much longer than by most of the

modes commonly practised. The cooler and dry-

er the meat is, when the flannel is put round it

the better, <ind the flannel should be perfectly

clean.

Fatal Carelessness.—In Union county, Ohio, e

few days since, a young lady was shot dead by a

lad who presented a musket to frighten her, no'

knowing itwns loaded.
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[From Memoirs ol the New York Board ot AgncuUure.]

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF BUTTER
AND CHEESE.

BY S. Dii WITT, ESQ. OF ALBANV.

(Continuedfrom page 317J

Here it is proper to be observed, that in laying

down grounds tor pasture lands, the English se-

lect the seeds of such grasses as will come to ma-

turity in succession ; but I think they carry this

scheme to excess, and that there is no necessity

for a mixture of such a variety of seeils to be used

for these purposes. In our country tlie most es-

teemed grasses are— white and red clover, timothy

or herds grass, the red top and Foul meadow.

—

With these some other indigenous grasses inter-

mi.v, the merits of which deserve to be investiga-

ted. Our best grasses for meadows are unques-

tionably the timothy, the red top, and foul mf,au-

ow. The merits of this last mentioned grass are

notgeneially Unown, and I suspect it to be the

best, for low alluvial soils, to be found In our coun-

try. It appears to me be a variety of the red top,

Agrosiis vulgaris, and preferable to it, being more
delicate in its structure, and having leaves more
slender, longer, and in greater abundance. I have
been told by an acquaintance from Orange coun-

ty, that it is chiefly used on the reclaimed drown-
ed lands there, and preferred to all other grasses,

and that it yields most abundant crops. I know
from my own observation for a number of years,

that without any artificial preparation it has grad-

ually supplanted the coarse aquatic grasses on the

lower parts of the low-lands at Ithaca. There can
be no better hay tjiail that which is made of it.

—

On a rich, moist soil it will grow uncommonly
dense, and I should think would yield as much
from an acre as any other of the best cultivated

grasses.

In order to make a good meadow on a rich soil,

I would recommend this practice. Destroy all
j

the weeds and natural grasses by ploughing, har-
j

rowing, and suit:ible crops. Prepare the ground I

by sufficiently pulverizing it, and then sow on it ao

much timothy seed as that the growth from it shall

immediately cover the ground, at least as thick as

a field of fla.'c. This then will give you clear, a-

bundant crops of timothy to the e.Kclusion rtf every

other grass. Or if the ground be inclined to mois-

ture, use foul meadow seed in the same manner
;

or make use of a mi.Kture of timothy and foul mead-
ow ; at all events be not sparing of seed, and im-

mediate abundant crops will be the reward. Timo-
thy and foul meadow or red-top, I consider as the

best of any known grasses for our low-land mead-
ows, and tli.0 more every other kind can be kept

out of them the better. Some of the English grass-

es may be advantageously used in laying down
permanent pasture grounds ; but white clover and
timothy are the best in use among us. Lucerne
is to be preferred ior soiling and enriching the

ground, when fallowing is intended. By means of

it, with the assistance of gypsum, the poorest

soils can be made valuable.

I iiave said that loo much seed cannnt be put in

the ground at once. Kyery body kn*)ws whf t a

small quantity i.^ generally used, and how long it

is before lanJa laid down as pastures or meadows
come to perfection, and how they are injured by
grasses of spontaneous growth, which ought not
to be there: but for which the greater part of the
aijrfacc of the ground is loft by the stingy sower.
Tn confirmation of the propriety of these remarlts,

I will make further quotations from the Complete

Grazier.

"The following proportions were sown a few
years since by the Earl of Darlington :

White or Dutch clover, 17 pounds.

Clean hay seed, 14 bushels.

Rib grass, >

Trefoil, i

li pounds.

By which means (the soil being previously plough

ed very fine, and made perfectly level) the land

was speedily covered with a thick and excellent

herbage. The only exceptionable thing in this

practice is the quantity of seed, which is certainly

too large for a statute acre."

The last remark, I presume, means an unneces-

sary waste of seed, not that the quantity used was
an injury to the production of the field.

" Mr. Daltoe's mode of laying down land to

grass is, to make the ground perfectly smooth and

level, and then sow upon every acre the following

seeds, viz

:

Hay seeds, 6 bushels.

Rib grass, 12 pounds.

White or Dutch clover, 8 do.

Burnet, 5 do.

He manures it with a compost of earth, dung and

ashes, thoroughly mixed together, and folds his

sheep upon it, &c. The proportion of seed, how-

ever, is still too great, though in other respects

his management be excellent."

"In the laying down of land for the purpose of

forming a good meadow, greatly superior to the

generality of pastures, the late Mr. Curtis recom-

mends the following grasses, and two species of

clover to be mixed in the following proportions:

Meadow fescue grass, one pint.

Meadow fox tail grass, do.

Rnugh-tailed meadow grass, half a pint.

Smooth-stalked do. do.

Crested dog's-tail, fourth of a pint.

Sweet-scented spring grass, do.

White or Dutch clover, half a pint.

Common or red clover, do.

" These are to be mixed together, and about

three bushels of them sown on an acre."

Such appears to be the practice where agricul-

: ture has been growing towards perfection, aided
' by all the eftbrts of man, and the acquisitions of

.science and experience assiduously and constant-

ly applied for its melioration for more than a thou-

isand years. Now let the practice in our country

be considered. With the reflection of this light

on it, how most wretched does it appear !

\

How far the grasses of Europe are proper for

our country, experience must decide. We know
that one of our best grasses, timothy or herd's

grass, cannot be cultivated to advantage in Eng-
land, and sufficient experiments have not been

made, or if made, not recorded, to ascertain whicli

of the English grasses would be an acquisition in

our practice of husbandry. Nor have the proper

researches yet been made to ascertain what ad-

ditions may be made to ouv pastures and meadows,
by the introduction of the grasses on which our

cattle subsist in their ranges in our forests. For
this purpose I would advise, that a boi,anist should

turn a horse or cow, not starved, but with an ap-

petite rather sated, into the woods, at a proper

season of the year, and observe the grasses which
the animal would select for its food. By this

means some might be discovered which would

make valuable additions to those used with us for

our pastures or meadows.

I have met with a remark in some English trea-

tise on the subject under consideration, that "a
good pasture is too valuable ever to be broken
up." If this be the case, let the man who under-
takes to prepare u dairy farm, soliloquise in this

manner, when he is preparing his pasture fields

—

I am now about doing what is to be done only
once in my life-time, on the farm from which I am
to obtain my living ; therefore let no pains or ex-

pense be spared to have it done in the best pos-

sible manner. I will plough, harrow, and hoe my
field, and raise such crops on it as are best calcu-

loted to destroy every kind of vegetable now grow-
ing on it. I will make use of every means that

can be contrived to enrich the ground. I will

pulverize the soil, and level it as much as possible,

and then I will make a selection of the best and
most suitable grass seeds, and sow them in abun
dance on it, remembering that I cannot soxv too

much in order to have full crops immediately, and
to prevent the growth of noxious plants ; and if

•my of these should notwithstanding spring up, I

must go over my fields and eradicate them, and in

a few years I will have a good clean pasture,

which vi-ill last my life-time, and be retained in

tlie highest slate of perfection by means of occa-

sional top dressings, or by scattering somepulver-

ived gypsum over it, and sometimes, perhaps, by

a scarification, all which will cost me but a trifle

compared with the benefits I shall receive from

tlicm.

The late Gouverneur Morris had several dairy

establishments on his estate at Morrisania. On the

exquisite flavor of the butter they produced, I

have often feasted at his table. In rambling over

Ins fields, and visiting his dairies, among the nu-

merous instructive observations he made on agri-

cultural subjects, one was new to me, and I con-

sidered it worthy of being remembered, and of
having the truth of it investigated. It was thisi

" The older the pasture, the better will be the

milk and butter which it produces." Whether thia

be correct or not, I cannot from my own experi-

ence or observation decide further than this, that

some of the most luxuriant pastures about Morris-

ania, appeared to be very aged, ami I knew that

jthe butter they produced was most excellent.

In closing this communication I shall make one
'further remark. The subjects on which I have
'touched must be confessed to bo important. They

I

stand related to the essence of our highest inte-

j
rests, the productions of our soil These are to

I

create our wealth, and all our enjoyments thence

to be derived. They are therefore deserving of a

primary attention. Have the English, who aro

our school-masters in husbun<lry, taught us what
is suitable to their soil and climate, they have not

taught us what is suitable to ours. This is a task

belonging to ourselves and desirving of all our ap-

plication. Let then every practicable method be

adopted for ascertaining what grasses are most

proper for the pastures and ineadov.'s of our cot:::

try, and what seeds or mixtures of .-eeds are '..

most suitable for our varjous soils. 'J'his is a bu^

ness that should not escape the atlfiition of uui

institutions, created for the purpose of meliorating

the agriculture of our country.

The following are the articles above alluded to.

The art »f making good butler is well known,

but people generally will not pr;ictise it ; and for

such it is useless to publish any improvements. In

order to be wise, it is necessary to Icnow both
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:Tood and evil. It >vill therefore, not be amiss to

jay something about Me art of making bad butter.

Altliough this is generally known, and almost uni

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
From tlie Nalional Lilclligcnccr.

DYSPEPSIA.
Messrs. Gales Sf Seaton,—Seven years ago a

versally practised, still I know some who are yet
'
case of this afflicting disease occurred, under the

unacquainted with it ; and it is to put them on
j
immediate notice of your correspondent, which

their guard, as well as to reform others that I
j

was completely cured in two months by the most

make this comiiuinication.
,
simple and efficacious of all remedies, abstinence.

In the first place, then, after your churn, and ' It had been brought on by great heedlessness in

other vessels, have been used in making butter, living, excessive smoking, irregular hours, inac

be sure not to scald them, for hot water will (ie- tivity, and a free but not very inordinate*' use of

32.^

mastication, because the misery and torment at-
tending upon indigestion, arc wholly inconceiv
able to all who have escaped it.

Philanthropos.

From Wilson's Economy of the Kitchen Garden, &,c.

LIMA BEAN.
The Lima Bean, whose excellence, both in point

of quality and productiveness, may be considered
as almost, if not altogether, without a rival in the

prive them of the oily substance that will adhere the bottle. The subject was tbrty-threc years old, T®^®'^'''^
^^°'''''- Tbe pods are never used. The

to them, and soon acquire a strong, rancid flavor and of excellent constitution ; unconscious of the i

^'^^"
"^i and cooked like green

and taste, which will impregnate every succeed- approach or presence of dyspepsia until it became
i

P**^' ^^'^^®'' "P '° '^'''® ^^'^'' (^""awn butter—and

ing batch, in the same manner that leaven does confirmed, and in all likelihood incurable. Heap- 1
y'®!''' ^'together, a deliciousness of repast, of

in the making of bread. Secondly, keep collect- plied to a friend one of the most eminent physi ^'''''<^'^ 'hose wlio have never tasted, can form no

ing your cream into one vessel, day after day, un- cians in Washington, who gave him little hope '
''''^*' T'"^y are very e.xtensively cultivated

; and

til it has made some progress in putrefaction, then of an entire cure, at his time of life, but suggest-
j

"° '".*"' ^!^^' cultivates any thing, need be at any

churn it, and the business is done. You may ed the following plan of regimen, as the only j

'°^^ '"'"'"*'"& "'^^''' '^o'' 'heir produce is the most

work it, and season it, as you please, afterwards, probable means of procuring any degree of relief, j

'^"'"*'" ""^ ''" ^'^^^'''''les here. They ^are rather

but Its constitution is unalterable. The principal viz ; to abstain from the use of cigars, from stimu- ""^ '"°®' productive in a strong, rich soil ; but they

quality of which will be a tendency soon to be- lants of all kinds, to keep regular hours, and to |

succeed well in all soils, if well laboured and ma-

come unfit for any use whatever, in any article of keep crackers constantly at hand, of which to oat ""^^

food. When butter is thus made, it will be often half a oneevery half hour,masticatingitthorough-

beaittijltd with a variety of colours, and possess a ly in order to produce as great a discharge as

rapidly increasing rancidity, which may be agree- possible from the salival glands, for the purpose

able enoujrh to those who have been brought up of qualifying the gastric juices of the stomach to

with it from their infancy, btit insufierable to oth- promote digestion, and to allay the raging hunger
ers. And the buttermilk, thus made, is very prop- at meal times, which is an invariable symptom,
erly condemned as fit only for ho^s. No wonder,

; and which may be almost denominated both the

then, thit buttermilk is abhorred in those parts of cause and the effect of this most unhappy of all

our country where such is the method of making maladies.

it, and no other is known.
|

The Doctor represented the stomach as being
(To be concluded in our next.)

\
of the nature of gum elastic, or India rubber, which
having lost its elasticity, dyspepsia ensues; and

The mode of preparing the ground for their re-

ception, and the manner of planting, is the same
as for the other kinds, except that the hills for

this kind, especially in very rich ground, should
be four feet apart, every way ; and, except m
very dry, warm situations, they need not be plant-

ed earlier than the middle of May. The seed, if

planted early, is sometimes liable to rot, and that

is the only accident I have ever seen the plant

subject to ; hut it is easily remedied, by planting

over again— and, whenever the plants get fairly

above ground, there is no doubt of their future

success.

Those planted about the eighth of May begin

to produce abundance of beans, fit for table, by

the first of August, and continue one uninterrupt-

ed succession, from the same plants, during the

three following months, or until the commence-
ment of pretty siuirp frosts, which, in some sea-

sons, overcome them in October ; but I have fre-

(juently seen them continue bearing for a week or

two in November.

Sheep Dogs of Brazil.—For the purpose of shep- that, by keeping this organ constantly, yet gently
herding a flock of one thousand, two cur-dogs are distended by so salutary an aliment as the crack-
sufficient, bred up in the following mode:—As ers form, together with the saliva from the glands
.soon as they are whelped, the lambs of a ewe arc of the mouth, occasioned by patient mastication,

billed, the puppies are put to her, and she suckles it slowly recovers its action, its elasticity, and its

them until she becomes habituated to treat them power to perform the office intended by its place

as her young, when upon opening their eyes aud in the system. His patient carefully and steadily

seeing no other benefactor, they attach them- observed his directions, got good sleep in the

Eelves to her, and play with the lambs as if they course of a fortnight, which ho has enjoyed ever

were of the same species. Nothing is ever given since, (bein^ now about fifty years of age)except-

them to eat ; they are shut in the fold with the ing v/hen other causes operated to prevent it
;

sheep, on obtaining strer.gth and vigor to attend took to eating his meals regularly, but moderate-

the flock, they are suffered to go at large, when ly ; in the course of two months, resumed his hab-

they accompany it to the field. In a little time, it of smoking, and the use of stimulating drinks in

and without more instruction they are so familiar- some degree, has enjoyed good hfialth ever since.
,

, ,,

ized with the sheen that they never separate from and is growing more fleshy than he ever was be- I

'^""''' '°"'^ '"^^'-
'^P'^'''- ^"'^ ^" '°=h in depth. Tiie

them. When it happens that a ewe lambs in the fore. It should bo remarked, that there can be c<>
j
^^'V'JI'yj''^^".^ '',7^ '/." ^^^^^ ^^^""^11 ^^" '?"

field, and the l-imb cannot accompany the mother, dimger of exhausting the saliva from the glands,

in consequence of its not yet having sufficient for such has been the wise provision of nature,

strength to follow her, one ot the dogs v.fatches that the whole body is tributary to tlie reproduc-

near, and if he finds that the lamb cannot follow tion of this most salutary and indispensable agent
the mother to the flock, he carries it in his mouth, ' of digestion ; and it is most probable that the ex-

wilhout doing it the least harm. No other ani- i ercise of the secretory vessels by which it is con-

nial or unknown person can approach the sheep
|
veyed, may assist in promoting the health of the

of which these dogs are the guardians, without
I
whole system.

the risk of being attacked. The other domestic I will lake the liberty, here, to relate an ancc-

dogs and the chiiiiaroe dogs, are the greatest en- dote which I remember to have read in an old „. , . , m, • , ,
• ... a ,

• , .u „ 1 .• 1 .J »• r r k k 1 A ui Crir/un cucumber.— 1 his plant produces a small
omies to the flock ; against them, and tno birds of Lngliih book, a good while ago. „ . , , . ,. , , , , / , •

, , •
, . r. r .L 1 u .• -ni , .u . .1- _•!.• ,1 fruit, about the size ot a blacK walnut, and is used

nrev, whicli pick out the eyes of the lambs, tne The custom in that country ot permitting the , „ . ,, ^ ,. ,
.

'•
-'i i-., .. 1. J •> tr J n 1. . 1 • . . • II onlv for pickles, tor which purpose It 13 very much

vigilance ot the watch-dogs i£ requisite.—Wenacr- faculty to make experiments upon convicts is well ;
- ! , ,

• :, ,

1 tj- J /• o -I I T K- . r .1 1- 1 u ,.
;
esteemed. Its culture is the same as other cu-

lons Histoni of Brazil. known. 1 wo subiects of the kind were submit 1 , , . , ,, i , , i- ,

. J . ., ^ ,, f o, - .

i- , ,^, I cumbers; but it should be planted, even for pick-
:

ted to the College or Physicians, ot age, health ,. . -, •. ,

,

j ,, -^ , ,

P..,^„,.»,-„„
„/• ™,.ii„„ <„<!..,/,•,.-..„.•„).»„/• „!. ! L u-. I 'i ui 1 .1 linrr, in May, as It seldom produces well, if planted

roportion oj mutton to me live weight oj sheep.] ami hah\ts, as nearly equdii as possible, and they =
i th f n

—Vancouver states that the sheep-graziers in
|
gave to the one bread, soaked in water, as his "^ ''^^'^ "'^ "'^ "'"^''^ ^'° picLles.

Devonshire ascertain the proportion of mutton only food ; to the other the same quantity of hard Early Fiuil. An Apricot, measuring three

from the live weight of the sheep by multiplying
|
bread and water, requiring him to take them se-| inches and one quarter in circumference, which

the live weight by five and dividing by nine parately ; the latter preserved good health : the grew in an open garden in this city, was exhibited

Should the sheep be very fat divide by eight. In other pined and died in a few months. Inst evening at the meeting of the Horticultural

general 8J may bo about the mark.
1 I give this anecdote to show the great use of! Society.

—

M Y. Ev. Post.

Okra.—The green pods of this plant are very
valuable ingredients in soup, and it succeeds here
remarkably well. The seed should be sown on a
piece of good ground, about the first of Alay, in

ches' distance in the drill ; and, when the plants

are well up, thin them out so as to leave only

one plant to stand at that distance. The ground
should be frequently well hoed ; and as the plants

advance, the earth should be brought up around

the bottom of their stems, to a height of five or

six inches. The ripe seeds of this plant are fre-

quently used as a substitute for coffee, and are

said to be very good for that purpose.
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May, transplant them into the open garden. As
the plants come up, and advance from three to six

inches in growth, hoe somo earth to the stems,

cutting down all weeds. When they begin to send

forth runners, place suitable supports to each row ;

and conduct the tendrih to the sticks or lines,
KIDNEY BEAN

—

Phaseolus vulgaris.

This plant and it.s usfc are too well known to re

quire any description The sorts mentioned in Mr.
j

turning them in a contrary direction to the sun.

Jluasell's catalogue are kidney divarfs, or springs ;\ The ascending plants will soon come into flower,

early yellow nanberry—ea ly Mohawk, [which podding at the joints, in long succession. They

will bear a smart frost without injury]—early ! are so prolific, thai the returns from three sow-

yellow six weeks early Canadiiin dwarf—early lings, May, June, and July, will last from July till

dwarf cluster— early dun colored, or Quaker— 'October,

early China dwarf—Inrge white kidney dwarf— | The pea, English bean, and kidney bean, are

while cranberry dwarf— red cranberry dwarf-War- liable to the attacks of various insects, especially

rington. or marrow—refugee, or thousand to one
|

the aphides, [plant lice] in dry seasons. When
Rob Roy white cutlass bean of Carolina. Pole] tatly crops are newly sown, or planted, mice will

or lunnins: benns are, large white Lima—saba, or
^
burrow for and eat the seed, and when it begins

Carolina scarlet runners—white Dutch runner i to penetrate the soil, it is attacked by snails, slugs,

Dutch case-knife, or princess—red cranberry— i tbt cut worm, &c. The usual means of guarding

white cranlierry— [the three last mentioned string against the ravages of insects, must, therefore, be

beans], and asparagus, or yard long, dolichns ses-
|
resorted to by the gardener

ed m. The drought kept them back— but. uuout

sixty-five rods of ground, on which the experiment
was made, gave a product of twelve and a half

bushels. The crop was too ripe wnen it was har-

vested, and as it was cut with a eithe. 1 estimated

that about two and a half bushels were left upon
the ground. No labor was bestowed upon them
from the time they were sown till they were har

vested."

quipedalis.

Tiie following directions for the culture of the

bean in gardens are from McMahon : "Towards
the latter end of April, [or the fore part of May,

As regards the field culture of the bean, we
would observe, that the white kind, which is most

generally approved of in New Enghind, will pro-

duce pretty good crops, on poor, sandy, or gravel

in New England] you may plant a first crop of ily soils; but when planted oi such ground, it

kindey beans in the open ground. Select a warm, good husbandry to wet and roll them in plaster

dry, and favorably situated spot, and having dug
and monurcil it properly, draw drill.: an inch deep,

and two feet or thirty inches asunder ; drop the

beans therein, two inches apart, and draw the

earth equally over them ; do not cover them more
than an inch deen ; for at this ear.v time they are

iiable to rot, if cold or wet ensun. The kinds pro-

per to be sown now ore the early cream-colored,

speckled, yellow, and white dwarfs "

Loudon gives the followine directions for the

culture of runners, pole beans, as they are com-
monly called in this country : Thp runner kidney
beans may be sown in a small portion towards the

end of Aj>ril, [about the middle of May in New
England], if tolprnbly warm, dry weather ; but as

before planting. They may be planted in hills

or drills, the rows two and a half or three feet

apart, according to the strength of the soil, and

cultivated like other hoed crops. They may be

planted the latter end of May, or beginning of

June, or about the time of planting Indian corn.

If planted in hills, they may be placed from four

teen to twenty four inches apart in rows, and the

rows the distance before mentioned. Five beans

are quite enough to remain in a hill. Hogs' dung
mixed with ashes, is said to be the best manure
for them ; and it is said to be very injurious to

beans to hoe them while the dew is on, or in wet
weather.

Judge Buel, of Albany, has given the following

these beans are rather more tender than the dwarf, notices of some experiments, in the field culture

sorts, more li.ible to rot in the ground by wet and i
of this vegetable : " Beans may be cultivated in

cold, especially the scarlets, the beginning or mid- i drills or in hills. They are a valuable crop ; and,

die of May [first of June in New England] will :
with good care, are as profitable as a wheat crop

FACTS,
Condensed from the London Quaterly Jouraal of Science and

the Arts.

Common salt applied as a manure in gardens
will quickly destroy snails.

Apples may be kept the whole year round by
being immersed in grain, which receives noinjury

from their contact. If it was universally practised

we should hear no complaints of decayed and rot-

ten apples.

All trees with spreading branches accommodate
the direction of llie lower branches to the sur-

face of the earth over which they e.\tend, and all

the branches hold a parallel direction to the earth's

surface.

Soap stone powdered fine and mixed with oil

diminishes friction, and is an excellent substitute

for the usual composition applied to carriage

wheels.

100 wt. of raw meat will yield 67 of roast meat
or 50 boiled and 200 basins of broth.

To measure the velocity of a cannon ball, let

the ball liberate the works of a time-keeper at the

moment when it quits the mouth of the piece and

make it also stop the time-keeper when it strikes

an obstacle.

Ink can be made from a decoction of logwood as

well as from an infusion of galls.

It is said by some that the formation of pearls is

always due to the introduction of some extraneous

substance in the shells of the iish

The common elm growing in a forest and in

good earth acquires its full increase in about one
hundred and fifty years, but it will live many ages
even five or six-hundred years.

When the upper branches of a tree die, it indi-

be time enough to sow a considerable crop; and They leave the soil in good tilth. The China j

'^.^''^^ that the central wood is undergoing altera-

you may sow a full crop about the beginning of bean, with a red eye, is to be preferred. They
' ''°". """^ "'^ "''"' go'n? to decay.

June. Allot principally the scarlet and large white ' ripen early, and are very productive. I cultivated
I

'^'"® S'ass bottles containing olives in good

runners. Some Dutch runners are very eligible i beans the last year in three different ways, viz. in ' P''®*'^"^"°" ^''^'^ '"°"'"* '" ""^ excavations at

as a secondary crop. The first crops should have
]
hills, in drill, and sowed broad-cast. I need not j

"P^""
.

the assistance of a south wall. Intermediate crops I describe the first, which is a well known process. |

^ solution of caoutchouc in oil of turpentine

may be sown in any open compartment, or against : I had an acre in drills, which was the best crop I
'•
"^^^ *^ * ^'^^ *''"

P*P^'' "'" effectually prevent

any fence not looking north. The latest sown ever saw. My management was this: On an acre !

'^^ '"j"''^ ''>' ""'^^' ''"'"'''''y °'' '"*^*='^-

will continue bearing longer under a good aspect
and shelter. In sowing, draw drills about an inch
and a half, or not more than two inches deep. Let
parallel rows be at least four feet asunder, to ad-
mit in the intervals sticks or poles for the plants
to climb on. Place the beans in the drills four
inches apart, and earth tbem in evenly the depth
of the drills. A row contiguous to a fence or
building may ascend upon lines. Some may be
sown in a single row along a border, or on each
side of a walk, and have the support of a slight

of light ground, where the clover had been frozen]
^'''^ '°°^^ "'" ''" "''^ black-mulberry tree sent

out the preceding winter, I spread eight loads of K°''''' shoots after lying in an apparently inactive

long manure, and immediately ploughed and har-^''^'"
*'°'' 24 yeaie.

rowed the ground. Drills or furrows were then ^'^'^'^ ''«^^^^ "'='>' ^^ ?''°"'° ^' ^^'^ ''J'
sowing the

made with a light plough, at the distance of two 1

^''^'^^ "" ''"'^'^ flannel well cleansed and moisten-

anda half feet, and tho beans sown alon^ thej'''*-
P"t that flannel on a board which can be hung

furrows about the 25th of May. by the hand. atj"P- P'"^® °" ""^ fl'*""^' °" *^'"'"'> "'^ •"''^''^ "®
the rate of at least a bushel on the acre. I then ]^°'^" another piece of flannel fastened to a thick

gauged a double mould-board plough, which was ''°*''''- "^"''^ °^ ^^^° "PP^"" '"""''^ "^ ^°°" ""^ "'^^

passed once between the rows, and was followed 1^"^'^= ''^^^ ^^-®*'''e''' ^"y 24 hours. In six or

by a light one-horse roller, which flattened the
i

^®''''° '^"y^' ''' K''°'' weather, the crop will be two
trellis of laths and lines; or they might be crched I

ridges. The crop was twice cleaned of weeds, by '"'^'"^^ high— It is then fit for use. Be careful to

over with similar materials to form a shady walk ' ' " " "
' ' '

or bower. In a cold, wet season, or when requi-
site, to have a few plants more forward than the
general crop, some scarlets may be sown in April,
cither in .i slight hot bed, or in pots, under frames
of hand-glasses, to raise and forward the plants.

the hoe, but not earthed. The product was more '^^^P ^^^ f^^rme] clivm/s wet.

than forty-eight bushels, by actual measurement.
The beans brought me one dollar the bushel last

JVolice.

foil TVirt *i,:.,i
~

•„. 4 Ti The owner of the Horse Columbus, recentiv owned by the Mas-
tall. The third experiment was likewise upon a sachuseus Agricuhural .Society h; sending his address lo the
piece of ground where the clover had been killed, publislier of Uie New England Farmer, win hear of someiliinsr

-- -..- ^.„...., It was ploughed about the first of June, the seed '• his advantage. N. B-Anj, person knowing the address oV

till two cr three inrlir-'! liio-h • tlinr, «> <i j ^ ii i ,- /- ,
the owner will comer a favor t>y uiforming the coilor as above.

1111 iwo cr inreo inciics nigh
,
then, at the end of sown like peas, upon the first furrow, and barrow- ; New York, April 28th 1823. 2t m. 2
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Bcllfounder.

The Norfolk Irolier. imported July 1822. from England, to slnud 1

this season, 1828. ai gW. a.ul »\ the groom—the money ti. be

paid to the groom. This celehraied Horse is a briglit bay, with

black legs, standing 15 hands high. His .superior blood.syinme-

trv, and action, excel every other trotting stallion. He is allow-

ed by the best judges in Norfolk, to be the fastest and best bred

Horse evei sent out of that county. He has proved himscK a

sure foal-geller—and his slock for size and substance are noi to

be surpassed. They are selling at the highest prices of any

Horses in Norfolk, 'nellfounder was got by tliat well known

fast and high formed iroitcr. Old Bellfounder, out of Velociiy—

whicli trolled mi ihe Norwich road in 1806 sixteen miles in one

liour—and though she broke In times into a gallop, and as often

round, won her maich. In 1808 she trotted 28 miles in one hour

and forty seven minutes—and has also done many other great

performances against time. Bellfounder at five years old trot

ted two miles in six minutes—and in the following year was

matched for 200 guineas to trot 9 miles in 30 minutes, which he

won easily by 22 seconds. His owner shortly after challenged

to perform with him 17 1-2 miles in one hour, but was not ac-

cepted. He has since never been saddled or matched. Old

Bellfounder was a irue descendant from the original blood of

the Firc-a-w ays, « hich breed of Horses stands unrivalled, either

in this or any other country. Bellfoiinder is strongly recom-

mended to the' piiblic, by the' subscriber as combining more use-

ful properties than any other Horse in America ; and will stand

during the season, at' his stable in Charlestown, where all in-

quiries, (post paid) will be attended to.

May 2 SAMUEL JAQUES,Jr.

Cow for Sale.

A superior Cow, three years old. having had iwo calves—of

English breed, and has given nine quarts of milk per day, with-

out any e.vtra feeding, is offered for sale, at ^76. She is sold

for no fault—it being incont enieiit for the present owner to pas-

ture her. Inquire of James Holden, near the Punch Bowl in

Brookliiie. May 2

Bull, Yoiivfi; Conirt.

This noble animal, (of the new improved Durham short horned

slock) is from Admirul ami Annahella, presented to the Massa
chiisells Society for the promotion of Agriculture, by Sir Isaac

Coffin, at an expense of near one thousand dollars, for the pur-

])ose of improving the breed of cattle in his native State. He
will remain at the farm of E. H. Derby, Esq. in Salem,-aud

by the direction of ihc Trustees of the Society, he is to be used

at S'3 for each Cow, payable in advance. The whole proceeds

ii-om this animal, (die present season) will be for the benefit of

the Society. Cows seni from a distance will betaken care of,

if desired, at a reasonable charge.
The pedigree of the Bull Young Comet, raised by E. H. Der-

by. Dark red. with a few white spots, calved 5th March ISilG.

VVas got by Admiral, dam Annahella, by Major—grandam,
Ada, by Denton—g. grandam, Aurora, by Cornet—^, g. gran-

dam by J-fenry—g. g. g. grandam by Danhij. Admiral, bred

by Mr. Wetherell, was got by iVor(/i Star, dam by Cornel—
grandam by Wllinglon—g. grandam by Dauby, north Star

was by Comet, <lam by Baronet—grandam by Cripple—g. gran-

dam by Irishman—g. g. grandam by Hubback. May 2

For Sale

At the Agricultural Warehouse, 52 North Market street, a vaf-

jely of Miliueii Boxes, for screening vines and plants from bugs

and other iii.secls. m 2

For Sale.

A superior Draught Horse, particularly calculated for a farm

horse. Apply at this office, or of Wm. Burrows, near Jamaica
Plain, Roxbury. April 25

Bulbous Roots, fyc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed EstablishmenI,

a fine collection of superior Bulbous Roots, suitable for spring

planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,

rose, nankeen, bronze, and white colored DOUBLE MEXI-
CAN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferraria Tigrida, or Mexican Tiger
Flower—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lily—Du«ble
Tuberose, and Ranunculus

;
paintings ofwhich may be seen at

this place. The above collection cf Bulbs is in fine order, and
is from the same House ftom which we obtained the Bulbous
Hoots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satisfaction.

Just received, a small invoice of Transplanting Trowels for

Gardens, made to order, in Edinburgh, of polished cast steel, in

the finest style, of different size.s—price, 75 cts. to gl.50 each.

A little of the Seed of the genuine Chou de Milan, or .Milan

Cabbage—the finest winter cabb?ige.

One Box of assorted Scions, of the best sorts of Apples, Pears.
Plums. Peaches, and Quinces—carefully packed in clay, for

transportation. Price g4.
1000 Asparagus Riwits. two years old, in fine order.

Likewise, English Kidney, and Clienango seedling Polatos.

A further supply of the celebrated New Zealand Spinach,
ITetragomi ea-paiisis].

1000 pounds fresh Lucerne, imporled from Europe this spring.

Seeds of the Cuba Tobacco, [Biielta abaio] Yellow Tobacco,
Teazel, Spring Wheat, Spring Rj-e, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn. Spring Vetches. Castor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sor(s)

—

Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass, Rye Grass, Tall VIeadow Oats Grass, White and Red
Clover, Mangel Wurtzel, &c.

Also, Seeds for Diers' use—Ornamental Flower Seeds, &c.
eomprising the largest collection of Seeds lo be fotind in New
England.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
JVew Agricultural IVorks,

Just published, and for sale al ihe office of llic New En«;land

Farmer, " a Treatise on the Cultivation of Ornamental Flow-
ers ; comprising Remarks on the requisite Soil, Sowing, Trans-
planting, and general Management ; with Directions for the ge-

nera! treatment of Bulbous Vlowcr Roots, Green-house Plants,

&CC. Hy Roland Green.'' Price 37 cts.

Likewise, just received from New York, '' Economy of llie

Kitchen-garden, the Orchard, and Vinery j with plain practical

Directions for management. By William Wilson, Nursery-
man." Price 73 els.

Also, "Observations on the Efficacy of White Mustard Seed,

(Siiiapis alba) takeiy whole. From the 10th London edition,

revised and improved." Price 6 cts.

Also, " Seventy-five Receipts for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweet-
meats. By a Lady of Philadelphia.'' Price 50 cts.

For Sale or to Let
The three elegant Stud Horses ' Dey of Algiers''—" Ranger,"
and " Young nighlander;" all sired by the celebrated Horse
Highlander. Two full-blooded English Bulls—two Bulls and
several Heifers, three and seven-eights blood Holderness, or

Short Horned breed.

Also, two Farms in Tolland, and a convenient House in the

central part of the City of Hartford. Inquire at the office of the

New England Farmer, or Ralph W"atson, East Windsor, Con-
necticui. April 18. _

N. DAVENPORT oners for sale at his Nursery,
in Milton, a fine collection of Fruit and Forest
Trees, and Ornamental Shrubs, comprising Ap-
ples.Pears,Peaches, Prunes.Nectariaes.&c. Goose-
berry and Currant Bushes. A list of which can be

office of the New England Farmer, or Agricultural

Warehouse—and will be inserted in the New England Farmer
occasionally. At this Nursery, however, it is not so much an
•bject lo present the imposing display of a ^reat number of

the names of indifferent fruit as to keep a choice collection of
those sorts, whose excellence is well known and established.

[C? Orders are respecliulty solicited, and will receive prompt
attention if left with J. R. Newell, at the Agricultural Estab-
lishment, No 5"2 North Market street; or w-th French &; Da-
venport, No. 713 Washington Street—or at the Nursery in

Milton. Feb. 29.

^S2T
Horticultural Botanic Garden.
ANDREW PARMLNTIER, Proprietor of the

Horticultural Botanic Garden, (Brcuklyn, Long
Island) two miles from New Y.irk, oilers for sale %
very large a.ssortnieiit ol the most approved Pear,

MlV Anple, Plum, Peach, Cherry, Apricot, Nectarines,
Gim V c. I • <. &c.; some of them are very handsome Trees.—
Some Pear Trees on Quime stock, for dwarf, and some Aiiple
Trees on Paradise slock. Forest Trees of large size, verv hue
for planting in streets, such as Horse-chesnui. European 'Lime
or Linden Tree, Birch. I.arax, Ash. Elm, White Poplar, &c.
Weeping Willow, Paper Mulberry, Catalpa, Japan Aylanthus,
Laburnum, Balsam Poplar, &c. A very large collection ol
hardy Rose Trees, monthly Roses, Herbaceous plants, Shrubs,
&c. and a fine coHcction of Green-house Plants. Also, Straw-
berries of line kinds, iiichiding the monthly everbeariiio- without
runners. Very fine Hawthorn, three years old, at gS°the thou-
sand. Mr. P. in delivering Trees, will give directions for plant-
ing them. Subscnpiioiis lor one dozen kinds of select table
Grapes, contaiiniig the \\ bite, the Foutainbleau, the Yellow
Tliomery, the Goldi'u. the Musk, and Royal <'liapellas—die
White, Violet, Block, and firey Muscat—the large Maroc, and
the large Fraiikeuthal, for gb the dozen, with directions lor

planting, cuUivatiiis^, <tc. The vines well packed in moss and
mats, ill such a manner as to go several hundred miles farther
than N. York. Mr. P. will furnish in a certain quantity. Grape.
Vines at 25 cems each root, for vineyards, warranted to grow.
Provisional caialogues can be had gratis, at Mr Charles Swan's
grocery and tea store, No. 357 Broadway, or at IMessrs Thoi-
burn iH Son's, G7 Liberty street, New Vork, where orders can
be left or ilirecled by the Post Office, to his Establishment,
Brooklyn. Mr. P. delivers the Trees or Plants in the city, free

of expense for cartage, transported in his cart, and carefully

taken out and delivered oi; the place where they must immedi-
ately be placed. Orders can also be left with the following

Agents : J R. Ncwell's Agricultural Warehouse, No, 52 North
Market street, 'iJoston—Mr. E. VV. Bulls Seed Store. Hartford,

Con.—Mr. Lewis F. Allen, Buffalo—Mr. Luther Tucker & Co.
Rochester—Mr. William E. Norman, Hudson—and Mr. A. B.
Allen, Mobile. April 25 '

LandreWs Murserics—JSTi-ar Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise lo them their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities forihe acquirements of usefiji & ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds, The assortment of Fruits is not suipassed in

real value by any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kincls of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the different varieties by name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely stating the time
they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to the

proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,

most of which are calculated for adorning in the winter se.nsons,

parlours, sitting rooms, &c. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the

subject in Ihe slightest degree. The peparation of those kinds

liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering. &c. all being under their own personal sup-

erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced

growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codmau, No.
31 Congress .St. Boston, of whom priced catalogues cf the whole
may lie had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of hav-

ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb". 15. tf D. & C. LANDRETH.

PRICES OF COUJVTRY PRODUCE.

JVew Ve^etablts.

Just received at the Now England Farmer Seed Establish-

ment, a small invoice of rare and choice veg>^table seeds, from

Europe, comprising Large Green Artichoke of Laon, (consid-

ered the finest sori known, but very rare, even in Europe)

—

Brighton Coss Lettuce—Ne«« Silver'Gianl Celery—.Asparagus

of Allemagne, a new and superior sort—Cremer Carrot from

Holland fine for the table. For sale in packages of 12 1-2

cents each.

Gunpowder, &;c.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—.Shot— P.oHs

—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, .Mum—Refined Salt Peire—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupont Powder Store, No. C5 Broad street

—

ByE. COPELAND, Jr.

[p= The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "E. Copeland, jr. Boston," on the head of the
I. iC M.,,-/.!, 1.1.March H-

APPLES, best, ....
ASHES, pot. first sort.

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white, - . . -

BEEF, mess, new. - . - -

Cargo, No, 1, new,
. Cargo, No. 2. new,

BUTTER, inspected. No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk, -

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rve, best, - - . -

GRAL\, Corn, - . . .

Rye, - . . .

Barley, - - . -

Oats, ....
HOGS LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new,
Cargo, No, 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - .

Rye Grass,
Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top ....
Lucerne, . . _ .

While Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover,"(northern)
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
fllerino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half& quarter washed^
Native, washed, - - -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort,

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

FRO VISION MARKE T.
BEEF, best pieces, - - -

PORK, fresh, best jiicces,

whole hogs,

^'EAL,
MUTTON, ....
POULTRY, - - . -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [accordltie to eiuolity,]

55
62
70
42
10

1 00
3 00
19 00
14 00
14 00
2 00
5 00
4 00
4 OO
5 00
1 00
50
50
12
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MISCELLANIES.

SIR HENRY WOTTON.
The follOKing is extracted from ReKquce fVettoriianna'

,
first

printed in 1657.

—

{From the Bostoti LUerar7j Gazel/e.j

A DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY'S RECREATIONS.

Quivering fear, heart-tearing cares,

Alurous sighs, untimely tears,

F)y, fly to courts

!

Fiy to fond worldlings' sports,

"Where strain'd Sardonic smiles are glossing still,

And gric/is forc'd to laugh against her will:

Where mirth's biu munnnery,

And sorrows only real be !

Fly from our country pastimes! fly.

Sad troop of human misery !

Come, serene looks.

Clear as the chrysta! brooks.

Or the pure azur'd heaven, that smiles to sec

The rich attendance on our poverty !

Peace and a secure mind,

Which all men seek, we only find.

Abused mortals ! did yoo know
Where joy, hearts ease, and comforts grow,

You 'd scorn pi oud towers.

And seek them m these bowers

Where winds sometimes our woods perhaps may shake
But blustering care could never teinpest make,

Nor murmurs e'er come nigh us.

Saving of fountains that glide by us.

Here 's no fantastic masque, nor dance,

But of our kids, that frisk and prance;

Nor wars are seen.

Unless up the green

Two harmless lambs are butting one the other

;

Which done, both bleating run, each to his mother;
And wounds are never found.

Save what the plough-share gives the ground.

Go, let the diving negro seek

For gems, hid in some forlorn creek !

We all pearls scorn.

Save what tlie dewy morn

Congeals upon each little spire of grass,

Which careless shepherds beat down as they pass;

And gold ne'er here appears.

Save what the yellow Ceres bears.

Blest, silent groves ! O may ye be

For ever mirth's best nursery !

May pure contents

For ever pitch their tents
,

Upon these downs, these meads, these rocks, these mountains.

And peace still slumber by these purling fountains.

Which we may every year

Find, when we come a-fishing here.

Phrenology.—Mr. Abernethy, in his late course

of Lectures, made the following remarks on this

science.— " With respect to the supposed possi-

hility of ascertaining men's dispositions and
characters from the shape of their heads and
faces, I will make one observation—that I have
seen various skulls—here is one, for instance

—

in which you see several considerable elevations

on the outside surface, without there being any
corresponding depression on the inside. I need
not tell you, that where there is no hollow in the
skull inside, there could have been no enlarge-
ment of brain ; and this wag an argument used
against the phrenologists by Dv. Barlow. Now I

don't use it or any other argument against them •

I don't let my mind think of the subject at all.

You may do as you like, but I don't care about it

;

but as I said to Dr. Spurzehim at the very outset

" Why, Doctor, said I, it may be all very true what
you say ; but I'll not enter into it ;" I don't wish

to enter into it; for I think it a very unhandsome
thing, a very unfair thins, to judge a man's mo-
tives and intentions by his outward appearance at

all. Judge of a man by his actions— look to his

conduct—see what that is, and you'll not go a-

stray in your opinions. Ah, there is a wise pipce

of advice, " Judge not, lest yourselves be judged,"

—and for you to take it upon you t<> infer the

motives and dispositions of any man, upon any less

authority than the tenour of his ictions, is a thing

that I am sure you have no right to do."

Powerful Language.—All the performances of

human art, at which we look with praise and won-

der, are instances of the resistless force of human
pei-severance. It is by this that the quarry be-

comes a pyramid, and that distant countries are

united by canals. If a man were to compare the

effect of a single stroke of the pickaxe, oi of one

impression of a spade, with the general design or

last result, he would he-overwhelmed by the sense

of their disproportion.— Yet these petty operations,

incessantly continued, in time surmount the great-

eat difficulties ; and mountains are levelled, and

oceans bounded, by the slender force of human
beings. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance

that those who have any intention of deviating

from the beaten roads of life, and acquiring a rep-

utation superior to names hourly swept away by

time, among the refuse of fame, should add to

their reason, and their .spirit, the power of persist-

ing in their purpose—acquire the art of sapping

what they cannot batter, and the habit of van-

quishing obstinate resistance, by obstinate at-

tacks.

—

Dr. Joh7iaon.

ESTABLISHMENT FOK SbLL'.s.

For sale at the Seed Establishment, connected with the offioe

of the New Euglant) Farmer, No. 52 North Market Street. Bos-

ton, the largest variety of Seeds to be found in New England

—

•f the crops of 1827. The greatest care has t>eeo taken lo have
them raised by our most experienced seed growers, and lo havi

the sorts perfectly genuine. The following comprises some o:

owr most prominent sorts.

Artichokr, Green Globe
Asparagus, I>evonshire

Gravesend
Baltersea

Large white Reading
Beatis, Karlv Yellow Cranberrv

Earl'v Mohawk
F.arl'y Yellow six Week:
Early Canadian Dwarf
Earlv China Dwarf
DuarfClu-^ter
While Kidnev Dwarf
While Cranbefry Dwarf
Red Cranberry Dwarf
Warrinalon or Marroi
Thousand to One
Large White Lima
Saba, or Carolina
Ri-d Cranlierry string

White Cranberry string

Broad Windsor
Field

Beets, true Long Blood
Early blood Turnip
Early White Scarcity

French Sugar, or Amber
Or; nge

Extract from a travMer^s notes—from the JYeiv

Hampshire Sentinel.

Joseph Bonaparte.—The citizens' line of coach-

es through New Jersey, pass the residence of the

late king of Spain, at Bordcnlown, on the Dela-

ware. His estate occupies a large territory. His

house is in the French style, but not splendid.

His lands, on which immense sums have been ex-

pended, are well cultivated. In all public im-

provements he contributes liberally—something

like four thousand dollars, [I am told] he paid on

one road. He is much beloved, and his memory
will be ever dear to the villagers.

There is scarcely now. a poor family in the vil-

lage, so many does he employ on his lands. He
pays liberally—punctually—fulfilling all his con-

tracts— no law suits—no disputes, and the intem-

perate and immoral are at once discharged. He
is constantly, [in the season of agriculture] in the

fields with big men, and is constantly with an ele

gant pruning hatchet in his hand. Strangers who
are introduced, partake liberally of his hospitality.

He has thus e.xchangcd a coronet of thorns for

that of a peaceful agriculturalist, and become a

citizen of our happy republic.

Coffee.—The lovers of Coffee may be pleased

to learn the origin, which the Persians have giv-

en to this delightful beverage. Their belief is,

" that it was invented and brewed by the Angel
Gabriel to restore Mahomet's decayed moisture,

which it did effectually."

Early Vegetables.—CticuniheTB, five or six inch-

es in length, fit for use, have been produced in

Montreal.

Green, (for soups, &c.)
Borerote

Brocoli. Earlv While
Early Purple
Large Cape

Brussels f^prouts.

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Earlv York
Earlv Dutch
Early Suiarloaf
Earlv Lon. Batiersea

F.ailv Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen. &c.
Large Cape Savoy
(.arge Scotch
Large Green glazet

Large late Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yellow Savoy
Turnip rooted, &c.
Russian
F.ate Imperial
Late Sugarloaf

Ca7-doon.

Carrots. Aitringham
Early Horn
Blood Red(for West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Cfmlifio^eer. Early and Late
Cilery, White solid

Rose coloured solid

Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted

rhervil.

CIm-es.

Corn Salad, or Vetlikost

Cress, Curled or Pcppcrgrass
Broad leaved or Garden
Water
Lon^Orange

Cucinnber, Early Frame
Green Cluster

Short Prickly

Long Prickly

Long green "Turkey

Long white Turkey
\^'hlte Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

£v»- PlaiU. Purple
White

Endive, Green
White Curled
broad leaved Batavian

Garden Burnet
Garlic Setts

Indian Com, (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curled

Green curly Scotch
Leek, London

Large Scotch

Lcai/cf,Early Curled Silesia

Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial
Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
T.'iinisball, ur Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Coss
Haili Coss
Ice Coss
While Coss, or Loaf,

Green Coss
Melon. Vnx Apple

Green ( "iiron

I'.rsan
Nuimeg
Large Canieleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
I,one Island Water
Apple seeded. Water

MarjoraJti,

Mustard, White and Brown
Nasiwtiiim
Mangef Wurizel,
Okra
Onion. Polatoe

Tree
While Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
Stratsburg
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelliu'-

Silver Skinned
Peas, (14 varieties.)

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Bell

Cherry
Pumpkins, Fines! Family

Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Short lop Scarlet
Lrng Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white, or Naples
Cherry
Violet colored

\\ hile Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c.
Ruta Baga,
SalsafII, nr vegetable oyster
Sea Kate,
Stirret

Scorzonera

Saffron,
Spinach, New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

RouBtlleaved summer
Eng. Patience Dock

Sage,
Squash, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow-
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomatcs
Turnips, Early WTiite Dutch

Early Garden Stone
While Flat, or Globe
Green Round
Red Round
Swan's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long TanKard
Long Yellow FrencI'

Y'cllow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Y'ellow Aberdeen
Y'ellow Stone
Y'cllow Swedish

Tliiinu—Sieeet Basil—Bontsei;
Lavender—Rosemanj—Hyssop,
Wormwood—Summer Savon/,
Penny royal—Spikenard—Dill.
\Babn— Taii^y—Beiie, ^-c-,
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AGRICULTURE.
[Extracls from Loudoa's Encyclopedia of Gardoning.]

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

TIlis pliint produces an elon<rated stem, often

four feet high, from the alse of the loaves of which

sprout out shoots that form small f;reen heads liJbe

ahbages in mijiiature, each beinff from one t^vvo

Mches in diameter, and the whole ranged sp^Jly

'.long the stem, the main leaves of which drojuft"

early. The top of the plant resembles thattif a

savoy planted late in the season ; it is small, and

with a green heart of little value. Van Moi\s says

'•if this vegetable be compared with any other

Vl^icb occupies as little space, lasts as Ion?, aid

grows as well in situations generally considertd

unfavorable, such »s between ro«9 of potatos, scar-

let runners, or among young trees, it must be es-

teemed superior in utility to most others." Nitol

considers it as deserving more general culture n

Scotland; and Morgan says, "it is an excellent

sort of winter green for the table, but notMiS-
ciently hardy to last through the winter in.En»-

land.

Use. The sprouts are used as winter gfeen.^

—

and at Brussels they are sometimes servad at ta-

ble with a sauce composed of vinegar, hi'tter, and

nutmeg, poured upon them hot after (hey have

been boiled. Thy top is very delicate w;ien dres-

sed, and quite clifTerent in flavor from the sprnuts

Culture. The plants are r.'iised from spcd> of

which au ouhte may be requisite fo» a seed bed

four feet by ten. T*e seed is sown in Spring un-

der a frame, so as to bring the plants forward—
they are then transplanted into an open border

with a good aspect. The plants need not be plac-

ed at more than eighteen inches each way, as the

head does not spread wide, and the side leaves

drop off.

Gathering the crop. It is usual to cut ofi' the

top about ten or fifteen days before gathering

from the stem. In spring, when the sprouts are

disposed to run to flower, their growth is checked
by taking up the plants, and laying them in the

ground in any shaded spot.

CAULIFLOWER.
This is one of the most delicate and curious of

the whole of the brassica tribe—the flower-buds

forming a close, firm cluster or head, white and

delicate, and for the sake of which the plant is

cultivated.

Use. These heads or flowers being boiled (wrap-

ped generally in a clean linen cloth) are served

up as a most delicious dish. "Of all the floivers

in the garden," Dr. Johnson used to say, "Hike
the cauliflower." Its culture, however had been

little attended to till about the close of the 17th

century ; since that time, it has been greatly im-

proved. For an early supply for the London mar-
ket, great quantities are fostered under handylas-

es during the winter and first part of spring ; and
to behold some acres overspread with such glasses,

gives a stranger a forcible idea of the riches and
luxury of the metropolis.

Propagation and soil. The cauliflower in lais-

ed from seed, of which half an ounce is sufficient

for a seel bed four feet and a half wide, by ten in

length. Tlip soil for the bed may be light ; but

for Iranspl inling, it can hardly be too rich, the

caiilifloucr like the vine, being reputed a rough
feeder. (!!. ninirs of streets, stables, cess-pools,

&I-. ought, tliiTpfore. to be liberally supplied dur-

ing the 'Movth of the plants, when very large

heads are dfsired —
GARDTN CRESS.

This is a hardy annual plant, cultivated since

I.MR; but its native country is unknown. The
cultivated plant rises with numerous smnll long
leaves, curler! or plain ; from which proceeds a

stalk from fifteen tn twenty inches bish, furnish-

ed with white flnwers, which blossoms in .lune

and July. The wIioIp plant partikes sfrnncrlv of
the pungent smell and pcid taste which distinguish

the Crucifers

Use It is cultivated in cardens for the vouns'

lea\es, which are us' d in snl-ids. and have a pecu
liarly warm and srrRtpful relish It ranks among
gardeners as the principal of the small salads.

NASTITRTIU'Vt. ,

A hardy annual native of Peru, introduced in

Ifi86 The stocks, if supported, will rise ei'/ht to

ten feet hi"h. The flowers are very showy, of a

brilliant orange color, and continue in succession

from .Inly till destroyed hv frost In its native

country, it endures several seasons; but here, be-

inj unnble tn sustain our winter, it is treated as

an annual, and requires to be sown every year.

Use. The flowers and vounsr leaves are fre-

quently eaten in salads ; they hnve a warm taste,

like the common cress. The flowers are used as

a frarnish to dishes, in which thev form a brilliant

contrast to the flowers of borafe. The berries

are gathered green and pickled, in which state

they form an excellent substitute for capers.

BORAGE.
An annual, and sometimes a biennial plant, with

the lower leaves oblong, alternate, and spread on
the ground ; the flower stem rises nearly two feet

hish ; and. with the leaves, is rough with white
bristly hairs. The light blue flowers make a beau-
tiful appearance, and are produced for several
months in succession, beginning with May.

Use. The yonng leaves and tender tops are

used occasionally as salads, and to furnish a boil-

ed dish in summer and autumn. The spikes of
the flowers form an ingredient in negus and cool

tankards, and the blossoms are occasionally em-
ployed as a garnish. The juice of the plant af-

fords nitre and the withered stalks have been ob-

served to burn like match-paper.

ENDIVE.
This is a hardy annual, a native of China and

Japan, and introduced in 1548. The root-leaves

are numerous ; the stem rises about two feet high,

is branched, and produces pale blue flowers in

July and August.

Use. It is cultivated for the stocky heads of
leaves, which, after boing blanched to fake aw v

the bitter taste, and used in salads and stews in

autumn, \vinte», and spring. It is in great repute
both in England and on the continent.

[From Memoirs of the New-York Uoard 01 Agriculture,

]

OBSERVATIONS .^(?^' CONSTRUCTING A
GREEN HOUSE.

By John W;,Wateins, Esq.

The building should be sunk in the' earth from

two to four feet, in proportion to the siie of the

house, and according to the nature of the soil ; as

clay retains moisture, and of consequence produ-

ces (lamps, in such ground it should not be so

deep. The height should not e.xceed twelve feet

from the exterior ground, by which it will be less

exposed to high winds. The width sho .Id not

p.Nceed sixteen or eighteen feet, as the sun's rays

are at that di.<tance from the ghss very feeble.

.\ south front is well known to be the true one,

but adfcjntage should be taken of glassing as

much oiHhe eastern end as possible, for the ben-

efit oPlhe morning sun. The front should decline

northward from a perpendicular with the horizon,

so as the ang e made thereby with the hoii/on,

will at noon day in winter, bring the rays of the

s;in to strike the glass at right angles, and the

roof should descend the opposite side without a

break. By this position of the roof and glass, the

rays of the sun are thrown upon every part of the

inside of the house, and the whole becomes heat-

ed thereby ; more of the rays are also introduced

into the building, and when the sun produces most

heat during the day, there is no reflection of its

rays. an<i ,11 other parts of the day, the reflecting

an^l- being obtuse, does not powerfully cast off

the rays. The inside of the rafters of the roof,

should be lined with boards, and the space be-

tween that and the roof filled with a mixture of

straw, sand and clay made into mortar ; boards

should be used in preference to shingles, as ma-
king fewer breaks in the roof, less opportunity is

given for the admission of cold air. The residue

of the building may be of stone or brick work, or a

frame building filled in with bricks, and no floor-

ing of any kind upon the ground. Shutters on the

outside are sufficient, and it is preferable to have

them hung on hinges, as the least troublesome, to

the common practice of sliding ones ; they should

be made to fold into the spaces between the

windows.

Before putting the plants into the house, the

bottom should be covered with bark from a tan

vat, about a foot deep, according to the depth the

building is sunk into the earth.

The advantages proposed by this method of con-

structing are, the lessening the expense of build-

ing, that the heat of the sun being sufficient to

warm the house, the trouble and expense oiP>.iyarra-

ing it by a stove is avoided, which unless.- very

carefully attended, the plants may K;^ i;§ured by '

too much heat, and are always by the srrroke that-

iinavoidably makes its way out of the pipes. It

would be proper nevertheless, to make arrange-

ments in constructing the house for using a stove,

in case along succession of cold cloudy days, by

obscuring the snn, should reduce the heat in the

house, below that degree of temperature necessary

Qir preserving the plants, which is a case that will

seldom happen, as one clear day will warm the

house sufficiently to admit its being shut up for

several days.

t
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Plants 'n a house of this kind require less water,

and do not suffer for the want of atinospheric air.

It is probable, as the earth is charged with elec-

tric fluids, lis vegetable substancesare known con-

ductors of it, that the bark by its leruientation,

not only generates heat, but serves as a mean to

produce out of the earth an atmosphere for the

pldnts, suffiinent with such atmospheric air as will

find admission, to supply the ipiantity exhausted, by

thu daily rarefaction occasioned by the sun's heat.

A green house has heenlised upon this construc-

tion in this state, without having had the least

occasion of being heated by fire. The plants in

the B{<ring were remarkably thrifty ; tropical fruit

ripened in it during the winter, and young fruit

formed on the trees. It required no other care,

than now and then watering the plants, and shut-

ting the windows as soon as the sun left them.

one piece of ground, $20—next greatest quantity,

on not less than 1 acre of land, 10— ne.^t greatest

Galde Show, Exi.ibilion of Manufactures, Ploughing Ulalch.nnd

public sale of .\ulinals and Manufactures, al Pawtuxel, R. I-

on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 21st and 22d of October,

1823. The Siaiiduig Commiltec of the Rhode Island Society

for the Encouragement ol' Domestic Industry, olfer the follo\v-

ing Premiuitis :

FOR STOCK.

For the best Bull to be kept in the Sinte, one

year after the Fair, $15— the ne.xt best, 12— the

ne.xt best, 10.

For the best Bull Calf, $8—the next best, 5

—

the next best, 3—the next best, 2.

For the best Cow, $10— the next best, 8—the

uext best, 6—the next best, 4—the next best, 2.

For the best two year old Heifer, SS—the next

best, G—the next best, 4— the next best, 2.

For the best Heifer Calf, $4— the no.xt best, 2

—

the next best, 1.

For the best Ox, fatted in this State, regard to

be had to, and a particular statement to be given

of the mode, and expense of fattinj-, $10— the

next best, 8—the next best, 6— the next best, 4

—

the next best, 2.

For the best pair of working Cattle to have been

owned in this State at least three months. $8—the

next best, (5—the next best, 4— the next best, 2.

For the best pair of three years old Steers, $6

—

the next best, 4— the next best, 2.

For the best two years old Steers, $5—the next

best, 3.

For the best Ram, $10—the next best, 8— the

next best, 6— the next best, 4—the next best, 2.

For the best Ewes not less than six in number,

$6—the next best, 4.

For the best Boar, to bo kept in the State till

the 1st of April, 1829, $10—the ne.xt best, do. S

—

the next best, 3.

For the best Pigs, not less than two in number,
nor less than four months old, nor more than eight

months—to have been raised i.T this State, $0

—

the next best, 4—the next best, 2.

For the best Colt, not more than one year old,

$1.5—the nc.-it best, do. 12—the next best, 10

—

the next best, 8—the next best, .5.

No Stock fiom distilleries or breweries, wiH be
entitled to any premium. No animal on which a

premium has heretofore been awarded, shall be
entitled to a second pretnium, except it be for an
entirely distinct premium, and for qualities differ-

ent from those for wliich the former premium was
awarded. —
GRAIN, VEGETABLE CROPS, AXI) ACRICULTURAl

EXPERIBIENTS.

To the person who shall raise the greatest quan-
tity- of Indiaa Corn, on not less than 4 acres in

quantity, 6,

To the person who shall raise the greatest quan
tity of Bar ey on not lees than 2 acres, $8.

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Onions, in proportion to the land cul-

tivated, $5—next greatest quantity, 8.

I'o the person who shall raise the greatest crop

of Millet on an acre, cut and cured for hay, the

claimant giving evidence of the time of sowing,

and the quantity of hay produced, $10.
To the

! erson who shall raise the greatest

quantity of vegetables, [grain, peas and beans, ex-

cepted] for winter consumption, of the stock on

his own farm, and not for sale, in proportion to

the size of the farm and stock kept, having regard

to the respective value of the said vegetables as

food, stating the expense of raising the same, and

the best mode of preserving the same through the

winter, §15.

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Potatos, on an acre of land, .$10—next

greatest quantity, 8— next greatest quantity, 6.

To the person who shall raise the greatest

quantity of Mangel VVurtzel, oa not loss than a

I

quartet of an acre, $.5—next greatest quantity, 3.

To the person who shall raise the greatest

'quantity of Sugar Beet, on not less than a quarter

j
of un acre, $5.

To the person who shall make the most satisfac-

tory experiment, to ascertain the best mode of

raising Indian Corn, in hills, in rows, or in ridges,

1 not less than half an acre being employed in each

I
mode, in the same field, the quantity and quality

j
both of land and manure to be equal and uniform

in each mode; all to receive a cultivation requi-

site to produce a good crop, $12.
To tfiG person who shall introduce any Grass,

not before cultivated in this State, and prove by ac-

tual experiment, tested by satisfactory evidence its

superiority to any other grass, now cultivated, $'iO.

To the per.<!on who shall, by actual experiment,

prove the best season and modes of laying down
land to Grass, whether spring, summer, or fall

seeding be preferable, and with or without grain,

00 different soils, $10.

To the person who shall raise the best Celery,

not less than C bunches, JJ.

Neither of the above crops to be raised on

land where the same crop was raised the year

previous.

To the person who shall take up in the season,

on his own farm, the greatest quantity of good

Honey, and shall at the same time exhibit super-

ior skill in the management of bees.

For the best specimen of Cider, to be exhibited

in bottles, nof less than 12 in number, $8— next

best, G—next best, 4— next best, 2.

A premium for the best Cider will be offered at

the Fair succeeding this. Persons claiming a pre-

mium, must stale in writing, the process of mak-

ing and managing their cider, and the kind of ap-

ples used.

Competitors for the above premiums must furn-

ish the Secietary, on or before the Dec. 1st 18^8,

with written statements, certified hj disinterested

and respectable persons, as to the following par-

ticulars : 1st The state .-ind quality of the land in

the spving of 1828. 2d The product and general

state of cultivation and quantity of manure em-

ployed on It in the year preceding. 3d The quan-

tity of manure used the present season. 4th The

I
quantity of seed used, and if potatos, the sort. 6lh

j

The time and manner of sowing, weeding and har-

I

vesting the crop, and the amount ot the product,
ascertained by actual measurement,— after the

j

whole produce for which a premium is claimed ie

I

harvested, and the entire expense of cultivation.

The statement of crops must also be accompan-
(ied by a certificate taken under oath, of two per-
sons who assisted in measuring them, as well as
with the certificate of a surveyor of the measure-
ment of the land, together with a plat of the same.

FOR SHOP MANUFACTURES.
For the best Side of Sole Leather, with a writ-

ten statement duly certified, of the mode and time
of tanning, .'i!4—the best Belt Leather, 4.

For the best white oak Hogshead, $4— the best
white oak Barrel, 2.

For the best imitation beaver Hat, $3—the best

woollen Hat, 1.

For the best cast-steel Rollers, not less <than,6

in number, .$5.
*'

For the best throstle Spindles and Flyers, not

less than twelve, $5.

For the best Mule Spindles, not less than 12, $5.
For the best top rollers, .$.5.

Three dollars to each of the following Imple-
ments : Best cast-iron Plough— best Horse Har-
row— beat Corn Shelier best Apple Parer
best Straw Cutter— best Ox Wagon—best Ox
Harrow— best Vegetable Cutter.

Three dollars also to each of the following, not

less than 12 in number : Hoes, Sithes, Fly Shut-
tles, Iron Shovels, Axes. Rakes, Morocco Sheep-
skins, Top Rollers, Leathern.

Implements of Husbandry, and articles of Shop
Manufacture of superior excellence, not particu-
larly enumerated, may receive premiums at the
discretion of the Examining Committee.

BUTTER, CHEESE AND HOUSEHOLD MANUFAC-
TURES.

For the best Cheese, all from the same dairy,

not less in quantity than 100 pounds, $8—next
best, do. 6—next best, do. 4.

For the best Butter, not less than 40 lbs. $8
next best, 6— next best, 5— next best, 4—next
best 3— next best, 2.

For the best Bonnet manufactured of native
straw or grass, $G—next best, 4.

For the best piece of Carpeting i wide, and not
Iflss than 15 yds. $6— next best, 4— next best, 3.

For the best lot of woollen knit Hose, at least

three pair, $2—best flax or hemp, do. i— best cot-

ton or woollen, do. 2—the best cotton or worst-
ed, do. 2.

For the best piece of woollen Flannel, J wide,

30 yds. at least, $5—best do cotton and woollen
do. do. 5.

For the best piece of woollen cloth fulled, dres-

sed J wide, and IG yds. long at least, $5.

All to have been manufactured in this State

and within the last year, and a certificate theren

required.

BULL MANUFACTURES.
For the best piece of Broadcloths ^ wide, and

14 yds. long, at least, .$8.

?or the best piece of Plains, 20 yds. at least, $(),

?or the best piece of Kerseymere, ^ wide, and
20 yds. at least, $6.

For the best piece of Satinet, JJ wide, and 20
yds. at least, $G,
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For the best piece of Bed-ticking, at least '28 i the Southern States this expectation was reuli/.ed

I

f

y.ls. $;_•!.

For the best bule or box bleached cotton Shirt-

ings, over No. "25, 18 pieces, $15.

For the best bale or bo.K brown do. from 12 to

20. yds. $15.

For the best piece of woollen Flannels, 28 yds.

at least, $:..

For the best do. of cotton and woollen do. $5.

For the best case of Calico, $10.

All to have been iiianul'actiired within the last

year, and in mills owned by citizens of this State.

PLOUGHING MATCH.

1st ploug-h, $10—"^d plough, y—3d plough, 8

to their cost. Late frosts, as might be expected-

have blasted the hopes of the horticulturist, and

tliere eeems to be an apprehension that fruit.s will

be cut off. These fears, liowever, are often pre

maturely expressed, and nature or the Providence

of God often proves more kind than the rash con-

clusions of men from adverse appearances would

seem to warrant. With us, the season has been

so far very auspicious. Moderate cold has checked

vegetation, and the invaluable fruits for food and

luxury have been so far kept back, that we have a

reasonable ground of hope, that the succeeding

season will be prolific beyond any late example.

The present season, compared with the last six

4th plough, 7— 5th plough, G—()th plough, 5—7th years which have been all early ones, is by no

plougli, 4— Stii p ougli, 3— 9th plough.

One dollar to each of the ploughmen

The dep h to be ploughed will not be less than

means precoie, or very early, as the following

calendar will prove. I repeat, that the reference

is made solely to my own placr, and to the same

five inches, and the breadth of the furrow not trees. Any differpiice, which may, and probably

more than twelve inches. does exist, in other trees of the same sort, does

The strictest regulation will be adopted to en- not in any respect, vary the question as to the

sure the proper management of the cattie. They coraparative fo wardness of the si'ason.

will not be permitted to be driven faster than their
\

In 1832 apricots opened their flowers, April 21

natural pace ; and these premiums will be adjudg

ed for the best work with least expense of labor.

It must be iini erstood, that in all cases, wheth-

er there be any competition or not, it is at the dis-

cretion ot the Coinuiittees to withhold a premium,

jf in their opinion the object so offered is not de-

serving of reward.

Any attempts to obtain premiums by unfair prac-

tices will be punished by a forfeiture of the pre-

mium, should it have been awarded before a dis-

covery, and will also preclude the offender from

being permitted to apply for premiums in future.

Premiums not demanded within six monlhs after

they are awarded, will be considered as given to

promote the objects of the Society.

For the Standing Committee,

JAMES RHODES.

LUCERNE.
It is a fact worth mentioning, to show the earli-

liness of this new grass, that it is now 24 in-

ches high, and nearly in blossom, on the farm at-

tached to the House of Industry, (at South Boston).

Mr. Stone, the intelligent Superintendant, informs

us, it fully answers his expectations, on a rich ikep

1823
18>5

1827 " « "

1828

CHERRIES.
In 1822 early cherries opened May 1

1823 •' " " 7

20
II

12

20

1824
1825
1820
1827

1828

» 1

April 23
May 4

April 21
May 1

So that it appears that cherries were as late or

later this yeai than in an average of six years

last past.

PEACHES.
In 1822 peaches opened May 4

182.5

1824
1825
1827

1828

12
" 4

April 25
" 20
" 30

!

give to persons w^lo raise plant.-- lur wale, an un-

due proportion, though it is my opinion, that one

of the best means of propagating them is to give

them to professed nursery-men, whose skill and
interest will ensure their success ami distribution.

I make these rem.ir-s, m order, that those v.'ho

raise for sale, may not expect an uiultie share of

these plants, whicU were given J'rcdy by Mr.

Knight, and which in the spirit of his gift, I feel

eiiually bound to muko as fiec as water or air.

J LOWELL.

May 7, Puslscript. The plants have been un-

packed, and I <iin sorry to say, that they have all

pushed too uuuh to make it certain they will

succeed. The ural'ts, especiilly, uill be in great

danger, and many vmII be lost, and I am still more
sorry to say, that all the varieties of pears num-
bered from 1 to 15, are grafts and therefore in

great danger, 'i'here were six pear trees, and

the labels .lai fallen Irom all bni one. No 5, owing
to the rotting of the twine which attached the la-

bels. The apple and cncrry are known, by their

being but one. The Lowell pear is also i.ientified

by Its being the only one which had its own
scions attached to it, though the label had fallen

frori) it. I omitted to mention Ihiit the Lowell

pear does not ripen in England lill .May. No ef-

fort on my part shiill be wanting to preserve these

varieties, though I fear several will fail— but Mr.

Knight will rep'ace them. I find by an endorse-

ment in Mr. Knight's hand writing, that this iden-

tical box with the same fruits was sent March 8,

1827, to Chester, to be shipped to Liverpool, but

by the neglect of the wagoner, they were left at

Cheste some months, then returned by land to

Mr Knight, at double expense of carriage, and.

were tonnd to be all drad. This, therefore, is the

second transmission of the same plants—so un-

tiring is his kindness. J. LOWELL. '

So that, as to peaches, the present season is

only about an average one.

The same remarks will apply to the pear, as

loam ; but, that on a hard soil, it has succeeded
\

paragus, and garden flowers. The present season

but indifferently, being now about six inches high, is very happily not a very early one. I say, hap-

A beautiful field of Lucerne, of about the same pily, because permanently, we cannot rely on se-

height, can be seen at Mr. Lowell's farm, in Ro.^- cure weather, till the middle of May, and any su-

bury Ed. of the M E. Farm.

FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

perior earliiiess is usually followed by disappoint

ment.
"

Grass and grain look well. Trees generally

show promise of most abundant biossom. For
forty years my own peach and pear trees never

promised better ; but there are severe trials after

A ROXBURY FARMER.
Roxbury, May 5, 1828.

THE STATE OF THE SEASON.
Mr Fessenden—I have for 14 or 15 years

regularly given an account of the season, so far [^is date, though they are rare,

as it respected the flowering of plants. It s al-

ways a subject of dibcussion, and thoiigh we can-

not prove, that there is any immediate advuitage

derived from it, yet it has been recommended by

many eminent naturalists, and cultivators of latur-

al science. I consider it rather in the lightof an

innocent curiosity, about as useful as meteoiolog-

ical observations. We cannot control the \«ath

er by the one, nor the productiveness of plaits by

the other.

From the unusual openness of the winte', and

the early promises of spring, we were led t> ex-

pect an unusually forward state of vegctatiol. In

Roxbury, May 5, 1828.

Mr. Editor,—In speaking of Mr. Knight's do-

nation, I said that I should show no favor in the

distribution. 1 beg leave to qualify this declara-

tion. Ob their Jtrsi arrival, as the preservation of

each variety is important, I shall select such per-

sons in the vicinity, as I know to be careful, and

successful cultivators, to take part of the Jirst

grafts. I shall choose men, who will freely dis-

tribute them gratis. Another rule will be, not to

GOOSEBERRIES.
In all cases, the gooseberry should be kept free

from suckers, and trained near the ground to a

single stem. This mode of training them being
found to cause a far greater product in quantity,

as well as an increase in the size. They need
much attention in other respects, and one third of
the old wood must be regularly trimmed out every
autumn, by which means a succession of thrifty

bearing wood will be kept up. As the finest fruit

is produced on the young shoots cf the previous
year's growth, it is also necessary every autumn,
to dig in a plenty of old well-rotted manure, around
them. This treatment will cause them to grow
strong, and the fruit to be large and fair. Where
the summers are very hot, a northern aspect is

preferable, and the fruit will be twice the size if

they are planted against a north fence, or in any
other situation where they are sheltered from the

intense heat of the noon-day, which, when'differ-

ently situated, often scorches the fruit to such a

degree us to entirely stop its growth.

—

^4/k. Far.

A friend has laid upon our table, [says a Balti-

more piper of April 25] several stalks of rye Afurf-

ed oat ; that were taken from a lot of about three

acres, six miles from town on the Hartford road,

the whole of which is in the same state. We do

not remember to have seen any thing of the kind

so early in the season—the parts of stalks, we
have seen are from two feet to two and a half

long.
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[From Memoirs of Iho New York Board of Agriculiurc]

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF BUTTER
AND CHEESE.

BY S. DK WITT, ESQ. OF ALBANY.

(Concluded from page 325 )

In the counties of Ulster and Orange, celebra-

ted for the excellence of their butter, in the New
York market, the utraostattention is paid to clean-

liness. Thoir strainers, churns, creaming vessels,

bowls and ladles, are, as often as they are used,

washed, scalded and scrubbed, and tin- milk rooms,

which are commonly dry, airy cellars, without

wooden floors, are kept very free from any thing

in the least offensive. The milk is carefully

strained, and as soon as the cream is completely

formed, it, together with the crpam, is emptied in-

to the cliurn, when the churning is immediately

Commcnred, and continued, uith short intervals,

till the butter is come. The butter is then taken

off with a ladle made for the purpose and kept ex
clusivoly for the service, and put into a large

wooden bowl, wiiere, with the same ladle, the
j

whoy, or rather buttermilk, is thoroughly worked
out of It. No hand or finger is ever suffered to

come in contact with it. Where dairies are any
way considerable, churning is a daily operation,

and done early in the morning, especially in sum-
mer.

There is a period when cream will be complete-
ly formed, and be in its highest perfection, after

which it will deteriorate, and should not be suffer-

ed to remi'in unchurned. Inattention to this is

one of the principal causes of the bad quality of
butter.

In this manner is, not only the best butter, but
also the best buttermilk obtained ; which, besides

affording an excellent beverage, makes, with the
addition of a little sugar or molasses, and rusk or

good bread broken in it, a dish to crown the far-

mer's dinner, more refreshing and more exquisite-

ly relished than the strawberry flavored ice creams
of the luxurious rich.

There are a few, and it is sadly to be lamented,

yet but a few, farmers left in the country surround

ing Albany, Vi'ho manage their dairies in this man-
ner ; But their butter is mostly all pre-engaged,

at twenty-five cents per pound, by their oldeniime

acquaintances, who cannot help recoiling at the

sight and smell of what is generally brought to

our market, and with difficulty sold for eighteen

cents. This fact, it is true, is not very creditable

to our country, but it is, notwithstanding a fact.

Every citizen knows that it is extremely difficult,

in Albany, for a family to get a supply of eatable

butter. But where the object is to cure an evil,

it is necessary that it should be pointed out and
correctly described, whatever effect sucli a pro-

cedure mav have on the feelings, reputation or m
terest of those whom it may immediatoly concern.

Such thingi affect the general interest as well as

the character of our country, and therefore it is

proper that they should be faithfully exposed, and
duly attended to.

The making of butter, one would suppose, were
well understood in the vicinity of Boston ; and yet

'.here is no market in any of the largo capitp.l cit-

ies in the United States, so noted for the bad qual-

ity of its lurnp-butter as this very city of Boston.

I'hiladelphia has been long celebrated for the uni-

form excellence of its butter, and its clean and
wholesome appearance in the market. In Nevv

York many individuals, with laudable liDeraliiy
;

have recently awarded premiums foi the best but-
|

ter brought into that city for sale; whirh it ia ^

said, has produced an obviously good effect in the

general quality of the article.

It deserves consideration, whether our Agricnl-
|

tural Societies, alive as they are to every thing

which will benefit our reputation, and whilst they ,

are granting premiums for raising the best cattle
;

for dairies—should not also bestow some attention

on the manufacture of butter and cheese.

It is useless to possess good cows and good milk,

if the butter which is brouglit to market, is only

a disgrace to the farmers. We hope the Massa-

chusetts Agricultural Society may be induced to

offer a premium for the best butter which may be

brought to market, by any individual dairy during

the summer months

Mode of makinf; butler, as it is practised in the

neighbor) rhood of Rennis, in Briltnny, where the

best butter in France is made—milk is composed
of three parts, essentially different from each oth-

er ; they are a.=i follows:

1st. The aqueous part, called whey, which is

very acid.

2d. The cheese part, which is substantial,

.^d. The butter part, called cream, of an oily na-

ture, and which comes up naturally to the sur-

face of the milk, even before its decomposition.

It is this cream that is turned out into butter

by churning.

In order to make good butter, the decomposition

of milk must have begun ; I mean its three parts

must be exactly separated, as it happens when it

begins to turn sour. Milk must necessarily be

sour before beginning to churn ; but it is urgent

to churn it as soon as it is sour ; and not to wait

its fermentation.

It must have curdled and soured of itself with-

out fire. In the winter season, however, it is prop-

er to pour a little sour milk into it to make it co-

agulate.

Though the cream is the elementary part of but-

ter, and neither the whey northe cheese part con-

tain any of it, yet it is necessary to throw into the

churn the three parts of the milk, and to churn

them altogether. The reason of it is evident. The
churning, which must be always uniform and con-

tinual, communicates a slight degree of lieat,which

would give a disagreeable taste to the butter, if

the cream were churned ainne ; while churning

the whole together, the acidity of the whey tem-

pers the heating effects of the churning, thecheese

part helps the separation, and the butter comas

fresh out of the churn. It is to preserve the fresh

taste, that in summer our butter women, as soon

as llicy sec the small globules of butter beginning

to form, do not fail to throv,- into the churn (by

the hole of the churn staff, and without stoppinsr

the churning) some pints of spring water every

ten minutes, that is, a pint to every fifty or sixty

pints of milk: in winter, on the contrary, they add

warm water, but they pour it in as soon as they

begin to churn, in order to accelerate the slight

degree of heat necossaty for the formation of but-

ter ; but when they perceive the first butter-glo-

bules forming round the churn-stafl', then they

cease pouring warm water, and the temperature

warns them putting any more cool water. Thus,

to make butter it is required

—

1st. That milk must have curdled and soured,

but not fermented.

2d. That milk must have naturally soured, with-

out any help but a little quantity of sour milk, and
especially without warming it.

3d. That all milk should be put into the churn
together, and churned without extracting any
parts of it.

4th. That the churning should be continual and
always uniform, avoiding to strike the bottom of
the churn.

5th. That churning, without interruption, com-
municates to the milk a slight degree of heat,
which is necessary, and which in winter may be
accelerated, by adding some warm water from the
moment one begins to churn, and without stopping
the churning motion.

6th. As soon as one perceives the little globules
of butter forming, one must then think only to cool,

with spring water, if in summer, for in winter, it is

not necessary.

7th. If, when one wishes to churn, one has some
sweet milk not yet sour, but which one wishes to

churn, it must be put into the churn with the curd-
led milk twelve or fifteen hours, more or less, ac-
cording to the relative quantity, before beginning
to churn, in order that the part of sweet milk you
have added be entirely curdled.

8th. This mode is, no doubt, much longer than
when the cream alone is churned ; for one must
chnrn during about two hours in the most favo a-

hle season, and it is common in winter to take four

hours churning to have your butter made.
Preparation for butter. When butter is made,

if the weather is hot, it is well, after having gath-

ered it in the churn, to let it cool about two hours;

but when it is very hot weather, as that time is not

sufficient to cool it, it is well to put it in a very
cool plrice during some hours, till it is very firm,

in order to extract the buttermilk out of it.

It IS by kneading and repeatedly with a wood-
en box spoon, and a beech dish made of one piece,

that tho women about Rennis extract the butter-

milk; leaving it now and then to rest and grow
hard, and then beginning again till it does not
yield any buttermilk ; it is only in the last e.x-

tremity, and in the hot days of summer, that they
knead it in cool water in order to extract tho
buttermilk out of it : they put nothing in it, but
some salt for preserving and relishing it.

They never touch tho butter but with the vvood-

en box-spoon, which must be impregn.ated, and
als') the dish, witli some light brine to prevent the
bolter from adhering.

All the utensils employed for milk must bocarc-
fullj washed with boiling water every time they
have been made use of, then washed again with

cool water and exposed to thfl sun, that they do
not ret a musty smell. It is necessary to remove
from the dairy all the disagreeable or strong

smolls and to observe the most scrupulous cleanli-

I

iiessin it, but without humidity, which would give

a mouldy taste to milk

I

The churn is made of chesnut wooil ; it is scald-

ed eiery time it is emptied to churn again ; it is

I

rubbid with a bunch of holly-oak, that scratches
I and deans it well ; and then washed again with

cold water.

j

Th; pots and churn must keep no smell of the

sour milk, and none of the utensils employed
; shoud be or have been put to any other uses, for

fear if spoiling the whole.

.Issanese 7nethod of blasting rocks.—An Assa-

mesi stone-cutter has shown me a mode of blast-

ing neks, which I think is superior to any thing
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practised in England. The old mode of ramming

lias, you know, been suppTseded of late, by the

use of loose sand poured over the powder ;
but

whatever may be the case with the softer dnscrip-

tion of rocks, I have always failed in this way,

here, except in onf instance ;
probably owing to

the excessive stren^rt: ami hardness of the granite

and primitive greenstone, on which the experiment

lias been tried at least a dozen times, and in holes

nearly a foot ileeper than is stated to be necessa-

ry in the "Supplement to the Encyclopedia and

Philosophical Magazine," where the method with

sand is described. The following is the result of

the Assamese plan :—A hole was bored about

twenty-six inches deep, and one and a half inch

diameter in a lar^e block of greenstone. It was

tried to blast this rock with powder and loose sand,

and the latter was blown out. The same quantity

of powder was again put in, and the mouth of the

hole closed with a wooden plug, about five inches

Jong, with a bole bored through it, and driven in-

to the aperture with a mallet. Between the pow-j

<ler and the lower part of the plug an interval of

of several inches was left, and the communication

was perfected by means of a tin tube filled with

powder, and passed through the centre of the

plug. On firing it, the rock was rent in every di-

rection, to the distance of four feet—and several

large pieces were detached, one of them weigh-

ing fully-a ton. The advantages are, that the

plug is as safe and more efficacious than the sand,

and that wiih it, the charge, if it goes out may he

easily replaced; whf-reas, with sand it becomes

necessary to have recourse to the tedious opera-

tion of again scooping out the hole. The great '

effect produced, is, f conceive, chiefly owing to

the interval left between the charge of powder

and the ping, as it is well known to sportsmen,

that a gun will burst, if the ball or charge is not

properly rammed down.

—

Edinburgh Journal of

Science.

From tlie Delaware A<lverliser.

SILK WORMS.
It certainly constitutes a source of lively inter

est to every trnc patriot and philanthropist, when

we reflect upon the prosperous condition of this

highly favored country, enjoying as it does nuni

crous advantages and various blessings, among

wliich is independence. We also possess an im-

mense territory, and our population is rapidly in-

creasing. With the spread of knowledge in the

various arts and sciences, we find it necessary to

pay attention to agricultural improvement. The
silk-worm, and manufacture of silk, would no

doubt be one of the most sublime improvements

in this vast and well adapted country, and would

be a lasting benefit to every citizen, whatever may
be his age or condition—to the emigrant—rich

or poor, and finally, would be an inexhaustible

source of wealth to our government.

But we should not commence this great work

without mature deliberatiou, or we shall never at-

tain to any thing of consequence. We may in-

duce many to turn their attention to the growing

of mulberry trees, and the raising of silk-worms

by offering premiums, or trying every imaginary

sxperiment hy the aid of books written by emi-

nent authors either in Europe, or this country ;

—

but the disappointment will appear in the practical

way. That proceeding will be entirely vain to ob-

tain the desirable object of a mercantile silk. A
preparation for the culture of that article cannot

be made in less than four years—when we shall

be ready to commence. During the four years

which it will he necessary to allow the mulberry

to come to perfection, the ground so occupied may
be tilled in the ordinary way, and produce annual

crops of corn, tobacco, cotton, &c. but less time

than this, will not answer to ensure permanent

success.

My experience in the science of agriculture has

been derived from a devotion of many years of my
life to its pursuit in Europe, where I obtained the

best practical information—especially that branch

adapted to the raising of silk worms. 1 had not

only a large establishment of my own, but super-

intended those of several other persons with suc-

cess—and have also acquired a practical knowl

edge of manufacturing silk. In 1820, I memor-
ialized the honorable Congress upon this subject,

j

but a press of other business prevented a timely

; attention to it. If a simple description, or trea-

I tise, on the silk-worm, would in any way benefit

jthe country, I should, before this time, have taken

up the subject ; but this has already been done in

Europe, by several eminent writers.

I have understood tli t the Legislature of Dela-

ware have passed an act for the em-ouragemenl

of the growth of silk-worms, and the manufacture

of silk, and that some enterprisinsr citizens of this

State desire to turn their attention to the subject;

this has induced me to submit my views to the

public. The proper mode for carryins this object

into effect, would be to form an ag iculture in

practice, on an eligible spot in this State. Or I

would suggest some practical plan which would

meet with general approbation. I could attend in

many other States in the Union at the same time,

which would be more likely to promote the suc-

cess of the undertaking.

Any communication upon the subject, directed

to me, by letter, post paid, and left with the editor

of the Delaware Advertiser, Wilminjrton, shall be

promptly attended to. A personal interview would

be more desirable. AGRICOLA.

Medicines prepared in distiUed spirits —Dr Rush

in his Observations on the Dnties of a Physician,

has the followinff remarks: "Give as few medi-

cines as possible in tinctures made with distilled

spirits. Perhaps there are few cases in which it

is safe to exhibit raedirines prepared in spirits, in

any other form than in Krops. Many people have

been innocently seduced into a lovo of strong

drink, from taking large or frequent doses of bit-

ters, infused in spirits."

J^ew Bee Hive.—A box to be made of inch

plank, say two feet three inches by twelve inches

in width. The upper part of the box is to he divi-

ded off, allowing a space just suflficient^to admit a

drawer, say about 8 by 10 inches in front. The

drawer is to slide upon a partition made to fit the

inside of the box exactly, and through the middle

of this partition, a hole is to be made, and a cor-

responding one in the bottom of the drawer, (a-

bout one and a fourth inch diameter) so as to al-

low the bees to pass from the lower part of the

bo.t into the drawer, a pane of glass is to be fitted

in the outer side of the drawer, say 8 by If), a sli-

ding shutter is to be made so as to secure the

glass and exclude the light. When the honey is

wanted for use, fi'st ascertain through the pane of

glass, that the drawer is filled, then introduce a

little smoke into the top of the drawer, in the usual

33.^

way, by ineana of a common tobacco pipe ; and
when the bees have all descended into the lower
part of the hive separate the bottom of the draw-
er and the partition with a case knife, remove the
drawer, and empty the honey, and return the draw.,

er toils place, when the beus will commence work-
ing. On this plan the honey will always be ob-
tained pure, without bee bread, or dead bees, and
not a single bee will be destroyed.— .,l/a«». Spy.

Tall Meadow Oals Gra.is.— It seems that the
tall meadow oats grass, (Jivena elaiorj lately in-

troduced on the recomuiendatiou of our corres-

pondent, Justin f]ly, Esq. has been long known in

England, and is a natural grass there.

In the Bath papers for the year 1799, it is thus

dose ibed : '^Avaia elatuir, or tall oats grass

—

this grass is very luxuriant, it is father coirse,

but makes tolerable good hay. It is common in

all meailows."

In Willich's Domestic Encyclopedia, it is thus

described : "The avena clnlior, tall oata grass, or

oat, thrives on wet damp soils, in meadows, pas-

tures, and hollow ways. It flowers in June and
July. Xhis grass vegetates with great luxurian-

cy, andlhoujih somewhat coarse, makes tolerable

good hay. It is eaten by cows, goats, and sheep,

but is frequently troublesome in arable land, as its

roots spread like couch grass, and are very diffi-

cult to be eradicated."

In a note to Davy's Agricultural Chemistry it is

thus noticed : "^tiena tlatior, or tall oats grass ;

this is a very productive ^rnss. frequent in mea-
dows and pastures, but is disliked by cattle, par-

ticularly by horses. This perfectly agrees with

the small portion of nutritive matter which it af-

fords. It thrives best on stiff clayey soils."

On analysis it appeared to yiel i less nutritive

matter from the same weight than most other

grasses, but its whole weight per acre is much
greater than almost any other

We are induced to publish the foregoing, lest it

should be supposed that we meant to recommend
its adoption generally.

From what we have seen of it. we think it will

never take the place of the meadow fox-tail and
some other grasses, though it may prevail against

timothy or herds-grass. It will have two advan-

tages over the latter, it is a very early grass, and
produces a great after-crop.

It is however a coarse grass, and it would seem,

is not very nutritive. The crentlemen farmers may
rely that this new grass, called the tall oats grass,

is the same as those above described- by British

authors. It has been accurately compared by bo-

tanists here, and it is certainly the same.

—

Mass^

Jlari. Journal.

BUTTER.
The dairy house should he kept neat, should

never front the south, soutlu^nst or southwest. It

should be situated near a good spring or current

of water. The proper receptacles for milk are

earthen pans not lined or glazed with lead, or

wooden trays. In warm weathf.T milk should re-

main in the pail till nearly cool before it is strain-

ed, but in frosty weather it should be strained im-

mediately, and a small quantity of boiling water

may be mixed with it, which will cause it to pro-

duce cream in great abundance, and the more so

if the pans or vats have a large surface.

In hot weather the cream should be skimmed

from the milk at or before sunrise, before the

dairy gets warm, cor ahould the milk, in hot weath-

I
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er stand in its receptacles longer than twenty-four i

hours. In winter, milk may remain unakimmed I

thirty six or forty eigtit hours. The cream should

be (leposite<l in a deep pan, kept during summer

in a cool place, where a free air is admitted. Un-

less churniiit; is performed every other day the

cream siioiihl be shifted daily into clean pans, but

churning should be performed at least twice a

week, in hot wpather ; and this should be done in

the morning before son rise, taking care to fix

the (hum where there is a good draught of air.

It a pump churn is nsed it may be plunged a foot

deep in cold water, and remain in th;]t situation

during the whole tiiue of churning, which will

much harden the butter, A strong rancid flavour

will he given to butter if we churn so near the

fire a-< to heat the wood in the winter season.

After the butter is churned it should immediate-

ly be washed in many different waters, till it is

perfectly cleansed from the milk ; and it should

be worked by two pieces of wood, for a warm hand

"vvill soften it. .mil m'lke i'. appear greasy.

Butter will require and endure more working in

^vinter than in summer.

Those who use a pump churn innstkecpa regu-

lar stroke : nor should they permit any person to

a.-isist them unless they keep nearly the same
stroke; for if they churn more slowly, the butter

will in the winter go back, as it is called ; and if

ttie stroke be more quick, it will cause a ferment-

ation, by which menus the butter will acquire a

very disatrreeable flavour.

Cows should never be suffered to drink improp-

er water ; stagnated pools, water wherein frogs

spawn, common sewers, and ponds that receive

the drainings of stables are improper.

The operation of ch"rning may be very much
shortened by mixing a little dis illei. vinegar with

the cream in the churn. The butter being after-

wards well washe ' in two or three changes of wa-

ter The whole of the acid will be carried off;

or if any remain it will not be perceived by the

taste. A table spoonful or two of the vinegar to

a gallon of cream.

days, taking into view tha". the more tl t: sun is

hot, tlie less iime is requisite. After this, you use

the plough in order to raise up the earth ajjain to

the plant, and with the spade or hoe, you give it a

finishing. Another ploughing must be made from
the 15th to the 20ih May ; another as»in to

wards the end of June, and a last one when the

fruit is about ripening ; that is, when it bfgins to

alter its colour.

The third year, the ploughing must be nia le

deeper, and the tearing or strippin-r of the stalks,

nine inches deep, so as to be ble to cut all the

shunts that are found under ground at that depth,

and also to cut close the roots which may have

grown up to the surface. The three other plough-

ings for that year, .ire made at the same periods

as reco(ninen<led for the second year. The like

operation is to be performed .m every succeedina
year ; bearing, however, in mind that the older

the plant gets, the more you must be ciirrfnl in

stripping the earth off your stumps to » proper

depth, in order to clean them from their eAuberant

roots.

In very dry soils, observe not to plouch too deep,

but just suflSciently so as to destroy the ffra^s and

preserve to the ground, its moisture.

very tlejir at one time, it is immediately overgrown;
and becomes proportionably cheap. To grow
something of every thing is safe for those who
have extensive concerns ; select things for those

who devote their whole attention to small spots:

and things long of coming to perfection, as tart-

rhubarb, seakale, asparagus, &c. to those who
have capital. It is never advisable to propagate a
dear article very extensively, as every body is like-

ly to do the same thing ; it is better even to a-

dopt a contrary practii e

A good deal of the profit of market-gardening
depends on sludyine the state of the market ; in

gathering crops sparingly when things are low,

and in sending liberal supplies at times, when
fiom weather or other cau.ses, they are, or are

likely to be high. This requires both judgment
and capital, for the needy grower must sell at any
price.

B'eeeding at the nuse.— Spirits of Turpentine

applied to the nose and snufled up has been found

an effectual re ;iedv for this complaint.

CUurURE OF THE VINE.
A friend, who is not only aii amateur, but a con-

noisseur in horticulture observes that the follow^

ing directions relative to the culture of the grape
are novel, or at least not generally known, or

dwelt upon by writers If correct they are im-

portant, if not so, it is important that their fallacy

should iie detected. They arc extracted from
Loubnl's Vine Dresser's Guide.

"A Vine-yard must be ploughed over often, and
be kept entirely freo from grass and weeds. This
operation the French call fttrtng'c. The first year,
the ground requires to be ploughed over at least
four times, and the grass kept completely under.
The second year tlie fir.st ploughing ought to be
made towards the end of March, and as close to

the stalk as possible, without hurting the roots.

Then with the spade or hoe, you strip the stalk
bare of earth (what the French call dechnusage,)
to the depth of about si.\- inches, and you extract
or cut off carefully all the shoois or sprigs, which
you find even with the ground

; also the superflu
ous roots of the plant. You leave the stalk, thus
atript of earth, exposed to the air for ten or fifteen
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GARDLNING, DOUBLE CROPS, &c.
In sowing broadcast crops it is fnund of advan-

t.Tge to sow several sorts of seeds together, be-

cause some of them may fail or be destroyed by

insects after they come up; if all come up and
thrive, then such sorts as are least valuable may
be treated as weeds. Thus onions, railishes, let-

tuces, and carrots are often sown together ; some
times the carrots are wed out, and the best crop

is the onions ; at other times the onions partially

fail, and are drawn for salading or transplanting,

and the lettuce is the main crop. Radishes are

often sown with turnips, as a sacrifice to the fly,

while the turnips escape.

In general all transplanted crops, and as many
sown ones as possible, are drilled ; and for bulky

crops, as cabbages, peas, beans, &c. it is an ap
proved practice to sow or plant two rows near to

each other, and then a wide interval, in which a

dwarf early crop, or crops of short duration, as

epinage, lettuce, &c. is sown. By the time the

main crop is at its full size, the inter-crop is re-

moved ; the ground is then dry and another crop,

as cabbages, or turnips introduced, which is ready

in its turn to -iicceed as the main crop. In this

way, no p8^ of a market garden is everleft naked
or cropless, at least during summer, and though
these inttVvening crops are often injured when
young by the shade of the main crops, yet, if the

ground be in high order they soon recover when
freely exposed to the air and the ground is stirred.

If the land, however, is not in good heart, it is a

better system to adopt a rotation, and stir the

whole ground well between each crop, because
here, the soil being poorer, a greater volume is

required to supply the same nourishment; quantity

is substituted for quality.

With respect to the comparative market value

(^ crops, they must on the general average, be
nearly on a par; if one crop is at any time dearer
than another, it is in consequence of being more
"•"""ous or e.xpensive to raise ; if one article is

GRAZING, HOVEN CATTLE.
In order to conduct the business of grazing

with profit, a variety of circumstances require at-

tention. In the first place care should be taken

not to turn neat stock into pastures before there

is a. full bite, or the grass has obtain' d a sufficient

degree of length and maturity Neat cattle whose
tonjues chiefly enable them to collect their food,

cannot bite close. Sheep r.ud horses will thrive

on short feed, where cows and oxen would scarce-

ly subsist Therefore, milch cows, working oxen

und fatting beasts should have the first feeding of

a pasture. Then you may turn in sheep or horses,

or both.

When beasts are turned into fields, consisting

either of clover entirely, or of a mixture of clover

with other grasses, they are liable to be hoven or

swollen The common remedy for this disorder

has been to stal^ the diseased animal with a pen-
knife or other sharp instrument, under the short

ribs, and put into the orifice a tube of ivory, elder,

a quill, or something of the kind, to give vent to

the confined air. This, however, is a rough and
dangerous remedy, and it may be well to mention
others more safe and gentle.

The 83d volume of Young's Annals of Agricul-

ture, announces the following recipe for hoven
cattle, which the work declares will effect v rem-
edy in the most desperate cases in half an hour.

Take three quarters of a pint of olive oil ; one

pint of melted butter, or hog's lard
;
give this

mixture by means of a horn or bottle, and if it

does not produce a favorable change in a quarter

of an hour, repeat the same quantity and walk the

animal gently about. For sheep attacked with

this malady, the dose is from a wine glass aud an
half to two glasses.

Besides these remeilies, flexible tubes, and canes

with knobs at their ends, have been used to force

a passage from the mouth to the stomach, to per-

mit the confined air to escape upwards from the

trunk of the animal affeiterl. Descriptions of

these instruments may be seen in the second edi-

tion of the Di-mestic Encyclopedia, vol. i. p. 409,

410. The following remedy we have been told is

effectual, but have no perso-ial knowledge of its

application. Make about a pint of lie, either with

hot embers thrown into a sufficient quantity of

water, or by dissolving therein about an ounce of

pot or pearl ash, and turn it down the throat of

the ox or cow affected. A proportionably less

quantity will answer for a sheep. This is said to

give immediate relief by neutralizing the carbon-
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Gold and Silver Piih.
For sale at a pond in this vicinity a fine collection o( Gold and

Silver Fish. Any orders left with Mr Kusspll at the New Eng-
land Farmer Seed Store, will be executed at a low price.

For Sale
At the Asricullural Warehouse, 62 North Market street, a var
iety of Milincit Boxes, for screening vines and plants from hug;
and other insects. m 2

ic acid gas in the stooiacli of tiie animal, which

causes the swelling anii other symptoms of the

complaint to subside.

indian1:orn, insects.
Soaltinjj seed corn in ;i solution of Glauber's

sails has been recommended as a preservative

agiiinet insects and birds, and likewise the ini.t-

ture is thought to have a stinuilalin;,' and fertiliz-

ing' effect, which forwards the growth of the

young plantn. (See N. E. Farmer, vol. v. p. SKi.)

ThR proper strength of the solution has not, as

far as we can learn, been ascertained by expert

niout.

The farmers of Rensalaer county, N. Y. say

that ashes or quicklime ought always to be appli-

ed to the top of corn hills immediately after plant-

ins, it It follo.v swardland to prevent grub larva:

from destroying the crop. The same appltcation d.,,,„, r„ ,, •,

.,, ,
'

. ^., a- e 11. ..1 . r fattnt Lamp Boikrs
will have a Sl.mlar effect if applied to the top of These useful impiements, invented, and patented by ,„. _,„.
potato-hills. But neither unleached ashes, nor

,

ol the New En^hnd Farmer, furmsh a most economical and

lime in its caustic state should

come in contact either with the

'- Editor

be so placed as to
™n.V':'"eut meihud „( boding water in small quantities, for

I
,.

^""e«. cooking eggs, oysters, itc. &c. They are like'
i seed corn or the very convenient lor Druggists, in making decoctions, spreau,..j;

young plants. A strong solution of copperas in
!

plasters, &c.; and have been purchased and recommended in

wHter will ako nreaerve seed corn from insects i "'''""^'J'J'
°''^'"'^,''", ""'"^'""'""^^''"'^ '» J*"*'™- They arewater vvili also preserve seea corn rrom insects

| ^^^^. ^^f^ ,„ ^ ^„,. chamber, being possessed of all the advan-

ewise
ipreading

ffilinofs Superb Straivbtrn/.
We are sorry to he obliged lo state.that of <;ne hundred roots of
this hne plan sent to us li-Bm Europe, but two have reached
this country alive. It will „f course, be impossible to execute
any orders for them this sjiring.

lages ol the common nurse-lamp, and applicable to many pur-
poses, (or which the nurse-lamp is inadequate.

Discription of the aboia Cut.
[a] Sheet-iron case, in which the tea kettle, boiler, &c. may

be pfaced. removeable at pleasure, ft has a hole in the bottom
to admit the heat of the lamp to pervade the bottom and sides of
the boiler, [b] Lamp, with five or six wicks more or less, plac-
ed, when in use, under said case, [c] Pan or boiler, which,
when in use is placed in the shect-irou case, [d] Tea kettle,
in its place for boiling, fe] A small sheet-iron cylinder, a little

tapering, so a.i to form a trustrum of a hollow cone. This is

occasionally placed within the case, in order to set upon it a
flask, tin porringer, or other small vessel, in which it may he
wi..;hed to heal water.

Apparatus of the above description, may bo obtained at the
New England Farmer office, 52 North Market street—Adams
&. Fessenden, 80 Slate street—Joseph Kidder, corner of Hano-
ver and Court streets—Ebenezer Wight, Milk street, opposite
Federal street—R. A. Newell, Summer street—Wm. Hows, 7
Marshall's Lane, Hoston, and Benjamin Haynes, Charlestowii.

Prices of the whole apparatus, g2.50. Case and Tea-kettle
omitting the Pan, ^2.17. Case and Pan, omitting ihe Tea-
kettle, 5'.75. A liberal allowance made to those who buy to
sell again. m 9

and birds. The ashes or quicklime, however, are

probably, more useful as manures.

SOILING.
This is a term, which is applied to the practice

of cutting herbage crops green for feeding or fat-

tening live stock. On all farms, under correct

management, a part of this crop is cut green, for

working horsps and oxen. Animals employed in

labour are much more serviceable when fed ni'a;'

at hand than when suffered to ramble over exten-

sive pastures ; in which case they are generally

most out of the way when most wanted. Besides,

if they are obliged to gather their subsistence

over an extensive surface, by a fatiguing and pro-

tracted process, they will have less strengtii to

spare while in the yoke, harness, &.c. than if their

food wore obtained without exertion. But young

animals require exercise in the open air, and,

probably will not be found to thrive so well in

houses or fold yards, during summer as in pas-

tures ; and though it is supposed that there is a

great saving of food by soiling, the long, woody,

nnd comparatively naked stems of the plants, with

leaves always more or less withered, arc, perhaps,

not so valuable in the production of beef, as a

much smaller weight of herbage taken in by pas-

tuiuigc. Besides many thousands of acres in the

United States are valuable for pasturage, which

are too rough and rocky for tillage.

Mr B'rtholomew Rudd, an English agricultur-

ist of eminence, in a letter to John Hare Powel,

Esq. published in " Hints for American Husband-

men," says " You read much in our English publi- . T, 1 •
1 III I 11,^,,

' '. -. .,. , copied. He has smce never been saddled or matched. Old
cations ot the excellency of soiling calUe in the

[
Bellfoundcr was a true descendant from the original blood of

house during the whole of ihe year. I do not ap. the Fire-a-ways, which breed of Horses stands unrivalled, either

in this or any other country. Bellfbunder is strongly recom-
mended to the public, by the subscriber as combining more use-

ful properties Inau any other Horse in America ; and will stand

during the season, at his stable in Charlestown, where all in-

nniries, (post paid) %vill be attended to.

May '2 SAMUEL JAQUES, Jr.

Ornamtntdl flowers.
For sate at the New England Fanner Seud Store, a large va-
riety of •)rnamental Flower Seeds, i„ papers of six and a quar-
ter cents each; likewise done up in packages comprising 20
varieties, each sort being labelled, at i^l per package.

Bulbous Roots, S,-c,

Just received at the New England Farmer Heed Eslablishmetn
a tine collection of superior Bulbous Roots, suitable tor spring
planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson
rose, nankeen, bronie, and white colored DOUiiLE MEXI-
CAN DAHLIAS. Also, FeiTaria Tigrida, or Mexican TiVer
Flower—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lily UAihle
Tuberose, and Ranunculus; paintings of which may lie seen at

'

this place. The above collection of liulbs is in fine order, and
is from the same House fiom which we obtained the Bulbous
Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satlslaclion.

Just received, a small invoice of Transplanting Trowels for
Gardens, made to order, in Edinburgh, of polished cast steel, in
the finest style, of difiijrent sizes—price, 75 cis. to Jll.bO each.

Also, a further supply of Lucerne and Potato Oais.
A liule of the Seed of the genuine Chou de Milan, or Milan

Cabbage—the finest winter cabb.ige.

A further supply of the celebrated New Zealand Spinach,
Seeds of the Cuba Tobacco, [Biidta abaxo] Vellow Tobacco,

Teazel, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barky, Rape. Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Beau, Corn, (various sorts)

—

Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Millet, Burnet, Orchard
Grass, Rye Grass, Tall ^ieadow Oats Grass, White and Red
Clover, Mangel Wurlzel, &,c.

Also, Seeds for Diers' use—Ornamental F'lower Seeds, &c.
comprising the largest collection of Seeds to be found in Nev/
England.

PRICES OF COnjVTRY PRODUCE.

Bellfounder.
The Norfolk trotter, imported July 1822, from England, to sland
this season, 1828, at 5-0, and gl the groom—the money to be
paid to the groom. This celebrated Horse is a bright bay, with ' HOG'S L.\RD, liisl sort, new

• >- — ..?..'
LIME

APPLES, best,

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, white,

BEEF, mess, new, . - -

Cargo, No. 1 , new,
Cargo, No. 2, new,

nUTTER, inspected. No. I, new,
CHEESE, new milk.

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street,
. Genesee, - - -

Rye, best, - - . .

GRAIN, Corn, ...
Rye, ...
Barley, - . - .

Oats."

black legs, standing 15 hands high. His superior blood, sy

try, and action, excel every other trotting stallion. He is'allnw

ed by the best judges in Norfolk, to be the fastest and best bred
Horse evei .sent out of that_ county. He has proved himself a
sure foal-getter—and his stock for size and substance are not to

be surpassed. They are selling at llic highest prices of any
Horses in Norfolk. Bellfounder was got by that well known
fast and high formed trotter. Old Bellfounder, out of Velocity

—

which trotted on the Norwich road in 1806 sixteen miles in one
hour—and though she broke 15 limes into a gallop, and as often

round, won her match. In 1808 she trotted 28 miles in one hour
and forty seven minutes—and has also done many oiher great
performances against time. Bellfounder at five years old trot-

ted two miles in six minutes—and in the follownig year was
matched for 200 guineas to trot 9 miles in 30 minutes,Which he
won easily by 22 seconds. His owner shortly aAer challenged
to perform with him 17 1-2 miles in one hour, but was notac-

He has since never been saddletl or matched

prove of this practice, for it is surely an unuatu-

lal one, as air and exercise, .nnd the selection of

their own food, must benefit cattle, as other ani-

mals are benefitted by them. I can say from act-

ual experience of the two systems, that cattle

thrive much biUer in the fields during the period

from the middle of May to the middle of Novem-
ber, than they do when confined in a house. Soil-

ing cattle is very little practised in England."

A company of gentlemen from Baltimore have

commenced preparations for supplying our city

with gas. They propose to lay as much as four

miles of pipe the present season.

Bull, Yovng C'onift.

This noble animal, (of the new improved Durham short horned
slock) is from Aihniral and Annabcllaj presented to the Massa
chuselts Society lor the promotion of Agriculture, by Sir Isaac i MUTTON,
Coffin, at an expense of near ofie thousand dollars, for the pur-

^' "'""

pose of improving the breed of rattle in his native State. He
will remain at tlie farm of E. H. Derby, Esq. in Salem, ami
by the ,direction of the Trustees of the Society, he is to be used
ai ^3 (or eacli Cow, payable m advance. The whole proceeds
li-om this animal, (die present season) will be for the benefit of

the Society. Cows sent from a distance « ill be taken car^of,
if desired, at a reasonable charge.

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, - . . .

Navy, mess, new.
Cargo, No. 1. new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, .

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meadow, - - .

Rye Grass, . _ -

Tall Meado'.v Oats Gra.5S, -

Red Top . - . .

Lucerne, - .
-

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (norlhcrn) .
-

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed,
Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, - • -

PORK, fresh, best piece-.

whole hogs,

VEAL.

POIILTRY. . - - .

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS
MEAL. Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [accordiosio quality-l
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MISCELLANIES.

BV BISHOP UEBER.

Lo.the lilies of Ihe field,

How iheir leaves inslruciion yield

!

Hark, to naliire's lesson given

Bvilie blessed birds of heaven
5

Every bush and lulled tree

Warbles sweet philosophy.

Mortal, fly from diiuht and sorrow

—

God provit'eth for the morrow!

Say, with richer crimson glows

The kingly nwntle than Ihc rose 1

Say. have kings more wholesome fart

Than we poor citizens of air ?
-

Barns nor hoarded grain have we.

Yet we carol merrily.

Mortal, fly from doul>t and sorrow

—

God providelh for the morrow I

One there lives, whose guardian eye

Guides our humble de.stiny
;

One there lives, who, Lord of all,

Keeps our fathers, lest ihey fall

;

Pass we blithely, then, the time,

Fearless of the snare and lime.

Free from doubt and faithless sorrow

—

God provideth for the morrow !

The Tartar's OHfrin of Earthquakes.— Bell,

who travel'e I ainon^' the Izerpinisch Taitars, says,

that earthquakes there are attributed to the awk-
ward attempts, which are made by the frog, who
supports the globe, to scratch himself!!

sing tho moderation of truth, we may venture to

give it as our opinion, that a man often indolently

bends under the burden of indisposition, which a

spirited effort would, in the first instance, have

siiaken from his shoulders. If, tipon the approach

of the malady, lie had resolutely set his face a-

gainst it, he would probably have arrested it in

his threatened attack. The doctrine of irresisti-

bility, in all its extent, is neither a true nor a

wholesome doctrine; and the hypochondriac should

reflect, that in saying to gloom, henceforth be

thou my good ! he not only directs his destiny,

but implicates others in his fatal choice

—

Call il madness, call it folly,

Call it whatso'er you may,

There 's such a charm in melancholy,

I would not, if I could, be gay.

Melancholy has something in it of poetical and
sentimental, which constitutes a great portion of

its charms : but stripped of its ornamental accom-
paniments, and laid bare to a dissecting view, it

will be found to consist, in a great measure, of

pride, selfishness, and indolence. I cannot con-

ceive a more delightful spectacle, than that of an

inilividiial whose constitutional cast is melancho-
lic, warring against his temperament, and deter-

mining to enter with hilarity into the scenes and

circumstances of social life. In this case we have

all the interests of melancholy, without its objec-

tional parts.

—

Dr. Vwins on indigestion.

The advantages of temperance.—A blacksmith

in the city of Philadelphia, some forty years ago,

was complaining to his iron merchant that such

was the scarcity of money that he could not pay

his rent. The merchant then asked him how much
rum he used in his family in the course of a day.

Upon his answering the question, the merchant

made a calculation, and showed him that his rum
amounted to more in the year than his house-rent.

The calculation so astonished the mechanic that

he determined from that day to buy and drink no

more spirits of any kind. In the course of the

next ensuing year he paid his rent, and bought a

new suit of clothes out of the savings of his tem-

perance. He persisted in it through the course of

his life, and the consequence was competence and

respectability.

The Hypochondriac.—The dyspeptic ought to run

away from, or determine to combat, the first men-
ace of discontented feeling. Low spirits may be

successfully resisted if the attempt be commenced
sufficiently early. " I will be good," says the child

who sees the rod ready to direct the will into the

way of goodness ; and "I will be cheerful," ought

the dull and dyspeptic to say, who observes above

him a cloud of hypochondric fancies ready to burst

upon his devoted head, if he chooses the path

which leads to afflictive feeling. Il is easier, I

shall be told, to preach than to practice—to pre-

scribe than pursue. But of this I am certain, that

before the liabit becomes confirmed, of yielding to

their influence, a determined, and I would say,

conscientious resolution of dispersing the coming
mists of vaporish depression, may prove, to a very
considerable extent, successful and effective. We
would not be paradoxical or extravagant enoucrh

to assert, that for a person to be in health, it is

sufficient that he wills it. But without transfres-

Village Poultry.—We have often admired the

policy of our villagers, vtho keep fowls to scratch

up their gardens. Having a few precious feet of

ground, not a particle of which should be mis-

improved, they lay out their beds and plant their

seeds, and then let in the hens to mar their labors

and destroy the hopes of the season. A single old

hen, well practised in the use of beak and claws,

will do more injury in d garden in one hour, than

the eggs and chickens of a dozen can compensate
in a year. But if they merely injured the prop-

erty of their owners, (however questionable

the policy of keeping poultry in a village might
be) no other person would have just cause of com
plaint. But where gardens and tenements join

each other, these marauders tlink it no hardship

at all to scale the walls, and scratch up the seeds
of their neighbors. And hence, besides the di-

rect mischief they do to gardens, they set neiffh-

bors by the ears, and by their own clawing cause
a clapperclawing among the bipeds of the superior

order.

Would it not therefore be wise to enact a vil-

lage law, that all the fowls should he banished to

a distance of one mile, on pain of being decapita-

ted and made into fricassee, if found within the

interdicted lines—or otherwise that they shall

iiavc one wing clipped, be securely muzzled, and
finally be provided with good and sufficient leath-

er stockings, at the expense of their owners
Berkshire American.

jYeiv Vegetnblts.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establish-

ment, a small invoice of rare and choice vegetable seeds, from
Europe, comprising Large Green Artichoke of Laon. (consid-

ered the finest sort known, but very rare, even in Europe)

—

Brighton Coss Lettuce—New Silver Giant Celery—Asparagus
of Allemagne, a ne\v and superior sort—Cremer Carrot from
Holland tine for the table. For sale in packages of 12 1-2

cents each.

Cov for Sale

A superior Cow, three years old, having had two calves—of
English breed, and has given nine quarts of milk per day, with-
out any extra feeding, is ofTeied for sale, at ^75. She is sold

for no fault—it being inconvenient for the present owner to pas-

ture her. Inquire of James Holden, near the Punch Bowl, in

Brookliui

.

May 2

JVutice.

.The owner of the Horse Columbus, recently owned by the Mas-
sachusetts Agricultural Society by sending his acdress to the

publisher of the New England Farmer, will hear of something
to his advantage. N. !..—Any persi.n knowing the address of

the owner will confer a favor by informing the ediloi as above
New York, April 28th 1828. 2t m. 2

Landreth's JVurserits—jY^ar Philndrlphia.
From the patronage already extended this Kstabhshment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise to them their INurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of useful & ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornami^tal
Trees and Shrubs—Green bouse Plants— liulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

\
real value b\ any in this country. Ii embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed \ anelies which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been ^

observed in making the selection, and the whole is now offered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted with the different vai"ieties bv name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, bv merely stninig the time

they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the resl to the -

proprietors, without a fear of d sappoiiiiment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green hAuse Plants,^

most of which are calculated for adorning m the w inter seasons,

parlours, sitting rooms, &r. with an assortment o\' Hardy Flow-
ering .Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seed.s are gTt)^vii

almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider ihe
subject in the slightest degree. The peparaiion of those kinds
liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under iheir own personal sup-
erintendence undoubtedlv conspires in an eminent degree, to
obviate the errors and fmpositLons, unaAoidable in a depend-
ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received bv Parker &- Codman, No.
31 Congress St. Boston, ofwhom priced catalogues t^f the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, mav be assured of hav-
ing every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. IS. If D. & C. LANDRETH.

Harroioing in spring grain.—We would recom-
mend the farmer to pass the harrow°over his fields

of small grain. It will have a fine effect in giving

it an early start, and enabling it to out-grow most
of its enemies. The reasoning is plain and obvi-

ous—it acts like a fresh ploughing of maize, just

before a good rain—the surface of the ground is

softened about the stalk—gives it room to expand,

and numerous bags and insects are routed, cover-

ed over, and destroyed.

JVew JIgricultural fVorks

Just published, and for sale at the office of the New England
Farmer, "a Treatise on the Cultivation of Ornamental Flow-
ers ; comprising Remarks on the requisite Soil, .Sowing, Trans-
planting, and genera! Management ; » ith Directions for the ge-

neral ireatmenl of Bulbous Flower Roots, Green-house Plants,

&c. By Roland Green." Price 37 cts.

Likewise, just received fixim New York, *• Economy of the

Kitchen-garden, the Orchard, and Vinery ; with plain praclica!

Directions for management. By William Wilson, Nursery-

man." Price 75 cts.

Also, "Observations on the Efficacy of White Mustard Seed,

fSimpis alba) \akea whole. From 'the 10th London edition,

revised and improved." Price 6 cts.

Also, " Seventy-five Receipts for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweet-

meats. By a Lacly of Philadelphia." Price 50 cts.

For Sale.

A superior Draught Horse, particularly calculated for a farm
horse. Apply at this office, or of Wm. Burrows, near Jamaica
Plain, Ro.\bury. April 25

Gunpowder, ^-c.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—Balls

—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refine<l Salt Petre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

Iv for sale at the T>iipont. Powder Store, No. 65 Broad street

—

By E. COPELANI), Jr.

tCT The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked 'E. Copeland, jr. Boston," on the head of the

cask tf March H

PuMished eivni Friday , at S3 per annum, payable at the (lid

of the year—but those who pay witliin sixty days from the lime

of subscribing, are entitled to a deduction offifiy cents.
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BEES.
Mr. Fessenden,—A iieij^hbor of mine informs

me that lie lias succeeded in preserving, (the last

winter) a lery small and late swarm ot bees, by

burying then on a dry Unoil in the same manner
potatos are bnried. Alter placing tiieni in the

hole he put boards over them, leaving the space

about the sides of the hive vacant. He says the

quantity of comb formed last season in the hive

was not bigger, if us large as his hat. After tak-

ing them out ihis spring he fed them only twice.

They are now lively and promise to do well. H.
Cormsh, JV. H. May, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DANDELIONS.
Mr. Fessenden,— Last year in May, I set out

two rows of dandelions, which were taken up
when in bloom, not being able to attend to it

before. They were placed a foot apart, and the

rows two feet asunder, and .ibout one h ndred
feet in length. The leaves all perished, but hav-

ing hoed the earth upon the roots, others spratfg

up in a few days, and continued to grow, luxu-

riantly, until autumn, and covered all the space,

between the plants. Just before the ground froze

straw was spread over them. In February they
were opened and my table has been supplied wiUi
«« abundance of greens and salad since. 'I'liey

have been cut four times, and some of them five.

The rapidity wiih which the ieave.s shoot out af-

ter cutting, is greater than in any plant I have
ever seen. Some of them were covered with flow-

er pots, after the fourth cutting, to blanch the

leaves for salad, and they are nearly or quite

equal to endive. In five days after the pots were
put over, the leaves which had previously been
cut close to the crown of the root, shot up five

inches in height.

1 kept the ground, which is very rich, hoed and
raked between the plants, during the last season
and the present.

Thus, at little trouble and e.xpense, can a fam-
ily be supplied with greens and salad, from Feb
ruary until sea-kale and asparagus come in.

They may be set out, at any time after the frost

is out of the ground ; but the present answers
perfectly well. I would recommend that the rows
be three feet asunder, and the plants two feet

apart in the rows ; for I find mine are too crowd
ed, as each plant, last autumn, covered an area of
from fifteen to seventeen inches in diameter.
Care must be taken not to cut the leaves so

close as to injure the flower buds.

Very respectfully.

Your most ob't. servant,

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Brinley.place, May 7, 1828.

orchurdist, who has any regard even to appearance. '. edly stopping their leading shoots.

Ill large trees, ii is difficult to reach them. I have
I

ters they require protection.

I.or many years practised the following method
I dahlias

vith much satisfaction to myself: fselect a nar-
I ^t „,e meeting of the London Horticultural So-

row strip of board, or pole of sufiicient length tolciety, September I8th, no fewer than eiVA< hun.
reach the top branches of my trees, and near one

\
j,,j „„^ ffty-one varieties of dahlias were exhi-""^ .....I 1...1.

-111] a tap-borer. In this hole i

i,itgji_

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMEF..

CATERPILLARS.
There are many ways proposed for destroying

this insect, vyhich so much disfigures and injures

our orchards. Destroyed, they must be, by every

end make a hole

I insert a painter's brush. I then prepare
sihall vessel conni thick soap suds, (any dirty soap
ivill answer for tiiis use) and with tiie brush while
the worms are in their nests apply the suds. This
application will instantly kill every catterpillar,

ivhether small or large, that is wet with it. I es-

teem the suds useful to the tree, and have often

applied it to the bodies of such trees as appear
bark-bound or otherwise unhealthy.

POTATOS.
Some years since, I obtained in Norwich, (Coa.)

a variety of this vegetable, which, for the table, is

Guperior to any other I have seen. The external

appearance is to an inattentive observer, much
like that of the English whites. The shape is

somewhat different, being longer ; and they are

generally, if not invariably, marked with one or

more red spots or red eyes. When cut open, they

are easily distinguished, being almost white ;

—

while the English whites are yellow. These po-

tatos were called at Norwich the Rogers' pbtato;

that being the name of the person (in the adjoining

town) who cultivated and brought them to Jhat

ij.iiket. I presume this Uariety is known to rna(jy

uf your subscribers ; and it may be, that the nis

tory of it can be traced. 1, for one, should be gra-

tified if you or any of your correspondents would

furnish a short account of this variety. It might

lead to the discovery of other varieties of this tru-

ly useful plant.

1 ought, perhaps, to add that this variety yields

well on good ground, and is of a medium size; and

when boiled or baked, is dry and farinaceous, and

retains its goodness in a remarkable manner till

late in the ensuing summer, Having a good vari-

ety of an early potato, I have not ascertained

whether this is or is not early. H.

Remarks. The potatos mentioned above, came
duly to hand ; are planted, and if their produce is

found to possess valuable properties, it will be dig

tributed in that way which may appear most like

iy to promote its general diffusion

—

Editor.

HORSE RADISU.

In Denmark, the horse rudi.-h is cultivated by
cutting the roots into slips and planting horizon-

tally, the lower end inclining a little upwards, and
the crown of the plant hanging over the alleys, by
which the buda are separated. From time to time

the roots are uncovered and all the lateral fibres

are carefullv removed by which the size and length

of the roots are much increased.

CHRVSANTHEMUM.
This plant is now cultivated to a great extent

in England, and fifty-two varieties adorn the gar-

dens in November.

MELONS.
A second crop of melons may easily be had in

three weeks, bfc cuttings from the ends of bearing

shoots. ^^^re to be struck in pots.

SALT.

The London Quarterly Journal of Science con-

tains a valuable paper on the use of salt as ma-

nure. It has been found to answer the most san-

guine expectations for barley, aus, potatos, and

turnips. Mr. 'ohnsoa has |;iven Uie result of se-

veral trials of it in a kitchen gai-den, which are as

follows :

IVindsor Beans. Soil without any manure prO'

duced 135ii bushels per acre. Soil dressed with

20 bushels of salt per acre a week before sowing,

produced 217 bushels per acre.

Onions. Soil manured with 20
bushels of salt and 10 tons farm-

yard manure.

Soil with 12 tons yard manure.

Early potatos. Soil without any manure, pro-

duced 208 bushels. Soil with 20 bushels of salt,

produced 584 bushels.

Mr. Hogg finds salt to increase the beauty and

size of the flowers of all bulbous plants and carna

tions.

ton. Ctvt.qr. lbs.

3 12 3 12

2 10 2 19

Abstracted from foreign Journals for the N. E. Fanner.

CULTURE OP CELERY.

Mr. Knight from experience, recommends plant-

ing celery at greater distances than is usually

done, and covering the beds into which the young

seedlings are first removed with half rotten dung,

o' erspread to the depth of two inches with mould,

and to keep them very moist. Mr. Wedgwood
finds that seedling plants do best to remain in the

bedl till of considerable size.

CAMELLIAS IN THE OPEN GROUND.

Mr. Harrison finds that the double red, white,

and striped camellias will bear an English winter

if planted out when about two feet high, having

been previously stunted in their growth by repeat-

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

AGRICULTURAL .AND GEOLOGICAL
SURVEYS.

To the President and other Officers and members oj

the Massachusetts Society for promoting Agri^

culture—
Gentlemen,

The subject of this communication is my only

apology for making it. It is agriculture ; or the

application of science for its improvement. It is

an agricultural and geological survey of this Com
monwealth, and other parts of New England.

The object of the survey is to unfold, and ap-

ply the various resources which a bountiful Provi-

dence has in rich abundance, placed at our feet

;

but which yet remain, in a great measure, hiddeu

from our view. Resources which may be appliet?
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to advance, not only tlie interests of agriculture,
i than could be done bj a sipgle individual and ni Mr Skinner— I have taken the liberty to en-

but those of manufactures and internal improve

ments, and of course the general and best inter

aste of our country. It cannot be doubled, that

there are many ore mines, coal beds, peat, marl,

and clay pits— granite, slate, soap-stone, and raar-

Me quarries, yet unknovvn or not applied, with

Iheir greatest efl'ect, to their legitimate uses

—

which proper researches and examinations may

bring to view, and ingenuity and enterprise apply

stranger, however well he might be qualified for close a specimen of the s:lk of this conn :y, as

the undertaking. They would at least bo able to

afford great facilities to some futi.re researches,

which might be more strictly scientific, and ana-

lytical, and be prepared to be interested and pro-

fited by them.

Fourlhly, It may, perliaps, be the most feasible

course. At present, though the science of geolo-

gy has made more rapid ad\ances within th« last

to increase the wealth and gonaral prosperity ot
j
twenty years, than did ever any other science in

the country.
|

the same period of time, there is still, in a great

The importance of such researches and exami-
; part of the community, almost total ignorance upon

nations, guided by the light of science, I know
^

the subject, and if a considerable part of the corn-

will not be questioned, by the gentlemen whom I
j munity can be enlightened into its principles and

take the liberty to address ; but what is the most i „ses. it can hardly be doubted, that they will take

eligible method of effecting an object which all nieasures to avail themselves of the advantages

acknowledge to be important may be a subject of
j

which it ofl'ers.

doubt. To present some definite measures, I hope
I I mil here take the liberty to mention, that I

I shall be pardoned for the liberty of suggesting
j
have been taking measures for several months

for the consider.ition of the gentlemen of the So-
| past, to collect specimens of the useful produc-

ciety, a plan which has appeared to me feasible tion in the mineral kingdom, and in such quanti-

and perhaps eligiide, in the initiatory steps.

The course, v\hicli, with some reluctance, I ask

permission to propose, is to take some measures

to diffuse through the community, and particular-

ly the younger part of it, a knowledge of the gen-

eral principles of Geology, with their application

to the business of the farmer, the nianul'acturer,

and the civil engineer.

It is however, difficult, if not impossible, to give

a knowledge of this srience by books merely ;

—

specimens ami explanations are important if not

essential, for a knowledge of its first elements,

and by the aid of these a knowledge of this

science, is perhaps, more easily and readily ob-

tained, than of^y other which is taught
Measures to present opportunities an^ ihduce-

nienta to various classes of the community, and

among them teachers with a portion of their pu

pils, to hear explanations of the general principles

of the science, and all specimens attended with

appropriate descriptions, Is the plan which I beg

leavr to submit.

ties as to be able to furnish sets to academies,

schools, societies for improi'fmcni, or individuals,

as they should wish to procure them. And that if

any arrangements can be made between several

towns in the same vicinity to furnish attendants,

I will undertake to aflTord them what little aid

is in my power to forward this subject of common
interest, and favorable alike to the pecuniary,

the intellectual, and the moral prosperity of the

country.

The foregoing is submitted for the considera-

tion of the officers and members of the Massachu-

setts .Agricultural Society by their friend and the

friend of science and arts.

To forward the introduction of this science as a

branch of common education, all teachers engaj^-

ed in schools, as the subject is offered to their at-

tention, are invited to a gratuitous attendance.

JOSIAH HOLBROOK.

IS found in the forest. The size of the Locoons
struck me as being remarkable, though froin what
I can learn, not uncommon in this com. try

When brought to me, it was about the si/.e of a
hen's egg, and different from nil others that i have
seen, by having a husk on the outside, in M re-

spect similar to that which immediately enclosed
the worm. Between the two husks the silk was
extremely loose. It was brought to me by a legro
who said it was found upon a black multerry t

The cocoons are found sometimes upon the linn

and sometimes upon the cane. Upon the latter,

they are generally small, but upon the linn they
are mostly larger than upon th«-«iulberry.

This part of the country abounds with the mil-
berry ; mostly black and red, though there are

many of the white. Probably four-fifths of the

forest mulberry are barren, but from the shape of

the leaf, are supposed to bo of the black species.

I am anxious to obtain some information upon
the culture of silk, as applicable to this country.

It would give mo pleasure, therefore, to hear from
you upon the subject.

Respectfully yours.

W. U. BENTON.

I'EACH TREES.
" Peach trees are liable to three casualties :

1. The fly, that deposits its egg near the root,

and there forms a worm.

2. The bursting of the bark by severe frost in

wet winters.

n. The splitting off the limbs at the fork of the

The fly which is blue, (but not a wnsp.) begins

its attack about the middle ot'July, and continues

its depredations until the middle of September
It wounds the tender part of the bark, and gener-
ally at the surface of the ground, there depositing

its eggs, which hatch into worms, and prey upon

The foregoing plan and proposals having been I

'he mucilage and tender part of the bark; until
' the communication between the root and theaid before the Trustees of the Ms. Ag. Soc. and the

Several advantages have suggested themselves, visitors of the Professorship of Natural History, 'branches is cut off, causing the death of the tree.

which might probably arise from the proposed i they referred the same to John Lowell, Dr. J.Jack- 1
To guard against this, raise a little hillock in the

course: and,
I son, and Benjamin Guild, Esqrs. The Committee

j

i"onth of June, round the tree, about a foot high,

J^tVs^, It would i'urnish to the rising generation
j
havinn- taken the same into consideration, are of^° ''s completely to cover that part of the bark

a subject of instruction, calculated to enlarge their
j
opinion, that the instruction proposed to be given

minds and extend their views— an agreeable and
i by Mr. Holbrook, would be of great public benc-

healtliful exercise and amusement, in collecting

and examining the productions of the mineral

kingdom, which in various and rich profusion are

scattered around them, and convert their recre-

ations into sources of rich and lasting improve-

ment.

fit. The subject is one of importance to the farm

ers, and manufacturers of this country, and the

views which Mr. Holbrook entertains of the mode
of instruction appear to the Committee rational

and just. Of Mr. Holbrook's qualifications for such

a task, he has produced highly respectable cvi-

Secondhj, It would place the information arising
j

([qucc : and the Committee, therefore, cheerfully
from the examinations where it is wanted, viz

the possession of the people, and probable to a

greater extent than if they were made by an in-

dividual merely, though he should proceed strict-

ly upon the principles of science, carefully note,

and faithfully report, to the public the result of

his researches and examinations.

Thirdhj, It is believed that the proposed course
though imperfect in its initiatory steps, would
eventually be thorough and minute. If individual

in various parts of the country can be induc-

ed and enabled to examine for thnniselves, and
that too in tlioir ordinary walks and journios, the

geology and agricnlture of the country around
ihem, they would have it in their power to devel-

9pe more fully and minute'", its natural resources,

recommend to the citizens of this State, the en-

couragement of this gentleman in his laudable ef-

forts "to diffuse through the community, and es-

pecially the younger part of it. a knowledge of

the general principles of Geology with its appli-

cation to the business of the farmer, the manufac-

turer, and the civil engineer."

Per order of the Committee,

JOHN LOWELL, Chairman.

From the American Farmer.

SILK.
[Every fact upon this subject is interesting, and

here are some new ones, shewing the spontaneous

growth of the worm and its food, and the uncom-

mon size of their cocoons, in Mississippi.]

kept moist and tender at the surface of the ground.

This hillock will not stand so long at one height,

as to tender the bark above, as the rain will grad-

ually wash it down level with the surface, and it

must be raised again every summer."

To take out the worm, the roots must be uncov-

ered, and the spot looked for where the gum ooses

out : follow the cavity round with the point of a
knife, until you come to the solid wood, and lay

the whole open : the worm will be found with a

white body and black head ; which must be des-

troyed, and the holes carefully filled up with cow-

manure rendered adhesive by sand or lime core

and ashes, as directed by Forsyth.

Soap-suds heated after a family wash, and pour-

ed on the roots of the trees about the middle of

August, has been used with success in destroying

the eggs, or the young worm.

According to Mr John Ellis of New Jersey, tli<

injury arising from the worm may he prevented ir,

the following way :

In the spring, when the blossoms arc out, c'ea-

away the dirt .so as to expose the root of the tree

to the depth of three inches ; surround the trer

with straw about three feet long, applied length
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wise, so thai It intiy have a covoring, one inch

thick, which extends to the bottom of tlie hole,

the hull eiiiis of the straw resting upon the

groiin.i at thp bottom ; bind this straw round the

tree with three bands, one near the top, one at

the miJ iU>, and '.lie third at the siirfncp of the

earth : then fill np the hole at the root, with

earth, an i press it closely round the straw. When

the white frosts ippear, the straw should be re-

moved, nnd the tree remain uncovered until the

blossoiriH put out in the sprint;;.

By ti.is p'ocess the fly is prevented from depos-

iting its oa? within three feet of the root, and al

The former premiums given by the Society for

the improvemout of this article, have, it is believed,
|

caused greater care generally to be tak»n in tlie
[

management of dairies multiplied ice houses
j

among the farmers, and e.xcited fair uompetition, I

as beneficial to them as it is aalutary to our citi-

j

zens. Per order.

J. ADRIANCE, Sec'y, pro tern. '

From CobbeU's American Gardener.

TARRAGON.
This is a very hot, peppery herb. It is used in

., -^
u r

^oup and salads. It is perennial, and may be pro-
though it m.iy place the egg above that distance,

(

^^^^^^^ from seed, or from offsetts, or slips, put
the worm trivels so slow that it cannot reach the

, ^^^ .^ ^^^.^^ j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^p^ ^^^1^ .^^^

:„1 before frost, and therefore is killed before i

^^^^^_ j^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^ beef-steaks in company
it is able to injure the tree with minced shalots. A man may live very well

The troth of the principle is proved by the
|
^^jthout it ; but, an Englishman once told me, that

followinff fact. I practised this method with a
,

,^^ ^^j ^j^, ^^1^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ beef-steaks with
large number of peach trees, and they flourished

g^^i^^^ ^^^ Tarragon, and that, " they voted
remark. biy, without any appearance oj^ 'nj'lfy

, unanimously, that beef-.steaks never were so
from tlie worm for several years, when I was in

duce- to discontinue the straw with about twenty

of them ^ill those which, are without the straw

have declined, while the others zvhich have had the
, , ,, fp, p * ....' •" ** ^V. .-I....U. ^.u..l. ) ^. vpt^gUbWU .lull.

«<;•«»., conliime as vigorous as ever. 1 hus tar
^^^^^ ^^ j.^^^ offsetts ; and sown, or planted, eit, er

eaten !" It must be dried, like mint, for winter

use, —
FENNEL.

This is a perennial plant ; propagated from

Mr E. in spring or fall. The plants should stand about a
" To guard against frost, plant the trees where

f^^^ asunder. It is a tall plant with hairy leaves.
the water a ill run off, and procure the sweetest

j^^ j^^^^g ^^.^ ^^^^^ j^ ^^j^^^^ ^^^ chopped up fine
an.l richest fruit, as the inferior qualities are more

^^ p^,j j^ ^^g^^j ^^^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^j^^ j5^l^ jj^^^ ^^^
iDJured by cold. boiled with fish to give the fish a flavor, and, they

'• The splitting of the tree at the forks, is guard-
, ^^^ ^^^ ,.„„„j mackerel, particularly, when these

e.l against by preserving as many upright branch-
.j^g broiled. The French, who excel in the cook-

es as can be spared, by breaking off, in bearing -^^ ^f ^^j^^ ^^l^^.^y^ jo ^^^^_ nnj^g ,g^^p^^ ^^^^
years, more than half the quantity of fruit while

broiled, become crisp; and, they are then of a
small, and by pruning almost the whole of every ^

^^^^ ^,,3 q^^^^ I„ ,vinter, the seed, bruised,
branch beyond where the fruit is set, leaving onljr

^^^^ f,g,, j,^3 ^^^^ fla„„, ^^ j^e leaves do in sum-
a few buds on each of the succeeding year's fruit, j^^^ . ^^^j^ ^^ ^y j^^tg^ butter, seasoned with Fen-
The size of the fruit is by these means render-

| ^^j^ ,g better than any of the fish sauces, bou-bt
ed larger, more beautiful, and of a higher flavor,

and the growth of the tree is rendered more vig-

orous."

—

Domestic Encyclopedia.
( To lie conlvmid.)

BUTTER.
The New York City Agricultural Society

have offered the following premiums to be award-

at the shops.— It is a very hardy plant. Two
yards square will contain enough for any family ;

and, once in the ground, it will stand there for an

age, or ten ages, as far as I know.

LAVENDER.
This is a beautiful little well-known shrub of

fibres are sometimes broken. All sorts of antmale
and particularly horses, are liable to lameness by
strains. My designed brevity will not permit me
to treat fully on this subject. But let it be noted
that when a horse is lamed by straining, he should

be permitted to rest, and be secured from wet and
cold. Rest alone will sonu'times recover the lone

of the fibres, and complete the cure. But bad
strains should have some suitable applications to

the parts afft-clcd. Oily medicines are in general
to be avoided, on account of their relaxing quali-

ty. But oil of turpentine may be admitted. A
p;irt that is lamed by straining should be bathed

thrice a day, with hot verjuice or vinegar, in which
a small piece of soap may bo dissolved.

Early in the disoiise, if the part be swelled, a

poultice should be applied after bathing. It should

be made of o.it meal, rye meal, or bran, boiled in

vinegar, strong beer, or red wine Ices, with lard

enough to prevent its growing stiff. After the

swelling is down, bathe with camphorated spirits

of wine, mixed with half as much oil of turpen-

tine. Or, instead of the oil, lake sharp vinegar,

and spirits of vitriol, in equal quantities. Keep
on a linen bandage, drawn pretty tight, if the

part affected will admit of it. But long resting

from labor, will in some cases be needful. For

further direction?, the reader may see Bartlet'g

Farriery.

iMason's Farrier prescribes the following reme-

dies for strains. First, Take of sharp vinegar one

pint, spirits of any kind half a pint, camphor one

ounce ; mix them well together, and bathe the

part injured twice a day; a piece of flannel wet

with the mixture, and wrapped around the part,

will be very beneficial ; take from the neck vein

half a gallon of blood. Second, Take of opodel-

doc a piece the size of a marble, and rub it on

the strained part with the naked hand, until the

hand becomes dry, twice a day ; should the in-

jured part resist both of those remedies, you may
conclude the injury is a very serious one, which

nothing but time can relieve, and the horse must
be turned out upon grass a sufficient length of

time for nature herself to perform the great opqra-'

lion.

—

Deane.

ed by a committee of the board of managers, for uses equally well known. Hundreds of acres are

the best specimens of eotter, which shall be ex- cultivated in England for the flowers to be used

hibited at the Fulton and Washington Markets, at {in distillation. Tt may be propagated from seed;

8 o'clock of the morning of the 25th day of June|but is easiest propagated from slips, taken off in

I

the spring, and planted in good moist ground in

$15 the shade. When planted out it should be in rows
10

I

three feet apart, and two feet apart in the rows.

10 If the flowers be to be preserved, the flower-stalks

5 ! should be cut off before the blossoms begin to

•I 15 fade at all. —
10 TOMATUM.
10 This plant comes from the countries bordering

5 on the Mediterranean. In England it requires to

The regulations to be observed in awarding the be raised in artificial heat, and to be planted out

premiums will be
; against warm walls. Here it would require nei

1. That candidai.es for the same, must be per- ther. It climbs up very high, and would require

sons who usually supply any of the city markets bushy sticks. It bears a sort of apple about as big

with summer butter. as a black walnut with its green husk on. This

2. The article must be formed into rolls or i its fruit is used to thicken stews and soups, and
prints, of not less than one, nor more than two great quantities are sold in London. It is raised

pounds—the quantity offered by each exhibitor to from seed only, being an annual; and the seed
be not less than 12 lbs.

j
should be sown at a great distance, seeing that

,^. Competitors in one market, are not to be the plants occupy a good deal of room
candidates for premiums in the other.

next, viz.

.M the Fulton Market 1st premium,
2d do

3d do

4th do

At the Washington Market 1st premium,

2d do

3d do

4th do

4. The style and neatness of the exhibition of

the article as well as its quality, will be taken
into consideration by the Committee.

STRAIN,
Vulgarly called sprain, a violent extension, or

stretching of the sinews, or tendons, by which the

(][/^The correspondent of an English newspa-

per, recommends the keeping of blood hounds, to

facilitate the detection of sheep-stealers, murder-

ers, and other depredators. As a proof of the sa-

gacity of these animals, he relates the foUovving

instance :

" About eighteen years ago, a Mr. Peaton, near

Lymington, Hants, had a sheep shot about one

o'clock in the morning, as the report of the gun

was heard about that time ; and in the morning the

sheep's paunch was found. A person was sent

for the hound to Mr. Edward Toomer, keeper of

the New Forest, and before the hound could be

brought to the spot it was about two o'clock in the

afternoon, a space of time of thirteen hours. He
was laid on, and he followed the scent, a very

crooked road, to the door of the culprit ; the prem-

ises were searched in vain for some time, but the

hound could not be prevailed on to quit. He at

last went into the fuel house, and then began

scratching. On removing the fuel a large stone

was found, which the hound scratched, on remov-

ing which, the mutton was discovered. A search

warrant was obtained, the man taken before a mag-

istrate, and sent to Winchester, had his trial, and

was transported."
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WEKDING PASTUftt-S Ai\U MUWI.NU
.LANDS.
[By the Editor.]

The weeding of pastures and mowing ground is

of much importance, though we believe, not inu ii

attended to. Weeds in grasslands injure t.u

farmer by tiic ground they occupy, Uie seeds they

disperse, anJ sometimes by injuring the quality ol

milk or the health of cattle. Small creeping

weeds, cannot be removed from grass lands on a

iargc scale without causin^' too much expense.

—

But large plants, such as dock, fern, thistle, &c.

should be extirpated. " The weeds that appear

in grass-lands in this country, may be divided into

upland weeds and aquatics, some tew of which

are annuals, but a greater number, especially of

those that are most noticed are perennials.

" Of the upland weeds those which have proved

to be the most troublesome are the upright crow-

foot. Ranunculus, commonly known by the name

yellow weed ; ragweed, ragwort, or Roman worm-

wood, Senecio ; the greater daisy, ox eye, or

white weed ; (.'hrysanthemum ;
yarroiv, dandeli-

on, dock, thistles, sorrel and John's wort.

" Some of these, pariicularly the two last, and

the daisy and ragweed, are conquered by a plen-

tiful manuring of the ground ; for where the land

is rich they are not found to flourish. Pasturing

the land with sheep is said to bo fatal to the daisy

and the crowfoot.

" But the most effectual way to destroy these

weeds, is to break up the land, and employ it in

tillage.

" When it is not found convenient to take this

method, the weeds may either be dug out or else

pulled up by hand, which, when the ground is
|

moistened by rain may be easily done. It is to be

remembered that this should be done at or before
|

mid-summer, that none of their ripened seeds, or
i

any that may possibly vegetate, may be scattered

on the ground.
" The aquatic weeds, such as flags, rushes and

the like, are not easily subdued by any of the

above methods, some of which have often been

tried in vain. Draining the land, which deprives

them of that degree of wetness which is suitable

to their nature, is an infallible method, and, per-

haps, the only effectnal one of destroying them.

—

But liming the ground at the same time, renders

the operation more sudden and effectual. Or if

lime cannot be had, ashes and soot are good sub-

stitutes."

We notice almost every day, packages of fruit

trees, from the nursery of Dr. Fiske, on their viiay

to other towns. It is gratifying to find so much
attention bestowed not only on the culture of

fruit, but on the choice of g-oorf trees. The nur-

sery of Dr. Fiske has been cultivated with great

care, and affords a sufficient choice to almost ev-

ery one who is desirous of trees. We regard it

as of great public utility, and hope the care and
labor of its proprietor will be well compensated.
When the late .Or. Dwight, the distinguished

President of Yale College, first removed to New
Haven, ho immediately began to stock his garden
with fruit-trees. Ilia neighbors admonished him
of what they thought the folly of his undertaking,
saying that if ho cultivated fruit he need not e.\-

pect to enjoy it in such a town as Mcv Haven, for

it would be all plundered. He replied that there
were two courses, either of which might bo adopt-
ed—one, to have all their gardens entirely dcsti-

lute of fruit; the other, to make it so plenty, by

Us general cullivaiiou, as that the depredations on

the garden of any individual would be so light as

not to be seriously felt. Ho thought the latter

course the preferable one ; and theiefore, he said,

ho should pursue his plan, with the hope that his

example would be generally followed. It ivas gen-

erally followed, and the consequence was such

as he predicted.— If this policy were generaHy a-

dopled Its good effects would soon be apparent

—

It has been adopted to some extent in this town
;

and we trust it will be, to a still greater. The fa-

cilities for obtaining good trees are now so great

that it is in the power of every man who owns a

garden, easily to provide himself with choice fruit.

— ff'orcester Yeoman.

Destroy Thistles.—Much has been said and

written on the subject of destroying the Canada

thistle ; and it has been proposed that bounties

for their extermination should be granted by Le-

gislatures. The following we have known put in

practice with complete success. Let them alone

till they are in full bloom, and then cut them with

a scythe. If they are cut when young, they pro-

duce fresh shoots, but if mown just before the

seed is formed, the stem contains a hollow by

which the dews and rain water descend into the

heart of the plant and it soon dies. If, however,

you cannot find leisure to mow them till the seed

is formed, you may even then cut them down, and

as soon as they have dried a liUle in the sun, rake

them into heaps and burn them. It is possible

that a few may spring up the next season, but two

or three cuttings will be sure to destroy them.

in vinegar to tiie pit oi the stomach ; and gentle
friction which should be resorted to, alternately,

with the sprinkiing of cold water, from the begin-
ning of the process, at first with great caution,

over the lower extremities, and gradually extend-
ing it upwards to the left side of the body.

" In particular cases, where the means before
stated prove ineffectual, it will be advisable to

open a vein, or to electrify the patient, by direct-

ing the shocks through the breast, so that the
fluid may pervade the heart. Meanwhile pure air

may be blown into the lungs, (as directed in the
treatment of drew ned persons) ; and if anxiety ap-

pear to prevail, blisters should be applied to the
chest.

" When signs of returning life become evident,

the mode of treatment before pointed out must be
continued for some time, though with great mod-
eration. The cloths applied to the pit of the stom-

ach, should now be dipped in n ine, or warm vin-

egar ; common poultices applied to the injured

parts ; and when the patient is able to swallow, a

mixture of wine and watc , or balm-tea may be

safely administered."

—

Domes. Ency.

PLACES OP SAFETY IN TIMES OF THUN-
DER AND LIGHTNING.

[By the Editor.]

Dr Franklin's advice was to sit in the middle of

a room, provided it was not under a metal lustre

suspended by a chain, sitting on one chair and

laying the feet on another. It is still better, he

observed, to bring two or three mattresses or

beds into the room and folding them double, to

place the chairs upon them ; for as they are not

so good conductors as the walls the lightning

will not be so likely to pass through them. But

the safest place of all is in a hammock hung by

silken cords, at an equal distance from all the

sides of the room. Dr Priestly observed that the

place of the most perfect safely must be the cel-

lar, and especially the middle of it : for when a

person is lower than the surface of the earth, the

lightning must strike Jt before it can possibly

reach him. In the fields, the place of safety is

wilhio a few yards of a tree, but not quite near it

Beccaria cautions persons not always to trust too

much to the neighborhood of a higher and better

conductor than their own bodies, since he has re-

peatedly found that the lightning by no means
i descends in one individual track, but that bodies

I of various kinds conduct their share of it at the

I same time, in proportion to their quantity, and

conducting power.

, During the rising or continuance of a thunder

]

storm, avoid touching the conductors of any build-

ing, or being very near them, especially at an

jopen window. Shun all trees where sithes,nnd oth-

er metallic implements of husbandly are hung up.

Treatment ofpersons .ilrucll with lightning.

j
JleSHSeitatives.—" Spi inkle the face with cold

I water ; or expose the subject, if robust, to the in-

1
flucncc of the shower bath ; apply cloths dipped

JVew Improvement We are informed that Mr
Jedediah Richards, of Elbridge, in this county has

invented a machine for making window sashes,

which operates almost wholly with circular saws.

The stuff from which the sash is made, is not

planed at all— it is wholly fitted with saws from
the rough. Three sides of the stuff are cut at

one operation. It is supposed that at least one

fourth of the labor in making sash in this way
will be be saved from that of any other method
now in use.

—

Si/racuse Gazette.

Planting of oaks.—If the country gentlemen do
not make it a point to plant oaks wherever they

will grow, the time will not be very distant, when,
to keep up our navy, we must depend entirely on
captures from the enemy. You will be surprised

to hear that most of the knees which were used

in the Hibernia, were taken from the Spanish

ships captured on the 14th of Februaiy ; and what
they could not furnish, was supplied by iron. I

wish every body thought on this subject as I do :

they would not walk through their farms, without

a pocket full of acorns to drop in the hedge side,

and then let them take their chance

—

Lord Col-

lingwood's Correspondence.

Slings of Wasps or Bees.—Sweet oil, applied

immediately cures the sting of wasps or bees ;

—

and if the sting is left in the wound, it should, if

possible, be extracted with hair pincers. Or chalh

may be rubbed on the place, or spirits of harts-

horn, or solution of any alkali, as pot-ash, pearl-

ash, or salt of tartar, or soda. But the simplest

remedy, and some who have tried it have assured

us that is is effectual, is to rub the part affected

with a raw onion.

The New -York Statesman estimates the amount
nt wood consumed in the Steam Boats on the

North River as follows :—Thirteen Boats be-

tween New York and Albany require about L.^OO

cords of wood per week. The ferry bouts cross-

ing the Hudson about 1,400 more; besides the

nmount by the way boats to Singsing, Newburgb.

Poughkeepsie, Calskill, iSic. ; making a consump-

tion of more than throe thousand cords of pino

wood per week for generating steam on the North

River.

—

Con. Courunt.
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GARDINER'S CALENDAR—MAY.
|

Sow hurily aromatic herbs, if not done last

month. Small snliids four times in the month for

a complele succession. Railishes and lettuce

thrice. Peas and beans once a-weelt. Spinage

once a-fortni^ht. Carrots, for late drawing, twice

in the month. Borecole, in the first week, for a

second main crop. Dwarf kidney-beans, in the

first week, for a full crop in July ; in the last fort-

night, for crops in August and September. Bore-

cole and Brussels sprouts for the last crop, and

German greens to come in for spring. Savoys for

the last crop. Onions for drawing, young leeks

to be late transplanted, cauliflowers in the eecond

and third weeks for a Michaelmas cro . The

less hardy aromatic herbs, and pumpkins, the last

fortnight. Cucumbers for pickles on a dry warm
iiorder, in the last week. 1

Protection Continue this, nightly, for kidney-
j

beans and lender plants transplanted from hot-

;

beds.

Propagate by bulbs and dried roots. If ^bun-

dance of potatos have not been planted, effect this

as early as possible ; in late situations they may
be planted till the middle of June.

Plant slips and offsetts.

Transplant the cabbage tribe, lettuce, celery,

radishes, and othier plants for seed.
j

Routine culture. Stick peas, top early cropB of I

beans, and also of peas ; earth up cabbages,
|

bp-ans, peas, potatos^ &c. Thin, weed, hoe, and

stir the surface among seedling crops. Water in

dry weather, support stems, pinch off all decayed

leaves, &c.
j

Destroy insects and vermin.

Hardy fruit department. '.

Plant strawhorries, if it has not been donelasl

month. I

Prune what trees you have neglected, and run

the risk of losing, or leave them unpruned till au-

ttimn as a proof of vigilance and skill. Summer
prune vines, peaches, and other early shooting

trees against walls, and such gooseberries as are

planted there to produce early fruit. Remove

all BDckers, excepting selected ones of raspber-

ries, and pinch off strawberry runners as direct-

ed for last month.

Routine culture. Mulch, protect, and water

where necessary. Water strawberries over the

herbage, and especially after the fruit is set.
j

Destroy Insects, especially snails and caterpil-

lars. On the first symptoms of the leaves rolling

lip, unroll them and pick out the grub before it

does further mischief. Take special care it does

not get at the petals of apple and pear blossoms.

Fruit-room. Look over the fruit of every des-

j

cription which the increase of temperature will

now cause to taint rapidly.

Fruii-i-ellar. Open a few casks of such dessert

apples and pears as are now wanted for tho table.

Close them as soon as you have taken out the

proper quantity, and let them still remain in the

cellar.

Slraie paper.—Notice has recently been given

in sijme of the papers, that straw may be convert-

ed into paper. There have been specimens of pa-

per manufactured from oat straw, for some weeks

past in the hands of several individuals in this vil-

lage, and recently we have been informed of the

process by which it is produced. The cohesive

property, so necessary to the formation of paper,

and which straw never was supposed to possess, is

communicated to that article simply by boiling it

about twenty minutes in n solution of potash ; af-

ter which. It is converted into paper by the usual

process. The discovery was made at Meadville,

Penn. and was the result of accident. In remov-

ing the ashes from a leach of long standing, the

straw, at the bottom of the vessel, was observed

to resemble wet tow, in its te.xture. This hint

formed the basis of a course of experiments, whicTi

has resulted in the discovery above mentioned.

—

We understand the process has beeh patented.

The specimens of the paper which we have seen,

are such as leave no doubt that all wrapping, car-

tridge, and other coarse papers, requiring great

strength, may be advantageously produced in fu-

ture from straw, in preference to rags or old

ropes.

—

Buffalo Jnurnal.

Agricultural Convention.—A writer in the A-
merican Parmer suggests the expediency of an

annual convention of delegates from the different

states, to devise plans for the general improve-

ment of the agricultural interests of the country,

and to direct the attention of the public to those

products most calculated to supply the wants and

promote the prosperity of the country. He recom-

mends some time in the summer, when the citizens

of the south visit the north.

took from them many shawls. They then became
an object of fashion. The ladies could find no
other stuff so light, which was so capable of pre-
serving them from the impression of the air.

There was for some time a dispute aruong the
French naturalists whether the material of these
shawls was produced by t'le dromc.lary, Iamb, or
other animal.—They are now convinced that it is

the down of the goats of Tibet. A large number
of goats, called goats of Tibet, were purchased of
the Kirghis Tartars in 1819, and introduced into

France where they have greatly increased. It is

believed, however, by many, that they are not Ti-
betian goals, and that they differ but little from
the native race. The down begins to appear un-
der the long hair, in October and grows until

spring. When it is nearly ready to fall off, it is

gathered with combs ; and the combing is con-
tinued three or four days. The long hair is then
separated from it by hand, there being no other

way. Each animal gives from four to six ounces
of the down. A sh.iwl 5 quarters square, made
from this down, weighs 6J ounces Hamp. Gaz.

Ebenezer Baldwin, George Tibbets, and Oliver

Wiswall, Esqrs , have been appointed by the Ex-

ecutive of New York, commissioners under the act

for facilitating the construction of a rail-road from

Boston to Hudson.

NEW ENGLAND FAIIMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1828.

JVew York Horticultural Society.— At a meeting

of the Inspecting Committee, April 29, the exhibi-

tion of flowers was uncommonly numerous and
beautiful.

A bottle of currant wine was presented by Mr
Yuill. It was made in Scotland ten years ago,

and consisted of nothing but the juice of a mix-

ture of black and red currants, water and sugar
;

and although not a drop of distilled spirits had

ever been added, yet it had spirit, and a lively and

agreeable flavor. Recipe.—Three quarts of juice,

one of water, and three pounds of brown sugar

The management with respect to fermentation, is

very similar to that for good cider.—JV. F. Farm.

GOATS.
These animals are numerous on the Eastern

Continent, and great numbers are domesticated in

Europe, especially in the mountainous parts. The
Bulletin des Sciences states that there are 700,000

in the states of the king of Sardinia ; and that

17,000 are kept in one flock, near Lyons in

France. Goals are numerous in Spain, Italy,

Switzerland, Wales, &c. They yield milk in

large quantities, which is accounted the best milk

of all animals. The goal is the poor man's cow
in many parts of Europe. The unpleasant odor

attending them, is supposed to be very beneficial

to horses, and on this account they are often kept

in stables in England. The goat is. however, a

treacherous, roaming, mischievous animal.

The precious stuffs, that ornament the heads

and shoulders of the rich inhabitants of Persia and

Turkey, are manufactured in the vale of Cash-

mere, from the down of the Tibetian goat. These

shawls were admired in France for their beauty,

fineness, and elegance, and a great price was paid

for them ; but very few were seen there until

1
Buonaparte defeated the Mamelukes in Egypt, and

NETTLE, STINGING— Urlicn dioica.

This perennial plant, found in dry, rubbishy
soils, and in hedges, is but sel ium seen where
the hand of man has not been at work, iind may
therefore bo considered a sort of domestic plant.

In many parts of Europe the 'young shoots are
gathered as a pot herb, for soups, &.c. and the
plant is forced in hot beds for similar purposes
The Domestic Encyclopedia observes that " The
Common Nettle, though generally considered as a
noxious weed, is of extensive utility ; its young
tops may be boiled during the spring, and eaten
as a substitute for greens ; being not only nour-
ishing, but mildly aperient. In the Western Isl-

ands of Scotland, a rennet i.s prepared, by adding
a quart of salt to three pints of a strong decoction
of nettles ; a table spoonful of which is said to be
sufficient to coagulate a bowl of milk. The leaves
are employed for feeding poultry ; and, especially

in tlie winter, when boiled they promote the lay-

ing of eggs— in a fresh slate, they are refused by
horses, sheep, goats, cows and hogs ; though
asses devour them eagerly. When dry, they are

eaten by cows, for which they are an excellent

food, increasing the quantity, and improving the

quality, of their milk. According to M. Van
Geuns, such fodder is an effectual preservative

against the contagious distemper affecting horned
cattle.

The roots of the Common Nettle, when boiled,

communicate a yellow tinge to yarn. But the

most valuable part is its fibrous stalk or stem
;

which, on being dressed in a manner similar to

flax or hemp, has, in some parts of Europe, been
advantageously m3.nufEi.ctured into cloth. This

useful branch of industry has also been attempted

in Britain, and a coarse kind of durable canvas

was produced, which is considerably harder than

the cloth manufactured from hemp or flax. As,

however, this plant requires a rich soil to obtain

it in any quantities, and, as a much greater de-

gree of attention and accuracy is necessnry in the

operation of rotting, than ie requisite either for

flax or hemp, Dr Anderson is of opinion, that the

cultivation of the nettle will be attended v/ith dif.
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ficulty. From the rind, as well as the wnouysub

stance of the stalk, Dr Schaeffer has produced a

very good white writing paper ; though that man-

ufactured by M. De Villette, in France, was of a

dark green colour. The seeds on expression, af

ford an useful lamp-oil.

In a medical view, the whole plant, and partic-

ularly the root, is esteemed to be diuretic ; and

has, therefore, been rccommendeil in the jaundice

and in nephritic coinplaints. A leaf, if plated on

the tongue, and pressed against the roof of the

mouth, is said to be efSc:cious in bleeding at the

nose ; and instances have occurred, in which par-

alytic limbs have been recovered by stinging them

with nettles. If credit is due to some authors, the

e.ipressed juice of this plant is a valuable remedy

to the asthmatic and consumptive.

Some interesting experiments have been made
by M. Zannetini, in Italy ; froui vvhich it r.ppears

that the flowers and seed.s of the Common Nettle

may, with efficacy be substituted for the Peruvian

bark, in all febrile affections, especially in tertian

and quartan agues. This native veaetable oper-

wash them as often as they appear to need it— turnips, niiingel-wurtzel, and oiits. Weiirhtofthc
which is alvfays, when the bark is not smooth." sheep alive, one 239 lbs., another 24411)3. dead.

MANURK^ '°^^ 158 lbs., the other 149 lbs.

Farm-yard dung, it is well known, is greatly re- '

' "" '""^e and more convinced I am right in the

duced in value by being e.xpo.ed to ihe atmosphere ""^^'^
^l'"^'"^'

' ^'™; '^'^^ °^ Srov^'^'S long, fine,

in small heaps, previous to being .spread ; and still f""f^' M"'"" "'""l ^'>' combing. I am satisfied

f. L • J T. r .'r • r. " 's practicable, that the farmer who anolies hismore after being spread. Its fertilising fjualities ,.
i;.

,
'

., ,

'

.' ,
"PP'ies ni.=

i_ .ju.i- uiK.u attention and skil to his obiect. wi 1 find an ad-
are exhausted , by the sun—washed awav by the

, ,
'" "= ""j^ci, wm imu an au

rains, or diffused in the air. and what remains is
">"?

'"/,f"J"
'" '^^ ^^'^ °^ 7"' """^ '"""<'•'"

worth but little. This is more particularly the ..
^^'- ^,^'^''"'

"^^f
".''' ^"I'S'quent communica-.

case with long fresh dung, the greater part of
'O", " The principal object that I had in view was,

which consists of straw wot with liquid manure, '° "^=''^° '^"°"'" "'^ '^-^^^ f«=' 'hat the animal

which may be almost wholly lost to the farmer,

by evaporation; and as Mr. Arthur Young ex-

pressed it, be rather applied to "manure the at

[the Anglo-Merino sheep] will carry its fleece in

all its strength and bpauty, three years. I have
produced the article such as was never seen or

, „ ., .1 1 r- u- I. -^ • , „j I contemplated before, most people suoposincr thatmosphere," than the soil for which it was intend- 1 . \_ . ., o ' '"r"' °"hF"='"d '"'"

, . ,, ri r .If A „j ;
sheep shed their fleece every year,

ed. All careful farmers, therefore, spread and x j . ., , ,,...,. r, ,• .. I do not propose the wool shouU
plough in their manure as soon as possible alter it

uld be more than
. . ^ u 1 1 111-. - • two years' growth, which would require one vear's
IS brougiit to the land; and while it remains in ^.' ^, '

. ,, .

t:
i

i t- une jrear t,

^
_

cutting. 1 he sheep shou

., , J ,. m, I •n up at about sixteen or eigh
avoided to rain and sun-shine. 1 net dung hills "^ "^

IS brouffiit to the laml ; and while it remains in ^.- „';
, , ,, , ,

j-—

-

., , ,1 -^ .. II i,„ cutting. Ihe sheep should be wethers, and out
the yard thev e.xpose It no more than can well be

. u . -
i

lo, anu pui,

- , J , "- J , • rrn I
•11 up at about sixteen or eighteen months old."

—

avoided to rain and sun-shine. Thei dung hills J; . , ^ ^, „
„ J -.u .L L- u 1

Iravsacltons of the tSocieiy for ihe Encourasement
I

are often covered with earth, which receives and fait An o.- ^i n^
^vu,iuQ^n,^n'.

, J., , , 1- r ,
1 I preserves tor use tne gaseous products oi ier;iien-

ates more speedily than the foreign bark ; and, in if . , , .^? [. . ,., ,
.

, J ,
, , , ,

tation and decomposition ; and the manure left by
large doses, induces a leth^irmo sleep: the per- „, - ., j - -.u j u i,

cutt e in the open yard is either preserved by be-

of Arts, S,-c. V 45, p-36,('l,-^27y.

ep : the per

tion to be given ought never to exceed one drachm,
and should bo administered in wine, two or three

times in the course of 24 hours. The same cau-

tious that are necessary in the use of the Peruvi-

an bark, arc likewise to be observed in taking the

seeds and flowers of the nettle. Lastly, M. Zan-
netini recommends a slight infusion of the latter,

m wine, as an excellent preservative for those

who reside in marshy and unwholesome situations.

Domestic Encyclopedia.

DANDELION.
A valuable communication on the cultivation of

the dandelion in gardens, by Gen. Dfarborn,
will he found on the first page of this day's paper.

We think this vegetable bids fair to be a general

and profitable occupant of our kitchen gardens

—

The Caledonian Horticultural Memoirs assert that

" The leaves [of the dandelion] in early spring,

when just unfolding, afford a very good ingredient

in salads. The French sometimes ea* the young
roots and the etiolated leaves with their slices of

bread and butter. When blanched, the leaves

considerably resemble those of endive in taste.

—

The root is considered an equally good substitute

for coffee as chichory, and may like that plant, be

stored in cellars or barrels for producing winter

salad." Should the dandelion improve as much
6y cultivation, as the parsnip and carrot, which in

their wild state are worth but little, it will be a

great acquisition to ou' garden vegetables.

WASH FOU FRUIT TREES.
A gentleman, who has been greatly henefiteil in

his horticultural pursuits by a wush for fruit trees,

recommended by Mr B'-nj Wheeler, of Framing-
ham, Mass. the receipt for which was published in

the New F.ngland Farmer, Vol. iv. page 348—ad-

vises us to republish said receipi, as it cannot be

too generally known, nor too extensively practis-

ed. Mr. Wheeler's presotjption is "to dissolve 2
pounds of potash of the first quality in 7 quarts of
water for the bodies of trees. If the limbs are

covered with moss or lice, 1 take a painter's brush
and apply the solution to the moss. Sic. with care
not to touch the leaves or buds. It may be done
at any time of the year, when we are most at leis-

ure. Once in from two to four years is generally
sufficient. I have no general rule, however, but

away by rain or dried up by the sun.

The degree of decomposition to which farm

yard dung should arrive befoie it can be deemed
a profitable manure must depend on the texture

of the soil, the nature of the plants, and the time

of its application. Loudon says, "in general, clay-

JVew Holland.—The London Quarterly Review
, -,, . .1 ,... , ,, has an article on Cunningham's " Two years in

ing mi.xed with straw, or other litter, or shovelled ., o .u ^ir i <> r l- ,

.y<jaio n.

, . I L -. • .111.1 II "6w South Wales," from which we gather the
under a shed, where it is not liable to be washed „ „ - .it.,,,. ^

following particulars. England first sent convicts

to New-Holland in 1T88. At that time there was
not a civisi.?,ed being, nor an European animal on
the Island. Now there are 40,00(» inhabitants ;

—

200,(100 sheep ; 100,000 cattle ; three newspapers

;

two banks ; several distilleries, one of which con-

., . - r - . J sumes 50,000 bushels of grain in a year : 32 steam
ey soils, as more tenacious of moisture, and more . , , . ... ,":-, ,

' J,;^~,•'„,,,.
, ,- ,- wind, and water mills ; 13 breweries ; 50 vessels

benefited by being rendered incohcsive and por- . ., . , .„ „
i i r., - t ,

'^'=""='='

^
. "

1 J J .u in the trade with England, China, Inc la, &c. ;

—

ous, may receive manure less decomposed than ,
, , ,

, .

1, 1 J . - -1 t! „ 1 . schools ; churches ; reading rooms ; pianos : nost
well pulverized turnip soil requires. .Some plants, « . , , .

< . m'''">^'> > k"""

too. seem to thrive better with fresh dung than
"ffi-^;^ ;/»ge coaches

;
mechanics of all kinds ;_

others, potatos, in particular ; but all the small
thrifty farmers, &c. Of the adult inhabitants, a-

seeded plants, such as turnips, clover, carrots, &c.
h°"t one half are convicts in servitude, one fourth

which are extremely tender in the early stage of ';''"^''='^ "'*'° .h^^^ been emancipated, and one

their growth, require to he pushed forward into ^°
^J. J^"

emigrants. There are three males to

luxuriant vegetation, with the least possible delay,

by means of short dung. c.. _ d \ \ '~T^ T \ _ . „ „ .
'

, T,, , ^ V 1 • 1
Sugar Beet.—A writer in the Pans BuHe/tn o/" The season when manure is applied, is also a c....-.,„„ c ^ ^o^o ,

"""••"••{/
, . , .

. , A
licxences for January lb28, says—that the sweet

a material circumstance. In spring and summer . . .
'

, -
•'

,
, ,..... . f. .1. u .

""^t appears te prosper best in the northern cli-when it 13 used for grain or grass crops the object '^
'

ie to produce an immediate effect, and it should ,, „ . ,,, i ., . ., ,
-

, ,

., c V. 1.11 1 .1 '"^ Antilles—and that the beet yields the great
therefore be more completely decomposed than . j u . i- <• . ,

, u • . 1 1 . ..est and best quality of sugar in the early part omay be necessary when it is laid on in autumn for ,
' •'

" j i- ... «

mates—that the sugar is at least equal to that of

it-

Of
season.

The writer further remarks, that if the discove-
ries and improvements in this species of produc-
tion shall continue to be made for a abort time.

m.iy be necessary

a crop whose condition will be almost stationary

for many months more."

—

Sup. Enc. Bri. &xl.Jigri,

LONG WOOL.
The British Society for the encouragement of with as good success as heretofore, the superiori-

arts, manufactures, and commerce, have awarded fy of the cane for producing sugar will be of short;

n premium to Charles Callis Western Esq. M. P. duration. The above suggestions imply an exten-

for a specimen of long and fine Anglo-Merino sive production of this article, of an amount suffi-

wool.
j

cient to be taken consideration in the speculations

In a communication to the Society, Mr. Western •
and estimates respecting the West India trade.

—

thus describes a sample of this wool : The wool
.

Boston Bulletin.

will be of three ytars' growth next clipping time,
j

,

I took it off this morning from the backs of two i Cheap and ejicacious Manure.—Raise a plat-

wether sheep. I drew it from the skin with quite ' form of earth on the head-land of a field, eight
as much difficulty as if it had only been of one I 'eet wid«. one foot high, and of any length, accord-

year's growth, and with as much pain to the ani- ing to the quantity wanted. On this first stratum
mills. You will observe the strength and clas- .of earth, lay a thin stratum of lime, fresh from Ihe
ticity of the wool, and the impossibility of discover- kiln ; dissolvp or slack this with salt brine from the

ing any difference in each successive years growth, rose of a watering pot ; a<ld immediately another
I estimate the weight of one fleece at 25 lbs., the i layer of earth, then lime and brine as before, car-

other at 28 or 301bs., in the grease,

The food of the sheep has been according to

the season, tares and clover, green grass, hay,

rying it to any convenient height. In a week it

should be turned over, carefully broken, and mix-

ed, so that the whole mass may be thoroughly in-
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corporated. This compost has been used in Ire-

land ; has doubled the crops of potatoes and cab-

bages, and is said to be far superior to stable

dung.— Gardener's Mag.

Law Intelligence.—A suit was tried last week

at New-Hiven, before the Circuit Court of the

United States, in which Grant and Townsend ob-

tained a Tcrdict against Harrington and Brundage,

of $350, single damages, which the Court by law

are bound to set threefold, making $10.')0 damages

and costs, for the violation of a patent for a ma-

chine to make Hat bodies. The Coutt also grant-

ed absolute and perpetual injunctions against the

defendants in all the cases, prohibiting, under pain

of imprisonment, all further violations of the plaint-

ifi"'8 Patent.

ffater-proof Glue.—A correspondent of the

Eastern Argus claims to have discovered a new

method of making glue water proof. His method

is to immerse the common glue in water till it be-

comes soft, and then dissolve it in raw linseed oil,

with a gentle heat. He says it has all the proper-

ties of the common preparation, and is moreover

completely impervious to water.

A foreigner was lately boasting on board a

Steam Boat, that he had been 7000 miles in that

mode of conveyance. An American gentleman

present observed that he had been above 500,000!

This was smiled at as a " Longbow story," but was

true ; the individual was Capt. Jenkins, who had

been for sixteen years engaged in a steam boat

on the Hudson, at the rate of 3.3,300 miles a year.

Mr. Reuben Seelye, a farmer of this town, has

fatted three Swine, which ho killed when they

were nine months old, that weighed when dressed

084 pounds, their several weights being 336, 81t>,

and 33:2 pouuds.

—

Glens Fells Observer.

JVcm Treatise on the Vine—A resolution has been

reported in Congress to authorize the purchase of

3000 copies of a Treatise on the cultivation of the

T'lne, by Mr John Adlum of Georgetown.

JSTew .South IVales.—In an extract from a New
S'ouili Wales paper, published in llie Asiatic Journal for Feb-

narv, it is slated that on a trial of the opium sent from New
Sniilh Wales to Canton, it was found to be equal to the famous

opium from Turkey, and the writer says " if we mav place

faith in one trial of its qualities, this article bids fair lo become

a very proHiable export, if our cultivators will be at the pains Ip

cultivate the poppy."

—

Boston BidUtin

Tarragon Roots.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a few roots

of tins herb, (growijig in pots,) used in soups, salads, &c. price

60 rts per pot. An account of this root from Cobbett's Garden-

er will be lound in tiiis week's paper.

Likewise roots of the Chives, in pots, price 37 1-2 cts. per pot.

Mmiral.
The subscriber informs those disposed lo impro\^c by this fine

imported animal, whose stock is beautiful, that he will be kepi

for this season only, on the Welles Farm, Dorchester. Terms
g;V mli; A. GREENWOOD.

fVanted

A Bull 12 or 18 months old, well made, e.f a red color, either

full or three fourths Eng^lish blood. Apply to iVlr. Russell, pub-
lisher of the N, E. Farmer, (if by lettei-, post paid), m 16

Ornamental Flowers.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a largo va-

riety of Ornamental Flower Seeds, in papers of six and a quar-

ter cents each; likewise done up in packages comprising 20
varieties, each sort being labelled, at 5' per package.

JVcui Vegetables.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establish

ment, a small invoice of rare and choice vegetable seeds, from

Europe, comprising Large Green Artichoke of Laon, (consid-

ered the finest sort known, but very rare, even in Europe)

—

Brighton Coss Lettuce—New Silver Giant Celery—Asparagus
of Allemagne, a new and superior sort—Cremer Carrot from

Holland fine for the table. For sale in packages of 12 1-2

cents each.

Gunpowder, Sfc.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 30 cts.perpound—Shot—Balls

—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Peire—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupojit Powder Store, No, 65 Broad street

—

By E. COPELANU, Jr.

(n? The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "£. Copeland, jr. Boston/' on the head of the

cask If March 14

The London Courier of the 2d. April says,

While the Medway, Capt Wight was in Bahia, refreshing, on

;icr voyage lo New South Wales, a small schooner came in

(roin the coast of Africa, with 400 slaves. It appeared that she

had originally taken on board 600 in all, male and fijniale, bill

being chased by a ship of war, to prevent capture and to lighten

the vessel, the captain had thrown 200 of them overboard !!"

The nighi of the 6th April and the following

morning, were colder at Pensacolathan any Ihat had been ex-

i>erienc''d t!ie past winter. Ice was formed thicker than a dol-

ar, and the gardens in the city and its vicinity, together with

most of the fruit, were entirely destroyed.

Green Peas.—We are informed that green peas
were nn the table at the National Hotel, yesterday ; and that

to-morrow at 2 o'clock, at the same place, those who wish to

enjoy diis rarity can be gratified,

—

Dcm. Press.

Encouragement ofdecency.—Dr Tovvnson, a very
old colonist, dieil about sis months ago in New South Wales

—

he left ,?o 000 to a Mr Spark, because, as it is expressed in the

w'M, '' he was a decent sort of a gentleman."

Five tons of Maple Sugar have been made the
j,resent season in the town of Lyndon, Vermont, beyond w-hatis

sufficient for the consumption of the inhabitanis of the town

Landreth's JSTurseries—JVear Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced lo advertise to them their Nurseries, as oiTering pecu-
liar facilities for the acquirements of useful & ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated by them, con-
slsls of an immense variety of Fruit and Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green-house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in

real value by any in this country. It embraces most of the cel-

ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
observed in making the selection, and the whole is now ofi'ered

as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-

sons not acquainted with the dilTerent varieties by name, and
desirous lo procure choice kinds, by merely stating the time

they wish ihein to ripen, may confidently refer the rest lo the

proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

The Ornamental department is rich in native and exotic

Plants—it contains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,

most ol which are calculated for adorning in the winter seasons,

parlours, sitting rooms, &.C. with an assortment of Hardy Flow-

ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegetables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainly

must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the

subject in the slightest degree. The peparation of those kinds

liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of cultiva-

tion, in gathering, &c. all being under their own personal .sup-

erintendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to

obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a o'epend-

ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced

f
rowers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codmau, Ne
1 Congress St. Boston, ofwhom priced catalogues of the whole

may be had gratis. Persons ordering, may be assured of bav-

in"' every article well and safely packed and forwarded.

Feb. 15. If D. &C. LANDRETH.

Bulbous Roots, SfC.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Establishment,

a fine collection of sujierlor Bulbous RooLs, suitable for spring

planting. Consisting of black, purple, orange, violet, crimson,

rose, nankeen, bronze, and while colored fiOUBLE MEXI-
CAN DAHLIAS. Also, Ferraria Tigrida, or Mexican Tiger

pioiver—Amaryllis Formosissima, or Jacobean Lily—Double
Tuberose, and Ranunculus

;
paintings of which may be seen at

this plate. The above collection of Bulbs is in fine order, and

is from the same H^r.^e fiom which we obtained the Bulbous

Roots last autumn, which gave such uncommon satisfaction.

Also, a further supply ot Lucerne and Potato Oats,

Seeds of the Cuba Tobacco. [BueJta ahaxo'\ Yellow Tobacco,

Teazel, Spring Wheat, Spring Rye, Barley, Rape, Broom
Corn, Spring Vetches, Castor Oil Bean, Corn, (various sorts)—
Weld, Yellow Locust, White Mulberry, Millet, Burnet, Orchard

Grass, Rye Grass, Tall Meadow Oats Grass, While and Red
Clover, Mangel Wurtxel, &c.

ROMAN.
A very elegant, flill blooded horse, iinportcd with a hoiw of im-
proving the breed, w,i| stand this season at the farm of Mr
Stephen Williams in Xonhhoiougli, county of Worcester.
Roman was purel,a,e(l in England ol the Earl ol Warwick—

and his pedigree has l„.(.,i traced in Ihe New Market Studbook
from Clnlders, tlie swillcsi horse that ever run over New Mar-
ket course, through eight generations of the highest bred horse-
and mares in England, witlioiu a single cross of inferior bu.od
At -1 years old he won five, and at 5 years old he won lour priz-
es, and has since beat same of the fleelesi horses in England
over the most celebrated courses.

His colour a very bright bay—black legs, mane, and tail-
walks and- irols well—is iciy good temi)ercd—high spiriled—
active—full filleen and a half hands high, and is considered bv
judges as handsome and well furmeil a horse as can be IouikI
in the country.

Mares have been sent to him from all the New England
Stales, as well as from the remote counties in this Stale and the
neighboring lowus, and his colls are handsome and command
higli prices.

Terms, ^20 the season, lo be paid before the mares are taken
away. Northhorough, May 16, 1828.

Cowfor Sale.

A superior Cow, Ihrcc years old, having had two calves—o(

English breed, and has given nine quarts of milk per day, with-

out any extra feeding, is offered for sale, at Jj!75. She is sold
for no fault—it being inconvenient for the present owner to pas-

ture her. Inquire of James Holden, near the Punch Bowl, in

Brookline, jVIay2

Bull, Young Comtt.
This noble animal, (of the new improved Durham short horned
stock) is t'rom Admiral and Annabetla, presented to tlie Massa-
chusetts Society tor the promotion of Agriculture, l>^' Sir Isaat

ColEn, at au expense of near one thousand dollars, for the pur-

pose of improving ihe breed of cattle in his native Slate. He
will remain at the farm of E. H. Derby, Esq. in' Salem, and
by the direction of the Trustees of the Society, he is to be used

at 53 lor each Cow, payable in advance. The whole proceeds

from this animal, (iln present season) will be lor the lienefit of

the Society, Cows sent from a distance will betaken care of,,

il desireil, at a reasonable charge. „_______

PRlCEJirt~C0lJj\TRY~PR6DlJCE.

APPLES, best, . . - -

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, - - -

BEANS, while, ....
BEEF, mess, new, - . - -

Cargo, No. 1, new,
—Cargo, No, 2, m-w,

BUTTER, inspected, No. 1, new, .

CHEESE, new milk, - - -

Skrnuned milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-slreet, -

Genesee, . . - .

Rye, best, . . . -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye, ....
Barley, ....
Oats, ....

HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new,
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, .

Orchard Grass,

Fowl Meaxlow, -

Rye Grass,

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top . . . -

Lucerne, ....
White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, .

Mangel Wuitzel,

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full lilood, unwashed.
Merino, lliree fourths washed.

Merino, hall & quarter washed

Native, washed, -

Pulledi Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

PKO ViaION MARKET.
BEEF', best pieces, - - -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

wiiole hogs,

VEAL. - - -

.MUTTON,
POULTRY, - . - - r

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lurup, best, - . -

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, ....

Indian, relail. . - -

POTATOS, ....
CIDER, [accorduig i» quality,]
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MISCELLANIES.

Deny every thing and insist upon proof.—Law
yer AcraooJy (said our venerable friend) figured

successful discoverer. [We have just tried this

experiment, and to our do small surprise, find that

what is stated above is true.

—

Edits. Mrrc.

Infant Corse If any object which impresses
at the bar in Essex county, Mass. something like U|,g „„„j with solemn sadness, can, at the same
half a century ago. He had a student named Var- Uj,Qg^ infuse the pensive charm of melancholy
num, who having just completed his studies, was pigygy^g^ ,t jg t|,g mnocent and beautiful corse of
journeying to a distant town in company with his

, ^^ jnfunt, when the chill of death has stilled the
master. Acmoody on his way observed to ''is

j

pulse of life, and the countenance, which had been
stuilent—"Varnurn yon have finished your studies;

; (.i,ancred by disease and di.^torted by distress, has
but there is one importa.it part of a lawyer's prac-

, resumed its native placid sweetness—then to gaze
tics of great consequence, that I have not men-

j
up^n ^1,^ i^^.^iy features, though cold in death, is

tioned." " What is th;it?" inquired the student. ^ ^5^,^^ j^q touching and beautiful, not to awaken
" I will tell it" replied Mr A. ' Provided you will gu ^^^^ tender emotions of the heart an.l soul.

pay the cxpen.'^e at the ne.xt tavern.—The student
j

-p^e fair forehead, adorned with a few little

agreed: and Acmoody imparted the maxim at
! guyig ^j-^of, a„j elegant hair—the cheeks, though

the head of this article. The supper, &c. were „„ longer suffused with the glow of hrallh, yet
procured, and on preparing to set oft" from the ^^^^^ beautiful than the most perfect production
tavern, A.-inoo.ly reminded Varnum that he had ^f jj^g st.,j„^,.y_jl,e Upg, that prattled so sweetly
engaged to pay the bill—" I deny every thing and

insist upon proof," retorted Varnum. The joke

y— the Ups, that p
in life, with a light tinge of the coral still remain

ng, looking as though they yet might speak— the
was so good, that Acmoody concluded it best to

|
pg^k and shoulders, of .lelicate whiteness and fin

pay the bill himself.

May 16. JS2S,

ESTABLISHMENT POK"^si^J^
For sale ai ilie Seed Eslablislimeni, conuericrf unl, ii,= „<k
of the New Engian.i Farmer, No, 62S jTa'ke; I, ee. Bos'ton. the largest vanclv of Seeds to be Ibund in New Enffl-old
of Che crons ol 1827. The greatest care h,. h

" .,,r"?f
'^-crops 01 IK'JV. 1 he greatest care has been lal<el7lo"i;a^t

"""
'"""^^l^'J^:!^:^^:^^.^''^ Srowers.aud to hav

some f

Uie sorts perfectly genuine. The following comDr'ises
our most promjneni son? r >-»

Artichoke, Green Globe
Asjiaragtts, Devonshire

Gravesend
Uattersea

Large wiiiie Reading!
:arly Yellow CranberryBean.i, Ear
Early Mohawk

|

Early Yellow six Weeks
Early Canadian Dwarfj
Early China Dwarf
Dwarf Cluster

White Kidney Dwarf
While Cranberry Dwarf
Red Cranberry Dwarf
Warrington or Marrow
TJiousand to One
Large While Lima
Saba, or Carolina
Red Cranberry string

While Cranberry string

Broad Windsor
Field

Insect labors.— There are buildings by animals

far inferior to man in the scale of creation, many
times more vast in proportion than his mightiest

labors. The cube of one of the African ant-hills is

Lj . .11-.1, 1 J I Bec;^, true Long Blood
ished symmetry—the little hands and arms, more I

Early blood Turnip
beautiful in death than life, crossed on the bosom Early White Scare

that has ceased to beat—who can behold such an

assemblage of loveliness, without being softened

down into tenderness, and freely bestowing the

- . ,
, , 1 ,. T-. ' consecrating tear ot aftection and humanity r

five times larger than the great pyramids of Egypt, r,^. i. .-i- , ,_ •. .1^ Br.- b/r ' 1 ho rnon ,s tnore beautiful when its petals are
in proportion to their size. "These," Ssveetman
says, "thej complete in four or five years; and
thus their activity and industry as much surpass

those of man, as St. Paul's Cathedral does the hut
of an Indian." These ants are again exceeded by
the coral insect of the South Sea, that raises isl-

ands out of depths almost unfathomable. What
lessons for human pride and human power !

The
but partially disclosed, than when expanded to

their greatest e.xtent ; so the beauties of infancy,

checked in their unfoldings, are lovely in death.

Nantucket Enquirer.

A Mr. Rand advertises for exhibition, in Boston,

a solar microscope, which magnifies three million

times. By its aid, snakes, apparently six feet long

may be discovered in vinegar ; and the small par-

ticles on figs, appear moving objects as large as a

good sized terrapin. It must be a pleasant circum-

stance, to have occular proof, that, while we are

licking up the vinegar from our salad, we are tak-

ing serpents to our bosoms. What a comfortable

reflection, as one is munching a fig, to mistake, in

Complaisance, though in itself scarcely to be

rwmbered among the moral virtues, is that which

gives a lustre to every talent a man can be pos-

sessed of. Complaisance renders a superior amia-

ble, an equal agreeable, and an inferior accepta-

ble. It smooths distinction, sweetens conversa-

tion, and makes every one in company pleased 1
the fullness of newly acquired knowledge, the

with himself. It produces good nature, and mu- {cracking of one of its seeds for the crushing of a cZrois, Ah

Scarcity
French Sugar, or Amber
Orange
Green, (for soups, &c.)

Borecole

Brocoli, Early White
Early Purple
Large Cape

Bnissetls Sprouts,

Cabbage, Early Salsbury dwarf
Early York
Early Dutch
Early Sugarloaf
Early Lon. Battersea

Early Emperor
Early Wellington
Large Bergen, &c.
Large Cape Savoy
Large Scotch
Large Green glazed
Large laie Drumhead
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Yel low Savoy
Turnip rooted, &c.
Russian
Late Imperial
Late Sugarloaf

Letluce.Eariy Curled Silcsin
Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial
Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Teiinisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Coss
f;alh Cuss
Ice Coss
While Coss, or Loal',
Green Coss

Melo,,, P.iie Apple
Green Ciireu
Persian
Nutmeg
Large ("anleleupe
Pomegranate, or Musk
Carolina Water
Long Island Water
Apple seeded, Water

Marjoram,
Mustard, While and Brow/i
Nasturtium
Mangel Wurtzel,
Okra
Onion. Potatoe

Tree
\Miile Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
Stratsburg
Large Red

Parsley, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
Curled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelling
Silver Skinned

Peas, (14 varietiesj)

Peppers, Long, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squash
Bell

* Cherry
Pumpkins, Finest Family

Connecticut Field
Mammoth

Radish, Early Frame
Shori lop Scarlet
Lc'iig Salmon

Cardoon.

U. S. Gaztual benevolence, soothes the turbulent, humanizes snapping-turtle'a shell,

the fierce, and distinguishes a society of civilized
j ^ gentleman, an attentive observer, who keeps

persons, from a confusion of savages. In a word,
, ^ sto^e in the southerly part of Boston, has ascer-

oomplaisance is a virtue, that blends all orders of
^
tained that a stage coach passes his premises eve-

men together, in a friendly intercourse of words
i ry four minutes in the day. This, probably, in-

and actions, and is suited to that equality in hu-
j dmigg the numerous hourlies between Roxbury,

man n.iture, which every one ought to consider,
| Dorchester, &c. About one in every twenty rain-

and value so far as is consistent with the order
j

meg p^gses Charlestown bridge, during the whole
and economy of the world.

Three wonders of ivomen—1st At fifteen, they

wonder who they shall take. 2d At twenty-five,

they wonder whom they shall get. 3d At thirty-

five, they wonder who will take them.

Curious fact.—Cut a couple of cards, each into

a circle of about two inches in diameter—perfor-

ate one of these at the centre, and fix it on the

top of a tube, (say a common quill)—make the oth-

er card concave, end place it over the first, the

twenty-four hours.

Jin improved method ofpreparing corn for plant- j

(-^'''^^^y Curled or Peppergrass

;«g-.-Soak the corn in warm water, for thirty-six
'

^'"°^'' '"^"'"^ "' ^'"''''''

hours—then, for half a bushel of corn, boil three

pails full of water with half a pint of tar, taking
care to stir the water until the tar is thoroughly
mixed with it. Cool the water until you can hold
your hand in it without inconvenience ; then put
the corn into the liquor—keep it in about five min-
utes, stirring it constantly—then out the corn into

Early Horn
Blood Red(for West In.

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

Cauliflower. Early and Late
Celery, While solid

Rose coloured solid

Italian

Celeriac, or turnip rooted
Cliervil.

Chives.

Com Salad, or Vellikost

Broad leaved
Water
Long Orange

Cucumber, Early Frame
Green Cluster
Short Prickly

Long Prickly
Long green 'Turkey
Long while Turkey
White Spined

orifice of the lube being thus directly under, and I ^
'''''^^!' "", ^ ,

"" ? '"•"''' P'"''" " """ '"^

almost in contact with the upper concave card; try
I

^'^'",'"
J''"

';°"^'^- Let it remain in the ba.sket

to blow off" the upper card, and you will find it im-
possible. Wo understand that the cause that coun-
teracts the effect as first expected at this singular
phenomenon, has lately puzzled all the members
of the Royal Society of London. A medal ind a

hundred guineas are said to be the rewcrd of the

twenty-four hours, when it will be ready for plant

ing. Corn prepared in this way will come up sc
veral days sooner, than that planted in the com-
mon way. This has been found by experience to

be a complete preventive against the ravages' of
crows, wire-worms, and all other insects.

New Hampshire Statesm/in.

Small GTrkin, &c
Eo-^ Plant, Purple

White
Endive, Green

White Curled
broad leaved Baiavian

Garden Burnet
Garlic Sells

Indian Com, (several varieties)

Kale, Sea
Purple curleil

Green curly Scotch
Lfk, London

Lar^ Scotdi

Purple Short Top
„ . r Nai

Cherry
Long while, or Naple?

tei colored
While Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanish

Rhubarb, for tarts, &c.
Ruta Baga,
Sahafy,or vegetable oyslei

Skitrel

Scorzanera

Saffron,
Spi7iach, New Zealand

Pricklv, or Fall
Roundieaved sumrnef
Eng. Patience Dock

Sage,
Sijuash, Early bush Summer

Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow-
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tmnatos
Turnips. Early White Dutrh

Early Garden Stone
While Flat, or Globe-
Green Round
Red Round
Swon's Egg
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long Tankard
Long Yellow French
Yellow Dutch
Yellow Maltese
Yellow Aberdeen
Yellow Stone
Yellow Swedish

Thijme—Siieet Basil—Boneset.
I.acender—Rostntartj—Hyssi^,
Wormu-ood—Summer Savont,
Penny roital—Spikenard—Dill,
Balm—Tansy—Bene, i^v.
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PLAJSrER OF PARIS, CLOVER, &c.
The following extracts are frojii a Series of

Papers, coinmunicaled for llie American Farmer,

by (jieo. VV. Jeffreys, Esq. of Norih Carolina

ihroiigh the apertures— jjut lime, aslies, &c. all in

vain. Once the trees are attacked, they invaria-

bly die. This is the best tree of the garden ; it

produces the most excellent fruit. I ain deter-

mined to try on it an experiment, which I have for

a long lime thought of, but from which I have

for rfitardinj^ vegetation, as leeks, Loreuoles, 6ic.

Jlccileration by she.lttr, and exposure to the sun,

is the simplest, and probably only piirnilive mode
of accelerating the vegetation of plants. And
hence one of the objects for which wall and

hedges are introduced in gardens. A May-duke

I have been in Ibe habit of using plaster more p^'"'*ys ''^'5" discouraged by my friends saying cherry, trained against a south wall, and another

than twenty years, and its effects on every kind of "^'"'' ^^''" l^'" '''«= 'rce. But the tree is already I
tree, of the same species, la the o; en comp.irtment

vegetation (sedge >J-rass e.xcepted which it dimin- "'' '* dead, and I think there is even prudence in
|

ot a sheltered garden, were found, by the latf J

isiresj are surprisingly great. There is no arable I

'''^ "''''• s""=e it leaves at least a possibility—a '' '
-'•'"—'•- n, ,:_u. __,.

lover seed here—neither \

'i°Pe of saving itland left unsown witti _
i

is plaster of so much benefit tn lani left bare (Jf |

" S^eat deal of conversation followed that exi

grass ; plaster is not a manure but a stimulus ; it |
P*-''^'""^"^ !

some laughed, some found it absurd. I

stimulates clover, and clover manures the land ;-r- i

""y^^"" ^''^''^'^ ''"'' c.xamined with anxiety the tree

three pecks of plaster are enough as a top drea- "^^'^'y ^"y- To our great surprise ond satisfac-

sing for one acre, and all kinds of small grain in- I
''""' ^^'^r the fall of the faded leaves, the vege-

cluding hemp and dax are benefitted by the same j

'^"°" ""Csumed all its activity, and a new set of

quantity to the acre. Early in the spring we sow I

''^aut'fu'. 'ong- green leaves again covered the

plaster on our clover pastures and grain fields ;.^ ! '"'^- Encouraged by this success, all the fruit

our sheep are not permitted to run in the clover I

"^"^s of the garden, sound or not, were scalded

fields in the v\ inter, and are kept out iu the spring,} before the setting in of winter,

until the clover is well grown— at this time. also j

'^''^ brother of the young lady having taken

hogs are permitted to graze upon it, ant if they !

confidence in the operation, and huving himself an

are well salted will thrive as long as clov«r laste.
|

"fcbard of a hundred and fifty fruit trees, apples,

The second crop injures the stock, particularly P^^'"S' plums, peaches, &c. of which a few were
horses, very much by creating a slavering, and iti

"'s° worm-oaten, took the resoludon to have them
is best to keep them off, and devote the second h" scalded b^M-e winter. An iron kettle was
crop to seed. We generally salt our clover hay,' brought into IW orchard, kept boiling, (water ad-

nnd put it under cover, not much together ; mixing '^'^^ ^''O'"' " "ewAboring brook in proportion as it

it with straw answers a good purpose. ]n saving i

^^'^s used) and wree or four quarts poured at the

clover seed the heads should be gathered quite
, ''°'-'o'" °^ each tree, about one foot above the

dry, and kept in that state until sown. Those {

S^^^d ; care was taken to cause the water to

follow the trunk and penetrate to the roots, by
pouring it round the tree, and not too fastT Thi.s

was done to each tree in the orchard with the

greatest ease in less than half a day's labor. The
same operation was performed again in the spring
as scon as the frost was out of the ground. Not
a single tree died. Those in bad order revived,

and Ihey are all recovered with the most luxuriant

blossoms.

This discovery, for it well deserves the name,
will certainly rank among the most useful. I has-

ten to send it for your valuable paper ; it should
be reprinted in all the publications of this country,

for it might save many thousand fruit trees this

season from destruction, if known by all gardeners
and farmers.

In former times, a young lady who had become
a benefactress of her own country, by her inge-

nuity and industry, would have received, as a re-

ward, a crown of the finest flowers, with a basket
of the best fruit ; but in these dry modern times,

let her, at least, receive our best thanks. D. C.

who sow seeds for market too often heat it, which
prevents it from coming up ; the good or bad qual-
ity of clover seed may be discovered by filling a
glass tumbler half full of water and .Iropping a

few seeds in. Those which sink are good, those
that swim are generally deprived of their vegetat-
ing pojvers—Clean seed should be sown in the
following manner. Let the weather be calm
(which is also necessary for sowing plaster) and
let the ground be laid off into eight feet lands ;

take as much seed as you can between your thumb
and two fingers for every two casts or steps, and
let the casts not exceed the width of the land."

PLASTER OF PARIS APPLIED TO SEEDS.
Not only Indian Corn, but Peas, Oats, Buck-

wheat and probably most other seeds are benefitted
hy wetting them with water and then rolling them
in plaster.

From the New York Statesman.

Kyle, of Moredun, near Edinburgh, on an average

of years, to differ a fortnight in the ripening of

their fruit. In cold, <lanip, cloudy seasons, they

were nearly on a par ; but in dry, warm seasons,

those on the wall were sometimes fit to be gather-

ed three weeks before the others. It may be here

remarked, that though, in cloudy seasons, those on

the wall ditl nut ripen before the others ;
yet their

flavor was, in Koch seasons, better than those of

the others, probably from the comparative dryness

of their situation. Corn and potatos on the north

and soutli sides of a hill, all other circumstances

being equal, ripen at about the same relative dis-

tance of time.

Acceleraiing by soils is effected by mapii es of

all sorts, but especially by what aie called hot and
stimulating manures and composts, as pigeons'

dung for cucumbers, blood for vines; and, in gen-

eral, as to soils, lime rubbish, sand, and gravel,

seem to have th.e power of accelerating vegetation

to a much j;re«ter degree than rich clayey or

loamy soils, '»• bog or peat earth.

Accclcrniing by previous preparation of the plaid.

is a method of considerable importance, whether
taken alone, or in connection with other modes of
acceleration. It has long been observed by culti-

vators, that early ripened crops of onions and po-

tatos sprout, or give signs of vegetation, more
early next season than late ripened crops. The
same of bulbs of flowers which have been forced,

which rc-grow much earlier next season, than
those which have been grown in the open air. It

was reserved to Knight, however, to turn this to

account in the forcing of fruit trees, as related in

a paper, accompanied as usual by what renders aK
the papers of that eminent horticulturist so trulf

valuable—a rationale of the practice.

FRUIT TREES.
What are you doing there madam ? said I last

summer, to an industrious and amiable young lady,
who herself takes the care of her flower, fruit, aiid

kitchen garden
; for mercy sake ! what are you

doing there ? Don't you see, answered she; I am
scalding this peach tree. Do you want to kill it.'

On the contrary, I wish to save it if I can ; the
root is worm-eaten—the leaves are curling and
withering— it will be dead in a few days, if I do
not apply an efficacious remedy. I have lost seve-
ral fruit trees this summer by the worms ; in vain
have I tried all the means suggested, as to dig
round—look for worms—use a wire to kill them

Frsm Loudon's Encyclopedia of Gardening.

TO ACCELERATE VEGETATION.
Accelerating by the form of surface consists in

forming beds or banks in an east and west direc-

tion, and sloping to the south, forming an angle
with the horizon, the maximum of which, in gar-
den soils, cannot exceed 45 degrees. On such
beds early sown crops, as radisnes, peas, turnips,

&c. will come much earlier, and wfnter standing
crops, as lettuce, broccoli, &c. suffer less from se

vere weather than those on a level surface

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
The benefits of these associations have been fell

by the agricultural interest of our country, which
has been essentially promoted by the diffusion oi

practical and scientific information on subjects

connected with the business of the farmer. Within
some twenty years that these societies have exist-

ed, crops of many of the products of the soil have
doubled and a general increase taken place in oth-

ers. The breeds of animals, particularly sheep
and kine, have improved by crosses with such ani-

mals as were imported by some Agricultural Soci-

ety or by some individual member; and a very vis-

ible improvement has taken place in the imple

ments of husbandry.

—

Boston Patriot.

Tooth-Ache.—'X remedy for this most painful af-

fection which has succeeded in ninety-fiveof a hun-

dred cases, alum reduced to an impalpable powder
The

[
2 drachms, nilrous spirit of ether 7 drachms miseA

north side of such beds or ridges itniy be used and applied to the tooth.
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WORMS IN APPLES.
It is now about iime tor the insects to beg'in to

deposite their eggs in the young apples and plums.

At the time the apple is about the si^e of a cher-

ry stone the insects make small holes, and leave

their eggs. The holes look as though they were

made with the point of a penknife. Their eggs

are not so big as a seed of herds grass, with the

hull rubbed off. In about ten days, the egg be-

comes a very small magot with a black head, and

commences his march in all directions through

the apple till the worm and apple thnt does not

drop off get to full size. One may see the insect

very busy about the trees. Its body is about the

size and color of the wire worm, wings long and

narrow, legs very long, wire shape, resembles the

musquetoe. They often get into houses and

flutter about the windows. I liave known many
plum trees of the best kind that never would hold

their plums till they were more than half grown,

the owners tired of looking for fruit would cut

them down. The cause of their dropping off, I

believe to bo nothing but worms. Would it not

be worth while to cover some branch of such

trees with a piece of milinet for an experiment,

—

the covering would not be needed but a few days.

I wish some one that has time and skill would find

a preventive for this evil. M. FRENCH.
Salisbury, May 19, 1828.

sent juncture especially, all the aid that can be

given ; and that it adds greatly to the reputation

of his flock, to have the fleeces well washed, well

tagged, and well put up!

Very respectfully,
j

Your oU't. servant,

W. R. DICKINSON,
i

From the Ai Farmer.

washijVg sheep.
J. S. Skinner, Esq. Steiibenvitle, May 1, 18;'28.

Dear Sir,— I have just received yours, enclosing

a letter from one of your subscribers, on the sub-
j remind the reader of the principal ingredients of

^rom the Democratic Press.

SOAP SUDS A MANURE.
A few years ago my attention was attracted by

the soil of ray garden, reduced to a state of pover-

ty unfriendly to vegetation. Interest in all its fu-

ture produce, influenced my wishes for its restora-

tion. An invigorating manure was necessary ;

—

but such a stimulus could not easily be procured.

While considering which of the siiccedaviea with-

'n my reach, had the greatest probable appearance

of succeeding, it occurred, that possibly some triv-

ial advantge might be derived from the soil and

alkali suspended in the waters of a washing.

—

Pits were immediately ordered to be made, and

in them, the contents of a tub, which luy servant

usually committed to the common sewer, were

carefully deposited ; as wasliing succeeded wash-

ing, other pits were dug and filled, so that llie

whole garden, a small portion e.vcepted, has in ;.his

manner been watered and enriched ; that small

portion remains a visible demonstration of the util-

ity of this manure. There vegetation is still lan-

guid ; while the rest of the garden, invigorated

by the suds only, annually exhibits a lu.xuriance

almost equul to any thing this -fflfctile neighbour-

hood can produce.

Remarks on the abate by the RevWhomas Falconer-

1 The above important experiment may perliaps

ject of washing wool on the sheep's back ; a tas!

performed in tiiis country with very little trouble

or expense.

We make a pen, of boards or fence-rail, large

enough to hold the flock, (of three or four hun

dred sheep) immediately on the margin of some

the oil-compost, suggested by Dr Hunter, of York,

In this simple fluid manure we have an anlaiai

oil, and tlie same alkali ; but neither of them
perhaps, in so pure a state as in the manure, with

the addition of fresh horse dung. The fresh horse

dung is added in order to pro.'uce heat and fer

running stream, which is made to form one line of
, mentation ; and a delay of si.x months is supposed

the enclosure. The men employed to wash the to be necessary, to make the compost fit for use.

animals, take them, one at a time, (each man tak-
;
All, however, that seems to be gained by the horse

ing one) from this fold into the water, about waist dung, is the animal oil, which may be united with
deep, or nearly to their arm-pits, where they rub

|

the alkali during the progress of fermentation, and
and press the wool with their hands and arms, lui- ;the straw, which in the fermentaiion of the com-
til the water runs out eutirely dear, which, gci^cr-'. post v.-\\\ bind the mass together, and when de-

ally speaking, will occupy from three to five min- 'composed on the ground, will afford a small sup-
«tes. They are then taken to the shore, either ply of vegetable matter. If we make the conpar-
dbove or below the pen, as most convenient ; and ison strictly accurate, on the other side, we may
after the water is carefully pressed from the wool

j
observe, that in the fluid manure there must bo an

are turned loose upon a dry spot, leading, if prac-
j

increased quantity of animal matter in the water
ticable, to the pasture fields. On the fourth or

I after it has been used for the purpose of washing
fifth day they should be shorn.

! linen

Pour or five active men, beginning at an early

period in the morning, will wash from six to eight

hundred by five o'clock iu the aflPrnoon, at which

The experiment then shows what is the advan-

tage of the application of the nil and alkali only,

as a manure, and perhaps the delay of 6 months
hour the washing should cease, in order that the in preparing the compost would not be compensat
sheep may, in some measure, become dry before I ed by any superior efficacy, that may be expected
sunset. I need hardly add, that the utmost care to rise from the combination of horse dung. It

should betaken to keep the mouths of the poor i also appears from the experiment, that the "corn-
animals above water, and that they should be hand-

j

post is a more useful discovery than Dr. Hunter
ted carefully and gently in all respects. ' himself could justly infer from his own limited ex-
Wc use no material but cold water in this oper- ' perienco of its effects,

ation, the natural grease in the wool possessing a 2 This mixture of an oil and alkali has been
saponaceous quality which renders the washing mare generally known than ailopted, as a remedy
•perfectly easy.

, against the insects which infest wall fruit trees.
Pray tell your correspondent that he need not U will destroy the insects which have already

fear tonshing money out of his pocket into that of formed their nests and bred amongst their leaves.
ihe noor munvl'acturcr, who requires, at the pre- When used in the early part of the year, it seems

to prevent the insects from settling upon them ;

—

but whether by rendering the surface of the leaf
disagreeable to the bodies of the animals, and thus
repelling them, or neutrniizing the acid they de-
posit, and thus preventing the leaf from contract-
ing into a necessary form for their recepdon, I

cannot presume to determine.—One of the modes
by which this mixture indirectly contributes to the
fertility of the ground, may bo by its destruction
of the insects, which prey upon the plants. It is

also, I think, to be preferred to the lime water, as
well as the wood ashes and lime, which Forsyth
recommends to be usi-d for the removal of insects.

It is prefprable to the lime water and the lime, be-

cause lime loses its cau.-ticity, and with that its

efiicary, by exposure to the air, and must conse-
quently be frequently applied ; and to the dredg-
ing tha leaves nith the fine dust of wood ashes
and lime, because the same effect is produced by
the mixture without the same labor, and is obtain-
ed without expense.

Mr. Speechley, in his treatise on the vine, puh-
lished in 1796, has used this mixture with great
success ; hut he has applied it awkwardly and
wastefully. He directs it to be poured from a
ladder out of a watering pot over both trees and
wall, beginning at the top of the wall, and bring-
ing it on in courses from top lo bottom. Mr.
Speechley is not the first per.son who has thought
of this application of tlie mixture. It is a fact

which has long been known and neglected.

A considerable extent of wall may be washed
by means of a common garden pump in a short

time ; and tliis operation should be repeated as

a supply of a mixture can be procured ; or if the
water of a washing cannot be had, a quantity of
potash of commerce dissolved in water may be
substituted. The washing of the trees and wall

twice a week for three weeks in the spring will

be sufficient to secure them from the injuries of
these insects. On the whole, then, this must be
considered as a valuable manure, as it can be ob-

tained easily, at sn!.all expense, nnd in large quan-
tities ; and when its nature is well understood,

will probably be no less esteemed by the farmer
than horse dung. To the gardener as well as the

farmer, it is useful mixed with mould as a fertiliz-

ing compost ; or when fluid may be applied to his

fruit walls as a wash fatal to the noxious brood of
predatory insects.—A'tV/io/son's Jour V. 20.

Remarks of a Countryman.

The discovery of soap suds as a manure, is

worthy of the consideration of agriculturists gen-

ally. In addition to the applications of oil, pointed

out by Mr. Falconer, I have used it with some suc-

cess in the preservation of cucumber vines froaj

the bugs which are detrimental lo them. I also

think that water and muskmelon vines might be

preserved from the bugs by a timely application

of suds. The advantages of it are not sufficieritly

known. Future experiments, 1 am disposed to be-

lieve, will stamp a value on it far beyond what ve
at present conceive or anticipate.

I

A COUNTRYMAN.

The citizens of Bellows Falls have given notice

that a boat will ply weekly between that place aad

Hartford, Con. during the season.

THE GOOSEBERRY,
In Piedmont, where it is found wild, and the

berries eatable, but astringent and neglected, is

called grisellc. Some derive our namejgooseber-
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ry fiom gorseberry, or tlie resemblance of the biisb

to gorge"; others, as Professor Miirtyn, from its be-

ing used as a saiioe with yoiiiii; or green geese,

—

Gerrard says, it is calleil feaberry (feverberry) in

Cheshire, and it has the same in Lancashire and

Yorkshire. In Norfolk this term is abbreviiited to

i'eabes, or, as they pronounce it, fabes. Carberry
,

•. , u ij

is another British name for this fruit. The goose- bo, lit up and pour it ,„ your dish
;
you n.ay add a

halt pint of - -.--- -1 ...u... J .

USEFUL. RECEIPTS.
Celery Sauce for Roasted or Boiled Fowls.—

Take a large bunch of celery, wash it very clean,

cut it in little thin bits, "nd boil it softly in a little

water till it is tender, then add a little beaten

mace, some nutmotjs, pejiper and salt, thickened

with a good piece of butler rolled in flour, then

ream, a glass of white wine, and a

spoonful of catsup.

Brown Celery Sauce.—Stew the celery in a lit-

tle water, then add mace, nutmeg, pepper, salt, a

piece of butter rolled in flour, with a glass of red

wine, a spoonful of catsup and half a pint of good

gravy, boil all those together and pour thein into

the dish. —
To dress Calfs Head Soup Take a calf's

head, (with the skin on if you can get it) part of

the liver and lights, boil it in six quarts of water,

until you can take the bones out, put it on a dish

berry-bush is a low brarjching, prickly shrub, with

trilobate sub pubesoont leiives, one flowored nod-

ding peduncles, and pt-nlulous berries, nairy or

amootli. It is a native of several parts of Europe,

and abounds in the ValUiis in copsewoods. where

it pr iduccs a sniiiU, t'reen, liairy, high-flavored

fruit. In EngUnd it is naturalized in various pla-

ces on old walls, mini, and in the woods and hedg-

es about Darlington. It is cultivated in greater

perfection in Lancashire than in any other part of

Britain ; and next to Lancashire, the climate and

treatment of the Lolhians seem to suit this fruit.

In Spain and Italy the fruit is scarcely known —
In France it is neglected and little esteemed. In

, , •
i

some parts of Germany and Holland the moderate |

thyme and sage, mace and cloves, skim the water
, ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ Spartium scoparium.—This

temperaiure and humidity of climate seems to suit if there be any fat on it, then put it all back in
j
^^^^.^^^ ^^^.^^ .^^ .^^ such great plenty in different

the fruit but in no conntrv is its size and beauty the same water that you boiled it in, and let it I

^^ Scotland, EnMnnd, and Ireland, as to sub-

to be compared with that produced in Lancashire, boil till done
;
just before you take it up, put one

1

^^^^.^ ^^^ ^j. ^^^ commonest purpose,^ of the hou.se-

or from the Lancashire varieties cultivated with glass of wine and brown it with a little birntj|^^|^
.^ also one of the most ornamental shrubs

care in the more temperate and humid districts of sugar, thicken it wilh a little butter and flour.— It
;

^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^ ^^ decorate the .shrubbery. It grows

Britain. Neill observes, that when loreigners you want to make a great deal of soup, you must
| ^^ ^^^ ^^. .^ ^^ ^j^. ^^^^ . j,,^ branches are very

witness our Laiicnshire gooseberries, they are add a knuckle of veal, as the head only will not i^^^^^^^^
^^^1 j^^^^^j^.^^^ j^^ bark is quite ffreen.

ready to consider them as forming quite a differ- make it rich enough, fry some forcemeat balls and I

^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^;,^p,g ^j,,j trifoliate

BOSTON PUDDING.
Make a good common paste with a pound and a ;

half of flour, and three quarters of a pound of but'

ter. When you roll it out the last time, cut off

the edges, till you get the sheet of paste of an even

square shape.

Have ro.idy some fruit sweetened to your taste.

If cranberries, gooseberries, dried peaches, or dam-

sons, they should be stewed, and made very sweet. ,

If apples, they should be stewed in a very little wa-

ter, draineil, and seasoned w ith nutmeg, roge-water

and lemon. If currants, raspberries, or blackber-

ries, they should be mashed with sugar, and put

into the pudding raw.

Spread the fruit very thick, all over the sheet of

paste, (which must not be rolled out too thin.)

When it is covered all over with the fruit, roll it

up, and close the dough at both ends, and down

the last side. Tie the pudding in a cloth and boil

Eat it with sugar. It must not be taken out of

season it with pepper, salt, and sweet marjorum, the pot till just before it is brought to table.

eot bramh of fruit. Happily thiswbolesome and put in it. If you wish to make the dish without

useful fruit is to be found in almost every cottage soup, boil the head in the same way, and season it

"arden in Britain ; and it ought to be considered in the same manner, in the dish, with a little of

as a part of everv gardener's duty toencourage the the water it was boiled in. thicken it a little with

introduction of its most useful varieties into these butter and flour, put it in the oven till you think

liumble emlosures. In Lancashire, and some parts 't is done.

of the adjoining counties, almost every cottager P«" Sou/?.—To two quarts of peas put two gal-

who has a uarilen, cultivates the gooseberry, with 'ons of water, three large onions, a handful of

a view to prizes given at what are called goose- parsley, a little thyme, pepper, and salt.

berry prize meetings; of these there is annually —
published an account, with the names and weight •^'"- G"« Famous Buiins.—One pound and a

of the successful sorts, in what is called the Mm- half of fiour, (a quarter pound left to sift in last)

c/ie.s'<"r Gooseberry- Book. The prizes vary from and a half a pound of butter cut up fine together
;

10s. 10 £.5 or £10. Tlie second, third, to the sixth then add four eggs beat to a high froth, four tea-

and tenth degrees of merit, receiving often pro- cups of milk, half a wine glass of brandy, wine

portionate pri es. There
spring to -'make ap," as the

persons, and the conditions of the exhibition ; and ponnd of sugar, then sifMn the quarter of a pound

in August to weigh and taste the fruit, and deter- of flour, and when the lumps are all beaten fine,

mine the prizes. In the gooseberry-book for 1819 set them to rise in the pans they are to be baked

is an account of 13(j meetings ; the largest berry
,

in. This quantity will make four square pans full.

produced, was the Inp sawyer seedling, a red fruit, I

—
weighing 26 dwts. ITgrs.—40 red, 33 yellow, 47 ' -B'^^A: Cake, much esteemed.—Three pounds of

green, and 41 white sorts were exhibited, and 14 butter and three pounds of sugar beat to a cream,

new-named seedlings, which had been distin- three glasses of brandy and two of rose water,

guished at former meetings, stated as "going out"

or about to he sold to propagators.

Use The fruit was formerly in little esteem
;

but it has received so much improvement, that it

is now considered very valuable for tarts, pies,

sauces, and creams, before being ripe, and when
at maturity it forms a rich dessert fruit for three

months ; and is preserved in sugar for the same

purpose, and in water for the kitchen. Unripe

gooseberries can be preserved in bottles of water

.igainst winter ; the bottles are filled with berries

close corked and well sealed ; they are then plac-

ed in a cool cellar till wanted. By plunging the

bottles, after being corked, into boiling water for

a few minutes, (heating them gradually to prevent

cracking,) the berries are said to keep better.

—

London's Encyclopedia of Gardening.

The upper part being of the former, and the

lower part of the latter description ; these will be

sometimes retained by the plant for a portion of

the winter, but when entirely divested of foliage,

its numerous shoo's being green, give to it a pleas-

ant appearance. It is the flowers, however, which

constitute its principal beauty: these expand in

the month of May ; they are large and yellow, 'of

a papilionaceous form, and are produced in such

profusion in some seasons, as almost to cover the

shrub ; the seeds grow in compressed pods, are

small, and of a kidney shape. There is a variety

with white blossoms, and another with variegat-

ed leaves ; there is also the Spartium junceum, pi'.... L _,
. , r Spanish Broom, with single and double flowers,

are meetings held in and rose water each, and one vvine glass of yeast ;, J^ ^,^,^ ,^^^j^,^ .^^ i^ „„t sufiiciently hardy to

I term is, the sorts, the sfr U ^» together^ with a knife, and add half a
j ^__^^^_.^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^ ^^;^ latitude, though it would

suit the climate of North Carolina, and south of it.

Prince's Horticulture.

Mthea frutex or Hibiscus syrincu.t.—This shriib

grows generally to the height of 10 or 13 feet;

but there are some on Long Island which are :il

least 1.5 feet in height. It forms a fine conical

shaped head, and the different varieties continue
twenty-eight eggs, and three pounds of flour ad-,, ' . „' ., , „„.„„„, „f =,,mmt.r tn the
J 1 i! J . .L 1 c blooming from the latter part ot summer to tne
ded by degrees together, six pounds of currants,

end of autumn. The single flowering ones com-
SIX pounds ot seeded raisins, one ouice ot cinna- ,. .. • .u „ „„,i „,i,o.i thov arr>•^

' mence earliest in the season, and when tliey are
mon, one ounce ot nutmeg, three quarters of an , .. iv j ui „..„„ „„mr„or,/.o ^nrt cnn-'

r • nearlv past, the double ones commence, ana con-
ounce ot cloves, halt an ounce oi mace, one pound . ,,<•. . ii,„ f.,rti,or ovnnnainn of
„ . ,T 1 1 V, I J fi r \

tiniie till frost prevents the turther expansion oi

of citron. (Two large loaves baked five hours.)

A beautiful specimen of American Leghorn, was
yesterday left at Mrs. Tew's for inspection by the

ladies. It was manufactured of the native spear

grass of our meadows, by a young lady of Danvers,

[Mass.] and for the beauty and neatness of work-

manship, surpasses the imported Leghorn of No.

50. We hope some of our munificent ladies will

be the purchaser of this superb article at a liberal

price, as a reward of native ingenuity and indus-

try.

—

Pkovi. Am.

their flowers. There are a number of varieties,

among which are two new double ones, originated

from seed within the last few years.

—

Ibid.

Improvement of Morals. i f^entleman at Ha-

vana states, that murders in that city are becom-

ing very rare, not more than two a week having

been perpetrated during the last year.

Jamaica.—The sugar crop has commenced, anfl

a luxuriant harvest was anticipated ;
but the cof^

fee plantations yielded very short of their usunt

supply.
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PEACfl TRJiES.
{Concludedfrom page 339.)

Mr Thomas Coulter, ot' Bedford county, Penn-
sylvania, givos the toUorting directions tor culti-

vating peach trees, which he has succeastully pur-

sued in Penrisylv .nia and Delaware, for 45 years.

See Trans. ^Imer. Phil. Soc. vul. v.

' 'I'he principal causes of peach trees flying

whilst young, are the planting, transplanting and
pruning me same stoc/i ; wliich causes the stock

to be open and tender, and the bark of the tree

very rough: this roughness of the bark gives op-

portunities to insocls to lolge and b'-ecd in it;

nnd birds search after these insects, for their sup
pi»rl ; and with their sharp bills, wotind the slock

in many places : from which wound the sap of the

tree is drawn out, which congeals and never falls

to kill, or to render the tree useless in a few
years. To prevent which, transplant your peach-

trees, as young as possible, wiiere you mean them
to stand ; if, in the kernel, so much the better, be-

cause, in that case, there will be no chock of

growth, which always injures peach-trees. Plant

peach trees, Hj feet apart, both ways, e.\cept you
would wish to take your wagon through the or-

chard to carry the peaches away ; in that case,

give 24 feet distance to every fifth rovv, one vv-ay,

after transplanting. You may plough and harrow
amongst your peach-trees, for two years, paying
no regard to wounding or tearing them, so that

you do not lake tiieni up by the roots. In the

month of March or April, in the third year after

transplanting, cut them all off by the ground;
plough and harrow amongst them as before, tak-

ing special care not to wound or tear tliem in the

'smallest degree, letting all the sprouts or scions

^row that will grow ; cut none away, supposing
si.x or more should come from the old stump ; the
young scion.-i will grow up to bearing trees on ac-

count of the roots being strong. Let no kind of

tieast-; into peach orchards, higs excepted, for fear

of wounding the trees ; as the least wound will

greatly injure the tree, by draining away that sub-

stance which is the life thereof; altuougli the tree

may live many years, the produce is not so great,

neither is the fruit so good. After the old slock

s cut away, the third year after transplanting,

the sprouts or scions will grow up, all round the

old stump, from four to si.x in number : no more
will come to maturity, than the old stump can sup-

port and nourish; the remainder will die before

ever they bear fruit. These may be cut away,
taking care not to wound any part of any stock,

or the bark. The sprouts growing all round the

old stump, when loaded witii fruit, will bend and
rest on the ground in every direction, without in-

juring any of thein, fur many years, all of them
being rooted in the ground, as though Ihey had
been planted. The stocks will remain tough, and
'.he bark smooth, for 20 years and upwards ; if

my of the sprouts or trees from the old «Lump
jhould happen to split off, or die, cut them away,
'.hey will bo supplied from the ground, by young
trees, so that you will have trees from the same
atump for 100 years, as I believe. I now have
trees 26, 20, 10, 5, and down to one year old, all

from the same stump. The young trees coni-
rag up, after any of the old trees split off or die,

ind are cut away, will bear fruit the second year;
iut this fruit will not ri|ion so easily as the fruit

on the old trees from the samostem. Three years
after the trees are cut off by tho ground, they will
ie sutiiciently *arge and knshv. to shade the

ground so as to prevent grass of any kind fioin

matting or binding the surface, so as to injure the

trees
; therefore, ploughing is useless, as well as

injurious
; useless, because nothing can be raised,

in the orchard, by reason the trees will shade all

the ground, or nearly so ; injurious, because either

the roots, stock or branches will be wounded
;

neither is it necessary ever to manure peach-

trees, as manured trees will always produce less

and worse fruit, than trees that are not manured
;

although by manuring your peach-trees, they will

grow larger, and look greener and thicker in the

boughs, and cause a thicker shade, yet on them
will grow very little fruit, and that little will be

of a very bad kind, generally looking as green as

the leaves, even when ripe, and later than those

that never have been manured.*

•' Peach trees never require a rich soil ; the poor-

er the soil the better tho fruit ; a middling soil

produces a more bountiful crop.

" The highest ground, and the north side of

hills, is the best for peach tiees ; they keep back

vegetation, by v/hicli means the fruit is often pre-

served from being killed, by the late frosts in the

month of April, in the Pennsylvania latitude. I

have made these observations from actual experi-

ence. •"

" A gentleman from Monongahela county, in

Virginia, called at my house, and asked me who
instructed me to cultivate peach-trees ; I told hiin

that observation and experience were my teach-

ers. The gentleman observed that Col. Luther
Martin, in the lower parts of Maryland, and anoth-

er gentleman near the same place, whose name
he could not recollect, were pursuing the same
plan advantageously."

The propriety of transplanting trees, wo have
before e.xplained.

The practice of Mr Coulter, in cutting down the

trees is highly rational : they are thus forced to

spend their vigor upon their bodies and roots, in-

stead of shooting up into the air with thin barks,

which are easily penetrated by the fly.

The best kind of peaches is said to be produced

from inoculation ; and upon an apricot stoclc, as

they are not liable to be injured by the fly ; and

that peach-trees thus produced, grow larger and

rise higher, than when on the peach stock

Grafting the peach upon a plum stock, has also

been practised, with a view of resisting the attack

of the fly ; but this operation must be performed

under ground, otherwise an unsightly knob will

bo the consequence of the- peach tree overgrow-

ing the plum stock, and endanger the breaking, off

of tho tree, at the place ofjunction.

The directions given by Forsyth, with respect

to wall peach trees, may be applied to our stand-

ard trees, viz. " To pinch off all the strong shoots

in June, the lirst year the tree bears ; which will

iTiake theiD throw out side shoots ; these, if net

laid too thick, will make fine bearing wood for the

succeeding year. If the strong shoots be suffered

to grow to their full length, they will bo large

and spongy, and will neither produce good fruit

nor good wood for the following year. Sometimes

weakly trees are covered with blossoms, but if too

' This assertion it! directly contrary to the experience of a
gcnllemaii iu New .lersey, wlio has remarkably line peaches,

regularly manures his trees every year, and asserts thai the

speedy decay ofcommon peach Irees Is owing chiefly lo a neg-

lect oi'tlie practice. He even said experience convinced him it

was owing to ihe-same circunisloncc, ihai pcjicli atones did not,

in g«ucra!, produce ftiiit like llic original tree.'

much fruit be suffered to remain on them, they
will be weakened so much that they will never
recover. In tfiat case, I would recommend pick-
ing off the greater part of the fruit to let the tree
recover its strength. When trees in this state
are pruned, never prune at a single flower hud ; as
tne shoot will be either entirely killed, or at least
die, as far as the next wood-bud.

" 1 have often topped the strong shoots twice in
the course of a summer, before they produce the
fine kind, bearing wood. These strong shoots e.x-

hausl the tree, and never produce good wood,
when neglected to be topped. I would recom-
mend to cut out such shoots when the trees are
pruned in the spring, and to leave only the bear-
ing wood, which may be known by two small
leaves where the flower buds will be in the fol-

lowing year ; (the strong shoots having only one
leaf-bud at each eye) and to pick off ill sidc-shoots

near the tops of the branches, as soon as they can
be laid hold of"
Peaches yield, on di-tillation, a highly flavored,

but unwholesome spirit, which is much prized.

—

one or two spoonsfull, added to a bowl of commou
punch, greatly improves it. Indeed it is diflicult

to find a more agreeaDle assuager of thirst, than
such a combination.

The flowers of peaches emit an agreeable, fra-

grant odour, and have a bitterish taste. If distil-

led in a water bath, they yield a whitish liquor,

about one-si.\th part of their weight, and which
communicates to a large quantity of othei liquids

a flavor similar to that of the kernels themselves.

An infusion of half an ounce of the fresh gathered

flowers, or a drachm of them when dried, in half

a pint of boiling water, sv.f-etened with a little,

sugar, is said to be an useful laxative and vermi-

fuge for children.

—

Domestic Encyclopedia.

Breeding of Maggots, &,-c.— Dr Mitchell states

in the N. Y. Farmer, that the rearing and multi-

plication of maggots, for profit, is a regular busi-

ness at the horse butcheries, near Paris. They
are sold by measure, for feeding birds and poultry,

and for fish bait. The man who superintends the

maggot-breeding, pays to the owners of the

slaughter house 30 francs ($5,03) per week, for

leave to carry on the trade !

fVool.—Mr Rapp, of Economy, Western Penn-

sylvania, offers for wool well washed on the sheep,

as follows :— full blood merino 40 cents ; seven

eighths 35 ; three fourths 31; one half 27; common
wool 22. It is doubtful whether the wool grow-

ers of New England will get higher prices than

these the present season.

—

Havip. Gazette.

The commissioners, who v\'ere appointed to in-

quire into the stale of the Paris horse butcheries,

reported that they had seen the flesh of fat horses

so carefully ranged along the walls, that it would

not have dishonored the best butcher's stalls ; and

they believed that much of it was consumed by

the poor of the metropolis. They say that no

doubt is entertained of its palatableness, heallhi-

niiss, and nutritious qualities I

—

Ibid.

The editor of the Baltimore of Gazette acknowl-

edges having received a sample of Libeiian Coffee.

It is pronounced lo be not inferior to Mocha cof-

fee, aud superior to Java. It was gathered by the

natives, and sold by the colonists at Liberia, for

about three conts a pound. It is stated that coffee

trees grow spontaneously at Liberia .;—and that

there are extensive forests of it there.
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PASrURE.
Some graziers mix a tew ahoep and one or

two colts lu oacU pasture, whicU both turn to ac-

count, and do In lie injury to the grui^inj; cuttle.

—

In some cases, slieep are of real beuctit, by eating

down and destroying ra^rwort, (Seneci • jacobaa)

which disgraces some of iRe best pastures where

oxen are only graced.

So various is trie appetite of animals, that there

is scarcely any plant which is not chosen by some,

and left untonclied by otticrs. The following eco-

nomical e.xperiini'nt is well known to the Dutcii,

that when eight cows have been in u pasture, and

can no longer get nourishment, two horses will do

very well there for some days, and when nothing

is left for the horses, four sheep will live upon it
;

this not only procecUs from iheir dift'ering in their

choice of plants, but from the formation of their

mouths, which are not equally adapted to lay hold

of tiie grass.

New grass, stocked very hard with sheep,

curbs the partial luxuriancy of the seeds, and

makes the grass unite and mat at the bottom,

forming a tender and inviting herbage.

Mlernatdy mowing and /'eediiig land greatly

improves it.

In Cardiganshire and Yorkshire, it is custo-

mary to put up Uieir tields as early in iWay as they

can, for the sumiuer sea.soii, with no other atten-

tion than eradicating dock, or cutting down this-

tles, &c. In tnat state they continue tU iNoveai-

ber or December, when all the stock is turued >.n,

and every animal is in e.xcellent condition, wiUi-

out the aid of hay, straw, or oats, and the butter

is as good as in any part of the year. The frost

sweetens the grass, and snow does not injure ;

—

but while It is buried, dry food must be resorted

to. Ill the spring of the year, young shoots of

grass are very forward under the shelter of the

old, and botn together are eaten with avidity.

—

The land which was before mossy, from being o-

verstocked and graced too bare, is soon filled with

palatable and abundant food, and the moss disap-

pears without the aid of the plough, or surface-

manure.

In turning out horses to grass in the spring,

it is usual to choose the forenoon of a fine day to

do it in ; the natural consequence is, the horse fills

his belly during the sunshine, and lays down to

rest in the cool of the night ; thereby, probably

exposing himself to disorders. In some parts of

Yorkshire a better practice prevails ; the horse is

turned out at bed time ; the consequence is, he

eats all night, and sleeps in the sunshine of the

ne.xt day.

In Gloucestershire the best cheese is made
from the coldest and least productive soils ; over-

run with rushes, &c. intermixed, however, with

better herbage, .'^nd in North Wiltshire (famous

for cheese) some daiiyuien mi.x sheep with the

cows, to impoverish the pasture ; in the proportion

of about one sheep to a cow.

The bottom of an old hay stack is esteemed

an e.xcellent manure for pasture land, as besides

the nourishment it alFords, it contains a quantity

of grass seeds, which furnishes a new set of plants.

It should never be sufifered to mi.x with manure
for corn lands, as it will then raise grass and oth-

er plants, which, though of use in the pasture, are

weeds among the corn.— Glemtings ai Husbandry.

A society has been formed in Philadelphia, un-

der the name of the "Horticultural Society of Penn-
svlvania."

HOP BEER.
! For a half barrel of beer take half a pound of

hops and half a gallon of mola.sses ; l;he latter

must be poured by itself into the cask. Boil the

hops, adding to them a te.i-cupfull of powdered

ginger, in about a pailfull and a half of water, that

it, a quantity sufficient to extract the virtue of the

hops. When sufficiently brewed, put it up warm
into the cask, shaking it well in order to mix it

with the molasses. Then fill it up with water quite

to the bung, which must be left open to allow it

to work. You must be careful to keep it constant

ly filled up with water whenever it works over.

When sufficiently wrought to be bottled, put about

a spoonfuU of molasses into each bottle.
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PRESERVED STRAWBERRIES.
i To one pound of ripe strawberries put one pound

of powdered loaf sugar, laying alternately on a

deep dish a layer of each. Let them lemain tliiis

for twenty-four hours, when boil them in a sirup

till they are all of a color. In order to determine

when they are done enough, cut one of theoi open.

Then, taking them out, boil the sirup to the con-

sistence of a jelly, let it remain till cool, then put

in your strawberries, and let them boil up once,

take them off, and when cool, put them into a pot

for use.

The justly celebrated M. de Pradt, is now en-

gaged in forming an experimental farm, as a school

o' practical husbindry for the central part of

France. It is situated about a league from Allan-

dies on the great road from that city to Bort, in

the department Correze.

Magnetic needle.—Professor Eaton proposes that

the needles of compasses should be tipped with

silver, brass, &.c. This not only preserves the

points from rust, but withdraws the poles froui any
attractive power in the brass, whether it arises

from hammering, or from any particle of steel or

iron which may have been accidentally left in the

brass.

—

JVew Bedford Mtrcury.

Hare'—During the past winter a number of

I

gentlemen procured a large number of hares to be

collected in the western counties, fifty of which

;
have been brought down, and turned loose in dif-

ferent places on Ijong Island. It is a harmless an-

imal, and does no injury to the farmer. It is

, therefore to be hoped that they may be suffered to

i

increase and multiply for a little time. They are

really game ; they afford much fine sport for the

lovers of liuntiug ; and they are said by connois-

eurs to be superior to the English hare, a- brace

of which costs a guinea in that country. They
'are more like the French hare, an article much
esteemed by epicures. The meat is black as that

of the deer, and is exceedingly delicate.

—

Com.
Advertiser.

Meat may be preserved fresh many months, by

keeping it immersed in molasses. A joint of meat
or any provision, suspended in a flannel bag, will

keep sweet much longer than by most of the

modes commonly practised. The cooler and drier

the meat is, when the flannel is put round it the

better, and the fiannel should be perfectly clean.

Cart Horse John Kane was tried, convicted,

and sentenced to the penitentiary for si.t months,

at hard labor, for unmercifully beating his hofse.

He is a gray headed man— ftJ years old,—A". Y.

Advertiser.

OUt'llAIti.*

HoiC. Any soil is suitable for nn orchard, which
produces good crops ot gruin, gross, or garden ve-

getubles; but a good dcc). sanoy loam not too dry

nor very moiat i.-i to be prelerred. In the silliest

part of the ground you may plant pear tiees ; in

the lighter, apples, plums, and cherries, and in the

hghtesi, peach, nectarine, and apricots.

Aspect. A south eastern aspect is generally re-

commended ; but when this exposes the trees to

tiie sea winds, a south western may Ue better.

—

Some recommend a northern aspect, and planting

tiees the north side of a wall to prevent them Irum

budding and blowing so early in the spring as to

expose them to frosts.

Preparation of tlie ground. If the land be sward-

ed It should be broken up and tilled at least one

year before tue trees are planted.

Manure. Rotten leaves, or the mould formed

by the decomposition of leaves, is recommended

by Forsyth. Compost, or rich earth, is said to be

preferable to dung, which encourages iu.sects and

blight. iVlcMuhou says, "it is well known that

where hog.s and poultry are constantly running

over the ground, the trees seldom fail of a crop—
which is the best proof that manure is necessary.

Any manure will suit an orchard ; but the sweep-

ings of cow-houses, hog-pens, slaughter-houses,

poultry and pigeon houses, emptying of drains, &.C.

are more disposed to facilitate the growth of fruit

trees than stable manure. However, any kind of

manure is better than none at all."—"Hog dung

is accounted to have a peculiar virtue in invigor-

ating weak trees. Rotten turf, or any vegetable

refuse, is a general manure—excellent for soils,

not already too rich. For an exhausted soil^Avhere

a fruit tree, which has been an old profitable occu-

pant is wished to be continued, a dressing of ani-

mal matter is a powerful restorative, such as hog's

or bullock's blood, offal from the slaughter- bouse,

refuse of skins and leather, decomposed carrion ;

also urine diluted with water. In a soil which

does not effervesce with acids, a little lime, dug

in a spade deep is beneficial to fruit trees.

—

Aber-

crombie.

Distance of trees in an orchard. It should be

considered at the time of planting to what size the

trees are likely to grow. And they should be set

so far asunder that their limbs will not be likely

to interfere with each other, when they arrive at

full growth. In a soil that suits them best they

will become largest. Twenty-five feet may be the

right distance in some soils ; but thirty-five feet

will not bo too much in the best, or even forty

Deane.

Cropping. It is proper to crop the ground a-

mong new planted orchard trees, for a fe\v years,

in order to defray the expense of hoein:.' and cul-

tivatinjr it ; which should be .done until the tem-

porary plants are removed, and the whole be sown
down to grass. But it is by no means advisable to

carry the system of cropping with vegetables to

such'an excess as is frequently done. If thd bare

expense of cultivating the ground, and the rent,

be paid by such cropping, it should be considered

enough. As the trees begin to produce fruit, be-

gin also to relinquish cropping. When by their

productions they defray all expenses, crop no lon-

ger. I consider these as being wholesome rulefff,.

both fbr the trees and their cwKersi

—

houdon'.
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itble bUDierraneous products, ami to incur great
expense in niakinj; ahonive trials.

Thero are certain indications, which point out

Orchards which are laid down to grass last long-
1 smooth, if it is wished that the timber may be re-

esl ; but it is necessary to keep the ground clear produced, that the ne.v growth may start together,
of weeds and grass for some little distance from

] and not be shaded by trees of a larger growth.—
the roots. They may be pastured with calves and

j
Selecting now and then a large tree, destroying a \

^^^ existence of metals, coal, &c. and to search for

awine, and by the latter with much advantage, as I number of trees in order to obtain access to'^it,
! '•'"^"^ wnere such indications arc not present is as

they destroy the curculio. Sheep may be admit- and felling it in such a manner as to injure and ' foo'i'^l'' as il would be to look for tropical fruits m
ted, proviiie.J the trees are smeared with a coat

|
oreak down many others is a wasteful practice, I

^'''<^"''"^- Dr, Cooper, in the last Philadelphia
of lime, or with Forsyth's compo.-^ition

;
but large

; which is insufferable where wood or timber pos- 1
*''''"''" °'' W'"''=h's l^omestic Encyclopedia makes

cattle, vitiirh can reach np to ihe limbs of the
[
gggggs fjny value. j

the following observations on this subject

:

trees should not be suffered to mn in an orchard,
j

But it is not merely in forests, nor as supplying I

"/'«/i™'!«»s of coat. It is hardly possible to
In Gernviny they surround the routs of fruit trees fi^e „.(,od and timber that trees are valuable.—

;

S'^e any useful notions on this subject to persons
in grass land, with hemp breakings, not only the

j
.,Considered agriculturally," says an English writer, "'''° '"'^'^

P''''' °° attention to geology, or subter-
stock, but for some distance from the tree. The.uthe advantages to be derived from 'subdividing ''''"^'" S^^S^apy- But it may be observed briefly,

breakings of flax, and spent tan are also recom-
]

extensive tracts of country by plantations are evi".
1- '•• '*= hopeless to search for coal mines in a

mended for the same purpose. dently great, whether considered in the light of /'nmiY/rt country, that is, m the strata called gra-
—

,
affording immediate shelter to the lands, or in that ""^' gneiss, mica, slate, soapstone, clay slate, or

TO pt'BiFY MUSTY CIDER.
j

of improving the local climate." The fact that the ^^S"'"^- Sometimes powerful floods or some oth-

A friend informs iis that a few slices of the red climate may be thus improved, has iu very many " '=1"^° '""y have washed away and denuded
hftt, put into a barrel of musty cider will deprive instances been sufficientiv established. It is in-

^""'^ °*' ^^^ intermediate strata between granite
It of us disagreeable taste and smell, as well as

; ^^ed astonishing, how much better cattle thrive in
^°'^ ''O"'' "* ^^ Hidimond, Virginia : but these are

prevent its becoming vapid or acid.
| fields even but moderately sheltered, than they do

''^'"^ ^'"* anomalous cases. 2 The class of rocks

—
I

in an open exposed country. In the breeding of '=^"'='' transition, such as grauwacke, and grau-
cucuMBERS

1
cattle, a sheltered farm or sheltered corner in a "'*'=''^ ^'"'e, "flen contain anthracite, glanz, or

Are rendered more .vholesome by slicing them ; f^r^jg ^ ^^ing jj,„j.,, pri-^gd ; and in instances smokeless coal; as in Schuylkill and Luzerne
into a basin of cool spring water. where fields were taken by the season for the

coun'ies, Pennsylvania 3. Ti.e class of rocks

purpose of fattening them, those most sheltered '''"^'^ secondary or horizontal, contain almost all

never fail to bring the liighest rents, provided the "'^ ''"°^^" '="'*' basins. Every coal field, or coal

To make sage cheese, take the tops of young
, ggn ^g equally good with that of the neiirhboring ''"^'n "' ^hat is called geologically the independ.

red sage, and having pressed the juice from them
; figjjg^ ^|„gh are sheltered by trees. If wl inquire ®"' '="*' formation, consists of a separate series of

by beating in a mortar, do the same with the :„,(, ,|,g ^^^,,5^ ^^.^ gj^gu fi^j that it does not al-
"fegularly elliptical strata, dipping from the out

leaves of spinach, and then mix the two juices Logg„,gr jgpg'nj „„ ^^ early rise of grass, on ac-
break or crop toward the centre of the basin

together. After putting the rennet to ihe miik, Ig^^nt of the shelter afforded to the lands by the 'T'"-'"'-' "'" '"""'' ''*'"" ^^^ stratum called in Eng-
pour in some of this juioe, regulating the quantity jp,3Pt^,ig„. but, likewise, that cattle, which have '""" the. floetz magnesian limosloue, and usually

by the degree of color and taste it is intended to
j
;„ j,,^,^ pQ^^,^^^ j^ ^.^U geaggng^ to indulge in the

''^"'"'' downward toward the mountain or Derby-
give the cheese. As the curd appears, break it kjjjjj

i^pj^g^ jj(j-,j^jgj t[,pij, 1^ ,^ggg^ j-ggj (,gjtpf . shire limestone, which rests on the old red sand
gently, and in an equal manner, then emptying it

[ because their bodies are not pierced by the keen'
^'""^- ^ '=°''' fi*"'d consists of various strata of

int.. the cheese vat, let it be a little pressed in or-
^^j^^s of spring and autumn ; neither is the tender *'"''' '^''^y- "' '''"»' at the top, coniaii -.ng pyrites

'' " " '"
'
'"" "'

grass destroyed by the frosty blasts of March and *"" vegetable impressions ot ferns, pmos, bamboos,

^ ] j&c. then coal, then argillaceous gravelly or free-
^'

, , , J :

stone strata, then coal, then argillaceous ffravellv.
Dr. Deane observed, "to manage pasture land i , . p,.^^.,„„„ ^,_ ,, „f, ., "

.
.':

, .-

',
, .

,,'='„ "^
, ,, and treestone strata, otlen alternatinrr with basalt,

advantasjeouslv, it should be well fenced in small ;^ „, ^, ,^„,,, ,, ^ i i .
. ^ -.

, , ,• . or wid or loadstone, then coal again and so on. 4.
lots, of four, eight or twelve acres, according to I ,,,, ^ „,„„, i k i / i . . i ^

'. ' - . .. . .... 1 he great coal beds (coal strata or cosl measures)

SAGE CHEESE.

der to eat mellow. Having stood for about seven

hours, salt and tuin it daily for four or five weeks,

then It ttill be fit for the table. The spinach be-

siiles improving the flavor and correcting the bit-

terness of the sage, will give it a much more pleas-

ing color than can be obtained from sage alone.

O.N THE CULTIVATION AND USES OF TREES,

TIMBER, &C.
Every farm of any considerable s'v/e should have

a w ooil lot, to afford a supply of fuel and timber.

That part of a farm should be devoted to this pur-

pose, which is least adapted by nature to tillage

or grass. Land which is swampy, with a very thin

soil over a sandy bottom ; land that is rocky and

luountaiiiouB, or which will not endure drought,

may answer well for forest trees. It is very bad

policy to suffer any such places to be destitute of

growing trees.

Some farmers in this country, have thought they

would make a lot of ten or a dozen acres answer

the purpose of supporting one constant kitchen

fire. This, however, is thought by good judges to

be too small a quantity of land for that purpose,

unless it be very fertile.

In France, large forests were carefully preserv-

ed, oven during the wildest periods of the revolu

the largeness of one's farm and stock. And these

lots should be bordered at least with rows of trees.

It is best that trees, of some kind or other should

that constitute the independent coa' formation, are
above the mass of rock salt, and the strata con-
nected with it. 5. The lignite or coal, half wood,

be growing scattered in every point of a pasture, .„|f„„„, , . .„ ,. .. . ,. ..^ =
, . r.

• hall coal, is never to be relieu on as an indication
so that the cattle may never have far to go in „,-„,„<;, „i,i„ „ i . , /• i u -<

i'
I. 1 , , rr,,

of profitable coal strata. 0. In searchins lor coal,
a hot hour to obtain a comfortable shade. 1 he ,, , , ,i r i- i

,, ,. . , , , , ,
attend to the impressions of organic fossils.

—

orass will sprinsf earner in lots that are thus shel rp, „ „, ,
-

. ,»
.,, , , , , , „ 1 here are no animal remains except very rarely

tered, and they will bear drought the better. But
,^„,, ,„„^^,^^ .^ ^^^, ^^^^^^ . ,^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^

too great a proportion of shade should be avoided
^,^ impressions in the strata above or below; (ex-

as It will give a sourness to the grass. -^ ^^^ transition anthracite, verv far below
•Small lots, that are thus sheltered, are not left

^,^g bitumenous coal. 7. The slate clay over coa!
bare of snow so early in the spring as larger ones

,^ ^j.^^^ blackened by the bitumenous soot of coal
lying bare, as fences and trees cause more of it

beneath, .and contains pyrites. 8. In searching for
to remain upon the ground. The cold winds in

^^^,_ ^^.^^^^.^^ .^ ^ire^ms. gnlUes, and ravines, the
March and April hurt the grass much when the

ground i.s bare. And the winds in winter will nol

suffer sno'.v to lie deep in land that is too open to

the rake of winds and storms." (To be continued.)
^^ j

edges of the strata ; remark if they consist of the

strata usually accompanying coal, and trace them
upward, to where they crop out, or break out to

JUNES, COAL, &c.

Modern discoveries in geology have thrown great

LATEST FROM EUROPE.
London files to the 20th of April have been re-

• u 1 . .L 1 u J J ! linlit nti ilip oiihipr-t of minintr nnd introduced into ceivcd, by which it appears that a powerful Rus-
tiou, when almost cvcrv thin"- else was abandoned "2nt on ine bunjeci 01 mining, ano iniiouuLLu iiuo > j i r r

I . . I. J . V .1 . i^ .u itho nrt B dnnrpp nf riTinintv never brforp siau aruiy hao passod Or was about 1 pass luto tfio
to destruction. It is said to be the practice of the 'ne art a degree oi certainty never ut lore .' ' ..,,,. , l . .

c 1 1 „.«. . . a- .1 1 r. cnntpmnlatod Nnsnlinp nr mpfnllifproii'i boilies 1 urkish domaius at Moldavia, with the intention
French people not to cut oft their woods oftener ' "^ontempiaiea. iNo saline, or meraiuierous uouies,

. r m i

• u . « . . . c J u i hoiipvpr niifrht fr. hp cnii<rh* fnr or attpmntpd to be of taking possossion Of thdt provinco and ot Wal-
than once in twenty or twenty five vears, and bv nowever, ougnt to oe sougn.. lor or aiiempieu lo oe

, . °.,
, , , , <•

, 1 .1 . ., • LI- 'i ivprLpfl hut tirith flip nrlvirp and ncBiafnncp nf nn lachia. Although 00 positive declaration ot war
law, when they are cut over, Ihe owner is oblirred worked, out witn tlie auvice ana assistance oi an

i u i i>
•

to cut nil smooth, with the exception of a very few

trees, which the olriccrs of government had mark-
ed to be spared for a larger growth. And when
woodlands are cut they nlways ought to be cut

w. u .... .... experienced and skilful mineral surveyor. Noth- ;ha_d been issued by the Russian government, yet

... I 1 .1 ii: e » u 1 I in/r llointT mnrp rnnirnnn Ihon fnr nronriptor^l In officlal articles WOTO R llOStilC RPpearance shoW
trees, which the olhccrs of government had mark-ij ing ueing more conunon man tor proprietors lo »'

,
. ^ .:^ ... . ,_ .,.rTi...ui-K .._..:._

ed to be spared for a larger growth. And when be induced by local reports or traditions to fancy !eil a determination to invade the Turkish territo-

their lands contain coal, lead, or some other valu- '"ss. and indicated that Russia was certain of the
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JVeiv Jlgricultaral Books.
Just received al llie New Euglaiul Knrmcr Seed .Store, from

London, a (urther supply of standard works on agriculture, hor-

ticulture and lionculture, of the latest editions j among which.

of (Jardening j comprising the Theory
and Practice of Horticulture. Floncullure, Arb"riculture, and

countenance of the European powers in this deci-

sive measurp.

In France all was quiet, and the army in Spain

was on the march home. The British Parliament
j

a'e^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^
was in session, and the committee on Retrench- i^j

prac^K^e of li

raent had nearly fini.shed its labors. A bill from LandsczpeGardening, including all the latest Improvements

.1 /^ . 1.1- u„»rn„^oninl 'Vo^t aiiil A General History of Gardening in all Countries; and a sta-
fhe Commons to repeal the bacramentnl ' est and

[ ^^^^^^.^l ^.^^. ^^.^^
J;_.^^^,^^

^^^^^^
^s.^^

Suggestions for its Future

Conformation acts, had passed to a second reading l',„grpss, in the British Isles. I'.y J. ('. Loudon. F.L.S. H.S.

in the House of Lords. *^'--

"'"'*"'^'f,l ''Jt
"""'^ '"""'''"'='' E»S'<'""g' <"' """"L ''^

j
branston. rilth Ldition.

1 An Encyclopedia of Agriculture; comprising the Theory and

BOSTON HARBOR, iSiC. I
Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying Out, Improvement,

mi ht CD ,^„ I,., „ r.ui.,.3.1 o ^an^r from a"d IWaiiagemenl of Landed Property; and the ciiliiv,ition and
The Mayor of Boston has received a letter from

^^,^^^^^^
S^

j,^^ ^,^.^^1 ^„j Vegetable Productions of Agricul-

the Hon. Daniel Webster, dated Washington, May ture, including all the latest Improvements; a General History

Kith, bv which it appears "that a bill originating of Agriculture in all Countries; and a statistical view. .fits pres-

. ' ^ ,.11 1 J . ent state, with suggestions lor its future progress in the British
in the House of Representatives, iiad passed to a isie,. By J. C. Loudon, F.L..S., H.S., &c. Auilior of the En-

tliird reading in the Senate, by which the sum of cyclopedia of Gardening. Ilhistraied with upwards of eight

eighty-sev^n t ousa.ul dollars is appropriated for 'X'ici^rrf^o^rLTure'^co^nsmg a practical system

the preservation ot Deer Island, in Boston harbor." for the Management and Training ot FruU-Trees, exemplified
_ by sketches Irom trees actually trained. Also a Comparative

^ --, . .-J- J • *L. . Investigation of the Foundation and Application of the Phvsio-
On Tuesday we noticed in a garden in this tow n,

logical Principles o Mr Kirwan. Sir liimphry Davy, Mrs. Ib-

that many of the vegetables, such as beets, onions, betson. and Messrs. Hitt. Forsyth, and KniWit. Second Edition.

&,c. had made their appearance in such plenty as To which are added an Essay on the Cultivation of the Pine-
'^^

. f I J '
Apple, describing and exemplifying by sketches, an Improved

to encourage the e.vpectation ot a laru'e and ear.y Arrangement for furnishing every necessary Degree of Heat

crop. Strawberries uill be scarce. The prospect by Steam, and of applying it to every required Purpose: the'

r . c . 1 r\i' .t. •. c 1
results of a course of experiments in growing Peaches and Nec-

for stone fruit is good. Ol the prospect for apples,
,j,^i„p^_ ;„ ^^.^^ |„ ^ conservatory. f)y Joseph Hayward. Sec

pears, &c. we have not had sufficient opportunity ond Edition.

to jtidgo whether they will be plenty or not—We Flora Uomestica, or the Portable Flower-Garden ; with di-
'' " , . , ,. . .... reel ions lor the I reatment of Plants in Pots; anil illustrations

must enjoin 'jpon the farmers in tl, is vicinity the th.m the Works of the Poets. Second edition, with additions,

necessity of devoting more attention to the grow- The Fruit Grower's Instructor; or. a Practical Treatise on
(. r * * nyi i . the Cultivation and Treatment of Fruit Trees: containingr a

ing of fruit trees. They need no stronger argu-
ripscription of the Apple Fly, commonly called the Amerfcan

ment to convince them of its expedience than is Blight, which causes the Canker in Apple Trees, with an Effect-

derived from the high price at which fruit of all
ual Remedy. By G Bliss.

... ij • , . , r ,, T : A Treatise on the Improved Cullureof theStrawberry. Rasp-
Itinds IS sold in this place.

—

Loweh Journal.
., berry. Gooseberry, and Currant; in which ore pointed out llie

' best methods of obtaining ample crops of these fruits. To which

c,. t /. jt Tr ¥. • 1 1 , are prefixed Descriptions ol the most esteemed Varieties. ThirdStomach of the Horse.—n is popularly known edition, with coloured plates. By Thomas Haynes.
that a horse cannot be made to vomit. This OW- ' The Green House Companion; comprising a general course

ing to one half of the stomach being covered by
"fGreen-House and Conservatory Practiceilmuighoul the year^

"
. . . » J a Natural Arrangement of all the Grecn-House Plants in culti-

an insensible cuticle, and when an emetic sub- vation ; with a descriptive catalogue of the most desirable to

Stance is exhibited, the food is thrown upon this form a collection, their proper soifs, modes of propagation, man-
.£..,* L 1 .1 f^, .

agement, and references to botanical works in which they are
part ot the stomach, and remains tllPre. J he at- ngured. Also, the proper treatment of flowers in rooms, and
tempt however, was once successful ; but it cost bulbs in water glasses. Second edition.

the animal its life—the stomach being burst by the ^u''?""'"
""

'»'f,
™'"7 «"^l

managetoem of Fruit Trees;
.

to J ""^
in which a new method of pruning and rraining is fully des-

violence of its efitorts.

—

London Heekly Review. cribed. To which is added, a new and improved edition of
. „__^ " Observations on the Diseases, Defects, and Injuries, in all

,, . ^ 1 r», , . kinds of Fruit and Forest Trees ;" with an account of a Parlic-
/•<))• preserving Cucumbers.—Place them in a ular .Method of Cure, published by order of government. By

tub, and pour upon them fresh water, boiling hot; VViUiam Forsyth, F.A.S and F.S.A..gardener to his Majestv at

pour the water ofT when cold, and repeat the pro-
Kensington and St James's, Member of the ^Economical So-

' " t "" • >-(»-"•• •I"'- fi" ciety at &t. Pelersburgh, &e. &c. l he seventh edition, cor-
cess of scalding. After the water is cold and recte.l, with additions of new Fruits, and references to their fig-

poured off the second time, pour upon them boil-

ing vinegar, ar.d let the whole rom-.in for after

Culture, Maiiagcmenl, it<

Also, " a I'reatise on il

crs ; comprising Re

rectec

ores ; also a caleiularial index.

The IHonsl's Directory,a Treatise on the Culture of Flowers :

i^liich is added, a Supplementary Dissertation on Soils, Ma-
use; when the cucumbers will be found fine, crispy, nures, &e. By James Maddock, Flori.si. A new edition.

proved ; with notes, and an appendix on the cultuie of tlie Dah-

tary I

k. Fit

and of the finest green.

Annual Militia Farce—On Tuesday was performed
in this town the first act ol the military drama of I82S. The
play exhibited many of the characteristics of high and low com-
edy, but on the wliole must be regarded as a miserable farce.
The actors were the indust-ious operatives, farmers, &c. of the
town, who were compelled by an iniquitous and oppressive law,
to leave their daily avocations and " strut the soldier," to no ad-
vantage to themselves, and none to the nation.—Our independent
companies always make a martial appearance, and well deserv-
ed the compliment that is often bestowed upon them for their ex-
pertness in military evolutions. Of the soldiers in the military
companies we have not much to sav, except that there was ap-
parent a siuflied rariely in dress, aiid that kind of reluctance in
niarehiiig which is observable in the step of some men when Uiey
ascend a ladder foi the last time. Such is the natural effect of an
unrighteous law, which exempts one part of the community from
the slavish hardship of military duty, and compels the oilier t«
perform it. The burden falls upon those least able to bear il.

The tax ?s the same whether it is to he paid by the man worth
,

millions, or byjiim on whose daily labour a fainilv is dependant pfsuppert. There may be justice in the requirement of the
•aw, but if so, we have not the faculty to discern it.

The company which attracted the most notice was that com-
manded by Capl. Rand, and consisted of about forty Green
Mountain boys, armed with shovels, spades, picKs, A:c.—who
are employed in digging a canal, and whose appearance must
liave convinced any one, that if called into action Ihev could
turn the earth upside down" to some purpose.—jLoicci/ Journal.

lia. Chrysanthemum, Lobelia, and 'I'ree Mignionette. By Sara
uel Curtis, Editor of Lectures o» Botany, &.c.

Horius Gramineus Woburnensis : or, an Account of the Re-
sults of Experiments on the Produce and Nutritive (Qualities of
difierent Grasses and other Plants used as the food of the more
valuable domestic animals : Instituted by John. Duke of Bed-
ford, Illustrated with numerous figures on the plants and seeds
upon which these experiments have been made, and practical
observations on their natural habits, and the soils best adapted
to their growth

; pointing out the kinds most profitable for per-
manent pasture, irrigated meadows, dry or upland pasture, and
the alternate husbandry; accompanied with the Discriminating

I Characters of the Species and Varieties. By George Sinclair,

F.L.S. F.HS. Third criition.

Sweet's Hortus Britannicus : or, a Catalogue of Plants cuiti

vated in the gardens of Great Britain ; arranged in natural or-

ders.

A Concise and Practical Treatise on the Growth and Culture
of the Carnation, Pink, Auricula, Polyanthus, Ranunculus, Tu-
lip, Hyacinth, Rose, and other flowers ; including a Disserta-
tion on Soils and Manures, and containing catalogues of the
most esteemed varieties of each flower. By Thomas Hogg,

orist. Third edition.

A Practical Treatise on Brecdaig. Itearmg, and luitruing
all kinds of Domestic Poultry, Pheasants, Pigeons, and Rabbits.
Also instructions lor the Private Brewery ; By Bonningloii Mou-
bray, Esq. Fifth edition, —

Also, this day received fi'om New York, a Short Treatise on
Horticulture; embracing descriptions of ti great vf.riciy of Fruit
and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs—Grape Vines—Bulbous
Flowers—Green-house Trees, and Plants, &c. DM-eciions for

By Will, Prince. Price g).
Cultivation of Oriiaineiii.d Flow-
the reiiuisite Soil, Sowing, Trans-

planting, and general Mauawment; with Directions lor the ge-
neral treatment of Bulbous Tr'lowcr Roots, Green-house Plants,

&c. By Roland Green." Price 37 cts.

Likewise, just received fiom New York, " Economy of the

Kitchen-garden, the Orchard, and Vinery ; with plain practical

Directions for management. By William Wilson, Nursery-
man." Price 75 cts.

Also, " Seventy-five Receipts for Pastry, Cakes, and Sweet
meats. By a Lady of Philadelphia." Price 50 cts.

Green House Plants.

There will be sold al auction, in Salem, in the course of the

ensuing week, upwards of -00 pots of rare and bcautilut Green
House Plants, fi-om the i.innaean Garden, New York. Among
which are the Greville Rose, Coffee. Pepper, splentlid varieties

of the Mimosa or Sensitive Plant, ,SiC. Catalogues can be had
in Boston at the .New England Farmer Seed Store, where any
directions respecting purchases can be left by those who may
not find it convenient to attend.

Salem, May 21.

Tarragon Roots.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a few roots

of this herb, (growing in pots,) used in soups, salads, &c. price

60 cts. per pot.

Likewise roots of the Chi ves, in pots, price 37 1-2 cts. per pot .

Ornamental Flowers.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a large va-

riety of Ornamental Flower Seeds, in papers of six and a quar-

ter "cents each; likewise done up in packages comprising 29

varieties, each sort being labelled, at g] per package.

FRlCEi) OF COlf.VTRi PRODUCE.

Elentenls of Agricultural Chemistry, in a Course of Lectures
fi>r the Board of Agriculture. By Sir Humphrey Davy, Bart.
Pres. R.S. &c. Fourth edition.

An Easy Introduction to the Science of Botany, through the
medium of Familiar Conversations between a leather and his

Son. P^ Robert John Thornton, M. D.
New Observations on the Natural History of Bees. By Fran-

cis Huber. Tliird edition. Illustrated by"five Plates.
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MISCELLANIES.

TO THE DEITY.

Father Supbeme ! O lei me climb

Thai sacred seat, and mark suhiimc

Th' essential fount of lile and love;

Fount, whence each good, each pleasure flop's

O, to my View thyself disclose !

The radiant heaven Ihy presence Ihvoivs'

O, lose me in the light above.

Flee, flee, ye mists ! let earth depart

;

Raise nie, and show me what thou art,

Great sum and centre of the soul

!

To thee each thousht, in silence, tends;

To thee the saint, in prayer, asceufls;

Thou art the source, the guide, the goal

;

The whole is thine, and Uiou the whole.

FOR THE NEW E.SGLAKD FARUER.

Sorial intercourse. In the intercourse of socie

eighteen hundred miles from llie place where it Ji Conscientious Apothecary. It has been said
was first seen. that apothecaries have no conscience ; but here

Some years ago, in Woolwich bay, (Coast of is an instance to the contrary. In the Court oi

Africa, a young whale came along side one of the Common Pleas, Dublin, a person came forward to

boats belonging to a whaling ship ; whereupon, qualil'y for going bail to a writ issued for £20-

—

one of the men in the boat marked the initials of Mr- O'Connell inquired what profession he was
his name on its back, and then let it go. Several of? He answered an .ipothecary. By virtiie of

years after, the identical whiile itself, bearing the yo"'' oath, said Mr. O'Connell. is your stock in

seaman's initials, was taken on the Brai:il Bank— trartf of the value of £20 .' Galen hesitated for

and produced 60 barrels of oil.

—

Afantucket In. some timo, but at length said, " I think I shall be
able to make five undred pounds out of it."

The stump-tailed cow.— A good many years ago, '

a man stole a cow from Morristown, (New Jersey) Teeth Anecdote A Lady said to a Physician

and drove her to Philadelphiu for sale. She was who had grand children—" How do you manage,
a common cow enough, except that she hud lost Doctor, to have such a set of firm white teeth at

her tail but about si.x inches. The thief, fearing your age?" "Why Madam, by the some means
that by the shortness of ber tail he might be trac- that I keep my foet clean."— •• And how is that,

ed, had procured in some way, (probably from a Sir?" "By washing them frequently." "But
slaughter-house) another cow's tail, which he fas- why wash your feet frequently, they are not seen,

tened so ingeniously to the si ort tail that it was but covered with shoes and stockings." " Be-... not to be known tnal it had not reoularly arown cause, Madam, every neat person must feel clean
ty, a man always reciMves according as he sivis ; .1 a .1, i

"
j , n j .1 \. •. i-

. ,
'

, , ^ „ 'there. As soon as the Jersevman missed his cow, as well as appear so—and those who have fori
and as he treats olliers so IS he treated hiinsef.— , .. „» r„. di,;i .. 1 1 ; ., 1 u il , .1 _' _:... .u.. 1 .„ \r v ^_/._..
It he wishes to be dealt with tionestly, he must be
honest; afid if he ivislies to be respected by re

.spectable people, he must treat them with respect.

Politeness may be considered the ornament or

polish of morals or manners. "Civility is a sort

cunenl coin, which costs nothing and buys every
th.ng." The greatest genius and the most splen-
did talents will not compensate the want of good
manners, good sense, and a good address. To be
polite, with permanent advantage, it is necessary
to bo .sincere ; and he « ho always e-xhibits a cring-
ing acqiiiescence in the opinions of others, will be
eventually despi.sed as a hypocrite, time-server,
and sycophant. But in order to be sincere, it is

not requisite that we should always criticize, rail

at, or hnd fault with men and things which may
happen not to meet our approbation. Sometimes
we inuy do as much injury to the feelings and in-

terests of those with whom we have intercourse
by uttering unnecessary and disagreeable truths,

«s we could by almost any falsehood which could
be prompted by malice or invented by unprinci-
pled ingenuity.

Conversation. An essential part of politeness is

agreeble conversation, and taking part in the cur
rent amusements of the time and place. The art

of conversation is only to be acquired by reflec-

tion and e.xperience. Ttie first is to store the
mind with ideas on every subject by reading and

I

be sat oflf for Philaaelphia, thinking she would teeth can never enjoy that luxury.—JV. E. Galaxtj.

probably be carried there for sale ; and it happen-

ed that when he came to the ferry he got into the

same boat that was carryinjj over his cow, and the

fellow who stole her. As it was natural that he

should have his thoughts very much upon cows,

he soon began to look at this one with very great

attention. She was indeed, very much like his

cow, he thought. Her marks agreed wonderfully,

and she had exactly the same expression of face ;

but then the appearance of her tail was so very

different. It must be supposed tnat the new own-
er of the cow telt rather uncomfortable during

this examination, for he soon saw that this was
the person whose property he had stolen, and he

was very uneasy lest he should take hold of the

tail, which he looked at so continually. Upon the

whole, he thought it best to divert his attention in

some way, if possible, and therefore steps up to

him and says, "Neighbor, that is a fine cow of

mine, won't ycu buy her? you seem to know what

a good cow is."—"Oh, dear me," says the other,

"I've just had a cow stolen from me."—"Well,"

jsays the thief, 'I'm sorry to hear that they've got

to stealing cattle, but I'll sell off, and you could

not better replace your loss than by buying this

cow, I'll warrant she's as good as yours." "Why,"
says the Jerseyman, "she was exactly like this

one, only that she had no tail to speak of—and if

this one had not such a long tail, I'd swear it was

IMITATION OF SERVIAN POETRY
The maiden turned her head away

—

" You'll have no kiss from me to day,''

" And why, to-day, love, must I see

' The roses bloom, and not for me ?"

Tears filled the maiden's raven eyes

—

'' The lightly won, you lightly prize;

To make you prize the kiss you gain.

It mu.st be won with toil and pain ;

And seldom too; so still I say.

You'll have no kiss from me to-day."

Too late I staid, forgive the crime :

Unheeded flew the hours
;

For noiseless falls the fool of time.

That only treads on flowers.

Oh, who with clear account remarks

The ebbing of his glass.

When all its sands are diamond sparks

That dazzle as they pass.

And who to sober measurement,

Time's happy swiftness brings.

When birds of paradise have lent

Their plumage to his wings.

' Harry, I cannot think," says Dick,

' What makes my anrks grow so thick ;"

' You do not recollect,'" said Harry,

' How great a calf they have to carry."

observation, acquiring a stock of information re- i

"^
?°^^"-i ROMAN.

Every body now began to look at the

laii,,,. In ..„r.r,i'.^.r T;„T
" " ' T u'''""\.""" .'iT !

cow's tail, but the thief stood nearer to it than any itwirjam.
lativu to anecdote, history, and biography; the

1 , , .V , . ,j <• •. ., ..-^ A very elegant, full blooded horse, imported with a hope of im-

next thing is to adopt our conversation to the so- T"^' ^ ^"^ ^° °^ •"" / P'-ovi"? "'^ breed, will stand this season at the farm of Mr
ciBt,; in .vhiol, ,,,0 !,„„.„.,» u j.t 1 . Splicing With his left hand, and with a jack-knife Stephen Williams, in Nonhborough, county of Worcester.
Ciety in which we happen to be ; and the last re- 1

t'

^ •
'

., , ^Ja_uSo if* Rotnan was purchased in Englind of ihe-'Earl of Warwick-^
quisite is to endeavor to discover the precise part !

'"."'^
"P"' P°'"""e to^le tan. ne sau. oo ii

_^^^ ^^.^ pedigree has been traced in the New Market Studbook

and quantity of conversation which he ouoht to
"'" *="''' ' '"' ''"^ only this long, you d swear

, from Childers. the swittest horse that, ever run over New Mar-

l'

' ^rsaiion wnicn ne ou^ni lo
.

^j^^ ^,^^ ^^^^ ?"_"That I would," says the other. !
kel course, through eight generations of the h.ghesthi^d horses

""PP'y* L u . t, L c 1 . .1,
' and mares in England. Without a Single cross ol inferior blood

who began to be very much confused at the per- , ^, ^ ^.^^^^ „|j ^p'^^,,^ ^^.p ^^j g, 5 %^^^^m he won four priz-

Fish Stories Incidents of a nature somevhat '^^''* resemblance to his cow, except in this one|es, and has since beat some 0/ the ileeiest horses in England

calculated to excite marv'el, frequently occur Jj"'^^c«i^^ i
when the thief, with a sudden cut of jov|r..he^|uos. .elebrated^^^^^

mong our Cape Horn friends, as thcv traverse !

^'^"^ ''"'^^ ^""'^ °'^ "'^ '''''' j"^' ''''°"' "" '"'^'' "'"'^'^ walks and trots well—is very good tempered—high smritcd-

the splicing, and throwing it overboard, bloody as active— full fifteen and a haif hands high and is considered by

, , . ., ., , , „ ivT i
judges as handsome and well formed a horse as can be found

It was, turned to the other and said, "Now swear 1 '""'S'^

its your cow ! The bewilderment of the poor man
was now complete ; but as he had seen the tail cut

off, and saw the blood trickling from it, he could

of course, lay no claim to the animal from the

shortness of her tail. Indeed, here was proof pos-

itive, that this was not his cow; so the thief, go-

ing over with him, sold the cow without any fur-

ther fear of detection.

the "illimitable sea," in pursuit of spermaceti and
whale bone. One or two that have come to our
knowledge we will relate. A large female whale
was tackled to by two of our ship masters, on the
off shore ground, in some part of the Pacific. The
tow iron breaking, the whale made its escape
Eleven months afterwards, the same whale, with
the broken iron in its body was captured by one
of the captains here alluded to. at a distance of

,n tne country.

Marcs have been sent to him from all the New England

Slates, as well as from the remote counties in this Stale and the

neighboring towns, and his colls are handsome and command
high prices.

'I'erms, S20 the season, to be paid before tlie mares are taken

away. Nonhborough, May 16, 1828.

Published crenj Fnday , at $3 per annum, payable at the end

of the year—hut those who pay viiUiin sixty days from the time

ofstdiscribing. are entitled to a deductien of fifty cents.
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AGRICULTURE
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SII.K.

Mr Fesse.nden—The measures adopted by the

Federal govcrmnont, to encourage tlie introduc-

tion of tlie culture of silk in the United States,

have excited universal atlpntion and interest, es-

peci.'illy amona; the well informed and most intel-

litrc.nl part of the community, from a well founded

hope of the ullirnate success which may be expected

in the iindertakincr. It is probable therefore that

the exhibition of a few skeins of the most esteem-

ed si! - of Italy, would prove genernlly agreeable

-it tlie present time, to our fellow citi en«, and

that ocular denionslralinn, being thus added, to

tlio description often iiiven in the public prints, of

of the richness and beauty of this article, it would

have a useful iind encouraging tendency. Allow

me, then, to transmit you herev\ith. for the pur-

pose above mentioned, skein samples of the fol-

lowing silks.

Jvo. 1. a white Novi raw Silk of 4 4 cocoons.

2. a FossoDibrone do. Sublima.

'i. a do. do. of second sort.

4. a Pesnro do superfine.

5. a Bologna do. of first sort.

G. a do. do. of second sort.

7. a Friuli do. of first sort.

8. a do do. of second sort.

9. a Rimini do.

10. a Milan do. superfine.

11. a do. do. of 5-0 cocoons
\-2. a Bengnl raw Silk of the Knglish East

India Company, of the filature of Cos-

sembuzar, quality B.

13. a do. as above, filature of CommercoUy,
quality B.

14. a do. filature of Gonnateen, quality B.

15. an Organi-ine of Piedmont, filature of

Cerie, fineness of '24d.

I'i. ado. filntureof Racconis, fitieneasof 27-28

K. a do. filature of Sacerdoti, fineness of 30d.

18. a do. filature of Fero, fineni'ss of 34-3(5.

^ 19. an Organzine of Bergam, of the home fila-

I
ture of Antonio &. Fratelli Sozzi.

t 20. a do of the home filature of Gio : Batta :

Mafieis.

21. an Or^'anzine of Bergam of first sort.

2"-J. » do. of second sort.

23. an Organzine of Milan, of the quality of

2tj-28d.

24. a do. do. 34 36d.

25 a do. of Bresica, superfine.

20. a do. ef Milan, of second sort.

The raw nilks are guch, as are wound frorti the

cocoons immediately after the worms have done
spinning. In the filatures, they wind from 4 to

14 cocoens in!'« one thread more or less accord

ing to the quaiify of the silk they wish to make :

the natural gum of the silk makes the threads unite

and adheie so conjpletely. as they come out of the

hot water wherein they are immersed atthe time of

winding, that they become one single thread, and
are not to be again sep irated. The excellence of

a raw silk, depends not only upon its fineness, but

also upon its being perfectly even and clean. If

an additional or more oiicoong are introduced oc-

casioniily in the process of winding, the silk is

thereby rendered uneven ; if care is not t:iken,

whilst wi[idin;;, to keep the thread clear and free

ol the burr and of the floss of the cocoon, the silk

is thereby rendered foul ; those imperfections will

reduce considerably the value of tl'e article.

In Piedmont the great perfection of their raw
silks renders them so eminently adapted for or

ganzines, that they seldom, if ever, export tnem to

foreign markets they work them into organ7ines,

and thereby increase the original value of the silk

from thirty to fifty per cent.

An oraanziiie, which is also denominated thrown
silk, is made by twistinij two threads of raw silk

toi^Pther, at the same time that each thread re

reives a separate twis' by itself; this is perform-

ed by machinery of ingenious complex, and costlv

construction, set in motion by wa'er po \pt. The
beauty of the organzine consists in being made of

silk prime in its kind, and in havin? its twist per-

formed in a perfect stile of evenness ; the inanii

tactiire of certain goods requires a harder tvvis'

than others, and much depends also upon the hab-

its and ideas of the manufacturers. Generally

spealiing, the manufacturers of Lyons require or-

ganzmes of a much harder twist than those of

Lomiin, and in both countries, the rihhon manu-
factory requires the hardest twist of any-

The fineness of an organzine is determined bv

weighing a certain number of yards, the weight is

tl's denomination of its quality ; there are ma
Cjiines so constructed, that after placing the or

ga'Vizine of a winder, the machine will wind the

fixed number of yards and stop. I transmit you
herewith a list of the filatures of Piedmont in 'he

year 1783, with the names of the proprietors, and

the number of bales which they manufactured
yearly ; it cannot be a matter of general interest,

but may be, perhaps, an object of curiosity

with some of your readers, and might be deposit-

ed with the samples for their inspection. In ali

the districts of Italy where the raw silks, and the

organzines, are made with care, they bear precise

and determined appellations: thus the raw silks

are styled, according to the number of cocoons
wound toijether ; viz. 4 4 cocoons, which mean a

thread wound all the time with four cocoons ; or

5-6 cocoons, that is, varying occasionally one co
conn, when the natural unevenness of thf- thread

makes it needful to introduce into play one addi-

tional cocoon to preserve the evenness of the silk ;

this requires great nicety, practice and judgement
on the part of the winders, who are always women
These correct denominations are altogether in

practice in Piedmont. Further south in Italy, the

people are less intelligent, less careful, and their

denominations are vague ; thus they use to distin-

guish their various qualities by the appellations of

superfine, fine, first and second sorts, which have
no precise meaning ; in the same bale one skein

varies from another, and in the same skein the

thread runs uneven, sometimes to an extreme.

—

Such silks, which coristitute a considerable por

tion of the produce of Ital", ar« unfit for the man
ufacture of the best piece gi^ods.

Having thus endeavored to explain, in some
measure, the nature of the Raw Silks and organ-

zines, I shall now make some reference to the

sample skeins, which are under our consideration ;

anil first, I wish to point out skein No. 1, being e

white raw silk of Novi. of the extreuie fineness of

4 cocoons ; there is but a small quantity of such

silk made, it is beautiful ami perfect, is generally

white, and is not to ho surpassed, nor even eijual-

led, i believe, by any other, either in Italy or else-

wlipre ; the worms are apt to spin pnimiscuously

while and yellow cocoons, although the much

greater number are yellow, but a constant atten-

tion to select white cocoons for seed, will after a

time, procure a majority ot that colour, which is

valued for certain gooils, which require a very

clear and perfect colour. The sipiu next in fine-

ness is N-7. 2. Fosaombrone sublima, these are

very fine and beautiful silks, but not to be compur-

ed for perfection, evenni-ss, cleanness, &c. to the

Novi ; when the Novi sold in the Lonilon market

for 33 shillings sterling per pound of si.steen

ounces, the best Fossombrniie was not worth more

than 3(5 for the pounil of twenty lour ounces Tlic

Pesarn No. 4, is made in a neighboting village to

Fossombrone, but their silks are always fifteen

per cent, at least inferioi. The Friuli Nos. 7 and

8, deserve to be pointed out as silks of peculiar

elasticity and firmness ; they are made in the

mountainous pnris of the state of Venice, and have

been always much esteemed for the gauze manu-

factory.

The Bologna silks, Nos. 5 and 6, are of mucL

merit and superior to the Milan Nos. 10& II, and

Rimini No. 9. in point of evenness and cleanness.

The organzine Nu. 1-5, being of the filature of

Cerie, and of the title of 24d. is about as fine as

any generally made in Piedmont, or any other

country, altho' a few bales are made occasionally

as fine' as 2l) and 22d. The title of 27 28d. fila-

ture of Raconis, No. 16, is a fineness much used,

and it IS seldom that any manufacture requires

finer ; the evenness of thread and of twist of the

Piedmont organzines. No. 15 to 18, and the clean-

ness of their thread may bear critical observation;

next to the Piedmont organzines, those of Bergam,

upon our sample cards, deserve attention, and first'

and best is IMo. 19, filature of Sozzi; next that No.

2" of Maffeis ; both of them are of their Filanda

di Casa. home filatures ; these wealthy silk makers

are generally the owners of several filatures j

those at a distance are entrusted to the superin-

tendence of agents, but the home filature receives

the personal attendance of th« owners, who attach

a considerable pride to their perfection.

I wish to call your particular attention to the

three samples Nos 12, 13. 14 ; they are raw silks

from the filatures of the English East India Com-

pany in Bengal, raised in the open air upon the

Mulberry trees, where the worms are set to feed,

and left until they have made their cocoovis ; the

quality of the silk raised in this easy way. is por-

ous, and weak, inferior in beauty of colour and

brilliancy, by 50 per cent, to the value of the silke

of Italy These sample skeins I procured from

London through the means of my respected cor-

respondent, Timothy Wiggin, Esq. formerly of

Boston, and to whom I sent a note of the sortE

and qualities I deemed to be most fit to answer

the purpose, I received them by return of the
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packet, aim ulr Wiggin declined making any

charge for their cost, expressing his wish to con

tribute by this liberality to the success of the un-

dertaking-.

I shall close these notes on the favorite topics,

of the desirable adtiilion which silk would make
to the products of our country, by observing that

every natural indication of the soil and climate

appears to encourage us with a promise of success ;

where the fond may bo made to grow freely, there

surely, the creature appointed by nature to con-

sume it, will prosper and delight ; it is a fact be-

yond doubt, that the white mulberry does thrive

in our cliunte without requiring any peculiar care,

and is, I believe, never injured by caterpillars, nor

any other insects, and it is also a fact that this

tree will grow well on light loamy, and gravelly

lands, and furnish, there, a food superior in quali-

ty, to what it would give upon richer and moister

ground ; whereby some of our plains, and other

poor lands, might be brought, in time, to enrich

their owner..; ; another natural indication, which
in Europe is iield conclusive, almost to a proverb,

is that our soil and climate, in the middle and
southern parts of New England, are such as to in-

sure constant and abundant crops of Indian corn.

Where Indian corn groivs fruehj,

There is also a silk country.

The south of Fiance, Piedmont, and Italy are

Indian corn countries ; Piedmont in all its abund-

ance, cherishes its Indian corn, and there is not a

meal there, upon the table of the opulent or of the

poor, which is deemed complete, «iiliout the na-

tional dish called by them poulintu, something
like hasty pudding.

Giving a hearty good v.'ish, for the success of

your endeavors, to hasten the time, when the

gilded vanes of silk factories, shall shine in the

brightness of our New England skies,

J remain truly, Mr. Editor, your friend, &c.
J. M. G.

Matj 22, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

MAKING BUTTER.
Mr. Pessen'dex\,— By the earnest solicitations

of a number of my neighbors, I am induced to atk

information of you, through the medium of your

useful paper, on the following subject : iMany of

iiiy neighbors say, that after churning their croam
(of about a week's dairy) a whole day, they are

disappointed in getting butter. Some have been
disappointed in this .vay, of late, in half a dozen
instances in succession. If you have it in your

power, please give the iCiison why it is so, and
how it may be remedied, through the New Eng-
land Farmer.

Your ob't. and humble servant,

J. D. DORRNLNG.
Kennebunhporf, (Me.) 2lst, May, 1828.

By the Editor. We know nothing on the sub-

ject of making butter, which is derived from per-

sonal observTition. But we have had some con-

versation on the process with those e.vperiinentally

acquainted with it. Milk o- cream before it can
bo converted into butter must have curdled or

soured, as well aa have its elementary particles

separated by agitation or churning. Mr, Do Witt
^ays, (see p.ige ;3:V2 of tiie present vol. of the N.
E. Farmer.) "milk must have naturally soured,
without any help hut a little quantity of soi r

milk and especially withoat warming it;" and has

! given some other rules on the making of butter,

I
which may be seen in the page above referred to.

A writer for the N. K. Farmer, vol. iv. page 217,

says, "I fou';! by e.vperiment, that the uncertainty

of fetching butter in tbe winter, may be easily re-

medied by preparing the cream properly. Incor-

porate a little pure vinegar with the tirst quart of

cream, that it may sour ; collect the quantity to

be churned ; if it be not sour, add a little more

vineETor, and ivarm it till it is sour, then heat it

scrtlding hot Let it then stand tvvo days, and we
are sito to have good butter in the winter."

The milk of some cows is more difficult to churn

than that of others ; and some milk yields more
and better butter than that of others. It is there-

fore, well to put every cow's milk by itself— at

least till its quality is discovered, and then ascer-

tain by separate churnings its comparative value.

See N. E. Farmer, vol. iv. page 3.50.

FOR THE .NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

HORSES.
Mn. Fessenoen,— I observe in one of your late

numbers that three stallions are expected at this

port from England. Most of the names in their

pedigrees are new names to mo ; as they are

written. If I may be allowed to make a remark

upon the subject it is to state that one of them.

Barefoot, is of a particularly advantaseous blood,

and not one of the refuse horses that are sent

here to pnison our stock, but one of first-rate de-

cided reputation at home. He is unquestionably,

a horse of the highest reputation in England that

has ever been brought young. He is, I believe,

only eight years old, of a far superior class to a

horse like Messenger. Before reading that com-

munication I had not the slightest knowledge of

the circumstances under which they were to come
to this country. Yours, &c. J. L. ELWYN.
Boston, May 25, 1828,

FOR THE KEV SLAXD FARMEF..

EXTRAORDINARY COW.
Mr. Jeremiah Stickney, of Rowley, has a cow

of a large size, and of a dark red color, remarka-

bly well proportioned, and handsomely built, six

years old, which recently produced a cow calf,

weighing on the day of its birth, one hundred and

twenty pounds. Ou the day the calf was two

weeks old, it was again weighed, and found to

have gained forty-three pounds ; averaging an in

crease of a little more than three pounds a day.

The calf is of the same color of the cow ; and is,

in every respect, as well built and proportioned.

Besides supplying the calf, the cow now affords

si.v quarts of milk, of the richest kind, daily. She
had been wintered on common keeping, which in

this place is salt hay. S. P.

Rowley, May 22, 1828.

FOR THE ^E^V ENGLAND FARMER.

HORTICUL.TUR.4.t. IMPROVEMENT.
Mr. FEssr.MiF.N,— In your last paper is a uotico

of an experiment by a fair horticulturist, on the

application of hot loater to the roots of peach trees.

A similar application was made bv me last year,

at the suggestion of Prof Nuttall, by whom I was
informed that it had been practised by a friend of

Ms near Philadelphia, for several years with great

success. Although fearful of destroying my trees,

I laid bare the larger roots, and scrndcd them ; the

trees received no injury, and are now in health.

I have extended the use of hot water to beds in

which radishes and other vegetables are cultivat-

ed, scalding the earth before sowinir the seeds ; by
which means, 1 have destroyed the larvje of many
insects with which a rich soil is so apt to be re-

plete. A SUBSCRIBER.
Cambridge, May 27, 1828.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

PKUIT TREES.
Mr. Fessenben,— I send you enclosed, a com-

munication, on the subject of new fruits just xeceiv-
ed, for insertion in your Farmer.

Respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.
The following collection of fruits has been pre-

sented to me, by John Braddick, Esq. of Boughton
Mount, one of the most eminent and intelligent

members of the Horticultural Society of London :

PEARS.
Forme de Marie Louise, the best autumn stand-

ard, ripe in Nov. and Dec.

William's Bon Chretien, autumn standard, ripe-

in Sept. and Oct.

Aston Town, same qualities as above.

Belle Lucratif, standard, ripe in Aug.
Napoleon, wall, ripe in Dec.

Present de Milines, wall, Dec. and Jan.

Passe Colmar, wall, Jan. and Feb.

Marie Louise, wall, Nov.

Poir d'A nana, wall, Jan. till March.
Poir d'Auch, wall, Jan. till March.
Dutchesse d'Angouleme, not yet fruileil.

Neilis d'hyver, wall Dec. and Jan.

APPLES.
Graveinstcin.

lied Astracan.

Hunt's Duke of Gloucester.

Seedling Nonpareil.

Nonpareil.

Ashmede's Kernel,

Luccomb's Pine.

Merton Nonpareil.

Cornish July flower, a fine keeping apple.

Kentish fill basket.

Beauty of Kent.

Kentish Conqueror, keeps till May,
Sweeny Nonpareil.

Emperor Alexander.

Golden Harvey, or Brandy apple— a fine desert

fruit, keeps till April.

Wellington, a fine keeping apple.

Kerry Pippin, an Irish desert apple.

Court Pendu, plat et rougsatre, a French desert

keeping apple.

Court of Wick, the best of the seedlings, raised

from the old Golden Pippin.

Crofton, or Irish Nonpareil.

STRAWEEKKIES.
Knevett's Pine.

Wilmot's Superb.

Aberdeen Hautbois.

Early Globe.

Bishop's Orange,

Cinnamon.

1 .'im happy to state that nearly the whole num-
ber were received in good order, and several have

been engrafted from each kind of the apples and

pears with every prospect of success ; several of

the kinds had been previously received by me and

considerably increased.

Fhishing, Long Island, May 22, 182P.
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' DESTROYING BUGS ON VINES.

Mr. FF.S9F.M>E^,—The season is approaching-

. when gardeners nny havo ditficuliy in pre.^ervin>;

X Iheir young cucumbers and melons from being eat

by the siniill vfllow speckled bug-.

A cheap und easy remedy. I accidentally discov-

ered one eveiiinn;, (a few years ago,) by seeing

Ihem fly into the candle. The next evening about

dark, I built several light blazing fires in my gar-

den, and repeated them several evenings; they all

disappeared, and I expect were burnt to death.

Since that, if I see any of them in my garden, I

build a few such evening fires, and receive no

damage from them ; indeed, they appear to be

nearly exterminated from the premise-

SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. May 19 1828.

SIGNS OF A POOR FARMER.
He graces his mowing land late in the full, and

Iiis [jastures early in the spring, and consequently

ruins both. Some of his cows are much past their

prime. He neglects to keep the dung and the

ground from the sills of his buildings , and it costs

him twenty dollars to make repairs when one dol-

lar's worth of work vvoiiKl have been sufEcient if

performed at leisure time ten years before. He
sows and plan's his land until it is exhausted be-

fore he thinks of manuring. He has generally too

much stock, and many of them unruly. He is al-
\

ways sure to have a great deal of stake and pole

fence. He says that he cannot farm it for want of

money : this is frequently the case with good farm-

ers, but you may know a sloven by bis inattention

to little things— his children's shoes are spoiled

for shoe strings to tie them, or for want of a little

tallow to supple them— his door hinges comes off

for want ol a nail, and the door is destroyed for

want of a hinge, and his mow is trampled on and

cattle gored for want of a door; and all this loss

is occasioned by not timely driving and clench-

ing a single nail. Nothing is in order—he has a

place for nothing, and nothing in its place. If he

wants a gimblet, a chisel, or a hammer, he hunts

up chamber, out at the barn and corn-house, in

the cupboard, and lastly when he has spent more
time in pursuit than it takes him to do the job, he

finds it d'lwn cellar. He keeps no stock of the

smallest things ; if a button or a bail to a pail

gives way, or a key to a yoke, or a pin to a sled,

or a helve to an axe, a string or a swingle to a

flail, or even a tooth to a rake, he has none to re-

place them. He seldom does any thing in stormy
weather, or in an evening, and is sure to keep no
memorandum of little jobs that are to be done.

You will perhaps hear of his groaning about the

hardness of the times frequently in a bar room.
Death and the tax-gatherer he knows must come;
yet he makes no provisions for either of them.
Although he has been on a piere of good land for

twenty years, ask him for a grafted apple, and he
will tell you that he could not raise them for he

i^ever had no luck. His indolence amd carelessness

subject him to many accidents. lie loses so.ip or

cider for want of a hoop—in the midst of his

busy ploughing, his plough breaks because it was'
not housed ; and when he is reaping away from
home his hogs break into his garden for want of

an additional board. He does not take the advan-
tage of his business by driving it when he can, and
consequently he is like the old woman's son, "so
busy that he ne,ver does any thing ;" or at least he

seldom finishes one linug before he begins anotii

er, and thercforn brings little to pass, und is oftei.

to bo seen in a great hurry. He is seUlotn neat

in his person, anu will sit down to table without

combing his hair, and suffer his children to do so

" ithoiit washing their hands and faces. He fre-

quently drives his cattle with a club, umi h ; pu

rally late to public worship. His children are al-

so api to bo late at school, and their books are

to'-n and dirty. He is careless; his children am!

domestics are so too. As he has no enterprise, so

he is sure to have no money. If he must have

money, he frequently tiiakes great sacrifices to ,4et

it ; and as he is sh'ck in his p/.yments, and tm/s

altotretlier on credit, he pays through the nose or

everything. His wtnt of forelhoug';it, economy,

and exertion makes him poor, and his poverty tend-

eth to poverty. You will generally see the smoke
begin to come out of his chimney \ons a<'tiT '•.!;

liv'ht in winter. His horse stable is not dailyclean

ed out, or his horse littered, and curried— Boards,

shingles, and clapboards are to be seen off his

buildings month after month, without being replac-

ed. He feeils his liogs with whole grain and suf-

fers them to oe mucli inj ired for want of a warm
pen ; he seems to live without thinking; if his

lambs die, or the woo! couiesoff his sheep, he does

not seem to think I'mt it is fir want of care and

food. He is generally a troublesome borrower,

and frequently forgets to return the thing he has

borrowed.

In a word, a poor farmer in the siri't sense of

the word, is a poor creature— he is a poor hus-

band, a poor father, a poor neighbor, and a poor

citizen. A good farmer may he poor, but a poor

farmer cannot act his p.-irt well : in other words,

he cannot be good as a man or as a christian.

EXTRACTS FROM VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Seed.—Let your seed be such as you would

wish to have your future crop

—

the best of the kind.

As the largest animals produce the most p^-ofila-

ble stock, so it is in vegetables : the largest seed

of the kind, plump and sound, is the best, being

well ripened, and kept from injuries of weather

and insects.

Commonly speaking, new seed is to be prefer-

red to old, as growing more luxuriantly, and com-

ing up the surei and quicker. As to the age of

seeds, at which they may be sown and germinate,

it is uncertain, and depends much how they are

preserved.

Seeds of cucumbers, melons, gourds, &c. which

have thick horny coverings, and the oil of the

seed of a cold nature, will continue good for ten,

fifteen, or even twenty years, unless they are kept

in a very warm place, which will exhaust the veg-

etable nutriment in a twelve month
; [three years

for cucumbers, and four for melons, is generally

thought to be best, as they shoot less vig-orously

than newer seeds, and become more fruitful.]

0;ly seeds whose coats, though they are not so

hard and close as the former, yet abounding with

oil f.f a warmer nature, will continue good three

or four years, as radish, turnip, rape, mustard, &c.
Seeds of umbelliferous plants, which are for the

most part of a warm nature, lose their growing
faculty in one, or at most two years, as parsley,

carrots, parsnips, &c.
Peas and beans of two years old are by some

preferred to new, as not likely to straw.

Sowinf^s should be generally performed on fresh

dug or stirred ground. There is a nutritious

moisture in fresh turned up soil, that softens the

.-leeil to swell and germinate ([uickly, and nour-

ishes it with proper aliment to proceed in its

cjrowth with vigor, but which is evaporated soon

after from the surface.

ICvelyn says, seeds for the garden cannot be

sown too shallow, so they are preserved from

birds, for nature never covers them.

Steeps are used to render the .seed more fruitful,

as preservations against distempers, and to pre-

vent worms from eating it.

[There are many well attested facts to prove

the utility of steeping seed for sowing. In some

dry seasons, especially, the steeping of the seed

or not steeping of it, makes the difference of a

good crop or no crop at all. Steeps may be cham-

ber lie, the cJiaining of a dung hill, or a weak so-

lution of salt in water. In cither of these the

seed should be soaked eight or ten hours ; when

taken out, sprinkle over it a quantity of newly

slacked lime, or plaster of Paris, or even ashes,

stirring the seed until every grain is covered —
This operation is done im.mediiitely before sow-

ing
]

Toll relates that a ship load of wheat was sunk

near Bristol in autumn, and afterwards, at ebbs,

all tiken up, after it had been soaked in sea wa'

ter; but beinff unfit for the miller, the whole car-

go wns bought up by the farmers, and sown in

different places. At the following harvest all the

wheat in England h:ipr«ened to be smutty, except

the pro.luce of this bined seed, and that was all

clear from smutliness. This accident has justifi-

ed the practice of brining ever since, in most

parts of England.

Liverwort.—A correspondent of the National In-

tel'igencer gives someinteresting particulars of

the Hepatica Triloba, or Liverwort, the valuable

properties nf which, in pulmonary complaints, have

so recently been discovered, and in many instan-

ces successfully tested. The plant, it appears, was

cultivated in England, by Gerard, as long ago as

the year 15)16. There are two distinct varieties

of the species—the one obtiisn, " having the lobes

of the leaves rounding, obtuse ; the other acuta,

bavins' the lobes of the leaves acute." The for-

mer is found in forests, the latter on mountains.

Dr. Hereford has communicated another article

on this subject, in the same paper. It is in reply

to a writer in -i late Eastern paper, who thinks

that the Liverwort is useless in cases where the

lungs have becotie so far diseased, as actually to

discharge pus. This opinion is controverted by

Dr. H. who affirms that the medical virtues of this

plant have been k-own to operate successfully, in

many instances, even after that alarming symptom

has appeared, and when extensive ulcerations of

that organ must have existed. This is a most en-

couraging consideration, and one which should

prompt the thousands of consumptives with which

our country unfortunately abounds, to an immedi-

ate persevering trial of this panacea. It is neces-

sary that special caution be used in order to obtain

the genuine plant— as mistakes may not only

prove fatal, but result in a loss of public confidence

in the properties of an herb, which, when gen-

uine, is of the highest value to afflicted man.

Boston Bulletin.

The importation of tea from Canton to New
South Wales, within the last two years, has beea

cjirried on to such an excess, that this article is

almost as cheap at Sidney as sugar.
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From the Massachusetts Agricultural Repository. salted, the cheese is placed on a board and a QUINCES.— handful of salt rubbed all over it, and the edges! This tree may be cultivated by scions and Inv
MAKING (ytlhESiE.

\
ati:: pared off if necessary ; another handful of salt 1 ers, or by budding on slocks of the same, or on

The milk is universally set tor cheese as soon
; jg gt,g^yg^J ^^ j|,g ^ppg^ gi,lg.,„(] ag j„u(.|, left ag : the pear, hawthorn, &c. It flourishes best in ;i

as it comes from the cow. The management of
. ^iH g,ij.|j to it ; afterwards it is turned into the moist soil, where it produces the greatest crops,

the curd depends on the -kind of cheese ;
thin

, (ja^g ^^t without a cloth, and an equal quantity of but will th ive in almn.st any good upland soil. It

cheese requires the lenst labor and attention.
j

ga|t jg added to it, and the cheese is returned into
|

requires little attention as to pruning, but must
Breaking the curd is done w'tli the hand and tlie press ; here it continues one night and the be kept clear from suckers at the root ; an occa-

disli. The finer the curd is broken the better, next morning it is turned in the vat, and contin- sional thinning out, however, of superfluous upper

particularly in thick cheeses. The best color ot ues till the succeeding morning, and the curd is branches, wliere too close and interfering with

tins kind of cheese is that of bees vv;-.x, which is taken out and placed on thg dairy shelf; here one another, would be advantageous. The orange

produced by Annolta, rubbsd into the milk after they are turned every day or every otiier day, as quince is the earliest in ripening, and the pear

it IS warmed. The dairy woman is to judge of the the weather maybe. If it is hot and dry, the and Portugal ne.\t, and the winter being the latest

quality by the color of the milk, as it differs much windows and door are kept shut, but if vvet or of all, may be preserved for a long time, and used

in strength. The runnet is prepared hy taking moist, the door and windows are kept open night as occasion requires.

some whey and salting till it will bear an egg ; it and day.
}

Chinese Quince. This tree is said to produce
is then suffered to stand over night, and in the Cleaning tlie Cheese.—The cheeses having re- g^^ygrg ^f ^ fine red color and pleasant odour, and
morning it is skimmed and racked otT clear; to maiued about ten days aftei lea\iug the press, are

,q yjgid oblong fruit of a beautiful appearancSj
this is added an equal quantity of nator brine, to be washed and scraped in the following man- ^ylji^f, j-ipg^g iu October and November ; the fruit

strong as the whey, and into this mixture, some nor ; a large tub of cold sweet whey is placed on however, is not considered suitable for the table,

sweet briar, thyme, or some other sweet herbs— the fioor, the cheeses are immersed in it, where ^r equal to other quinc es for preserves ; and the
also a little black pepper and salt petre ;

the herbs they continue one hour, or longer if necessary, to
t|.gg nmst be considered as more calculated for

are kept in the brine three or four days, after soften the rind. They are then taken out and ornament than use.
which it is decanted clear from them. Int.. six scraped with a common case knife, with great,

j Quince, or Cydonin Japonica. This was
quarts of this liquor four large calves hags or

;

care, so as not to injure the tender rind, till every
j.^^_.^_^^l ^^jjgj p j onica, and it is not tiU

more properly cahed calves stomachs are put.
—

' part of the cheese is smooth ; they are after the ,.„__,...,_.;., .;,,„ , i „v, a .c„. .1.

No part of the preparation is heated, and fre- last operation rinsed in the whey and wiped clean

quently the calves' bags are only steeped in cold
j
with a coarse cloth, and placed in an airy situa-

salt and water. Turning tlie milk differs in dif-
j tion to dry, after which they are placed in the

ferenl dairies ; no two dairy women conduct exact-
1 cheese room. The floor of the cheese room is

!y alike. generally prepared by rubbing it with bean or po-

Settin<T the milk too hot inclines the cheese to tato tops or any succulent herb, till it appears of a

atterly that its title has been changed, after the

discovery that its fruit, when well ripened, is of

good size and nearly equal to the favorite quinces,

usually cultivated in our gardens ; there arc two

varieties, one with scarlet and the other with psle

blush colored blossoms, which are very ornameut-

the fruit of the two varies also as well as the

eave, and cooling it with cold water produces a black wet colour; on this floor the cheeses are
!

j^,J^^^^ A third variety, with semi-double flow

similar effect. The ilegree of heat varies accord

ing to the weather. The curd when formed is

broken with what is called a treple cheese knife.

The use of this is to keep the fat in the cheese ;

it is drawn the depth of the curd two or three

times across the tub, to give the whey an oppor-

tunity of running off clear ; after a lew minutes

the knife is more freely used and the curd is cut

into small pieces like chequers, and is broken fine

in the whey with the hand and a wooden dish.

—

The curd being allowed about half an hoiir to set-

tle, the whey is laded off with the dish, after it is

pretty well separated from the curd.

It is almost an invariable practice to scald the

curd. The mass is first broken very fine, and then

the scalding whey is added to it and stirred a few

minutes ; some make use of hot water in prefer-

ence -to whey, and it is in both cases heated "c-

cording to the nature of the curd ; if it is soft,

the whey or water is used nearly boiling ; but if

hard, it is only used a little hotter than the hand

placed, and turned twice u week, their edges arc

wiped hard with a clo'h once a week, and the

floor is cleansed and rubbed with fresh herbs once

a fortnight. They must not lie too long or thej
j

will stick to the floor. This preparation of tl^e

ers, is now cultivated, but is still rare.

—

Prince ou

Horliculture.

EXERCISE.
Horse riding is one of the most healthy esorci-

floor gives the cheese a blue coat, which is con- 1 ses that can be adopted. A horse well mounted
sidered of great consequence.

I with a good rider, makes a fine appearance ; but

Stillun Cheese, hnwmade.—The Stilton Cheese, the present method that is practised in this coun-

wliich may be called the Parmesan of England, is try, of horse riding, is injurious both to the horse

not confined to Stilton and its vicinity, for many and rider, on account of (he saddle being placed

farmers in Huntingfonshire, and also in Rutland almost on the withers, which prevents the horse

and Northamptonshire make a similar sort, sell from moving his shoulder blades with ease, which

them for the same price, and give them the naaie jg the cause of so many horses foiling down, and

of the Stilton Cheeses. what is called breaking their knees that often

Take the night's cream and put it into the morn- leaves a blemish durinir the life of the horse, be-

ing's new milk with the rennet; when the curd is si-les both the rider and horse make a bad ap-

separated let it not be broken as is done vvith nth- pearance, in the eyes of proper judges ; likewise,

er cheese, but take it out, disturbing it as little as the rider does not enjoy the spring of the horse's

possible, suffer it to dry gradually in a sieve ; and back, as he would if the saddle whs made to con-

as the whey separates, compress it gradually till it tiniie more on the cenue of the back, which can

lias acquired a firm consistence, then place it in a be easily accomplished, by means ot a crupper be-

After VhecuVd"irtliorougT.irmTxU''7iUrth7hoti^'"'''^'='-' ''""P ""^ suffer it to dry very gradually ing placed to the saddle, to go under tne horse's

stufi-, it IS s-uffercd to stand a few minutes to set- \

°" "" '"'"''' ""'''"^ '^'""^ =" ^^e same time to turn
! tail. That part of the crupper that goes under the

tie, and is then separated as at the first operation. 1
'' <'"'> ™''l' ^'"^° '»"'^'=" '""n''' ^'"^ which tnust

;

horse's tail, should have a pad or cushion made

After the scalding liquor is separated, a vat. or I

'"' '''j'^"""'^'' '^^ '*^^ '^^^'^^^ ^''l'''^" "^°''« '"'"'"-'' of soft chamois leather, stufled with cotton, and

what IS often called a , ueese hoop, is laid across'
Skippers iu cheese. Wrap the cheese in thin should not be less than one inch in diameter; this

the cheese ladder over the tub, and the curd i«
^'""*" P''P"' ^° ^^'" ^^^^ moisture may strike ^viU help to elevate the tail, and the horse, with

through soon— dig a hole in srood sweet earth a-

boMt two feet deep, in which the cheese must be

buried about thirtjr-six hours, and the skippers

will he found all on the outside of the cheese

brush them off immediately and you will find your

h pse sound and good.
I

and me invertea mass ot curds, with the cloth I

'^"
f"''''"'' ''"''' '""''"^ " '«""'' "'"'^""'*- ./?"

|

lameness of horses, which is, that the smiths that

under it, is returned into the vat and put into llie l""''-
P"' "^°"' ""^ '^'''^ .poonful of salt to each Uhoe them cut down the heels, and pare away the

press- after standin^r two or Ui-c-> hour= in the ' ^^"°" °'' '"'"' ^"''"^" m^iea from the cows in the
1 fjogs and finders that nature has appointed as a

press.'the vat is taken out and the cloth is' take,,
''^ening, for the cheese to be made the next day : I guard over the co^n and co,o„e( bones of the foot

off, washed and put round the cheese, and it is re P"' ^'"^ "'^'^ ""^ ^^^ '"'"°''' °'' ^^^ ^^"'''
"-^"K

'" ^° ^" ^""'"'^ '•"" "''°^ ^°'^^^
"'f"''^

"""" "n'^'^'^'''"'^

placed in the vat and in the press. In about seven
^'^"'"^ ^^^ """^

' "' ^^'" '""^"^^ ^^^ curd and the anatomy of the foot
;
and the owners of them

or eight hours it is taken out of the oress and ' P''^^^"' ^''^ """' '"''"" growing sour or putrid the I should give strict orders that the frogs, heels and

hottest nii'Lts in the summer.

crumbled into it with the hands and pressed into

the vat, to squeeze out the whey. The vat being

filled as full and as firmly as the hand alone can

fill it, and rounded up in the middle, a cheese

cloth id spread over it and the curd is turned out

of the hoop into t^e cloth ; the vat is then washei'

and the inverted mass of curds, with the clotl

his rider, will find more ease. It should be con-

sidered that the horse carries far more weight on

his fore legs than on his hind ones, owing to his

head and neck, and likewise his rider, which is

the cause of many horses going lame with their

fore feet—another cause may be ascribed for the
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linders shoulil no', be cm awuy. I have, for some

tiino.[(ast. thousjhl of making these remarks, and

havjng no pCMimiry i.ilerest in view, my only

wish is to reuiojy wti;ii I conceive to be an evil.

.V. V. statesman.

CHEliSE.
There are many p\ ople who dislike coloured

cheese; and we have often heard it sutfgested that

it would be desirable that the Agiicultural Socie-

ty should offer one of their premiams for the beat

cheese not colored. We confess we are not with-

out our objections

—

pr^-jmlice it may be—against

colored cheese ; and knowing there are many good
]

dairies in the country in which chrese is made of
|

u natural complexion, and being desirous of having
j

some specimens of such cheese exhibited at our

annual Cattle Show, we now offer a premium

of $2 and the Massachusetts Yeoman for one year,

to the person uho will exhibit the best specimrn.

not less thun 401bs, of cheese not colored, at the

Cattle Show in tins town, on the 8th. of October I

next—the premium to be awarded by the Commit-

tee of the Agricultur.il Society, or by other com- i

petent and disinterested individual:'. The value
j

of the premium we know is inconsiderable ; but

perhaps, by the liberality of other individuals, wo
j

may be enabled to increase it.

—

If'orcester Yeoman.
|

PINE WOOD AND STEAM BOATS.
The steam boats are making havoc with this

kind of fuel. It will be as scarce and dear bye

and bye as mahogany. Take the North River for

instance. Thirteen boats between Albany and

New York, consume, it is said, fifteen hundred

cords per week, the feiry boats about fourteen

hundred more. The consumption on the North
River alone is put at more than three thousand

cords a week, making at least one hundred thous-

and corde of woo 1 in eight months, worth 500,000

dollars. The Sound Boats, also burn their propor-

tion, perhaps one touith as much. In one trip we
were told three hundred dollars' worth of wood

was consumed by one of the Sound boats. Where
is this fuel to come from many years longer ?

—

Coal must be substituted, or we shall have a gen-

eral clearing in the Northern and Middle States.

Providence Microcosm.

cians would be altogether an useless class ol be-

ings."

3. For Children.—" Give them plenty of milk ;

plenty of flannel ;
plenty of air ; and let iheni have

plenty of sleep ; and they will seldom, if ever ail

any thing." That is, imlk is Ihoir best diet ; they

must be warmly clothed ; must be much out of

doors; and must be always allowed to sleep on till

they waken of their own accord.

And now. Mr. Editor, I chuUenge uny medical

man, or any other of your readers, be he who he

mav, to discover any reasonable objection to these

plain, simple rules, or to offer better. If he can, I

shall set him do.vn as a wise man, and a bene;ac-

tor to the human Mice. Were they my own it

would be consummate arrogance to say this, but

they are the deliberate recommendations of the a-

blest of men ; and they are the obvious dictates of

nature.

Yeast.—A method of making what may be call-

ed a portable or durable yeast, is as follows :

Take a quantity of hops, suitable to the quantity

of ^east you intend to make, boil them well, and

stiain off the water in which they are boiled ; into

this water stir a suitable quantity of flour, and

considerable salt, and then add to this a propor-

ate quantity of good yeast ; let this mass rise as

much as it will ; then stir in tine Indian meal till

it IS so thick as that it can be made into small

cakes of the size of a dollar or larger. When the

cakes are thus made, dry them in the sun till they

are hard, minding to turn them frequently to pre-

vent their moulding, and then lay them by in a dry

place, for future use. When you wish to have

yeast, take one of these cakes, crumble i; to pie-

ces, pour warm water on it, and let it stand in a

warm place, and it will soon rise sufficiently to

make good yeast. A quantity of these cakes may
be thus made at once, which will last for six

months or more.

—

Farmer's Assistant.

sho lid be obli^'ed to some person belter acquaint-

ed with itiis bu.^incs.i than ourself. lor an estimate

in relation to these mutters.'

—

Maine Paper.

Vinegar.—Tlie method of mailing this liquid out

of ciUer, wine, i!ec. is too generally Known to need
any description ; but it is not uo jjcntrally known
tnut a very sharp vinegar may also be made out

of wnuy. The luetliod of nianiny it, as described

by Jlr. Genet, is vi.ry simple, •.•\lter having clar-

ihed the v\hijy, u is poured iiuo casks with some
aruuialic planis, ur eider blossoms, [us suits the

fancy,] au.j L-.sposed m open air to ine sun, where
It soon acquires an uuconiinou decree of acidity."

Vinegar may also be made lioni llie juice of elder-

berries, uii.\ed with a suitable proportion of water,

anu exposed to the sun, as belore mentioned. It

may aUo be made froiii the juice of the black-

birch, or of the maple, wlien eiuier is boiled down
suihciently ; or Irom tne juice of beets, carrots,

turnips, potatos, 4ic. when boiled and the juice

pressed out, iind exposed in like manner.

—

Farm,

er's Assistant.

The Columbian Institute has just received from

Tangier, m AJurucco, some Wheal and Barley,

which, U is sup|)osed, may form an uselul addition

to the Slock ol those grains already in the United

Stales, particularly m the Suies and Territories

soutn and sooih-west ot Washington. The Insti-

tute lias also received some seeds and fruit of the

dule, which nave been sent under a beliet that they

may be successfully cultivated in the most south-

ern parts of the Union. Tangier, whence those

grams and seeds are brought, is in lat. 35 deg. N.

Though black frosts are rare,wuue frosts are fre-

quent there in January, Fobiuary, anu March.

—

Those moinbcrs of Congress who may desire to

obtain a portion of either or all ot those objects,

will please to make known their wishes to Mr.

Dickons, the Secretary of the Institute.

—

JVation-

al Journal.

CHEAP RECEIPTS, TO INSURE HEALTH.
1. jRi.se Early. Walk or ride for an hour or two,

then eat a hearty substantial breakfast. Let your

other meals be moderate, and use exercise freely

fby walking, skipping, or in any other way) before

going to bed. This receipt has lately been recom-

mended in strong terms by Sir Astley Cooper,

and many others of the most eminent physicians

and surgeons in Lnndon. Its first d.reftion is con-

sistent with Franklin's well known maxim—"Early

to bed, and early to rise, will make a man lieahhy,

wealthy and wise." Its last direction equally a-

grees with the well-known couplet—"After din-

ner, sit a while (i. e. a few minutes ;) after supper,

walk a mile."

2. Keep your feet warm (i. e. by exercise ;)

—

your head cool, (i. e. by temperance ;) and your
body open (i. e. take great care to avoid costive-

ness.) This was the golden rule of Boerhaave, the

greatest physician in modern, or proBably in an-

cient times ; who concluded his advice by siying

something to this effect—"If people would only

observe these plain simple rules, and would avoid

a current of air as they would an arrow, physi-

BartUt Pear.—This pear weighs about 10 oz.

when at full size, shaped like a Bon Chretien, very

yellow, and slightly tinged with red on one side
;

quite juicy, and by many considered a first rate fruit.

It IS not however, equal in flavour to the Seckel,

or even to the Boston Epergne, but its siie and

beauty render it greatly admired. It much resem-

bles in flavour and consistence the St. Michael,

and is said to command a high price at market.

It is no doubt a native, and appears to have orig-

inated in the vicinity of Boston ; and it does not

seem at all strange that many fine new pears

should have originated there, as that city, and its

environs, has for a long period been inhabited by

a great many gentlemen extremely intelligent on

the suuject of Horticulture, who took much pains,

at an early date, to introduce tie choicest fruits,

and particularly the finest varieties of pears, of

which fruit they are skilful connoisseurs.

Prince on Horticulture.

Damp Distroijer.—By placing an unstopped

bottle or more open vessel, il convenient, contain-

ing strong sulphuric acid, in any part ol tne room,

the moisture becomes rupiuly absorbed, and the

sulubrity of the apartment consenuently improved.

The great capacity of sulphuric ai-id for vapor, and

the cheapness of the acid, reiiuers this mode of

absorbing humidity very economical.

Driving Stock.—The driving of live stock to

the British Provinces of New Brunswick and No
va Scotia has commenced ; and last week a drove

of some 70 or 80 cattle of excellent appearance,

and another of about "2.5 horses, passed this village

on their way east. What number of men for em-

ploy, speculation, and beasts for market, go annu-

ally from Maine to these Provinces, we know not,

but probably more than one thousand of the form-

er, and some tens of thousands of the latter. We

To destroy slugs on land.—Procure some fresi.

lime, and after throwing as much water upon it as

will reduce il to a powder, sow the lime in a hot

state upon the land that is overrun with tne ver-

min, at the raie of abjut twelve bushels to the

acre. The lime should be scan towaids the wind

and fulling upou them in a fermented state, it will

instantly kill them.

Fire, by L,igidning.—Ou tiiilurday night, the

i27th. inst. between 1 and 'i o'clock, the barn of

iMi. Anson Whaples, of Weatliersfield, (Newing-

toii Parish) was consumed by lightning, and his

cow destroyed by the same stroke : by which event

of Providence an industrious man has become

deeply uffiicted ami embarrassed.

—

Conn. Observ.

\

Strawberry.—The common strawberry in a ripe

.state makes a most excellent dentifrice, sweeten-

j

ing the breath and ))reserving the gums. It ie

I said ihat the celebrated LinnEus cured himself of

1 gout by a persevering use of strawberries as an

I
article of diet.
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dure the rigour of the first winter. But the cost

! of rearing them is greater. All things consider-

! ed, April may be as suitable a time as any

48 hours before planting, putting in i.opijtTas as

we use I it out. It is not easy to use too 'much
copperas. I believe the more the better."' This

When calves are weaned, they should not be ' preparation the writer says, '• I am confident is a

j

suffered to be with their dams lill fall. Neither full an! entire remedy against the wire worm, and

I

should they be pastured within sight or hearing
1
also ngainst birds, who will not eat it after they

,
of them. It will cause them to neglect their feed- have pulled it up. I am even sanguine in my be-

ing ; and they will not forget their habit of suck- lief that it is a preventive against the ravages of

ing their dams. ; the cut worm, for I could not otherwise account

cows.
I
for thfir not inj'iring my field, when many of u.y

Pure water, it is stated in the Domestic Ency- 1 neighbors actually lost most of their fields, and

ITALIAN SILK.
Qj" Skein samples of Iialiaii Raw .Silk .-ind Organzine, form-

ing together an assoriniPiit of liie most esteemed filatures of

Italy, and exiitbiling the beauty and the riciiness of that noble

product, have been left at the office of the New England Farm-

er, No. 52 North Market sired ; with an invitation to all those

who feel an interesl in the introduriion of the cultivation ot that

precious commodity into our coi'niry, lo call and view the speci-

mens alluded to. Tne articles, together wiih ihe case in which clopedia, is an essential article for cows. Dr An- some of them were under the necesiiiy of replant
they are inclosed, were furnished by Mr J. M. Gourgas, of rfprson says, he knew a man who acquired great ing."
Weston, Mass. whose liberal and patriotic efforts manifested on wealth, by attending to IhingR of this nature, and It appears, likewise, that "Mr. Ralph Owen, of
this and many other occasions, lo elicit and direct ibe eftbris of „„,-. ^f ijjj, principaf discoveries was the impur- Belchertown, Mass. in Mav last, phjnted three or

:^,'".!ir,!?.'Lt,t?'Jl!l^!!!,r^^^^^^
tanceof having a continued supply of the purest four a.- res with corn which had b.en soaked in

water that could be obtained for hi.s cows, and he copperas water; the seed came up well and not

would on no account permit a single animal to set a plant was destroyed by worms. An adjoining

a foot into it, nor allow it to be tainted even by field, planted with corn which had not been steep,

the breath of animals. ed was "ery much injured." We have likewise

Inflamed teats should be washed with two been verbally informed by gentlemen, who have

drachms of sugar of lead in a quart of water.— experienced or iiitnessed the effects of the above

Should tumors appear apply a common warm mush mentioned preparation, that it has in every in-

SwviuEL Jaques, Jr. inCh,iilesiown, Mass. Price for each with bran with a little lard.
,
starre. completely answered the purpose of a

cow by the season ^5. Further particulars respecting this sn- To prevent cows from sucking their own milk, preservative against insects; and it is supposed,

perb animal in our nexi.
I wp are informed that rubbing the teats frequently

;

greatly to accelerate the growth of the young

SALTi.NG BUTTER. '

with the most foetid cheese that can be procured ' plants, by its fertilizing properties

There is no branch of rural economy in which' h^'S proved an effectual remedy ;

our good New England housekeepers appear to- remedy for ticks in sheep
be more deficient than in the manufacture and 1 The following e.xtract is from a communication
preservation of butter. With regard to its manu- from a friend, in West Boylston, Mass. " Boil a

facture we hai'c, in the preseit volume, repeated- small quantity of tobacco, perhaps what grows on
ly, published ample directions. We have likewise one thrifty stalk would be enough for half a dozen
given Dr Anderson's famous recipe for preserving sheep, in so much water that when it is boiled

butter, page 302. But a friend requests us to pub- there shall be 2 or 3 gallons of liquor; let it

lish the fallowing receipt which is substantially become sufficiently cool, then open the wool along
the same with that of Ur Anderson, with some ad- the centre of the neck and back of the sht-ep, and
ditional directions which he stales are very im- with a bunch of tow or some other spongy auh-

portant. -

j
stance put on the Hecoction until the skin becomes
thoroughly moistened therewith, and in a short

time the ticks will all be destroyed."

as well as individual pro.sperity, meiit the thanks and

of ihe cominunit3'.

IMPROVED SHORT ISORJfED BULL,.
[IT' The Bull Hulivak, imfjorted and owned by Col. Pow-

RL, said by the best judges to be equal to any animal of Ihe kind

in Great Rrilain j and' belonging to that branch of the short

horn family, which is particularly noted for its excellence as

Dairy '^tock, will stand the ensuing season, at the stable of Col

RECEIPT FOR PRESERVING BUTTKB.
" Take two parts of salt, one part of salt petre

and one part of Lunf sugar—pound all fine, and to presehve garden vegetables from being

then mix them well together. Put one ounce of injured by frost.

the composition to each pound of butter, taken After a freezing night, sprinkle by day break,

from the churn, and mix it well in with the butter, ^old water plentifully all over the frozen vegeta-

as you formerly did the salt. etables from a water-pot.

"The salt should be well dried before weighing Fresh oak saw dust strewed on gravel walks,
it. Care must be taken in the first place to work will prevent the growth of weeds on them.

—

Lon-
Ibe buttermilk well out." rfon „„.
This receipt differs from that of Dr Anderson, dairy.

Pans in which milk is deposited in warm weath-which we hare repeatedly published, in directing
that the sugar should be loaf sugar, and that care er, should, if possible, be placed in shallow troughs
should be taken to dry the salt before it is used

raising calves.
Calves should not he suffered to eat any grass This keeps the milk cool &n\ causes the cream

and of course the butter to be sweet. Churnin
is sometimes difficult in consequence of the thick

POTATOES.
Many farmers are in the habit of giving raw po-

tatoes lo all kinds of stock ; but they are of a wat-

ery ami gripiu"' nature, and accidents have fre-

quently hripptiicd from their use. Defore the cattle

have be. ouie a'cus-toined to them. For milch cows

they are very bad, purging them and rendering

their milk too thin and poor even fur suckling.

—

If given raw to fatten oxen, good bay and beao

meal should be allowed to counteract the watery
quality of the roots. There is. however, much
difference in the nature of potatoes, and the mealy

approach nearest to the nature ol corn ; the yel-

low afford the strongest nutriment.— *". Magazine.

SILK CULTURE.
A manual on the culture and manufacture of

silk, has just been printed by order of Congress.

It was prepared under the direction of Secretary

Rush. A gentleman of Baltimore has received

from South Carolina, a specimen of silk raised

from a quantity of silk worms' eggs, by certain

ladies in that state. The ladies, in a letter, writ-

ten by them, say that they raised Jlvc hundred

worms with so little trouble, that they propose to

attempt a million next year. It will be recollect-
filled with cold water, supplied at one end from a pj, that it was a ladv of South Carolina, who first
spring, and constantly running out at the other, introduced the culture of cotton into the southern

the fir.'^i year ; and it is cheaper to keep them
shut up and feed them, as the land sufficient to

pasture one will well produce hay sutficient to

keep two calves through the year, and pay the ex-
pense of cultivation, and one year's growth will

certainly be added to the cattle.

Moviimer, (an English writer) oays " The best
calves for bringing up, arc those calved in April,
May and June : because it is seldom that those
which come later acquire sufficient vigor to sup-
port them during the inclemency of the following
winter

; and the colil causes them to droop, and
many of them to die." Much oftencr may this be
expected to be the case in this country, where the
cold in winter is so much more intense.

Those which come earlier are preferred in this

country, being more hardy, and hotter able to en-

States, about 30 or 40 years ago.— .V. 1'. Enquii:

Praiseworthy.—A lad fourteen or fifteen years
ness of the cream. In such case it is recommend- jold, was saved from drowning in this village, last

ed to mix as much or more new milk with the week, by the presence of mind of Joel Bacon, a
cream as there is of the cream, which will save

|
lad somewhat older. The younger boy had fallen

much labour in churning. from a boat beneath the bridge, at the west end

SOAKING SEED CORN IN COPPERAS WATER. of the village, in fifteen feet water. He was un-

The imrortance of this cannot be too generally U^'e to swim, and his cries for help drew numbers

enjoined on farmers. In the fourth volume of the "PO" ^^^ bridge, who proposed various methods of

New England Farmer, page 284, we published a

communication from a correspondent, dated Glou-

cester, March 18, 182G, and signed 'w4 Subscriber,'

recommending the use of copperas water to pre-

serve Indian corn from the wire worm, from which
the foUowingJis extracted ; "I used about one and

a half pounds of copperas in three pecks of corn.

1 made the water warm, and soaked the corn full

rendering assistance, by throwing in ropes, planks,

&c. But in the confusion of the inoinent, though

many things were (bought of, nothing was done,

and the lad had sunk to rise no more by his own
exertions. At this juncture, young Bacon, who
was at work in the tinner's shop of Mr. Damon,

ran out, threw of his coat, leaped from the bridge,

brought up the drowning lad to the surface, and
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swam with him safely to shore. Such is the ad

advanlatie of skill in swimming, and presence of

mind in Ihn midst of dungpr. Every hoy should

learn to swim.

—

Bfrkshire American.

Enormous Piir.—There is at present in Prince

Edward Island, Nova Scotia, a Pig of the follow-

ing size : leutrth 9 feet G inches ;
girth round tlie

body 7 teel 4 inches ; round the ueck 5 feet ;

height 3 feet 11 inches, and weight upwards ot

iOOO lbs. It was raised on the Island fr»m a

breed originally from Iieland, and is now about to

be shippecf tn Halifax for exhibition. It was pur-

chased for $76

Light.—According to some very elaborate ex-

periments of Dr. Bradley, light moves at the rate

of 195,MS miles in a second. Other accounts

state the number of miles at 170,000. The velo-

city of light, according to the calculations of phi

losophical investigators, exceeds that of a cannon

ball by 1,5.50.000 times. It is calculated that it

travels from the sun to the earth in eight minutes

and thirteen seconds.
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Essexfarmers.—The amount of English hay car-

ried into Boston by the fanners of Ipswich, Essex,

and Hamilton, during the six months ending on the

3d of March last, was six hundred and sixty tons

and a half. The greatest load carried at any one

time, wjs 6,873 pounds. The smallest load was
3,203 pounds.

—

Salem Gaz.

The Society for the Encouragement of Industry

haj offered liberal premiums for a mill for cleans-

ing buck-wheat ; various prizes for the construc-

tion of simple iiii-trnraents for extracting sugar
from the beot root ; for the importation into France
and the cultivation of plants, nscfu! in agriculture,

manufactures and the arts, &c.

—

French pa.

Emigrants.—About 500 Swiss emigrants have
arrived at New York from Havre. The applicants

for passages were more numerous than could be

accommodiited by the American vessels. It is

said that from one district of Switzerland, near

6,000 persons were making arrangements to em-
bark for America.

Old age.—A gentleman has left at our office,

(says the Ipswich Journal), a specimen of some
thread which he informs us a as spun by a Mrs.
Margaret Wood, of Boxford, on the 29lh of April

last, being the day she completed her one hun-
dredth year.

Planting Fruit Trees.—Let it be observed as a

general rule, aUvuys to plant or transplant your
fruit trees, before a leaf expands or a bloisom ap-

pears ; it is true, that some plant later, but never
with equal success.

School Boy Capers.—\t is si.id, that a son of
Mungo Park, who lately proceeded to the interior

of AtVica, " has been slain in the Jlkimbo country."
Probably elbowed out of existence.—V. E. Ifeek-

hj Review.

To preserve Hams.—Hams after being smoked
may be preserved through the year by packing
them away in onts.

Potato Onions should be frequently hoed, and
the earth loosened round them, at tliis season.

Clean castors and a clean table cloth, are essen-
lial ingredients to domestic happiness. i

Useful Hints relative to Bedclothes, Mattresses,

Cushions, S{c.—The purity of feathers and wool

employed for mattresses and cushions ought to be

considered as a first object of salubrity. Animal

emanation.s may, under many circumstances, be

prejudicial to the iiealth ; but the danger is still

greater, when the wool is impregnated with sweat,

and the excrementitious parts of persons who have

experienced putrid and contagious diseases. Bed-

clothes, and the wool of mattresses, therefore,

cannot be too often beat, carded, cleaned, and

washed. This is a caution which cannot be too

often recommen led.

It would be very easy in most situations and

very effectual, to fumigate them with muriatic gas.

MILLET.
.lust received al ihe New England Farmer .Seed Store,

30 bushels of Millet of supej-wr qualUy : gentlemen in want of
this article are requested to call and examine it.

Also, a lurthe- supply of Orchard Grass, Lucerne, Fowl
Meadow, Mangel VVurtzel, Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, Russian
Flax, Lima Benus, &c. with several new varieties of T'urnip

Seed from Europe, including the Yellow MalLs, Yellow Stone,

Yellow Aberdeen, &c. A lew barrels fresh While Mustard
.Seed.—Also, Green Citron, Pine Apple, and Pomegranate
Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Water Melons.

A further .supply of Double Mexican Dahlias, 100 Single
D.ihlias, at the low price of 25 cts. each root.

With every variety of vegetable and ornamental flower seeds.

JVew Variety of Radish.
For sale at the \ew England Farmer Seed Store, a few

pounds of Long White Summer Naples Radish, a variety high-

ly esteemed in the Southern Stales,

Mm,iral.
The subscriber informs those disposed to improve by this fine

imported animal, whose stock is beautiful, that he will be kept
for this season only, on the Welles Farm, Dorchester. Terms
33^ ml6 A. GREENWOOD.

Bull, Young Cumtt.
This uoble animal, (of die new improved Durham slmrt horne<l
slock) is from Admiiai and Amiahdla, ptesented to the Massa-
cliusetls Society for the promotion of Agriculture, by Sir Isaac
C'offin, at an expense t\( near one tkoustntd dollars, for the pur-
pase of improving the I,reed of cattle in bis unlive State, He
will remain at ilie farm of E. H. Derby, Esq, in Salem, and
by Ihe direction of the 'I'rustees of the Society, he is to be used
at 53 lor each Cow, payable in advance. Tile whole |)roceeds

from this animal, (ihe present season) will be (or the benefit of

the Society. Cows sent from a distance will betaken care of,

if desired, at a reasonable charge,

ROMAN.
~"

A very elegant, hill hloufled horse, imported with a hope of im-

Sroving the breed, will stand this season al the farm of Mr,
tepheii Williams, in Norililioruugh, county of Worcester.
Roman was purchased in England of the Earl ot Warwick

—

and his pedigree has been traced in the New iVIarket Snii.l.uok

from Childers, the swilles! horse llial ner rim over New Mar-
ket course, through eight generations of ilie highest bred horses ^
and mares in England, wiihoul a single cross of inferior blood.

Al 4 years old he won five, and al 5 years old he won four priz-

es, and has since beat some ol the fleelesl horses iu England
over the most celebrated courses.

His colour a very bright bay—black legs, mane, and tail

—

walks and trots well—is \cry good tempered—high .spirited

—

active—full iilteen aad a half hands high, and is considered by
judges as Tiandsome and well formed a horse as can he found

111 tne country.

Mares have been sent to him from all the New England
States, as well as lioin the remote cobnlies in this Slate and the

neighboring towus, and his colts are handsome and command
high prices.

Terms, S20 the season, to be paid before the mares are taken

away. Ncrlliborough, May 16, 1828.

Ornamental Flowers,

For sale at the N-'w England Fanner Seed Store, a large va-

riety of Ornamemal Flower Seeds, in papers of s'.x and a quar-

ter cents each; likewi-.e done up in packages comprising 20

varieties, each sori being labelled, al gl per package,

^PRICES OF COUXTRY PROl)UCE.

Gunpoivder, Sfc.

Du Pout's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts, per pound—Shot—Balls—Flints and Percussion Caps,
Also, Alum— Refined Sail Petre—Blue Vilriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale al the Dupont Pnwiler Store, No. 65 Broad street

—

By E, COPE LAND, Jr,

0= The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality

—

and is marked "jE, Cope/and, jr. Boston," on the head of the
cask tf March 14-

LandrelVs JVurseries—jYr.ar Philadelphia.
From the patronage already extended this Establishment, by

the citizens of Boston and its vicinity, the Proprietors are again
induced to advertise to them their Nurseries, as offering pecu-
liar facilities lor the acquiremenls of usefhl Ik, ornamental vege-
table productions. The collection now cultivated by iliem, con-
sists of an immense variety of Fruit aiid Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs—Green house Plants—Bulbous Roots, and
Garden Seeds. The assortment of Fruits is not surpassed in
real value bv any in ihis country. It embraces most of the cel-
ebrated kinds of Europe, with all the esteemed varieties which
have originated on this continent. The utmost care has been
oliscived in making the selection, and the whole is now offered
as containing none but those most worthy of cultivation. Per-
sons not acquainted wiih ihe different varieties hv name, and
desirous to procure choice kinds, by merely slatfng the time
they wish them to ripen, may confidently refer the rest to the
proprietors, without a fear of disappointment.

The Oruamenial department is rich in native and exotic
Planis— it conlains a splendid collection of Green house Plants,
most of which are calculated for adorning in the winter seasons,
parloui-s, sitting rooms, &c, with an assortment of Hardy Flow-
ering Shrubs, and acquisitions are continually making.

In the portion of ground allotted to Garden Seeds are grown
almost every variety of Esculent Vegi'lables for seeding. The
method pursued by the Proprietors in this branch, certainlv
must obtain for them a preference withs all who will consider the
subject in the slightest degree. The peparation of those kinds
liable to mix in seeding— in short, the whole process of culliva-
liou, iu gathering, &c. all being under their own personal sup-
eriniendence undoubtedly conspires in an eminent degree, to
obviate the errors and impositions, unavoidable in a depend-
ence on foreign importations, or on careless or inexperienced
growers at home. Orders received by Parker & Codmaii, No.
31 Congress St. Boston, ofwhom priced catalogues of the whole
may be had gratis. Persons ordering, mav be assured of hav
iug every article well and safely packed and forwanled.

Feb. 15, U' D, & C. LANDRETH .

Tarragon Roots.
Ftir sale at the New England Farmer .Seed Store, a few roots

of this herb, (growing in pots,) used in soups, salads, &.c, price
50 cts, per pot.

Likewise roots of the Chives, in pots, price 37 1-2 cts, per pot.

APPLES, best, ....
.iSHES, pot, first sort, . ' -

Pearl, fiist sort, . . -

BEANS, while, . . . -

BEEF, nies^, new, . - - -

Cargo,Jlo. 1, new,
Cargo, No. 2, new,

BUTTER, inspected No, 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk.

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

,
Genesee, ....
Rye, best, - - . -

GRAIN, Com, ... -

Rye, - - - -

Barley, - - - .

Oats, . . . -

HOGS LARD, firsl sort, new,
LIME.
PLAb-iTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new.
Cargo, No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, ...
Rye Grass, ...
Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top ....
Lucerne, ....
White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover,'(northern)
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wuiiz^l,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, .

Merino, lull hlood, unwa-Jied,
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half & quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, .

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort.

PRO VISION 3IARKE T.
BEEF, best pieces, ...
PORK, li-esh, best pieces,

whole hogs,
VEAL,
MUTTON, ....
PQJI.TRY. ....
BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL. Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS, . - -

CIDER, [according" to quality',]
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The art of conversation is not much bettor nn-

der.stood by the f;ro:iter part of tntinlunil, than that

of calculatiniT eclipses. In ordinary society, you

nre usually annoyed by inleruiinahle stones, rc-

l.-iting to the spenker's private concerns, iut ludint;

perhaps a bulleliii ol the narrator's health or want

of health, with ''disorders topical and symptoiuat-

ic," described with liisgustins; minuteness Or, it

the orator happens t" choose a different topic, you

are teised ani! tantnliied by arLnimenls and as

sertions inspired by the spirit of contrailiction, or

a love of par^iloN. in which victory :ind the dis

play of intellectual superiority are the manifest

main sprinirs of the tongue's perpetual motion.

—

The object of conversation should be to amuse or

benefit I he hearer, not solely to display the talents

and accomp'ishments of the speaker. •

Conversation may be puldic or private, and many
thini;s may be s.iid in a private interview, wiib

perfect propriety, which would justly cause of-

fence if uttered before company. No man is wil-

ling to have his faults, frailties, weaknesses, errors

or deficiencies carped upon, or even pointed out

before auditors, more especially stranifers. It m.iy

be a proof of frieiidsuip to speak of faults and fol

lies to the person who coinmits them, but to pub \jield Courier.

lish them to others is an act of hostility which

nothing but a desire to prevent (not make) mis

chief can justify.

he heard the door of the cemetery close with an

appalling sound, the tape' fell from liis hand, and

he remained petrified by the knowledge of his

awful situation, entombed with the dead. He had

not the power to pick up the taper, which was soon

extinguished by the noisome damp, and he imag-

ined that the cemetery would not be re opened un-

till another royal interment should take place ;

—

and thi s be must soon from the effects of f.imine,

be numbered with the dead. He swooned, and

remained insensible for some time. At length re-

covering himself, he rose upon his knees, laid his

hands upon a mouldering coffin, and to use his own
words, " felt strength to pray." A recollection

then darted across his mind, that he had heard the

workmen say, that about noon they should revisit

the cemetery, and take away some plumes. &c.
which they left there. This some.vhat calmed his

spirits. Hoon aftei 12 o'clock he heard the doors

turn upon their grating hinges, he called for as

sistance, and vvas goon conveyed to the regions of

ilay. His clothes were damp, and a horrible dew
hung upon his hair, which in the course of half an

hour turned from black to grey, and soon after to

white. The pain which he felt in the scapula du-

ring the period of his incarceration, he described

to our informant to be dreadful. This is perhaos.

the best authenticated account upon record of a

man's hair turning grey from fright.

—

Macchs-

Tliumpiiis: Dividend.— Under this head, an east

ru editor ranks 52 per cent, per annum on In

suronce stock, and the arrival of three chililron at irregular, every thing will go wrong. The stoin

ach is the primum mooile, as it were, of the consti-

tution ; the cause when disordered, of the most

afflicting diseases, and the first thing to be restor-

ed in order to their cure.

—

Loudon.

A lady named Mrs. Fortune, lately in London,

presented her husband with three female twins

(as paddy would say) at a birth. This is a strik-

proof of the old adage—" Miss fortunes seldom

come single."

Early Risin/^.— V'oiing Ladies would you im-

prove vour minds.'— know that the inoruing is the

best time to study. Would you impro- e your beau-

ty ?—know that the morning air is the best cos-

metic.— Would you enjoy pleasure without alloy ?

know that the sun rising from his yello* couch,

presents o,ie of the most sublime and be iutiful

scenes of nature. Would you delight your eyes

HEALTH.
The foundation of all heulth is regularity in the

time and quantity of food taken and in the common
evacuations. If these are strictly attended to,

every thing will go on well ; if suffered to become

Female Education.—The branches of literature

most essential for a young lady in this country,

appear to bo,

1. A knowledge of the English language. She

should not only read, but speak and spell it cor-

rectly ; and, to enable her to <lo this, she should be

taught the English grammar, and be frequently

e.xaniined in applying its rules in common conver-

sation,

2. Pleasure and interest conspire to make the

riting of a fair and legible hand, a necessary
and reorale vour olfactories ?— know that flowers !

,

.f r i i - j ."' .i' u J i / ." -^ ,
, ,^ , ,

1 branch of a lady s education—on this head I have
are clad in the best attire.and send forth the ^^veet-

j ^^ ^^j^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^^,, j^^.^^^^,, j^^^^^^
est perfumes in the morning. I< inally. would you i^^^^^

^^^ ^^^^ with difiicultv, are by no means
attend a mo rning school ?-get up at tou r o clock,

j
^^^^^^^^^^^^ j„ the active "state of business in

A Rock Fish, alias Streaked Bass, weighing !

'^'"«'"'°='' "-^ *° 'he simplicity of a republican

one hundred and ten poum/s, was caught in the !

.
3- Some knowledge of figures and book-keep-

liver Delaware, opposite BiUingsport, N. J. on the i

'"S '" absolutely necessary to quality a young la-

:jp.. ,,1,
dy for the duties which await her in this country

I

These are certain occupations, in which she may
We have henrd of many instances wherein fright assist her husband with this knowledge, and should

it is said, has produced very strange effects upon she survive him, and agreeable to the custom of

the human system. The following account we our country, be the e.vecutrix of his will, she can-

give upon the authority of a highly respectable not fail of deriving immense advantage from it.

medical gentleman resident in London. At the 4. An acquaintance with geography, and some

time of the funeral of his late Uoyal Highness the instruction in chronology, will enable her to read

Duke of York, a gentleman well known lor his an- history, biography and travels, with advantage, and

tiqunrian researches, whose name we withhold,^c-' thereby qualify her, not only for a general intei-

scended into the Royal cemetery at Windsor,nfler course with the world, but to be an agreeable com-

the interment had taken place, and busily engag- panion for a sensible mon. To these branches of

ed himself in copying inscriptions from various cof- knowledge, may be added, in some instances, a

fins. While thus engaged, and absorbed in thought general acquaintance with the first principles of

astronomy, natural pnilosophy, and chemistry, par-
ticularly with such parts of them as are calculated
to prevent superstition, by e.\plaining the causes,
or obviating the effects of natural evil, and such
as are capable of being applied to domestic or cu-
linary purposes.

jYcw Jigricnltaittl Books.
Jusl received at die New Eiiglsiid Farmer Seed Store, from

I.ondoii, a furlher supply of standard works on agnruliure, hor-
ticullure anil floriculture, of the latest editions ; anmng which
are,

An Encyclopedia of Gardening ; comprising the Theorv
and Pracuce of Horlicuhure, Floneuliure. Arb rieuliure anil
Landscape Gardening, including all ihe lalesl Improvements;
A General H slory ol Gardening lu all Countries; anri a sta-
tistical view of us present state, wah Suggestions ibr its Future
Progress, in the l-lrilcsh Isles. I.y J. i '. l.oudcn. F.L.S. H.S.
&c. lllusir.ited with many hundred F.ngravings on woo<l bv
BransK.n. Fdih Edition.

=6
An Encyclopedia ol .\gricullure; comprising the Theorv and

Practice of die Valuation, Transfer, Laying Uui Improvement,
and Management of Landed Property; and the culuvatiou and
economy of the Aiiiinat and Vegetable Prodnc; ons of Agricul-
ture, iinluding all the lalesl Improvement^; a General History
of Agriculture in all Countries; and a .slaiistical view ..fits pres-
ent stale, with suggestions (or its ftiture progress in the British
Isles. Hy J. C Loudon F.L.S H.S . &c. Author of the En-
cyclopcdi-T of Gardening. Idu-iraied with upwards of eight
hundred f.ngravings o.. wood, by l;raiision.

Tile .Science of Hordculiiire : comprising a practical system
for the -'^lanogement and 'IVaming of Fru.l-Trees, exemplified
by sketches lioni irees actually trained .Also a Comparative
Invesiig.ition ol die Foundation and Applicaiion of the Physio-
logical Principl.-- o Hr Kiruan. Sir Hiimphi n Davy. Mrs. Ib-
beLson, anil Messi-s. Hid, Forsyth, and Kn-ghl '

.-Second Edition.
To which are added, an Essay on the t'liltivation of the Pine-
Apple, describing and e.xeniplifyiiig by skctche.... an Improved
Arrangement for furni«liing every neces«ary Degree of Heat
by Sieam. and of applying it lo every required Purpose : the
results of a course of e-vperiments in gruw'ing Peaches and Nec-
tarines, in pots, in a conservatory, iiy Joseph Hayward. Sec-
ond Etlilion,

The Fruit Grower's Instructor; or, a Practical Treatise on
the Cultivation and Treatment of Fruit Trees : containing a
descri|jiion of the Apple Fly, cominonlv called die American
Blight, which causes the Canker in Apple Trees, with an Effect-

ual Remedy. Iiy G, Bliss.

A Treatise oq the Improved Culture of the Strawberry. Ra.sp-
berry. Gooseberry and Currant ; in wh'ch are pointed out ihe
best methods of obtaining ample crops of"lhese fruits. To which
are prefi.xeil Descriptions ol the most esteemed Varieties. Third
edition, with coloured plates. By Thomas Hayiies.

The Green House Companion ; comprising a general course
of Green-House ant! Conservatory Practice ihrouglioui the year;
a Natural Arrangement of all ihe Green-House Plants in culti-

vation ; with a descripiive catalogue of the most desirable lo
form a collection, their proper soils, modes of propagation, man-
agement, and references to botanical works in which they are
figured. Also, the proper treatment of flcwers in rooms, and
bulbs in water glasses. Second edition,

A Treatise oa the culture and management of Fruit Trees:
in which a new meihod of pruning ami Training is fully des-

cribed- To which is added, a new and improved edition of
" Observations on the Diseases, Defects, and Injuries, in all

kinds of Fruit and Forest Trees;'' with an account of a Partic-

ular .Method of Cure, published I \' order of government, Bv
William Forsyth, F.A.S and F S.,\„ gardener lo his Majesty at

Kensingion and St, James's, Mcml'er of the ./Economical So-
ciety at St. Petersburgh,&.c. &c. The seventh edition, cor-

rected, with additions of new Fruits, and references lo their fig-

ures ; also a calendarial index.

The Florist's' Directory,a Treatise on Ihe Culture of Flowers '

to which is added, a Supplementary Di.sseri.itioii on Soils, Ma-
nures, &.c. By James Maddock. Florist, A new edition, im-
proved; with notes and an appendix on the cultuie of the Dah-
lia, Chrysanihemum, Lobelia, and Tree iVIignionette, By Sam-
uel Curtis, Editor of Lectures on Botany, &-c.

Horins Gramincus Woburnensis : or, an Account of the Re-
sults of Experiments on the Produce and Ntiiritive Qualities of

different Gra.sses and other Plants used as die food of the more
v.duahle domestic animals : Insiitutcd by .lolin. Duke of Bod-
ford, Illuslratcd with numerous figures on the plants and seeds

upon which these experiments have been made, and practical

observations on their natural habiis, and the soils best adapted

to their growth ;
pointing out the kinds most proliiable for per-

iiciit pa-lure, irrigated meadows, dry or upland pasture, and
alicriKiie husbandry; accompanied with the Discriminating

aractcrs of the Species and Varieties. By George Sinclair,

III

CI

I'.L.S, F,H,S. Thii.l editit

.Sweet's Horlus Briiannicus : or, a Catalogue of Plants CLdti*

v.Tied in the gardens of Great Britain ; arranged in natural or-

A Concise and Practical Trealise on the Growth and Culture

of the Carnalinn, Pink, Auricula, I'olvanlhus, Ranunculus, Til-

lip. Hyacinth, Rose, and other Howei-s ; including a Disserttt-

I on on Soils and .Manures, and cciniaiiiing catalogues of th^

most esteemed varielics of each Hower, By Thomas Hogg.
Florist. Third edition.
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DRAINING.
Mr Fesskndkn— 1 have observed in New Eng-

1

!nnd and else.vhere, an abundance of land render-!

ed of little va!ue by being constantly saturated
;

witli water, iasuing from springs from the sides or

bi)ttoms of hills. These hnils being susceptible'

of great improvement by effectual draining, I have
j

thought it miglit be useful to say a few words on

the subject. ;

Open ditches are useful in carryinsf off surface'

water from low and flat lands, but fail when ap-
!

plied to lands impregnated with springs, and of au
1

uneven or inclining surface. Besides, open ditch-

es are liable to be tilled up, und if of unusual
|

depth, are in several respects an impediment to 1

cultivation.

Having successfully adopted the mode of drnin-

ing treated sf under the article " Agriculture" in

the Edinburgh Kncyclopedia, and denominated, it

my memory is correct, Trench drains, I would

strongly recommend it as effectual in the end, the

cheapest, and in various ways advantageous.

Lands- constantly wet by spring water cannot

be cultivated, and only produce inferior grasses.

When reclaimed they will be found rich and pro-

ductive.

Economy being essential in husbandry, it is de-

sirable to combine various iinprorementa in one
operation.

The advantages of Trench drains are three.

—

First, they operate effectually as a drain— relieve

the surface of small stones, and by collecting the

water at one point, afford permanent resources for

animal and other purposes—while this sort of ditch

is out of sight and neither occupies land, or im-

pedes the plough or carriages. In determining

the route of the drain, attention should be paid to

the indication of springs ; and in order to inter

cept them, it will be found best to cut rather be-

low than above those e.xternal indications, the ap-

pearance of water and the character of vegeta-
tion are the critetions to be noticed—a gradual
descent must of course be maintained, in all drain-

ing.

After examining my grounds carefully in wet
and dry seasons, I stake out the route of the drain,

then cause two or three furrows to be ploughed as

the width miy require, the sods and loose earth

being shovelled out, the plough may be again em-
ployed which forwards the work, after which the

shovel, spade and pick axe must finish the excava-
tion. The depth generally makes from thirty to

forty inches, according to circumstances ; the

width twenty-four to thirty at top, sloping to about
two-thirds the width at bottom.

The ditch b?ing made ready to fill and the
stones brought to it-i marsin, let one man, being
in the aitch, rnrefidhj place the bottom stones (of

the size of six or eight inches through if round,)
in the manner of an arch, leaning two against
each other at top, the bottoms extending to open
a free passage for water beneath, let these bottom
•stones be firmly kept in place by key stones, after

which the stones may bo thrown in somewhat pro-

miscuously to within ploughing dist uce of the
|

ed several years with the Indians on the river

surfai-e. The larger stones should be at bottom
|
Ousconsin. That they had beans growing spon-

taneously in the woods, of a superior quality. It

was in the early part of the month of June, and he
to give a free passage to the under water, the

smallest stones at top to prevent the earth and

surfsce water getting in. The stones in, and lev-

elled, spread a Tittle swingle tow, shavings or

straw, over them, for the reason named above,

after which the plough will replace thi earth ex-

peditiously, and the top of the ditch sliould pre-

sent a ridge higher than the general surface, as it

will settle ; and a heavy roller b -iug passed sev-

eral times lengthwise the ridge, will give the

whole a handsome and fine finish. If it be a

meadow, or pasture, grass seeds may be sown and

harrowed in, which will soon leave no trace ot

a ditch, except it he from its beneficial effects.

I have been more minute than may be deemed

necessary in describing so simple an operation,

but ;is the improvement contemplated, if >vell

raade, will endure for centuries, and carelessly at

tempted, may fail in one year, this particularity

may be allowahlp. H. W. D.

Batlston, (JV. Y.) May 26, 18-28.

I OR THE NSW EKGLAHD FARiVIER.

G-\RDENI]VG.
Mr. Fessende.n,— I have been pleased to see

in the New England Farmer, an extensive adver-

tisement of garden ."ceds for sale. Prom my most

• arly remembrance, I have ever been fond of gar-
^'' ig. The eminent Dr D.wrwin says- he had
been an experienced cardener forty-tive years. I

can now say more than that, as 1 have had more
less or experience in gardening for sixty yesrs or

upwards. According to the course of nature, at

this advanced period of life, little more may be

fcxpected from me, except a few observations on

my experience.

It is now forty years since I first came to make
a garden at this place. I was then well provided

with a great variety of seeds. Water melons I

had from a very large one that came from the Is

land of Bahama, of another kind from Charleston,

S.C. and a parcel from my native county of Bucks
thirty miles north of Philadelphia. They were all

planted, and tended equally well ; the vines of

those from Bahama grew the largest I ever saw
;

they blossomed in abundance but never bore any
thing. Those from Charleston grew well, and
blossomed, but bore none to perfection. Those
from Bucks county grew well and produced abun-

dance of good melons ; so did my cucumbers,
muskmelons, squashes, &c. but they all depreciat-

ed in size, and quality every year.

Sometime after, I had business at Fishkill. op
posite Newburgh, it being the season for gather
ing garden seeds, my worthy friends D. Ve'plank
Esq and the v.'iilow De Witt, furnished me with
Bin assortment ; and from several years' experi

ments, they apparently grew better than such as

I raised on the soil or obtained from Philadelphi:

Upwards of twenty years ago a forlorn traveller

came to my house end begired for victuals. He
vas dressed altogether in skins with the hair on.

He informed me in substance that he belonged to

Lower Canada, near the United States, had been
with the traders up Lake Superior, and had resid-

trave me six bears They were a beautiful glossy

white bean, move than twice as large as any I had

ever seen I planted them—they grew and bore

well vvere diflcrent from other beans, with long

vines, strong steins, with pods, blossoms, &c. from

'le same stem until frost. These beans, depre-

dated in size jnlil the year 181i>, when I planted

and gave away all that I had ; but there were bo

many frosts that they were all cut off, and I be-

lieve are extinct.

With regard to water melons, in the summer of

1813 I was in the city of Philadelphia, and in-

formed of a certain man living nearly opposite, in

New Jersey, th-it supplied the city with the best

water melons I sought his residence, they were

different in shape from any I had seen, very crook-

ed and small in the middle, so much so that I car-

ried one to luy lodgings by hanging it on my
shoulder. They were of a very superior flavor.

—

I forget tho name of the Sandwich Island from

which he said the seed came ; but I bought two

for the seed, and only found a few in the hlos.som

ends I carefuiiy preserved and brought the seeds

here, but never could raise one to ripen.

He told me one thing about raising water mel-

ons, and other si:uilar vines, that may be of ser-

vice,—that i ; th summer he gardened, and in the

vvinior fattc ^ : -p, -ind always kept them on his

water melon patch, and was never troubled with

any worms or yellow bugs.

Doctor Darwin the great friend of Doctor Frank-

lin, in his directions for raising Brocoli, recom-

mends to have the seed every year imported from

Italy. Is not that a proof, as Italy is to the south

of England, that transporting seed from south to

north, doth not answer a stationary purpose?

Perhaps you may think I am too late with my
remarks; bull am not too late for gentlemen's

observations and remarks for another year. One
in particular in your neighborhood, my worthy

friend, the venerable Col. Timothy Pickering;

I hope to see something more from him in your

paper. SAMUEL PRESTON.
Stockport, May 26, 1828.

N. B. I am feeb'e with age and bad health, yet

life and health permitting, I hope to write a histo-

ry of the Apple Tree, and show that it was a na-

tive of Pennsylvania long before the continent was

discovered by Europeans ; and if I had means of

lonveyance, would send your agricultural friends

a sciop of the original apples; they are yet worthy

cultivating, and I have them in abundance.

ON BEf, KEEPING.
Many and great are the "dvantages to be gain-

ed by the inhabitants of these United Stales, if

bees were propagated, supported, and preserved.

Our soil and climate are interior to none for this

purpose. Not Egypt, Greece, Italy, Germany,

France, England, or any part whatever of the

whole globe, would exceed us in the quantity,

quality, or flavor of the honey. Canaan, of old,

cou'd not with more propriety be called a land

flowing with railk and honey, than America would
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be, did we but improve all the means to produce

these so valuable and so important articles, which

we might do very easily ; which would assist each

other when we annually extended such pastures

as would increase both.

Bees-wax for manufactures, candles and export-

ation, will be a great motive to exertion, and per-

haps euiulation in this system ; especially was a

bounty given upon it by goverment. Wax can-

dles would then be sidd as cheap as taillow, ;ind the

quantity of wax, in American exports, would be I

very great -ndeed. i

A writer observes, that were bees propagated, i

and supported as extensively as a country would

bear, innumerable insects would he destroyed,

which feed upon the hotiey in tlio bloom of trees,

shrubs, and herbs ; and that this would tend to ex-

pel those hosts of insects, which we observe float-

ing in the air, playinff in the rays of the sun, near

the time of its selling, many of which we are in

danger of receiving into our bodies by respiration,

because of their sinallness.

If these observations are just, vi'ill not the in-

creasing of bees assist in expelling the caterpil-

lar and canker-worm, which have so often des-

troyed the fruit of the apple tree; whose young
often feed upon that part of the bloom, from which
the bee* collect the yellow down, which they car-

ry into their hives on their legs.

This point could be easily decided by those per-

sons who have trees near their bee-houses, or in

those parts of the country where bees are most
tVequent. Should the knowledge of any one prove

this to be a fact, that such trees are less frequent-

ly, or never attacked by those ravagers, the world

ought to be favored with the information.

Insects often feed upon that moisture, which
•jiany trees, especially the chesmit, airord in very

sultry days, in summer, which the bees collect

.vith great activity ; this is sometimes called hor.-

ey doA, and is the sweet sap of the tree sweating

through the leaf, and becomes honey ; which, if

more generally collected by bees, would thereby

serve to expel those troublesome and noxious in-

SL'Cts.

—

Agriculliiral Register.

KITCHEN GARDEN—JUNE.
Sowing and planting are still requisite in many

iuccessional, and some main crops for autumn and

winter; and in the crops now advancing, or in por-

lectiun, the business of hoeing, weeding and occa-

sional watering, will demand particular attention.

Planting is now necessary in several principal

iilants, for general succession summer crops, and

main crops for autumn, winter, &c. The whole

in the open ground, except two articles, and those

ire cucumbers, and melon plants for the last crop

n hot bed ridges.

In the open ground transplant cabbage, brocoli,

savoys, coleworts, celery, enuive, lettuee, cauli-

/lo'.\ers, leek.'j, beans, kidney Leans, and various

aromatic and pot-herbs, by slips, cuttings, or young

plants. Showery w?:i'.hcr is by far the best either

for sowing or planting ; and when it occurs lose no

iioc in putting in the necessasy crops wanting.

Keep your asparagus beds very clear fron*weeds

iow commonly rising numerously therein, which

'.vill soon overspread, if not timely cleared out.

—

(jUceuiiO new planted asparagus, and seed-beds,

r.hould be carefully weeded. Cut the asparagus

now in perfection, according as the shoots advance,

IhreOt four, or five inches high; which you may
continye to do all this month.

Plant successional crops of beans in the begin-

ning, middle, and latter end of this month, some
Windsors, long pods, while blossom, and Mumford
kinds, or any others If the weather is very hot

and dry, soak the beans a few hours in soft water

before you plant them lioe those of former plant-

ing, and draw the earth to the sterns. Top those

that are in blossom.

Your early cauliflowers, which will be now ad-

vancing in flower heads, must be watered in dry

weather to make the heads large; and according

as the heads show, tie down some of the large

leaves over them, to keep off sun and rain, that

they may be white and close.

The first main crops of celery must be now
planted in trenches to blanch ; the trenches to be

three feet distance, a foot wide, and dig the earth

out a spade deep, laying it equally to each side in

a level order, then dig the bottom, and if poor and

rotten, dung, and dig it in. Draw up some of the

strongest plants, trim the long roots and lops, plant

a row along the bottom of earh trench four or five

inches' distance, and finish with a good watering.

In the beginning of this nienth sow a full crop

of cucumbers in the mtnral ground to produce

picklers, and for other late purposes in autumn;

allotting a compartment of rich ground dug and

formed into beds five or six feet wide ; and along

the middle, form with the hand shallow basin like

holes, ten or twel"e inches wide, one or two deep

in the middle, and a yard distant from each other;

sow eight or ten seeds in the middle of each half

an inch deep ; and when the plants come up, thin

them to four of the strongest ia each hole to re-

main. Be careful frequently to water them when
the weather is dry.

Sow the main crops of the green-curled endive,

also a smaller supply of the white-curled, and large

Batavia endive; each thin in open ground to plant

out for autumn and winter.

Clear your onions from weeds, and give them a

final thinning, either by hand, or small hoeinj;

—

the main crops to four or five inches distant ; the

others, designed for gradual thinning in summer

leave closer, or to be thinned by degrees as want-

ed.

Sow more marrowfat peas, and some hotspurs,

or imperials, and other large kinds. This is also

a proper time to sow the leadman's dwarf pea,

which is a great bearer, small podded, but very

sweet eating. If the weather is very hot, either

soak the seed, or water the drills before sowing.

Hoe between your potatoes to kill the weeds and

loosen the ground ; and draw the earth to the bot-

tom of the plants.

Thin all close crops now remaining t» transplant

proper distances. Many sorts will now require it,

as carrots, parsnips, onions leeks, beets, spinach,

radish, lettuce, turnip, turnip-radish, parsley, dill,

fennel. &c. all which may be done by hand or

small hoeing ; the former may do for small crops,

but for large supplies the small hoe is not only the

most expeditious, but by loosening the surface of

the earth, contributes exceedingly to the prosper-

ity of the plants.

IMPORTED HORSES.
We understand tho two fine thorough-bred in-

tire Horses, Barefoot and Serah, with their grooms,

sent under the care of Mr Hector Coffin, in the

packet-ship Napoleon, Capt Smith, to New-Yort,

by Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, Baronet, have arriv-

ed at the stables prepared for tbem in Brighton,

near Boston ; where they are to remain this seas-

on, but will be placed in Virginia or Nsw-York
the next. The income from these horses is to go

to the benefit of the Almiral's School at Nan-
tucket.

The horses are perfect in body and limbs ; with-

out a defect or blemish of any kind They have

both been famous on the turf of England ; and

Barefoot, since he took the Doucnster Saint Ledg-

er stakes, against i^l hordes, al 2.5 guineas each,

has never been beaien till he lefl the turf. He
was then 4 years •Id

;
previous to which he had

run four colt races, at 2 and 3 years old, always

beating. Serab won the Newinurkel stakes at 3
years old, 25 horses, at .50 guriieas each ; and

many others. For this horse the Marquis of Cleve-

land (then Earl of Darlington; g ve £3,000 ster-

ling.

Frner horses never were bred in England, or

ever left that country : their per'i^ree goes back

in a direct line, to the first blooil recorded in the

sporting calendar of England. A better oppor-

tunity for improving the breed of horses in this

country, has never been affordc) ; and it is to be

hoped the gentlemen and farmers of old Massachu-

setts will avail themselves of thi;; onportunity, the

present sea»on, as, by the reinov.il of the horses

south, they will be deprived of it the next.

JWwburyport Herald.

VITIATED ATMOSPHERE FROM VEGE-
TATION.

As (he spring advances, and vegetation puts on

ita attractive garb, it may be proper to caution

our readers against ttie too general custom of al-

lowing geraniums and other ornamental green

house plants, to vegetate in confined rooms in

dwelling-houses. The pruce^s of vegetation de-

stroys the purity of the air in a remarkable degree,

by absorbing the oxygen of tiie atmosphere, and

giving out the refuse carbon, or ftcnlw of the

plant to the surrounding air. The odoriferous

plants, though agreeable to the olfactory nerves,

are even more deleterious than any nthets, from

the gaseous carbon evolved in the form of aroma.

Apartments in which any kind of plants are allow-

ed, ought, therefore, to be constantly ventilated,

both for the purpose of respiration, and for the

health of tho plants.— ferulam.

HORTICULTURAL INSTITUTION.
An-reeably to public notice, the Horticultural So-

ciety of Philadelphia, met on Wednesday evening,

and elected the following gentlemen Officers.

—

President, Horace Binney, Tice Presidents, James

Mease, M. D. Matthew Carev, David Landretb.

N. Chapman, M. D. Trensurrr, VVm. Davidson,

Corresponding Secrctari), Samuel Unv.nrd, Record-

ing Secretary, D. S. Brown, .'Jcd'ng Commhtet,

George Pepper, Nicholas Biddle, Tiiomas Biddle,

R. P'atterson, D. B, Smith, Mo.see Brown, M. C.

Cope, Thomas Astley, David Landretb, Jr. Thom-

as Hibbalt, Thomas Landretb, Joshua Longslreth.

THE THAMES TUNNEL.
A third irruption has taken place. Within the

last week, the leakage had been considered so ef-

fectually reme„ied, as to permit the pumps being

set to work to draw off the water. This was done,

and the shaft and parallel passages were so far

emptied as to admit one of the engineers reach-

ing tho shield and examining the greater part ol

the boxes. The result of that examination wcr.
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J} profilntih cow.—A cow belonginK to John H.

Povvel, Kflil. (near 'Pliiladelpliiii.) of the Durham
short-horneil breed, gives daily, twenli/ -sir quarts

audi, Ih&t the most sanfruine anticipations were Bleeves, dam Manuscript, by Simon ; g. d. by

entertained that the uorlis would be speedily re- Daisy ;* g. g. d. by Duke ; g. g- g- d. by Boling-

sumed, and even a particuhir period was nnmed broke. ,. . .
, , , , , , „

for puuin.. on the f',11 force of the workn.on.- Lawnslee.es, got by C. Colling's Surpl.ce ; da,n of ,ndk rn 24 hours
;
wh.ch produces twmt,, and a

The recent .rrupl.on took place between one and by Geor.^e
; g. d. by Sirnon. M P""f'> "/J"'"''-

I'^'' «""* '
>'«

'<^f
o^"'?

two o'clock on Sunday mornincr, but was not so Favorite, the Hire of Ce.net, by Bolingbroke, cow is slops ot corn meal, lucerne, and orchara

sudden as the precrdm- one During the after- ,1am Pha^nix by Fo'jamhe ;* g. d. Favorite, by R. grass.—Jlmtruan Mfrcuni-

noon of that day several bugs of clay wore thrown Alcock's bull ; s g. d. by Smith's bull
; g. g. g.

down, over where it is thought the aperture has d. hy Jolly,8 bull.*

taken place, but until a meeting of the Directors Punch, (bred by Mr R. Colling) got by Broken

has been convened, to aimounce to them this ad- Horn, duiii by Broken Horn; g. d. bred by Mr

ditional calamity, more ctive measures wiil not Best.

be adopted. It has been ascertained that the Huhback, calved in 1777, (bred by Mr John

depth of earth over uliat were the thinnest parts Hur.ler,) got by Snowilon's Bull,* dam, (fiom the

through which the Tunnel was directed, was >*ix- stock of Sir James Pennyman, .ind these from the

teen feet si.\ inches. The flowing in of the water stock of Sir Willi mi St Q,i intin, of Scampston,)

Cows.—We are told that the Rev. Mr. Phenix

of Springfield, ..(Chickopee,) has ma'ie fur some

weeks past, on an average twenty pounds of hut-

tor a week from two cows, besides using as much

milk ds was necessary for his family. This shows

the advantage of good cows and good keeping.

—

H'lmp Gaz.

A Milledgeville paper states, thnt the price of

was gradual, and on its being perceived by Mr by a bull csf Mr Banks, of Hurworth
; g. d. bought (,„„, j^ risinir in diflerent parts of Georgia, partic-

GraviUt, he gave directions to the workmen to of Mr Stephenson of Ketton. Hubback's dam ,jiarly in the new couiitie

watch beyond the wier, which was graduated, and Barforth was the best butter cow upon record in (,„.,

when they perceived any increased flow arising, England.

to retiro immediately.

The pricG at Colum-

said to be two dollars mid <i half per buslic.

— which is partly ascribed to the great influx ol

Snowdon's Bull, the sire of Hubback. (bred by population, and partly to the scarcity among the

Lady Hervey, formerly Miss C-iton of Baltimore,

and sister to the .Marchioness Wellesley, was mar-

ried on the 'Jiiih of April to the Marquis of Car-

marthen. The elevation of those two [adies is
\^y Bolinsihr.ike'

quite remarkable.

Mr George Snowdon) cot by Robson's Bull

Masterman's bull,* by the Studley Bull.

Waistell's bull,* by .Masterman"s bull.

Simon got by Favorite ; dam by Punch ;

•iilhboring Creeks, which approaches to a state

of famine.—The rice at Milledcreville does not

; exceed from 6'2i to 75 cents per bushel.

Daisy Bull, (bred by Mr C. Colling) got by Fa-
~"

vorite ; dam by Punch ; g d. bv Hiibbark.
Plants on an acre—An acre planted with corn

^^^^^^ (^^ Q.^^p^^ (jan, DucheJs by Favorite
; g.

or polatos, the hills beinsr two and a half feet apart
j ^ Uiwsy ; g. g. d. by Favorite

; g. g. g. d. by

Hubback ; g. g. g. g. d. by James Brown's Red
Bull.

Bolingbrok

each way, measuring from and to the centre of the

hills, and supposing them at ri'.'ht angles, will con-

tain C.yOS) hills— if the hills be three feet apart, it

will coiitaiii 4 S40 hills—if three and a half feet

apart, 3,.55G lulls— if four feet apart, 2,732 hills.

red and wliite, calved Nov. 12,

1788, (bred by Mr Charles Colling,) got by Fol-

jambe. dam young Strawberry (bred by Mr May
An acre with plants placed at the distance ot one

\^^^^^ ^^ Da\Um Duke ; g. d. Favorite, (bred by
foot each way will contain 43,.i(iO plants— at the

j^j^ Maynard) hy R. Alcock's bull ; g. g. d. by Mr
distance of eighteen inches, 19 3ti0 plants. An

jg^„(, Smi'h's bull
; g. g. g d. by Jolly's bull,

acre of fruit trees placed twenty feet apart, will s„rplice, (bred by C. Colling) got by Favorite ;

have 108 trees—placed twenty-five feet aparl, 69 "^ j Phoeni.x by Foljambe ; g. g. d. Favorite, by
trees—[ilaced thirty feet apart, 43 trees. ^ Alcock's bull.

'

George, (bred by Mr C. Colling) got by Comet
;

To make beer.—Three quarts of molasses- half ^^^ i^;,,jy i,y grandson of Bolingbroka ; g. d.

a pound of hops—a quarter of a pound of ginger, phosnix by Foljambe ; g. g. d. Favorite, bred by

Steelyard.—A new steelyard has been invented

in France, which is said to possess greater accu-

racy than any description of that machine hither-

to in use. One of the improvements in this new-

invention, is the ease with which it can be verifi-

ed. The divisions, which are marked on the long

arm of the beam, heinu- from a zero point ; that is,

from a point at which the travelling weight places

the machine is equilibrium, when no weight is at-

tached to the short arm of the beam. This ena-

bles the most ii;norant persons to judge at once

of the correctness of its construction.

The Connecticut, swelled by the late rains, has

covered a l^rge portion of the meadows in this

town with water, and destroyed the springing

corn, eats, &c -Hamp. Gaz.

and an ounce of cloves, biewed with a eufiicient
jyjf Maynard) by Alcock's bull.

quan: ity of water, \m11 make half a barrel of ex-

cellent family beer.
Comet, (sold for 1000 guineas) red and while

roan, calved in 1814, (bred by Mr C. Celling) got

by Favorite, dam young Phcenix, by Favorite
; g.

d. Phosnix by Foljambe
; g. g. d Favorite, (bred

by Mr Maynard) by Alcock's bull
; g. g. g. d. by

BOLIVAR'S PEDIGREE—TRACED in the
HERD BOOK.

BOLIVAR, red and white, calved May 5, 1825, Smith's bull
; g. g. g. g. d. by Jolly's bull,

bred by J. Whitaker, Esq. England.

BoLiv.\R, by Frederick, dam Sweeiliearl by Hermil. ' Foljambe, white with a few red spots, calved in
.
d. Buxom, (bred by R. Colling) by jygy Mj^gj ^y C. Colling) got by Richard Bar-

The London Literary Gazette states that Capt.

Foster will sail from England in the course of a

few days, in His Majesty's Chanticleer, en a

voyage of discovery to the South Pole. His ex-

treme destination is the newly discovered group

of the South Shetland Islands, but he has condi-

tional instructions to proceed from thence as far

as he can, without risk to his ship, towards the

T n <T>jT.iii» loiiLn South Pole. Capt. F. was with Capt. Parry in his
James Brown s Red Bull,* got by Barker s bull. , . ,\ , ^ . .-e„ ,. , , . .

, c , 11- last voyage, and is said to be a scientific man.

A new steam boat left New York, on the 17th
g. d.Crampion, (bred by R. Colling) by ker's bull, dam Ha'ighton by Hubback

; g. d. by a
|
ingt. !or Havana. Her boilers are of copper, and

hull of Charles Colling; g. g. d. by Waistell's weigh 60,000 pounds.
; of Comet.

g.g.g.d. B^iglueyes, (bred by R. Colling) by
^^_„.. ,,. g. g. ,,. TripesV[bred by C. Pickering.]

g. g. g. g. d. Old Brighleyes (bred by R. Colling)

by Favorite,

g.g.g.g.g.d. by Favorite.

g-gg-g-g-S-'lby f',"'>fli.

g- g g- g- g. ^-Z- " "y Hubback.

g-g- g. g. g.g-g.g- d.by Snowden's Bull.

'. g. g- g. g- g- g. g g- d. by Masterman's Bull.

-. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. d. by Waistell's Bull.— Wnislell's

Bull by Masterman's Bull. Mas.
lernian's Bull by theSludley Bull

R. Alcock's Bull, bred hy Jackson.

Grandson of Bolingbroke, [bred by C. Colling]

got by O'Callaghon's Son of Bolingbroke, dam
old Johanna, by CoUing's Lame Bull.

^ The best milkers have descended from the Daisys, I itch-

\
esses, and WMiirs. The Studley Bull, Hubback, Foljambe,

' and Favorite, were the most celebrated bulls of their day— from_.,,, . c n \- LiL ' them have descended the very best animals ofthe race—to them
!• rcdenck, the sire ot Bolivar, roan, (bred by

j
the breeders are most auxious to trace the origin of their Short

Mr Charge) got by Hulton, dam Orbit by Comet ; Hoi n stock , and it will be found on reference to the Herd Bonk

g. d. Splendor by Comet
; g. g. d. Fleck'd Twin

by M?jor ; g. g. g. d. Red Simmon by Favorite
;

g. g. g- g. d. Fleck'd Simmon by Bartle
; g. g. g.

g. g. Old Simmon (bred by Mr Charge) descend-

ed from the Studley White Bull.

Hermit, roan, (bred by Mr Baker) got by Lawn-

I's. Barker's, Smith's
vere the males frorr

ihAi >7loirclen's, Robson's, Waisteli

Jolhfs, Alcock's and Masterman's bull;

which these bulls were derived.

In proof see " Improved Short Horns, and their Pretensions,"

Mr rolling's remarks, and " Hints for American Husbandmen."
" The Pennsylvania Agricultural Society unequivocally de-

clare the Improved Durham Short Horns to be " the race of

neat cattle which experience has proved to be superior to all

which we have ever seen."

JOHN P. MILNOR, i&c. &c'm.

Value of Mahot^any.—A few days since, (says

the Hampshire Gazette) we observed a man un-

loading a few mahogany boards from a wagon at

a cabinet ware-house ; and, on inquiring of the

cabinet-maker how much his boards cost him, he
informed us that he paid in Boston for twelve

boards one inch in thickness, and containing about

sixteen square feet each, $42, and for freight up-

wards of .f6 ; making the whole expense of the

boards, about four dollars each. This is at the

rate of twenty five cents per square feet, or about

seven cents per pound. We were further inform-

ed that all those boards, with many other valuable

materials, are to be worked into one table, or rath-

er, set of tables so formed that they can be united

into one.
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MERRIMACK AGRICULTDRAL SOCIETY.
At a meeting of the Boaril of Directors of the

Merrimack Aijricultiirul Society, holden iit the

Phenix Hotel iu Concord, on Thursday, the '28th

of February. It^^i^, the following gentlemen were
appointed a Vie a in ^j- Committee on farms, namely:

U. H. Ayer, of llooksett, Chairman— S, A. Kim-
ball, of Concord—Wm. Little, of Hopkmton— A.

Burbank, of Boscawen— P. Eaten, of Henniker

—

B. Pettpnj.rill, rid, of Salisbury, and T. D. Merril,

of Epsom.

Voted, Th<it tlie nesl annual meeting; he iiokien at Loudon
Village, on Wednesday and Thursday, ihe LWi and 16lh days
of October next, al 10 .i'cl<u-k, A. M.

Voted, Thai uo quantity of land iess than twenty live acres,

receive a premium as a farm.

Volt:d. Thai the following premiums be offered to be award
Cd at the ue.xl annual meeting, viz ;

O.V FARMS A.M) GARDEKS.

On the best Farm $12— next best, 10— nest

best, 8— ne.xt best, 6— next best, 4.

On the best Kitchen Garden, $6—next best, 4.

Voted, To appropriate the sum o{^t5 to be awarded on crops

and improvements in the .irt of husbandry, including reclaimed
meadows and the cullivaiion cf the mulberry Iree, which sum is

to be al the disposal of Ihe Viewing Commillce.
Voted, Thai there be a ploughing match, and ibal a premium

of 54 be awarded on the yoke of caille that will plough 1-Sth of
an acre in the best manner—and a premium of ,^2 will be a-

uarded on the yoke of cattle that will plough one eighth of an
acre in the ne,xl best manner.

ON STOCK.

For the best pair of working Oxen, $4—next

best, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best pair three year old Steers, accus-

tomed to the yoke, $3—the ne.xt best, 1 vol. N. E.

Farmer.

For the best pair two year eld Steers, $2.

For the four best Yearlings, 1 vol. N. E. Farm.

For the best Bull, over one year old, owned and

kept within the county, $4— next best, 3—next

best, 3— next best. 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best Bull Calf, 1 vol. N. E- Parmer

—

next best, $1.

For the best jVIilch Cow, $4—next best, 3— next

best, I vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best three years old Heifer, $3— next

best, I vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best two years old Heifer, S2—the next

best, 1.

For the best Stud Horse, owned and kept with

in the county, $^— next best, 3.

For the best Mare and Colt, $4—next best, 1

vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best Saxon or Merino Buck, $4—next

bet, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the live best Saxon or Merino Ewes, J3

—

five next best, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

For the best Boar, $3— the best Sow, 1 vol. N.

E. Farmer— the two best spring Pigs, $2—next

best, 1.

ON DOMESTIC AND HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.

On the best piece of Fulled Cloth, not loss than

10 yds. .$3— next best, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer—next

best, 1.

On the best piece of Cassimere net less than 10

yds. S3—next best, 1 vol. N. E. Faniier.

On the best piece of Carpet, not less th;tn 25
yds. and ^ wide, t-'.i— next best, 2.

On Ihc be.st piece of Flannel, not less than 10

yds. 83— next best, 2.

On the best pair of Blankets, .$9— next best, 1.

On the host piei e of Linen Cloth, not less than

10 yds. .$2— next best, 1.

On the best piece of Table Linen, not less than

10 yds. S3— ne.xt best, 1.

On the best Woollen Hose, (2 pair,] $1— next
best, .50 cts.

On the best Woollen Corerlet, $1 — next best,

50 cts.

On the best Cotton and Woollen Coverlet, -SI—
next best, 50 cts.

On the best Counterpane, $1— next best, 50 cts.

On the best grass or straw Bonnet, $2—next
best, 1.

On the best manufactured Boots and Shoes, (2
pairs each) 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

On the best maniifictured Leather, 3 sides each,

1 vol. N. E. Farmer— the best Calfskins SI.

On the best specimen of dressing Fulled Cloth,

1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

On the best Break-up plough, 1 vol. N. E. Far-

mer—the best Seeu-plough, $1—on the best Ox-
yoke, bows and iron^;, 1—on the best Ploughman,
1 — on the best Teamster, 1.

On the best specimen of Blacksmith work, 1 vol.

N E. Farmer.

On the best specimen of Cheese, not less than

46 Ihs. 1 vol N. E. Farmer— next best, $1.

On the best specimen of Butter, not less than

20 lbs. I vol. N. E. Farmer— next best, $1.

On the best Dissertation on making Compost
Manure, 1 vol. N. E. Farmer.

Voted, Thai in all cases it is to be understood, that premiums
will not be awarded when the articles are not deemed worthy
of them.

Voted. That all persons who enter their farms for premiums
juust make application to the chairman of the riewiug commit-
tee, or lo the Secretary, prior to the twentieth of June next.

Vofed, 'i'hat the viewing committee on farms in making their

awards, will take into view the quantity and quality of mowing,
arable, orcharding, pasture and wood-land, compared wtfh the

size of the farm— the condition of buildings and fences—the a-

moiuit of stock kept, the mode adopted in making and increas-

ing the quantity of manure—the quantity and quality of crops
compared with the labor bestowed, and the general neatness and
economy attending the management of the farm.

Vuleti, That all the above named animals must be owned
within the County of Merrimack, and by members of the Soci-
ety at the time of exhibiting, and must not have received a pre-

mium elsewhere during the same year.
Voted, That all articles of domestic and household manufac-

tures must have been made within the County, and within one
vear previous to the exhibition, and by or for the person offer-

ing the same.
Vot£d, That ihis meeting; stand adjourned to the third day of

September next, at y o'clock. A. M. at the Phoenix Hotel in-

Concord. Attest, J^O. WHIPPLE, Secr'y.

From the Hampshire Gazette. !

SILK.
!

We have received from Mr. Bates, a letter from

the Secretary of the Treasury, in relation to the
;

growth and manufacture of silk. It is a Manual
j

containing the best practical information that could

be collected from various countries respecting the

cultivation of the mulberry tree, the breeding of

silk worm-:, and the manufacture and dying of

silk. This manual, of 220 pagt^s, was prepared in ;

obedience to a resolution of the House of Repre- '

sentalives, and is adapted to the diB'erent parts oft

the Union.
I

The .>;ilk worm is a native of China. The Seres,
j

who inhabited the northern part of that country,
{

cultivated the precious article. Having been ex-

ptdled by the Hun.':, A. O. 93, they settled in Lit-
'

tie Biicharia. Silks were first brought from China
,

to Syria and Egypt by traders, who, in caravans,

perforciic'd journeys of 243 days through the de- '

serts of .\sia. The price was far beyond the reach

of any but the rich, and for a long time Ihc use!

of silk among the Romans was loufined to women
I

of fortune. The Emperor Aurelian refused his
j

queen a garment of silk, by reason of the high

price it bore— its weight in gold. In the sixth
|

century, two monks, who had been employed as
missionaries in the east, penetrated luto the coun-
try of the Serss, and observed the labors of the
Bilk worms, and the manner of working their pro-
duction into elegant fabrics. They imparted the
secret to the emperor Justinian at <"onstantinople.
who induced them by a groat reward, to return
and bring away a quantity of the .silk worm's e^gs.
They put the eggs into the hollow of u cane,\nd
brought them safely to Constantinople about the
jyear 555. The eggs were hatched, and the worms
vvere fed with mulbeiry leaves; and the insects

j

produced from this caneful of eggs were the pro-

i

geuitors of all the silk worm.s of Europe and the
western parts of Asia. The people of the Morea,
[and of the cities of Athens and Thebes enjoyed
;the profit of the culture and manufacture of silk

j

upwards of 400 years; but in 114ti the king of
I Sicily made war upon Greece, and carried off a
(great number of silk weavers, who taught the Si-
|cilians to raise silk worms and to weave silk stuffs.

The Saracens introduced the silk manufacture in-

to Spain and Portugal, and subsequently the Ital

ian States, France, and England engaged in it.

In the United States, the culture of silk first

commenced in Virginia. As early as 1666, the
rearing of silk worms was a part of the regular
business of many of the farmers. One man had
70,000 mulberry trees growing in 10(14. Georgin
sent eight pounds of raw silk to England in 1735,
and 10,000 pounds in 1759. Some attention was
paiil to the culture of silk in South Carolina, and
in 17.55 Mrs Pinckney raised and spun silk enough
for three complete dresses. In Pennsylvania and
New Jersey the culture of silk began in 1771, but
was suspended by the war of the rovolution.

Mulberry trees and silk worms were introduced
into Mansfield, in the county of Windham, Conn,
about the year 1760, and in 1789 two hundred
pounds of raw silk were made in that town. At
present, three fourths of the families in Mansfield
are engaged in raising silk, and make annually
from five to ten, twenty, and fifty pounds in a fam-
ily ; and one or two have made, each, one hundred
pounds in a season. It is believed that there are
annually made in that town and the vicinity, from
three to four tons of silk.

The cultivation of silk has commenced in Mas-
sachusetts, New York, Kentucky, Ohio, and sev-

eral other States.

BOOK FARMING.
It is a prejudice, irreconcible with the genera!

intelligence, which characterizes our countrymen,

that agriculture can be availingly promoted by

those only tvhose talk is of oxen, atid tcho are cm-

ployed in their labors. The attention of Europe

was awakened towards this essential department

of human industry, by an English judge, who not

only prescribed modes for bettering the condition

of the land, but contrived implements of husband-

ry, inquired into the causes, and recommended a

judicious treatment, of the diseases of domestic

animals, lie al^o gave plans for t! e improvement

of farin buildings, and the embellishment of the

long neglected estates of the kingdom Sir An-

thony Fitzh«rbert, to whom England owes so much
for the revival of agriculturt" and rural taste, pub-

lished two works On country affairs, about the year

15;J4. These volumes serve, ninonL' other testimo-

ny, to prove, that what might then have been re-

garded as idle theory, obnoxious to the ridicule of

the in-norant, has since been universally adopted
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t'rom the seemingly insignificant conception ol

banding wheels «ilh iron, and the simple contriv-

ance tor liarnesKinsr u team of horses, to the more

e.xtensive operations ot reclaiming and croppinjr

land, subjects which previously had no bren sust-

gesled, much less gravely and ably recommended

in a book. From the moral and economical advice

which he imparled, I cannot forbear selectirlg a

few lessons, as worthy of respect and obedience

now, though almost 300 years liave elapsed since

they were first promulj;ated for the instniction of

the farmer. "I would advise him," says Fitz.her-

bert, "to rise by times in the morning, and go a

bout his closes, pastures, fields, and specially by

the hedges, and when he seeth any thing that would

be amended, to write it in his tables, and if he can-

not write, let him nick tlic defects upon a stick.

—

As if he find any beasts, sheep, or swine, in his

pastures that be not his own, and peradrenturi!

though they be his own, he would not have them

to go there. Let him look, if any water stands on

his pastures, upon his arass, whereby he may tase

double hurt, both the loss of his grass, and rotting

of his sheep and calves. And see if any gate b^

broken down, or findeth or seelh any thing amiss

that should be amended. Also take heed, both

early and late, at all time.';, what manner of peo-

ple resort aud come to thy house, and the cause

of their coming, and speoially if they bring with

them pitchers, bottles, or wallets, for if thy soi-

vants be not true they may do thee great hurt, and

themselves little advantage, wlierefore they would

be well looked upon."

—

I'oux's Mdiess.

ADVANTAGES OF CARROTS IN FAT-
TENING OXEN, &c.

Nothing can e.xceed this root for fattening oxen;

but they should have some sweet hay to eat with

it, and they will thrive much better on it if they

are stalled. It nourishe.' them much, and soon

makes thera fit for the butcher. Some oxen will

not take to eating them kindly at first. For those

they should for a time be parboiled ; but they must

every day be less and less boiled, till they come to

eat thera quite raw, which in a little while the

nicest will do. I also find carrots excellent for in-

creasing the milk of cows.

Hogs are very fond of carrots, and they make
them thrive apace ; but they should always be

given to them boiled, as they will with great difii-

culty be induced to eat a sufficient finantity of

them raw. It will be proper, however, to give

thera before they are killed, either a few bushels

of barley meal, or some grey peas, boiled or some

corn, which will complete their fattening to admi-

ration.

There is not a better and raoie hearteninj food

for horses than carrots, if given them with discre-

tion. They need have no corn, and much less hay

than they would otherwise eat. I have all my life

heard it said, that carrots were exceeding good to

make horses long winded ; and some jockies will,

1 have been informed, feed a broken winded horse

some little time with carrots before they sell him,

when he may be very well passed off for a horse

that is only a littlo thick winded.

A horse dealer in my neighborhood, TOhen he

buys a poor, half-starved beast, if ho has youth on

his side, ahvays fats him up with cnrrols before

he takes him to mirket ; and this practice ho finds

answers very well, as the hore» is sooner got into

flesh with carrots than any other food ; and they

are besides wholesome, breeding in him no foul

humours.
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All the danger seems to be to the purchaser

wh», if lie imprudently put the horse to too hard

work, is in a manner sure to break cither his wind

or his heart ; for as the horse was very suddenly

got into flesh, his strength is not proportione<l to

his bulk, till he has been kept some time on dry

iii(-al.

That a horse thus fed should not be immediate-

ly fit for any hard labor, must not be used as an

argument against carrots being a proper food for

horses. It must be considered, that this man takes

a half starved horse, and gives him at once his fill

of a nourishing food ; in fact, too nourishing, as it

fills him with flesh faster than he can have time

to gather strength.

—

Agricultural Register.

Rot in sheep.—In the parish of Cheriton Pitz-

paiiie, the rot is very apt to bo coraraunicated to

the slioep after depasturing upon the low lands

subject to the wash and partial overflowings from

the higher tillage lands. An instance once oc-

curred in the parish, of a farmer turning one hun
dred and ten ewes upon a lay field in preparation

to he sown with wheat, that had recently been

dressed with a mixing of lime, hedge-row and other

mould. The grass grew luxuriantly after this

dressing, but every ewe was dead by the Candle-

mas following, being all cawed or rotted with in-

numerable flukes found in the liver of every one

of them. The other sheep upon the farm, which
had been raised, and in every other respect treat-

ed in the same manner, save in depasturing with

the one hundred and ten ewes, were free fmm the

most remote symptoms of this disease. Watering
groumls early in the autumn or fall of the year,

and immediately turning sheep upon them, has

been found uniformly fatal in producing the same
disease.— l^ancouver's Survey
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OF COMPOSTS or EARTH, LIME AND UU.VG.

Mixing farm yard dung, in a state of fermenta-

tion, with earth, in which there is much inert veg-

etable matter ; as the banks of old ditches, or

what is collected from the sides of lanes, &c.

will bring the inert, dead matter consisting of the

roots of decayed grasses, and other plants, into a

stale of putridity and solubility, and prepare it for

nourishing the crops or plants it may be applied to,

in the very manner it acts on peat. Dung, how-

ever, mixed with earth taken from rich arable

fields, which have been long cultivated and ma-

nured, can have no effect as manure to other

land that the same earth and dung %vould not pro-

duce app'ied separately ; because there is gener-

ally no inert matter in this description of earth to

be rendered soluble.

Mixing dung, earth, and quick lime together

can never be advisable ; because quick liuie will

render some of the most valuable parts of the

dung insoluble. It will depend on the nnture of

soil or earth, whether even quick lime only, sliould

he mixed with it to form compost. If there be

much inert vegetable matter in the earth, the

quick lime will prepare it for becoming fond for

the plants it may be applied to ; but if rich earth

bs taken fr«ni arable fielils, the bottoms of dung-

pics, or in fact of any soil full of soluble matter be

used, the quick-lime will decompose parts of this

soluble matter, combine with other parts, and ren-

der the \yhole mass less nourishing as manure to
plants or crops, than before the quick lime was
applied to it. Making compost, then, of rich soil
of this description, with dung or lime, mixed or
separate, is evidently, to say no more of it, a waste
of time and labour. The mixture of earths of this
description, with dung, produces no alteration in
the component parts of tiie earth, where there is

no inert vegetable substances to be acted on ; and
the mixture of earth full of soluble matter, with
dung and quick lime in a mass together, has the
worst effects, the quick lime deeon. posing and
uniting with the soluble matters of the earth, as
well as that of the dung; thus lendering both, in

every case, less efli^ient as manures, than if ap-

plied separately from ihe quick lime, and even the

quick lime itself interior as manure for certain

soils, than if it had never been mixed with dung
and earth at all.

Mixing dung in a state of fermentation with

peat, or what in Scotland is called meadow-bank
middens, is a successful mode of increasing the

quantity of putresceni manure. The peat being
dug and partially dried may either be carted into

the farm yard, and spread over it, there to remain
till the whole is carted out and laid on a dung hill

to ferment; or it may he mi.'fed up with the farm
yard dung as carted out. If care be taken to

watch the fermenting process, as the fire of a clay

kiln is watched, a few loads of dung may be made
to rot many loads of peat Adding lime to such
composts does not in the least promote fermenta-

tion, while it renders the most valuable parts of

the moss insoluble. Adding sand, ashes, or earth

by tending to consolidate the mass will considera

bly impede the fermentation.

COJTPOST FOR A GARDEN.

Without enumerating the various means that.

with carefoi economy may be used for iucrea.sing
' the stock of garden manure, such as collectin"-

the urine of animals, chainbe -lie, soap suds, or
mixing fresh soils of opposite qualities, I shall con-
fine myself to a plain statement of a method I

have practised for these several years past with
much success. Situated the same as many others
to whom the produce of the .stable-yard is the only
allowance of dung that can conveniently be allot-

ted fur the garden, which, although every way ad-
vantageous for hot beds, and other purposes of
forcing, yet to use it as a manure for garden
crops, without having its qualities altered by fer-

mentation, or blended with substances of a heavi-
er nature, would in many cases be more injurious

tlian beneficial; I, therefore, during the summer
' and autumn, have all the ofTals in the garden,
such as weeds, leaves of strawberries, and other
vegetables, short grass, peas and asparagus haulm,
with the foliage of trees aud shrub.s, when newly

j

shed, carefully collected into a heap. These are
all turned over and tnixed during the winter, that

they may be sufBcienlly rotted to mix with the
dung against the end of summer. T have also an-
other heap formed with the primings from goose-
berry and currant bushes, fruit-trees, raspberry
shoots, clippings of box-edgings, and loppings
from shrubs, also the roots of greens and cab.
bages, which are generally burnt at two different

periods in the year, in spring and autumn ; but
previous to each burning, I endeavor to pare up
all the coarse grasses around the garden, with a,

portion of the soil adhering thereto, and whenever
these are sufficiently dried, have them collected
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to the heap intended to be burnt: The fire is kin- 1
good. Louden says, "it is the sap, alburnum, or

died at a convenient distance from the heaps, and
[

white wood which causes timber rapidly to decay,

a portion of such as burn most easily is first appli-j The sap contains saccharine matter, acids, and

ed, until the fire hath gained a considerable pow- mucilage which ferment with heat, and bring on

er.' After this the procrss of burninii is continu- a decomposition of the wood. By the process re-

ed, by applying lighter and heavier substances al-
|
commended, the moisture is exhausted without fer-

ternately, that the one may preserve l!ie action of: mentation, and the pores of the alburnum contract

the fire, and the other prevent it from reducing 1 and harden. The season for culling the kinds of

them too much to ashes. Wiien the whole are trees whose barks are not made use of. is winter

thus consumed, a quantity of mould is thro a n over , and early in spring ; but the oak, and other trees

the heap to prevent the fire fiom breaking through ;
j

which are peeled, are left till the middle of April

and whpnever it ran be broke into with safety, it or May. Birch and larch woods will peel nearly

is then mixed up into a dunghill with llie rotted a month sooner than oak. If pos.sible, oaks should

vegetables, moss-earlh, and stahle yard dung, in be ba ked by the middle of June, as every ton of

such proportions as is likely to ensure a moder- bark, taken oS" after the first of July will be defl-

ate fermentation, which is generally completed in • cient two hundred pounds per ton, compared with

June 6, 18-28.

in June are not conclusive. From thirly years' per-
sonal ebservalion, 1 find it depends, in a great
measure on the quality of the timber. Some youn^
grooving timber, will perish sooner than that which
is older and more ripe ; and secondly upon the use
it is put to. We will suppose timber of the same
qunlity wrought into two wagons, one of them,
when used is loaded with wet loading the other

wiUi dry : it is obvious which will perish first. I

trust I shall not be charged with egotism, by those

who know me, when I say I have wrought more
kini s of timber than most men have, and for more
usee than any 1 know of; and it has been my en-

deavor to determine what liuie for felling, and
whii' kind of timber is best for the use desired.

—

Am! from the many observations I have made from

three or four weeks ; at which time, I think, it is the same quantity taken off in May or early in jbo'h, I am satisfied and ready to say without hesi-

tation, that Sep' 'uber is the best time ; although

1 believe, that if tha bark of timber trees could be

taken ofl' in June, without felling the tree, or in-

jury to the wood, and then let it stand till Septem-

bfir. the timber would be stronger and more dura-

ble. I have seen this done to elm, walnut, and ma-
ple. All these are considered of 'he most perish-

able kinds that are made use of for timber. All of

them proved to be more firm and lasting. I have

seen white oak timber felled in Feb. and March,

the s.ip of the wood was perished in September on

most advantageously applied, in having it carried June."

to the ground, and instantly dug in.— Memoirs i Col. Pickering, in an essay on the "Felling of

Cakd. H'Tt. Sec. 1. 443. Trees for Timber," (published in the New Eng-

In respect to composts for the amendment of the land Farmer, vol. i. p. 17) says, " in the year 1800,

general soil of the garden, their quality must de- divested of public employment, and about to com-

pend on that of the natural soil ; if this be light, mence husbandman, 1 made a visit to the late Jo-

loose, or sanily, it may be assisted by the addition seph Cooper, of New Jersey, one of the most in

of heavy loams, clays, &,c. from ponds and ditches, telligent farmers 1 ever knew, to converse with

cleanings of sewers, &c. On llje other hand, him on the subject of his vocation. Among other

heavy, clayey, and all stubborn soils may be as- things he spoke of timber, and slited the follow-

sisteil by ight composts of sandy euith, drift and ing facts : His farm lying on the Delaware river,

sea sand, the shovelling of turnpike roads, the nearly opposite Philadelphia, was exposed to the rnr side of the logs. I have seen wood cut in May
clean.-iin? of streets, all kinds jf ashes, rotten tan- ravages of the British army while occupying that

|
and June, in which more than the sap of the wood

ners' bark, rotten «ood, and saw dust, and other city. Pressed for fuel, his fences first fell a prey was peiished in one year. I have seen timber that

similar lij-ht opening materials that can be most to their necessities. In the month of May, 1778, was cut in September, that tiie sap was perfectly

conveniently procured. they cut down a quantity of bis white oak trnes ; sound and bright two years aferwards. 1 have

The couipost ground may be placed in any sit- but circumstances requiring their sudden evacua- Used while maple for hoops to buckets that was
Tiation concealed from the general view, but at the

; tion of the city, his fallen timber was saved. The Icut in September that lasted twenty-one years iu

same time exposeil to the free action of the sun, ' trees he split into posts and rails to carry on his couatant use, the first ten years for v^ater, the re-

air, and rain. Its .size will depend on thai of the fencing. It is now, said he, two and twenty years , mainder for feeding swine. I have one now that

garden, and on the sorts of culture for which it is i since the fences made of the May felled limber was hooped with maple that was blown down in

intended. It should generally form a part of the were put up, and they are yet sound ; whereas

parallelogram inclosure used as hot bed ground, i those of trees felled February, were rotten in

and wherr- there are hot houses, both should ba

situated as near them as passible.

O.'^ THE CULTIV.\TI0N' AND CSES OF TEEE
TIMBER, &C.

[Continued fiom page 350.]

The most profitable season for felling limber, ns

about twelve years. He then pronounced confi

dentiy, that the best lime for fellins; timber frees,for

durability, was when their sap loas vigorously flow-

ing. He said also, that white oak and hickory trees

felled at that season, would not be attacked by

the worms, producing what is called 'powder post.'

And added, that hoop-poles of oak and hickory,
! or.e general reason must suSice for this time.

—

regards the age of the tree, is at what may be I ought, for this reason, to be cut the same season." i The timber is more ripe in September than al any

termed the beginning of manhood. After that
, The writer then mentions several other instances, other time. I have thought that making these

time, though the trees may appear sound and and authorities in favor of cutting timber, when suggestions at this time, might induce some to try

healthy, its annual increase is so lilt!e, that it
; durability is the object, at the time when the sap i the experiment this season of removing the bark

would be more profitable to cut it down and re- j was flowing with the most freedom ; and from the
j
from trees designed for timber

the September gale ISI.'i. u hich is perfectly sound.

I have one other that ! put but one iii! pie hoop on

of the same kind, the others were ot walnut cut in

the winter ; the latter 1 have had to replace three

tinies, once with walnut, onre with while ash, and

once with red ash. The maple is perfectly sound

now. Many reasons may be offered why Septem-
ber is the best lime for the felling of timber, but

plant. The number of years Ihnt a tree may stand instances he has cited, it appears that the only

before it arrives at this period must vary in differ- disadvantage attending the practice, is, that the

enl soils and situations ; but the period may be timber thus cut, soon became so dry and hard as

easily ascertained by the annual shoots—the slate to render it difficult to hew it, or make any im-

of the bark, and by taking the circumference of pression on it with edge tools,

(To be continued.)

RAPE

—

Brassica J^^ipa.

The rape is a biennial plant, a native of Britain,

in which country it is cultirated for fattening cat-

the trees ol the same place for two or three sue-
; In reference to a memoir of M. Buffon, before

j
tie, as well as in gardens, for culinary purposes.

cessive seasons, and comparing the difference. In adverted to, the British Encyclopedia stales, thai,

the \iew of profiting from timber produce, it is of "by many experiments, particularly described in

great conseq>ience to cut down plantations at ma- 'that essay, it appears that the tree should not be

turity. Many trees will stand half, others a whole i felled till the third year after it has been stripped

century, after they are full grown; appear quite ' of its bark; that it then becomes perfectly dry.

healthy, and at the same time, make little or no

increase of timber. But there are particular cases

arising from the nature and state of the markets,

where it may even be more profitable to cut tim-

ber before it is arrived al a full growth.

By experiment- of M. Buffon, it was found that

trees which are stripped of their bark in May and

June, {while slamling) and then rut down the next

winter, made the most solid, heavy, and strong

timber ; and the sap-wood in that case, will be

and the sap (nlburnum or sap-wood) becomes al

most as strong as the rest of the timber—and

Culture for small salading. Sow at the same
time with cress, mustard, &c. in winter and spring ;

or at any season when small salading is required.

Sow in drills or beds, and follow the culture di-

rected for white mustard.

Field Culture. It may be sown either broadcast

or as turnips, in drills—or in beds, and bo trans-

stronger than the heart of any other oak tree planted, as other varieties of the Brassica or cab-

which has not been so stripped ; and the whole of baije genus. The usual and most successful mode

the timber stronger, heavier, and harder;—from is to sow from two to three quarts broad-cast, in

which he thinks it fair to conclude that it is more June or July, when intended lor green food ; but

durable" in August or September, when destined to pro-

Mr. Phinehas Stevens, of Andover, (Mass.) eb- duce seeds in the next year,

serves, (see N. E. Farmer, vol. ii. page 370) that,
|

The process for transplanting is too expensive

"the arguments adduced in favor of felling timber in this country—the necessary hand-hocing, nn
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less the land has been well prepared by previous

cleansing orops, would inaUe rnpe, in the broad-

cast system, nmrh more tri)nbleso;ne than it'culti

vated in rows, udmitting the introdnc.ion of the

horse-hoe. In favorable seasons I should not hes-

itate, where l.ind is cheap and labor is dear, to al-

low it, uhen intended for jjreen food, to take its

chance, without the aid of cither liand or horsc-

hoeini^.

Produce and Gathering. It produces in ordin-

ary seasons on rich alluvial, or other deep friable

soils, from forty to seventy bushels of seeds, de-

termined in quantity, very much, by the accuracy

of tillige and the condition and nature of the land.

Great care and precision are necessary in harvest-

!n;j the seeds in June or .luly, of the year succeed-

ing that in which they are sown. When the pnds

assume a brownish cast, and some of the seeds

become black, the crop is reaped with sickles

—

laid regularly in haiidsful or grips in rows, where

sort of fence which will exclude the insects, but
J

This day PuhliahtJ,
admit sun, air and moisture. Perhaps nothing; of ! -^nd for sale l)y S.U. G<ioJiicli, ^o. I tt, Washiiiglou-sireet,

tl,o kmd will be found more cheap and convenient
. ^,„,,,i,,i„g„f orig.i^^l%J;^-;;''i„'\;;„^-n;;',^,,^^ p,i^ il-

than a thing of the form and mode of structure
j

lustrative of Aniericon history, scenery, and manners. Kdiled

which follows:
by N, 1'. Willis

_, ,
. . . , ,, , , /. ., It i.s proposed to lonlinuo this work, and to uulihsh a volume

" 1 ake a strip of pine board (about three fourths
, once in 3 or 4 monihs. if ihe encourojfement is sufficient. The

of an inch in thickness is most suitable) eight or ;

volnmeswill be iuld scparai.ly—price ^1,25 per vol. j. 6

ten feet in length, and four or five inches in width, i MILLET.
plough one edge of it, with a carpenter's plough i Just received ai the New Bngland Farmer Seed Store,

or match plain-then mark off an equal number of
\,,*|?;;;l;«'^^f™^^^^^^^

ido and end pieces; before sawinfr the side pie- Also, a lurtlie siipply of Orchard Gras.s Lucerne, Fowl

es, run a brad awl through where yon want to Jleailow, Mangel Wunzel, .Sugar lieet, Ruta Uaga, Russian

, . ., .. . ° 111. 1-. Flax, Lima bediis, <\lc. « iih several new varieties ol 'I urnip
drive your nails, as it is not bo llKCly to split, as seed from Europe, including the Yellow Malta. Yellow Slone,

after it is sawed. The side pieces eleven inches Yellow Aberdeou, Ac. A (ew barrels fresh White Mustard

long-ends eight inches long. They must be of t^:^l:^^^Z^^:Zj::^jJ^%,:^ ^^:'""^
t iis particular size, because one yard of millinef A further supply of Double Mexican Dahlias. 100 Single

will just cover nine boxos ; or a third of a yard I^ahlias, at the low price ol 2J cis. each rout.

wi'l make three covers. After having nailed your
; JVtw f^aritty of Radish.

bo 03 and divided your millinet, have some thin) For sale at the ^ew England Farmer Seed Store, a few

,.,„=,... >.. ^,.,,o ,.. .....=, ....>..= stri IS or tongues, as the carpenters call them ' pounds of Long Wh.ic Summer Naples Radish, a variety high-

., , ' ,
'

> U^ , , , 1 \. , . . ly esteemed in the bouun'in Slates.
It continues until the straw becomes somewhat Pre.'.s these with the edges oi the covers into the ,

white—the seeds of the color of which we find groove—which fastens them much cheaper and
I

Bull, Youvg Conut.

them in the shops. If they be allowed to become more expeditiously, than small nails." I

This noble animal, (of iho new improved Durham short homed
,

, -
,

,

', ,- , . ' stock) IS from ^(///(i?tf/ and ^n7wo<?//u, prcsenien to the Mossa-
too dry, they fall out on the slightest motion— |

' diusetts Socielv for the uromotiou of Agiiculli.;e. by Sir Isaac
The last number of ths Edinburgh Review con-

) ColHn. at an expense of 'near om thousand (lolliirs, far the pur-

tains articles on the following subjects :—Charac- ,

Pose of improving the breed of caiile in his nniive Siaie, He
. ,, . ., °„- r> I

will remain at the larni ol E. H. Derby. Lsci. in Salem, and
ter of Dryden as a writer— IJieletlcs—Progress

|
t,y d,e direction ofihe Trustees of the Society, he is to be used

of the National Debt— Best Method of Funding— [
at $'3 for each Cow, payable in advance. The whole proceed;

when carried too green, they are liable to be

heated. At the proper time they must be thresh-

ed in the field upon old sails or cloths, to which
the crop should be carried on sledges, prepared
with cloths, or by similar means. The seeds must
bo carefully spread in small quantities in grana-
ries or on barn floors, and be occasionally moved.

Use. Sheep and neat cattle are extravagantly
fond of It— but of all plants, perhaps it is the most
likely to cause them to be blown.

There is much difTercnce of opinion as to its

nutritive properties in the green state. I believe
that it quite equals Ihe common cabbage, and very
far e.voeeds turnips of all kinds in the quantity of
nutrition it contains—in tlie value of the oil for

various manufacturing purposes, and the excel-

lence of the cake after it has been expressed, for

cattle food and the manure of drill crops, no ques-
tion can be entertained.

It is not a certain crop—as if is exposed to all

the enemies which attack turnips and cabbages

—

and is liable to be injured at the season of blos-

soming by mildew, and sometimes by frosts.

INSECTS.
It is now time to be on the alert to guard your

garden vegetables against bngs, flies and other in-

sects without name or number. There have been
recipes for the purpose published in this, and oth-
er agricultural works, such as decoction of elder,

of aloc.o, of tobacco, snufT, quick lime, lime water,
biimstone, unleached ashes, tar water, water im-
pregnated with turpentine, plaster of Paris finely

if desirerl, at a reasonable charge.

PRICES OF COIWTHY PRODUCE.

M«„, «!n...k \\T„\n„ \v.i..,fini i'„ r'o^n . Q„ „, , 1 „!. I
froni ihis auimal

,
( dic presciit season) will be for the benefit olNew South Wales—Wakefield s Case; Scottish

:

,|,g g^^^^^y Cows senl from a distance » ill be taken care of,

Marriages if English Parties— Pestalozzi ; Dif- " '

fusion of K lowlcdge— Indian Taxation of Eng-
lishmen—Poetry ; Cunningham's Songs—Emigra-

tion—Sir Ha-ry MoncriefT—State of Parties.

The last Quarterly Review contains the follow-

ing articles : On Ornamental Plantations and

Landscape Gardening—Salmon Fisheries—Me-
moir and Correspondence of Lord Collingwood

—

Lord Byron and some of his Cotemporaries.—The
Corn Laws—A Pilgrimage in Europe and Ameri-
ca—Maynooth—Markland's Proposal for a Mu-
seum of National Antiquities— Police—Campaigns
of the British Army at Washington and New Or
leans— Attempt to reach the North Polo— Emi- GRAIN, Corn^

APPLES, best, . . . .

ASHES, not, first sort, -

Pearl, first sort, -

BEANS, while, - - . .

BEEF, mess, new. . . - -

Cargo, No. 1', nev^',

Cargo. No. 2, new,
BUTTEtt? mspewett. No. l.nevr, -

CHEESE, new milk,

.Skimmed milk, -

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-slrecl, -

Cicnesee, - - . -

Rye, best, - - . .

gration Reports.—Published quarterly by Wells
& Lilly, Boston, at $.5 per annum.

Bull Bolivar.
The high bred imporled Improved Short-horned Bull Bolivar,

will siand al the subscriber's stable in Charlestown, Mass. Price

S5 for each cov\' (or ihe season. This bull was stleeled by Mr
Coales, die keeper of Ihe Herd Book, without limitation of cost, SEEDS, II.'rd's Grass,

Rye,
Barley, - . .

Oais.

HOG'S LARD, first son. new,
MSIE. - . - . .

PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, -

iVavy, mess, new,
Cargo, No. 1, new,

for the use of die Powellon stock, and is so highly valued by I

Col. Powel, that he has always refused to sell him, and ha's !

consented to part from him but for a .season, considering him in !

form, points, and pedigree, equal to any animal lo be had in i

Great Britain.
j

Bolivar is red and white, is not three years old, and has never f

been forced
;
yet he girls immediately behind h is fore legs 7 I

feel 8 inches. The singular neatness of his shoulder, the I

straighlness of his back, ihe widlh of his loin, ihe smallncss ofi
his head, neck, andoffil, the quickness ol his gait, tog

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass, . _ .

Tall Meadov./ Oats Grass, -

Red Top . - . -

Lucerne, . - - -

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)
French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel,

pulverized, decoctions of walnut leaves, and other '*'."' "'*'" '<no«'n characler of his family as dairy stuck, render
j

WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed.

hittpr nr a.r,,] o.,io»„^„„ M 1 u. 11 ,i j

umi one Ol tue mosi desirable males 1bitter or acrid suisances. No doubt all these
}
,ie, that can in any country be found

of the most desirable males lor improving our neat cal-

latfers are useful, and may answer the purpose if

applied often enough. But they are liable to be
washed by everv shower, and the insects, always
on the alert, will be sure to take the advantage of
every circumstance of that kind, and will nnw'and
then take a little physic rather than sufier for
lack of food. Besides some of them "ensconce
themselves," as Shakespeare has it, under the
leaves, where you cannot attack them with any
success. VVe, therefore, are inclined io think that
the best, if not the only safe guard which can ke
relied on, in order to secure water melons, cucum-
bers, squashes &,c. against bugs, flies or any in-
sect, which assails them above ground is some

SAMUEL .TAQUES, .h:

.lied,

cashed.
• washed

Valuable .'?toclf..

For sale, 7 Heifers, 2 and 3 years oW, raised from some ol the
best C<nvs in this Slate, by Demon. Five of them have brought
Calves lUis spring, and bid fair lo make excellent milkers. They
were selected by ihe present owner from ihe bcsl of nis slock, lo
be kept on his own farm, and are ofi'ered for sale in consequence
of his haviuj disposed of his farm. They are worthy the alten-
liou of any farmer who wishes lo obtain good slock.

_ Also, "i Horse Colts, 1 and 2 years old, by the impoi led horse
n, from excellent mares, well known in this ciiy. Apply

lo Ihe publisher of the N. E. Fan June 6

Field Beans.
For sale al Ihe New England Farmer Seed Store two barrels

of small while prolific Field Beans, raised in Hilton, Mass.—
They are of fine quality, free from any mixure, the seed bein"
elected, and are all of the groMh of 1827.

Merino, full blood, u
.Merino, three fourths

JMerino, half &. rjuarle

Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort. -

Pulletl, Lamb's, secom! sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

PROVISION aiARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fiesh, best pieces,

whole hogs,
VEAL, - - -

MUTTON. ....
POULTRY, - - . -

BUTTER, iteg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rje, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
OlDER, [accurdins lo (juclilyj
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MISCELLANIES.
THE COTTER'S HOME.

Who hath his home in a rural glade,

AnH his eveirn^ seal in a sweet-brier shade ;

AVith verdant fields and blooming flowers,

For his morning walk and evening hours.

And with all these, a cherub son.

And a mui'h-loved, smiling, devoted one
;

At either hand, with him to rove.

Thro' the fields, the garden, and the grove ;

—

Whate'er his humble fortune be,

Enjoys earth's purest felicity.

Oh 1 who that hath tasted this, would not

Exchange for the cotter's humble lot.

Those airj- nothings, which engage

A cit. and form his equipage 1

Who would n<*t exchange the baubles bright,

That coldly glitter in a city's night,

For thiise bright stars that deck the dome.

And twinkle in.joy o'er the colter's home 7

Peace and contentment there alone,

And tranquillity, sit on their triple throne.

See how the birds flit round and round,

While the lambkins over the pasture bound
;

J.ist to the mock-bird's lay of love.

And to the Sjtarrow's chirp in the lilac grove

;

How sweetly, with their humble lay,

The cotter's care those birds repay,

—

For no archer's arrow have they to fear,

Nor missiles of cruel urchins, here

—

As ihey perch at will on the allhea spray,

And sing the evening hour away.

If nature hath, in her wide domain.

One favorite spot where she loves to reign,

"Tis the cotter's hovver, with its fields and groves,

And fragrant flowers, and Sylvan loves.

Where she sits and tunes her evening lyre,

As tranquillity and peace inspire ;

"Tis the rural glade, with its wood-notes wild,

Where dwells her favorite happy child j

Where stands the lowly, humble dome,

—

The cotter's and conictitmenl'sljome.

JVatural Barometers The follovvinjr are a few
of those plants which indicate changes in the

weather : Chick-weed is an excellent barometer.

When the flower e.xpands fully, we are not to ex

pect rain for several hotirs ; should it continue in

that state, no rain will disturb the summer's day.

When it half conceals its miniature flower, the

day is generally showery ; but. if it entirely ^'huts

up, or veils the white flower with its green man-
tle, let the traveller put on his great coat The
different species of trefoil always contract their

leaves at the approach of a storm : so certainly

does this take place, that these plants have ac-

quired the name of the husbandman's b.iromfter.

The tulip and several of the compound vellow

flowers also close before rain There is. besidee,

a species of woo.l-sorrel, which doubles its leaves

before storms and tempests. The hauhinia ov

mountain ebony, cassin, and sensitive plants, ob-

serve the same habit.

—

Philosophy in Sport.

ESTABLISHMK.XT FOR SriKDa.
For sale at the Seed Establishmeni, conuecied with the office
of the New England Farmer. No. &i North Market Street, Bos-
ton, the largest variety of Seeds to he found m New England—
of the crops of 1827. Th" greatest care has ^oen taken' to have
them riHised by our most experienced seed growers, and to have
the sorts perfectly gentr lie. The following comprises some of
0"r most prominent sons.

Artichoke . Green Globe I
Lettu

Asparagus. Devonshire
Gravesend 1

Battersea
Lars-e white Reading

V rranberr>

Board of Henllh.— \ countryman, upon visiting

New-York during the yellow fever, asked why a

Ijoard fence was placed across the street : and

upon being informed it was erected to separate the

infected part of the city, observed that " ho had

often heard of the Board of Health, but had never

seen it before."

How to tell a bad husband.—A few days since a

man was engaged in loading his cart with boards

which had recently been drawn Iroui a raft, and

had placed bis horse in a position which rendered

it difficult to pa.ss ; two girls, one of them a smil-

ing little gipsey, not liking the obstruction, turned

the horse out of the way. The man, who at that

moment was tottering under the weight of a hea-

vy plank, bur.fl fortn with ti volley of abusive lan-

guage ; when tiiis smiling fair stretclied forth her

finger and e.xclaimed, "i'W bet a dollar you whip
your toift

"

Dancing.—"I am an old fellow," says (yowper,

in one of !iis letters to Hurdis, but T had once my
dancing days as you liave now, yet I could never
find that 1 could learn half so much of a woman's
real character by dancing with her, as conversing
with her at home, when 1 could observe lier be-

haviour at the table, at the fire side, and in all the

trying scenes of domestic life. We are all good
when we are pleasant, but she is good who wants
not the fiddle to sweeten her."

Beans. Earlv Y
Earlv Mohawk
EarlVYellnw six Weeks
Earl'y Canadian Dwarf
Earlv rhina Dwarf
Dwarf riusier

While Kidney Dwa
While Pranherrv Dwarf
Refl Cranberrv Dwarf
Warrinerton or Marrow
Thousand to Ore
Large White Lima
Saba, or Carolina
Red Cranl'erry string

White Cranberry string

Broail Windsor
INTOXICATION. Field

The laws against into,xicr,tion are enforced with :

^"'^'
r"*',''M^

?'^'"'

„ '^
,-, I

Early blood Tur...
rigour in Sweden—Whoever is seen drunk is r Earlv White Scarcitv

fined, for the first offence three dollars ; for tha French Sugar, or Amber

second six; for the third and fourth, a still larger Gre"n,Vor soups, &,c.)

sum ; and is also deprived of the right of voting at i

Boreeolf

elections, and of being appointed a representative. ,

^'''*^<'''- ^"""y „ *"'?

.
.^ 'r r

I Early Purple
He is, besides, publickly expo.sed in the parish

j

Large Cape
church on the following Sunday. If the sime in- i

BrussrHs fipmnt:

1-
I L r J .. ."i a- ,

CaMt)o-e, Earlv ^

dividual is found committing the same offence a
j E.irlv

'

fifth time, he is shut up in a house of correctinn,

and condemned to six months' hard 1 ibor ; and if

he is again guilty, to twelve months' punishment of

a similar description. If the cfTence has been
eommitted in public, such as at a fair, at an auc-

tion, &c. the fine is doubled ; and if the oS'ender

has made his appearance in the church, the pun-

ishment is still more severe.—Whoever is convict-

ed of having induced another to intoxicate liim-

self, is fined three dollars, which sum is doubled if

the drunken person is a minor. An ecclesiastic k,

if he should fall into this offence, loses his bene-

fice ; if it is a layman who occupies any consid-

erable post, his functions are suspended and per-

haps he is dismissed. Drunkenness is never ad-

mitted as an excuse for any crime: and whoever
dies while drunk, is buried ignominiously, and de-

prived of the prayers of tho church. It is forbid-

den to give, end more explicitly to sell, any spir- „ ,.- *^"'"i?''
*: '

, ,

J f Cajihflou'er. Early and L;
ituoiis liquors to students, workmen, servants, ap- Celery, White solid

prentices, and private soldiers ; whoever is observ- Rose coloured solid

Ma

f.Early Curled Silesia
Large Green head
Royal Cape
Imperial
Hardy Green
Brown Dutch
Grand Admiral
Teiinisball, or Rose
Drumhead
Magnum Bonum Cos5
I^aih Coss
Ice Coss
While Coss,-or Loaf,
Green Coss

, Pine Apple
Green Citr«n
Persian

Nutmeg
Large Canteleupe
Pomegranate, or Mus'k
Carolina Water
Long IslantI Water
.^ppTe seeded. Water

nUhurv dwarf
'oik

Earlv Dutch
Earlv Sviear
Earlv Lon. Rauersea
Early Emperor
Earlv Wellington
Large Rergen. &c.
Large Cape Savoy
large Scotch
Large Green glazed
Large laleDrumhe;«
Tree, or 1000 headed
Green Globe Savoy
Red Dutch
Vellow Savoy
Turnip rooted. &c.
Russian
Late Imperial
Lale Sugarloaf

Cardoon.
Carrots, Altringham

Early Horn
RloodRed(ror West In-

dia market)
Lemon
Long Orange
Cremer

en drunk in the streets, or making a noise in a Celerfac, or turnip rooted

tavern, is sure to be taken to prison, anil detained Cherril.

until sober, without however, being on that ac- 5^''"'"c; ; j -i; ..i .'

, r- TT 1/. ,-
Corn SoM'/, or VetlikBst

I

count exempted from the fines. Half these fines Cress, Curled or Peppergrass
'• so to the inforn-ers (who are generally police of- i

f^ma.i\ leavetl or Garden
Water

i ficers) the other half to the poor. If the delin-

|

Long Orange
I qnent has no money, he is kept in prison until he i

£'"«"'>*«. "Early Frame

[has worked out his enlargement. Twice a year'
Green uster

these ordinances .ire read aloud from the pulpit by

the clergy ; and every tavern keepe- is hound un-

der the penalty of a heavy law fine, to have n copy

of them hungup in the principal roonriS of his

house.

: Short Prickly

\
Long Prickfv

Long green Turkey
Long w hite Turkey
While Spined
Small Girkin, &c.

£"<; Plant, Purple
White

Eiulire. Green
White Curled
broad leaved Pala\'ian

Cum for the Scratches in Hordes.—An ointment

of itch weed or poke-root is said to be a certain Cm-rlen Burnet

cure for the troublesome disease called scratches ('orlic Setts

1 r. 1 . J . „ r .1 ; f«(/i«n Cora, (several varieties)
in horses. Dy making a strong decoction ol this

^^-^^^, p^,_.,

root, and adding an equal quantity of melted lard,; Purple curled

a few applications to the fetlocks of the horse, it,
^^^^. LoTdor?"''^

^™"''

is said, will effect a cure.

—

Belvtdere JlpoUo. I
'• —<-e .sceich yBalm—'Pansij—Bme.,lfc,

^jor.

Mustard, White and Brown
NasmrtivTn
Mangel Wurlzel,
Olcra

Onion. I'otatoe

Tree
White Portugal
Yellow
Madeira
Stralsburg
Large Red

Par'sleu, Siberian
Dwarf Curled
(^urled, or Double

Parsnip, Large Dutch swelliner

Silver Skinned
Peas, (14 varieties,)
"

)ers, Loug, or Cayenne
Tomato, or Squasb
Pell

Cherry
pkins. Finest Family

Conned icut Field
Mamuioth

Radish, Early Frame
Short lop Scarlet
Lf iig Salmon
Purple Short Top
Long white, or Naples
Cherry
Violet colored
\\ hiie Turnip Rooted
Black Fall, or Spanisb

Rliubarh, for tarts, &.C.

Ruta liaga,

Siilsafy. or vegetable oyster

.S'ra kale.
SHrret
Scortonera

Saff.on.
Spinach. New Zealand

Prickly, or Fall

Rouiidleaved sumine
Eng. Patience Dock

Sajre,

Squash, Early bush Summer
Long Crook Neck
Vegetable Marrow
Porter's Valparaiso
Acorn

Tomatos
Turnips. E.nrly While Dutch

Earlv Garden 'Stone
White Flat, or Globe
Green Round
Red Round
Swan's Fgg
Large Eng. Norfolk
Long Tan kard
Long Yel'ow French
YVIloH Dutch
»llow Maltese
Y'cllow Aberdeen
Y'ellow Stone
Y'ellow Swedish

Thyme—Sweet Basil—Bonfsef,
l.'iiendcr—Rosemary—Hyssc^,
Wormteood—Summer Savonj^
[Pemnj ro»ol—Spikenard—Diff.
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bits and weasels. We must not accuse nature of

- o.ir own ir;norance."

The writer is of opinion, that tlic tlifFiculty in

the transportation of fishes, is not so preat as has

S\I,T WATER FISH IN FRESH WATER.] hcen inia^ined. " Let them bo treated with pen-

Tlie London tinarterly Journal of Science for I tlencss when taken, as if they could feel; and

January 1828, contains a lon^r article on the na- '.,'ioy will not die in hcinp; removed into a cask of

turalization of fish, by J. M'Cullock, M.D. F.R.S. water." He advises lo adopt the Chinese method

&c. In this the writer, in allusion to former re- of transporting the spawn of fishes as afTordinw

marks on this subject, says, "since the comuiuni the prsatest facility to their propajjation. He
cations 1 formerly made, the pilchard has been fn- I states that in China, the spawn of fishes is a com
troduced. [into a sheet of fresli water.] It swam

|
mon article ot sale in the markets. "Tiiere also

away briskly, therefore it could not die of the
j

the cultivation of fish for sale, their transportation

fresh water ; but it has not been retaken. The
j

to market, and their replacement in the ponds if

^irillehns also been introduced since my former
' unsold, is as much matter of ordinary farming',

li^t. It has been retaken ; and, within one year,
| as the manaijement of a poultry yard ; while the

had grown to double the original size.
,

pond is often the most profitable part of the farm.

"Tlie i«r6o<, fifty or si.xty were i'ltroduced, av- i

'p jg species of poultry yard, or fish-pond, is as

crnging aUout eiijht inches in length. Some were
j -easily and resjularly stocked in this manner, and

retaken in a year for the purposes of examination
\
uianaged, as any other portion of the futm ; since

merely, like the former and most others; they it is even destroyed, or suffered to become dry

also had grown to double the size. The wnjic i occasionally, and again renewed in the wet sea

has been retaken after a considerable period. The
j

son by purchased spawn or stock
;
just as a sheep

basse has propagated ; and so has the brille. The farmer buys Iambs to stock his mountains."

red vinllet has been introduced and is living. The
j

whiting was introduced, and taken in jood health
|

E-'"racis from Knight's Treatise on the Culture of the Apple

many weeks after, but not since. The gre;i to,tch
"iid Pear, Irr the New England Farmer,

is thought to have bred considerably. The nt/ic- The efiects of cultivation on tlie animal and ve-

rine continues to breed. !
gelable systems are e.xtremely siinilar. A change

"I formerly mentioned that the flavor of the sc-' in form, in color, and in si/e or stature takes place

%'eral fishes was improved ; this is now more posi- ; iii each ; and in each those changes appear to

tivcly asserted, in addition, of the basse, the p/aicc arise froin similar causes—from a more abundant

ind the red lonrh. Others were mentioned in foivi aiVd regular supply of nourishment than is afford-

nier commonication=.

"General e.xperience has shown t'lat in all fish-

es, as far as known, the access to fresh water,

or fresh water food, iMproved the flavor ;— in

many, in oysters, muscles, cockles, shrimps, it is

vuljjarly notorious ; as in mere sea water they

are worthless."

The writer thinks it "an essential point to dis-

cover what kind of fishes would so live together,

that all species mii'ht find food ; might breed

each to its useful limits, so as to be serviceable to

ourselves, the keepers of the flocks, and without

hazard of the extermination of any kind." For in-

stance, '^pike and perch can live together, because

the natural defence of the perch prevents the pi!;e

from exterminating the race, voracious as the ene-

my is. If trout and pike were confined to narrow

water, the trout would be destroyed." He ob-

serves that " the basse appears to have been the

great enemy—to have eaten up the greater num
ber of many species, and to have given no return.

It has proved the pike of this pond. This could

not have been foreseen ; it is a caution to specu-

lators. Others will be discovered in the course of

trial. It appeas. also, that the common crab has

proved destructive, probably by eating the spawn

of larger fishes. From some enemy or other, the

eels, which at first abounded in a most incredible

degree, have most materially diminished, and bo

have the shrmps. The latter at least appear to

have been destroyed by the basse. Time and trial

will teach us what to do in this case ; in the in-

fancy of ignorance, man might have supposed that

lie could keep wolves and sheep in one field, and

.have constructed a pen for foxes and fowls, rab-

ed iw'a state of nature, with a favorable climate,

^oT protection from the bad effects of an unfavora-

ble one.

From the open structure of the blossoms of ve-

getables, and from the numerous tribes of insects,

which feed on their honey, or farina, a sexual in

tercourse must of necessity take place between

neighboring plants of the same species ; and I am
much more disposed to attribute this intercourse

to the intention than to the negligence of nature.

My wishes were of course, to correct the de-

fects, and to combine the different excellence of

the best fruits ; and I was not without hopes that

the offspring would possess a greater degree of

strength and vigor, as it is known to do in culti-

vated animals. A few days, therefore, before the

blossoms expanded of the kinds from which I

wished to propagate, I opened the petals and de

stioyed the males in all the blossoms which I

suffered to remain of one kind, taking great care

to leave the females uninjured ; and when these

blossoms were fully expanded, I impregnated half

of them with farina taken from another kind of

fruit, leaving the other half to the care of the

bees ; which were collected in great numbers,

(owing to the scarcity of flowers at that season)

and passed busily from one blossom to another. I

had soon the satisfaction to observe that every

fruit, which I had impregnated, grew rapidly,

whilst half of those on the other tree, which re-

mained in their natural state, failed ; with everv

one of those left to the care of the bees. Whence
I was disposed to conclude that these insects were
not so good carriers of the farina of plants as is, I

believe, generally supposed by naturalists ; but in

subsequent experiments, where the blossoms on

the ncithboring trees have been more numerous,

1 have had reason to draw a different conclusmn.

The plants I have obtaineil from the fruits on

which this expiriuient has been made are certain-

ly much the i!i"st prouiising 1 have yet seen.

—

Some of these possess the character of the male

parent, others that of the female : in some that of

both appears blentlel, and in others 1 do not dis-

tiuiruish that of either. Many of them appear to

be perfectly tree from hereilitary disease and de-

bility, and the fruit of some of them is not in any

degree inferior to those from which I derived its

existence. Every seed, though several were tak-

en from the same apple, has affiuded a new and

distinct variety ; and some of these grow with

more luxuriance than others an I the frui's pro-

duced by the difi-rent plants possess veiv differ-

ent degrees of merit An estimate may in some

measure, he made of their good and bad qualities

at the conclusion l5f the first summer, by the re-

semblance the leaves bear to the highly cultivat-

ed, or wild kinds ; as has been remarked by the

writers, on this subject, of the I7th century.

The leaf and jjeneral habit, of a seedling plant,

will, however, by no means convey any correct

idea of the merits of the future fruit. Where
these have the character of high culiiv itiun, the

qualities of the fruit will be far removed from

those of the native species"; but the apple may he

insipid or hi;:lily flavored green or deeply colorec,

and of course well or ill calculated to answer the

purposes of the planter. An early blossom in the

soring, nnu ai] srJrly chanire of color in the autum-

nal leaf would tiaturally be supposed to indicate

a fruit of early matuiily ; but I have never been

able to discover any criterion of this kind, on

whuh the smallest dependence can be placed.

—

The leaves of some varieties will become yellow

and fatt TiffTleavina' the fruit green and immature
;

and the leaves in other kinds will retain their

verdure long after the fruit has perished.

The plants where bads in the annual wood are

full and prominent, are usually more productive

ihan those whose buds are small and shrunk in

the bark, but their future produce will depend

much on the power the blossoms possess of bear-

ing the cold, and this power varies in the differ-

ent varieties, and can only be known from e.xperi-

ence. Those which produce their loaves and

blossoms rather early in the spring are generally

preferred, for though they are more exposed to

injury from frost, they less frequently suffer from

the attacks of insects, the more common cause of

failure.

The disposition to vegetate early or late, in the

spring, is like almost every other quality of the

apple tree, transferred in different degrees to its

offspring ; and the planter must therefore seek

those qualities in the parent tree, which he wishes
to find in the future seedling plants. The most
effective method I have been able to discover of
obtaining such fruits, as vegetate very early in

the spring, has been by introducing the farina of
the Siberian crab into the blossom of a rich and
early apple, and by transferring in the same man-
ner the farina of the apple, to the blossom of the

Siberian crab. The leaf and habit of many of the
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oli.nis, tliat 1 have lliiis obtained, possess much of

the character of the apple, whilst tliey vegetate

as the crab of Siberia, and possess at least an

equal power of bearing cold ; and I possess two

plants of this family, which are quite as hardy as

the most austere crab of our woods, and are, I

think, capable of affording cider of a much

greater merit than any which has yet existed.

—

These plants appear also to have inherited the

powers of the Siberian crab tree in bearing an

annual succession of crops, during many years

without being exhausted or vveaUencd.

The Siberian crab, which has been introduced

into the t'ardens of this country affords a some-

what remarkable instance of the power, which

plants possess, of adapting their habits to the cli-

mate in which accident or the industry of man

has placed them. In the climate of Siberia, the

change of seasons is e.xtremely rupid, and summer

almost instantly succeeds the solution of its snows.

From the habits the crab has there acquired,its seeds MAKING BUTTER.
are very apt to mistake the termination of a frost in

^^^ Fessenden,-! have observed several su„

the end of Jan. for the commencement of .^P^"'"!?.
(

j^,,^ i„ „„ t^^ ,„l,ject of making
«ndto e.xpose themselves to almost certain d«s- 1

-^.^j^^.^^^^j*^^^ ; i^^ i„ y„„r paper of the 30th
»ruction, by vegetating at that seasoti For this

, ^^^^ ^^^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^ of fetching butter quick. I am a

.eason, they should always be planted in pots or ,

^^^^^_ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^^„^^ attention

boxes of mould ready to be removed into a place ^- ^^^^ .^ -^^^^ ,^„ ,,e of „se to

of shelter. Tne seeds of the English crab, whch
.^^.^^ib^rs, they are at your service : And,

differs from the Siberian only in having ^^^apted
,

•'

^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^^^j^ ^^ .^^ ^^^^ condition, and
Its habits to a different climate, trust themselves

-'^^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^ re^ularln salted at least once a iceek.

'Vith more

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER. siiiall paiies of glass. This affords too stinted n

„ „ „,-, 1
portion of air. If your glass is small, you want a

PRESERVATION OF POTATOS.
I twenty-four lighted window at least to the milk

At this time of the year, potatos put out shoots
|

^.^^^^^ ^^j^,, ^y^^^^ ,„ exclude the sun. If two such
freely and if they are picked off, they will requu-e to

! „.j„do.jvs, go situated as to afford a draught of air
have the same operation repeated in seven or

! jj^^ hettey. But s'tint yoiu- milk room of air, and
eight days after, if the weather be warm.

j^^^^ ^^^ ^^^3^^ ^^^ covered tight, to exclude the
To prevent this, take your shovel, and shovel

^^^^ ^^^^ y^^^. ,3^,^^^ ^j,, ^^ ^^.j^-^^ ^^^ f^^^^^ ^^
the potatoes out of the bin in the cellar on to the

, ^jj^^ ^^-^^ ^ ,^j^„ ^^.,,51^ po„ii„g_
floor, and leave them there for a week. Then'

shovel them back agaui, to be about a week lon-

ger, when the same process may be repeated

—

Continue these operations till the season is

over. If the sprouts are broken off, according to

the usual practice, the potatos inunediately send

forth fresh shoots, which exhausts the nutriment,

and destroys the value of the root.

AN IRISHMAN

FOB THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

kept and regularly i

y should then be reg

", quite clean at evei^ mess

apparent caution to th» changes ot our
^,'^^__,j ^,^^^^ ,^^ regularly milked, and milked

unsteady seasons, and do not vogetatetiU the J^ ^,^^_^ ^, ^^.^,^, ^^^^^ ^,,^ stripph.gs being
spring IS a good deal more advanced. The crab

^^^^ ^.^j^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^.j^_ .pj^^^.^ ^,^„^,ij ^1,^^

of Siberia, also accustomed to the short, but warm
,

^^^ ^ ^^^.^^ attention to neatness and regularity in

summers of that country advances rapidly to ma-

.

,„,,, „ent part of the process. The milk
turity ; whilst the long, thougli cool and shadowy

should be set in a room which can be constantly

summers of England, appear to have taught our
^_^^^^^^^^^^ ^^.„j „;,. A want of attention to

native crab that there is no occasion for so ""'c'v
,,^5, ,„,( p„,,ieular, is the great defect in the con-

expedition. The offspiing of each would Probably
| ^^^.^^^^.^^_^' ^^^^ attention to our dairies and piilfc?

tetain their acquired habits during several gener-

ations, into v,/hatever climate they might be in

troduoed.

rooms. The cream should be regularly gathered

fiom the milk without being suffered to stand

A LOVER OF GOOD BUTTER.
Onondaga, Co. JV. F. June 5, ISW.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

FRUIT TREES.
Mr Fessenden.—I believe it is admitted bj

most horticulturists that when they have a north-

ern aspect or exposition, they are more produc-

tive and regular in their bearing, than in any oth-

er, particularly an exposition to the sim. With
respect to the cause or causes of this difference, it

appears, they are not so well agreed, some attrib-

ute it to the circumstance of their putting forth

their flowers later in the season, thereby escaping

the frosts : and others to a supposed influence of

the wind in preventing frosts from lighting on
trees in that exposure. But it requires but little

observation to discover, that they light on fruit

trees and other plants, as well in a northern expo-

sition as in a southern : they rarely, however,

prove destructive in that situation ; whereas, thej

rarely prove mnocent in this.

The plant, like the animal, when it has been ex-

posed to a low temperature, becomes highly sen-

sible to tlie impressions of heat ; and with great

deference to the opinions of other.?, I conceive it

is not so much the frost alone, that is so noxious

to vegetable life, as it is the abrupt iransiiion from
piilbV cold to heat—the exposition of tender plants and

flowers of fruit trees, chiUed with frost, to the un-

mitigated heat of the sun as soon as it rises above
the horizon ; for if the mrrning, immediately suc-

ceeding a frost, be cold, or the sun obscured by
upon It

MAKING BUTTER. It does not in my opinion improve the butter to

Mr Fessexden,—In Number 45 of the present
;
have the milk sour before the cream is gathered

; clouds, or fog, the injurious i iflueiice of the sim is

vol of your paper,' J. D. Dorring states that many ; but at this season of the year, it can hardly be counteracted or excluded ; tlu- change of tempe

of his ueicrhbors cannot get butter from then- ' prevented. It should, however, never be suflered
j

rature is rendered less abrupt :'.nd it ha.s been re-

marked that tender plants and the flowers of fruit

trees sustain no harm. These nieans of preserva-

tion against the ill effects of frosts, are embraced
in a northern exposure, a situation <-iosed against

cream after churning a whole day. In inv boy-
! to stand until the miUv curdles. When the cream

hood I have had to churn a whole Jay and half a
j
is gathered, it should be set in an open vessel,

!ii"-ht and not get butter. Since I have had a
;
where the air can have free access to its surface

;

lalry'it has sometimes happened so, but for vears : and during the time that the cream is gathering

past we have no more difficulty in getting butter for a churning of butter, it should have a stick or the morning sun, and open to the adimssion of the

m winter than in summer. The reason of butter
j

spoon kept in the vessel, where the cream is—by
|

chill air or winds of the north, as the northern de-

not commg, is cold—and in that case it will be- which the cream sjiould be stirred at least a hall
j

chvity of a hill or mountain—a situation bounded

come frothy, and when so, if it ever makes butter a dozen times a <fiiy, enough to mix it up well

it will not be of a good qualitv. My wife's method and bring a new portion of it to the air—and it

is, to set the vessefs in whichthe cream is collect- should stand before the window of the milkjoom,

ed, near the fire a w bile before it is put into the

churn, and frequently stir it a little, and turn the

vessels that it may bo warmed equally, till it is as

warm as cream in the summer, as near as she can

judge—and before putting it into the churn, that

is scalded with scalding water. When the churn-

ing commences, it is done moderately, and if there

is any frothy appearance, then warm water is put

in, the churn put near the fire, and occasionally

turned till the temperature is altered, and the

ehurning is finished, which is generally in a short

' time. If a dash chum is used, set it into a tub of

hot water, and frequently move the dash a Httle,

ro mix the warm and cold cream till it is of a sui-

table warmth wliicli an observing person will sooji

determine by practice. L. PETERS.
liksrborov'<^h, June P, 1818.

or 111 some other, the most airy position afforded

by the room. When you have gathered a mess,

for this season of the year, fill your churn over

night with cold water, and empty it in the morn-

ing. Put in your cream and churn it with a re-

iiiar, steady, and not too rapid motion. It will

near on the south by a wood, and clear and open

on the north and west. The north side of an or-

chard— .ind indeed the north side of a tree.

A few days since, I heard two gentlemen, arK

vanced in age, and of extensive observation,

speaking upon this subject ; one of whom observ-

ed that he had an orchard, that bore generally

very well on the north side, but was frequently

unproductive on the south, and tliat he had notic-

generally come, in from ten to twenty minutes ^j ^j^^ gjj,^^g ,yj{jj respect to many otiier orchards;

and when fetched it needs no coloring matter.
j ^^^ ^j^^ other spoke of an apple tree in his gar-

I know that women say flies will get in t'le
j jg^^ |||j^| j-j^^. jj^^jjy ygj,,.^ |,j^f| }jo,.^g o,j ti,g n^rlh

cream if left uncovered- let them get in, and I>ick|gjj|^^
.^,^^1 ^^j „„ the'south.

them out, rather than cover up the vessel contain-

'

ing the cream.*

The windows to millk rooms in many houses,

are not sufliciently large, with from four to eight

• PcrLaps a covering of millinet, gauze, or other li^hl and

porous substance, or a lid prepared witli small holes,, miglu ad-

mil air auJ exclude flies—Editor.

From many years' observation,! am induced to

beUeve that frosts are less destructive in new
countries than in old improved ones ; and if the

real fact be according to this impression, I should

not hesitate to ascribe it to the comparative chill-

ness of the morning in a new country, from a hu-
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mid atiuosphero, generated by extensive forests

:iik1 an undrained soil. T. W.
Bristol, R. I.June 11, 1828.

INDIGENOUS PRODUCTIONS.
The treasures ofour couiilry, vegetable and min-

eral, arc but half discovered, or but half applied

to their proper uses. Anioug the vegetable pro-

ductions of our country, either Httle known, or

whose uses are but little understood, we may men-

tion a few on account of their curiosity, as much

as for their utility, which we find mentioned in

the Western Review,— a work, whose lively des-

criptions of the West and its peculiarities, we ad-

vert to with pleasure.

The Wild Rice of the Northern Lakes, whose

very e.\istence is not known, except to the sava-

ges, the Canadians, and the Coureurs du hois, who

traverse these regions, is, however, ne.\t to mai;ie,

the most prolific, perhaps, of the cerealia. It is

found in the greatest abundance on the marshy

margins of the lakes, ami in the plashy swamps on

the upper courses of the Mississippi, where it cov-

ers a vast extent of country. It is there that the

Canadian hunters and traders find their annual

supplies of grain, and that the millions of migrat-

ing water-fowls fatten, before Ihey take the au-

tumnal migration to the south. It very accurately

resembles the Cane-Grass of the swamps, and Sa-

vannas on the Gulf of We.xico. It springs from

all depths of water, froui seven feet to one, where

the bottom is soft and muddy, and rises from five

to eight feet above water. At the time of gith-

ei ing it, canoes are rowed about it, a blanket is

spread on the canoes, and the grain is beaten down
into the blankets. It grows in perfection as far

Bouth as Natchitoches, south of 32 deg. ; ami might

possibly be cultivated inany of the drowned lands,

or ponds and marshes of the Atlantic conntry.

—

Well prepared, it is as white as common Rice;

and puddings made cfit, taste like those of Sago.

The Cane, which every one has seen in the

shape of angling rod.s, grows on tbe lo\\ er courses

of the Mississippi, Arkansas, Red River and their

waters, and rises in height from fifteen to thirty

feet ;—the leaves abundant, and of a beautiful

green ; and it grows so thick, that the stalks

seem contiguous— while above, theie is an imper-

vious roof of verdure. The smallest sparrow couid

hardly fly in these cane brakes ; and a man could

not make a progress of three miles a day. The
burning of a cane brake, when cut down and

dried, is a singular spectacle enough. The rapid

flame, with the myriads of detonations from the

ratified air in the hollow compartments of the

cane, nearly as loud as the report of a musket,

give the idea of an army in the fury and flame of

battle. At the end of five years it produces an

abundant crop of farinaceous seeds, of the taste

of wheat and used like it, for bread, by the In-

dians and first settlers. No spot afibrds so rich

and perennial a range for cattle, as the cane-

brake. The butter from it is of the finest quality

and flavor. The stem rises six feet before it loses

its succulency and tenoerness ; and no vegetable

or grass affords so rich and abundant a fodder, of

so rapid a growth. It might, says the writer, be

worth the experiment of sowing it annually, in re-

gions where it will not survive tho winter.

He mentions other plants which we cannet now
notice

; particularly, the Dogwood, for its restora-

tive powers in cases of ague, which are unknown to

our administers of simples ;—the China Tree, for

its narcotic properties, and whose bark is a pow-

erful vermifuge,—no contemptible property, in a

country as rank of animal as vegetable lil'o ;— the

I'nwpaw pulp, is an odd mixture, of the taste of

e; gs, cream, sugar and spice, and is, indeed, a

sort of natural custard ;— the Laurel Almond,

whose delicious flowers might be made into es-

sences, surpassing those of tho East ;—and the

si'.all, deep blue Persimmon, which when ripened

by the frost, is sweeter than the fig, and is almost

a pulp of concrete sugar. It is, says the writer,

when thoroughly ripe, a pleasanter fruit than

('ates ; and had we to obtain it from beyond seas,

the kinds would be discriminated, and the best of

them cultivated.— Baltimore American.

THAMES WATER.
He who imputed the superiority of London por-

ter to the excellence of the Thames water, may
probably find a reason for his faith, in the follow-

ing statement, recently submitted to parliament,

while the motion of Mr llobhousc, respecting tho

supply of water in the metropolis, was under dis-

cussion.— .^a/cHi Observer.

"Between Chelsea and the river Lea, no less

than one hundred and thirty-nine common sewers

en.niy into the Thames. To these, says one of

the Journals, " are to be added a vast number of

soup works, glass houses, drug mills, white lead,

and turpentine manufactories, besides other build-

infis, too numerous and too minute to be detailed.

This mass of impurity, kept in one continual mo-

tion by the tides and navigation, after having been

properly agitated and fermented, is sucked up by

our friend the Dolphin,* who forthwith relieves

his stomach, by depositing whatever he cannot

swallow, in our pipes and cisterns, for the purpose

of naaking soup, or tea, or coffee, or boiliug our

meat and vegetables.

" A Mr. Wright, who has investigated the sub-

ject, affirms, that in August last, a shoal of fish

were actually poisoned, by coming into the water

discharging from one of the sewers."

* The engine by which die water is raised.

SMALL FARMS.
It is not the 'abundance of land, but the thor-

ough and skillful cultivation of it, that fills the barn

with hay, the cribs with corn, and thew mansion
house with jilenty. For one to crave a larger farm
than he can cultivate to profit, is therefore an ex-

pensive folly : for whatever a neglected field is

worth, the interest of the capital, togetlier with

yearly taxes, will at length eat the field up Con.

Courant.

Bed bugs.— Of tiie various receipts for the e.x-

tirpation and prevention of these vermin, the fol-

lowing have been found by experience, the most

effectual : Take of the highest rectified spirit of

wine, half a pint ; newly distilled oil, or spirit of

turpentine, half a pint ; mix them together, and

crumble into it an ounce of camphor, which will

dissolve in a few minutes ; shake the whole well

together, and with a piece of spunge, or brush

dipped into it, anoint the bed, or furniture, in which
those vermin ha'bor and breed ; and it will in-

fallibly kill and destroy both them and their nits.

Should any bugs appear after once using it, the

application must be repeated, and at the same 1

time some of the mixture poured into the joints I

and holes of the bedstead and head-board. Beds i

that have much woodwork, require to be first tak-

ed do;vn, before they can be thoroughly cleared I

of this vermin; but others may be perfectly clear-

ed without that trouble.

It is advisable to perform this work in the day-

time, lest the spirit contained in the mixture take

fire from the candle, and occasion serious damage.

Or, dissolve one hundred grains of corrosive sub-

limate in a pint of brandy, or whiskey ; use it

with the feather of a quill.

—

Domes. Ency.

External impressions on children.— All violent

impressions on ihc senses and the bodies of chil-

dren, ought to be carefully avoided. It is injuri-

ous to toss them about with rapidity in the arms.

Lou'l crying, or shouting in their cars,di.'!:cliarging

fire arms, presenting glittc^ring objects to their

view, as well as sudden and too groat u degree of

light, are equally injurious. Thus infants are

frequently stupificd and frightened— the brain is

shaken in the most detrimental manner, and hence

arise the most distressing consequences. On such

occasions, we cannot bestow too much attention

on (he conduct of wet-nurses, or servants. A
child ought to enjoy the most perfect rest and

composure, if it be our wish to promote sound

sleep, regular growth, and consequent prosperity.

It is equally detrimental to both mind and body,

when infants are continually carried about on the

arm of the nurse, teased with loud soliloquies,

prayers, or other mechanical prattling; and espe-

cially when they ore incessantly provoked to dis-

play their anger or revenge. Such conduct is ne-

nessarily attended with a pernicious expansion of

infantile powers, blunts their senses, and is ulti-

mately productive of nervous and muscular debili.

ty. The tender nerves of children experience a

violent stimulus from impressions to which ad

adult may easily be^ habituated, or which do not

easily afi^ect Inm.r y-.

Vital Principle of Seeds.—A small portion of

the Royal Park of Bushy was broken up some
time ago, for the purpose of ornanifUtal culture,

when immediately several flowers sprung up, of

the kinds which are ordinarily cultivated in gar-

dens ; this led to an investigation, and it was as-

certained that this identical plot had been used as

a garden, not later than the time of Oliver Crom-
well, more than one hundred and fifty years ago.

A practical farmer— whose Uvelihood depends

upon his calling—should make it the pinnacle of

his worldly ambition to e.xcel in it. If he neglects

his farm tor abiiost any thing else, he is generally

a loser both in interest and credit. Solomon, the

wisest observer of men and tilings, tells us of his

disgust at the sight of a slovenly farmer.—" I went
by the field of the slothful—and lo, it was all

grown over with thorns, and nettles had covered

the face thereof, and the stone wall was all brokeii

down." Owner, where art thou ? Perhaps dozuig

away thy time m slumber and sloth ; or spending

it at the tavern : or perhaps dreaming of promo-
tion, or engaged in the business of some petty

office. Better mind thy own proper business :

else " shall thy poverty come as an armed man."

A farmer, on the other hand, who keeps his land

and his stock in excellent order, need not be asham-

ed even were Solomon hunself passing by. Every
passing traveller no sooner casts his eyes over such

a farm than he honors the proprietor in his heart.

The proprietor, moreover, is sure to receive for his

pains, something that is more solid than plain hon-

or. A comfortable, decent hveUhood, for which he

is indebted to Him only whose is tho earth and the

fidness thereof.

—

Con. Courant.
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Spruce Beer.— Early in the spring, cut off the

young branches of the pine or fir, throe or four wire worm in iiiy garden, which seems to^ revel on

inches in

pieces

if this really is the case, to their certain knowl- 1 riety is obtain'd, two seedling plants seldom hav-

edge .'

—

Rusticus in Urbe. ling flowers alike. Seedlinga, treated as before

mr, W.rm?.— 1 am teased to death with the '^^s'^''''''^''' ^°"'^'' '^^ ^^""^ year in July and Au-
TUSt.

in length, and break them into small the Irideie, p.nks, lobelias, and plants ot that char- The stalks and leaves m^ke a wholesome food

; b,Mltheminwat..r and, after filtering the '^'^^^r. I have tried lime, sulphur, salt, potash, for pigs and sheep; they are also ea en by deer
" and cows, and they are in a dried state, readily

extract throucrh a sieve, add to sixteen gallons of ^oot, all which kill them it is true, but the quanti- and cows, and they are in a dried s.

it about si.x pounds of sugar. It may then by boil- ty •'^q'"^ed would prove a worse remedy than the ^^^^^" ^r^Ti^Ti '^

.

ing, or evapor^tin.. in a hot house, be reduced to J'^-^^^'-'- With a coat of mail like AchiUes's, this ^^ «^ c=»"'e ''^od, the stalks may be c.

I 1 n I i, ..1 . 1 ,1, e o-rub resists everv ordinary aonliciilion and effects <"" three times in one season I he tubers may be
- syrup, which will keep in bottles tor a length of o'"" resiois tvery oruiiiary appm-i-iiou, auu eiiens

... , . .i_ .i. ui^ ^
*' °

l,i^ purposes in security. Do you know of any eaten by cattle, but they are neither so agreeable

When cultivat-

t over two

time. For besr, ini.\ three pints of this extract
•

, 1
,.'_, '<•

, , rempilu 5 I haup uopn tujn nr throp niiprips in tho nor SO nourishing as thosB of the common po-
•vith thirty ot water ; boil it for about two hours, ;

^"^""^ "y ' ' '"'^^ seen two or inree queries in tne <= '

ind, when cold, put it into a cask, and ferment it
i

^^^=1^'^^'"^, but no reply. My subsoil is a clay, t»t°

n the usual method. ^''"'='' ^ '"^ar is an insurmountable evil

—

A. B. B. P
rn I r, I TI TJ7 .1. 1 . . r \

Caermarlheii. tall
Tea anil Bafm lea.— With regard to tea, tor ,^_^ ,,, , ,. , t. i- <^ .i

, .
, , . z^-.,

•. iry^ We know of no remedy. Burying slices of tlie „-„. .. — ,

whicli we pay such immense sums to China, it is
i
^

, ,
'

, <<u- x «*• • .• i > ...i.; i i i„ .; „
. . J .u . .1 c .1 c u u 1 u ;

turnip, potato, apple, or other supposed tempting China. In Africa, tnis plant, which seldom rises
stated that the first leaves of the whortleberry

i , .

i"' "^
' i t^ '

, , , ., r c „ r . i.;„v, : p, „i ,a ,
, , 1

. J J 1 • .u 1 J
•^ ' bait, has been recommended, and taking up the more than four or five leet high in Lngland, at-

properly gathered and dried in the shade, cannot

be distinguished from real teas. Tiiis is the ber-

ry on which the black cock feeds, so that by the

culture of it we may secure two good things. Be
it known to all that John Ilussev, of Syden-

ham, who lived to 119 years of age, took nothing

to his breakfast, for fifty years, but balm tea

sweetened with honey.

—

Art uf Preservint; Heiillh.

bail every day or two, and picking off the worms tains the size of a considerable tree. Clusius ob-

till the ground was cleared. A moderate quanli served it in Spain, with a trunk as large aa a

ty of bait, it is supposed, might clear a whole gar- man's body, and fifteen or twenty feet high. Ray

den or field. We wish much that some of our asserts that in Sicily it is as larae as the common

readers would try ihe e.\periiiieut, and send us the elder tree, woody, and pcrennnl. An oil is e.v

result. They will find farther details in Kirbii and pressed from the seeds by the following process :

Spence's Entomology, a work which we have al- ,

The seeds being freed from the h'lsks, which are

ready recommended every master who wishes to gathered upon their turning down, and when be-

Bread fiom Turnips.— het the turnips first be i^eep down insects to procure, and lend to his gar-
j

ginning to burst open, are first bruised in a mor-
peelod, ami boiled in water till soft and tender

; dgn^r. Cond. i tar, afterwards tied up in a linnen bag, and then

then, strongly pressing out the juice, mix them 1

Yelloio Loc,i,t.—The Prussian Gardenincr So- i thrown into a large pot, with a sufficient quantity

together, and, when dry (beaten or pounded very i

^^^ ^^^ strongly recommended the culture of ; °f water, and boiled till the oil is risen to the sur-

hne),wuh their weight of wheat meal; season It
the American Yellow Locust tree on poor sandy ''''<='=. ^'l'^'' i^ ^« carefully skimmed ol}, strained^

as yau do other bread, and knead it up ; then, let-

ting the dough remain a little to ferment, fashion

the paste into loaves, and bake it like common
bread. Some roast ti.rnips in a paper under the

' i" Paris, who are to issue a periodical journal, en-
j
^^ j^ „ggj ^g ^ la.-cative, acting mildly ami speedily,

and kept for use. Castor oil is of a pale yellow

,
colour, with little taste or smell ; it is often adul-

A new Horticultural Society has been formed
i [grated with olive oil, linseed oil, and poppy oil :

titled Aiiuals of the Society of Horticulture in

Paris, and Journal of the State and Progress of
Gardening. The first number contains artictes

on a late horticultural fete at Fromont,—on Hy-

brids—on the Flower Market at Paris—on the

Natura'izalinn of Vegetables—on Hotbeds—New
Tainted wooden caslis of every description, may Works on Horticulture, &c.

embers, and eat them with sugar and butter.—jEw-

elyn's Mi<r.. IVritings., p. 75G.

C'lieap Soap.— Potatos, th.'ee parts boiled, aflbrd

a very ffood .substitute, especially for washing the

hands.— Btit. Mir.

be rendered perfectly sweet and wholesome by

washing with diluted sulphuric acid, and after-
London Marlict The following will give our

readers an idea cf the prices of Vegetables in Co

and, unlike other purgatives, its doses may be

ot'ten lessened when an individual is in the habit

of taking it.

DIRECTIONS FOR RAISING LOCUST
TREES

Put the seed into a vessel over night, pour hot

(not boiling) water on them. In the morning, take

them out and spread them—select those that

have swelled, for planting ; return the remainder

nto the vessel, repeating the same process the

.vards with lime water and pure .vater.—/ou;na/
^g,j^ Garden Market, London, January 21, 1828.

d'Agnc. des Pays Bas. 1826. Pi„y vVhito Brocoli 22 to 40 cts. per bunch of

Destruction of Snails by common salt.—M. Em
Rousseau had applied common salt as a manure to _ _

, „ ,

a small piece of garden, and remarked that where Kidney potatos $18 per ton—Newtuwn pippins 50 1
swelled seeds from the others. What remain

will probably be imperfeit. Sow or plant the swell-

ed seeds in rows three teet apart, on good ground

about the lime of planting beans— to be hoed and

orn radisli--50 ctsT—celery 40 els. per '•'resspd the same as beans.

Cole- 1 They are very tender when young, and slight

frosts will greatly injure, if not kill lliem.

snails had come in contact with the salt they

nuickly died. Wishing to confirm the fact, he

strewed some salt upon the ground, and pluced a

number of snails amongs.tit ; all those which came heads

out of their shells and touched the salt immediately
,

bundle— carrots $1,5(1 to 1^^2,00 per dozen

threw out a greenish globular froth, and in a few
,

worts 50 cts do.—turnips 62 cts. do.

Fine VVhito Brocoli 22 to 40 cts

eight to ten heads—asparigus 2-5 cts. to $> per following, and so on tor two or three successive

lOG— onions 50 to tJO cts. per bushel— English
I

nights ; taking care each morning to separate the

dtatos $18 per ton—Newtuwn
j

,loz.en—common kitchen apples $2 perj,.ls. per

bushel.

February 9— Savoy cabbages 50 cts. per dozen

minutes were dead. The fact may be turned to

account by agriculturists and iiardeners.

—

But.

Un. and Brande's Jour. Jan. 1828.

A much more effectual mode of destroying

snails, worms, and similar insects, and one witli

which, unlike salt, there is no danger of injuring

RURAL TASTE.
1 regard the man who surrounds his dwelling

with objects of rural taste, nr .\ ho even plants a

single shade tree by the road side as a public ben-

Dahlias.—A writer in the Transactions of the

Prussian Gardening Society recommends the cul-

ture of the Dahlia as a beautiful flowering shrub.

They mSy be used as screens, for concealing

walls and other fences or unsightly objects, (ire-
! gfactor ; not merely because he adds something

senting at the same time a beauli-ful spectacle l"
, tp the tren^rnl beauty of the country, and to the

plants, IS the u.sc of lime water. Nothing aston-
j
j^^ ^^^ (,y ^^^ variety of their colours, from snowy plp„suix- of those who travel throuirh it, but, be-

jshos us more than the tardy dissemination of this
l ^^,|,;,g .„ j|,g ,i.,rkcst violet, purple blood-red andL,a„«e, also, he contributes something to the re-

tact among gardeners.
'blackish blood-rod, sulphur colour, orange, and

, f5„e„ient of the genera! mind ;— he improves the

Destroying Insects by Toads.—Many gardeners [scarlet, in all their shades, especially if wo can
j taste especially of his own family nnd neighbor-

constantly put a toad into their cucumber frames,

merely giving him a par. of water, and they find

that he clears their frames of slugs and millepedes,

or wood lice, ll has always been my opinion that

toads live on slugs, as they never move out till

the evening, when these creatures also are on the

move. Can any of your correspondents inform me

contrive to group the colours in masses.

They are usually propagated by a division of

the route, taking care to have a bud on each tu-

ber ; also from cuttings. Seeds are produced by

the single varieties in the greatest abundance,

and also frequently from the double flowers.

—

From the progci>y of such seeds an endless va-

hood. There is a power in scenes of rural beau-

ty, to affect our social and moral feelings. A fond-j

nesB fur these scenes is seldom found with coarse-

1

nesB of sentiment and rudeness of manners. One

may judge, with confidence, of the taste and intel-

ligence of a family by the external air of theii

dwelling. In my excursions in the country, if

!
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pass a habitation, however spacious, standing nak-

od to the sun, with notliin;"; ornamental, nothiiis

inviting, around it, I cannot lielp sayintr to inysell'

however abundant may be the slovenly possessiims

of its owner, there is no retineniont in that house
;

there is no delicate and kindly inlerchaiii.'e of sen-

timent dinons; its inmates, and if ever they are so-

ciable, their sociablenoss consists in rude nd fit-

ful loquacity. Their books are few, and those ill-

chosen and unread. But if I notice a dwelling,

Jiowever humble, which is apparently as snuij as

its owner has means to make it, displaying neat-

ness and ta:stc in its fences, and shades and shrub-

bery, aiii flower pots at the windows,— I feel as-

sured that this IS the abode of refinement ; this is

ilie home of ([uiet and rational eiijuyraent, of in el

ligent and kindly interco;irse.

—

Cliristian Specla.

I

will begin ; then mix the contents of the pot with

1 the flour, add more warm water, if necessary,

'and in less than an hour the mass will be leady

I

for baking ; and when baked will be found as well

raised and tasted as bread rai.sed with yeast.

—

I

From three to four hours are requisite in this pro-

cess, from the time of first preparinj^ the salt and

water.

—

Farmer''s Jlssistant.

BREAD.
Dr Darwin asserts, that the starch which may

be extracted fiom any given number of pounds of

tiiW potatoes, added to as many pounds of this root

when boiled, will make bread equal to that made
from the best wheat flour. The boiled potatoes

are to be mashed fine, with the starch, in its wet

stale, added to them, and then to be made in (he

manner of wheaten bread. An equal number of

pounds ot wheal flour, and of boiied potatoes well

mashed, will also m-iko good bread. Or, instead

of potatoes, boiled turnips, well mashed, and the

juice mostly squeezed out, will answer very well
;

but in such case the bread is to be kept about 24

hours, before eating, by which time it will lose the

taste and smell of the turnips. They are to bo

peeled before boiling ; and the potatoes are to be

skinned before they are used.

Take twelve ounces of rice, boil it till quite soft

strain oS" the liquor (which makes the best of

starch) add the vice to four pounds of wheal Hoar,

and the whole, when made into bread in the usual

way, will weigh seven pounds ; so that this addi-

tion of boiled rice gives upwards of a pound more

of bread, than if four pounds twelve ounces of

flower had been used for the purpose ; the bread

made with the addilion of the rice is equally good

as that made entirely of flour, and will keep moist

considerably longer. It, however, requires a lit-

tle longer time in the process of rising.

There is also a sliU greater addition to be made

to the weight and quautity of wheaten bread, by

boiling the bran, which is separated from the flour

i.T bolting, and kneading up the whole boiled mass

With the flour. The bran should be boiled about

twenty minutes, by which operation its weight and

its nutrimenlal qualities are greatly increased ;

—

and wlien cooled lo lukcwarmness it may be added

to the dour to be made into bread. Or the water

in which ihe bran is boiled may be pressed out

and addeu to tlie flour ; and this of itself w ill make
a very lonsiderable addilion to the weight and

quaniity ol ihe Oread.

Stale breau is more wholesome than that which

is ne«ly baked, as the latter contains a large pro-

portion oi lU'iigeslible paste ; which mpy,however,

be reuuirred less hurtful, by toasting.

T malit bital tiith suit — I'ake as much of

this article as is ne> essary lor the quantity of

bread to be made ; dissolve Ihe sail in a quantity

of warm water sufficien to mix the flour intended

to be baked : mix eoiue flour in this water, and set

it in a pot near the fire ; but not eo near as to

burn the flour: A yellow water will soon rise en

the top, which is to be taken off, and the rising

STEEL.
A discovery has, it is stated, been made in the

arts iu Paris, which promises to be of the hi.liest

importance. An English gentleman has succeeded

in making tlje beet shear steel from M. Craw-

shay's common No. 2 iron, fie asserts that by his

process he is able lo convert the very worst of any

country into shear steel If tliis result be obtain-

ed from iron of an inferior quality, it may bo ex-

pected that from the best iron a still superior qual-

ity of steel may be obtained, so as shortly lo su-

persede the necessity of applying lo Sweden for

iron. A knife of this steel is described as of a tem-

per to cut iron like wood, and a file to be superior

to all preceding manufactures. It appears that

by the new process the steel acquires a greater

degree of hardness than by the former method,

while it is also much tougher, therefore highly

valuable for mining operations. This gentleman

is coming lo England lo communicate his discov-

ery, which ought to be made generally public.

London paper.

Temperance.—The Temperate Society of Thet-

ford, Vl. in their annual report, stale that the

diminution of the sale of ardent spirits iu that

town the last year was nearly one half. The sales

amounted to $.5000 in 1826, and only $2,659 in

1827. The quantity consumed is still alarming,

al' bough many have entirely obstuined. Fanners
have tried the experiu^ent of abstaining entirely

from using and furnishing ardent spirits, and their

experience is decidedly in favour of abstinence.

They find no difficulty in hiring laborers ; their

fields are free trom babblings and contentions
;

Iheir work is done quicker and better than for-

merly ; and they believe that the man who drinks

but a single glass during the day will lug behind

those who abstain, before night. Buildings have

been raised, sheep washed, and all kinds of bu-

siness performed, without the aid of ardent spir-

its. Some of the farmers who had laborers that

loved ruin, told them that their ciops should rot

on the ground, if they could not be gathered

without the help of mm. When this point was
settled, they had no further difficulty. Men who
had long been accustomed to use spirits discon-

tinued ihe habit, and were much satisfied with

the result.
j

Buildings have lately been raised in Belcher- I

town, Westfield, and other towns without the use

of rum. There was no. difficulty in finding men
to assist in the work. i

The great cause of temperance is advancing.—
,

Those who think at all, see that something must
|

be done, and that all expedients except entire ub

stiiieiice are useless. "Let not the friends of teiu- I

perance give back The only word is, ^ress on.

The progress may be slow, bul it is the march tc-

victory.

Dr. Physic, of Philadelphia, says he believes the

use of Liverwort, for the cure of consumption, is

nothing but quackery ; and he thinks it will do
more hurt than good.

I

Exportation of ict — I'he buMness ol exporting
ice in cariroes to the West Inmes, orij/inated in

Boston about twenty years r-ince. The first per-
son, (Mr. Frederic Tudorj who engaged in it, had

j

many diffii-ulUea to contend with ; no ineurance
[cou;d be had on his vessel— sailors were unwil-
ling to go on a voyage so ha/ardous, and the com-
munity sneered at Itic pn.j ct. lie finally sur-

mounted all opposition an 1 pr.ju licc. Many vt esels

are now employed in transposing this product of

our northern winters to tropii al countries, and in

returning home laden with their valuable produc-

tions.

—

Haiitp. Gaz.

Broad rimmed wheels for stages and carriages

of burden are fast coming into use in Massachu-
setts.— Hampshire Sen.

Chimney Swallows.—Mr. Uun'l. B'ltler had been
annoyed tor soiiic days by a noise in the chimney
of his store, made by larye numbers of swallows

;

which, by the vibration of their wings acting on
the confined air, occasuine<l a rumbling like dis-

tant thunder. On Iho 28lh uitiuio, his son and an-

other person made an opening from the lower part

of the chimney into tne counting room, then as-

cended the roof, and by letting down into the flue

of the chimney a board fitted so as to nearly fill

the passage, drove 256 swallows into the rooiflj

where they clung to the walls, windows, &,c.

They were caught and put into a box with open

places on one side for the admission of light and

air. The next morning the board was again used,

and 1 19 swallows were forced down into the room
and placed in the box with the oihers, making in

all 375. So many of these little birds in one c.ige

presented a novel eight. They adhered to the

sides, and clustered together at the corners hang-

ing- upon one another like a swarm of bees. They
were released from confinenidit the same day, and
resumed thcii twittering notes and rapid flights.

Cliimney and barn swallows destroy legions of in-

sects, but never attack the produce of the soil,

—

Did they fail to make their appearance, our build-

ings and crops would be overrun with insects.

—

These harmless birds amply repay us for shelter-

ing them, and it is impolitic and cruel to destroy

them.

—

Hampshire Gaz.

Beetles.—These are very common—their eggs
are deposited in the ground by the parent insect,

whose fore legs are very sliort, and well calculat-

ed for burrowing. From each of these eggs pro-
ceeds, after a short time, a whitish worm with six

legs, a red head, and strong claws, which is des-

tined to live in the earth unaer that form for four

years, and there undergoes various changes of its.

skin, until it assumes its chrysalid form. These
creatures, in immense numbers, work between the
turf and the soil in the richest mjeadows, devour-

ing the roots of the grass lo such a degree that

the turf rises, and will roll up with almost as much
ease, as if it had been cut with a turfing knife ;

—

and underneath, the soil appears turned into a soft

mould for above an inch in depth, like the bed of

a garden. In this the grubs lie, in a curved posi-

tion, on their backs, the head and tail uppermost,

and the rest of the body buried in the mould.

—

Such are the devastations comiuilled by the grubs

of the cock-chafer, that a whole field of fine flour-

ishing grass, in the summer time, became in a few
weeks withered, dry, and as brittle as hay, by

these grabs devouring the roots, and gnawing
away all those fibres that fastened it to the ground,.
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and through which ilone it could receive nourish- New York, was read, announcing a present to the

ment The larvs having continued for four years
|

Society of a painting of the great Boston Ehn,

in the ground, are now about to undergo their
j

and also of specuTiens of the different varieties of

next change ; to affect this, they dig deep into
j

Zea mays or Indian corn. Cordial thanks were

the earth, sometimes five or six feet, and there voted for these obliging -— ^=.

"

presents.

P. NEILL, Sec. Caled. Hort. Soc.

The following note was likewise addressed to

MILLET.
This is a round, yellowish white grain, which

grows ill panicles at the top of the stalk. The
stalks and leaves are like those of Indian corn, but

smaller. It grows to the height of three or four

feet. A sandy warm soil suits it best. It should

be sown about the middle of May, in drills three

feet apart. The plants should be so thinned at

the first hoeing as to' be about six inches apart in

ies'quite soft" and white. In M.y the parts are
^,^^ ^-^y^.^^^^^", harden: I regreVt^^^^^^ \'?" '""^'^'- 'Vf ''™^"'' f ^ '^':-^. ";°P^ ^^,1""

haidened, and then they come forth out of the
„,- ^ man or a horse has been placed close to the ^'*"

^°'""'

^"VV 'V T "^'"^'^^'^'y.^'^"—

arth This accounts for our often finding^ the
i^^se of the trunk, for this would at once have been ?,!^!!!! "V"ll5 „?""llrfiir!^^^^^^
an index to the relative size and bole of the whole

tree. An accoimt of its dimensions and some
seeds from it would be v5ry acceptable. Any
thing that can be furnished from our Experiment-

apin a smooth case, in which they change into a

pupa or chrysalis. They remain undpr this form

all the winter, until the month of February, when
; ^yj^^^j.^ Thorburn & Son, by Mr Neill

they become perfect beetles ; but with their bod-
j

.,q,j^g painting is placed iii the Council room at

perfect insects in the ground. The most effica-

cious mode of preventing their increase is to em-

ploy proper persons to take the flies in May and

Jiiiie, before they have laid their eggs; which,

though it appears an endless task, may be done
^^ Garden, you may depend on our sending when

with very considerable effect, by shaking and
^^,^ learn your wishes."

beating the trees and hedges in the middle of the

day. Children will be able to (!o this— and, as early peas.

has been proved by experiment, will, for a trifling
-j-lie following fact respecting early Peas, was

reward, bring some thousands per day gathered obhgingly furnished us bv Mr IIaywaud, clerk of
in a single village. Domestic fowls of all kinds

,|^p Boston Faneuil Hall Market,
are particularly fond of these beetles,. s'o that the j„„g ,j^ 1827—There were more Peas in Fan-
expense of collecting them would be fully com-

g^ji h^h Market than could be sold for 25 cts.
pensrited by the quantity of food they w.iuld at-

^^^^ peck. •

ford in this way. When land is ploughed up in j,„,^ jj^ 1828—There were but very few Peas
the spring, if the weather be warm, hundreds of

the chafer grubs are exposed :—in which case,

crows, gulls, and jays will be sure to detect and

devour them These birds, therefore, should not

be driven away, as the occasional damage they

commit is amply rep.nid by their unceasing exer-

tions to ilestrov various insects. The almost sole

in the Market, which sold from 75 cts. to $1,00
the peck.

SALE OF WOOL
On Tuesday last the sale of foreign wool, by

Messrs. Coolidge, Poor & Head, took place in the

hall over the city market. The company was nu-

employment of crows, for three months in the merous, and the article went off with spirit

spring, is to search for this sort of food, and the There was a small advance on Portuguese wools;

clover. A crop of it sown thick, and mowed
green, makes excellent fodder.

Some say a crop may be obtained by sowing it

at about niidsuiraner. Perhaps it may be so in

hotter climates. I tried the experiment in the

44th degree of latitude, and the crop was Uttle

better than mere chaflT, for want of continuance of
heat to fill the grain.

This grain appears to be subject to 'no distem,

per ; but when it is nearly ripe, the birds are apt

to get a great deal of it, if it be not watched care-

fully.

The way to harvest it is, to cut off the panicles

with a knife, near the uppermost joint of the stalk,

put them into sacks or sheets carry them to the

barn floor, and empty them into heaps, covering

them with cloths. Afler lying five or six days, it

must lie threshed and cleaned. It should be

dried well in the smi, before it is stowed away in

the granary ; for it will not keep well with any

moisture in it.

Millet is an excellent food for fowls and swine ;

for the latter it should be ground into meal.

—

Some mix it with flour in bread ; but it is better

havoc that a numerous flock makes amongst them and the Saxon and Spanish realized the prices for puddings. There is also a red sort of millet

;

must be very great. Loudon's Ency. they have borne at the two or three l.nst put,lic but this I have never seen.

—

Deane's M E. Farm.
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sales. About 900 bales of the latter and 1.55 of
the former were sold. 3Ierinos brought .50 cts.

' and a lot of choice selected Saxony fleeces 62 cts.

Very little fleece wool was offered.

EMIGRATION.
It appears to us vei-y doubtful that any perma-

nent relief can be obtained for G. Britain by enii-

gration. The number of emigrants, for such re-

To CoBREspuNDENTs.—^« Interesting article from a cor- The British Goverment has determined not to I U^f, would require to be very great—not less than
'spoiident at li;cckport,(Penn.J giving a history ofthe American raise the duty on AVool. Ministers say they cap- '

^ ""'It^n or two ; and this export of human be-
'

'

"" "
' "'

'
'

not do it consistently with the interest of Manufac- ings would be again necessary after the lapse of

turers. A committee has been appointed to in- 30 or 40 years, on the scale the population increas-

quire into the causes of the depression of the ;

^s "t present.

Wool Trade.
j

While there is every reason to doubt any per-
' manent advantage to G. Britain, there is tiiUy as

Green Peas, the produce of this county, were much reason to doubt it ui respe,-t to the Colon-

Appl^' Tree, kUL appear next week

ing water.

-likewise an article on

MONSTROUS PRODUCTION.

A reptde resembling a leech but much larger,

was lately extracted from the oesophagus or gul-

let of a cow belonging to Mr. Jacob Dickman, of brought to our market on Friday evening, the 6th. ies. A lai-ge addition s>{ able-bodied, imellige'nf
Tb.pkinton Mass. The u.sect was ttomty-two and i„st. ,ai,ed by Mr. Samuel Budlong, and Benjamin

! and industrious settlers would, no doubt, m some
«/,«// inches long ot a flesh color, and, m form Hill, of Cranston, and purchased by Mr. Hodges

j

years, add to their wealth ; but at first, the pau-
like the leech used lor medical purposes. It was of the Franklin Hnii«p at eia-ht rfn77/»-<i ne,- VinsV, '

i -n ^ i • ^- .
. I ^

»i
rneriaiuvim nouse, at eigni aollars pei oush- ^ers, who will form the maioritv ot enngrants, and

extracted irom the throat of the cow after the pi On Satin-Hav mominfr iip-i< were tivnnn-iit tr, i u . i , • , ; , • ,,.,,.., 1 / u- u »i •

'Jn oaiuiaay nioimng, peas were inonght to who have to unlearn their old habits, and serve
death of the animal, of which the monster ,s sup- market by Leonard Sweet, of Fruit Hill, and Mr. an apprenticeship to a new occupation, will be
posed to have been the cause It was probably ga.^el Burlingame, of Cranston. In 1836, the burthensome to the Colonists, as uideed they haveswallowed by the cow in drinking, and contrived first green peas were sold in this market on the already deplorably been.- Quebec Gaz..„ .r„„.„., ..,„i<-.., .!,„ ..„„...„„ ^_

gg^j^ of May, and in 1827, on the 4th. of June.
Fresh Salmon was offered in our market on Fri

day, and purchased by Mr. Lawton, for the table

to fasten itself in the position from whence it was
taken.

THE BOSTON ELM.

In page 218 of the current volume of the New
England Farmer, we gave the letter of Messrs.
Thorburn & Son to Patrick Neill, Esq. Secretary
of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, accom-
panying a painting of the Great Elm on Boston
Common, presented by the former gentlemen to

the Society. We have been politely favored with
the following answer :

« Extractfrom the Minutes of the Caledonian Hor-
ticultural Society, March 5, 1828.

" A letter from Messrs. G. Thorburn & Son, of

A NEW AND CHEAP PAINT,
More impervious to the iveather than common paint.

of his hotel at 50 cents per pound. Not more than Take of unslacked lune a quanlity sufficient to

30 years since, this fish was common in many of make two gallons of white wash when slacked

our rivers ; so common, it is said, in some parts of mix it with a due quantity of water—add to it 2i
the country, that a sjiecial clause was inserted his. of brown sugar, and about 3 oz. of salt. The
in the indentures of apprentices that they should exact proportion of each will be best ascertained

not be compelled to eat salmon of\ener than once hy experiment. This when ap)>hed as a paint, be-

a week. Webeheve most of our ap])rentices would conns perfectly hard and glossy—by nu.xing either

now like to insert a clause providing a dinner of ivory black or lamp black with the ingredients, a

this fish occasionally Prov. Journal, June 9. I
beautiful lead colour may be had, or a yellow by

^ mixing suitable ingredients—this paint is now al-
Histories of the towns of Scituate, Weymouth,

' ,„„st altogether used at the south for houses,
i Lynn and Concord, are in preparation.

\ fences, &c JV. Y. Com. Adv.
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GEOLOGY.
A few imlividual.s wiio attemleil Mr. Holbrook's

Geological Lectures express themselves in very fa-

vorable terms respecting his competency and in-

telligence as a Lecturer. The subject lias been so

little attended to among us, that many jiersons otli-

erwise well iiitbrraed, are, or were until very late-

ly, entirely ignorant of its meaning. The uses to

which it may be applied are various, and many of

them important, lis application to agricultural

pursuits, und its utihty in ascertaining tlie nature

of soils, would alone give it a sufficient conse-

(|uence to attract the attention of our farmers. Its

connexion with many branches of manufacturmg,

such as glass works, porcelain, &.c. entitle it to

consideration ; and one of its most interesting feat-

ures is its easy adaptation to the purposes of a-

luusement, for the younger part of the community.

It is obviously a desirable jioint to mingle, as much
as may be, instruction with relaxation, and it can-

not be doubted that the collection of a httle cabin-

et of the stones and mmerals in this vicmity, and

familiarizing themselves with their names, ingred-

:

ients and uses, would imite these two objects in a

very pleasuig manner. Such an occupation would,

we think, be a very acceptable and useful substi- i

tiite for the idle, sauntering, and sometimes mis-
j

chievous manner in which too many young peo-

ple spend their hoiu-s of relaxation. We hope the

opportunity now offered to acquire some informa-

tion on this interestmg subject will not be suffered

lo pass unimproved.

COLLECTION OF MINERALS.

Q;J°rtIr. Holbrook will be able in a few weeks
lo furnish Schools, Academies, Associations, or in-

ilividuals, sets of specimens in Geology and Miner-

alogy. Eacli set will contain specimens of one
hundred of the most useful productions ui the min-
eral kingdom, embracing the varieties of Granite,

Slate, Soap stone, Marble, Coal, Ores of Iron,

Copper and Lead, with some of the more rare

^Minerals, but all applied to some use in the arts.

Each specimen will be labelled and numbered,

and a description given, of its ingredients, proper-

ties, uses and locaUties, in a small volume «liich

A\ill accompany each set.

Any communications upon the subject, directed

to Josiah Holbrook, at Boston, will be received and

attended to.

—

Essex Resnster.

The latest Liverpool papers mention the sailing
,

Barefsot and Serab.

of several more vessels for New York with emi- ,

These two valuable animals, which have been sent to this
/. II 1

country ny Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, will for the nrcipni spa-grants—some farmers, some laborers, an.l some sou, sun/ai BrightonJxh^- ary;,«ng 'and llleb^^^
paupers. Few go to the British Provinces—but ly celebrated in EnglanU. 'Hie pedigree of Bareloot, a ches-

great nimibers to the U. S. !
'"" ''°'"'''' '" ^ '""""

^„,, ^^^ ^^^
I „ ~ \r «r . M . 1 1 1 \ c .1 '

Barefoot, by Tiump, dam Rosamond by Buzzard, out ol
Isaac Van Wart, (lately deceased,) one of the Roseberry, sisterio Uuley ami THriar, by Phenomenon, out of

captors of Maj. Andre, supposed a monument Miss West by Maicham-Kegulus-Ciab—Childers—llasid.

wouhl be erected over his remai.is, and directed ,^;^:^:i^!:r'''^^,^Tau^^^:r'-'''
their interment where there would be room, with- . In lil23, York Springs Si. l-cdger, of togs, each, 6 subs.—

out coverin" other "raves Barefoot beating four others.—A, Ponlelraoi sweepstakes of 30^ *^ '
i guineas each ten feet, 10 subscribers. Barefoot beating Pala-

There is to be a Grand Procession at Baltimore ""?' ,ooo .u r, . . a. t > r a„ „«,.,,.,,. , , „ , . , 'n '823, the Doncaster great St. r,odger3, of 25 gs. each, 80
on the 4th ol July, m celebration of the day, and

; subscribers. Baiefooi beating 11 others.

the commencement of the Great Railway which ' I") 1823, at New Market, llarefoot won a handicap plate val-

• , 1 1 . . .1 r»i • rnu i-n- . i J i

ae *-''0, beating Tiessilian and five others.
IS to be shot to the Ohio. The different trades

1 \„ jgoj,^ g, ^^cot I

are retpiested to attend.
Heath, Baretbot walked over for the Sw-iu-

las slakes, of 25 sovereigns each 3 subs.

In 1825, at Lancasu-r, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a
The freshet in this river, demohshed nearly all sweepstakes of 10 .sovereigns. 17 subs, ol all ages. Barefoot

the ice-houses on the wharves in this viUage, and ''^?''"|„V°"*;''V"' i!*;' ""'u
"'

r , b r to
,. . ' In 1826, at Manchester, Handicup slakes of 30 sovereigns

swept ofl about 2000 cords of ice, then about to each, 10 ft. with 20 sovereigns added—fi subscribers— Baielbot

be shipped for a market at the south.— Gardiner beating two others. At Lancaster, the gold cup, value 100 gs.

, ,, , added to a sweepstakes o( 10 sovereigns each. 9 subs.—Bare-
(Me.) paper.

,
looi beating two others.

T. . . 1 r . f 1 ! Skrab, (a beautiful bay Horse.) Foaled IN 1821.
It now costs, to dehver a ton of merchandise

f.^^ ^^ Pl.aniom out of Jesse, bv Tolteridge-i.er dam Crac-
from London to Lake Erie, by the way of the St. ker by fiighflyer, out of Nutcracker, by Matcsum.

It is a curious fact, proved by one of the most

eminent medical men living, that the number of

suicides is less in a given number of persons in this*

country, than in any other country iu Europe.

—

France affords the largest number, and, we be-

Ueve, Prussia the next. The suicides at Paris

during the last year are stated at 1765, of which

!>13 were occasioned by gatnuig.

—

London pa.

In a hot bed hi the garden of the U. S. Hotel, 4
feet by 6, there have been raised the present sea-

son 2150 cabbage plants, 900 celery plants, and

fifty pepper plants, in a healthy condition for tran-

plauting. These plants, at the usual prices at

u liich they are sold, amounted to $30 88.

—

Sara-

losca Sentinel.

In 1824, won the New .Market slakes, 50 gs. each. 21 subs.—

Serab beating four others.

In 1825, at Ihe New Market Crane meeting, the slakes, 100

sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year.

Spring meeling, Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, 100 suv'ns.

6 subs, beating three others.

In 1826, Serab won Kings Plate, 100 gs. bealiag 30 others.

In 1827, Stoclon, Serab won the gold cup, j.13

PRICES OF COU.yTRY PKODUCK.

Lawrence, 6'. 15s. ; by way of New York and the

Erie Canal, not quite 51. On the completion of

the Canals by way of the St. Lawrence, it will be

done for less than 3'. per ton London pa.

A writer in the Bunker Hill Aurora recom-

mends the erection of a new bridge over Mystic

River, between Chelsea and Medford Bridges.

—

Warren Bridge is commenced.

A Steam-Boat is to be established to ply be- ^^SIIES, poi.Vrst sort,

tween Fredericksburg and Baltimore— and one to- Pearl, first sort, -

ply between Charleston and Savannah. t

||Ep^n,^ss",'iew - - -

The Gardiner Chronicle strongly urges the'
Car!o] nII: 2! ne";

'.

farmers of Maine to commence the cidtivation of BUTTEK;'insppnert No, I, new,

Hemp on a great scale, as the Tariff Bill has CHEESE, new milk, -

, ( .Skimmed milk,
P*^^*''*'

j

FLOUR, Baliimorc, Howard-street

About $1,400 000 in specie have been lately

'

R™Tesi '- '

brought to England from India, and $4,000,000 GRAIN, Corn,"'^' ' - - -

more are expected. This is a reversed trade. !
I^.vc,

-, Barley, -

A poor Scotchman, applying for parish assist- i Oats,

ance for two children, w^s asked how many he Y?Sp^
LARD, first sort, new,

had. " Twenty-five," said Sandy, " and I now have PLAISTER PARIS retails at

a 4th wife." In Turkey a man may have as many .
PORK, new, clear, -

wives as he can maintain—In Scotland more chil-
Cai^ml 'N^o^'l"'new

dren it seems.

The ship Champion lately arrived at Charles-

ton, (South Carolina,) from New Orleans, with a

cargo of hay.

—

Bos. Pala.

On Friday last, some person, unknown, sent a

Bank Bill of $300 to a Representative as a pres-

ent.

—

Ibid.

For Sale.

A valuable real estate in Milton, pleasantly situated, 9 miles
from Boston, on the turnpike road leading from Boston to Taun-
ton, Bridgewater and New Bedford, containing about 300 acres
af the variety of lands, and fruit suitable for a good (arm, well

|

watered, wiih good substantial and convenient buildings. Said
farm is calculated to suit a gentleman of taste—or an cnterpris-

1

ing young man for a milk establishment, being an excellent
" farm. The purchaser may have with the buildings from

SEEDS, Herd's Grass
, Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, - - -

Rye Grass, _ , -

Tall Meadow Oals Grass, -

Red Top - - . .

Lucerne, - - - -

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzcl,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Bleriuo, full blood, uiiwa^^ied,

Blerino, three (ourths washed.
Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort.

Pulled, Lamb's, second .sort,

Pulled,/or spinning, first sort.

pound

pound
cask,

ton,

barrel.

pound

FROM
3 5ti

95 00
105 00

1 00
10 60
8 50
7 50

10

5 25
4 87
3 12

52
53
SO
32

70
2 50
18 00

4 00
97 50
107 00

1 SO
11 00
9 00
7 75

12

10

5 37
5 12
3 25
56

PRO VISION MARKET.

John Gowen, an old offender, who had previ-

ously served seven years at Botany, was transport-

ed for Hfe, at the Sussex Sessions, for duck-stealing

when sentence was pronounced, he threatened to

thrash one of the witnesses on his return!

—

Land,
paper.

Too acres to the whole. Purchasers are requested to come and i SJ^p^.'
^?*'.'"*

examine the soil and crop at this season
;
possession may be i

"'-""^'
u ]' if^'

P"^''^''

•.akeiLat any time from this to the first of April next. Condi- I ™, ,
"no'e hogs,

lions liberal. For further parliculurs inquire of the publisher '

"''^"'"

of the N. E. Farmer.
MiUon, Jvnc 10, 1828.

jOoond,

Cucumber Seed, ^'C.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a furth-

er supply of Green and White Turkey, While Spined, Long
Prickly, and small West India Girkin Cucumber Seed—the

latter is a fine sort for pickling, and should be planted sooil

MUTTON, - . . -

POULTRY, - -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, -

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [according lo quality,]

55
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MTSCELLA IVIES.

From ibe Boston Statesman.

/ remember, I remember,

Tliepuice where 1 was bom.—T. Hooi^.

My birih place! Oh my bifth place.

The house be:iealh the hill
;

The moss upon the sloping roof,

ThelHcklingnriherill,

'An'l the artiliciel water fall,

Thai turned my little mill.

M^ birth-p^ace! with its spreading tree.

lis parh»ur wiiiflnws low,

The door which opened to the south,

Through which I used to ?o :

And the creeper climbing to the top

And hanging over so !

1 dreamed ol it— my biiih-placc—
And went again to see

The moss upon its sloping roof,

The shadow of its tree—
.\l3s ! that only in my dream

That pleasant sight should be.

Decaj- had left it desolate.

Its pleasanl tree was gone
j

The mos.sy root had fallen in,

The rose was overgrown
;

Vntl the creeper ^anyled with the weeds,

Across the stepping stone.

The bank on which 1 knelt to drink.

The grass T used to-fling

5Ij,' satchel and my cap upon,

\AVre sere and withering
;

And the trunk was broke that led away
The water from the spring.

I could not pass the broken door.

And sadly 'urned to stra}'

Where leaped my little water fall,

Bui that was swept awa}"

;

And the soft green meadow had been ploughed

In which I used to play.

Sly bnlh-place '. Oh, my birth-place,

I never more^ay see.

The happy hours my childhood saw-

Beneath your spreading tree

!

f would I were as innocent

As then 1 used to be.

School dialogue.—The following- conversation is

•said to have taken place in a school-house :

Boy —(reading) T e-a.

Teacher.— Well, what does t-e-a spell ?

BoT—I don't know, sir,

I

"O Lord, thou hnowest thai I have three houses

in the city of London, and likewise that I have

lately purchased an est.tte of fee-simple in the

[county of Essex; I beseech thee to preserve the

two counties of Middlesex and Esse.v from fire and

earthquakes ; and as I have a niortjage in Hert

ifordshire, 1 beg of thee likewise to have an eye of

I

compassion on that county, and for the rest of th

' counties ihoii niayest deal with theui as thou art

'pleased. O Lord, enable the bank to answer all

1 their bills, and make all my debtors good men

Field Beans.
For .sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store two barrels

of small white prolific Field Beans, raised in Milton. Mass.—
They are of fine quality, free from any mixture, the seed being
selected, and are all of the growth of 1827.

Ornamental Flowers.

For sale at the New Englaiul Farmer .Sei:d Store, a large ^a-
riety of )riiameutal Fluwt-r .Seeds, in papers of six and a quar-
ter cents each ; likewise done up in packages comprising 20
varieties, each sort being lat^elleil, at $i jier package.

The highbred!
will siand at the si

Give a prosperous voyage and return to the .Mer- \g5 for each cow

Bull Bolivar.
iiportcd Improved Shoi-t-horned Bull Bolivar,
liscriber's stable in t'harlestown, Mass. Price

ason. This bull was selected by Bh

1
maid sloop, because I have insured it ; and as thou I

'^°'>Y'-
"" keeper of the Herd B.,ok,withoni limitation of cost,

! '
'

,
_ , . , , e T '"r d'e use ol the Powelton stock, and is so highly valued by

I

hast said that the days of the wicked are tew, 1 Col. Powel. that he has always refused to sell him, and ha"s

\ trust in thee that thou wilt not forge > ihy promise, [consented lo pan from him but for a season, considering him inI,,
, . .. iwl lorm. points and pedigree, equal lo any animal to be had in

1 as I have purchased an estate in reversion, v.' Inch - <.. '
f " ' ^ J

I
will be mine ou tiie death of that most profligate

young man, Sir J L . Keep my friends

from sinking, and preserve me from thieves and

house-breakers; and make all my servants so hon-

est and faithful that they may attend lo my inter-

est and never cheat me out of my property, night

nor day."

Ward was suspected of joining in a conveyance

wilh Sir John Blunt, to secure £.50,1)00 of that di-

rector's estate, forfeited to the South Sea Compa-
ny ~ '^

"

Great llriiaiii.

Boliviir i:^ red ?»ii(l white, is not three years old and has never
been forced

j yet he gins immediately behind his fore ieg:s 7
feel 3 inrhes. The singular neatness of his shoulder, the
st^aightne.ss of his back, the width of his loin, the smallness of
his head, neek, and offal, the quickness o! his gait, together with

the well known character of his family as dairy stock, render
him one of the most desirable males tor improving our jeal cal-

lle, that can in any country be found.

SAMUEL JAQUES. Jr.

Valuable Stock.

For sale 7 He'fers, 2 and 3 years old. raised from some of tlic

bestCiiws in this Siale. by Denuni. Five ofihem have brought
Calves this spring, and bid fair lo make excellent milkers. "I hey

The Company recovered the £50,000 ajjainst
j
wc-e selected by the present owner from the best of j.isst. ck, lo

Ward, but he set up prior conveyances on his es-
be keju on his own farm and are offered for sale in ron^^^

'
' ^ •' of his having disposed o( his farm. I nev are worthy the atten-

tate lo his brother and son, and concealed all his [ion of any farmer who wishes to obtain good stock.

'personals, which were supposed to be .€1,020,000.

These conveyances beinir also set aside by a bill

in Chancery. Ward was imprisoned for many
1 years.

I Hocial inlercuwde.—We sboul.i iiiaKe it a prin-

I

cipie lo extend the hand of fellowslnp to every

mau who discharges faithfully Ins daily duties—
wno maintains good order— wlio iiianilests a deep
linieresi in the welfare of society— whose deport-

meiil IS upright, and whose mind is intelligent,

wiiliout slopping lo ascertain whether he swings

1 a hammer or draws a thread. '1 here is nothing

I
more distant trom all natural rule and natural

.claim tlian llie reluulaut feeling—the backward

2 Horse (^)lls, I

Roman, from excellent mares, v

to ihe publisher of the N. E. Far

i oldVby the imported horse
ell known in this city. Apply
iier. June 6

MILLET.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

50 bushels of Millet of ^arpenor quality . gentlemen in want of

this article are requested lo call and examine it.

Also, a lurihe supply ol Orchard Grass, Lucerne, Fowl
Meailow. Mange! Wnrtzel, Sugar IJeet, Ruia Haga, Russian

Flax, Lima Beans, &c. with several new varieties of 1 nrnip

Seed from F-urope, including the Yellow Malta, Yellow Stone,
Yellow Aherdec-B, cStc. A lew barrels fresh While Mustard
Seed.—Also, Green Ciln.ii, Pine .^pplc. ard Pomegranate
Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Waer Melons.
A further supply of Double Mexican Dahlias. 1(X) Single

Dahlias, at the low price ol 25 els. each root.

JVew Variety of Radish.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a few

, .,
, , ,

"""' pounds of Long White Summer Naples Radish, a variety high-
sympathy—the torced smile— the checKeu conver- jy esteemed in the Souibem .States.

salluu— ihe hesitating compliance, uhich the well:
tTTi v n

~

—

off ate too apt to manifest to those a little lower „, ,

,

, ,ru -^ Com^L
•" ', c II ,

This noble animal, (of Ihe new improved Durham short horned
down ; with whom, in comparison ot intellect and siock) is irom Adnural and Amahe/la, presented to the Massa-

principles of virtue, they frequently shrink into in- chusetts Society for the proinoiion ol Agriculture, b> Sir Isaac

[
Coffin, at an expense of near ojte thousand dollars, for the pur-

pose of improving the breed of cattle in his native Sta.e. He
ill remain at tne farm of E. H. Derby. Esq. in Salem, and

the Society, he is lo be used
,-ance. The whole proceeds

from this animal, (ihr present season) will be for the benefit of

tuns to this enemy ot sedentary hahit. A Ihous- ">« Society. Cows sent from a distance will betaken care of.

I

signihcance.

1
Dospepsia.—li is melancholy to see the number ' by the direction of the Trustees of ih

' '^ ' ^ -^
. ,, at 5o lor each f ow, payable in advai

;

01 the lair creation dai.y augmented, who tall vie-

laud and one sovereign remedies are d".ily adver-
if desired, at a reasonable charg

rr ,.71 .1 ..L J • 1 t tised by quacks and apothecaries; but, expensive Gunpowder, SfCTeacher—What does your mother drink at .. ,
i , ..i u .:. -

, j r> i> .• r- t, a .a~,. =o j <^> n u
,„ P

' as they are, we believe little benetit is derived Du Poms Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—BaHs
breakfast .'

Hot.—Rum, sir.

The Argus gives ihe following dialogue :

Boy.—(reading) G-l-a-ss.

Teacher.—Well, what docs that spell .'

'BoT— Don't know.
Teacher.—What is in the window at home ?

Cor.—Why, dad's old breeches.

-Flints and PerciiWe, however, though not a disci- i "ViT a!',?,,,' Tlfin!:'; «,Tp., ,^ri . v, •

i x.' ' o Also, Alum—Kelined Salt retre—Blue v I'riol. iS:c. constanl-
from them
pie of Galen do know an etfectual remedy that ly for sale at the Dupimt Powder Store, No. Gj iiroad street

; 11 16 worth all the nostrums invented since the ^^.^-.J^.^'IJ'''^'^'^'
,'',''

,l„,
, , ,-,, /T.^... I

03= The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first qiialily-

I

flood, and we most cheerfully offer it to the con-|a„d is marked •£. Cpe/Mrf, yV. Sosto»,' on the head of tin

' sideratiou of the ladies, gratis. Rise at four, and cask tf March H
1 walk two miles at a quick step. Do not saunter

—

jthat IS worse, if possible, lor the constitutions,

than no exercise. Follow this one month, ami il

lit does not regulate digestion—restore the spirits,

This day Pvhlishid,

And for sale by S. G. Goodiich, No. 141, Washington-street,
The Legknuary—Vol. 1

Consisting of Original pieces in prose and verse, principallv 11-

lusirali\-e of American history, scenery, and manners. Editef
by N. P. Willis.

'
It is proposed to cenlinue this work, and to publish a volume

4 monilis, if the eneouragemeni is sufficient. The

The miser's prayer.—A mong a variety of curious P"'' produce a countenance blooming as the ruse,

papers of John Ward, Esq. [of H.ickney,] M. P. I

we will give our head for a foot-bail. The season
^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^^ .„,.,„„„„ „.„,..,

(who being convicted of forgery, was expelled the 'or rambling is now in perfection—the medicine volumes' w^;lbe'iii'id''separa'iely—^^^^

House, and in the year 1727 stood in the pillory,) jCo^ls only a little exertion— ladies will you try it ' - '

' —
there was found, a short time siuee, a paper in his

j

^"'y '""''f' i' fashionable to rise early and walk PiMislwd n-m, Fnda,j,atS^per anm,m. payable at the end

own hand-writing, which, we think mav be vcrvl''^'ore breakfast, and we shall cease to hear ef of the year—but these who pay wiOiin si.riy days from the tim'^

pT»perly entitled the raiser's prayer :
'

I

dyspeptic affections.—.Bo«/on Times. of subscribing, are auilled to a deduction offifty cents.
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AGRICULTURE
FOR THE NEW KNGLAND KiBMEn.

HISTORY OF THE APPLE TREiJ^,'

ro SIIOTV THAT THEY ARE NATIVES OF PERNSTL-

VANIA, IK NOT OTflT.H I'ARTS OF THF. U. STATES.

I shall begin with the original Indian apple tree

that grew within three miles of the spot ofmy na-

tivity, say thirty-four miles a little east of nortli

from Philadelphia, called the Townsend apple, from

the following circumstance.

See Robert Round's History, vol. I, p. 228, that

in the same sliip with William Penn, in the year

1682, came from London, Richard Townsend; he

was a fanious quaker jireacher, religiously con-

•eerncd to cidtivate the friendship and better the

condition of the native -Indians ; in which concern

reports have said that he devoted much time in

travelling. For the history of the original apple

tree, 1 have had it traditionally, from the family

of Richard Townsend's descendants, who were

deemed a family of first rate respectability.

Stephen Townsend, (grandson of RichardI was
an elderly and amiable man in my tune, and own-

er of the apjile tree. I have heard him lelate

that his grandfather had been informed by the In-

dians, that back in the country was a great ipple

tree, wliere abundance of Indians collected in the

season to live on apples—that with Indian glides

he imdertook the journey through the wilderness,

to pay them a religious visit. When he came

there, he was surprised to see so many Indians.

There was a spring of good water near by, and an

.apple tree in an Indian clearing, vastly lars,cr than

any he had ever seen in England, lica-v^ loaded

with larger and better apples than he had ever

seen before—that his ideas were to take up a

tract of land there for his descendants, provided

the Indians would sell him what was called their

good will, or claim to their clearings, which v/as

then customary to give, to support their friend-

ship ; to that tliey agreed, (as to he soil) but no

consideration would purchase ther ap))le tree.

—

That they strictly reserved to be asjree as sunshine

to all or any tvho wanted apples. Tlat part of the

contract, the Townsend family evei faithfidly ojj^

served ; and Stephen Townsend lid more, he

supported a strong fence round it ;o keep cattle

fi-om the falling apples, and used to haul and

throw his buck-wheat straw luidei the tree, to

keep such as fell from high from spitting.

The apples were very large and iat, of a yel-

low color, striped, and specked with -ed, of a rich

deUcious flavor neither very sweet noi sour
; gen-

erally esteemed to this day, in preferince to any

other. I have a great plenty of them n my orch-

ard ; but I think they are depreciated in size, say

one third ; but not lost their former ddicious fla-

vor, or luxuriant growth of limbs an< abiuidant

bearing.

It is now some months upwards of sxty years,

.since I cut grafts off" the original tre;, and set

them in young trees, from which gafts were
brought here.

I never measured the tree, and shdl forbear

mentioning my ideas of the size or quantify of

apples that I have seen under it, lest I may be
•i-nii<rht extravagant.

I well reniemlier being there when very young,

and a company of the better informed old men
were viewing it, and hearing them say, that ac-

cording to the growth of trees, that apple tree

must be tmich older than Cohunbus.
From whence tlie seed of that ajiple tree, or

when the Indians cleared a field round it, is in the

dark unltnown ; it stood on a poor thin gravelly

soil, and verifies the maxim, that temperance pro-

motes long liie.

Thirty-eight, seven, or six years ago, I heard
that venerable tree was fast declining. I wrote

to a confidential friend of mine, (near by) that if it

it died or fell down, to saw it off" and count its

growth, for the age. His answer was, it tiu'ned

up by the roots ; that they sawed it off" and found
it so hollow, rotten, and inwardly defective, that

nothing could be done to establish the age.

Another native apple tree, I may mention, I

have heard the oldest people of my remembrance,
say, that it was the practice whenever there was
what they called a new comer, for the neighbors to

unite, go, and make bun what they called a begin-

ning ; that was, grub and clear a small piece of

groimd—put up a little log-house, and cover it

with bark, Szc.

Tliere came a man from England, whose name
was George Hayworth ; his tract was within two
miles of where I was born. I have heard some
very old men say they were at that first grubbing;

that the whole tract was thick timber, no sign of

Indian clearing to be seen.

While at work, they found a large old apple

tree ui the woods, overshadowed with forest trees.

They united, cleared around it, and made a fence,

then pronounced it public property ; and as such,

it was considered in my time.

From some ancient documents that I have seen,

that improvement was made in the year 1714.

—

The tree happened to bear delicious Avhite sweet

apples, more early than any other known ; as the

seeds are generally turned brown in wheat har-

vest. That tree, although it grew on a fertile

soil, never assumed a free, hve'.y, growing appear-

ance ; as I have cut grafts from it. It died about

the same time of the Townsend tree ; also hoUow
and rotten.

If the Townsend apple have decreased m size,

the Harvest sweets have increased ; and the trees

grow luxuriantly.

Dr. Darwin says, "grafting is the elongation of

the same tree." I have the consolation of haviU;

re-elongated two species of original American ap-

ple, independent of any seed or affinity with any

European apple whatever ; and perhaps I may be

the oidy person that has preserved them, as I

brought those grafts from the place of my nativi-

ty. They have had a general mortahty amongst
their ajiple trees.

My orchards would now aff'ord, without doubt,

by far more grafts of both kinds, than will ever be

wanted ; and I have been sorry, many years, that

I had no conveyance, to send a box of grafts to

my venerable friend. Col. Timothy Pickering.

I wish to hear through the medium of your

Farmer, the opinion of your antiquarians—were

apples natives of New England ?

Should life and health permit me to write a-

gain, perhaps I may show a strong hypothesis

that api)Ie trees abounded amongst the native In-

dians in one part of Peimsylvania, for perhaps cen-

turii.'s before the continent was discovered by Eu-

ropeans. SAM'L PRESTON.
Stockport, Pa. May 30, 1828.

FOR THE NEw'EBGLAHD FARMER.

RAISING WATER.
Mr. Fessenden,— I wish to ask through the

medium of your useful paper, whether water can
be raised by means of a pumj), from a fountain

at a distance, through logs or other conductors J*

And if it be practicable at all ? At what height
it can be raised .' and what distance ? Are earth-

en or leaden pipes preferable, for coniluctors ?

and may not logs be so prepared as to answer
evei-y purpose ?

It is very difficult to dig wells in this section of

the State, by reason of a ledge, which seems to

pervade nearly the whole of it.

It seldom breaks out into rugged chfts, but often

appears at the surface ; and in digging wells, Ls

often found before sinking ten feet. Wellshave
been dug in the ledge ; but the water, although

good at first, soon becomes bad. A very sensible

alteration is sometimes perceived in the quaUty

of the water in those wells immediately after

heavy thunder.

The ledge is generally a lime rock, but not of

the purest kind. It hes in thin strata, seldom ex-

ceeding six inches m tliiokness. The strata are

nearly perpendicidar, inchning south, from five to

Vif< ntj' degrees, perhaps.

In this position, it is ver}' difficult to perforate,

as powder cannot be made a very efficient agent.

An eUgiVile site for building, is, therefore, a very
inconvenient place for procuring good water.

If any mtans of drawing water from a distant

fountain—where that fountain is so low as not to

be accessible l>y the common aqueduct, can be

had, which will promise durability, it will add
much to the value of many farms in the county of

Penobscot.

By answering the foregoing inquuies, you will

confer a favor on many in the county of Penob-

scot, and particularly obUge
A SUBSCRIBER.

Penobscot, June 4, 1828,

By the Editor. What is called suction in pumps
is produced altogether by the action or pressure

of the atmosphere, on the outside of the pipe or

pumpstock in which the water ascends. In order

that this pressure on the out-side (which amounts

to about fourteen pounds on every square, uich

of the surface of the water) may not be counter-

balanced by a similar pressure inside of the pipe

or pump-stQck, it is necessary to exhaust the air,

or pump it out of the pump-stock in which the

water ascends. It makes no diff"erence whether

the channel or water course rises perpendicularly

from the fountain, well, or reservoir of water, or

be inclined in any angle. One end of a leaden

pipe, for example, may be placed in a fountain,

and the pipe may be carried or protracted thirty

rods more or less, in a horizontal or ascending di-

rection, and the water delivered by pumping if
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out at the end farthest from the fountain. Care, I legsiid, to produce the sort of attention, which not so much, and in about six days and nights they

must be taken that the pipe be perfectly air tiglit the dictates of interest alone would beget
;
yet

,
all disappeared. And wnat is very strange, we

through its whole extent, and that the end of wc have scarcely found except on the estates of a

the pipe through which the water is delivered by
|

few gentlemen in New England and New York,

the action of the pump is not more than thirty- anything like an approach to the systematic, and

three feet perpendicidar height from the fountain, regular course, wliich a profitable piggery, as

If the pi])e or piunp-stock is very long, it may re- • much as a profitable dairy, requires,

quire considerable time and labor toexhaust the
j

There are many distinct breeds of swine, with

air through its whole length, and it has been found peculiarities as determined, and properties as fix-

by experience that a pipe of nearly half a mile, ed, as those which characterize any race of do-

not carried in a direct line from the well to the mesticated quadrupeds known. In England, ev-

place of deUvery, is liable to inconveniences. If ery county almost lias a separate breed designat-

the pipe waves up and down, the air and water,
i

ed by its name, occasionally affected by the pe-

it is said, will be so distributed in different por- cuUar management of the breeder by whom it

tions of the pipe that it will not easily be affected has been reared although in this country, in the

by the operations of the piston. Besides, it may common language of the fanners, we hear of the

be difficult, in a iong pipe to prevent the occur- English breed, as if it were a distinct race. The
rence of some siuall crevice, which v.ill admit air Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Suffolk, Sussex, Stafford-

into the water coiirsc, and thus defeat the object, shire, and Norfolk, are the families with which
But for small disi, nces, such obstacles need not

;
we are most familiar, and are perhaps best fitted

be apprehended ; aid the convenience of bring- for general use. To Mr ParsoiNS and Mr Prince,

Ing watev in pipes, b; suction in a slanting direc- of Massachusetts, we are indebted for breeds of

never found one dead. I am perfectly satisfied that

not O'le fourth of tliose sagacious animals ever got
a taste of the fried cork ; but those that got troub-
led with it, must have alarmed and carried off the
rest. Now you must know that this has been done
more than ninety days, ai;d I heg you to excuse
my not telling you of it sooner ; but the fact is, I

was afraid that their absence was too good com-
pany to last, but I see no sign of any as yet ; there-

fore tiiink the experiment worih trying through
the United States, as they are troublesome board-
ers.

—

American Farmer.

From (he Americ-aii Farmer.

ON WASHING WOOL ON THE SHEEP'S
BACK.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.— I observed is the Amer-
ican Farmer of the 16th inst. Mr Dickinson's ac-

count of the manner of washing wool on the

tion to places wliere wanted, is very great in pigs which have been the basis of some of the I
cheep's back in Ohio,

many cases. Nothing can be more convenient for best crosses we possess. Their varieties as well
|

The process described by him is the old meth-

house keepers, &c. than l'> have pumps in their as the other, wliich I have enumerated, and most
j

oA practised in New England by oiu" forefathers,

kitcliens, which will draw vater from wells situ- of the famihes which have been derived from and is still the practice with many. But since

ated at a distance. them, do not afford flesh, with the fine grain, and the introduction of fine sheep, the people of this

When the place in which ti.e water is wished delicate flavor, sought in our markets. Their car- region have improved upon the old system. As

^(i
''' delivered is lower that the fountain, a syphon cases have not suiiicient proportion of muscle to

' the improvement is considered of importance,

may be used, according to principles described in fat. Some shades of difference have been eftect- ,
both in regard to saving of labor, and, what is of

the New England Farmer, vol. v. page 345, and ed by the introduction of Mr Cobbetfs breed,
j

mow consequence, the better cleansing of the

vol. vi. page 178. I

which uniting all the perfections of the best of the 1
wooll I will give you some account of it.

With re"-ard to the materials for aqu-.luct pipes : others in smalhiess of bone, early maturity and ^^e build a vat near some pond or stream,

or conductors of water, we would observe that ' great disposition to become fat, possess other ad- "'heije the water can be let into it m sufiicieiit

whenever it is wished to draw water from some !
vantages, s;nallness of entrails, great fleshmess in I

quantity
; a very small stream will answer. The

distance, by suction, the pipes must not only be ; the hams, and great.er delicacy in the flavor of the :
vat fe 34 inches deep, 12 feet long and 4 feet

water tight but air tight. Lead is perhaps most meat.
|

^vid(^, and elevated at the upper end 4 inches, and

easily made air tin-ht ; and if the water is fre3 To Commodores Chaiu.cy and Stewart, we <or convenience ought to be sunk into the ground

from any mineral acid', may be the best materi.i! ! owe the introduction of some excellent families of, one half its depth. On one si(je is the i>en for

for water pipes. Sometimes, however, water, in Spanish liogs, wliich when crossed, with those of the sheep before washing, the vat forming a part-

its natural state, contains minute quantities of sul- :>Ir Parsons's and Mr Prince's stock produce the of the enclosure. On the other side a platform

phnric or carbonic acids, which would corrode

lead, hold it in suspension, o'r render it soluble in

iety I have seen. The late Mr Tomlison pos- '
or walk of boards or plank is laid, connected to

sessed a large stock of swme whicii I had deriv- ;

and level w ith the top of the vat, extending to the

water, thus causing the fluid to becorie poisonous ed frcmi individuals of the breeds I have named. ! grf^s ground, on which one stands to tag and re-

or at least unwholesome. Tin and cnst iron are not

liable to the same objections, but ic might be difli-

cuit to make sheet iron pipes watertight. In com-

mon cases, we should give lead the preference

The hiL-b prices, at which they were sold at jmb- ',
ceive the sheep after washing. The water is let

lie vendu.-, in some instances exceeding twenty
j

in at the upper end of the vat, by a trough made
dollars ptr head, evince the estimation in which ''v naihng two strips of boards about six inches

^ ._ o - they are hcid by the practical farmer, whose pur- 1
wide on to the side of a plank, say fifteen inches

for aqueduct pipes ; but "should be glad" to be fav- ' chases were regulated by Mr. Tomhson's sales of, wide ;
the low.^r end of the trough is to be twen

pred with the opinions of our friends and corres-
j

pork from the stall. I am, &c. ty inches higlur than the surface of the vat. Tc

pondents on this subject. JOHN HARE POWEL.
Jonathan Roberts, Esq

Fres^d^rU of the Pennsylvania Agrkuitural SocietyON SWINE, BREEDS, ENGLISH, SPAN-
ISH, &c.

BY JOHN HARE POWEL, ESq.

I'owellon, 1824.

RATS.
Last year I had my smoke house so visited by

Dear Sir—No farm stock is so little regarded, rats, that they appeared to threaten destruction to

yet there is none more important under particular all my bacon, and even damaged some of it after] that when tie animal is conducted by the man in

To
perform the hbor to advantage three hands are

requisite ; on( to put the sheep into the vat, one
to stand in tie vat and wash, and one on the

platform as bifore described. From eight to ten

sheep are c«ntliiually in tho vat, and the one

longest in is vaslied first.

Thus the tvool has sufficient time to soak, so

circumstances than swine. As an appendage to it was hung up and nearly smoked. I set a nmn-
a dairy, their vahie is generally understood—as her of traps of several different sorts ; and when I

the means of increasing and commixing the vari- caught a rat, it appeared, as the old woman said of

cus items of whicli barn yard manure is compos- the flies, when she killed one, as if there came two
ed, they have not been properly appreciated in or three to bury it. I had recourse to arsenic, but

this state. In New England where their man- without much success ; and I saw in your valuable

.-igeinent has been more skillfully conducted, and work a publication of the cork experiment, I would
their profits as acrur.itely ascertained, some of not have had faith to try it, but that I had known
the most successful farmers, have devoted their; it kill dogs. I then fried a composition of things

attention, and the produce of their lands, almost
j
which I knew the rats were fond of, and fed them

exclusively to breeding, and fattening hogs. Tho on it two nights in succession ; the next day I pre-

delicate fooii.-which they supply for the tables of

the rich, the nutritious and frugal repast, which
tiV\ey afford to the industrious poor, would make
shew, « would bo supposed, objects of sufficient

pared the cork, and chopped it about the size of

large duck shot. I then fried it in the same sort

of materials as before, and the two first nights they

preyed on it tolerably well ; and the third night

the vat under the stream of water iionring from
the trough, the dirt is immediately washed out.

Squeezug the wool when washing is consider-

ed bad poley and ought to be avoided, as it will

prevent mtch of the dirt from escaping. Every
part of th( animal should be brought under the

pouring stisam, which opens the wool and wash-
es it "as clean as water can make it.

In this way one hundred and rxventy sheep

may be tloroughly washed in an hour ; that is

at the rate of two each minute ; and the labour

in putting in and taking out is very trifling, and'

the man ii the vat is the only one exposed to be

wet, and lini much less than everj' person em-
plbyed in he old way—and besides this, the wool'
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^vill be from six to ten per cent, cleaner, and as

i\lr Dickinson very justly remarks—" The farmer

iiicd not fear watsliin,'; money ont of liis pocket

into thut of the muiuiliictiirer, as it adds greatly

to the rei)iitatii)n of his wool to have the tleeces

\vc\l washed." The place which we occupy is

located beside a very small stream, and the whole

expense of fixinj; it some six years since, was not

over five or six dollars, and as many as fifteen or

twenty farmers wash their sheep there. This is

the seasiin fur washing slieep with us, and we
farmers take some encouragement from the tariti"

bill recently passed by Congress. In regard to

wool we think the duly high enough, but the

fnanulUcturer will doubtless need some further

encouragement, which they will doubtless receive

hereafter, as tlie principles of the Americati sys-

tem forms one of the strong pillars necessary to

the support of every free government.

Respectfully, yours,

SAM'L HURLBUT, Jr.

Ilincheater, Con. May 29, 1828.

COFFEE.
]

An interesting analysis of coftee was made
by Mous. Cadet, apothecary in ordinary to the i

household of Napoleon, when Emperor ; from

which it appears, that the berries contain mucilage

in abundance, much gallic acid, a resiii, a con-

crete essential oil, some albumen, and a volatile

aromatic principle, with a portion of lime, potash,

'

t^harcoa!, and iron. Roastuig develop.s the solu- :

ble principles. 3Iocha cotfee, is, of all kinds, the !

most aromatic ami resinous. M. Cadet advises
\

that coffee be neither roasted nor infused till the 1

day it be drunk, and that the roasting be moder-

ate. Dr. Moseley, in his learned and ingenious
|

treatise, states that "the chemical analysis of c^f-
{

fee evinces that it possesses a great portion of i

mildly bitter, and lightly astringent gummous alid

!

resinous extract, a considerable quantity of oil, a
'

fixed salt, and a volatile salt. These are its me-
|

dicinal constituent principles. The intention of

torrefaction is not only to make it deliver those

principles, and make them soluble in water, but

to give it a property it does not possess in the na-

tural state of the berry. By the action of fire, its

legiuninous taste, and the aqueous part of its mu-
cilage, are destroyed ; its saline properties are

created, and disengaged, and its oil is rendered

empyrenmatical. From thence arises the pung-

ent smell, and exhilarating flavor not found In its

natural state.

"The roasting of the berry to a proper degree,

requires great nicety. If it be underdone, its vir-

tues will not be unparted, and in use it will load

and oppress the stomach ; if it be overdone, it

will yield a flat, biu-nt, and bitter taste ; its vir-

tues will be destroyed, and in use it will heat the

body, and act as an astringent. The closer it is

confined at the thne of roasting, and till used, the

better will its volatile pungency, flavor, and vir-

tues, be preserved.

"The influence which coffee, judiciously pre-

pared, imparts to the stomach, from its invigorat-

ing qualities, is strongly exemplified by the imme-
diate eftect i)roduced on taking it when the stom-

ach is overloaded \vith food, or nauseated with

surfeit, or debilitated by intemperance, or languid

from inanition.

"In vertigo, lethargy, catarrh, and all disorders

of the head, from obstructions in the capillaries,

long experience has proved it to be a powerful

medicine ; and in certaui cases of apoplexy, it has
been found serviceable even when given in clys-

ters, where it has not been convenient to convey-
its effect to the stomach. Mons. Malebranche
restored a person from ajwplcxy by repeated clys-

ters of cofl'ee.

"Du Four relates an extraordinary instance of
tlie effect of coffee in the gout ; he says, Mons.
Doverau was attacked with the gout at twenty-
five years of age, and had it severely until he was
upwards of fif^y, with chalk stones in the joints
of his hands and feet ; he was reconnnended the
use of coffee, which he adojjted, and had no re-

turn of the gout.

"A small cup or two of cofl'ee, inmiediately af-
\

ter dinner, promotes digestion.

"With a draught of water previously drunk,
according to the eastern custom, coiFee is service-

able to those who are of a costive habit."

The generality of the English famihes make
their coffee too weak, and use too much sugar,
which often causes it to turn acid on the stomach.
Almost every housekeeper has a pecuhar niethod
of making coffee ; but it never can be excellent,

unless it be made strong of the berry, any more
than our English wines can be good, -n long as
we continue to form the principal of tliiui oii'SU-

gar and water.

Count Rumford says, "coffee may be too bit-

ter—but it is impossible that it should ever be too
fragrant. The very smell of it is reviving, and
has often been found to be useful to sick persuus:,

and to those who are afflicted with the head-;nhc.
In short, every thing proves that the volatile, aro-

matic matter, whatevei' it may be, that gives Rs.-

vor to coffee, is what is most valuable in it, and
should be preserved with the greatest care, and
that, in estimating the strength or richness of that

beverage, its fragrance should be much more at-

tended to, than either its bitterness or astringency.

This aromatic substance which is sujiposed to be
an oil, is extremely volatile, and escapes into the

air with great facility, as is observed by its filUng

the room with its fragrance, if suffered to remain
uncovered, and at the same time losing much of

its flavor."

—

Philip's History of Vegetables.

loot high, and one wide, turinng on its long axle
(it does not run through the box, but is screwed
on each end,) by means of a crank at the end,
which a child may turn : one side opens on hin-
ges, the inside is divided by means of one or two
moveable partitions for diflerent sorts of bread af
one tinje. The lump of (l<,ugh is thrown in, and
the crank turned in the maimer of a coflee-roast-
er. No hooks or bars or any thing inside ; u hiss-

ing noise, occasioned by the carbonic gas escap-
ing, indicates the working of the dough ; and in
about half an hour (less in warm weather) it is fit

tor the oven. The fauh, if any, is that the bread
is too nmch raised : I need not say that this is a
much cleaner process of bread-making than the
common one. Tliis machine, neatly executed,
with its stands, iron fastenings, &c., costs, af.

Lausanne, forty filings sterling ; one might be
made any«)vhere, and, however coarsely, it would
answer the same purpose.

—

Simon's Switzerland.

JWiEciicine.— Professor Delpech of Montpelier, as
serfs that six thousand soldiers, afflicted with the
itch, were cured in a few days " by washing their
bodies twice a day first with soap and water, and
afterwards with a solution of the sulphuret of pot-
ash (about four drachms of the sulphuret to a pint
of (lif tilled or fresh rose water.") The Professor
also sttitps, that he has discovered, by comparative
trials made in the hospital at Montpelier, that olive

oil, rubbed over the skin, wdl as speedily cure
those labouring under the disease, as the most
powerful sulphurous preparations in common use.

ill' says, that one hundred soldiers were entirely

cured in an average period of seventeen days by
this treatment.

LEAD MINE.
It is now about two years since a vem of lead

ore was accidentally discovered on a barren tract

of land in the town of Eaton, N. H. on the bor-

ders of this state, a few miles west of Saco River.

A certain proportion of the mine was disposed of
some time since to a gentleman of Boston, on con-

dition that he should spend a specified sum ui

commencing operations, to ascertain the expedi-

ency of workljig the mine. A shaft of forty feet

has since been sunk and a large quantity of ore

extracted, the value of which has been tested and
found to average about 75 per cent, in weight of

pure lead. A barrel of it received here a few
days since, weighed one thousand andfour pounds;

{the barrel was of the common size of those used

for putting up i)ork.) This quantity was recently

taken from the mine and is supposed to contain

nearly 90 per cent, of lead. The proprietors

have a fair prospect of finding the mine a profita-

ble concern.

Season of blossoms.— Our horticultural friends
have been extremely polite m sendmg us some of
the splendid products of their gardens. Yesterday,
a lady of New-Jersey conferred the special honor
of presenting a cluster of roses, comprising four-
teen beautiful buds growing upon a single stem,
the crimson petals just beginning to peep through
then- green envelopes. This morning Mr. Par-
mentier brought us, from his rural and tasteful re-

treat on Long Island, a most brilliant bouquet,
composed of a great variety of roses and other
flowers of gorgeous hues and deUcious fragrance.
Blessed be the hands that thus occasionally strew^

with flowers the editorial path which is too often

beset with thorns !—jV. Y. Statesman.

KNEADING MACHINE
I have seen here (in Geneva) a kneading-ma-

chine, so simple and effectual, as to make it de-

serving notice. A deal box, two feet long, one

The Season.—The hay harvest was so abundant,
the last season, that farmers generally predicted

that the crop would be short, the present season.

These predictions, we think, will not be fulfilled.

The growth of grass is luxuriant, and, judging
from present appearances, the first crop of hay
will not be inferior to that of last year. Grain
promises well. The growth of Indian corn is very

slow, owing to the cold and wet weather. The
depredations of the crows have been more exten-

sive than usual. The farmers say that these birds

are much more bold and active in cloudy than iu

fair weather.

—

Hamp. Gaz.

An English gentleman now at Lockport, Niag-

ara CO. is engaged, when in his own country, in

planting and cultivatmg American forest trees,

such as the black walnut, sugar maple, wliite elm,

&c. He is gettmg out plank, from trees of the lar-

gest size, to recommend his nursery.—A". I'.

Statesman.
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From the Lancaster Gazette.

TRANSPLANTING TREES.
\

Thougli the seasou I'or transplanting trees has i

elaiJsed,^your paper of last week may become a
j

source of uijury, loss, and (lisappointment to some

of vour readers, when that season shall return.

The extract from the New York American, if not

very attentively read, will not correct, Init confirm

and strengthen the erroneous opinion, too preva-

lent among fanners, that when a tree is trans-

planted, not only its hfe, but its health and vigor

may be preserved, with all its top, or head, what-

ever loss it sustauis in its roots. Su- Henry Stuart,

referred to ui tlie extract, speaks of trees trans-

planted with all tlieir roots retained. Being a

gentleman of fortune, the expense (if movmg a

valusifele tree was not considered ; the proper ap-

paratus must be prepared, and the tree, with all

its roots, must take the station his fancy points

out. The roots being preserved, the lop requires

no diminution.

As trees ordinarily are transplanted in this vi-

cinity, the price, the cost of mo\ing them, is a ]iri-

mary concern. A tree is taken from the forest, it

is brought to the destined spot, the groiuid [ire-

pared, and the tree is set, for one shUhng, and the

laborer makes high wages, and seeks employ

in thus transplanting trees ! What is the conse-

quence ? what is the labor ? Having broken the I

ground at the tree with his hoe, the axe is sturdi-

ly applied-i-every root of considerable size is cut]

offwithm a foot or two of the body, \viiil.- a few'

smaller ones are left to sustain and noiuisli the

whole tree. Not unfrequently, nine-tenths of the
j

roots are left were the tree stood. Now I ask,

'

can the remaining tenth part furnish a current of:

sap, sufficiently strong and active, to spread over

the whole surface, which all the roots did but sap-

ply as nature required ? Can tliis' tenth part per-

form, not only its own part, but also that of the

other nuie ? It cannot. Let the wliJle top re-

main, and ill this case, there can be but feeble,

very feeble fohage, and probably none. The sap

that rises uiill be dried vp by the sun.

Whatever tlieorists may allege to the contrary,

my opinion is sustiiuied by various indisputable

facts. The vigorous heahliy apjjle tree, from

which the wliole to]) is removed for the insertion

of grafts, frequently dies of plethora. The food

is |)repared and brought forward for tlie nouiish-

aient of all the natural branches—there are no

mouths to druilc or receive it. Here and there a

Utile scion rehslies and enjoys a very small quan-

tity, the remainder stagnates—the stock is drown-

ed, turns black, and perishes. This I have often

seen. Exjierience has convuiced observing men,

that where scions are set in a vigorous tree of

cousideralile size, the farmer sliotdd be three

years in removing the natural branches. Tliis

reasoning is .strictly applicable to the transplanted

tree. The roots which take a new station, should

not be taxed above their means. If half the roots

are cut oft", why oblige tliem to support more than

half their branches ? It appears to me rational to

let roots and branches be proportioned, in the

second position, ;is nature proportioned them in

tlie first.

Having paid much attention to this interesting

subject, I am satisfied there is litl'.c danger of re-

moving too many branches from a tree trans-

planted, if dejiredation has been boldly made up-

on its roots. If it needs more receptacles for the

sap furnished, it provides tliem without labor.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
It is pecuharly gratifyuig to the observing trav-

eller in this vicinity, to see tiie taste, tlie enter-

prjze, hberality, and patriotism, which a few spir-

ited and benevolent individuals have displayed, in

lining so many of our streets and villages with

double ranges of rich and well chosen forest trees.

But little exertion is now necessary, to render

each of oui- pubhc roads a dehghtful promenade

in a very few years. When in future, the weary

traveller, after being scorched and broiled in an

open road, on a sultry sununer day, shall reaUze

the refreshing air of a long, smooth, and shady

street ; he will bless the memory of that pubUc

benefactor, whose liberality jirovided such a pros-

pect and such an innocent luxury, for public and

private enjoyment.

From Loudon's Encyclopedia.

THINNING CROPS.
7Vje thinning of seedling crops, Marshall ob-

serves, " should be done iii time, before the young

plants have drawn one another up too much.

—

All plants grow stronger, and ripen their juices

liLtter, when the air circidates freely round them,

and the sun is not [irevented from an immediate

influence : an attention to which should be paid

from the first ap))earance of plants breaking

groujid. In thinning close crops, as onions, car-

rots, tiiriiips, &c. be sure that they are not left

tqo iiLjir, for uistead of reaping a greater produce,

tfiere would be a less. When they stand too

close, they will make tall and large tops, but are

prevented swelling in their roots ; better to err on

the wide side, for though there are fewer plants,

they will be finer and better flavored,"

Thinning the leaves offruit-trees. " The leaves,"

Abeicroinbie observes, " have too essential an of-

fice as organs of growth tp the entire plant, to be

lightly parted with ; and where the climate is not

deficient in heat, compared with the habitat of

the plant, or the portion of the year in'which its

season for vegetating falls, their shade is more
likely to be serviceable than detrimental, even in

the last stage of fruiting. Thus, cherries, rasp-

berries, strawberries, ciu-rants, and other species

whose full term of fructification is more than com-
prehended in our summer, reach perfect maturity,

and acquire the color proper to each, though e^ er

so fnuch covered with leaves ; whereas for those

kinds which ripen with difticiilty here, because

the direct rays, and most intense reflection of the

sun, is scarcely equal to the heat in the shade dur-

ing the full summer of their native cUmate,— it is

proper, when the fruit has nearly attained its fuU

size, and is naturally losing its absolute greenness,

to remove some of the leaves which shade it too

much. Were the leaves thinned sooner, it would
prejudice the growth of the fruit ; and should

they even now be swept oflT unsparingly, the

growth of the year's shoots might be arrested.

—

The leaves which cover the fruit, whether peach-
es, grapes, late pears, or other exotics, must be

removed gradually ; that is, at two or three times

in the course of five or six days ; otherwise the

unusual full heat of the sun darting upon the fruit,

would occasion the rind to crack."

JVicol says, " My practice has been, as the fruit

begin to color, to pick off" every leaf that may
overhang them ; thus very much enhancing their

beauty and flavor. In late seasons, if the leaves

of wall-trees hang longer than usual, they may be

brushed oft", in order to let in the sun and an- the

better to ripen the wood. Tliis brushing, how-

.(itne 20, 1828.

ever, should be cautiously perforiiicfl, never brush-
ing much at a tune. The leaves should not be
forced off violently. Some use a common stable
broom for this purpose.; but a better instrument
is a hazel, or strong willow whhe, or a small
smooth cane. The shoots from which the leaves
are to be displaced, should be gently stroked up-
wards, and outward ; but never the reverse way,
else there is danger of Inirting the buds. Trees
exposed to the wind seklom require this care

;

but sometimes espaliers may, and if so, the same
course is to be pursued as above."

Thinning stone-fruits— Thinning the over-
abundantly set fruit on apricot, nectarine, peach
and plimi trees, is a necessai7 duty ; as many of
these, in good seasons, set more than they can
nourish or bring near to perfection. This thin-

ning, however, must be cautiously performed, and
by degrees. If the trees have set their fruit very
thick in particular parts only, such parts should
be moderately thinned out now, and the other
parts not yet. But if the fruit be very quickly set

all over the tree, let it be generally thinned of? to

half its extent at this time ; deferring the final

thinnhig till the stoning be over ; that is, till the
shells be quite hard, and the kernel be formed.
For most trees, especially those anywise un-
healthy, drop many of their fruit in the time of
stoniijg ; so that the thinning had better be per-
formed at two or three different times ; always ob-
serving to reserve the fullest, brownest, and best-

forined fruit. Stone-fruits must be again looked
over in June, and a few more fruit thinned oft"

where too thick ; and the final thinning must take
place in July, when the stoning of stone-fruits is

ovei-, and jireviously to their beginning to swell
off'for ripening Aficol.

IMPORTAm;E OF ROTATION OF CROPS
IN GARDEN GROUND.

Garden ground in general, being successively
cropped with vegetables very near akin in nature
to each other, and from the fiequent apphcation
of manure, soon becomes a receptacle for worms,
maggots, and other vermin, which prove destruc-
tive to the roots of carrots, onions, cauUflowers,
and other tender vegetables, fiom which they are
always free in new soils, or ground that has never
been cropped before with such vegetables. The
garden ground at Errol has been occupied as a
garden for upwards of a century, and consequent-
ly is subject, in coinnion with other old gardens,
to the attacks of several species of vermin. This
first induced me to try to remove this evil by a
rotation of cropping ; and the most rational meth-
od that presented itself was, to follow strawberries
that had been four or fiw. years planted, whh
onions ; and artichokes that had stood the same
time, with carrots ; for the cater|)illars do not

choose to attack either the onion or carrot. This
plan I finuid to succeed, and I have now practis-

ed it with uniform success fiir nine years.

Cauliflower and lirocoli roots may l)e presei-ved

from the effects of worms l>y watering the drills

well with soap-suds before planting, and occasion-

ally afterwards; this not only prevents the worm,
but encourages the growth of the plants, and in

some measure prepares the ground for other veg-
etables subject to the game sort of attack Cal-

edonian Horticultural Society.

The Secretary of the State of Penn.sylvania has
issued proposals for a five [>er reist. loan of two
millions of dollars, for Canal and Rail Road pur-

poses ; the principal to be redeemable after 1852,
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CULTURE OF SILK. I

*"*' i" other couiitries. This leiiiark i.s pi-obably

The following extract tVoiu the " Letter from the jt'otnxi of the tvailitioii, iiieiitioiicd by Beverly

the Seeretury of the Trciisury, &c. in relation to tliat the King had worn a robe of Virginia silk at

the growth niul iiiannfacture of silk," whilst it liis coronation.

shows that, at an early period of our lii-^tory, tills Tlie revived encouragement given by the Col-

valuablc article was advantageously ciihivatcd in ""ial Legislatiue to the culture of silk, had the de-

the State of \'irgijiia, excites our regret that so sired eU'ect. Mulberry tre<'s were generally plaiit-

imporlaut a pursuit should have been abandoned, ed, and the rearing of silk worms formed a part of

Wo hope to see it resumed, not only in Virginia the regular business ofmany of the farmers. Ma-

NEVV ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JUNE 20,1828.

j(U' Walker, a nieinber of the Legislature, produc-
ed satisfactory evidence of his having 70,000 trees

growhig in the year 1664, and claimed the premi-
um. Other claims of a like tenor were presented

but throughout the Union.— jVn(. Intel.

Hislori) of Silk in the United Slates.—The cul-

ture of silli first commenced in Virginia. Upon

the settlement of that colotiy it was deemed an ob-
• r.,, „ ,. , «

ject of the first importance ; an.l the attention of ","' ««"'« ^^ssion. The Easterti part of the State

the settlers was strongly directed to it by the Brit-
"'^."""ds at present wtth white mulberry trees, and

ish Government, by which silk-worm eggs, white !' '=^ '»
'^'r ''"'f'*

"^ People wiU see their mterest

.nulberry trees, a.td printed instructions, were sent "' renewmg the culture of silk. ^
over and distributed. King James the First, in! HFMl OrK
the 20tliJt'ear of his reign, having doubtless seen

!

,, „ „ ^, ,
' . . „ ,

., , ,. ~ .. ,. , " " ., „ ,),,., Very few of the countless varieties of plants
the defeat of his plan to encourage the silk culture , "^i , ... ., ^^ .,

' ° - ' whose blossoms wave by the way sile, or flourish
at home, was induced to attempt it in Virginia :

and " having understood that the soil naturally

cfded store of excellent mulberries," gave in

on the margin of the stream, are to be avoided, or

can be regarded without admiration and pleasure.

„ , ^ r, , . . .1 One, liowever, possessed most deleterious proper-
structious to the Earl of Southampton to urge the .•

, , , , „ ' .' .

> - ° ties, aiui has iieen nntpn ns a nnwnn frmn .)ntiniii
cultivation of silk in the Colony, in preference to

ties, aud has been noted as a poison from antiqui-

. , „,-,,• , •. ] J J 1

ty. Its easy and certain power of destroymg life,
tobacco, " which hriugs with It nuinv disorders and / •'

, , • .. •
^ ^ ,

„ T , f 1 I
have reeommenued it for use in prisons of arbi-

iiicoiiveuiences." In obedience to the command,
tiie Earl wrote an express letter on the subject to

the Governor aud Council, in which he desu'cd

tliem to compel the colonists to plant mulberry

trees, and also vnies. Accorduigly, " as early as

the year 1623, the Colonial Assembly directed the

))lanting of mulberry trees ; and, in 1656, another

act was passed, in which tlie culture of silk is des-

cribed as the most jjrofitable commodity for tlie

country ; and a penalty of ten pouud.s of tobacco

is imposed upon every planter who shall fail to

plant, at least, ten mulberry trees for every hiiiid-

ved acres of land in his possession. In the same

year a premium of 4000 pounds of tobacco* was
given to a person as an inducement to remain in

the country, and prosecute the trade in silli ; and in

the next year a premium of 10,000 pounds of to-

bacco was offered to any one who should ex])ort

£200 worth of tlie raw material of silli." About

the same tune, 5000 pounds of the same article,

was promised " to any one who should produce

2,000 pounds of raw silk in one year." The act

of 1656, coercing the planting of the mulberry

trees, was repealed in the year 1658, but was
vived two years after; and the system of reward;

and penalties was steadily pursued until the year' """, '""'" '" •"";" ^"^—' "j ^'
,„„f , . , •'.'^

, , „ .
-^ [carelessness or ignorance. Th

166b, when It was determined that all statutory

trary rule, from the tribunal of the Athenian Are
opagus, to the court of the Spanish Inquisition.

Its mild and lethargic operation have established

it not only as the instrmnent of the executioner,

but the agent of the suicide. A species of this

jilant, emigrating from Europe, is now common
about road sides, and in waste grounds ; especial-

ly in those parts of the country which ha^e been
long settled. The frequent instances of deplora-

ble accidents resulting from its use, show that its

deleterious properties are unknown, or too often

neglected. In general appearance the plant has
a resemblance to the carrot when shooting up to

bear seed. It is commonly found in bmiches and
rises to the height of four, five, or six feet, and pro-

duces clusters of minute flowers of a dull wliite,

from June to November.
Dr. Bigelow speaks of the poisonous ofTccts as

very different on different individuals ;—varjing
with the temperament of the person, the age and
place of growth of the plant and other circum-
stances. Generally, .dizziness, nausea, diminished

power of vision, faintness and muscular weakness
are described as the consequences of its operation.

This plant is often eaten by children either from
]iapers on our

, ,. ,
table contain two instances, where death has fol-

provisions were tiiereafter unnecessary, as tlie sue- , j .i j . u,, , , •,^
,. ,. • 1 .. X- 11 J lowed the dangerous repast. While our legisla-

cess of divers persons in the growtii of silk and . • .i i . .• i- .i
^ ' J .1 1 . . 11 ture are proposing the destruction of the vegeta-

other manufactures, "evidently demonstrated how ,, i- fi. i • . u . • •,.

. „ . , ,

'

ij ,, mi ble enemies of the harvest, it would be well if
beneficial the same would prove. 1 hree years ., 1 1 . i I •

,.,,.,. '
. , thev would take measures to exterminate these

after, the legislative encouragements were revived; ., , . j,,,-.
, .

',
,1 . .1 iccn .1 • . f

' treacherous weeds creeping rriiind the habitations
but subsequently to the year loo9, tlie iiitelerance ; „ » . , i-I- j u •„ <• .

„ „ ^ ' 11 1 of man, to steal away life ; and better stdl, if thev
of Government seems entirely to nave ceased.

—

.. , j i . ,.
~. 1 r-i a .1. . i-j Iweie attacked by every person who discovers
The renewal of the premiums after the act ot Uie ,. • . j- l /•

'
• * , .

tcca J 1 .1
• t ,u them mtrudmg on the frontiers of his possessions.

Worcester JE^s.
year 1658, was doisi>t(ess owing to the recom-

mendation of Charle-i !! : for, in the year 1661,

among the instructions (fjvon tf. Sir William Berke- ^Ww Invention.—Mr Pliny Welmer ofYork, Liv-
ly, upon his re-aj»|MMiit»iiei»t as Cvernor, aud ingston co. has invented and put into operation, a
while in Englaiiil tm « \'i»H, l\te King recomnieiid-

cd the cultivatioit of Mik, anil mentioned, as an in-

ducement to the '•oiotiists to attend to his advice,

" that he hyd formerly woi-n some of the hilk of

Virginia, which he found not inferior to that rais-

* In ihe early selll^ment of Virginia, tobacco was the circu-

laling medium, the substitute for money, as sewing silk is, in

ijarl at preaeut, in Windham couiiiy, Conueclicut

machine for making barrel staves which takes

them from the log ; and prepares them for the

truss hoop. It will with the attendance of a man
and one boy, dresa three thousand six hundred
staves per ijay. A day's labor in the usual way is

we understand, two hundred.—The value of this

invention in a country where so many barrels are

used, must be immense.

—

Rochester Observer.

Extracts from Knight's Treatise on the Culture of
the Jljiph and Fear.

The properties which constitute a good apple
for cider, and lor the di:,ssert, are seldom found in
the same fruit, though they are not incompatible
with each other. The firmness of the pulp, which
is essential in the eating apple is useless in the
cider fruit, in the best kinds of which it is often
tough, dry, and fibrous ; and color which is justly

disregarded in the fiirmer is generally hidicative

of the first good quahtics in the latter. Some de-
gree of astriiigency also, which is hijurious to the
eating fruit, as always advantageous of the other.

Amongst the endless variety of kuids, which are

found in Herefordshire, very few ever deserved
the attention of the planter, and the greater parf
of those are only capable of attaming a proper
state of maturity in very warm situations. When
the rind and pulp are green, the cider will always
be thin, weak, and colourless ; and ui whatever
soil it may liave grown, almost always possess
color with either strength or richness.* The sub-
stances which constitute the strength and body in

this liquor generally exist ui the same proportion

I
with the color, t'lougli tliere does not appear to

i be any necessary connexion between the tuiging

I

matter and the other component parts.

j

The apple being most easilj' jiropagated by
grafting, the means of obtaining proper stocks

must be amongst the first things to occupy the at-

j

tention of the planter. A preference lias gener-

i

ally and justly been given to those raised from the
seeds of the native kind, or ci-ab, as being more
hardy and durable than those produced from tlie

apple.

The offspring of some varieties of the crab, par-
ticularly of tliose uitroduced from Siberia, vege-
tate much e.a-iier ui the s])ring than otlier trees
of the same species; and thence the inexperienc-
ed planter will probably be led to suppose, that
such stocks would accelerate the vegetation of
other varieties in the sjiring, and tend to produce
an early maturity of fruit in autumn. In this,

however, he will be 'isa|ipointed. The office of
the stock is in every sense of the word subser-
vient ;t and it acts only m obedience to the im-

I pulse it receives fi-om 'ho branches ; the only

* I have discovered since Ihe ,asl pdilion ol Ihis work was
' published, that the sppcilic pravii; flihc juice of any apple, re-
cently expressed, indicates with very consideiable accuracy the
strength of the future cider.

I t " The stock give'h aliment, hut i.o motion to the grafts."

—

Lord Bacon. The keen and inquisit.ve mind of this extraor-

dinary man appears to have penetr- ted 'Iceply into the nature

of vegetation; and in this as in other br.nchesof knowledge,,

to have anticipated the discoveries of succeeding generations.

He has suggesied the idea of improving iniits by conibinmg

the excelleucies of different kinds, and cciireives Ihi^ to he

practicable, though he sa.vs it cannot be done by grafting ; be-

cause the graft •' overruleth" the stock. [Note]. To Lord Ba-

con, als'i belongs the rematk^i ihal the lives of trees are greatly

prolonged, when iheir branches are tireqi-enlly taken off.

Note. But the nature of ihe Iruli is to a cer.ain enent, af-

fected by the nature of Ihe stock .Xdler sav s deiidedly, that

crab slocks cause apples to be firmer, lo k'-ep lou. er, and to

have a sharper flavor; and he is e qually. roi.fi<!ent, that it the
breaking pears lie graftfd on quince slocks, the Iruil is render-
ed griUy or slon) , while the melting pears arc niu* h improved
by such stocks. This, according to ^eill, is .scarcely to )>* con-
sidered as inconsistent with LorcCiSacon's doctrine, " that ihe
scion overruleth the graft quite; iHe stock being passive only ;"

which, as a general proposition remains true ; it being evioeot
that the scion, bud, or inarched shoot is endowed wiifi the pow-
er of drawing or forming from the slock that peculiar kind of
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qualities, tiieielore, which are wantuig to form

a perfect stock, are vigor and hardiness.

Ill collecting the seeds to sow, it must be re-

memhered, that the habits as well as the diseases

of plants are often hereditary, and attention should

be paid to the state of the tree from which the

seeds are taken ; it should be large and of free

growth, and rather in a growing state than one

of maturity or decay. The crab trees which

stand in cultivated grounds, generally grow more

fi-eely and attain a larger stature than those in

the woods, and therefore appear to claim a pref-

erence.* Tlie seeds should be taken from the

fruit before it is ground for vinegar, and sown in

beds of good mould an inch deep. From these

the plants should be removed in the following au-

tumn to the nursery, and p'finted in rows at three

feet distance from each other, and eighteen inch-

es from each plant. Bemg here properly protect-

ed from cattle and hares, they may remain till

they become large enough to be planted out ; the

ground being regularly worked and kejit free from

weeds.
]
mound, apparently exhausted with their efforts to

A diffei-ence of opinion appears always to have
i ascend it. Others in the act of climbing, would

prevailed respecting the quality of the soil proper I loose their foot hold, or balance, and fall back a
for a nursery ; some have preferred a very poor, I part of the way, remahiing in statu quo, apparent-

meadow, should be preferred to old tillage, and a

loam of modeixite strength, and of considerable

depth, to all other soils.

AN IKSECT WHICH ATTACKS PEAR TREES. , y
We have lately seen in the garden of S. P.

Gardner, Esq. of Summer-street, IJoston, certain

insects which were new to us, and of which we
had never before seen nor heard of any descrip-

tion. They were small green ri^orms, we should

judge not more than three eighths of an inch in

length, and a proportional diameter. They seem-
ed to have emerged from the ground at and near

the foot of several large and fine trees, and were
attempting to ascend the trees. They were, how-
ever, prevented from accomplishing this object by
a fortunate expedient of Mr. Gardner. By rais-

ing a small ip.ound of earth about the trunk of the

tree of three or four inches high, and its sides

somewhat steep, a barrier was presented against

the petty invaders, which they could not sur-

mount. Many of them lay at the foot of the

one of his expeditions towards the north pole, ha?^

sailed from England, with three vessels under his

command, on a voyage of discovery in the south-

ern hemisphere, with intentions of approximating
the south pole as near as possible.

and others a very rich soil ; and both perhaps are

almost equally wrong. The advocates for a poor

soil appear to me to have been misled by trans-

ferring the feelings of animals to plants, and in-

feniiig that a change from want to abundance

must be agreeable and beneficial to both. But
plants in a very poor soil become stunted and un-

healthy, and do not readily acquu'e habits of vig-

orous growth when removed from it. In a soil

which has been highly manured, the growth of

young apple trees, generally indicates the utmost

exuberance of health and vigor. These are, how-
ever, usually the forerunners of a disease, and the

"canker's desolating tooth," blasts the hopes of the

planter. I have seen many mstances, in the black

rich mould of an old garden, where young trees

of the native crab could scarcely preserve their

existence ; and such mould appears almost equal-

ly fatal to the peach and nectarme trees. It has

been justly remarked by Evelyn, that annual

plants, having only a short time m which they are

to fulfil the intentions of natm-e, readily accept

any assistance from manure, and are rarely injur-
j ij^^j.^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ „^ previous description.

ed by the excess of it ; but that trees, being -
-

formed for periods of long duration, are injiu-ed

whenf attempts are made to accelerate their ear-

ly growth by the stimulus of a large quantity of

nutriment.

In choosing a situation for a nursery, too much
shelter or exposure should be equally avoided ;

—

and a soil nearly similar to that in which the trees

are afterwards to grow should be selected if it

can be obtained. Pasture ground or unmanured

ly deliberating v.hat further steps to take with

regard to their ultimatum. They exhibited as

much perseverance, but not so much success as

Hannibal in crossmg the Alps ; and, probably, xnet

with a defeat as fatal to them as was that of Jean
d'Acre to Bonaparte.

It is not improbable that tiie means adopted
by Mr. Gardner, (namely, raismg a small steep

mound of earth about the trunk of a tree) might
be useful jn de/ending against the canker worm,
if begun in season, and properly persevered in.

There were a few canker worms in company with
the insects above mentioned, which were alike

unable to pass the obstacle which a verj' small
accumulation of earth presented. We should be
glad to learn more of this insect, and to be in-

formed whether it is a novelty, and nondescript,

or an old, and to some people well known offend-

laboriiii

nourisyiniHnt v/hich is adopted to its nature, and that the specific

DISTEMPERED PEACH TREES.

Many peach trees in this vicinity appear to be
under a disorder of which we have seen.

The
leaves become fungous, bloated, dropsical, exud-
ing a slimy or mucilaginous substance ; in some
instances, dropping from the boughs. The fruit

has, (we believe) generally, remained in its place,

though, in some cases, we are told it has already
fallen, and in all cases, where the leaves are ma-
terially injured, the fruit must suffer more or less.

We have examined some of these distempered
leaves with a microscope, but have been able to

detect no insects depredating on them. Probably
the disorder may be termed a blight, originating

characiersof the engiafied plant remain unclianged, although
I
in cold easterly winds, and damp weather; but

Us qualities may be partially affected. The famous Baldwin „, u l_ _i„ j ^ _i ^ . ..V , . .

apple is said not to be so fine a fruit as it has heen, and its de-
terioration is attributed to the influence which the .stocks have
exercised over the scions by vi-hich it has been pi-opaeraled.

—

EdUor ofDu N. E. FarTner.

* I believe thai this remark may be extended lo every spe-
(Hes of forest iiee, and that the offspring of a stunted oak, the
hardy tenant of a Welsh mountain ; and of another tree of the
same species, the more (brtunate and gigantic inhabitant of the
deep rich loam and mild climate of ITerefordshire, would each
retain a large portion of the acquired character of tlieir parent,
wherever planted.

1 1 have some good reasons to believe that an excess of high-
ly nutritive and stimulating food is highly injurious to young
animals, as well as to young trees, though it seems the fchion
«f the hour amongst medical men Id ihinK oiherv\ise.

we should be glad to obtain facts and opinions

from our connoisseur-cultivators on this subject.

NEWS.

London advices have been received to May 14.

By these it appears, that Russia declared war a-

gainsl Turkey on the 26th of April last. No au-
thentic account of the actual invasion of Turkey
has yet been received ; but reports of such inva-

sion have been and are on the wing.
Capf. Foster, a companion of Capt. Pany, in

CANADA THISTLES.
The Fathers of our ancient Commonweallh,

feeling the importance of showing their wisdom by
enacting numerous laws for " the pubhc good,"

—

have, at ahnost every season since our remem-
brance, employed a considerable part of their time

in regulating the birds, fish, and reptiles within

theu- jurisdiction. They must spend so much time

at the metropoUs, and what can be more useful,

interesting, or profitable, than to legislate on these

and similar subjects ? But the fish, poliwag, and
Militia laws have been handled over so much, in

years past, may have grown rather stale ; and fear?

were entertained that the present sessio*, of tht

Legislature would terminate a week or two soon-

er than usual, for want of sufficient business to

act upon. But " necessitj'," says the old provBrb,

" is the mother of invention ; " and happily it has

so proved at the present time. By reference to

our legislative journal, it will be seen that an Act
has been brought on the caq;et to prevent the

spreading of Canada Thistles.—How this object is

to be effected we are unable to say, having never

seen the bill which has been formed for that pur-

pose :— it is presumed however, that it is not in-

tended absolutely to forbid their growing, where
no means are used to prevent it ; and even if it

should, ten to one the T! istlcs would not regard

it ; and in that case sometliing must be done by the

occupants of the land on which they establish

themselves.—A cheap and effectual way of de.s-

troying them, root and branch, is to mow them
wheu in full fli wers, and scatter a small quantitv
of fine salt on her stumps.—The salt will pene-
trate through the pith to tlie roots, and utterly de-

stroy all on which it falls This method has been
tried in several instances within our knowledge,
and we never knew it fail of entire success. As
the Thistles can be destroyed in this way in half
the time and for half the expense it would cost to

do it by laio, we hope those of our Agricultural

friends who are troubled with these uncomforta-
ble neighbors will at least make a trial of the a-

bove method to free themselves from then- com-
pany.

—

American Mvocate.

By our advertising colunms, it will be seen that

a Pamphlet has been issued from the Press, on
Comparative Agriculture. It is from the pen of
the Rev. Mr. Burton of Rawdon, and was one of
the essays on that subject, oflered to the " Society
for the encouragement of the arts and sciences"

at Quebec. It is well adaj)tpd for the instruction

of the Canadian Farmer and Emigrant, as it points

out ill a very judicious manner the different sys-

tems pursued iji Great Britain and Canada.

—

Mon-
treal Gazette.

Grafting.—The Philogeorgic Society of Naples
has offered a prize of twenty-five sequins to the
author of the best pajier on the fiillowing ques-
tion : viz. " To e.stabhsh, by facts, if the graft oc-

casions any modification of the plant grafted ; and
vice versa, if the plant exercises any influence on
the organization of the graft ; with respect to

plants and grafts of the same, or of different spe-

cies and forms." The prize is to be adjudged in

the vcar 1829.
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i
lur couul}', Pi-iiiisylvaiiiu, tor a Drill for clock ujid

.Tolm Scott, Chemist, late of Edinburgh, by his
; watchmaker's Avork—a Medal and $20.

will, made in the year 1816, bequeathed the sum of
j

XIX. To Joel Taylor, of Danbury, Connecticut,

)s;4000 in tin; funded three per cent, s-tock of the for an apparatus for dying hats—a Medal and $20.
United States, to the Corporation of the City of XX. To Daniel Powles, of Baltimore, for a bed-
Philadelphia, to tlie intent, " that the interest and stead which can be put up and taken down by
dividends to become receivable thereon, should be any person, owing to the peculiar construction of
laid out in premiums to be distributed amongst the joints, and is proof against insects,

ingenious men and women, who make useful in- XXI. To Daniel Powles, for a Stirrup, which
ventions, but no sucli premium to exceed $20 ;— effectually prevents the foot from sticking, in case
and that therewith shall be given a copper medal a person is thrown from a horse

—

a Medal and
with this incription : ' To thk most deservi.ng.' " $20.
The Select and Common Councils, by an ordi- XXII. To James Cooper and Thomas Barnitt,
nance passed November 22d, 1821, intrusted ''The for a Hat-finishing Apparatus— a Medal and $20.
Philadelphia Sodetyforlhcpromotion ofAgricidlure," XXIII. To the Messrs, Terhoeven, brothers, of
w ith the distribution of the aforesaid premiums Philadelphia county, for an Apparatus which winds
and medals, for the term of tlve years ; and on the - the silk from the cocoonp, and twists and doubles _

'" '^-?' ^' H",'
2.5th January, 1827, they renewed the ordinance it at one operation—a Medal and $20. '

| beating Lottery an
for a further period of seven years. Successive AH the inventions for wliich premiums have
<-ommittecs of the Society were appointed to at- Ijeen awarded, are in actual use, and highly approv-

| beau',/"
"' """' ^° ^°'"''^''''"' adde<l-6

tend to the business, by which the following pre- ed of. The Conunittee hivariably require certifi-

% iniums have been awarded :— cates of the originaUty and utility of the inven-
1822.— I. To Samuel Goodwin, for a Front tions, or iinprovenients for which claims for pre-

j^ Door Lock—$20. iniums are made ; and descriptions of them cor-
'^ II. To Dr. James Ewing, for a Screw-cock Hy- rcctly written, and in clear language, accompani-

urant—a medal and $20. cd by drawings in perspective, and in detail when
III. To Coleman Sellers, for a simple and effec- necessary to illustrate them. Models of some of

rual Cupping Instrument—a medal and $20. i the foregoing machines are in possession of the
IV. To Thomas Barnitt, for a Press to force Society, and the operation of most of tlieni have

yut the unnecessary quantity of tar absorbed by been witnessed by the Committee. Vv''here tlie

yarn,#1 the manufacture of cordage— a medal and invention is a composition of matter sufficient in

I
!!'20.

^
quantity for tlie purpose of experiment, and to

V. 'To Isaac Conard, of Lampeter township, preserve in the cabinet of the Society, are requir-
Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, for a simple and ed. To these rules of conduct, they, during the last

\
effectual Barrow to plant Indian corn— a Medal year, added the following for the piupose oF afford-
and $20. ing every possible chance of detecting any attempt
•\'I. To George Harper, for two Drills, one for at interference on the part of claimants, with the

^ potatoes, and one for seeds— $10. inventions of others. After having satisfied them-
I A'll. To William Shotwcll, for an easy Garden selves of the utihty of an invention, and resolved

"VVeeder—$5. that it is worthy of a premium, they advertise that

I VIII. To Robert Welford and James H. Deas, in three months it would be awarded, unless sat-

for an improved Piaue with frictionless rollers, for isfactory testimony should in the mean time be
jilaning floors— a Medal and $20. brought forward to prove its want of originality.

IX. To Daniel Neill, for a Vertical Printing This regulation, which it is believed is altogether

k Press—a Medal esed $20. novel, it is the intention of the Committee to con-
X. To James Gardette, dentist, for three me- tinue, as coBBtituting the best guard in their pow-

'. chanicifl improvements in his profession ; wliich er to adopt against deception,

iiire highly commended in Europe and the United The present Committee consists of
''States ;,and for a simple Lever instrument, for the James Mease, M. D. V. Pres. of the Phi. Agr. Soci.

easy and expeditious extraction of teeth, and Robertllare, M. D. Profes. of Chem. Univ. Penn.
sr\nnps of teeth—a Medal and $20. James Donaldson, Presid. of the Franklin Institute.

. XL To Jona.than Nichols, of Providence, (R. I.) S. W. Coni-ad, Lecturer on Mineralogy arid Botany.
•i for the portable Carriage Spring Seat—a Medal William Hembel, and William Phillips.

and $20.

Barefoot and Serab.
These two valuable niiimals, which have been sent to this

country by Adniiral Sir Isaac Coffin, will, /or the present sea-
son, stand at ISrightoii.—Tliey are young, and have been high-
ly cidebrated in England. The pedigree of Barefoot, a ches-
nut horse, is as follow-.

FOAi.En 1820.
Barefoot, by Trump, dam RosamonH by Buzzard, out of

Roscbcrry, sister to Huley and Tartar, by Phenomenon, out of
Miss West by Matcham-Uegulus—Crab—Childers— Fiasid.

In 1822, when at I'ontofracl, swcepsinlies ol 20 gs. each fur
two years olds—II subs., liarefoot br aiing Harpi>oncr. '

In 1823, York .Springs .St. Ledger, of 2a gs. each, fi'subs
Haiefool beating lour oihers.—A, Ponlelract sweepstakes of 30
guineas each ten feet, 10 subscribers. Barefoot healing Pala-
tjiie.

In 1823, the Uoucasler great St. Ledgers, of 25 gs. each, 80
subscribers. Harefoot beating II others.

In 1823, at New Market, liarefoot won a handicup plate val-
ue £.'jO, beating Tressihan and five others.

In 1824, at Ascot Heath, Barefoot i» alked over for the Swin-
las stakes, of 25 sovereigns each 3 subs.

neasicr, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a.

sovereigns, 17 subs, of all ages. Barefoot
ottery and two olhery.

, at Manchester. Handicup stakes of 3(1 sovereigns
I. with 20 sovereigns added—6 iubscriber^—Bare/bot

^ two others. At Lancaster, the gold cup v,.liie 100 gs.
added to a sweepstakes of 10 sovereigns each, 9 subs —Bare-
foot beating two othei's.

Skrab, (a beautiful bay Horse.) Foated in 18i!.
Got bv Hhantom out of Jesse, by Totteridge—i.er dam (Vac-

ker by flighHyer, out of Nutcracker, Ijy Matcsum.
In 1821, won the New Market stakes, 50 gs. each. 21 subs.—

Serab beating four others.

In 1825, at the New Market Crane meeting, the slakes, 100'

sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab iiealing two others. vThe same year,
Spring mefeting, Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, 100 sov'ns.

6 subs, beating three oihers.

In 1826. Serab won Kings Plate, 100 gs, beating 30 oihers.

In 1827, Sloclon, Si-rab won the gold cup. j.l3

pr:ces of coujVTRY produce.

XII. To John Meer, for a Razor Strop—a Med-
al and $20.

XIII. To Mrs. Frances Jones, for an Improve-
ment in the apparatus for making patent Lint

—

$20. ,
182.5—XIV. To Benja. Freymuth, for a very

ingenious Chamber Alarm Bell, which can be at-

tached to a watch—a Medal and $5.

XV. To John C. Jenckes, of Providence, (R. L),

for ail Apparatus to enable persons with fractured

lunbs to be moved in their positions in bed, with-

out injury—a Medal and $20.

1827.—XVI. To Robert Eastman, of Brtins-

wiclv, Maine, for an Improved Rotary Saw-ina-

The Salem, (Mass.) Historical Society are mak-
ing arrangements for celebrating their next an-

nual meeting with greater ceremony than usual,

on account of its being the 200th year since the

landing of Govenor Eiidicott at Naumkeag. Mr.
Justice Story has been requested and has consent-

ed to deliver a discourse on the occasion. The
landing was made on the 6th of September, 1 627
and the celebration is to take place on the 18th

of that month, this year, allowance being made for

the change made from old to new style.

APPLES, best, . - . .

ASHES, pot, first sort.

Pearl, first sort, . . -

CEANS. white, . - . .

BEEF, mess, new, - . . -

Cart;o, No. 1 , new,
Cargo, No. 2, new,

BUTTEK, inspected No. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk, - - -

Skimmed milk,
FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - - - -

Rye, best, - - . -

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye, - - . .

Barley, - - . .

(_>als. ....
HOG'S LARO, first sort, new,
LIME.
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, . . . .

Navy, mess, new,
Cargo. No. I, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass, . . -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, .

Red Top ....
Lucerne, ....
While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort,

Pulled. Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

;»ushel

barrel.

pound

pound.]
cask.

fROfll lu
3 50 4 00

95 00 97 50
105 00

1 00
10 50
8 50
7 50

10

5 25
4 87
3 12

70
2 50
18 00
13 50
13 50
1 87

pound.

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, ...
PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,
VEAL,
MUTTON, ....
POULTRY,

Cucumber Seed, $,-c.

Just received at the New England Former Seed Store, a fiirlh-

J

er supply of Green and VVliite TurJcey, Wliiie Spined, Long
chine, for sawing clap boards—a Medal and $20. 1 ''"'''b'. and small West India Girkin Cucumber Seed—the

|

BUTTER, keg and tub, .

YvriT rr r .^1 -WT 11 „. i* r\- latter is a fine sort for pickling, and should be planted soon. Lump, best,AVll. lo Joseph Woodhouse, of Otsego conn- 1
' — EGGS . ...

ty. New York, for a Paper-cutting Machuie—a I

A Gardener ' MEAL', Rye, retail,

-

Medal and $20 Who understands Ibe business, wants a situation. Good re.' Indian, retail,

,r,T,,, m «' , r, , /.T. . „, commendations can be produced. Inquire at the New Eng- 1 POTATOS,
Will. To Abraham Corl, of Pugh town, Chea- land Farmer office, 3t June 20 |

CIDER, [accorJns lo (juality,]

pound,

107 00
1 50

11 00
9 CO
7 75

12
10
4

5 37
5 12
3 25
56
55
70-

45.

10
1 00
2-75

19 00.

14 00
14 iJO

2 00
5 00
4 00
4 00
5 00
1 GO:

60
50
12
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MISCELLANIES. Employment of Time.—The hours of a wise man
are lengthened by his ideas, as those of a fool are

HINTS TO MEN OF BUSINESS. by his passions. The time of the one is long, be-

Superintend in person as much of your business jp^use he does not know what to do with it. So is

as practicable, and observe with a watchful eye,
^

{1,^^ of the other, because he distinguishes every

the management of what is necessarily committed moment of it with useful or amusing thoughts

—

to tJie agency of others.
; or, in other words, because the one is always wish-

Never lose sight of the powerful influence of
jjjg it away, and the other always enjoying it.

example, and be careful in the management of
i Mdison.

yoti!- concerns, to recommend by your own person-
|

al practice uniform habits of active, interested and '
Mr. Johnson is exhibUmg, at the Coffee house,

presevering diligence to those in your employ. a ""wly invented Settee, which is admirably

MILLET. -%

Just received at Ihe New England Farmer Seed Store,

50 bushels of Millet of superior qiiatity . gentlemen in want oi

this article are requested to call and esamine it.

Also, a ftirihe- supply of Orchard Grass, Luceiiie, Fow
Meadow, Slangel Wurlzel, Sugar Beet. Ruta Baga, Russiai-

Flax, Lima Beans, &c. w'iih several new varieties of 1 urnip

I
Seed from Europe, including the Yellow Malta. Yellow Stone,

I

Yellow Aberdeen, &c. A lew barrels fresh White Mustard

Seed.—Also, Green Citron, Pine Apple, ard Pomegranate
Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Wa'er Melons.

For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a fejv

1

pounds of Long While Summer Naples Radish, a variety high

ly c.steemed in the Southern States.

Gtivpoivder, ifc.

Du Pont's Gun Powder, at 23 to 60 cts. per pound—Shot—BaHs
—Flints and Percussion Caps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Petre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Diipmt Pntvder Store, No. C5 Broad street

—

fiv E. COPELANl), Jr

XT The Du Pont sold as abovejs Warranted first qualijy-

Be prompt and expli(;it in yom- instructions to adapted for the usual purposes of such an article

your agents, and let it he understood by them that of furniture
;
and by a vei-y simple contrivance, it

you expect they will execute the same in strict 'S '"a^'e to deploy and form " a bed by night."—

,.„.,fi>v,v,;t„ tiioi.ctr. Whether used as a bedstead or settee, it is a high-
COllIOrilUiy lllCieiu

, j i- r . r l. l ll r l ne uu rom som il^ nui.vc, lo na
Let no common amusements intefere or mingle ly ornamented piece ol furniture—very light, and I

^„^, ,, „,„ked "E. Copehnd, jr. Boslov," on the head of th.

with your business ; make them entirely distinct especially useful, we should .suppose, on board of, cask __if Marcl^W

emplovments.
"

steam boats, and to be desired in almost any fam-
Valuable Stock.

Dispatch at once, if possible, whatever you may 'b'- The changes are easily wrought, and when p„,. ^^j^ 7 Heifers, 2 and 3 years old. raised from some of il

take in hand; if interrupted by unavoidable inter- the bedstead is no longer requu-ed, nothing more best C, ' ' "
'

fereuce, resume and finish it as soon as the ob- ^^an a highly finished chau- back settee, witli any
]

J;;^i°"

struction is removed. j
desired decorations, is observable.— U. S. Gaz.

Beware of self-indulgence, no business can pos

sibly thrive lunler the shade of its influence.
Craniologgland poHtical economy.—The preten-

„ ,^ J- ^ , sions of modern pohtical economy as a science,
Do not assume to yourself more credit for what , „ , • i • , , /- t>i

, ^, ^, , ^ »i_ 1 . niay be well explained m the language 01 Bluni-
you f'o, than you are entitled to, rather be content / , ,. , , i • ^

... ,.,.. , , , ,. . , ... , ,. enbach, apphed to another modern science or a
with a little less ; the public mmu will always dis- . ., , ^,t, , 11 1

, .. . ;
•' very similar character. When the celebrated pro-

cover where merit is due. ,. ,,, , m, m
XI -i- • li- -.1 IT, , ' lessor was asked what was his opBiioii on"crani-
r anuharizc yourselt with your books, keep them , , , , , . ,/. *

. , \ „ . . .. . J , ologv, he thus expre.ssed himseli :

—

accurately, and frequently investigate and adiust ,
®™ . ',..,. . , ,

., . i" mi- f . •. r "There is much m it that is true, and much
their contents. 1 his is an important item. , •

, , ,-,
„ ... . , .. ...... ... /. ., I that IS new; but that which is true is not new,
Cultivate domestic habits, tor this your famuy : , , ,. , . . „

.» , , . 1 1 •
1 1 1 , and than which is new is not true.

II you have one, has a strong and undeniable claim

;

.

besides, your customers will always be best pleas-
! Preserving crystals of salts.-^M. Deuchar, in a

ed when they find you at home, or at the place of communication to the Wernerian Soj^ety, men-

in this State, by Uenion. Five ofthem have broujl"

i spring, and bid fair to make excellent milkers.'] li'

. selected by the present owner Irom the lest of his slock. 1

be kept on hiS'Own farm. and areoft'ered lor sale in ronsequin^

ofhis having disposed of his farm. 'I hey are worthy the attt,

lion of any farmer who wishes to obtain good stock. .

Also, 2 'Horse Colts, I and 2 years old, by the impoited hor-.

Roman, from excellent mares, well known in this city. AppI

.

to the publisher of ihe N. E. Farmer. June (i

your busines.s.
tions that crystals of efflorescent and deliquescent

XT 1*1 r • J*. . 'J "^
j.--^.- ^ .... straijrniness 01 nis oacK, ine wiain en nis lu'n. ine smaiin(

Never let hurry or confusion distract your mind ^ajts can be preserved from decay if the air in the his head, neck, and offal, Ihe ouickness oi-h^^ gait, together

Bull Bolivar. '

The highbred imporlpd Improved .Sliort-horned Bull Bolivar,

will siand at ite subscriber's stable in Charlestow n, Mass. Price

,93 for each cBw 'or the .season. This bull was selected bv Mr
Coaies. the keeper of the Herd Book, without limitation of ins!

for the use of the Powellon stock, and is so higlilv valued b

Col. Powel, that he has always refused to sell him, and li

consented to part from him but for a season, considering him

form, points, and pedigree, equal lo any animal 10 be had

Great Britain.

Bolivar is red and while, is not three years old, and has ncv

been forced ;
3'et he girts immediatel_\ behind his fore legs

feet 8 inches. The singular neatness ol his shoulder, tl

straightness of his back, the width of his loin, the smallnes

or di.^possess you of .self-cuniniand.

Under the influence of such habits as these.

the well known character of his fa'

him one of the most desirable males tor

lie, that can in any country be found.

SAMI'EL JAQUE,=

ry stock, rendt

our neat cr

Ornamental Flowers.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a large 2

. . , , 1 ,- . .
I

riely of Ornamental Flower Seeds, in papers of si.\ and a nuin
It iS an undoubted fact that the times are get-

| ter cents each; likewise done up in packages comprising L'li

jars in wiiich they are kept is impregnated with

oil of turpentine. This is effected by pouring a
with a suitable depeiidance on Providence for a ^p,.y gin^ll quantity of the oil over the bottom of
blessing on the labor of your hands, you will have

t],p jg,. ,
. ^

a good foundation to rest your ho[)e upon, for sue-

cess in whatever business you may be employed hi. THE TIMES.
Md. Republican.—

' tins- better, and that in New York, money is be-
|

varieties, each sort being labelled; at g\ per package!

Those who thmk to obtam excellence by imita- gi„„ing to circulate with more freedom. And the j^- ,, „,„ ,,
tion should never forget the remark of Lord Ba- ,.„„„„„„ „_„ „i„.;„„c iVr. .T.-nof ..„...;Mo.,r.„„ ..^ „

rieia neans.

,1 , iiw . „ ro„o.. ..;,o 1-1 ! ,1
leasons are obvious. JNo gieat lemittances to For sale ai.tlu; New England Farmer Seed .><ioro two banv

con, that—"Waters never rise higher than the England are making for goods for the faU sales. ' "fsmallwhiie prolific Field Beans, raised in MiUod* Mass.-
fountain-head. ImUator.s may improve the meth- The importation exceeds at prisent ^ ,„any

They are of fine quality free from any mixture, the seed beiog

od, but they do not contribute to intellectual profi- ^.^.^ /, ^^^, -, ,^^, t„ j,,/,^,„,
T

^, ^^^
selected, and are all of^e g,>.wd^of _1827_

ciency
;
they may polish the form, but they make yg^,. The high premium for bills has begun to This day p^Mished,

no addition to the matter.
^^^^^^ specie from the Spanish main, and even And for sale by S. G. Goodiich, No. Ul, Washineion-sircet

ri.erc never was a hypocnte so disguised but he fr„„, Furonp, into our ports. Produce maintains L .

,
,^.T"f Leof,m.arv-VoI. 1

had some mark or other to be known by." . , , W^' . ^ . . . .
IConsistmgof Original pieces m prose and verse, pnnc

One servant too manv makes all the rest idle.

Flying::.—A fellow has been gulling the cock-

neys, by giving out that he woulil fly over West-
minster lltill, ficc. after the manner of Icarus
One of the crowd, waiting for this sight on West-
minster Bridge, inquired of a neighbor, " pray
who w!)s Icarus ?" to which the reply was, " the

eon of Diddle-us" I believe.

—

London pa.

^,
,

..istiug of Original pieces in prose and verse, principally i

a healthy fate, and cotton is getting up to the pri-
j
lust-ative of American history, scenery, and manners. Etiit'

ces of 1824. Stocks are rising daily as may h,. , ''J' N- ''. Wiilis.

, ., ... ivT i_
* \\- it IS proposed to continue this work, and to publish a volum

.seen by the quotations. Now what is there to 1 „„„ in 3 or 4 months, if the encouragemem is sufficient. Thi
prevent a reaction to the late pressure ? We pre- volumeswill be sold separately—price ^1,25 per

For Sale.

A valuable real estate in Milton, pleasantly situated, mile

from Boston, on the turnpike road leading from Boston to Taun
ton, Bridgewater and New Bedford, containing about 300 acii

The extensive Horticultural and Flower Garden of 'I'e variety of lands, and fruit suitable for a good farm, wc

^111.. o „ .- u . I- * 1 1 .1 watered, with good substantial and convenient buihlings. Sa:.
Mr. Parmentier, a short distance beyond the f,„, ;, ^.leuiafed to suit a gentleman of tastc-or an ?nlerpri.

Turniiike Gate, on the road leading to Jamaca, is '. ing young man for a milk establishment, being an cjcellen

diet that the banks will circulate their bills vvitl:

out fear of a drain. Real Estate.s will rise, and
money will be plenty.

—

Albany Paper.

Repulalion.—Tlic way, accordhig to Socrates,

to obtain a good reputation, is to endeavor to 6c
|
now clothed in all its beauty. The' foliage if the ?™^^' ••""• P" PVcl'aser may have with the buildings fron

,. ,. itr,. . ..... .... ..... |(K) acres to the whole. Purchasers are requested to come am
What you desire to appear. "Men," observes choice fruit trees and shrubbery which border and examine ihe soil and crop at this season ; possessioo.may br

Shakspeare also, " shoidd be what they seem." adorn this spacious garden, is now most perfect, '''''<'» »' an.v •in"' from this to the first of April next. Condi

. 1 *i . . . r. 1 1-1/1 . . /. 11 lions liberal. For further particulars inquire of the publish''

J

and the great variety of splendid flowers, tastefully
of ,he N E FarmerA pretty girl was lately complaining to a friend arranged, which present themselves to tlu- eye, Milim. J.me 10. TsSS.

that she had a cold, and was sadly j.lngued in when vii-wed from bis Ru.itic, aflford n most pleas-
her lips by chaps. "Friend," said Obadiah, "thee ;„„ jmtj enchanting spectacle. The freshness and Published ereni Fnday.algSpcr ofimim. patjaile at tlic tut

should never .suffer the chaps to come ne.ir thy
, fragrance of the air is feh by all whom business o/tluyear-but'iliosewlu) pay within sixty days from tliri;.

"ps-" ' or jilcusurc call that way .V. Y. Eve. Post: i
<.i'»"-"»'".r.. <"•' cnf'*'' "> " drdmiim tffifiv cent,-
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AGRICULTURE.
Extracts from KnigkCs Treatise on the Cntture of

the Apple and Pear.

At wliatcver season grafts are intendeit to be

inserted, the branches, which are to form tliern,

should be taken from the pareiJfttock during tlie

winter, and not later tlian the ewL of the preced-

ing year ; for if the buds have begun to vegetate,

in the smallest degree, and they begin with the

increasing influence of the sun, the vigoT" of the

shoots, during the first season, will be diminished
;

and the grafts will not succeed with equal cer-

tainty ; though a graft of the apple tree very

rarely fails, unless by accidental injiay, or great

want of skill in the operator. The amputated
branches must be kept ahve, till wanted, and liav-

ing the end of each planted in the ground, a lew
inches deep in a shady situation.

The propriety of grafting near the ground, or

at the height of six or seven feet, will depend on
the kind of fruit to be propagated, whether it be

quite new and just beginning to bear, or a middle
aged variety. In new and luxuriant varieties,

and these only sJiould be propagated, it will be
advantageous to grafts when the stocks are three

years old; as the growth of such will be more ra-

pid, smooth, and straight, than that of the crab—
and there will be no danger of these being injur-

ed by begiiuiing to bear too early. Not however,
because they will bear less abundantly than oth-

ers, but because they will support a heavy crop of
fruit, and grow very considerably in the same
season. I, nevertheless, formerly conceived it ;>ro-

tjable that grafts fi'om middle aged varieties, hav-

ing attained a more perfect state of matiffity,

would be most productive of fruit. The close

analogy between vegetable and animal beings

might, however, have induced me to infer, what
subsequent experience has taught me, that the

power and disposition in plants, as in animals, to

produce the most numerous offspring, is greatest

during their youth. It may nevertheless be a ques-

tion whether the fruit of a newly raised variety

of the apple will possess all the merits of the same
fruit at its maturer age ; and this is a question of

no easy solution. The man who shall have mark-
ed the gradual change, during a sufficient number
of years, will fiiid himself no longer young, and
an old man, the " laudator temporis acti," though
his organs should remain unimpaired, will not

readily admit that the fruit, which he remembers
as a boy, has improved. In the decay of each
variety, its merits appear to decline ; for I feel too

much deference for the opinions of our ancestors

not to believe that the redstreak and golden pip-

pin were once better cider apples than they are

at present ; and it also appears extremely proba-
ble that the fruit should be affected by the diseas-

ed and debilitated state of the tree. Middle aged
kinds will be most successfully propagated by
planting stocks of six or seven feet high, and let-

ting them remain ungrafted till they become firm-

ly rooted in the places in which the trees are to

stand. One graft oVily should be inserted in each
stock ; for when more are used, they are apt to

divide when loaded with fruit, and to cleave the
stock, having no natuial bond or connexion with

each other. When the stocks are too large for a
single scion, I would reconmiend that grafts be
inserted in the branches and not iji the principal

stem.

Could the future produce of young seedHng
trees be ascertauied with accuracy at four or five

years old, much advantage would arise from in

sertmg buds in tlie annual shoots of stocks of the
same age, at the height of six or seven feet ; as

the planter might then be in possession of a num
ber of trees of any variety, just at the age when
it arrived at the bearing state ; and would be able

to command a large number of grafts, as early as

the merits of the fruit were knoivn. No means
by which the effects of time o:i the apple tree can
be anticipated have yet occurred to me, and I des-

pair of future success. In the common manner
of growth in trees, the lateral buds are formed in

one season, and expand into shoots in the next
But if the point of a seedling tree, when it is a
few weeks old, be pinched off, one or more of the

uppermost lateral buds almost immediately vege-
tates ; and if the point of the shoot this affords,

be in the same manner taken off, the lateral buds
again vegetate like the preceding ; and the same
process, with the aid of artificial heat, may be re-

peated seven or eight times m the first year.

—

When two lateral buds had shown a disposition

to vegetate with nearly equal vigor, I in several

instances, took off, in the year 1801, the shoot
inmiediately above the second bud, and then in-

serted the amputated part, as a graft, within the
bark of the annual shoot of a stock of foiu- years
old. Several giafts, thus inserted in June and
July, succeeded perfectly well, and the leaf and
general character of the shoots these produced,
appeared sufBciently different from those of an-
nual plants to encourage very sanguine hopes of
success. But these hopes have been totally dis-

appointed, and I have therefore nothing better

than patience to recommend to the propagator of
new fruits.

Though the quahty of the fruit of a seedling

tree cannot be ascertained whilst very young, I

always insert a few grafts from every tree, whose
appearance is very promismg, because by having
several trees of the variety, I can better ascertain

its vigor and hardiness, and at the same time am
enabled to gain a more correct idea of the form
and character the variety will take in its future

growth, than can ever be obtained from a single

plant. The trees thus grafted, wiD also attain

nearly the same height and size as those which
have been left in their natural state, and (should
their fruit not be found valuable) will be just as

proper as those to be grafted in the manner re-

commended with middle aged varieties. Care
must, however, be taken to use the scions of such
trees only, as are perfectly healthy. and vigorous.

An opinion was formerly entertained, and does
not at present appear to be quite obsolete, that

fi-uits might be improved by this process of double
grafting ; from the changes the sap was supposed
to undergo in its passage through a stem belong-
ing to different kinds of fruit. But 1 am inchned
to think that no such changes take place, and that

the leaf is the chief laboratory in which nature
prepares the juices of plants, and in which these

acquire the power to generate and deposit the

new matter that constitutes the annual increase

of the tree. The width, and thickness of the

leaf, generally indicates the size of the future ap-

ple, and the color of the black cherry, and purple

grape, may be known by its autumnal tints, evei)

in plants which have sprung from seed in the pre-

cedhig spring. The tinging matter, in the leavefe

of these, is probably of the same kind as that to

which the fruits will in future owe their colors.

I have had some reason to believe that each va-

riety of fruit requii-es its own i)eculiar leaf ; for )

have several times grafted the branches of young

apple and pear trees close above some buds con-

taining blossoms ; and these, in four instances,

produced fruit, which grew well, as long as I left

any of their own leaves on the tree ; but when I

took those away, and none remained but those of

the grafts, Avhich were of other kinds, they with-

ered and fell off. Whether their falling was oc-

casioned by the want of proper nourishment, or

by some oti:er cause, is a question on which I am
not prepared to decide. I am, however, disposed

to attribute their falUng to some other cause ; for

the vessels which carry nutriment to the fruit, do

not appear to me to have any intimate connexion

with those of the adjoining leaves, and I have

some reason to believe that a fluid, of the same
kmd, is conveyed by similar vessels, into the fruit

and leaf.

FINING CIDER.
When fining is wanted for good cider, isinglass

is tlie best ; it is composed of innumerable fil3res,

which being dispersed over the hquor, attach
themselves to, and carry down its impurities. It

should for this purpose, be reduced to small frag-

ments by pounding in a mortar, and afterwards
be steeped in a quantity of the cider to be fined,

sufficient to produce its greatest degree of expan-
sion— in this state it must be mixed with a few
gallons more of the hquor, or be stirred till it is

diffused and suspended in it ;—it is then to be
poured into the cask, and incorporated with the
whole by continued agitation, for the space of two
hours ; one and a half, or two ounces, calculated

at about five staples to the oimce, are sufficient

for a hogshead of 110 gallons. The operatien of
isinglass is somewhat ehyinical as well as mechan-
ical ; it combines with, and carries down the

tanning principle, hence, in the process of fining,,

the liquor loses a large portion of its astringency.

Isinglass is more easily tliffused through the liquor

by being boiled ; but by this it is dissolved, and
its organization, on which its powers of fining de-

pend, is totally destroyed. The excessive bright-

ness it produces, is agreeable to the eye, but the

liquor in ray opinion, from repeated experiment^
more especially in the eider from the Hewes' crab,

always becomes more thin and acid by the ope-

ration.

Wliere isinglass cannot be had, the whites of
eggs are an excellent substitute. Many nice man-
agers among the opulent agriculturists of this and-'
the neighboring States, use them for the table"

Uquors bottled at home ; by some accitfate and
scientific men they are preferred to isinglass, as

less apt to produce hardness in the liquor. The
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quantity required for a liogshead, are the shells

and whites of three dozen egga ; the shells pound-

ed in a mortar, and then stirred with the eggs in

a few gallons of the liquor, to diffuse them well

before they are poured into the cask, when tlie

whole mass must be agitated for an hour or two,

as is directed in the use of isinglass.

Whetlier isinglass or whites of eggs are used, I

nould recommend as a still better mode than the

above, that the lining when diffused through a

few gallons of liquor be poured into the empty
cask, the hquor to be then racked off and poured

on t!ie tilling— this mixes it well with the whole
mass without the necessity of stuing.

Mr. Joseph Cooper, of Gloucester count}'. New
Jersey, recommends the jelly from cows feet as a

good fining—that from one bullock, warmed and
mixed with cider, he fined 2 hogsheads ; he strain-

ed it before mixing it—racked off the cider in ten

days—he thought it improved the flavor of the

liquor.— Coxe on Fruit Trees.

I'OR THE NEW ENGLANU FARMER.

Mr Fessendek—The following articles were
designed for the last number of the Massachu-
setts Agricultural Journal, but arrived too late for

insertion.

That by Dr Harris was written in answer to a
letter from me. It refers to two insects which
attack the peach leaves. This letter will bo read,

I think, with great interest.

The letter from Mr Hardy relates to his prac-

tice of putting pomace about his apple trees, a
practice which he disclosed to the Committee for

deciding premiums for the best orchard.

JOHN LOWELL.

ON POMACE FOR APPLE TREES.
mtltkam;june 6, 1828.

Dear Sir—I am glad of an oppoi-tunity to

communicate to the Sec. of the Mass. Society for

Promoting Agriculture, my views in regard to the

numagement of an Orchard, as, I have within a

few weeks been verbally informed that many peo-

ple in Norfolk are applying Pomace to their ap-

ple trees at this season ; and, in my own neigh-

borhood, I find that some persons have used all

their pomace in this way, that is, by piling it up
around their apple trees the last fall ; likewise

some persons from West Cambridge and Water-
town, who have done the same, have expressed

to me their doubts respecting its utihty. I know
not where they obtained their information relative

to the management of an orchard, or the using of
pomace, although I am told that something has
been published, yet I have never seen anything
respecting either, therefore I answer your request

with the utmost pleasure, as it may be the means
of saving some trees. I believe it is generally

known that the seeds in pomace aie a favorite

food for rats, mice, squirrels, rabbits, &c. while
they remain fresh and good, which they viill do
through the first winter. Now if pomace be put
:<round trees in the fall to induce these creatures
Jo come and hunt for tlie seeds in winter, my
opiuitin is tiiat the bark rjf the trees would be in

great danger. I know of no necessity for putting

anything around apple trees in fall or winter ; it

_ iveithcr promotes their growth nor [irevents their" destruction that I know of
The amount of all this I stated to the Commit-

tee while viewing my orchard, when Mr Welles
flskeii why it iniglit not be done in the fall. For

my own part I am astonished that every farmer,

who has an orchard, has not discovered long ago

that horned cattle should not be turned loose

therein. Yet it has been a connnon inquiry ever

since I was a boy, with every farmer with whom
I have lived, where shall we put the pomace to

keep it away from the cattle, forgetting it would
seem that the orchard was the only place where
cattle might not go, and that pomace put therein

would do no hurt if it did no good. Some fann-

ers, however, perceived this and carried the pom-
ace into the orchard, without mistrusting that it

would benefit the trees, it was in this way that I

first discovered its beneficial effects on trees.

—

About eight years ago I thought of raising some
apple trees ; accordingly I planted out some pom-
ace near where an apple and peach tree stood,

there was an abundance of poinace, I chopped it

over among the dirt and left it, I noticed for two
years that the trees were more thrifty and the

fruit larger than usual, and that weeds and grass

did not grow as formerly, and that the earth was
more moist, yet I paid Uttle or no attention to it

at the time, and might cntu-ely have forgotten it,

if it had not occurred to me from observations

made afterwards, elsewhere, on perceiving trees

to thrive extremely where pomace had been laid,

from which circumstance I was induced to try

the experiment ; what the result will be I cannot

tell at present.

This, however, I can say, for two years past I

have applied all the pomace I made, to the most

unthrifty trees in my new orchard, by can-jing it

from the mill in the fall, laying it far from any

trees till spring, then in April or IVIay I take from

one to two bushels and put to each tree, in a snug

pile aroimd the tree. Then, in August, I spread

it around two feet each way from the trunk, and

chop it in with a hoe. Thus far the residt has

been, the trees Iiave been much more thrifty, and

in no instance have 1 found a borer to touch a

tree where I api)lied the pomace.

Respectfully yours, &c.
N. HARDY.

Benj. Gcild, Esq.

St!c. Mitss. Soc.Jor Promoting Agricitlliirc.

We publish the foregoing letter from Mr Hardy
with great pleasure, as it affords information de-

rived from a practical source. Mr Hardy was
the successful candidate for our Society's premi-

um of fifty dollars for the best orchard of apple

trees. We tliink it important to add, that though

present at the examination of his trees by a Com-
mittee of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society,

we do not recollect to have heard the remarks

which he made to Mr Welles on the subject of

ap])lying the pomace in the spring. We were,

however, deeply impressed with his remarks on
the use of pomace, and it did appear to us, high-

ly reasonable, that that substance by the powA"
of the acid contained in pomace, would not only

more effectually check the growth of grass and
weeds, than any application we had either used

or heard of. We therefore in the fall of last year

applied about a bushel of pomace to every apple

and )>oar tree. The evil effects, conjectured by

Mr Hardy did not follow. No mice attacked our

trees, though there is great weiglit in his remarks

on that subject. But if upon trial, it shall be

found, that this evil does not follow, the fall would
be the best period of npphcation. We are con-

Strained to say that we have little hopes that it

can have any effect on the borer, any more than
a certain lady's apjjhcatioii of scalding water can
affect an insect securely lodged in the alburnum
of an apple tree.

—

Editors of the Mass. Agric.
Journal.

05=" The article of Dr. Harris, unavoidably de-

ferred till our next.

FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

INSECTS DESTROYED.
Mr. Fessenden,— If you think my mode of de-

stroying the mM^ or miller, wiiich jjroduces the

eggs from whic^^he caterpillar is hatched, worth
occupying a space in your valuable Farmer, you
are at liberty to insert it.

From the readiness which most kinds of wing-

ed insects come to a light in warm ilark nights, I

was induced to try the experiment, of making a
fire of light dry wood, in my orchard, Juring the

time of the moth. The result exceeiied my ex-

pectation. Since, I use a large iron keiile about

three-fourths filled with earth ; and on tlas make
my fire, which may be moved in a hand-cart,

wheel-barrow, or even two men could easily car-

ry it with a pole. The success depends much ou
two circumstances : 1st. The warmer the atmos-

phere, the more active the insects, and conse-

quently more likely to fly into the flame. 2d. The
darker the night the more perceptible the light,

and of course the greater distance the moth will

be attracted.

I am, sir, most respectfully,

Your ob't. servant,

JACOB DeWITT.
Montreal, June 12, 1828.

To preserve metons and cucumber plants from
bugs and flies Stick a few seeds, of very sweet
squashes, around each hill, to be sacrifii ed to the

vermin— the squash plants being so much sweet-
er than the cucumber and melons, tliat the flies

will devour the squash,while the others will scarce-

ly be touched ; consequently, wiU get such a start

as not to be injured.

CULTURE AND USES OF POTATOS.
At tlie weekly breakfast given by the President

of the Royal Society on the 1st iust. Sir John Sin-

clair requested permission to lay before the meet-
ing, a statement of the objects he had in view,

in wishing that public attention should be more
steadily du-ected than heretofore it had been, to-

the culture and use of potatos ; and having pro-

duced specimens of potato meal, and of the farina

of potatos ; he jtroceeded shortly to explain how
these two substances were prepared, and to what
purpose they were respectively appUcable.

POTATO MEAL.

In preparing potato meal, no material part of
the root is lost. The whole, after being merely
scraped or peeled, is cut into very thin slices, then

carefully dried in any kiln or stove, and aftenvnrds

ground into meal in a common mill. The advan-
tages of this process are

—

1st. Security for subsistence. As potatos area
very precarious crop, and cannot be preserved in

their natural state, beyond a few months after

they are dug, any coiuitry in which they form the

chief sustenance of the ])eoplc, nuist according to

the present systeni, be extremely liable to scarci-

ty. But when dried and converted into meal,

potatos may be preserved for a long period of

time, and the abundant crop of one season may
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tlius be mude to coiiipensutc for the scanty pro

duoe of ajiotlier.

2d. Increase of food from the same quantity of

land. Where a family depends entirely on their

potato garden for food, such dependence necessa-

rily leads to great waste. The potato is seldom

ready for consvnnption before the month of Octo-

ber, and frequently becomes unfit for food before

the month of June or July. The family, howev-

er, bebig obliged to live on their potatos through-

out the whole year, have bo recourse but to con-

sume one part of tlie crop, at\er it has lost much
of its nutritious properties, and another part be-

fore it is thoioughly ripe. In this waj', probably,

one sixth of the whole crop is wasted. But as

the potatos may always be converted into meal,

when in their great'st perfection, this waste may
be prevented, and the same quantity of laud will

thus produce one-sixth part more of wholesome
nourishment, at all times readj' for consimiption.

3d. Prevention of diseases. The unwholesome
diet to which a population dependent wholly on

potatos is obliged to have recourse, during the

months intervening between the decay of the old

crop and the thorough ripening of the new, causes

typhus and other diseases of a most infectious and
fatal kind ; but these diseases would in a great

measure disappear, were the necessity for using

the unwholesome food, which principally occa-

sions tiiem, no longer to exist.

The low rate at which potato meal can be sup-

plied, when compared with other articles of hu-

man food derived from grain, appears, from the

following result of the experiments by Gen. Disom,

in Damfrieshire, to ascertain their relative pro-

portions :

—

Wheat, 2^d.")

Oatmeal, IJd. 1 „ ,

Barley Meal, i|j !>
Per poimd.

Potato Meal, Id. 3

POTATO FARINA.

The mode of extracting farina from the potato,

is, to separate by grating, straining, and repeated

washing, the mealy from the coarse and fibrous

part of the root. The former, which contains the

most nourishing portion of the root, is then dried,

and becomes exactly in appearance like wheaten

flour. The fibrous part may be employed for

making household bread or other useful purposes.

The advantages of this process are

—

1. Improvement in bread made from inferior whea-

ten four. Flour produced from inferior soils, or

exposed to imfavorable seasons, is deficient in

that important article, "the gluten ;"—but by a

jnixture of the jelly of the potato, made from the

farina, bread as light in texture, and nearly as nu-

tritious in quality, may be produced, from flour of

the finest quahty, the gluten, in which inferior

wheat is defective, being supplied by the farina.

2. Greater quantity of nourishment from the same

exient of soil. An acre of land in potatos will

produce about 2,700 pounds weight of farina
;

vvhcreas an acre of land in wheat will not pro-

duce more than 1350 pounds weight of flour. It

is evident, therefore, that in proportion as farina is

used instead of wheat in the composition of bread,

the comitry will become capable of supporting a

greater population, and be rendered more inde-

pendent of foreign relations for subsistence.

Sir John proceeded to mention many other val-

uable uses to which potatoes may be applied, as

the rearing and fattening domestic animals—the

manufacture of spirits—the dn^ssing of weaver's

webs— the in-cparation of various dyes, &c. ; ad-
ding, however, that the pouits he had already
dwelt upon were those which it seemed to him
mo.st iujportant to illustrate.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
One Hundred Dollars Premium for the best Butler.

A nimiber amongst the most respectable citizens

of Boston and its vicinity having subcribcd and
paid over to The Treasurer of the Massachusetts

Societyfor Promoting jjgriculture, a sum of $ 1 00 to

encourage improvement in the quahty of butter of-

fered for sale in the Boston market, the Trustees

of the Society, in compliance with the request of
the contributors, will award this liberal premium
of one hundred dollars, to the person who shall

exhibit the best biuter, not less than three hun-
dred poiuids weiglit, at the Society's Hall, in

Brighton, on Tuesday, the 14th day of October
next, (the day previous to the Cattle Show.) The
competition will not be confined to persons within

this Commonwealth, hut will be open to the cit-

izens of all the New-England States.

To entitle any parcel to the premium, it must
have been mauulactured between the first day of

June inst. and tne fifteenth day of September, of

which fact a written declaration, under oath, will

be required. Tlie preference will be given to

tliat parcel whi( n has been longest made, provid-

ed it is of a quality not inferior to any other. The
judgment of tiie Committee in mailing their a-

ward will be influenced by any appearance of par-

ticular attention to cleaiilmcss and nicety in the

manner of putting up the Butter.

As a further encouragement to competitors, an

opportunity will be afibrded, on Wednesday, the

day of the Cattle Sliow, to sell their Butter at pub-

he auction at Brighton, without expense of Auc-
tioneer's fee ; when the most hberal price may be

expected for good butter ;— it being a subject of

general complaint that prime butter, except in

small quantities, is rarely in Boston market, while

it is well known that in other cities, and particu-

larly Philadelphia, the market is daily and abmi-

dantly supphed with butter of the finest flavor, put

up in the nicest manner.

The State premiimis for the same article will

be awarded as usual at the same time.

Apphcation to enter for the premium of $100
must be made to Jonathan Winship, Esq. resid-

ing at Brighton, on or before Monday the 13th of

October.

RICHARD SULLIVAN. \ Committee

GORHAM PARSONS. \ of the

E. H. DERBY. j Trustees.

June, 1828.

(U'Printers of newspapers in the several New
England States are requested to insert the above.

from the London Horticultural Society, as omig
of the most superior kinds. The greatest atten-

tion is paid in preserving the exact names of eve-

ry variety by careful diagrams of the garden, and
labels, so that no errors can occur. Their culin-

ary, ornamental and green house plants aflTord all

the varieties which they are encouraged by the

taste of the citizens to cultivate.

We were also much gratified, on a recent visit

to Albany, with a number of other establishments

of private gentlemen, who employ the advanta-

ges of leisure and fortune in the dehghtful recrea-

tion of gardening.

The collection of 3Ir. George Wilcox, though

not of great extent, is unrivalled for the beauty

and nutnber of choice varieties of several select

plants. His geraniums, in particular, of which he

has nearly 200 kinds, are remarkably fine.

—

JV. Y.

Farmer.

Large Sheep.—Mr. John Brientnall, of Railway
N. Jersey, called at our office a few days since

and exhibited some fine wool, of 20 inches in

length, taken from an improved Dishley Buck,

which he imported from England. The sheep

now weighs 252 lbs. lie will be exhibited at the

Fulton market in his fleece, at the meeting of the

New-York County Agricultural Society, on the

25th of June, and on the following day withoul

hi.s fleece. In our next number we will give a

drawing of him, with some additional and iulerest-

iiig particulars. — ibid.

ALBANY.
The nursery grounds of Judge Buel, about 2

miles from the capitol, bids fair to become one of

the most valuable and important establishments in

this country, and one that will be of the most ex-

tensive lienefit, particularly to the northern sec-

tions of the New England and middle states. It

consists of about eighty acres of ground, a con-

siderable portion of which is occupied as a nurse-

ry, embracing an immense variety of choice fruit

and ornamental trees. The former have been in-

oculated or grafted with the greatest care and

skill by hunself and his partner.Mr. Wilson, from

cuttings obtained from Europe, and jiarticularly

MANGEL WURTZEL.
It is stated in a late number of the British Far

mer's Magazine, that at the late Doncaster Agri-

cultural Meeting, Lord Althorp described an in-

teresting experiment which he had made to as-

certain the comparative merits of Swedish turnips

and mangel-wuitzel in the fattening of cattle, the
result of which went to iirove the superiority of
the latter. Tw^o oxen were at the same tune put
to these different kinds of food, and contuiued al

them for a stated period : that which was fed on
mangel-wurtzel increased considerably more ill

weight than the other, which was fed on Swedish
turnips ; and the other, which had been at turnips,

was put to mangel-wurtzel for a similar period i

and it was found, at the termination of the experi-

ment, that the ox which had been put from the

mangel-wurtzel to turnips, had lost weiglit, whUe
the other, which had been removed from turnips

to mangel-wurtzel, had gained considerably. His

lordship further observed, that during the drough-

ty season, when the turnips had been nearly all

burnt up or destroyed by the fly, the mangel-wurt-

zel had flourished, and was an abundant crop.

—

American Farmer.

The Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road wiU be com-
menced on the 4th of July. It is intended that

the first spade full of earth shaU be dug, and the

first stone deposited, by the venerable Charles

Carroll, Carrollton. The feelings of the Baltimo

reans towards their distinguished fellow citizei;,

allow them to omit no opportunity of doing hom-
age to his worth.

Green peas.—On Saturday morning, ITtli of May,
in Covent Garden Market, green peas were ex-

posed for sale, for which the moderate price of

three guineas per quart was asked !—There was
also a show of cherries and strawberries, but the

prices were equally high.

—

Lon. pap.
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From Loudon's Encyclopedia.

WATER.
A copious supply of water is essential to a good

kitchen-garden, and, from whatever source it is

furnished, should be distributed either in resei-voirs

jr open cisterns, or in pipes, properly protected,

over the garden, ahd in hot-houses. If the sup-

ply is from a pond or liver, a system of lead or

cast-iron pipes may be adopted, and the delivery

effected by cocks at proper distances ; but if from

wells or springs, the delivery should be open stone

or cast-iron cisterns ; or, in default of these, into

tubs or butts sunk in the earth. In Tuscany,

short space of thne, and with very httle trouble

One man may go over the whole in two hours.

At the same time the borders, and even a consid-

erable part of the comi)artments, can be watered

with the greatest ease when required. The con-

venience and utility of tliis contrivance must
at once be perceived by eveiy practical hor-

ticulturist. The same plan of introducing water

is adopted in a garden which J. Hay planned and
executed for Lord V. Duncan, at Lundie-House,

near Dundee ; and after the experience of sever-

al years, it has been greatly approved of. The
water at Limdie is conveyed to the garden from

a considerable height, and is thrown from the
where the mhabitants excel in the manufacture of poi„t of the director with great force, and to a
pottery, immense jars of earthenwaie are frequent- good distance.
ly adopted ; in the Royal Garden at Paris, sunk

barrels, and cisterns of masonry, lined with ce-

ment, are generally in the best gardens on the

contment. In these gardens, a system of water-

ing is adopted, which, though rendered more ne-

cessary there by the chniate, than it can possibly

be in this country, yet in various respects deserves

imitation.

Many kitchen-crops are lost, or produced of very

Infenor qualityfor tcant ofwatering. Lettuces and
cabbages are often hard and stringy ; turnips and
radishes do not swell, onions decay, cauliflowers

die off, and, in general, in dry seasons, all the cru-

ciferece become stinted, or covered with insects,

oven in rich deep soils. Copious waterings in the

evenings, dming the dry seasons, would produce

that fulness and succulcncy which we find in the

legetables produced in the Low Countries, and m
the Marsh Gardens at Paris ; and in this country

at the beginning and latter end of the season

The vegetables brought totlie London market from

the Neat's Houses, and othgr adjoining gardens,

where the important article of ^vatering is much
more attended to than in private country-gardens,

may be adduced as afforduig proofs of the advan-

lage of the practice.

The watering the foliage offruit and other trees to

destroy or prevent the increase of insects, and of

strawberries and other fruit-shrubs to swell the

. Iruit, is also of importance ; and though the clim-

Water in a garden is absolutely necessary, accord-

ing to Justice ; well-water is far from being prop-

er, but that which is impregnated by the sun's

rays is highly conducive to vegetation. He re-

commends forming a large pond or basin in the

centre of the garden, which shall at the same time

contain fish.

Gardens should he near a river or brook, that they

may be ivell supplied with ivater. From these, For-

syth observes, " if the garden does not lie too high

the water may be conducted to it by drains ; or

which is much better, by pipes, taking care to lay

them low enough to receive the water in the dri-

est season, which is the time when it will be most
wanted. If there be no running water near the

garden, and if the latter lies on a declivity near

a pubhc road, I would advise to make a hollow

drain, or a cut, from the most convenient part of

the road, to receive the water that washes the

road in rainy weather, and convey it to a large

cistern, or tank, in the upper part of the garden ;—

this, if the road be mended with limestone or

chalk, will ])rove fin excolle?it manure. Tlie wa-
ter from the cistern, or from the river, may be con-

ducted to the different compartments by means of

pipes, which, having fpcks at proper places, the

water may be turned upon the different compart-

ments of the garden at pleasure. Or the water

may be conveyed in proper channels, and turned

on the compartments in the same manner as in

te of Scotland is less obnoxious to great droughts,
j

watering meadows. These pipes, channels, &c.
than that of the southern counties, yet we find

i ^iH be a considerable expense at first ; but they
that excellent horticultural architect, John Hay,

! ^iU soon repay it, by saving a great deal of time,
adopting a system of watering ui various gardens

j
^hich would otherwise be speiit in pumping and

the author observes, "the square basins are not

only designed for little stews for fish, but at each
corner there are clay and ehn pipes, witli plugs

to them that go under the alley, and commimi-
cate themselves with the adjacent divisions or
compartments, which will, in an instant, float the

same, befause the little basins are designed to lie

six inches higher than those divisions or compart-
ments ; and the whole is so contrived by other

larger ehn pipes, that the said little basins are fil-

led by the canal and other conveniences."

Jl source ofioattr is considered essential to a gar-

1 den by most writers. London and Wise, Evelyn,

Hitt and Lawrence are warm in recommending it.

M'Phail observes, that a garden to bring the pro-

duce of the soil to the greatest perfection, " should

be well supplied with water, to water the plants

in dry seasons." Marshall says, "if water can be
introduced, and kept clean with verdant banks a-

round it, it would be very useful where a garden

I

is large ; but let it be as near the centre as pos-

I

sible, being the most convenient situation. It

I

should be fed fi'ora a spring, and (if it could) be
' made to drip in the reservoir, because its trickling

noise is agreeable music in a garden to most ears."

"If there be no natural stream that can be con-
ducted through a garden," observes Nicol, "water
should be conveyed from the nearest river, lake,

or pond ; soft water being most desirable for the

use of the garden."

lately formed by him hi the neighborhood of Ed
inburg.

The contrivance for ivatcring or washing the fol-

iage of the wall-trees in Dahneny garden, laid out

by this artist, desen'es particular notice. Water
is supplied to the garden from a reservoir, situated

on an emuience, a considerable lieight above the

garden walls. Around the whole garden, 4 inch-

es below the surface of the ground, a groove, be-

tween two and three inches deep, has been form-

ed in the walls, to receive a three-quarter inch

pipe for conducting the watei-. About fifty feet

.listant from each other are apertures through
llie wall, two feet and a half high, and ten inches
wide, in which a cock is placed, so that on turn-

ing the handle to either side of the wall, the wa

earryuig water. The most convenient tune for

turning the water on, is, in general, during the

night; and hi dry weather it would then be of the

most essential service. If the situation be such

that you are obhgcd to punqj the water from deep

wells, there should be a large reservoir, in which
it should be exposed to the sun a;id air for some
days before it is used ; it may then bo turned on

as above. If the ground be wet and spewy, it

will be proper to make a basm of the most con-

venient j)lace to receive the water that comes
from the drains, and to collect the rain that falls

on the walks.

fVaier is the life and soul of a garden. Switzcr

observes, "it is one of the most essential conven-

iences of u country seat, ;ind especially useful to
ter issues from that side. The nozzles of the cocks kitchen crops ; for, indeed, what can be made of
liave screws on each side;, to which is attached at anv ground without it? Anima mea sicut terra sine
pleasure a leathern pipe, with a brass cock and aqua, is a good metaphor to express it, as it rcallv
director

;
roses, pierced with holes of different siz-

' ^ the soul and life of all vegetation ; and whJ-
es, being fitted to the latter. By this contrivance, ever does not make that one of liis principal con-
aU the trees, both mside and outside the wall, can siderations, deserves blame or pity." Dcscribuig
be most ef!ectual!y ^^•a»ercd and washed in a very

, his design for the garden of Spy Park as to water.

STARCH,
Or Amylurii, is a jireparation from wheat, ob-

tained by steephig the flour of that grain in cold
water, then strauiing it through a cloth, and suf-

fering the farinaceous particles to subside. In
many places, however, it is manufactured in the
following niamier :

Pure wheat is put into tubs of water, and ex-
posed to the heat of the sun, to induce a proper
degree of fermentation ; the water being changed
twice every day, for six or eight days, according
to the warmth of the season. Wlien properly
softened and fermented, it is poured into canvass
bags, which arc worked or beaten on a boai-d,

placed over an empty vessel, in order to extract
the mealy part. When such a vessel is filled

with the liquid flour, a reddish fluid appears on
the surface, which must be carefully skunmed^
and pure water added ; when the whole ought to

be briskly agitated, and allowed to subside. As
the sedunent mcreases, the water is gradually
drained, and at length the starch is formed into

cakes, which are cut in small pieces, and dried
for use.

Good starch, when dry, is pulverulent, taste-

less, without odour, insoluble both in cold water
and ardent spirit : on the addition of boiling wa-
ter, however, it forms paste or pastry, of which
the reader wdl find an account. It is one of the
constituent jiarts in all mealy or farmii.-eous seeds,

fruits, roots, &c. of plants ; though some vegeta-

bles contain a much larger proportion of it than
others. Thus, the Wake-Robin, and Wliite Bri-

ony, afford more starch than potatoes ; and the

Salep-roots, especially those of the Meadow-OR-
cHts, for the greatest part, consist of that valua-

ble substance.

Starch being the basis of hair-powder, and also

of extensive utility for domestic purposes, various

experiments have been instituted, with a view to

ascertain such vegetables as might be advanta-

geously substhuted for wheat. But wc shall onl^
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it be, tliat the Rocky Hill coal is a sliade darker

tlian the Lehigh. We understand that the pro-

prietor of the quan-y intends blasting the rock, to

HAY-MAKING.
The first thing to lie considered about liay-mak-

ing, is the time of cutting the grass. It should

not be cut too early, or before it iias got its growtli,

for this will cause it to shrink too niucii hi drying.

notice the method adopted by Mrs. Gibbs, for

preparing starch from the roots of the Wake-Rob-

in ; for which the Society for the encouragement

of Arts, &c. in 1797, presented her with their gold ,
trace the vein deeper."— A'". Y. Slaksman.

medal. She observes, in her conmiuuication, that
^ . ,

.

'

; TT
~~~

. - _

such roots are found in the Isle of Portland, in 1

Lightning Rods.—The season (July) is near at On the contrary, it sliould not stand too late, or

the common fields, whence they may be dug out, l>and, when your barns will be filled with the till the seed be quite ripe. It is not only harder

cleansed, and pounded in a stone" mortar with I
products of your fields. And it is certainly desir- to cut, but the ripeness of the seed will cause il to

water. The whole is then strained, and the a'^'e after the labor and expense of filUng them shatter out while drying, which will be a consid-

starch settles at the bottom. A peck of these 'las been met, that they should be preserved to re- erable loss, as the seed is the most rich and nour-

roots pro.luce.1, upon an average, about four munerate this labour and expense. You must jgiiing ,,art ; and the soil will be the more exhaust-

pounds of starch, which was sold at lid. per however, be sensible, at least you will be, if you ed by nourishing the seed till it come to maturi-

pound. See also Wake Robin. 1

"'i" '"P*'"'" ^o facts, that your expectations of re-
,y^ a„(j ti,e next succeeding crop will be the poor-

Starch abounds in a great variety of vegetables,
j

ward for your toil are often cut short by a sudden ^r. There never can be any advantage in mow-
Mr Parmentier has shown that the roots of 22 '

stroke of lightning. This you can prevent by ^^ i^te, unless it be thickening the grass roots, by

vegetables yield starch, and that the seeds of nine erecting Hghtning rods to your barns. Tlie last scattering some of the seed, where they were be-

I.lants and trees contain it nearly pure. He omits, ;

season after the summer crops were gathered, a fyye too thin. He that mows early has the ad-

however, the ./Jntm TVi/pAi/i^uni, or Indian turnip, greater amount of property was destroyed by hght- vantage of longer days for drying his hay; and

which probably does not grow in France. See mug, i" the county of New Haven alone, than of shorter nights, when the dews are less detri-

Turnip, Indian. ^^""'"^ '^*^*' furnished hghtning rods to every barn cental to hay-making.

Dry mealy potatoes yield a large proportion of 'n the State. It must then certainly be unwise to ^^^^ the farmer who has many acres of the

>tarch, which is preferable, when properly pre- '"isk such an amount of property, when it can be ga^e ti„d of grass, cannot always expect to cut

pared, to the starch of wheat flour. The follow- insured at so low a premium. After close obser- the whole of it in exactly the right season. That

ing is the method recommended by Baume. vation for fifteen years, I fearlessly assert that he may approach as near to right as possible, he-

Rasp clean washed potatoes, collect the pulp <innng the months of July and August, that is, should cut the thickest grass first of all ;
especial-

in a tub, and mix it with a great quantity of clean after your summer crops are lodged in your barns ly jf jt be in danger of lodging, or so thick that

v.ater. Place two wooden rails on the brim of a greater number of barns are struck by lightning,
|
the lowest leaves perish, or the bottoms of the

.-mother verv clean tub to support a sieve ;
pour hy twenty to one, than any other objects of equal

fresh quantities of water on the pulp, till the clear height and number. The reason is obvious to a

\^ ator runs through. In six hours the water will careful observer, at least it is so to a philosophical

have deposited the flour suspended in it ; when one. The exhalations which arise from a barn

the water is to be poured off; and a great quauti- AHed with hay and gram, recently gathered, are

TV of verv clean water poured upon the flour re- great and forma column of rarefied air, which

inaining at the bottom of the tub, which is to be reach to a great height in the atmosphere. This

stirred up in the water, and the whole is to stand column is a direct attractor and conductor of the

quiet till the day following. The flour will then electric fluid
;
as much so, as the smoke of an

be found to have settled at the bottom of the tub ;
extinguished candle is to an approx-imating flame,

the water is again to be poured oft"; the flour ;

Erect hghtning rods to your barns, and the fluid

^^•aslled in a fresh quantity of pure water, and the
|

's conducted harmlessly to the earth,

mixture passed through a silk sieve pretty fine.—
f

^
(^ i« « fa<^t which we think none will deny.

The whole must once more be suffered to stand 'that bams that are stored with nay and gram, are

quiet till the flour is settled ; if the water above

it is clean, the flour has been sufficiently washed ;

but if the water has any colour, it must be agam
w.ished.

When perfectly washed take out the flour, and

jilace it upon wicker frames covered with paper,

much more frequently struck by lightning than

any other building, let the cause be \\ hat it may
Conn. Journal.

The horn snake Tliis beautiful spotted reptile,

is rarely to be found. One of extraordinary di-

mensions, upwards of five feet in length, and as
and dry it, properly defending it from dust.--

j,^.^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^,^ ^^^ ^^,^^ ^,1^^ ^^^1^^ j3^^ .^^^ ^^
Wlien dried, pass it through sdk sieves, to divide

^^^ ^^^^_^ (Woodstock, Va.) A gentleman
any clotted lumps that may remain ;

and s^eep it
^^.j^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^_^.^^^j describes the horn, not as a

in glass vessels stopped with paper only.-

iic Encyclopedia.

COAL

stalks turn yellow. The thinnest of his grass shoi»l<i

be cut next, which is apt to be ripe soonest : and
last of all, the middling sized grass, or that which
is on a medium between thick and thin.

Where a second crop is expected the same year^.

thick grass should be cut a litths the earlier, that

the roots may not be injured so much as to pre-

vent their speedy recovery, by being closely cov-

ered too long by the first crop.

Some regard should be had to the weather,.

\\hen tlje time of cuttuig is in contemplation.

—

Those, especially, should regard It, who are able
to call in as liiuch assistance as they -please in hay-
making.

Grass, which has not been washed by ram fot-

several days, has a kind of gum on it, which is

known by its adhering to the scythe. This gum'
is thought to be a benefit to the hay ; and the

farmers are fond of mowing their grass when this

gum appears, rather than just after the grass has
been washed by rain.

As to the drying of hay, or the manner of mak-
ing it, I know there are a variety of opinions. The
right way is to do it m such a manner that as

much of the sap as possible may be retained, and
,
blunt protuberance from the tail, but a flint-hard

! substance encased in a shield, and as sharp as a i . ., u . . » .i . • -n i i- . i u
,, , , , 1 , , ,

' m the best state that is possible. In this I should
needle, which when attacked, the creature shoots u- , „ ,. . „. .„ „

think all would agree. AU persons will allovrm ri _c 1 r> .;„ , tf M „ i„„ „ , uWT from the scabbard and inflicts a wound which , ., i j - i w-i wl - ^ iThe Hartford Review or Monday says, " We
, , , ... »t . that too much drvmg is hurttul. It is certainly

.... ..UT : e „:„„" 1 „„„i .„i,„„ would destroy any thmg it encounters. Natural- . , _ .. __. _ .. ' _?. . .. „. _„ ..,_.. ,^ :_ _ j.lhave on our table a piece of mineral coal taken
., J- „ 1 -„ ,. „ „, ists have uuiversaUy described the weapon of this ^, ..\ , •„ ,,

ti-om a vein recently discovered m the stone quar- , , ,t- , , that the leaves will crumble
tD 1 xi-ii ,„ _ ,u;-, „;.„ T. ,„„, c.,..,.,i ., snake differently ; we have not a correct account! i-., i n i . - j

ry at Rocky Hill, near this city, it was tound in ,1.-1 h . b a- a j 1 I

much of the sap should be retauicd as is cousis-

a loss to rake it, or stir it at all, when it is so dry

And doubtless as

the trap rock, where it lies upon the red clay slate
of it. The skin has been taken oft", and no doubt

which underlies the whole of the hill, embedded ^^'- ^'^^""' the proprietor of the works, will pre-

in the spongy looking stone, with which our streets
^''^ " '° one of the museums.

are Mac-Adamised in the uj.per part of the city.--
j

^„^^,. ^^ ^ ^eeyt.—Mr. James Smith, of Whate-
It is of various sizes, from that ot a pea, up to

jy^ j^^^g from the milk given by one cow, in a
that of an egg. Upon examining the stones which

.^ggj,, 1U pounds of butter, after using what milk
are scattered in the streets, it n.ay be found very wanted in his family.
abundantly interspersed in the fragments, having

j^j,. p„„.g,^ ^ celebrated agriculturist in Penn-
very much the appearance of shorl m granite.— Lyi^^^j^^^ „.;,( ^eat us all in New Ei;gland. It is
The coal very much resembles the Anthracite, from stated that he makes from a small cow upwards
Lehigh, havmg the same bnUiant conchoidal frac- ^f 20 pounds of butter a week. The celebrated
ture, and about the same specific gravity. Indeed Qakes cow owned in Danvers, in this state, pro-
upon comparing the specmien which we havc^^^gj f,om 16 to 19 pounds of butter per week
and a peice of Lehigh coal, we can hardly discov- through the months of June and July : and in S
<tr the least diflference in their appearance, unless ! months 484 pounds—ifamp. Gaz.

tent with its being kept in good order for fodder^

and for long keepmg.
Some grasses will keep well with less drying-

than is needful for others. Tlie Bhode-Island
bent, as it is called, or red-top grass, wiU do
with less drying than some other grasses. It lias

been much practised to put up witli so little dry-

ing that it heats in the mow to so great a degree^.

as to make it turn brown like tobacco ; and it is.

known that cattle will eat it well, asd tlirive on it.

But the mow will certainly send out part of the

virtue of the hay in steams I cannot but thuik

that all grasses should be so fcitich dried, that the

mows and stacks, though they ha^a degree of

heat, should not emit any Bensble OTBOiiaMtt
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would not wish to have hay made brown by mow-

burning. It surely does not appear to so good

advantage at market.

Were it not for the labor and cost, a good way

of hay-making would be, for the hay-makers to

follow at the heels of the mowers, at least as soon

as the dew is off, and spread the swarths evenly ;

turn the grass about the middle of tlie same day
;

make it up into cocks before night ; open the hay,

and turn it the next day ; and so on till it be suffi-

ciently dried, doubling the cocks if signs of rain ap-

pear. It will not commonly take more than two

or three days to dry it, unless it be very green, or

uncoimnonly thick and rank. A person who has

but little hay to make, need not be much blamed,

if he do it in this way ; especially if the weather

do not appear to be settled.

The practice of the best English, Flemish, and

French farmers, is to expose the hay as little as

possible to the sun. It is carried in dry, but it

preserves its green colour ; and you see hay two

or three years old in their market, of so bright a

green colour, that we should scarcely conceive it

to be ciu-ed. Yet they are in the practice of pre-

serving it for years, and value it more for its age.

If such a course be best in chmates so cool and

cloudy, how much more important would it be

under our scorching suumier suns ?

But if the weather be unsettled, or if showers

be frequent, it may be better to spread grass well,

as soon as it is mowed, stir it often, cock it the

same day it is mowed,, open it in the next fair day

when the dew is off, let it sweat a little in cock,

and house it as soon as it is diy enough. It will

bear to be laid greener on a scaffold, than in a

ground mow ; and in a narrow mow greener than

in a broad one. And that which is at least of all

made, should be put upon a scaffold.

—

Deanc.
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FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

DISTEMPERED PEACH TREES.
Mr. Fessendf.n,—Your last paper takes no-

tice of the desolated appearance of the peach

tree, with their leaves curled and discolored ; and

all cuhivators and lovers of fruit will agree in a

desire that the cause of this disorder should be

sufficiently understood, as tiie first and indispen-

sable step to find out a prevention, or a cure.

This disorder is named by the French horticul-

turists cloque, and is deemed to be one of tlie worst

ills to which this delicate and precious tree is ex-

posed. The Mauon Rustique, an agricultural pub-

lication tif ancient days, gives a considerable and
curious dissertation upon the subject, fixing the

cause upon pestUential winds, bhghts, &c. observ-

in;r at the same tune that after the curled leaves

have fallen, they appear full of small lice ; and on
that account uisists on the necessity of gathering

and burning them, to destroy the seeds of the dis-

order for succeeding seasons. In years long pas-
sed and gone, I have seen the cloque in Switzer-

land, and invariably were the leaves stowed un-
derneath with an infinite number of lice, and they
were universally accounted as the cause of the

disorder. Here whh the best observation I could
make with a microscope of small power, no lice

were apparent ; but this does not satisfy me that

tliere were none. The distempered leaves are

now fallinar off, and many on the outside exhibit

the existence of a light green mildew, much simi-

lar in appearance, and musty smell, to that, which
attacks late crops of peas. I am strongly impres-

sed that the curled leaves of the peach trees are

brought into that situation by insect agression, or

by being converted by the circiunstances of the

season, into a soil for parasitical plants, such as

are vidgarly called mildew, to fasten on and grow,

perhaps both causes miite to the result ; for my
part, until I am better informed, I woidd not hes-

itate to apply to this case the recommendation
given to us, before, from able horticulturists in re-

gard to pear trees, viz. to hasten to burn the disor-

dered parts ; I would, without delay, collect the

fallen leaves, and consign them to the fire. With
us the cloque is a less serious malady for the peach

tree than in Europe, the energy of the soil and
climate, I suppose, assists the trees better to recov-

er ; new Isaves are now coming on, and it is

probable that in the course of July the trees will

be again clothed in verdure and beauty, and leave

only some few small branches which were sickly

before, to pay the forfeit and die ; they will come
on for the August pruning, which is esteemed the

safest and best time to trim peach trees. This

little ailment will clear the trees, the quicker, of

some of the young fruit, which hangs too full, so

that the exliaustion occasioned by putting forth

new leaves, will be partly i-edeemed by the quick-

er fall of the exuberant young fruit. About this

town, so far as I have noticed, there wUI be enough
left, and I do not remember ever to have seen the

fruit at so early a part of the season, of a better

size and appearance. The season has been un-

commonly wet and chilly, and favoring the devel-

opement, and grov^rth of parisitical plants. I

have now peas which are mildewed, and in gath-

ering asparagus, I noticed one with a growth, on
its stem, of plants of that genus, altogether ne^v

to my observation, and which on that account, I

send you herewith, thinking it may be, perhaps a

curiosity. The peach trees, I have situated on
rich ground, and rather moist, have suffered most
from the cloque, and have hardly any leaves at

present, and little or no fruit. Tliose on coimnon
dry, thin loam, the customary soil with us for the

peach, are in tolerable order, as you will see by
the little branch, No. I, sent herewith—but you
will observe on it one peach marked with the

seal of the season, viz. one spot of mildew. My
peach and nectarine trees, situated on a dry grav-

elly knoll, are in good order, have very few curled

leaves, and are full of fine fruit, as you will see

by the branches. No. 2 and No. 3—yet the knoll

is fully exposed to the east and north winds ;—to

which from generation to generation blights and
mildews have been attributed ; this has confirm-

ed me in the impression I had before, that gravel

under certain management, wiU give the most
constant crops of nectarines and peaches, of a
midling size and best flavor, trees of the longest

life and subject to fewer disorders. I am, sir,

with much esteem, yours, &c. J. M. G.
JVcston, June 23, 1828.

The able writer of the above, will please to ac-

cept of our thanks for his lucid exposition of the

cause and eftiicts of the distemper in peach trees,

which has alarmed our horticultiu'ists. The spe-

cimens of diseased branches, together with tlie

as])aragus plant, to which is attached a new kind

of fungus, may be seen at the office of the New
England I'anner.

INSECTS DESTROYED.
We are informed that a cultivator in Medway,

Mass. has succeeded in destroying the bugs which
prey on cucumber and melon vines, by means o)'

fires, lighted in the night. He split the staves of

old tar barrels, or those of barrels in wliich rosin

or turpentine had been kept, stuck one end of the

shts in the soil of his garden and set fire to the

other end, thus forming cheap torches which
burnt during the night. The bugs would fly into

the blaze thus produced, and immolate them-

selves w ith as much zeal as so many Hindoo wid-

ows. This plan of destroying bugs and other in-

sects has been recommended and practised by Dr
Harris, Mr Preston and others, but tlie combusti-

ble material above mentioned, has not, so far as

we have learnt, been before applied to alluring in-

sects to self destruction.

Our informant likewise gives us another mode
of preserving vines, &c. from insects, which is

equally effective :—Put a piece of quick lime,

about the size of a hen's egg, into two quarts of

water, add two ounces of sulphur, and boil the

composition gently about two hours. Apply this

mixture to the vegetables you wish to preserve,

by means of a watering pot, or otherwise, and it

will destroy such insects as it conies in contact

with, and protect the plants from subsequent at-

tacks of similar destroyers. - He says a composi-

tion of this kind, although it may be so caustic as

te separate the skin from the flesh of one's hand.

will not injiu'e plants.

I

FIRST FRUITS OF THE SEASON.

I
The Rev. Mr. Capen, of South Boston, has

favored us with a fine sample of potatos, of this

year's growth, wliich are of a good size, and have
the appearance of being nearly or quite ripe.

i

Mr. N. Adams, of Charlcstown, has presented

: us with a parcel of strawberries, which may be
I ranked among the notables of a fruitful soil and
[
season ; affording veiy fragrant evidence of care-

ful, judicious, and scientific horticulture. They
;

are of the variety called the Hautbois Strawbern ;

• of a fine flavor, and on an average, little if anj
short of three inches in circumference.

Our friends will accept our most grateful ac-

j
knowledgments for having thus rewarded our la-

' bors of the closet with the fruits of the field ; and
:
thus enabling us to say that as our toils are unin-

termitted they are not unproductive.

Tuesday, June 24.

THE SEASON.
From all quarters of the United States we re-

ceive the glad tidings of great abundance in pos-

session and in prospect. The hay harvest has
conmienced, and the quantity of grass, great

beyond all precedent ;—considerably surpassing

what lias been gathered in those years when that

product has been most exuberant. With respect

to grain, fruit, roots, garden \egetables, &c. we
can only say that appearances are iiromising; and
we have reason to hope that the progress and
termination of the season will be in happy accord-

ance with its commencement. Some partial evils,

such as ravages of canker worms, blight of peach
trees, superabundant moisture in low lands, &c.
are much more than counterbalanced by the

general plenty which pervades every part of the
Union.

Salt.—A company with a handsome capital has
been formed at Saratoga, for excavating the

Ground in order io obtain salt.
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From the Boston Ceininel.

The culture of silk is cio of the easiest of do-

mestic productions. A few mornings since, on

visiting an extensive uurseiy of the silk worm in

this vicinity, we were satisfied that the attention of

a single person of almost any age or either sex, is

sufficient for the care of some thousands of them.

The eggs in this nursery were received from Con-
necticut, hut tlie young hatched animals feasted

with avidity on the leaves plucked from an adja-

cent mulberry tree.

A friend who accompanied us in the visit men-
tioned, remarked that he had recently purchased,

for a daughter, a farm in Windham, (Conn,) of

which five acres were planted with mulberry
trees, for the sole purpose of raising food for silk

worms. He added, that the trees on an acre

would furnish food for worms which would pro-

duce annually, five hundred pounds of raw silk

—

and that the i-aw and sewing silk, raised in Con-
necticut as early as 1810, was worth nearly20,000
dollars, all raised by females.

Our estimable fellow citizen, Mr. Gourgas, of
Weston, who we well know spares neither pains

nor expense to jjroinote the best interests of his

adopted country, has imported some beautiful

specimens of raw silk of all qualities, shades, and
colors ; and will, we are informed, exhibit them
nt the approaching Show at Brighton, for the

gratification of all who may wish to view them.

The above is a part of an article in the last

Ccntinel, too long for entire insertion in om- paper
of this week. The beautiful specimens of silk

id)ove alluded to, imported by IVlr. Gourgas, may
now be seen at the office of the N. E. Former, 62
North Market-street.

habits and policy, bcheve that this fact indicates

hostile intentions. It is said that they never take

the trouble to plant corn, when they believe that

they will not be permitted to gather it in peace
;

or when they think they will be too busily engag-
ed ui more important concerns at the gathering

season. Other Indians, in the vicinity of Chica-

go, it is saitl, have not planted Detroit Ga%.

The following extract of a letter from Darien,

Barefoot and Serab.
These two valuaWu ^uiinials, which have been sent lo this

couulry Iry Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, will, for the present sea-
son, stand at Brighioji.—Tliey are young, and have been high-
ly celebrated in England. Thi: pedigree of Bareioot, a chcs-

I

nut horse, is as follow^.

I

FO»LEI> 1820.

I

Barefoot, by Trump, dam Knsamond by Buzzard, 6ut of
( Roseberry, sister to Iluley and Tartar, by Phenomenon, out of
' Miss West by Malcham— Kcgulus—Crab—Childers— liastd.

In 1822, when at I'outefraci, swec|)stakns o(M gs. each, foi-

two years olds— 11 subs.. Bar'^loot beating Harpooner.
lu 1823, York Springs .St. Ledger, of 2.5 gs. each. 6 subs.—

Barefoot beating four others.—A. Pontefraci sweepstakes of 30
Geo. dated 26th ult. mentions the important fact

|

guineas each ten feel, 10 subscribers. Barefoot beating Pala-

that the sugar cane endured the frost in April ""<-' „, , „ ., , , ,. „, , „
... .

."
1 •, 1 .1 1 . J 1

In 1823, the Doncasler great St. Ledgers, ol 2S gs. each, 80
without tnjmy, whde the other plants were des-

[ subscribers. Bareioot beating 1 1 others.

troyed.
j

In 1823, at New Market, liarefoot won a handicup plate val-

"We had a severe frost in April, which killed ! -,f,0'^-,flsc^or£aUr.teV™,t"'^aLd over for

all tlie cotton, corn, and a great deal of the rice,
j
las stakes, of 2S sovereigns each 3 subs.

through the state—but it was in time to re-plant,
i

'" 1825, at Lancaster, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a

, ", ^ ,1 1 • J 1 . 1 sweepstakes of 10 sovereigns, 17 subs, of all ages. Barefoot
and the crops of all kinds look uncommonly

; beating Lottery and two others.

promisuiff, both in the upper and lower country. In 1826, at "Manchester. Handicup stakes of 30 sovereigns

?n, J • • J u- u .1 .-.' each. 10 ft. with 20 sovereigns added—fi subscribers—Bareioot
The cane escaped uninjured, which proves that it

^^^,.'_,^ j^^„ „„,g^, .^, Lancaster, the gold cup, value 100 gs

is a most valuable plant. Its culture is extending added to a sweepstakes ol 10 sovereigns each, 9 subs.—Bare-

in this vicinity, and it will be attempted in South foo' beating two others
!.„.,„„ .„ ,09," ' Skkab, (a beautiful bay Horse.) FoAi.ED IN 1821.

CaroUna, and largely in Florida.

.Management of bees— It is the common prac-

ticc" to place the hives where the sun has the

greatest influence ; such as beneath a south wall

;

and to let them remain in the same situation dur-

ing, the winter. For the summer this is all right

;

but as the winter approaches, the hives should be

placed where the sun never appears. It is not so

much tlie degree of cold that hijures the bees as

the variations. Under a south wall the sun is

sometimes powerful, even in the depth of winter
;

thus the bees are roused into action, and are il!

prepared t<> meet the extreme cold ol" the niglit.

Besides, when laying in a torjiid state, which they

do during th.' coldest weather, the bees do not

require so mmh food ; and I am led to beUeve
that the cold is not so excessive during the night

where the sim has not shone during the day ; but

even allowing the reverse, still I think as the de-

grees of cold are less variable, the north side of a

house or wall is the preferable situation dming
the winter. Nor should the bees be removed into

the sun until the trees have so far shot forth their

buds that they may find a suflicieut repast. I

think these hints may be useful to those who
wouhl wish to become practical apiarists. Mv
knowledge of the matter is theoretical ; but I

have friends who follow the practice.— Lon. Mec.
Magazine.

Got by Phantom out of Jesse, by Totteridgc—iier dam Crac-

ker by Highflyer, out of Nutcrack"er, by Matx^sum.

In 1824, won the New .Market stakes, 50 gs. each 21 subs.—

Serab beating four others.

In 1825, at the New Market Crane meeting, the slakes, 100

« We are informed," says the Connecticut Jour-

nal, " that Dolland, of London, one of the most , ,

HisfininiishpH artists nf thp ao-P is cnnstriietino- nn sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year,
(listinguibhed artists ot the age, is constructing an g . °

„gg,i„g^ g^rab won Haudicup sweepstakes, 100 sov'us.

Achromatic Telescope for Yale College, of such c subs, beating three other

size and power, as will render it no small acquisi-

tion to the scientific apparatus of the Institution.

It has a focal distance of ten feet, and an aperture

of five inche.s, and, as appears from a description

already forwarded by the artist, it will afixird a APPLKS.best.

commandiiig and magnificent view of the planets." 1

ASHES, pot, first sor
° ° '

' Pearl, first s

In 1826, Serab won Kings Plate. 100 gs, beating 30 others.

In 1827, Stocton, Serab won tlie gold cup. j.l3

PRICES OF COUjVTRY PRODUCE.

barrel.

It,

I

BEANS, white.

The Harvest The Winchester Virginian of
j

BEEF, mess, new. -

the 6th, states that " the approaching harvest prom- Carlo' No 2' new
ises to be one of the most abundant that has crown- BUTTEll, insgected. No. 1

ed the labors of thn husbatldinen for many years."
^'-^^'- ^*- •"'•' '«" •

The last Petersburg " Old Dominion" says " the

wheat, except that portion of it iii this section of

the country lately uiundated by the great fall of

rain which we noticed a few days ago, never look-

ed better, and promises llie planters a harvest in-

deed."

CARD.
As Mons. A. Pannentier, proprietor of the Horticulliiral Gar-

den near New York City, has engaged to visit this City, July 7,

for the purpose of laying out gardens and Pleasure grounds

any gentlemen wishing his services, will please apply prior to

that time, to J. R. Newell's Agricultural Warehouse, No. 52

North Market Street.

N. B. As Mr. Parmenlier is celebrated for his taste in tlic a-

bove science, and his charges are very low, we wish liim suc-

cess.

For Sale.

At the Agricultural Warehouse 100 Doe. of Derby's' patent

Scythe Rifles—Porseniore, Dudley, Foster, Farwell and other

best warranted .Scytlies—Megregry and Hall's best warranted
hay rakes— Willis's Improved iforse Power Macliine—Pope's
Hand Threshing Machine, &;c.

Indians.—We have been credibly informed that

the Indians between Chicago and the country oc-

cupied by the Winnebagoes, chiefly Pottawatta-
niies, have planted no corn this year ; and that

^he traders and tiiose most acquainted with tlieir

Cucumber Seed, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a furth-

er supply of Green and White Turkey, White Spined, Long ,.^^,
Prickly, and small West India Girkin Cucumber Seed—the . poKK
latter is a fine sort for pickling, and should be planted soon.

CrIEESU, uevvmiik.
Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Balliinore, Howard-street, -

Genesee, - . - -

Rye, best, - - - ,

-

GRAIN, Corn, ....
Rye, ....
Barley, .- - - -

Oats ....
HOG'S LARD, first sort, new,
LIME. -.-..-
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new, clear, ....
Navy, mess, new,
Cargo, No. 1, new, -

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Rye Grass, ...
Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top ....
White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

IVIerino, full blood, unwa>^ied,
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half &. quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort.

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort.

A Gardener
Who understands the business, wants a situation. Good re-

commendations can be produced. Inquire at the New F-ng-

land Farmer office. 3t June 20

For Sale,

At the New England Farmer Seed Store, " A Memoir of the
Cultivation of the Vine in America—and the best Mode of mak-
ingWine., Second edition. By John Adluni. Juno 27

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

li-esh, best pieces,

whole hogs,

VEAL,
MUTTON, ....
POULTRY, ....
BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best,

EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, .

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [accorrfioe to (jviality,]

bushel,

barrel.

pound.

pound

pound.
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MISCELLANIES. I

the defence admitting ihn facts, was that the liquors

were no more poisonous, than are sold by others.

I " under licence from the crown." Among the wit-

nesses on the part of the accused, was Wm.Ratch

MILLET.
•Tust received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,

50 bushels of'MiUet of stipenor quatity : gentlemen in want of

his article are requested to call and examine it.

Also, a further supply of Orchard Grass, Liicerne, Fo
,

." ' , ' . , I Meadow, Mangel Wurlzel, Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, Russian

ford, who statea that he had been a planter m the pig^ Lima Beans, &c. with several new varieties of 1 urniii

island of Jamaica— that the hquor called rumor Seed from Europe, including the Yellow Malta, Yellow Stone.
' -.r. ,,_... ti 1— «.. j^ ,g,j, barrels fresh White Mustard

rd Pomegranate
Melons.

„ J Store,

mer Naples Radish, a variety hlgh-

the Southern Stales.

spirits, was distiUed in copper stills, (iron wotild ||X-Also Green Citron, Pine Apple.

turn the liquor black in its appearance) that the Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Wr

^fermented Uqmd from which run. is made, is in its :

^ZZs':^^f„t^^^.:sf
:''''''-' '^'""~' ^ ^' """' "• ^

nature an acid ; that its effect upon the interior ot
jy ^s,eemed in the Southern

a still is quite apparent, insomuch, that spirituous i

—^ -;—~-

stills in use are constantly iostna- «! jme-W and re-
. , ^, ,

.."111."^',
,1 . . j n _i"'

1 1 1 1 1 •
I

-^ valuable real estate in -Milton, pleasantly situated, 9 miles

quire often to be renewed; that the deleterious i^y^j^, g^jton q,, ,i,g mmpike road leading from Boston to Taun-

matter consequently combines with the liquor.

—

ton, Bridgewater and New Bedford, containing about 300 acres

,, ,. r I AT . c.tl*,, of the variety of lands, and fruit suitable lor a good tarm, well
Verdict ot Jury—JNot liUUtrj.

watered, with good substantial and convenient buildings. Saul
— farm is calculated to suit a gentleman of taste— or an enterpris-

Curiosiiil A short time since, a gentleman in ing voung man for a milk esiablishmeni, being an excellent

this neighborhood, in opening a vein of coal, by f^^s^^-- .jyrw&^'Tu^c^a^rs^I^^rllqVes'iedttg^e'rd
means of a drift, struck upon what he believed a examine the soil and crop at this season

;
possession may be

large tree, from ten to fifteen feet from the surface, taken at any lime from this to the first of April next. Condi-
» ,. .' J- 1 1- •• 1 u .1 tions liberal. For further particulars inquire ot the publisher

standing m a perpendicular direction close by the „r,v,„ m i- p,,„„r

Upon more minute e.xamination, it provedvein.

to be about two feet in diameter, and substance

which was once a tree : but was neither in a ca-

rious or petrescent state. Its external parts ap-

pear to be in a great measure carbonized, but the

heart was of a light brown colour. The most con-

clusive proofs of its having been a tree are, that

of the N. E. Farmer.
Milton, June 10, 1828.

From the Boston Statesman.

THE WEATHER.
Its far in June—^the 6th of June

—

The month of leaves and roses

—

And pleasant light should meet the eyes,

And pleasant smells the noses j

They say that time is on the wing

And on the Autumn gaining,

But who would know it when it is

Perpetually raining.

f got my summer pantaloons

A month ago o'Monday,

And I have never had a chance

To sport 'em even one day :

It's time for all the pleasant thing?,

For walking, riding, training,

Cut there is nothing in the world

But raining, raining, raiaing.

there's Jane has staid at home until

She's white as an albino,

And simple Sue is in a fret

To wear her Navarino

;

" The wash" is soaking in the tub,

The cambric muslins staining.

And human nature's in the dumps
With raining, raining, raioiiig.

The weathercock has rusted East,

The blue sky is forgotten,

The earth's a saturated sponge,

And vegetation's rotten.

I hate to see the " darkest side,"

1 hate to be complaining,

£u' hang me ifmy temper stands

This raining, raining, raiaing.

The hardest grapple on earth is that which ob-

tains between pride and poverty ; and the man Who
has become the disputed province of these two
belligerants, is a stranger to repose and happiness.

Flower. The flower Kurbut, which is found
I

mode of raising— expressing their entire approba- Coates, the keeper of the Herd Book, without limitation of'cos!

in the East Indies, measures three feet across, i
tion of the plan, and earnestly recommending it

for the use of the Powelton stock, and is so highly valued by
'

.
'

, , . *u i" *i .* *• i" .1 *"°'- "owel, that he has always relused to sell him, and has
weighs 15 pounds, and the Jiectanum, or that part as a subject worthy ol the attention ot the com- consented to part from him but for a season, considering him in

which contains honey, holds 6 quart.S. Only think
|

munity, form, points, and pedigree, equal to any animal to be had in

Of a flower larger than a two bushel basket

!

Another. The frame of a dwelling-house erect-
"g^li.J.'Ts'red and white, is not three years old, and has never"

I
ilig for C. A. Dewey, Esq. in this town, bv Mr. A. been forced

; yet he gins immediately behind his fore legs 7
A revolutionary soldier the other day told us, ji^\)^.y\ 3,5^ m^ C. Smith, (the contractors) was '^^' ^ inches. The singular neatness of his shoulder, the

that the present king of England had saved this .,„„ j „ „i,„,., ,':,„„ „:„„„ '

jth the sri-patpst fncili f'.'"'>ig'>'"<^^» °' '"s back, the width of his loin, the smallness of
' —

.

- ". .. ." -, . . .
raisea a snoii tune since, wiin tne gieatesi laciu- inshead, neck, andofTal, thequicknessol his gait, together with

well known character of his family as dairy stock, render
one of the most desirable males for improving our neat cat-

Gunpowder, Sfc.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot—BaHS
—Flints and Percussion (^aps.

Also, Alum—Refined Salt Pelre—Blue Viiriol. &c. constant-

ly for sale at the Dupont Fnwder Store, No. 63 Broad street

—

6vE. COPELANU, Jr

_„ , ^
'03= The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted 6rst quality—

1 /- -^ a* ^
I' ^i *v ' and is marked *'£ Copeland, ir. Boston," on ihe head of the

in breaking It off cros.swise oi the gram, the cir-
ano is mdrncu i>. ^i7<«u,.u, y .

*.

March 14-

cular growths were quite perceptible, and easily

counted. The irregular interstices and unevenness r atuooie i>tock.

nf thp Inrk so unlike -iiiv tliiiio' pUp were also For sale 7 Heifers, 2 and 3 years old, raised from some ot the
ot the DarK, so unlUie any uiiiig else, were also

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^j^;^ g,^,^ ^^^ Uemon. Five of them have brought

distmctly visible. We mention the matter for the Calves this spring, and bid fair to make excellent milkers, 'ihey

benefit of the curious and the antiquarian. How we-e selected by the present owner from the best of i.isst.ck, to

.... ., 1 » .1 1 . 11 be kept on his own farm, and are oflered lor sale inconsequence
and when it came there, what the substance really

(,f his having disposed of his farm. 'I hey are worthy the aiteu-

was and how it became transmuted, are questions tion of any farmer who wishes to obtain good stock

for them to solve.

—

Miner^s Jour.

A raising without rum.—A building was lately

raised in Williatnsburgh withuiii ilie aid of ardent

spirits. Perfect order was preserved, and the

Also, 2 Horse Colls, 1 and 2 years old, by the impoited horse

Roman, from excellent mares, well kno«n in this city. .Ipply

to the publisher of the N. E. Farmer. June 6

Bull Bolivar.

The high bred imported Improved Sliorl-horncd Bull Bolivar,

company separated, much pleased with this new ^i'lsiantTat the subscribers stable ,n CharUsiown Mass. Price
r J t '

u • So for each cow lor the season. This bull was selected by Mr

arpe li-

ters, have thus far carried on the whole work with-

out furnishing spirits for their men,

country niiUioas of dollars
!

Not Imowing that
,y^ without using any ardent spirits.

economy was a very prominent trait in his char-
1 ^he rocf of the new brick meeting house in ,,, „ ,,,„ , u r ^

acter, we inquired how he did it ? Our informant
! g^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ l^^t week, expeditiously, quietly, ' ^ ""^ ^^

SAMUEL JAQUES J.
i-epUed, that, "when the present king was about

, ^^^ ^.^f^iy^ „,ithout the aid of any ardent spirits—
sixteen, he went to a jeweller and ordered a pair ^^j ^y^^^ j,jg master-workmen, masons and
of elegant shoe buckles, intending to wear them at

an approaching levee. The credit of the prince

had been so much reduced by his extravagant

habits that the jeweller refused to trust him.

—

The prince, in a rage, told the jeweller he should

'spoil his trade,' and with this threat left him. At
the next levee the prince appeared, having neatly

tied his A'>es with a plain black ribbon. The
fashion thus set by the heir to the throne was fol-

lowed by all classes ; and buckles, which were
before universally worn, both in England and
America, were entirely tlirown aside, and buckle-

tnakers were obhged to learn other trades."

7hls day piibtisked,

And for sale by S, G. Goodrich, No. 141, Washington-street,
The Legendary—Vol. I.

Consisting of Original pieces in prose and verse, principally i/-

In Montpelier, Vt. an elegant brick house has
b ^'Jf'p^Wiihr*"''^"

*"^^°^^' '"""''y' """"^ "'"""'^'s- Edited

been erected the present season without using ar- It is proposed to continue this work, and to publish a volumv

dent spirits ; and in Wheelock, Vt. the fi'ame of a ""'^^ '> 3 or 4 months, if the encouragenient is sufficient. The

large meeting-house was raised a few days since,

without the least assistance from the poisonous

liquid.

—

Hamp. Ga.

volumeswill be sold separately—price $l3.b per vol. j. 6

A man wais lately tried in England for selling

poisoned liquors, knowing the fact. A physician
stated that he attended U])on the deceased, in the

last stages of his sickness, and that lie exhibited
syiDj^amg of invcttirate pwson. TtiP awoiint of

Ornamental Flowers.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a large va-

riety of Ornamental Flower Seeds, in papers of six and a quar-
Lightning.—The excessive heat of yesterday, ler cents each; likewise done up in packages comprising 20

(says the N. Y. Statesman of June 20) was allay-
|

vT'e'ies, each sort being labelled, at gl per package.
"

ed by a thuntler shower in the afternoon ; in the Field Beans
course of which, a young woman was killed in, For sale at the New England Fanner Seed Store two barrels

Duane-street, by the Ughtning. It also struck in
' of small white prolific Field Beans, raised in Milton, Mass.—

.1 * i* iU * J 1 .. J 1
They are of tine quality, free from any niixtuK, the seed beincsome other parts ol the town, and shattered a ^^^J^^i^ ^^j ^,^ J,, „,{i',g g„„,„, „f ^8^7.

^

poplar tree near Col. Rutgers'. We have had the

warmest July weather for some days jiast, but not

quite so intense as at Augusta, Ga. where the

thcrtnomcfr stood at 92, on the .5th inj^t.

Published eivnj Friday , at $3 per annum, faijable at the end

cf the year—bid those ii-ho pay witliin ^ixty days from th-- tinrr

ofsiHsfriH^r, arc entitled to a d/dmction of fifiy fj/jji.
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INSECTS ON PEACH TREES.
jTlie following able and usdlil article was writlen for ihe lasl

number of Ihe Massachuselis Agricultutal Journal, in aiiswei*

lo a leuer from John Lowell, Esq , Presidenl of the-Mas-

saciiusetts Agriculiural Society ,an'-i one of the Editors of tluu

Journal.)

Maton. June 6. 1828.

Deak Sir—Tlic insects which you sent, are

iilant-lice, or Aphides peculiar to the leaves of

the Peach-tree. Scarcely a plant exists to whicli

. species is not appropriated, and hence most of

hem are called by the name of the plant on
vhich they live ; as Aphis Rosce ; Aphis Cerasi ;

A. pruni ; a. Brassicce : &,-c. Sfc. ; aud this species

may be called Aphis persicw.

Aphides are furnished with a proboscis with

wliich they puncture the leaves, then- pedicels,

the buds, or the young twigs of plants, and
through it draw the sap for their nourishment.

—

Those which derive it from leaves proceed from
minute eggs, deposited the preceding year, near

the leaf-buds : the eggs endure the winter, and
are hatched as soon as the buds begin to expand.

The apludes, by pumping the sap from the under
surface of the leaf, cause it to project, abov^, in

irregular convexities of a reddish colour, and, at

length, to become tortuous and changed in struc-

ture. Independently, then, of the exhaustion of
the sap, by those small insects, the tree suffer" in

consequence of the interruption or imperfect per-

formance of the functions belonging to the leaves.

De Geer,* when describing the aphis of tlie

Elm, informs us that the aphis hatched fi-om the

egg in spring, the mother of the succeeding race,

by repeatedly wounding the leaf, causes it to curl,

and become unequal, thus forming a secure shel

ter for her young. Reaumurf asserts that it is

only when the leaves are young and tender that

this deformity is produced, and that, when the

leaves are fully grown and tough, they are not al-

tered in form by the punctures of aphides.

The aphis of the peach-tree is very briefly no-

ticed by Kirby and Spence, (Introduct. vol. i. p.

202, edit. 2d.) but does not appear to have been
described by entomological writers.

The economy and habits of aU apliides are sim-

ilar, or vary only as it respects the part of the

plants on which they subsist. The first which
appear in spring are hatched from eggs, and are

females only. They change their skins repeated-

ly, and perish soon after bringing forth their

young. These young aphides proceed in the

same way, being also viviparous ; and the race is

continued by a succession of viviparous females

till autumn, when males and females both appear,

and terminate the series for the season. The
product of their union is however changed ; for

these females deposit the eggs beforementioned,
which are destined to continue the species anoth-
er year, through several successive generations,

without the intervention of males.

This is not the only wonderful fectf in the his-

tory of aphides ; there is another which is equal-

ly true of all species.

Wherever Aphides prc.v&il there will ants en-

deavor to gain access. They are attracted hy

the sweetish fluid which exudes from the two lit-

tle horns terminating the body of the aphis. The
ants not only colled this from the surface of the

leaves, but catch it as it is ejected by the apliides,

and even compel them to yield it at their pleas-

ure. This tliey eflect by patting briskly and al-

ternately each side of the body of the aphis with

their antennas : the flow of the fluid being thus

stimulated and accelerated, and distilhng drop by

drop, is greedily swallowed by the successful op-

erator.
*^

Ants are, of course, on the most friendly terms

with aphides ; but the latter have redoubtable en-

emies of the insect kind. These are the larvae of

the lady-bug, (Coccinei-la) that of the foetid lace-

winged fly (Hemeroeius) and that of a two-wing-

ed fly, (SiRPHus.)

The first is an elongated, flattened, blueish lar-

va, spotted with yellow or red, and having six

legs nesr the head. It may often be seen on
lousy plants, where it regales itself by feasting on
the nuuierous carcases which its superior size and
strength enable it to slaughter. As the genus
CocciNELLA not Only abounds in species, but also

in individuals, it is very generally diifused amongst
plants, and its services are very considerable.

The second Aphidivorous insect is the young
of a fly, having 4 wings resembhng the most del-

icate lace, with brilliaoit eyes ; but which, not-

withstanding its beauty is extremely disgusting

from the powerful excreinentitious odour it ex-

hales. This fly (Hemeroeius joe?-to,) suspends its

eggs by threads m clusters where aphides prevail.

The larva is provided with a pair of large, curv-

ed, and pointed teeth, moving laterally, and per-

forated with holes, through which it sucks the
juices of its victims. The havoc it makes is as-

tonishing, for one minute suffices to destroy and
extract all the fluid of the largest aphis.

The last are the grubs of two-winged flies

Strphi) of various kinds. Some of these flies

are black with yeUow spots on the body. I have
often seen them about trees and plants deposit-

ing their eggs, which they do on the wing, like

the Bot-fly, curving the tail beneath a leaf and
leaving an egg where aphides are discovered

Others lay their eggs near the buds of trees,

where the young may find their appropriate noiu'-

ishment as soon as hatched. These grubs are

pointed near the head and larger towards the

tail ; their mouth is furnished with a triple point-

' Vol. in. p. 88. t Vol. iii. p. 296.

{ See Kirby and Spence. Introduct. vol. ii. y. 89, do. vol.

p. 176. AYso Reaumur, and Dc Geer. It is tn be observed

that the first generations of Aphides arc the most numerous, and
that they progressively decrease in numbers. This arises from
several causes ; one is the slaughter of the race by its enemiesj
the second is that some become winged and fly away to other
trees j the third cause is that they become gradually less prolif-

ic, till the appearance of a few oviparous females aud still fewer
males terminates the series. This circumstance is a curious
fact in physiology. A single impregnation in the autumn is

sufficient for the fecundatien of all the generations the next
year. Prolific females only are produced, and these, at first,

in great numbers ; though their successors still continue to bring
forth their kind, the energy of the impregnation would appear
to be gradually lessened from the gradual decrease of their

numbers, till, at last, it is exhausted at the birth of a few males
and females, whose care it is to provide for another era in the
race, by the production of the above-mentioned wonderfully
fertilized eggs. (See also Encyclopedias. Aphis.)

ed dart, with which they pierce their prey, elevate

it into the air, and devour it at leisure. What is

more singular still, that this grub is entirely blind:

but the provident care of the parent fly, in plac-

ing it in the very miilst of the sluggish aphides,

enables it, without much groping about, to detect

and destroy them by hundreds.

Mr Kirby says that on examining his currant
bushes, which but a week before were infested

by myriads of aphides, not one was to lie found
;

but beneath each leaf were 3 or 4 full fed grubs
of the Aphidivorous fly, surrounded by heajis of

the slain, the trophies of their successful warfare.

He also says that he has found it very easy to

clear a plant or small tree office, by placing upon
it several larvje of CocciNELLA-or Strphi.

Aphides are not the only insects which cause
the deformity in the leaves of trees. I am per-

suaded that n minute elongated Thrips contri-

butes greatly to the same disease. (One of the

lai-vae wascoiicealed in a leaf you sent me, and ]

have frequently seen them on the Peach-tree.) 1

am led to this conclusion from having frequently

examined small trees where the leaves were curl-

ed, without being able to discover either aphides,

their skins, or the aphidivorous larvse ; but have
found one or two larvse of the Thrips, or the per-

fect msect beneath nearly every leaf. Linnieus

conjecturetl that the monstrosity observed on the

flowers of a kind of Lotus was caused )3y these

mmute insecis ; and I have repeatedly detected
them m sii'.itir excrescences of leaves and flow-

ers. Since they, like the aphides, are ftiniished

with a proboscis, it is highly probable that, like

them also, they use it in inflicting the same del-

eterious punctures. The largest Thrips does nol

exceed one line in length, aud hence they are not
readily detected.

I have tried various methods to destroy plant-

lice, and give the preference to a decoction of to-

bacco. This may be thrown upon the trees by
means of a garden engine ; and if the stream bt;

directed beneath the Umbs with considerable force

it will not only dislodge but kill the Uce. A so-

lution of potash or soap-suds, would, perhaps-;

answer the same purpose. Fumigation with to-

bacco is also successful where it is practicable.

Please excuse haste.

I am, dear sir,

very respectfully,

your humble serv't,

T. W. HARRIS
FOR THE NEW BSGLAND FARMER. "^

.

STATE COLLECTION OF MINERALS.
Mr. Fessenden,—The rapid improvements iu.

agriculture, manafactures, and the facilities for in-

ternal commerce, bringing into requisition all our
resources from the mineral kuigdom—ledges oi'

granite, marble, slate, and soap-stone—beds of
marl, clay, peat, and sand—ores of uon and oth-

er metals, are all needed to prosecute the great

works of unprovement, and to advance individual

as well ns public prosperity. About two hundred
and fifty different species, or varieties of minerals

have already been discovered in the State of Mas-
sachusetts, and many of them appUed for the ben-
efit of the arts. Numerous deposits and .some va-
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lieties, doubtless, remain yet to be discovered

—

ought certainly to be more generally known, and
more evtensively applied to their legitimate uses.

In conuRction with this subject, every one will see

that a State deposite of minerals, must be of ex-

tensive utility and of very easy accomplishment.

It would furnish not only to members of the legis-

lature, but to citizens generally, on their visit to

the metropolis, a convenient 0|)portunity of an

acquauitance with their mineral productions and
resources. Aud numerous individuals in various

sections of th<j State, already possess interest and
knowledge enough upon the subject to lend their

aid to forward if. Through the medium of legis-

latois, a collection from their several towns might

very soon be made, and with great ease. And it

is hoped and belie ved that the legislature would
cheerfully appropriate a room in the State-house

for the collection, ami funds sufficient to defray

the expense of transpoiting, &c.
Several States in the Union have already pro-

cured collections of the kiiid proposed; and if a

deposite should be made in t!ie capital of each
State, an exchange might bo in.stitutetl, wliich

would be nuitiuilly and exteiifividy heiielicial to

the whole community. FRANKLIN.

We entirely concur with the vvii(';i 'if the above
article respecting the importance oi' u deposite of

minerals of the kind above descril' J. Mineralo-

gy is a science of great practical utiiir- , and inti-

mately connected with agriculture ; and i;f course

with the i)ios])erity of the countiyJ Man would
be a savage, without minerals; deprive h'.ai of

iron and you destroy more than thiee fomt! •= of

his physical powers. Mineral substances wl.- '

are valuable for manures, for buildings, for paiiiis,

pottery, medicine, and other pav;><ja<i6j.embraoiiiij;

almost the whole circle of tlie useful arts may lurk

undiscovered for ages, in accessible situations, but

of no s.ivif c t-o mankind, merely for the want of

a little skill in tnineralo^j', a knowledge of those

apptaroiK-os, soils, strata or layers of earth, which
are iiilcdlible indices of the pres'^nce of minerals.

We liave no doubt but that there are thousands of
acres of barren land, in the United States, which
contain ten times as much value, at present

undiscovered, and beneath the earth's surface,

as the same number of acres of fertile land would
produce on their surface with the best cultivation.

A knowledge of mineralogy gives a key to unlock
these subterranean hordes, and enables us to open
the strong box, in which Nature has deposited her
treasures.

An acquaintance with mineralogy is useful, not
only by giving us information of what may befound
i)Ut of what may not be found in any particular

soil or location. No saline, fossil or metalliferous

bodies ought to be sought after, by any ex!)ensive

and laborious excavations, unless the laborer is

guided by the Kghts of science. Great expenses
urn incurred by imskilful efforts to dig coal, salt,

lead, and perhaps silver or gold, in situations

vvliere nothing of the kind ever existed. This
might be avoided by a knowledge of mineralogy

;

and that knowledge can hardly be acquired with-
out specimens

—

Editor.

FOR TUB NEW KNGL.\ND FABlMBn.

FELLING TIMBER.
Mr. Fesse.'^de.n',—In vol. •2d of the New Eng-

land Farmer, were j)ubUslied a few facts respect-
ing the most proper time for felling timber, that

we intend to have the most durable, and yet have ' But by comparing the four last with white oak.
it exposed to the weather.* At the time of writ-

ing those statements, I had one experiment going

on, which had not come to a result. In Septem-
ber 10, 1822 I bought a maple log, and felled it

for timber to work into a mill. After working
what I wanted at that time, the remainder was
left exposed to the weather. In June 1823, I had
another fallen, and left part of it exposed to the

weather by the side of the other. In October,

1825, I examined both pieces, and found the one
that was felled in June was affected with wliite

rot, all through the timber ; but on examining
that which was cut in September, I found the out-

side colored in about one fourth of an inch ; the

remainder white, and as good for timber as it

ever had been.

In 1827, in August, I was making an enghie to

a paper mill, and had timber to work, which was
felled in June, about the 10th. The bark was left

on until v/e worked it, when to our surprise, the

white sap-wood, in some places had been rotten.

This was the Qucrcus alba, white oak. From a

consideration of the approaching scarcity of tim-

ber, in this part of the country, I have been led

to communicate these remarks, not with a view of

contradicting any person, for I think that a few
degrees of latitude may make some considerable

difference in the time when trees cease to extend
their branches, and form their leaf and fruit buds
for the next year, which is an indication that the

sap is undergoing a change, aud ceases to de-
scend ; a doctrine, which I shall attempt to dem-
onstrate by some experiments I have made, which
are conclusive to my mind. But tliis I must omit
till another opportunity.

In this latitude, and to one degree north—and
marly one to the south— the leaf and fruit l)uds

are mostly formed in Augiist, with here and tliere

an exception ; we find some formed in July, and
some not until September. These last are not

timber trees ; and I think that in the latitude of

provided they were all felled in Sejjtember, they
will stand nearly thus :

Oak, 10.0 Maple, 5..5

Walnut, 6.2

Elm, 4.5

Ash, 5.6

PHINEAS STEVENS.
Andover, June 29, 1828.

rOR THE NEW ENGLAND FARMEP..

GRAFTING.
Mr. Fessenden,—Through the medium of the

New England Farmer, I wish some of your cor-
respondents would describe the best mode of man-
agement on grafted trees— say apple trees, that
have this spring been headed and grafted— whose
trunks are from ten to twenty-tive inches in dia-
meter, and have from twenty-five to one hundred
stocks on a tree. Whether it is best to keep the
young sprouts or suckers clear from the trees, or
suffer them to remain to receive part of the sap ?

And if taken off, at what time it is best ? And
whether to take all at once, or ])art ? This infor-

mation would be gratefully received by one inter-

ested ill the advancement of good fruit.

Yours, with respect,

A SUBSCRIBER.
IVeston, June 28, 1828.

N. B. I have had upwards of 4000 scions set
this spring, of which I think not fifty have failed

of taking. Among which are pears growing in

the bcust stocks and the forest hazle ; apricots,

peaches, and mulberry scions growing in plum
tree stocks. Most of my scions are apple—the
largest tree has one hundred and fifteen stocks.

From the New York Stalesman.

CULTURE OF SILK.
The following important article on this subject

Philadelphia, timber trees standing on a southern
j

is from a southern paper : '-By a letter published
declivity tuiiy be as mature in the last of June, as ;

m a recent number of the American Farmer, it

here m September; and what Mr. Cooper has ' appears that the silk worm and its proper aliments
said,t may be as correct there for June as what I

are of spontaneous growth, in the .State of Missis-
we have sai;i for September here. But the fact sippi. The writer (a Mr. Benton of Vicksburgh),
that timber 1 ''es do cease to extend their branch- 1 states that the cocoons are about as large as a
es in June, and form their buds on the banks of hen's egg, and that they differ from all others, in

the Delaware would be gratifjnng for me to learn.
I

having a bulb on the outside, in all respects sim-
One other fact would be useful to ascertain—that • ilar to that which encloses the worm. They are
is, whether there is the same acid in timber trees ;

found sometimes upon the lime, and sometunes
in June that there is in September. In this lati- i upon the cane ; when on the latter they are small
tude, timber that is felled in September will not i

—when on the former, larger than upon the mul-
sufler from red rot; nor will the powder-post

j

beriy. The country abounds with mulberry trees
worm ever touch it. Take a yoimg walnut, say — mostly black and red, though there are nuuiy
one large enough for barrel hoojjs, and give it of the white."

any exposure you please (not jilacing it in the I The success attending the culture of silk in sc-

fire) and it will not lose its force in two years; veral parts of the United States, and particularly

nor will the [lowder-post be found upon it, where
as take it in June, and it will perish- the first

season.

I have subjoined a table, showing the compar-
tive value of timber felled at the two seasons of
the year above mentioned, in which 1 am correct

or nearly so.

Oak, Sept. 10.0

Ma])le, Sept. 10.0

Walnut, Sept. 10.0

Elm, Sept. 10.0

Ash, Sept. 10.0

June 4.5

June 2.4

June 2.5

June 1.6

June 3.2

See likewise, page 366 of (lie current volume of llic Nev
England Farmer, t Ibid.

in the State of Connecticut, has awakened public

attention to the subject. From the foregoing ex-
tract, it would seem that the United States is more
favored than any other jiart of the world ; inas-

much as the silk worm with all the varieties of
the mulberry (the leaves of which have been sup-

[)0seil to be its only ap))ropriate food) are native

productions of our soil and cUmate. By the ex-

tract referred to, it seems the lune tree also affords

sustenance calculated to nourish and sustain these

animals in great perfection. Should the United

States, with the advantages she possesses, in a
very few years produce her own supplies of silk ;

and moreover, should it hereafter form an impor-
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lant article in the catalogue of our exports, it I of any other American plant. In the nurseries

ought not to excite our womler.
|

licroin referred to, they generally measure eight

if in 1816, any friend of the American system
j
inches in length, and when fully e.\])anded, sixteen

had predicted, that witliin twelve years from that inches in diameter, givinga circumference ot near-

tiine, $30,000,000 of coarse cottons, would be ly four feet. It is composed of but six petals,

.spun, bv yuiiliee machinery, in a single year, and white, or slightly inclined to a cream color. The
that our exports of domestic goods to other conn- three iuncn- ones, marked near the ball, with a

tries would amnially exceed 6,000,000 dollars, he purple si)ot of about an inch square—forming a

would have been pronounced little better than in- remarkable contrast with (this excepted) its un-

sane— but facts now show that he would have sullied purity.

predicted nothing beyond reality. Women, chil- Let the reader figure to himself, a tree of the

dren, and inlirni persons may do nearly all that is ^ize here named, with clusters of immense leaves,

required tor growing this article. Let John Bull hanging pendant, or horizontally, and waving in

gainsay ever so often, and strong, we have prov- the air like vast two-colored wings—the extrenii-

ed tliat W'C can spin, and weave, and bleach, and ty of each branch, crowned with a flower of the

dye. Messrs. Burrit & Clayton's commercial list size to be indwiduaUy conspicuous at a distance

iin"onns us, that 470 packages of cotton goods of two or three lumdred yards, and he has but a

Avere shipped from this city to foreign ports last faint idea of the tree attenqited to be described,

month. This information is obtained from our The contracted locahties in which this tree is

custom-house books. Every yard made by yan- found growing indigenously has been remarked

kce industry, and to take the place of British and by all the botanists who have traversed our con-

East India goods. tinent. Mr. Nuttall says he first observed it near

But not to wander from the subject with which the banks of C'umberland river, in Tennessee, but

we commenced— we cannot but rejoice at the ii small size. Michaux observes in his North

growing interest which is awakened in rela- American Sylva, 3d. half vol. p. 26, "in the month
tion to the culture of silk. The quantitiy pur- of June, 1789, in the first journey made by my
chased of foreign countries, is enormous. In 1825 ather from Charleston to the mountains of North

it amounted to $10,271,527. What a quantity Carolina, I accompanied him and discovered this

of flour at five dollars jier barrel it will take to i tree, which he immediately judged to be a new
pay for the [iroportion which we consume of this species of magnolia. The spot on which we
nnmense nnport 'i We are pleased that this sub-

ject has attracted the attention of the American
Institute of this city. At the last meeting of this

association Dr. Pascalis read an interesting me-
moir, prepared by himself, on the mulberry. To
avoid the tedious delay of many years which is

bund this magnificent vegetable, is in North Car
oliua, ten miles south of Lincolnton, and two hun-

dred and fifty miles from Charleston. Our exten-

sive researches hi quest of it in the upper part of

the southern States, and those subsequently made
by several Engli.sh botanists, east of the AUegha

required for the mulberry to grow to perfection, nies, which were alike unsuccessful, sufficiently

the eastern people plant the seeds in rows, and I
prove that it is extremely rare between the moun-

tliereby are enabled in a short time, to obtain an tains and the sea. West of the range in Tennes-

abuudance of leaves \vhich sei'ves as food for

the silk worms. This time-saving expedient has

greatly increased the production of silk in some of

our sister States—and gives another illustration,

that American ingenuity can eflect in a few days

what in Europe is thought the labor of an age.

Fiom I'oulsou's American Daily Advertiser.

see, it is more connnon ; but even here, only a

few trees are found together at intervals of forty

or fifty miles, as I had an opportunity of observ-

ing during my journey in the western States in

1803." It is now many years since it was added
to the collection of the Messrs. Landreth, and is

found perfectly hardy, the youngest plants eudm-
ing the severest frost iminjtu'ed—easily cultivat-

ed, and tliriving readily in most situations. It is,

MAGNOLIA 5IACROPHYLLA. ' therefore, much to be regretted that it yet remains

The magnoha raacrophylla, one of the most
, to be generally introduced,

magnificent ofour native trees, is now in full bloom
j

The changes wrought on many vegetables by

at the nurseries of D. & C. Landreth, near Phila-
j careful cultivation and attention is too generally

delphia, and is so truly worthy of notice that I known to be necessary to repeat, and the present

cannot refrain from attempting a description of it case is an instance of it worthy of remark. Mi-

for insertion in your columns. The specimen to
; chaux states, that in its native soil, "it does not

which I more particularly refer (for their nurse-
1 exceed thirty-five feet in height, and four or five

ries contain several of considerable size,) is es'i- inches in diameter." The estimate of the height

mated at upwards of thirty feet in height, and. of the specimen here spoken of is believed to be

measures, three feet above the ground, about eight
;
pretty accurate, and should no accident interfere,

inches in diameter. The leaves when fiilly growa,
i it will certainly attain a much larger size, the

at which state they do not arrive before July, are
j
shoots of each year being strong and vigorous.

—

generally, foot stalk included, from twenty-four to , The diameter of the tree is from actual measure-

thirty inches in length and eight or ten in breadth, ment. The flowers he also states "when fully

The upper surface is smooth, of a liglit green col- blown, are sometimes eight or nine inches in dia-

our—the imder glaucous, form a coating of pu- meter ;" and a size but about one half which they

bescent, and marked with prominent vems, alter-

nately proceeding from the mid-Hlj—and are va-

riably aiTanged in clusters of four, or more, near

the extremity of the branches.

As respects the flower, it is difficult to give a

description calculated to convey an adequate idea

of its majesty. Mr. Nuttall, in his " Genera of N.

American Plants" states it to be the largest flower

arrive at in the nurseries herein referred to.

merous trees are lett to grow around the hedges,

and scattered over the fields. These are so nicely

trimmed, us to add greatly to the beauty of iho

country. Not a weed is suflered to grow. The
crops all look well, and are nmch more produc-

tive than ours. The cuttle and sheep feed on

grass up to their knees, and look, as we should

say, fit to kill— the slight enclosures that keep

them in their pastures, would be but a poor pro-

tection against our lean, half-fed, unruly aniuialf:.

Here the cattle have no need to break fences.

—

They have food sufficient within their own do-

mains. I came here under the impression thai

the country was bare of trees. On the coiitrary,

I find it better stocked in this res[)ect than the

thick settlements of our own country. We wan-
tonly de.stroy trees as if they were of no value :

here they are planted and imrsed with as much
care, as though they bore choice fruit.

—

Extract

of a Letterfrom England.

WATER CULTIVATION.
In the fair New England country, many a little

stream flows down the hills and glistens among
the verdure of the fields lilse a thread of silver on
a robe of green, inviting the hand of skill to direct

its course so as to spread the rich deposits, wash-
ed into its channel by the rain over the fields of

the fai-mer. The eflects produced by irrigation,

even in seasons when the clouds are liberal of

moisture, can be distinctly traced by the eye
whence the rivulets are poured on the grasses

—

eflects not so much derived iVom the moisture as

from the fertilizing particles borne on bj' its cur-

rent. The viUs whic)] trickle down so copiously

from their little fountains, may be made tributary

to the purposes of agriculture, to an extent more
considerable than is estimated by those, who neg-

lect to employ agent^; so valuable and laborers

so profitaWejas-.'Vahoia? Mgis.

ARABIANllETHOU OF PREPARING COF-
FEE.

It is found thst the only certain mode of re-

taining the pure 3avor of the coffee, is to roast,

pound and boil it, all in quick succession, the
roasted berries sooa losing their flavor if laid by
for a day, and the founded coflTee becoming hisip-

id, even in a few hours. The Arabs of the des-
ert, who ar irom necessity economical in the use
of this article, follow the same process, even if

they require only two cups of the liquid, roasting

a handful of berries on an iron plate, pounding
them in the pestle and mortar while warm, and
the instant the water boils, which it generally

does by the time the other ])reparations are com-
pleted, so that no tune is lost, putting the pounded
cofl%e into it, and suffering it to boil, stirring it at

the same time for a minute or two, when it is

poured out to drink. As the beverage is taken
without sugar or milk, the .slightest difference in

flavor is perceptible ; and long experience havuig
shown this to be the best way of preserving it in

perfection, it is perhaps worth mentioning in de-

tail, particularly as the use of this article has be-

come so general even in England Buckingham''

s

Travels.

ENGLISH AGRICULTURE.
The Enghsli carry agriculture to great perfection.

Every .spot of ground capable of cultivation is im-

proved. Wherever 1 have been, the fields are

generally small, enclosed by hedges and made per-

fectly smooth, by means of cast iron rollers. Nu-

Six convicts lately escaped from the Kentucky
Penitentiary, supplied themselves witli arms and
ammnnition belonging to their vigilant guard, con-

tinued in platoon, as banditti, for five days within

twenty miles of the prison, then struck off" for

the river, stole a flat boat, and embarked as river

pirates.
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CULTURE OF HEMP.
j

The hemp is a plant of equal antiquity with the

flax. It is supposed to be a native of India, or of

.some other Asiatic country, being too tend<T to be

even naturaUzed in Europe. It is one of the few
plants employed in British agriculture, in which
the male and female flowers are in different plants,

a cu-cumstance wliich has some influence on its

culture and management. It grows to a great

height on good soils, sometimes to six or seven

feet in this coimtry, but in Italy generally higher

;

and Crud states that he has seen it fifteen feet

eight inches high in the Bolognese territory, and
a frierid of his, eighteen feet six inches : in both

cases the fibre being of remarkable beauty. This

luxuriance of the hemp in warm countries may be

one reason why it has never been cultivated in

England. In Axliohne, in Lincolnshire, it has been
cultivated from time innnemorial, and also for

centuries in Suffolk, but chiefly for local manufac-
ture. The culture, management, and uses of

hemp, are nearly the same as of flax. When '

grown for seed it is a very exiiausting crop ; but

when pulled green, it is considered a cleaner of i

the ground, and is said to have the pi^operty of
j

preserving from insects any crop which it may
surround. The objections to this crop are, that

j

its coming in the midst of harvest is embarrassing
;

and that the attention it demands in every state

of its progress is too great, where it is only a sec-

ondary consideration.

The soils most suitable for hemp are those of

the deep black putrid vegetable kind, which have
a situation low, and somewhat inclined to moist-

ure, as well as the deep mellow loamy sandy sorts.

But the quantity of produce is in general much
greater on the former than on the latter ; though,

according to some, of an inferior quality. Mellow
rich cla}'ey loams do well ; and nothing better than

old meadow land.

The preparation of the soil, and place in the ro-

tation, are the same as for flax.
,

The season of sowing is towards the end of A-
pril, when there is no longer ai:y danger of frost

injuring the rising plants. The quantity of seed is

from two to three bushels, according to the quali-

ty of the land. In quaUty the seed must be fresh,

heavy, and bright in color. Broad-cast is iWe uni-

versal mode of sowing, and the only after-culture

consists hi keeping off birds wlien it is coming up;
in weeding, and sometimes in supporting the crop
by cross rods or lines, as in the case of flax.

In taking the hemp crop, two methods are in use

according to the olyect in view. When the crop
is grown entirely for the fibre, it is pulled w'len
hi flower, and no distinction made between the

male and female plants. But as it is most com-
monly grown, both with a view to fibre and seed,

the usual practice is to pull the male plants as

soon as the setting of the seed in the females
.shews that they have effected their purpose. As
the female plants require four or five weeks to ri-

pen their seed, the males are thus ))ulled so long
before them.

In the operation of pulling the males, the pullers
walk in the furrows, between the ridges, and reach
acros.s to the crown of the ridge, jjuUing one or
two stalks, at a time, and carefully avoiding to

tread down the female plants. The male stalks
are easily known by their yeflowish hue, and fad-
ed flowers. They are tied in small bundles, and
immediately carried to the watering pool, in the
manner of flax.

The operation ofputting the females commences
i
be stronger in proportion, as there is more hemp

when the seed is ripe, which is known by the and less tar in it, provided there be a suflicient

brownish or greyish hue of the capsules and fad- ' quantity of the latter to unite the fibres. An oi)

ing of the leaves. The stalks are then pulled and ; is extracted from the seeds of hemp, which is us-

bound up in bundles, being set up in the same
i
ed in cookery in Russia, and in this country by

manner as grain, until the seed becomes so dry
|
painters. The seeds themselves are reckoned a

and firm as to shed freely
; great care should be good food for poultry, and are supposed to occa-

taken at pulling not to shake the stalks rashly, sion hens to lay a greater quantity of eggs. Small
otherwise much of the seed may be lost. It is ad- birds in general are very fond of them, but they

vised, that, after pulUng the seed, hemp mai" be should be given to caged birds with caution, and
set to stand in shocks of five .sheaves to di-y the mixed with other seeds. A veiy singular effect

seed ; but in order to prevent any delay in water- is recorded, on very good authority, to have been
ing, the seed-pods may be cut off with a chopping sometimes produced by feeding bulfinches, and
knife, and dried on canvass exposed to the air, goldfinches, on hemp seed alone, or in too great

under some shed or cover. This last method of quantity ; viz. that of changing the red and yellow

drying the seed will prove of great advantage to on those birds to a total blackness,

tfie hemp, as the seed and pods, when green, are
|

Tlie hemp has few or no diseases.

—

Encyc. of
of such a gummy nature, thai the stems might Agriculture.

suffer much by sun-burning or rain ; which will
'

disc^or, and injure the hemp before the seed can '

^"'"'^ trial.—\n important trial has lately tak-

be sufliciently dried upon the stalks. Besides, the
*'" •'''^''^ '" ^«'"' ^ork, for an uifnngement of Dr.

threshing-out the seed would damage the hemp in
"""'* P"*^''" ""Proved truss. The defendant

a considerable degree. ^<^'' "'"^^''^ ""'^''^ ''>' "°*'^>' *>'*' ^y ^^"^ ^^''o

Hemp is watered (provin. water-retted), tZeacA-'
'''«•' ''^'^*' subsequent patents. There were two

ed (provin. dew-retted), and grassed in the same g™un<is of defence ;-one, that the trusses sold

manner as flax. Grassing is omitted in some '^"^ ilifferem m prmciple irom Dr. Hull's,—and

places, and drying substituted ; and in other dis-'
'"'•' <"''"' *''^' ^'- "''"'^ ^'''''' °"'y ^" mutation

tricts watering is onfitted with the female crop, °* t''"^« "'"^'*' ''>' '^'^^'y ^ ^o. ot London. Dr's.

which is dried and stacked, and dewed or bleach- '^''°"' P'^'-km^. Rees, Osborne, and Stearns, testi-

edthe foilowuig spring. On the continent hot
*''''' '° ^^^ onginahty, utihty, and distinguishing

water and green soap has been tried, and here as
1"^>'"'es of Dr. Hull's truss, and that those mad.,

in the case of flax, it is found that steemng two ^^ '''^'^'y '^"'^ ^^ ^""^ '"'"''' """^tions of them,

hours in this mixture, is as effectual in separating
The court du-ected the jury that

the fibre from the woody matter, as watering and ^^'' usefulness and novelty of th.s mvention

grassincT for weeks ^^'^ been cstabhshed by physicians and surgeons
^

Although hcm/in the process of manufacturing, \f
'.''"^

^'?i'^^'
respectabiltt}^ It appears veiy ful-

passes through the hands of the breaker, heckler, 'y '" evidence, that this mstrument was of the

spiwier, whitester, weaver, and bleacher
;
yet ma- \

^''"'''^^^^ ^'^''''^ '" surgery-had been the means of

ny of these operations are frequently carried on r*'''''""^
cures m cases where the art had failed

by the same person. Some weavers bleach their
heretofore—had enabled persons afilicted with

own yarn and cloth, others their cloth only ; some
heckle their tow, and put it out to spinning, others

buy the tow, and put it out ; and some carry on
the whole of the trade themselves.

The produce of hemp in fhre, varies from 3 to 6

cwt. per acre ; in seed from 11 to 12 bushels.

The uses of hemp are well known, as well as it;

the disease of rupture, to pursue their business

and labors without inconvenience, and in fact its

invention had formed a new era in the treatmenv
of that disease ; that the instruments sold by the

defendant, the one known as Mr. Parr's, and the

other as 3Ir. Hovey's trusses, and by them patent-

ed, are clearly infi-ingeraents of Dr. Hull's patent.

great importance to the navy for sails and cordage, i
^'''' •'"'y returned a verdict for the plaintiff, for

Exceedingly good huckaback is made from it, for T'"'
^'*'"'' "^^ '''*' articles sold

;
ui:rl the court, on

towels and common table-cloths. The low-priced '

'"°^""'' "<'^''^'' '*'«' damages, according to the stat-

hcmpen cloths are a general weai- for husband- "'«' *''"'> "^"^'s- ^'^^ " ''^"'»* intimated tliat any

men, servants, and laboring manufacturers ; the
further violation of the plaintiff's patent, would bo

better sorts for working farmers and tradesmen in
,
restrained by mjuuction.—W«^^. Spy.

the country
;
and the finer ones, seven-eights wide, banker u'orm^.-Many of the orchards in the

are preferred by some gentlemen, for strength and
.^^^tg,.,, p^..^ ^j- j,,;^ ^„„„t,.,.^ „^g Springfield

warmth. They possess this advantage ever Irish Rj^ubhcan, appear to be nearly blighted or des-
and other linens, that their color improves m wear-

„.,ygd ,,y ^^^^^ j^^g^,^ ^he trees look ar, if a
ing ; whilst theirs declines English hemp, proper- g,^ ,,gj ^^^^^^ ^^^^ j,,^^^ ^hese insects have
ly manufactured, stands unrivalled in its strength j,,^ ^^^^^ (heh- appearance in the vicinity of Bo.s-
and IS superior in this respect to the Russian. Con-

,^,„_ Pre, ious to their approach, and where their
siderable quantities of cloth are imported from destructive effects arc now seon, the fruit trees
that country for sheeting merely on account of its promised an abundant harvest. We have heard
strength, tor it is coarser at the price than other

j,,^^ „ ,,,i,, fixture of tar, applied to the trunk of
men. Our hempen cloth, however, is preferable, ^ j^gg^ .^jy prevent the ascent of the worm to
being stronger from the superior quality of the

thread, and at the same time fighter in washing.
The hemp raised in England is not of so dry and
spongy .a nature as what we have from Russia and
India, and therefore it requires a smaller propor-

tion of tar to maniitacture it into cordage. Tar
being cheaper than hemp, the rope-makers iircfc".-

foreign hemp to ours, becau.se fhcj' can make a

deposit its eggs

fine Wool—Jacob Heyser, Esq. of this vicinity,

DSt sea.son, cUpped 40 J lbs. of wool ofl'of three

Merino sheep. On Saturday last we were shown
1 pattern of a fleci'c of twenty-three and a half
pmrds, shorn from one of his flock tliis season
Thn sample was the finest tvooI we ever saw, and

renter profit in working it; but cordage must
j
measured <wc/w JTicRw long Pemwrylvania paper.
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TOP DKt:f*SING «UASS-GROUNDS, Sec. it offers a choice of the iinest sorts, in the finest RURAL TASTE.
By top di-ossing, iiiuili of the best properties of order. We saw there a few days since, vines of We are far bfliind the Enghsh in the comfort

Uie puti-escent manures are exhaled or wasted in only two years old, bearing ten, twelve and four- an*! appearance of our Farni-houses. On the

the way that has been described ; if to this be teen chisters, apparently very healthy and thriv- '
other side the water they are content to build a

added the too general loss sustained by deconipo- ing. Mr. Parnientier, (the proprietor,) is from house no larger than can be furnished or occupi-

sition before the manure is applied, it wiU be Flenders, one of the garden spots of Europe, and e<l, but our practice is too often the reverse of thig

found that but little good can be done by a gi^eat combines with much practical knowledge of his for "ur zeal or money fails, and when the farm of

deal of it, when used in this way. art, great general intelligence. He will, we can- f'e dwelhng is covered, not a room is fini.shed

If dung be used for top dressing, it should be not doubt, find that the labor and expense, (both witinn, thi! windows arc stuffed with olil hats or

applied soon after the first crop of grass has been great) wliich he has laid out upon his garden, re- rags, and the house stands a monument of the

mown, and before the maimre has suffered any turn to him with large increase.—JV. Y. Amer. owner's taste and judgment. The houses of our

material loss by fermentation. The grasses should farmers arc of irregular shape, and tho' their de-

be suflered to grow until they form a close shade ;
' American Asylum for the deaf and dumb.—We formities might be somewhat concealed by trees^

after this, they may he pastured, provided a good have seen and "read with much interest, tho 12tli the proprietor will give up his shade rather than

covering of them be preserved. This will prevent report of the directors of this noble Institution. It i^ii^ prospect.

much exhalation ; it will also keep the soil much contains a mass of information, as curious as it is An Englishman once told us that this want of

more open to receive the juices of the manure.— interesting to the friends of this unfortunate class shade about our houses, was the first thing that

As water docs not pass on so freely through a of our citizens. We learn from it, that the whole struck him unfavorably in the country : and this

close pile of grass, much of the coarser particles number <who have been educated at this instita- too "n n ''""'f' every where abounding m trees.—

of the washings from the manure will be arrested tion, is two hundred and sixty-two ; of whom one Regarding them, we woidd repeat the ad_^'J^*'._°j

in tlieir progress through it, and much more of tlie hundred and thirty-two are now members. It is the Scotch Laird, to his son. " Be aye sticking

juices fromW dung wiU sink into the soil. Tao a singular fact, thkt notwithstanding the asylum in a tree, they'll be growing while ye're sleepmg."

There is also a flowering plant, the honey-

iickle, which in .some counties in England covers
close cohering also greatly favours the deconino- has been in operation nearly twelve J'ears, only

-iition of the litter, and by keeping it flexible, cans- three have died while members of it. We also

OS it to sink further into the soil, and lie much learn, that, besides the asylum at Hartford, there almost every cottage.

closer to it ; therefore but httle if any of it will he are four institutions for the instruction of the deaf As to fruits, our farmers shew a wilful neglect

found in the way of mowing the ensiung crop of and dumb in the U. States; 1 in Pennsylvania, 1 in of the blessings of Providence : not one in ten lias

grass, or of making it hito hay, provided the ma- Kentucky, 1 in Ohio, and 1 in New York, all of Pears, grapes, plums, or mulberries, which once

"ure be very evenly spread over the ground. But which are under the care of men, who have been planted, are hardy, and occasion .i e o

as the want of the second crop for hay and otaer taught the system of the Abbe Sicard, at the Ame- trouble.

I'lrcumstances, may readily prevent the cultiva:or rican asylum. It is probable, that other institu- The above thoughts occurred to us in a ride of

from hauling the dung at the proper time, he may tions will be established in the different States, 18 ""iles in the country, which to our eyes never

haul and spread it any time before frost sets in ; and very soon the whole of this unhappy, and wore abetter appearance than it wears at pies-

but not with the same advantage. Still, if care otherwise nearly useless class of citizens, will *^"t.

—

Evening Gazette.

be taken in racking up the hay of the ensuing ciop, have an f^pponunity of being rescued from an al-

but Uttle of the htter will appear among it. most perfect mental darkness. Mas.sacliusetts, G)-««rf Aotd a/ Postal.—The project ot erecting

Top dressing, however, with putrescent ma- : New Hampshire, and Vermont have for a long ^ spacious hotel at Boston, lor the better accom-

mn-e.s, is, under tl;e most favourable circmnstan- time, supported a number of tlieir indigent deaf modation oi strniii.eis, has been tor some time m
ces, a vciy wasteful practice, and should be-nvoid- mutes at the American asylum. The legislature agitation m that, city, and we learn from their pa-

od where population is sufficient to admit the of Connecticut, at their last session, appropriated pers that it is now in a fan- way to be earned into

practice of convertible husbandry ; except by 1500 dollars for this same beuevoleut purpose.— successful operation. It is estimated that the and

those who prefer the ease obtained by grazing M E. Weekly Eevieto. ^"'^ building will cost 200,000 dollars, ol which

exclusivelv, to a more active and much more i

" one half of the amount has been subscribed by the

profitable "mode of management. ! The following is an interesting and important citizens at large, for the period of ten years, at the

When ashes, gypsum, lime, &c. arc applied to
'

fact which we do not remember to have met with ^^^^ »* 3 per eeut. The hotel is to be erected on

The grass grounds, it must he by top dressing— before. It should recommend strongly the appli- Common-street, and will cover the whole extent

But either of these substances is more extensive- cation of elcctrichy for the relief of paralytic af- «* t^e beautiful lot extending frotn Beacon-street,

iy useful to cultivated crops, when they are prop- fections.—£.«ex Register. '° «he Granary burial-ground. The building will

crlv incorporated with the soil.
|

Singular Effect of L;ghfni7ig.~T:he ship New ''« f""'' 'Stories in height, one hundred and hfleen

it isdiflicult to calculate the losses arising frotn • York, on a lat? voyage from New York to Lon- f^^^t in front, with wings ot more than one him-

Ihe prevailing practices of gathering, preparing, ' don, encountered a severe storm of thunder and ^red feet in length. It will contain a large num-

and usuig the manure that might be obtained from lightning. There was a passenger on board, verj-
'^''f o*' ^''ops m front adapted to the convemeuce

the general resources of a farm. Some manage old and very corpulent, whose legs were so para- o*" the occupants. The workmen broke ground

better, and others worse. Neither weight nor lyzed, that for tliree years he had not walked half °" '^e 24th inst. and the Courier states tnat it is

measure to ascertain these losses, can be referred
j

a mile, and who, since his embarkation, had^ not '''c intention of the proprietors to lay the corner

to. We may, however, form a tolerable estimate
!
been able even to stand. After the discharge of ***one of the edifice on the 4th of July. Ihe en-

of their amount, by summing up the supposed i the lightning which passed close to the place i

"-'rprisiiig inhabitants of Boston deserve gr.eat

losses arising from each improper practice, and, ' where this poor cripple was lying, every body was
as well as it may be done, averaging the losses.

This must centre between the best and worst

practices in general use. I have done this, and
be)i!^vc the loss cannot be less than seven-eights

of til

astonished to see him rise, pace up and down the

deck, and walk about for a long time, as if noth-

ing had even ailed him. At first his head was a

little aiTected ; but that soon went oft", while the

whole, which might be very readily saved i
benefit which he had experienced in his limbs re-

1 management and a proper cultivation.— inained. He continued to use them freely during

Lorain''s Husbandry.

Parmcntier's garden.—This garden and nursor}'-,

situated about two miles from Brooklyn, at the in-

tersection of tile Jamaica and Flatbush roads, is

woftii a visif, if only for the pleasure, of seeing

man's earliest occupation, skilfully, and we hope
profitably, pursued. To those, moreover, who
may wish to purchase plants, fruit trees, or vines,

the passage ; and on the arrival of the ship in

port, he walked with ease to the place of his resi-

dence.

—

Lon. Mech. Mag.

The cultivation of potatos has been inlioduced

at the Grecian Islands by an Irishman named
Stevens—and promises to supply the Greeks with

food. The President of Greece has declared his

gratitude to him

credit for the spirit with which they carry mto

effect every project calculated to promote the pros-

perity, and growth of their city ; and for the Ub-

erality with which they employ their capital in

giving employment to their laborers, mechanics,

artists, &:c.

—

Salem Reg.

A valuable Donation.—The collection of the late

Governor Clinton in science and natural history

amounting to upwards of 1100 specimens having

at the recent sale of his effects been purchased by

Messrs. John T. Norton, and Edward C. Delevan

of this city, those gentlemen have very munificent-

ly and appropriately presented them to the Al-

bany Institute. May those who thus use wealth,

always have it to use

—

Albany Chronide.
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I have seen, repeatedly suckling iulaiits, of a

few weeks old, treated to a share ol" the raw rum
gin, or brandy, to which the mothers had been
treated, at various couutiy stores and taverns.

—

Indeed, it is a common thing, in this Western
world, for the commo;^ people to give their infants

From the National lutdU^atccr.

DRUNKENNESS.
ITS CAUSES AND PREVENTIVES.

Gentlemen : Formerly, it was a trite proverb,

that " Money is the root of evil ;" but it has now
become oljsolete, since we never hear it mention-

ed any more.

What then can be the cause of the present de-

praved state of our morals ? I think that we may
trace it in the general use of strong drink, which

now jjcrvades every class : what I call strong

drink is, any thing that causes unusual or more United States, in six or seven years ; whereas, now
tlian ordinary flow of spirits. This is efl'ected, we can scarcely take up a weekly paper, without

be conceived of the tendency which they have tc
perpetuate notions which are far more adverse t(f

the dirtusion of enhghtened ideas than ignorance
itself. An ignorant mind will imbibe knowledge
when it is presented ; a mind prejudiced or bigot-

ed repels every idea not in accordance with thosf

in some, by a gill of brandy ; and in others by a

glass of wine.

There are several causes which lead to the

present degraderl state of society, in drinking, and

which bid fair to make us a nation of drunkards

surpassing all other nations in that vice.

In the first jilace, the cheapness of liquors with

us, and particularly our domestic spirits, cannot

but have a fatal tendency that way. If the States 1 happy country,

would recommend to Congress to lay a tax of 25

cents a gallon on all domestic spirits, (with a cor-

1

responding advance on all foreign,) for a tUnd for
'

internal improvements, and pay over to the Treas-

ury of every State all the moneys so collected in

each Htate, then will that vice be made to contri-

bute much towards the general good of society

:

for such a tax as that, would produce a revenue
sufficient to make a new stone turnpike through

State every eight or ten yeaiw.

Another cause of Drunkenness is, our mistaken
notions of hospitahty, in always oflering our de-

canters of slow poison to all our friends, whenev-
er they enter our houses, and when we call at ho-
tels, or other pubhc places of resort, and calhng
for some strong drink ; every child, no matter how
young, must have a share of that poison, to them!
Can it be wondered at, if we turn out to be a na-

tion of tlrunkards, when we commence tippling

while yet in the arms of a nurse ?

Another cause is, that instead of having all our

victuals cooked with the slightest seasoning of salt

and without any pepper, or other pungent article

—all of Vifhich ought to be kept in separate bottles

on the table, so that each person could add to suit

his palate—instead of which aU our dishes are

seasoned to suit the vitiated palates of the old, and
not the purer ones, of the children, who, if left to

themselves, will refuse all pepper, &c. unless their

taste has been already corrupted, by using those

articles, or by strong drink, &c.
But, of all things, tobacco, whether in chewing

or smoking, is the greatest provocative to the use
of^and a preference for, strong drink: For no
•sooner does a person addict himself to the use of
this strong and most nauseous of all weeds, than
the mouth and palate lose all relish for milk or
water, or any mild beverage, and long continually

for something even stronger than this drug, to

drink, and excite similar sensations on those or-

gans which soon become much impaired m the
facility of tasting. If those who use tobacco,
would keep an account of the additional expenses
they incur, in quenching the continufd artificial

ihirst which is excited by the acidity of that pois-

onous weed, they will lind, that it not oidy impov-
erishes their purse, but likewise their heahh. For
I have hear<l a respectable physician say, that he
could distil a poison from the tobacco, sufficiently

strong to kill any man.

a dram of whiskey as soon as born ! while I would already there. The one case is lilve sowing on ;.

as soon think of putting rat's bane in the mouth fallow field, the other Uke sowing on a field of
of a child of mine, as any kind of spirituous liquor weeds. The new British Almanatk is a combination
whatever.

|
of all that is good or founded on truth in the oth-

When I was a j'outh, about forty years ago, it
[

er almanaclts, and contains besides a 'variety of

was rare to hear of a murder committed in these
I
original matter."

The price of the British Ahnanack is 2s. od.

sterUng, equal to 50 cts. The proprietors of thi'

work could of course afford to make that worth

something which was considered of some value

in market. In the United States there is such a

finding an account of some murder, or nnuderous
attempt ! It is true, our population has increased

rapidly during that time, and an increase of crimes

must be expected with it ; biU still, not in that gi-
j

competition among manufacturers of almanacks.

gantic proportion in which we now find them.—
|
that those commodities will fetch next to nothing.

It is therefore, chiefly, to the general use and cheap- and it must be confessed are often worth no m'ori'

ness of our liquors, that we nnght attribute that than what they sell for.

increase of crimes which now pervade this once
]

REARING SILK WORMS.
By the kindness of Dr Mease, of Philadelphia.

(a genilemau whose enhghtened philanthropic ex-

ertions to ])romote the useful arts have rendered

him as well known as he is highly respected,) wo
have received two copies of a pamphlet entitled

" J}irections for the rearing of Silk ft'orms, and the

cullv-rc of the fVliite Mulberry Tree. Published by

NBW ENGLAND FARMER.
BOSTON, FRIDAY, JULY 4, 1828.

BRITISH ALMANACK FOR 1828.

A work with this title lias been published in

England under the superintendence of the Society thiPennsi/lvania Society associated for the Promotion
for the Diffiision of Useful Knowledge. We have

gf g^g^.g Objects." Likewise seme seeds of the White
not seen this Almanai k, but find in a late number
of the Gardener's Magazine a recomniendatoi-y

notice, from which we extract the fol'oving re-

marks, which suggest ideas, useful to an Ameri-

of those Ohje

Mulberry Tree, with tiirections to " give them to

one man, who will make a business of rearing the

trees ;—and let him have the profit."

The pamphlet contains 25 pages large octavo,
can as well as an English reader. " The compi- '

closely printed ; and we concluded not to com-
lations, bearing the names of Moore and Par- j^g^pg reprinting it so near the termmation of our
tridge, originally appeared above a century ago,

! present voltmie. We intend to give extracts, or
and tliey continue to be published witli much of

|
perhaps the whole pamphlet m the next, or sev-

enth volume of our paper. The white mulberry

seed we should be happy to present to any gen-

tleman, who would engage to comply with llio

above mentioned condition of the donation.

the astrological predictions and ]irophetic impos-

ture peculiar to that time. These works profess

in the plainest terms to foretell the weather, even
to a day, stating that on one day there will be
rain, on another snow, and on a third thunder.

—

They also prophesy as to political events with ^ ^ „,. ,^,,„ ^-^^^^ ^ gentleman arrived in this
iiear y eqiial confidence, though not quite so dis- ^.

f,.„^ pg,,.^;^^ ^-^ ^^^ j,,;^ ^„„„,_ ^^.^^^ jqo
tmctly. Thus one says that at a j^rticular time hogsheads of To6«^co .' It was raised and cured
'there ml! arrive good news from Cadiz, Scotland

j^^ ^j,^^ Michigan territory ; is of a fine quaUty :

and mples ; and another tells you that, about ^„^ ^^^^ j;^ ^^^j ^.f ;„ ,t_ ^^ ^ ,„„, .-ate, but at
such a date, ' a great minister will be impeached^

^ ^^-^ f^^^ ;„ jj^j, ,i,
or, ' a d.gmtanj of the chnrch driven from his pre-

^,„^j, attention is now paid in that and other of
ferment. Nor are they free from party pohtics.

^y^^ Western States and Territories, to the culture
Otie gives int.mat.ons and even prints of a nature

^j.,,,;^ ^^^^^ . ^„^ ,h^ ^ j,^ perhaps, not distant,
calculated to set different religious sects in con-

^^.j,^,, ^^ y^ „,g ,„„,,,^ ^j- i^,^, ,^^3,,,,,
flict

;
and another dates the year as the 150th ,„,^ ^.g^j^^n canal,) it wdl find a market at the

from the ' horrid Popish Jacobite plot' thus keeping North.—.-Mtoov Ar<rus.
alive, for the purpose of exciting religious animos- _____!'
ity, the meinorj' of transactions which are a dis- jj^^ ,„ „,„•;, „ Letter.—hel the writing be so
grace to the character of this country, and the

pj^;,, that every body can read h, and the mean-
worst blot upon the history of its law ; affirming ;„„ ^e so plain "that every body can understand it.

as real, crnnes m a great degree imaginary, and Admiral Collingwood, hi" a letter to his daughter,
grossly mistaking even the notions respecting that ^^^.^ that "if pens are bad, they should be mend-
plot which prevailed at the time. Some parts of

g^f
„ ^,^1 ,„ore time is lost in making the apology

these almanacks are not marked by much regard
f,„, g,.g„t haste, than would have been necessary

to decency
;
but there are others also greatly cir-

t„ fi„ish the letter in good style. These remarks
ciliated, which are utterly obscene, and could

never be admitted into any decent house, had not

habit unfortunately reconciled the community to

such things, as well as the absurdhies of their as-

trology."

" When it is mentioned that the sale of these

works exceeds annually, 500,000, some idea may

a|)ply with equal force to almost every species of

writing.

Thirty thousand silk worms are now in opera-

tion at a farm near Baltimore. The worms, with

specimens of silk, are shewn gratuitously to the

public.
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TO FARMERS.
|

Pain in the eyes A corrcsiioiulcnt at Scituatc

It may not be generally known that the beetle, requests us to publish the following receipt for the

which frequently cointnits serious ravages on cure of severe pains in the eyes : Make a strong

fruit trees, may be effectually extirpated by sliak- decoction of bitter herbs, such as wormwood, tail-

ing tlieni from the trees every evening. By pur- zey, huarhound, penny-royal, &c. and liold it, boil-

suing this course for a few days they will entirely ing hot, so near the eyes, that the steam will as-

disappear. Being a heavy insect they never wan- cend into thein. It has been known to give un-

der far, so that there is but little danger of being mediate relief in many cases.—And further, he

troubletl from the neighboring stocks. We have requests us to ask if any remedy is known for

the above facts from a scientific and practical ag- weak eyes of ten years' standing ?

liculturist, who says that two pailsful of beetles

^vere collected on the first e.\i>eriment ; and tliat The Emperor of China, by a late edict, severe-

.iftcrwards the number regularly decreased until ly censures his sherifts for their frequejit mistakes

the fitlh day, when only two beetles were to be in executing one prisoner instead of another, as

found. The experiment was made two weeks described in the death warrant, and cautions them

ago, and since that time they have entirely disap- ,
against such mistakes in future.

peared.—^V. Y. Eve. Post.
;^

— ——"— .

Ihe last number ot the North American Ke-

TO ESCAPE THE EFFECTS OF view contains articles on the following subjecls.: Lower Cana-

I ii^iiTixfTXTri ^^—(."^ompagnoni's America—IMediral Societies— Universities
LiOllliMlNtr. _,he Chippewalntlians— ilip Ariof Henifr Happy—llie Red

It is particularly dangerous to stand near leaden Rover—Naihanie! Appleion Haven—Necessity of The Common
]• „j..^^ .. -..,.1, *:.>i.^^ .

'-'3^^'—Farrar's Mathematics—Politics of Europe—Epitome of
-pouts, u-on gates or pahsadoes, at such tunes,

Grecian Antiquiiies-West's Journals-QuarteSy List of New
metals of all kinds having so strong an attraction Publications.

ourse which it would otherwise liave taken. Turnip Seed &-c.

When in a house, avoid sitting or standing near jus, received at the .New England Farmer Seed .Store, No.

'lie window, door, or walls, during a thunder 52 North Market Street. Uoslon. an extensive assortment of

-torm. The nearer a person is to the middle of a sT"'";P_1het',es°i'^ortI ".th'

room, the better.

The greatest evil to be apprehended from Ught-

ii'mg, is the explosion of powder-magazines.

—

These may, in a great degree, be secured from

finest sorts

most improved sorts (or tliF

Dutch, Vellow Stone, Vi

one of uncommon e-xct-lleii

field culture, ihe White N-

arp the growdi of the present
(or family use or stock. The

tnrmer are the White Stone, White
Mow Malta. Tiie i'e/loio St07ie is

c and keeps well. Of the sorts for

rfolk. White Globe, and Vrlh.

rdeen or Bullock 'Avc preit^rable. 'j'he Vellow Aberdeen is

danger by^nsulati^, or byUniug the bulk-heads ^:Z:':t:^2^tJ^::;;:X^:^^^t^^^^
and floorings, with materials ot a non-conductip.g liirjune. Also, Yoliuw Ruia Ba^a, or Russian Turuip, of the

ed in Europe ex-
pressly fo»* us. and the utmost .de|>endence may he placed upoi

nature, the expense of which would not be great, best de.scription. The above seed's
* pressly fo»* us. and the utmost .de|>ende

theii genuine quality A varrety of Long and Tn p Radish-
"

kly orLake Superior.—According to the late surveys es. suitable for »row"ing the ihr

of the boundary between the United States, and F?ll Spinach Long Prickly and Early Clus

^ . . .. , .
I

the ffenuine Girkin Cucumber, or West India picUinGf one ot
Canada, about one thousand rivers empty them- ,i,olinesi pickles.

-elves into this enormous inland sea. It is esti- Likewise MO lbs. fresh common white flat English Turnip

1^1. 1 .;^.. ^c ......t^ **.i«t r^P i.rot<i..o r^P- '*^eed, a part of it the growth of lfi28 :—to dealers and purchas-
mated that an elevation of nine leet of wateis or

^,^ ^^ ,,1^^ quamity, it^ill be put at a low rate.
^

the lake would cause them to flow over into the Also, genuine Fowl Meadow Grass, from Vermont—Orchard

source of the Mississippi instead of running m its Grass l.ucerne, &e.-Hemp. White Mustard, Flax Seed &c.
... .**

, , ,
At this place IS KeiJl ihe best supply of seeds, native and im-

present direction. An earthquake, such as was ported, ihat art and industry can precure. July i

experienced at Cliih in 1822, might be attended —-——

with tremendous consequences to this region of ^''^«'' OatmeaL
' For sale at the New England Fanner Seed .Store, iNo. 52

the coiuitry. North Market Street, '20 barrels of warranted lre»h oatmeal,
direct from Stevens' mills, Barnet, Vi. It will be sold by the

Bartfoot and Serab.
The.se two valuable animals, vrnieh have been sent to this

country by Admiral 6ir Isaac CoBin, will, for the present sea-
son, stand at Hrighton.—Thev are joung, and have tiecii high-
ly celebrated in England, 'llie pedigree of Barefoot, a ches-
nut horse, is as follow-..

kO*LKD 18'J).

Barefoot, by Trump, tlani Rosamond by Ruzzard, out of
Rosclierry, sister to Huley and Tartar, by Phenomenon, out o1

Miss West by Malcham- Regulus—Crab—Childers—lasid.
In \8°2t, when at Pontefraci, sweepstakes of 20 gs. each, tor

two years olds— 1 1 subs.. Unri'lool btaiiiig Harpooner.
Ill 1823, Yi.rk Springs St. Ledger, oi 26 gs. each, G subs.—

Barefoot beaiiiig iour oihers.—A. I'ontelrnct sweepstakes of 30
guineas each ten feet, 10 subscribers. Barefoot beating Pala-
tine.

tn 1823, the Domastcr great St. Ledgers, of 25 gs. each, 80
subscribers. Uareicol beating 11 others.

In 1323, at ^^-u Market. Harelboi won a h.tndicup plate val-
£.")0, beating Ticsihan and five i.lhers.

In 1824, at Ascot Heaih, Itareloot talked over for the Swin-
las slakes, of 23 sovereigns each 3 subs.

In 1825, at Lancaster, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a
sweepstakes -f 10 sovereigns, 17 subs, ol all ages. Barefoot
beaiing Lottery and two others.

Li 1826, ai .VldiK'hester. Handicnp stakes of 30 sovereigns
each. 10 ft. wiih20 sovereigns added—G subscnliers— Barefoot
healing two others. At Lancaster, the gold cup, vqIim- 100 gs.

added to a sweepstakes ot 10 sovereigns each. 9 subs.— Bare-
foot beating t^\o oihers.

Skbab. (a beautiful bay Hnrsp.) Foaled in 1821.

Got by Phantom oui of Jesse, by Totieridge—her dam Crac-
ker by HighH^er. out of Nutcracker, by Matcsum.

In 1824, won ihe iNew .^Inrket stakes, 50 gs. each 21 subs.—

Serab beaiing tijur others.

In 1825, at the New i!,irki:t Crane meeting, the stak«.s. 100

sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year.

Spring meeting, Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, lOOsov'iis..

sub.^. beating three others.

In 182G. Se.-ab .con Kings Plate. 1(X1 gs. beating 30 oihers.

In l;;27, Su.ciou. Si'i-ab won the gold cup. j.l3

PRICES OF COUjVTRY PRODUCE.

Ai'PLES.be
ASHES. !.iol.

BEANS
BEEF.

Revolving rake.—A patent revolving hay and barrel only, at

grain rake has lately been introduced into this

:

^

State, (says the Portsmouth Journal) and consid-
j njgrciiants

> low pri<

Seeds for the West Indies.

, . , ..lasters of vessels and others trading to the West
ered a highly important and usetul invention. Indies, can be furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

With a horse, one man and a boy, it rakes clean, for that market, at from gi to .§5 per box.—Each box comains

, , . , . ,. 1 ^11 . ^ upwards of sixly different kind.i of seeds, vegetable and orna-
iind by its revolving, discharges the hay into win- „iemal, in quantities sulficiem for a common kitchen garden.-
VOWS without .stopping the horse or lifting the Likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be found in New Eng-

rake. It will do as much work as ten or twelve ^^'"''^y ;''.«„P-™"^^
°' ''"^''^'' »" warranted pure, and of the

men with hand rakes ; and no farmer will di.s-

pense with it in gathering his hay and grain after

once seeing it in operation.

Farmington' canal.—On Friday the 27th instant

the first canal boat, called the Jas. Htllhouse, was
launched at Farmington, Conn, on the canal at

that place, under a salute of artillery, with a band

of nuisic, &c. A party of two hundred ladies and

gentlemen embarked on board, and were drawn

jjy a team of decorated grays a few miles on the

new channel opened to commerce in that direc-

tion. They crossed the Farmington river, on an

aqueduct thirty-si.x feet in height, partook of re-

fresliments on the excursion, and returned at sun-

set, amidst the acclamations of a large concourse

of spectators assembled on the rationally joyful

occasion.

—

JV. Y. Statesman,

growth of 1827.

t'ar;;o. No. 1, uc.v,
-i Cavio, N". a, WW,

BUTTEfciospected No,
CHEESE, iK>v mil!.,

Sktmrtiet! ini'k.

FLOUR, Salt;inore,II..iv„

HOGS 1.
•.•

LIME.
PLA!STr:rt i .r:i^ ieu.uat
PORK, new, clear, - - . -

Navv, mess, new,
(."a.-go. No. I, new, -

SEEDS, H.rd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fi.wl Meadow, -

Ry<' Grass,
Tall iMeadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top -

While Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurlzcl,
WOOL, Merino, full blood, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed.
Merino, three fourths washed.
Merino, half &l quarter washed
Native, washed.
Pulled, Lamb's, first sort,

Pulled, Lamb's, second sort,

Pulled, for spinning, first sort.
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MISCELLANIES.
AGRICULTUKE.

Thou firsl of ans, source of domeslic ease,

Pride of Ihe land, and patron of the seas,

Thrift Agriculture I lend Ihy poleul aid
;

Spread lli> gieen fields where dreary forests shade ;

Where savage men pursue their savage prey,

Lei the nhiie flocks in verdant pastures play ;

From the bloom'd orchard and Ihe showery vale

Give the rich fragrance to the gentle gale
;

Eeward ivith ample boon the laborer's hand.

And pour thy gladdening bounties o'er the land

Columbia's sons, spurn not the rug;ed toil ; _

Your nation's glory is a cultur'd soil.

Rome's Cincinnatus, of illustrious birth,

liicreased his laurels whilst he tiU'd the earth

E'ven China's Monarch lays his sceptre down.

Nor deems the task unworthy of the crown.

Reasons for emigrating.—A Scottish gentleman

in the warmth of national veneration, was prais-

ing Scotland for the cheapness of provisions ; a

salmon migiit be bouglit for saxpence, and a doz-

en mackerel for twapence. "And pray, sir," said

one of the listeners, "how came you to leave so

cheap a country?"—"In gude troth, mon," re-

plied the Scotchman, "although fish is plentiiiil

enotigh, the saxpence and twapence are unco

By this time the fire in my bones began to burn. 1 India rubber has been successfully used hi

Rishig from my seat, I said, 'Good woman, have England for hose for engine.*. A certificate, in

you a family ?' 'No,' was her reply, and, as if con- its favor, is published by a man who had 126 feet

science was beginning to do its oflice, she added, in constant use two years. It answered the pur-

'I hav'nt got it for myself.'
|

pose completely, and was tlecidedly preferable to

The sequel I will not relate, only that I went
j

leather hose. It required no care, no oiling, and
on my way thinldng on the poicer of appetite. This beuig always perfectly air tight, it is vastly supe-
woman had been picking up a rag here and a rag rior for suction hose.

there—and had been anxiously watching her hen
|

—

—

for nine successive days. And for what.' For the
|

The Saco Palladium states that the mill erected

means of gratifying a raging and an unconquera-
j

by the Saco Manufacturing Company, wiU con-

ble appetite. These are thy triumphs, O rum !
|
tain 12,000 .spindles and 360 looms. 1200 spin-

Should this little incident, Mr. Editor, make the !
dies have been started within a few weeks, and a

same impression on your mind as it did on mine, proportionate number of looms.

:you will throw it into some corner of your useful
|

paper. I Illuminated church dials are becoming numer-
I ous in London, and are found very convenient to

"Forty."—A writer in the Atheneum, under the the ptibUc.
head "Biblical Criticism," has some curious ob- ,,_^_____^__^_^,^„^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
servatious on the word "forty," as used in the 7r_ ^~jZ

~

Scriptures. He observes that this numeral, 'vvhich At the Agricultural Warehouse 100 Doz. of Derby's patent

occurs so frequently, and in places where its in- Scythe Rifles—Forsemore. Dudley. Foster. Farwell and other

troduction is manifestly at variance with the ^f'
wa"a'"^''

f.7";'''-'"TW^^' "' n "''"'i^'*t'
"^'"'"«''

, ,,,. .... h^y rakes—Willis's Improved Horse Power Machine—Pope s
passages that precede and follow it, is m the Hand Threshing Machine, ifec.

Cucumber Seed, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a furth-

In old times it is said a parishioner thought

himself cheated if a sermon were less than an

hour long. Now, short sermons are called for.

A farmer hired a man to break flax by the day,

and he said he could hear all day long the slow

sound By—the—d-a-y—By—the— d-a-y—By

—

tlie— d-a-y. He afterwards hired him by the job
;

the music was then changed to double quick tune

—By the jo6, By the job, By the job, job, job.

The clerk of a church in England lately gave

notice of a parish rate ui the following manner :

"1 am desired to give notice that the third levy

is assessed five pence in the pound," and without

pausing, added, "let us sing to the praise and

glory of God,
" Lord what a wretched land this is.

That yields us no supplies."

Liongevity.—There ai'e 17 men now living ui

New Haven, whose united ages amount to 1413

years. The average of each individual is eighty-

three years. In addition to these, there are twen-

ty-seven men, whose united ages amount to 1971

years, and whose average age is 73 years. The
average age of the two together is about seventy-

seven years.

Eggs, Rags, and Rum.—A few days since, as I

was journeynig baclt from the sea-board, I called

at a store in to bait ray horse. ^Vhile 1 was
waiting for the wearied animal to take his allow-

since, there came m a squaUd looking woman, and
passing to the counter, in a low voice iuquu-ed of

the clerk— ' Have you any rum ?' She was an-

swered agreeably to her wisli. 'Give me a quart,'

_said she, handing him a jug, and at the same time

beginning to lay out upon the counter from a cov

East, constantly used as a general term, implying
" many" or indefinite numbers, as we use the

words "score," and "dozen or two." A ruined
, er

palace at Persepolis is called "Cselmiminar," or

the "forty jiiUars," though it has but 19 standing,

and when perfect had 260. The Arabs also use

one thousand and one in a similar manner. Thus
Moses was in the Mount "forty" days, means
many, not "forty" years in the wilderness. This

meaning explains numerous difficulties in Scri])-

ture historj'. And Persians, Arabs, and Turks,

still use the term "forty" in this case.

The Militia.—A correspondent in the Lowell
Journal, signed " 8000," thus notices the niiUtia

system : Of all the laws of the present day, there

is none that operates so unequally on all, and so

large portion of society as does the present odious

militia system. It is also very injurious to the

welfare of society—induces idleness, drinking and

many other vices. It is a tax on the rich man's

purse, and a tax on the poor man's time. If the

sum of money is to be got rid of, we say apply it

to some nobler object. In vain may we build

churches, have prayer meetings, form societies

for suppression of intemperance, &c. &c. We

Prick

.

latter is

uply of Green and White Turkey, While Spined, Long
1\, and small West India Girkin Cucumber Seed—the

I fine sort for pickling, and should be planted soon.

For Sale,

Al the New England Farmer Seed Store, " A Memoir of the
Cultivation of the \'ine in America—and the best Mode of mak-
injWine. Second edition. By John Adium. June 27

Field Beans.
For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store two barrels

of small white prolific Field Beans, raised in Milton, Mass.

—

Tkey are of fine quality, free from any mixture, the seed being
selected, and are all of the growth of 1827.

Gvnpowder, Sfc.

Du Font's Gun Powder, at 23 to 50 cts. per pound—Shot Balls—Flints and Percussion Caps.
Also. Alum—Refined Salt Petre—Blue Vitriol, &c. constant-

ly for sale al the Ditpoiit Pmcder Store, No. 63 Broad street—
By E. COPELANl), Jr.

0= The Du Pont sold as above, is warranted first quality—
and is marked "E. Copeland, jr. Boston," on the head of the
cask If March 14

MILLET.
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store,
60 bushels of Millet of superior gua/itij . gentlemen in want ot

this article are requested to call and examine it.

Also, a furlher supply of Orchard Grass, Lurerue, FowJ
Meadow, Mangel Wurtzel. Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, Russiao
Flax, Lima Beans, &c. with several new varieties of I'urnip

say in vain may we do these things unless we ' Seed from Europe, including the Yellow Malta, Yellow Stone,

nli„i;«li pntirelv'tlip rr.ilitin <ivRtpm Nn man Ins'"*'*"""
Aberdeen. &c. A lew barrels fresh White Mustard

aboUsh entnely tne militia system. i\o man Has gged_Aiso, Green Citron. Pine Apple, ard Pomegranate
ever yet shown that the countrj' has been benefit- Musk Melons ; Carolina and Long Island Waier Blelons.

ted, bv these trainings. The system has none, For sale at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a few,';;., ,

*^

,
...

t
pounds of Long White Summer Naples Radish, a variety high-

other for Its advocates, except those ^^ ho are, hke ,

\y esteemed in the Southern States,

children, " pleased with a rattle, tickled with a I

straw ;" who admire to strut about dressed in re-
Bull Bolivar.

, J. 1 1 . .1 1 • .u 1 The high bred imporled Improved Short-homed Pull Bolivar,
gimentals, and to exhibit themselves to the gaze L^iiij,^^!,, ,he subscriber's stable in Charlestown. Mass. Price

of the public, to show to the world how much ga for each cow tor Uie season. This bull was selected by Mr

braver they appear in times of peace, than they
1

p-"!^"' ""=
T.f'"p''""i,"'"'l

J'™'', without limitation of cost,
' '^' „ -,, ,.,,., I

for Ihe use of the Fowolton slock, an
would in time of war. We are far behind our

southern friends in this bu,siness. In Maryland,

of so little consequence is it, that, by paying two

dollars you are exempt, any body old or young

for the year. Every one ought to read tlie Rev.

Mr. Pierpont's sermon before the Ancient and

ered basket, the quid pro ouo.—^Thero are nme of
Honorable Artillery, on the Election day, 1828.

your eggs,' said the clerk. ' Here are some paper ]

^» ^'"'W^ »''« ™'"'^ '>'^**''" '" "^ P'^P" ^^i'^—

rags also,' said she of the brown jug. They were ^he supporters of the system are decreasing eve-

thrown mto the scales, and raised a twelve ounce '

'">' day and it must ere long go down—down-
weight. 'You have

-I
of a pound,' said the clerk. I

"''"''^ '° "^^ again—.Sa^em Observer.

'The eggs^and the rags come to nine conts-thc
|

^ -^ saidi;;7ha7becn ordered to bo admitted

so highly valued by
Col. Powel, that he has always refused to sell him, and has
consented to part from him but lor a season, considering him in

form, points^ and pedigree, equal to any animal to he had in

Great Britain.

Bolivar is red and white, is not three years old and has never
been forced

;
yet he gi.ls immediately behind his lore legs 7

feet 8 inches. The singular neatness of his shoulder, the

straightness of his back, the width of his loin, the smallness of

his head, neck, and nfibi, the Quickness ol his gait, together with

the well known character of nis family as dniry stock, render

him one of the roost desirable males for improving our neat cat-

tle, that can in any country be found.

SAMUEL JAQUES, Jr.

Published every Friday, at $3 per annum, payable at the end.

of tlie year—Ziirf those who pay ivithin sixty days from ftie timr

of SUiscriSip;. cert: nililled toa tlsdlicCiim offifty emts.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
From Ihc Boston Daily AHvcrliser.

Although the means of prevcuting and destroy-

ing putrid or infectious iniasniata, by the use ol
|

chemical agents, have been long known, they have

been resorted to for the most part only on occa-

sions of alarm. They may be made to conduce

so much to our comfort and health at this season,

that I venture to send you a brief notice of a pre-

ventive and remedial agent, which may be em-

ployed in any situation, and under all circum-

stances.

Within a fcv. months great use has been made

1 France of a chemical compound of chlorine gas

lid lime or sofla, for the purpose of destroying the

that of vinegar, and ihc various substances resort- ficient quantity of sugar, and piled up in the niid-

ed to on occasions like the above, it does not nicre- die, so as to make the pie liighest in the centre.

—

ly diss:uise the odour, it chemically decomposes I The upper crust should be pricked with a fork, or

and destroys it. It is perfectly innocent, and not
j

have a slit cut in the middle. The edges should

expensive, unless (lurchased in small quantities

usually sold in small tin boxes ; it should be ob-

tained from the manufactin-er, by the pound.

Cambridf^e, My 1. J. W. WEBSTER.

Fi-nm " ffpi-enlii-live Rrreipis for PasMj, Cakrs. Piidrlings."

(St. an excfllent Irfaliv pnMished Inj Mnnroe Sf Francis, andfor

sale at this office, pnce 50 r"its.

GOOSEBERRY PUDDING.
A p'lit ofSlewed foospherrles, wiih all llieir juice.

A quarler of a pound of powdered sugar.

Two ounces of fresh hiitler.

Two ounces of 2;rated hread.

Three esffs.

Stew the gooseberries till quite soft. When
oifensive odours arising from putrifymg animal and

^^^^^ ^^^ cold, mash them fine with the back of a

vegetable matters. The first use of this com-
_^^^^-^^_^^^l ^^.^ into them two ounces of sugar.—

pound was in a case of judicial inquiry, where it

^^^^ ^^^ ounces more of sugar, and stir it to a

became necessary to disinter a body for esamina

tion, and by it tlie effluvia was destroyed in an

hour or two.

For all common purposes, the effects of the com- ^
pound of nme and clilorine, known in commerce l'^^

"^no'ar in turn with the gooseberries,

as "bleaching powder," and "bleaching salts, are^^^^^ "

substance used in France
similar to those of the

under the name of " Labarraque's Disinfecting

Soda Liquid."

The bleaching powder may be sprinkled about

an apartment, or a small quantity thrown into a

vessel which it is desirable to purify ; or it may be
^ ^

dissolved in water, and cloths be dipped in the
^^.^ ^^^

solution, and afterwards be brought into the vitiat-

ed atmosphere. Vehicles for the removal ot of-

fensive substances, as well as the substances them-

selves, mav be freed from all offensive odour by

the use of'the powder, while at the same tune the

fertilizing powers of those substances are remark-

ably increased— a fact which has been establish-

ed by actual experiment.

In some situations and apartments, a few spoon-

fulls of the powder may be mixed with the sand

with which the floors are usually sprinkled. The

many occasions, both in pubUc and private, where

this "purifving agent may be advantageously em-

ployed, must be obvious.* It is sometimes desira-

ble to prevent the rapid change of a dead body

previous to interment ; this would be accomplish-

ed by a small quantity of the dry powder within

the coflin, or by the ap]ilication of the moistened

clothes.
» w-.i

In descending into vaults, pits, sewers, &c. if the

air breathed be passed through a sponge which

has been wet with the solution, the person can re-

main some time without injury in situations where

others not so provided would infallibly be des-

Troved.

The use of this substance in the sick chamber

will be found a source of no slight comfort, and

even safety in some diseases ; and it has been ap-

plied to ulcers and putrescent sores with manifest

advantage.

The effect of this chemical agent is not hke

cream with two ounces of butter.

GVate very fine, as much stale bread as will

A^ei«h two ounces.

at three eggs, and stir them into the butter

^___^ _ ^ and

breal

L.'y pnff-pasle in a soup-plate. Put in the mix-

ture, and bake it half an hour.

Do not grate sugar over it.

be nicely crimped with a knife.

Dried peaches, dried apples, and cranberries

should be stewed with a very little water, and al-

lowed to get quite cold before they are ])ut into

the pie. If stewed fruit is put in warm, it will

make the paste heavy.

If your pies are made in the form of shells, or

without lids, the fruit should always be stewed
fir.st, or it will not be sufficiently done, as the shells

(which should be of puff-paste) must not bake so

long as covered pies.

Shells intended for sweetmeats, must be baked
empty, and the fruit put into them before they go

to the table.

Fruit pies with hds, should have loaf-sugar grat-

ed over them. If they have been baked the day
before, they should be wanned in the stove, or

near the fire, before they are sent to table, to sof-

ten the crust and make them fresh.

Raspberry and ajiple pies are much improved

by taking off the lid, and ])ouring in a little cream
just before they go to table. Replace the lid verj'

carefully.

BLACK CURRANT JELLY.
Piek the currants from the stalks, wash and

Mash them soft with a spoon, put

them in a bag, and squeeze out the juice. To

each pint of juice, allow three quarters of a pound

of loaf-sugar. Put the juice and sugar into a pre-

serving kettle, and boil them about ten minutes,

skimminff thom well. Take it immediately out of

the kettle. Put it warm into your glasses. Tie

it up with brandv papers.

The juice of black currants is so very thick,

that it requires less sugar and less boiling than

any other jelly.

FRUIT PIES
Fruit pies for family use, are generally made

with common paste, allowing three quarters of a

pound of butter to a pound and a half of flour

RED CURRANT JELLY.
Wash your ciuTants, drain them, and pick them

from the stalks. Mash them with the back f a

spoon. Put then hi a jelly-bag, and squeeze it till

all the juice is pressed out.

To every pint of juice, allow a pound of the

best loaf-sugar. Put the juice and the sugar into

your kettle, and boil it fifteen minutes, skimming
it all the while. Pour it warm mto your glasses,

set it for several hours in the sun, and when cold,

tie it up with brandy pajier. JelUes should never

be allowed to get cold in the kettle. If boiled too

long, they will lose their flavour, and become of a

dark colour.

Strawberry, raspberry, blackbeny, and grape

jelly may be made in the same manner, and with

the same proportion of loaf-sugar.

Red currant jelly may also be made in a very

simple manner, by putting the currants wliole into

Peaches and plums, for pies, should be cut in the kettle, with the sugar ; allowing a iiouiid of

half and the stones taken out. Cherries also sugar to a pound of currants. Boil them together

' We recommend this excellent article to the attention of those

eneaged in removing night soil ; and panicularlj- to such larm-

^-
Brookline, Brighton. &e. as have n deposited on their

The " Bleaching Salts" alluded to, can be purchased

al the New England Farmer seed store in any quantity.

should be stoned, and red cherries only should be

used for pies.

Apples should be cut into very thin slices, and

are very much improved by a little lemon-peel

—

Sweet apiiles are not good for pies, as they are

very" insipid when baked, and seldom get thor-

oughly done. If green apples are used, they

shoultl first be stewed in as little water as possi-

ble, and made very sweet.

Apples, stewed previous to baking, should not

be done till they break, but only till they are ten-

der. They should then be drained in a cullender

and chopped fine with a knife or the edge of a

spoon.

In making pies of juicy fruit, it is a good way

to set a small tea-cup on the bottom crust, and lay

the fruit all around it. The juice will collect un-

der the cup, and not run out at the edges or top

of the pic. The fruit should be mixed with a suf-

fifteen minutes, skimming carefully. Thei p.mr

them into a sieve, with a pan under it. Let them
drain through the seive into the pan, pressing them
down with the back of a spoon.

Take the jelly, while warm, out of the pan and

put it into your glasses. Tie it up with brandy

paper when cold.

Lusus JVaturce.—A Royal George peach tree,

cukivated in the garden of the Rev. Mr. Howman
ofBeccles, produced, last season, rather a large

fruit, three parts of which were peach, and one

part nectarine, quite distinct in appearance as well

as in flavour.— Gardener's Magazine.

Mr. Andrew Hook, No. 165 Market street, Bal-

timore, has prepared handkerchiefs from India

silk, with views of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

Road elegantly printed on them.
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JIOWING.
They who have not been iii theh- youth accus-

tomed to do this work, are seldom Couiul to be

able to do it with ease or expedition. But when

the art is once learnt, it will not be lost.

As this is one of the most laborious parts of the

husbandman's calling, and the more fatiguing as it

must be performed in the hottest season of the

year, every precaution ought to be used which

tends to lighten the labour. To this it will con-

duce not a httle, for the mower to rise very early,

.ind be at his work before the rising of the sun

—

He may easily perform half the usual day's work

before nine in the morning. His work will not

only be made easier by the coolness of the morn-

ing air, but also by the dew on the grass, wliich is

cut the more easily for being wet. By this means

he may he still and rest himself during all the hot-

test of the day, while others who begun late are

sweating themselves excessively ; and hurting

their health, probably, by taking down large

draughts of cold drink to slake their raging thirst.

The other half of his work may be performed after

three or four o'clock ; and at night he will find

himself free from fatigue.

If the mower would husband his strength to

advantage, he should take care to have his scythe,

and all the apparatus for mowing, m the best or-

der. His scythe ought to be adapted to the sur-

face on which he mows. If the surface be level

and free from obstacles, the scythe may be long

and almost straight ; and he will perform Ids work

with less labour, and greater expedition. But if

the surtace be uneven, cradley, or chequered with

stones, or stumps of trees, his scythe must be short

and crooked. Otherwise he will be obliged to

leave much of the grass uncut, or use more labor

in cutting it. A long and straight scythe will

only cut off the tops of the grass in hollows.

A mower should not have a suead that is too

slender ; for this will keep the scythe in a contin-

ual tremor, aiid do much to hinder its cutting.

—

He must see that it keeps perfectly fast on the

snead ; for tlie least degree of looseness will obhge

him to use the more violence at every stroke

—

Many worry themselves needlessly by not attend-

ing to this circumstance.

Mowing with a company ought to be avoided

by those who are not very sti'ong, or who are lit-

tle used to the business, or who have not their

tools in the best order. Young lads, who are am-

bitious to be thought good mowers, often find

themselves much hurt by. mowing in company.

Mowers should not follow too closely after each

other : For this has been the occasion of fatal

wounds. And when the dangerous tool is carried

from place to place, it should be bound up with a

j-ope of grass, or otherwise carefully secured.

" Mr. de Lisle introduced in England, the inow-

jng of wheat. The method is this : The scythe

he uses is at least six inches shorter in the blade

than the conunon scythe ; and instead of a cradle,

has txvo twigs of osier put semi-circular wise into

holes made in the handle of the scythe, near the

blade, in such a manner that one semi^circlc inter-

sects the other.

" By this method of mowing wheat, the stand-

ing corn is always at the left hand. The mower
mows it inuard, bearing the corn he cuts on his

sc^he, till it come to that which is standing, a-

gainst which it gently leans. After cve»y mower
(oBows, a gatherer, who being provided with a

t^ook or stick, about two feet long, gathers up the

corn, makes it into a gavel, and lays it gently on

the gromid. This nmst be done with spirit, as a-

nother mower immediately follows."

—

Com. Farm.

As reaping is slow and laborious work, it would
be right for our countrymen to learn this method
of mowing their wheat ; which will undoubtedly

answer also for other sorts of grain.

—

Deant.

Soap, saving of.—For the use of private families,

where linen is dirty by perspiration or grease it

will be of great service towards renderhig it white,

to steep it for some time in a clear liquor, made
by mixing one quart of quick hme in ten gallons

of water, letting the mixture stand 24 liours, and

then using the clear water, drawn from the lime.

After the linen is steeped in this liquor it should

be washed as usual, but it will require much less

soap to be used.

KITCHEN GARDEN—JULY.
Several successional crops are required to be

sown this montji for the supply of autumn, and
some main crops for winter consumption. Many
principal crops wiU be now arrived to full perfec-

tion, and some mature crops all gathered. When
the latter is the case, the ground should be clear-

ed and dug for succeeding ones, or for some gen-

eral autiuun and winter crops, as turnips, cabba-

ges, savoys, brocoli, cauliflowers, celery, entfive,

&c. &c.
The business of sawing and planting this month

will be more successful if done in moist or showe-
ry weather, or on the ap])roach of rain, or imme-
diately after ; especially for small seeds, and ynung
seedhng plants.

Old crops of artichokes now advancing in full

fruit should be divested of some of the small side

heads, to encourage the principal top heads ui at-

taining a larjjer magnitude. /

Now is the time to gather aromatic herbs for

diying and distilling, &c. as spear-mint, pepper-

mint, balm, penny-royal, camomile flowers, laven-

der-flowers, sage, hyssop, marjoram, fennel, dill,

basil, taiTagon, angoUca, raariffold flowers, sweet-

marjoram, &c, most of v/hich, when just coming
into flower, are in the l>est perfection for gather-

ing. The fennel, dill, and angeUca, should remain

till they are in seed.

Plant the last crops of beans, for late produc-

tion in autumn. Let them be principally of the

smaller kind, as they are most successful in late

planting, putting in a few at two or three diflTerent

times in the month ; and also some larger kinds, to

have the greater chance of success and variety ;—

and in all of which, if dry weather, snak the beans

in soft water, six or eight hours, then plant thern,

and water the ground along the rows.

Earth up. celery plants, to blanch ; also tlie

stems of young cabbages, savoys, brocoli, borecole,

beans, peas, kidney-beans, &c. to strengthen their

growth.

Sow the principal late crops of Iddney-beans, nf

the dwarf kinds, for autumn supply ; and sonic

more for lale successional production in Septem-

ber, &.C. sow them all in drills, two feet or two
feet and a half distant ; and if the weather is very

hot and dry, either soak the beans, or water the

drills well before you sow them.

Continue to plant out different sorts of lettuce at

a foot or fifteen inches from each other. Plant

them in small shallow drills, to preserve the moist-

ure longer ; and water them well at planting.

If vom* melons are advanced to fiiU growth.

give them but httle water, as much moisture will
retard the ripening, and prevent their acquuing
that rich flavor peculiar to this fruit. If they are
ripe gather them in the morning, fllature ripe-
ness is sometunes shewn by the fruit cracking at

the base round the stalk, or by chaiigmg yellow-
ish, and unparting a fragrant odour.

Radishes may be sowed for an autumn crop to'
draw next month.

LONDON PORTER.
This popular beverage would seem, from the

statements made of its ingredients, very iU to de-
ser^e its renown. The proportion of the malt
consumed to the porter made, shows that if niah
and hops alone were used, the hquor produced
woidd not be so mtcxicating as the most watery
small beer. Its inebriating property must arise,

therefore, from sotne other uigredients. What is

called ^^porter essence" is the most in use for this

purpose. Tlie following is said to be the recipe
for this agreeable and highly salutarj' compound :

"Take ^ cwt. of Spanish liquorice, and 4 lbs. of

copperas, boil them together in a copper pan, in 3
gallons of water. Then take J cwt. of molasses
or treacle, and ^ cwt. of raw sugar, and boil them
till they tliickeu a good deal, add the ndxture
above mentioned, and boil altogether two hours.
When cold, add the following ingredients, in pow-
der, 4 lbs. of gentian root, (ground) 4 lbs. of
orange pease, 2 lbs. of ground calanms root, and
stir and mix till the substance becomes like a sofV

extract."

Other ingredients are used, such as quassia, the
multum powder, as it is called, to save hops, the co-

culus indicus, and nux vomica, which are in the
highest degree destructive to animal hfe, though
their immediate effect is only a Ivind of stupid
intoxication. More than 30,000 lbs. of nux vomi-
ca, and more than 12,000 lbs. of cocubis indicus.
are annually imported into Great Britain. As the
only other use for these drugs, besides their infu-
sion into porter, is to poison vermin, it is naturally
concluded that nearly the whole goes into the
porter, for the purpose of poisoning men. It is

this delectable beverage which gives London por-
ters that mflammatoi-y habit and red coniiilexion
which are mistaken for health, hut which ratheir
betokens so much solidified hydrogen, ready to take
fire at every moment. It is a problem for the cu-
rious, which is the more effectual and honorable
means of extinguishing life— English porter or
American whiskei .—Ba/irmore American.

Soda, in washing.—A few ounces of soda will

soften a hogshead of the hardest v.ater. It is

said to be greatly sujierior in wa.shing to either

potash or pearlash. It gives a delicate whiteness
to the linen without the slightest injm-y, and never
unless excess is used in the least affects the hands.
To glasses, decanters, table spoons, &c. it gives a
lustre equal to the highest polish, without labour,

if washed in water, in which a small quantity has
been dissolved.

The Georgia (Augusta) Courier of the 23d ult.

says that on the [)revious Satm-day there were 14
cart and wagon loads of Watermelons in market
which is considered unusually early.

Several instances have occurred recently, in

Connecticut, of dairy women having the I^nc
Pock, caught from the cows.
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CRAPK VINKS.
Ommiiiiicalioii Irom William Wilson, Est|. of Clermonl. New

York, on llie culture of ihe Grape. Adilressed to the New

York Horiioultoral Society, 5Iarch 1821.—Coniimmicaled for

the Ni'w York Faimer.

You noticed a few frrapes whicli I sent last

summer to my ffiend, Mr. Peter Hattack— they

were not intended for e.xliibition, or jierliaps bet-

tor bunches ini;.'lit have been sent. Hut as they

met your approbation, tlie mode of raisinjj them
may not be utiaceeptable. I have cultivated

{.'rapes for more than twenty years, and for the

last ten years with success. The soil in whicli

they giY)w, is a lisiht gravelly loam, the ground

])erfertly level, the vines were raised from cut-

tings and pLiiited in the place they were intended

to be contunieil, and where they now are. I have

two rows of about twenty-five vines each, one on

the north side of the garden, exposed to the south

and protected by a high board fence, the other

row iti the middle and most exposed situation,

with no shelter whatever. For the fir.st six or

.seven years, they were cultivated in the usual

way, cut down to three or four feet, and support-

ed by stakes and laths. Their growth was rapid,

and retpiired a good deal of trimming. They
bore fruit ; but in two years out of three, they

were blasted and mildewed, good for nothing ; all

we got was trouble and vexation. I had resolved

to abandon them. About this time, I observed in

the woods some very fine looking wild grapes, the

vines running up high trees, and most of the fruit

at or near the top. On examining, i.iany were
found in the same situation ; from this I took the

hint of raising the cultivated grape higher from
Ihe ground. At the time of trimming I left the

vines their whole length, ten or twelve feet or
more ; cutting away every side shoot and leaving
tlic vines as clear of shoots, or spurs, or beads, as

possible. The spring following, bv every vine

was fixed a strong stake at least ten feet high,

with most of the limbs untouched, so that they

had the appearance of large buslies, or well grown
saplings. The vines were twisted around them
to the top, and when necessary, tied with bass.

—

By the middle of .June, the stakes were entirely

covered by the new shoots of the vine, and with

plenty of fruit, which was fully ripe in September,
and not one bunch blasted or mildewed ; there

was not one cluster within three or four feet of
the ground. Since that time I have continued
the same practice, and have now vines 20 or 30
f<!et long ; some of which run up the fruit trees

adjoining, the others being can-ied up 8 or 10
feet, and then stretched horizontally. It is no
unpleasant thing to see a cherry tree on one hand,
a pear tree on the other, and a peach tree not far

olf, all ornamented with clusters of grapes. Yet
such is the case, and has been for years past.—

|

Several strangers, both citizens and Ei'iropeans,

curious in such things, have called to examine for

themselves, and have generally allowed it to be
the most successful cultivation they had seen.

To the^members of the horticultural society,

who, it is probable are mostly practical men, I i

cannot write in their technical language ; it is
j

therefore hoped they will excuse the inaccuracies
'

that occur. In as few words as possible, the

whole management of the year is as follows, and
it matters not at what period we begin. The

|

fruit begins to ripen early in September and con-

1

tinues till the frosts in October. As soon as the
1

grapes are aU gathered, that is about the 15th of i

October, the stakes are token up and thrown aside
for tire wood. The vine is then stretched out its

whole length and trimmed as clean as possible, in

which state it is letl lying on the ground for two
or three weeks ': about the last of November, they
are laid on the surface at full length, and fastened
down with pin.s, and covered hghtly with earth

;

which is done by digging a shallow ditch on each
side, and throwing up the ground to the middle,
wliich forms a ridgi; over the vines, and covers
them about ten or twelve inches ; no straw, ma-
nure, or any other covering but the earth ; in this

state they lie all winter. In April, as soon as the

weather will permit, they are uncovered and left

on the ground for ten or twelve days or more :

the stakes are now, about the first of May, fixed
in their ])laces, and the vines reidaced as before.

They require no farther trouble, unless some that

may be blown down are to be put up again. The
borders are now well dressed by digging and rak-
ing, but no manure, nor has any been put on for

ten years or more. They are also kept perfectly

clean through the summer, by frequent hoeing and
raking : no vegetables are allowed to grow on the
borders at any time.

Tliis mode of raising grapes differs from the or-

dinary in these particulars :

1st. Trimming or pruning : this is usually done
in February or March. Here we never cut a vine

late- than November ; were this done in the spring

thej would either bleed to death or be so much
wea'cened as to bear no fruit. In general, we
are too sparing of the knife, leaving too many eyes
or bids, by which you get too much wood and
too little fruit ; and there is a mistake, which ail

writers that I have seen have fallen into, that
" vines bear their fruit on the wood that was pro-

duceti the preceding year." This is not the case,
for the fruit is invariably on the wrood of the pres-

ent year.

2(1. The next ditference is laying down ajid

cov«ring the vines all winter. In our northern

chniate, this is absolutely necessary : it may not

be so farther south, yet it is worth a trial with a
few vhies. Prune in October, lay them down and
cover in November or December, and take them I

upjn March. One season will test the utility or!

futility of the practice.

3d. Another difference is leaving the vine its

full length and training it as high as po.ssible.— i

This I have never seen except in my own garden
;

|

but it is the practice in some pails of Italy, where
the vines run over the poplar and elm trees.

4th. Most people plant their vines in sheltered

and warm places : this is following the English

mode, where the climate requires it. Here my
vines that are most exposed, bear equally if not

better than others.

5th. No manure has been used for many years.

Its use gives wood, not fruit.

The greater part of the grapes are the sweet

water ; these are the best bearers, and pleasantcst

for table. The miller grape answers well for a

variety, and is a good bearer. I have tried the

red and black Hamburg, but they do not succeed

so well. I am now trying to raise the Madeira

grape, having received a few cuttings, which came
from that island, last spring, all of which are

growing and shall have a fair trial.

The borders on which the grapes are ctdtivated

are six feet wide, and the vines in the centre.

Your humble sen'ant,

atrmonf, M Y. WILLIAM WILSON.

From Memoirs of thfCalcilonian Horticultural Society.

TRIOATMENT OF GOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
As soon as the leaves are all fallen, I begin

pruning, and dunging, if need require. I then dig

tiio ground between the bushes, learing the

ground as rough as possible ; and as the diggers

are i>roceeding, that is, as soon as they are clear

of the first plant in the row, I give the bush, from
the ro.se of a watering-pot, at least an English

gallon of the following mixture, of equal parts, viz.

lime-wator, chamber-ley, and soap-suds, in which
I introduce as much soot as to give the composi-

tion the color and consistence of rich dunghill

drainings ; proceeding over the whole in this

manner, without treading or poaching the ground:

in which state they remain until the winter frosts

are fairly past, when I level and dress up the

ground between with a rake.

This practice I have invariably performed, and

have always had healthy fruitful bushes, and nev-

er in the least annoyed with any insects on the

bushes so dressed. JOHN NAISMITH.

HOW TO PICKLE WALNUTS.
Scald sHglitly, and rub off the first skin of a.

hundred large walnuts, before they have a hard
shell : this may easily be ascertaihed by trying

them with a pin. Put them in a strong cold brine,

put new brine the third and sixth days, and take

them out and dry them on the ninth. Take an
ounce each of long pepper, black pepper, ginger,

and allspice ; a quarter of an ounce of cloves, some
blades of mace, and a table-spoonful of mustard-

seeds : bruise the whole together, put into a jar

a layer of walnuts, strew them well over with the

mixture, and proceed in the same manner till all

are covered. Then boil three quarts of white

wine vinegar, with sliced horse-radish and ginger,

pour it hot over the walnuts, and cover close

Repeat the boiling of the vinegar and pour it hot

over, three or four days, always keeping the pick-

le closely covered ; add at the last boiling a few
cloves of garlic, or shallots. In five months they

will be fit for use.

A Tropical Climate.—Insects are the curse of
tropical climates. The vete rouge lays the foun-

dation of a tremendous ulcer. In a moment you
are covered with ticks. Chigoes bury themselves

in your flesh, and hatch a large colony of young
chigoes in a few hours. They will not live to-

gether, but every chigoe sets up a separate ulcer,

and has his own private pus. FUes get entry into

your mouth, into your eyes, into yoiu- nose. You
eat flies, drink flies, and breathe flies. Lizards,

cockatrices, and snakes, get into the bed—ants

eat the books— scoqiions sting you on the foot

—

every thing stings, bites, or bruises—every second

of your existence you are wounded by some piece

of animal life, that nobody has ever seen before,

except Swaminerdam and Mariam. An insect

with eleven legs is swimming in your tea cup—

a

non deseript with nine wings is struggling in the

small beer, or a caterpillar with several dozen

eyes in his belly is hastening over the bread and

butter ! All nature is alive, and seems to be gath-

ering her entomological hosts to eat jou up as

you are standing, out of your coat, waist-coat and

breeches. Such are the tropics. All this recop-

ciles us to our dews, fogs, vapor and drizzle—to

our apothecaries ru.sbing about with gargles and

tinctures—to our British constitutional cough.s,

sore throats, and swelled faces.

—

Edinb. Review.
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Extracts from Knight's Trtatise m the Culture of\

the Apple and Pear.

The inexperienced piauter will suppose that

much time will be lost in propagating new kinds,

as these will not produce I'ruit so soon as grafts of'

those which have been long in cultivation ; but

he will soon find that the fruit of very small young

trees by no means repays him for the injury they

sustain in growth. If the seeds, from which new
varieties were expected, and those intended mere-

ly to produce stocks, were sowed in the same sea-

son, the merits of those varieties would generally

be known, as early as the stocks would have gain-

ed proper size and strength in the nursery, and

have become after being moved, firmly rooted in

the ground, where they are to remain ; and if the

stocks were then to be grafted in the branches,

with those new varieties, I know no means by

which an orchard could be better, or more cxijc-

ditiously raised.

It has been recommended to remove the young
trees once or twice during the time they remain
in the nursery, under the idea of increasing the

number of their roots ; but I think tlii.i practice

only eligible with trees which do not readily grow
when transplanted. I have always found the

growth of young ap[)le trees to be much retard-

ed, and a premature disposition to blossom to be
brought on by it, and I could not afterwards ob-

serve that those trees, which had been twice re-

moved, grew better than others. It has also been
supposed that many small roots, proceeding im-
mediately from the trunk, ai-e in the future growth
of the tree to be prefeiTed to a few which are

targe ; but as the large roots of necessity branch
into small, which consequently extend into a great-

er distance, the advantages of more transplanta-

tions than from the seed-bed to the nursery, and
thence to the orchard, may reasonably be ques-

tioned.

The apple tree succeeds best in situations which
are neither high, nor remarkably lovir. In the

former its blossoms are frequently injured by cold

winds, and in the latter by spring frosts, particu-

larly when the trees are planted in the lowest part

of a confined valley. A south, or southeast aspect

is generally preferre<l, on account of the turbu-

lence of the west, and the coldness of tlie north

winds
; but orchards succeed well in all aspects

;

and where the violence of the west wind is brok-
en by an intervening piece of ground, a southw est

aspect will be found equal to any. The trees at-

tain their largest stature in a deep strong loam
;

but will grow well in all rich soils, which are nei-

ther excessively sandy nor wet. An orchard, gen-
erally, is most productive of fruit, when it is situ-

ated near the fold-yard, and is in consequence
much trodden and manured by the cattle in the
winter ; and hence it wiU not unfrequcntly be
found advantageous to plant on the site of an old
orchard. The ground, however, in which old ap-
ple trees have grown, is esteemed very unfavora-
ble to young ones. When from contiguity to the
house, an orchard is jdanted in this kind of ground,
the pear and apple sliould be made to succeed
each (ifher, as has been judiciously recommended
by Mr. Marshall. The roots of the pear descend
to a greater depth in the ground than those of the
apple tree ; and as the stocks of ncilher of these
fruits will afford jB-oper nutriment to the other, it

may be questioned whetlier their action on the
soil be perfectly similar.

In the choice of fruits of eveiy situation, atten-

tion should be paid to select such as are sufficient-

ly early to ripen well in it ; for if the fruit be not i

ripe, its produce must ever be crude, harsh or un-

palatable. A cider apple may be safely pronounc- i

ed to be too late for the situation it occupies, when
it does not become yellow before the end of Octo- i

her ; and I do not know any disadvantages at-

tending a more early maturity
;
provided the kinds

of fruit b6 capable of being kept a few weeks. An
opinion, I have observed, prevails that the liquors

obtained from all early fruits are without strength

or body ; but the strongest cider, yet known, is

produced by one of these, the Stire ; and I have

met with two other varieties, evidently capable of

making extremely strong ciders, which ripens in

the end of August.

In cold and unfavorable situations those fruits

will best repay the planter, which in their general

character appear nearly related to the native kind

or crab ; for though the flavor of these be austere

and ungrateful to tlie palate, the ciders produced

from some of them, when they have been tlio-

rughly ripened, are often found smooth and gen-

erous. I would reconunend the grafts to be laken

from an improved crab, in preference to the de-

generated apple ; for the former will possess much
of the hardiness and vigor, whilst the latter will

often inherit the debility and diseases of the pa-

rent tree. Pro])er fruits of this kind might pro-

bably be obtained from a crab of a deep yellow

color, and in taste rather astringent than acid,

trained to a south wall, and impregnated with the

farina of a rich early apple, in the maimer al/eady

recommended. But both the red, and the yellow

Siberian crabs possess qualities, which apjiear to

give them great advantages over eveiy Eiighsh

\ ariety. Their blossoms are in an extraordinary

degree, capable of bearing cold ; the fruit attains

a very perfect and early maturity ; it is iu color

and beauty unrivalled, and contains but a moder-
ate portion of acid, compared with its astringency.

I am well satislicd that the fruits, I have ob-

tained from these, will flourish and make fine ci-

ders ui many situations where kinds which save

been more improved by cultivation will not suc-

ceed ; and when old trees, whose branches nave
been taken off, are to be engrafted, I have no
doubt but that fruits of this kind, just arrive! at

the bearing age, may be used with very great ad-

vantage. The leaf and habit of an improved crab

will generally indicate a worse fruit, and of a de-

generate apple a better, than the trees will afier-

wards produce ; but this remark does not appear
to me to be appUcable to those fruits, whose de-

generacy, or variation, has been produced by the

introduction of the farina of another kind.

would make it an object to engraft most of the

walnut trees. Some have a very thin shell, and
a thick, large meat—while others have a thick

shell and but little meat. If is probable that the

hickory, or shag-bark, would do well, engrafted

on the pig-nut. ' If it should, the quantity raised

might be greatly increased, and the quality much
improved. The Maderia nut, which is usually sold

at the shops under the name of the Enghsh wal-

rmt, at 12^ to 16 cents per pound, may be culti-

vated here without difficulty, and is very produc-

tive. In the vicinity of New York, there is a tree

which has produced, in a single year, as many as

sold in the market for two hundred dollars. We
have no doubt that it might be engrafted on the

butter-nut, or the walnut, with perfect success.

It is a tree of the same genus, and in its character

bears a nearer resemblance to the butter-nut than

many other trees do to those on which they are

successfully engrafted. The experiment is worth

trying, and, if successful, it would soon furnish us,

at a cheap rate, with a good supply of that excel-

lent nut, without waiting the more tardy process

of rearing the tree.

—

Mass. Spy.

GREEN FRUIT.
It may not be amis to remind parents, and all

those who have the immediate oversight of chil-

dren, that unripe fruit already begins to appear in

our markets. It is possible that more children's

fives are destroyed, in the sununer, by this cause

of disease, than ahnost all others put together

—

Apples which are shaken from the trees by violent

winds, or fall prematurely by decay, are immedi-

ately gathered and brought to market ; the display

of them is too tempting to children to be with-

stood ; and of course, they are pm-chased, and eat-

en. Nothuig is more pernicious, and yet nothing

is more coiimion, than to see children and young
persons eating this kind of fruit. We should think

that parents would lay a more strict injunction a-

gainst this indulgence upon their children. They
must, unless they can make up their minds to

risk their health and their lives.— JV. Y. Adv.

GRAFTING AND INNOCULATION.
It is not unreasonable to suppose that the bene-

fits to be derived from the engrafting and innocu-

lation of fruit trees, arc far from being fully real-

ized. Aside li-om the neglect of improving orch-

ards, where there is nothing to prevent but the

disposition to procrastinate and delay— so pre\a-

lent with all—we believe that the process is of

much more extensive application than is generally

known, and that it may be the means of introduc-

ing the cultivation of fruits, now imported from
abroad at a great expense. It has been ascer-

tained that the shag-bark walnut may be success-

fully engrafted, and that the engrafted trees are

Iinich the surest bearers. Where this not the

case, the diflcrcncc in the quality of these nuts

SILK WORMS.
The white silk worms hatch twice a year—the

yellme but once. The latter spins much the largest

ball, and is accounted the most valuable and least

troublesome.

The price of eggs is sixpence a thousand.

Each niUler desposits about 400 eggs.

It is calculated that the worms produced iron,

the eggs of 200 millers, or iviiiged worms, will

make ten pounds of silk.

One hundred and fifty pounds of leaves, it is es-

timated, are eaten bv 1000 worms, to spin 1 lb. of
silk.

It takes about 1 bushel of yellow cocoons or

balls, to make li lbs. of silk.

One ball of silk, of the yellow kind, when spun

will measure 1750 feet.

The eggs of the silk worm are oftwo colors ; a

lightish slate, and a yellow. The latter are held

in poor esteem : they seldom contain the vital

principle.

THE SHAKER'S CIDER.
A tourist whose observations appear iu the New

York Commercial Advertiser, gives the following

resfjecting the mode of making and preserving ci-

der as practised by the Shakers of Canterbury, in

New-Hampshire.
" Their line cider sells in Boston for $10 the
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barrel, a fact which has several thues gone the
|
miiig and good management had become so close-

rounds of the newspapers. We made particular
; \y interwoven and matted togetlier, as to form as

inijuiries respecting their mode of maimfacturing i effectual a harrier against the intrusion of cattle

tliis article, but could not leurn that tlioy had any or the prying curiosity of man, as a brick wall it-

peculiar inoccss. Their fruit is of the ordinary i self. The hedge under the hand of a skillful gar-

kind, and the apples are gathered as they fall, and dener, can be made to assume the most fantastic

housed. Late in November they are ground in a shapes. This was so close, that neither the hand

mill, after the defective ones have been carefully nor the eye could penetrate it ; and clothed as it

separated, and the pumice is suffered to remain in then was, in the brightest green, it far surpassed

the vat over night, and until it assumes a red col- in beauty, any fence or raihng, and wus more in

or throughout. It is then pressed in the usual harmony with the scenes around,

manner, and the cider is put into casks perfectly As might be expected, we found ourselves very

clean and sweet. They prefer rum hogsheads, pleasantly entertained, in strolling over this enclo-

when it is possible to obtain them. In December, sure. Flowers of all hues, and every fragrance,

after the fermentation has subsided, they rack off spread their charms before us, and together with

the cider, and add to each hogshead a gallon of the fine fruits which abounded in it, our senses

brandy distilled from the lees. In March they a- were variously regaled. At the termination of

gain rack into clean hogsheads, and the Uquor re- the walks was some object to call and divert the

quires no farther attention. They never drink it attention—a suimiier-house, an arbour, or a rustic

until it is at least two years old, and it continues seat. In the centre a sun-dial marked the wane
to improve by age. That which we tasted was of time ; and at the foot of the garden, flowed a

live years old."

—

Haiiford Times. small stream, which formed several cascades, and— finally passed off with a rippling sound, and was
AN ENGLISH COTTAGE. [ggt jg (j^g ^yg under an arbour. There was here

There is a family at Winson Green, just in the „othhig extravagant, and nothing more than what
\iciuityoflJ m, which I have occasionly seen; most of om- farmers and tradesmen might corn-

and as I cousiiier them, in manners and style of mand, with a very little attention and trifling cost.

living, a very good specimen of those middle j^^ fruit-trees and plants would afford them a-

walks of life, I will give you an account of a late musement in their leisure hours, as well as re-

visit there, and will mingle character and descrip- ward them with their products ; and the cultiva-

tion with incident. At the close of a fine day, a .jq,, of flowers wouUl give their daughters a refiji-

youug Bostonian and myself, conducted by a son ^^ ^nd healthy employment.— CAnsh'a?i Spectator.

of the family, called at the door (,f their cottage.

By cottage you wiU not understand me to mean a
qj^j LIVERWORT AS A CURE FOR CON-

one-story, straw-thatched building, half hid in SUMPTION,
woodbine, but a neat two-story brick mansion. The plant called Uverwort, has recently acquir-
covered with slate. We paused a tew moments

^j^ though the medium of the newspapers, con-
in the from garden, to look at its arrangement. I

si^^^.^^Xe celebrity as a remedy for consumption,
have often had occasion to admire the taste, which

jj^ reputation is altogether immerited ; its admin-
Englishmeuofthis class exhibit inlaying out and

ijtration must be pernicious in ninetv-nine hun-
decoratiug their gardens and pleasure grounds—

^.^,^^<,^^ ^f the cases in ^vhich the lung^ are affect-
Whenever they fix upon a spot and call it ' home,

^ ^^^ operation is decidedly stimulant ; and the
they collect about it every little conffort and el-

^^^^jj^ ^^g,, j^^^^^^ j^^^^ ^.^^^ puhnonic patients
egance that their means wiU admit. -^ garden

^,j|, 1,^^,. ^.^.^g^ig^ ^j. j,^^^ j^^^^ij^ji^^^ A patient
seems to be the primary object in their rural ecou-

^fj^^j^^ insisted upon using the hverwort in spite-

umy ; and even when their means are scanty, and
^^ ^^^^ remonstrances. It gradually accelerated

they are necessarily confined to a narrow spot of
j^j^ ^^^i^g ^^^j, ^ ^^-^^^-^^^ ^^ j^j^^^j ^^.^^ j,„g ^^^^^_

ground, they contrive to throw over that spot a iq^g^gg. This satisfied liim, the plant was aban-
thousand beauties. This taste, I conceive, can-

jj^,,^^^ ^^^^ j,;^ ,^g^,j,^ immediately began to in.
not be too highly commended. It is not less el-

Jjrove. Like other excitants, the liverwort when
Lgant iu Itself, than it is favorable to purify of;^^^

j^,^^„_ improves the feelings of the patient
;

manners. The same fondness for a garden and,
^„^, j.^^^^g perhaps, in part, its popularity. Its

flowers may be traced in the lowest art.zans and
^j^j^^^jg ^^.^^^ ^^^^ -^ „^^g, i^^,^^,.^^.^ i,g ,^,gi,

cottagers ; and when they are denied the luxury
^^ j j^^^^ stated.-jV. Y. Farmer.

of a garden, they wul make a garden of then-

houses, and fill every window with flowers, and Cure for stammering.—Those who suffer under
plants. The garden which we were uow survey-

: the distressing affliction of an impediment in their

ing, \vas enclosed with a hawthorn hedge, and i speech may be effectually cured—where there
two gravelled walks led up each side of a closely

shavsii oval grass plat, to the front door. Trees

of various kinds mingled with shrubbery skirted

the edges, and gave to the centre a charming as- "dosed, for at least 2 or 3 hours m the course of
pect of pensive retirement, and rural quietness

The lawn, by the use of a cast iron roller, and

frequent shaving, had become extremely smooth,

and was not only cheering to the eye, from its

%iviJ green, but pleasant and soft as down to the

foot.

through a gate at one corner of the house, into

the fruit and flower garden. This was somewhat

no malformation of the organs of articulation, by
a perseverance for tliree or four months, in the

simple remedy of reading aloud with the teeth

each day.

—

London paper.

Temperance The people of Hardwick, Ver-

mont, have universally agreed to discontinue the

use of ardent spirits except as a medicine, and the

merchants have ceased to keep it except in the

From tlie front garden we were conducted way they keep other medicines. It occupies (we
suppose) its proper place among other medicines

and poisons, such as arsenic, oil of vitriol, aqua-

larger than the other. Like that it was enclosed fortis, laudanun*, spirits of turpentine, nu>; vom-
in a hawthorn hedge, which, by constant trim- lica, &c.

-105

MELONS.
These arc cultivated in all the wai"!!! countries

of Europe, and also in Asia, Africa, and America,

where its salubrious and coohng fruit is greatly

esteemed.

The cultivation of the water-melon is so well

understood in the United States, tiiat no directions

on the subject are requisite. They afford a very

refreshing article of diet in our warm suiiimer»>

and yield considerable profit. The juice of tho

sweeter kind yield, on inspissation, a bright lighf

colored syrup, which would answer every purposo

required of any syrup. Mr. il. Drinker, of I'hila^

delphia, procured half a pint of this syrup, tionl

fourteen pounds of melon juice, a part of vviiich I

tasted, and foimd very jjleasant. Mr. Doraley,

who is practically acquainted with the cultivation

of the fruit, make;i the following carculation ujioa

Mr. Drinker's experiment: "Melons growing at

5.i by 5^ feet apart, are 1,43.3 plants on an acre
;

these bearing two melons of 14 ()outids each, yield

4000 pounds of melons, 1,433 ])ints of syrup

—

which, at ten cents, would conic to one hundred

andforty-three dollars, for an acre's produce."

Taking the amount at one half the above suin-f

it would be more than is produced from many
acres of land, in other cultivation, in sandy im-

poverished soils. Having millions of acres cover-

ed with the sugar maple, and thousands of acres

fit only for the cultivation of the water-melon, the

United States need be under no apprehension of

the want of sugar. Dr. Pallas, in the account of
his journey to the southern province of Russia, ia

1793 and 1794, speaking of a colony of Mora-
vians at Sarepts, or Sarpa, on the river Volga,

says, "the ingenious inhabitants of this town bret*

a kind of beer from their very abundant and cheafT

water-melons, with the addition of liops ; they also

prepare a conserve or marmalade from this fruit,

which is a good substitute for sjrup or treacle."—

.

Domes. Encyclopedia.

The Lomhardy Poplar— It is observed that the
Lombardy poplar is decaying iu every part of our
State. I have seen hundreds, nay thousands, thi»^

sprmg, in our north and northwest sections, many
of which had put (6nh then- vernal foliage with
vigor and luxuriance, and have since wfthered
and died.

—

Albany Argus.

Coal in Pennsylvania.— It has been estiroatej,
ami we think with great propriety, that one thir*
of the whole State of Pennsylvania, is pervaded
with coal, and we may safely put this down a*
averaging at least 3 feet in thickness. The whole
area of the commonwealth is 43,950 square miles;
one third of this i& 14,650— the area of the coal
fields. A square mile at three feet thick will yield
nearly four millions of tons of coal. It is thus de-
monstrated that the coal fields cf Pennsylvania
will supply one million cf tons, or twenty-eight
millions of bushels of coal annually, ibr nearly
sixty thousand years. Enormous as this compu-
tation may seem, we venture to say it is mi:ch be-
low the reahty. Any one acquainted with the
coal localities, we thhik, will not object tj the
assumption, that one third of the whole conunon-
wealth is pervaded with coal beds, and that these
are over three feet thick. It would indeed b&
nearer the fact to say they average above six feet
thick.

—

Phila. Aurora.

Early corn was advertised in the Virginia papers
as fit for the tabic, on the 25th ef June-
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tion to be attended to in turning lambs into a rich jsuch case, light dressings, such as soot, coal-ashes,

pasture, which is to let them be in some degree
j

peat, or wood-ashes, lime, malt-dust, &c. &c. are
satisfied with food, previoiigly, that they may not

|
often highly beneficial. Sir John Sinclair says.

I be surfeited or hoven or swollen. Should this 1 "as there are strong objections to the application

! disorder occur the distempered animals should be I of pure dung to grass lands, (much of its strength

I

treated as directed, page 334 of our current vol- I being evaporated, from its being exposed to at-

' ume. On weaning the lambs, it may be necessa- j mospheric influence) composts are greatly to be

At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Society

,

for Promoting Agriculture, held at the hall of the

Massachusetts Bank, June 11, 1828.

IMr Lowell having declined a re-election to
j.y ,„ j„i]ij ,|,eir (ia,ns several times, in order to preferred. They may be* applied at the Vate of

the office of President, it was " voted that the reUeve their udders, which othervvisc sometimes from thirty to forty cubic yards per acre. To keep
" thanks of the Society be presented to the Hon. become swollen and painful.

!

grass' laud in good condition, a dressing to this
" John Lowell, the late President for his emi- Tijg y^-^rst wooled lambs, bad colored ones, and amount is required every four years. The appli-
" neiit services in that office ; and that the Society t]iose that are very small, should be made over cation of unmixed putrescent manure, will thus
" is deeply sensible both of the reputation it has {„ ,i,e butcher, and need not be weaned. It is be rendered unnecessary, which ought at least to
" acquired, and the substantial benefits secured to recommended, howevei, not to kill or sell for be avoided in meadows, {or pastures) appropriated
"the agricultural interests of New England, by the killing any lambs till th.y are about six months for the feeding of dairy cows, from its afiecting
" unwesricd exertion of his great and various old, at which time their fleece becomes valuable.

;
the quality of the milk."

"powers, and by the promptitude and kindness, "Those ewe lambs, which are intended for It was remarked in Deane's N. E. Farmer, thai
" with wiiicl! he has availed himself of every op- stock," according to Deane, "should not come at "it is ridiculous to think of taking many crops of

the rams. For if they have lambs at a year old, it hay from any piece of upland, in uninterrupted

stints them in their growth ; and they have so lit- succession, without aflbrding it any manure. For

I

tie milk that their lambs comti.only die for want it does not imbibe the richness of the atmosphere

j
of nourishment. Or if they chance to live, they so plentifully as land in tillage. Grass land should,

\
will be apt to be always small. Tliis practice is therefore, once in two or three years at least, have

" portunity to communicate the benefit of his ex-

" tensive acquirements to his fellow citizens."

A true copy from the record.

BENJ. GUILD, Assist. Rec. Secy.

Brookline, June 11, 182S.

The following officers were chosen for the en- one reason why our breed of sheep in this coun- a dressing of good rotted dimg or of a compost.

suing year.

Hon. Th. L. Winthrop, President.

Hon. Israel Thor.'jdike, 1st Vice President.

Hon. Tiio. H. Perkins, 2d do. do.

.loHN Heard, Esq. Treasurer.

Hon. John Lowell, Corresponding Secretary.

Richard Scllivan, Recording Secretary.

RE^^I. Guild, Assistant do. do.

Trustees.

Hon. Peter C. Brooks,

Hon. John Welles,
G. Parsons, Esq.

E. H. Dfrbt, Esq.

John C. Gray, Esq.

SWINE.
An Ohio Farmer recommends coals os useful

in fattening hogs. After giving his hogs a small

quantity daily, say two pieces to each, about the

size of a hen's egg, lliey discontinued rooting,

were more quiet, and appeared to fatten faster.

try is so poor. I
suitable for the soil. But the best way is to do it

"The largest lambs should be sheared at the i every year. Autumn is the tune for applying ma-
tinie of the new moon in Jidy. Their fleeces will i nure, according to long approved practice. But a

yield as much the next year, and the woti will be
j

writer in the Georgical Essays recoiranends doing

better ; and as cold storms rarely ha[i])cn .t thilt
i

it immediately after the first mowing when a sec-

time of the year, the lambs will do better v.ltliout ond crop is expected, which will luidoubtedly be

their fleeces than with them. the larger."

The last edition of the same work, under the

head "Top Dressing," contains the foUowmg ob-

There is scarcely any question, on

GRASS LAND,
By lying, is apt to become uneven and knobby, i servations":

To prevent tliis, good farmers pass a roller ovfer , which ftirmers are more divided than as to the

pilify of applying manure as a toj) dressing to grass

laiii in spring or fall. The reasoning seems to

be !! iiivor of spring dressing, and it is supported

by liiany excellent names. But it ought to he

known that intelligent farmers, near the metropo-

lis, most jrenerally dress their lands in autumn.

—

Besides tho reason stated above that grass lauds

are less inju.td by carting over them in the fall ;

their land every sprmg and fall. This gives the

routs of grass a more equal advantage tor nourish-

ment and growth, facihtates the mowing of the

grass, and the raking of the hay.
,

When land becomes bound, or its surface mat-

ted together by interwoven roots of grass in such

a manner as to lessen the crop, if it be not ccn-

venient to plough it up, it should be cut or scari-

fied by a spiked roller; or il' tiie farmer do not
, it may be ao led, that it is a season of greater

possess this, by a lieavy loaded harrow, when the leisure, and a!il,ough it is confidently asserted
ground is sottened by rains or the coming out of [that the mauur. is wasted by rains and snows,

He omitted the coal a lew days and they com-
1 jro^t. It may then be dressed with some sort of yet much ought to be allowed on the other side,

menced rooting
;
he gave it again, and they ceas- compost, composed of materials which will net fo,. the protection afforded bv the top dressing,

cd to root. He supposes that the coal corrects
]
i^^e their vu-tuc by exposure to the sun nor b;

: to the tender roots of plants during winter; and
the morbid fluid m the stomach which »nc>tes g^giiy ^j^^bed away by rain ; and harrowed agaiii,

| „„ght we not to allow something for the low tern-
them to root deep m search of fresh earth. Hogs

; g„ ^^ jo mix the manure with the surface of th? i pcrature of the atmcspliere in winter, which prc-
in summer should at all times have water m

'^^^^ There is no danger of destroyhig the roots
[ yents evaporation? Wl>atever principles of fer-

w'lich they can wallow, and they will encrust
, ^f jbe grass by harrowing. Though they be brok- i tjlity exist in manure, are in winter carried down

Ihemsdves with a coating of mud, so as to pre-
! g„ (hey will be speedily renewed ; new offsets will into the soil. We are fully conviLced that a

' ^C"' their being troubled with vermin. ,be more plentifully formed, and the crops will rise I scorching sun, and drying ai/. are more jiernicious

WEANING LAMBS, &c. with renewed vigor. to manures, spread thinly over the surface than

The w-a-.in- of lambs should be effected about! As a general rule, dung, or the recrements of} any drencl.mg rams can be, unless on declivities,

this time or when the lambs are from six weeks '

animal and vegetable substances cannot be pro- ^here top dressings are unouestionably of less

to two months old. At this age they should be Atal^'y 'iPUl'ed to land which is covered with a
|

value than on level grounds. The fart, that farm-

t-kcn from the ewes, and have the best of pasture \

thick sward. The sun, the atmosphere, and the
j

ers, who grow rich by supplying irreat to%vns with

JuiH"- the first fortnight; by the end of which |

n<"ghboring streams of water in such case become
, i^y, generally adopt the practice of fall dressing

time Hiev will be so much accustomed to livmg tlie recipients of nearly all the fertihzmg particles U^ass lands, deserves weight."

,1 . .1 „„ ,>,o„ Ur. .iiriiffl inir, i i.nnrpr of manure thus applied. VVhen grass land be-
OM g:ass that they may be turned into a poorer

^ . _
ii _^ _& ^ ^ ^^ | i iur.P TllVin

pasture. It is important that the lambs when

weaning should have a good bite of fresh grass,

otjierv.ise their growth will receive a check

which no subsequent management can overcome.

Wiierc they have grazed with their dams so long

as five or six weeks little hindrance to their growth

will be sustained by the separation. The ewes

should be removed to such distant pastures or

other places as that their bleating may not be

heard hv the lambs. Tlici* is, however, one. cau-

comes impoverished by repeated crops of hay be-

|

LARGE TIMOTHY.
ing taken from it, the soil should, as a general

I
Among other specimens of the uncommon fruit-

rule, be ploughed, and manure apphed to the ara-
\
fulness of the present season, we haTc seen spires

ble crops, such as potatos, Indian corn, mangel of Timothy, or (as it is must usually denominated

wurtzel, &c. and when thoroughly subdued, and i in the northern states) Herd's grass, which grew

made abundantly rich, it should agaui be laid ! on the farm of Mr Jeremiah Crosby, of Billcrica,

down to grass, with great plenty of grass seed.-
|
with heads 14 inches long ! Good soil, good cul-

But it is oflen the case that good grass land is tare, and a good season must he united to pro-

too moist or too stony for arable crops, and yet Ulucc siicli san)]ilcs of fertility,

may need recruiting by some kind of manure. In
]
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AGRICULTURAL TOAST.
At the State celebiution of the late nnnivcrsuiy

of American Freciloiu, held iii Boston, in whicli

were present his Excellency the Governor, the Se-

cretary of State, anil most of the dignitaries of the

Conniionweahh, U. P. Sumner, Esfj. Sheriff of Suf-

folk gave the following toast

:

"Agriculture,

In Cliiua's realm, from earliest days till now

'J'he well lov'd Emperor annual holds ilie plough.

Here too, our worthiest candidates for iamc,

Wiih unsoii'd honor, sometimes do the same
;

Upholding such, our generous yeomen's hearts

Show a gust reverence for the Jirst of ai-ts."

It is pleasing to ob.serve that the culture of the

•ground, the heaven-prescribed employment of the

^rst man, is still held in the highest estimation by

our ^rst men.

Royal Relic.— The mace belonging lo the Roy-
al Society was the gift oi' King Churl -s the Sec-

ond, and is the identical one pointed .it by Oliver

I

Cromwell when he said, "Take away that bauble!"

on the memorable occasion of his dissolving the

Long Parliament.

The Marblehead Social Society have passed a

vote of thanks, and forwarded the same, to Rev.

John Pierpoiit, for delivering his discourse before

the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company on

their 190th anniversaiy.

—

Salem Reg.

(ly' This discourse has had a most extensive

circulation through the newspapers, in all parts of

New Englajid, and is worthy the perusal of every

intelhgent and reflecting man. We understand it

has already passed through two editions, in the

pamphlet form, of upwards^ of 5000 copies.

ay thine emblem be?''

ss a tree.

MAKING THE MOST OF L.\ND.
Capt. James Perkins, of Essex, Mass. raised,

last season on an acre and a half of land, 72 bush-

els of Indian corn, 70 bushels of potatos, 70 bush-

els of winter apples, 80 bushels of turnips, 2 loads

of squashes, and 2 bushels of beans. One third

of the land alluded to consisted of gravelly knolls.

In 1826 the whole was planted with Indian corn.

CoJninunicated.

The Hon. Stephen Van Renssellaer has estab-

lished a School in Troy, designed to teach experi-

mental philosophy, and its appUcation to agricul-

ture and the mechanic arts.

.Vaniucket sheep shearing.—The number of sheep

assembled, at the late shearing in Nantucket, was
iibout 12000. The wool is worth from twenty to

twenty-five cents per pound.

" Oh Love ! wh
A skein of yarn

Two young ladies recently divided a skein of

yarn and hung themselves on a tree near Palmyra,

Ohio, and "all for love." Before hfe became ex-

tinct they were discovered and restored.

From Foreign Journals.

ENORKOUS SPIDERS.

In the Brazils, the spider reaches an enormous
size, with different habits from those of Europe.
It stretches its web from tree to tree, and no lon-

ger appears a sohtary insect ; many hundreds live

together, and form nets of such strength, that vou
may often see a bird of the size of a swallow, quite

exhausted with struggling, and ready to fall a
prey to its indefatigable enemy.

COLOOR OF SOILS.

An experiment which I have often repeated

upon light as well as tenacious soils with like suc-

cess, demonstrates how greatly the color of a soil

influences the accumulation of heat. Coal ashes

were sprinkled over half the surfaces ofbeds sown
with peas, beans, &c. and on these the plants in-

variably appeared above ;k round two or three days
earher, obviously on account of the increased

warmth ; it being a well known fact, that dark
colored bodies absorb caloric more readily, and in

larger proportions, than those of a lighter hue.

FRENCH SOUPS AND SAUCES.

A French cook is indebted for his delicious

sauces, entirely to the produce of the kitchen gar-

den. Ginger, Cayenne pepper, and the host of
hot exotics, whi' !i in England render the palate a

fiery furnace, are wholly excluded from French
cookery. Wine, oil, butter and bouillon, (.stock)

form the basis of all soups and gravie/3 : whicli are

flavored with herbs from the garden. French
cookery may therefore be pronounced extremely
healthy, instead of the reverse, as is supposed in

E2itgland.

The com field of Mr. Asahel Ives of this t.jwn>

as we are informed, was attacked not a great

while since by an army of Crows which in the
space of a few minutes destroyed 2,400 hills of
lorn Berkshire American.

%* Ati trlicU on tite m
A/so. an articlefrom I.yn

titfacture of Soda wiil soon appcjir.

on the canker worm.

ELDER BERRY WINE.
Recipe.—One bushel, when picked from the

stalks, produces three gallons, or upwards, of ber-

ries— jjut these to seven gallons soft water ; after

.standing forty-eight hours, put them into the cop-
per, let them boil one hour, then press the juice

through a coarse cloth, then put the liquor into

your copper again, with twenty pounds of raw
sugar, half a pound of Jamaica ginger, bruised,

one ounce of cloves, and one ounce of allspice

Boil the whole together one hour—then put it

into a tub, and when cold enough, add some good
barm or yeast, spread on a toast, and in two days,
put it all into a cask, and lay the bung hghtly on
for two months ; then add one quart of brandy

;

this wiue will keep, if required, several years.

I

Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Gratis, S,-c.

I
Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, a

j
furih-r supply ol the above articles, viz. 30 barrels of fresh Oat
Me.tl, fine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,
Scotch Barley, &c. for sale in any quantities, wholesale or re-

Jail. Also a few cannistersof fine Oat Flour, neatly packed,
at 60 els. per cannister.

liarefooi and Serah.
'i'hesc two valuable animals, which have been sent lo this

couiitry by .Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin, will, lor ihuprea-jil sea-
son, sluncf at HriRhton.—They are young, and have been h;gli-

ly celebi nlcd iji England. '1 he pedigree uf Uarekot, a chcs-
nut horse, is as follow^.

FOALED 1320.
Barefoot, by Trump, dnni Rosamond by Puzzard, out ol

Rosebi'rry, sister to llukv and Tartar, by rhcnomeiiori, out of
Miss West by Ahu.ham- llcgulus—Crab—Clulders— iiasid.

In K'Zi. when at I'oiilui'rart. sweepstakes of 20 gs. c;ich, fol-

two years olds— 1 ! subs.. liarrjiKjt beating Ilarpoontr.
In 1823, York Springs St. f.edgc-r, of 26 g^. each, 6 subs.—

Barefoot beating (our others.—A, Pontelratt sweepstakes of 30
guineas each ten feel, 10 subscribers. Barefboi hoaliifg Pala-
tine.

In 1823, the Doncaster great St. Ledgers, of 26 gs. each, 80
subscribers, liarelfiot beating U others.

In 1823, at New Market, Barefoot won a handicup plale val-

ue JC.'JO, beating Tressilian and five others.

In 182t, at Ascot Healh, Barefoot .' alkcd over for the Swin-
las stakes, of 25 sovereigns each 3 subs.

hi 182.5, at Lancaster, the gold cup, value 10 gs. added lo a
sweepstakes <'f lU .sovereigns, 17 subs, of all ages. Barefoot

beating LcUtery anti two otliers.

In 1826, at Manchester. Handicup stakes of 30 sovereigns

each, 10 ft. with 20 sovereigns .idded—G subscribers— 1 aieloot

beating two others. At Lancaster, the gold cup, value iU) g*..

added to a sweepstakes ol 10 sovereigns eacli, 9 subs.—Bare-
foot heating two oihers.

Sekab, (a beautiful bay Horse.) Foaled in 1821.

Got bv I'hanloni out of Jesse, by Totteridge—iter dam Crac-
ker by Highflyer, out of Nuicr.icker, by Matesum.

In 1824., won ihi' New Market slakes, 50 gs. each 21 subs.—
Serab beating four others.

In 18^5, al the i\ew .Market Crane ineeling, ihe stakes, iOO
sov'ngs. 7 subs. Serab beating two others. The same year,.

Spring meeting. Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, ICO sov'ns,

ti subs, beating three oihers.

In I8'26, Serab won Kings Plale, 100 gs. beating 30 others.

In 1827, Stocton, S.rab won ihc gold cup. j.l3

PRICES OF COUXTRY PRODUCE.

" Bleaching Powder."
For sale at the New England Farmer .Seed Store, the

Bleaching Powder described on the first page ol this week'=
paper, by Professor Webster of Harvard Un
pound or cwt.

liversily—by the

Massachusetts Agricultural Repository.
Just published by Welles & Lilly, Court Street, Boslon, price

60 cts. Ihc Massachusells Agricultural Reposilo;y am! Journal
Number 2 vol. x. Contents—The Proceedings and Reports of
the Brighton Cattle Show in October 1827—The culture of .Silk
-History of Silk—History of Silk in the United Stales—Raw
Potatoes bad for Milch Cows—One of the Diseases ef the Peach
Tree—Lorain's Husbandry—New Presents of Fruits.

Roman.
This elegant, (ijll blooded torse, a bright bay with black Ie»s

mane and tail, of high spirit and good temper, will stand al llie
farm of Mr Stephen Williams in Norihborough, Ms. al S20 the
season, to be paid before the mares are taken awav —See Neii
England Fanner,. May IG.

-^
^'"^^""^

APPLES, best. . - - -

ASHES, pot, first sort, - - -

i'carl, tiistsort, -

BEANS, white, . . . -

BEEF, mess, !\eu\ . - - -

('argo, No. 1 , new,
Cargo, No. 2, new,

BUTTER, inspecied No. 1, new, '

CHEESE, new milk, - - -

Skiinmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howard-sUect, -

• Genesee, -

Rye, bast, ... -

GRAIN, Corn, . - . .

Rve, ....
Barlev, ....
Oils.' ....

HOG'S LAUD, first sort, new,
LIME,
PLAISTER PARIS retails at

PORK, new. clear, ....
Navy, mess, new,
Cargi», No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Grass,
Fowl Meadow, -

Ryt; Grass,
Tall Meadow Oals Qrass, -

Red Top .

White Honeysuckle Clover,
Red Clover, (northern)

French Sugar Beet, .

i\Iangel Wurlzel,
WOOL, Merino, full blomi, washi'd, .

Merino, lull blood, unwa.s^ied.

Merino, three fourths waslied.
Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, .

Pulled. Lamb's, second sort.

Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

Rosi

95 Ct;

~y05 (*
1 CO

Ki oil

8 50

pound 10

5 09
97 50
IC7 00

1 50
11 00
8 7.7-

7 50

PROVISION MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,
VEAL, . . .

MUTTON, - -

POULTRY, ....
BUTTER, keg and tub, .

Lump, best,
EGGS,
MEAL, Rye, retail, .

Indian, retail,

POTATOS,
CIDER, [acGortTms to (Hiulity,]

barrel. 18 00
"

, 13 £0

pound.

.6 37
5 Ij

3 25

10.

40
9,

1 00
3 73
ly o»
]i LO
13 50
2 to
5 (iOi

too
4 OO-

5 OOi

1 00
50
50
12,

1 50
1 50

46.

SO-
30-

40-.

••'
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MISCELLANIES.

/Vom the legendary.

THE EXILE AT REST.

tV THE ItEV. JOt!N PIEr.fONT.

His falchion flasliod alonj Ihe Nile

;

His Iiosls he led ihrongli Alpine s

O'er Moscow's lower, thai Ijlazed the '

His ragle flag unrolled—and froze.

.•hi!-.

Here sleeps he now, alone !—not one

Of all Ihe Kings whose crowns he gave,
Bends o'er his dust ;—nor wife nor son

Has evur seen or sought his grave.

Behind lliis sra girt rock, the star

Tlial led him on from crown to crown
Has sunk j—and nations from atar

Gazed as it faded and went down.

Higii is hi^ couch ; tlie ocean flood

Far, far below, by storms is curled
j

As round him heaved. wl((le high he stood,

A stormy and unstable world.

Alone he sleeps ! the mountain cloud.

Thai Night hangs round him, and the brealli

Of morning scatters, is the shroud

That wraps the conqueror's clay in death.

Tause here !—The far off world at last

Breathes tree ; the hand that shook its throne';

And to the earth its mitres cast.

Lies powerless now beneath these stones.

Hark '. comes there, from the Pyramids,

And from Siberian wastes of snow,

And Europe's hrlls, a voice that bids

The world he awed to mourn him ? No :

The only, the perpetual dirge

That's heard here, is the sea bii*d's cry

—

'/he mournful murmur of the surge

—

The cloud's deep voice—the wind's loud sigh.

Ghost Story.—The S])ringfield Republican states

that the people in the neighborhood of Mount
Tom, in West Springfield, have been troubled on
account of a babbling ghost, which some work-

! men pretended to have seen in the night. One
I man stiid that he had not only seen the ghost, but

j

conversed with it, (although it had no head,) and
that the headless form informed him that he was

: the ghost of Timothy Felt, who was murdered a-

! bout three years ago. The people turned out to

j
find the bones of Timothy Felt, but did not dis-

j
cover them.

I
It is strange tliat any portion of the community

should be so stupidly ignorant as to credit for a

moment any stories about ghosts, witches, and
hobgoblins. When will such delusions cease .'

—

Hampshire Gazette.

Loading Hay in. Chili.—A writer in the Chris-

tian Spectator, who has spent several years in Chi-

li, (or Chile) remarks that almost all substances

from tlie eartl) and sea, are transported on the

back of mules in that country. Hay is wiiolly

brought to market in that way. A man mounts
his mule and stands erect, while a second throws
him up bundles of long green hay, which he pla-

ces roimd liim as our hay-makers load a cart.

—

When the nude is so laden that nothing but his

long ears and tlie owner's head are visible, he is

brought to the city, where the rider sells to one
and another until his load is gone.

Long sticks of timber are brought to market on

mule-back, one on each side of the animal. They
are crossed and lashed two together on the saddle;

the lower ends drag on the ground behind, and
sweep the whole street.

Difference of Constitution.—Substances that arc-

poisonous to one tribe of animals are medicinal to

a second, and even highly nutritive to a third.

—

Thus, swine are poisoned by pepper seeds, which
to man are a -serviceable and grateful spice ; while
henbane roots, which destroy mankind, prove a
wholesome diet to switie. In like manner, aloes,

wliicii to our kind is -a useful medicine, is a rank
venom to dogs and foxes ; and the horse, whicli

is poisoned by the water hemlock, and corrosive

sublimate, will take a dram of arsenic daily, and
improve thereby both in his coat and condition.

JV. Y. Farmer.

Marine fans— In the betl of the Red Sea, and
on some parts of the coast of America, there grows
a very curious marine plant, which is flat, and
spreads very much like a peacock's feather. Its

color, in general is tawny, but some are found of
a very fine olive. It is formed of innumerable ligne-

ous fibres, interwoven together, and is as supple
and as tough as whalebone. They are sometimes
found eighteen inches long in the Red Sea ; and
are eagerly sought by the women of America for

fans. In some instances these plants are found
of a very beautiful red, or variegated, when of
course their value is greatly increased.

Indelible ink, for marking on linen cloth, &c.
is made by dissolving one drachm of lunar caustic

and half an ounce of gum arabic in half a pint of
pure rain water. Previous to using it the cloth

to be marked should be wet with a preparatory

liquor made by dissolving one drachm of salt of
tartar in half a gill of rain water, and thoroughly

dried and ironed.

—

American Adv.

Fog.—A London fog is a sad thing, as every in-

iiabitaiH of London knows full well; dingy, dusky,

dirty, damp— an atmosphere black as .smoke, and

wet as steam, that v.'raps around you like a blan-

kf;t ; -ft cloud reaching from earth to heaven; a
'^

' i""-^-""" ----•••v"j ..^ ".^"-.", ... .^^^.^^c

'
, ,

' ,?, , , .' novel ol the Pirates, lo.ses all its point : and m a
Palpable obscure, which not only turns day into „ ^ .... . ,, , u c .u .i

1 : ,

'
. •

, , , , future edition, It would be well for the author to
niglit, but threatens to extinguish the lamps and

lanterns, v^'ith which the jioor street-wanderers

."Strive to illumine their dqrkness dimming and pal-

The editor of the Reading Journal says that he
iias tried the experiment of pouring boiling water

upon the roots of a Peach tree, the leaves of which
had become sear and dry, and the limbs in a rap-

id slate of decay—" in one week it begun to re-

vive, and in three weeks it was covered with a

new foUage, and new vigorous shoots are putting

out, in all directions."

If this is the case, the joke cracked upon Mr.
Triptoleinus Yellowly's young orchard, in Scott's

to give that matter a new turn.

To make molasses beer.—Take five pounds of

It is estunated that there are 60,000,000 gal-

Ions of lamp oil used every year in the United
States.

Turnip Seed, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed IJitore, No.
52 North Market Street, Hoston, an extensive as.sortment of
Turnip Seeds, some of which are the growth of the present
season— the finest sorts either for family use or slock. The
most improved sorts for the former are the While Sloue, While
Dutch, Yellow Stone. Yellow Malla. The Ve/low Stone is

one of uncommon excellence and keeps well. Of the sorts for

6eld culture, the White Norfolk, White Globe, ami Yitlow Ab-
erdeen or Buttock nre preferable. The Yellow Aberdeen is

most approved among the farmers of Eiiglaud and Scotland, as
il grows to a large size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
till June. Also, Yellow Rula Baffa, or Russian Turuip, of the
best description. The above seeds were saved in Europe ex-
pressly fo' us. aud the utmost dependence may be placed upon

jliS the ineffectual fires, until the volimie of gas molasses half a pint of yeast and a spoonful of '

"'^''^ f^""''""l"'''''y A variety of Long and Turnip Radish-

nt a shop door cuts no better figure than a hedge p.^^ered ginger-put these into a vessel, r^.d\f,^;!t!X^^.:^^J^
glow-v.'orm—and a dutchess s flambeau would pour on two gallons of scalding hot «q/i! water the genuine Girkin Cucumber, or West India pickling one of

v.- il its glories to a will-o'-the-wisp. The very ,,.,ke the whole till a fermentation is produced-
j
">«i^.«"-LPS!^Tbs. fresh common white flat Enghsh Turnip

noises ot the street come stilled and smothered then add of the same kind of water suflicient to
i Seed, a part of it the growth of 1328 :—to dealers and purchas-

tlirough that .sufilicating medium,—din is at a
fill up vour half barrel. If the cask be greater or l«"-s by the quaniity. it will be put at a low rate.

I „ .,,.,, Ic. c:i/>..nnrl nnA tUa .T-Lnlo nnnti .1 . i
• , i A SO, genurue J owl Mcadow Grass, from Vermoiit—Orchardpause—the town is silenced, and the whole popu- smaller than this, the component parts must be in

*= -
. _. ^ . -

I (lion bipsd and quadruped, sympathise with the p,o])ortion. Let the liquor ferment about twelve
dead and chilling weight of the out-of-door worid.

: hours—then bottle it, with a raisin or two in each
firigs and cats just look up from their slumbers—

j
hottle.— Partner's Assistant.

turn round, and go to sleep again ; the little birds
|

.

open tlicir pretty eyes—stare about them—won-
1 Large tree.—The largest tree in the world is

Seeds for Ihe IVeM Indies.

Merchants, masters of vessels and others trading to the West
Indies, can be furnished with boxes of Seeds, assorted, suitable

,,,.,......,...,,. ..V.J .., .. ... ......... ...-
I

•""•&• -•-- '•' — B-"- .•-- — —- •--"" ,
for that market, at from ;?4 lo JfS per box.—Each box contains

dor that the night is so long, and settle themselves said to be the Adansoma digitaia, which is lomid upwards of sixty difTereut kinds of seeds, vegetable aud orna-

Grass, Lucerne. &c.—Hemp. While Mustard, Flax Seed, &c.
At this place is kept the best supply of seeds, native and i

ported, that art and mdustry can procure. July .j

afresh on their porches. Silks lo.se their gloss

—

cravats their .stiffness—hackney coachmen their

4vuy ;
young ladies fall out of curl, and mammas

out of temper—masters scold— servants grumble,

and the whole city, from Hyde Park corner to

jpwaros 01 sixty <

The trunk is mental, in quantities suBicient for a common kitchen garden.

—

Likewise the greatest variety of seeds to be found in New Eng-
land, by the pound or bushel, all warranted pure, aud of the

branches of great size, which spread out drooping growth of 1827.

at the extremities, and form a mass of verdure 1.50

in Senegal, Egypt, and Abyssinia.

from 20 to 30 feet in diameter, and divides into ^'''PT*

Bremen Gtcse

feet in diameter, and 70 feet in height. The wood ! For sale, 10 pair fine Bremen Gees(

Wapping, looks sleepy and cross, like a fine gen- is light and soft, and the negroes sometimes hoi- EnglantI Farmer Seed Store.

tlcman rousi-d before his time, and forced to get up 1 low out chambers in the trunk, and deposit their
——^-^^—^-~^—"~

Apply at Ihe New
July 4.

by candle-light. Of all detestable things, a Lon- dead within them, where they become mummies,
j r (i^ ,itar—tia

don fog is the most detestable.— fcon. .Mnn. Mag. \ perfectly dry and well preserved

—

Ham. Gaz. I „fs,asmiing,

«

Pttblished every Friday . ett $3 per domum, payahle at the end

those who pay within si.%ty days frtnn the time

ere eiitittcd to a dtiuciim »/fifty rents.
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAHMEB.

\ METHOD or PROCURING FRESH WA-
TER I'l^E AX!) WHOLESOME.

tTrd).:UttdJ. om tht French.)

Mr. Fessk.vden,—Tliu proocss which is here

proposed is nut wholly unknown lo scientific men

;

but it may be useful to publish it tor the benefit of

those, who reside in places, where the water is

not of the best quality. The method is to make

iness of the Weather has made it necessary to be for a few days relaxed ; so they will, (often) to

tar many inonths'to eilect their entire destruction.

In some instances, they have also dug up the

soil about the trccs,«e.\posing the grubs or eggs

to the frost, or to be devoured by dunghill fowls.

This, no doubt, had soJfie effect ; but llie^ insects

are so amazingly prolific, that, if only a few as-

cend, the tree is injured.

1 had formerly supposed, that some other meth-

od would be found to be more expedient and cf-

j'octual tiian tarring ; such as, perhaps, putting

hiiie about the roots, or tan, clay, or sea-weed, or

all the soil from around the trees to ause of pulverized charcoal, which has the proper-
j

rriuovin^

ty of attracting all the products of vegetable and
j
distance and sifPi)lying its place with such as was

animal decomposition, held in solution in the wa
trr. The water of sewers, the most foul, and of

marshes the most muddy, may be rendered as

clear, and agreeable to the taste, as that of the

best fouutams, by filtering it through a few inches

of charcoal dust. Many persons perisli, annually,

during the warm season, in consequence of using

foul and putrefied water.

Any ])erson can afford to purchase a half cask,

and adopt to it a wooden cock, with a false, mov-

able bottom, and five or six cents worth of char-

coal. Sailors, also, may provide themselves with

casks, prepared by this method, by which means
fhey wiU be able to supply themselves with good

water, during a long voyage.

I believe that an industrious man, might, (in

many situations) find his accoimt in purifying wa-

ter in this manner, as the process is simple, and

ihe apparatus costs but a trifle.

With esteem, yours,

A. PARMENTIER.
Botanic Garden, Brooklyn,

\

Mw York, July 7, 1827. ]

roR THE NEW ENGLAND FARBIEU.

CANKER WORMS.
Mr. Fesse.\den,—The desolating ravages of

the canker-worm in various parts of the State, call

for the energetic exertions of agriculturalists and

orchardits, to destroy them. Various experiments

have been attempted to stop the progress of tht

grub while attempting to ascend the fruit trees.

Encircling the bodies of the trees with a rim of

tar, has, the last season, been found to be com-

pletely successful in this town, where properly and

faithfully applied. Several fine orchards, (which

the preceding seasons exhibited the appearance

\viuch marks the progress of these destructive in-

sects) are now clothed with luxuriant verdure and

fruit ; while orchards immediately adjacent which

have not been tarred are completely divested of

fruit and foliage.

The method pursued by those who have been

successful, was to encircle the trees with a band-

age of coarse cloth and apply the tar on the cloth

every evenuig about sunset. In the morning the

tar was found to be full of grubs and millers. The
tarring was attended to in the preceding fall as

well as in spring, many of the grubs were caught

in Novcmbi'r, and in February ; and it is found

ihat they ascend at all times after the first freez-

ing, when the ground is sufficiently thawed to al-

low them to extricate themselves. The past sea-

son has been particularly \mfavorable ;—fljr the

not infected with the deposits of the worm. I

hud also supposed that tarring, taking into con-

e ^Quble, expense, uncertainty and

the injury of t>fa"ar to the trees, would be nearly

juivalent to a total loss. But 1 am now convinc-

I that the canker-worm may be exterminated by

this method, and that the cause of failure hitherto

has been, that the grub has stolen a march upon

in the autimm and whiter.

Certain it is, if the canker-worn should continue

ravages many yaars, some of our finest orch-

ards will be entirely ruined. Thes considerations

have induced the foregoing remarks from

Lynn, July, 8, 1828. A FARMER.

From ihc Massachusells Agricultural Keposilorj'.

RAW POTATOS BAD FOR MILCH COWS.
The following article taken from a foreign mag-

azine, has been copied lately into the American
Farmer and the New England Farmer

:

" Many farmers are in the habit of giving raw
potatos to all kinds of stock; but they are of a

watery and griping nature, and accidents have
ffequently liappened from their use, before the

oattle have been accustomed to them. For milch

cows, they are very bad, purging them, and ren-

dering their milk too thin and poor, even <i)r suck-

ling. If given raw to fatten oxen, good hay and
bean meal should be allowed, to counteract the

watery quaUty of the roots. There is, however,

much difference in the nature of potatos, and the

mealy approach nearest to the nature of corn, the

yellow afl'ord the strongest nutriment."

—

Scotch

Magazine.

REMACKS.
Nothing can be of greater importance to ever^

iarmer, than a correct knowledge of the compara-
tive merits of the different varieties of food for his

cattle. Of course nothing can be more perni-

cious, than throwing out loose and general cen-

sures of any particular species of food, particular-

ly of those most easily raised, and therefore the

cheapest. I certainly am not disposed to set up
my authority against opmions advanced in estab-

lished works. But there is no treason in itating

facts, in relating careful and long continued exper-

iments. For nearly twenty years, I have been in

the practice of allowing my milch cows from No-
vember till they go to grass about three pecks of

roots a tlay with good English, or upland hay to

their full content. I first commence with the beet,

because if is most perishable ; carrots then follow,

and from February till May, they have raw pota-

tos. In commencing with the potatos, they will

as great a degree, with Indian meal ; atter a little

use, fhey return to their natural state of body, and

are always in high condition when tlisy are turn-

ed out to grass—perhaps they are too fat.

Potatos, then, cannot be a watery, griping food
;

my milk is as rich as the milk of cows not thus

maiuiged. My cows have been almost always

raised by riiyself, from my oyvii 8to( k, and I usual-

ly keep them till they are aged. If the proposi-

tion stated in the extract at the head of iliese re-

marks had been true, or nearly true, or had any

degree of soundness in it, it seems to me impossi-

ble, tliat I should never have remarked the ill ef-

fects stated.

Some farmers may consider these re-marks as

of less weight, as coming from a man not bred a

farmer. Some may suppose that I trust the eyes

uf others, and am deceived. iTo these possible

objections, I reply, that my cows are objects of

special regard, as furnishing me with one of the

most valuable luxuries ; that 1 attend to them per-

sonally and carefully, and I can see no good rea-

son why an attention of twenty years should not

enable me to form as coiTCCt an opinion as a

thorough bred former. I am not, however, with-

out support from persons of that desciiption. An
intelligent practical farmer, whose dairy is in such

repute that he obtains from thirty-one to thirtj'-

seven cents a pound for his butter, assiu'ed me,

that he al« ays gave his cows in winter the long

red potato m a raw state, and that he estimated

two bushels of that potato for his cows as equal to

one bushel of corn. JOHN LOWELL.

CURRANT WINE.
Extracts from tke Report of Messrs. Bartletc &

Harvey to the Rockingham Agricidtura! Society,

at a Cattle Show, held in Exeter, N. H.

The samples of wine exhibited, were of white

and red by Mr. Samuel B. Stephens of Exeter
;

and of red, by Joseph Tilton,'Es(i. of Exeter.

—

The wme from the white currant, for body and
flavour, was preferred ; and the committee award
)o Mr. Stevens the premium. This wine had no

distilled ^irit mixed with it, and was made by the

follovving receipt

:

" To each gallon of clear juice was added two
gallons of water, and to each gallon of the mix-

ture was added three and a half pounds of white

Havana sugar, and put immediately into a clean

wine barrel ; after it had done fennenting it was
bunged tight."

The red wine of 3Ir. Stevens was made by the

following receipt.

"To each gallon of clear juice was added two
gaUons of water, and to each gallon of mixture

was added three and a half pounds ofgood brown
sugar and put into good barrels ; after it had done
fermenting, it was stopped tight. In February af-

ter it was made, one gallon of the best 4th proof

Cogiuac brandy was added to each barrel, and
stirred up thoroughly."

A late London pajier states, that the duke of

Buckingham has, at liis seat at Avuigton, a team
of Spanish asses, resembling the zebra in appear-

ance, which are extremely tractahle,|and take more
freely to the collar than any of the native species.
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Kxlracl from a Treatise oa Affricuhure, originally publislied in

the Albany Argus.

RYE.
Tliis grain, though of the same far.iily v.ith

wheat, is less vahiable. A bushel of rye weighs

less, and gives less flour, and of worse quality, I

than a liushel of wheat. In comparison, there-

fore, witli wheat, it fails ; still there are circum-

<:tances, which, as an object of culture, may give

it the preference : 1st. It grows well in soils

where wheat cannot be raised : 2tl. It bears a

much greater degree of cold than wheat : 3d. It

goes through all the phases of vegetation iu a

shorter period, and of course exhausts the soil

"ess : 4th. If so'vn early in the fall, it gives a great

deal of pasture, without much eventual injury to

the crop : 5th. Its produce, from an equal sur-

face, is one sixth greater than that of wheat.

—

These circumstances render it peculiarly precious

to poor soils and poor people—to mountains of

great elevation and too high northern latitudes.

Its use, as a food for horses, is known as well

iu this country as in Europe. This grain chop-

ped and the strawdcut and mixed, forms tlie prin-

cipal horse food in Pennsylvania ; and in Germa-
ny, the postilhons are often found slicing a black

and hard rye bread, called "bon])ournikle," for the

post and other horses ; and the same practice pre-

vails in Belgium and Holland.

Its conversion into whiskey, is a use, less ap-

proved by reason and patriotism ; but if a spiritu-

ous liquor must he drank, we have no scruple of

preferring the form of whiskey, (of our own mak-
ing) as that, which, on the whole, is least injuri-

ous to the human bodj' and most beneficial for

the body politic.

The species of this grain, cultivated hei'c, are

two— tlie black and the white ; for spring rye, I

(often mistaken for a species) is but a variety, pro-
j

duced by time and culture, and restored again 1

to its former character and habits, by a similar

process. .
j

According to the course of crops, potatos, in a
'

sandy soil, precede rye. The ploughing, harrow-

ing, and mamiring given to that crop, wiU there-

fore make part of the preparation necossaiy for

this. After harvesting the potatos, plough the

ground and sow and harrow in tlie rye, taking

care, as in all other cases, that the seed be care-

fully selected and thoroughly washed in lime wa-
ter, as the means best calculated to prevent the

ergot ; a disease, to which it is most hablc, and
.vhich is supposed to be an effect of too great

humidity.

Rye is not exempt from the attacks of insects ;

but sufiers less from them than cither wheat or

barley. Whenever the straw of winter rye be-

comes yellow, shilling, and flinty, and cu-culatcs

uo more juices, nature makes the signal for har-

vest, and no time sliould be lost in obeying it.

''Cut two days tr,o soon, rather than one day too

'.t'-," was among the precepts of Cato ; whii-h, if

:'.d;jp;;',d here, would save much grain—terminate

the harvest about the tenth of July, and give a-

bundant time to turn down the stubbie, and sow
'he crop next in succession.

Slave Ma-n^-ers.— E. ?,Iu!ibran, ofNew York, has
lately been fined in the sum of $2,000 as having
fitted out a vessel called the Science, for the Afri-

(•an slave trade, which vessel was some time since

sent into New York and condemned.

SILK.
Since we have commenced epitomizing the

"Manual" on the cultivation of silk, it lias given

us great pleasure to find some of our enterprising

citizens already engaged in the nurture of silk

worms, and making preparatioi* for an extensive

attention to the production of silk. Capt. Anthony
Wright, of this town, showed iii, a few days ago,

four or five beautiful cocoons, v/\a.>le by silk worms
on his farm the present season. Capt. Wright
has set out a considerable number of niulberi-j'

trees, v/hich are doing ^^ell ; and he will soon

have abundance of means for trying the experi-

ment of silk making on an extensive scale.

One or two others, we understand, have em-
barked in the same enterprise, but how extensive-

ly, or with what success in the outset, has not been

told us. Our husbandmen would do well to fol-

low this example generally. If an acre of land

will suppoit mulberry trees enough for the pro-

duction of forty pounds of silk, annually, and this

is said to be the case, our farmers will find this

one of the most profitable uses t*(ivhich their Avy,

sandy lands can be appropriated.wiJViass. Yeo.

CREAM.
Pans or trays for holding milk, to raise the most

cream, ought to be broad and shallow, and the

milk put in them should not be more than three

or four inches in depth. Tin and wood are the

best materials for making these.

Some fine wooden trayswith lead ; but this is

a bad practice, as lead may sometimes be dissolv-

ed by the acid of the milk, and then it is poison-

ous. Wooden trays ought to be well scalded,

and dried in a cool place, as often as new milk is

put imto them, to prevent the wood from absorb-

ing too much of the acidity of the milk, and thus

coagulating the new milk, before the cream ; for

cream will not rise, after the milk has become co-

agulated.

If new milk be kept as warm as when it comes

from the cow, no cream will rise on it ; but, when
sufficiently cooled, the cream separates from \\^

rest and rise;* to the top. In order then to efl'eat

this, to the best advantage, jlie new milk sliciuj'

be made as cool as possible, and the cooler it is

thus made, the more suddenly and eftectually the

cream will rise. The cooler the cellars in v.diich

milk is kept, the better. To set milk-jians, made

of tin, in lieds of salt, would, no doubt, be useful,

where the cellar is too warm ; and to set all milk

vessels on a floor which is constantly covered with

cold spring-water, is also an excellent plan ; and,

where it can be done, ought never to be omitted.

Most of the cream comes last from the cow in

milking. The last half-pint of milk that can be

got, by milking the cow dry, contains as much
cream as the first quart, or perhaps three pints

;

and, for this reason, cows ought always to be

,
milked as clean as possible. The quantity of

cream will also be greater, if the milk of each

cow be strained into a pan by itself, as soon as

possible. The jiracticc of pouring the milk of

the cows together, while milking, and letting the

whole stand till nearly cooled, is a very bad one,

na in this, way, much of the cream will not after-

wards rise.

It is is said, that any given qnantity of milk,

havmg the cream separated by the scalding jiro-

coss wc shall describe, yields a fourth more of but-

ter ; and it is well known that this cream may be

churned into butjcr in two or three minutes.

Tiie milk is kept twenty-four hours—it is then
put into a vessel over a small fire, which should
only be sufficient to raise the heat of the milk,
nearly to boiling, in two hours, not less. When
it has been this length of time heating, and begins
to exhibit indications of being near boihng, by
bubbles rising to the surface, it is to be taken off,

and let stand twenty-four hours more. The smal-
lest degree of boiling mars the process.

At the end of this time, the cream will be all on
the surface. It is then to he divided into squares,

with a knile, and taken off from the milk beneath.
This cream will keep much longer, without sour-

ing, than cream raised in the common way ; and
may be, at any time, quickly converted into but-

ter. It may also be salted, and used on bread, or
othenvise, without churning.

It is good for coffee, but not for tea ; as when
put into this liquid, a part of it turns immediately
into butter. In London, this cream is considered
a great dainty, and, in winter, is sent into that

city from a distance of two hundred miles.

—

Far-
mer's .Assistant.

PENNSYLVANIA.
William Pemi the founder of this State, in one

of his letters to his friend Richard Turner, gives

the following account of the origui of the name
given to the State.

"5th 1st mo. 1681. This day my country was
confirmed to me, under the great seal of England,
with large powers and privileges, by tlie name of
Pennsylvania, a name the king would give it, in

honor to my father. I chose New Wales, being
as this, a pretty healthy counti-y ; but Penn, being-

Welsh for a head, as Penmunmoire in Wales, Pen-
rith in Cumberland, and Penn in Buckingham-
shire, the highest land in England, called this

Pennsylvania,which is the high or head wood land
for I proposed, when the secretary, a Welshman,
refused to have it called New Wales, Sylvania,

and they added Penn to it ; and though I much
opposed it, and went to the king to have it struck
out, and altered ; he said, it was passed, and he
would take it upon him—nor could twenty guin-
eas move the under seeretai-y to vary the name :

for I feared, lest it should be looked upon, as a

vanity in me, and not as a respect in the King, as
it tridy was to my father, whom he often mentions
with praise."

A bet of a suit of clothes was recently made
that a pair of P. G. Naglc's patent water proof
boots, would resist water for 24 hoiu-s. A tub was
filled with water to the proper height and the

boots placed in it, under the inspection of a gen-
tleman in whom both parties had confidence. At
the close of the last hour a large concourse of cit-

izens assembled to witness the result. Tlie boots

were taken out of the water at the appointed time

a piece of paper which had been placed on the in»

ncr sole was found perfectly dry, and upon thrust-

ing the hand into the boots not the least feeling of

dampness could be discerned. The bet was paid.

M Y. Dai. Adv.

Boston and Hudson River Rail Road.—The En-
gineer for the Western Railway, and one of the

Directors, are now engaged in extending the sur-

vey which ascends the Westfield River, and along

that river to the boundary line of New-York. The
portion which lies within New York will be sur-

veyed under the direction of the CommLssioners of
that State.
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r!l,MKl)IES FOR INDIGESTION.
In iiiiliyrstion, two ol' the most iiroiiiiiiciit foat-

,ires are flatuleney ami acidity ; aud the remedies

for these states are clearly indicated. They are

tlie alkalies uiid magnesia ; and the advantages

which the latter in the general way [lossesses over

the tbrmer, is this : that as containing an alkaUne

principle, the stomach acidity is neutralized by its

administration ; and a purgative suit being formed,

in some measure, by the combination, the double

pm-pose is thus effected of a corrective and an ap-

erient. A tea spoonful or two of magnesia, thrown

into a glass of water, and taken before going to

rest, will often anticipate as it were the acid form-

ation in the stomach, which would be otherwise

consequent upon a little irregularity of eating or

drinking ; and will destine the individual to a good,

who would jjass a restless uncomfortable night.

—

When a more positive purgative is required, it will

be right to combine the sulphate of magnesia (ep-

som salts) with the carbonate (common magnesia.)

Two large tea spoonfids of the former, with one of

the latter, will constitute a good aperient ; and for

a gouty invalid, one tea spoonful of the fluid car-

bonate of ammonia (sal volatile) will be found use-

ful; or, if the habit be cold, two or three spoon-

fuls of tincture of rhubarb may be advantageously

tnixed with the salts and magnesia.

Unwins on Indigestion.

THE SEASON.
Extract of a Letter, dated Kentville, June 29th,

1828 The country is looking beautiful ; the crops

generally promise well—the roots of the grass

were somewhat injmed by the frost last winter,

owing to the scarcit}' of snow, but as the season

has been so wet, but little inconvenience will be

experienced from this circumstance. Potatos are

full as forward as is necessary ; wheat and oats

b-id amply to j-eward the efforts of the fanner ; and

many fields of Indian corn are highly promising

;

green peas will be gathered here in a few days ;

and strawberries are already ripe on the high

lands Halifax Recorder.

From ihe papers ol Mr Titus Smilh, published iu the Novascolian.

THE RED RASPBERRY.
" The manner in which nature cultivates the

common red raspberry, so abundant in this Prov-

ince, must convince any thinking person that this

plant could never have been produced by any co-

alition of Dr Darwin's Atoms. This piant, it is

well known, thrives only in a very light soil ; sueh

a soil it finds in perfection whenever our forests

are killed by fire ; the raspberry immediately

springs up, aud bears abundantly for two or three

years ; the effect of the burning and of the decay-

ing of the fibrous parts of roots being by that time

at an end, the soil becomes hard and cold, the

raspberry perishes, a young growth of firs, or

other trees spring up, and the ground is again

covered with a forest, which stands perhaps for

more than a century before it is destroyed by an-

other fire, and a proper soil again formed for the

raspberry, which would be seen there no more
were it not provided with a seed capable of re-

maining unhurt in the earth, without vegetating,

for the length of time that usually occurs between
two of these periods. In a grove of spruce, of

which many of die trees were two hundred years

old, and where, as the soil was very poor, the turf

was about a foot thick, I have found near the bot-

tom of the turf, the seeds of raspberries, about

one to every square inch ; they were apparently

sound on the out.sido, but not more than one to a

hundred had the kernel sound.

SUMACH.
" I have observed iu clearing fen or tvvelve

acres of land upon a beech hill, that plants of Su-

mach ajipeared in a circle about every fire-place

where wood or bushes had been burnt, about one

to the square foot ; none appeared elsewhere.

The largest trees on this hill were about two hun-

dred years old. The Sumach is never Ibuuii iu

an old grove of wood.

THE CHERRY.
" I have observed that a considerable part of

the cherry kernels wliicli grow after a fire, had
been deposited by mice in small heaps, in situa-

tions where they were partially secured from rain.

The mice appear also to be the principal agents

in supplying our best hardv/ood hills with rasp-

berry seeds, as these hills are rarely exposed to

fires, except after a hurricane, they probably have
often stood secure for a longer time than this seed

can keep sound ; but I have almost always found,

upon cutting the bellow branches off a large rot-

ten hearted bii-ch, a considerable quantity either

of seeds or shells of the seeds of the rasperry, if

there were any growing within a quarter of a

mile ; they are deposited there by a mouse with

a white belly, and very large ears, fringed with

white.

" About many of the lakes near Halifax, where
the land is but little above the level of the water,

there is a remarkable Dyke or Mound along the

edge of the lake ; it is usually from four to ten

feet thick at the base, and rises from two to four

feet higher than the land back of it ; it is princi-

pally composed of stones, and covered with moss
and trees ; somewhat smiilar banks on the sea

shore would lead to the conjecture that it was the

effect of a hurricane, but upon observing the

smallness of the lakes, and the size of the stones,

it would seem to require a force of wind almost

beyond conception. A sample of this may be
seen at the south end of Lake Loon, on the Pres

Water may also be purified thus : Have ready

a strong solution of alum ; into a gallon of water,

put five grains of pearl or potash, and stir it, then

put iu about three tea spoonfuls of the solution of

alum ; it will be beautifully transparent in about

four hours, and perfectly wholesome.

For present use filter your water through clean

blotting paper in a conmion glass or tin funnel.

Domes. Ency.

THORN HEDGES.
I observed in the American Farmer, vol. x. No.

15, the following inquiries which I will endeavor
to reply to :

" What is the best kind of thorn for hedges, their

cost per rod, where can they be purchased, and
what is the best season to plant them?"

I am most in favor of the kind called Washing-
ton or Virginia thorn. Ten years ago, having
heard a favorable account of this kind of thorn, 1

planted a hedge about forty rods long, which is

now a complete fence against cattle and hogs,

without any wooden fence, and is a great orna-

ment to the estate, and with a little attention, will

be everlasting.

From the effect of this experiment, Sinclair &
Moore, Pratt-street wharf, Baltimore, are raising

largely of the quicks of this kind of thorn— and
have them two years old, very thrifty, and well

grown. Price five dollars ])er thousand—lower,

if many thousand are taken. The quantity nece:?-

sary per rod may be calculated, allowing them lIx

inches apart in the hedge. The best season for

planting is late in the fall, or early in the winter,

especially on mellow soils ; but early in the spring

is also a good time, and best on stiff wet land.

The quicks can be also purchased of J. Peiree,

near Georgetown, District of Columbia.

—

Ameri-

can Farmer.

Drinking cold water Several deaths have been
occasioned, at and near Baltimore, by drinking
cold water during the hottest part of the day ; the

consulting physician of the Health Department of

_ _
that city has communicated to the Boaril an inter-

ton Road, about three miles from the Ferry, where <

^^""« P^f"^'" °" ^^^ subject. The writer, (Doctor

such a Dyke extends, according to the best of my Jameson) adopts the suggestions of Dr. Rush, and

recollection, for about half a mile."
recommends his mode of treatment in cases of
danger. It is mentioned that sudden death sel-

dom ensues from this cause when the therniome-
ter is below 85 ; and that other liquids, such as

FILTERING MACHINES.
These machines are now so common that they

can be had in every town. But it may be worth
j

beer, punch, or toddy are sometimes equally fatal

while to state, that a common five gallon keg may ( when taken while the body is extremely warm,
be converted into a good one, thus : Char it in- j

The symptoms are thus described: "In a few

side ; make a false bottom three inches from the
)

niinutes after the person has swallowed the water,

true one ; bore it full of holes ; fix your cock be-
j

I'e is affected by dimness of sight—he staggers in

tween the two bottoms ; on the false bottom lay a attempting to walk, and unless supported, fails to

piece of flannel ; on that, a layer of well washed
j

the ground—he breathes with difliculty, and a

sand, which should bo fine and quite clean ; let i

rattling is heard in his throat— his extremities be-

this fill half the tub ; on this a layer of pow- come cold, and he dies in four or five minutes."

dered charcoal, with a piece of flannel to separate The only certain remedy, says Dr. Rush, is laud-

it from the sand ; on the charcoal, about a third anum ;—from a tea spoonful to nearly a table

of the space from the top, a leaden cover with an j

spoonful, administered immediately ; and where
aperture ; in the aperture put a piece of sponge

;

close the lead cover all round the edge with ce-

ment, so that no water can pass but through the

sponge ; it will then percolate, first, through the

sponge

—

second, through charcoal

—

third, through
sand, and is drawn out clear by the cock between
the false and true bottoms. The cement may be

mortar, or melted wax and sifted brick-dust

this is not accessible, a glass of whiskey or brandy
may be given.

With due precaution, however, the alarming
eflfects resulting from an immediate draught of
cold water may be avoided. Let the drinker first

rinse his mouth, and cool his throat by degrees,

suffering only a small quantity to pass down at

once ; or immerse his hands and face. It is the

Water kept in well charred casks, will seldom sudden opposition of the internal temperature to

putrify. On board the English men-of-war, it is that on the surface, in these instances, that occa-

kept in sheet iron vessels. I
sious spasms, obstruction, and death.

—

Bos. Bull.
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COFFEE.
Amongst the many subjects of investigation, in

lliis age of improvement, we are glad to perceive

tliat those things which contribute their share in

strewing tlie path of life with flowers, and in steal-

ing from care many a moment of our lives, viz.

:

" tliose things which are good for the noin'ishment

of the body" receive a due share of attention ; but

notvvithst'.iiding this it is wonderful to perceive

how many in these days, despising the light of

science, are still content to follow the customs

which have been handed down from generation to

generation until their origin has become lost in

the mist of ages ; who never take thought how
those things which they are daily preparing for

their comfort or luxury could be made better: who
go on from day to day in the same path wliich

their grandfathers and grandmothers trod before

them and regard any deviation from it as a sacri-

lege ; who denounce evei-y thing that is new only

because it is so, and without testing it by experi-

meiit.

There is perhaps nothing amongst the luxuries

of the table which is so generally sj)oilt by this

negligence or willful ignorance, as coffee, than

which, when it is well prepared, notliing is more
delicious and refresiiing, and when ill managed,
more flat and insipid ; it is, in fact, as Ben Johnson

describes matrimony.

Like Jeremiali's figs,

V/hcii good 'iia very good indeed.

When liad nol fil for pigs.

To the lovers of it then, (and who that has ever

tasted its invigorating flavor, is not) every investi-

gation which will lead to any improvement in its

preparation, vvill be interesting ; for this reason v«e

hope we shall be pardoned for the length of the

following extracts upon this subject.

" If you have ever seen a pot of coftee boiling

over a strong fire, you may recollect wiiat a fine

odour was spread over the liouse,—most delight-

ful to the smell, and giving " note of grateful pre-

paration" tj every eye and palate which may pre-

fer its rich, warm, brown color, to the thin watery

appearance of green tea. How woeful, then, must

the disappointment be, after all this anticipated en-

joyment of a delicious treat, when you find the cof-

fee in your cup—brown enough indeed, and thick

enough,—but tasteless, mawkish, and weak ; the

flavor and spirit all gone, and nothing remaining

of the real stuff", save the shadow, which mocks
fhe lip and palate with " unreal seeming,"- a flat,

flavorless, " baseless fabric of a vision ;" tfie very

corpse of a cup of good coffee—more likely to

plunge you deeper in drowsiness than to stir you
up into renewed life.

It would be very hard, however, to blame the

eoflee, if you spoil it in the making—and tlie best

coffee that ever grew in Arabia and Berbice, will

be totally spoiled if you are barbarous enough to

boil it. Think for a moment, and common sense
•, ii! icl! you that the fine odour floating in the air,

;ill over the house, must have come frowi the cof-

fee, and you could iiOt have the conscience to ex-

pect an odour in the air and flavor iu your cup at

the same lime. In one word, the best i)arts of

the cofl"ee, namely Jfs fine strong flavor, and sleep-

baiiishiag aroma, are .so spiritual and airy that

boiling drives them oft' instantly, aial what remains

m the pot is the mere dregs and refuse—heavy,
heartless and thick— fit only to be thrown to the
pigs or the dnnghill.

We dishke all dogmatism, and ask you not to

take this on trust : we have no wish to set up our
authority in opposition to facts. Try it and learn

wisdom by experiment and experience. It would
be better, indeed, to give your hard earned pence
to the poor, than thus to waste them on the thank-
less air, by fiUing it with all the strongest and best

parts of your coffee, and leaving only "the ghost
of vanished sweets," for your own particular use.

But if we are not to boil our coffee, because it

wastes all the best of it, "what," you v.'ill ask, " are

we then to do ?" You recollect that the doctor,

who was asked a similar question, replied, " Take
advice." So say we. Be advised by us, and you
will have excellent coffee, at least for one half the

expense of those who fooUshly boil it.

In the first place, then, you must buy a Rum-
ford coffee pot, or bigg^in, with strainers in it; and

oil cannot aflford five, six, or seven shillings for

this you must give up the idea of coftee till you
can ; for it camiot be made either good or cheap
without. You will lose more money in a few
weeks, by boiling your coffee, and wastuig it hi

the air, than would buy you such a pot, which
would last you lor years. Your coflfee is to be

put into the upper strainer, boiUng water poiu'ed

over it, and as soon as it has rim through, it is

ready. If you do this rightly, it ought to be as

clear and high-coloured as brandy, and of a fine

strong flavour ; that is supposing you use a mix-

ture of one half Mocha or Turkey coffee, and one

half Berbice or Bourbon, which is better than

either singly. You must not forget, also, to boil

the milk (cream if you have it) which you put with

your coftee, for cold mi\k or cream will spoil the

best coftee ever prepared.

"The roasting of the berry to a proper degree,

requires great nicety. If it be underdone, its vir-

tues will not be imparted, and in use it will load

and oppress the stomach ; if it be overdone, it will

yield a flat, burnt, and bitter taste ; its virtues will

be destroyed, and in use it will heat the body, and '

act as an astringent. The closer it is confined at

the time of roasting, and till used, the better will

its volatile pungency, flavor, and virtues, be pi'e-

;

served.

"The influence which coftee, judiciously pre-

pared, imparts to the stomach, from its invigorat-

ing qualities, is strongly exemplified by the imme-
diate eifect produced on taking it when the stom-

ach is overloaded with food, or nauseated with

surfeit, or debihtated by intemperance, or languid

from inanition.

" Du Four relates an extr.aordinary instance of

the effect of coffee in tlse gout ; he says, Mons. De-
vercau was attacked witii the gout at twenty five

years of age and had it severely until he was up-

wards of fifYy, with chalk stones in the joints of

his hands and feet ; he was recommended the use

of coftee, which he adopted, ami had no return of

the gout.

" A small cup or two of cofleo immediately af-

ter dinner promotes digestion.

" With a draught of water previously diiuik, ac-

cording to the eastern custom, coffee is serviceable

to those who are of a costive habit."

The generality of the English famiUcs make
their coftee too weak, and use too much sugar,

Vvhich often causes it to turn acid on the stomach.

Almost evpi-y housekeeper has a pecuUar method
of malting coffee ;but it never can be excellent, un-

less it bo strong of the berry, any more than our

English wines can bo good, so long as we contin-
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ue to form the principal ofthem on sugai- and wat-
er.

Count Rumford says, " coffee may be too bitter,

but it is impossible that it should ever be too fra-

grant. The very smell of it is revivmg, and has
often been found to be useful to sick persons, and
to those who are afflicted with the head-ache. In

short, every thing proves that the volatile, aromat-
ic matter, whatever it may be, that gives flavor to

coffee, is what is most valuable in it, and should
be preserved with the greatest care, and that in

estimating the strength or richness of that bever-

age, its fragrance should be much more attended

to, than either its bitterness or astringency. This
aromatic substance which is supposed to be oil, is

extremely volatile, and escapes into the air with
great facility, and is observed by its filling the room
with its fi-agrance, if suftered to remain uncovered,

and at the same time losing much of its flavor."

Phillips^ Histoi-y of Vegetables.

NEW EDITION OF CLEAVELAND'S MIN-
ERALOGY.

Prof. Cleaveland, of Bowdoin College, is pre-

paring a third edition of his valuable work on
Mineralogy and Geology. This indicates a steady

progress in the interesting science of which the

book treats. The mineral riches of a country are

of vast importance to its prosperit)'. To be of
the greatest use, however, they must be thorough-

ly known ; this can be efli-cted but by a strict at-

tention to the science which describes them, and
a proper consideration of the particular items

whicii serve to make up the whole. Prof. C. is

desirous of obtaining all the localities not describ-

ed in his last edition. A letter from him says

—

" I wish to connect with the account of the Lo-
cality some brief Geological notice, viz : whether
the mineral occurs in veins, or in beds, or is dis-

seminated—the associated minerals—and the roclc

which contains them. In most cases, the form,

structure, and prevaihng colour of the mineral

may be mentioned.
" I also wish to obtain as accurate information,

as possible, in regard to all minerals explored foi-

useful or ornamcrdal purposes, such as Nitre, Com-
mon Salt, Mai-ble, Marl, Gypsum, Precious Stones,

Steatite, Roof Slate, Clays, Pigments, Anthracite,

Graphite, Coal, Ores of the metals, Porphyry, &c.
and also certain articles manufactured from min-

erals, such as Alum, Copjjeras, Chromate of Lead,

&c. The quantity of the aforementioned sub-

stances annually obtained or manufactured, the

quality including the per cent, of metal yielded by

ores, and the price are particularly rotjuested. I

am desirous, that the localities should he so des-

cribed, that they may be found without difficulty.

In addition to the name of the town, a few words,

referring the locality to some point or object, well

known in that vicinity, will be sufficient."—JVetf

England Farmers'' and Mechanics' Journal.

Boston jllhtnwum Galkri/.—This interesting and

popular Exhibition closed on Tuesday last. The
season tickets sold amounted to 5133. The entire

receipts of the season to over $3800. The expcn-

.scs have been short of $1000.— Ccniinel.

The Corporation of Baltimore have laid a duty

on Dogs—two dollars on every male, and ten on

every female. They have also forbidden all per-

sons to bring dogs into the market place, during

market hours. The latter strikes us as an excel-

lent provision.
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NEW SPECIES OF PINE.
Jlr Douglas writes : " I rejoice to tell you of a

new species of Piiius, tlie most princely of the

genus, and probably the finest specimen of Amer-
ican vcffetatioM. It attains the enormous si/e of

from 170 to 220 feet in height, and from 20 to 50
in circumference. The cones are from 12 to 18

inches long ! I have one which is 16^ inches in

length, and vvhich measures 10 inches round the

thickest part. The trunk is remarkably straight,

and destitute of branches till within a short space

of the top, which forms a perfect umbel. The
wood is of fine quality, and yields a large portion

of resin. Growing trees of this species, that have
been partly burned by the natives, to save the

trouble of cutting other fuel, (a custom to which
they are greatly addicted,) produce a substance,

vvhich, I am almost afraid to say, is sugar ; but as

some Sf it, with the conc;=, will soon reaclf Eng-
land, its real nature can be easily and correctly as-

certained. The tree grows abundantly 2" south

of Colombia, in the country inhabited by tlie

Umpt((un tribe of Indians. The seeds are gather

NEW ENGLAND FARlVl ER.

valuable purpose, us it has infinitely more tenaci-

ty than coiomon glue, and becomes impervious to

water."

jYole—The author might further have adverted

to the advantage arising to Hatters from the dis-

covery, but this is obvious.

41^

On Tuesday the 8th inst. a stroke of lightning

descended upon the eastern wing of the Tontine
Coffee-house, in New Haven, breaking through
the roof, and making its way through the upper
tier of rooms, leaping from nails to wires, and
marking the intervals by rents in the plastered

walls, until it made its exit through the opposite

side of the building. Several persons were slight-

ly benumbed, and others stunned by the shock
There are three lightning rods rising several feet

above three of the cliimnies on this building, and
it is matter of speculation and wonder among
many that the electric fluid should break through
the roof within seven or eight feet of one of the

lightning rods. Some gentlemen of much study
and observation, contend that in this instance the

cd by'the natives in autunm, pounded and^baked h'*^f""''''ty
was conducted to the roof by the steam

into a sort of cake, which is considered a lu.xury

The saccharine substance is used in seasoning
dishes, in the same manner as sugar is in civilized

countries. I shall bring home such an assemblage
of specimens of this Pimis, as will admit of a very
correct figure being made, and also a bag of its

seeds."

—

Brewster's Journal.

LARGE GEESE. ,

We yesterday saw in a wagon a pair of young
geese, raised by James Sissoii, Esq. of Warren, of
very large size, being now only three months old.

The breed, was injported from East-Friesland last

fall, in the ship North America, Capt. Child, wlio
asserts that these geese frequently grow to up-
wards of twenty pounds, dressed. They are very
full of sofl fine feathers, which is an article of ex-
portation fi'om that country, and very much sought
for in Germany, Holland, and England. These
geese are the first of this breed which has ever
been imported into the United States, were brought
especially for Mr. Sisson, and are well worthy tlic

attention of the lovers of good eating. Mr. Sisson
has a few j)airs on hand, which he will dispose of
at $12 the pair—and will send them to any part
of the country he may be directed.

—

Prov. Pat.

and smoke which was beating down upon the

roof after it had risen several feet above the top

of the chimney. It is a fact that the lightning I

'•'f' fourth was a quarter smut— all on the same

struck the roof near the kitchen chimnev— and '-^in^l ^^ •«'"'' ""'I •>'• sown in good weather, he-

FromJUemciri, of (lie New York Board of Agriciuture.

ON LIMING SEED WHEAT.
Sin,—In answer to your inquiry on the subjeci

of smut in wheat, I will slate to you what has fal-

len under my observation.

When I resided in Seneca county, several years
ago, my attention was particularly drawn to this

suhji'ct, by oliserving, that while myselfand neigh-
bors were iniich injured by smut in our wheat, tin-

crops of 3Ir. C. uniformly escaped. I enquired in-

to the cause of this singular exemption, and learnt

that it was owing to the seed having been Ujned..

In 1816, therefore, 1 washed my seed, put a-

bout three pints of lime to each bushel, mixed it

well, and let it lie in a heap twelve hours before

sowing. My cro]) was perfectly clean, while I can

say all my neighbors had more or less smut.

In 1817, jiart of my seed was washed and limed,

as in the iH'cceding year ; another part was washed
and limed, and a ]iint of salt to each bushel mixed
with the lime ; :i 3d parcel was washed in sii-ong

pickle and limed; a 4th sown without any prepara-

tion. The result was as follows : The first had a

little smut, the second none, the tiiird none—and

;iney-

that there was a powerful fire in the kitchen be-

low at the time.—JVeio Haven Res-.

The following is extracted from the London
New Monthly Magazine for March, under the
head of Useful Arts.

•' Ghte made ivclcr proof.—A correspondent in-

forms us that he has succeeded in making a Glue
perfectly water proof, and having the property, al-

so ofdrying almost immediately after its application.
His method, we learn, is first to immerse conmion
glue in cold water until it becomes perfectly soft,

yet retaining hs oriijinal form ; after which it is to

be dissolved in common raw linseed oil, assisted
by a gentle heat until it becomes entirely taken up
by the latter. After which it may be applied to
substances for adhesion to each other, in the way
common glue is ordinarily applied. It dries al-

most immediately, and water will exert no action
on it. It is unnecessary to say in how nviny valua-
ble puri)oses in the arts this a-jplieation may be
used. For cabinet makers it is important, as ma-
hogany veneers, when glued with this substance,
will never fall off by exposure to a moist atmos-
phere. In ship building it will probably answer a

Vegetable Inoculation.—It is mentioned in the

London Mechanics' Magazine, that there is a

blotched-leaved variety of the English laburnum,
a bud of which being inserted in the bark of the

common laburnum, it has invariably the effect

(whether the bud fives or not) of makuig the leaves

of the latter blotched, like the parent stock of the

bud. "If" says Mr. Falla, " the blotched or strip-

ed leaves of the plants arise, as I think is general-

ly admitted, from a disease, this may justly be
considered as virulent a disorder in the vegetable

world, as the sraall-pox is in the human race, nnd
this operation may very fairly be said to be inoc-

ulation."

A Marriage Tree, generally of the pine kind, is

planted in the chin'ch yard by every new m.irried

couple in the jiarish of Varallo Pombio, in the Ty-
rol ; a fine grove of pines is said to shade this

church yard, and it must be recollected that the
j breaks the fibrous roots of the

pine of the Tyrol claims to be ranked as a fruit

tree, as well as valuable timber, being the Finns

pinea, the kernels of the cones of which arc I're-

qucntly served up in the dessert in Italy, and tlie

Southern Alps, as almonds and nuts are in Eng-
land Gar. Mate.

tvi'cen the 5th and 15th September.

I'l 1319, Mr. L. bought his seed of my neigh-

bors Jlr. B. and Mr. G. and of myself, and sowed •

all without preparation. Mr. G's crop was from

seed had of me the year before, and sowed with-

out Inning. B. had never prepared his seed by

any process. It was found on harvesting the ci-op

that the part sown with my seed was free from

smut,—that sown with G's seed had a little,—and

that sown with B's seed was one fourth siimt ~

Tills statement I had from Mr. L. I mention this

circumstance to show that seed wheat well clean-

ed as nientioBcd, mil have an effect for two ci-

ihree crops ; but I would never recommend to

sow wheat without salt and lime.

As the Hessian fly has never yet troubled us in

Albany, I am unable to sjieak of the eflicac}' of

preventing tiie ravages of that insect.

I beg leave to suggest to farmers, the proprie

ty of spreading their straw upon their pasture

grounds, either in sjn'ing or fall. It will shield

the ground from the extreme cold which often

In sum-

State of Education in Lotcer Canada.— The pe-

titions presented to parliament from the Canadas
complaining of the Administration of tho Earl of
Dalhodsif., contained the namf-s of 78,000 per-

sons, of which only nine thousand are signatures,

the other 78,000 having his X mark attached to

them. T!ie population of Lower Canada is 450,-

000 French to 80,000 British. Ojdy one in eight

of the former are taught to write.

We are ruined, not by what we really want.

mer it shields the ground from tlie scorching rays

of the sun, prevents the evaporation of moisture,

fertilizes the soil, and causes a strong rich sward ;

and when ploughed, will be equal to a good coal

of manure. JAMES McCALL.

DISEASES OF VINES.
When you see a vino luihealthy, by the leaves

becoming yellow, or other rickly appearances, re-

move itnmediotely the earth from about the roots,

and fill up the sj»ace with a compost made of hme,

ashes, or cowdung, and virgin earth from the

woods, well incorporated, and water the ground

well. Sometimes tlie leaves turn yellow, and the

vine seems otherwise diseased by there being too

many grapes on h.- If you wish to preserve yom-

vine, remove the grajics or cut dov.n the branches

but by what we think we do ; therefore, never go ^° '^^^^ "'^ ground, leaving one or two young ones,

abroad in search of your wants— if they be real ""•' manage and manure it as above directed.

—

wants they will come in search of you— for he There ought to be a compost heap at every vme-

that buys what he does not want, will soon want Ja"' ^° manure'any vines that may dwindle or not

what he cannot buv. i
grow vigorously.

—

Adhan's Treatise.
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CLOSE OF THE SIXTH VOLUME.

The present number completes the sixtli volume

of our paper, and brings us to the termination of

six years since the commencement of our labors

fifty pounds, suspended at one foot distance from quainted with the subjects on which they have
the trunk will distress the branch, which supports written.

it, no more than ten pounds at fifteen feet distance
j

Tiie following is the General Index of the book,

would do. Every tree will, therefore, support a i which is superadded to a Calendarial Index, giv-

larger weight of fruit without danger of being i„g directions for performing the work of all tin-

broken, in proportion as the parts of such weight months in the year as they follow in succession,

are made to approach nearer to its centre.
| j^ ^^

" Each variety of the apple tree has its own pe-
j

Apple-« - --- -- . -- -
,

''^^

aTEdiit'or ofthe New Englanil Farmer. We hope I culiar form of g'rowth ; and this it will ultimately
I

^P''.'™^^^

that our exertions have been of some senice to assume, in a considerable degree, in defiance ol Asparngus

the community, and are induced to helieve that the art of the pruner. Something may nevenhe-
;

Balm

"
less be done to correct whatever is defective.— ; ^^^^^

When the growth of any variety is weak and re-
; Beet

dining, the principal stem should be trained to a p^[.gj.P}^"'

considerable height, before it be allowed to pro-
: Bnrer

duce branches ; and if any of these take a hori-
\

Broccoli

zontal or pendent direction, they should be regu-
Buckihora"^""'

larly taken off. One prmcipal leading stein should Cabbage

be encouraged almost to the summit of the tree, Canker xvorm
'^

, , , , , Caraway
to prevent a sudden division into two large boughs Cardoon

of nearly equal strength ; for the fork which these Carroi

form is apt to divide and break, when the branch-
Q^u^|go,ver

they have been estimated as possessing some val

ue from the constant, though not rapid accession

10 our subscription list, which continues to attend

the ])rogres3 of our jiublication. We would take

this opportunity to make our general, but grateful

acknowledgements to those contributors to our col-

umns, to whom we are indebted for the most val-

uable parts of our paper, (being generally details

and results of the experience of intelligent culti-

vators) and would solicit the continuance of their

a volume presents a favorable time for tlie settle

ment of accounts, at the Farmer office—paying

what is due, and saving somewhat by an antici-

pated payment of tlie next volume. It is true,

however, that monej', though neither the main-
spring, nor the main object of our pursuits, is what
rhetoricians call a sine qua non, cr thing indis-

pensable to the existence of our establishment.

favors.

It is not necessary to observe that the close of es are loaded with fruit. All efforts to give young Celery

trees a round and regularly spreading form, whilst
^}j^j;|l'™^|.^

in the nursery, will be found injurious in the fu- chervil

ture stages of their growth. Large branches Chive11.1 1 * .. 1 )) I
Colewort

should rarely or never be amputated.'
, Coriander

If, however, pruning is commenced at a proper Cress, waier

tage of the growth of the tree, and properly and
^„pu;:„^g'^''*"

seasonably attended to, it will rarely be necessary Curciilio

to take off a large limb, and small ones, if cut Currant

lose and smooth, may be taken off at any season.
Da"j"gffDu

Elecampane
Endive
Espaliers

Fennel
Flowers, orkj
MLNTAL

Fruits
Fruit Trees
Garlick
Gooseberry
Gourd
Grafting
Green house
Hawthorn
Heat-ling down

Horse Radish Pruuin
Hot bed Pumpl
Hot house Quinc(
Hyssop Radist

Inarching Rhuba
Indian corn Roller

Inoculation, orbud- J Rose
ding \ Rosen

Insects Rue
Jerusalem Artichoke Sage

PRUNING TREES.
Ill Loudon's EucycloiKidia of Agriculture, Kal-

e idarial Index for July, it is remarked that " this

season £viz. July] answers perfectly well for prun-

ing all sorts of trees, and if their leaves and spray

were an object for fodder, as in Sweden and Italy,

no doubt it would be preferred. Wounds in trees

do not now bleed as they sometimes do in spring

and autumn, and they heal and are in part cover-

ed with bark before the apju-oach of winter." A
scientific friend of the Editor, who is likewise a

practical horticulturist, assures us that he has

found by experience that the month of July is

riu"h the most favorable time for pruning grape

vines fir at this season large branches may be cut

off, aijd the vines will not bleed in the least. It

may, therefore, not he ill timed to offer a few re-

marks on this important branch of arboriculture-

Mr Knight in his excellent " Treatise o?i the Cul-

ture ofthe .^pple and Pear" has given the follow-

ing directions. " In pruning the apple tree and
all other standard trees, the points ofthe external

branches should be every where rendered thin

and pervious to the light ; so that the internal

parts ofthe tree may not be wholly shaded by the

external parts. The light should penetrate deep-

ly into the tree on every side, but not any where
through it. When the primer has judiciously ex-

ecuted his \ ork, every part of the tree, internal as

well as external, will be productive ol' fruit ; and
the internal part, in unfavorable seasons, will rath-

er receive protection tlian injury from tlie exter-

nal. A tree, thus pruned, will not only produce
much more fi-uit, but will also be able to support

a heavier load of it, withijiit danger of being brok-

en ; for any given weight will dejiress the branch,
not simply in proportion to its (juantity, but in the

compound proportion of its (pmntity, and its hori

See N. E. Farmer, vol. iii. page 273.

EXCELLENT ARTICLES.
We have received a quantity of oat flour,

very white, fine, and sweet, and very paliitable as

well as wholesome for puddings, gruel, &c. Like-

wise groats and oatmeal of superior quality, all
j

ume ol 312 pages,—price

raised and manufactured bv Mr Stevens, of Bar-

. La.ndsc
Picturesque S- Savory
Gardens )) Sea kale

Lavender Silk
Layers Skirret

Leaves Spinach
Leek Squa'^h

Lettuce Strawberry
Locust tree Tansy
Love apple Tarragon
bladder Teasel
JIangel Wurlzel Thyme
Alarjoram Tomato
Melon Turnip
JUinl Vise.

The work is handsomely printed, making a vol-

.25.

;
Dibble

I

Dill

i Drains
^Duok
F.gg plant

Elder

net, Vermont. These articles have been highly

approved of by several druggists in this city, by

f'egetables.—Ilarthh, (the friend of Milton) pen-

sioned by Cromwell for his agricultural writings,

Dr Kidder of Charlestown, and other qu.tlified i f
y^*' "t''^' "''^ ,"'«"'" ^'^ days remembered the

-J , .u . u i- 1 1 . I first gardeners that came over to fcursey, Eugland,
ludges, who pronounce them to be preierable to ,°,, .

, 1' " ' /. • 1 » •
. i rri „ and sold tiuniins, carrots, parsnips, earlv peas, and

anv thing of a sinnlar nature imported. Ihev ap-

;

, . , ' ' ,
^ ' '^

. . - '^
. ' .

"
. ., . J I i .. rape, which were then great rarities, being ini-

pear to contain more muciiasmous, and !ess bitter
,

"^ '
, „ ,t „ . .ni •

i ,'
. , ., ' .• ported h-om Holland. Cherries and hops were

extractive matter than the common preparations;*;
, ,. , . ^,t oi u i... 1 ., 1 <• I

• . „„,i first planted in the rcign of Henrv 8th ; artichokes
horn oats, iouna in the shops of druggists and

;
,

*^

, , •

"
•

i »•
and currants made their a))pearance in the time

° "'
of Ehzabeth; but even at the end of this latter

THE NEW AMERICAN GARDENER. | period cherries were brought from Flanders—on-
A work with this title, compiled by tlie Editor ions, saffron, and liquorice, from Spain, and hops

of the New England Farmer, with the assistance from the low countries. Potatos, which were first

of a number of scientific and practical Horticultu- known in England about the year 1586, con-

ralists in the vicinity of Boston and New York, will tinned for nearly a century to be cultivated in

be pubhshed by J. B. Russell, Proprietor of the gardens as a curious exotic, and fiiruislied a luxii-

New England Farmer, in the course of the ensu- ry only for tables of the richest persons in the

ing week. The articles are arranged alphabeti- kingdom." It appears in a manuscript account

cally, and comprise the most useful V^egetables of the household expenses of Queen .Vnne, wife

and Fruits which can be conveniently and econ- of James 1st, that the price of potatos was then

omically cultivated in the climate ofNew England, Is. the pound.

and the Middle States ; as well as a Treatise on —
Flowers, and on Landscape or Picturesque Good income.—The receipts of the New Hamp-

Gardens, on the general management ofthe Silk shire State Prison during the year exceeded the

Worm, and the manufacture of Silk, and a trea- expenditures $145,60 cents. The amount of earn

tise on the culture of Grape Vines and the Straw-
!>ERRy.—The article on Fruit Trees contains an

enumeration and description of all the Apples,

Pears, Peaches, Cherries, Plums, Nectarines, Apri-

ots, &c. that can be raided to the most advantage,

tiid their relative forwardness in bearhig, which
zontal distance from the point of suspension, by a „i\] t,e found to be of incalculable benefit to gen-

irs over the ordinary expences is estimated at

.*2,179.

Sale of Saxony Slittf—Tl.e sale of Saxony sheep

on the 9tli, at Brighton, was not_so profitable as

some of the preretUng sale- , on account of the

same owners. Tiie wholfe fock, consisting of 240

mode of action similar to that of the weight of the ,|e,„en in laying out orchards. Each of the above ,

"-'S sold. The lowest pric. at which any animal

beam ofthe steel yard ; and hence a hundred and articles is furnished by gentlemen practically ac 1

"'^'W ''^^ ^•"^ eiS-the hithest, 13q. Mr. S. P.
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T)e.\ter, formerly of this city, now residing ot

WliitoslHirougli, N. V. near Utica, we uiiilcrstand

Mas the largest purchaser.

—

Boston Couno:

MAIMING.
We arc no friends to the systein of docking and

nicking of horses, dogs or cats. To diji otl'at one
' fell swoop," five or six inches of the vertebra is,

in onr opinion, an act of cruelty, and deserves the

severest reprehension. Nature created a horse, a

dog, and a cat with a long tail, and in doing which
evidenced her taste and judgment, and to mend
lier perfect work is nothing but a ridiculous and
barbarous custom. Tlie Berkshire American has

an article upon this subject. The editor is speak-

ing of the curtailing of dogs, and says :—(Bellows

Falls paper.)

" No sooner does "a man bring home a puppy,

than lie falls foul of the poor creature at both ends

—paring his ears nearly to his head, and leaving

liini too little tail to express his gratitude (for tJius

mending him !) by wagging it. And this he doo^^,

as he says, to make the dog look yar^e and savage.

And in fact, he not only succeeds in giving him a

ferocious appearance, but in souring his temper for

life ; for the animal being, without any provoca-

tion, thus murderously treated, and divested of his

fair proportions, become a misanthrope, instead of

the good natured, friendly and affectionate crea

lure he is always found to be when properly treat

ed."

Sugar.—The manufactiu'e of sugar from the

beet, continues to flourish in France. It is stated

that there are more than sixty manufactories forthe

purpose in that countrj'. Three establishments of

the kind were recently formed on a large scale

JV. Y. Joum. of Com.

Toads.—We are wont to regard t!ie toad as

noxious and useless, but it is because we do not

observe the important uses which it serves in the

tiuimal economy. We lately noticed one of these

creatures bloated to an enormous size, which had
been feasting upon ants. Toads likewise devour
Qies.—Salem Observer.

There is now in our office, (says the Trenton

True American) a branch of rye, raised on the

farm of Mr. Hunt, in tliis vicinity, containing forty

stocks, of five feet six inches high, with each a

large ear, all proceeding from one root, and the

production of a single grain, exhibiting a most as-

lojiishing increase.

Long Wool.—A man in New Jersey has a sheep
of the Dishley breed, which weighs 252 pounds ;

—

some of the wool is 20 inches in length. A man
in Pennsylvania, lately sheared 23 pounds ofwool
from one sJieep ; it is very fine, and some of it 12
inches long, '(probably the growth of two or three

years.)

Valuable DUcovery.—An ingenious tradesman at

Falkirk, has discovered a method by which he can

mould skins and leath«r to any shape, and make
very elegant light suniuier iiats of sheep-skin,

weighing 2 or 3 oz. varnisliod and rendered im-

pervious to wet. He likewise -aiakes them of seal

skin with the hair on. Entire djogses, consisting

of a jacket and trowsers, have been furnished to

various ships' companies, at so low a tste as 15s

each. They are of leather, dressed after r meth-
od which renders them unpen'ious to rain, anrt yet

as pliant as a glove.

We are liappy to state, (says tlie Now Bruns-

1

Barefoot and Serab.
wick (Jazette) that, notvvitlistanding the backward- '•'''e'c '"'o valuable animals, which ImvR been seni lo ihis

nessof the season, the crops in general wear aiiu°""'r^ '^.I^i^''^'
'^''"

l?,?*'''
'-'°""'- "il'. forthe present scd".

encouraging aspect ; and it is highly deserving of l.y celebraled in England
notice, that the farmers throughout this part of

j

'"" '""'«, '^ "s 'oHo'

I he pedigree of Eareluol, a ches-

the country have given evidence of their lively at-
|

Barefooi, l,y Trunip/<?nnVRo'sf
tention to the recommendation of last vear, of the !

R"scbcrry, sisier to Huley and '1

tea wheat, by having sown as much of tluit fint

grain as circinnstances would admit of.

by Buzzard, out of

,,,-., ,, . , ^,r ,
-.•>/ f^lisnomenon, QUI o(

''r SjS'f I
Matcliam- Ilegulus-Crob-Childers—liasid.

In 1822, «'bcn al I'ontelia.i, swcepslakes ofiJO gs. each, for
twoycarsolds— 11 subs., liaiffoot beating Harpooiicr

In 1823 York Springs St. Ledger, of 26 gs. ea<h, 6 sul«.—
Uareloot bealiuf four others.—A, I'oniolratl sweepstakes of 30
"'""""' each leu feet, 10 subscribers. Bareluoi beating Pala-

Iii Charleston, S. C. there is a permanent and
splendid Ice House, which has cost 15,000 dollars, !

Tine

is capable of containing the cargoes of four large I

,'" '.1^^' Iho roncasler great St. Ledgers, of 25 gs. caeh, 80
1- , ^ -.1 . , , ^- -1 ^11 subscribers. Harefooi beating II others,
ships

; and notwithstanding the failure of the late ' in 182.3, at New Market, liarefooi w„n a I.andicup plate val-
winter in the north, it has been sujiplicd with four "e £.50, beating Tressihan and live others.

cargoes of lesser size but quite enough for e^y\J-:^:^l^l^;^;^'^^t^''^^^'"°''^''^-^-
possible demand. In 1825, at Lancaster, llic gold cup, value 10 gs. added to a

sweepstakes (if 10 sovereigns, 17 sobs, of all ages. Barefoot^— -^^
I beating Lottery and two others.

QC?' Subscribers to the New England Farmer, are ' •" '826, at Manrbestcr. Han<licup stakes of 30 soiereigns
.1 1 1 . .^.1 n •.! I

each, 10 ft. «ith 20 sovereigns added—G subscribers—Baielnotearnestly desired to settle all arrearages, either by heating two others. At L.°ncaster, the gold cp, vahTe lio gs
remitting by mail, to the publisher in Boston, or added to a sweepstakes o( 10 sovereigns each, 9 subs.—Uare-

by paying to either of the following Agents. Any ;

^°°'- ''?.="'"& '^'™ °*'"'=

who may wish to discontinue the paper, are de-

sired to give immediate notice to the publislier.

—

Gentlemen who contemplate subscribing to the

paper are reminded that the jn-esent is a favorable

opportunity, as the next number will begin the 7th

volume, which will be printed on new type, and
no efforts will be spared by the Editor or Publish-

er, to make it at least equal to any volume that

has preceded it.

i5angor, G. W. Brown.
Castnie, M. Chamberlain.
Portsmouth. J. W. Foster.

Salem, J. M. Ives.

Newburyport, E. Stedman.
New Bedtbrd, K. Williams.

Providence, Hugh Bro-.vn.

Hartlbr<l, Goodwin & Sons.

New York, G Thorbiirn &
Son, G7 Liberty street.

Philadelphia, D. & C. Land-
relh, S5 Chesnul street.

Worcester, Wm. Lincoln, Esq. Halifax, (N. S.) P. J. Holland.
Brattleboro' J. Fessenden. St John, (N. B.) A. IVl'Leod.

To CoRRESpoNDKNTS.

—

An article from Danvers on t}w

Cpnker Worm—one from New York on some new English itork

—from Salem on Hay iit^—onihe Staggers in Sicine—on Apple

Orchards and Cider—o?? the Canker Worm—and one from

Plymouth on the manufacture of Soda from Sea Weed, will

Itave an early insertion ; most of them haHng been received too

lute for this iceek's paper.

Farm Stock.

A good black cotv, four years old, with a calf; a superior

milker, both as to quantity, and qualitii. Reference may be

had to Col. Jaques. Price ^40.—Inquire at the New Eng-
land Farmer Seed Store. Also, 10 pair of Bremen Geese.

Bull Calffor Sale.

For Sale, a beautiful Bull Calf by Admiral, a very desir-

able animal for those who feel interested in the improvement
of our breed of Stock.—Apply to Maj. Jaques of Charles-

tow'n, where he mav be seen. 3t. Julv, IS.

Skrae, (a beautiful bay Horse.) Foai.ed in 1821.
Got bv Phantom out of Jesse, by Toileridge—i.er dam Crac-

ker by Highflyer, out of Nutcracker, by Matcsum.
In 1824, won the New Market stakes, SO gs. each 21 subs.—

Serab beating four others.

In 1825, allhe New Market Crane meeting, the slakes, 100
sov'ngs. 7 suds. Serab beating two others. The same yeir.
Spring meeliig. Serab won Handicup sweepstakes, 100 sov'iis

G subs, beating" three others.

In 1826, Serab won Kings Plate, 100 gs. beating 30 others.

In 1827, Sioctou, Serab won the gold cup. j.l3

PRICES OF COUjVTRY PRODUCE.

German Geese.

For sale two pair^f this superior breed of Geese, from East
Friezland, Germany-Produced from a pair imported last year
direct from Bremeii^H ship North America, Capt. Child ; and
which were selecteo^^* said Capt. himself with the greatest

care. These grese possess many important qualities peculiar

to their breed—among which is, their size, their usual weight
when fat being from 26 lo 30 pounds each—also the large quan-
tity of feathers which they yield, the Germans pluck them three

times a year, and the feathers are considered the best in the

German, English and Dutch markets—and their remarkably
docile, gentle and domestic dispositions. Apply to Capt. S. P.

Child, Warren. R. I. where the geese are to be seen—or to

Wm. B. Bradford,.Ir. No 2-i India street, head of Central

wharf, Boston—or lo the Now England Farmer Seed Store.

July 18 3t

Massachusetts JlgricuUural Repositorii.

Just published by Welles & Lilly, Court Street, Boston, price

50 els. the Massachusetts Agricultural Kepositoiy and Journal.

Number 2. vol. x. Contents—The Proceedings and Reports of

the Krighion Cattle Show in October 1827—The culture of Silk

-History of Silk—History of Silk in the United States—Raw
Potatoes'bad for Milch Cows—One of the Diseases of the Peach
Tree—Lorain's Husbandry—New Presents ol Fruits.

APPLES, best, . . - -

ASHES, pot, first sort, -

Fuarl, first sort, - - -

BEANS, white, ... -

BEEF, mesi, new. . . - -

Cargo, No. 1 , new,
Car»o, No. 2, new,

RtiTTEii; "inspected iVo. 1, new, -

CHEESE, new milk.

Skimmed milk,

FLOUR, Baltimore, Howaid-stieet, -

Genesee, - . - -

Rye, best, - - . -

GRAIiS, Corn, ....
Rye, ....
Barley, .. -

Oats, ....
HOG'S LAR1>, first sort, new,
LIME, .....
PLAISTER PARIS retails al

PORK, new, clear, . . . -

Navy, mess, new.
Cargo. No. 1, new,

SEEDS, Herd's Grass, -

Orchard Gra.ss,

Fowl Meadow, . . -

Rye Grass, . - -

Tall Meadow Oats Grass, -

Red Top . - . -

Lucerne, - . - -

White Honeysuckle Clover,

Red Clover, (norihern)

French Sugar Beet, -

Mangel Wurtzel,

WOOL, Merino, full bloo<I, washed, -

Merino, full blood, unwashed,
Merino, three fourths washed.

Merino, half& quarter washed
Native, washed, -

Pulled, Lamb's, first sort, -

Pulled. Lamb's, second sort,

'Pulled, for spinning, first sort,

barrel.

bushel

barrel.

pound,

FR 'M Tu
6 00

92 00 97 aO
ICO CO

1 oo| 1 so
10 501 11 00
8 so 3 75

7 50

10
10

53
CO
33

pound.
cask.

ton. ! 2 50
barrel.: 18 00

"
I

13 50

PROVISIOy MARKET.
BEEF, best pieces, -

PORK, fresh, best pieces,

whole hogs,

V'EAL,
Ml'TTON. . - - -

POULTRY. . . - -

BUTTER, keg and tub, -

Lump, best, - -
,

EGGS, - L™^*"
MEAL, Rye, retail, - -

'
'

Indian, retail,

POTATOS. new - -

CIDER, [accorcHns to -l«^i'y,}

bushel
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MISCELLANIES. j
enm tliovight, wlit'ii tliese deleiiflant ruffians came which furnishes them with something to adore.-

THE CARRIAGE SCENE.
[bv montgomhrv.]

'• Young, chasle, and lovely—pleased, yd half afraid,

Before yon alter droops a pligliiec! maid.

Clad in her bridal robe ol taintless while.

Dumb with the scene ami trepid with delight;

Around hftr hymeneal guardians stani'.,

Each with a lender look and feeliug bland
j

And oil she turns her beauty-beaming eye,

Dinim'd with a (earol'happir.esj gont- by !

Then coyly views, in youth's commanding pride,

Herown adored one paniing by her side
;

Like lilies bending from the noon tide blaje,

IIci- bashlhl eye-lids drnoj) beneath his gaze

;

While love and homage blend their blissful power.

And shed a halo roum) his man iage hour;

What though his chance abounding hie ordain

A path ol anguish and precarious pain

;

1 .y wane or woe, where'er coinpell'd he rove,

A rot's a palace by the light of love!

There beats one heart which, until death, will be

A gushing, glowing fount ofsympathy ;

One frownle.ss eye to kindle with his own,

One changeless friejidv.hen other friends are flown
3

O ! sanction Thou the love-united pair,

Fountain of love ! for Tiiou art present there.''

1 ritsliiiig like a mighty torrent from tlie liills down

1 upon tlie abodes of peace—broke open the plan-

tift''s door—separated the weejiing mother from

her screeching infant—and took away my client's

ifie, gentlemen of the jury, for which we charge

\jifieen dollars.

The wise man has his foUies no less than the

fool : but it has been said, that herein Ues the dif-

ference, the follies of the fool are known to the

world, but are hidden from himself; the follies of

the wise man are known to himself, but hidden

froiri the world. A harmless hilarity, and a buoy-

ant clieerfuUiess are not unfrequeut concomitants

of genius ; and we are never more deceived, than

when we mistake gravity for greatness, solemnity

for science, and pomposity for erudition.

Society indeed has its great men and it.s little

men, as the earth has its mountains and its val-

leys. But the inequalities of intellect, hkn the in-

equalities of the sm'face of our globe, bear so

small a proportion to the mass, that, in calculating

its great revolutions, they may safely be neglect-

ed. The sun illuminates the hills, while it is still

below the horizon ; and truth is discovered by the

highest minds a little before it becomes manifest

to the multitude. This i.s the extent of their su-

periority. They are the first to catch and reflect

a light, which, without their assistance, must iu a
short time be visible to those who lie far beneath

them.

Turnip Seed, Sfc.

Just received at the New England Farmer Seed Store, No.
52 North Market Street, Boston, an extensive assortment of

Ancient Coins—Mr. Stodder oifers for sale al'^"™'? Sf«d|.'5ome of which are the grouth of ti,e preseiit
v^uviio.

season— the finest sorts either for family use or stofji. J be
very valuable collection of antique Coins, which most improved sorts for the former are the White Slotfe, White

we understand belong to Mr. Purdie, a gentleman >

Dui^h, Yellow Stone, Yellow Malta. The Velloio Stone \s

, , 11 1 1 1 /^i t i\i- ;

one ol uncommon excellence and keeps well. Ol the sorts for
who has travelled through Greece, Asia Minor, gg,j ^^i^^^ ,i,g ^yhite Norfolk. White Globe, and Ke/W ^*-
and many of the principal cities of the eastern I erdeen nr Bullock are preferable. The Yellow .Aberdeen is

world, and who makes a short stav in this town,
i

™" approved among the farmers ofEngland and Scotland, as
'

,. m ' " grows to a large size, is very sweet and nutritious, and keeps
previous to his embarkation for Turkey.

j

liir June. Also, Yellow Ruta Baga, or Russian Turuip, of the

Mr. P. has visited all the principal places where
|

best description. The above seeds were saved iu Europe e.i

,.,-,. ,. , . 1^1,- V - onn pressly fo'- us, and the utmost dependence mav be placed upon
the Coins lormerly circulated—being about 800 11,^;^ genuine quality. A variety of Long and Turnip Radish

s. suitable for growing the three ensuing moiahs. Prickly or

Fall Spinach, Long Prickly and Early Cluster Cucumber ; also

David Garrick Avas once on a visit to a Mr
Rigby's seat. Ministry Hall, Esse.\, when Doctor

j
different varieties, some of them nearly 3000 years es

Gouge formed one of the party. Ohecrving the old, and undoubtedly the most valuable collection

potent appetite of the learned Doctor, Garrick in-

didged in some coarse jests on the occasion, to

the great amusement of the company—the Doc-
ti'i c.-iccpled ; who, when the laugh had subsided,

thus addressed the party : "Gentlemen, you must
doiibtles.s suppose, from the e.vtreme famiUarity

with which ]\Ir. Garrick iias thought fit to treat

me, that I am an acquaintance of liis ; but I can
assure you, that till 1 met him here I never saw
him but once before, and then I paid five shillings

for the sight," Roseius was silent.

A dotvnnght Appeal— not a Hint We have
seen a paragraph, taken from a Southern paper,

aii.l which is now travelling itself to death as fast

as it can, stating that a gentleman late!}' deceased

in Carolina, had never permitted his subscription

to the newspaper to be liehiud, and that as the

same could be said of so few men, is worth record-

ing on his tomb stone. Verily, we say amen to

this. This man stands next to him who returned

a borrowoil umbrella ! What higher praise can
there be, than have your printer say, '-You always
})am me." How cfear, tcb, must be the man's con-

science who reads a paper he knov/s he has paid

for. With what enviable satisfaction does he un-
fold the damp sheet ! He feels him.sclf under no
obligation, that the printer is absolutely beholden
to him. *Tli!s is the very feeling we would have
all our subscibers experience— that we are in debt

to them for a year's jiaper—not that they are in

debt to us. Now tliinlc not, gentle leadcrs—you
that have ))a!iently followed usthu.? far— that there

is any hint in tliis—not any. It is too plain for a
liint— it is a downright appeal— but whether to

your pity or your pockets, we shall wait an answer
by the return of mail Truth-Teller.

in the United Siates. Among them are many E-

yptian and Roinan coins, scarce and rare.

—

Prov.

paper.

Cultivation ofJlowers.—The ci'.ltivation of flow-

ers as it is one of the most pleasing employments,

so it is one of the most profitable. We do not

mean profitable in dollars and cents, but jjrofita-

ble in its operation upon the habits of the world.

Girkin Cucumber, or West India pickling one ol"

the finest pickles.

Likewise 200 lbs. fresh cpinmon while flat English Turnip
Seed, a part of it ihe growtli of 1^:28 1—to dealers and purchas-
eri by the quantity, it will be put at a low rate.

Also, genuine Fowl Meadow Grass, from Vermont—Orcharti

Grass, Lucerne, tfec.—Hemp, White Mustard, Fla.\ Seed, &c.
At this place is kept the best supply of seeds, native and im-

ported, that art and industry can procure. July 4

Rcnnan.
This elegant, full blooded horse, a bright bay with black legs,

—anc and tail, of high spirit and good temper, will stand at llie

The great purveyor of vii-e and the mightiest ene-
[
fann of Mr Steplien Williams in Nonhborough, Als. at g20 the

my of virtue is idleness. Want of c'mployment
1

Ifa.'ion, to be paid heforijihe mares are taken away.—See New
i ...,-, I ,1 England Farmer, May lb.

takes men from their homes and causes them to —=

—

. 1 _
loiter about taverns and grog shops. The same Oat Meal, Oat Flour, Gratis, Sfc.

cause sends women from Ihoir families to spin, J"^' received at the New England F.irmer Seed Store ti

, ., ,, , , .
."^

.
I
further supply of die above articles, viz. .so barrels of fresh Oal

street-yarn, and retail small s.andal against their
, jieal, tine bolted Oat Flour, Hulled Oats or Vermont Rice,

neighbors, who it is probable are better than theiii- Scotch Barley, &e. for sale in .-iny quantities, wholesale or re-

.in instance of PafJioa, not found in Martinus
ScriUerus.—The iMilowing peroration to an elo-

quent harangue addrt^sed by a lawyer in Oliio, to

a jury, is a rare specimen of climacteric sublimity.
" Ajid now the shades of^iigln Imd shrouded the

earth in darktiess. ."^11 nature lay wruppi/d in sol-

selves. What was at first done for want of occu

pation, at length becomes an invrterate habit, and
the man cannot refrain from haui'iing the tavern,

or the woman from flaunting through the streets.

Also a few cannisiers of fine Oal Ficur, neatly packed,
at 50 els. per cannister.

Seeds for the West Indie's.

Merchants, masters of vessels and others irading to the West

I

Indies, can be furnished witli boxes ol Scods, assorted, suitable
Learn your children to love the garden and to

]

for ihalmarkel, at from p to So per box.—Each box contains

rear flowers. It will prove an useful exercise, I "P^^"!* of sixty difl'erenl kinds of seeds, v«gctable and orna-

1 ,1 ^ 11,1 ^, mental, iu quantities sufficient for a common kitchen garden.

—

and an agreeable amusement. When they once Likewise tlJe greatest variety of see.ls to be found in New Enr-
acquire a fondness for such simple pleasures, it 1 land, by the pound

will never be lost. Through life a part of their gT2^vthofjB27

leisure hours will be devoted t^'these innocent

pursuits. The man who seizes ff ei-j o])porrunity

to look to his garden, his shriJt his flowers, and
his trees, will rarely be founcjfo be dissipated.

The best society for the suppression of vice, would
be one whose object was to encourage constant

employment and innocent and agreeable amuse-
ments. There are various other sources of plea-

sure, where labor and amusements go hand in

hand, that should be made fashionable.

—

J^'utional

Standard.

' bushel, all warranted pure, and of the

Disparity of Intellect and March of Mind.—The
difl'crence between one man and another is by no

means so great as the superstitioup crowd suppos-

es. But the same feelings which, in ancieni

Rome, produced the apotheosis of a popular em-
leror, and in modern Rome the canonization of a

Icvout prelate, lead men to chfri.sh an illusion

Brevie^i Geese.

For sale, 10 pair fine Bremen Geese. Apply ol ihc New
July iEngland Former Seed Store.

Cucumber Seed, fyc.

Just received at the .New England Faniici S^ed Stoire, a furth-

er supply of Green and White 'J'urkey, H'fjite Spined, Lonjr
I'rickljr, and small Weiit India Gnkin Cucuinlicr Seed—llie

latter is a line sort for pickling, and shouU be planted soon.

>.i, Sa\
At the New England Farmer fted Store, " A Memoir of the
CuhiTatiun of .h« Vine i». .Vnicxa—and the best M«d» of mak-
ing Wine. Sectmd edition, liy John Adlum. June £7

Field Beans.
For sale at the N=^'' England Farmer Seed Store two barrels

of small white pwhlic I'lcld Leans, raised in Milton, Mass.

—

They ar« of fiie quality, free liom any mixture, the saed being
selected, apa are all of the giviwtii of 18-7.

PviUshtd a-tnj Fi-i<lMj,at $3 per onniun, fayatle at thi mi
(jf eht year—but thast viho pay witMn sixty days from the timr

of suhscrHin-; . arc cnlillfrl to c iledaciion cfffty cmls.
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